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PREFACE TO PROCEEDINGS OF ISEC '83 

The !SEC Conferences are now a well-established feature of the calendar for all concerned with separation 

processes. Their origin can be traced back nearly thirty years. While the early events were very much limited to the 

chemistry of metals extraction relevant to the nuclear industry, no such limitation has been involved since the 

mid-I 960s and the Conferences have truly covered both the science and technology of solvent extraction as applied in 

all sections of industry. This tradition is continued in !SEC '83, which also looks at techniques such as liquid 

membranes which are evolving from basic concepts developed for solvent extraction. 

The successful application of solvent extraction on an industrial scale is essentially an inter-disciplinary operation, 

demanding close co-operation and communication between chemist and ch�mical engineer. This has always been 

emphasized in the !SEC Conferences, which have provided a regular and recognized meeting place for all those 

concerned with development of the subject, hopefully helping to minimize resistance to information transfer across 

disciplinary boundaries. The same applies to the interface between academic and industrial workers. The importance 

of bringing together these diverse groupings, all of whom are individually making important contributions to our 

knowledge of solvent extraction, cannot be over-emphasized. The result is one of the unique features of the !SEC 

Conferences. 

A second feature is their international character. They have known no geographic or political boundaries and have 

brought together scientists from countries in all parts of the world. Many lasting friendships have been established and 

the Conferences have always been characterized by their atmosphere of collaboration and goodwill: truly a meeting of 

friends. This is a precious heritage which we must seek to maintain. 

Finally, reference should be made to arrangements for the organization and continuity of the !SEC Conferences. 

The early events arose spontaneously and successors came by some person or group offering at one meeting to 

organize the next. However, as they grew in size and scope, with attendant increase in financial commitment, it became 

necessary to look for sponsorship from learned societies. At the same time, there was a clearly-seen wish to avoid the 

Conferences becoming the monopoly of any particular society but for them to remain independent and international. 

This led, at !SEC '74, to the establishment of the International Committee for Solvent Extraction Science and 

Technology. This is an informal body with an international membership of workers concerned for the future of solvent 

extraction. Its role is one of co-ordination, with the aim of maintaining an orderly continuation of the !SEC 

Conferences with appropriate timing and location in the best interests of development of the subject throughout the 

world. Each individual meeting is then sponsored by a scientific or professional society in the host country, detailed 

organization being entirely in the hands of a local committee. This devolved method of organization gives each 

meeting its own particular character and style, providing variety which should add to the pleasure and value of 

attendance. 

!SEC '83 has been sponsored by the American Institute of Chemical Engineers in association with the Division of 

Industrial & Engineering Chemistry of the American Chemical Society and The Metallurgical Society of the 

American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers Inc. On behalf of the international community, 

I would like to record our thanks to all these bodies for their support, without which the meeting could not have taken 

place. However, the real work of organization has lain with individuals. An event of this size requires an enormous 

amount of preparation and the members of the Organizing Committees have given unstintingly of their time over the 

three years which have been involved. While it may seem invidious to select individuals for special mention when the 

organization has been very much a team effort, I feel I must make separate reference to the contributions of Mr. 

Robert B. Akell, who has shouldered the heavy responsibilities involved with Chairmanship of the Executive and 

Organizing Committees, and Professor C. Judson King, who accepted the onerous task of chairing the technical 

Program Committee and thus became the focal point for communications with contributors. Then there are those 

hidden people whose names are not recorded in any program but who have played a vital part working in offices 

throughout the USA to support the committee members. To all of them, I offer sincere thanks on behalf of the 

International Committee for Solvent Extraction Chemistry and Technology and all those who will attend or otherwise 

benefit from !SEC '83 

Carl Hanson 

Secretary General 

International Committee for Solvents 

Extraction Chemistry and Technology 
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A MESSAGE FROM THE ISEC '83 CHAIRMAN 

I would have preferred to write these words after the meeting so that I could, I hope, have said with honest 

conviction: It was a good meeting. Because these Proceedings are printed before the meeting, I shall paraphrase the 

words my wife often uses when she serves a dish made from a new recipe: "It ought to be good; I used good 

ingredients." ISEC '83 ought to be good - we used good ingredients! 

There are many people who supplied those "good ingredients." I should like to avail myself of this opportunity to 

record my appreciation for their efforts. I am sure that delegates to the meeting will share in this expression. 

The International Committee for Solvent Extraction Chemistry and Technology, with Dr. Carl Hanson as its 

Secretary General, undertook the responsibility of setting the avenue for the triennial ISEC meetings. The relatively 

informal meetings begun about two decades ago have grown with their help to become important meetings in this field. 

The American Institute of Chemical Engineers enthusiastically agreed to sponsor the meeting providing guidance, 

staff, and funds. We thank the Officers and Council of AIChE for their support. Special praise goes to J. Charles 

Forman, Secretary and Executive Director; Gerard F. Chiffriller, Director of Professional Services, and members of 

his staff: Don Nowak, Beth van Dijk, and Marie Stewart; and Larry Resen, Director of Publications and Technical 

Services. 

Cosponsors of the meeting, Division of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, American Chemical Society, and the 

Metallurgical Society of American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers, Inc., provided 

program liaison and use of their mailing lists. 

Many individuals worked diligently to bring ISEC '83 into being. To each of them, and their employers who 

permitted them to spend time and money, we give our words of appreciation. Their names can be found in the Program 

and the Proceedings; space limitations do not permit me to name them all here. However, the Executive Committee 

has been working for, in some cases, four or five years on this meeting. They deserve special praise: 

James L. Baird, Vice Chairman and Secretary, supervised preparation of the Program, 

Proceedings, mailing lists, and performed many other tasks as my "right-hand man." 

James Y. Oldshue as Treasurer managed the meetings finances. 

C. Judson King and his Program Committee are responsible for the many fine technical

presentations in the plenary lectures, oral sessions, and poster sessions.

Allan L. Turner and his committee put together the excellent trips and social events. 

David B. Todd was responsible for the equipment exhibit. 

Looking back on what I have just written, I can only repeat: ISEC '83 should be good; it had good ingredients. 

Robert B. Akell 
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FOREWORD FROM THE TECHNICAL PROGRAM CHAIRMAN 

The International Solvent Extraction Conference for 1983 is by far the largest ever held. In fact, the number of 

papers has grown to the point where we have made basic changes in the format of the Conference. Over two-thirds of 

the papers have been presented in poster sessions, making !SEC '83 one of the first large international scientific 

conferences to use this medium of presentation so heavily. 

Even though the Proceedings from !SEC '83 are imposing in size, it has also been necessary to make format and 

policy changes for them. Except for speakers in plenary sessions, authors have been limited to eight conventional 

typewritten pages, converted to two pages of the Proceedings upon reduction. For many of the papers it has therefore 

not been possible to present more than an Extended Summary. Consequently authors have been permitted to publish 

their paper in full elsewhere, should they desire. 

The growth in size of IS EC '83 reflects the increasing breadth of solvent extraction and its applications. A perusal of 

these Proceedings will show much more concern with specific processing applications than for earlier ISEC's. There 

have been a number of new applications in recent years, spurred on by new processing needs, newly discovered 

extraction chemistry, environmental problems, and needs to reduce energy consumption in large-scale separations. In 

addition to the well established uses of solvent extraction in the hydrometallurgical, nuclear, inorganic, and 

petrochemical areas, there are growing applications in processing of pharmaceuticals, synthesis of chemicals from 

biomass, and production of new chemicals. Extraction with supercritical and near-critical fluids is a field of 

burgeoning interest, and there has also been much recent research on novel implementations of extraction in the form 

of emulsion- and solid-supported liquid membranes. 

To support the development of these new applications, and to further the knowledge needed for design and analysis 

of solvent extraction systems, there has been continuing research in underlying areas of engineering science, such as 

mass transfer, fluid dynamics, emulsification and coalescence, axial dispersion, and modelling techniques. Research in 

solvent-extraction chemistry has continued apace as well, led by needs for better understanding of complexation 

mechanisms, the hope of improving extraction equilibrium, and the rapid growth of high-pressure liquid 

chromatography as a routine analytical technique. 

Special thanks go to the members of the Technical Program Commiucc .Jilu to the Co-Chairmen of the various 

sessions-all listed elsewhere-for their willing and constructive efforts in building the largest and hopefully the most 

stimulating of the International Solvent Extraction Conferences. It is our hope that the Proceedings of !SEC '83 will 

serve as an important reference volume for years to come. 

C. Judson King

University of California 

Technical Program Chairman. !SEC '83 
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THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF DIFFUSION AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS 

IN LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION KINETICS 

Pier Roberto Danesi 

Chemistry, Division, Argonne National Laboratory 
Argonne, Illinois 60439 USA 

INTROOUCTION 

The kinetics of solvent extraction of metal species is in general a func
tion of both the kinetics of the chemical reactions occurring in the system 
and the rates of diffusion of the species present in the two phases. In fact, 
since the final products of the extraction process are in a chemical state 
different frofll that of the starting materials, it follows that rupture and 
formation of chemical bonds occur during the extraction. As a consequence 
whenever one or more reaction steps of the overall reaction mechanism, either 
occurring in the bulk phases (homogeneous reaction) or at the liquid-liquid 
interface {heterogeneous reaction) are slow enough, their slowness will re
flect in the overall rate of extraction. In addition, since chemical species 
are transferred from one phase into another, the transport of material from 
the bulk of the phases to and from the interface is another very important 
factor to be taken into consideration. This means that diffusion processes 
can be also rate determining. However, since in most of the extraction proc
esses having some- practical interest the two phases are more or less effi
ciently stirred, the diffusion processes are generally limited to a zone 
located in the immediate proximity of the interface. Two stationary liquid 
layers, one on the aqueous side and the other on the organic side of the 
interface (Figure 1 l then control the diffusional processes. Tile thickness of 
these two stationary layers, also called diffusion films, is of course a func
tion of the hydrodynamic conditions inside the apparatus �here the extraction 
takes place. Only when the hydrodynamics is such that this thickness can be 
assumed equal to zero, does the diffusional contributlon to the rate of 
extraction completely disarpear. 1t is worth mentioning that many physico
chemical properties of the region very close to the interface, s1Jch as vis
cosity, dielectric constant, density, etc., can be appreciably different from 
those of ttie b11lk phases. Unfortunately very little is Known about these 
properties. Nevertheless, some information on the interface can be obtained 
from interfacial viscosity, interfacial potential, interfacial polarity and 
interfacial tension measurements. However, with the exception of the inter
faci al tension, such measurements are di ffi cult to perform and the interpreta
tion ()f the resul�s obtained is still open to discussion. interfacial tension 
studies are in this respect an exception and they are particularly important 
since they can provide useful information about the interfacictl concentration 
of the extracting reagent. In fact, as a general rule, extracting reagents are 
good surfactants because of their simultaneous hydropliilic-hydrophobic 
nature. It follows that, as a result of their surface-active nature, the 
int�rfacial concentrations of the extracting reagents can be remarkably 
high. This fact is of particular relevance since it can favor the occurrence 
of inter-facial reactions. In turn when these reactions are sufficiently slow, 
they show up as an interfacial resistance. If on the other hand, the chemical 
reactions, irresrective of their locale, are sufficiently fast, the extraction 
process is rate determined only by the diffusion processes occurring in the 
two diffusion filris. In this case the extraction process is said to occur in 
a "diffusional regime." 11.t the other extreme, wheri the diffusional processes 
can be considered practically instantaneous with respect to the clleriical reac
tions, the extraction process is considered entirely chemically controlled and 
to occur in a so-cal led "kinetic regime." In this case to describe the 
extraction kinetics infomation is needed about the rates at which the various 
chemical species react. Only in this instance the solvent extraction kinetics 
can be treated entirely in terms of chemical Kinetics. Unfortunately, in 
practical experimental wort it is often difficult to draw a sharo line between 
these two limiting cases. In fact, although criteria that can help to dis
tinguish between k inetica 1 ly-contro 11 ed and diffusion-control 1 ed processes 
have been reported (1,4), they are often difficult to apply and do not always 
lead to a completely unarr1bi9uous picture. It follows that in many experi
mental studies the simultaneous presence of mixed diffusional-kinetic reqimes 
cannot be excluded. In this case to fully describe the extraction kinetiC:s it 
is necessary to solve simultaneously the differential equations which describe 
the diffusion and the chemical kinetics (4). The "mixed regime" can then be 
described as a case of mass transfer with slow chemical reactions. Here the 
rates of diffusion and of the chemical reactions can never be neglected with 
respect to each other. Finally it has to be mentioned that it is generally 
very difficult to draw conclusions on the nature of the extraction regime only 
on the basis of the experimentally observed laws w�ich correlate the rate of 
extraction with the chemical composition or the concentration variations with 
time. In fact these laws are often the same even when very simple diffusional 
or kinetic processes are involved. 

In the present paper the main criteria which have been generally used to 
evaluate the relative importance of diffusion and chemical reactions in liquid 
liquid extraction kinetics are briefly reviewed. 

CRITERIA USED TO IDUITIFY THE EXTRACTION REGIME 

The criteria which have been used to distinguish between a diffusional 
regime and a kinetic regime are (1,4): 

1) dependency of the rate of extraction on the rate of stirring of the two 
phases, 

2) comparison between the heat transfer coefficient and the mass transfer 
coefficient, 

3) evaluation of the activation energy. 
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Criteria 2) and 3) are difficult to apply and have been only occasionally used 
to evaluate the extraction regime. According to 2), when tile same deoendence 
of the heat transfer coefficient and mass transfer coefficient on the stirring 
rate of the ohases is observed the conclusion can be reached that the extrac
tion occurs in a Giffusional regime. Apart from the several experimental dif
ficulties associated with the measure of the heat transfer coefficient, this 
criterion seems to suffer from the main drawback that in a multicomponent sys
tem, undergoing chemical reactions, the "true" heat transfer coefficient of 
the extracted species is often hard to separate from the heat transfer co
efficient of other chemical species. As far as criterion 3) is concerned, the 
same criticism holds. Furthermore there are many cases where the chemical 
changes associated with liquid-liquid extraction processes are characterized 
by the same values of the activation energies as diffusional processes. 
Criterion 1) seems by far the simplest one to use and this is proved by the 
large number of investigators who have used it. In general a process 
occurring in a diffusional regime is characterized by an increase 0f the rate 
of extraction as long as the stirring rate of the two phases is increased 
(Figure 2, Zone Al. When on the other hand the rate of extraction is inde
pendent of the stirring rate (Figure 2, Zone Bl it is sometimes possible to 
assume that the extraction process occurs in a kinetic regime. The rationale 
behind this criterion is that an increase in stirring rate produces a decrease 
in thickness of the diffusion films (Figure 1). Consequently the rate of 
e,ctraction increases as long as a process7'sa1Tfusion controlled. When even
tually the thickness of the diffusion films is reduced to zero only chemical 
reactions can be rate controlling and the rate of extraction becomes inde
pendent of the stirring rate. This kind of reasoning has been applied both to 
vigorously stirred reactors, where the two phases are highly interdispersed, 
and to constant interfacial area stirred cells. However in both cases tt'P. 
criterion can le"d to erroneous conclusions. In the case of constant inter
facial area stirred cells, while Zone A is certainly an indication that the 
process is occurring in presence of diffusional contribution, the opposite is 
not true for Zone B. In fact it may occur that in spite of the increased 
stirring rate the thickness of the stagnant diffusion fi1ms does not further 
decrease. This "slip effect" can therefore simulate a kinetic regime. 

As far as vigorously stirred· reactors are concerned strong ambiguities 
are also present when applying criterion 3). In fact, unless the overall 
interfacial area is known and taken into consideration when evaluating the 
rate of extraction, an increase in the rate of extraction with the stirring 
rate can take place when the sys tern is in a kinetic regime determined by an 
interfr1cial chemical reaction. The increase observed in Zone A in this case 
indicatt;;S an increase in the number of droplets of the dispersed phase and not 
a decrease in the thickness of the diffusion film. Moreoever, the plateau 
region of Zone B does not necessarily prove that the extraction occurs in a 
Kinetic regime. In fact, although at high stirring rates eventually the num
ber of droplets of the dispersed phase becomes constant, since the rate of 
formation equa 1 s the rate of coa 1 escence, 1 ack of internal ci rcul at ion and 
poor mixing can occur inside the droplets of the dispersed phase. This is 
particularly true with small droplets and in the presence of extractants which 
are strong surfactants. It follows then that also in this case a plateau 
region can simulate a diffusional regime. 

SIMULATION OF INTERFACIAL REACTIONS BY DIFFUSION 

A further ambiguity on the kind of regime which controls the rate of 
extraction is obtained when one td�s to derive conclusions on the basis of 
the observed dependency of the rate of extraction on the concentration of the 
species involved in the extraction process. As a typical example of this am
biguity we will describe the case of diffusion mimicing an interfacial two
step chemical reaction (3). This latter mechanism basically consists of the 
following steps: 

a) formation of an interfacial complex between the interfacially adsorbed 
molecules of the extractant and the extractable metal species, 

b) transfer of the interfacial complex from the interface to the bulk organic 
phase and simultaneous replacerrient of the interfacial vacancy with bulk or
ganic molecules of the extractant. 

The mechanism is described by the following equations: 
kl 

(!) A+ t (BH\ (AB\+ H+ 

k_l 

(2) 

( 3) 

( 5) 

A+ represent the extractable metal cation, BH the extracting reagent, sub-
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script i indicates interfacially adsorbed species, the bar 
species, r� is the initial rate of extraction and (Q/V) is 
the interfacial area and the volume of the aqueous phase. 
strong surface-active extractants used in practice ki is a 
hulk concentration exceeds 10-3 M. 

indicates organic 
the ratio between 
With most of the 

constant when the 

The dependence of the interfacial flux J0 = r9 , (V/Q) on [BH] and [H'l 
is shown in £j__g _t.!!:_Ll- This kind of depen.dency has been observed in many
extraction kirieffcsstudies perforr.ied with constant interfacial area stirred 
cells (4). 

When the extractant is at least in part solubi1 ized in the aqueous phase 
the alternative mechanism can occur: 

a) fast partitioning of the reagent between the organic and aqueous phase, 

b) slow fonnation of an aqueous phase complex between the metal and the 
reagent, 

cl fast partitioning of the metal complex between the aqueous and the organic 
phase. 

In this case the mechanism is described in the following equations: 
k* 

A+ 
+ BH 

I
AB + H + (4) 

k* 
-1 

( 5) K = p [BH]/[BH] 

(6) r� 
ki + = � [A ][mi] 

r� and r� have the same dependency on [SH] and [H+] at low extractant and high 
ac1d concentration. Nevertheless, a distinction between the two kinetic 
regimes .can be made by operating in a wide ·range of concentrations and by 
studying the influence of Q/V on the extraction rate. On the other hand, a 
real ambiguity about the mechanism exists if the stirring of the system is not 
sufficient to substantially rerluce the thickness of the diffusion film and an 
aqueous phase reaction, such as (4}, is occurring on the aqueous side of the 
interface. In this case the diffusional contribution can give rise to a rate 
equation identical to (3). The equation describing the extraction rate, de
rived i'n reference (3), is: 

(7) 

where {0/6) is an average diffusional parameter equal to the ratio between the 
diffusion coefficient and the th;ckness of the diffusion film, and 

(8) 

(9) KP(BH) a [BH]/[BH], Kp(AB) [AB]/[AB] 

A comparison between equations (7} and (3) __mows that. the extraction rates 
have exactly the same kind of dependency on [BH]. [H'] and (Q/V). It follows 
that. because of insufficient mixing of the two phases, a diffusional contri
bution couo l i:?d to a one-step chemi ca 1 reaction occurring on the aqueous phase 
oftne-fnt

e
rtace can m1m1c an 1nterfac1ai two-step reactlon. 

The above reported discussion seems to lead to rather pessimistic con
clusions about the possibility of definitely identifying the extraction 
regime. However, the situation improves when more than only a single 
criterion 1S used. Moreover, the knowledge of. the chemical properties of the 
system can be sometimes of great help in understanding whether the extraction
process is occurring in a diffusional or kinetic regime. In general, extract
ants reacting through a chelation mechanism, which implies the dehydration of 
the metal cation, f"d extractable metals exhibit1ng very low rates of water
exchange (Cr+3 , Al 3 , Fe+3 , etc.) favor kinetic regimes, providing suitable 
hydrodynamic conditions are present. In fact in these cases the Eigen-Wilkins
mechanism (5), consisting of the rapid formation of an outer-sphere associa
tion complex followed by the slow substitution of a water molecule of the pri-
111ary coordination sphere with the ligand, generally holds. This Id mechanism
(dissociative interchange mechanism) leitds to slow rates of complex formation 
with metal ions characterized by low rate constants of water exchange. More
over, if the extractant exhibits high interfacial concentrations and very low 
aqueous solubilities, the kinetic regime can be determined by interfacial
reactions. In this case the same direct proportionality between the (Q/V) 
ratio and the extraction rate, as observed with diffusion controlled process. 
must be experimentally measured. 

AN EXAMPLE OF A METAL EXTRACTION PROCESS OCCURRING IN A KINETIC REGIME 

As an example of a system where the extraction of a metal species is very 
likely to take place in a kinetic regime we can quote the.extraction of Fe+3 
from aqueous nitrate solutions by toluene solutions of tri-n-butylaceto 
hydroxamic acid (6) (hereafter HX). In this case the extraction kinetics were 
studied in a highly stirred tank at 2,150 rprn, where the two phases were com
pletely dispersed. Furthermor�. the extracting reagents bind to the metal 
forming a hexacoordinated che'jted species. In this chelation process the six 
water coordination 111olecules of Fe(III) are replaced with three C=O and three 
N-0- groups. This ligand exchange reaction was shown to occur very slowly 
also with water soluble hydroxamic acids. The slow chemical reaction is 
caused by the low value of the rate constant of water exchange (1.5 x 102 

sec-I) of Fe+ 3• Furthermore, HX shows appreciable interfacia1 activity 
(Figure 4) and an organic/water partition coefficient K = 40. It follows 
tnataTinetic regime characterized by slow chemical rea�ions is very likely 
to occur under vigorous mixing conditions. The type of rate of extraction vs 
extractant concentration dependencies that we can expect in the case of a 
kinetic regime when, for the sake of simplicity, the contribution of the 
FeOH2+ species (enough acid to suppress hydrolysis is present) and of the 
baclcreaction {the rates are extrapolated to time zero), are not considered are 
the following. 

A. Aqueous phase kinetic regime. In this instance the equations which 
describe the system are 

(IQ) 

( 11) 

(12) 

Fe'3 + HX(water) 

k 
r� = r [Fe '3J[HX] 

p 

K = [HX]/[HX] = 40 
P, 

The expected· dependency of r� on [Hi] is shown in Figure SA. 

B. Interfacial kinetic regime. The equations which describe the system 
are: 

(13) 

ki 
Fe+3 

+ HX(interfacial) .. FeX��nterfacial) 
+ H+ 

(14) 

I !5l 

The data of Figure 4 indicfil that [(HX)i], the interfacial concentratton of 
HX, becomes constant when [HX] > 10-3 M. Before saturation of the interface 
the interfacial concentration is instead given by 

( 16) [HX] • [(HXl;l = 
I + [HX] 8 

where e is a Langmuir adsorption constant. The expected dependency of ry on 
[HX] is shown in Figure 58. 

k 
r�otal = r� + r� • [Fe +3](1r [llX] + ki i)

p 
(17) 

The expected dep)'ndency of riotal on [HX] is shown in Figure SC. The experi
mental dependency of the in1t1a1 extraction rate, divided by the initial 
Fe( III) concentration, on the organic HX monomer concentration is shown in 
Figure 6. The plot clearly indicates that the overall rate data fall on a 
slraTgfit 1 i ne not going through the origin of the axes and supports a mixed 
contribution of a slow aqueous phase and interfacial chemical reaction. The 
slope .Df the straight line and K allow one to evaluate ka = 11 (M-1·sec-1). 
This value is in very good agreCment with the literature values (7} of the 
rate constants of many Fe(III) ligand substitution reactions. This result 
gives further support to the proposed mechanism which assumes that the extrac
tion process ;s entirely occurring in a kinetic regime. 
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THE ROLE OF THE INTERFACE IN THE 

EXTRACTION OF METAL CHELATES 

Henry Freiser 

The University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 USA 

Our study of the kinetic aspects of metal chelate extractions 
has addressed itself to resolution of questions of both fundamental 
and practical interest. Some of the questions include: How are 
extraction rates affected by structural changes in the 
extractant? How large is the effect of ligand structure on reaction 
rates of metal chelate formation and dissociation? Does the nature 
of the rate-limiting step, i.e. the mechanism, change as the 

molecular weight and, therefore, the hydrophobicity of the 

extractant increases? When, if ever, does the liquid-liquid 
interface become significant? Jn this report, our efforts to 
determine the role of the interface in metal chelate extraction 
will be described. 

Since its introduction in 1962 (1),the method of determining 
the kinetics of inherently rapid reactions via solvent extraction 
has not attracted many users. Aside from Zangen who used this 
approach to determine the kinetics of the formation of Hg(Il) 
bromide complexes(2), Haraguchi; in the determination of the 
kinetics and mechanism of Ni complexes of 8-quinolinol(3), 
2-(2-thiazolylazo)-4 methylphenol, and 1-(2-thiazolylazo)-
2-naphthol (4),and two kinetic studies of organic reactions,rapid 
hydrolysis of esters (5),and carbonium ion reactions (6), we 
remain essentially the sole practitioners of this method. For 
this reason,some attention here to the methodology and its 
evolution would seem to be in order. 

Simply expressed, under conditions of vigorous shaking(l,7) or 
high speed stirring (8,9), mass transfer rates in metal chelate 
solvent extract�on processes are much faster than chemical reaction 
rates, particularly when, by means of favorable distribution char
acteristics, the concentration of one of the reactants is very low. 
It is axiomatic that in any multistep process, the overall kinetics 
of the process gives information about the ·slowest ,i.e. ,the rate
determining step(rds). We have employed this approach using the 
classical Morton flask assembly(lU) with stirring speeds of up to 
20,000 !'pm. <)ur apparntus (8) is always operated on the plateau of 
extr�ction rate vs . stirring speed where further stirring energy 
does not reduce drop size of the dispersed phase but simply contri
butes to the overall convective movement in the reaction flask. The 

data we obtain are highly reproducible and almost always result in 
simple experimental rate expressions having very nearly integral 
reaction orders. 

ln �ontrast, others interested in mass transfer kinetics in 
liquid-liquid distribution systems almos t invariably start by 
considcri,·> diffusion as the primary source of 'resistance' and 
then modl�y this concept to include slow chemical reaction kinetics 
as added 'resistances', usually without attempting to account 
quantitat'vely for the reaction rate constants. These workers tend 
to favor experiments in which the interfacial area is fixed. Fixed 
interfacial area designs (11-16) are rooted in the assumption that
the reaction is either diffusion or interfacially controlled. 
Inasmuch as rate constraints of such reactions must be expressed in 
terms of unit interfacial area, fixed interface experiments permit 
this measurement to be made. This has not been considered to be 
possible with high dispersion experiments because the interfacial 
contact area is u�known. Most fixed interface experiments have been 
performed with either a single drop in a continuous phas e or a 
Lewis cell. In the single drop method a droplet of one phase is 
allowed to rise (or fall) through a column containing the second 
phase. This approach has been criticized for net overcoming 
diffusion effects in the droplet. The Lewis cell is designed so 
that both phases stand in contact with each other while each phase 
js stirred separately. Stirring supposedly overcomes diffusion 
,roblems by replenishing the interface with reactant from eac� bulk 
@hase. Nevertheless, since the vigor of the stirring must be 
*everely limited to avoid vortex formation, mas s transfer effects 
are certainly not eliminated, 

Extraction kinetics studies involving high dispersion is achi
eved by vigorous shaking or stirring of the two phases(l,7,8,9,23), 
These experiments are capable of attaining the fastest extraction 
rates. From the point of view of a mechanism in which a homogeneous 
chemical reaction is the rds, a high dispersion is needed to reduce 
the time required for mass transfer processes so that diffusion 
effects are not involved in the observed reaction velocity and rate
equations. In the case of an interfacial mech- anism, a high 
dispersion maximizes the interfacial surface area, leading to a 
faster rate, Recently, Tavlarides (17) has critically reviewed most 
of the previous high dispersion and fixed interface experimental 
techniques and concluded each of them was seriously compromised. 

One unequivocal way in which to resolve these controversies or lat least to validate our own experimental approach to extraction 
kinetics, would be to compare the values of the chemical reaction 
rate constants derived from our experiments with those obtained 
elsewhere in the chemical literature. Yet another mode of resolu
tion of these problems, particularly that designed to clarify the 
role of the interface, would be to develop an experimental configu
ration in which results obtained with little or no interfacial reg
ion, could be compared with thos e obtained with a large (and reas
onably constant) interfacial region. Recently, we have developed 
just such a measurement system which is based on the use of a sel
ect4ve Teflon phase separator which permits the sampling of the 

organic phase.while it is still intimately mixed with the aqueous 
phase under high-speed stirring conditions (18), With the help of 
this automated extraction apparatus, we have studied the pH 
dependence of the equilibrium distribution of dithizone and a 
series of alkyl derivatives as will be described in greater detail 
below. We are able by these means to distinguish between those 
systems in which surface active components are present and those 
which are not, When they are present, quantitative evaluation of 
the role of the interface can be made. 

Recently, we conducted a detailed study of the kinetics of 
extraction of Cu(!!) with aromatic and aliphatic hydroxyoximes, 
which were introduced in the 1960's by General Mills for the large 
scale extraction of copper. Our earlier work suggests that with 
extractants of higher molecular weight and hence of larger K 
values, the observed rates 2! inherently faster metal substi�fltion 
reactions, e.g. those of Cu will become slow enough to be 
accessible to the solvent extraction technique. Furthermore, the 
kinetics of copper-LIX extractions are of great practicjl 
importance and have already been the sub ject of some stuJ1, Our 
interest in these systems was furthei enhanced by the wide spread 
claim that thi mechanism of such systems, unlike those we studied, 
involve a slow interfacial reaction. 

Most of the theoretical studies have been performed with 2-hy
droxy-5-nonylbenzophenone oxime (LJX65N) and 5,8-diethyl-7-hydroxy
dodecan-6-one oxime (LIX63). Previous workers, pointing to the low
aqueous solubility of the LIX reagents, almost invariably discard 
the possibility of chelate formation i� the aqueous phase and 
propose that interfacial reaction kinetics, rather than homogeneous 
chemically controlled rates, are dominant. Thus, in a review of the 
kinetics and mechanisms of Cu(II) by the LIX reagents, Flett(19) 
simply asserted that because these reagents are •so hydrophobic", 
their aqueous phase solubility could be ignored. This, without any 
attempt to measure phase distribution constants! Adopting this 
stance, when chemic�! parameters appeared in the extraction rate 
expressions, these investigators naturally invoked an "interfacial 
reaction" as the rds in developing a mechanism. 
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significantly less than that of dithizone, an extractant whose kin
etic behavior has been accepted as proceeding through an aqueous 
phase mechanism. On the basis of our kinetic data the rate expres
sion for the extraction of copper by LIX65N can be quantitatively 
described by the following expression: 

_ d[cu2+
J = k, [Cu�+1�HL]� 

dt H 

where HL represents LIX65N. 

( 6) 

It is noteworthy that all of the experimentally observed orders are 
integers. 

From this experimental rate expressions the following 
mechanis m may be deduced: 

HL(o)� HL fast ( 7) 

Cu 2+
+ HL 

/31Ka 
--#= CuL+

+ H+ fast ( 8) 

CuL+
+ HL� CuL2 + H+ slow ( 9) 

K 
oc 

CuL
2
� CuL2 (o) fast ( 1 o.) 

where KDR and K
oc 

represent the distribution constants 
of ligan<l' and cJHilate, K the acid dissociation constant of
L!Ji5 and 1the equilbrifim formation constant of CuL from 
Cu and L- • The overall extraction rate, under conditions 
where extraction is essentially complete at equilbrium, would be 
determined by the rate of the slow (eq.9): 

d[cu 2 1 
= k [cuLj[HLJ 

dt 1 
( 11) 

By substituting appropriate equilibrium expressions from (7) and 
(8) into (11), one obtains 

( 12) 
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in which the observed dependence on metal ion, ligand and pH are 
explained. Further, the observed reaction rate constant, k', is 

seen to be 

k R K 
1r1 a 

k' --rK DR 

( 13) 

2
+ Although, unfortunately,_the formation equilibri� of 

Cu LIX65N have not been studied, a reasonable approximately of 
/3

1
Ka(to within a bout_one o'.der of_magnitude) can be estima-

ted from values obtained with sal1cylaldox1me, a closely related 
ligand. In fact, inasmuch as within a given ligand family changes 

in tend t o be compensated by counter changes in K , the 
prodrtct tends to remain rela t ively constant (with a Roticeable but 
small increase with increasing K

ft
l· Hen,e2from the measurement 

of p
2
K8of salicylaldoxime and Cu of 10 · (20), we 

may take p
1
Ka as102 •0• Together with the value of 

K0Ras 1 04 · 6and log k' of 1. 37, k1 is 2. 2 x 10 7M-
1
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phenanthroline is only three times larger (20). 
This agreement with generally oberved rate constant for copper 

substitution reactions in aqueous media represents strong evidence 
for the mechanism of the Cu-LIX65N extraction developed here. If 
chemical reactions at the interface were significant, far larger 
apparent rate constants would be calculsted as a result of the 
incorporation of the bulk organic phase ligand concentration of 
the ligand concentration, in the rate expression instead of the 
significantly larger concentration of the ligand, as a surface 
active material, at the interface. 

Even more convincing proof of the mechanism described above 
can be obtained by testing the validity of eq.13, using a series of 
organic solvents in parallel rate studies. Thus, Akiba (21) found 
the observed rate of extraction of copper with LIX 65N, k',to vary 
by three orders of magnitude when seven organic solvents ranging 
from trichloromethane to n-heptane were used. The variation of log 
k' with log K was linear and had a slope of two, as required 
by eq.13. Sim1?¥arly, in the case of the extraction kine t ics of 
nickel with LIX 65N (found to be first order in ligand), the plot 
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( 2 1). The exact correspondence of variation of the observed rates 

to inverse first (with Ni) and second(with Cu) orders of the ligand 
distribution constants with the same set of solvents rules out any 
possible influence of interfacial effects in these systems. 

This is not to be taken to meBn that interfacial influence on 
extraction kinetics conducted under under hi gh speed stirring con 
ditions will never occur. Indeed, we set about to search for sys 
tems in which just such effects could occur by preparing and study
ing a series of symmetrically dialkylated dithizones, from methyl 
to hexyl. It seemed appropriate to start with derivatives of the 
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above (18), at high pH values, a drop in the alkylated dithizone 
concentration in chloroform was observed which varied with stirring 
speed up to a plateau region. The extent of the decrease in 
concentration varied with pH at stirring speeds in the plateau 
region in a manner p-arallel to the non-stirring experiment 
permitting us to obtain a pHl/?. value. The difference in 

pHlL2 
values (stirring vs. no stirring) increased from 0.16, 

0.66 1 3.0, and 5.0 as the alkyl group varied from methyl, to ethyl, 
to butyl, to hexyl, while no such change was observed with 
dithizone itself. These changes are indicative of the dramatic 
effect on the heterogeneous acid-base equilibrium that occurs 
because the anionic alkyldithizonati (but not t he neu t ral li gano) 
is surface active and is adsorbed into the interfacial region (22). 

The extraction kinetics of nickel and zinc with the 
alkyldithizonates (23) closely resembled that with dithizone and
its analogs studied earlier (7) in that the rate was first order 
each in metal and ligand and inverse first order in hydrogen 100. 
The bldg difference appeared when we assumed that the mechanism 
remained the same, i.e. that the rds was the formation of the 1:1
complex from metal and ligand anion in t he aqueous phase. This 

assumption led to increases in the second order reaction rate 
constant with increasing size of alkyl group until, with the 
hexyldithizone, the values for both Ni and Zn exceeded the 
diffusion limited rate constant for bimolecular reaction! 

Upon recognizing that the locus for the formation of the 1: 1 

complex is the interfacial region and calculating the correct value 
of the ligand anion concentration in the interface from the 
observed differences in pH112 values (v.s.), we obtaineo values 
for rate constants that wer� eminently reasonable, i.e. essentillly 
constant for all the alkylated dithizones and of values consistent 
with those obtained for these metals in a broad corss-section of 
ligand substitution reactions. Our results further show that the 
interfacial region is essentially aqueous in character in the 
systems studied. 
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PROGRESS IN  TR IVALENT ACTIN IDE 

LANTHANIDE GROUP SEPARATIONS 

C. M us i kas, P .  V itorge, D .  Pattee 

Centre d 'Etudes nuc lea i res de Fontenay-aux-Roses 
DGR-SEP-SCPR BP n ° 6 - FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES - France 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

Tne sep.:u·.1 t i on of the long ha l f  l iv e s  Cl emi t t e r s  f rom the :. h o r t c r  ha l f  
l ives !3cm i t te r s  contained i n  h i g h l y  rad i o a c t ive  was t e s  i s  s u i t ab l e  t o  imp rove 
nuc l ear ... a. s e e s  s t o r.1ge s a f e ty . Th i s  s e p ,n a t ion is comp l i c a t e , mos t ly because  
no s a t i s f a c tory t r i v a l e n t  a c t i n ide l a n thanid� group s e p ar a t i on i s  known . The 
p r e s en t l y  known p r o c e s s e s  have many d e f e c t s , one p a r t i c u l .1 r y  impo r tant is 
to  gene r a t e  l a rge amounts  o f  rad ioac t i ve was t e s . The i r  ma i n  f e a tures are : 

- TRA.�1EX ( I )  : t h i s  process  is based  on the s e l e c t iv e  e x t r a c t ion o f
t r i va l en t  a c t i n i d e s  i n t o  t e r t i ar y  am ine c h l o r i d e  ( a l aminc  336-HC l )  f r o m  1 0  to 
1 1  H aqueous LiCl s o l u t ions  w i th a c id i t i e s  i n  t h e  r,:mgc 0 . 0 2 to 0 . 2 5 M.  In 
add i t ion to the wa s t e s  produced by the aqueous s o l u t ions , the proc e s s  i s  
d i f f i c u l t  to  hand l e  b e c a u s e  o f  pH bu f f e r ing d i f f i c u l t i es due m a i n l y  t o  radiolys i s .  

- TALSPE.AK ( 2 )  t h i s  proc e s s  i s  based on t h e  s e l ec t i v e  e x t r a c t ion o f  
t r iva l ent lanthattides by d i 2c thylhexy l phospho r i c  a c i d  (llDEHP ) i n t o  
rl i i s o p r o !>y ! b c i'l z crfe f rom :iqueous s o lu t ! nns o f c;nbm::y l ic a c i C s  aI�C 
<l i e th y l 1.: nc t r iaminopcnta ace t i l:  a -: i c1 (DTPAJ . T!:e ·,rn s cc pro!:>l cms is l e s :,  ir:1po r t a n t  
t k 1 n  i :1 thci 't?.,\�I!:'.\ . pr o c e s s  : m t  t !:e m a j o r  component o f:  the m i :.:. tu r e s  ( lanthan i d e )  
i s  e x t r.:i c ted . pH b u f f e r ing prob l ems a n d  loY k in e t i c s  d o  no t y i e l d  , in counter 
current s epa r:1 t i o n s , the s e para tion factors  expected fro!D the v a l u e s  o f  batch 
d i s t r ib u t ion r a t i o s . THTOCYArlATE proc e s s  (3 )  i n  wh ich t r i v a l e n t  a c t i n i d e  arc 
s e l e c t i v e l y  f i xed on anion exchange res i n  f rom rather conc c n t r a t.ed NH4 NCS , 
produced l.arge .,mou n t s  of w a s t e s  and h a s  i ts ::: p ec i f i c  inconve n i e n t s , one o f  

' wh i c h ,  i s  the decompo s i t ion o f  NH4NCS by rnd i o l y s i s  i n t o  e l ement;:il  s u l f u r . A l l
t h e s e  r�., sons u r g e  on s earch for a c t i n i d e  lanthanide  group s e p a r a t ions new 
e x t r a c tants  w i t h  th.e fo l lowing requi remen t s . 

- The ,1 q1 1eous phases mu s t  have no inorg,1.n i c  s a l t s  and mus t  be s e l f
b u f f ered ( l 01J p H ) . 

- The t r iv.i l e n t  nc t i n i d e .<; mus t be p r e f e r e n t i a � l y  e x t rac ted . 

- The k i ne t i c �  of e x t r :1 c t ion and b 1.c �  e x t ract ion mus t r' e r ap i d .

J\dd i t ionnal  ba s ; c  chem i s t r y  w., s  ne c e s s a ry to  f i nd o u t  ,.,,h i c h  l i ga nd s  hrive 
h i g h e r  il f f i n i. t y  f o r  thl.! S f  t r i v a l e n t  i on-, than for t h e  4 f .  T n  order to comp.;i r e  
scv 1.: r a l  k i nd s  o f  t i i; .:inds we u s e d  t h e  S F numb e r  ( s e p a r a t ion f a c t o r )  wh i c h  i s  equal

:� t� �i�f.
c 
<� f 

1 
t�bm: l�����! l.�b!p{ e�::
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}� ��;-t.:o�

C 1
/� �
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a::��1��

h

�l��) 
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1 : ::�.:��:e ( I l  I )  
pai r .  S ome Am ( [ U )  - Eu ( i I I )  S F values  a r e  given tab l e  I .

Ta b l e  I S F �� l u e  ! or  s e l cc·ted l ig ands (Am ( r I I )  - Eu (l I I ) ) .

Donor a t om 1 i i; a nd Comp lex s
,. 

! 
! nega t i v i ty 

F- MJ.·2+ - 0 . 084 4 . 0  

cu 3co2 
- M { CH3co

2
) 2 + 0 . 03 3 .  5 

:.l 3  
-

M ( N3) 2+ 0 . 9 3 3 . 0  

ph1.?n M ( phen) J+ 0 . 6 9 

TPTZ H (TPTZ ) J + 0 . 3 8 

' 

e l e c tro- ; 

If ca-:i be s een that the l i gands of wh ich donor a t oms have the l ower !'au l i ng ' s 
e l e c t ron�g a t iv i ty y i e l d  the h ighes t S

F' 
fa� t�rs . Ni trog7n and s u l fur don�r s  a r e

b e t ter  11. g a n d s  than oxygen d o n o r s  f o r  a c t 1. n 1 de-l anthan1.de g roup s e p a r a t i o n s  
a b : :· we p u r s u e d  t h e s e  i nves t i ga t i ons by t e s t ing e x t r a c t a n t s  conta i n i ng N or S 
donor a toms . 

I I .  !°'}:TROGE_N�� 

Among the various n i trogen l i gands wh i ch comp lexe ?rcferen t i a l y  
t r ivalent  a c t i n i d e s  ( 4 )  ( S )  ( 6 )  we se l e c ted t h e  aroma t i c  p o l y imi nes because 
o f  the p o s s ib i l i ty t o  make them l ipoph i l ic b y  adding a l ipha t i c  r a d i c a l s
to the b a s i c  sque l e to n  which con t a i n  the a c t i v e  donor g roup . T h e  mos t 
promc s s ing resu l t s  1o1erc o b t a i ned wi th 2 , 4 , 6  t -r i  (2 py-r i dy l ) I,.),:; t r i a t inc (TPTZ) 
c omme r c i a l l y  ava i lab l e  ( f igure I )

TPTZ i s  a d i  b a s i c  l igand w i t h  pka 1 ,. � .  8 and pka 2 • 2 .  7 .  I ts rather
low s o l ub i l i ty into l -. w p o l a r i ty d i lucnts make necessary t h e  add i t ion of  
l i poph i l i c  acidic  cxtrac t a n t s  for a )  increa s i ng its  s o l ub i l i ty b )  f o rm a t i on 
of l ipoph i l i c r.,c t a l l i c  neu t r a l  comp lexes . 

Tl.'o a c i d i c  reagents were tes ted ':I. bromoc a p r i c  a c i d  and 
� i nony lna!)h tal. ensu l fonic ac i-d ( f igure I ) .  

I I .  I .  Extraction  o f  t r i va l e n t  S f  and 4 f  ions i n t o  Cl bromocap r i c  - TPTZ 
s o l u t i ons . 

-· -- -· 

Carboxy l i c  a c i d .s  e x t r a c t  t r i Y a l e n t  l a n thanidcs , ..., i t h  d i s t r ibut ion r a t i o s  
w h i c h  a r e  not v e ry dependant of  Z c o n t r a ry to others  ac i d i c c x t r a c t a n t s  l i ke 
di 2 e thylhexyl phos pho r i c  acid (1-!DEl lP )  or 2 thenoy l t r i f l ua ro.Jce tone (HTTA) . 
Consequen t l y  carboxy l i c  acids  � c cin conven i e n t  os ., c i d i c  (!:< t r ac.: t a n t  in s y ne rg i s t i c  
m i x t u r e s  for 4 f  - S f  group s epara t ions . o: U romocap r i c  a c i d  (!!A) w a s  s e l e c ted 
because o f  its rather l ow pka ( :::- 3 . 0 ) when c.:omp<1 i r�"-d w i th carbo:,;y l i c:  acid 
( p k a  ( :::- 4.  5 ) , t h i s  e x t r a c t i o n  !'light take pl.-lcc at l ower pl l . 

The increa s i ng s o l u b i l i ty of TPTZ in dccanol  by add i t i on of HA i n J i c a t e J  
that an ad rlu c t  (HA ) 2  T P T Z  i s  o b t a i n e d . The l ow v a l ue o f  i t s  fo r:n a t i o n  cons t :m t  
(K • 5 0 )  sugge s t s  t h a t  !IA and TPTZ a r e  l i nked by hyd r o g e n  b o n d s  . .'\m ( T I J )  and 
Eu ( I I T )  d i s t r i bu t ion r a t i o s  ,1.s a f t inc t i on o f  pl ! , C f l ,\ and Crrrz arc shown 
f i gure 2 t o  4 .  The who l C'  d a t ,1 c.1n b e  i n t e rp r e t e d  by t h e  c :-: t r a c t ion mcchan i s "l'I.'> 
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H ( I I I )  + TPTZ + 3 HA � 3 H+ + MA 3 TPTZ 

M ( I I I )  + 2 (HA) 2 . TPTZ � 3 H+ + MA3TPTZ + HA +  TPTZ 

The ,\m ( I I I )  - Eu ( I � l )  separ a t i ons f a c t o r s  are lcwer than.  the aqueous 
TPTZ comp l exes 3 1 1  r a t i o s  p robab l y  because the rep l ac ement o f  1Ja ter mo l e c u l e s
by .:i bromoc a p r a t e  i o n s  inc r e a s e s  the m e t a l  - TPTZ n i t rogen d i s t anc e s . 

The m b: tu r e s  a bromocap r i c  ac i d  - TPTZ in decanol  a r e  ho1Jcver e f f ec t ive 
for 5 f  - 4 f  t r i v a l e n t  ions group separ a t i o n  s ince Am ( I I I )  and Cm ( I I I )  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  co e f f i c i en t s  a r e  very c l o s e  to  each o t h e r  when Ln ( I I I )  d i s tribut ion 
coe f f i c i en t s  are i n  a nar row values  range and a lYays i n f e r i o r  to  the a c t inides  
( I J I )  va lues  (by a f a c t o r  o f  8 ) . 

I I . 2 .  ExtTac t ion of t r iva l e n t  a c t i n ide and l an t h a n i d e  i n t o  P..DNNS - TPTZ 
mix ture s . 

l b romo c a p r i c  a c i d  - TPTZ mixtures  d id no t y i e l d  to s uf f i c ie n t l y  high 
Am ( I I I )  - Eu ( I I I )  separation co e f f i c i e n t s  a t  low pH . HD�XS was t e s ted a s  a c i d i c  
extrac tant  in p l ace o f  t h e  carboxy l i c  a c id s .  t - b u t y l b enzene w a s  used as a d i l uent . 
From the e x t ra c t ion d a t.a  s l o p e  ana l y s i s  and f rom TPTZ - HDNNS a s s o c i a t ion 
i nv e s t i g a t ions i t  can b e  concluded t h a t  we are d e a l ing mo s t ly wi th the l'(ICchanisms 

2 (HDNNS) 
q 

q TPTZ r= m [ (HDN"� S )  2 TPTZ J q/m 

2 Am )+ + 2 [(HDNNS) 2 TPTZ ] q/m � 2 [ Am ( DNNS ) ) TPTZ [(HDNNS )  2 TPTZJ  2q-3m
] 

The doub l e  overhead ings  i nd i c a t e  the m i c e l l ar nature of the s p e c i e s  and Ye 
supposed that  Am 3 + was e x t r a c t e d  into [( HDNNS ) TPTz] 2 q / m
m i c e l l es w i thout chang ing i t s  s iz e ,  hypothe s i s  probab l y  correc t only a t  lo"' 

2m 

Am conc e n t r a t ions . S i m i l arly to the HA - TPTZ synerg i s t i c  s y s t em the HDNNS -TPTZ 
m i x t u r e s  are s u i t ab l e  �o r 5 f  - 4f group separat ions ., (tab l e  II ) , b u t  the incre a s i ng 
s e p a r a t ions  f a c t o rs and the l ower pP. at which  e x t r a c t i ons were c a r r i e d  o u t  
c o n s t i tu t e  a v e r y  i n t e r e s t i ng improvemen t .  

'fab l e  1 1  : Di s t r ibu t i on r a t i o s  o f  va r i o u s  t r i va l ent 5 f  and 4 f  ions b e tween 
HDNNS 0 . 0 1  M ,  7?':'Z C . :: 1  1� i n  t - b u t y l benzene and n i t r i c ac i d .  

--------·-- -- ·--- --·--·--·--

Aqueous phase : DArn : 
DCm : Dee : OEu : DGd : OTb : DYb 

-------- ! -- ! - -- !--! -- ! -- ! -- ! --! 

IINO
J 

0. 1 2

HN03 0 . 08 

I I I I I I 

I . 35 I . 4 ; 0 .  1 58 ; 0 .  1 99 ! 0 .  I 78 ; 0 .  1 4  ; 0 .  22 ; 

6 .  J ; 0 . 4  0 . 5  ; 0 . 4 5 
' ' 

0 . 38 j 0 . 55 ! 

:: A l l  ionic s trengths we r e  I • I M (KN03 added ) 

I I I .  EXTRACTION OF Am ( I I I )  and Eu ( I I I }  BY '!'HE DIALK'.:LDITHIOPHOSPJ.:ORIC ACIDS 

Am ( I I I )  and Eu ( I I I )  d i s t r i b u t i o n  r a t i o s  into dodecani c  s o l u t ions  of  
d i 2 c thylhexy l d i thiophospho r i c  acid  (HDEHDTP ) as  a f unc t ion o f  aqueous pH are  
s hown f igur e  5 .  Extract ion at  l ow pH is  due to the p r e s ence o f  sma l l  amounts of  
impur i t i e s  (mono t h i o , and phospho r i c  ac i d )  wh ich are s t rong e r  e x t r a c t an t s  o f  
trivalent  ions than HDEHDTP . 

The Am ( I I I )  - Eu ( I I I )  separation factors  a r e  low , b u t  the add i t ion o f  
TBP y i e l d s  h i gher s e p a r a t i o n  f a c tors a n d  s t rong Am ( I I I )  synerg i s t i c  e f f e c t  
( f igure 6 ) . Dras t i c  changes in Eu ( I I I )  charge t r ans f e r  s p e c t r a  are obse rved , 
upon the TBP add i t ion ( f igure 7) and can be i n t e r p r e t e d  as a shortening of the 
Eu-S d i s tance . As i t  was pointed out that t r iva l en t  a c t i n i d e  - lanthanide 
separat ions s teo out f r om h i gh e r  covalent  i n t e r ac t ions o f  ac t i ni d e  Y i th the 
s o f t  donor l i gand s ,  f igure 5 to 7 i l l u s t ra t e  fairly we l l  the grounds o f  the  
hypo thes i s ,  the s h o r t e r  Eu - S d i s tance (presence o f  TBP) i s  the bes t cond i t i ons 
for cova l e n t  bonding and Am-Eu separation factors  increase ( f igure 6) . 

l V . � 

Rather s o f t  n i trogen and s u l fur donor extractants u s ed in synerg i s t i c  
mixtures a r e  p romes s ing ! o r  t r i va l en t  a c t i n i d e  l anthanide group s eparat ions 
from low pH n i t r i c  acid s o l u t ions . 

The e f f e c t  of the s e c ond extractant is more  impor tant than expected 
because the cova l e n t  interac t i ons with the S f  ions wh i c h  a l low the s e p a r a t i ons 
arc very sens i t ive to metal l igand d i s tances . 
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AN EXTRACTANT (TRPO) FOR THE REMOVAL AND RECOVERY OF 

ACTINIDES FROM HIGH LEVEL RADIOACTIVE LIQUID WASTE 

Zhu Yongjun, Jiao Rongzhou, Wang Shouzhong, Fan Shiguo 
Liu Bingren, Zheng Hualing, Zhou Shunli, Chen Shuming 

Tsinghua University 
Beijing, China 

The removal of lon(2;-lived ot-emitting actinides from high 
radioactive waste (HAW) is a problem cor.tmonly concerned with, 
Solvent extraction is an effective method and several flowsheets 
based on different extractants, such as D2:t!!PA, DtiDECMP, DRBP and 
TEP have been developed (1-�). TRPO, a new extractant, has been 
proved to be a competitive extractant and may have some advantages. 

il'HE EXTRACTANT 

TRPO is a specific alkyl phosphorous compound. It is a liauid 
at room temperature and is miscible with kerosene di l uent in all 
proportions. It's density is -0.9 g/cm3 and itS solubility in 
water is -0.1 g/1 at room temperature. 

Composition and structure of TRPO were studied by infra-red 
spectrometry. Results show that polymer peak exist in infra-red 
spectra of concentrated TRPO-kerosene ::::olution, that meanB •:'RPO 
molecules are linked tor-;ether by h;vdrogen bond, but when the 
solution becomes dilute, depolymerization occurs and in 5 vol% 
kerosene solution TRPO mainly exists as monomolecules. 

EXTRACTIO!I AND SEPARATION OF HAW C0NSTI·rin::KTS BY 'rRP0 

The extraction behavior of TRPO for HAW constituents (metallic 
ions end nitric acid) and different influence factors ( diluent, 
TRPO concentration, temperature, salting agent etc.)heve been 
studied. 

Kerosene (No. 240 1 hydrogenated), n-dodecane, cyclo-hexane, 
m-xylene, carbon tetrachloride and chloroform were tested as 
diluent and their effect on the distribution behavior of TRPO 
were observed. The distribution ratios of ·trivalent actinides and 
lnnthanides decreases as the dielectric constant of diluent in
creases. Nitric acid is also extracted by TRPO. When aqueous phase 
HNO, concentration is higher than 7-8 M., a second organic phase 
appears as kerosene and n-dodecane are used as diluent. Such high 
HN0

3 
concentration doesn't occur in HAW treatment, so kerosene is 

the be·st chaise. 

Effect of 1'RPO concentration in kerosene on extration was 
tested and the dependence of distribution ratio of trivalent 
europium (DEu- ) on TRPO concentration (CTRPO) and aqueous phase 
nitric acid concentration (CHNO) can be expressed as follows: 

3 
TRPO concentration 
in kerosene, vol% 

5 -10 

10-30 

30-55 

empirical formulas 

DEu 466C2.03cl.f>.'l THP0 HN03 

ll1Cl.58cl.52 TRP0 HN03 

DEu - 348Cl .4lcl.l ? - TRP0 HN03 
The increase _of distribution ratio of europium with TRPO co11cen
tration slows down along with the increase of TRPO concentration, 
because the fraction of polymerized TRPO molecules increases. 
In the light of distribution ratio , extraction capacity, viscosit_y 
end density of organic phase, 30 vol% of TRPO in kerosene is 
appropriate. 

·The variation of apparent extraction equilibrium constant K 
of Eu with temperature (organic phase: 30 vol :t: TRPO in kerosene) 
can be expressed as follows: 

NUCLEAR EXTRACTION PROCE�SES - I (CHEMISTRY) 

ln R = 2332 1/T + 2.107 

Distribution ratio decreases slightly as temperature becomes 
higher and extraction is practical at temperature between 15 to 
30 •c. 

In the case of micro amount of Eu 3+, the existence of macro 
amount of NaN03 increases DEu strongly. As the concentration of 
HN0

3 
in aqueous phase increases, the effect of NaNC3 on DEu is 

weakened due to the competition of HN03 extraction. When aqueous 
phase HN03 

concentration is equal to or higher than 0.5 M., the 
increase of nitrate ion concentration has little effect on DEu" 
When the HN03 concentration of equilibrated aqueous phase is-0.2 
M., the addition of 0.48 M. NaNo3 into aquaous phase win change 
DEu from 60 to larger than 120. 

The distribution ratios of HAW constituents between 30 vol% 
TRPO in kerosene and aqueous nitric acid are shown in Figure 1 
and£. Results show that TRPO is a good extractant for actinide 
ions. At equilibrated aqueous phase nitric acid concentration 
0.3 M., distribution ratios of 4+, 6+ actinide ions are very high 
and distribution ratio of Am 3+ is high than 60. In the absence of 
5+ valence state, 98% of actinides can be removed from the aqueous 

phase in one extraction stage. When aqueous phase nitric acid 
concentration is adjusted between 0.15 to 1.0 l'I·., more than 90% 
of the actinides in HAW can b8 removed in one extraction stage. 
The distribution ratios of trivalent lanthanides are similar to 
that of Am3+ and distribution ratios of ruthenium, stronti"U:m end 
cesium are low. So, under certain conditions, constituents of HAW 
can be separated into several groups. 

The extraction reaction of cation Mn+ With TRPO in nitrate 
media may be expressed as follows: 

� is the charge of the cation 
� is the salvation number of the solvate extracted 

and the apparent equilibrium constant K is expressed as: 

K 
D 

Dis the distribution ratio 
0 ie the concentration or species in aqueous (a) or 

organic (o) phase 

The variation of distribution ratios of nitric acid and some 
lanthanide and actinide ions with TRPO concentration at definite 
aqueous nitric acid concentration and ionic strength was deter
mined and the value of q and K derived are given in the following 
table: 

Table 

acidity 
(M) 

0.5 
0.28 
0.20 

Solvation number and apparent equilibrium 
constant in TRPO extraction (?5�1·c) 

q 

1.28 
2.96 
2.66 

log R i< solvate 

(+6M.NaN03) 

0.995 
3.37 
5.48 

9.02 
2.3x103 

3.ox105 

HN03.TRP0 
Prn(N0

3
) 3' 3TRP0 

Eu(N03)3.3TRP0 
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Table (continued) 

Mn+ aci��ty 

0.16 
0.9 
?.O 
0.3 

q 

1.93 

l.?5 
1.71 
2.88 

10g R 

4.48 

5 .01 
5.15 
3.05 

R solvate 

---4 3,0xlO uo2(No
3

)2.2TRPO 
1.ox105 Np(N03)4.2TRPO 
l.4xl05 Pu(No3)4.2TRPO 
l.13xl03 Am(N03)

3
.3TRPO 

The stripping of actinides and lanthanides from loaded TRPO 
can be conducted effectively with mixed solution of amino-polycar
boxylic acid (TTHA or DTPA) and hydroxycarbox,ylic acid at different 
pH values. The composition of stripping solutions may be as follows: 

a. lM. R(OH)COOH - 0.01 M. TTHA (or DTPA) - pH 2.? for the 
strip�ing of Pu4+ 

b. l-1.5M. R(OH)COOH - 0.05-0.2M. TTHA(or DTPA) - pH 2.8-3.5 
for the stripping of Am3+ 

c. lM. R(OH)COOH - 0.05M. TTHA (or DTPA) - pH u.5 for the 
stripping·or lanthanides 

RADIATION STABILITY OF TRPO 

Radiation stability of TRPO has been tested. Pure TRPO-kerosene 
solution and TRPO-kerosene containing nitric acid were irradiated 
to 106 -10? rad and studied by infra-red spectrometry. Their 
physical data and extraction properties were also determined. 
Results show that the composition and behavio� of TRPO change� 
not seriously until 107 rad. 

Based on these experimental results, two flowsheets for the 
treatment of HAW by TRPO extraction have been suggested. The first 
one is an actinides partitioning process and the second one is an 
actinides and lanthanides partitioning and recovery process. These 
two processes are going to test in bench scale multistage micro 
annular centrifugal extractors. 
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POLY-(DIPHENYLPHOSPHINYLMETHYL)ARENES NEW PHOSPHOR 

ORGANIC EXTRACTANTS OF TRANSPLUTONIUM ELEMENTS 

B. F. Myasoedov, G. V. Bodrin, M. K. Chmutova, N. E. Kochetkova 
T. Ya. Medved', Yu. M. Polikarpov, M.I. Kabachnik

Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry 
USSR Academy of Sciences 

Moscow, USSR 

It is well-knovrn that certain bidentate neutral organophosphorus 
compounds are efficient extractants of actinides from highly aci
dic solutions. 

We have studied extraction capacity a! the large group of tet
raphenylalkylene (vinylene) diphosphine dioxides and diphenyl 
[dialkylcarbamoylmethyi] phosphine oxides and have !o�nd reagents 
!or quantitative actinide concentrating !rom highly acidic me
dia (1,2). 

The separation factors !or some elements in-the 
extraction from nitric acid by 0.025 M solutions of re�g�nts 

in CHClJ 

However the reagents are non-selective and may be used only 

for group extraction of elemen_ts. 

The problem we were interested in was synthesis of selective 

extractanta. 

It is established that selectivity of polydentate ligands 
depends on the conformational mobility a! these ligands. 
I! PoO groups are bounded by the bridge giving conformational 
hardness to the molecule of a reagent the selectivity of the rea

gent is raised. 

In the present work we have considered the extraction properti

es of reagents in which the fragments of different methylsubstitu
ted aromatic compounds serve as hard bridges connecting the P�O 
functional groups (table). 

We have investigated the extraction of trivalent transplutonium 
elements (TPE),trivalent rare earth elements (REE), uranium (VI), 
plutonium (IV) by chloroform solutions a! these reagents as a func-
tion of l!NOJ and ligands concentration. The� illustrates fact
ors of separation of some elements. 

The� shows the reagents studied may be divided into two 
groups: 

- the first one includes reagents in which the substituents of 
the aromatic ring are situated only in o-positions with respect to 
each other; 

- the second one includes reagents in which at least two subati

tuents are situated in meta-positions with respect to each other. 

Reagent XI is poorly soluble in CHC1
3 

and it is non-selective 
with respect to the elements studied. 

Reagents of the first group are characterized by high factors 

of U(VI}/Am(III}, Pu(IV)/Am(III) separation and small factors of 
Eu(III)/Am(III) separation. 

Reagents of'cthe second group are characterized by small fact.ors 
o! U(VI)/Am(III), Pu(IV)/Am(III) separation ·as well as by the 
irregular increase in TPE and REE distribution coefficients with 

the growth of the ordinal number. They are also characterized by 
the same !actors o! intragroup separation of 1PE and REE and by 
the same composition of the complexes extracted. 

Inside each group reagents,don•t differ much in their extrac
tion capacity. 

The selectivity of reagents was found to depend only on mutual 
arrangement o! P:O groups in the bridge regardless of their num
ber. 

Conformational analysis of the reagents described have been 

used to establish their struc,ture and the cause a! their selecti
Ti ty with respect to one or another element. 
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Reagent 

I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VII1 
IX 

X 
XI 

The separation factors 

U(VI)/Am(III) 7T Eu(III)/Am(III) 
Pu(IV)/Am(III) 

3M HN01 3M HN01 3M HN01 7M HN01 9M HN01 

J. 104 1.5°104 
- - -

1.2 -103 2.0.103 1.0 1.0 1.0 
2.5.103 ,.,oJ 1.0 1,0 -
2.104 1.104 

2.0 2.0 -

6.2 -103 1.104 o.6 0.41 -

5.102 
2.104 

- - -

42.0 100 4.0 1.0 8.1 
21.8 40.0 4.0 5.6 0.0 
24.0 56.2 6.o 8,0 8.5 
60.0 60.0 5.0 6.6 12.0 
18.2 12.0 - - -

Reagents 

( The group-CH2- P( 0 )- Ph2 is designed by A) 

I (): 
]] 

n 
ill 

0): 

IY 

� 

y OCM1P(O)C�Mg 
CM2P(0)C�ll9 

YI og:; 
YII "O' 
Y1ll 

� 

IX 1):: 
X :0: 

XI Q? 
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IMPURITY REJECTION IN THE REFINING OF 

URANIUM WITH TRIBUTYL PHOSPHATE 

D. G. Garratt and R. K. Badiani

Eldorado Resources Limited 
Research and Development Division 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

The potentiality of tri-n-butyl phosphate, TBP as an extractant for 
uranium has been known for many years. Indeed the uses of TSP in solvent 
extraction systems for the lanthanides and actinides have been the subject of 
considerable experimental investigation for more than thirty years. This paper 
reports the resu1 ts of recent studies carried out at Eldorado Resources limited, 
R&D Laboratories related to difficulties e.ncountered in our Refinery in 
processing high molybdenum uranium concentrates. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

Bench scale tests involving 3-stage counter-current simulations of 
extraction were carried out using an aqueous feed, 2.0 N in 'free 1 HN0 3 , at a 
temperature of 50° C, with an 0/A ratio of 4/l. The organic phase was 25 vol % 
TBP in Isopar M or regenerated plant sol vent. The aqueous feed was prepared 
from a calcined anmonium diuranate concentrate which analyzed 82% U, Q,Jg% Mo 
and 0.078% Fe. 

Of particular interest was the possible effect of the addition of 
iron (1II) nitrate to the feed. since earlier studies had indicated' that the 
presence of high ferric iron concentrations in the feed slurries might improve 
the dis.crimination between uranium and molybdenum. 

As shown in Figure 1 uranium loadings are not affected by the presence of 
added iron (III) nitrate,. but the selectivity for uranium over molybdenum is 
increased by such additions by a factor of approximately 50% near saturation 
loadings with respect to uranium. The presence of ortho-phosphoric acid in 
the feed, nominally to control thorium, at concentrations similar to those 
used in our Refinery decreases the selectivity for uranium over molybdenum, 
but does not decrease the effectiveness of high iron (III) levels as is 
demonstrated by Figures 2 and 3. 

In general better discrimination between uranium and molybdenum was found 
for freshly prepared solvent than for regenerated plant solvent: indicating 
that the normal Na2C03 wash used in regeneration was not as efficient as would 
be desired in the removal of degradation products which effectively complex 
with molybdenum. For example, it was possible using fresh solvent to achieve 
molybdenum loadings in the organic in the range of 0.32-0.52 mg/L, whereas for 
plant solvent under eql1ivalent conditions the molybdenum concentrations were 
much greater, in the range of 8.5-17.8 mg/L. A substantial improvement in 
decreasing molybdenum loadings is, however, possible if the plant solvent is 
preacidified, prior to use in extraction to a 1 free acidity 1 of 0.21-0.32 N 
HN0 3 comrare·i to the value of 0.02 N HN0 3 normally utilized. 

In model studies using ammonium molybdate, molybdenum trioxide, and dodeca
molybdo-phosphoric acid as sources of molybdenum in 2.0 N HN03 solutions/slurries 
it was sho111·11 that molybdenum loading in the absence of uranium is of 
approximately the same level or sl ight1y higher than that found in the presence 
of uranium (1-3 mg/L). In agreement with the initial studies, the addition of. 
iron (111) nitrate to the synthetic molybdenum feeds lowers the concentration 
of loaded molybdenum by 40 to 60%. Of greater impact, however, is the 
observation that the addition of ortho-phosphoric acid to the synthetic feeds 
increases the concentration of loaded molybdenum by a factor of 40 to 200 
depending upon the 1 age 1 of the feed solution, and that the effectiveness of 
iron (III) :nitrate decreases as the 1 age 1 of the feed increases. For example, 
if' a preformed molybdenum-phosphoric acid complex is used as a synthetic feed 
or if such a comp-lex is allowed to form prior to the addition of iron (III) 
nitrate, the level of molybdenum loading increases dramatically: 2,780 mg/L 
versus 2.8 mg/L in the organ.ic phase. Quite clearly the loading of molybdenum 
is determined to a greater extent through the formation of an organic soluble 
complex with phosphoric acid than it is by complexation with TBP. 

Further studies showed that the effectiveness of added iron (III) nitrate 
in decreasing molybdenum loading where a stable "molybdenum-phosphoric acid 
complex" has not formed is about twice that found relat)ve to the case where a 
stable complex is formed. 

High levels· of iron (i.e. Fe:Mo greater than 6 on a mass basis) do not 
significantly improve .molybdenum rejection; however, in these cases the presence 
of ortho-phosphoric acid is no longer detrimental, as shown in Figure 4, and on 
specification uranyl nitrate (with respect to molybdenum) is achievable after 
3 stages of extraction. Furthermore, it may be shown that the source of ferric 
iron is not important. The presence of high levels of iron in the corTll'lercial 
uranium concentrates is equally as effective in decreasing molybdenum loadings. 

CONCLUSIONS 

12 

In conclusi�n this investigation demonstrated: 

a) that molybdenum loading during uranium extraction is effectively 
minimized by the preacidification of the organic feed with nitric acid 
to 0.2-0.3 N; 

b) that ferric iron causes.a. smal_l improvement in decreasin9 molybdenum 
1 oadi ng in the absence .�f orttio-phosphori c acid; 

c) that molybdenum lbading is increased by the presence of ortho-phosphoric 
acid; and 

d) that ferric iron complexes with ortho-phosphoric acid more effectively 
than molybdenum, and thus decreases indirectly the extraction of 
molybdenum. 
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A GENERAL MODEL TO ACCOUNT FOR THE LIQUID-LIQUID 

KINETICS OF EXTRACTION OF METALS BY ORGANIC ACIDS 

M.A. Hughes

Schools of Chemical Engineering 
University of Bradford 

Bradford, U.K. 

Danesi (1) has shown how a combination of experimental technique with 

concentration can result in one particular set of controlling features for 

the rate of metal extraction with the organic acid HR. Either true chemical 

kinetic control or true mass transfer control holds but many systems will 

pr-obably exhibit mixed controL Further discussion concerns the site of the 

chemical reaction which can be in the bulk aqueous continuous phase, in an 

aqueous film adjacent to the interface or at the interface proper. This 

general model accorrmodates these possibilities. 

Rod and co-workers (2) suggest a model for mass transfer with a fast 

reversible reaction and product extraction in a metal system, this is examined 

further. 

THE MODEL 

The concent.ration profiles for this nx:>del are shown in Figure· 1. It is 

taken that reaction must be at the interface and/or extending out into the 

aqueous diffusion film. It should be noted that as P + "" and P + 00 {the 
RR 

MR2 
partition coefficients of the extractant and complex respectively expressed 

as their equilibrium concentration in the organic phase divided by their 

equilibrium concentration in the aqueous phase) then the profile for c8R 
and 

c
MR 

, in the aqueous phase, are coincident at zero. Also, under these 

coJitions, the c
8 

and c
M 

profiles in the aqueous phase become linear as 

shown by the dotted lines; ).
d 

is the diffusion f;�m thickness and ).
r 

is the 

reaction zone thickness. For a divalent metal H : 

(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

+ -
H+R,,;}HR 

C 2+ 
.c _ 

M R 

Reactions (2) or (3) may be rate controlling. Superscript bar will 

indicate the organic phase·, subscript i will denote an interface condition 

and N will denot� a flux. The film coefficients are � for organic and kaq 
for water. D is a diffusivi.ty within the films. 

If reaction (2) is rate determining then: 

� for the organic phase (involving, in part, Astarita•S method): 

(6) 

[ 

2 

- l 

kR
D

HR . 
c

H,i l - C Hi .CMR2 ,i 

P 
2 c

H, i _ 
2 

HR "Ma 
"Ex

e 
HR , i CMi 

.! for the aqueous phase: 

C - P 
C 

1-2 2 2) 
l 

HR,i HR HR 

and 

(8)
C 

.. MR2 HR H 
�

-P D c 
2 

HR 
p 

2 
•• HR !la">:x

0
M 

+
[ 

P
MR2

D
HR

c
/ 

••H/!1a">:x
0

M· 

= K
EX(CBR

2
cice

2
) (PH;/P

MR2
) 

+ � 
c

MR2,i + 
HR MR.2.c

HR
,i l C 1- 0 

p -

l j "Ex M 2
DMR2 .

P 
HR 

(9) 0HR2 
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Special cases may be noted -which are summarised in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

special Cases of the General M;:)del 

VALUES OF KEY PARAMETERS 

PARTICUIAR CASE 

Reaction in the film finite finite 

Equilibrium reaction 
in the film 

Reaction at the 

finite 

finite 

interface finite 

Instantaneous react
ion at the interface 
(Chapman's model) (3 

Note that if reaction (3) is rate determining then Equation (5) becomes: 

(12) [
-3 

3 3 lCHRi - p 
HR

C 
HR 

But. the other equations remain as before. 

Chapman's model is of particular interest but is only one special case 

fo:c under his assumed conditions then k
R 

+ 00, 8 .. kR
D

HR + 00, P
HR 

+ 00 , 1):
x l 

P
BR

2
KR is finite. lf 

Thus in the case of Chapman, Equation (5) transforms to: 

(l3) [ 
c

2

.��
c

MR2,i - l
] 

• o 

�X
e 

HR,i
c

H,i 

Equation (6)" remains as cHR ,i • CHR 
- NHR/kHR,o 

Equation (7) remains as CMB.2,i .. CMR.2 
+ NRR/(2kMRi,o

) 

(14) Equation (8) 

(15) Equation (9) 

(16) Equation (10) 

transforms to c8R 

transforms to c
HR2 

.

-

0 

0 

transforms to c
M.,i

'"' c
H - N8R/kM,aq 

(17) Equation (ll) traasforms to c
H,i = c8 

+ 0.5 N8R/�,aq 

IMPORTANI' PARAMETERS OF THE K>DEL 

The two most sensitive parameters in the model are: 

8
1 

• kR
D

HR 

p
�R

K
HR 

(Equation (12)) 

together with p
8

8
• Thelr values decide the location of the reaction and 

characteristics of £he trani:1fer process; Table 2 illustrates this in a 

general way. 
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finite ,finite 

finite 

finite 

PARTICUIAR CASE DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS 

Reaction in the film Diffusion coupled with 
kinetics of reaction 
in the film 

Equilibrium reaction Diffusion coupled with 
in the film Equilibrium in the film 

Reaction at the interface Diffusion and reaction 
kinetics at the surface 

Instantaneous reaction 
at the interface 

Diffusion and equilibrium 
at the surface 

THE POSSIBILITY OF BULK PHASE REACTION 

In order to consider the possibility of reaction in a bulk aqueous 

phase, the thickness of the reaction zone 1 must be considered. Since: 

(18) 1 "' :.£ � -2_ (
kHRcHR -

k
HR ,aq) 

;\d P N . k 
. HR HR,1. HR,o 

only if) >l can reaction occur in ·the bulk phase. 

MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF THE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS (5) TO (11) 

The implicit function for NHR 
may be written: 

(19) 

The physical parameters are regrouped to give: 

D P 

0 

[�x· 
in which e

1 
= 

k
R

DHR , e2 
HR MR2. The ratio Dj refers to a transferring 

D
MR2p HR o;;-R ��KHR 

species j with diffusivity D
j 

and this rat�o is l""elatively easy to obtain 

from generalized correlations and in any case the flux. NHR 
is not very 

sensitive to this l""atio. Thus in any problem �x· e
2 and D

j 
at""e known 

Ol"" may be estimated fol"" a given system and the data from th�Rexpel""imental 

technique may be fitted by the model optimising the best value of e
1

, k
aq 

and k0 by a computer program. It is kaq 
and k0, the hydrodynamic parametel""s, 

which change fl""om one technique to another. 

'IHE SENSITIVITY OF THE MODEL TO THE PARAMETERS. 

The sensitivity of the model to the paramoters depends on whether the 

rate is measured near to equilibrium or far away from equilibrium together 

with the bulk concentration conditions; the most impol""tant pal""ametel""s for the 

varying conditions are ,high lighted in each case in Table 3. The behaviour 

of the model will be demonstt""ated in the lectut""e. 

TABLE 3 

The Most Important Parametel""s of F (Equation 19) Dictated by 

Position of Rate and Bulk Concentration 

Regions of Rate CHR 
,, C 2+ cHR i: C 2+ C

HR 

' 
M M 

Far from equilibrium k 
Bl k 

e.a. initial rates aq 

Near to equilibl""i'.lm ¾x• k ¾x• Bl KEX 
e .cr. in real contactol""s aq 

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TCl DATA FOR THE LIX64N/CuSO.J!!_2so4 SYSTEM 

C 2+ M 

We have teSted this model on the LIX64N/Cuso4/H2so
4 

system using data 

from two entirely different techniques (4, 5) of contacting the two phases 

but using bulk concentl""ation in both phases which at""e of commercial intet""est. 

In particular the pH range is commercially mot""e realistic than that adopted 

by Albery and Fisk (6) in a rotating diffusion cell with the oxime P5QOO. 

The pal""ametel""s al""e l""eported in Table 4. 

TABLE 4 

Parameter Estimates for Coppel"" Extraction systems 

Data Bl k k B2 aq 

_(rr./s) 
2 -1 -1 "ms "ms 

Cu/LIX64N 7 .0.10 -12 
6. 7 3 .3 11.0 

Gauze Cell 

Cu/LIX64N 7 .0.10 -12 
150 100 11.0 

Risinq Dl""ops 

Cu/P5000 6.8.10 
-9 

10.4 21.8 l.O 

Diffusion Cell 
(6) 

The value of e1 is 6.9 x lo-12 if it is determined independently fol"" 

the drop data alone. The model appears successful especially since it accounts 

for !'."ates measured both at initial times and near to equilibrium as dernonstl""ated 

in the lectul""e. 
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LASER LIGHT SCATTERING STUDIES OF THE 

INTERFACIAL CHEMISTRY IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEMS 

Baoald D. Neuman and Anilkumar G. Gaonkar 

University of Minnesota 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 USA 

It is now recognized that the liquid/liquid interface plays a key role in 

the solvent extraction of metal ions from an aqueous phase to a nonpolar organic 
phase. The interfacial chemistry, however, is still not ful,ly understood. A 
unique experimental approach to furthering our understanding of this complex 
chemistry involves investigating the interfacial behavior of extractant 
molecules and their interactions with metal .ions using recently developed laser 
light scattering techniques. 

The laser light scattering technique has several advantages compared with 
classical surface-chemical approaches and methods. The main advantage is that 
the interface is essentially undisturbed during the measurements. There are no 
mechanical probes (du Noiiy ring or Wilhelmy plate) in the interface, thus the 
large errors often involved when measuring the inter facial tension of surfactant 
solution s  due to contact angle changes and non-equilibrium effects can be avoided. 
The laser light scattering technique also. has been employed to quantitatively 
determine the viscoelastic parameters, namely, the film dilational elasticity 
and film dilational viscosity, of monomolecular films at the air/water interface 

(1). Recently this laser technique has been used to measure liquid/liquid 
interfacial tensions (2). For some systems, it now seems possible to· obtain new 
information on the viscoelastic properties of extractant films at liquid/liquid 

interfaces. Interfacial viscoelastic properties not only have a significant 
influence on the rate of mass transfer (3) but they also can significantly 
influence the rate of droplet coalescence in emulsion systems (4). 

The purpose of this paper is to show that (a) laser light scattering 
techniques can be extended to interfacial systems of importance to solvent 
extraction and that (b) it should be possible to obtain information on the 
viscoelastic properties of adsorbed or spread monolayers at liquid/liquid 
interfaces using this novel technique. It also is to be emphasized that new 
information on the HDEHP/n-hexane/aqueous system was obtained when stringent 
surface-c.henical techniques and purification procedures were employect. 

LASER LIGHT SCATTERING 

If a light beam is incident on a fluid/ fluid interface, most of the light 
is reflected or refracted. A very small part of it, however, is scattered in 
all directions by therffi?,lly excited capillary waves, L e., ripplons. In the 
present work, an argon ion laser (Lexel Model 95-2) operating at 488 nm and 

about 100 mW illuminates the liquid/liquid interface. The scattered light is 
mixed coherently on the photocathode of the detector with a much stronger 
reference beam generated by a transmission diffraction grating. The projected 
grating technique greatly facilitates heterodyne detection since the intensity 
of the reference beam can be adjusted using a variable neutral density filter 
(1). The light scattered by capillary waves of a given wavevector, k, defined 

as 2rr/a where a is the wavelength of the capillary waves, coincides with a 
particular order of the diffraction spots in the detector plane. An aperture 
is used to select a single diffraction spot and, hence, capillary waves of som� 
particular k for study. The photodetector current is then readily analyzed in 
the time domain by a Langley-Ford 128-channel correlator. Th,;, photocurrent 
autocorrelation function reflects' the autocorrelation functio� of the capillary 
waves. 

The autocorrelation function, G(T), of the capillary waves is approximately 
an exponentially damped cosine function, 

(1) 

which is the form of the function used by the Terak microcomputer (64k RAM) for 
fitting to the measured data. Thus, w

0
, the resonance frequency, and r, the 

measured damping, of the capillary waves are determined. The measured damping 
is corrected for instrumental effects to yield the "true" damping coefficient, 
ex, of the capillary waves using the procedures described by Hard and Neuman (1). 

The values of the frequency, w
0

, and temporal damping coefficient, ex, of the 

capillary waves found in this way are interpreted using an appropriate 

hydrodynamic theory of capillary waves. The theoretical dispersion relation (5) 
used to compute values of interfacial tension or interfacial viscoelastic 
parameters is as follows: 

(2) [n' (k + m') + n"(k + m") - €;:
2

1 [n'. fck + m') + n"·f(k + m") - y
i

�
2

] 

[n'(k - m') - n"(k - m")J 2, 

where w = w
0 - iex, w

0 
= frequency of capillary waves k, a = temporal damping 

coefficient of capillary waves k, n' = shear viscosity of lower phase, p' = 
density of lower phase, n" = shear viscosity of upper phase, p"·= density of 
upper phase, y = interfacial tension, g* = € - iwK, € = interfacial dilational 
elasticity, K = interfacial dilational viscosity, m' = [k 2 - (iwp'/n')J 11 2, 
m" = [k 2 - (iwn"/11")]11 2,and Re [m',m") > 0. 

Laser light sources have noise characteristics that usually are of little 

concern for light scattering measurements of capillary wave motion at air/water 
interfaces. However, at liquid/liquid interfaces, e.g., the n-decane/water 
interface, the scattered light is more than 10 times weaker than that scattered 

from the air/water interface and the resonance frequency is lower for the same 

wavevector. For many systems, the autocorrelation function is then recorded 

over that part of the frequency band which also includes strong noise components 
(<1200 Hz). With decreasing interfacial tension , the laser noise becomes even 
more of a problem. The interfering laser noise , fo-ctunately, can be suppressed 
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by a. differential or compensational technique. A schematic diagram of the laser 
heterodyne light scattering apparatus, using the differential technique, is 
shown in Figure 1. 

The differential technique permits more precise measurements on liquid/ 
liquid inte rfaces. Figure 2 illustrates how the measured autocorrelation 

function changes when a long-chain alkyl phosphate is spread at the n-decane/ 
water interface at 20° C. The resonance frequency is observed to decrease when 

an interfacial film is present. Furthermore, after spreading, the 

autocorrelation function continues to slowly change due to desorption of the 
film roolecules from the interface. Thus, desorption kinetics at liquid/liquid 

interfaces can be conveniently monitored by the laser light scattering technique. 
The desorption behavior of extract::i.on reagents can provide valuable information 
on the structure and dynamics of extractant molecules. 

We have been further develoning the light scattering technique in an attempt 
to mea,aure the interfacial viscoelastic properties of adsorbed or spread films 
at liquid/liquid interfaces. Figure J illustrates the range of values of 
interfacial dilational viscosity accessible by the light scattering technique. 
The relationship between the temporal damping coefficient, a, .and the 
interfacial viscosity, K, for a typical interfacial film at the n-hexan'e/water 
interface was calculated for three wavevectors of 10,000, 60,000, and 200,000 m-1. 
using the dispersion relation presented earlier. The interfacial viscosity 
affects the autocorrelation function of the capillary waves at this interface 

more so than at many other liquid/liquid interfaces including n-decane/water, 
CCl4/water, and toluene/water interfaces. A solvent extraction system, thus, 
where the interfacial viscosity appears amenable to study is the n-hexane/aqueous 
system. Although the changes in the damping coefficient amount to only about 
20%, compared to JOO% in the case of air/water systems, it should be possible to 
extract information on t1ie viscoelast5.c parameters if high resoluti.on 
measurements are mad�. 

INTERFACIAL TENSION MEASURE!IE!ITS 

The determination of interfacial viscoelastic properties by the light 
scattering technique requires simultaneous and accurate measurements of the 

interfacial tension. The prerequisite apparatus and techniques required to 
obtain accurate and reproducible interfacial tension measurements on HDEHP/ 
n-hexane/aqueous systems have been develo ped. Di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid 
(HDEHP) was selected for study because of its technological relevance to solvent 
extraction (6). 

An interfacial tensiometer was constructed to measure the interfacial 
tension of liquid/liquid solvent extraction systems. It consisted mainly of ·a 
thermostatted cabinet and thermostatted Pyrex cell, Cahn Model 2000 
electrobalance, Bailey TH-6D digital thermometer, and precision motorized 
vertical translator. The interfacial tension was determined by measuring the 
maximum pull on a Wilhelmy plate. The best results consistently were obtained 

when sandblasted glass plates were used. Furthermore, the du NoUy ring method 
was found to give erroneous results. The interfacial properties are very 
sensitive to trace contaminants, Thus, it is essential to generate interfaces 
free of interfering surface-active impurities. The stringent precautions and 

purification procedures employed for HDEHP, n-alkanes, inorganic acids, and 
water are fully described elsewhere (7). 

The effects of HDEHP concentration, various inorganic acids, acidity, and 
calcium ions on the interfacial tension of HDEHP/n-hexane/water systems were 

studied at 20° C. The effect. of HCl, HN03, HzS04 and HCl04 on the inter facial 
tension was investigated. There is no effect of substituting one acid for 
another at constant normality when extraneous surface-active contaminants are 
absent. Literature values for comparison with the interfacial tension of HDEHP/ 
n-hexane/aqueous systems are not available. Therefore, in order to ascertain 

the purity of our HDEHP/n-alkane/aqueous systems, n-dodecane was substituted for 
n-hexane. Our ·interfacial tension values for purified HDEHP/n-dodecane/0.00lN 
HCl systems were found to be as much as 1 to 9 mN/m higher than those reported 

by others (8,9), thus demonstrating that significant extraneous surface-active 

impurities were present in earlier studies. 

There are discrepancies between our results and those of earlier studies. 
In the y-log [HDEHP) curves reported by other investigators, an inflection or 
plateau appears to occur near the onset of the linear portion (8), and it tends 
to become much more pronounced at lower acid concentrations (9). This behavior, 
however, was not observed in our highly purified systems even when n-dodecane 
was substituted for n-hexane. Possible explanations for these discrepancies 
include (a) changes in the wettability of the platinum-iridium ring used in these 

studies due to adsorption of HDEHP and (b) equilibrium measurements not being 
obtained with the du Noily method. In addition, significant surface-active 
contaminants were present in these earlier studies and their role in interfacial 
tension behavior is not fully understood. These findings are discussed in 

greater detail elsewhere (7). 

A preU.minary study of the interfacl.al tension behavior of HDEHP/n-hexane/ 
aqueous systems whE!n the aqueous phase contained multivalent metal ions was also 
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changes very likely are occurring in the HDEHP/n-hexane/ca 2+/HN03/H20 system 
although the nature of any changes 1n the bulk phase or liquid/liquid interface 
remains for future research. Our results, nevertheless, indicate that HOEHP 
cannot be totally unionized at pH 3 as others have assumed in the past (10). 

Spontaneous interfacial turbulence can strongly affect the rate of mass 
transfer (11,12) ., Preliminary experiments have demonstrated under what 
conditions the extraction of ca2+ from aqueous solutions to n-alkane solutions 
containing HDEHP should be enhanced by interfacial turbulence. Talc particles 
were used as tracers to determine whether violent agitation or disturbances 
could be observed at the liquid/liquid interface. The pH of the aqueous phase 
and the concentrations of both HDEHP and ca 2+ are important factors governing 
interfacial turbulence. At pH < 3. interfacial turbulence could not be seen 
even at very high concentrations of ca2+ and HDEHP. On the other hand, at high 
pH values (pH > 10), no interfacial turbulence could be observed at very low 
concentrations of Ca2+ and HDEHP. Presumably very little interfacial complexes 
form under these conditions so that there is no significant transfer of ca 2+ 

to the organic phase. Referring to Figure 4, interfacial turbulence was 
observed only at HDEHP concentrations above the break in the interfacial tension 
curve. Thus, it appears we have discovered a correlation between interfacial 
turbulence and interfacial properties which may be very important to solvent 
extraction processes. Work is in progress studying the rate of mass transfer 
in these systems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Recently developed laser light scattering techniques represent a novel 
approach for examining the interfacial properties of solvent extraction systems. 
Mass transfer, interfacial turbulence, and coalescence studies also should be 
performed on one common, relatively simple, but t.,:ell-characterized extractant 
system. Such an investigation correlating ·1nterfacial properties with the 
results of mass transfer and coalescence studies would make a significant 
contribution to the science and technology of solvent extraction. 
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KINETICS AND MECHANISM IN METAL SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

BY SOME ORGANOPHOSPHOROUS EXTRACTANTS 

C. Cianettti and P. R. Danesi

Chemistry Division 
Argonne National Laboratory 
Argonne, Illinois 60439 USA 

INTRODUCTION 

The liquid-liquid extraction kinetics of metal species can be determined 
by interfacial diffusional processes and by the rate of the chemical reactions 
occurring in the biphasic system. When the two phases are efficiently mixed. 
the extractant is strongly adsorbed at the liquid-liquid interface and ex
hibits negligible solubility in the aqueous phase, the possibility exists that 
interfacial chemical reactions can show up as rate determining processes. 
When this is the case the values of the rate constants must somehow reflect 
the physico-chemical properties of the environment where the reactions take 
place, i.e., the interface. In this paper. some recent work performed in our 
laboratory on the extraction kinetics of metal ions by HDEHP and some bifunc
tional organophosphorous extractant is briefly reviewed. In addition to the 
traditional interpretation of the rate data, based on rate determining macro
scopic film diffusion processes (mass transport), an alternative explanation 
is herein presented where interfacial chemical reactions are assumed to be 
rate controlling. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The liquid-liquid extraction kinetics data have been obtained using a 
highly stirred constant interfacial area cell, ARMOLLEX (1). This apparatus 
allows one to continuously monitor the concentration variations and keep ·the 
interface quiescent, while stirring the two phases (water-dodecane) up to 750 
rpm. All the kinetic experiments described here were carried out at stirring
speeds of the two phases where the rate of mass transfer was independent from 
rpm. In the plateau region of the mass transfer rate vs stirring speed it is 
possible to assume that the extraction process is controlled by chemical reac
tions, providing slipping effects are not present. Further, since in the 
investigated systems the extraction rate was proportional to the ratio between 

the interfaci al area and the volume of the phases, we also assumed that the 
extraction rate was controlled by interfacial chemical reactions. 

I NVESTIGATEO SY STEMS 

lables I and II report the results of the kinetic measurements expressed 
as pseudo first order rate constants of the interfacial reaction, kt, 

kl 

M
+

;: -� nEinterfacial + interfacial complex (1) 

where !. �s HOEHP or the carba111oylphosphoryl extractant. If a diffusion model 
is alter,ntively assumed to explain the results, k1 stands instead for t�e 
aqueoui to organic mass transfer coefficient. The data of Table I for Fe 3 
and Be 2 were not obtained in our laboratory, nevertheless they are here re
ported for comparison since they were obtained in experimental conditions very 
similar to ours. km-H2o is the rate constant of the water exchange process 
for the hydrated non-complexed ions. 

The description of the carbamoylmethylphosphoryl extractants is shown in
Tab 1 e I I. Tab 1 e II a 1 so shows two parameters which corre 1 ate with the 
basicity of the phosphoryl group of the bifunctionl extractants, i.e., the 
infrared stretching frequency of P=O, vP=O (7 ,8), and the concentration of 
HN03 extracted. by the bifunctional extractant after four equilibrations of a 

0.5 M solution in a-xylene with 3 M aqueous HN03 (9). As expected, the 
basicity varies in the order: 

OHOECMPO > HHOECMP > OHOECMP 

DISCUSSION 

The results presented in Tables I and II can be interpreted in terms of 
diffusional processes. In this case the rate controlling step of the extrac
tion kinetics is assumed to be the macroscopic diffusion of each species to 
and from the interface through stagnant organic and aqueous diffusion films. 
In this instance k 1 represents the mass transfer coefficient and identical 
results should be obtained for identical hydrodynamic conditions irres.J?ective 
of the different chemistry of the systems. However the data for Eu 3 with 
lactate and HEOTA and the ones for Fe+3 with acetate and citrate seem to 
contradict this hypothesis. An alternative explanation, which reconciles: 

the observed differences in the presence and absence of aqueous complexing 
agents, 

the trend observed for the bifunctional extractants 

can be instead formulated when rate determining i nterfac i al chemical reactions 
are assumed. Interfacial chemical reactions have been frequently suggested 
both in organic reactions (10) and in the solvent extraction of metal species 
(11). If they are rate determining, the overall rate constant of the inter
facial chemical rection, k.1, must reflect both the reaction mechanism of the 
extraction process and the physico-chemical properties of the interfacial 
environment. Since our extractants are all surface acnive agents, which are 
interfacially adsorbed with the polar groups (p::Q or P-e:0H) facing the aqueous 
side of the interface, it follows that the interface can be schematically 

*Work performed under the auspices of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, 
Division of Chemical Sciences, U. S. Department of Energy under Contract W-31-
109-ENG-38. 
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viewed as a surface carrying an excess of negative charges (Figure 1). As a 
consequence the water molecules adj acent to the interface wiTTTericfto orient 
their dipoles in such a way to form a sort of ice-1 ike structure. The 
presence of interfa.cial structured water in proximity to flat solid surfaces 
has been recognized since long ago (12). More recently Drost-Hansen (13) con
cluded from conductivity measurements that a structure of "modified water. 11 

having a thickness of 0.05 to 0.2 µm, exists at glass-water interfaces. The 
properties of this "vicinal water" were reported to be different from those of 
ordinary water. In particular a higher viscosity characterizes these layers 
of interfacial water. By measuring the depression of the infrared continuum 
and the diffusion coefficient of the excess proton interfacial structured 
water, having a minimum thickness of 45 A, was again confirmed at solid-liquid 
interfaces (14,15). More recently, the presence of viscous ice-like structured 
water was recognized al so at aqueous-organic interfaces by measuring the 
interfacial ice-nucleation temperature (16,17). From what is reported above 
it follows that interfacial reactions (1) are likely to be influenced by the 
more viscous micro-environment where they occur. A probable mechanism for the 
ligand substitution reactions occurring at the interface is then a mixed 
associative-di ssoci ati ve interchange mechanism, i.e., 

(2) 

outer-sphere inner-sphere 

The subscript i represents interfacial species. According to mechanism (2) 
the Ei gen-Wilkins mechanism, which applies to many aqueous phase 1 igand
exchange reactions, is here modified by the presence of a preceding slow 
associative step (Step 1). The formation of the outer-sphere complex, which is 
controlled by the diffusion of the metal ion through the viscous layers of 
i nterf ac i a 1 water, is now slow becau·se of the inverse proport i ona 1 i ty existing 
between the rate constant of the diffusion controlled step and the viscosity 
of the medium. Step 2 is, on the other hand, stil 1 contra 11 ed by the rate of 
the water exchange process. If the metal is complexed in the aqueous phase by 
a ligand A the overall mechanism can be described by: 

(3) 

Step 1 Step 2 
I +z I +z I I +z 

AM!H20)n-l + L; - [AM(H O)n-l··-Ll; - [LM(H2D)n-l)i + A 

When the reaction takes place in the aqueous bulk (Step 1 is fast) step 2 of 
equation (3) is known to be faster than Step 2 of equation (2), since the re
placement of some water molecules with a labile ligand, such as carboxylate 
anions, increases the rate of exchange of the remaining ones. When on the 
other hand, the ligand is a multidentate anion, fonning strong chelating 
bonds, which replaces most of the solvating water molecule, such as polyamino
carboxylic acids, the opposite takes place, The data of Table I seem to indi
cate that the same effect holds for ligand exchange reactions occurring with
our extractants. In fact the presence of acetate, lactate, or cit.rate anions 
seems to accelerate the otherwise slow Step 2's of Fe+3, Co+2, Ni 2, and Eu-
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only by the rate of diffusion (Step 1). The rate of Step 1 is then determined
only by the rate of diffusion of the hydrated-complexed ion through the 
viscous i nterfaci a 1 water. 

The influence of the different extent of water orientation can be evi
denced when extractants, having similar structure but different electronic 
densities on the hydroehilic group, are used. In the frame of the proposed 
model the extent of water structuring, and consequential water viscosity, 
should parallel the extractant basicity, i.e., 

OHOECMPO > HHDECMP > OHDECMP. 

The decrease of kt with v
P=O 

and its increase with [HN03], shown in Table II, 
is in agreement with the proposed model. 
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Table I. Kinetic Data for the Extraction of Some Metal Ions by HDEHP in n
Oodecane at 25°C. 

[on 

zn2+ 

Am3+ 

Aqueous 
Acee l erat i ng 

Agent 

cl• Acetate 

Ni2+ Acetate 

Eu3+ 

Eu3+ Lactate 

Aqueous 
Retarding 

Agent 

Eu3+ IIEDTA 

Eu3+ 
Lactate HEDTA 

k1 (cm/sec) 

1.4 X 10-3 

! X 10-3 

3.6 X ,10-3 

4.6 X 10-3 

10-3 

10-3 

2 ' 10-5 

1.4 X 10-4 

Ref. 'm-H20 ( sec-1) 

(4) 5 X 107 

(2 I 108 (?) 

(4) X 106 

(4 I X 104 

(2) 108 

(3) 108 

(3) 108 

(3) 108 

Fe3+ -I , 10-5 (5) 102 

Fe3+ 

Fe3+ 

Be2+ 

Acetate 

Citrate 

-2 X 10-4 

-2 X 10-4 

-1 X 10-4 

(5) 

(5) 

(6) 

Table r r. Kinetic Data for the Extraction of Am(!Ill by Carbamoylmethyl phos-
phoryl Extractants in Diethylbenzene at 2s 0c 

Extractant k1 (cm/sec) .103 Vp=Q 

DHOECMP ( phosphona te I 2.55 1255 

HHOECI-IP (phosphinate) 2. 16 1222 

OHOEC�PO {phosphine oxide) 2.07 !167 

OHOECMP: dihexyl -N ,N-di ethyl carbamoylmethyl phosphonate 
( C6H130 )2POCH2CON( C2H5 )·2 

0H0ECMP0: dihexyl-N ,N-diethyl carbamoylmethyl phosphine oxide 
( C6H13) 2POCH2CON ( C2H5) 2 
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[HN03J, f.1 

0.53 

0.61 

0.65 

r 
3 to 10 

molecular 
layers, 0 

8 to 28 A 

l 

SIMPLIFl£D PICTURE OF THE INTERFACIAL STRUCTURING 

EFFECT OF AN ORGANIC SOLUBLE EXTRACT ANT 

ORGANIC PHASE 

AQUEOUS PHASE 
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REACTION IN VOLUME AND REACTION AT INTERFACE. CALCULATION 

OF THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO OVERALL EXTRACTION RATE 

G. Yagodin, V. Tarasov, A. Pichugin

Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology 
A-47, Miusskaya sq., 9.

Moscow, USSR

The reactions in liquid-liquid systems are widely spread 

phenomena. In particular, the extraction of inorganic substances 

realizes practically as a result of chemical interactions, com

pleting the formation of extracted substnncen, with their sub

sequent dissolving in organic phese. The reverse process (strip

ping) necessary is to in/valve the decay of the extracted com-

plexes. In many cases, chemical r�actions 

extraction rate. 

limit overall 

From the point of view of the reaction mechanism studies 

and the development of the methods controlling reaction rate, it 

is necessary to distinguish the reactions in volume (RV) and 

reactions at interface (RI). In the first case the adsorption 

properties of religents and other components are not eeeential. 

In the second case - the extraction rate depends to a significant 

extent on the adzorption conditions at the interface, and there

fore, on the presence of a small quantity of the surfactant in 

the solutions. 

In the case of tlw rc::il e:x:troction process the situation 

becomes more complicated, because of the RV a.nd RI take ploce 

parallelly and simulte.neously. There....-fore, important practical 

and theorecical taak is the calculation of the contributions of 

RS and liV to the formation of finite product. This task has not 

been solved yet. One can see that short-time phase contact method 

(STCJJ) presented in the paper (1,2) helped us to solve this task. 

Let's consider the situation, when in the system consisting 

of two mutually uhsoluble, homogeneous, isotropic, one - dL�en

sional and half-infinite phase, the substance A is transported 

from phase into phase 2 and undergoes chemical reactions 

A�B (RV) and A�B (RI). !Jass transport substances A and B 

realize by means of unstationary molecular diffusion in accor

dance with the Fick's equations. We describe the given task with 

such equations: 

<lCA1 
=� 

cCA2 
'at + Kv C A2 

initional conditions: CM (X,0) = C; C,z(x,O) = 0; C82 (X,O) =0 

boundary conditions: CA1 (-co,t)=C; CA2 (•co,t)-0; Cs2(•oo,t)=0 

20 

ac.a.21 
K c I 

'.D,-2 � X=O + s A1 X•O 

The solution of this task leads to the following expressicms 

for the quantity of substance Bin phase 2 formated by RI(q
RI

), 

RV(qRV) and both reactions (q
RI+RV), when t-oo 

q,Rl � �'f'('f+if
1
·t"

2
- 'f('f•if

2
·h 

q.Rv = 
�('f'+if 4-t

112-('f+-lf 2 ·h

t
f/2 

-� h �RI+RV"� -('f'+1) • 

( /<r. 1/2 -1/2 Where � = 2C 1>A1,,1) , I\ =cLCD,-1 (Ky DAZ) 

(2) 

-v2 'f. cL Kt (ICvD,.,). The contribution o:f RI(a) is equal q
RI

/ q
RI+RV' 

and of RV(Pv) is equal qRV/q
RI+Rv• If t-o , the rate of RI 

reaches the value KsC, and the rate of RV tends to zero. Con

sequently, in initial period of contacting extraction take place 

by RI. During to time the contribution of RI decreases from 1 

to 'f ('1'+1)-1• On the contrary, the contribution of RV increases 

from zero to ('f'+1 )-1• The contribution a.re the finite and 
constant values, because in the periods �f t- oo the rates of 

increasing of quantity of substan�e B for both RI and RV decrea� 

ses according to identical low:exp(>.2t)erJc (i.t.112
). 

The analysis of (1-3) points out that if 'f »1 , the:i RI 

prevails and its contribution tends to 1 for any times of con

tacting. If 'f'«1 , then prevails RV. As at the first moment 

the rate of RI is a finite quantity and unequal zero, while the 

rate of RV equals zero, v,e can destribute and calculate the con

tribution of each reaction. The relationship 4r., m 'Fif1 ( where r0• 

= KsC �d�/d.t\; m.$ 'f'J1DA1[2K5 ('1'•1 )r
1 

is calculated the contribution 
t-o 

of RI. Parameters r0 ,m we can calculate from diagrams q = f(t) 

and q c f(t1/2), resulted by means of STCII. 

Ourself method of contributions calculation was tested on 

the kinetic extraction data in system uo
2
(N03)2 - H

2
o - TOPO -

Toluen (Table 1). It became clear that in the wide concentration 

range the RI is prevail. This statement is conformed conclusion 

on process mechanism (3). 

It is known that interfacial chemical reactions are limited 

copper extraction rate by oxyoximes. Kinetic and mechanism of 

this reactions recently have been the subject. of intensive stu

dies. At the same time the essential question as to the locali

zation of chemical reactions limiting the extraction rate remains 

unsettled. 

In this paper has shown that contributions of RI and of RV 

depend on time of contacting. Probably, for reactions, whose 

order more than 1, contributions will depend on concentration 

of reagents. 
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Using the copper extractions (Gtrippin�) kinetic data to 

the calculation of RI and RV contributions. We have shown 

that values of RI and RV contributions are comparable in 

the wide concentration range. With the decrease of extractant 

concentration (in case of extration) the reaction at the inter

face became dominating. 

Table 1. Stripping kinetics in system:U02(N0)2-�0-·'..'0PO

toluen 

ca kmol 
m3 

3 ,6 
7.2 

14.4 
28.8 
43.2 
57.5 
73.0 

103 
Ks•106 !!! 

C 

6,3 
12.8 
13.0 
10.0 

5.2 
3.2 
2. 1 

4g/mlc�·106 !!! 
C 

Pi Pv 

6,4 0,98 0,02 
13 .3 0.86 0.04 
13.8 0.94 0.06 

11.2 0.89 o. 11 
5.9 0.88 0.12 
3.4 0.94 0.06 
2.3 0.91 0.09 

Table 2. Copper extraction (stripping) kineticsin system: 
CH Cuso4 - H

2
0 - 8 170-� -0- toluen 

OH HOH 

Stripping: pH0=2.4 

c�x kmol Pi Pv 
0 ccukm

3
1 Pi 

m3 m 

0.22 0.31 o.69· 0.031 0.37 0.63 
o.11 0.31 o.69 0.018 0.39 0.61 
0.08 0.41 0.59 0.010 0.38 0.62 
0.06 0.74 0.26 0.008 0.40 0.60 
0.0028 0.86 0.14 0.003 0.42 0.58 
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C�x - extract-ant concentration in tol ue,n 

c
0 

- copper concentration in organic phase. 
Cu 
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KINETICS AND MECHANISM OF COPPER EXTRACTION WITH 

8-DODECYLBENZENESULFONAMI DOQUINOLINE

Fumiyuki Nakashio,* Kazuo Kondo, Michiaki Matsumoto and Kazuharu Yoshizuka 
Kyushu University 

Fukuoka.Japan 

·(F. Nakashio is Member of AIChE) 

As the selective extractant of copper from diluted acidic liq·uors, LIX 34 

was recently introduced by General Mills Inc. (1). Several studies concerning LIX 

34 were carried out by Virnig (2) and Hoh et al (3,4 ,5) on the solvent extrac

tion equilibrium and kinetics for several metals. In order to clarify the ex

traction mechanism, however, it might be required to investigate on the extrac

tion kinetics by using the p1:1re active component of the commercial extractant 

LIX 34, because the rate of metal extraction is influenced by a small quantities 

of surface active species such as dodecylbenzenesulfonylacid which is a by-prod

uct in the synthesis of 6-dodecylbenzenesulfonamidoquinoline, the active compo

nent of LIX 34. 

In this work. 8-dodecylbenzenesulfonam.idoquinoline (henceforth DBSAQ, ab

breviated as HR) purified was used to clarify the extraction mechanism by 

measuring the extraction rate of copper with DBSAQ in a stirred tranSfer cell, 

along with the measurements of the extraction equilibrium and the interfacial 

adsorption equilibrium. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents: DBSAQ was prepared with 8-aminoquinoline dissolved in pyridine 

and adding in small portions p-dddecylbenzenesulfonylchloride in benzene(6, 7). 

After purification by chromatography ov�r si.licagel column with benzene 1 the 

white solid product was obtained, having the structure shown in� Tile 

complex of DBSAQ-Cu (II) prepared by usual procedure (8) is a brownish black 

solid. All the reagents used in the synthesis was con:mercial G. R. grade. Toluene 

of commercial G. R. grade was used as organic solvent without further purifica

tion. Other inorganic reagents used was commercial C.R. grade, such as copper 

nitrate, sodium acetate, acetic acid and hydrochloric acid. 

Measurements of extraction equilibrium: The organic solution was prepared 

by dissolving DBSAQ in toluene. The aqueous solution was prepared by dissolving 

copper nitrate in deionized water and adjusting pH with adding 0.1 mol/1 sodiulll 

acetate-acetic acid buffer solution and/or 0.1 mol/1 nitric acid. 

Extraction equilibrium was measured at· 30 °C. The concentration of copper 

in aqueous solution was determined by atomic absorption spectrophotometer ( 

Shimadzu M-646). Copper complex in organic solution was stripped by about 2 

mol/1 hydrochloric acid to determine the concentration by atomic absorption 

spectrophotometer. 

Interfacial adsorption equilibrium: Interfacial tension in the solvent 

extraction system was measured at 30 °C by the drop weight method to examine 

interfacial adsorption equilibria of DBSAQ and the copper complex. 

Measurement of extraction rate of copper by DBSAQ: The stirred transfer 

ce.11, so-called Lewis type cell, was used to measure the rate of copper extrac

tion by DBSAQ at 3 0 °C. The cell consists of two compartments, that is, the up

per compartment for the organic solution and the lower compartment for the 

aqueous solution. The volume of each compartment was about 110 cm3 and the in

terfacial area of both solutions was 12,42 cm2. Both solutions in the ce.11 were 

stirred in opposite direction by two flat-blade stirrers at 150 rpm. Experi

mental appratus and procedure. were described in detail previously (9,10). 

Extraction equilibrium: Apparent molecular weight of DBSAQ in toluene was 

measured by vapor-phase osmometry to obtain the mean aggregation number of 

DBSAQ. The result suggested that DBSAQ in toluene is in monomer state. 

As shown in Figure 2, the distribution constant of copper, D, defined by 

Eq, (1), was proportional to the square of the concentration ratio of extract

ant to hydrogen ion, that is, SiRl'1l . 
(1) D • [Cu]0rg / I Cu] aq 

where [Cu]org and [Cu]aq were total concentration of copper in organic and a

queous solution, respectively. The result suggested that extraction equilibri

um of copper with DBSAQ can be expressed as follows; 

(2) cu2+ 2 R CuR + 2H
+ 

aq + H org � 2 erg aq K 
ex 

where Kex is the extraction equilibrium constant. Since [Cu]organd !Cu]aq are 

respectively the concentration of CuR2 organd cu;; under this experimental 
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c.ondition, the relation betlleen Kex and D can be written as follows; 

(J) log D • log Kex + 2 log <;IRIS! 

It was found from Figure 2 and Eq.(3) that Kex· 3.29 for DBSAq and Kex· 0.92 

for OSAQ ( octanesulfonamidoquinoline ) . 

Interfacial adsorption equilibrium: The relations be.tween interfacial 

tension and the concentration of DBSAQ and of DBSAQ-Cu(II) complex are shown in 

Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The results suggested that the copper complex 

does not adsorb at the interface, but DBSAQ adsorbs at the interface, that is, 

the adsorption equilibrium of DBSAQ is expressed as follows; 

(4) H
Rorg � HRad ')iR 

where ¾a is the adsorption equilibrium constant. According to Gibbs adsorption 

isotherm, the interfacial tension is derived as a function of CHR' as follws 

(11); 

(5) )" - Oo - ( RT/SHR) ln( 1 + K,m SHR CHR ) 

where To is the interfacial tension between toluene and water and SHR is the 

interfacial area occupied by unit mole of DBSAQ. The values of ¾R and SHR are 

obtained from the experimental results off and Eq. (5) by non linear regression 

using modified Marquardt' s method, as shown in Table 1, A solid curve in Figure 

1. is calculated by Eq. (5). 

Extraction rate of copper by DBSAQ: The initial extraction rate, Ra• was 

obtained under various experimental conditions. 

The effect of copper concentration on Ra is shown in Figure 5. R0 was pro-

3 I 
- -- I- --
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FIGURE l. STRUCTURE OF OBSAQ 
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FIGURE 3. INTERFACIAL TENSION OF DBSAQ IN TOLUENE 
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portional to the initial copper concentration, CCuO" in the range of higher pH 

and lower CCuO' but in the range of lwer pH and higher CCuO the slope of log¾ 

vs. logCCuO was slig.htly smaller than 1.0. 

The effect of DBSAQ concentration on R0 is shO'wn in Figure &. In the range of 

lower initial concentration of DBSAQ, CHRO' the slopes of logR0 vs. logCHRO are 

about 1.5, but in the range of higher CHRO" the slopes approach t.o zero. 

The effect of pH on R0 is shown in Figure 7. In the range ·of lower pH, the 

slopes of logR0 vs. pH are 1.0, but in the range of.higher pH the slopes ap

proach to zero. 

From the above results, it could be considered that the extraction mecha

nism in the higher pH range is different from that in the lower one. 

DISCUSSION 

Interfacial Reaction Model: As mentioned above, DBSAQ adsorbs at the 

interface between the aqueous and organic solutions, but the complex of DBSAQ

Cu(II) does not. Furthermore, the distribution constant of DBSAQ, OHR' defined 

by OHR
"' CHRn

q
/�Rorg' equals to 2.2xl0-& at 30 °C and the reaction rate constant 

between copper and chelating reagent in aqueous solution might be expected to 

be rather large. On these premises, it could be considered that the reaction 

between 

(6) 

(7) 

copper ind DBSAQ occurs at the 
2+ -- + + Cu
\ 

+ HRad -- CuRad + H i 
CuRad+ HRad == CuR2i + I! i 

interface as follows; 

where K1 and K2 are equilibrium constant of each reaction, the subscript "ad" 

denotes the adsorption state at the interface and the subscript ' 1 i" denotes the 

aqueous phase or the organic phase adjacent to the interface. Since the species 

of CuR+ could be expected to have the interfacial adsorption constant as much as 

DBSAQ, the reaction step shown by Eq. (7) can be considered as the rate control

ling step in the interfacial reaction process, e>.pi::esscd by Eqs.(4),(6) and (7). 

Using the Langmuir's adsorption isotherm and assuming that the interfacial area 

occupied by unit mole of CuR+ equals to SHR' the interfacial reaction rate, R, 

is derived as2follows; 2 

(8) R • kf¾RKl ( CCui '11R/CHi 
- CCuR2/tt/Ke) 

{l + ¾R5HRCHRi + ¾R5HRK1 CCui '11R/CHi) 2 

where kf is the reaction rate constant of the reaction step shown by Eq. (7), and 

Kex::: K1K
2

¾R' The concentration of each species adjacent to the interface is ob

tained by assuming the pseudo steady state conditions in the vicinity of the in

terface, that is, the interfacial reaction rate equals to the mass transfer rate 

of each species, as follows; 

,o-i 
Ccuo Cmol drr:-3] 

FIGURE 5. EFFECT OF COPPER CONCENTRATION ON THE INITIAL 

10--

EXTRACTION RA TE 

10·
3 10·2 

CK1<l (mol-dm-3) 

FIGURE 6. EFFECT OF DBSAQ CONCENTRATION ON THE INITIAL 

EXTRACT ION RATE 
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-where k
j 

and Cj are the mass transfer coefficient and bulk concentration of 

species j (j:::Cu,HR and CuR2), respectively. The concentration of hydrogen ion 

adjacent to the interface Clli could be considered to equal to the bulk concen

tration Si• because buffer solution is used. 

Analysis of the initial extraction rate: 'Jne initial extraction rate R0 is 

calculated from Eqs (8) and (9) by giving the initial condition and the values 

of kf, kCu, kHR, KCuR2
• K1, ¾R, SHR and Kex· Among of them, ¾rn, SHR and K

c.x 
are already given from the extraction and adsorption equilibrium. From the ex

perimental results of R0 and Eqs (8) and (9), the values of kf, kCu, kHR and 

K1 were evaluated with the non-linear regression as mentioned above, assuming 

the. reverse reaction term of Eq (8) is neglegible. The solid curves shown in 

Figures 526 and 7 are calculated by using Eqs (8) and (9) and the values shown 

in Table l. 

Simulation of Extent of copper extracted: Simulation of the experimental 

results in the range of high extent of copper extracted was carried out to con

firm the availability of the inter facial reaction model. The concentrations of 

the species in the aqueous and organic solution in the cell are expressed as 

follows. 

(10) - V 
dCCu = 

- 2 V dCHR ::: V 
dCCuR2 ... A R aq de 3 org dt o�g dt 

where Vaq 
.. Vorg= 110 c m , A= 12.42 cm and t 1s the extraction time. Eqs. (8). 

(9) and (10) are simultaneously solved by Runge-Kutta-Gill method fo obtain 

the extent of copper extracted, Ecalc· The value of kCuR2 
used is also shown in 

Table 1, which is obtained from the rate of stripping. The calculated results 

are compared with the observed results Eobs in Figure 8. 

CONCWSION 

Along with the extraction equilibrium and the interfacial adsorption equi

librium, the extraction rate of copper with DBSAQ was measured in the stirred 

transfer cell to clarify the extraction mechanism. The experimental results 

suggested the abailability of the interfaci.al reaction model which includes the 

interfacial reactions and the diffusions of copper, DBSAQ and the metal complex. 
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TABLE 1. ANALYTICAL RESULTS OF EXTRACTION RATE OF COPPER WITH DBSAQ 

10-11 
r.o 

kf¾�Kl 

¾R 
5HR 
K l 
kf 

kcu 

kHR 

ex 

1.13 .±. 0.13 [cm4.mol-1.s-1J 

(6.22:f:0.79) X 10-6 [cm3.cm-21 

(3.18 :': 0.2)) X 109 { c:m2mol-l] j'3 
(l.69 :': 0.25) X lQ-2 

[ - l 

(1. 73 :': 0.47) X 1012 (cm2 .mol-1.s-1J 

(9.52 :': 0.64) X lQ-4 [cm.s-1) 

(9.19 :': 0.48) X 10-4 [cm.s-1) 

3.29 :': 0.26 [ - ) 

10 pH k•y 
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FIGURE 8. COMPARISON OF Eobs. AND Ecalc. 

FIGURE 7. EFFECT OF pH Qrl THE INITIAL 
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STUDY OF AGITATOR TYPE IN MIXER-SETTLERS 

Z. J. Shen
Department of Chemical Engineeri ng 

McMaster Universi ty 
Hami lton, Ontario, Canada 

and 

Q. Y. Zhang , B. Y.  Sun, J .  L i  and Y.  F. Su  

East Ch ina  I nstitute o f  Chemical Technology 
Shanghai ,  Ch ina 

I N TRODUCTION 
Mixer-settl ers are wldel_y used as l iquid-l iquid contact ing appara tus both 

i n  the laboratory and in iDdU!St.r f �  W i t h  a v iew t o  improv ing t h e  stage 
efficiency and reduc ing the powe r consinpt ion . many new d esigns have been 

introduced' o f  l at e  ( 1,  2 ,  3,4} . The present investig a t i on c h i e fl y  concerns the 
powe r  consLDpt i ons i n  mix er-settlers using four d i fferent t ypes of impel lers 

and des ig n  con figurations ,  vith three d i fferent systems . lbese impe l l er s  act 
as p,umping-Tlix ing dev ices  i n  a l ab oratory box-type mix e r-settl er ,operating in 
steady state of the flow rates and 1.mifon1.ly d ispersed c ond itions . 

APPARATUS 
�apparatus eniployed i s  a .single stage bo:1 type mixer-settler and the 4 
types o f  i.nlpeller selected for coapar i son are large delta , med i lAII  delta , flat 
paddle and Rushton turbin e .  Figure 1 shows the schematic configuration d ia
gram of the m i x er-.settler with a delta type impeller  and F igure 2 shows the 4 
types of impellers used in the present i nvestigation . Al l the illpellers hav e  
both a p1.11ping action which ex ped i tes t h e  flow o f  the t wo  phases into the 
miier throug h the draft open ing on the b a s e .  and a mix ing action whi c h  
d is perses  o n e  phase into another . The e:1 per imental apparatus "d iagram for 
stage ( n )  shown in Figure 3 indicates that the heavy l iquid phase enters i n to 
m ix er · rrom an adj acent ( n-1 ) stage through the i nter face contr o l l er 1 0. while  
the  l ight l iquid phase  overfl ows from stage ( n+ l ) through the l ight phase 
overflow tube 1 1  then entering the m i x er .  The p l ex ig l a s s  m ix er-settler has a 
mix ing c hamber v ol1.11e V = B x  B x  1 . 2  8 = 4 . 05 l iter ( B i s  the width  o f  
square c ross- section)  a �  the voltm e  o f  set t l er i s  V = 1 0 .  l j  l i ter adjoin ing 
the m i l: er ( not shown in  Figure 3 ) .  Th e  agi tator is d�iv en by a variable  speed 
0 , C .  motor 5 which is connec ted with a s i l icon speed contro l l e r  7. vol tmeter 8 
and aometer 9 ,  Th e  actual rotating speed is shown d i g i tally  on the r ota-s peed 
detector 6 .  

Th e  d ian eter o f  the l iquid i n l et d and  the po s i t ion o f  t h e  ag i tator i n  
t h e  m ixer  ( i nd icated a s  t h e  c l e ar ance h betwee n the top o f  t h e  l i q u i d  d r a f t  
o p e n i n g  and the b o t t om  o f  the agi tato r ,  s e e  F igure 3 ) can b e adjusted a s
requ i r ed . 

EXPERI MENTAL METHODS 
In the absence of mass  transfer and under constant operating cond i tions 

( throughput 0 . 022 1 / s  e ach phase , phase ratio  0 / A  = 1 ,  contacting time 91  
sec . ) , t hree s ystems , i .e .  mutua l l y  s a turated wa ter/ n- butanol , water/ kerosene 
and water/ n-heptane were u s ed . The properties  o f  the systems are  as follows : 

Systems 

water 

n-butanol

water 

kerosene 

water 

n-heptane

v i sco s i t y  

" ( kg/ m s )  ( 1 6°C )

1 .  1 47 

3 . 667 

1 .  1 28 

1 . 6 7 1  

1 .  1 2 8  

0 . 49 X 

X 1 0-3 

X 1 0-3 

X 1 0-3 

X 1 0-3 

X 1 0-3 

1 0-3 

d e n s i t y  cond uct iv it y  inter fac i a l  

p { kg/ m3 ) 
tension 

>. ( uw/ cm )  y ( N / m )  

99 0 . 5  4 . 6  X 1 02 

1 o-3 2. 6 X 
8 4 9 .  3 0 . 82  

1 00 1  6 . 1 X , l  
1 o-3 35 . 6 X 

8 0 0 .  7 0 .  3 3

1 00 1  6 .  7 X 1 02 

1 o-3 5 1  X 

6 8 9 . 2  0 . 2 5 

Ex per iments  were c a r r i ed o u t  to measure the m i n im um  net  power consl.lllption 
P ( wa tt) i n  each case  to achiev e u n i formity  o f  mix i ng and t h e  constancy of  
tHe throughput  o f  both phases . The  measur i n g  method s  o f  abov e ex p e r iments  
we re  d escr ibed i n  r e fer ence ( 5 ) .  To e parameters  c hanged we r e  the 3 s y stein s ,  4 
types o f  ag i tators , t h e  d i ameter  d o f  the l i qu i d  draft  o pening  and the clear
ance  h a s  shown i n  Fi g u r e  3 . To e values  o f  v a r i a b l e s  d and h stud ied a r e  a s  
follows : 

8/5 

8/25 8/ 1 2  

8/ 3 . 75 

8 / 7 .  9 8/6 

B/ 3 8/2 . 5  

B/3  

After the hydrodynan i c  opt imun opera t i ng parameter s ( rotation  speed n ,  d ,  
h )  fo r each agi tator and system adopted had been obtai ned i n  the absence o f  
m a s s  trans fer , an  aqueo u s  sol ution  w i t h  a fixed concentration o f  n-b u t y r i c  
a c id wa s u s e d  a s  f e e d  i n  a c an p a r a t i v e  s t u d y  o f  the single  stage mass t r a n s fer 
e f f i c ienc y .  Fo ur  t ypes o f  ag i tators and the t h r e e  org a n i c  phases i nd ica ted 
p r ev i o u s l y ,  r un n i n g  at t h e i r  r e s p e c t i v e  h yd r odyn am i c  o pt imum o p e r a t i n g  
cond i tions , w e r e  employed a n d  com p a r i sons  w e r e  m a d e  w i. t h  t h e  same feed s 
equil ib rated in a separatory funnel . 

POWER CONSUMPTION AND  CORRELATIONS 
Th e m i n imum powe r c o n s um p t i o n  d a t a  u n d e r  the h yd r o d yn cim i c  o p t i m um 

o perating cond i t ions were  obta ined for each of the fo ur ag i t ators with  the
three system s .  Th e r e l a t ionships  betwe en the m i n imUTI net  powe r con�rn:n ption
per u n i t  v o l t.Ill e  P · V- 1 and the system proper t l e s  ( in ter rac i a l  tension  y ,
d e n si t y  d i fference io )m for the d i fferent  agi tators  c a n  b e  c o r r e l ated i n  the

fona o f  Equation ( 1 ) .  F igure 4 shows the compa r i son o f  ex perimental and 
calcul ated P • V - J. . n • 

( 1 )  Pn •v; 1 = k Y
b 6p c 

the val ues o f  the con stant k and the ex ponen t s  b and c are  l i sted as follows : 

Ag i tator • * D [:,. 

0 . 01 6  0 . 9 8  2 . 44 X 1 0-3 1 . 2  
o .  24 0 . 5 8  o.  305 0.  6 
0 . 5 0 .  1 7  1 . 0 0 .  1 

The powe r n u:nber N for each ag i tator was detenn i n ed by d im.ens i on a l  
anal ysi s .  Si n c e  both llhe square shape o f  t he m i x i ng chamber and  the 
per forated top baffle  serve to prev ent vortex i ng ,  the grav i ta .t ion.al e ffect i s  
n e g l igible  ( 6 ) , then : 

(2 ) N • _P_n_ • k (N l x (� l y 
p i> n3 0

5 
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and D a r e respectively rt h e  total net powe r consLrDpt ion , av er ag e density no f  the
system , rotational  speed and d i .neter o f  the ag i tator , The  v a l ues o f  k and 
expo nents x and y are l i sted a s  fol lows : r 

Ag i tator 

k r 
X 

0 . 1 8  
o .  1 4
o . o4

* 

0 . 4 8  
0 .  2 4  
0 . 0 1 2  

0 

0 . 3 6  
0.  0 6  
0 . 0 1 7  

0 . 2 6  
0 . 095 
0 . 004 

The power n umbers calcul ated from Equation ( 2 )  for each ag i tator are 
pl otted versus Re yn o l d s  nunber i n  Figure 5 .  It should be  mentioned that �he 
Re y n o l d s n umber s h e r e  w e r e  c a l c u l a t e d  o n l y f r om the o p t i m um o p e r a t i n g 
cond i tions  in three systems used , 

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION S 
As i nd i cated , the mix ing of l i quid s in a vesssel depends on the type o f  

t h e  ag itato r  as  well a s  t h e  configur a t i on o f  t h e  m i x i ng c hamber . I f  several 
ag i tator types prov id e  u n i fo rm i t y  o f  m i x i ng i n add i tion to t h e  stead iness of

flow of the continuo u s  co unterc urrent fl u id s , the type w i th highe r m a s s  
t r a n s fer e f f i c iency and l ower powe r consll'.llpt io n  i s  c hosen b y  the designer . 

In the present wor k , a l i quid i n l e t d i cmeter d in a range o f  B/5 to 
B/ 3 .  75 h a s  b een found to be s u i table ( 5 ) .  If d is too sma l l ,  the fl ow 
r e s i s tances ar e increased and the ag i tator can not effectiv e l y  d i sperse the 
concentr ated fl uid  strean ; t hus , more  e n ergy wi l l  be d i ssi pated . However , i n  
t h e  c a se o f  l arger d ,  d u e  to  t h e  non-uni form d i strib u t i on o f  the suction head , 
back-mix i ng of the m i :ic ed phase c a n  occur . 

Th e most suitable  a g i tator po s i t i o n  i n the m i x er wa s found to be a 
clearance  h v a r y i n g  between B/8 to 8/ 4 . 5  depend i ng on the d i fferent system 
pr ope r t i e s  and agi tator t ype u sed ( 5 } .  A h igher ag i tator po s i tion  pr ov ides 
more uni form m i x i ng but the suction he ad of the rota t i ng ag i tator will be 
reduc ed .  

Fo r l ow y and t.p systems s uc h  a s  system 1 ,  wh ic h  are  easier  t o  d i sper se 

a n d  s l o w e r  to c o a l e s c e , l e s s  e n e r g y  i s  n e e d ed to m a i n t a i n  a u n i f o r m  
d i spersion , so that t h e  m i n imum powe r conswipt ions  per u n i t  v o l l.lll e  u n d e r  the  
o p t im un  o perating cond i t io n s  for  each o f  4 ag i t a t o r s  are not  much d i fferen t  a s
shown i n Figure 4 .  Howev er ,  when t h e  y a n d  6p are  i nc reased , greatl y  
d i fferent v a l u e s  o f  the opt imum power consl.lllption for d i fferent ag i tators are 
fo un d ,  Toe fl at pad dl e ,  the Ru shton turb i ne and the med i Llll delta  impe l l er 
con sune mor e power for the sys tems tested , but  the large delta  impell e r in the 
pr esent investigation always conslJTleS t he l owe st powe r .  

The lower power re q u i r ements  o f  the l arger im pellers  m a y  b e  ex p l a i ned i n 
terms of the r el ationship  b etween the  ag i tator ' s area and the d rop  s i ze 
d i s t r ib u t i o n . In m i x i n g  v e s s el s , c o n d i t i o n s  i n  t h e  r eg i o n  o f  i n t e n s e  
turbul ent shear around the a g i tator edges o r  t i p s  mov i ng a t  t h e  t i p  s peed 
primar i l y  de term i n e  the l o c a l  turbulent inten s i t y  and hence the  drop si ze . 
Toe agi tator area determ i n e s  the fl ow o f  l i quid t hrough the ag i tator and thus  
most  o f  the energy trans ferred b y  the ag i tator to t he flow o f  l i qu i d  (7) . I f  
i t  i s  consid ered a s  a c anbination  o f  s ev eral gradua l l y  shortened fl at p ad d l e s , 
t he large  d e l t a  impell e r c a n  be seen to be mor e e f f i c i en t  in transpor ting  
l arger scale  turbulence  to a main  fl ow str eam and t hus i n  c r eating more l ocal 
turbulence and c i rc u l a t i o n  througho u t  the m ix e r . As a conseque nce , s i n c e  
un i form d i stribution  o f  the  d r a p  s i ze h a s  b e e n  obtained , t h e r e  i s  n o  necessity  
for consun i ng more energy . 

TI1 e Ru shton t u r b i n e  i s  a sm a l l er area  mul t i- b l ad ed agitato r ,  _ wh i c h  
creates l e s s  c i rculation  with  more f i n e  d roplets  locall y aro und t h e  ag i t a tor 
edges or t i ps . Ob v iousl y ,  much morf' pcwer must b e  consum ed to form a 
d i sper s i o n  in fl u i d  r emote from the ag it ,nor , so that a n o n-uni form drop  si ze 
d i str ibution  is a n  unavoidabl e r esul t .  Th i s  d i sadvan tageous factor wa s 
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confirmed in settling operations. When mixing was done with the Rushton 
turbine, the thickness of dispersion band in the settler was increased 
significantly with serious entrainment especially in the low '( case, and the 
settling was slow with a tend ency to flooding. Ev en in th£! high '( system, the 
thickness of dispersion band was always higher than the height of the organic 
phase layer in the settler. 

Another exPlanation may come from the impeller's pt.mping char�cteristics, 
although no experimental data are avai_lable for comparison. From the 
viewpoint of the fraction of swept area, the paddle type ag,itators have 
dianeter D of 0.73 B, much greater than th� 0,33 B of the turtJine type: thus 
the paddle agitator provides !i.89 times as much fraction swePt area as the 
Rushton t. urb i ne, so that the more uni form suet ion head from 1'he palldl e type 
agitator plus an appropriate diameter of liquid inlet Open1'1g makes it 
possible to pllTlp the flow stream between stages with a much lower power 
consl.lTlption. The plotting of power mmber N versus (NR )M supports the above 
explanation. Figure S show� that the N val�es of 3 pad1Jle-type agitators are 
very similar while that of ·�e Rushton &rbine is higher. 

In the present work,. the power consl.lllption correlation includes both the 
uniformity of mixing and the ste'adiness of throughput. The concept of a large 
delta shaped impeller is sho.wn 1 to meet the mixer-settler operational necessity 
of more suction from beneath the iinpeller, to eliminate the head drop between 
stages, and provide sli�htly reduced (but still needed) circulation effect at 
the top edge to maintain the volune circulation of dispersion. 

The above comparison between large delta impeller and Rushton turbine was 
also confirmed visually by the high speed cine pictures. 

The experimental single stage mass _tfansfer efficiencies Tl with 
corresponding specific power consllllptions pn.vm are listed as follows: 

Agitator A * D 6 

water/ a(S l 99. 7 97 .8 97.2 99.6 

n-butanol p .y-1 
(W/1) 

n m 0. 0464 0. 0715 o. 0557 o. 0552 

water/ a<S l 97 97 98 97 

kerosene p •V m (Wit) 0. 101 0. 353 0. 178 0.291 

water/ a(S l 94.4 94.4 92. 1 91.9 

n-heptane p .y-1 
(W/1) o. 145 0. 382 0. 306 0. 322 n m 

Though the mean drop size measured fran the motion pictures for the case 
of large delta impeller in water/kerosene system is larger ( 1.5 - 2.0 mm) than 
that given by the Rushton turbine and the optimun power consllllption is lower 
than for any other agitators in all systems, the mass transfer efficiencies Tl 
are same or a little bit higher. This could be due to the fact that altho�h 
small drOP.S offer a larger speciftc area than do large ones, internal 
circulation and external oscillation of the large drops can result in a much 
larger mass transfer coefficient. The present investigation confirms that the 
new developed large delta impeller is the 111ost suitable as an agitator both 
for mixing and settling in mixer-settler operation, 

For a given system, total throughput and contacting time, two correlation 
equations in the present investigation make it possible to estimate the total 
:;:t:t:°o�e�

Y
:;�sLinption Pn and the optimum agitation speed n for a selected 
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MASS TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF THE IMI TURBINE PUMP-MIX 
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Introduction 

The IMI Turbine Pump-Mix was originally conceived to obviate some 

of the problems encountered in applying conventional mixing technology 

to liquid-liquid systems having "difficult" phase separation character

istics. The physical embodiment of the concept has been described 

previously 1 , 2, 3, 4; briefly,. it consists of a turbine of large turbine/ 

tank diameter ratio, revolving fairly slowly, with forced recirculation 

in the mixing compartment to ensure full utilization of the energy ab

sorbed for both pumping and mass transfer. It was quickly recognized 

that the configuration chosen had advantages for systems of relatively 

slow mass transfer, requiring relatively long residence times, and the 

first industrial implementation of the unit was for such a case. 

Potentially, the Turbine Pump-Mix also has benefits for systems of 

"fast" mass transfer, where a reduction in the mean residence time re

quirement in. the mixer, while keeping the energy delivered to the sys

tem almost constant, may yield a significant payoff in terms of acce

lerated separation. This asoect is the subject of the in,,estigati.on 

which follows. 

Conceptual Approach 

The Turbine Pump-Mix has two functions, namely to deliver a dis
persion at the required hydrostatic head and to promote mass transfer 
with minimum effect on phase separation. An analysis of the efficiency 

with which both functions are performed is possible if the mass transfer 

behaviour can be correlated with the relationship between the net through

put and the recirculation flow. Pumping performance is usually expressed 

by the H-Q characteristic at various speeds, which can be reduced to 

a single. design curve by plotting dimensionless head against net through

put, i.e. gH/N2D2 against Q/ND 3
2) . The energy delivered to the system 

in transporting the dispersion at a given head is proportional to pQgH, 

while the energy delivered in the total flow through the impeller is 

proportional to pN3D5 • The ratio between these groups is a dimensionless 

group which expresses the relationship between net throughput and the sum 

of throughput and recirculation. The energy delivered to the system is 

proportional to pN3D5T. Therefore comparing mass transfer efficiency 

with mean residence time, the relation between throughput and recircu

lation, and the absorbed energy will permit full analysis and optirniza

tion of pump-mix design. 

Experimental 

The chemical system selected for the initial investigations of mass 

transfer described herein was the system diesel oil - water ·- acetic 

acid. The operation investigated was the stripping of acetic acid from 

loaded diesel oil by water. Phase compositions were determined by poten

tiometric titrations. Residence time distribution was investigated by 

the injection of Methylene Blue dye into the system and colorimetric 

analysis. 

The experiments were done in a pilot model of the Turbi.ne Pump-Mix, 

0.45m.in diameter and having an active volume of 0.04Sm 3 • 

The separate phases were fed by centrifugal pumps, and ,neasured by 

calibrated rotameters. Th'e turbine motor was equipped wi.th an electro

nic speed variator. Heating/cooling systems were provided to ensure iso

thermal operation. The dispersion was delivered to a settler, which re

turned the separated phases to the pump suction tanks. The acetic acid 

for mass transfer tests was injected into the organic stream in the pump 

suction line. 

The two phases were equilibrated by operation in closed cycle. The 

solute was injected, and the samples of feed and dispersion were taken 

after one mean residence time. Samples for analysis were taken as soon 
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as sufficient clear liquid had separated. Equilibrium mass transfer was 

determined by recontacting the separated phases for an adequate period. 

Residence time distribution was obtained by the analysis of the 

tracer concentration in a series of the outlet stream samples taken by 

a fractional collector at measured time intervals. 

Results and Discui;sion 

The operating characteristics of the Turbine Pump-Mix are shown in 

Figs . 1 and 2 • 

The experimental data of the hydrostatic head developed in relation 

to the throughput at various rotational speeds are given in Fig. 1. The 

"flatness" of the characteristics demonstrates the flexibility of the 

unit as a pump, i.e. the head developed changes very little for consi

derable throughput variations. In addition, the data are linear over 

the entire range of measurement, indicating that the design can be readily 

and simply extrapolated. The experimental data are reduced to a single 

function by expressing them as dimensionless functions of flow, head, ro

tational speed and' turbine diameter in Fig. 2. The consistency of the 

pump performance is well illustrated by the conformi.ty of the experiment

al data, Most of the experimental points i-tll within ± 10% of the best 

fitting line. * 
The efficiency of mass tranfer T\ = (Ci-C0)/Ci-C ) is plotted against 

mean residence time T in Fig. 3, T being calculated as the ratio of pump

ing chamber volume to volumetric throughput. The results are as antici

pated, increasing rotational speeds and residence times giving closer 

approaches to equilibrium mass transfer. Here again, the consistency 

of the data is remarkable, and indicates the extent to which the perform

ance of the unit as a ruass transfer tool can be predicted. This conclu

sion receives support from the study of residence time ·distribution. 

Fig. 4 shows th·e residence time distributions for a single liquid as a 

function of rotational speed, and also (insert) for transfer of the tracer 

from one phase to another. The graph shows that as the rotational speed 

is increased, the behaviour of the turbine tends towards that of a fully 

back-mixed reactor, in which the mass transfer efficiency would tend to 

unity. 

The distribution curve for the di.spersion shows simi.lar behaviour, 

with a small displacement in time due to the transfer of tracer from one 

phase to the other. As explained previously, the Turbine Pump-Mix relies 

for its working on a combination of forced recirculation flow and pumping. 

This quantity is plotted aga·inst the efficiency of mass transfer in Fig. 5. 

This shows that, as can be expected, mass transfer efficiency tends towards 

a value of unity as zero throughput is approached; on the other hand, as 

recirculation i·s reduced, mass transfer efficiency drops and tends to a 

low value of 0.6. The relation of the energy delivered to the system to 

the efficiency of mass transfer is illustrated by Fig. 6. It is quite 

apparent that there is a region beyond which an increase in the quantum 

of energy delivered to the system gives no further benefit in terms of 

mass transfer. 

The efficiency of a mixer-settler is a combination of the opposing 

requirements of mass transfer and phase separation. The relation of the 

quantum of energy absorbed by the system to the mass transfer characteris

tic on the one hand, and the phase separation characteristic on the other, 

makes possible a quantitative approach to mixer-settler design. 
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AXIAL MIXING CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUSTRIAL AND 

PILOT SCALE KUHNI COLUMNS 

U. Buhlmann

Kuhni Ltd. 
Allschwil, �witzerland 

J. C. Godfrey

University of Bradford 
West Yorkshire, U.K. 

J. Breysse

Rhone - Poulenc Ind. 
69150 Decines, France 

INTRODUCTION 

The Kuhni column is a mechanically agitated, multi-compartment, liquid
liquid contactor. The compartments are defined by stator plates with large 
holes and agitated by a turbine type impeller. The present study is part of 
an extensive programme on column performanc;e using Knhni, rotating disc, 
pulsed and packed contactors. The paper describes single phase axial mixing 
characteristics determined at three locations: Bradford University, !l'hone
Poulec St. Fons, Ciba-Geigy Huningue. A combination of simple techniques for 
measurement, modelling and correlation was used. 

AXIAL MIXING 

Simple design procedures for mass trc".lsfer in extraction columns include 
mass transfer coefficients, hold up and drop size but the plug flow assumption 
leads to an unrealistically low value of HTU. The use of axial mixing coeff
icients to describe more realistic flow characteristics gives a better basis 
for design. The coefficients are functions of operating conditions, column 
design and scale but because of the limited accuracy of mass transfe:t and drop 
size data and the greater dependence of performance on these terms simple mod
els and correlations are adequate for axial mixing data. 

The simple backflow and dispersed plug flow models have been widely used, 
More sophisticated models have been developed but the increased number of mod
el parameters present disadvantages. Backflow is described by a velocity te:nn, 
av, relating to a forward velocity of (l+a)v for a contactor of n well mixed 
stages. This model is the basis of most design procedures but the dispersed 
plug flow model, described by a single axial dispersion coefficient (E) is 
more widely used to interpret experimental data. For many purposes, particul
arly when th.ere are a large number of stages, the parameters of the two mod
els can be directly related. The correlation of axial mixing with operatinc; 
conditions, column geometry and scale is usually presented in terms of an 
axial dispersion coefficient or a compartment Peclet number incorporating the 
coefficient. The R.D.C. has recently been described by(l): 

tl) E/h
c

v
c 

= 0.5 + 0.028 {nd/v
c

)G 

and the Kuhni column by a similar relationship between E/h v and nd./v (2). 
When experimental data is to be examined this form of corrglgtion cafi gtve a 
misleading graphical presentation. The relationship can be written as: 

and has beer:. studied as the combination of independent impeller speed and flow 
terms. If �:1ls is realistic it should be possible to study the impeller 
speed term in a no-flow test. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The techniques used for the three columns differed with regard to choice 
of trac:e:x:, measuring procedure, etc. and are not described in detail here 
because of lack of space. Stationary phase experiments were conducted in the 
absence of flow by injecting a tracer pulse at the centre of the column and 
monitoring the concentration of tracer at the ends of the working section. For 
precise data analysis it is desirable that the column is 'closed'. This is 
achieved by the air/watar interface at the top of the column and an immiscible 
heavy liquid in the non-active section at the bottom of the column. The 
measured response is very close to the form predicted from the dispersed plug 
flow model and the scatter is very small. The axial coefficient can be det
ermined directly from the half life of the response (3) 

(3) E = 0.14il]t
', 

This procedure has been demonstrated for the R.D.C. but the relationship to 
other measuring techniques has not been much explored. 

Back mixing experiments were conducted by measuring the steady state 
concentration gradient developed against the direction of flow by a contin
uously injected tracer. Axial dispersion coefficients were determined direct
ly from the concentration gradient: 

This experiment can produce good date but the concentration gradient and the 
calculated coefficients show more scatter than the stationary phase data. 

In the pulse injection procedure the tracer was introduced into the inlet 
stream and pulse broadening was monitored at two points downstream to minim
ize the influence of inlet pulse shape on data processing. The technique 
used for data processing is more complicated than for the two previous tech
niques and a convolution method was chOGen to minimize problems caused by the 
experimental method. The scatter in the calculated coefficients is similar 
to that for the back mixing data. 

The relationship between the coefficients determined by the stationary 
phase technique anli impeller speed was linear for all three columns with 
larger coefficients being obtained from the larger columns. With three 
columns only it is not possible to eKamine the influence of column diameter, 
compartment height and free area in detail but the results (Figure 1) are 
well correlated by equation 2 for v 

c 
= 0: 
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(5) E = 0.046 nd.h £ 
l. C 

The coefficients determined from the back mixing experiments are consist
ent with the values obtained for the stationary phase measurements with 
respect to the influence of impeller speed and the geometrical parameters of 
equation 5. This is particularly so for the data· for the 150mm diameter 
column. The data for the two larger columns is more scattered but it is 
possible to correlate all of the back mixing data using equation 2 with 
c1 = 0.046 and c2 � 0.14. A comparison of the experimental data and equation 
2 is shown in Figure 2 and for most of the data the agreement is within ±15% 
or better. Also shown in Figure 2 is the data obtained from the stationary 
phase experiment. 

The form of equation 2 is very similar to that used by Venkatarama et. 
al. for the rotating disk contactor where the geometric term (G) corresponds 
to the free area term (£) used here. Venkata·rama has no stationary phase 
data but was able to correlate back mixing and axial dispersion data with 
equation l. It is usually assumed that similar values of E can be obtained 
from the two experiments at high impeller speeds where back mixing effects 
predominate; at lower impeller speeds the _values of E obtaineq are usually 
expected to be larger for the axial dispersion measurement,. This difference 
may be obscured by the traditional plot of Pe-1 and nd

i
/v which includes 

v 
c 

-l on both axes and disguises the influence of v c· 
c 

It is more difficult to assess the quality of axial dispersion data than 
is the case for stationary phase or back mixing. However it was found that 
the coefficients obtained were always larger than the back mixing values for 
both the 150mm and 600mm columns. As this difference is greatest at high 
values of v it would not be obvious on the Pe-1 and nd./v plot. The effect 
of impeller

c
speed is consistent with both the stationa,1; pfiase and back mixing 

techniques and the difference between axial dispersion and back mixing measure
ments is associated with the influence of flow rate as described by the second 
term of equation 2. This could be used to describe both stationary phase and 
axial dispersion data but would require a larger value of c

2 
than used for 

back mixing data. Some of the differences between back mixing and axial disp
ersion can be explained if more sophisticated models are used and study is 
continuing on this topic. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(i) The influence of column size on axial mixing can be described by 
existing correlating procedures in terms of compartment height, impeller 
diameter and stator free area. 

(ii) The influence of impeller speed can be assessed by any of the three 
techniques used with stationary phase data giving the best accuracy. In the 
study of scale up this technique also provides a simple and accurate proced
ure for the investigation of the influence of column geometry. 

(iii) The simple correlation used describes the influence of both 
impeller speed and liquid velocity and there is no detectable interaction 
between the two variables. 

(iv) The axial dispersion experiment gave consistently larger coeffic-
ients than obtained from back mixing for all test conditions. The difference 
is not important in column design at the present state of the technology but 
is important in the understanding of the axial mixing pr·ocess. 

(v) Mass transfer, concentration profile and two phase axial mixing 
experiments are in progress and will allow the application of single phase 
data in column design and scale up to be examined. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

constant, agitation term of equation (2) 
constant, flow term of equation (2) 

concentration at tracer inlet 

conventration distance z from tracer inlet 

column diameter 

impeller diameter 

axial dispersion coefficient 

compartment height 

geometric parameter in equation (1) 

rotational speed 

lialf life of stationary phase experiment 

distance between sample points 

free area if stator plates 

kg/m
3 

kg/m
3 

r.p.s. 
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d 
1ml 

.150 

.600 

.800 

8 

di he £ 

(m) (ml (-) 

.085 .070 .30 

.30 .170 .30 

.40 .185 .20 

Table 1 : Column dimensions 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE CASCADE WEIR TRAY FOR EXTRACTION 

R. J. Fiocco 

Exxon Research & Engineering Company 
Florham Park, New Jersey USA 

A long-tel"111 effort, dating baclr. t:o the late 40' s, led to the 
development of a hlgh-perforaance tray currently used for solvent treating 
of lube oil feedstoclr.s in EJ!Ion's EXOL H process. As will be dis,cussed in 
this paper, this service presents a particularly difficult design problem, 
and the tray development history bas several interesting aspects. In vlev 
of the paucity of literature on the design-of industrial liquid-liquid 
extraction equip-nt, this development can provide insight into the area, 
particularly for engineering students and acadew.lc researchers. 

BACKGROUND 

EXOL N extraction is the na.ae given to Exxon's lube extraction 
process using N-wethyl-2-pyrrolidone (NHP) as the selective solvent to 
remove aromatics and other undesirable coapounds froa lube feedstoclr.s. The 
extraction step is carried out in a tower containing specially designed 
trays, named .cascade weir trays, to achieve the desired extraction. Figure 
1 shows a schematic of a lube extraction process. Various high-boiling 

Tractions of crude oil from a pipestill or a deasphalting unit are used as 
feedstocks in blocked operation, each stock running for a few days at a 
time. 

To achieve staging in the extractor, the oil feed is dispersed, 
separated, and redispersed several times as it 110ves up the tower counter
current to the solvent. Interfacial tension between the liquids is low 
(e.g., less than a few dynes per centimeter), thus making it easy to dis
perse the oil as small droplets. However, since the difference in density 
of the phases can also be quite low (e.g., less than a tenth of a gram per 
cubic centimeter), separation, rather than dispersion, is normally the 
limiting step in the design of the extractor. An added complication 
results from the blocked operation. With different feedstocks, the 
physical properties and feed and solvent rates vary, and the relative flow 
rates of the two phases vary throughout the tower. Therefore, the 
extraction tower internals must be flexible enough to handle a wide range 
of flow rates for both phases, as well as to accommodate varying viscosity 
and density differentials. An additional practical requirement is that the 
tower must continue to perform after introduction of dirt, sludge and 
corrosion products over a long period of operation. 

EARLY TRAY DESIGNS 

Exxon• s development work on extraction tray designs began in the 
late 1940' s, with an emphasis on general applicability and high 
efficiency. The concept of a two-zone tray evolved, with one zone designed 
to meet dispersion requirements and the other zone to meet separation 
requirements, thus giving a configuration similar to a series of stacked 
mixer-settlers. 

One of the early designs, called an "inverted step" tray, is 
shown in Figure 2A. Oil phase is dispersed upward through sieve holes at 
one end of the tray into a mixing zone. At the top of the mixing zone, 
solvent phase jets downward through opposing sieve holes to create an 
intense mixing action. The rest of the tray is devoted to separation of 
the phases before they are finally redispersed. This tray was commercially 
tested in -a 12 foot diameter tower, with tray efficiencies reported to be 
greater than 507.. However, because of the fixed area for flow of each 
phase, it became clear that the tray did not have adequate flexibility to 
handle the wide range of feed stocks and flow rates encountered in lubes 
processing. 

A short time afterward, another design called a "variable dis
persion area" tray was developed. This tray, which allowed onstream 
adjustments to the dispersion area of each tray, is shown in Figure 2B. 
The dispersion area for oil phase consists of a fixed orifice plate with an 
identical overlaying orifice plate which can be adjusted from outside the 
tower. A simple open downcomer is used for heavy solvent phase. The 
variable dispersion area feature allows a wide range of flow rates to be 
processed with optimum mixing energy as set by the orifice open area and 
the head of oil under each tray. However, to make effective use of this 
concept, reliable interface detection devices are needed under the trays, 
and adjustments are required for each feed stock change. Difficulties were 
encountered in a commercial trial as the sliding plates began to bind and 
could not be easily adjusted. 

In the mid-1950's, "underflow weir" trays were developed and 
applied to several commercial installations. The principal feature of this 
tray, shown in Figure 3, is the use of V-notched weir boxes to gently 
disperse oil phase into continuous solvent phase in the mixing zone. The 
notched weirs at the base of the open boxes present, in effect, a variable· 
area to accommodate a wide range of oil flow rates. In the settling zone, 
final separation of the droplets takes place and the oil phase is readied 
for redispersion into the next mixing zone. An important aspect of the 
hydraulic performance of this design is the "lift" effect shown on the 
figure. This hydraulic lift is caused by the lower density of the two
phase mixture in the mixing zone, relative to the two-phase mixture in the 
settling zone and downcomer. Because of this lift effect, dimensions in 
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the area of the seal box and -ir box are critical to avoid excessive oil 
holdup in t:be mixing zone. Scaleup criteria developed_ for this tray served 
well for t:owers up t:o about 12 feet in dia-ter. llovever, as towers above 
this dia-ter began to c� onstreaa in the 1960's, unexpected- capacity and 
efficiency lla.itations were encountered, particularly with s<*e of the 
heavy feedst:ock.s. 

ElITE!fSIVE R&D PROGRAK UNDERTUEN 

An extensl,,., laboratory progra,a was undertaken in the late 1960's 
to investigate the probl- with the underflow weir tray and subsequently to 
develop the iaproved tray design now used lo EXOL N treater towers. To 
provide a realisti,c siaulatlon of hydraulic behavior in co1111ercial size 
towers, a large tw01iaenslonal extractor slice was constructed. The unit 
measures approxiaat:ely 10 feet across by l3 feet tall by 7 inches deep, and 
is imcb larger th.an t:he unit used in earlier tray development work. It bas 
glass panels on the front and back faces for viewing purposes, and is sur
rounded by a· transparent enclosure for personnel protection. The unit 
acco-,dates several trays, so t:hat t:ray interactions can be obser,,.,d with 
tray spacing representative of colll!llerclal towers. - Tray designs or 
dimensions can be changed in a few days, to det:enrlne their effects os 
performance. 

To simulate properly the liquid-liquid system properties, phenol, 
which was the solvent used comaercially at the time, was used as the sol
vent phase and low viscosity industrial oil stock was used as feed. Tests 
carried out with easier-to-handle aqueous systems were inadequate, even 
when surfactants were used to decrease lnterfacial tension. 

Studies in this unit revealed an inherent hydraulic instability 
with underflow weir trays having difll<!nslons representative of the larger 
towers. This instability ls due to the enhanced lift which arises at 
startup, when oil first spills under the weirs into the mixing zone. The 
excessive oil flow results in a cyclic dumping of the oil in the seal box, 
particularly for feeds which would have a high steady-state lift. This, in 
turn, causes excessive mixing energy, and forms fine droplets which are 
more difficult to separate. These oil d�oplets ultimately are entrained in 
the solvent phase leaving the tower, thereby reducing oil yields. 

CASCADE WEIR TRAY DEVELOPED 

Attention then focused on developing a stable tray for large 
diameter towers·, with capability to handle wide ranges of feedstock. and 
flow rates at high efficiency. After testing various designs, the "cascade 
weir" tray shown in Figure 4 was developed. In this patented design, a 
seal box is provided for the oil phase, to prevent the solvent phase from 
bypassing the tray. To give controlled droplet formation and avoid the 
lift effect, sieve holes are used in place of notched weirs for oil dis
persion. Weirs are used to segregate rows of sieve holes so that the 
optimum number of holes are used for each flow rate, and the head of oil 
under the trays is relatively constant. Thus, a wide range of flow rates 
can be accommodated. For example, if flow rate increases, oil spills under 
the next weir and utilizes the next set of holes. The elevated seal box 
also performs a secondary function. It segregates the rather turbulent 
mixing zone from the more quiescent settling zone. 

Critical design and scaleup criteria developed in the laboratory 
studies were initially used .to engineer replacement trays for underflow 
weir trays in existing phenol extraction towers. Capacity increases up to 
50%, yield increases up to 33%, and corresponding operating cost savings 
were realized when the new trays were installed in a 19 foot diameter 
tower. The new cascade weir trays were also scaled up for use in what is 
probably the world's largest lube extraction tower, 25 feet in diameter in 
the main section. 

APPLICATION TO 1HE EXOL N PROCESS 

These cascade weir trays were subsequently applied to NMP solvent 
systems in the EXOL N process. Bench scale characterizations showed that 
this new, selective solvent system was superior to phenol and generally 
separated faster. Consequently, it was determined that phenol solvent 
could be simply replaced with NMP in existing treaters, without need for 
any tra"y modifications, and that capacity as well as yield increases would 
result. These factors were valuable in allowing quick conversion of 
several existing phenol extraction units to use NMP solvent without ex
tensive downtime to modify the trays. 

To sum up, extensive studies have been carried out on the 
engineering of the tower internals for the extraction of difficult-to
process lube oil systems. Large scale laboratory tests with liquid phases 
which properly simulate operating conditions were invaluable in identifying 
scaleup problems and developing an improved design. Feedback on the actual 
performance of several commercial units has confirmed and sharpened the 
engineering design methods. 
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NEW EXTRACTION 'EQUIPMENT FOR NUCLEAR 

FUEL REPROCESSING APPLICATIONS 

S. B. Koganti, R. Natarajan, G. R. Balasubramanian 

Reactor Research Center 
Kalpakkam, India 

To cater to the specific solvent extraction requirements 

of the nuclear fuel reprocassin,g i·ndustry, two new types of 
extractors, one a horizontal baffled contector (HBC) end 
another, e vertical mixer column(VMC), have been conceived 
end developed at our laboratory. Salient feat�res of these 
contactors end operating performance are discussed in this 
paper. 

HORIZONTAL BAffLED CONTACTOR 

The schematic of the equipment which is shown in 
il!l!!.L!L1 an extension of Morris contactor(1) with four 
mixing and three transfer sections separated by alternate 
weirs and baffles. Heavy phase flows out through jackleg 
and light phase overflows through a weir. 

PULSING MECHANISM 

The schematic of the pulsing mechanism is shown in 
figures 2A and 2B. Each mixing section consists of two probes 
connected alternately to vacuum and air pressure sources 
through two, 2 way-3 port solenoids. The vacuum and pressure 
are so adjusted to keep the liquid level inside the probes 

oscillate well above the liquid level in the equipment thus 

avoiding air sparging into the equipment. An electronic 
timer operates the solenoids in such a way that the pulsing 
in the probes is 180 ° out of phase so arranged to avoid air 
spsrging ss well as to ensure that the holes are submerged 
in liquid. The liquid jets issuing out of the holes in the 
probes cause dispersion. 

VERTICAL MIXER COLUMN 

This equipment is a modified version of the sieve.plate 
pulsed column wherein instead of pulsing the bulk of the 
liquid column, localised pulsing between alternate sieve 
plates is done which drastically reduces the beck mixing. 
£� gives the details of the column. A modified version 
of this is being fabricated and is shown in figure 4. Pulsing 
mechanism.�& same as for HBC. 

VOLUMETRLC CAPACITIES 

In our study no attempt was made to optimise the 
contector internals. The effect of �gitation was studied by 
varying only the pulsing frequency,,keeping the amplitude 
constant at 24- 2 5cms. flooding rates are determined by 
increasing the dispersed phase flow rates, keeping the 
continuous phase flow rate and other conditions constant. 
f loading capacities are determined wit h- J� T BP in Sh ell Sol T 
es the organic phase and HN03 as the aqueous phase with or 
without Uranyl N�l�ate at approximately 10gpl concentration, 
under reduced •ass transfer conditions by suitably equili
brating the two phases. 

� indicates the throughput variations as a 
function of aqueous to organic flow x·atio for the HBC without 
Uranium in aqueous phase a,nd � gives the variations for 
VMC. 

MASS TRANSFER RUNS 

With HN03 es the transferring solute from aqueous to 
organic (aqueous as the continuous phase) in the HBC, it 
may be seen in�. (NTU)oy, (Number of transfer units 
based on organic solute concentration) increases with 
frequency initially and decreases at higher frequencies. 
This is probably due to increa sed back mixing. Since 
contactor effectiveness (CE), defined as the ratio of number 
of stages to the total residence time, is a better index 
for comparing different types of contactora, a plot is made 
with CE versus aqueous to organic phase flow ratio for both 
the contectors at different frequencies with Uranyl Nitrate 
a s the transferring solute. It is shown in Ll:.9.!:!.I.Ll• The 
plot indicates that the VMC is atleast 3 to 4 times more 
effective than the baffled contactor. 

DISCUSSIONS 

CE, which is a function of throughputs and stage residence 
times of the two phases, is distinctly high for the contectors 
under discussion compared to the conventional fixer settlers 
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VMC. Dur previous atudies( 2)heve showed that for reprocessing 
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plants having less than STPD capacity mixer settler will be 
econo•ical wher'eas above STPD, pulsed column. •ay score over 
others. Our present study shows that HBC and VMC are 
potential candidates for fast Reactor fuel reprocessing 
applications. The possibility that part of the HBC can be 
operated under phase inversion conditions(J) which increases 
CE and the presence of a single interphase in the equipment 
which reduces the control problem make this equipment 
attractive. This also facilitates the removal of interfacial 
crud which normally builds up during the solvent extraction 
of fast reactor fuel reprocessing. Thus HBC has distinct 
advantages over •ixer settler. Hore elaborate studies ere 
being planned with stainless steel units of the above models. 
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METALLURGY TODAY - PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

Wayne C. Hazen 

Hazen Research, Inc. 
Golden, Colorado USA 

There are many excellent technical papers which review the professional aspects 
of hydrometallurgy and metallurgy in general. This morning I do not intend to be con
cerned with individual processes, types of solvents, or grades and recoveries attainable 
by any particular process. This review will not be concerned with technical metal
lurgy. Rather, I would like to spend the time to talk about what I believe are signifi
cant underlying changes taki_ng place in our society and in the industry we serve. These 
changes represent a threat to the future viability of mining in the United States and at 
the same time represent an opportunity for redirection and growth. 

It is surely no news to anyone in this audience that the profession of metallurgy 
h!is been traveling a difficult road for the past few years. 

During a period when the mining industry is in a depression and each company's 
efforts are directed toward survival, it is difficult enough to keep one's job, let alone to 
suggest to management some program of improvement in processing which might 
require any kind of capital outlay or a diversion of the efforts from the single minded 
goal of staying alive. Thus it is not surprising that there have not been many substan
tially new developments in plant metallurgy which can have the same major impact on 
the industry that solvent extraction has had. That is not to ignore the improvements 
which are being implemented such as the char-in-pulp circuits for gold recovery and in 
the multitude of research activities still going on. These innovations, however, are at 
low ebb compared with the myriad of new metallurgical processes under active devel
opment up to 1980 - a natural outcome of the bad times. 

As if this problem by itself were not enough trouble to keep the profession from 
any bustling vitality, our industry has been undergoing major management restructuring 
also. About eight to ten years ago developments in the oil business led that industry to 
c_onclude that natural resources other than oil might be a worthwhile investment. With 
that decision, the�e was a heavy investment by oil companies in some of the old-time 
mining companies which had arrived at a position where an infusion of new capital was 
required. One does not have to detail the changes which have taken place in the opera
tions of Anaconda Copper, for example, to recognize that the acquisition of Anaconda by 
Atlantic Richfield has made changes in that company's mining activities. Other 
changes such as the acquisition of Cyprus by Amoco, and Kennecott by Sohio come to 
mind. 

If this new infusion of capital had restored the vitality and health of the mining 
companies, it would have been a significant association. Unfortunately, even though 
both industr;es, mining and oil, have elements in common - exploration geology, dril
ling, etc. - there are nevertheless significant differences in style and philosophy. 

Oil company management has somewhat different views of capital investments 
and retum on investment than have been customary for mining industries. As an exam
ple, the costs for exploration and drilling in the oil industry are high, as is the risk; 
however, if a discovery is made and an oil reserve is developed, the oil is saleable in its 
raw form. In the mineral industry the discovery, drilling, and delineation of a large ore 
body is only the beginning of the time, effort, and capital investments required before a 
saleable product can be produced. This gives management of mining companies and 
management of oil companies a somewhat different time perspective and a different 
view of the swiftness with which invested money can be returned. With high interest 
rates and concerns about-continued inflation, it has been impossible for financial people 
to go along· with supplying the money that is required to bring a new large mining prop
erty into production. Under present circumstances and reasonable projections of the 
price of copper, for example, it is doubtful if a big porphyry copper deposit has much 
chance for development in the coming five years, largely because of the staggering cap
ital investment. This is an area where we metallurgists can seek major opportunities to 
improve matters by innovative technology. 

To make matters worse, as bad times came to the oil producers in the past few 
years as well as to the mines, the oil companies began to divest themselves of 
of their new mining assets. There are examples such as Occidental Petroleum's dis
banding of their OXY Minerals group, the sale of the Cities Service copper and milling 
activities in Arizona to Newmont, the sale of the Getchell gold property by Conoco,_ the 
apparent diminished interest In mining on the part of Exxon, and others to make this 
point. A broad picture of the mining industry in the United !!tates in the past decade 
thus reveals the entrance of strong companies with a different management phil
Ol!ophy. Now this new management group is backing away from the previous investment 
before really having had an opportunity to see its policies go into eNect. lt leaves the 
question, "Who is going to be running mining activities in the United States?" I don't 
think that this moming we are going to find an answef" to that question but it does serve 
to pinpoint one of the serious impacts on the development and vitality of metallurgical 
activities. With this kind of aneertai"ty, it ill not likely that one is apt to find an 
atmosphere which fosters continued development of better technologies for mineral 
recovery. 

In addition to the problems having to do with the broad change of management 
philosophy, as times have worsened, varioW! o�anizations have found it necessary to 
disband their technical establishments in order to diminish the cash drain for salaries 
and facilities. It takes a long time to assemble a good metallurgical team that is cap
able of producing the sort of information, plant assistance, and process improvement 
required for continued profitability of a mining company. Once such a group is dis
banded, the assembly process nmst start all over again when the industry begins to 
recover. This has a long-term cripoling effect on metallurgical progress. 
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Along this line, in the summer of 1982, Metals Week published a list of major pro
duction cutbacks in North America. They listed 180 operations which have had some 
kind of postponement, closure, or cutback in the past three years. When you contrast 
this with the excitement and multiple new activities that were going on about five 
years before with a copper price of a dollar per pound and a uranium price of thirty dol
lars per pound, the negative impact is perfectly clear. The fact is that many metal 
prices are cyclic and the metal markets are cyclic, but this particular cycle has been 
close to disastrous. The cutback in these mining activities has been accompanied by a 

parallel cutback in technical staff which has wounded the industry's capability for 
recovery, even though it has been necessary for survival. 

Thus we have seen many changes taking place at the same time: substantial 
changes in senior management style and, because of the depression in metals and min
erals, a serious weakening of our technical establishment. 

As if this were not enough in the way of difficult problems to beset a particular 
industry and a particular profession, it is also clear that there are profound changes 
taking place from a social point of view. We are all familiar with the problems that 
have been raised by new environmental constraints, by government regulations, and by 
what appears to be a hostile public attitude toward business operations, mining in par
ticular. 

While we are talking about these social change, I would like to comment on the 
historical amnesia which seems to afflict those environmentalists who have as their 
theme "conservation," particularly energy conservation. This is not as exciting a sub
ject as it was before the OPEC cartel ran into difficulties in price fixing, but we should 
remember that the energy resources which the human race used in all history before 
1800 were dependent upon horses, oxen, human backs, and the warmth of sunlight. 
There are those who claim that the "hard technologies" which are energy intensive have 
spoiled our lives and the world is becoming les.s and less safe because of the pollution of 
our air and water by these technologies. These proponents of energy conservation 
should remember that 100% of what the world now means by energy would not have 
existed if it had not been for technological innovations. 

There are indeed environmental problems that we must resolve, and swiftly, but I 
am not sure that the smog problem created by automobile exhausts in Philadelphia is 
more difficult to cope with than the problem created by the 50 tons a day of horse 
manure that was ground into the Philadelphia streets and dispersed as fine dust on hot 
summer days before the invention of the automobile. I certainly am not trying to say 
that pollution is good for you, but I am saying that throttling technological advance is 
not a good way to solve the environmental problems. The solution to the problems of 
pollution will depend on technology also, not upon turning our backs upon the use of 
energy. We should not lose sight of' the fact that the environmental movement flour
ishes only in affluent nations and only among groups of people whose basic subsistence 
and security needs have been satisfied by the network of institutions which have been 
established to improve the quality of our lives. 

This is not the time to debate the environmental issue but it is clear that a major 
metallurgical problem is the development and adoption of technological systems for 
mineral treatment and metal recovery which minimize the impact on our surroundings. 
This is a tough challenge, and I am not commenting as to whether the environmental 
restrictions and constraints that have been placed on the mining industry are apropriate 
or not. I am only calling to your attention the fact that this is a problem for the metal
lurgical profession which so far we are not meeting very well - or at least not meeting 
as well as the regulatory bodies wish we would. 

But it has not just been the changes in social attitudes, it also seems as though 
there has been a change in the ability of our profession to mount a viable technical 
change and develop a new process in which the first plant can begin operations in any 
successful fashion. In the past decade or so there have been an alarming number of new 
plants that exceeded their cost estimates by a factor of two or more, and that had long, 
difficult startups and struggled for years before, if ever, they reached the anticipated 
tonnage, recovery, and operating cost. It is not particularly helpful or popular to list 
disasters and discuss them in detail because they are seldom a matter of pride to the 
people involved. It has been suggested that the metallurgical societies shou,ld form a 
committee to document the real reasons for major metallurgical bloopers. It might be 
called "Failures Anonymous" and would add immeasurably to our knowledge of how to 
keep out of trouble when building a new venture. We have much to learn, however, 
from pondering the questions as to why there should seem to be such an apparent rash 
of failures in the development of new mining enterprises. 

These difficulties have not necessarily been confined to starting up hitherto 
untried new processe�. In the last decade there have been clear examples where ter
rible operating troubles were encountered in new enterprises in iron ore, uranium, and 
nickel, even though the technology for these particular commodities has been well 

established. It is thought provoking to ponder possible reasons why these ventures have 
been so ill fated. Part of it is due to the different philosophy which permeated thinking 
about some of the mining enterprises during the '70's. There was an increasing tendency 
to make engineering decisions on financial grounds. It is entirely understandable for a 
management faced with 11 cost overrun during the construction period to require the 
engineering eompaniei. and designers to cut down on costs. This results in financial 
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judgment or such items as removing surg-e tanks between parts of a process because 
they are not used to capacity all the time. The result on operating continui,ty usually is 
very detrimental. 

This is linked to a change in the viewpoint of management of mining companies 
occasioned by the unusual and difficult financial environment in which they found them
selves. A plant engineered by the accounting department will have a difficult startup. 
Of course, if the engineering is carried to the point of bankruptcy, the enterprise will 

· not prosper either. But there is more to the story than that. 

There is a Rand study concerning the apparent reasons for massive failures of 
major enterprises during attempts to get their projects on stream. Surprisingly, they 
found that the majority of the big project overruns and capacity shortfalls which 
occurred in the mid--1970's were not due to an unexpected inflation factor. The com
monest reasons were related to changes of scope part way through the project, inade
quate process development and demonstration, or the overlapping of the process devel
opment with actual plant design. 

Also involved in this question is the problem generated by setting time schedules 
for reasons other than the requirements of the engineering, equipment, and process 
design. For example, if the time schedule is rushed by the necessity to meet a particu
lar market circumstance, this results in inadequate detail in the engineering design and 
construction. 

In any event, it is true that the metallurgical profession has participated in some 
pretty dramatic fiascoes. I believe that the deepest cause for these fiascoes has to do 
with the adequacy of the technical preparation. This must include items such as the 
problems of scaleup, materials handling, stability of control, etc. - all part of the 
metallurgical engineer's broad responsibility. 

We have enumerated some of today"s problems in metallurgy as being non
technical. They are problems of management change, scattering of substantial tech
nical support structure, social pressures of fa.ct and fancy, declining prices with the 
accompanying general panic for fear of going broke, and it seems that we have added to 
these problems in some plant enterprises by insufficient care in execution of our profes
sional talents. 

As far as the United States mining industry is concerned, we have the additional 
problem that our competition in some of the less developed countries is going to keep 
on producing whether they make any money or not for reasons that include the need for 
foreign currency, the requirement of continued employment for political as well as 
economic reasons, etc. This means that most of the production curtailment has fa!Jen 
on the North American producers who have to cut back when the market falls. When 
you add changes in social viewpoint as has happened in Canada, the impact on our pro
fession and our industry is nearly catastrophic. 

It is important for us to recognize the changes which are taking place in our social 
and political systems because they have such a direct impact on our profession. We 
have borne the brunt of a l{reat deal of the criticism leveled against the industry, and I 
feel that we have received more than our fair share of abuse. It is not enough, how
ever, to merely remind people that a society's standard of living can be perhaps equated 
pretty directly to the health of its mineral and metal producing sector. We should 
attempt to understand what is happening in a little deeper way. Here I think it is useful 
·to recall that we es a nation really have three sYstems in one even though we may call 
it a democracy or capitalism or whatever. The three systems are an economic system, 
a political system, and a cultural system. If it turns out that any one of these is seri
ously injured, then the others will be wounded also. Historically, the economic system, 
by being reasonably unfettered and free of regulations or restraints, was able to pro
duce an unparaUeled wealth for society as a whole. 'The economic system, from the 
standpoint oC just economics indeed produced tremendously. Along with the flood of 
goods came some of the social problems we have mentioned. 

The polit\cal system, which is charged by society with the responsibility for mak
ing the laws end regulatiom to keep us reasonably restrained, observed the vest wealth 
that was created by the economic system and decided that it would be useful to redis
tribute this wealth to alleviate what were conceived to be social evils. In so doing, they 
appropriated the capital and income that is required for the operation of the economic 
system and distributed it to a broad spectrum of the population. By so doing, they 
sapped the vitality of the economic system. 

It turns out that if you make things tough enough for the business community to 
operate because of lack of investment capital, then business is unable to function in a 
way which -will continue to produce the wealth to be distributed. A point is reached 
where the political system has wrecked the economic system and accuses it of having 
failed the country. We are in the beginning stages of recognizing that if political sys
tems have made it impos.5ible for an economic system to prosper, then cultural values 
are going to be equally damaged. We, as a nation, are searching for some kind of a bal
ance that will permit us to restore the vitality of the industry base upon which so much 
of our present standard of living is built, 

I do not believe that a political system which imposes business restraints of the 
seriousnes.s that we have at present will permit accumulation of capital for new enter
prises in high technology industries either, let alone the mining industry. There needs 
to be a rethinking of the relation between the three aspects of society: the economic, 
political, and cultural. 

Since we are trying to identify the broad principles which have brought pressure 
upon the metallurgical profession Rnd which, in my view, heve resulted in a diminution 
of its vitality, there is one factor which results from the others but which will perhaps 
be more difficult to correct. That is the view of our profession held by those who are 
considering what kind of career to enter when the begin their major studies. This is not 
an entirely new problem. Twelve years ago the National Academy of Sciences wrote a 
report called, "Mineral Science and Technology: Needs, Challenges, and 
Opportunities." Their opening paragraph says: "Despite the key role of minerals in our 
society and the vastly increasing- worldwide demand for mineral products, mineral tech
nology in the United States is in a declining state and serious trouble lies ahead for the 
nation unless corrective actions are taken promptly." 

Well, corrective actions were not taken at that time and, certainly, mineral tech
nology of late has been in a declining state. That report pinpointed one of the major 
causes of the serious trouble, and it concerned trained technical manpower. Remember 
- this was written twelve years ago, before the energy crisis or before any of the other 
troubles of an environmental or financial nature had becorne RS serious as they have 
become in the past decade. One finding of that report was that there Rre not enough 
people entering the profession to carry out the required improvement of metallurgical 
technology to keep the industry vital. It has not been an attractive business for young 

people to enter. I really don't know why this should be so because I find it very attrac
tive and have enjoyed it for many years. Maybe it is because it didn't have as many 
problems when I entered the profession. Nevertheless, the following table listing the 
number of people who graduated as metallurgical engineers in the last ten years is illus
trative of the problem. There appears to have been a gradually declining interest in the 
metallurgical engineering degree. 

Metallurgical Metallurgical 
Year Engineer Year Engineer 

56-57 577 68-69 717 
57-58 670 69-70 748 
58-59 724 70-71 623 
59-60 682 71-72 579 
60-61 720 72-73 558 
61-62 679 73-74 458 
62-63 721 74-75 393 
63-64 686 75-76 351 
64-65 851 76-77 
65-66 781 77-78 420 
66-67 78-79 420 
67-68 79-80 585 

With all of these various pressures coming upon us et the same time, it makes one 
wonder where there is cause for optimism. Well, it is precisely beC;ause there are so 
many things changing that there are opportunities. Without available mineral tech
nology and resources, industrial activities cannot meet the demands of e modern 
society. The multiple pressures that have resulted in such problems for the mining 
industry and the metallurgists who serve it will force the adoption of new methods, new 
thoughts, and will bring new opportunities. 

The major factors leading toward improvement in metallurgical technology are: 

l. Striving to improve cost. 

2. Social pressures, i.e., environmental controls, working conditions, et el. 

3. New knowledge or progress in some other area which can be transferred to 
metallurgy. 

4. New requirements by other industries, i.e., silicon for solar energy, 
europium for television screens, germanium for LED's, etc. 

An example of how these create opportunities is shown clearly by the develop
ment of solvent extraction. Knowledge developed by a chemical company and trans
ferred to the mining industry made this development possible. 

New devices such as the plasma arc furnace, high vacuum technology, ultra high 
pressure, etc., can open up new vistas for the imaginative metallurgist. The list is end
less of the possibilities for application of micro-processor technology. New chemistry, 
including chloride technology, can be expected to make big changes in our views of 
lead, copper, and zinc processing. 

All of us must learn to view our metallurgical problems and development from the 
perspective of various kinds of broad changes that I have been discussing. It will be 
important that we consider the treatment of llny ore in any or� body from an overall 
point of view and stop fussing about whether hydrometa.llurgy is better than pyrometal
lurgy or electrolysis better than hydrogen reduction, or sweeping statements that wet 
methods are less polluting than dry, etc. We must adopt the viewpoint that there are 
dozens of technical ways of treating any particular mineral-related problem, and that 
for the flexible, small production plants which will be required in the future, we must 
use the most intelligent mixture of all the ways we know. For any given ore body, there 
will be a certain set of constraints concerning not only its mineralogy and grade but 
also location, the specifics of social questions, markets, energy choices, etc. The good 
metallurgist is going to be a complete generalist using knowledge from all the sciences 
and many of the humanities. 

The major opportunity presented by the upheaval in our industry now is the chance 
to make changes. Joe f:{ouse, President of Henkel, in his 1981 Gaudin lecture on the 
development of his company's LIX reagents, described the entrenched resistance on the 
part of much of the metallurgical profession to acceptance of the novelty of solvent 
extraction. But that was twenty-five years ago end I contend that today is a different 
ball game. 

We must be innovative and flexible, using whatever ideas are available from other 
industries and adapt them to our problems. Having at our disposal instant capital and 
operating cost estimates via microprocessing equipment is another tool which we can 
use for faster decisions and better project i;uidance. 

Above all, this is the time to review the training of students for our profession. 
As pointed out in the report by the National Academy of Sciences, there are not enough 
people entering the profession and being trained to carry out the required improvement 
of metallurgical technology to keep the industry vital in the long run. 

J would propose that the present efforts on the part of the professional metal
lurgical societies and some universitie5 to collaborate on curricula and teaching 
methods should be intensified. Specifically, we should encourage substantial trading 
between operating managers and college professors. It has been stated by some schools 
that they are training engineers for industry. Some industrial and operating engineers 
feel that the purpose of some academic members is to train students to become pro
fessors. rt is no longer enough to be well grounded in theory, as important as that is. 
The skill needed for transferring theory to practice is vitally needed today. 

A new understanding of business management methods:is coming about and we 
hear more of the search for excellence, of quality circles in production, and of long
term objectives besides the bottom line. 

So, even though the present moment is difficult for our profession, I expect this 
decade to be one of unprecedented opportunity and achievement for the metallurgy pro
fession if we understand what is happcnin� and react forcefully and intelligently to the 
challenges we fAce. 
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INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE WITH PULSE COLUMNS 

IN URANIUM ORE PROCESSING 

L. Clappier and P. Michel

Ste industrielle des minerais de l'ouest - VELIZY - FRANCE 

C. Duchamp

Cie miniere de Dong-Trieu - JOUAC - FRANCE 

E. Henry

C.E.A. - ERIES-MARCOULE - FRANCE

Pulse columns have been used for more than 2o'years in the 
reprocessing plants of the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA) 
now owned and operated by COGEMA. 

Their performances achieved being good, non nuclear applications 
have been sought. The field of non-ferrous metal hydrometallurgy 

has appeared as very favourable for such an application. However 
the size of the columns used in the reprocessing plants was rather 
low (diam. �0.4 m) and it could be feared that the manufacturing of 
the columns would be difficult and their performances poor when 
scaling up them. 
A joint venture called ERIES has been established in 1974 with the 
C.C.A. and the Robatel-SLPI Company which could use the means of 
investigati�n of the C.E.A. and the industrial means of Robatel
SLPI to develop and manufacture extraction equipment. 

!) Characteristics of the pulse columns {Reminder) 

A pulse column is a continuous contactor (Fig.l) which consists of: 
- A vertical cylinder containing a packing, generally consisting of 

fixed plates (perforated or baffle). 

- Two larger part at the top and at the bottom to allow phases 
disengagement. 

_ A pulsatory device which periodically shakes the phases inside 

the column. 
In liquid-liquid extraction, one phase is continuous, the other 
one is dispersed. The flo1-s in the column vary '"'i th the nature and 

the physical properties of the phases, such as viscosity, specific 
gravity, interface, tension ; with the pulsation characteristics, 
i.e amplitude and frequency; 1-ith the ratio of the flo1-rate of 
each phase. If the maximum possible flo1-rate is exceeded, the 
column is flooded and the phases go out of the column on the wrong 
end (2,3). 
A continuous phase is chosen a priori, generally the receiving 
phase .. An interesting characteristics of the pulse columns is that 
they accept a dispersed phase wit�out any recycling, the flowrate 

of w,hich is te·n or fifteen tim_e� higher than the continuous phase 
flo1-rate. 

On normal running, the heavy phas.e is fed at the top and drawn off 
at the bottom and the light phase is fed at the bottom and 
overflows at the top. 

The dispersion, characterized by the dispersed phase rate, is 
achieved by pulsation. 

_g) Development of ·the pulse columns 
The pulse columns used in the reprocessing plants had the main 

follo1-ing features : 

- small diameter 
- pa�king : perforated plates 
The scaling up of these columns of larger diameter (2 meters for 
instance) lead to a lower efficiency as it can be seen on the 
�- Moreover the cost of large size perforated plates was 
very high. finally it could be hazardous to use the:n with liquors 
containiµg suspended solids and/or precipitable compounds. 
Investigations have been carried out in the C.2.A. to use pulse 
columns for solid-liquid extraction. They lead to the design of 

baffle plates as shown on the figure 2. They are called "plate" 
and "ring 11 hereafter. 

Use of this plate type for liquid-liquid extraction has given very 

interesting results : the efficiency does nOt vary too much when 
the diameter is increased (H.E.T.S. : 0.75 to 1 meter for all 
diameters bet.,,,,een 0.1 and 1 meter). 
The specific flowrate varies with the system solvent-solution used. 
For the mixture 30 % T.B.P -dodecane and uranium nitric solutions 

a specific flowrate of 4 l.�-1.cm-2 can be achieved in the 
extraction section. 

With the system Alamine 336 - kerosene-uranyl sulfate solutions 
a specific flowrate of 3 l.h-1cm.-2 can be achieved. It means 
that 50 to 70 m3.h-l can be processed in a 1.8 meter diameter 
column. 
All these tests have been carried out in a C.£.A service ia 
Marcoule. 

L) Industrial aoplication 

3.1. Compagnie MiniE!'re de Dong-Trieu (MINATOM} - Jou.ac Plant 
The extraction equipment of that plant only includes 
pulse cobmns provide_�/by ERIES. The three columns of the 
extraction section have the features reported in the 
table 2. 

The columns have been operated under the conditions 
reported in the table 3. The solvent is stripped using a 
sodium chloride brine. 
As it can be seen in the table 3, the uranium recovery is 

high taking into account the high uranium and chloride 
content of the stripped solvent. 

3.2. Societe Industrielle des Minerais de l'Ouest 
(COGEMA Group), Bessines Plant. 
A column has been put in operation in Bessines to increase 
the capacity of the solvent extraction unit which include 
2 lines of mixers-settlers for extraction and one lic.e 
for stripping. 
The loaded solvent is stripped using a solution of ammonia 
and ammonium sulfate. 
The features of the columc. are sho1-n in the table 2 and 
the operating results in the table 3. 
The column efficiency is favourably compared to the one of 
a line of 4 mixers-settlers. 

3.3. Results common to both plants 
The operation of the column is stabilized by controlling 
the flowrate of the raffinate using the measurement of the 
interphase level in the -lower settler. In the SIMO Plant 
the interphase is measured with a gamma densimeter which 
is very efficient and not sensitive to cruds. 
Cruds are drawn off periodically through valves placed on 

the settler. That way cruds do not disturb the column 
operatiou. 
The·solvent losses {entrainment) are 101-er than the losses 
achieved with the mixers-settlers and are always less 
than 0.3 l.m-3(300 ppm). 
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_±) Conclusion 
Pulse colri.mns fitted with baffle plates are efficient and easy to 
operate. The performance achieved can be favourably compared to 
the mixers-settlers performances. 

Their capital cost, solvent inve11tory and space required are 

lower. In the present status of art their use may be recommended 
for : 

- Plants of which the volume of influent to be processed is less 
than 85 m.3 h-l_ 

- Modular increasing of the capacity of a solvent unit. 

If the maximum diameter is 2 meters, it is needed one column for
every 85 m3.h-1. The present investigations allow to forecast to 
manufacture large diameter columns with mechanical pulsing device. 
A 2. 5 meter diameter column could process 135 m3. h-l and a 
3 meter diameter column almost 200 m3.h-1. 
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Pulse columns with perforated plates. Influence of 
diameter on H.E.T.S. 

Column diameter 
in meters 

HETS in meters 

Technical 

Effective height (m) 

Overall height (m) 

Diameter (m) 

Pulsation 

Packing 

Free area (%) 

Operating 

Operation type 

Dispersed phase 

Dispersed phase 
hold-up (%) 

Feed u g.1-1 

Solvent u g,1-1 

Loaded solvent Ug.1-l 

Raffinate Umg. 1-l

Extraction effici�ncy 
Stripping soluti:,'[ 

u g. l 

Specific !�o�fate 
l.cm h 

0. 3 0.6 1 

0.7 - 0.8 - 1. 2 

Table 2 

features of pulse columns 
D 10 D 11 D 20 SIMO 

8 8 12 

12.4 14.2 16.4 12.2 

1.3 1.8 1.3 1.8 

Periodic with compressed air 

Plates 28 16 26 17 
Rings 26 14 26 16 

25 25 25 25 

Table 3 

features of pulse columns 

D ·no D "lll D "l20 SIMO 
Extraction Extraction Stripping Extraction 

Aqµeous Aqueous Organic Aqueous 

14 .1-17. 7 27.7-34.2 16.2-20.5 25-45 

2-2.9 1.4-2.7 0.3-0.8 

0.25-0.6 0.25-0.5 <.0.03 

5.7-7 5.6-7.4 3-4 

3. 6-11 2.9-5.1 � 2 

99. 6-99-9 99.8-99.9 99.6-')9.9 

19-32 

2.7-3.9 l. 4-2. l 0. 65-1. 3 2.2-2.6 
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SOLVING THE HIGH ORGANIC ENTRAINMENT PROBLEM: 

THE EFFECT ON CATHODE COPPER CRYSTALLIZATION 

UNDER SPECIFIC OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Gabriel E. Larrondo 

Chief Metallurgist 
Sociedad Minera Pudahuel 

Santiago, Chile 

1.- FOREWORD . DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT summary of the efforts made to reduce entrainment losses, 

which were evaluated at about US 700 per ppm per month. SMP is a Chilean private company that owns the 

Lo Aguirre Copper Mine, located approximately 30 Km west of 

Santiago, on the highway to Valparaiso, the main chilean port. 

The metallurgical plant processes the ore of 

the Lo Aguirre copper deposit which is an open pit facility 

having ore reserves of 11 million MT. The copper tenor in 

the ore ranges from 2. 0% oxidic to 2. 0% sulfidic species· 

The oxidic· copper tenor varies as the mining works become 

deeper ultimately reaching sulfidic ores. 

proces,;r units 

The metallurgical plant includes the-following 

(See Fig. N ° 1) 

Thin layer leaching 

2. 900 MTD of ore are counter currently leached for 18 days 

in two cycles after a curing step with strong sulfuric 

acid which is partially supplied by bleed of electrolyte 

from EW. Process water is also used to agglomerate the 

ore. 

Solvent Extraction 

One train of 4 low profile mixer settlers, having two ex -

traction and two stripping stages, transfers the copper 

content of the 2.000 GPM stream of 6 gpl Cu pregnant liquor 

(PS), to 450 GPM of 50 gpl electrolyte. 

Electrowinnino 

72 EW cells, including 8 starter cells, plate 45 MTPD of 

copper cathodes having 99,98% Cu,< 10 ppm sulphur, < 

ppm Fe and < 3 ppm Pb. Copper cathodes have been mainly 

sold at premiun prices to european companies for continuous 

rod production. 

2.- RISE OF METALLURGICAL PROBLEMS 

2.1 DESIGN : 

The design criteria for the Lo Aguirre Plant stat�d : 

i) 80 ppm organic entrainment during the first six 

months of operation and 60 ppm f_rom then on. The 

organic in present use is 30% Lix 64N LS and 70% 

Escaid 100 (i8.4% Lix 64 NHS and 81.6% Escaid 100) 

ii) Pregnant Solution 

Specific gravity 

Viscosity 

1.1 gr/cc 

2.0 cp 

2. 2 OPERATING EXPERIENCE : ORGANIC ENTRAINMEN'1· 

Organic entrainment since start up was at least twice 

the figure considered in plant design. 

As can be seen in Fig. N ° 2, until Nov. 81, the first 

year of operation, the entrainment was between 150 and 

180 ppm based on inventory figures. 

Research was undertaken and small design changes were 

made for both decreasing plant.entrainment levels and 

recovering entrainment organic. The following is a 

The introduction of air in the mixing chambers of the 

mixer settlers was reduced by : 

ii 

.eliminating the cascading of incoming· emulsion 

operating with organic and aqueous boxes at 

higher liquid levels and 

iii) installing a floating plate in the mixing cham 

bers to avoid vortexing 

Mixing time was decreased and settling time increa -

sed by using just one of the auxiliary mixers in each 

settler, while not jeopardizing the chemical transfer. 

A thicker phase band was established in E 2 by setting 

a baffle midway between the picket fence and the org� 

nic weir. 

Organic was recovered from the electrolyte surge tank 

by a floatation machine prior to the CE NATCO OFX 

filter. 
Organic was recovered from the raffinate tank by se! 

ting up baffles and returning skimmed organic back 

to E 2 . 

Besides the cost of replacement, the high entrained 

organic was highly deleterious in leaching, causing im 

permeability of ore beds. Organic coated zones of the 

pad did not allow liquors to percolate, lowering reco -

veries up to ten points. 

From Nov. 81 to June 82, organic entrainment increased 

to 350 ppm at it's worst. 

Because the specific gravity of PS reached 1.27 gr/cc 

at a viscosity of 5 cp (abnormal according �o design), 

new attempts were made to control entrainment via PS 

dilution. Positive results were obtained by adding 500 

1pm of water to the E 2 mixing chamber during a one day 

trial. Nevertheless, the water balance did not allow 

for extra water to be added to the system , especially 

in winter time, so this could not be adopted as a nor

mal operating procedure. 

A very unusual heavy rain period began and both specific 

gravity and viscosity decreased along with organic en -

trainment. (See Fig. N ° 2). 

Very shortly after this, some very unusual facts began 

to appear : 

Abnormal crystal growth in copper cathodes was obse� 

ved characterised by sharp edges and lustrous appea

rance. Individual crystal could be seen. As a direct 

consequence of this abnormal crystallization pattern, 

electrolyte was occluded, strongly increasing sulphur 

content in cathodes. It reached 85 ppm in the worst 

momen�. (Sep. - Oct. 82) 

It was possible to wash out from the organic a yellow 
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water soluble unknown contaminant (YC) highly solu -

ble in PH 9 amoniacal water. 

A green sludge appeared floating in the electrolyte 

surge tank after filtration, prior to the tank house. 

2.3 CATHODE QUALITY 

By compiling the observations it was possible to plot an 

historic graph of the following data 

Organic entrainment 

YC in organic 

Sulphur in copper cathodes {an indirect way 

of measuring electrolytic deposit quality) 

Viscosity and sp. gr. of pregnant liquor 

The following facts emerged from the analysis of graphed 

data. (See Fig. N ° 2j 

YC increased in the organic, since start up, going 

from a relative colorimetric value of 0.3 to a 

maximum of 1.2, after one year of operation. 

ii ) YC content began decreasing with the advent of 

winter rains. Being water soluble, YC was trans -

£erred from the organic to the aqueous phase. YC 

contamination in the electrolyte ultimately spoi!_ 

ed copper cathode quality. The YC which finally 

reported to the raffinate, recontaminated the 0£ 

ganic in extraction since the raffinate is used 

on the leach pads. The only contaminant bleed 

i; the SX - leaching system was that contaminant 

lost in tailings moisture. 

iii) The viscosity of leach solution in a reasonable 

range, is a relevant factor, but only directly 

related to organic entrainment in the prescence 

of highly contamined organic. Entrainment de -

creased at the same rate as viscosity did, but, 

since less contaminant was present in organic , 
entrainment values kept decreasing when viscosity 

levels were naturally maintained or ever increa -

sed. In the summer of 83 \1iscosi ty reached its 

highest values and entrainment remained as low 

as 100 to 150 ppm, because of low contaminant 

levels. 

With the previous facts in mind, it was decided to pe£ 

form a series of tests in a bench scale EW plant unit 

including filtering. 'fhe conclusions reached from the 

testworks were : 

a) YC causes abnormal crystal growth in cathodes by 

behaving as a polar molecule at the copper-electr� 

lyte interface. 

b) It was absolutely necessary to clean out the YC from 

the organic, through amo�ia washing, to obtain lower 

YC levels. 

c) 

d) 

This operation is very difficult, due to the slow 

and incomplete phase disengagement of the stable 

third phase emulsion fanned with the YC conta�inant. 

This emulsion allowed the organic to keep a highly 

concentrated YC aqueous entrainment that eventually 

reached the tankhouse. 

A 55 ppm chlorine addition to the electrolyte was 

found to be the optimum for proper crystal growth in 

the presence of YC in electrolyte. 

It was found that filtering tankhouse solution in 

the CE NATCO DFX seperator caused the YC to report 

to the electrolyte. 

The effect of YC by itself in the electrolyte is 

more deleterious to cathode quality than when present 

with organic. For this reason the filter was taken 

off line, and organic contamination was controlled 

through aeroflotation and hand skimming. 

2.4 FINAL ANSWER 

A balance of YC in the plant taking into acount all of 

the possible ways of its building up, leads us to the 

conclusion that its generation takes place in the curing 

step previous to leaching, where the entrainment organic, 

from the bleed of electrolyte, is degraded by the shock 

of contact with concentrated sulfuric acid. The pract� 

ce of adding electrolyte bleed in curing was abandoned 

in Dec. 82 and YC content in organic is decreasing slowly 

to the original figures. 

The chlorine addition to the electrolyte has been slowly 

decreased as the YC content in the organic is decreasing. 

It has been determined (Feb. 83) that the YC is mainly 

2 Hydroxy - 3 Nitro Benzophenone, an organic degrada -

tion product generated in the curing process. 
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RECOVERY OF URANIUM FROM CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS RESULTING 

FROM HCI LEACHING OF ORES AND CONCENTRATES 

G. M. Ritcey, E.W. Wong and K.T. Price

CANMET 
Energy, Mines and Resources Canada 

555 Booth Street 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Canada K1A OG1 

INTRODUCTION 

At present, most of the uranim extraction in Canada is by a sulphuric acid 
leaching of the ore, followed by purification by either solvent extraction or 
ipn exchange and .subsequent precipitation of the uranium. Though conmercially 
successful,· this process leaves nearly all the radionuclides (Ra 226, Pb210, 
To232, etc.) in the tailings. 

Thus, primarily for environmental concern but with econoaic reasons in 
mind, research is on-going at.. t_he Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy 
Technology (CANMET) to develop an alternate process for uranium extraction that 
would solubilize radionuclides to enable their isolation in the mill. 

Tests using hydrochloric acid and chlorine-assisted leaching on various 
ores have indicated good extract.ion (11). 

This paper describes the development of a process for solvent extraction 
of uranium from ch·loride leach liquors and the subsequent testing of this 
process in a small continuous circuit:. 

Extraction 

The result of screening tests on selected extract.ants indicated that TOPO 
(Tri-octy 1-phosphine-oxide) was the most. promising. Table 1 shows the analyses 
of the chloride leach liquor resulting from HCl leaching Elliot Lake ore. 

Table 1 - Analysis of Feed from Elliot Lake Ore Leaching 

Element 

u 

Th 
FeT 

Fe+2 
Ra 

Si 
Free HCl 

Concentration (g/L) 

0.65 
0.20 
3.09 
2. 33 
3720 (pCi/L) 

.075 
14.4 

The feed was treated with 30 ppm of a flocculent reagent - Polyox - to 
remove silica. 

In Tables 2 and 3 are shown data for U, TI1 and Fe extraction using 5% and 2. 5:% 
TOPO in Shell 140. Comparative isotherms are shown in Figure 1. 

Table 2 - Extraction by 5 w/o TOPO in Shell 140 

% Extraction 
A/0 

u Th Fe 

20/1 55. 23 0. 225 0.437 
15/1 58.89 0.5 0. 734 
10/1 76.51 1.20 1.26 

5/1 81.82 4.10 2.91 
3/1 85.86 8. 33 4. 64 
1/3 99. 74 66.00 18.45 
1/5 99. 73 75.00 21.04 

While 5% TOPO gave better U and Th extraction, 2. 5% TOPO was chosen be
cause at the proposed A/0 ratio for the pilot plant - 3/1 - its performance 
was slightly better. Also, the overall inc't'ease in extraction by 5% TOPO 
was not enough to make a doubling of concentration economically worthwhile. 
Finally 2. 5% TOPO loaded less iron as an impurity as well as less Th. The 
McCabe Thiele diagram is shown in .Figure 2. 

Extensive screening tests were performed on twenty different stripping 
agents, for TO.PO proved to be a difficult solvent from which to strip 
uranium. 
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Table 3 - Extraction by 2. 5 w/o TOPO in Shell 140 

A/0 

20/1 
15/1 
10/1 

5/1 
3/1 
1/3 
1/5 

u 

24. 77 
17.03 
45. 76 
67. 78 
90.40 

100. 
75. 76 

% Extraction 

Th 

0.1 
0.367 
0.350 
1.1 
2.83 

39.00 
52.50 

Fe 

0.097 
0.177 

.0.236 
o. 602 
1.29 

11.65 
15.05 
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significant difference between 5% H2S04 + 5% H202 and 10% B2S04 + 5% H202. 
For economic reasons, the lower concentration was used. A stripping isotherm 
using 5% H2S04 + 5% H202 is shown in Figure 3. Table 4 &hows the relative 
effectiveness of the stripping agent on the organic fo't' diffe't'ent elements. 
Although Fe stripping percentage was high, it should be noted that the actual 
Fe concentration in the organic was low to start with (.007 g/L Fe). 

Scrubbing 

A solution of 15 g/L U in Cl- iteiution at pH 0.5 was reccnmnended for 
scrubbing purification before stripping of uranium. 

Table 4 - Stripping with 5% 8zS04 + 5% "202 

% Stripped 
0/A 

Ratio u Th Fe 

7/1 24.68 95.23 48.99 
5/1 31.14 63.33 88.57 
3/1 44 .49 61.11 80.95 
1/1 69.44 66.67 100 .00 
1/3 99. 79 100.00 100.00 
1/5 85.24 83.33 100. 00 

The problem with stripping in a sulphate medium was that sulphate loaded 
onto the organic, which was undesirable for two reasons. It occupied sites on 
the organic, which would decrease the extracting efficiency of the TOPO as 
it was recycled. The sulphate would also allow Ra2+ to form RaS04 precipitate 
when recycling the chlo.ride 't'affinate. Screening of scrubbing agents indicated 
th.it seve't'al contacts with 2M NaCl would scrub the majority of the sulphate 
off the TOPO. 

CONTINUOUS TESTING 

The circuit used 2.5% TOPO in Shell 140, and the leach feed analysed, in 
g/L: U:. 0. 70; Th - 0.25; Fe = 2.09 and Ra = 23,300 pCi/L. The extraction 
isotherm (Fig. 2 ) suggested that 5 stages would be needed to bring the raffin
ate to a U concentration of .005 g/L. The circuit, with 5 stages, was started 
at an A/0 ratio of 3. 2/1 (192 mLs/60 ml.s per minute as flowrat es). 

The first 4 hours run showed higher than 99% extraction, with raffinate 
at less than O .0002 g/L U. Extraction remained high throughout, w'ith the 
final raffinate showing no higher than 0.0002 g/L U as the ratio was increased 
to A/0 4. 5 /1 after 8 hours. The composite organic contained 2. 77 g/L U, 
0.071 g/L Fe and .0006 g/L Th. 

There were 2 stages of scrubbing with 15 g/L U at pH 0.5 at 0/A • 2/1, 
followed by 7 stages of stripping with 5% H2S04 + 5% Hz02 - St't'ipping was at 
0/A = 3/1. Initially one stage of sulphate scrub with 2M NaCl at 0/A • 2/1 
was placed at the end of the circuit. However, to ensure sufficient scrubbing, 
the organic was run through another 5 scrub stages. 

The strip raffinate sent fo't' U precipitation contained 10.4 g/L U, 
.023 g/L Th, and .005 g/L Fe. After final scrubbing, the organic contained 
0.88 g/L U, <.001 g/L Th and .0006 g/L Fe. 

A schematic of the overall flowsheet is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 2. McCabe-Thiele diagram for uranium loading - 2.5% TOPO in Shell 140. 
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INTERFACIAL PHENOMENA IN URANIUM EXTRACTION 

FROM WET PROCESS PHOSPHORIC ACID 

Armand Davister and Andre Dubreucq 

Societe Chimique PRAYON-RUPEL S.A. 
Engis, Belgium 

INTRODUCTION 

Cruds formation is a problem common to most solvent extraction operations and 
uranium extraction from phosphoric acid is no exception. In fact, one of the 

producers reported (1) a generation of 2 tons/day of "dry" cruds (after washing 
and filtration), which is roughly equivalent to 4 kilos of dry cruds per kilo 
of U308 recovered. This figure was achieved despite pre-treatment of the phos
phoric acid fed to the extraction and it is roughtly estimated (2) that, without 
pre-treatment, cruds would be generated at a rate of about 50 liters per kilo 
of U308 recovered. 

Cruds represent a serious problem because, if left untreated, they will accumu
late in the whole plant up to the point where operation of the various ext;rac
tion equipments will no longer be possible. lloreover, they represent an 
expensive loss of the costly organic and a disposal problem since they contain 
both flammable material and slightly radioactive contaI!linants. 

Our approach, when considering our uranium extraction plant, has been to design 

the acid pre-treatment operation so that cruds formation is avoided or, at 
least, strictly minimized. 

ACID PRE-TREATMENT OBJECTIVES 

It is very well known, in uranium extraction from phosphoric acid, that cruds are . 
due to the presence of solids particles and "humic" acids in the phosphoric acid 
feed. Very little is known about cruds exact composition except that they are 
constituted by a mixture, in varying proportions, of aqueous, solids, and 
organic. In the mixer-settlers, two types of cruds appear : "floating cruds" 
that concentrate at the upper part of the organic layer, and "interfacial cruds" 
that accumulate in the interphase area. Generally speaking, but this is not an 
absolute rule, floating cruds contain more solids while interfacial cruds origi
nate merely from humates present in the acid. 
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contacted, in a laboratory mixer-settler with organic (D2EHPA-TOPO in a kero
sene-type diluent) which was continuously- recirculated. It was soon obvious 
that, if cruds formation was to be avoided, the phosphoric acid should behave 
like a water-like liqu id. For anyone familiar with wet-process phosphoric 
acid manufacture, this represents and unheard-of challenge since raw phospho
ric acid is very impure, contains humic acids and a lot of impurities in a 
super saturated state. This last characteristic causes scaling of the pipes 
and equipments and is the main reason for "post-precipitation" : if .the acid 
is aged, .each impurity will tend to reach its solubility equilibrium, thus the 
super saturation will decrease by precipitation of the amount of impurities 
in excess of the solubility limit. This processus usually takes several days, 
or even weeks in some extreme cases, and starts again every time the tempera
ture or the P205 concentration of the acid is changed since the solubility of 
the major impurities is temperature and P205 concentration dependant. 

Objectives assigned to pre-treatment of the acid were thus : 

- to remove all the insolubl e mineral and organic impurities. 
- to remove enough organic soluble impurities. 
- to df!!saturate the acid so that post-precipitation will not occur during 

ext:i;action. 

Extensive pilot scale tests allowed to establish a flow-sheet which has been 
incorporated i.n the final design of our. industrial plant. 

This plant was started-up in may 1980. The nominal capacity is 130.000 T 
P205/Y (or 45 m3 /h of 30 % P205 acid), based on acid from MOROCCO phosphate 
which contains about 140 ppm U308. The pre-treatment section was designed 
i:o process acid from MOROCCO rock, however the system had to be flexible 
enough to accomodate acids made frora other phosphates and this has been suc
ce;sfully demonstrated during subsequent industrial scale trials. 

ACID PRE-TREATMENT PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

l. Cooling 

The first operation is to cool the acid coming from the phosphoric acid plant, 
from 55 to 60°C down to 30°C. This lowers the solubility limit of most of the 
impurities and is beneficial for the extraction since the extraction coeffi
cient is improved by a lower temperature. 

Due to the scaling properties of fresh raw acid and the precipitation of impu
rities due to cooling, choice and design of the cooling equipment is critical. 
We use a two-stages vacuum cooler in which cooling is achieved by flash evapo
ration of water from phosphoric acid under low absolute pressure (25 m bar). 
This type of equipment is well suited for this purpose since the acid reten
tion time is very low (thus scaling has a ver.y short time to develop), it is 
easy to control, may be operated under scaled conditions and easy access is 
provided for cleaning. 

2. Desaturation 

Cooled acid is dynamically desaturated for 24 hours in an agitated tank in 
which most of the super saturated impurities precipitate. Some gypsum crystals 
from the phosphoric plant attack tank, are added for seeding purpose, 
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A specially designed agitator provides a very high flow inside the tank so 
that conditions are kept homogeneous and the seeds are well distributed 
inside the whole volume . 

3. Clay addition 

Activated clay is added at this point to adsorb most of the long chain orga
nic material present in the acid. A commercially available activated clay 
is used for this purpose. 

4. Floe addition 

A high molecular weight flocculant is added in view of the subsequent solids 
separation. This floe coalesces all the small particles together, and, to 
some extend, also coagulates some of the organic material. Non-ionic or 
anionic long chain polymer flocculant, typical in phosphoric acid industry, 
'is used. 

5. Solids separation 

Solids resulting from desaturation and from gypsum and clay additions are se
parated on a Pannevis-type filter. As solids from desaturation show very 
poor filtration characteristics, gypsum added in the de�aturation tank acts 
as a kind of precoat to trap the fine particle's and protect the filter cloth 
from clogging, Typical solids content of the filtered acid is lower than 
50 ppm W/li. 

6. Activated carbon treatment 

Filtered acid is passed through activated carbon adsorption columns for remo
ving the short chain humates. After saturation, the carbon is chemically 
regenerated by caustic soda. This way of operation is very economical since 
the carbon may be regenerated a great number of times before its looses its 
adsorption characteristics. 
Based on our present experience , the carbon liJ;e is expected to .exceed 
five years so that the actual cost of carbon treatment is minimal. 

7. Reheati
ng 

Acid out of the carbon colums is reheated by a few degrees prior to ex
traction so that the latter takes place at a temperature higher than the 
desaturation temperature and thus post-precipitations is avoided. 

RESULTS OF PRE-TREATMENT 

Phosphoric acid out of pre-treatment has the following characteristics : 

- solids content : less than 50 ppm W/W. 
- desaturation : after 48 hours under agitation, solids content is 

still lower than SO ppm W/H. 
- humic acid content : this characteristic is measured by spectrophoto-

metry at 408 nanometers. 

For reference purpose, water has a "colour" taken as zero. Raw acid has a 
colour varying between 0,8 and 1,5 while pre-treated acid has a colour of O, IS. 

BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF PRE-TREATl!ENT 

- When the plant is operated under normal conditions, there is no cruds forma
tion during extraction. 

- Scaling and post-precipitation do not take place during extraction. In 

fact, during more than three years of operation, the acid lines between 

pre-treatment and extraction, and the extraction section have never been 
cleaned. It will be appreciated that in most phosphoric acid plants, all 
the acid lines have to be cleaned during at least one shift par week, 
or in some processes, during one or two hours every day. 

- Due to the absence of scaling, flow control equipment is reliable and 
this results in perfect extraction control thus higher than average ex
traction efficiency. 

- For the same reason, there is no downtime for vessels and equipment washing. 
This contributes to high efficiency, to an excellent on-stream time and re
duces organic losses as well as organic effluents pollution and fire risk. 

- After uranium extraction, the acid is returned to the phosphoric acid p,J.ant 
as a high quality product. This is a definite advantage for down-stream 
usages. 

CRUDS TREATMENT 

As mentioned above, under normal operating conditions, cruds do not appear. 
However, some cruds develop from time to time due to misoperation in the_ 
pre-treatment section or due to changes in the phosphate rock composition. 
The latter requires a change of the pre-treatment ,operating parameters and 
sometimes, the pre-treated acid is not on . specification during the adapta
tion period. Approximately 5 to 8 cubic meters of cruds per year have been 
generated by this way. 

Several tests have been conduted in order to give the operators a J)OSsibility 
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to remove this snall amount of cruds before it becoues a problem. 
Final choice was made on a small disc "desludger" centrifuge. This machine has 
a capacity of about l cubic meter per hour and mechanically breaks the cruds 
by applying to them a centrifugal acceleration of about 7 .000 g. 

Typically, when treating cruds through thi-s machine, 95 to 98 % of t"tie solvent 
is recovered as a clear solution containing less than 0,02 % V/V of solids. 
This clear .organic phase may thus be recycled directly· to the extraction while 
rhe "compacted cruds" which represent only about I /30 of the origina.l volume 
contain 40 to 45 % V /V of solids and are practically free of organic since the 
accompanying liquid is phosphoric acid. 

CONCLUSION 

If not seriously addressed to, cruds formation during uranium extraction from 
phosphoric acid represents a serious problem leading to operation disturbances, 
expansive organic losses, pollution and fire risk. 

NUCLEAR EXTRACTION PROCESSES - II (ENG.JNEERING) 

Our industrial experience shows that the best way to solve this problem is 
through an extensive pre-treatment of the phosphoric acid aimed at removing 
the solids, the humic acids and stabilizing the aaid. This pre-treatment 
operation gives also additional benefits with regards to extraction efficien
cy, on-strea,m time and quality of the phosphoric acid returned to the phos
phoric acid plant. 

Cruds produced by accidental misoperation may be efficiently treated by 
centrifugation. 
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IMPROVED DIALKYL PHOSPHORIC ACID, PHOSPHINE OXIDE 

SYNERGISTIC SYSTEMS FOR URANIUM RECOVERY FROM 

PHOSPHORIC ACID LIQUORS 

C. Ginisty

Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES, France 

Uranium contained in phosphoric acid liquors can be :recovered by solvent 
extraction. Various processes are available, including one using the synergistic 
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RESEARCH ON PHOSPHINE OXYDES. 

A study of different synergistic systems led us to investigate a large 
number of phoSphine oxides. To modify. the molecular structlf're we introduced one 
or more complementary functions, including ether oxide, amide, sulfine, or even 
phosphine oxide . 

Other structural modifications can be used to lengthen or �horten the 
alkyl radicals or to branch these radicals. 

The results or these experiments (2) showed that the introduction of an 

ether !unction is the essential modification required to increase uranium ex
traction. For example , octoxymethyl radicals can be substituded for octyl 
radicals in the TOPO formula to yield compounds 2, 3 and 4 in Table I. � 
COtllpares the extractive power of these new extractants in relation to TOPO. 

The best ;esults are obtained with only one octoxymethyl radical in the 
ll)Olecular structure. The poor results obtained with compound 4 can be explained 
by the decreasing basicity with an increasing number of octoxymethyl radicals. 

A general formula can be expressed 

R 0 

''- � 

R _,.,.-
P - R2 -0 - R

3 
1 

with R2 liI1;1ited to CH2 because of the synthesis difficulties. 

For R_,1 the best results are obtained with alkyl radicals with 6 to 8 

carbon atoais·, and !or R
3

, the beat results are obtained with c
8
a

17 
Which can be 

linear or branched. 

The phosphine oxide selected was the compound 5 in Table I : OinHMOPO. 
Compared to 'l'OPO, thiS compound improves extraction by a factor of 1.5 (3). It 
is a liquid and totall:; miscible with the organic phase, facilitating its 
industrial use. 

RES!.ARCB ON ORGAOOPBOSPHORIC ACIOS. 

Si.milary, various organophosphoric acids were tested with 'IOPO in syner
gistic systems. It sex:>n appeared that the best results were obtained with acids 
whose radicals contained an ether fwtction. Oxygen in the radicals increases the 
acidity by an inductive effect. 

The result of this study shows that the closer the oxygen is to the 
phoaphoryl group the stronger the inductive effect, with improved uranium ex
traction. Two alternatives are essentialy available for the molecular structure . 
I! the synthesis is performed with a primary or secondary alcohOl, the compound 
obtained resembles co1np0und 7 or 8 in the Table II respectively. Figure 2 shows 
increased uranium extra.ct.ion with longer alkoxyalkyl radicals. 

This effect is important for the two structures with primary or secondary 
alcohol, but two oxygens per radical are intoduced with a secondary alcohol, 
·both near the phosphoryl group, explaining the good results obtained with this 
compound. 

Problems are encountered (third phase formation) when light compounds 
a.re eq;,loyed when uranium is stripped with a carbonate aqueous phase, this can 
be a.V"Oided by increasing radical length; 

Hence some specifications can be retained for the organophosphoric acid 
strutw:e : 

- P'or primary alcohol esters : 

R - o - c2 !:14 - o
......._ 

P
F 

R - 0 - c2 8
4 

- o/ -., OB 

where R is Cn a2n + 
1 and n is at l east equal to B. 

- For secondary alcohol esters : 

R-O-CH 2 .______ CH 
R - 0 - CH2

--

R -0 - CH2 -- CH 
R - o - ca2

--

- 0 

"' 

/ 
- 0 

where R is en H2n+l and n is at least equal to 4. 

0 

� OH 

For an industrial application, we selected the acidic compound 8 
(HBiOiBOPP = !!Ydrog�no �s �ButQ_xy 1, 3 !ropyl 2 !hosphate) in � 
account of its easy synthesis and low cost (4). 
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BEHAVIOR OF THE HBiDiBOPP/DinHK>PO MIXTURE. 

Figure 3 shows the synergism with a maximum in uranium extraction versus 
the mole ratio of the extract.ants. The HBiDiBOPP/DinHMOPO mixture gave similar 
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phase gave identical uranium extraction coefficients than the H
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�,TOPO system 
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twice better than with eo

2EHP/TOPO mixture contacted at a temperature 

Comparative experiroen;J were conducted_yith an industrial phosphoric 
acid (27\ P2o

5, U = 130 mg. l , Fe :: 1. 72 g. l ) and with different extract.ant 
ll)i::ittures. One volume of organic phase was contacted 8 times wit-}l one volume of 
new· aqueous phase at each contact. 

� very clearly shows the superiority of the HBiDiBOPP/DinHK>PO 
mixture. 

uranium extraction coefficients and concentration £actors are reported 
below 

Synergistic mixture E • Concentration factor 

HD
2EHP / TOPO 5,6 2 .6 

HD2
EHP / DinHMOPO 7 ,8 3,0 

HBiDiBOPP / TOPO 10,6 4, 1 

HBiOiBOPP / DinHMUPO 16,0 6, 1 

concentration factors are calculated for a 99\ uranium recovery 
with 5 extraction stages. 

A process (5) has been tested successfully by COGEMA (Compagnie G�n�rale 
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phosphoric acid flowrate in a larger installation. 

This one cycle process is based upon the selective"" stripping which allO"fs 
iron-uranium separation. Iron is precipitated as hydroxide and uranium remained 
in soluti0n u carbonate Complex. In the extraction� scrubbing and reacidi
fic•tt.on nctions, phase disengagements are excellent. Reacidification was a 

difficult operation with the HD2EBP/TOPO mixture. 

Recovered uranium has the required purity for co-amercial use . 

CONCLUSION. 

Th.is werk has delQOnstrated the efficiency or new industrial extractanta 
in the la.bo.ratocy and on a pilot scale. The RBiDiBOPP/DinBl«)PO mixture extracts 
urAniUJ:1 �ee times better than the standard HD

2
EHP/'l'OPO mixture with the same 

neutral and acidic reagent concentrations. 

Both extracta.nts are liquid and totaly miscible in the organic phase, 
f11.ciUta,ting their industrial use. The pilot scale experiments showed the 
good hydrodynamic behavior or these compounds as compared to the standard 
BD2EHP/TOPO mixture. 

At la.box.oatory scale, the best results are obtained with the acidic 
CQSqpOund 9. .tn table II (HBiDiHOPP). 

The BB.t.DiBOPP/Dirun«>PO mixture offers an extraction yield five times 
bettu than BD2EBP/TOPO, but HBiD.iHOPP purification has not yet reached the 

�ndustria,l stage. 

To SUl'I up, we have developped a more effective process than previous 
one:, to recover w:anium in phosphoric liquors. 

A significant improvement can be achieved by substituting HBiDiHOPP to 
Hat Di BOPP. 
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R (R
3

PO) ABBREVIATION FORMULA 

Tri-n-octyl TOPO (C8H17)3 PO 

Di-n-octyl octoxymethyl Dino MOPO CBHl 7> 2PO (CB2-o-c8Bd 

n-octyl Dioctoxymethyl nOOi r-rJPO ca"1 7PO (CH2-0-c8Hl 7l 2 

Tri-octoxymethyl Tri MOPO {C8H17-0-CH2)3 PO 

Din hexyl octo�thyl DinH MOPO (C6H13) 2PO (CH2--0-CBH17) 

TABLE I 

R ( :=�::: P t�e ) ABBREVIATION R FORMULA 

Et!hyl 2 hexyl HD
2 

EHP C4H9 - f\- CH2 -

2 5 

Ethyl 2 hexoxyethyl HD2
EH OEP 

C 4
H9-1H-CH2-0-c2

H 
4

-

Dibutoxy 1,3 propyl 2 H Bi Di BOPP 

c2
8

s 

(C4H
9

-0-CH2
-) 

2 CH -

Dihexoxy 1, 3 propyl , H Bi Di HOPP (C6H13-0-CH2-) 2 QI. -

,: 
u" 

TABLE II 

TOPO n•2 

ll"C 

3 ·octo�,-

FIG. 1._ PHOSPHINE OXIDES: INFLUENCE OF THE NUMBER OF ETHER 
OXIDE FUNCTIONS. H02 EHP: 0.5 M; PHOSPHINE OXIDE= 0.125 M, 

H 3 P0 4 = 6 M; U {VI) = 1 g 1·• 

,; 

30 

I
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" 

R-O-C2-

I'S Numbtr of carbons 

FIG. 2._ ORGANOPHOSPHORIC ACIDS : INFLUENCE OF THE NATURE 
AND LENGTH OF ALKOXY-ALKYL RADICALS 
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FIG. 4,_ URANIUM EXTRACTION WITH DIFFERENT 
ORGANIC SYNERGISTIC SYSTEMS . 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION PROCESS AND EQUIPMENT FOR 

A LMFBR FUEL REPROCESSING PILOT PLANT 

G. Koch, H.J. Bleyl, G. Boehme, H. Goldacker, H.O. Haug, W. Ochsenfeld, H. Schmieder

Kernforschu ngszentru m Karlsruhe 
Karlsruhe1 Federal Republic of Germany 

A conceptual study o:r a .UlFBI! fuel rep,rocessing - pilot plant, internally 
aiclmamad "'KILLI --II"', ba1' been carr.ied out at KfK (1). The plant is primarily 
deaigned to process spent foo1 elements r....,. the German sodium-cooled 
.taat-i,eac-tor pmrer stations IOl'K-II (l'ar1aruh.,, 20 De) and SNR-300 '{Kalkar, 
300 tlife); in addition the design provides for potential pilot-scale 
processing o:f · o·ther types of LXJ.i'BR fuel elements, and mixerl-oride fue 1 
elements fl'Olll adTimced l.iRbt-an,,ter reactors. 

"l'he design thro1.1ghput of IIILLI-II has been fixed .at 50 k-8 of .uranium and 
plutonium per day, an,! ·the minim'lllll fuel cooling time at 180 d.ays. '!'he 
fundamental process applied to recover· highly decontaminated plutonium and 
uranium products consists of aecbanical disassembly of the fuel element, 
shearing of the fuel pins, leaching with nitric acid, and PUR,EX-type solvent 
extraction vi th tributyl phospha:te. 

SOLVEll'r EI'l'RACTIOI' PROCESS 

Basic flow scheae. A schematic flow diB.grB.a of the standard solvent 
extraction process, including the acid recovery end waste systems, is given 
in �- Uranium and plutonium ere decontaai.neted by e PUREX 
co-decontam.i¥tion cycle (H A-IIS-HC extractors), followed by a partitioning 
cycle (1 A-1BX-1 BS-1C extractors), and the separated products ere each 
purified through a final cycle of TBP solvent extraction (2A-2AS-2BX/2BS-2C 
for Pu, 2D-2E for U). For better illustration, a very much simplified 
equipnent scheme of the co-decontamination and partitioning cycles is shown 
in Figure 2

1 
and a similar scheme of the final purification cycles in Figure 

2e.,· symbolizing extraction columns as the extraction equipnent. 
Interconnection between solvent extraction equipnent rill be provided such 
that perti tioning can alternately be carried out in the first extraction 
cycle; in this case, the sequence of extractors is HA-HS-1BX-1BS-HC as the 
first cycle, the uranium product emerging from the HC extractor is purified 
in the 1A-1C end 2D-2E cylee, and the plutonium product emerging from the 1BS 
extractor is purified in the 2A-2AS-2BX/2BS-2C cycle. The standard solvent 
specified ie 30 vol.-% T BP in a kerosene-type n-alkane diluent but' different 
sol�ent compositions may be applied for ex.perimental purposes. A ride r�e 
of floweheet conditions can thus be tested under pilot plant conditions, and 
e high flexibility of the plant is expected to result. Intercycle evaporation 
is provided after the co-decontamination cycle but not after the partitioning 
cycle; both the uranium and plutonium final products ere concentrated by 
evaporation. Specific features of the process ere outlined in the paragraphs 
below. 

Feed pretreatment. The fuel is dissolved under conditions where moat of 
the fission product iodine is expelled from the fuel solution into the 
off-gas from where it is removed by e caustic soda scrub (2). The fuel 
solution is transferred into a reaction tank where residual radio-iodine, 
when still present, can be removed into the off-gas by additional chemical 
treatment. After clarification by a centrifuge, the fuel solution is made up 
to extraction feed conditions. 

Co-decontamination. The standard chemical flowsheet is a conventional 
high-acidity PUREX cycle applying an aqueous nitric acid concentration of 
approximately 3 moles per li.ter in the extraction (HA) and lower scrub (HS1) 
sections and a low-ecidi ty scrub ( 1. 5 m/1 nitric acid) in the upper scrub 
(HS2) section. The HSS2 scrub stream is a "freshwater" scrub, i.e. it is made 
up , from . tri ti uin-fre_e acid and water; tri tia ted water is thus confined to the 
high-activity pS:rt df the plant. The metal loading of the organic phase at 
the organic outlet of the HS column (HSP) is 75,6 g U/1 end 8.4 g Pu/1, or 
approximately 65% of the maximum theoretical loading. 

Electro-redox procedures. The concept makes extensi've use of the in-line 
electro-redox procedures developed by KfK (3). Both the plutonium/uranium 
partitioning in the the 1BX column and the final-cycle plutonium backwash in 
the 2BX column ere performed by in-line electro-reduction (ELKE process), 
while intercycle re-oxidation of the plutonium is carried out by electro
oxidation (ROXI process). ROXI-type electro-oxidation cells are in addition 
used to decompose hydrazonium ion present in the aqueous solvent-wash streams 
of the process (see below). 

The R column. The aqueous raffinates from the perti tioning and 
purification cycles ( 1AW, 2AW and 2DW streams) which are essentially 
"salt-free" ere routed into a medium-active acid recovery system consisting 
of a two-stage evaporator and rectification unit (designated 
2WI - 2WII - AFII in Fig_. 2). Entrained organic solvent phase is removed by 
an internal steam strip in the 2WI evaporator. The highly decontaminated acid 
and water fractions from the AFII fractionator ere recycled into the process 
via the low-active Make-up II unit. The 2WI evaporator concentrate is routed 
into the Rework or R column where Pu and U are extracted by a smell stream of' 
30% T BP which is recycled into the HA column while fission products and 
neptunium are rejected into the aqueous reffinate. The latter is combined 
with the high-active aqueous reffina te from the HA column (HAW), and is fed 
into the high-active acid recovery system consisting of a two-stage 
evaporator plus rectification unit (1WI - 1WII - AFI). The HAW is 
concentrated by a factor of approximately 4, and the high-active waste 
concentrate (1WW) is intermediately stored for final solidification. The acid 
fraction from the AFI fractionator is recycled into the head-end stage via 
the medium-active Make-up I unit while excess water is treated as low-activ'e 
aqueous waste (LAW). 

Solvent Cleanup. The concept provides for three independent solvent 
recovery systems (designated SR in Figs. 2 ·and 3), i,e. SR I for spent 
solvent from the co-decontamination cycle, SR II for that from the 
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partitioning and Pu purification cycles, and S•R 11_! for ·tMt fi-mn the U 
purification c,1'Cle. Hydrazine carbonate is used ·as tbe aqueous so1.vent-wash 
solution in a1.1 three systems to re110ve metal traces and acidic ·solvent 
d-ecompoei tion pro.d,ucte (3), and the purifa.ed solvent is recy.cled into the 
process. The spent aqueous wash streams ere routed thro�h a ROXI-type 
electro-oxi•dation cell to decmnpose the "hydrazine. The resulting solution 
which ie essentially sel t-free is fed into e mu11.ti-purpos0' eTilporetor, concen
trated to .a small volume. and the evaporator concentrate ia routed into the 
high-level waste evaporator (,WI). (For better Tegibility, both the .aqueous 
wash .st<'Bems and the ROXI/-mu.l ti-pupose ·ev:aporator system have been omitted 
from Fi.g9. 2 and 3). 

'1'1!.e benefit from the procedures described :i,n the last three paragraphs 
is that no 11ediom-.active aqueous wa:ate (l{A:W) win be p:rod:w,:ed dur.i.:ng ro.utine 
operati.,on of the plant. Instead, the process rafi'ina'te liquors are .split into 
e -Ml volUlle of high-active ,.,...t;e, and into -ac:i.d and Vl3.ter fn,.cti-ons whi·ch, 
apart from excess water, are re.cycled into the pl,mt. l!lrl:dentl.y this 
statement is not applicable for non-routine waste liquors :...Se•ult:l.ng 1'rom 
plant decontB11.in.ation operations. 

Product wash. Organic solvent phase entrained or di-sso1.ved .in aqueous U 
end/or Pu bearing prod.uct streams is n,moved before entering into an 
evaporator by sorption on e fixed bed of e LElfAPOL-type-. pol.ystyrene-�d 
organic resin (LE:lo'APOL is a trademark of &;yer AG, Iev-erlcusen). Experience 
with this process is reported elsewhere in this e-0mference {4). 

SOLVENT EXTRACTIOI' EQUIPIIEil'T 

Conventional pulsed coluana are applied as the solvent extraction 
equipnent, except for the solvent-1111!1h contactore which .are Holley-Jl!ott-type 
mixer-settlers because of the long residence ti.me of the aqueous :wash 
solution and the very �h organic: aqueous phase ratio. In-line 
electro-reduction is carried out using diaphragm.a-free electro.-columns 
(ELKE). ROXI-ty-pe electro-oxidation cells are of the nat-cell desi&n (3). 
Recent experience with this type of electro-equipnent is reported elsewhere 
in this conference (5). 

For criticality control, geometric limitation of eqw,p,,ent dimensions is 
applied es the primary measure. In addition, heterogeneous poisoning by 
hafnium metal absorber structures will be applied. when necessary. E.g., e 
ROXI-type electro-oxidation cell vi th casing manufactured from hefniua has 
been successfully tested (5). 

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

The plant concept is based on remote maintenance of equipnent. To this 
effect the high-activity plant complex is subdivided into three separate 
areas, see Figure 4: (a) The mechanical heed-end hot-cell complex where ell 
mechanical treatment of fuel elements ie done, (b) e single, highly shielded 
process cell where ell chemical treatment from fuel dissolution down to 
product purification is carried out, and ( c) a hot repair area where failed 
equipnent can be disassembled and either repaired or disposed of. 

The chemical process cell which houses all the solvent extraction 
eqnipnent is designed as a tunnel-like complex of approximately 30 m internal 
length, 9 m i.width, and 17 m internal hight. It is subdivided by a lock into 
e highly shielded high-activity process area and e lower-shielded 
medi um-eci tivi ty area. The lock is locked under normal operation condi tione 
to provide redia tion shielding but the two areas are serviced by one and the 
same remotely operated, TV-controlled bridge-crane system assisted by a 
remote electro-manipulator system. Process equipnent is mouoted in "racks" 
which are suspended from the aide wells of the cell. As an example, Figure 5 
shows the two racks housing the first (co-decontamintion) extraction cycle, 
with the HA, HS, end HC columns plus auxiliary equipnent mounted in one rack, 
and the feed adj us tmen t end .supply tanks in the second one. As can be seen 
from this figure, the cell is widened up in its top region by epproxim-tely 
1,5 m on each side. Piping from and to process racks is mounted on the 
"balcony" so formed, end is connected to the rack piping by remotely operated 
multiconnector flanges. Furthermore, auxiliary equipnent like sampling 
stations etc. is installed on this "balcony". Remote operation of the cell 
top region is carried out by conventional master-slave manipulators and 
direct viewing through shielding windows, in addition to the bridge-crane 
system mentioned earlier. 
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RECOVERY OF RHODIUM FROM SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL 

The Extraction of Rhodium from Aqueous Nitric Acid Media 

by Dinonylnaphthalene Sulphonic Acid 

N. M. Patel, J. R. Thornback and J.H. Miles*

Nuclear Chemistry Department 
Loughborough University of Science and Technology 

Loughborough, Leicestershire, United Kingdom 

*United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Harwell, Didcot, Oxon, United Kingdom

Irl'RODUCTIO!f 

The vorld resources of the p1atinUIII met!l,ls are limited, the abundance 

of these_ metals being only 10-7 - 10 -6% of th_e earth's crust. Nevertheless, 

they are exceedi� i,lq,Qrti,,.nt in !1¥ldern industry owing to their good cata

lytic properties, �hemical inertness over a wide tempera cure range and their 

high melting points (:l). 

'lbere is, however, another potential source of rhodium which, at present. 

is not exploited: that produced by f'ission in nuclear reactors. A commercial 

,nuclear station produces 19 kg of rhodium per GW(e)y and so in 1979 in the 

UK, about 6o kg of rhodium vere produced, which vill be stored with o1-.her 

fission products in the highly active waste tanks at Winds.cale. At the 1979 

price, 6o kg of rhodium has a sale value of about $1.5M. 

The rhodium is present mainly as the stable isotope I03Rh. It also 

contains small eliounts cif !OlRh (3µCiig; half-life of 2.9Y), but after 20 

years this will have decayed to a harmless level and so will allow f'ission 

product rhodium to be used in place of' natural rhodium f'or many of' its 

applications. 

It is therefore important to understand the behaviour of _rhodium in the 

highly active waste solutions and to devise a process which could allow it 

to be separated for sale. 

CHEMICAL STATE OF RHODIUM 

The chemistry of rhodium in nitric acid is poorly understood but at low 

levels of nitrate ion the Rh(H20)6 3+ species predominates but increasing nitrate 

ion results in. substitution of l or more of the wate�· molecules. These various 

s�ecies may be shown by IO 3Rl'I nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. 

EXTRACTION OF RHODIUM 

There are no previous re.ports of the liquid-liquid extraction of rhodium 

from nitric acid. We have investigated a wide range of reagents of different 

types as possible extractants for rhodium. The results are shown .in Table l. 

On the basis of these tests dinonylnaphthalene sulphonic acid (HD) was chosen 

for intensive study. The SnClz/MIBK process was rejected since chloride io!l 

is corrosive and not favoured by the nuclear industry. HD has been proposed 

as an agent for rhodium, iridium separation from chloride media (2) but not 

f'ollo'{ed u,i commercially. 

Experimental 

Rhodium hydroxide was precipitated by the slow addition of lM Na.OH to an 

aqueous solution of rhodium chloride (Johnson Matthey) until precipitation was 

c�mplete. ,After thorough washing in water the precipitate was dissolved in 

10 mls of concentrated nitric acid and the solution evaporated on a hot plate 

to near dryness. The residue was dissolved in various concentrations of nitric 

acid to give solutions approximatelt 0.02 M. in rhodium. 

Standard rhodium solutions for colorimetric analysis by the tin(II) 

chloride method (3) were prepared from ammonium chlorohodate (Johnson Matthey 

specpure) and standardised by a gravimetric procedure ( 4). 

HD was donated by K & K - Greeff Chemicals Ltd. It was diluted with 

odourless Kerosine to give a stock 0.2 F solution. The stock solution was 

standardised by potentiometric titration with standard t-butyl ammonium hydro

xide in a 1:1 toluene-methanol mixture. 

Distribution isotherms were determined by equilibrating aliquots of the 

stock rhodium and HD solutions in either 20 ml glass vials or 100 ml conical 

flasks for ·15 mins. in a thermostated water bath. Phase separation was 

achieved by centrifuging the samples at 2000 rpm for 5 minutes. Aliquots of 

the aqueous phase were then taken for analysis. 

The hydrogen ion dependecy and HD dependency were determined by a similar 

procedure using rhodium solutions approximately 0.004 M. 
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HD is a liquid cation exchanger analogous to cation exchange resin� such as 

the Dowex 50 series. The extractant forma inverted micelles in organic media 

which alter markedly the extraction equations vhich was found to be the 

following: 

The graph of log D against log H + has a slope of - 2. 95 but the dependence on the 

formal concentration of (HD)x is unity vhere ,HD)
x 

i� determined by titration. 

At low concentrations of HD polymerisation is less marked and the slope of the 

graph increases ( 5). At ligand concentrations of use commercidly however, the 

concentration of monomer is probably small. 

Increasing nitric acid concentrations· result in a decrease in the distri

bution coef'fici�nt vhile increasing temperature enhances t_l!.1,'. extraction markedly 

(Figures 3 and 4). The former effect ·is due to increasing nitrate substitution 

on the rhodium atom and the pKa of' the ligand while the latter is related to the 

enthalpy of the ion exchange reaction and that of the polymerisation reaction of 

the ligand. 

Stripping of the organic phase is readily accomplished using 2M HN03 

( Figure 5). Equilibria are rapidly attained ( < 2 min. shaking) and so this pro

cess for rhodium is suitable for multi-contactor apparatus. 

The effects of addition of other elements present in radioac_ti ve waste and 
the sep:-.ration factors from rhodium containing mixture will also be reported 

and the overall usefulness of this process to radioactive waste discussed. 
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Figure l - Dependence of the hydrogen ion concentration on the extraction of 
rhodium into odourless kerosine from aqueous HN�3·.(HD) = 0.206 F. 
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Figure 2 - HD concentration dependency on the extraction of rhodium from 
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ELECTRIC FIELD AND CAPILLARY EFFECTS ON 

DROP-CIRCULATION AND MASS TRANSFER 

Loto S. Chang and John C. Berg 

DP.partment of Chemical Engineering BF-10 
University of Washington 

Seattle, Washington 98195 USA 

The literature contains experimental evidence to suggest that electric 
fields might be used to enhance mass transfer performance in dropwise liquid 
extraction (1,_ 2) and gas absorption (3), but no substantial attempt has been 
made to develop theory to explain these effects, Decreases in drop size, 
increases in drop velocity, alterations in drop trajectory, increases in drop 
shape oscillation, and induced internal circulation all may play a role, but 
publisheC: experimental studies do not provid� sufficient information to sort out 
or isolate these effects. The present work seeks to examine one of these effects 
in some detail, viz., the electrical inducement of circulation in single drop 
systems undergoing mass exchange with surroundings, and to assess the influence 
of such circulation on the rate of mass transfer. 

G. I. Taylor in 1966 (4) was first to show that circulation may in.deed 
result when•an electric field is imposed upon a drop of a weakly conducting fluid 
suspended in another such fluid, and to provide the description of such flow 
shown in Figure I. A double torus is established in which, depending on the 
electrical properties of the fluids, the surface flow may be either from the· 
equator toward the poles or vice versa. The circulation is caused by the 
tangential stresses generated by the charge density distribution along the drop 
interface. Morrison (5) later provided computations to assess the convective 
heat or mass tran·;fer due to Taylor circulation. The hybrid circulation which 
must result when drops undergoing the Taylor effect are rising or falling by 
gravity, and the influence of solute adsorption during mass transfer (and the 
resulting interf acial tension variations) have not yet been described, however, 
nor has the net influence of the electric field in such systems been assessed. 
The present work examines these factors and reassesses the promise of mass 
transfer augmentation through the use of electric fields. 

We first consider the transient and quasi-steady state heat or mass exchange 
between a moving drop and its surroundings in a uniform electric field for the 
case of low Reynolds number and high Peclet numbers. The steady creeping flow in 
both phases is described by the axisyl!llDetric Stokes stream functions obtained by 
the superposition of the Hadamard-Rybczynski and the Taylor EHD stream functions 

FIGURE 1. TAYLOR EHD FLOW "PATTERN FOR A STATIONARY DROP IN A UNIFORM 
ELECTRIC FIELD 

assuming a spherical droplet (6). Similarity transformation and finite 
difference schemes are then employed to solve the energy or diffusion equation. 
A parameter W, which characterizes the relative importance of electrical and 
gravitational effects, emerges, �' 

(1) W = 4V(l + X) 

lul 

where V is a characteristic velocity generated by the electric field (4, 6), U is 
the terminal velocity of the drop falling or rising in a medium of infinite 
extent, and X is the viscosity ratio (disperse phase/continuous phase)• It is 
found that only when the absolute value of W is larger than unity is the rate of 
transport enhanced by the imposed electrical field through the EHD effect. 

The above analysis is extended to the case of intermedjate Reynolds numbers 
since a range of 10-100 is more typical of extraction units in practice. 
Approximate solutions for fluid motion are obtained using the Galerkin method. 
Continuous-phase mass transfer rates are evaluated for various values of Reynolds 
number and viscosity ratio and are shown in Figure 2. The creeping flow result 
for the case of continuous-phase-controlling is also shown for comparison. It is 
shown that the threshold value of W at unity still holds (7) • Thus once the 
threshold is passed the rate of mass transfer can be significantly enhanced 
before the breakage of the drop. 

Some order-of-magnitude calculations of the value of. W for a few practical 
extraction systems are shown in Table I. It is seen that in many systems, W is 
too small to suggest that significant enhancements are likely. Systems can be 
found, however, which _Q.Q yield high values of w. These are principally systems 
in which the ratio of the resistivity of one phase to that of the other is small. 
Thus we speculate that, by adding suitable species to the organic phase, the 
resistivities of the two phases can be drawn sufficiently close to one· another 
that a favorable value of W can be produced. 

The added conducting species may well be surface-active. Thus the effect of 
surface tension gradients on the drop interface, which may result from mass 
transfer or from added surfactant contamination, is also investigated. Stream 
functions are derived and show that the terminal velocity is affected by both the 
surface tension gradient and the electric field. The convective-diffusion 
equation for the case in which the disperse phase is an air bubble and a trace of 
surfactant is present in the continuous phase is solved by using an orthogonal 
collocation on finite elements scheme. The interfacial velocHy is shown to be 
retarded due to the presence of the surfactant, as depicted in Figclre ..1., where 
the ratio of ui to ui reflects the effect of the surface tension 

gradient upon i�erfaci�l velocity at a certain electric field strength. It is 
seen that the surface tension gradient effect significantly reducess the surface 
mobility at the rear portion of the drop if the absolute _v-alue of W is less than 
one. We may use the following expression for the mass tra.nsfer (8): 

(2) [
2
) 

I/ 2 
[ J 

11 2 
] 

1 / 2 
1 / 2 

Sh = TT 
O 

uisin 8d8 Pe 

which is valid for the steady-state mass transfer from the bubble, since the 
Peclet number in the continuous phase is large. The results show that the 
Sherwood number ratio between the electrified case and the free-rising case is 
always very close to unity if the absolute value of W is less than one. In other 
words, the threshold value of W still exists even in the .presence of· the surface 
tension gradient. 
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FIGURE 2. RATIO OF CONTINUOUS-PHASE SHERWOOD NUMBER FOR A DROP IN BOTH 
GRAVITATIONAL AND ELECTRIC FIELDS TO THE CORRESPONDING VALUE 
FOR A DROP TRANSLATING BY GRAVITY ALONE AS A FUNCTION OF DI
MENSIONLESS ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH, �. FOR VARIOUS REYNOLDS 
NUMBERS AT A VISCOSITY RATIO OF X = 2. 

3.0 

Other interes'ting phenomena occur in such contaminated systems. If W has 
absolute value greater than unity, the flow separates either at the rear or in 
front of the droplet. The retardation in the interfacial velocity for positive W 
systems then happens primarily near the equator, whereas for negative systems it 
appears in the vicinity of both the rear and the front of the droplet. This is a 
conseq�ence of the surface concentrations of the surfactant, as shown in Figures 
4 and 5. These retardations will lead to a stagnant "belt" two stagnant 
"caps" if rates of surfactant transfer are very· low. 

It is important to note that we have considered only the case of an 
eleectric field parallel to translation, which is the usual configuration for the 
application of a DC field. A field perpendicular to translation results in a far 
more complex (non-axisymmetric) situation, and has not been considered in the 
present work. The criterion for EHD mass transfer enhancement in terms of the 
parameter W is still expected to hold qualitatively, however. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Mass transfer rates in both pure and contaminated systems are evaluated. 
The results for various cases show that the rate of transport is enhanced 
significantly by the electrohydrodynamic effect as long as the value of the 
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, FIGURE 3. RATIO OF INTERFACIAL VELOCITIES SHOWING THE EFFECT OF .THE SURFACE 
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parameter W passes the threshold value of unity. 

For certain pure systems, and by addition of conducting species to. many 
other systems� it is possible to achieve favorable values of 'w for producing 
significant beat or mass transfer enhancements by the EHD flows. 

Finally, in the systems contaminated by surfactants or containing added 
conducting species, .we predict the existence of a stagnant belt or tw"o stagnant 
caps formed by the surface-active agents along the droplet interface.. This has 
also been verified by experiments. Such behavior may later be found important 
not only in liqu1d extraction or gas absorption, but also in such electrified 
processes as electrical emulsification and coalescence. 
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TABLE 1. Approximate W-Values for Several Liquid-Liquid Systems 

Ca_lculations Based Upon a Drop 2-l!IIll in Diameter Under an Electric. Field Strength 
of 0. l MV/m 

Continuous Phase 

n-heptane 
n-heptane 

ethyl acetate, 
glycerol 

benzene 
benzene 
aniline 

MIBK 
chloroform 

phenol 
benzonitrile 

Disperse Phase 

water 
furfural 

water 
carbon tetrachloride 

glycerol 
water 
water 
water 
water 
water 
water 

w 

-10-9 
-10-

8 

-10-
2 

0.1 - I 

I - 10 

1 - 10 

l - 10 
l 10 
1 - 10 
1 - 10 

10 - 100 
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DROP-SIZE, SPECIFIC AGITATION-POWER AND ENERGY-DISSIPATION 

FOR COUNTERCURRENT EXTRACTION COLUMNS 

G. Husung, W. Gaubinger, R. Marr

lnstitut of Chemical Engineering 
Technical University Graz 

Graz, Austria 

The following paper shows a way to optimize the ,geometric relations 
and the design of internals used in agitated extraction columns. 
Up to now there are only a few methods based on empiric dates. 
Scaling up extraction columns these ways of design are very diffi
cult and require a great deal of effort, especially when HTU
values determined in laboratory columns with the use of inter

national testing sys�ems are applied. 
These expenditures can be reduced when mass transfer area, drop
size and axial mixing parameters are measured. Such investigations 

can be done with low effort when calculating apparatus with weli 
known geometric relations. 

The optimisation of internals is much more difficult. Without 
results determined in industrial columns the only way seems to be 

the investigation and determination of the flow conditions in.the 
dispersion cells of the columns. Herein the parameters of the tur
bulent flow seem to be most important, as those have essential 
influence on dispersion, mass-transfer and axial mixing. The 

dispersion is discribable by the size of the drops and their 
distribution, which is one of the main parameters with equal order 
for all countercurrent extraction columns working in gravity and 

with mechanical agitation. 
Therefore first investigations should lead to relations between 
the drop-size and the parameters of the turbulent flow. 
� shows the design of internals ·of a rotating-disc-contactor, 
the left hand side picture with geometric relations used in 
laboratory columns. Hereby two torus-flows occure. 

At the rim of the .torus-flow the energy dissipation shows a 
maximum value. 

Scaling up all lengths with the same.scale in the range of 
Dk= 200 - 300 mm several problems occure. Instabilities of the 

shown flow lead to a complete destruction of the torus-flow. 
Voluminous eddies are built up and cause low frequency disturbances 
that move along the whole length of the column. Normaly those 
currents are caused by the effects of axial mixing. It must be 
noticed that at constant epecif·ic throughput the Reynolds-number 
of the axial flow increases proportional to the scaled-up diameter. 

These problems are -solved by lowering the relations He/Dk (Fig.1 -
right hand side). At very low relations ofH c/Dk no torus-flow 
is built but irregular eddies can be seen. No rotary symmetrie is 
observed anymore. Hydrodynamically you get two complete different 

apparatus. 
Fig.2 shows the dependence of the Newton-number on the Reynolds

number for these two cases. The experiments were performed in a 
200 mm column with a swing drive motor /1/. The Newton-number is 
related to one cell. 
In case of He/Dk= 0.36 the torus flow becomes tur�ulent at 
Re= 104. Full turbulence is reached at Re= 1. 5 10 , the influence 

of viscosity and therefore the stabilizing influence of the column 
wall disappear. A practicable performance in the field of full 
turbulence might not be found and, based on main physical proper
ties of the system (testing system) it may only be expected at 
diameters greater than 300 mm. 
The lowered height of the cell leads to lower numbers of revolution 
the range of total turbulence is only reached at extreme high speed 
of the ag_i ta tor. 
As there is no kink in this function Ne= f(Re) you may say that 
torus-flow is not built up in this case. 
From the Newton-number you can calculate the torque. Then the 

energy input for one cell is 

(1) P = M · W 

The specific agitation power becomes 

Pc 
( 2) c =---

A further type of column which was investigated is called SHE /2/ 
(Fig.3). The dispersion and the formation of the drops occurs in 
the free stream flow area of the agitator where you can find the 

maximum of the local dissipation-energy. 
As the formation of the drops takes place in this area, investi
gations bf the turbulences are concentrated to this lgcality. 
As measuring equipment a hot film probe and a constant temperature 
anemometer were used. The main direct current as well.as the 
effective value of the superposed alternativ current are deter

mined. These signals are proportional to the locai speed when 
using the time dependence as a basis. High and low pass filters 
permit the investigation of special frequency ranges. 
The determined signals can be represented by an energy-distribu

tion shown in Fig.4. 

One distribution was da:ermined wi_thout dispersed phase, the other 
one ( �ashed line ) with the presence of dispersed toluene. The 
other parameters wexe held constant. 
It can be observed, that for the second experiment the dis-tribution 
is shifting to higher frequency. This phenomenon is caused by the 
splitting of the drops when crashing against the probe. 
By use of the theories of Kolmogoroff /3/ and Heisenberg /4/ 
several parameters can be determined from these energy distri
butions. 
In a first step the energy distribution is standardized. 

Eu 
(3) c

(f) 

By this the micro scale 

( 4) 

( u )2 - f � t(f) df 
2 1r) -

0 

is determined and as a result the local energy dissipation is 

( 5) 

As the deviations of the velocities throughout the measured range 
don't show a dependence on the direction it is possible to use 
the described theory. 
Fig.5 shows the dependence of the deviation-velocities on the 
number of revolutions of the agitator. With increasing Reynolds
numbers the two lines get closer.and at about Re= 1. 5 105 they 
become equal. 
The evaluation (Fig.6) shows constant local dissipation-energy 
for a constant drop-size. The specific power however decreases 
for increasing column diameters. 
A correlation of this specific power in connection with the drop
size is hardly possible. For the dissipation-energy this can be done 
indepe-ndent of type and size of the apparatus (Fig.7). 
With the results of this investigations it is possible to do 
hydrodynamic experiments without the presence of dispersed phase. 
This gives the great advantage in scaling-up extraction columns, 
as for to get a drop-size distribution in the scaled up plant 
identical to that of the testing column you only have to reach 
the same turbulent flow conditions. These conditions can be 

ascertained by the described method. 
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Nomenclature 

ds drop diameter /mm/ A macro scale 

DR diameter of agitator /m/ t standardized energy distri-

Dk 
diameter of column /m/ 

Eu energy /v2/Hz/ 

bution 

E
.., 

specific agitation power 

f .  frequency /Hz/ f energy-dissipation 

He height of one cell /m/ 

mfl fluid volume /m3; 

M torque /Nm/ 

) micro scale 

1 viscosity /m2/s/ 

� density /kg/m3 / 

n number of revolutions /rps/ 

Pc energy input /W/ Re Reynolds-nwnber 

ii mean a.c. /V/ Ne Newton-number 

ii mean velocity /m/s/ 

ii' mean deviation velocity 
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COALESCENCE OF DROPS IN IMMISCIBLE 

LIQUIDS AT INCLINED PLATES 

Eckhart Blass. Dieter Rautenberg 

Technische UniversiUit MOnchen 
Munich, Federal Republic of Germany 

INTRODUCTION 

Separation process of i.Daaiscible liquid-liquid dispersions in mixer

settlers or in extraction columns is accomplished in several con

secu�ive steps: the approach of the drops to the horizontai inter

face where a thin film of continuous phase is trapped between the 

drops and the.liquid-liquid interface, film drainage, and finally 

rupture of the thin liquid film till the drops enter their homophase. 

Most of time required for coalescence_process of a drop is the 

drainage of the film. During this time the drop is resting on the 

thin film which slowly drains away. However, the coalescence time 

cannot be calculated so far because of the inevitable enrichment 

of surface-active agents in technical liquid-liquid interfaces. 

To avoid this we replaced the horizontal liquid-liquid interface by 

an inclined pl;te which is wetted by the dispersed phase quite well. 

One end of this plate is reaching the plane, principle interface. At 

this tilted plate, the coalescing drops produce a falling film carry

ing the tensides permanently away from the real coalescence point 

to the horizontal interface. 

For the first time we could establish the efficiency of this concept 

measuring the coalescence times of dispersed liquid-liquid systems 

used in extraction . .fi9:_,J shows that after a short operating time 

a plane interface already produces a broad cumulative distribution 
and large values of coalescence times. To the contrary, at the 

inclined plate we could determine very close cumulative distri

butions and very short values of coalescence times for droplets 

greater than 1 mm. These measured values had be�n up to one 

hundred times smaller than at plane interfaces. 

The use of plates as mechanical settling aid low inclined to the 

horizontal enables us to model the coalescence process as an ab

solutely fluiddynamic one without influence of Marangoni effects. 

Till now, we only investigated coalescence of single droplets at 

an inclined but foreign generated falling film of dispe-rsed phase /1/. 

But already this relatively simple special case of droplet coales

cence led to results useful for practical settler design. 

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF SINGLE DROP COALESCENCE AND EXPERIMENTAL 

RESULTS 

Princen /2/ calculated the deformation of drops resting on plane 

interfaces in dependence on Bond number. That means: in dependence 

on density difference of continuous and dispersed phase tip surface 

tension between the two liquids o, and the radius of the rigid 

sphere of equal volume rp. 

(1) Bo r 
p 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. However, in our model 

the coalescence of drops takes place at a falling film inclined 

less than 10 degrees to the horizontal. In this case, we can assume 

that the forces acting on the drop are almost equal to those acting 

on a drop coalescing at a plane interface. 

We also could calculate the critical film thickness of thin liquid 

films at which spontaneous rupture occurs. Vrij and Overbeek ·; 3/ 

derive an.equation down to what critical film thickness a drop must 

approach the interface till the draining film ruptures. 

( 2) 

H2 rf 
2 1/7 

he = 0.267 (-c�,d---) 
a t,p-

where rf is the radius of the draining film which is trapped between 

the drop and its homophase. It will be computed from the shape of 

the drop /2/. By means of equation (21 we have calculated the 

critical film thickness for a density difference of 150 kg/m3 and 

a Hamaker coefficient of 10-20 J as can be seen from�- Very 

important is the knowledge that the critical th.idmess of the draining 

film is not constant like elsewhere being supposed. It depends on 

physical properties, drop diameter and Hamaker coefficent. If the 

uncertainty of the bibliography on the Hamaker coefficient is still 

relatively great, so equation (2) shows, that the critical film 

thickness in proportional to the fourth root of the Hamaker coeffi

cient. 

Next we have analysed theoretically and experimentall� the hydro

dynamics of the falling film at a tilted plate for liquid-liquid 

flow. The surface of the laminar flowing liquid film has been always 

smooth. With regard to the obtai'ned coalescence times of the drops, 

this is a conservative condition. Regarding two phase flow we must 

take into account momentum transport to the second liquid phase. 

We already reported about this in Liege in the year 1980 / 4/. 

Since that time we have been able to calculate the thickness and 

the velocity profiles of the two liquid films between two inclined 

parallel plates in dependence on distance of the plates, angle of 

inclination, flow rate of the falling film, and physical properties. 
·For computation of coalescence time the relative velocity between 

the coalescing drop and the surface of the falling film is more 

decisive than the absolute value of the actual drop veloci·ty. 

However, it is nearly impossible to pre-cal·culate. theoretically 

the absolute velocity of particles iloating along an inclined 

rigid plane. For that reason we analysed experimentally steady

state motion of droplets at tilted plates as well as at inclined 

falling films. The results then have been evaluated by means of 

a dimensional analysis. Accordingly we can calculate the absolute 

velocity of the moving droplets by the following equations: 

(3) 

and 

( 4) 

Rep = 1,641 ReF
0. 333 Gap 0·193 Wep 0·314 for Ga < 1000 

Rep 3.264 ReF
0·333 Gap 0· 224 Wep 0• 257 for Ga > 1000 

The dimensionless groups are defined as follows: 

Reynolds number of the particle: 

Reynolds number of the falling film: ReF VF pd
/(nd b) 

Galileo number of the particle: 

Weber number of the particle: 

where dp is the diameter and vp the absolute velocity of the 

particle, VF the volume flow rate of the falling film, b the 

depth of the tilted plate, a the angle of inclination to the 

horizontal, Pc, d 
and nc,d the densities and dynamic viscosities 

of the continuous and dispersed phase, respectively. 

Finally balancing the forces between the drops and the draining 

liquid film, we could derive the following equation for the coales

cence time of a single drop at an inclined falling film 
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( 5) t 
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..1: + 

lnl 
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..1: + 

rf 

h 2 1 

a h1
2 

3 R "c rf 

he 

a h 2 
C 

3 R nc rf 

where vr is in the relative velocity between the coalescing drop 

and the boundary velocity of the falling film, h1the initial 

thickness of the draining film and R the overall radius of curva

ture of the deformed drop contacting the falling film. For a 

simple mathematical handling of this problem it was necessary 

to assume an infinitely rigid cylinder instead of a rigid sphere. 

This assumption must cause a longer coalescence time. Generally 

the trappe.d thin liquid film is draining away in all directions 

and the surface of the drop will may be mobile, too. The ipitial 

film thickness h1 is without significance for the calcula_tion of 

the coalescence time. It is about two to three decades greater 

than the critical film thickness he. All the other variables 

necessary for computing �quation (S} have been derived above. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

As it had been expected by equation (5) the calculated coalescence 

times are up to 50% greater than the measured values. But the 

fundamental trend of the coalescence times at the tilted plate in 

depence on the volumetric flow rate of the falling film is quite 

well. With decreasing difference between the drop velocity and 

the boundary Velocity of the falling film the coalescence times 

suddenly increase steeply. So it is possible by means of equation 

(5) to determine a reasonable flow rate using a tilted plate as a 

mechanical settling aid. Furthermore as it can be seen by fiq.3 

this model allows the following statements: 

- Little drops cause long coalescence times because of the minor 

forces acting on the draining film and because of the lower 

re.lative velocity between the drop and the boundary velocity 
of the falling film. 

- Great drops cause increasing coalscence times because of 

increasing deformation of drop shape, which retards drainage of 

the trapped thin film. 

- Decreasing surface tension and increasing density difference 

shift the right branch of the curve to minor·droplet diameters. 

We can interprete this as an increasing retard of film drainage. 

Through that the range of short coalescence times becomes 

smaller. 

- Increasing volume flow rate of the falling film and increasing 

dynamic viscosity of the continuous phase cause increasing 

coalescence times because of decreasing relative velocity of 

the drops. 

- Increasing of the angle of inclination of the tilted plate 

causes the absolute velocity of the particle to increase more 

than the boundary velocity of the falling film. Thus the 

coalescence times decrease because of the greater relative 

velocity of the drops. 
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CONTINUOUS DROP FORMATION AT AN ORIFICE 

A. Bright

Open University, Milton Keynes, U.K. 

C. Hanson

University of Bradford, U.K. 

G. S. Virdee 

Teesside Polytechnic, Middlesbrough, U.K. 

A knowledge of drop size and of drop size distri.hJ.tion is of fundaae.ntal 
importance for an understanding of the perforwanoe of liquid extraction 
contact.ors. In cert.a.in de.signs of coluari cont.actor, qOtea.bly sieve tray and 
pulsed perforated plate coluais ,. the drops are fonied from an orifice. At 
rea.s>nably high flow rates, a jet of dispersed phase eaerqes ·from each orifice 
and subsequently lreak.s into a series of drops. The object of the work 
described was to obtain a better Wlderstanding of drop sizes foraed fi:oa a 
single orifice in thi.s so-called •jetting• regillle. 

In the tetting regime of drop ·formation from an orifice ,. drop size is governed 
by' jet s'tability. Lineari9eq stability ana"lysis predicts a minimum drop 
volume when the jet is split by a single wavelength of the fastest growing 
capillary wave. Experimental JEasurements of drop formation time� for decane 
jets in water sh:n, that 'families• of drops are formed during breakup in the· 
jetting regime. The drops in the families have discrete volta.es which are 
integer multiples of the minimum drop volume. The composition of drops in 
each family is determined by the interaction of the fundamental 11Bve with lower 
frequency hanoonics. 

Drop size predictions. 

KU.mar and Hartland (1) have swrmarised the main empirical correlations for 
predicting the mean drop size from jet breakup. The jetting regime extends 
approximately over the range 2 <We < 8 .6. The minimum value con:esponds to 
the transition from drops forming at the orifice tip to drops formed from a 
ijet. The maxi.mum value corre sponds to tl-e maximum l!;!ngth of jet before the 
mechanism of drop formation changes from symnetric to asymmetric wave growth. 
This latter condition is characterised by the formation of drops of the 
minimum size. 

Skelland and Johnson (2) suggested the use of the maximum jetting condition in 
the correlation of mean drop size as a function of nozzle velocity. This 
predicts a rapid decrease in mean drop size with increase in jet velocity. 
Horvath et al (3) have proposed an empirical equation to describe thiS trend. 
TOO predictions of this equation for the range of conditions studied in our 
work are shown as a dashed curve in �- such a curve can be used for 
predicting drop size in the jetting regime provided an estimate can be made 
of the minimum drop size dm. Linear stability analysis gives: 

Ill d
m • 

[
� 1

1/
3 

a:- (ka)
m

j 

BurkOOlder and Berg (4) have solved the general linear instability equations for 
the breakup of laminar liquid j ets in liquids, which reduces to the formulation 

of Meister (5) when there is no mass transfer occurring. For liquid-liquid 
systems with a low viscosity jet issuing into low viscosity surro�dings, the 

critical wavenumber (ka)m depends only on the density ratio of continuous to 
dispersed phases. 

In practice the theoretical values of d,n_ are lower than those measured 
experimentally. In addition there is no single value. of minimum drop size 
as expected from equation (l) rut a range of values. Christiansen and Hixson (6 

reported experimental results with 1. 76 <d
m

/d
0 

< 2.36. 

Drop formation times 

N-decane (GPR grade) was injected through a series of hypodermic needles into 
a 100 mm square sided column conta�ing di.stilled water. 6he phases \<ere 
mutually saturated and the temperature was cont(olled at 20 C. Eight needles 
\<ere used with diameters ranging from 0.22 - 1.19 mm fOvering a jet velocity 
range from 0.3 - 1.2 m/s. Drop formation times were measured by recording 
the highest frequency at which a stroboscope (Crompton Type 721) could 
freeze the breakup pattern of the jet. 

Our experimental data are shown as points in �. showing a departure from 
the Horvath et al correlation as reported by others. The jet breaks up into 
distinctive families of drops at different points in the jetting regime. 
� sho..,s two such families corresponding to the data points A and B 
:In Figure l. The measured formation time for a family group L was found to 
be an exact integer; multiple of the minimum time to freeze the giowing wave 
on the jet Lf.· This latter time determines the fundamental wave frequency 
Wf = 2'1f/Lf, and the minimum drop volume Vf = QT£. For example for the two 
families of Figure 2: in A, l"g = 51"£ corresponding to a family of ·two 2Vf drops 
and'one Vf drop; in B, l"g = 3l"f ..,ith a family of one 2Vf drop and one Vf drop. 
SU.ch regular family groupings occurred for all the needles studied and 
considerably simplifies.the task of calculating the mean drop size, i.e. 

12) 

(3) 

[6V ]l/3 
d "" _!. 

m ' 

d 
5V 

a:-
= 

Ha:aaonic ratio 

flle formation of distinctly related drops in family groups suggests that· the 
funda.mtal wave of frequency "1f interacts with various harmonics of 
frequency '4b· This interaction gives rise to a beat frequency which can be 
identified with the frequency of formation of the family group, i.e. 
wg = Wf - "°h· Thus a family group is characterised by a particular 'harmonic 
ratio'. given by 

14) numbe.l: of drops in family 
number of fund, volumes in family 

For example, the family group A in Figure 2 has a hanoonic ratio of 
3 7 (2 + 2 + 1) ""' 0.6, produced by the interaction of the fundatm:mtal wf with 
the harmonic 3wf - the minor sixth in musical terminology. 

5 

This approach suggests that the harmonic ratio will be a more appropriate 
correlating factor to describe drop formation in the jetting region than those 
proposed previously. This is substantiated by the data in Figure 3 which 
show a simple proportionality between the square root of the harmon!c ratio 
and the jet velocity ratio. 

Kin imum drop size 

For a cylindrical jet m:>v.ing with velocity U in a stationary medium it can be 
sho� that the phase velocity of a wave on the jet is given by 

15) 
"' u 

k = Cl + sK•;r•i 

Figure 4 summarises the results of 71 experimental runs with the eight 
nP.PdlP.s. All the results are in the range 

0.51 < 
(ka)m 

(l + sK" /I") 
< 0.68 

This corresponds to 0.64 <(ka)m < 0.94 or 1.71 < '¾n/d0 < 2.25, which agrees 
with previously reported results. 

Conclusions 

Drop sizes in the jetting regime of drop formation are closely interrelated. 
DrOp volumes are integer multiples of the minimum drop volume deduced from 
stability analysis. Mean drop size can be correlated with jet velocity 
through the calculation of the hanoonic ratio Wich characterises the 
regular breakup of the jet into families of drops. 

Nomenclature 

jet radius 
minimum drop diameter 
orifice diameter 
volume/surface diameter of drops 
Modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero 
Modified Bessel function of the first kind of order one 
ratio 101r1 
wave number 

Ka Modified Bessel function of the second kind of order zero 
K1 M:>dified Bessel function of the second kind of order one 

K· ratio K
0

/K1 
n1,n

2
, 

etc. number of drops of volume Vf, 2Vf etc. in family 
Q volumetric jet flowrate 

density ratio (continuous/dispersed phases) 
U jet velocity 
Um maximum jetting velocity 
Vf minimum drop VOlume2 

:
e 

t�e���a�U:::�o� 
d

o p
/

a 
formation time· 
frequency of formation, 2rr /T 
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EXTRACTION OF RARE EARTH BY LIQUID SURFACTANT MEMBRANES 

Zhu Yongjun, Jiang Changyin, Wang Shizhu, Liu Zaoqi and Yu Jianhan 

Qinghua University 
Beijing, China 

INTRODUCTION 

, In this pap�r, the preliminary results of the study of extrac
tion of lHnthanides by liquid membrane from the sodium chloride le
aching solution of ion absorption type rare earth sand ·i-s presented. 
In the NaCl leaching solution, the concentration of the miked rare 
earth is about 7.1 X ,o-3 Mand NaCl concentration is 1.2 M. A syn
thetic solution of lanthanum chlorid� and sodium chloride is used 
in the expeTiments as the external phase. The liquid membrane ·is 
composed of di-2-ethyl-hexyl phosphoric acid (carrier),surfactant 
and kerosene, and the internal phase is aqueous hydrochloric acid. 
Lanthanum ion and hydrogen ion counter transfer through the membrane 
phase by carrier-mediated transport. Owing to. the hydrogeri ion_ con
centration of �nternal phase is much higher than that of the exter
nal phase, lanthanum can be effectively extracted from NaCl solu
tion and highly concentrated in the internal phase. Both batch ex
traction and continuous countercurrent extraction have been studied. 

BATCH EXTRACTION 

'Fheoretical It has been shown that the transport process in 

many liquid membrane systems can be described by an "Advancing Front 
Model"(l-4). In this model, it is assumed that: (1) in view of the 
presence of surfactant in the membrane phase, no internal ·cir.cura
tion exists within the emulsion globules, (2) the controlling resis
tance in the transport p�ocess is the diffusion of the component 
through the membrane phase, (3) the component extracted reacts ins
tantaneously with the internal reagent of the emulsion at a reaction 
interface that advances into the globules as t�e reagent is consumed. 

Ho, Hatton, Lightfort and Li (1) developed a diffusion control
led model to described the transfer mechanism of the LM process and 
a regular perturbation solution is obtained. In some practical sys
tems, the distribution ratio of the component reacted between the ex
ter.nal phase and membrane phase is varied during mass tr.ansfer. For 
example, in the DEHPA carri.er-mediated transport of lahthanum, the 
9istribution ratio of lanthanum reduces as the pH value of the exter
nal phase is lowered due to the exchange of the lanthanum ion and hy
d_rogen ion. When the distribution ratio changes with time, the solu
tion of Hq•s equ�tion is complicated. We have obtained simplified ma
thematical equation for the LM systems with variable distribution ra
tio as follows: 

(1) 

£ is the concentration of component transferred in the exter
nal phase at time t (mole/1). 

Q is the diffusivity.in the emulsion phase (cm2/s). 
His the distribution ratio of component transferred between 

tfe membrane phase and the external phase. 
Re is the average diameter of emulsion globules (cm). 
Hr" is the average diameter of the reaction front in emulsion 

globules (c1n). 
Ve is the total volume of the external phase (cm3). 
� is the total volume of the internal phase (cm3), 
"v; is the total volume of the membrane pfase (cm3). 
!is the contact time ( s). 

When the concentration of the lanthanum ion in the membrane phase is 
ignorred, equat�on (2) can be obtained by mass balance: 

(2) 
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G=� 
1 i 

c0 is the concen��ation of compon�nt transferred in the extcr
- nal phase at t = 0 (mol/1). 

:i is the concentration of internal reagent ·in the internal 
phase at t = 0 (mol/1). 

g is the number of moles of the internal reagent reacted 
with one mole of the component. 

By approximating, we get 

(3) l _ (..BL-...)3 = ( 3.0 - 2.}lGCo 
)(

�) X C 
Re 1 - o.77cc

0
xo.5 Rr ' Co 

When O<GC
0
<0.8, the error between equation (3) and (2) is lower 

than 5%. Substituting equation (3) into (1), and assuming H cons-
tant, equation (4) can be obtained as follows: 

(4) 1nx-1 -(1-X)-1.54ac0(1-x0-5Jt0.513ac0(1-x 1 ·5J 

=...}!l!!L (Ym....!.Yi.._)(3 -2.�1GC
0) 

R; Ve Go 

Equation (4) is an approximation of Ho's equation. When H is a fun
ction of C, substituting this function and equation (3) into equa
tion ( 1), the equation can be solved rather easily. For instance, 
when 

(5). (0.03<X<l) 

th� equation (6) can be obtained: 

(6) 

Cc is the concentration of the carrier in-the membrane 
- phase (mol/1). 

Experimental Polyamine S-205 (produted by Shanghai Petro-
leum Refinery) was used as surfacctant. A commercial kerosene ha
ving a specific gravity of 0.75 g/cm3 and a viscosity of t.6 cp 
at 25°c was used as the solvent of the membrane phase. Hydrochlo
ric acid solution of different concentration was used as internal 
phase. The membrane phase was mixed with the internal phase at a 
stirring speed of 4000 rpm for 20 min. The .volume ratio of memb
rane phase and internal phase was 1:1 or 2:1. The internal phase 

droplets diameter wae 1-5xlo-4cm. The external phase was a mixed 
solution of Lac1

3(7.1x10-311) and NaCl( 1.2 M) having a. pH of 3.·5. 
Extraction runs were conducted at a mixing rate of 200 rpm and 
room temperature. Experimental conditions of five extraction runs 
are given in Table 1 and results are shown in Figure 1. It is 
shown that the mass transfer rates and the percent extraction va
lues of lanthanum increase when the value of pH in the external 
phase, the concentration of carrier in membrane phase and the in
i tialconcentration of internal phase reagent increase. V/hen the 
volume ratio of membrane.phase and internal phase (Vm/Vi) changed 
from 2:1 to 1:1, the mass transfer rate of lanthanum increases. 

Table The conditions of batch extraction 

Run Cc (M) Ci (M) Vm/Vi pH adjustment 

a. 3x10-2 2: 1 no 
b 3x10-2 1:1 no 

6xlo-2 2: 1 no 
d 6x10-2 

2 2: 1 no 
e 3x10-2 2: 1 3.5 

C
0 

is 7.1x10-3 M, (Vm+v1)/Ve is 1:10, the initial pH of external 
phase is about �.5. 

In experimental runs a,b and c the dist��bution ratio H'va
ried with time. In runs a and b H determined are approximately 
equal to Cc/3C

0
• The H value or run c con be expressed approxi

mately by equation (5), and its mass transfer process can be ex
pressed by equation (6), The experimental results in terms of C/C0 

vs. Dt/R� are compared with the value calculated by equation (4) 
and CE'.1) in Figure 2 • '1'he diffusivity D of trivalent 1·anthanum 
complex in emulsinn pheze iz 1x10-6 cm2/G (4). The emulsion glo-
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bule �izc� Re were determined and cxpreRGFd in term al average di

ameter. The differences between the calculated and experimental re
sults may be due to errors in the estimation of D and R

e 
and the 

breaking leakage of the liquid membranes. 

CONTINUOUS EXTRACTION 

The continuous extraction was conducted in en Oldshoe-Rudston 
column. The column is mede of plexiglass, diameter 10 cm, et·rective 
height 70 cm, distance between plates 10 cm 1 and the diameter of 
central hole of the plates 3.0 cm. The external phase (continuous 

phase) entered the column at the upper end and flowed downward, the 
emulsion entered the column at the lower end and flowed upward. The 

two streams contacted countercurrent1y ·in the column. \\-hen steady 
stete was reached, samples of the external phase were taken at dif
ferent positions of the column,and the lanthanum concentration and 
pH value were determined. The influence of s�veral pare.meters, in
cluding pH of external phase, acidity of internal phase, treat ra
tio (Vm+Vi)/Ve, concentration of carrier etc. to extraotion oi lan
thanum were tested. The variation of lanthanum concentration of the 
external phase along the column is shown in �- The experimen
tal conditions are given:; in Table 2. The curve a shows that the 
extraction of lanthanum is not effective, if the pH of external 
phase is not adjusted along the column, but when alkaline solution 
is added to the external phase in the middle of the column, as 
shown by curve d, the extraction of lanthanum is much m6re improved. 
When the initial concentration of lanthanum in the external phase 
is about 3.5x10-3 M (curve e), the extraction efficiency is ideal 
too. So a two column system with an intermediated adjustment of pH 
is suggested. 

The resul�s of batch and continuous extraction of lanthanum by 
LM are compared in Figure 4. The time for continuous extraction is 
the average residence time of the external phase in the column.· The 
experimental conditions of curve c and d are the same as that of 
curve a and b respectively, which are given in runs b and c of Tab. 
2. It is clear that the continuous countercurr·ent extraction of la� 
thanum by liquid membranes is more efficient than the batch extrac
tion. The mathematical model for the continuous countercurrent ex
traction of lanthanum by liquid membranes based on the diffusion 
resistances of the external aqueous phase and oil �embrane phase 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of model- prediction with experimental data 
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has been obtained. 

Table 2 The coditions of continuous extraction 

Run co (M) Ci (M) (Vm+Vi)/Ve pH adjustment 

a 7.1x10-3 1 1 :20 no 

b 7.1x10-3 2 1 :40 no 
7.1x10-3 2 1 :20 no 

d 7.1x10-3 1 :20 yes 

3.5x10-3 1 :40 n"O 
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A LIQUID MEMBRANE SEPARATION OF IONIC SPECIES 

USING A REDOX REACTION AS A DRIVING POTENTIAL 

Makoto Takagi, Akira Ohki and Keihei Ueno 

Department of Organic Synthesis, Faculty of Engineering 
Kyushu University, Higashi-ku, Fukuoka, 812 Japan 

Separation using liquid membrane is supposed to be one of the 

promissing techniques for industrial metal recovery (1,2). The 

dr i :7ing energy for the separation is usually supplied by a. pH 

gradient between two aquous solutions separated by an organic 

liquid membrane, but any chemical potential may be applied to 

drive the separation process. 

We attempted to use a redox reaction for the separation of 

ionic species with particular emphasis to transition metals. 

Several metal ions were selectively transported against their own 

concentration gradient (active transport) through a polymer

supported liquid membrane as well as through a liquid surf'actant 

membrane, taking advantage of the variation in their valence 

states. The reactions were based on the extractability difference 

between diffe:t't!nt valence states of metal ions. The separation 

system was extended to include the use of photo-induced redox 

reaction which led to a light-driven metal transport. 

TETRATHIOETHER-MEDIATED COPPER TRANSPORT THROUGH LIQUID MEMBRANES 

Polymer-Supported Liquid Membrane. In our previous works 

(3,4), a redox potential- or light-driven copper transport through 

a liquid membrane was achieved by using Bathocuproine as a 

carrier. A subsequent study indicated that a tetrathioether, 
compound 1. or 1-J could also be used for the same purpose. Figure 

i illustrates the transport mechanism. Copper(II) is reduced to 

copper (I) in the presence of the thioether and a reducing agent, 

and the resultant cationic complex [CuIL) + is r�adily extracted to 

organic sol vents forming a lipophilic ion-pair [ Cu IL i
+ • X- with an 

appropriate anion X-. On contact wit,h an oxidizing agent, the 

complex in organic solution is decomposed to liberate copper (II) 

and the pairing anion in aqueous solution, leaving L in organic 

solution. The overall reaction is the transport of one .mole each 

of copper(II), anion X-, and electron from the Wred to·w0x phase. 

Figure 2 shows the apparatus used. The cell was consisted of 

two compartments, Wred and Wox' each 150 mL capacity, which were 

separated by a plastic-film supported liquid membrane of effective 

area 2 8 cm2 .. A �icro-porous polypropylene film, Duragard 2500 

(Polyplastics Ltd.) was used as a support, on which a diphenyl 

ether solution (ca, 0.04 ml) contafning a carrier compound was 

applied. The Wred phase (reducing aqueous phase) .contained a 

reducing agent or a photo-sensitizer system, while the w0x phase 

(oxidizing aqueous phase) contained an oxidizing agent. The 

aqueous solutions were stirred at 30"C, and the aliquots of the 

solutions were taken periodically and analyzed. 

The results were illustrated in Figure 3, showing that when a 

redox agent was eliminated (without (NH3OH)
2

so4 in the Wred phase 

or without Ce(SO4)
2 

in the W0x phase), the transport rate of 

copper ion was markedly decreased in comparison with that in the 

complete system. Thes_e results support the transport mechanism 

sh�wn in Figure 1. A blank experiment (without Ce(so4J
2

J 

indicated that the oxygen dissolved in the w0x phase could act as 

oxidizing agent though not as effectively as cerium(IV) salt. 

As for the pairing anion X- (forming [CuL]
+ ,x- in the 

memb:ane p�ase), :he transport rate decreased in the order, PF6- > 

ClO4 >Cl= NO3 , and was considerably affected by their 

concentration in the Wred phase. These results suggest that th� 

anion concentration potential is also essential to the transport 

process. as well as redox potentials. The transport process was 

completely selective to copper, and henc� the coexisting zinc and 

cadmium ions were not transported at all .. 

The use of photo-sensitizer system (Tio
2 

- glucose - hv, 

60 

Figure 4) (5) instead of a reducing agent in the Wred phase 

resulted in a light-driven transport of copper ion; irradiation 

was provided by a 500 W xenon lamp without filter. 

Liquid Surfactant Membrane. The copper transport reaction 

in the above section was extended to a water-in-oil-in-water 

(w/o/w) type liquid surfactant membrane sysytem (Figure 5). The 

Wout (outer aqueous phase) and Win (inner aqueous phase) notations 

in Figure 5 correspond to the Wred and w0x phases in Figure 1, 

respectively. A toluene solution (membrane solution) containing a 

surfactant (Span 80, 2 wt%) and a carrier was emulsified with a 

Win solution, and the resultant water-in-oil emulsion:was then 

dispersed in a Wout solution under mechanical stirring ( 240 

rpm, 25 "C), giving the desired w/o/w emulsion; the volumes of 

each phase were 200 mL (Wout)' 33 mL (membrane), and 17 mL (Win)' 
respectively. 

The change in the copper concentration in thew phase with 

an elapse of time was determined. The results are s��� in Figure 

.§.. (under ordinary redox conditions) and in Figure 7 (under photo

sensitized conditions). The pre�ence of either a reducing agent 

(ascorbic acid) or a photo-system (Tio
2 

- glu�ose) under 

illumination in the Wout phase drove the transport reaction 

illustrated in Figure 5 to work effectively. Under optimum 
conditions, the copper concentration in the Win phase went_�P to 

45-fold of that in the Wout phase after 45 minutes reaction. 

TRANSPORT OF OTHER METAL IONS USING LIPOPHILIC AMMONIUM SALT AS A 

� 

A lipophilic cation such as trioctylmethylammonium ion 

(Capriquat, Dojindo Ltd.) is able to extract some anionic metal 

complexes (MXn
-; Mn+, metal ion) to orga�ic solutions (6) .. The 

extractability of the complexes may be controlled on each side of 

the membrane by changing the valence state of metal ions, and this 

will give an efficient metal transport system through a liquid 

membrane. 

Figure 8 shows an example. At the W /membrane interface, 
III - · ox 

Fe Cl4 complex generated in the W x phase is extracted to the 

membrane phase forming an ion pair Q�·FeC14
- with Capriquat (Q+

). 

On contact with a reducing agent at the other side of the membrane 

(Wred/membrane interface), iron(III) is reduced to iron(II) and 

liberated into aqueous solution, since the chloro-complexes of 

iron(II) are too hydrophilic to be extracted. 

Polymer-supported li_quid membrane experiments were performed 

in the manner analogous to that previously mentioned. The 

membrane phase was diphenyl ether solution containing Capriquat 

carrier. Figure 9 shows typycal results of active transport of 

iron ion. As for a reducing agent, molecular hydrogen with 

platinum asbestos catalyst was superior to ascorbic acid. This is 

explained by the- fact that ascorbi'c acid in the Wred phase 

partially permeated through the membrane into the w0x phase, 

reducing iron (III) to iron (II) which cannot form extractable 

complexes. When cobalt, nickel, or copper ion coexisted with iron 

in aqu_eous solutions, the transport of iron was almost selective, 

and the rate of transport was scarcely affected by the coexisting 

metals. 

The iron transport could also be carried out in the liquid 

surfactant membrane. However, the transport was not efficient, so 

that the amount of iron transported after 90 minutes reaction was 

about half of that initially added in the Wout phase. This is 

also ascribed to the leakage of ascorbic acid to the wout phase. 
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The addition of an oxidizing agent, cerium(IV) sulfate, in the Wout 
phase did not improve the transport reaction. 

Further, Capriquat is able to extract some metal complexes of 

such aminopolycarboxylic acid as EDTA and NTA (7). A cobalt-NTA 

complex could be transported through a supported liquid membrane 

containing Capriquat carrier under redox conditions in a similat 

manner to that shown in Figure 8. 

Extract.ion experiments confirmed the following observation; 

by using the extraction agent, Capriquat, coba·lt(II) ion in the 

aqueous solution containing NTA and an oxidizing agent (hydrogen 

peroxide) was readily extracted into organic solutions, but in the 

presence of a reducing agent (ascorbic acid), the metal was not 

extracted at all. The transport reaction through a liquid 

membrane was just as expected from the extraction behavior; cobalt 

ion was transported from the W0x to Wred phase (Figure 10). The 

photo-system, Tio2 - glucose - hv, could be coupled with the 

transport. 
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Fig. 1. Thioether-medi ated copper transport through 1 iquid melOOrane. 
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Fig. 3. Thioether-mediated copper transport. 

Wred : 0.1 mM Cu(N03)2, 10 mM (NH30H)2so4, 

10 iTt-1 NaPF6, 0.1 M CHf0iH4 (pH 5.8) 

wax : 4 111-1 Ce(S04)2, 3 % H2S04 (pH<l I 

Membrane : l 00 mM Thi aether], 

x-

Fig. 4. Photo-sensitized 

copper reduction. 

\ 
Surfactant 

ss-c.H.a Cs s-c,.Hg 
'-" L 

Fig. 5. Thioether-mediated copper transport through 

liquid surfactant membrane. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Redox potential- or light-driven transport of several metal 

ions were studied in the supported liquid membrane as well as in 

the �iquid surfactant membrane. Thioether ,! or 2, could serve as a 

carrier for copper ion, and a lipophilic anrnonium ion, Capriquat, 

was able to transport several metal ions which formed extractable 

anionic complexes with appropriate ligands (Cl-, NTA). It is 

hoped that the idea of redox potential- or light-driven ion 

transport leads to a practical separation and concentration of 

metal ions and the effective utilization of solar energy in the 

future. 
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,I MEMBRANE EXTRACTION IN PRECONCENTRATION OF 

SOME URANIUM FISSION PRODUCTS 

F. Macasek, P. Rajec, R. Kopunec, V. Mikulaj, J. Misianik

Department of Nuclear Chemistry, Comenius University 
842 15, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia 

Since N.N.Li introduced the l!ll1t.iple ellllllsion principle in 
separation science Ill and E. L.Cussler demonstrated the high effi
ciency of metal transport activated by complex compound formation 
(2) a number of papers dealing with various aspects of liquid mem
brane extraction· (IIX) have appeared (3). The aim of the present 
work was to find hew far the conventional principles of solvent 
extraction (SX) can be transferred to the field of IIX and applied 
practically to laboratory preconcentration of radionuclides, 
uranium and its fission products 1 in particulsr ( 4, 5). 
THEORETICAL 

If the transport of a solute from volume VI through a liquid 
membrane into volume VII obeys a Fickanian 1._Ei.w ( 6) the·n, for a . 
flat membrane of 8n average thickness O and area S 

where is the number of n1oles transferred frem solution I, 
is -permeation coefficient, 

The 
the 
and 

(2) 

C1 and C11 are the· concentrations of solute at membrane 
boundaries with sol�tion I and II, respectively. 

latter are connected with concentrations in the outer (I) and 
inte£nal (II) solutions through distribution ratios DI=cI/cI D1I=cII/cII;e��v!i��lg'.��":ci��i��a�tl�n of solute 

P DI rI 
\ix 1 + p DI rI 

where 
(3) p 1 + 1/Dnrn 

is an enhancement factor for pertraction into a Stripping solution 
and rT

=VM/V1 and r11
=VM"VrI are the volume ratios to the me�brane 

volume (V ). The recovery fractjon for convention
al SX at the cMndi Hon of interface I equili_brium is RSX = =Dirl(l+DirI). 

The factor p > 20/DirI is sufficient to reach high yield 1\,x· 
This is important for absolute preconcentration but in 
case of several solutes the selectivity (rele.tive preconcentration) 
expressed in terms of enrichm.ent factors, may be lost in the re
gion where all R's are close to unity. 

A value N which corresponds to the number of repeated SX 
operations leading to the same recovery of solute as aChieved in a 
single MX step, 

( 4) 
N 

log(l-1\n
axl 

log(l-Rsxl 

is a further parameter suitable for characterization of MX. The N 
necessary to compensate for the effort needed for the emulsion pre
paration or to achieve a substantial econom.y of extract6nt, say 
N > 4, is to be expected, if p �· �000, only at R£X � 0.9, i.e. 
at a sufficiently low ratio r1 (or aistribution D17._ 

Due to the thermodynamic instability ( 7) and tte dynamics of 
membrane breakage {8) the reachable R in r1embrane extraction is 
always less than the value given bv Equation (2) - Figure 1 .Ideal 
kinetics ensuing from Equations (1) and (2), at a lineer concen
tration gradient in membrane, will be as follows : 

(5) - log (1-R/�) = k t 

where 

(6) 
k 

2 P S DI __ P __ _ 
b VT l�� J\,x(2p - 1) 

In· this oversimplification, the k is of the same order as ir.. SX, 
unless the emulgator affects the process ( 9). Because the second
term of Equation (6) varies between 1/Rsx (when p=l) and 1/P

MX (when p >> 1), D is of minor use as a controlling fector but 
the regulation II by D can be considered for non-eqc:ilibri\JIL 
separation. The geometPfcal components of the effective rate con
stant k I however, are not constants and the reaction rate ("10) 
or diffus-ional resistences and convection cannot be neglected. 
Hence, even for simplified globules ( 6) Equation ( 5) provides only 
a rough approximation of pseudo-steady-state kir.etics curve·while 
many other peculiarities remain to be solved by numerical simule
tion. Namely, for such a solution. the program METRICO for HP 9825A 
computer is developed (ll). 
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EXPERil!ENTAL 

A turbine-type i�eller of our own construction (12) was used 
for preparation of the liquid JDPmbranes with volume ratio rII=l 
and at mixing rate 4000-6000 rpm for 3-5 min. The emulsions were 
considered to be usable when tte percentage of their rupture was 
less than 2 $ after 1 hr standing, but some el!lllsions remained 
stable·for days and even weeks. ,'hen an irunediate breakdown of the 
emtl.sions was desired, higher ketones or alcohols (metyl isobutyl 
ketone, n-octanol etc.) were added. The extraction in nrultiple 
W/0/W emulsions was performed in a glass vessel by stirring with 
a magnetic rod (50X10 mm) stirrer at 300-600 rpm, usually with 
20-50 ml of outer (feed) solution. Radicnuclides Sr-85, Tc-99m, 
Cs-137 and Ce-144 were used as tracers for metals at concentra
tions about 0.1 mmol/1. The extraction was followed by sample tak
ing (0.2-0.5 ml) from the outer solution and measuring gamma acti
vity on lCJDUW.TIC III (Packard) automatic counting device which 
was connected on-line with HP 9825A (Hewlett-Packard) computer (4), 
Uranium concentration was determined by Arsenazo III i:pethod. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The parameters of typical systems investigated are listed in 
Table 1 and demonstrated by Figures 2-5. The app�rent rate con
stants k given in Table 1 are of no theoretical significance as 
given by Equation (6) but used only for characterization of a par
ticular experimental run. According to the cri terie introduced in 
the theoretical rart of this work, primarily the systems using 
DEHPA as chelating carrier for Sr and U are highly suitable for 
preconcentratian. Strontium is quantitatively extracted, with im
pressive high equivalence number .N1 in the presence of calcium, 
which is ra ther important for radiochemical analysis of biological 
samples. Uranium is also well extractable with oxine and KEIEX 100 
in me.mbrene. 'l'he systems with inner sol.utions of higher hydrogen 
and sulfate ionic activities seem to be perspective for la�ge scale 
applications ( 13), while the per traction of uranium into Arsenazo 
solution is suitable for selective extraction-pho.tometric analysis 
( 14). The transfer of cobaltous ions through the LIX 64N/toluene 
membrane exhibits very good kinetics, too, and no complications 
arise from the cabal t oxidation. 

Neutral and basic carriers are obviously less convenient in 
the merbranes under study. However, the complexing agents emulga
ted in TOPO/cyclohexane solutions increase their efficiency for 
5-8 times in cerium( III) extraction. Transfer of acids, especielly 
with tri-n-octylamine membranes, appeared to be dangerous in sys
tems without a buffering capacity. Surprisingly, the systems work
ing on ion-exchange mechanism (dipicrylamine - DPA, 8,8'-dibremo
-bis(l,2-dicarbollyl)cobalt(III) anion - Br,DCC, Aliquat 336 ) 
were found to yield much smaller "R than .expected according to 
calculated R...v v�lues and sometimeWax even smeller than RSX. It 
seems probab1� that charging of the membrane interfe ce or neutral 
detergent layer influences the overall transport mechanism. 

CONCWSION 

The most perspective emulsion i membrane systems for metal pre
concentration, the uranium fissi6n products and other radionuclides 
in particular, are those with chelating Agents, especially at low 
concentrations ( substoichiometric amounts), low volume ratios rI and high competing ion concentrations when high enhancement 
coefficients for pertrac tion can be achieved. 
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TABLE 1 Date on typical systems investigated (ru=l.O) 

No �on S o 1 u t i o n c o m pos iti o n 

outer (feeding) membra n e  

1 Cs+ 0,01 M HNOJ 0.1 .M DPA, 4% RADIASURF 7155/7355, 
2 " " " " 

3 " " C.01 M Br2DCC, 4% SPAN 80/85, 
4 " " " 

5 " " " " 

NB 
" 

NB 
" 

" 

6 Sr2 lo.Ol M HCl,0.02 M CaC12 0,01 M Br2DCC,0.5% PEGJOO, 5% SPAN80, NB 

FIGURE 2. Cesium extraction 
-system No 3 end 5 

(Table 1). 

/9 
-·-· -· -·---·-· ---·-·

"FIGURE J. Strontium extraction 
- system No B and 9 

(Table 1). 

FIGURII 4. Urenilllll eitraction 
-.-system No 14 
(Table 1). 

21 

22 

FIGURE 5. Cerium( III) extrac
_tion - systems 20-
22, Table 1. 

rI 
103 k 

Rmax · tmax N Note 

internal (stripping) (s-1) (min) 

0,2 M HN03 
0.100 4.0 0,46 5 1.7 

1 M KNOJ 
" 12 o. 70 3 3, 2 

0.1 M KNOJ 
" 11 0,80 6 1.4 Figure 

1 M KNOJ 
" 15 0.92 4 2.J 

1 M HNOJ 
" 15 o.87 5 1.8 Figure 

o. 05 M sodium citrate " 7.1 0.80 3 1.J 

7 " k).Ol M HCl 1.5 mM Br2DCC,O.'/% PEGJOO, 3%,.SPANBO,NB/H0.05 M EDTA, pH 7.1 " 9.9 0,996 3 0.99 

b.Ol M HCl,0.15 B " M Ll.Cl 4,5 mM Br2DCC,0,3% PEGJOO, 3% SPANBO, NB/Ii 
" " " 10 0.95 3 1.1 Fi gt.ire 

9 " �cetate buffer,pH 5.5 13 mM HDEHP, 2.5% RADIASURF 7155, HX O, l M HN03 
" 10 0,988 6 J.8 Figure 

10 " " ,pH 5, 0.01 M CaC12 
" " " 1.0 M HNOJ 

" - 0.990 16 14600 

11 " " 0.025 M CaC12 
" " dodekene 1.0 M HNO) 

" - 0.990 4 1900 
' ' 

12 uo� b.l M Ne2so4, pH 2.0 0.05 M TOPO, 4% SPANSO, CHX O. 2 M sodium citrate " 0.4 0.59 BO o. 33 

13 " " " " 
3% RAD IA SURF 715 5 , CHX 0.05 M EJ)T1, pH 11.2 " 0.2 o.6s BO 0.55 ' ' 

2 

2 

3 
2 

14 " " " 0.075 M HDEHP, 1% SPAN 80, CHX 1. 3 M H
2

so4 0.125 2.0 o. 997 20 4.7 Figure 4 
' 

15 " 

16 " 

17 Co2 

18 " 

19 " 

20 Ce 3 

21 " 

22 " 

23 " 

24 .. 

25 lrco, 
26 " 

27 " 

28 " 

29 " 

30 " 

" pH 5. 3 5% KF.LEX 100, 1. 5% SPAN 80, CHX 0.01 M H2so4 0,125 - 0.46 
' 

b,Ol M DCTA, pH 7, 5 0.02 M oxine, 1.5 % SPAN 80, CHX O. 05% Arsenazo III,pH 4,0 0,040 - 0,99 

bora te,
1 

buffer, pH 7, 95 o. 35% I,Il{ 54N, 2, 1% ARIACEL BO, toluene 0.1 M DTPA, pH 5.0 0.100 s.o 0,98 
" 5xl0- 3 M Co " " " 

" " " 3,5 0.97 ' 
" lxl0-2 M Co " " " 

" " " 1,5 0,85 

0.1 M HN03, 6 M NaNOJ 0.1 M TOPO, 3% SPAN 80/20, CHX 1 M HNO) 0.167 5.5 Q.63 

" 

" " 

0.1 M HNOJ 
" 

O.� M HN0
3 

" 

" 

" 

" 

NB - ni trobenzene 
HX - hexane 
CHX- cyclohexane 

" " " 0.01 M EDTA, pH 6.0 " 3,0 o. 915 
" ,; " O. 05 M sodium citrate, pHB " 10 0.985' 

0, 1 M HDEHP, 2% SPAN 80/20, CHX 1 M HNOJ 
" 0.2 0,258 

O. 4 M HDEHP, " " 
" " 

3. 6 0,89 

5% TOA, 3% SPAN BO, ,CHX 0.5 M NH40H 0.500 2. 2 o. 79 
" " " 0.1 M HNOJ' 1 M KNOJ 

" 2.1 0,980 

lo. 5% ALIQUAT 336, 3% SPAN BO, CHX 0.5 M NH40H 0.100 1..3 0.51 
" " " 0,1 M HN03' l M NaNO

J 
" 1.3 0.49 

" " " Q.l M N2H2, 0.1 M NaOH " 2. 7 o. 63 
" " " 1 M Nac10, 

" J.J 0,916 

PEG - polyethyleneglycol DCTA - diaminocyclohexanetetraacetic acid 
DPA - dipicrylamine DTPA - diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid 
Br2DCC - dibromo-bis ( 1, 2-dicarbollyl) cabal t( II 
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SELECTIVE EXTRACTION OF ZINC IN A COUNTERCURRENT KUHNI 

EXTRACTOR USING LIQUID SURFACTANT MEMBRANE EMULSIONS 

D. Melzner, A. Mohrmann, W. Halwachs, K. Schugerl

lnstitut fur Technische Chemie Der Universitat Hannover 
Callinstr. 3, 3000 Hannover 1, Federal Republic of Germany 

The extraction of metal ions by means of liquid surfactant mem
brane emulsions leads to high enrichment factors in the inner aque
ous phase. Therefore, at low metal concentrations, the liquid mem
brane technique is a very interesting alternative to conventional 
solvent extraction. 

we are working on separating Zn from Co, Cu and Ni by means of 
liquid membrane emulsions with several carriers, especially 
Di-2-ethyl-hexyl phosphoric acid (D2EHP). 

The extractions were carried out a_t low pH values in a c.ontinuously 
operated multistage column. During start-up and steady-state opera
tions of the reactor.the longitudinal concentration profiles of�the 
solutes were measured as functions of time at different flow rates 
of both phases and at different stirrer speeds. 

Based on these investigations and holdup and droplet size dis
tribution measurements a mathematical model was developed to simu
late the reactive extraction process in the multistage column re
actor. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

For the continuous extraction by means of liquid surfactant mem
brane emulsions we used a Ktihni extractor which seems to be suitable 
for this purpose. This extractor allows to vary the residence times 

and flows in a wide range. Furthermore, a good dispersion of the 
emulsion is important because of its high viscosity. 

In order to produce the liquid membrane emulsion sulfuric acid 
was emulsified in the organic phase using an Ultra Turrax 4TS 
stirrer. 

As an organic phase we used Kerosine containing the carrier 
(10 %) and a tenside (5 %) to stabilize the emulsion. It is im

portant to standardize the production of the emulsion in order to 
get reproducible results. 

The metal concentration was analyzed by an atom-absorption spec
trophotometer, the data were stored and processed by a PdP 11 com
puter with hard discs. All programs are written in FORTRAN. 

In our experiments we separated zinc from cobalt and copper by 
means of the carrier D2EHP. The initial conditions were: 

- temperature: 25 °c 
- metal concentration: 100 ppm 
- phase ratio org./strip: 1/2 

The following parameters were varied: 
- stirrer speed, 
- dispersed phase flow, 
- continuous phase flow. 

The axial concentration profile of the continuous phase was mea
sured and compared with the concentration profiles which were com
puted according to the cell model' and the dispersion model (1-5). 
The dispersion model was used to compute the mass transfer coeffi
cients of the extraction. 

With a Fortran program the mass transfer coefficient in a non
linear differential equation of the second order was varied until 
the resulting concentration profile corresponded to the marginal 
conditions. 

Figures 1 and 2 show a plot of the dispersion coefficient and 
the number of cells vs. the flow rate of the continuous phase. The 
dispersion coefficient is independent of the flow rate of the con
tinuous phase, the computed number of vessels increased from 4 at a 
flow rate of 50 1/h to 9 at 120 1/h. 

HOLDUP OF THE EXTRACTION 

The rate of extraction is mainly given by the specific interfa
cial area of the two phases which can be calculated from the drop
let size distribution and the holdup .. The holdup is a function of 
the stirrer speed, the medium droplet size and the physical charac
teristics of the system. 

Fig. 3 shows the holdup as a function of the continuous flow. 
The dispersed flow (5 1/h) and the stirrer speed (100 rpm) were kept 
constant. 

The holdup rises until phase inversion is reached at 150 1/h. We 
have no real flooding point of the column, phase inversion begins 
with a strong increase in the holdup near the inlet of the column. 

RESULTS OF CONTINUOUS ZINC EXTRACTION 

We studied the effects of the flow rates of the two phases and 
the stirrer speed on the extraction rate and the selectivity. The 
experimental conditions are listed above. In all ca�es the axial 
concentration profile was measured at steady state operation. 

The concentrations at the outlet of the column were measured 
every 15 minutes in order to control the steady state of the column 
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Fig. 6 sho�•s the extraction rate as a function of the continuous 
phase flow rate (dispersed flow rate = 5 1/h, stirrer speed = 100 rpm) 
The extraction rate decreases from 60 % at a flow rate of 70 1/h to 
35 % at 100 1/h. Within the range of 100 1/h to 150 1/h it remains 
nearly constant. 

Fig. 7 shows an increasing extraction rate with an increase in the 
dispersed phase flow rate due to the higher holdup. A higher stirrer 
speed effects a strong increase in the extraction rate as well··-· ·· · -
(Fig. 8) the reason being a smaller average droplet size and a 
higher interfacial area. 

Fig. 9 shows the concentration profiles in the Ktihni extractor 
as a function of the stirrer speed. The computed and experimental 

�!!a
i�h��e

g���
g=g�:ei;��t

t0
T��

3����u��s:��s transfer coefficients 

The concentration profiles in the Ktihni extractor as functions 

of the continuous and the dispersed flow are shown in Figures 10 
and 11. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the continuous experiments with liquid membrane 
emulsions show that the Ktihni extractor is suited for this technique. 
There were no difficulties, such as adherence of the emulsion in 
the column. 

We attained an extraction rate of 80 % at a flow rate of the con
tinuous phase of 100 1/h, a dispersed flow ra.te of 5 1/h and a stirrer 
speed of 100 rpm. We did not try to attain the maximum extraction rate 
because an increasing number of stages of the column will cause an 
increasing rate of extraction. 

The modelling of the continuous extraction is possible with mass 
transfer coefficients which were obtaine� from stirred cei\s experi
ments. 

A comparison of the concentration profiles resulting from the 
dispersion model and the cell model shows: 

- The dispersion model shows a very good fit between the com
puted and the experimental data .. 

- The cell model is less suited to compute real concentration 
profiles, especially at low vessel numbers. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR METAL ION 

RECOVERY BY LIQUID MEMBRANE PERMEATION 

M. Pr6tsch

Chemiefaser Lenzing AG 
Lenzing, Austria 

R. Marr

Institute of Chemical Engineering 
Technical University Graz 

Graz, Austria 

INTRODUCTION 

Within the last years growing interest is in recycling due to an in

creasing environmental consideration and rising piices of natural 

sources. An approach to this may be the development of the liquid 

membrane permeation technique (LMP) by N.N.Li "(1)". This new tech

nic allows to treat very dilute liquors. With a 'carrier-facilita

ted' transport it is possible to get highly enriched stripping 

t,hases. 

Within the closed cyclus of the carrier (Figure 1_) is a certain 

part of unloaded carrier (extractant) molecules, which enhance equi

librium and kinetics. This is an· advantage, especially for diluted 

wastes and process effluents. 

The LMP unit operation can be classified into four steps (Figure 2): 

- emulsification of stripping phase with carrier phase 

- p_ermeation; contact of emulsion with effluents at required time 

- settling of this multiple system 

- splitting of the emulsion 

The most difficult and vital step with this technique is the split

ting of the emulsions "(2,3,4)". Since there wasn't much work in 

literature we did especially work on this field. 

Splitting can be done with thermal, chemical,ultrasonical, centrifu

ga·l and electrostatical devices. The latter one offers high advan

tages since splitting is without degradiation 
of the organic phase at a very low energy input. 

From an analogy to solvent extraction one can use columns or mixer

settlers to perform LMP. As far as diluted and high volume materials 

are concerned and there is no exaggerated slow mass transfer, 

columns should be prefered. 

CONTINUOUS EXPERIMENTS IN A SMALL SCALE COLUMN 

Apparatus 

This apparatus consists of a continuous homogenizer (IKA - Ultra

Turrax), a permeation cloumn and a device for an electrostatic 

splitting of the emulsion. The counter-current column with a height 

of 1,4 m and a diameter of 50 mm can work as a RDC, drop column 

and stirred column with more than 95% free space. 

Experiments with RDC. These experiments showed satisfying mass 

transfer but also an adherence of the emulsion drops in the. dead 

zones of the cells. These drops have an enhanced residence time 

which leads to more osmosis and cause a diminuation of the cross

sectional area and of the volume of the column. Together with more 

break-up and entrainment the_se :appearences lead to dramatic deteri

oration of the efliciency of the permeation. 

Drop columns. There is too little residence time for a sufficient 

mass transfer. 

Stirred counter- current column. This column was used to avoid the 

disadvantageous characteristics of a RDC and nevertheless ob�ain 

a good mass transfer. 

All these columns were equipped with an installation of an electro

static splitting. These instalations were similar to those used for 

the drainage of mineral oils, and were adapted for the special use 

in permeation. 

RESULTS FOR THE CONTINUOUS SEPARATION FROM SYNTHETIC WATERS 

Table 1 shows some results of an experimental series for the sepa

ration of follo wing metals: 

�: Zn 2+ + 2 HDEHP <==' Zn(DEHP)2 + 2 H
+ 

Tungsten: 5-HW6O21 + 5 H
+ + 5 R3N � (R3NH) 5Hw6o21 

copper: cu 
2+ + 2"HX � Cux2 + 2 H

+ 

3-
�

----

Vanadium: V3O9 + � (R4N) 3vp9 
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In all these experiments the concentration of the surfactant, the 

carrier and the stripping agent was constant, so the different 

velocity of the mass transfer at different stirring speed is pro

portional to the interface area, but one must also consider the 

different diffusion velocity of the metal-carrier complex through 

the membrane phase. 

SEPARATTON OF ZINC OUT OF A VICOSE WASTE WATER 

The target was to separate zinc selectively from calcium out of 

a very polluted waste water in the viscose industry. After having 

obtained good results in batch experiments, continuous experiments 

were made with following data: 

The zincconcentration could be reduced from 180 ppm to 45 (32) pfltl 

by dispersing an emulsion, which consisted of a 301 sulfuric acid 

as inner water phase and a soluti9n of 2,5% surfactant and 5% 

HDEHP in Shellsol T as membrane phase, in a waste water stream of 

30 1/h at nearly constant zinc concentrations. The throughputs of 

the inner water phase and the membrane phase were: 0,2 5 + 1 and 

O, 5 + 2 1/h resp. (Figure 3 and Table 1). After leaving the column 

the emulsion was split within 2 (4) minutes at a voltage of 0,5 

kV/cm and a surface of electrodes of 30 cm2. The membrane phase 

was reused for the preparation ofthe emulsion, the concentration 

1� the inner water phase is shown in table 1. 

LAY-OUT OF THE ZINC- LMP- PILOT PLANT 

Scale up of a factor 10 was done after small scale continuous and 

batch laboratory experiments. Main parameters for the pilot plant 

were specific throughput and mean residence time in the permeator 

and electric field when splitting the emulsion. An additionally 

condition was: cleaning of the feed liquor from 1 So to 200 ppm 

zinc and enrichment to about 15 g/1. With a throughput of 500 1/h 

waste water the column diameter is 150 mm and active column height 

is 6,75 m (Figure 4) 

Crude formation. As expected no influence of suspended solids and 

humic materials on mass transfer was seen. However, when emulsion 

droplets coalesce, there is some occlusion of these materials 

within the organic phase. In comparison with solvent extraction a 

3 to 5 times higher value was observed. Entrained crude tends to 

disintegrate emulsions, but addition of surfactant stops this 

effect. The problem is not important, since there is no further 

accumulation. Also splitting of emulsion is constant at 1, 5 to 

2,5 Wh/1 emulsion, which is considered to be very low. Entrainment 

of dispersed organic in the raffinate is similar to solvent ex

traction. 

Stability of extractant. Within our pilot experiments hydrolytic 

decomposition of the extractant, Bis-( 2-ethylhexyl-l phosphor·ic 

acid (HDEHP) was observed. After some experimental work it was 

evident, that a combination of HDEHP, SPAN 80, and humi efflu-

entliquors cause this effect. Therefore a test series with new 

extractants (phosphonic and phosphinic acids) and other surfactants 

is currently done. "(6)" 

Mass transfer. The lay-out of the process is difficult since there 

are enormous differences in the entering zinc concentration. High 

flexibility of the plant is vital. Under constant permeation con

ditions you always will permeate a constant zinc quantity, regard

less of the entering zinc concentration (Figure Sa, Sb). Flexi

bility can be reached via alteration of phase ratios and rotation 

speed of the impeller in the column (Figure 5). Scale�up from 

batch experiments to columns can be directly performed. The maxi

mum enrichment factor of 100 iri the batch experiments was exceeded 

in the pilot plant. For example: with a 200 ( 170) ppm zinc in the 
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entering liquor an enrichment to 45600 (37500) ppm in the resulting 
strip phase was achieved within one stage. 

ECONOMICS 

With the experiences of this pilot-plant LMP is evidently more 

economic than solvent extraction. This is because low level input 
streams can be treated with extreme phase ratios. As an example , 

the ratio of the waste water phase to the organic phase is about 

10 to 100 and waste water phase to stripping phase is at about 

50 to 500. Apparatus size and investment costs can be drastically 
reduced. However, this is only true at the ppm-range. So a compa
rison with ion exchange ls more appropriate than with solvent 
extraction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Results from labor experiments showed, that LMP is ready for an 

industrial use, which was confirmed by a pilot plant. In this 
pilot plant zinc was successfully separated from a viscose waste 
water stream. For this problem a column with a throughput of 
1000 m 3

/h is to 'be built in the next few years. 
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Tab. 1 Penneation data fraTI continoos runs 

Throughp.it (1/h) feed ppn 

phase I II III I II 

zinc o,25 1 30 - 180 

zinc o,5 2 30 - 180 

zinc o,33 o,67 30 - 1260 
tungsten 033 o,67 30 - 284 
copper o,33 o, 67 30 - 219 

vanadium o,33 o, 67 30 - 150 

raff. ppn 

I II 

15000 45 

8300 32 

7,70 
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SIMULATION OF THE EXTRACTANT RADIO-

DECOMPOSITION IN EMULSIONS 

V 
V V 

F. Macasek, R. Cech, L. Matel

Department of Nuclear Chemistry 
Comenius University 

842 15, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia 

CHARACTERISUC OF LIQUID-LIQUID SYSTEMS RADIOLYSIS 

The typical half-lives of radical species, except of percxo
rad'icals, in sc-llltion ere from the intervol 10-? - 10-5 s �nC. 
their corresponding diffusion path about 10-6 - 10-5 cm (1). 
Therefore, very fast inte!'fecial reactions of rodicals are of 
great interest in the microheterogeneous systems j t:iological 
vesicles being typical examples ( 2). On the other hand, �or the 
solvent extraction systems, such extremaly developed interfacial 
areas are not typical and it is the mass tr�nsfer of substrates 
(solutes and solvents) which may become e controllir.g factor of' 
radiolysis (3,4). This means that if a substrate§_ is attacked 
by radical .B which is generated by irradiation from e. precursor 
f, i.e. 

(1) P � R 

(2) S + R ---., products 

the reaction (2) rc1te is controlled 
(i). by diff'usion of organic substrate S to a water phase where 

the R is produced, or 
(ii)by diffusion of hydropl":.ilic precursor P to the orge.nic pha&e. 
The same sutstance which is a precursor in or.e phase can be a 
substrate in the second one 1 and vice versa. However, one phase 
is always acting as a "r·eactive" one (where both reactions (1) 
and (2) proceed) and the second phase merely serves as a buffer 
reservoir of "reactants" P and S. 

The following products in reaction (2) can .be considered of 
interest : 
(a) Remarkable forrr,ation of surface-active products, at relative

ly lcw doses of the order 105 Gy, · if they are from the class 
of higher carboxylic acids. 

(b) The by-extractant (i.e. an extrftctant for impurities) forma
tion, in a wide dose interval 106-108 Gy, where the. C·ri tical 
(unity) distribution ratio of impurities bv chelating react
ions in acid meCium (aH about 1) is to be expected. 

(c) Appreciable destruction (loss of 10-20 % of extraction capa
city) 9f an_extr_actant E, at the dose about D=5xl05 CE /0(-E), 
,vhere "G(-E) stands for the r·actiation yield of the destruction 
(molecules per 100 eV), 

In any case, irradiaticn of compone-nts of extraction systems 
should be carried out both in· the regime of mutual saturation and 
at relatively high radiation doses to obtain the expected effect 
as· a result of extractant decomposition. I-ience, it is necessary 
( i) to establish the reac ti v� phase ( or the reac ti vi ty proportion 

of both .,has es), and 
(ii) to consider a diffusional regime of rodi olysis in the case 

when the phases are not sufficiently agitated. 
It was demonstrated (]) that radiolysis in the presence of compe
ting substrates can be successfull.v approximated ir, diffusion 
equations by a fraction-order reaction ·rate 

( 3) 

where m=l (pseudo-first-order) for minor substrates (e. g. with 
a low solubility in reactive phase) and m=0 (pseudo-zero-order} 
for the substrates which are prir..cip8l r_edi"cal scavengers. 

RADIOLYSIS IN EMULSIONS 

In conditions of efficient ptase contact the existing equi
librium is prattically not disturbed b:v irradietior.. end homoge
nej ty of rE:action can be assumed (see tbe next pc:rt): 

The grc,ss yield (TG) of substrate S radiodecomposi tion in 
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such two-liquid sys terns ( reactive phase I and bt:..ffer/reac ti ve 
phase II) is as follows. 

E::xperimenteliy it can be established, as substantiated in our 
paper ( 4) , in the forLI · : 

(4) TG = 9, 62x1c9 n/D t VT molecules/lC!C• eV 

where n is the number cf moles of the product, D is the dose rate 
(·Gy s-1) for water (Fricke dosirr.eter), t is the time of irradiat-. 
ion ( s) and v1. is the total volume ( cm3) of phases. Then 

where G and IIG partial yields in Fl:ase I and phase II 
( subscripts I are omitted), 

w and w11 volume f'rections of the phases, and 

z = DII 9 II / D 'i' is the ratio of dose rBtes and densities 
of the phoses. 

The relation ( 5) is isomorphous with the additivity rule for ra
di�tion yields in homogeneous binary mixtures. However, in this 
case the ratio can differ not only due to various electrone den
Si ties of the phases but also because of various specific activi
ties (alfa ena beta) by autoradiolysi .s of real extraction systems. 
In the kinetical regin:e the oartial yield in re.sctive phase is 
is cori.nected with reaction rate ( 3) as 

(t) G=-r /fD� molecules/100 eV 

where i'=l.04xl0-? mol eV J-1. 

RADIOLYSIS IN IAYERED fHAS� 

For reasor.s of experin ental sirr.plici ty, the unmixed two-phase 
systems are often used for simulation of extractior. emulsion ir
radiation, Such a radiolysis regime can also be closer to the one 
in settler parts of extraction equipment, 

The diffus.ional flux of substrete transported from the buffer 
to r_eactive phase can be precisely calcu:i.ated onl:v by numerical
methods, using the concept of pseuCo-stead.v concentration of radi
cals (]). However, at a pseudo-m-th-order rate, given by Equ6tion 
(3), the steady state substrate flux j into a quasi-semi-infinite 
layer of reactive phase can be calculated by Frank-Kamenetskii 
relationship (1) 

(7) 

Nhere 

. _ -3 V � m+l J - 10 .2 Deff km c5 / (m+l) 

effective 6iffusivi ty cf substrate S in the reactive 
phase, cm2 s -l, 
concentration of substrate at interface with bui'fer 
phase, rnol dm-3. 

For the frflction-order kinetics, according to Zeldovich theory {l), 
the reactive pha&e layer can be considered es semi-infinite when 
its thickness S reaches a critical veluE: L , and in thE: case 
investigated it is 

(8) L a' V cs Den / k f G D cm 

where c3 is the concentration of a rr,iajor substrate anC k is a 
ratio of the substrate rate constants in reaction (2) to rate 
constant of a competing substr0te (prcbably, k = 1). 'l'herefore, 
the radiolysis will often proc:eed in the diffusional regime even 
in rel2tively thin unmixed layers, e.g. in t"pical values 
Deff = 10-'., cm2s-l, G=l, r= 1 Gy s-l and c5°10-3 mol dm-3 it is 
at O = 0. 3 cm. Hence, the Steady state which ie characterized 
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by the exhausting of substrate in the depth of react�ve ph.ase. and 

reached within ei characteristic time 't' = t Deff/ L :::1 (about 

t:::2. 5 hr for the previous exartple) will cause a remarkable decrea

se of G-va lues, obtained in the experime nts with unoixed phases, 

down to a steady state value 

(9) 

where 

1 
V k ... m+l 

G t" �- 2 D ff m cs / ( m+ 1) s af D(; e 

6 ::; thickness of the reactive column (cm). 

PHENOMENOIDGICAL COMPARISON 

If the yield of a product observed is not identical with the 
yield of substrate decomposition, i.f,?. 

(10) G(product) ol, G( -substrate) 

and cl. 11, then the G-values in Equations (6) and (9) will be 
divided by the coefficient o(... ( to avoid a substantiel correc-
tion for r::J- , a major product should be _chosen for the compari-
son). No"", combining Equations ( 6) and ( 9), the relation v1hich_ 
enables a compe.rison of radiatjon vields, occured in kinetical 
regime ( in emulsions) and s teady-s ta te regime 'with unrr.ixed pha-· 
ses and semi-infinite reactive column) of irradiation-, is ob
tained (4) : 

(11) f(m+l) D 5'

2 o<, Deff cS 

For its application, knowledge of reaction rate constant is un
necessary, the m:::l or m=0 can be chosen for substrates with a 
low and hi.gh concentr2tion, respectively. 

The numerical proof of formula ( 11), obtained by corr,pu ter 
sinulation of radiolysis in various regimes (4), derr:onstrated 
that great differences between G-Values obtained under various 
germetrical conditions could be diminished. 

EXPERIMEITTAL 

Carbon tetrachloride ( analytical grade) contacted with 
0.4 M H2so4 water solution in sealed glass ampules (¢ 12 mm), ni
trogen atmosphere, was irradiated with 60co gamma-rays at the dose 

rate 0.925 Gy s-l and the temperature 32:t:2 °c. ll'ixing of phases 
was performed by rotatio':_ turning of ampules at 50 rpm. After ir
radiation, the ampules were cooled, opened and chloride anions 
were estimated by the potentiometric (argentorr,etric) titration. 
The gross yield of chlorides was calculated according to formu
la ( 4). 

RADIOLYSIS OF CARBON TETRflQ!!IDRIDLJll _ _l'llESENCE OF WATER 

Emulsions 

The overall radiation _yields are given in Table 1. The par
tial _yields were calculated from pair::, Of experiments at various 

phase ratios y_ and appeared to be rather close. Because the me
chanism of chl-orHles formation at radiol_ysis of water solution of 
CC14 and carbon tetrachloride solution of H2o can be quite diffe
rent, the similarity seems to be accidental. The gross yields 
depend upon the phase ratio, as follows 

( 12) TG a - b VI 

where the empirical constants for different doses D a.re 

D 
kGy 

12 kGy 

l.Byered phases 

20 
11 

_b __ 
12 

5- 9 

The vields of Cl formation in unmixed, layered systems de
crease markedly with the doSe appiied (Table 2). Because both 
phases are re active and the process is limited by di.ffusi on of 
water to carbon tetrachloride and vice versa, and also the dose 
dependence of yields is not linear in rr,utu.-.lly saturated phases, 
the interpr�tation of data is not easy. Invspite of it, the re
sults of the experirr.ents with a column of cc14 overlavered by 
a thin layer of water phase (No 4-7, Table 2) can be treated 
according to formula ( 11), supposing that 
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TGst � z rfst (·•=0.024). Diffusion coefficients were calculated 

by means of Einstein-Stckes equation, approximating r=(411NA '? I 

1/3 5 2 -1 
/3Mr) , so that for H2o in CCl

f 
D eff= l. 6xl0 - cm s ( and 

for cc14 in !i20 D=7.5xlo-6 cm2s- ). Solubility of H2o in CC1
4 

was 

taken to be c5=8xlo-3 M. It was believed thet the reaction order 
was close to zero ( m=0) and each decomposition of H20 molecules 
led to the forrration of two m�lecules of HCl ( o(, =2). Then we get 

-7 2 2 (13) IIG 
= l.04xl0 (0.925)(1.59)(3.2) ( G )2 = 3.06 <rrGst) 2"2 (l.6x10-5)(8xl0-3) II st 

The results from a short irradiation time within the errors of 
estimetion are the same as the ones i'1o-mixed systems. For higher 
doses the decr·ease of G-values is more pronounced. 1Takl,ng the va
lue z IIGst = 1.1 (rfst

=0.53) from the experiment No ?,Table 2, 
we obtain IIG=0.86 from relation (13). ,If the value TGst is cor
rected for the chlorides accumulated in the kinetical stage of 
radiolysis (within the first hour), value 11G_:::O. 6 is obtained. 

Despite the fact that further experiments ere necessary to 
elucidate tt.e d- ratio and dose dependence of G-values in emul
siqns, the G-values received according to (13) are certainly 
closer to those expected in mixed systems et high doses. This con
firms the idea (3) of diffusion as having e potential limiting 
role at the radiolysis of systems with two-liquid partitioning 
of subs tr ates and being an importen t factor of radiation yield 
decrease in unmixed systems at higher doses and low solubility of 
substrates. 
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The gross (TG) and partial ( p and IIG) radiation yields 
(G molecules per 100 eV) of chlorides in carbon tetrachlo

No 

1 

3 

4 

No 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

ride 

D 

emulsions, nitrogen atrrosphere, T = 305 K. 
Phase I : O. 4 M H2so4 
Phase II: CC1

4 

0-925 Gy s-l z = 2.06 

vr,vn t D 
T G w IG (hr) (Gy) 

1:5 
J. 30xl03 

18.0+l. 6 0.167 
1.0 8.4 

5: 1 12.4:t:1.0 0.83: 

1: 5 
1. 30xl04 

10. 2:1. 6 0.167 
4 -0 5- 3 

5: 1 7-7:':0-7 0.833 

IIG 

9.7 

5-5 

Radiolysis of carbon tetrachloride in unmixed systems 

(as given in Taule 1) 

1.0 2.0 2.0 

0.025 o.os 3.2 

(hr) 

4 
96 

192 
1 
4 

48 
96 

TG 

10.5. 
5. 5 
4- l 

?J. 6 
15. 4 

2. 1 
1.1 
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ABSTRACT 

The behavior of tetracycline as extracting agent of some fission products 

(1311, 14�,99"o, 99""fc, 95zr, 95m,, 137cs, 103Ru, 132Te, 144ce,140i..a)J3�P and uranium 

ls presented. 

The influence of pH of the aqueous phase upon the extraction behavior of the 

radioisotopes mentioned vas studied. 

As a practical application, the possibility of using tetracycline-ben>:yl ale� 

hol sys.tem for the separation of the fission products present in their mixture,as 

well as for tJ:ieir separation from uranium, was tested. 

INTRODUCTION 

The antibiotic tetracycline(TC) has been used as complexing agent for several 

ele...,nts (1-3). ·One of the first applications of TC for an analytical separation 

was a solvent extraction procedu,re presented by Masters(4) for the detennination 

of 90sr in environmental grass samples. In a further study Masters (�verified the. 

feasibility of application of TC to the extraction of other metallic elements. 

Studies have beei'\·'IC;arried out in our laboratories concerning the behavior of 
TC as complexing agent for the lanthanide and actinide elements (6-13). This paper 

presents the studies on the use of tetracycline-benzyl alcohol system for the 

isolation of some fission products by means of the solvent extraction technique. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

u
3

o8 (2.6g) was irradiated for 100 houra "in a thennal neutron flux of about 

tol2n/s cm2 ao1 cool¥ for 2 montlis. The irradiate·d U309 was dissolved with nitric 

acid solution snd uranyl nitrate solution containing the fission products was 

used for the extraction experiments. The gamma-rays emitting radioisotopes pre

sent in the mixture, af�er 2 months cooling were 137cs, 140sa, 140i,a, 144ce,103Ru, 
95zr and 9¾. 

Tetracycline hydrochlori<le was dissolved with benzyl-alcohol previously 

washed with distilled water. The extraction system was made up of tetracycline

-benzyl alcohol solution and of uranyl nitrate solution. The uranium concentratioo 

was 2d0-3M and the fission products were carrier-free. The concentration of tetra 

cycline in benzyl alcohol was 2,,.io-2M. 

For the determination of the extraction curves of the radioisotopes mentioned 

NaN03, at a concentration equal to O.lM, was used as electrolyte in the aqueous 

phases. The acidity of the aqueous phases varied from lOM to 10-l�. The phases 

were mechanically shaked for 30 minutes at a temperature of 25.0 .:!:. 0.5°c. The 

phases were separated, centrifuged and the pH's of the aqueous phases were 

measured. Activities of the radioisotopes were measured in a Ge-Li detector cou

pled to 4096-channel analyser. Concentra1;icin of uranium in both phases was deter

mined by using the epithermal neutron activation analysis method(l4). In this case 

use was made of a 7 .5 x 7 .5cm NaI (Tl) we_ll type scintillation detector coupled to 

a 400-channel analyser. 

For the study of the behavior of tetracycline as extracting agent of 9�c, 
9�,239Np,1311 and 132Te, U309 (0.25g) was irradiated for 4 hours in a thermal 

neutron flux of about 1012n/ s cm2 and cooled for 5 days. The extraction experi

ments were made as mentioned before. 
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RESULTS AKD DISCUSSIOO 

In order to determine if benzyl alcohol would extract the ions of the ele

ments studied by itself, extraction experiments were carried out by agitating 

benzyl alcohol without TC with aqueous solutions of radioactive tracers of , the 

elements under study. These experiment, showed that technetium as pertechnetate 

ions as well aa molybdenum and iodine ions are·extracted into benzyl alcohol, the 

extraction depending on the acidity of the aqueous phase as well as on the nature 

of the electrolyte present. For the other elements studied namely, zirconiUD, 

niobium, ruthenium, barium, tellurium, cerium, lanthanum, neptuhium,cesium and 

uranium no radioactivity was detected in the organic phase, showing that benzyl 

alcohol alone does not extract these ions. Extraction experiments carried out in 

presence and in absence of TC showed that its addition into· benz_yl alcohol enhances

molybdenum extraction in the acidity range from lOM to 10-%; neverth�lesi; in the· 

case of technetium extraction the addition of TC makes difference only when the 

acidity of the aqueous phases is bellow 2.<M. These experiments showed also 

that the extraction of iodine is due only to the presence of benzyl alcohol. 

Figure 1 shows the extraction curves for long lived fission products and 

uranium obtained for_ the extraction ·system TC-benzyl alcohol. Cesium ions are not 

extracted into the organic phase under the experimental conditions employed. The 

extraction curves presented in Figure 1 show that the separation of uranium from 

cesium, barium, cerium and lanthanum is feasible provided the extraction. oper 
ation is carried out at a coiivenunt pH .value, ·The utraction of uranium in vH a 

1.8 is practically complete, while barium, cesium, lanthanum and cerium are not 

extracted into t�e organic phase at this pH value. In this same pH value it 

possible tv separate uranium from ruthenium, since under these experi

mental conditions only 5% of ruthenium are extracted into the organic phase. The 

separation of uranium from zirconium is poBBible when the acidity of the aqueous 

phase is 2.0M. Io this case 55% of zirconium are extracted into the organic phase while 

uranium remains in the aqueous phase. In order to obtain this separation multi

ple extraction operation has to be used. The same curves presented in � 

show that for isolating uranium from niobium more than one extraction operation 

will be necessary to obtain a complete separation. In the case of separation of 

fission produc:ts it is
_ 

simple to obtain separation of barium from zirconium, 

niobium, cerium, lanthanum, ·ruthenium and cesium by a proper choice of the pH 

value at which the extraction operation is to be carried out. Prom Figure 1 _ 
it 

can be seen that barium can be isolated from ruthenium and cesium if the 

traction operation is carried out at pH 9,0. Barium is quantitatively extracted 

into the organic phase while at this pH value ruthenium and cesium remain in the 

_aqueous phase. For the separation of barium from the other fission products the 

extraction operation is carried out at pH 4.5. At this pH value extraction of 

cerium, zirconium, niobium and lanthanum into TC-benzyl alcohol is practically 

complete while barium is not extracted into the organic phase.From the extraction 

curves of Figure 1 it can be seen that separation of cerium and lanthanum from 

zirconium and niobium, cati be achieved provided the extraction operation is carr,!. 

ed out at a pH 1. 7. In this case cerium and lanthanum remain in the aqueous phase 

while 90% of zirconium and 65% of niobium are extracted into the organic phase. 

The extraction curves of Figure l show also that a single extraction operation is 

not enough to separate cerium from lanthanum neither zirconium from niobium. In 

order to obtain these separations multiple countercurrent extraction procedures 

have to be used. Separation of ruthenium from cerium and lanthanum is perfonned 

when the pH of the aque�us phase is 9 .0. Cerium ;;:nd lanthanum are quantitatively 

extracted into the organic phase while ruthenium remains -in the aqueous phase .For 

the separation of- ruthenium from zirconium and niobium the pH of the aqueous 

phase must be kept at 1.8. Zirconium and niobium are extracted into the organic 

phase while only 5% of ruthenium are extracted under the experimental conditions 

employed. 

Figure 2 shows the extraction curves for short-lived fission products and 

uranium obtained for the extraction system TC-benzyl alcohol. Tellurium ions are 

not extracted into TC-benzyl alcohol solutions. Figure� shows that the fission 
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products 9� and ·99-rc caa. be separated from uraniUDl. Within th� aci�it,: range 

·frODI 2,0 to 8.0M, the e"xtraction of these radioisotopes i.s.of about 60% while 

ur·anium. ia not �traCted. tn tbh a.ame upe·rime.ntal condition it is possible to 

separate uranium from iodine since iodine is quantitatively extracted into the o!. 

ganic phase. The extraction curves preaented. .
in Figure 2 show that the aeparation 

of' uranium from tellurium and neptunium is possible. At pH 1.7 the extraction of 

uranium ia nearly complete while tellurium and neptunium are not extracted. The 
separation of neptunium from tellurium is pouible when the pH of the aqueous 

phase is kept within the range from 4.0 to 6,0, since the extraction of neptunium. 

is higher than 80% while tellurium is not extracted. For th� separation of 
neptunium from. tei:.hn.etium, molybdenum and iodine, tJ:ie acidity of the aqueous phase 

must be kept above 10-lM. Neptunium remaill8 iti the aqueous phase while the other 

radioisotopes are extracted into the organic phase. It can be seen in Figure 2 
that aeparatioa. of technetium and molybdenum .from iodin� would only be posaible by 

uae Of a multi-stage extraction procedure. The extraction curves for technetium 
and molybdenum are too close one to the other to allow the separation of both el!_ 

menta using the system TC-benzyl alcohol. 

Based on all information obtained from extraction experiments it is seen that 
the tetra,cycline-benzyl alcohol system can be used for isolating fission products 

present in their mixture, as well as for the separation of uranium. from some 

fiesion product•. 
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SYNERGISTIC EXTRACTION OF PLUTONIUM AND AMERICIUM BY 

BIFUNCTIONAL ORGANOPHOSPHORIC REAGENTS 
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Golden, Colorado 80402-0464 USA 

INTRODUCTION 

The extract ion cheini stry of bi functional organophosphorus compounds is 
currently under investigation at the Rocky Flats Plant in support of actinide 
recovery process develoinent and americium purification processes(l-3). Previous 
reports from this laboratory have described the extraction behavior of americium
and plutonillTI with DBDEC"' (dibutyl-N,N-diethylcarbamoylmethylphosphonate) plus 
TSP (tri-n-butyl phosphate)(4), and americillTI with DBDECMP and DBDECP (dibutyl
N,N-diethylcarbamoylphosphonate) plus TBP(5). Addition of TSP to DBOEC"' in
creased the distribution ratio of both plutonhm and americium and a small but
significant synergistic effect was observed. This paper further describes the 
results of experiments using concentration dependencies to determine the extrac
tion mechanism for a variety of mixed extraction systems: DBOECP, OHDECMP
(di hexyl -N ,N-diethyl carbamoyl methyl phosphonate) and Di'!)( 18 )CHPO (octyl phenyl -
N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphine oxide) in combination with one or more of 
TBP, TOPO (tr1octylphosph1ne oxide), OB[BP] (dibutylbutylphosphonate) and OBP
(di butyl phosphate). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents and procedures were described previously{4,5) with the following 
exceptions. TOPO (reagent grade) was supplied by Eastman Kodak Co. DB[BP] was 
95 percent pure material from K & K Laboratories, OBP was a 50-50 mixture with 
the monobutyl ester from K & K Laboratories (technical grade). DHDECMP was 
84 percent pure material free from acidic compounds obtained from Bray Oil Co. 
O�O( !B)CMPO was synthesized and kindly supplied as a 95 percent pure liquid by 
E. P. Horwitz of the Argonne National Laboratory. 

D values were calculated by dividing the americium or plutonium concentra
tion in the organic phase by the corresponding actinfde concentr5:tion in the 
aqueous phase. Material balances were better than 95 percent. Average deviation 
in O_ values of duplicate experiments was 10 percent. 

RESULTS AND O l SC USS !ON 

Extraction of Americium (Ill), The results of the extraction of americium 
(!!!) by OBOECP as a !unction of the concentration of TBP, TOPO, OB[BP] and OBP 
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experiments show the dependency on OBDECP concentration is third power either 
with or without added extractants. However, the distribution coefficients are 
greater than D0, the distribution coefficient in the absence of added extractant, 
only at the highest concentrations of TBP, OBP, and DS[SP] studied. 0-values for 
TOPO are· greater than 00 at all concentrations from 7M HN03• However, extraction 
by TOPO alone is not negligible. After correction, the net extraction of amer
icium is also less than 00• 

A possible explanation for ihe antagonistic behavior of TBP, OSP, TOPO, and 
OB[BP] is that OBDECP is bidentate and the three OBOECP molecules and the three 
nitrate ions comple�ely fill the americium coordination sphere, leaving no room 
to add the monofunct i ona l extractant. 

� shows the effect of TBP on the extraction of americium \Ill} by 
O�O(llf� The dependency on O�(!B)CMPO concentration is approximate y third 
power from 7M HN01, slightly less ( �2. 5) from 0. 35� HN0

.3 
at a constant concen

tration of TBP (0.3M). The dependence on TBP concentration at constant [O�D(lB) 
CMPO] at 0.35!:!, HN037s small with little enhancement in extraction. At 7� HN03,
the dependence approaches first power, with a large enhancement above 00, The 
indicated formula for the extracted complex is 1"'1(N03)3(0\lO(!B)CMP0)3(TB�)-

Table I shows the results of some extractions of 11/n{III} with DHDECMP plus
TSP and DB[BP]. The largest synergistic enhancement for TSP is found at the 
highest ratio of TSP to DHDECMP, similar to the results given above and to previ
ously studied systems (4,5). For the single combination of DHDECMP and DB[SP] 
studied, a synergistic enhancement similar to that for TBP occurs. 

TABLE l 

D!STR!BUTION RATIO DATA FOR AMER!C!UM AND PLUTONIUM WITH OHOECMP, TBP, 
OB[BP], DHDEC"' + TBP, and OHDECHP + OB[BP] lN 01 !SOPROPYLBENZENE 

AQUEOUS CONC. 0oH D TBP 00H+ TBP SYNERG!ST!C 
PHASE OH-TBP Am Am Am FACTOR 

7!!_ HN03+ 0 - 1.0CJ-1 0.0006 
O.Olg./t Am 0.25-0.75- 0.286±0.001 0.667±0.056 2.3 

o. 50-0. 50 2.82±0. 16. 4.38±0.38 1.6 
0.75-0.25 8.57±0.15 10.5±0.4 1.2 
1.00-0 25.1±6.3 

�:��g�;
o

, 
0 - I.Om 0.00225 
0.25-0.75- 0.0123±0.0007 0.0009 0.0349±0.0004 2.6 
o. 50-0. 50 0.101±0.003 0.132±0.008 1.3 
0.75-0.25 0.260±0.008 0.306±0.010 1.2 
1.00-0.0 O. 569±0. 0 I 7 
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TABLE (cont) 

AQUEOUS CONC. 00H 00B[BP] 0oH+DB[BP] SYNERGISTIC 
PHASE OH-DB[BPJ ""' ""' Am FACTOR 

7!!_ HN03+ 0.50-0.50!!_ 2 .41±0.05 (0.007 3.60±0.30 1.5 
O.OOlg/t 1"11 

0.35!!_ HNO' o. 50-0. 5(!:1_ D.0355±0.0004 (0.006 o. 103±0.003 2.9 
0.001 9/t 

AQUEOUS CONC. 0 oH 00B[BP] 00H+OB[BP] SYNERGISTIC 
PHASE OH-DB[BPJ Pu Pu Pu FACTOR 

7M HN03+· o. 50-0. 5(!:1_ 111±6 194±2 39.6±2.5 0.13 
CJ.IOg/ t Pu 

0.35!!_ HN03+ 0.50-0.50!!_ 14.2±0.B ·46.9±6;0 !7.0±L2 0.28 
O.IOg/t Pu 

In our previous study{5). shifts 1n infrared absorption of the phosphoryl 
bond indicated that TBP was bound directly to the americium ion in the extracted 
mixed COfll)lexes with DSDECM'. The similarity in the distribution data given here 
indicates that a similar mechanism would hold for the O\lO(lB)CMPO and the OHOECMP 
mixed systems. 

Extraction of Plutonium bIV�. _f_igu_rf:!: ___ J summarizes the results of the 
extraction of plutonnnn wlth OB EC as afuii'cITon of the concentration of added 
extractant. Al 1 the curves show a small dependence of extraction on the concen
tration of the monofunctional extractant with 0-values somewhat greater than 0 0• 
However, after subtracting the contributions to the extraction by the DBOECP and 
by the monofunctional compound, the results are very different, except for TBP, 
where the net extraction is a factor of 8 to 9 greater than the sum of two 
extractants independently. For added DB[SP], TOPO. and OBP the extraction of 
plutonium is greater than the sum of that by the mixed extractants alone, only 
from 7!! HN03 and at the lower concentrations ·of DB[BP], TOPO, and DSP. 

A possible explanation for this antagonistic behavior is that complexes form 
between the DSDECP and the added extractants, lowering the effective concentra
tions of both components. This is consistent with the results given above for 
americium where lower than expected extraction is observed also. 

fj.9.QI_e _ _  4 illustrates that similar results are found for the extraction of 
plutonTum7iyl)�D(!B)CMPO plus TBP. Here too, subtraction of the contributions of 
the individual extractants results in negative net extraction. Table 1 shows 
that a similar decrease in extraction of plutonium occurs when DHDECMP is com
bined with OB[BP]. Apparently, complexes between O�O(!B)CMPO and TBP form, but 
in this case, the complexes do not interfere with the extraction of americium. 

Third Phase Fonnation. Mixing DHDECMP or similar· compounds in n-dodecane 
and nitric acid usually results in the formation of third (organic) phases. 
However, a solution of 40 vol % TSP with 20 vol % OHDECMP in n-dodecane maintains
a two-phase system when contacted with � HN03• The 30-40 Vol % TSP appears to 
be critical since 5!! HN03 contacts of solutions with 1-0 or 20 vol % TSP plus 20, 
30, or 40 vol i DHDECMP did produce third phases. 

We have studied the extraction chemistry of plutonium (IV) and americium 
(III) from 0.35M and 7M nitric acid using the bifunctionaf organophosphorus 
compounds DBDECP- and_ OjX)l I B )CK>O, each in combination with one or more of TBP, 
DS[SP], TOPO, and DSP. Synergistic enhancement of extraction of both plutonium 
and americium occurs as well as antagonistic decrease of extraction under some
conditions. Concentration dependencies suggest a simple adduct formation for the 
extraction mechanism. 

The OHOECMP+TBP and Ol)O(!B)CMPO systems will be evaluated for actinide 
recovery and americium purification processes at the Rocky Flats Plant. The use 
of mixed extractants permits lower solvent inventory of the expensive bifunc. 
tional extractants. Furthermore, aliphatic diluents such as kerosene and n
dodecane can be used without the formation of third-phases. 
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EXTRACTION OF FISSION PRODUCTS WITH AMINES 

Manfred Beer, Brunhilde Gorski 

Academy of Sciences 
Central Institute for Isotope and Radiation Research 

Leipzig; GDR 

For the separation of Pd, Tc, and Rh from nitric acid 
solutions of fission products and noble netal wastes tertiary 
amines seem to _be suitable extractants. Basic research with 
trioctylamine (TOA) leads to suggestions of processes, parts of 
which have been tested successfully in laborato� scale (1,2). 

Elaborating practicable processes we ought to use only low
priced amines (J). Their selection requires aasurence of equi
valent or better properties in reference to extraction, solu
bility, and phase separation besides availability from possibly 
alternative sourceso 

The commercial� available cheapest intermediates and by
products of detergent synthesis 

A R-NH2 
B R2N•H 
C R N(CHJ)2 

with 
or 
or 

R = c
6
Jc

9 
-

2 R c
10

Jc14 -
3 R = C

16/C
18 -

are not practicable because of low solubility of their nitrates 
in commercial aliphatic and aromatic diluents. Another dimethyl
amino-paraffin product, the dimethylamino group of which is dis
tributed statistically at the carbon atoms of the paraffin, 
shows sufficient solubili�y. But it reduces Pd to the metal even 
after careful distillation or washing procedures (olefines). 

In the row of the conceivable resultant product amines 
which can be synthesized from the chemicals upper cited the 
methyl-di-alkylamines R2N-CHJ (MDAA) deserve particulary 
interest because 

- methylation of R2N-H leads to tertiary amines with good 
solubility and relatively low viscosity. 

- methylation causes only low increase of molecular weign.t 
and keeps high concentration ·of N, i.e. high capacity 
per mass unit of amine. 

- methylation is the mostly simple industrially used alkyl
ation process. 

The first MDAA we sythesized by reaction of the amine B 2 
with dimethylsulfate (DMS). The determination of Pd extraction 
(Pd we have used as an indicator causing the most problems and 
having the smallest distribution coefficient DPd in the inter
esting system) showed remarkable higher extraction power than 
TOA. At first we supposed that to be a structural effect of the 
methyl group in constellation with two long-chained alkyl 
groups. 

But comparsion of solutions of analytical pure freshly 
distilled in vacuo TOA and MDOA (methyl-dioctylamine) did not 
verify this assumption (Figure 1a

1b). Both pure amines in 0,1 ••• 
0,5 M solutions show almost equal dependence of DPd from HNOJ 
and Pd concentrations. Only at very low Pd concentrations TOA 
gives an increase of DPd which is difficult to explain. On the 
contrary the synthesized mixture of MDAA even at 0,1 M 
concentration shows DPd values which in the whole investigation 
interval are more than 10 times greater than those of TOA and· 
MDOA in 0,5 M solution. 

The next assumption was that we took too much or too less 
of DMS for methylation in consequence of wrong analyses of 
primary and secondary amine content of the industrial product 
and thereforegot a mixture containing secondary amines 
respectively quarternary ammonium salts or hydroxids (QAS) 
besides the tertiaTy amines. 

Although the QAS are known to be not distillable we tried 
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to exclude quarternisation and synthesized the methyl product 
by means of the reductive alkylation (LEUCKART-WALLACH-reaction, 
LW). We.got a product with the same range of boiling points and 
the same average molecular weight. It did show lower DPd values 
than the DMS product but, nevertheless, with 0,1 M solution 
they were throughout nearly as high as with 0,5 M TOA or MDOA 
solutions. The shape of the curve of the de?endence from Pd 
concentration also differed from them. 

The same increasing effect of MDAA mixtures we could 
observe at methylation products of longer and shorter chained 
secondary amines B1 and BJ. (But that of BJ shows insufficient 
solubility). rhe extremely high effect in case of DMS methyl
ation seems to occur only in case of excess of DMS. In all 
other cases we did find only little differences between DMS and 
LW methylation (MDAA r.v in Figure 2). 

The shape of the curves of DPd over Pd concentration of 
the several MDAA points out,the influence of different amounts 
of a substance besides the MDAA which either acts synergistic 
or has a significant higher DPd than the tertiary amine in 
question. Synergistic effects with amine mixtures have been 
cited (3). 

We compared the effect of partially substitution of a LW 
product by its secondary amine and couldn't find any change of 
DPd at /!'� = 10-3 M up to JO% substitution. However partial 
methylation (10 %) of the same LW product with.DMS and trans
ferring to the N03

-- form increased DPd more than 5 times. 

Comparing with Pd the Tc extraction shows the same effect 
(1<7igure 2b). The extraction of Rh from nitrate solutions con
taining nitrite (4) is not altering essentially if we change 
from pure to commercial amines. 

In opposite to our knowledge thus far we must consider that 
high molecular teii;i.ary amines, even after correct distillative 
purification contain little amounts of QAS which can cause 
serious changes in extraction dates of several elements. This 
also seems to be the case With amines Which are not produced by 
direct methylation (e.g. TOA). Commercial, in industrial scale 
produced �ines which are synthesized from starting materials 
with broader interval of boiling points contain not only traces 
of QAS (e.g. Alamine). This effect can get dominating influence 
on extraction behaviour of an element and must be considered 
before development of practicable processes •. 
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SOME REDOX REACTIONS OF URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM IN A 

SYSTEM INVOLVING TRIBUTYL PHOSPHATE (TBP) IN 

DODECANE AND AN AQUEOUS NITRATE SOLUTION 

S. Tachimori and Z. Kolarik

Institute of Hot Chemistry, Nuclear Research Centre 
Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany 

Uranium(IV) nitrate is used as a reducing agent for plutoni
um( IV) in the separation of Pu from U in the Purex process. Know
ledge of oxidation kinetics of U(IV) in extraction systems invol
ving TBP is useful, if conditions are sought under which a good 
separation efficiency is attained. We studied the oxidation of u
(IV) in liquid-liquid dispersions and in a separate loaded orga
nic phase. 

OXIDATION OF U(IV) BY AIR OXYGEN IN LIQUID-LIQUID DISPERSIONS 

The organic phase was a 30 vol.% solution of TBP in dodecane, 
loaded to <20% of its capacity with U(IV) nitrate and also contai
ning nitric acid. The aqueous phase contained U{IV) nitrate, nit
ric acid, hydrazine nitrate, and in some cases also Pu(III) or V
(IV) nitrates. All experiments were performed at 2s.0° c without 
light access. As shown in (1), the oxidation of U(IV) in the ab
sence of air is extremely slow {there is almost no change of the 
U(IV) concentration dur.ing 7 h)· but air, sparged through the dis
persion, oxidizes U(IV) at a moderate, well ,measurable velocity. 

Oxidation in the absence of foreign metal nitrates. To check 
the reproducibility of results reported in (1), we first repeated 
some of the experiments oescribed therein. For the repetition we 
took two new stock solutions of U( IV) nitrate. The oxidation of 
U(IV) in the repeated experiments obeyed the same rate equation 
as the results reported previously (1), namely 

(1) kt with k = a(C�+cC�)-1, 

where c�4,init the sum of the equilibrium molar concentrations 
of U(IV) in the organic and aqueous phases at ze
ro reaction time, 

c�4,t the same sum of concentrations at a reaction ti
me t (given in hours), and 

a, b, c and d = parameters. 
However, if one of the two stock solutions of U(IV) nitrate (solu
tion A) was taken for the experiments, the oxidation of U(IV) was 
much faster than observed previously (1). This is documented by 
the comparison of the corresporiding dependences of log k on 
log CH in� (curves 1 and 3). With the other stock soluti
on of U{IV) nitrate (solution B) used in the repeated experiments, 
a comparable oxidation kinetics was found as in (1): compare cur
ves 2 and 3 in�- The solution of U{IV) nitrate used in 
the previous work (1) and the solutions A and B used in this work 
differed in details of the progress of their preparation. All of 
them were prepared by electrolytic reduction of U(VI) in a solu
tion containing uranyl nitrate, nitric acid and hydrazine nitrate. 
Hydrazine nitrate was almost completely destroyed during the pre
paration of the solution A, nitric acid was destroyed during the 
preparation of the solution used in (1), and none of these compo
nents was destroyed to a large extent during the preparation of 
the solution B. The solution A, although stable during several 
weeks if kept in a refrigerator without access of air and light, 
probably contained as far unspecified components formed during 
the electrolytic reduction of U(VI) and destabilizing U{IV). 

Oxidation in the presence of Pu(III) nitrate. Pu(III) has 
been shown to suppress the rate of the oxidation of U(IV) by air 
(1). In this work we extended the study for investigating the ef
fect of the Pu(III).concentration. The stock solution B was used 
as a source of U(IV). The decelerating a�tion of Pu(Ill) was con
firmed but, surprisingly, found to be independent bf the Pu(III) 
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concentration in the range 0.001 - 0.0lM. The kinetics of the oxi
dation of U(IV) can again be described by equation (1), in agree
ment with previous results (1), but a somewhat faster reaction was 
observed in this work than in (1): compare the corresponding de
pendences of log k on log CH obtained with and without Pu(III) 
present (curves 2, 2a, 3 and 3a in�). 

Oxidation in the presence of V(IV) nitrate. Vanadium{IV) de
celerates the oxidation of U(IV) by air more strongly than Pu(.III). 
At initially 0.016 - 0.08M U(IV), 0.04 - 0.2M nitric acid, and 
0.001M V(IV) in the auqeous phase, the oxidation rate can appro
ximately be described as 

( 2) 

Variation of the V(IV) concentration from Sxl0-4 to O.OOSM indi
cated the reaction order to be -1 with respect to V(IV). 

OXIDATION OF U(IV) IN SEPARATE ORGANIC PHASE 

All experiments were performed in an initially 30 vol.% solu
tion of TBP in dodecane, without access of air and light, and at 
2s0 c.Without any foreign metals present or without any addition 
of nitrous acid, U(IV) is stable in the separate organic phase: 
its concentration remains unchanged for several hours and an au
tocatalytic oxidation starts as late as after 10 h (1). In the 
presence of Pu(III) nitrate the induction time ·is significantly 
or even completely suppressed and the autocatalytic reaction is 
accelerated. V(IV) nitrate has no effect on the stability of U
(IV) in the separate organic phase. 

Oxidation of U(IV) by nitrous acid in the absence of Pu(III). 
Independent portions of the organic phase were loaded with the re
action components, one of them with U(IV) nitrate and nitric acid 
and the other with nitrous acid, by contacting with aqueous solu
tions. After the separation from the aqueous phase the portions 
were mixed (reaction time zero) and the concentrations of U{IV) 
and both acids were measured as functions of the reaction time. 
Contrary to data reported in (2), at �0.6M nitric acid and 0.03 -
0.12M nitrous acid the oxidation of U(IV) was slow, with a half
time of �10 h and with little tendency to an autocatalytic acce
leration. The reaction order with respect to U(IV) was one. Reac
tion orders with respect to nitric and nitrous acids could not be 
determined, because the reproducibility of the results was rather 
poor and none of the acids seemed to influence significantly the 
oxidation kinetics. 

Oxidation of U(IV) in the presence of Pu(III). The organic 
phase was loaded with U(IV) nitrate, nitric acid, and a small a
mount of Pu{III) nitrate by contacting with an aqueous solution 
of an appropriate composition, also containing hydrazine nitrate. 
The end of disperging the phases was taken as the zero reaction 
time for the oxidation of U(IV). Nitrous acid was not added. Af
ter discharging the aqueous phase, the U{IV) concentration was 
measured as a function of the time. The analytical concentration 
of Pu was determined after complete oxidation of U(IV) and the 
concentration of nitric acid was determined once to three times 
during the oxidation or only after the oxidation. The initial con
centration of U{IV) was 0.03 - 0.08M. 

Examples of the time dependence of the U(IV) concentration 
are given in Figures 2 and 3. They illustrate the effect of the 
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concentrations of nitric acid and Pu(!!!) on the course of the o

xidation. An increase of the concentration of one of these compo

nents suppresses the induction period and accelerates the autoca

talytic reac�ion, but does not necessarily enhance the oxidation 

rate after the induction period and the autocatalytic accelerati

on. At >0.00IM Pu(!!!) the induction period is almost eliminated 

and the oxidation kinetics is little influenced by variations of 

the concentrations of Pu(III} and nitric acid. Such an insignifi

cant influence of the initial acid concentration on the oxidation 

kinetics of U(IV) has already been observed in the reaction of U

(JV) with air oxygen in a separate organic phase (1). After the 

induction period and after the autocatalytic acceleration. the o

xidation approaches a reaction order of 1 with respect to U(IV). 

The reciprocal of the total time (i.e. also including the inducti

on period) needed for the oxidation of 50% of the initial U(IV) 

amount is a linear function of the concentrations of Pu(III) and 

nitric acid, indeed at <0.0015M Pu(!!!) only. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The oxidation of U(IV) in the liquid-liquid dispersion and 

the separate organic phase differ in such important aspect as the 

reaction order, the influence exhibited by Pu(III) on their velo

city, and the tendency to have an autocatalytic character. The au

tocatalytic character is ascribed to the absence of the virtually 

unextractable hydrazine nitrate in the separate organic phase, 

where nitrous acid is not prevented to accumulate. In the disper

sion, any small amount of nitrous acid formed during the oxidati

on of U(IV) is immediately decomposed by excess hydrazine nitrate 

present in the auqoeus phase. A mathematical treatment of the oxi

dation kinetics of U(JV) is attempted. 
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FIGURE I. OXIDATION OF U(IV) BY AIR OXYGEN IN LIQUIO-LJQUJD DIS

PERSIONS: LOGARITHMIC OEPENDENCE OF THE ZERO OROER RATE CONSTANT 

ON THE CONCENTRATION OF NITRIC ACID IN THE AQUEOUS PHASE 

Curves I to 3 - oxidation in the absence of Pu(!!!): I - with U

(IV) solution A, this work; 2 - with U(!V) solution B, this work; 

3 - taken from(!) 

Curves 2a and 3a - oxidation in the presence of Pu(III): 2a - at 

initially 0.0015 - 0.015M Pu(!!!) in the �queous phase, with U

(!V) sol.ution B, this work; 3a - at initially 0.001-M Pu(!!!) in 

the aqueous phase, taken from (1) 

Initially 0.02 - O.OBM U(IV) in the aqueous phase, 25° c 
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FIGURE 2. OXIDATION OF U(IV) IN A SEPARATE ORGANIC PHASE AT 25° c: 

DEPENDENCE OF THE RELATIVE CONCENTRATION OF U(JV) ON THE REACTION 

TIME AT A CONSTANT INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF Pu(!!!) ANO DIFFERENT 

INITIAL CONCENTRATJO�S OF NITRIC ACIO 

Subscripts t and i �enote concentrations at reaction times t and 

zero respectively 
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FIGURE 3. OXJOATION OF U(IV) IN A SEPARATE ORGANIC PHASE AT 25
°

c: 

DEPENDENCE OF THE RELATIVE CONCENTRATION OF U(JV) ON THE REACTION 

TIME AT A CONSTANT INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF NITRIC ACID ANO DIFFE-

RENT INITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF Pu(!!!) 

Subscripts t and i denote concentrations at reaction times t and 

zero respectively 
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INTRODUCTION 

Liquid-liquid extraction is one of the methods employed for the recovery 
of uranium from leach li(JJors during the manufacture of yellow cake. The most 
widely used of these extraction processes is the 11 Amex 11 process {l) where uranium 
is first extracted from the leach liquors using an amine extractant followed by 
alllllonium sulfate stripping to recover the uranium frC111 the organic phase. Mixer 
settlers are used in these industrial operations see (2). The work reported here 
is part o.f an overall project studying the mass transfer and hydrodynamic charac
teri sties of solvent extraction equf J)Tlent. The work· involved an investigation of 
mass transfer, dispersion, settling as well as crud formation (3) a process that 
may occur simultaneously in a mixer settler unit used for uranium m111 processing. 

In this investigation a one stage mixer settler was used. This is shown 
schematically in �- The mixing cell was fully baffled (4 baffles of width 
one tent;n of the mixer diameter) and was fitted with a window for taking photo
graphs of the dispersion, together with a phase sampler for each phase. The 
phase samplers consisted of phase preferential filter paper supported on a porous 
teflon disc and were installed flush in the upper half of the wall of the mixing 
cell. The overflow from the mixer was fed into the middle of the settler disper
sion via a rectangular channel. The settler area, and therefore its capacity, 
could be varied by changing the position of a partition. A microscope/35rnm 
camera combination was used for photanicrography of the droplets passing through 
the viewing window. lighting was provided by a flash unit. 

PHASE PREPARATION, COMPOSITION, AND PHYSICAL PRO PERT! ES 

Synthetic solutions resembling industrial process streams were prepared for 
the experiments. Tap water and technical grade chemicals were used in the pre
parations. Equiµnent was cleaned by scrubbing and washing with warm water. The 
phase compositions, densities. and viscosities are givert in Table I. Interfacial 
tension for both extraction and stripping was between 10 and 13 dynes/cm at room 
temperature (20-25 °C). There were indications of an increase in interfacial 
tension at higher uranium concentrations in the organic phase. 

ONE STAGE MIXER SETTLER RUNS 

Variables and conditions: The chosen conditions and variables for this 
project are sulTJllarized in Table II. Both extraction and stripping runs were 
carried out. 

Procedure: ·The equiµnent was o�rated for 10 residence times (from 3 to 10 
minut�proach steady state (True steady state operation would require 
much longer run times, especially with regard to coalescence and crud formation 
in the settler). Phase sampling directly fonn the mixer was started, and photo
graphs were taken of the dispersion. Samples were also taken from the phases at 
the settler outlets. The dispersion band thickness was noted and attempts were 
made to describe phase entrainment. The total run time was about 20 residence 
times. Uranium concentrations were detennined by X-ray fluorescence while drops 
were measured with the aid of an image analysis tablet. 

Drop sizes in the mixer: Figure 2 shows typical drop size distributions as 
photographed in the mixe·r "window". The form of the distributions included 
bimodal distributions, skewed distributions with a long tail of smaller drop 
sizes. and approximately gaussian distributions. There are limitations to the 
accuracy of the distributions obtained as larger drops would stick to the 
"window" and there was considerable difficulty in distinguishing small drops in 
the highly agitated dispersions. The Sauter mean drop diameter was calculated 
for selected runs based en the standard formula; 

(1) d32 = Ed/f;:d/ 

The apparent mean drop diameters are plotted against impeller rpm in Figure 3. 
Because of the likely errors some caution shOuld be used in their interpretation. 
There is an impprtant effect of impeller speed on drop sizes. Whether ex.traction or 
stripping was occuring. and the presence of solids appears to have some influence 
on drop sizes, especially at low impeller speed. The effect of mass transfer is 
not clear form these results. Also shown in F(g

)
re 3 are two curves resulting 

from correlations of Bouyatiotis and Thronton 4 • who worked with aqueous con
tinuous dis�rsions in the absence of mass transfer. Their predictions are for 
drop sizes close to the bottom of the wall of the mixing vessel (geometrically 
similar to ours). and not opposite the impeller as in our case. 

Dispersion band height in the settler: The disj'.Ersion band height in the 
settler varied markedly depending on throughp..1t, mass transfer, the presence of 
solids, and whether extraction or stripping was taking place. Figure 4 is intended 
to give only a relative idea of the variation of the dispersion band height. A 
"normalized" height is shown as a function of impeller speed. This attempts to 

•correct for. differences in settling area and throughputs so as to present results 
on a comparable basis. The following relationship was used to correct the data 
(5 ); 

(2) 6H = C(Q/A)q C,q - constants 

A .constant exponent q = 2.5 was calculated based on data for runs without mass 
transfer, and was assumed to apply to the other runs as well. A standard Q/A 
of 9.1 cm3/cm2.min was chosen for normalization. A similar procedure was used 
to compare results of the effect of adding solids to the feed in Figure 5. 
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The settler dispersion band showed both sensitive (dispersion band height 
increasing) and insensitive (dispersion band height constant or nearly so) 
behaviour with respect to the impeller speed. Extraction runs with little or no 
mass transfer were insensitive, while stripping runs and extraction runs with 
high mass transfer and sol ids were sensitive. Note that with the sensitive 
system there appears to be some point at which further increases in impeller 
speed have little or no effect on the dispersion band. It is also inter2sting to 
note that the presence of crud at the interface did not result in a thicker dis
persion band, but in fact the solids added resulted in a very thin dispersion band. 

Crud formation: Table III is a sUJ1111ary of observed crud formation after 
adding solids to the aqueous feed. 

TRANSFER OF URANIUM BETWEEN THE PHASES 

Primarily due to the lack of precise control of flowrates, calculated mass 
balances for uranium were badly scattered. The method of phase sampling for the 
mixer cannot therefore be fully evaluated, but there were fairly consistent 
differences in the analysis of uranium for the mixer as opposed to the analysis of 
samples taken from the settler. Figures 5 and 6 show the trend with impeller 
s,::eed of the extraction efficiency of uranium between the phases, based only on 
the aqueous phase analysis in the mixer for a few select runs. 

It is to be noted that the transfer of uranium in the mixer went to at least 
80% completion for all runs of extraction and stripping, independantly of the 
flowrates or impeller speeds used. Stripping runs were more difficult to control 
so as to obtain constant equilibrium pH and consistent results. Similar high 
extration efficiencies have been reported (6) previously. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The equipnent used in this ex�riment can potentially be used for studying 
in depth a number of the processes occurring simultaneously in a one state, 
continuous mixer settler operation. In particular, the procedure for cGntinuous1y 
bleeding off a stream of dispersion fran the mixer allows the use of conventional 
microscopes and 1 ighting arrangements to obtain an indication of trends in drop 
sizes within the mixer as compared to previous techniques used (7)(8). The 
results of experimentation thus far serve to indicate the range of drop sized, 
uranium transfer, settler dispersion band heights, and crud formation to be 
expcl.'.ted in future experiments. Results of particular note are the varying 
sensitivity of the dispersion band height to the impeller speed, the great varia
tions of dispersion band heights depending on the nature of the feed phases, and 
the rapidity of the transfer of uranium between the two phases. The effect of 
solids on both-the dispersion band and crud fonnation was also notable. See 
reference (9) for a full description of this work. 
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TABLE I - PHASE COMPOSITIONS AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

PHASE COMPONENT CONCENTRATION 
g/l 

BULK DENSITY 
g/cm3 

BULK VISCOSITY 
cp 

Aqueous Leach Uranium 
NA

2
S04 

H
2
so4 

Aqueous Strip (NH4 )2so4 
NH40H 

Organic Phase Adogen 364 
Isodecanol 
Shell 140 

l .4-5. l 
16 .8 
7 .0 

120 
l. 7 

3 .5% 
3.5% 

1.03 

l.07 

0.80 

93.0% - aliphatic kerosene 

l. l 

l.2 

1.6 

Solid· particles for curd formation runs were taken from a uranium ore from Rabbit 
lake, Canada, 80% minus 100 mesh. 

TABLE II - EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES AND OPERATING CONDITIONS 

DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Uranium transfer 
Settler Dispersion 
Band Height 

Mixer drop size 
distribution 

Crud formation 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Impeller RPM (450-2000 RPM) 
Residence time (20-60 secs.) 

Sol ids content (0-500 PPM) 

TABLE Ill - OBSERVED CRUD FORMATION IN THE SETTLER 

Sol id in feed ppm 50 l 00 
Impe 11 er rpm 870 870 870 
Thickness of crud. nm 1-2 l -2 

% of interface covered 5-10 30-40 

F - fingers of crud extended into the aqueous phase 

FIXED CONDITIONS 

Temperature (20-25 C) 
Geometry: Mixer, settler, 

impel 1er 
Initial phase compositions 
Feed 0/A ratio (l.5:l) 
Equilibirum pH; Extraction 1.6 
stripping 4.0 

500 100 l 00 
870 450 1490 

3 
l 00 20 60 

absolvte frequenc� 
110.0 .• u111111A 450 rpm 

't50rpm 
······• l't9Orpm 

e><lradion 
st,;Pfin'3 
exlroclion (no moss 

fronsfer) 

00.00 

FIGURE 2 
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Settler dispersion band height normalized according to 
equation (2); (cm) 
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KEY TO THE. RUNS 
esidenc initial special conditions 
lime uranium 

- - - • ex trod ion I min. none preocidified or9onic 
· · · · · - • extraction I min l.'t g/1 " 
- ->< extroclion 1/2.min 
---'--'--'l> stripping I min 't.'t git 
-11-o stripping Y3min 
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l NTROOUCTI ON: --------

Tributyl phosphate (TBP). which is diluted with a normal paraffin. hydro
carbon {NPH) for use in solvent-extraction processing of spent reactor fuel 
elements is partially degraded by exposure to nitric acid and radiation. Some 
of the degradation products, particularly di butyl phosphoric acid (HOSP) and 
monobutyl phosplloric acid {HMBP), form strong complexes with uranium, plutonium, 
and certain fission products such as zirconium which are retained to some 
extent in the organic phases and are not easily stripped out with dilute acid. 
These complexes rrust be removed from the spent solvent prior to its recycle. 
Ordinarily, a sodium carbonate solution is used for this purpose, but this 
reagent introduces sodium ion into the waste solution and consequently limits 
waste volume reduction. Alternative scrubbing agents such as hydrazine car
bonate (1) and hydrazine oxalate (2} 1 which can be decomposed to water and 
gases. have been proposed for this purpose. 

Operating experience has shown that zirconium is not completely removed 
in sodium carbonate scrubbers {3,4), presumably due to slow interphase 
transfer kinetics. The purpose of the present study is to obtain data on the 
transfer kinetics for solvent scrubbing in systems using sodium carbonate, 
hydrazine carbonate, and hydrazine oxalate which wil 1 aid in the design of 
solvent scrubbing contactors and will help to identify any slow processes in 
the removal of the metal-ion complexes. 

EXPER!��-' 
The simulated degraded· organic phases contained 30% TBP-0.02 M OSP-0.02 M 

uoi+ (balance dodecane) or 30% TBP-0.02 M OBP-0.02 M Zr (balance dodecane). -
Kinetics determinations used the standard-fall ing-riSing drop (5,6} and Lewis 
cell techniques (5-7). 

MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS: 
The differential rate equation describing mass transfer is 

(1) *f= � --�-.
where c' is the concentration in the aqueous phase, c is the concentration in 
the organic phase, a is the interfacial area, V' is the aqueous phase volume, 
k is the organic-to-aqueous transfer rate constant, k' is the aqueous-to
organic transfer rate constant, and t is time. In solvent scrubbing the 
equilibrium greatly favors the aqueous phase; thus, the second term in 
Equation (1), defining transfer from the aqueous phase to the organic phase, 
can be neglected. Near initial time, as in most experiments to be reported, 
the concentration in the organic phase is nearly constant (c = C0). Then the 
integrated form of Equation {l) for both the Lewis cell and drop tests is 
(2) k = C' V' 

aQ 
where c0 is the initial organic-phase concentration of the species being con
sidered. 

ANAL YT l ��_l!g-_HOOS: 
Analyses for uranium and zirconium were by x-ray fluores.cence. Analyses 

for HDBP and DBP were by ion chromatographic methods (8) modified by J. M. 
Keller of the ORNL Analytical Chemistry Division to allow their application to 
the solutions used in these studies. 

RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION: --------·· ---
The interphase transfer kinetics for the scrubbing of an organic phase 

containing the U-DSP complex by sodium carbonate and mixed sodium carbonate
sodium nitrate solutions were measured by the Lewis cell and falling-drop 
techniques. The results of these tests are presented in Figure 1 and are sum-
marized below: 

----

a. The lewis cell and drop test are generally in agreement. 
b. Examination of the data at 0.3 M Na2C03 shows no significant nitrate 

effect on the uranium scrubbing-transftr rate constants. 
c. The scrubbing transfer rate constant increases with about the second 

power of the carbonate concentration. 
Scrubbing transfer rate data were obtained in Lewis cell experiments for 

HOBP, U (for U-OBP complex), OBP (for U-OBP complex), OBP (for Zr-OBP 
complex), and Zr (for Zr-DBP complex) when using hydrazine oxalate, hydrazine 
carbonate, sodium carbonate, and sodium carbonate-sodium hydroxide solutions 
(Table 1). A summary of the experimental results follows: 

a. In all cases the scrubbing transfer rate constants for Zr-DSP are 
significantly lower than those for U-DSP. This confirms the operating 
experience (3,4) that zirconium removal is a relatively slow step. 
The scrubbing rate is not so slow, however, as to cause severe 
problems in a solvent cleanup system. 

b. The scrubbing transfer rate constants obtained using hydrazine 
oxalate are comparable to those using sodium carbonate with the 
exception of a lower rate constant for U scrubbing from the U-DBP 
complex. The rate constants obtained using hydrazine carbonate for 
U-DBP scrubbing were lower than those for either hydrazine oxa late or 
sodium carbonate. 

c. The DBP is scrubbed from the U-DBP solution faster than the uranium 
with both the hydrazine salts. These are the only cases where the 
cation and the DSP were not removed at the same rates. 

This last observation led us to perform a special test. An organic phase con
taining the U-DBP complex was mixed wjth a 0.23 � aqueous hydrazine oxalate 
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solutio,1, pH 8, with the mixer speed controlled to leave a small, clear 
aqueous phase. Samples of the aqueous phase were taken as a function of time 
and analyzed for both uranium and DBP. The transfers of uranium and OSP can 
be described by the different i a 1 equations: 

dCu kuCua 
(3) dt 

.. - - -v --

and 

(4) dt 
where C is the indicated concentration in the organic phase, k. is the 
transfer rate constant from the organic phase to the aqueous phase, a is
the interfacial area, Vis the organic phase volume, and t is time. The 
integrated equations are 
(5) 
and 
(6) 

ln(Cu/Cu,o) • - ku v t 

ln(Cosp/CosP,ol = - kosP v t 

where Cu o and Coep o are initial concentrations in the organic phase. 
Oividing'the equatiOns gives 

ln(Cosp/CosP ol kosP ( 7)
-lnfciiTcu� 

= 
<ii"- · 

Table 2 gives the values of Cu, CoSP• and calculated ratios of k.osp to ku, 
This experiment indicates that the rate constant for OBP removal is about 
three times that for uraniuf!l removal. This value compares to an average 
ratio of k.osp/ku from all the hydrazine carbonate and hydrazine oxalate 
·rate constants determinations of 3.8. The chemical interpretation of this 
difference in rates is not obvious, but may involve complexing of the DBP 
by hydrazine foll owed (slower step) by cornpl exi ng of uranyl by carbonate or 
oxalate. 

CONCLUSIONS: ------
The scrubbing rate constants for uranium from U-DBP with hydr"cizine 

carbonate and hydrazine oxalate solutions are slightly lower than those 
obtained using sodium carbonate solutions; however, the ·rates are adequate for 
process ·uses. The transfer rate constant for scrubbing OSP was about three 
times greater than th(.;: for uranium when scrubbing U-DBP with either hydrazine 
salt. The significance. if any, of this observation in process use is 
unknown. The transfer rate constants for the removal of zirconium from the 
Zr-DSP complex are about the same for all the scrubbing solutions. The 
scrubbing rate constants determined in this work are smaller than the few 
v alues in the literature (!). Our �alue for HOBP scrubbing by 0.5 M Na2C03 is 
4 x 10- cm/s compared to 1.9 x 10- cm/s for 0.45 _!! Na2C03. The lTterature 
data indicate that the scrubbing of Zr-DBP by sodium carbonate is about a fac
tor of 5 slower than for HOSP; our data indicate the Zr-OBP removal is slower 
by a factor of about 10 compared with HOSP. These differences cannot be 
explained. 

The rate-controlling step for the removal of HOSP and the metal ion 
complexes could involve diffusion of the HDBP or the complex to the interface, 
reactions at the interface, diffusion of the products of the interfacial reac
tion into the bulk aqueous phase, or .combinations of these steps. In earlier 
studies (9} of solvent extraction in the Purex and Thorex processes it was 
concluded that the rate of reaction is controlled by the interfacial reaction. 
The evidence is not as conclusive in solvent scrubbing, but the bulk of the 
data supports the chemical reaction at the interface as the rate-controlling 
step. The evidence includes: 

a. The rate constants for lewis eel l and drop tests are about the same 
although the surface-to-volume ratios and degrees of mixing are 
significantly different. 

b. Chemical variables in the aqueous phase affected the scrubbing rate. 
Since these changes would not affect the viscosity of either phase 
significantly, they are not likely to influence a diffusion-controlled 
reaction. 

c. The different rate constants for uranium and OBP in the scrubbing of 
U-OBP by hydrazine salts must surely result from differing chemical 
reaction rates. If diffusion were the rate-controlling step, both 
components of a complex must diffuse as a unit at the same rate. 

If the rate-controlling step is the rate of the chemical reaction at the 
interface, the overall reaction rate in process equipment can be calculated 
from the kinetic constants presented here plus knowledge of the interfacial 
area created by mixing in the equipment under study. 
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Table 1. Interphase transfer kinetics of HOB, U-DBP and Zr-DBP in 
solvent scrubbing using hydrazine ox.a late, hydrazine carbonate 

and sodium carbonate-sodium hydrox.ide solutions a 

_________ Transfer 
Ll���P 

constant��"fr-m
------

Solution HOSP --7,-------00�--- ------r,------IJITT>---
Hydrazine ox.a l ate 

0.25 N, pH 7 
0.23 If, pH 8 
0.45 If, pH 7 

Hydraziri"e carbon�te 
0.25 N, pH 7 
0.25 If, pH 8 
0.5 N, pH 7 

Na2co3-lfaOH 
0.1 M, NaC03 
0.5 M, Na2C03 
0.1 K, Na2C03 

+0.8 K, NaOH 

l , 10-2 1.5 , 10-3 
9,3' 10-3 1.1 X 10-3 
9.5 , 10-3 l. 1 , 10-3 

4 ' 10-3 5,8 X 10-4 4,8 ' 10-4 
7 10-3 3.5 ' 10-4 6.4 X 10-4 
5 , 10-3 B.2 , 10-4 6.7 , 10-4 

1.7 X 10-3 4,6 , 10-4 1.8 ' 10-3 4.7 X 10-4 3.9 10-4 
2.9 ' 10-3 9. 7 X 10-4 2.5 X 10-3 4,5 X 10-4 3.1 ' 10-4 
4.6 , 10-3 7.2 , 10-4 2.2 , 10-3 4.6 , 10-4 N.o.b 

4' 10-3 2.7 X 10-3 2 X 10-3 
4 X 10-3 4,6 ' 10-3 6,5 X 10-3 

5.4 , 10-3 7 ' 10-3 9,5 X 10-3 

l X 10-4 5.9 X 10-4 
9 X 10-4 3. 7 ' 10-4 

N.o.b N.o.b 
a Lewis cel 1 experiments. 
bNot determined. 

t 

(s) 

0 
15 
30 
45 

60 
75 

Table 2. Results of mixer test exa mining remova l of ura nium 
and DBP from the U-DBP complex 

�queous phase """Organ1c·pliase, calculated 

OBP u OBP u kosp/ku 
(µmol/mt) (µmol/mt) ( µmo 1 /mt) ( µmo 1 /mt) 

---------------------

0 0 17 .o 18.9 N.O.• 
0.46 0.14 16.2 18. 7 4.5 
0.69 0.35 15.B 18. 3 2.3 
1.1 0.57 15.2 18.0 2. 3 
2.0 1.08 14.D 17 .3 2.2 
4.6 1. 74 10. 7 16.5 3.4 

Average ratio 2.9 
aNot determined. 
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EXTRACTION OF BERKELIUM (IV) BY NEUTRAL PHOSPHORORGANIC 

COMPOUNDS AND MUL Tl MOLECULAR AMINES 

B. F. Myasoedov, M.S. Milyukova, D. A. Malikov 

Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry 
USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow, USSR 

The presentation deals with the extraction of berkelium (IV) 
by trialkylphosphate, trialkylphosphine oxides and multimolecular 
amines trom the mineral acid solutions depending on the na:ture and 
concentration ot acid, extractant, organic solvent and oxidant. 

Tributylphosphate (TBP), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and 
triphenylphosphine oxide (TPPO) have been found to extract berke
lium (IV) quantitatively from nitric acid solutions containing 
potassium bromate as an oxidant. The efficienoy of berkelium (IV) 
extraction increases with the increasing ot nitric a�id concentra
tion and achieves in the definite range of acid concentrations 
maximum and constant value. Tributylphosphate solutions in the 
organic solvents quantitatively extract berkelium (IV) from 10-12 
M ni trio add and trioctylphosphine oxide solutions in dichloroet
hane and cyclohexane do it from 3-12 Mand 1-14 M nitric acid res
pectively. 

Distribution coefficients of berkelium (IV) have been shown to 
vary proportionally to the fourth degree of an acid concentration 
wit . .nessing the extraction of berke.lium (IV) as a neutral tetra
nitrate complex. 

The efficiency of berkelium (IV) extraction by neutral phosphor
organic compounds also considerably depends on the nature of orga

nic solvent. TBP extracts berkelium (IV) quantitatively with hep
tane, dichloroethane and carbon tetrachloride as solvents. All the 
examined organic solvents (heptane, dichloroethane, carbon tetra

chloride, cyclohexane, chloroform) apart from kerosene and aroma
tic hydrocarbons are suitable for quantitative berkelium (IV) 
extraction by the solutions of TOPO. The range of nitric acid 
concentrations where berkelium (IV) is extracted quantitatively 
by TOPO solutions is wider than in the case of TBP, TOPO solu
tions in heptane or cyclohexane extract berkelium (IV) quantitati
vely from 1-10 Mand 1-14 M nitric acid respectively. TPPO extra
cts berkelium (IV) quantitatively only with dichloroethane and 
chloroform as the solvents. 

The data obtained for the dependence of the completeness of 
berkelium (IV) extraction on TBP, TOPO and TPPO concentration 
show that two molecules of an extractant are solvated with one 
extracted berkelium complex. Hence bekelium (IV) is extracted in 
organic phase by neutral phosphororganic extractants as disolvate 
of berkeiium tetranitrate BK(N03)4•2S and equation of the extrac
tion may be written as 

c. 5 + BK4+ + 4N0j= BK(N03) 4 •2S, 

where S=TilP, TOPO, TPPO. 
Earlier (1-4) thorium, tetravalent plutonium and neptunium and 
other elements have been shown to be extracted from nitric acid 
solutions also as analogous compounds i.e. as disolvates of tet
ranitrate. 

Berkelium (IV) has been found to be extracted from hydrochloric 
and sulphuric acids by TOPO alone, the efficiency of berkelium (IV) 
extraction from these acids being considerably lower than from nit
ric acid. The distribution coefficients of some elements and the 
separation factors BK/Me during extraction by o.7 M TBP and 0,1 M 
TOPO solutions in heptane from 10 M nitric acid are listed in�
le 1. As seen from the .!!!lli, the use of TOPO and TBP as extractants 
;;;;;its to separate berkelium from trivalent americium and curium, 
rare earths and several fission products rather effectively. 

Tetravalent berkelium can be extracted from mineral acid solu
tions by multimolecular amines. However the efficiency of berkeli
um (IV) extraction depends on the nature and concentration of an 
oxidant, extractant and organic solvent. Berkelium (IV) is extrac
ted by tertiary amines (0.4 M TOA in carbon tetre.chloriqe) quanti
tatively from 10 M nitric acid containing potassium bichromate as 
an oxidant. The increasing of amine alkyl chain over c8 was found 
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to lead to decrease of tetravalent berkelium distribution coef
ficients. It seems to be due to steric hindrance. Tetravalent 
berkelium is not practically extracted after oxidation with 
broma te ions. 

The use of silver nitrate and ammonium persulphate mixture 
as an oxidant permits to separate berkelium from cerium during 
the extraction by TOA in carbon tetrachloride. In these condi
tions berkelium (IV) is reduced to trivalent state and remains 
in aqueous phase. 

Extraction of tetravalent berkelium by quaternary ammonium 
salt (Aliquate 336-S) depends on the initial nitric acid con
centration in aqueous phase. The completeness of extraction 
increases with the increesing of solution acidity. In the pre
sence of potassium bichr011B.te tetravalent berkelium is extrac
ted quantitatively from 10-12 M nitric acid. The quantitative 
extraction of berkelium oxidized by bichromate ions in 10-12 M 
nitric acid was found to occur when JO% aliquate solution in 
carbon tetrachloride or dichloroethane was used. 

We have obtained interesting results during the extraction 
Qf berkelium (IV) by multimolecular amines from nitric and 
sulphuric acid solutions in the presence of heteropolyanions. 
Berkelium oxidized by bromate ions in the presence of hetero
polyanions was found to be quantitatively extracted by the 
primary, secondary and tertiary amines and quaternary ammonium 
base salts. The degree of tetravalent berkelium extract'ion in the 
presence of heteropolyanions depends on the na�ure of amine and 
nitric acid concentration in aqueous phase. Decyle.rnine extracts 
berkelium (IV) quantitatively in more wide range of nitric acid 
concentrations (0.5-6 M m,o3) than dioctyl- and trioctylamine 
(0.5-1 M HN03) and Aliquate )36-S-N03 (0.1-2 M llN03). L<mer 
amine concentrations are demanded for the maximum berkelium (IV) 
extraction (TOA- 1%, Aliquate 336.-S-N03 - o.5-1%) than that 
during the extraction from nitric acid solutions containing bith
romnte ions in the absence of heteropolyanions. 

It is important to underline that berkelium (III) is not extra
cted in the presence of heteropolyanions by multimoleculer amines 
in.these conditions. 

It has been established that hoteropolyanions not only sta
bilize tetravalent berkelium but enter in the composition of 
extracted ions as well. 

The stoichiometry of berkelium (IV) extraction has been stu
died and the composition of the extracted compounds have been 
determined. The distribution coefficients of some elements and 
separation factors BK/Me during the extraction by 3% decylamine 
solution in chloroform are given in the Table 2. 

The data obtained have made it possible to work out the extra
ction methods of separation and purification of berkelium from 
TPE, rare earths and several fission products with the use of 
neutral phosphororganic compounds and multimolecular amines as 
extractants. 
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Table 

Distribution coefficients (D) and separation factors (3) of berkel!.um (IV) 
and several metals during the extraction by TOPO and TBP solutions 
in heptane from 10 M nitric acid, containing 0.5 M KBr03 

Extrac- Me 
tant 

249Bk 144cc 241
Am 

243cm 95zr+95 Nb 90sr 137 Cs 104-106Ru 152-154Eu 

lie 

D 

s 

0.1 M D 155.8 8.2 0.007 0.003 
TOPO in 

2.4 -104 4.6°10 4 
heptane s 19,0 

0.7 M D · 51.7 3.o 0.012 0.013 
TBP in 
heptane s 17.2 4.3 • 103 

4.0,103 

Table 2 

Distribution coefficients (D) and separation factors (S) 
of berkelium (IV) and several metals during the 
extraction by 3% decylamine solution in chloro
form from 6 II nitric acid containing 4.10-5 M 

K10P2W17061 

249BK 241.m. 243em 
144ce 152-154 137cs 106Ru 90sr 

Eu 

99 0.014 0.017 49 0.006 0.007 0.055 0.018 

7.1-103 5.8• 103 2.02 16.5•103 14.1-103 1.8°10
3 5.5. 

-103 
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2.77 0.035 0.020 0.017 0.018 

56.2 4 , 5. 10 3 7 .8• 103 9.2-103 8. 7· 103 

0.946 0.105 0.006 0.009 0.033 

54.7 4.9•10
2 8.8• 103 5.9•103 1.6• 103 
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COMPARISON OF PUREX-PROCESS METHODS TO 

SEPARATE URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM 

G. Petrich and H. Schmeider

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe 
lnstitut fur Hei/3e Chemie 

D-7500 Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

four U/Pu separation processes were developed to te,:.hnical maturity: 
o Ferrosulfamate process e.g. (1] 
o Uranium(IV) process e.g.[2, 3J 
o Hydroxylamine nit-:ate (HAN) process e.g.[4, 5] 
a Electro reduction process e.g. {6) 

Process technology and process chemistry are principally known for fuel with 
low Pu content (different flowsheet variations experimentally investigated and 
published). Very little is known, howeve1, for high Pu content fuel. The 
purpose of this paper is therefore to quantitatively compare the processes by 
numerical simulation (e.g. [7]) using a model FBR-fuel with a model flowsheet 
and to discuss the general advantages and disadvantages ot the processes. 
CHEMICAL REACTION KINETICS 

The basics of the mi.:.Jel (distribution equilibria; mass tcansfer kinetics. 
mixer-settler model) was previously described, e.g. [7]. In addition the 
following redox equations were used for the calculations. Material balances 
were calculated from the reaction stoichiometries. KP and KU are hydrolysis and 

dissociation constants for Pu and U resp. The reaction constants k are given 
for 30 ° C. Qc and �\ are the specific cathode and anode areas of the 
electro-process in I/cm. 

*Reduction of Pu(IV) by U(IV), BIDDLE et al. (8]: 
d[Pu(IV) J /dt = -k• [Pu(IV)) • [U(IVJ J /{ ( [HN03 )+KP)• ( [HN03 )+Kul) 

k(aqu)=l5200 mol/min. EA
=104 kJ/mol (NEWTON {9]) 

The organic reaction is not well known. It was assumed to be a factor 
100 slower than the. aqueous reaction [ 10]. 

*Reduction of Pu(IV) by hydroxyl amine nit.rate, BARNEY [ 11]: 

d(Pu(IV)) /dt = -k• [Pu(IV)) '• [NH30H
+

) '/( [ Pu(II I))'• [HN03) "• ( [N03 -)+KP)'} 

k=l.74 mol5 /min, EA=130 kJ/mol 

*Reduction of Pu(IV) by hydrazine, KOLTUNOV [12]: 

d[Pu(IV)J/dt = -k•[Pu(IVJ)•[N2H/J/([HN03J+Kp) 

k=0.038/min, EA=93 kJ/mol, k(Pt-catalyzed)=k+0.22•Qc (HEILGEIST {131) 

*Cathodic reduction of Pu(IV), SCHMIEDER et al. ( 14]: 
d[Pu(IV)]/dt = -k•Qc•[Pu(IV)], k(35 ° C, Ti-cathode, stirred)=0.23 cm/min 

*Cathodic reduct.ion of U(IV) \ 14]: 
d[U(VI)]/dt = -k•Qc•[U(VI}J, k=0.008 cm/min 

*Anodic reoxidation of Pu(III) [14}: 
d[Pu(IIl)]/dt = -k•Qa•[Pu(II!)], k(35 ° C. Pt-anode, stirred)=0.25 cm/min 

*Oxidation of Pu(III) by HN02 (aqueous phase), DUKES l15], modified: 

d[Pu(III)]/dt = -k•[Pu(III)]•[HN02J•([HN03J-0.4)•[N03
-J = -2•d[HN02J/dt 

k=144/(mol J •min), EA=59 kJ/mol 

*Oxidation of Pu(III) by HN02 (organic phase), BIDDLE et al. [10] modified: 

d[Pu(III)]/dt = -exp(5.28•([HN03J+0.8)•[Pu(IIIJ]•[HN02J = -2•d[HN02J/dt 

*Reaction of HN02 with hydrazine, BIDDLE et al. [16]: 

d[HN02J/dt = d[N2H/J = -60000•[HN02J•[N2H/J•[HN03J' 

-------
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*Reaction of HN02 with hydroxyl amine nicrate, BARNEY [ 17]: 

d[HN02)/dt = d[NH30H
+

]/dt = -k•[HN02J•[NH30H
+

]•[HN03J 

k=600/ (mol 2•min), EA=48 kJ/mol 

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL PROFILES WITH NUMERICAL SIHULATION 

13 

VISCO 

The quality of the model has been frequently proven with good results 
especially for low Pu content fuel. Three typical examples are given in 
figs.1-3. Molar concentrations and metal concentrations in g/1 are plotted for 
the individual species vs. stage number. Organic (o) and aqueous {A) 
measurements are given where t,vailable. 

I.!.&...:..!= Pu backextraction with HAN at 50 1 C [ 18]. Small paral"'"'ter variations show 
the extreme sensitivity of this process to organic reoxidation. The tailing of 
the Pu p1Jfile is probably due to the formation of Pu-HDBP complexes which are 
not yet :ccounted for by the model. 

U&.:._,?: demonstrates in-situ electro-reduction of U(VI) in the absence of Pu. 

� is an example of the electro-reduction process. Since calculations of the 
U(IV)-process employ the same model without electro-redox equations, this 
figure serves as a demonstration of the numerical capabilities for this process 
as well. 

Fl G .3: ELECTRO-PROCESS 18-MILLI-EMMA IKFK2082/FIG .241 
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HODEL FUEL AND FLOWSHEETS FOR THE PROCESS COMPARISON 

For all processes a 4-stage scrub (for U) and a 6-stage extract.ion (for Pu) 
mixer settler is employed, operating at 80\ stage efficiency. The organic scrub 
flow BSX is 201/h, 30tTBP. Organic feed HSP is 100 1/h, 0.2 M HN03, 75.7 gU/1, 

9.3 gPu/1, 0.001 M HN02, 30%TBP. Strip solutions BXS! and reduct.ant and/or 

stabilizer feed BXS2 (close to HSP-feed) are as follows: 

HAN-------BXSl: 37 1/h, 0.20 H HN03, 0.53 M HAN, 0.15 M N�HS+ 

BXS2: 3 1/h, 0.05 M HN03, 0.30 M N2u/ 
U(IV)-----BXSI: 30 1/h, 0.20 M HN03, 12gU(IV)/l, 0. 16 H N2tt5 

+ 

BXS2: 10 1/h, 2.00 M HN03, 232gU(IV)/l, 0.15 H N2H5
+ 

Electro---BXSl: 40 1/h, 0.20 M HN03, 0.16 M N2H5+ 

BXS2: 

NUMERICAL RESULTS OF TIIE HODEL PROCESS CALCULATIONS 

Pu Reduct.ant Hydrazine HydrazinP. Pu 
Concentr. Excess: Supply: Consume: Deco 

PROCESS Factor Reduct ant � � Factor 

•c CF Pu(Feed) Pu(Feed) Pu(Feed) 

HAN 40 2.5 1.65 0. 06 250 
so 2 .s 1.65 o. 07 IOOQ 
so 2 .s 1440 
so 3 33 1.65 0. II 43 

U(IV)-Feed 30 2 5 ('') . 65 0. 88 30 
30 2 5 1. 65 0. 97 17150 
30 3. 33 1. 65 I. 2 17100 
30 4.0 1. 65 1.5 16000 
30 4.0 I.SO I.SO 4 
30 5 .0 3. 30 1.4 57$0 

Electro- 35 2.5 1.65 0.56 13550 
Reduction 35 2.5 1230

35 3. 33 I 1.65 0.67 13100 
35 4.0 3 (**) 1.65 0 .68 ll350 
35 5.0 5 (**) 1.65 o. 75 1260 

u 
Deco 

Factor 

500 
220 
100 

1250 

5 
5 

ll 
16 

6 
16 

13 
6 

75 
130 
350 

(*) \riithout U(IV) in BXSl. (**) Increased cathode area. 
FERROSULFAHATE-PROCESS 

This ':>rocess is well-proven with regard to separation efficiency and 
reliability in different plants. Unfortunately, the oxidation product of the 
redu ... cant cannot be recycled, however, and may cause corrosion problems. 
Furthermore huge excess amoun1:s of reductant are necessary (20 to 40 fold). 
Waste costs are therefore in1:olerably high for fuel with large Pu 
concentrations. 

HYDROXYLAMINE NITRATE-PROCESS 
Principal advantages of this process are the possibility of complete 
decomposition of the reductant to inert gases and the large reduction rate. 
This rate is drastically reduced, however, with the square of the Pu(III) 
concentration and the fourth power of the nitric acid concentration which are 
reaction prod'ucts. Therefore, for a technical process acceptable rates will 
only be achieved at elevated temperatures and large reductant excess. 
Furthermore Pu complexed by dibutylphosphate can only be inc mpletely stripped 
with this reductant [19], in contrast to U(IV) as reductant. Ha.ximum Pu 
concentration factors are 2.5-3. Not well understood is the role of hydrazine 
\ilhich is usually additionally fed close to the organic feed point. Market 
availability of concenuated HAN solutions is limited. 

URANIUM (IV) -PROCESS 
The extractable reductant U(IV) should be ideally suited for a high separation 
efficiency. In practice, however, separation is deteriorated at least in 
mi;,.er-setllers due to the autocatalytic oxidation reaction of Pu(III) with 
nitrous acid and the combined oxidation of U(IV) in the organic phase. For 
reasonably good separation a large excess of U(IV) is required therefore (4 to 
6 fold stoichiometry) and at least 1:wo U(IV) feed-points are necessary. This 
rerluces also the danger of a local depletion of the stabj · izer and reductant 
which was occasionally observed as a spontaneous malfunction in several plants. 
Along with the U(IV) production cell (fed with about 30-60% of recycled product 
uranium for FBR-fuel) this means significant additional equipment. Figs.4-7 
show as an example the initial phases of a malfunction. Starting profile � 
is the st.eady state result. for the case CF= 4, hzdrazine/Pu = 1.65 of the 
table. Mal function occurs by reducing hydrazine/Pu to l. 5. 

�LECTRO-REDUCT I ON-PROCESS 

This process shows all the advantages of the U(IV)-process but avoiC.3 its 
drawbacks. Neither product-U recycle nor additional U(IV) feeds are n�cessary. 
Local deple1:ion of stabilizer and reductant has never been observed up to now 
(the reductant is homogeneously produced within the extractor from process 
inherent U). From the above calculations there seems to be even the chance to 
completely avoid the stabilizer hydrazine which is also plausible from 
thermodynamic considerations. Laboratory 1:ests of electrode corrosion (Ti, Pt) 
show a very high stability of 1:hese materials. The long term tests of the 
technical equipment has been started with the installation of a mixer-settler 
in the Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage Karlsruhe in 1980. 
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FIG,4: UIIVI-PROCESS, CF=4, N2H5+/PU=!.65, STERDY-STATE 
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EXPERIMENTS ON A MODIFIED THOREX FLOWSHEET FOR Th-Pu FUEL 

G.R. Grant, R.E. Hollies, J.J. Hawton and Y.-K. Sze 

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment 

Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ROE 1 LO 

INTRODUCTION 

Im.proved use of uranitn resources is promised through the introduct_ion of 
advanced fuel cycles to nuclear power programs. In the Canadian context, this 
is not likely to be needed until the next century, but we are currently doing 
the research and development necessary to pursue this option when the need 
arises. 

To initiate thorilDD fuel cycles 1n Canadian CANDO reactor systelllS, the 
plutonium derived from irradiated, natural uranium fuels could be used as the 
initial fissile material. Following irradiation, the thorium fuel would be 
reprocessed to remove fission products and to recover the thorium, the uncon
&UlDed plutonium, and the uranium-233 produced. 

FLOWSHEET DEVELOPMENT 

Based on distribution data obtained in our laboratories, the flowsheet 
shown in Figure l was devised to accoaiplish the above separations. It is simi
lar to the acid THOREX flowsheet (1), but modified in some respects because of 
the presence of plutonium in the process. The extractant is 30% tributyl phos
phate (TBP) 1n a kerosene diluent, modified by the addition of an aromatic (10% 
diethylbenzene) to prevent third-phase formation. 

The first two solvent-extraction contactors comprise a single co-decontami
nation cycle, which rejects most of the fission products to the aqueous waste 
from the first contactor. The three actinides are stripped to the aqueous phase 
in the second contactor. Following evaporation and plutonium valency adjust
ment, the solution is fed to the primary separation section of the flowsheet, 
where conditions are adjusted in Contractors 3, 4 and 5 to recover Pu(III). 
thorium, and uranium, respectively. 

The success of the flowsheet was established "inactively" (f.e. in the 
absence of fission products) in the laboratory using small 12- or 16-stage 
mixer-settlers ( 2). 

To test the performance of the flowsheet under "active" conditions, a su,all 
experimental facility, called the Thorium Fuel Reprocessing Experiment (TFRE), 
was assembled in the Hot Cells at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment 
(WNRE). The experimental program was designed to obtain information on 

(1) thoria fuel dissolution characteristics, 
(2) effects of insolubles, 
(3) fission-product decontamination factors, 
(4) product losses, 
(5) product separation factors, and 
(6) waste characteristics. 

THE TFRE FACILITY 

The facility was assembled in modules outside the Hot Cells for inactive 
commissioning. The modules were then moved and re-assembled in t�e Hot Cells 
for additional commissioning prior to starting the experimental prOgram. Four 
cells and an adjacent shielded glove box are dedicated to this experiment. One 
cell ls used for head-end operations such as dissolution, acid adjustment, clar
ification, and accountability. A second cell and the shielded glove box are 
used for solvent-extraction operations, solvent recovery, and concentrating 
products and wastes. Calcinatlon and vitrification of the high-level vastes are 
done in a third cell, and a fourth cell is used for chemical analyses. 

OPERATION OF THE TFtlE tACILITY 

Fuel for each experiment was disassembled and chopped, one element at a 
time. In experiments conducted to date, the zirconium alloy sheaths were manu
ally separated from the powdered fuel, vhich was weighed into batch sizes of 
about 3 kg each. These were transferred to the dissolver and THOREX dissolver 
solution (HN03 "' 13 mol/L, F- • 0.05 mol/L and Al 3+ • 0.1 mol/L) was added. 
Dissolution was complete after refluxing for about eight hours. Excess acid was 
distilled, and the fuel solution was diluted to the desired conditions for sol
vent-extraction operations (i.e. Th• 200 g/L and HN03 • 3 mol/L), The dissolv
er solution was filtered to remove undissolved solids and transferred to an ac
countability tank where final adjustments were made. The feed stream (LAF) was 
transferred to the first mixer-settler using a constant-volume feeder (rotating 
buckets) at a rate of about 1 mL/min, giving the facility a throughput of about 
300 g(Th) per day. In each experiment, the facility was operated continuously 
for five or more days with two 12-h shifts per day. Each process stream was 
sampled and analyzed two or three times per day to obtain flowsheet data. 

One disadvantage of the low throughput of the facility is that steady state 
is approached slowly and the length of time at steady state is limited by batch 
size. Obtaining good steady-state data over several consecutive days for flow
sheet evaluation is, therefore, hampered to some extent. 

Following exhaustion of the feed solution, the facility was flushed using a 
dummy feed solution of 3 mol/L HN03, to minimize radiation damage to the ,equip
ment and solvent and to prevent blockages due to crystallization in lines over 
extended shut-down periods. 

During a run, the solvent was continuously circulated through a solvent
recovery facility in the shielded glove box, where it was washed first with 
0.05 mol/L KOH solution, then with 0.01 mol/L HN03. 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND DISCUSSION 

Table l gives data on the fuels used to date to test the flowsheet under 
active conditions. Burnups have been between 300 and 400 HWh/kg of initial 
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heavy element, and cooling tirnes have varied from 1 to 10 years. Since irradi
ated Th02 fuel, containing plutonium as the initial fissile material, was not 
yet available in Canada, Pu(N0 3)4 solution was added to the dissolver following 
dissolution of the fuel in one of the experiments, to test the flowsheet as 
fully as possible. (Some Th02 - Pu02 fuel is currently undergoing qualification 
testing in the WR-1 Reactor at WNRE, but it will not be available for a few 
years.) 

TABLE 1 

FUELS PROCESSED IN THE TFRE 

Th02_ 23suo2 Ex�t 11 Ex�t 'l 
Fuel Type Fast Neutron Th02- 35uo2 Tho2- 35uo2 

Fuel Fuel Fuel* 

Reactor NRU WR-1 WR-1 
Burnup (HWh/kg) 305 410 391 

(MWd/Hg) 12 700 17 080 16 290 
Cooling Time (a) 10 3.3 1.1 

* Pu(N03)4 solution added to dissolver 

Plutonium Valency Adjustment. Before extraction in the first contactor, 
plutonium was adjusted to the Pu(IV) state by adding N02

- to the feed solution. 
We have used two different procedures for this: 
(1) an excess of NaN02 solution was added to the feed, or 
(2) a 4:1 mixture of NO and 02 was bubbled through the fuel solution, producing 

the No2
- in situ (3). 

The latter procedure was ,,,,sl<lered preferable since it eliainated the 
introduction of sodium (which has an important impact on waste management), and 
"'·,:,� hitl'rovement in decontamination from ruthenium was anticipated because 
for,nation of the less extractable nitrito-nitroso ruthenium complexee should 
have been favoured over the corresponding nitrato c0t1plexes ( 3). 

Plutonium valency adjustment was also required before, or in, the third 
contactor where plutonium was to be reduced to Pu(III), to prevent its extrac
tion and allow its separation from thorium and uranium. 

Several different reductants (and holding reductants) were tested in our 
"inactive" development work. These are listed in Table 2 together with comaenta 
on how successful they have been. 

TABLE 2 

REDUCTANTS TESTED FOR Pu(III) SEPARATION FROH THORIUM AND URANIUM 

Reagents 

Ferrous sulfamate 
Sulfamic acid 

Hydroxylamine nitrate (HAN) 
Hydrazine nitrate (HYD) 

Ferrous nitrate 
HAN 
HYD 

2 ,5 di-tert-amylhydroquinone 

Acetaldoxime 
HAN 

Concentrations 
in 3AS(mol/L) 

0.05 
0.05 

0.3 
0.1 

0.05 
0.3 
o. 1 

0.03 

o.6* 
0.1 

Comments 

Successful separation* 

Unacceptable Pu losses 
to solvent** 

Successful separatior.** 

Unacceptable Pu losses** 

Successful separation 

Same reagents and concentrations used in feed solution (3AF) to pre-reduce 
Pu to Pu(III). 

** HYO-stabilized HAN used in )A F to pre-reduce Pu to Pu(III). 
Acetaldoxime added only to 3AF (not )AS). HAN also used to pre-reduce Pu to 
Pu( Ill). 

Although ferrous sulfamate (FeSA) was very successful, its disadvantages 
(major contribution to wastes and corrosion due to H2S04) are well known, and 
efforts continue to find more acceptable reducing agents. 

One of the more promising reagent combinations for plutonium separation 
from uranium is hydrazine-stabilized hydroxylamine nitrate (HYD-HAN) where, e.g. 
in the PUREX process, successful separations have been obtained (4). However, 
for TIIOREX flowsheets, conditions required for extraction of thorium (as opposed 
to uranium), i.e. higher acidity and higher solvent-to-feed flow ratio, combined 
with the salting effect of Th(N03)4 on plutonium, all conspire to decrease the 
effectiveness of HAN, In all of our THOREX flowsheet work with HYD-HAN, unac
ceptable plutonium losses to the solvent stream were observed. 

Barney (5) and HcKibbon and Bercaw (6) have reported a catalytic effect of 
iron on the rate of reduction of plutonium to Pu(III) when using HAN. We have 
also tested this combination of reagents in our modified THOREX flowsheet and 
have obtained very satisfactory separations of Pu(III) from thorium and uranium. 
The scrub stream (3AS) was prepared from ferric nitrate solution t_!) which 
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HYD-HAN was added to reduce Fe(III) to Fe(II). The success of these reagents is 
attributed to the fast reduction kinetics for the Fe(II) + Pu(IV) reaction, 
coupled with the relatively fast reaction of HAN + Fe(III) to produce Fe(II), to 
maintain an adequate reducing potential in the contactor. 

Of the reducing reagents listed in Table 2, the only one tested "actively" 
in the TFRE facility has been the Fe(ll)-HAN-HYD combination. In all of these 
experiments, plutonium was adjusted to the Pu(lll) state in the 3AF feed solu
tion before it was added to the solvent-extraction contactor. In most of the 
",inactive" experiments, this pre-reduction was performed with HYO-HAN. However, 
to ensure reduction to Pu(III) in the continuously operating TFRE facility, 
where faster kinetics were thought to be necessary, Fe(II)-HYD-HAN was used. 

The plutonium losses observed when using HYD-HAN were probably due to an 
autocatalytic oxidation of Pu(l11) to Pu(IV) in the solvent phase, combined with 
the relatively slow reduction of Pu(IV) by the HAN, which acts only in the aque
ous phase (7). Both the substituted hydroquinone and acetaldoxime (.see Table 2) 
are soluble to some extent and are, therefore, capable of reacting with other 
species in the solvent phase. Hydroquinone is an effective Pu(IV) reductant, 
but in our THOREX tests, ft was not completely successful, and plutonium losses 
were again observed. We suspect that partition failure was due to the relative
ly high acidity and high solvent-to-feed flow ratio (i.e. the same reasons that 
led to the failure with HYD-HAN). Acetaldoxime, on the' other hand, is an excel
lent scavenger of nitrous acid, which appears to be responsible for the autocat
alytic oxidation of Pu(III). Although most of the acetaldoxime added with the 
feed stream remains in the aqueous phase, enough of it does extract to prevent 
initiation of the autocatalytic oxidation of Pu(III) and good plutonium separa
tion is achieved. Tests have indicated that the acetaldoxime remaining with the 
plutonium product is easily destroyed by evaporation of the solution and, there
fore, its use should not present problems in product conversions or fuel refab
rication. 

Flowsheet evaluation. Flowsheet data from the "active" experiments report
ed here continue to show the viability of our modified TI-IOREX flowsheet. Ta
ble 3 lists data for the products. Losses to the various waste streams (i.e. 
to the lAW stream from Con tac tor 1 and to the sol vent) were at, or below, the 
limits of detection and represented a maximum of 1.5% of the uraniµm, 0.2% of 
the thorium and "'1% of the plutonium. Separation of the three products from 
each other was good, especially the removal of thorium from the uranium and 
plutonium products, where decontamination factors of 5000 or more were obtained 
in a single cycle. The separations of uranium and plutonium from the thorium 
product do not appear to be as good, simply because analytical detection limits 
were approached readily due to the low initial concentrations. 

Fission-product decontamination data are shown in Table 4. The decontami
nation factor (DF) for 144Ce was ) 10 4 and for· 137cs ) 10 5 • These were obtained 
for the first solvent-extraction cycle only. Additional decontamination is 
expected in the second cycle, but it could not be quantifiecl because activity 
levels were already at the detection limits. 

The decontamination factor of ,., 200 for 1 0 6Ru is that obtained for both the 
thorium and uranium products, i.e. over two solvent-· .xtraction cycles. This DF 
is somewhat lower than desired, but not unexpected. Higher DF values from ruth
enium have been reported in the literature (8,9), also shown in Table 4, but 
these higher DF values were achieved only when the feed solution was made acid 
deficient. The lower DF values quoted were obtained with acidic feed solutions. 
We chose not to use acid-deficient solutions in our flowsheet because of the 
possibility of plutonium polymerization under such conditions. 

SUMMARY OF PRODUCT DATA 

Impurity Content (g/g (product)) 
Product Loss to Wastes 

(%) Th u Pu 

Uranium '1.5 ' 0.01 ' 5x10- 4 

Thorium , 0.2 <; 2xl0-4 ' 5xl0- 4 

Plutonium 'l - 0.01 "' 1x10- 3 

FISSION PRODUCT DECONTAMINATION FACTORS* 

Nuclide 

I44ce 

l 37cs 
1D6Ru 

95zr/Nb 

This Work 

> lxl0 4 

;;i, lxl0 5 

2xl0 2 

N/A* 

• For thorium and uranium products. 
** From reference 8. 
+ From reference 9. 
'4= N/A - not available. 

Decontamination Factors 

Literature Data 

3xl0 4 - 5xl0 6 (Julich**) 

lxl0 2 (Hanford+) 
20 - 2xl0 4 (Julich**) 

lxl0 2 - lxl0 6 (Julich**) 

Only very preliminary data are available for the behaviour of 95Zr/Nb in 
the one experiment using short-cooled fuel. Indications are that DF values for 
zirconium may not be any higher than those measured for 10°R.u. The relatively 
low DF values for both I06Ru and 95zr are, however, still considered acceptable, 
because the activity of these fission products is less than that due to 2 32u and 
2 28n, and their daughters in the products themselves. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Experience gained in design, fabrication and operation of the Thorium Fuel 
Reprocessing Experiment in the WNRE Hot Cells has ma.de a useful contribution to 
AECL Is Advanced Fuel Cycle Program. 

Our modified THOREX flowsheet has been tested successfully using irradi
ated-fuel solutions. Separation of thorium, uranium a�d plutonium from each 
other has been good, and product losses have been low. High decontamination 
factors have been obtained for rare earths and for cesium. Lower decontamina
tion factors have been obtained for ruthenium and for zirconium, but. they are 
considered acceptable. 
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Reductive stripping of Pu(III) and its separation from thorium and uranium 
have been demonstrated, but this has proven to be a more difficult task than the 
comparable separation of plutonium from uranium in the PUREX process• 

Acetaldoxime has been shown to be a promising Pu(III) stabilizer in mixer
settler operations, and further work is planned to determine its viability in an 
"active" experiment. 
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INFLUENCE OF CATIONS ON CRUD FORMATION IN URANIUM CIRCUITS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Solvent losses in processing by solvent extraction can be attributed to en
trainment. solubility, evaporation, degradation·, adsorption on solids, formation 
of stable emulsions and cruds, spillage and sampling. These solvent losses, and 
particularly those losses attributed to emulsion and crud formation, can in part 
be related to natuI'e of feed, reagent choice, continuous phase, equipment sel
ection and method of operation, such as the droplet size, excessive turbulence, 
etc. 

Common to all or most solvent extraction operations in the mining industry 
is the problem of stable emulsions and the eventual formation of cruds. The 
crud can constitute a major solvent loss to a circuit and therefore adversely 
affect the operating costs. Becaus e there can be many causes of crud formation, 
eac� plant may have a crud problem unique to that operation. Factors such as 
ore type, solution compc,sition, solvent composition, pre�ence of other organic 
constituents, design and type of agitation, etc. can adversely affect the 
chemical and physical operation of the solvent extraction circuit, a'nd result 
in crud fonnation. 

Crud is defined as the material resulting from agitation of an organic 
phas e, an aqueous phase, and fine solid particles, that form a stable mixture. 
Crud usually collects at the interface between the organic and aqueous phases, 
Other names that have been used for the phenomena are grungies, mung, gunk and 
sludge, 

In an earlier paper by the author, a review was made of the causes of 
crud and possible treatment methods (1). 

The present paper is concerned with the crud generated in uranium solvent 
extraction circuits, its analyses and identification, and possible treatment 
methods, together with the results of laboratory tests carried out to generate 
crud, using the ore leach solution from a Canadian uranium mill as well as 
tests on synthetic solutions. 

FEED MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE 

The tests were performed on both synthetic leach liquors as well as actual 
leach soltuions. Because crud generation is a relatively slow process involving 
contacting large volumes of liquor to obtain sufficient material for analyses, 
the tests were conducted in a continuous mixer settler unit. The leach feed 
solution for the work was prepared by duplicating the leaching conditions for a 
Canadian uranium ore as well as the liquid-solids separation procedure. A 
typical analyses of the leach liquor is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Typical Analyses of Leach Feed Solution 

g/L 

u 1.87 
Th 0.003 
Mo o. 0008 
FeT 1.84 
Al 2.11 
Si 0.44 
Ca 0.30 
Mg 9.89 
Zn 0.015 
V 0.006 
Ti 0.004 
pH 1.6 

Unclarified pregnant solution ::100 ppm suspended 
solids, 73 g/L total solids. 
Clarified pregnant solution <50 ppm suspended 
solids. 

The tests on the synthetic feed solution, containing 1.6 g U/L at pH 1. 6, con
tained Fe Al Ca Mg Si which ...,ere varied in content in a factor.la! designed set 
of tests. The solvent composition used for the investigation consisted of 
3. 5% Adogen 364 plus 5% isodecanol in Shell 140 diluent. The tests were 
carried out in a Bell Solvent Extraction Unit, incorporating 4 stages of 
extraction (A/0 1.5/1), 3 stages of stripping (0/A 2/1) using 130 g/L 
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upon the crud formation and thus the necessity for shut-down. The agitation 
used in the pump-mix design of the mixers ...,as in the range of 800-1200 rpm. 
All tests resulted in the extraction of 99.99% of the uranium from the feed 
solution. 

Characterization of Crud and Analyses 

The initial work by CANMET on crud from uranium circuits (2) was performed 
on samples of crud obtained from three operating mills located in New Mexico 
and Wyoming in the U.S.A. and in Saskatchewan, Canada. Chemical analyses were 
performed on the crud and tests were performed to break the crud. When suffir.
ient information had been obtained on crud charactQrization, the subsequent 
research involved the generation of crud in the laboratory .  This was to verify· 
whether a crud could be produced that was similar to that generated at the 
uranium mill site. 
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The data indicated a reasonably close relationship between the major metal · 
constituents in the cruds from the extraction circuits. The major elements 
are Si, Al, Fe 1 Ca, Mg, C and U. The crud analysis from the strip circuit is 
somewhat parallel to the extraction circuits 1 but lower in metal content except 
for uranium. Also, Zr could be a major cause contributing to crud, if present 
in the circuit. Silica was still present. The total organic in all three 

cruds was approximately of equal content (as indicated by analyses for total C). 
There was also a relationship between the feed analysis and the crud analysis, 
for extraction and stripping circuits for two separate mills, indicat-ing a 
good parallel between the meta.is content of the solvent extraction feed and 
the crud, whether in the extraction or stripping circuits. Si is noticeably 
concentrated in the extraction crud. In the stripping. circuit crud, the 

analysis showed a reasonable indication that impurities from the feed solution 
are getting through to the stripping circuit to constitute the crud. These 

are mainly Si, Al and Fe with lessei; amounts of Mo, Ca, Zr and Mg. 

The analyses of crud material from both the extraction and strip circuits 
of the plant operation are given in Table 2. The high metal losses in the 
stripping circuit can possibly be attributed to the localized precipitation of 
uranium when stripping with (NH

4
) 2so4. 

Effect of Humic Acid, Isodecanoic Acid and Phenol in Crud Generation 

The effect of organic acids on crud formation was investigated, using humic 
acid and phenol. Also, because it was thought that isodecanol could be degrad
ed in the solvent extraction process to isodecanoic acid, that acid was also 
studied. Both clarified and unclarified pregnant solutions were used, in con
tact with the plant organic solvent mixture. Agitation was at 1600 rpm for 
two_ minutes at A/0 1.5/1. The qualitative results of these tests indicated 
that the organic acids, if present in sufficient amount, can cause crud 
formation, and that crud is more readily formed in the unclarified pregnant 
solution. 

The results also showed that freshly prepared organic solvent showed no 
crud tendency. This may indicate that in the recycled plant solvent, if a 
break-down of isodecanol to isodecanoic acid has occurred this decay .product may 
be the cause of the crud formation. Addition of humic acid to the freshly pre
pared solvent produced a white precipitate. Addition of humic acid to the plant 
solvent produced additional precipitate. 

Table 2 - Analyse� of Crud in Extraction and Stripping Circuits 

Extraction (%) Stripping (%) 

u 11. 3 12.1 
Mg 2.49 4.49 
Si 13.1 7.45 
Fe 5.4 8.0 
Mo 0.11 0. 72 
Cd 0.10 0.01 
Mn 0.05 0.009 
Al 3.96 .077 
Cu 0.08 0.01 
Ag 0 .009 0.001 
Na 0.09 <0.001 
Sn 0.008 <O. 001 

Effect of Cations on Crud Formation 

The results of the factorial designed tests on a synthetic leach liquor con
tailing varying amounts of Fe Al Si Ca Mg are summarized in Table 3, in which 
the tests were carried out with the aqueous feed being the continuous phase. 
The strip reagent was a solution of 50 g/L Na2C03. The tests indicated that, 
in all but a fe,,, of the solution compositions tested, precipitates and/or crud 
were produced early in the extraction circuit, which ...,ere then carried over 
into the stripping circuit. In some tests the crud that was produced became 
very voluminous resulting in early shut-down of the circuit. A preliminary 
mathPmatical analysis of the work indicated iron and silica to be the major 
elements in initiating the generation of crud and this occurred in solutions 
containing 1. 75 g Fe/L or greater. Aluminum, calcium and magnesium had 
es3entially no effect due to compositions in the feed. 

Although the crud was generally produced in the extraction circuit, never
theless it also formed in the stripping circuit. This was probably due to 
there being n o scrub stage between extraction and stripping. Also, the silica 
in the synthetic was added as sodium silicate, and so the crud tendency "'ould 
be much less than would be encountered in leach solutions already containing 
colloidal silica. 

As to the cause of the crud in the extraction circuit, when only a clear 
aqueous feed solution containing a few metals are present, it can possibly 
be attributed to the high shear and pressure exerted upon a droplet by the 

pump-agitator. Precipitation of metals from solution is enhanced by pressure, 
parricularly those that tend to hydrolyse or those that may be unstable. 
High concentration of iron in solution, perhaps in combination with Si, or 
Al and Mg appear to have adverse affects. Also a combination of high Al and 
high Mg (Te.st F4) appears to enh,ance crud formation. The Si Fe !lg tend to 
hydrolyse first, during extraction, while carry over and formation of crud 
in the stripping circuit occurs due to Al and Ca as well as Fe, Mg, Si 
(Test Fl5). Although only one test (at the time of ...,ridng) was performed 
with the organic be:!.ng the continuous phase, it appears that crud is more 
easily formed from the aqueous continuous system {Test 14B). 
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Actual pre gnant leach solut ion had 30 ppm slimes added to it before being 
contacted with freshly prepared solvent consisting of 3. S% Adogen 364 plus 3. 5% 
isodecanol in Shell 140. Four stages of extraction were followed by four stages 
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equilibration was 120/60. The running time was 4 hou"ts. Because of the iron 
carry-over into the stripping circuit, another similar run was made where a 
single water scrub stage was employed. The run was similar in crud and 
emulsion characteristics as the previous run. Phenol was also detected in the 
crud material. 

These results indicated that considerable iron was carried through the 
system when there was no scrub stage following the 4 stages of ex.traction. 
Also, the major uranium precipitation occurring during stripping was due to 
the difficulty in maintaining good pl\ control. 

Because of the apparent di fficulty in controlling the (NH4)2S04 stripping, 
bench tests were performed with 5% and 10% Na2C03, and as a result of phase 
disengagement rates the St NazC03 was selected as the better med ium. A slmilar 
continuous run was made on feed containing JO ppm solids, using 4 stage::. 
ex traction (0/A 1.5/1), two stages water scrubbing (O/A 1.5/1), three stages 
stripping with 5% Na2C03 (0/A l..5/1), and a sinr,le st age of acid equilibration. 
The entire nm of 5 hours duration was satisfactory• with no stable emulsions 
or crud formed. A repeat test with a single H20 scrub stage result ed in crud 
in the stripping circuit, as a result o[ carry-over from extraction. There
fore, it appears that two stages of scrubbing arl:! necessary. 

With a feed containing 60 ppm solids, and in a similar extraction-scrubliing
stripping sequence, emulsion and crud build-up started in the No. 4 settler of 
the extraction circuit (where the fet>cl aqueous enters). The <:rud carried-over 
into the water scrub stages and then into str ipping. Analyses of the accumu
lated crud in the stripping circuit crud are given in Table 4. The results 
appear to indicate that 60 ppm of solids arc more than a pump mix design of 
mixer settler can handle without forming crud. 

Table 4 - Effect of Suspended Solids, Scrubbing and Snipping Agent on the Strip 
Circuit Crud 

------------- ----- ------- -
ppm solids in feed: 

Strip: 

Scrub: 

Fe 
Si 
Mg 
Al 
Ca 
Mu 

i.'.r 
Phcno l 

JO 

<m\>
2
so,, 

None 

50.0 
J l.46 

2. li] 

0.02 
I .08 

O.OJ 

Single 

23. 7 
6. 7 
') .6 
0.02 
5.9 
O.O'J 
0.02 
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JO 

Nalo
"J 

Two 

Nu 
Crud 

60 

Two 

7 .24 
J.98 
O • .l'J 

11. 7 
6.21 
o. 13 
0.04 
0. JO 

1)1.VL'S.l 1,_:aLltH) or OLhcr <:011L;H'Lor:: 

'l'hl· data oht;tinc<l from tl11· pi1mp-miz dL·si;:n mixer scttl<:rs �;hriWr·d Lli:1t if L111· 
feed so\ut ion contained ahonl ·10 ppm sr,1 ids an<l if two water scr11!, �.t;1;•_1·:. ·,11-ri· 
used, followed hy Nazso-1 as the sLrippini: :igcnt, thcn no crud rl:s1-1ILL·d. 1/1,·,n··H:r, 
the mixer settler <lcsi�n exhibits :i hi1:h slil'.:lr performance, pro<lucin;•, 111111'1 fini;r 
droplets thnn ..ict ual I y rcqu i f"L·<l fnr m;1ss L rans f (·r, hcc.:a11sc of the ncc1;•;� it'/ f ,,r 
pumping. Two aJten1ativc types of (:onta<.:tors Wl:rc therefor(! cxamin1..:d, 1,otli 
possessing good mass tr:111sfcr char;ic·tcristjcs with1111t the disadv;mt,1;�l: r,f till: 
excessive turbulence which we bcl icvc is partly Lhc c:i.usc of the stable emu]c;irm 
in a pump-mix mixer settler. The two cnntacLqrs sclerlcd for tlic U:sts WL:fl.: 
the Kenics in-line mixer and the RTL contactor (r1irmcrly r:nu:sscr "ra.inin�� 
bucket" contactor). 

Kenics In-Line Mixer 

Contact of a leach solution containing 60 ppm solids with the solvent •,1as 
co-current in a 330 cm long x 1.27 cm diameter column. The: retention timt: 
was 1.6 minu tes. Following extraction, the loa• 1ed solvc:nt was Hrippt:d with 
50 g/L Na2C03. Both extrac t ion and str ipping performed wcl l, with no c1cud 
or precipitates formed. 

RTL Contactor 

Similar tests were run in a 101.6 cm long x 15.2 cm diameter RTL contactor . 
The solvent was fed countercurrent to the feed solution. Again the physical 
operation was good, and solutions containing up to 100 ppm solids were succE::ss
fully treat:�d. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions that can be drawn from these crud studies are summarized 
as follows: 

a) there is a relationship between the composition of the feed to solvent 
extraction and the analysis of the crud. Although much of the crud is due 
to fines carry-over from insufficiently clarified feed solution, crud 
can also be produced from clear aqueous solutions. 

b) the major constituents of crud are Si Al Fe Mg Ca, together with U. 

c) strip cruds contain large amounts of uranium, due to possibly poor pH 
control in the NH4-(NH4)2S04 stripping, resulting in localized precipit
ation of uranium and consequently heavy crud formation. 

d) Fe, Si, Ca, Mg, Al appear to be carried through the ex traction circuit 
and report in the str:ip ci rcuit crud. Tests indicate the requirerr:.ent 
for 1-2 scrub stages between extraction and stripping to remove such 
impurities which could aggravate emulsions and crud formation. 

e) other organics in the system (humic acid, phenol. lignin, and carboxylic 
acids) nay consti tute a cause for crud formation. Unclarified feed is 
more susceptible to crud formation in the presence of the organics than 
is clarifi ed feed. 

f) the continuous phase may play an important part in the crud that may be 
generated. 

g ) a NazC03 strip solution, instead of (NH4)2so4, appeared to be more suitable 
for str ipping to minimize crud formation. 

h) the pump-mi x design for agitation may tolerate in the range of 30-60 ppm 
suspended solids, but with the high shear of such a design crud prevention 
above these levels is difficult. 

i) U!:ie of other types of contactors, where high shear is eliminated during 
the mass transfer, should be considered. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Because of its many favorable properties, tributyl phosphate (TBP) 
is the chosen extractant throughout the· world for the reprocessing of 
power reactor fuels (Purex process). These properties include (1) 
adequate extraction power for uranium and plutonium, (2) good 
selectivit}' for tl,ese elements relative to elements in the fission 
product spectrum, (3) amenability to stripping with dilute nitric acid, 
and (4) good phase separation. 

Despite the overall success of TBP, it has some weaknesses which 
result in process problems. Host of its process disadvantages derive 
from the fact that it is subject to chemical and radiation. degradation 
to ·form principally dibutyl phosphoric acid (HDBP) and mon,obutyl 
phosphoric acid (H2HBP). These products decrease the fission product 
decontamination efficiency and can prevent complete uranium and 
plutonium stripping, resulting in their losses to the s�lvent wash 
wastes. In addition, certain metal (Th, Zr, Pu) complexes o·f the HDBP 
and H2MBP have low solubilities in the aqueous and organic phases and 
sometimes precipitate and interfere with system operation. A further 
complication is the significant solubility of TBP in the aqueous phase. 
Any process solution that has been contacted with· TBP will contain about 
a quarter of a gram of TBP per liter, If this solution is allowed to 
stand for an extended period or is sent to an evaporator, the TBP 
degrades, and the resulting HDBP tends to cause precipitation of 
plutonium or fission products. The presence of TBP has also been blamed 
for an explosion that occurred during denitration of a uranyl nitrate 
solution. Por these reasons, it is standard practice to steam strip 
uranium and plutonium product solutions or scrub them with a dil�ent to 
remove dissolved TBP prior to evaporation. 

Our studies of alternate extractants, which are presently inactive, 
had the objective of retaining the many advantages of TBP while 
eliminating or mitigating its disadvantages. Thus, the studies were 
limited to compounds of the same class as TBP, that is, trialkyl 
phosphates, but with longer alkyl chains. Increasing .the molecular 
weight lowers the aqueous solubility of the extractant to a negligible 
value (<0.001 g/L) and increases the organic phase solubility of the 
metal complexes of both the primary extractant and its degradation 
products. In addition, Russian studies with tributyl phosphate isomers 
have shown that it is an advantage to introduce branching of the alkyl 
chain at the second carbon from the phosphorus since this increases the 
resistance to acid hydrolysis (1). 

Table 1 shows four compounds that were considered attractive for 
evaluation studies, but only two of these, tri(n-hexyl) phosphate (THP) 
and tri(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate (TEHP), have been tested, Host of the 
studies were with TEHP because it is available commercially at high 
purity. 

The tests confirmed that both TERP and THP have so� important 
process advantages over TBP, although also some disadvantages; further 
study of these and other similar alternate extractants 4ppear warranted. 

EXTRACTION BEHAVIOR: 

Most of the tests were made with 1. 09 M solutions of the 
extractants in n-dodecane (NOD) or normal pa"raffin hydrocarbon (NPH) 
diluents. This corresponds to 30 vol % concentration for TBP, 41 vol % 
for THP, and 52 vol % for TEHP. 

Isotherms for extraction of uranium show the extraction power to be 
in the order TEHP>THP>TBP (Figure 1). At low solvent loadings, the 
extraction coefficients with TERP are about 1. 6 and 2, respectively, 
times those of THP and TBP. This is consistent with earlier studies by 
Siddall (2,3) which showed that the uranium extraction power increases 
with increase in the molecular weight of trialkyl phosphates. All three 
extractants reached a maximum uranium loading of about 125 g/L, 
equivalent to about 0.5 mole of uranium per mole of extractant, Study 
of the effect of varying the extractant concentration on the uranium 
extraction coefficient showed about a 1.4 power dependence for TBP and 
THP and a l. 6 dependence for TERP in the concentration range of 0. 3 to 
1 !f.. 

The Pu(IV) extraction power is also in the order of TEHP>THP>TBP. 
In this case, the extraction coefficients showed about 3 1.4 power 
dependence on extractant concentration for all three extractants. 
Figure 2 shows the effect of temperature on plutonium extraction. 

The extraction of thorium follows a different patt-'?rn, with THP 
being the strongest and TEHP the weakest extractant. A third phase 
formed at thorium solvent loadings of >40 g/L with TBP, but TRP and TERP 
were loaded to >60 g/L without formation of a third phase. 

Fission Products. The behavior of the more important fission 
products, zirconium and ruthenium, was examined in batch extraction 
tests and in batch extraction-scrubbing-stripping tests that simulated a 
process cycle, Extraction of zirconium was about equivalent for all 
three extractants, Ruthenium extraction coefficients, on the other 
hand, were about equivalent for TBP and TRP but about foUr times those 

for TERP in the HN03 concentration range of 0. 2 to 4 !f (Figure 3). In 
the simulated process cycle tests, overall decontamination factors from 
ruthenium were highest with TEHP and lowest with TBP. Zin.onium 
decontamination factors were 1200 for TBP and THP and 2600 for TEHP when 
the contact times were 2 to 5 min. For long contact times (15 min), TBP 
gave the best results. 

Because of the complex behavior of ruthenium and zirconium, tests 
of this type, made in the absence of uranium, give only a rough 
indication of the comparative results that can be expected in process 
operations, but they indicate that decontamination efficiencies with THP 
and TEHP should be a least as good as those obtained with TBP; in the 
case of TERP, the efficiencies may be appreciably better. Also, it 
should be mentioned that the higher uranium and plutonium extraction 
power of THP and TEHP compared to TBP offer opportunity for operation of 
the extraction-scrubbing system at higher solvent metal loadings. It is 
well known that this has a beneficial effect on decontamination 
efficiencies. 

Mass Transfer Rates, Studies of U(VI) transfer rates for various 
trialkyl phosphates in a Lewis cell by J. C. Hailen, D. E. Horne'r, and 
J. K, Storey of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) showed that the 
uranium transfer rates in both the extraction and stripping modes 
decreased as the alkyl ch8.in length and branching increased. The 
decrease was in the order TBP>THP>TEHP. Although uranium transfer was a 
factor of 5 to 10 slower with TERP than with TBP, transfer was still 
very rapid, The significance of these lower transfer rates for THP and 
TERP solvents needs to be evaluated in typical solvent extraction 
con tac tors. 

EXTRACT ANT STABILITY: 

The stabilities of the TBP, THP • and TEHP were compared by 
contacting them with 1 !:!. HN03, both in and out of a radiation field, and 
measuring the in-growth of the respective dialkyl phosphate degradation 
product. The three extractants showed essentially equivalent radiation 
stability up to a solvent dose of 4 W•h/L, and results were unaffected' 
when uranium was added to the system. 

The rates of chemical degradation (acid hydrolysis) of TBP and THP 
were about equivalent and at least five times the TERP rate (Figure 4). 
The presence of uranium appreciably increased the degradation rates. The 
degradation was slow under the test conditions but would be considerably 
faster at the higher temperatures and acidities typical of process 
operations, Also, it has been found (4) that the hydrolysis is 
catalyzed much more strongly by tetravalent metals such as zirconium, 
uranium (IV), and thorium than by uranium (VI); a single ORNL test also 
showed a large effect of Pu(IV). Radiolytic degradation has usually 
been considered the more important contributor to the total solvent 
degradation, but these findings indicate that chemical degradation can be 
of equal or greater importance, particularly if the system is operated 
at elevated temperatures and centrifugal contactors are used in the 
extraction step. 

Precipitation. The zirconium and thorium complexe'i of DBP and MBP 
tend to precipitate from the solvent especially at the lower acidities 
typical of the stripping system. This has been a serious problem in 
treating thorium fuels (Thorex process). In comparative batch 
extraction-stripping tests, THP and particularly TERP showed a much 
lower tendency toward such precipitation than did TBP, indicating that 
less trouble from interfacial solids could be expected with the 
alternate extractants, 

PHASE SEPARATION: 

The phase separation of TERP was decidedly poorer than that of TBP 
when the extractants were compared on an equimolar basis (30 vol % TBP 
versus 52 vol % TEHP). However, the phase separation rates in contact 
with HN03 of 30 vol % TEHP ('1,,,Q.6 M) and 30 vol % TBP were essentially 
the same with organic-continuous "mixing conditions; with 
aqueous-continuous mixing, TBP separations were somewhat faster. This 
was true also in the solvent wash system· (0.3 _!:! Na2co3 at 40 °C) except 
that equivalent separation was obtained with aqueous-continuous mixing; 
organic-continuous mixing resulted in poor phase separation with both 
extractants. 

Because of phase separation considerations, use of TERP at a molar 
concentration of 0.6 !:!., or lower, is recommended. 

SOLVENT WASHING: 

For effective solvent washing with sodium carbonat�, conditions 
must be changed from those ordinarily used for intercycle removal of the 
dialkylphosphate (HDBP) degradation product from TBP since the sodium 
salt of di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (Na-DEHP) distributes much less 
favorably to the aqueous phase compared to Na-DBP. Very efficient 
removal of Na-DEHP was obtained, however, with a two-stage crosscurrent 
washing treatment using 0. 3 _!:! Na2C03 in the first stage and 0.01 !f Na2C03 
in the second. Washing of the TEHP as received from the manufacturer 
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gave considerable trouble since it contains an emulsion-forming 
impurity. This was removed in initial contacts, resulting in greatly 
improved separation in subsequent contacts. 

Continuous Countercurrent Tests. Flowsheet tests of TERP as a 
reprocessing extractant were made at ORNL in mixer-settler tests with 
simulated fast breeder fuel solutions (U and Pu only) in glove boxes and 
with irradiated light-water reactor fuel solutions in a hot cell with 
favorable results. 

The hydraulic performance of 0.6 M TERP solutions (normal paraffin 
hydrocarbon diluent) in the mixer-settlers was good. Recoveries of 
uranium and plutonium were high and separations from fission products were 
efficient with both the TERP and TBP solvents. Decontamination from 95zr 
was better with TBP than TERP, but l06Ru and 9SNb decontaminations were 
poorer. Accumulation of interfacial solids appeared less with TEHP. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

Both THP and TEHP have some important potential process advantages 
over TBP for reactor fuel reprocessing, These include negligible 
aqueous phase solubility and less tendency toward third phase and crud 
formation. The alkyl chain branching of TERP makes it much more stable 
to chemical degradation than TBP and probably also accounts for its much 
weaker ruthenium extraction. The higher uranium and plutonium 
extraction power of THP and TEHP allows higher solvent loadings in 
extraction but makes them somewhat more difficult to strip. 

The phase separation properties of 1.09 M solutions of THP and TERP 
are inferior to those of 1. 09 M TBP (30 vol %) but are favorable at 
lower concentrations. Use of iore dilute THP and TEHP solutions is 
recommended for this reason and to obtain a better balance of extraction 
power in the extraction versus stripping steps. 
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Table 1. Trialkyl phosphate extractants 
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Tributylphosphate (TBP) diluted by kerosene is today used as extractant in the 
PUREX-process for reprocessing irradiated reactor fuel. TBP is only slightly 
soluble in aqueous solutions, but soluble enough to give rise to disturbances 
in further operations, especially at high temperatures at evaporation. 
Therefore TBP and its degradation products have to be removed as far and as 
soon as possible following the extraction. The methods used so far, steam 
stripping and kerosene washing are not optimal with regard to purification 
efficiency and to waste minimization. A new procedure for removal of TBP and 
its degradation products from aqueous solutions by sorption on macroporous 
polystyrene divinylbenzene resins was studied in our institute. This procedure 
is used since 1975 in the highly shielded facility MILLI and also actually in 
the extraction cycle of the testing facility PUTE. 

THE PURIFICATION REQUIRED 

Dissolved or entrained solvent in operations following the extraction can give 
rise to formation of heavy organic phases and precipitates, so cal.led "cruds". 
Heavy phases are formed if the solubility of some metal-TBP complexes is 
exceeded. 

Precipitations in the PUREX-process are mainly formed by the degradation 
products di(DBP)- and mono(MBP)-butylphosphate in the extraction and the 
degradation of the incompletely removed TBP from aqueous solutions. Ideal would 
be a procedure which would allow the removal of the degradation products beside 
TBP. This can not be achieved by kerosene washing or steam-stripping. To avoid 
precipitation of Pu(IV)-DBP, the least soluble compound in the system, 
concentrations of less than 2 mg/L DBP and TBP respectively in the feed to the 
evaporator are required. 

These requirements can be achieved by sorption of the organics on columns 
filled with macroporous resins. 

BASIC DATA 

Sorption of TBP from aqueous solutions by different resins was investigated. 
The highest capacity for TBP was found with the commercial resins Amberlite 
XAD-4 of Roehm & Haas and Lewatit OC 1031 of Bayer AG and the research resins 
of Bayer AG, C and M (1). 

Data of the commercial resins are given in Table 1. Both show a very similar 
behaviour re'.)arding the sorption of organics relevant to the PUREX-Process. 

Resin Lewat it Amberl i te 
oc 1031 XAD-4 

Surface m2 /g 400 750 
Pore size A 30-35 50 
Porosity % 25 51 
Density g/cm' 1. 02 1.02 

Distribution data of TBP on different resins are compared with those of TBP 
with dodecane (2) in Figure 1. Distribution coefficients of 1000 to 5000 were 
achieved on resins. They are by a factor of about 10 higher than the 
distribution coefficients with dodecane. The distribution on resins are even 
better at low TBP concentrations. Loadings of 300 g TBP/L resin are reached at 
usual TBP concentrations of 300 mg TBP/L in the aqueous feed solution. 

Distributions of TBP, DBP, butanol, butyric acid and alkane were measured on 
different resins. Equilibrium data with Lewatit OC 1031 are shown in Figure 2. 

Sorption of TBP on the resin is not influenced by nitric acid concentrations 
between O and 3 M. DBP-sorption, about tenfold lower than that of TBP, is 
slightly increased with acid concentration from 0.1 to 3M HNO,. Sorption from 

pure aqueous solutions is about 2 to 10 fold lower (1,3). 

Sorption of butanol and butyric acid is slightly decreased from Oto SM HNO, 

aqueous solutions. No mutual influence was observed in case of simultaneous 
sorption of TBP and butanol or butyric acid. The sorption of al kane from 
aqueous solutions is favoured by the presence of TBP. 

The kinetics of the TBP sorption on the commercial resins Amberlite XAD-4 and 
Lewatit OC 1031 was investigated. The equilibrium of TBP sorption was reached 
in statical experiments in about 20 minutes. Sorption is quicker on Amberlite 
XAD-4 than on Lewatit OC 1031, due to the larger surface and porosity of XAD-4. 
At beginning, in the time interval until 5 minutes, a halftime of 2 minutes was 
measured on XAD-4 and about 3 minutes on OC 1031. 

Dynamic experiments in columns were done with flowrates of 2-24 ml/cm2 min, 
corresponding to contact .times of 1.4 to 0.2 minutes. Loadings of 200 g TBP/L 
resin were measured with feed solutions about 300 mg TBP/L at 50% break-through 
(4). In these experiments HTS of 1 to 3 cm were found, the larger HTS. values 
corresponding to the higher flowrates. 

The high distribution coefficients of TBP and the low hights of theoretical 
stzges albw an excellent removal of TBP, and a simultaneous DBP-sorption as 
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shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Data of TBP and DBP breakthrough 

Feed: 418 mg TBP/L, 18 mg HDBP/L, 0.5 M HNO, 

Flowrate: 20 ml/cm2 min. 
Resin bed: 5 x 41 cm, 800 ml, Lewatit DC 1031 

Throughput 
bed volumes [BV] 

390 
450 
540 
600 

Effluent 
mg TBP /L mg DBP /L 

<2 <3 
<2 5 
<2 9 
21 18 

% Sorpt ion 
TBP DBP 

>99. 5 >83. 2 
>99.5 82.2 
>99.5 76.9 

99.3 72.1 

As . shown in Figure 3 these values are even better than those achieved on 10 ml 
laboratory scale columns. Beside sorption of_ organics sorption of the fission 
products Zr/Nb and Ru and of uranium and plutonium was observed from original 
PUREX solutions(4). From 0.1 to 1.2 M HNO, solutions distribution coefficients 

of 0.5 to 1,5 for Ru 106 and 1 to 6 for Zr 95 were found. These fission 
products can be removed by washing the resins with <0.5 M oxalic acid. 95% of 
Zr and 30-35% of Ru sorbed were removed. 

The sorbed actinides can be washed out by reducing 0.1 M HNO, solutions to a 

rest of less than 0.1% of the total throughput. In T.able 3 some characteristic 
data are presented for different product streams of the PUREX-process. The 
variation of the lo�ses is due to the different conditions of washing. 

Beta, gamma radiation up to 20 Mrad showed no influence on the sorption of 
resins, so that purification of all PUREX-type solutions can be achieved, 
except the highly activ waste solutions (HAW). 

Process-solution 
1 cu 
2 EU 
1 BP, 2 BP 
1 CP 

Table 3 Losses on resins 

Throughput kg 
13, 91 U 
23 ,73 U 

1,03 Pu 
0 ,20 Pu 
0,78 U 

Losses % 
0, 002-0 ,09 
0,001-0,02 
0,001-0,09 
0,07 
0, 12 

Used resins can be either reused after removal of organics by methanol or 
treated as waste after intense wash, specially of Pu. The resin cari than be 
stored directly or after volume reduction by wet incineration. 

In our experiments 2340 L uranium solutions containing 110 kg U and 530 L 
plutonium solutions with 5.7 kg Pu were effectively purified from TBP and DBP 
by sorption on resin beds. One part of these solutions originated from 
reprocessing highly burned up nuclear fuel in the facility MILLI (5,6). 
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THE EFFECT OF TRIBUTYL PHOSPHATE DEGRADATION PRODUCTS 

UPON IMPURITY TRANSPORT IN THE REFINING OF URANIUM 

D.G. Garratt

Eldorado Resources Limited 
Research and Development Division 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

In the refining of uranium using the U02(N03)i - H20 - HN03 - TBP 
extraction system, the main difficulties introducea by the chemical reactivity 
of tri-n-butyl phosphate, TBP, are those associated with its' acid catalyzed 
hydrolysis to form dibutyl phosphoric acid, HOBP, monobutyl phosphoric acid, 
H2MBP, and ortho-phosphoric acid, H3P04. Since each of these species may itself 
form complexes with uranium and the various metals present as impurities in the 
uranium concentrates, the ability of any solvent extraction circuit to effectively 
and efficiently discriminate amongst the plethora of ions may be greatly reduced 
once the primary extractant, in this case TBP, has begun to degrade. 

The purpose of this su1T1T1ary is to briefly describe a series of investigations 
carried out in the R & 0 laboratories of Eldorado Resources Limited to delineate 
the effect of these degradation products upon the ability of the sOlvent to 
selectively extract uranium in the presence of the high levels of molybdenum 
found in some uranium concentrates. This study was prompted in part by the 
necessity to be able to process high molybdenum uranium concentrates and the 
suggestion that molybdenum may have a marked catalytic effect on the hydrolysis 
rates of TBP, HDBP, and H2MBP. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

Bench scale 3-stage counter current simulations of extraction were carried 
out using an aqueous slurry prepared from a calcined anvnonium diuranate 
concentrate. The uranium concentrate utilized in this study assayed at 82% U, 
0.39% Mo, 0.078% Fe, and 0.09% V. The extractions were carried out at 50°C 
with an 0/A ratio of 4/1. Selected solvent mixtures containing TBP, HDBP, 
HiMBP, and I so par M ( a kerosene-1 i ke di 1 uent) were prepared and equi 1 ibrated 
w1th 2N HN03 prior to use in extraction. Testwork was divided into four 
subsets. The first utilized a 2 to 2.4 N HN03 slurry containing 350 to 390 
g/l dissolved uranium. The second set was the same as the first, except for 
the addition of 2.5 g/L ortho-phosphoric acid. This is the concentration of 
phosphoric acid normally present in our refinery aqueous feeds to solvent 
extraction for the control of thorium. The third and fourth sets were 
i den ti ca 1 to the first and second, respective 1 y, except for the presence of 
20 g/L iron (III) nitrate nonahydrate, Fe(N03)3"9H20, which was added to 
these slurries to give ferric iron concentrations similar to those found in 
typical feed blends, while maintaining the levels of other impurities 
essentially constant. 

In general it was observed that the extraction of molybdenum increases 
with increasing levels of HDBP and tt2MBP as demonstrated by Figures 1-4. As 
per earlier studies (see paper no. 2d this symposium) the presence of ortho
phosphoric acid increases molybdenum loading, whereas ferric iron decreases 
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the extraction of molybdenum. For example, in the absence of either added 
ferric iron or H3P04 the volume percentage incremental increase in HDBP and 
H2MBP of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 lead to molybdenum loadings on a 
uranium basis of 11.l, 57.1, 116,243 and 250 ppM, respectively, versus a 
baseline value of 3.2 ppM in the absence of the hydrolysis products. The 
corresponding values for a feed containing 2.5 g/L H3P04 are: 14.5, 90.1, 87 .9, 
174, and 293 ppM versus a baseline value of 4.0 ppM. When the aqueous feed 
contains 20 g/L Fe(N03)3·9H20 but no H3P04 the corresponding values are.: 
8.7, 55.7, 124, 126, and 139 ppM versus a baseline value of 1.8 ppM. Repeating 
the last series of experiments but with the·addition of 2.5 g/L H3Po4 gives 
values of: 12.3, 32.7*, 12.8*, 224, and 85.3*ppM respectively, versus a 
baseline value of 2.5 ppM molybdenum on a uranium basis. The three concentrations 
marked with an asterisk, *, arose from experimental runs which utilized an 
aqueous feed containing a nominal excess of nitric acid in the range 1.3 to 
1.5 N versus the 2.0 to 2.2 N normally used. These data thus suggest that 
discrimination between uranium and molybdenum may be improved by carrying out 
the extractions at a lower 'free acidity'. 

It is useful to observe that uranium loadings were not adversely affected 
by the presence of the high levels of HOBP and H2M8P although the co-extraction 
of molybdenum would definitely yield a final product which is off-specification 
with respect to molybdenum. It should however be borne in mind that the affects 
of scrubbing and stripping stages were not evaluated in this report, and thus 
no conment may be made as to effective yields of uranium. The most important 
observation is that molybdenum forms organic soluble complexes with HDBP and 
H2MBP just as it does with H3P04. This is significant since the presence of 
one or all three of these species wi 11 increase the extraction of molybdenum 
and may thus lead to a uranyl nitrate product which is off-specification with 
respect to molybdenum. This observation also demonstrates a rather novel 
aspect of molybdenum chemistry since the complexes of most transition metals, 
lanthanides, and actinides with Ht04, H2M8P and to a lesser extent HOBP show 
a higher affinity (higher solubility) for the aqueous phase than for the 
organic phase. 

The ability of ferric iron to decrease the extractability of molybdenum 
would appear to be the result of the propensity of ferric iron to form more 
stable complexes with phosphate deri va tes than molybdenum. The observation 
that the effectiveness of ferric iron to compete with molybdenum appears to 
vary with changes in the relative concentrations of TBP, HOBP, and H2MBP 
may be explained by the presence of multiple speciation on the part of 
molybdenum. Indeed previous studies have indicated that molybdenum forms a 
series of complexes with HDBP of the following stoiciometries: 

Mcjj(DBP)4·4 HDBP, Mcjj(OBP)4, Mcjj2(DBP)2·2 HOBP, and •o02(0BP)2; the 
·speciation being determined by the relative concentrations of molybdenum, 
HOBP, pH, and temperature. 
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Figure 2. Effect of TBP Degradation Products (HDBP and H2MBP) Upon Extraction of Uranium and 
Molybdenum from Uranium Concentration Slurries Containing 2.5 g/l H3P04. 
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URANIUM CONCENTRATION PROFILE ALONG THE PULSED 

COLUMN, ITS DETERMINATION AND IMPORTANCE 

WITH REGARD TO SOLUTE'S ACCOUNTABILITY 

Dr. Anthony F. Cermak 

Allied-General Nuclear Services 
Post Office Box 847 

Barnwell, South Carolina 29812 USA 

Considerable interest has been shown in recent years in developing reli
able nuclear materials accounting systems for enriched uranium and plutoniu m 
in nuclear fuel reproceaaing plants. Thia paper discusses a method which 
utilizes the experimental (or computed) solute concentration profiles and 
dispersed phase holdup values within the contactor. The lll?thod was developed 
using uranium inventory data from Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant (BNFP) pilot
scale pulsed columns. 

Mass trans fer teats using uranium were performed in the pilot-plant 
equipment to simulate actual flowsheet conditions used in the first uranium
plutonium cycle, second uranium cycle, and second and third plutoniu m cycle s .  
In all runs, samples were taken along the length o f  t h e  co�umn un der steady 
state conditions and analyzed for solutes content. AnaJytical data were 
evaluated and the actual concentrations of uraniu m and nitric ticid were 
determined for each sampling ' point. Usually, the continuous phase sample (I) 
contained only traces of the dispersed phase I whereas the dispersed phase 
sample (I I) contained both phases in a measurable quantity. The solute 1 s 
actual concentration in the dispersed phase was calculated from the mass-
balance equal ion 

.!. 
Ve 

Cd • Cds + - • (Ccs - Cc) 
V d  

I n  some cases I Wen both samples ( I  and II) contained the continuous as 
well as dispersed phase in a measurable amount, the solute's actual concen-
tration determined from eQuations (l) 

and 

2 

Cc• [eds + (Vc/Vd).ccs]r - [eds + ( Vc/Vd).Ccs]n 

(Vc/Vd)I - (Vc/Vd)Il 

Using sample analyses and the above equations, the solute's concentration 
profiles were calculated (2). The pilot-plant 2D and 2E columns concentration 
profiles for uranium are shown in Figures 1 and 2 as examples of the results. 

By determining the solute average concentration in each sect ion of the 
column, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, and the dispersed phase holdup (Xd) from 
the empirical equal ion (3): 

the solute inventory (H 8) in the column can be evaluated using the fol lowing 
equal ions: 

For a dual process I bottom interface column in Figure 3: ( 2D column) 

Ms • V1 .C(A)l 

• v, [tco>2 • x.icEl 

• v3 [ccoJ3 • xdCE> 

• v,, [cco>4 • "1cs> 

• v, "co>s 

. (�)'. (ccAJ2 - tcoi2)) 

(ccAl3 - tco>3)] 

(CcAJ4 - tcoJ4)] 

For a single process, top interface column in Fiture 4: (2E column) 

H2 • V1 • C(o)I 

+ v , 

+ v, 

+ v, 

[c<AlZ • x.i • (�)' • (cco>2 - cc•>2)] 

. @c•l3 • xd . Cco>3 -(ccAJ3)] 

. C(A)4 
Similar equations, applicable to the dual process column with the top 

interface and single process column with the bottom interface, can be obtained 
by reversing indexes (O) and (A) in equations 2_ and I._, respectively. 

Using this concentrstion profile-holdup method, the inventory of uranium 
and nitric acid was calculated in each tested column. It correlated well with 
the inventory determined from the volume and concentration measu·rements of 
each phase after draining the column. For illustration, a comparison summary 
of experimental uranium and nitric acid inventory data is presented in 
Table 1. A computer method for deteqilining concentration profiles (4)(5)(6) 
wifrpreclude the need for extensive ·sampling and will permit the determi
nation of dynamic inventories of full-scal e  pulse columns using ,the 
concentration-profile rrethod, 

NOTATIONS: 

Cc solute's actual concentration in the continuous phase (g/f), (M) 
Cd solute's actual concentration in the dispersed phase {g/f.), (�) 

Ve /Vd 
xd 
ud 
u, 
f 
Ao 
Ms 
v1 to v5 
C(A) 
tea> 
o, 

De 
E 
s 
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AXIAL MIXING OF CONTINUOUS PHASE IN A 

ROTATING-DISK EXTRACTION COLUMN 

Li-zhu Lu, Zheng Fan and Chia-yung Chen 

Institute of Chemical Metallurgy 
Academia Sinica 

Beijing, China 

The effect of axial m1x1ng on the design and performance 
of a rotating-disk extraction column( RDC) is very important. 
The residence time distribution of continuous phase in a ro
tating-disk column has been studied with or without the flow 
of disperse phase at the same time. Equations were developed 
to predict the effect of disperse phase flow on the axial 
mixing of continuous phase. Physical model developed and 
experimental results indicate the axial mixing of continuous
phase could be enhanced or diminished by disperse flow under 
different operating conditions. 

The effect of axial m1x1ng on the design and performance 
of a RDC has attracted many people Is attention so that a 
number of papers(1-7) have been published before. The purpose 

of the present work is to study the axial mixing of continuous 
phase from the pattern of fluid flow in the column. The effect 
of flow of dispersed phase on the axial mixing of continuous 
phase was also studied. 

The RDC is formed into compartments by horizontal annular 

baffles. There is a horizontal rotating-disk centrally located 
in each compartment. For single phase flow, the overall axial 

mixing is contributed by eddy diffusion and also by channeling 
phenomenon. The fluid flow in the column can be characterized 
by the flow Reynolds number ( Re

2
= UcD Jc I JJ- � ) and rotation 

Reynolds number of disks(Re=NDr fc l!'-c ). When the fluid flow 
through the column, the presence of disks and stator rings 
makes part of the fluid moving faster than the rest in the 
axial direction to give channeling phenomenon. The larger 

the Ref, the more serious the channeling effect becomes. However, 
the rotation of disks has the effect of mixing the fluid of diffe
rent speed within each compartment to reduce the. channeling effect 
or the axial mixing coe1'ficient is reduced with the increasing of' 
Ren• The axial mixing due to channeling eff'ect could be correlated 
by a dimensionless group (Rer/Ren)• On the other hand, the rotation 
of disk11 enhances the eddy diffusion.· By increasing of Ren to 
infinity, the whole column would behave like a perfect mixer. How
ever, this tendency is diminished by the fluid flow in the axial 
direction. The axial mixing due to eddy diffusion could be corre
lated by the ratio of Ren to Ref• Therefore.the axial mixing of 
continuous phase in the RDC could be represented by the following 
equation: 

( 1) Es/UcH=K 1 +K2( Ren/Ref) +K
3 
( 1 /( Ren/Ref) 

Where Es is the axial mixing coefficient for single phase flow, 
Uc is t�e superficial velocity of continuous phase, 
Ii J II t!,,' "'leight of a compartment. 

or 
( 2) 

Where N is the rotation speed of the disks. 

For two-phase counterflow in the column, the energy which 
breaks the disperse phase into drops and maintains it in droplet 
form arises from the otation of the disks. Assumption ii, made 
that the energy from t·_e rotation of disk11 is even distributed 
to the fluid in the compartment. Then the energy di11sipation 
r•ete per µnit mas11 of fluid could be calculated by 

Chen and his coworkers (8l have sugge11ted that the tur�ulent 
flow field may be characterized by an ene:rgy spectrum !'Unction E(�). 
The following equation was given by Hinze(9)for E(�): 

(4) E(ol) =K«- .:
"'' �

r
/3 

A droplet with diameter D is stabilized by its surface energy 
�D2cr' and it could be deformed and broken in turbulent field due 
to turbulent fluctuation energy. Thus the probability P (D) for the 
dro.plet to exist in an equilibrium size D ii, a !'Unction of the 
ratio of turbulent fluetuation energy to the surface energy. Hence 

( 5) P(D) = q> [¥-J: E(«..)dol 

Equation(6) can be derived from Equations (3-5) as 

(6) P(D) =g>(WeRen -
1/3 (D/Dtl 5/3) 

or 
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(7) 

Where We is Weber number (J',N2D3/cr-J and TI is mean drop diameter. 
From Equation 7, the mean dropr diameter i5 or dispersed phase 
in a column is a !'Unction of Weber number We and rotation Rey
nolds number Hen• As the drops move in a continuous liquid medium, the wakes
of continuous phase develop behind the drops. In strong tur
bulent flow f'ield, the wake is unstable. H.owever, there is a 
"quiet zone " between two neighooring rotating disks in RDC, 
where the wake 01· droplet is staole and can be 1'ully developed 

Suppose that the thickness of the "quiet zone" is 2S and the 
time for a droplet to pass through the "quiet zone" is .. t. 'l'he 
motion of wake with drops produces the backmixing of continuous 
phase. Hased on momentum balance, the following equation could 
be obtained: 

( 8) (vdfd"U/<>t) + (vwYc(U
0

-Uc+Uc)/At) =(1/6Xn.Di.fg) 

Assuming that the velocity of droplets in axial direction is 
constant (o.U=O), Equation(8) could be rearranged into: 
(.,.·. ' .

... 

. 
3 

(9) Vw=1/6r.D gl"'lrc l (.<>t/U0) 

The stability of the wake or drops depends on the diffe
rence of the velocities at both ends of the wake iQ the 
turbulent field. According to Kolmogoroff's theory\5), the 
following equations could be obtained: 

(10) J=1/K5Ren
2•5 

(11) ot=1/(K�.Ren
2•5. (uo-ucr 

Uc is small in comparison with Uo and could be neglected from 
Equation ( 11). The volume 01' wake (vw) carried by a drop of 
diameter D can be calculated by 

(12) Vw=K5 D/Ren
2•5 

By using the mean drop diameter to represent the diameter of 
the non-uniform drops and neglecting the effect of interac
tions among the drops, the total wake volume carried by a 
swarm of drops can be considered as algebraic sum of the 
volume 01· wakes carried by all the drops, thus 

(13) EVw=K6 Ud/(Ren
2•9we-1•2) 

The backmixing ratio Fw due to wake movement can be represented 
by 
(14) Fw=K6(Ud/Ucl/(Ren

2•9we-1•2) 

Actually there are interactions and coalescence among the drops, 
Equation (14) is modified to the form of Equation (15) to account 
for these unknown effects: 

The movement of a swarm of drops in a continuous phase will 
reduce the channeling phenomenon of continuous phase. Suppose 
that in a single phase flow there is a channeling flow with 
velocity Ug. With dispersed phase present, the velocity of 
the channeling 1·1ow will be U. The decrease in the momentum 
of fast moving channeling fluid is directly proportional to 
the additional number 01' drops encountered by the channeling 
fluid, the projective area of each droplet and the square 
of slipping velocity of the drops. Therefore the momentum balance 
equation can be represented as follows: 

(16) U t.SJ' (U •U) = 3K8'x.,.S(TL.-Uc)1ti:/fdU2/(2rr,i53 J g C g "lS S 
;·ihere o. S is the area of cross section of the channeling 1'low, 

Xis the hold up of di11persed phase, 

It �:/�e!�
e 
r!!��� r�

l
��; 

t
ii ��r����= l 10-12 lthat the slip-

ping velocity of the drops is an exponential !'Unction of their 
diameters. So from Equation ( 1.6) 

( 17) 

The decrease in the ratio of forward mixing 6W is 

( 18) 6W=(Ug-U).o.S/UcA 

=K9 x(fd/fc)(1/Uc-1/Ug)D
K9.(AS/A) 
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Where A is the area of cross section of the column. 
In Equation (18} there are two unkno1m va�iables,i.e. �s 

and Ug. It could be supposed that aS is only dependent on 
geometric arnngements of' the column and Ug depends on the 
operating conditions only and could be expressed as 

( 19) Ug=K10U0/NDr 
2 

Vrom this analysis, it can be shown that the axial mixing 
of continuous phase due to channeling phenomenon is reduced 
by the movement of droplets as 

The contribution o!' disperse phase to the axial mixing of 
continuous phase is given by (Fw-ti.W). So the axial mixing of' 
continuous phase in countercurrent !'low with disperse phase 
can be represented by the i'ollowing Equation: 

( 21) Ec/UcH=Es/Ucll + Fw - AW 

The first term on the right hand side should be modified with 
disperse phase hold-up x as: 

( 22) Es/UcH=K1 +K2NDr( 1-x) /Uc+K3/( NDr( 1-x) /Uc) 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The RDC used in this experiment is made of polymethyl methac
rylate. It is 120 cm high with internal diaJ!leter of 14.3 cm. The 
diameter of the metal rotating disks is 7.0 cm. There are 34 
compartments in the column with compartment heightof 2.12 cm 
each. 

In the experiment, water was used as continuous phase and 
kerosene as disperse phase. The operating temperature was always 
kept at 220c. 

Aniline black was injected into the column as tr-acer. A tiny 
optical fiber head was used to measure the optical density of 
tracer in continuous phase. The tracer used is kerosene inso
luble and the amount injected is not enough to change the phy
sical properties of the water phase. The pulse input tracer 
was injected into the ninth compartment from the top of the 
column and its concentration response was measured at the twenty
first compartment. The residence time distribution was calculated 
by the first and second moments of response curves. 

The results for the inverse of Peclet number (E5/(UcH)) for 
continuous phase flow only are shown in Figure 1 and Equation 
2 used for data correlatioif'oe represented as 

( 23) 

It can be shown from the above equation that when NDr/Uc is 
either ver-y small or very large, E8 /(UcHl is large. It seems 
that this is the first equation, as understand, to represent 
the experimental fact that E.9/UcH increases at low NDr/Uc due to· 
serious channeling p�enomenon. 

For two-phase counterflow, Figure 2 represents Es/UcH as a 
Mtion of N, Uc and Ud. Equation 15 and Equation 20 can be repre
sented as foliliows respectively: 

(24) Fw =5.07x104 (Ud/UcWe-1. 2 
Ren

2 09
1
°
·
52 

( 25) �W= 1. 898(xf,/V,D.f.) ( 1-2 .07bx10 
-

SND/ fc Ire) (We-O • 6Ren 
O. 2r&

Figure 3 shows the opposite erfects of Fw and 6W on axial 
mixing of continuous phase with the counterrlow of disperse 
phase. One interesting point indicated in Fig.3 is that under 
some operating conditions, the combined effect of Fw and 6W on 
axial mixing of continuous phase is negative. The movement of 
droplets decreases the channeling flow of continuous phase and 
the erfect of wake of droplets on backmixing of continuous 
phase is comparatively small in these cases. 'l'he comparison of 
experimental data with the values calculated from F.quations ( ?1 J, 
(24) and (25) is shown in Fig.4. 

CONCLUSlONS 

The axial mixing coerficients of continuous phase in qoc 
with or without counterflow of disperse phase were measured 
and correlated. Erfect or flow z:ate and rotation soeed on axial 
mixing coe!Ticient has been correlated by dimensionless groups. 
With counterflow of disperse phase, the ax1.Al m1x1ng coe!Tic1ent 
of cont1nuoqs phase will be either increased or de\.,re,tsed un:Jer 
different operating conditions. Problem is analysed based on 
the !'low of fluid and droplets. Work has been done so far using 
one column with !"ixed dimensions of baffles and disks and with 
only one liquid system. More work is planned to substantiate 
the present results. 

Dr 
Dt 

diameter of rotating disks 
diameter 01' colurno 
two-phase counterflow axial mixing coefficient 
01· continuous phase 
single phase 1'low axial mixing coefficient 
rinal velocity of drops in continuous ph,:ise 
superficial velocity of continuous phase 
superficial velocity or disperse phRse 
volume or a droplet 
hold-up of disperse phase 
kinematic viscosity 
coefficient or viscosity of continuous phAse 
density of continuous phase 
density or disperse phase 
surface tension 
angular speed of rotating disks 
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BACKMIXING INVESTIGATION IN A KUHNI EXTRACTION COLUMN 

Gyula Vatai and Aleksandar Tolic 
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The inv�stigations of axial diffusion in Kiihni extraction 
colurrm published in the papers (1,2,J) have determined the 
dependence of axial diffusion and set the basi� correlation terms 
for the case of mass transfer absence. In order to give a 
broader approach to hydrodynamic investigations of KUhn.i. column, 
we have started our work which represents only the first step, in, 
such endeavourings. This paper deals only \vith the determinatL0n 
of backmixing in a single phase-water flow and two ptiase flaw 
systems,water - kerosene and water - trichloroethylene. Water -
kerosene system has been chosen due to its simplicity and 
attractivity from the aspect of physical characteristics 
significant for any inveatieations of extractor hydrodynamics 
without mass transfer. In choosint; the second mentioned system 
the requirement was to have a system with different physical 
characteristics in comparison with those of the first one. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Pilot - plant for experimental determinations consists of 
"Kllhni type extractor diameter ( D) of 100 mm,pumps,tanks,flow 
meters,compensation vessels and the control system for the 
interphase level and the other auxiliary equipments. 

Working part of the column ;·1ith the height ( He ) of 1080 

mm,is divided into 18 compartments by means of perforated plates 
whereas the height ( H) of each compartment is 60 mm. Free 
surface of the perforated stator plates for an axial flow amowits 
to 20 % o�.the total surface of the column cross-section. Each 
section is equipped with a turbine impeller whose diameter ( R) 
is 68 mm,with impeller rings interspace of 10 mm each. Starting 
from the second compartment each third compartment has an opening 
for sample taking or for the measu�i�g elements. 

Evaluation of axial diffusion coefficients ( Ec ) in the 
KUhni colwnn,has been done on the base of one-dimensional dif
fusion model.The degree of baclanixing in the colurrm was measured 
using the steady state tracer injection technique,described many 
times in the liteT8ture (4,5,6).Tracer for an aqueous phase in 
these determinations has been kaliwn chromate that satisfies the 
basic requirements established for the labelled substance in an 
aqueous phase,he. it neither dissolves in an organic phase nor 
reacts with it. The average fractional hold-up of dispersed phase 

( X) in the investigations of two-ph�se systems has been deter
mined by shut off method. 

During the investigations of backmixing for a single-phase 
flow,direction of aqueous phase was from the top toward the bot
tom of the colwnn, as the case was for the water - kerosene system, 
while for the water - trichloroethylene system,water was the 
lighter phase and it flowed from the bottom tow&rd the top of the 
colwnn. In both systems water has been taken as a continuous phase. 

Investigations of backmixing in acontinuous phase for both 
systems,as well as for.the single-phase flow have been carried out 
for various mixing speeds,continuous phase flowrates and various 
flowrates of dispersed phase. 

According to the experimental results we have plotted the 
dependences of the coefficients of axial diffusion in a continuous 
phase on the superficial veiocity of continuous phase ( Uc ),at 
constant velocities of dispersed phase ( Ud) and rotor speed ( N). 
Considering these relations given in Table 1 one may conclude 
that the coefficient of axial diffusion in continuous phase 
increases with an increase in superficial velocity of continuous 
phase in the water - kerosene system,as well ae with an increase 
of water flO\vrate in the course of sinle-pha9e flow investigations, 
while in the water ;,,. trichloroethylene system it decreases with an 
increase in superficial velocity of continuous phase. As it is 
seen from Table 1 and illustration shown in Figure 1, these 
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dependences can be given by the following iinear equation 

( 1 ) 

where ths values of slope a) and intercept ( b) for all 
investigated conditions and systems,.are given in �-

Coefficient of axial diffusion fn�reases in all. cases 
linearly with an increase in the mi.xi.ng epeed�i.e. rotor �eedras 
it seen :from Table 2 and is evident � illustration shown in 
Figure 2,whereas this straight-line :rrellation can be iµven by the 
expressipn 

( 2 ) Ec = a'N + b' 

where the value of slope ( a•) and· the iirtercept ( 1:r') f"or all 
investigate� conditions and systems,are given in�

Sta.rt;ing from the correlations for· the· coefficien,t of. axial 
diffusion applied for extraction columns with stirrer C7) for a 
single--pfi.as.e. flow : 

RN 

( 3 ) 

and for a two-phase flow 

q 4 ) 

R: N 
p( l - X)- + q 

Uc H Uc 
T:A.BLE 1. De.pendence of axial diffusion coef.ficient on sU.perfic1.ar 

v·eloci ty of continuous phase ( Ec aUc + b l 

System ud.103 N Slope, a Intercept,. b-104 

( m/s ) 8-1) ( l1l. ). q m2 /a, )) 

Single 0.95 0.033 IJ'.JS:O 

phase 1.95 0.fJ/11/J' o.&25 

flow 2.80 0.09.S 0.925 

( water 3.90 0.12:1. l.l.50 

4.75 0.149 1.575 

Two phase flow: 

0.9, o.o:u. 0.525 
1.95 0.0)3 0.850 

0.43 2.80 0.047 1.175 
3.90 0.060 1.550 

Water - 4.75 0.108 1.825 

kerosene 1.95 0.030 0.100 

0.64 2.80 0.040 o. 730 
3.90 0.121 0.740 

1.95 0.024 0.690 
o.85 2.80 0.030 0.765 

3.90 0.039 0.850 

Water - 0.95 - 0.004 1. 075 

trichloro- 1.95 - o. 004 1.500 

ethylene 0.85 2.80 - o. 043 2.300 
3.90 - 0.095 3.200 
4.75 - o.144 3.975 

we have evalu�ted parameters for the equations ( 3 ) and 4) 
ac�ording to the obta:Lned experimental data,applying the least 
squares :nethod. Values of the real parameters as well as the cor
relation coefficients for the two-phase and single-phase systems 
are given in_ Table )e In all three cases values of the correlation 
coefficient indicate that the correlation line fits satisfactorily 
the experimental values. 

Besides the correlations knom1 from literature (1,4,5,6,7), 
experimental values for the coefficients of axial diffusion in a 
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TARLE. 2 .. Dependence. o,f a.xi.al diffusion coefficient on rotor 
speed (Ee= a'U + b' 

S y s t e m Slope, a' .104 

( m2 ) 
Intercept, b•.104 

m2/s) 

Sini:;le phase f10T1 
( water ) 

Two phase flow: 

Water - kerosene 

Water - trichloro
ethylene 

0.4) 
0.64 
0.85 

0.85 

0.512 
0.297 
0.200 

0,494 

TABLE ). Parameters in equations ( ) ) and ( 4 ) 

0,100 
0.)10 
0.420 

0.562 

s y s t e rn Slope, p Intercept, Carro coef. 
( 1 ) 

Single phase 0.012) 
Water - kerosene 0.0100 
Water - trichloro- 0. 0167 
ethylene 

( 1 

0.275 
0.)82 
0.)99 

) ( 1 ) 

0.98) 
0.844 
0.970 

continuous phase have been correlated with the correlation 
obtained by dimensional analysis. Physico-chemical characteristics 
of the fluids,operating conditions in the column and the dimension 
of this column have been taken as independent variables for 
developing this correlation. According to the experimental values 
obtained for two-phases systems,and by means of the least squares 
method,the followine equation has been obtained for Bodenstein 's 
number 

5 ) �
UcH 

1,54-10-)( � 
-),6 

) 

ReH
0,07) 

/le 

Well
-0, 17

I>p -1,65 
(-) ( 

Pc 

� 
-0,2 Rll 

) ( ) 
Uc 

where: fd,fc - viscosity of dispersed and continuous phase, 
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1,02 

Pc- density of continuous phase, l>J> - density difference of 
continuous and dispersed phase, Re - Reynolds number, We - ;Veber 
number. 

Figure) illustrates the comparison of the experimental 
and calculated values of Bodenstein"s number. According to this 
diagram and based on the correlation coefficient ( 0,91) ) it 
may be expected that the obtained equation pr�dicts satisfactmrily 
the values for the coeffici�nts of axial diffusion in continuous 
-phaoe. 

O, - WA.TE.A, - KEROSENE 

A. - WATER! - rRICHLOROETHYLENE 

,. 
.. 

� 8 

x. 

& 

4 

z 

0 2 6 8 10 12 

Pigure }. Comparison of t.he experimental and calculated values 
of' Bodenstein� s number 

C0!ICLUSION 

Investigating the behaviour of axial diffusion coefficients 
in KUhni clu.'tIIl it has been found· that the coefficient increases 
1 i.nearly w1: th an increase in the superficial velocity in 
continuous phase of the water - kerosene system and with an 
increase in water flow for a single-phase flow,while in a 
continuous ph3se of the water - trichloroethylene system it 
decreases with an increase in superficial velocity in continuous 
phase. It was also concluded that the coefficient of axial dif
fu�iou increases linearly with an increase in the mixing speed 
for all investigated systems. 

The obtained correlations can be succesfully used for the 
calculation of the coefficient of axial diffusion in KUhni 
column for the investigated systems. '.Ihey can be also applied to 
similar systems but with smaller accuracyo 
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INTRODUCTION 

Reciprocating plate .colcmms (RPC), especial.ly the column developed by 
Karr ,( 1) -with large hole diamete.r and free .flo., -ar·ea, are increasing in 
importance. Recently, Io·annou et al. ( 2) re -ported t·bat RPC with low plate 
free .area consume less ,power compared to R PC with ·1arg·e free area, to do a 
given job. Baird -and co-worke.rs (3,4,5) and Procha.zka and co-workers ,(6.,7) 
have done considerable ·lliDrk on t.he axi-al dispersion of .the .RPC of varying 
plate free area. In the ·present s tudy, axial di ·s_persion ,ooe1Ti·cients in the 

continuous phase have been measured in an RPC with low plate free are-a. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The glass shell of the reciprocating plate colunn, as shown u, Figure 1 
was 15, 3 cm inside diameter and 100 cm in height. The :perfor.at-ed plates of 
identical plate geometry were mounted on a central rod in a stack of heig·ht 90 
cm. The stroke of the re.ciprocating motion, A, was taken as the distance 

travelled by the plate from its minimum to maximum position. Toe frequency, 
f, was recorded using a tachometer. The flow of the phases was . countercurreot 
with the continuous (water) and the dispersed (kerosene) phases fed at the top 
and bottom of the column respectively. The control valves on the outlet line 
of the continuous phase served to maintain the constant interface level at the 

top of the column. Under steady state conditions, the residence time 

distribution of the continuous phase ( RTD) was measur ed by inj ecting a pulse 

of sodium chloride solution at the top of the column a nd following the 
response at the exit of the column, using a conductivity meter. 

RTD CURVES AND MEASUREMENT OF DISPERSION COEFFICIENT, E 

Good agreement was found with 5j standard deviation between the mean 
residence time, E c. t. /E c, , calculated from the known concentration-time, 
curve and the mean holding rime, t (continuous phase volun e/flow rate). The 

concentration c and time t were made dimensionless as 

(1) c(e) = c/(Q/tl 

<2 > e = t/t 

and 

(3) F(6) = / C(6) d6 

where Q is the area under c-t curve. 

Typical curves for variation in RTD with continuous phase velocity, u 
and with dispersed phase velocity, u are given in Figure 2. _The experimenta£ 
data were compared with the diffusioial mixing model due to _M::irris et al. (8) 
which was given as 

(4) F(6) = i {[1 - erf( l-e )] + ePe [1 - erf(�)]} 
216/Pe 216/Pe 

where the Peclet number, Pe = LU/E and L = test section length. 

The first term in the equation is identical to the solution of the 

diffusion equation of Danckwerts (9) and the second term is small for large L 
or small E. The direct search method due to Rosenbrook and Storey ( 1 O) was 
used to minimise the root mean square deviation in comparison of the model 
with the experimental data. The agreement was very good, showing the 

applicability of the dispersion model. 

COR RELATION OF THE DATA 

The dispersion coefficient, E wa s correlated to the system variables, 
using linear least square technique as 

<5l E = 4_0 A o.5. f o.33 • u�-6. i·2. s-o.6 • H -0. 69 

with E varying from 1. 75 to 6.0 cm2/sec 

where A = stroke ( 1. 4 - 3,8 cm) 
f = frequency ( 0. 75 - 3, 0 Hz) 

U = continuous phase superficial velocity ( 0. 1785 - 0. 4689 cm/sec) 
8 = hole diameter (0.3 - 0.8 cm) 
S = free flow area (0. 092 - 0.189) 
H = plate spacing ( 2.0 - 5,0 cm) 

Eq uation (5) is empirical and employs the units giv en for the above 
quantities; it is valid be .tween the above limits. The dispersion coefficient, 
E obtained from the fitted cucve according to equation (4)  was found in good 
agreement (with 10: standard deviation) with the E , as calculated from 
equation (5); this is shown in Figure 3. c 

COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORKERS' DATA 

(a ) The RTD is influenced by A and f to a· different extent, as shown in 
equation (5). This is in contrast to the dispersed phase holdup, where 

the effects of A and f �an be combined as a produc t variable , Af, as 
found by Kim and Baird (4). The dispersion coefficient in the RPC of the 

present study, as shown in Figure 4 is less than that in an RPC with 
large plate free area, an observation in agreement with that of Ha fe z et 
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al. (5.). Hence Karr and Lo ( 11) have suggested the use of baf.fle plates 
to reduce axial dispersion in RPC with large free a!"ea. 

(.b) The RTD of th:e continuous phase depends on u , i,n a_greement with the 
observations o·f Prochazka et al. ('.6'). No signCJ.ficant effect of u , the 
disper.sea phase velocity (varied from 0 . 02 7 - 0.22 cm/sec) was fo8nd tn 
this <WGrk, whereas Kim and Baird (4) observed., ,a slight increase in £ 
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and dispersion regions. d 

(c) The ·RTD is influenced by d, S and H, in agreement wi,th the observation-s 
of Kim and Baird (3). Kim and Baird (4) repor·ted an increase in E to the 

1. 8 power of d, as against a power of only O. 2 in the present study. The 

inverse -dependence of S is in agreement with that reported by Nemecek and 
Proch-azka (7). Decrease in E with increas-e in H was also noticed by 
Prochazka et al. (6), Kim and Baird (3) and Hafez et al. (5), 

CONCLUSIONS 

The RPC of the present study has a lower free area and hole diameter than 
that of the Karr column and exhibits lower axial dispersion co.efficien-ts. 
Thus, it could be advantageously used for treati,ng poisonous/expensive gases 
and for liqui<i-liquid syst-ems in pharmaceutical industry, where high effi
ciency (low height of transfer unit) is desired. O!o the other hand, the lower 
plate open area will be expected to reduce the throughput ·obtainable due to 
flooding restrictions. 
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FIGURE I SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
FOR LIQUID -LIQUID SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 2 VARIATION IN RT D WITH CONTINUO US PHASE 
VELOCITY ANO WITH DISPERSED PHASE VELOC ITY. 
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A STUDY OF AXJAL MIXING IN PULSED 

SIEVE PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMN 

Shen Zhong-Yao, Dai You-Yan. Zhu Shen-Lin and Wang Jia-Oing 

Tsinghua University 
Beijing, China 

OBJECT!VE: 

Axial ;;iixing cha£acteristics of co,nti-nucus .phase is st·u.oiec 

by stimulus-response tcctmique in a -pulsec; column equipp,e<J with 

''oispersion-coalescence" type sieve-plate c�rtrio92. In a pre�io�s 

stuoy (�) an extractii..•n of H,iii..i3(aq) into .:rn� raµ {in k.�t"O!te-r�c) ln 

column equipped with this type of cartci;:ge ,has shown a 28% 

reduction of apparent HTU, (noxp
) ir. com�arison to the conven

ti3nal "standar�" cartric�e, and this· reouction is resulted frcim 

less degree of axial mixing as indicatec oy the simultaneously 

deter�ined Peclet nu�oer and "true" HTU, {H0x)• from measured 

concentration profiles �nee: st�ady state. Study of flooding �ith 

this type of cartric�e (six systems without mass-transfer �ere 

tested) has also shown a 1JO% increase in throughput aver the 

"standard" type (1). In the present work axial mixing in the con

ventional "standard'' sieve-plate column has also studied for com

parison under corresponding operation conditions. 

This work, as a starting. is aiming to the development of a 

suitable scale-up procedure for this type of column internal. 

EXPERIMENT AND DATA PROCESSING: 

Experiments were carried out in a glass column of 4 cm in 
diameter. The organic-phase wettable louver plates (�) were 
made of plexiglass {palymethyl-methacrylate) and each of this 

plate were arranged "in betwe�n sections of three sieve plates to 

form the "dispersion-coalescence" cartridge having effective 

height of 110 cm with 2.5 cm of plate spacing. The geometric 

factors of the standard sieve-plate cartrioge are as follows: 

Diameter of holes 

Free area 

Thickness of plate 

Spacing of plates 

l"':aterial: Stainiess steel 

0. 3 cm 

23% 

0.1 cm 

5.0 cm 

Kerosene was dispersec into water which flowed at a cans�ant 

velocity of Ve= C.6 cr,:/sec (superficial velocity) data were 

taken at variau� superficial velocity of aispersed phase: 

iJd = e:.o, . .J.'J::e, 2.2;s, c.39 cm/ sec 

Air ;:iulse was useC ;,.;itn a::-,p.!.�:ujc, {A) varieG from 1.G to 1.0 

cm and frequency, (f) from 1.5 to 2.5 sec-1. Operation conaitions 

thro�ghout the test were thus kept in the emulsion r2gime. 

Stimulus-response tEc;,nique was used in this investigation 

with imperfect pulse injecti:::in of KCl as tracer. Water samples 

(fr�e from organic phase) were drawn continuously at two levels 

down stream of the flow. The measured conductance signals were 

amplified and collected in a.digital computer and processed. 

The least-square fitting method in the time aomain was used for 

data processing. The superiority of this method of data collecting 

and processing for the study of axial mixing in extraction column 

has been discussed elsewhere (2). 

Hold-up of dispersed phase {x) were also measured �t all 

runs of experiment in this work. 
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5l!ll'l�AllY ,OF R£S'Lll TS: 

Results of the present wor'k ·are summurized as shown in Fig.2 

and F'ig.J. The axial mixing coeffiacient of continuous phase (Ee) 

for two-pha.:e flow in pulseo-sie·ve-column wit'h both types of 

cacLcidye lncredses wllh incr.l!a:,e ,uf pulse intensity �Af). At 

given pulse condition,�c decreases witn increase of superficial 

velocity ·of dispersed ?hase (v
0

) while the superficial velocity 

of water phase is kept constant {Ve= 0.6 cm/sec). £acr point iri 

the figures represents an avera;e ·value of 5-6 r--arallel -experi

mental results. These results have the same trend as those 

obtained by T. ('lliyauchi (3) anC sumrr.arized by l"l.H.I. Baird (4)(5). 

It can be seen from Fig.3 that u.nder the same ·operation. 

condition, Ee in column with "-0ispersion-coalescence 11 cartridge 

is obiously lo1uer than that u1i th conventional 11standard" ty,pe 

cartridge. These results are consirtent llli th those obtained in 

the previous work (1) while �ass transfer being present. 

Curves in Fig.3 also indicate that For "standard" cartridge, 

Ec under each set of pulse condition decreases linearly with 

increas·e of superficial velocity of dispersed phase (\Id), but 

that for "dispersion-coalescence" cartridge drops sharply from 

the initial value of �d= 0 (i_.e. Ecof single phase) 'and then it 
flattens at rather low value of U

rl 
(0.088 is the lowest value in 

the present work). A plot (not presented in this abstract) of Ee 
versus the slip-velocity Vs(= Vc/1-x � Ud/x) has shown that for 

"standard" cartridge, Ee decrea��s linearly with decrease of Vs, 

while on tbe conLrary 1 for "dispersion-coalescence" cartridge 

Ec decreases with increasP of Vs. This could be explained from 

the flow characteristics of dispersed phase in pulsed-sieve

column equipped with the two different types of cartridges. For 

"standard" type cartridge. the slip-velocity Vs= V0(1-x) n (where 

n equals practically 2 for kerosene dispersed in water)(6)(7), 

thus, Vs always decreases with increase the fractional hold-up (x) 

of dispersed phase. For "dispersion-coalescence" type cartridge 

Vs increases with increase of hold-up, x has been reporled in 

Ref. ( 1) as the result of coalescence of droplets induced by the 

organic-phase wettaole louver plates. Based an the experimental 

results and the acove analysis, a relation; 

is suggested .for correlation of data obtained. By regression 

with 

n =2 for "stancard" cartridge 

n =1 for "dispersion-coalescence" cartridge 

gives strai;ht line in either case as shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5. 

All poiiits (each point r�present the avera;ie value of 5-6 parailel 

experimental results) fall in the region of ..!,10� deviation. 

Noting that the valuesof Ec of single phase for '1standard 11 type 

cartridge are included in the correlation while those for the 

''dispersion-coalescence'' type are excluoed because of the obvious 

change of performance resulted from the induced coalescence of 

droplets even at very small Vd. 

CONCLUSION: 

Determination of axial mixing coefficient by stimulus-response 

technique in the present work gives consistent results to those 

obtained by simultaneous determination of Peclet number and ''true" 

H. T .U. from measured concentration profiles. Results indicate that 
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axial mixing of continuous phase are obviously retarded while 

coalescence louver plates are inlrouuccU into pulsed-sieve-plate 
column. 

The relati-onship of Ecoc Af(1-x) n is valid only for emulsion 

regime under operation of the present· work. Further work should 

be done ta study its applicaoility to wider range of operation 

conditions (e.�. pulse intensity and flaw-rate r"tinge of oath 
phases}. 

As the pulseo-sieve-�late column with 11disper�i�11-coalescence'' 

cartridge has shown its superiority bolh in throughput and 

efficiency in liq�ic-liquio extraction, extensive works are 

worthwhile to te carried uul for its scale-up. lmcer the assum
ption that hex is in�epencent of cclumn oiameter (this might oe 

more lrJe w�ile tne l�uvbr �la�23 a!so serve as re�l�c:ibutars 
of di�erseC ;:,has2), sca:e-u::, :roC:.'cdurr. r.ight. Ot:! esLd'�'i.i.shec a, 
correlatio,1 of axial -ixin� c�efficient with column diameter anc 

flow craract.erist.ics unct:r c.:inciticns ..iithout tr.d!:;:' transfer. 

Fig.1 Photograph of Louver Plate 

f X A 1.Sxl.0 2,0xl.O 2.0xl.2 2.0x1.5 2.Sx1.2 

Symbols: 0 

Fig.3 
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Comparison 
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NOTAT[ON: 

Amplitude 
Axial mixing c.:iefficien:. 

Frequency 

V Superficial velocity 

v5 Slip-velotity 

cm 
cm 2 /sec 

-1 sec 
cm/ sec 

cm/sec 

)( = Fraction, holc-u;J of dispersed phase 

Subscript: 

c = continuous phase 

dispersed ph3se 
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LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION COLUMN MASS TRANSFER 

PARAMETERS FROM CONCENTRATION PROFILES 

Dr. W. J. Korchinsky, R. Al-Husseini and C. H. Young 

Department of Chemical Engineering 
University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology 

Manchester, England 

1NTRODUCT10N 

Previous attempts to determine extructi.on column model parameters have not 
been successful. These have been !:>ase<l largely on the axial dispel"'sion model, 
which fails to adequate]y describe the dispersed phase behaviour (l,?). The 
forward mixing model, which takes into account the influence of drop size and 
residence time variations ( 1-11), mor£ accurately reflects this :lehaviour. 
Calculation techniques for performance prediction, including more accur3te � 
mass transfer rate prediction (5,6) have been published (2,5,6,'/J but the use 
of this model has not been extended to the prediction of model parameters from 
experimental data. This was the objective of this work. Young (8) develope<l 
the computational procedures required to utilise the theory to generate para-
meter values. Al-Husseini ( 9) obtained the experimental data and used Young's 
technique to generate parameter values from the data. 

THEORY 

Mass transfer performance in an extraction colwnn may be predicted ( 6) by 
model equations in which the following are assumed: 

1. The dispersed phase consists of spherical drops of different sizes 
t1•avelline at different velocities through the column. 

2. Continuous phase flows through the column counter>current:ly to the 
dispersed phase, with plug flow modified by an axial diffusional process. 

The drop side rrass trarsfer process has been 1:1odelled by several (10-13} 
rrodels, depending on assumed drop mobility. Previous calculations have shown 
(5, 14, 15) that the Handles-Baron turbulent circulating model (.12) provides 
close predictions of experimental data. Parameter estima1:ion procedures 
therefor•e were based on the assumption that the Handles-Baron model pre,.,_icted 
the drop-side mass transfer precess. The continuous phase mnss transfer, 
and the axial dispersion, coefficients were the parameters deterr.iined from the 
measured solute concentration profiles. 

The equations utilized were the following: 

Drop Side Mass Tran�fer - Handles-Baron ( 10) 

( 1) 

Column Mass Transfer 

(2) 

( 3) 

There are varying degrees of accuracy to which these equations may be 
solved (6), depending on the boundary conditions assumed at the drop surface 
and whether variations with height are taken into account. The most accurate 
solution requires the numerical solution of the drop-side and column rrodel 
equations simultaneously. Though this 'ias been done, to use tiiis numerical 
solution in a parameter estimation routine would have involved the use of 
excessive computation time. To avoid this the influence of the var'iation in 
continuous phase concentration with height, on the drop-side mass transfer 
rates, was neglected. The num!:;;er of ?lug flow transfer units thu:: predicted 
will differ from the 'exact' by about 2% (6). 

For each drop size, therefore, the overall mass transfer coefficient, 
dispersed phase basis, was calculated as follows: 

di
V

d,i 1J2� B
2 

exp[-, vs,? ll (4) KOD,i = 
-

6Z L�=l n n 128 divd,i(l+µD/µc)Jj 

where \-i are eigenvalues of the Sturm-Liouville equation, 

{5) i._ [(1-5<' + 10<'2 - 6<'3) 2.Ll
j 

+ X (1-s')y=0 
dE;' 3( 1 n 

The eigenvalues and coefficients were accurately calculated using the 
techniques developed by Cruz-Pinto (5,6). Further details of the method of 
solution of these equations to determine both phase concentration profiles may 
be obtained from Ref. 5 and 6. 

These equations were therefore used to predict continuous phase concen
tration profiles, which were then compared with experimental profiles. The 
continuous phase mass transfer coefficient, k . and axial dispersion coeffi
cient, E , were varied to obtain a minimum 'lgast-squares error' between 
predicte8 and experimental values using the technique of Young's (8). For 
initial values, correlations of Misek (16) for L , and of Calderbank and 
Moo-Young (17) for kc, were utilised. 

c 
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GXPLRIMENTAL 

A rotating disc contactor with a diameter of 21.9 cm and a total height 
of 147 cm was used in this study (8). Other column dimensions: disc diameter 
- 11.0 cm, stator ring inside diameter - 13.2 cm, compartment height - 7.2 cm. 

Experimental 1:1casurements we:--e made, during r:iass transfer runs, with the 
toluene(dispersed) - acetone - water (continuous) system, of the following -

- drop size distributions at several levels in the column 

- dispersed phase hold-up fraction 

- extraction efficiencies 

- continuous phase profile concentrations 

Uow as the model equations have certain limitations, great care was taken 
in the experimental programme to keep within these limitations. Low acetone 
concentrations were used to maintain constant flow conditions. More impor-
tantly, drop size variation with column height was kept to a minimum with the 
use of perforated plate distributors to introduce the dispersed phase at a 
controlled drop size. There were slight reductions in drop size due to dl"op 
break-up, but with the low dispersed phase hold-up levels, and particular 
conditions used in these test runs, coalescence was avoided. Mass transfer 
direction was limited to that from the continuous into the dispersed phase, 
also to avoid coalescence. 

RESULTS 

Ov�r 50 rur.s have been made with three dispersed phase distributors and 
w:l th varied flow rates and rotating disc speeds• Typical of the data obtained 
are those tabulated in Table l, where data for 8 runs at constant flows are 
summarised. Drop size�ion with column height for these runs is 
illustrated in �- Experimental concentration profiles for two of the 
runs are plotted in Fig. 2 and 3. 

With change in inlet distributor to increase the Inlet drop size, column 
performance deteriorated as extraction efficiencies, and the related plug-flow 
numbers of transfer units, decreased. From the result of all the runs it was 
found that in going from Dist. I lo Dist. III, at constant disc speed, an 
average increase in drop size of 55% led to an average reduction in interfacial 
area of 50% and in number of transfer units of 40%. 

Increases in disc speed caused slight reductions in drop size, but much 
greater increases in the dispersed phase hold-up values, which resulted in 
increases in extraction efficiencies and numbers of transfer units. 

Experimental concentration profiles, illustrated in rig. 2 and 3, are 
typical in showing the concentration jump at the continuous phase inlet due 
to axial mixing. 

The appropriate data• inclnding drop size distributions 2·,a the concentra
tion profiles, were used in a computer programme to generate values of the 
continuous phase mass transfer coefficients, k , and axial di:e;��r.-sion co�ffi-
cients, r. . These are tabulated, for the eigfit runs, in·�. '!'he 
theoretic�! profiles which result a?'e illustrated for two of the runs, in 
Fig. 2 and 3. As expected, k and E increase with disc speed. The influence 
of flow rates and of the distrifiutor, 8r of drop size independent of disc speed, 
is less obvious. The values of k generated for all runs indicate that there 
is no significant variation betweeg Distributors o"'rwith flow rates, and that 
k C�pends only on disc speed - as illustrated in � The variability in 
Cc is greater but in addition to the significant increases with disc speed, 
tfiere is �widence to indicate that E values also increase with total flow of 
both phases, and with inlet drop sizg (or' Distributor) independent of disc speed 
(see�. 

With care, experimental measurements obtained during mass transfer runs 
:nay be used to generate parameter values for the assumed .model, in this case, 
taking into account axial dispersion in the continuous phase and drop size and 
residence time variation. With some exceptions, to experimental error, the 
generated values of the continuous phase mass transfer coefficient, k and axial 
dispersion coefficient, Ec, followed identifiable trends. 

c 

An important discovery was that k was independent of drop size at a given 
disc speed. This would confirm that tfie increase in the overall mass transfer 
coefficient with drop size predicted by the Handles-Baron model is correct. 
Though it must be added that the k values are somewhat low, and that it is 
entirely possible that th� 1-iA.ndlos�Baron model predicts the correct trend, but 
that the drop size rrass transfer rates predicted may be too high, requiring the 
low kc values to give the "col"rect" overall 

K00. 

The evidence is strongly against the application of either the rigid drop 
or Kronig-Brink mass tra,.,sfer model because both predict a decrease in dropsize 
mass transfer coefficient with increase in drop size. 

---

The experimental evidence again strongly supports the conclusion that 
drop size must be closely controlled to obtain the best column performance. 
It follows thut predictable performance, from generated model parameters, will 
only be possible if drop size is accurately controlled. 
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NOTATION 

B proportionality constants 

drop diameter, i th fraction 
r, 

d
i 

d32 

EC 

r:OD 
gi 
kc 

KOD,i 
m 

r 

s 

vd,i 
V . s,i 

y'' 

Sauter-mean drop diameter <lr:.d.3/ln.d.2) 
. . . . . � i i 

I 
i i 

axial dispers 1-on coeff1-cient, continuous phase 

extraction efficiency, dispersed phase baaia 

volume fraction of dispersed phase, drop diameter di
, kinetic basis 

mass transfer coeffi ci <mt, continuous phase 

overall mass transfer coefficient i 
th 

fraction, dispersed phase basis 

solute dist-:,ibution co et:'icient, y:': /x 
RDC disc speed 
plug flow number of transfer units, dispersed phase h.,sis 

volumetric flow rates� continuous and dispersed phases 

radial cc-ordinate 

column cross-sectional arf� for flow 
drop vertical velocity� i frection 

drop slip velocity i th 
fraction 

��!�:�s=�
a

;�!:: =���:: 'w:�;�!
n

����t�:�:
e 

i 
th 

fraction 

weight fraction solute, variable within drop 
weight fraction solute, equilibrium with continuous phase 
column vertical height. 
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1.4 TABLE 1 - RF.SULTS·1 FLO'.IS - 9:c;'=' 48.?. cm3
t.s1 QD= 60.4 cm3/a 

0 Run Dist. Disc d)2 ¢ �D NODP OptimUCl Value.s 

12 
No. No. Speed 1000 k ,:-

C 2• reTl,.11 C'., cmt._e CIII L• 

, I 4.00 o.18o 0.0543 0.654 1.66 0.95 2.50 
2 I 4.88 0.168 0,0718 0.724 2.05 1.1,9 2.90 
3 I 5.43 0.147 o.oP,08 0.786 2.79 2.48 4.05 

0 50 100 0 50 100 
FIG. 2-Corcentration Profiles-FIG.3 

,, II 4.oo 0.219 0.051,5 0.576 1.18 0.94 3.95 
II 4.88 0.204 0.0701, 0.679 1.72 1.23 4.16 

6 II 5.11,3 0.164 o.0·166 0.720 1.99 1.74 6.13 

7 III 4.00 0.289 o.01,G2 0.509 0.97 1o14 3.94 
8 III 4.88 0.21�1 0.0:;2\ 0.582 1.16 1.49 4.56 
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MASS TRANSFER IN A CONTINUOUS FLOW STIRRED TANK REACTOR 

P. M. Bapat and L. L. Tavlarides

Department of Chemical Engineering and 
Materials Science, Syracuse University 

Syracuse, New York USA 

The invtstigotions dealing With the t..o phase phenomE.ns are generc:lly 
directed to char.;cteri2<; the sprec)d of the dispersed �u,.se particulote 
properties. The stale of the dispersed phaS<: con be fonnslly obtained .::s the 
solution to the population balance equation ( 1-�). l-bwever, the 
mul tidimE.nsiom,lity of tht distribution of the dispersion, such as the one in 
\.kiich moss trc:nsfer and/or rtaction 2re occurring, renders the the nune,rical 
solution to thE:- population balance equation increasingly unwieldy. t-'onte 
Carlo simulotior, offErs an attractive al ternc:tive for obtc::ining the dispersion 
sttte by obviating the need for solving the involved multidimensional 
intEgrcx:lifferential equations. An evtnt oriented simulation technique based 
on t.he method of inte-rval of quiescence is develo�d in this \.Ork to evaluate 
the performance of the CFS1R as a liquid otrc,ctor by predicting the dispersed 
phase drop size distribution and me1ss transfer efficiency at steady state. 
1he volidity of the olgorithn is provided by the agreement of the predictions 
with the t.Xperimt:ntal results. 

S1MULA1JON MODEL 
---ACOI1ection of droplets repr€senting the entire drop p:>pulation in the 
reae:tor is monitored as it reaches the final steady state fran its initial 
stc,t�. 1he evolution of the sample is mzrktd by tht successive droplet events 
stpar�ted from eoch other by an interval of quiescence. The drop events 
ccnsidered ore; 1. entry (feed), 2. exit, 3. breakage and Jt. coalE-scence. 
E.xu.pt for the first activity which is considered to occur deterministically 
at c.1 fixed frequency, all th€ remc.ining activities are trecited stochastically. 
1he drop eve:nt frequencies used in this ..ork are enunerc::ted bdow. 
1. Feed Frequency; 
(1 ) f1:(Vl7)/v1 
2. 
(2) 

lxit FrtG_uency: 
f :N/7 

Th<; above formulation is bQsed on the c:1ssunption that the CFS1R is perfectly 
mix«!. '!he following frequencies are JX)Stulc:.ted for homogeneous isotropic 
dispersions (4 ). 
3. &-eakage Frequency; 

N 
(j) fb: L(Cl E 113

1 [(1+¢iaf3n.exp[-C,p(1+¢l"1cpdE 213.�/3)) 
Tot d4'ught€r drcplet probability volunc distribution of the binary bnakage is 
given by the /J -distribution. 

m (J<ai, aj) : 30 caf1a}2c1 - af/eii 2 

4. Coalescenct Frequency: 

(5) 

The interarrival lime for the randcmly occurring events is ccxnputed by the 
Fbisson orrival pattern e:n<Jlysis (5) as follows: 
(6) t1C: - (ln x)l(fb+fc+fe) 

Mass Tn,nsfer. Apart frcm the drop inttrc1ctions, the dispersion is also 
subjectecf to7sotliermal interphc1se mass tn,nsfer of a single solute. With the 
mass transfer resistcnce loccilized to the continuous phase, the quosi steady 
state analysis provides th� c:rnount of solute trc:nsferred fran the drop of 
diameter �i in time t1C as 

(7) mi: (7!'/6) af (C�,i -KC
C

) [ 1 - exp{ -6 Shi Dct1cl<Kaflll 

TI1e mass transfer efficiency is given by 

(8) E : (Cc - Cc ,rl/(Cc ,e - Cc ,fl 
whtr� Cc is obtained by a simple discretized solute balance over the 
conlinoous phase. 

1he cssunptions of the quasisteady state 
localization of mass transfer resistance 
(K(D/Dc) Pe-112 » q x 10-2 ) rold true if K 
value (6). 

( K Pe0 ·5 >> 1 )  and the 
to the continoous phase 

h�s a sufficiently high 

1he Sherwood mrnber in this work has been calculated uecording to the 
S<::miempiriccJl correl.:.tion proposed by Levins c:nd Gl.c..stonbury ('/). 

<9> Sh
i

= 2 • o ,q'/ <•;13 E 1/3/J/)o.62 Cdf
D

rlo. n Sc: 0.36 

EXPERIMENTAL liCRK 
o --assure. the disp€:rsion OOIJlogeneity, 

cyclohexcine/cDrbontetrachloride(d)-[iodine]-water(c) system was stOOied in � 1 
liter CFSTR. The flow diagram is given in Figure 1. Toe drop size 
distribution wa.s obtoined by in situ photomic:rograpny"whil€ the mzss transfer 
Efficiency was obtaine-d by the spectrophotometric me.osurement of the solute 
concentrations in the dispersion phases separc:1ted by a specially developed in 
situ filtration tecl'nique. 
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Figure 2 shows the simulated uid the experimental vollrne density function 
for �cli experiment. Toe constants indicated in the figure art used 
throu

��n������{
u

��! �i�����
n

�ase fraction on crSTR performance is 
shown in the 2gure 3. Toe results indicate that both the sauter mean 
dhil11eter and t txtr"action efficiency increase with increasing phase 
frclction. The increase in drop size is attributed to the tLrbulence danping 
while that in tht efficiency is attributed to the greater drop interaction. 

Figure -4 depicts tht:! extractor performwce as a f\.rlction of residence 
time .----n:ie -moss transfer efficifmcy increases with the residence time. The 
decrease in the sauter mean diameter with the residence time indicates that 
the drop interaction dynamics is breakage daninated. 

The comp.:irisol1 of the experimental results for dispersions witOOut mass 
tronsfer and with transfer fran the dispersed organic to the continuous 
aquecus Jtlase indicates that the average drop size increases as a result of 
iodine tn:nsfer. The expected suppression in coalescence when iodine is 
trznsp;>rted in the opposite direction is negligi_ble. This absence of 
quantitc:tive influence is attributed to the low surface �ctivity of _iodine. 
For future \oQrk invE:stigating the effect of mass transfer direction on 
coolescE:nce, it is s�ested that a solute cc.1pable of significantly altering 
the interfacial tension between the t\.O ilmliscible phases of the dispersion 
should be used. 

Toe simulc.ted sauter mean dio111eters are within ±.5.0J of the experimental 
results. The predicted mass transfer efficiencies are accurate to within 
±3--41,. This close agreement validates the drop rate models and the simulation 
algorithm used in this ..ork. 
ACKNOfll.ECGMENT. This research was financed by the National Science Fomdation 
Grant CPE-80-21039-
�01ATlON 
_a ___ = drop dianeter, m 
A/a) = prob"bility volunE dt:nsity flD1ction of a drop of diameter a, m-1 

C = solute concentration, M 
c1, (2 = constants in the breakage frequency function, eq. (3) 
c_ o, 

d1 

c� ::. constants in tht! coalesctnce frequency fLmction, eq. (5) 
::: stirrer oic.ameler, m 

r, 
D 
E 

fb 

f e 
ff 
g(a) 

vf 
V 

= tonk diameter, m 
= solutE molecular diffusivity, m2 /s 
::: reactor mess transfer efficiency 

sample. breakage frequency, s-1 

sample coalescence frequency, s-1 

sample exit frequency, s-1 

sample feed frequency, s-1 

brec:ikage frequency of a drop of diamt;ter a, s-1 
= .solute exchanged by the 1th drop in time t10, mole 
= total nunber of drops in 
= Peclet nunber 
= Reynolds m.rnber 
= Schnidt nunber 
= Sher\oOOd nunber 
= interval. of quiescence, s 

the sample 

= average volune of the feed drops, m3 

= sample phc:1se voluneo, m3 

= l11iform rondom mrnber between O and 1 
Greek Symbols 

{J<ai ,aj)= ?""Obability density function of a drop of dia:neter ai 
of d ic111eter a . bre:aks 

E p::,wer dissipatlon per unit mass, m2 ;s 3 

K = oolute equilibril.111 distribution constant 
µ : dynamic viscosity, kg/(m.s) 

V. = kinem�tic viscosity, m2 /s 
¢ : dispersed phase holdup fraction 

p : density, kg/m3 

U = interracial tension, N/m 
T = residence timt, s 
Subscripts/Superscripts 
c = continuous phase 
d = dispersed I*Jase 

= equilibrillll 
: feed 

:initial 
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1-L·ur<: l. t:1:p1:rimcntal flow system. (,\.'I: stirrt-r rnocor; .\\': v.-icuum !in..-; 

CK: <·ontinuous ph.::u,c ft:cd resl.'rvuir; UK: dispers..-d ph,'lSt' l t- ,•J 
rcscrvuir; EK: effluent r1:servolr; FC: continuous pl ias,• 11,,._'llh't• 

FU: di.sp<:rscd phast:- flowmet..-r: t:s: ,i.:r.'lduated bur['t fnr Ji:,.pl·rs,•..! 
phase f I uw mi:,asuremcnt ; t:r: cont i nunus phase 1..-ed \;t'.1r pump; 
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Figure 2. 

1;J: mer.;ury-in-,;!Jss tht=rmumt:tcr; \ll); ,w,·Th(•;1d 0v,•rfJ,,._, tl,·,·i,·,·: 
l'c,: pressure g..i;;c; Pl': perlst.1lti.: pump t,,r disp,·rs,·d ph.1s,· :,·,·.!; 

SC: stlrn,r npct:•J LOntroller; SK: sink lin,·; S�1: sp,•,·tr,•ph,•t,•
mt.:tcr; SI<: 1:011tin11ous flvw stirr,·d t.1r1k rl.',1..:t1>r; SS: s.1'Tlplin1: 
:..L.1ti,m; \T: vulumt=trh: fl.1sk 1.,r <lispcrsi,,n Tl,,._. r.1t,·: :.'K: ._.!!," 
L>.itlo.) 

S..iutl•r mu;m d i;amctcr, 

Simulated 0. ()]01 
Expt!rimcntal 0.{J101 

Simulated 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
DROP DIAMETER,o mm 

0.00481 

0.08 

l.Ox!O-)cm-J 

2.0xl08 cm-2 

Experimental and simulated drop size distribution f0r 
physical dispersion. (Hath operation; R.P.M. 400; 
: • 0.10.) 
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HYDRAULIC AND MASS TRANSFER MODEL FOR HIGH CAPACITY 

LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTORS FILLED WITH STACKED PACKINGS 

Prof. Dr.-lng. Reinhard Billet, Dr.-lng. Jerzy Mackowiak 

Ruhr-UniversiUl.t Bochum 
Department of Thermal Separation Processes 

0-4630 Bochum - Universitatsstrasse 150 - Geb. 18 5/151

1. INTRODUCTION 

According to latest findings the application of metallic Bialeckirings employed 
as packing elements in so-called Tube Columns. Fig. 1 a, or employed as a packing, 
Fig. 1 b, results ifl a significant increase in the maximum throughput of both phas
es as well as in a reduction of the mixing effects due to uniform distribution of 
the droplets and of the contiruous phase over the entire column cross-sectional 
area (1-6). 

A characteristic hydraulic feature of these extractors is the fact that up to a 
loading of about 65% the liquid hold-up x of the dispersed phase is essentially 
independent of the superficial velocity uC of the continuous ohase and has proven 
in this regime to be merely a linear function of the superficfal velocity u0 of the 
dispersed phase. However the liquid hold-up x of the dispersed phase was not pre
dictable by calculation and required test work for the system in question. 

In this study a model will be presented from which a generally valid method can 
be derived by which the 1 iquid hold-up x can be calculated for any system. The 
equation developed for the liquid hold-up x of the dispersed phase is employed 
to detennine the separation effect of the extractors shown in Fig. 1 in analogy 
to the theory of the non-stationary diffusion. The equations presented pertain 
to t.he cases for which mass transfer resistance is exclusively controlled by the 

and 

(8) 
Po· u; 

We , --'-''--�-=-c 

(llp-g 0) 05 

As an example the function 

(llp·g·O) D25 

x · E-���- • f (u0) 

p�S (9) 

was shown in Fig. 2,which is valid for the column pacl<ed as shown in Fig. 1 b 

with 25 mm Bialeckirings. the slope of which is the constant c3.For rising drop
lets. according to Fig. 2. a numerical value for C31which is system independent, 
was derived to be for falling droplets 

(10) C3 = 1.6 2 for Po < Pc . 

Based on experimental work with the system dichlorethane (D)/water and tetrachlor 
carbon (CC1

4
) (DJ/water the c3-value was determined to be 

(II) !or Po >Pc· 

With c3 being known one can now derive the con,;tant c0 by means of equation (7) 

( I 2) C0 • 31.5 >>1 for Po < Pc 

droplets. The mathematical models presented are compared and discussed with da- and 

ta obtained in extensive experiments comprising columns with diameters of 25 to 
225 1T1T1 and packing height of 0,5 to 3,2 meters employing 5 different test systems. 

2. LIQUID HOLD-UP OF THE DISPERSED PHASE 

Thegeneration of droplets is the consequence of the kinetic energy EK with \-Jhich 
the phase impacts the internals. Droplets such formed are stable only when a 
certain relation between their kinetic energy EK ond the interfacial energy [

0 

is satisfied (7,8) 

(I) with C0 »1 for E0 > EK . 

This pertains furthennore to the regime in which the relation of liquid 
x and the specific throughput u0 of the dispersed phase behaveslinearly 

(2) 
x • c, · u 0 Im 3 / m3 ] 

tor Uc �0.55 · Uc,F1 

hold-up 

In consideration that in this regime the absolute droplet velocity U0 
equated with the relative droplet velocity uR as expressed by 

can be 

(3) 

and since 

(4) 

- Uo 3 2 ] UR•Uo "o {m/m ·S 

Uc for 00 »Uc• 
{l-x)E 

the droplet diameter dvs can be calculated according to Sauter by 

dvs• C2·/ll; 
9' {ml, 

one can derive, consistant with expression (1). an equation for detennining the 
l_iquid hold-up x of the dispersed pha_se (7) 

(5) 

with 

(6) 

or 

( 7) 

110 

x • S . we
05 

E 

(13) [0 ,21.7 >>1 for Po > 
Pc , 

the numerical values of which confirm the original assumption according to equa
tion (1). 

The constants presented apply to the 25 mm and 50 mm Tube Column according to 
Fig. 1 a as well as to the metallic packing with 25 mn Bialeckrings according 
to Fig. 16. 

3. MASS TRANSFER, D � C 

Based on extended mass transfer tests D -+ C with systems toluene (D) acetic acid/ 
water, CC14 (D) - acetic acid/water, for which the total mass transfer resistance 
is practically entirely controlled by the droplets, it could be shown that the the
ory of non-stationary diffusion is applicable for extractors shown in Fig. 1 a and 
I b (5,6,7). 

For the volumetric mass transfer coefficient s0-a, which holdsfor the entire sepa
ration effect, the relation was established (7) 

(14) 

\,hile for the hight of a mass transfer unit (HTU0) the following equation was de
rived ( 7) 

( 15) HTUo • .£3. /n7' . o o.s2s 
Im l • 

12 C3 lllp
-g)o.m .po2s.0gs 

According to this model the mass transfer D-+ C in an extractor, filled with or
derly arranged packing elements, is dependent on the physical properties of the 
components of the system to be separeted, by the diffusion coefficient of the ex
tracted component in the dispersed phase as well as by the design of the extractor. 

According to equation (14) respectively (15) the separation effect of the extra
tor increases with decreasing contact length l, which, based on theoretic consi
derations possesses the following Values (5,6) 
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for the 25 mm tube column 

( 16 a) I • 0.0188 m 

for the 50 mm tube column 

( 16 b) I O 0.0375 m 

for the orderly packed column filled with non-aligned 25 mm Bialeckirings 

( 16 C) 
1.0.osom. 

A comparision between the experimental and calculated e
0

·a values by equation {14) 
is shown in Fig. 3 for the system CC14 (0)-acetic acid/water and in Fig. 4 for the 
system toluene (D)-acetic acid/water. 

The maximum deviations between the experimentally determined a0-a values and those, 
which were calculated according to the model by equation (14).are not greatet' than 
12 % al though the column diameter varied between 25 and 225 mm and the height of 
the packing between 0,5 and 3,2 m. These results suggest that for the experimen
tal extractor which is filled with Bialeckirings,of which each layer is shifted 
by 25 mm,no significant scale-up problems are to be expected provided that the 
total mass transfer resistance is controlled by the droplets. This observation is 
of particular significance when establishing design parameters for extractors for 
which the main mass transfer resistance is controlled by the continuous phase. 

The particular advantage of equation (14) respectively (15) is the fact that 
for design calculations physical data such as T, lp, p

0
• of the pure substances 

can be employed. 

N0MLNCLATUR 

0 

we Po · u/ 
(6p-g ·o )D,5 

ABBREVIATIONS 
�.g. 25 BR 
M 
Rk 
Fk 

[ml 
[ml 

[m] 

[m2/s I 
1ml 
[ml 

[ml 

[m3 tm 1 - s] 

[m3 /m3 J 

I 1/s J 

[N/m] 
[m3 /m3] 

[s] 

constants or para1m:Lers 

diffusion cocfficent of the disolved 
components in the di spei·sed philse 

kinetic energy and interfacial ener
gy of droplets 
diameter of a packing element 
column diameter 

droplet diameter according to Sauter 
dvs = end; /£nd; 

gravitational acceleration 
height of a packing element 
height of a layer of packing elements 

height of a mass transfer unit refer
ring to the dispersed phase 
contact 1 enght 

superficial velocity of the continuous 
or dispersed phase resp. 

relative droplet velocity 

liquid hold-up of the dispersed phase 
relating to the empty column volume 

volumetric transfer coefficient from 
the droplet into the continuous phase 
interfacial tension 
gap volume 
phase throughput ratio, A = u0/LJc 
density difference between the two 
not mixable liquids 

contact period 

Weber number 

Bialeckirings 25 rm1 in diameter 
metal 
tube column with lined uo rings 
orderly packed column filled with non-aligned rings 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION RELATED TO OPERATING PARAMETERS 

THROUGH ABSOLUTE STAGE EFFICIENCY 

Ertan Yuzak and Raymond C. Waggoner 

University of Missouri-Rolla 
Rolla, Missouri 65401 USA 

Overall mass transfer coefficients for solvent extraction are related 
to operational parameters through a model imbedded in a multi-stage, multi
component rating simulation. Hass transfer rates are related to inlet con
centration differences to improve correlation results. An absolute stage 
efficiency is defined to describe deviation from equilibrium stage operation. 

INTROOUCTI ON 

Various procedures have been 'develo ped (Smith (1 ), Eubanks and Lowe (2), 
Hanson, Duffin, and Somerville (3 ), Holland (4), Cohen, et. al., (5), 
Tierney and Bruno (6), Roche (7), Jelinek and Hlavacek (8)) to calculate the 
ideal concentration profiles for equilibriURl stages. However the streams 
leaving one of the stages of a multistage extractor may not be equilibrium 
because of non-unifonn mixing or insufficient contact time for mass transfer. 
For non-equil i bri.um operations, single-phase component materi a 1 ba 1 ances may 
be replaced by two-phase component material balances which utilize explicit 
descriptions of mass transfer between phases. Simultaneous solution of the 
compositions in both phases and on all stages must be obtained. The quin
diagonal algorithm, reported by Waggoner and Eye (9) may be applied to solve 
these balance equations. If the overall mass transfer coefficients can be 
estimated, the actual concentration profiles can be obtained without itera
tion. An iterative search matching the computational balance solutions to 
experimental data may be used to estimate overall mass transfer coefficients. 

OVERALL MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS RELATED TO OPERATING PARAMETERS 

If the mass of V-phase material, I� , does not change, the flux may be des
cribed in terms of concentration, v y. 

- & = K· a 
VM•vP 

(2) dt y w;-- (y-Kx) 

or 
dye o 

(3) - dt = K
y

a(y-lCx) 

When mass transfer in the mixer is complete, equilibrium composition, ye' is 
obtained and ye = Ke. Therefore, 

dy
e • 

(4) - · dt = K
y

• (Y
e

-lCx
e

) 

When c001,>osition is expressed as deviation from equilibrium, the following 
equation is obtained: 

d(y-y
e ) ° KV (5) - cit = Ky" (lt Tl (y-ye

) 

If Kya and K are not functions of composition, Equation (5) may be integrated 
across a stage to obtain the following, 

y -y ° KV VM� P (6) ln � = K a  (l+'tl 
v v 

Yin-Ye Y --V-

The limits on time make up the mean residence time, i.e. 
VM¢,vPv (7) a

= 
-v-

Absolute efficiency, 11 1 is defined as a measure of mass transfer accomplished 
compared to that theoretically possible e 

(8) n = Y1n-Yo 
Yin-Ye 

Absolute efficiency may be related to mass transfer through Equation {6} 
-K;a (1 ¥',) a 

(9) l - n = e 

Absolute efficiency would also be found useful in those cases in which mass 
transfer is accompanied by chemical reaction since n takes into account 
the theoretically possible concentrations and not the relative values of 
the concentrations in two phases. 

When the mass transfer coefficient is based on the inlet concentration 
difference, the absolute stage efficiency n may be related to a mass trans
fer coeffici�nt based on the inlet concentration difference. This mass 
transfer coefficient, designated KyFa, may Je calculated as follows: 
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Equation 10 may be written as the defining equation for KyFa, 

(11) 

The tenn on the left hand side may be related to composition. When 
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inserted into the component material 
resulting expression is rearranged, 

the following expression is obtained: 

Y;n + �xin (12) y = --�� e 1+..Jt 

By subtracting both sides of Equation 12 from Y;n and rearranging, 
L 
V (Yj/K - xin) 

(13 ) Yin-Ye = ���--� 
i •w 

Combining Equation 03)with the definition of n, Equation (8), the following 
expression may be obtained. 

(14) y0 = --�L--1 <-if 

An expression for the composition change across a stage may be written 

y + .h. x. 
(15) y0 - Y,n 

- 1n \ 1n 

l + W 

Yin (l + ifKl L (yin - Kxin) 
L + n V (K + L/V) l + Vi< 

Composition changes may be related to absolute efficiency by rearranging 
Equation 15. 

Y· - y 
(16) 1n o 

Yin - Kxin 
_ L (1 - n� - V(K + [/ 

Equation (11) may be substituted to obtain the following relation between 
absolute efficiency and the cross- stage mass transfer coefficient. 

(17) K _ L ¢1 - n) 
yFa - • p (K + L/V) V V m 

Equation (9) implies that the absolute efficiency, n, depends on the flow 
parameters only, except the slight dependence of the equilibrium coefficient 
concentration. Equation (17), however, is completely independent of the 
model assumed in deriving Equation (9). As long as a good estimate of the 
absolute efficiency is available, Equation (17) provides a reasonably accurate 
estimate of the mass transfer coefficient when based on the inlet composi
tions driving force. 

TWO-PHASE COMPOllENT MATERIAL BALANCES FOR USE WITH K F 

When it is desired to use KyF instead of Kya to describe interphase 
mass transfer, two-phase component material balances cannot t,e solved 
directly by the quin-diagonal algorithm. The coefficient matrix is expanded 
when bi-directional backmixing takes place. Three, rather than two, upper 
and lower codiagonals have non-zero elements. A preliminary row operation 
may be developed to enable the solution to be obtained from the Quin- diagonal 
al gQri thm. 

The tenns of the coefficient matrix are developed as the essential first 
stop of the sequence. The streams entering the leaving stage j of a multi
stage extraction column are shown in �- There may be two feed and 
two withdrawal streams, one for each phase as well as the backmixing streams. 
If the amount of V stream entrained in L phase is given by ojlj' this amount 
of V moves oppositely to the normal direction, i.e .• instead of going to 
stage j-1, it goes to stage j+l. An amount of L stream, given by ejvj. may 
backmix similarly. There would be at least two feed streams LF and VF 
for a multistage unit of NS stages. l t6 

The amount of component i transferred from one phase to the other in 
stage j is 
(18) Y- Fa .. pv•vVM(z - K .. z ) y Jl yji Jl xji 
where z and a are the overall V and L phase concentrations of all 

Yz; i xji 
streams entering stage j. The variables, z

YJ
·
,
· and zXJ

·,·
' are given by 

Equations (19) and (20) respectively, 
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(19) 

(20) 

z xj 

The following two-phase component material balances can be written for 
component i at stage j: 

(21) 

(22) 

+ KyFaj •vPvVM(zyj 
K/xj

) = Ljxj + e/i'i 

(VJ.+l - Wy_ ) YJ.+l + VF xFV + 0- l(L. l -WL ) YJ--1 
J+l j j J- J- j-7 

= KyFajOjpyVM(zYj + v/j ) + 0//j 

The set of Equations (22) and (23) contains 2NS linear equations in 2NS 
unknowns, the unknowns being xji and Yjj on each stage. This system of 
equations is shown in Figure 2 as a matrix equation. The values of the non
zero elements inthe coefficient matrix are given by Yuzak (10). 

AN EXPRESSION TO RELATE ABSOLUTE EFFICIENCY TO OPERATING PARAMETERS 

A semi-empirical expression, which relates the absolute stage efficiency 
to the concentration and the fraction of the mixer occupied by the organic 
phase, was deve 1 oped: 

(24) -a(l-0 ) f'). = e V 
J 

Vj + I Vj+r -W 

eJ+1CVJ+1-W Vj + 1 I 

OjLJ 

Lj 

1 

STAGE 

Vj 

Oj-i{L 
� 

j-1- WLj_,) 

LJ-1 -WLj-r 

FIGURE l. STAGE J OF A MULTISTAGE EXTRACTOR 
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where j represents any of the r�s stages. a and B are parameters obtained 
numerically and yFV is the outlet concentration of the intennediate stage j.ln 
Figure 2 the values of n predicted by Equation (23) are plotted against 
the �xper1mental �alues. a and 13 were calculated by using procedure NLIN. a 
nonlinear regression procedure of Statistical Analysis System (Helwig. 
et. al., Pll! • and a were calculated to be 70.6 and 0.0901 respectively for 
�he d1str1but1on of d1ethylamrne between methyl-isobutyl ketone and water. 

CONCLUSION 

Non-equi�ibrium operation of multi-stage liquid.extractors may be related 
t? the operational parameters of the separation. This relationship is estab-
11 shed through u�e _ of the described "abso 1 ute pf fi ci ency 11 

1 Equation ( 11 ) 1 and 
a cross-stag� �riving force to represent interphase mass transfer. Initial1y 1 

absolute eff1c1ency would be determined from recorded concentration profnes. 
The cross-stage mass transfer coefficient is then obtained from this value 
Equation (2�). and used in two-phase component-material balance equations. 

1 

These material balance equations are then solved by conventional methods (9}. 
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A REVIEW OF THE EXTRACTION FACTOR METHOD 

W. R. Clingan 

Mallinkrodt, Inc. 
St. Louis, Missouri USA 

INTROOOCT ION 
When an engineer practicing in the chemical ind.istry endeavors to solve a liquid-liquid e)(traction prob
lem, an enornous volune of literature is available. It provides several alternative methods for the 
solution of such probllW!e. The custonary treatment of methods of solution_.first introciJces the reader 
to triangular phase diegrmis for ternary systems, followed by rectangular diagrams using solvent-free 
coordinates. In so11e inat611ces, the use of the elCtraction factor method is noted under limited 
conditiona. 

Multico�nent syateJl'ls inclu:le virtually ell processes of ind.Jstrial significance. for au::h systems, 
the graphical methods are not rigorous or convenient. In contrast, the extraction factor method is well 
suited to treat multiple co�nents, one at a time, 

It .is an objective of this paper to provide a partial classification of this literature to increase its 
accessibility to imLstr.ial practitioners. 

The scope is limited to simple forward extraction (a single tnit section) with a constant ektraction 
factor, lhe convention used here is that of Heriland (1), that is designation of tt1e raffinate ph.1:1.se i\S 
liquid and the extract phase as gas. 

APPLICATION Of THE EXTRACTION fACTOR HETH()) 
The ew.tractlon factor 111ethod is not necessarily straightforward in application. lhe ew.traction factor 
has been denoted by many a)'llbols in the literature, inch.ding C, D, E, E, J, R and U, as well as group
ingr su::h as mG/L, etc. ,\,other source of confusion is the prevalence of t.«J definitions for the 
edraction fector. Xlme authors invoke yE=MK and some y(::mw.+ti as necessary conditions for applica-
tion of the extraction factor method, and in 9ler1<1od and Pigford (2), each is used in a dJfferent 
chapter. Slmi larly, the s)mbols used for the co11positions and flows of the ektract and raffinate phases 
vary widely. A matter of still greater concern is ensuring the correctness of the formula used. hJ 
Hartland (1) points out, "1Bny of the ptblished equations of the eklraction factor method are not 
consiatent. 

The su::cess of the extraction factor naturally depends on the quality of the data used in its applica
tion. 1n order lo provide meaningful data, multic011ponent, countercurrent extractions generally require 
simulation of the desired contacting pattern. lhis is accomplished by the laboratory procedures 
desCribed by Alders (3) and Treybal (4). I-tinter and Nash (5) report that these procedJres, called 
"pseu:lo cofSltercurrent extraction", .ere originally devised by Watanabe and ttir ikawa ( 6). HoJOever, it 
can readily be seen thet there is a close resen.blance to the older "9ianks System" for batch cot.r1ler
current solids washing (7). 

It ia c01111110nly known that si111ulat.ion by these procedures provides valuable data on the equilibriun lines 
for the various cooponents prevailing for the desired conditions. Although noted by lreybal (4), it is 
111uch less well known that si,..tlar information is generated on the operating lines for the co-.ntercurrent 
cascade. 

A plot of the interstage extract vs. raffinate concentrations represents the operating p:,ints 
graphically. A co�arison or the operating line slopes thus obtained with the solvent ratio can 
indicate -"iether an asstaed IIOdel or mechanism for the extraction is realistic. 

The order of calculation for a system with a large nunber of components is a matter of some concern. 
Behavior au::h as association, dissociation, ion aggregati.on and salvation may prod.Ice synergistic or 
antagonistic erfects. 

In deacribing a trial and error graphical pi-ocedure for a uraniln purification extraction scheme, 
r.odding, Haas, and 1-'euunn (8) presented an appropriate calculation order for su::h a system: 

{1) Salting or co111plexing agent, ( 2) "Milera" conµ:>nents, (3) "Tracer" comp:>nenls 

M::idern electronic equil]llent perwdta a h)'brid analytical/graphical method in which calrulations are 
perforl'led an,-lyticaUy, but displayed graphically as in the older graphical methods. A significantly 
i,rprl!IV!ld aCOJracy is obtained by this technique. 

CLASSIFICATION IT lll[RATUR( 
Mu::h or the valuable work on the equations or the extraction factor method was performed in the allied 
-.nit operations of gas absorption and stripping, liquid-solid ektraction, and distillation. As a 
result, some of this work does not appear in the literature of liquid-liquid ekttaction. 

In order to increase its accessibility, there are 111Sny possible criteria by which the literature of the 
extraction rector method 111ight be classified. A mmber of these are: 

1. Order of historical develop.ant 
a. Overall 
b. Within each r ield 

2. Type of tnil operation of application 
J. Limits of applicability imposed by aasunptions 

a. Distribution coerficient tnily, 0 = 1, E = R 
b. Xllvent pure, Yin = 0 

Extraction factor constant 
(1) for E :': OR, yE = Dx 
(2) for E : mR, yE = mx + 8 

d. lwo values for extraction factor 
(1) f"or i;. 'I- E 
(2) for c5 t- e 

e. General rigorous equation for variable extraction factor E1te:2t ... ;tE:n 
4. Configuration and compledty or process 

a. bber of unit aectiom\l'nU11ber of reed stre11r5 
(1) Simple extraction (1 -.nit section) 

(a) forward e11traction 
(b) Back extraction 

(2) Col!pound extraction (2 unit sections) 
(a) Fractional ektraction 
(b} Hultiple reed ektraction 

(3) C.Ompound ektractio_n (3 tnit sections) 
- Multiple feed, fractional extraction 

b. l.8e of reflux 

This review alte:rpts to classify the literature by the first three of these categories. 
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HISTORICAL Oe.VHDPMENT 

!he historical and conceptual developnent of the ektrac:tion factor nethod is presented in Table !. 

The equations of the extraction factor method are usually credited to Krellller [[q. J] (9) and Sol.ders 
and Brown [Eq. A-7] (10). Pc.cording to Klirkenberg (11), ho.,ever, Sorel (12) first derived the equa
tions of the extraction factor method for distillation in 1895. 1n 1917, Hawley (Eq. 1] (1}) derived 
the equation of Krel!ISer for solids washing with pure solvent within the final step of e,cpressing the 
geometric series in closed form. In 1928, Silberstein (14) pl.bliahed complicated ekpressions for solids 
washing with pure solvent for three-, four-, and five-stage systsna, which can be simplified to one or 
the extraction factor equations. Thormenn (15) ptblished Sllberstein's equations in German in 1929. In 
response to Silberstein's article, Turner [[q. 2] (16) plblished the form of the Krernser equation for 
solids washing with a pure solvent in 1929. Colburn (17) reports that other plblished 1<1rk preceding 
Kremser included that of Iredell (18) in 19213 for liquid-solid extraction and that of Thormann (19) in 
1928 for distillation. 

The first ptblication describing the Ub8 of an ektrection factor equation was by ltnl?r and Nash [Eq. 8] 
(20) in 1932. The equations presented included a sign error in the den�nator. In 1934, lk"!derwood 
(21) ptblished the first correct extraction factor equations, His equations incll.ded a dimensional form 
e,cplicit in Xout and illlplioil in xin• Yin• E, and N [[q. 9], a diaensionless form explicit in 
the fraction or the reed not ektracted (the raffinate yield) and implicit in [ ,  N and a dimensionless 
paraneter U not considered in the prior literature [[q. 10], and the red.iced form of the Kremser 
equation for pure solvent ([q. 11), 

In 19}4, Silver (22) plblished lwo new forms of the extraction factor equations, for gas absorption. 
!he first of these ([q. 12] had the familiar "Kre01:1er ftnction" Ft on the ritjlt-hand side, with the 

left-hand side rearranged to incll«le the effect of an inpure solvent. Xheibel later presented this 
equation [[q, 16) in inverted form, as defined by Hartland (1), for ektraction (2J) and leaching (24) 
operations. Thia for111 is si.ggested by King {25) as most convenient -.tien equilibriun is closely 
approached. Silver's second equation [[q. 13] is the red.iced form of the first for the indeterminate 
case of A=E=l. Colburn (17) ptb.lished new forms of these equations (Eq, 14-15) 1 explicit in N, in 1941, 
The cases of both forward and bac:k ektrsction were treRted, and the analog, drawn with the allied 
pc-ocesses of gas absorption, stripping and distillation. 

Smith ([q. 17] (26) presented an equation for the fraction of the total input of a component tohich ekits 
with the rarfinate phase. It was simplified from the general equation of Smith and Brinldey (27) for a 
fractional ektraction cascade with extract and raffinate refluk. It can be redu:-ed to Lhder-.ood 's 
equation. 

1-klrtland (1) enunerated the possible separation factors from the various ratios of the differences of 
Yin• Yout• Y[(kio} and Y[(koutl, and derived the extraction factor equation for each 
independent coobination. "'art from [q. 18 and 19, the remaining forms presented by H:1rtland duplicate 
those or Souders and Brown and Scheibel. 

Several of these involved y[(xout> -- including those recOffll'llended for use use by Hartland. lhis makes 
thera less desirable for use in industry than many of the earlier forras of Kremer, Sou:ters and Brown, 
and lklden.ood. 

THE OHINITION Of TH[.£.XTRACTION f"ACTOO 

The .cal r-.ndamental definition of the ektraction factor, €:, is given by Alders (J) and lre)t,el (4). 

This is the ratio, �, of the quantity of a c�onent in the t"'° liquid phases (extrsct/raffinate) 
prevailing at equilibriurl. By this definiti0t1, the e11traction factor is equal to the prodJct of the 
equilibriU11 distribution coefficient O, and the phase ratio, R .  

An a�ternate definition for the extraction factor i s  fairly c0111111on i n  gas absorption (2, 25, 2 8 )  but 
leas so in extraction (1). This is the ratio of l/1e slopes of the equilibriut and operating lines. !he 
phase ratio, R, (quantity of added phase to quantity of phase to be separated) is the reciprocal of the 
slope or the operating line on a distribution (y vs. k) di&gr!R of the exlr-action process. f"or the 
case of a straight equilibriun curve passing through the origin, the equilibriuw distribution 
coefficient is equal to the slope of the equilibriun line. 

In extraction, however, straight equilibriun curves are the ekception rather than the rule. for any 
equilibriun curve not slrai1j1l with zero y-intercept, the distriWtir.n coerficient is represented 
geol!letricslly by the slope of the chord beheen the point on the equilibriun curve and the origin, nol 
the slope or the tangent to the equil ibriun curve itself. 

These are the asal.Jfl1)tions made by a majority of early ""°rkers in derhing the equations of lhe extrac
tion factor method. 1-bwever, it is only necessary to asst.t1e constancy of the ektraction factor to 
derive these equations. !he distribution coefficient and phase ratio could vary, provided that their 
prod.Jct, the e11traction factor, remains constant. 

The use of this equilibriun relation was reportedly (17) first si.ggeated by lhormann (19) in 1928. ll 
was noted by Lnderwood (29) in 19J2 and by Colburn (17) in 1941. lt was put to use by She.·"Ood and 
Pigford (2) in 1952, and by McCabe and Smith (28) in 19S6. lhis equation was later used by H:irtland (1) 
in 1970 and by King (25) in 1971. 

If the "ratio of slopes" is taken as the definition for the e11traction factor, the equations of the 
extraction factor method applies equally well to a straitjlt equilibriun line of the form y = m:it + B. 

Tiiis definition, by itself, is fairly limited in utility, except fX)SSibly in the case or 
react.kins leading to non-extractable species. tbwever, several su::h lines r.an be fitted 
together to yield a good approdmetion to a curved equilibril.WII line (1) to ektend the 
applicability of the ektraction factor method. 
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STAGE ADDITIVITY METHOD AND ITS APPLICATION TO CALCULATION 

OF COUNTER-CURRENT EXTRACTORS WITH BACKMIXING 

Aleksandar S, Tolic 

University of Belgrade 
Belgrade, Yugoslavia 

There are seve�al approaches to the modelling of mass 

transfer in counter-current extractors, but the most studied one 

is based on backmixing (1 - 3), while the recent one in the case 

of polydispersed nature of the dispersed phase take into account 

the effect of a drop size and its distribution (2, 4). Two models 

based on backmixing are basical, the so-called differential 

backmixing model and stagewise back.mixing model. 

Analytical solutions for both models are restricted to the 

linear case of solute distribution (1, 2), while for the general 

case of equilibrium distribution different and very complex 

numerical procedures are used for numerical solutions (2, 3). For 

a rapid calculation of counter-current extractors based on the two 

back.mixing models, numerous approximate methods have been proposed 

(2, 3, 5-8), but application of the majority of the methods is 

restricted primarily to the linear case of equilibrium distribution, 

or to the scale of backmixing in both phases. 

In this paper the recently developed approximate method -

the so-called "Stage Additivity Method" and its appli.cation to the 

calculation of counter-current extractors with backmixing is 

considered { 5-7) . 

STAGE ADDITIVITY METHOD 

The stage additivity method based on stagewise backmixing 

model is described by the following equation quantitativelly (5-7): 

(1) 

in which: N - is the total number of stages in extractor: NT - is 

the number of stages when mass transfer is infinitelly great 

(1/t = o) and backmixing does not exist (f = s = o), i.e. the 

number of theoretical stages, NM - is the number of stages when 

back.mixing is absent in both phases (f = s = o); ND - number of 

stages when mass transfer is infinitelly great (1/t = o) and 

backmixing present (fi o and/or s i o), i.e. the number of 

equilibrium stages; and 6 N - correction term including nonadditivity 

effects, i.e. correction number of stages. Due to simplicity NM, 

NT and ND are named the fictive number of stages denoting it wi th

Ni, where i = M,T.D. The following expression for correction number 

of stages was obtained (5, 6): 

1 - (C + C1FI (NT - 1) lnF 
bN f + 

1 + t (1 + Ft) 

1 + (C + c1/FI (NT - 1) lnF 
(2) + s 

+ t (s + F) 

in which: F - is extraction factor; f and s - are backmixing 

coefficient in phase (x) and (y); t - true number of transfer unit 

in a stage. The constants C and c1 were evaluated (5) by minimising 

th� relative deviations between the number of stages obtained from 

Eg. (1) and the number of stages calculated from the exact 

expressions for the linear case (1). For this purpose, the number 

of stages for all combinations of wide selected extraction 

parameters was calculated and all results for which NT�l.5 and 

't"N<0.990 were used for evaluating the constants. The obtained 

values of constants: C = 0.79 and c1 = 0.14, give mean square 

deviation of � 1. 2% in the number of stages and the corresp:mding 

extreme deviation of - 4.5% (5). 

In order to calculate correction number of stages for the 

general case of distribution the equation for calculating the mean 

value of F was derived in the implicit f9rm (6): 
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(3 I lnF 

By testing the stage additivity method for a wide range of 

combinations of selected extraction parameters and characteristic 

types of equilibrium lines for general case of the equilibrium 

distribution, the obtained results of comparing the number of 

stages calculated by the stage additivity method with the exact 

values c,f N show (5) that average least square deviation is � 2.3%, 

and the corresponding extreme deviations are within� 5.5%. 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE FOR A LINEAR 
CASE OF EQUILIBRivM DISTRIBUTION 

In the case of a linear equilibrium distribution and con

stant extraction parameters the stage additivity method enables 

straightforward analytical procedure for calculating N, while 

iteration procedure is needed for solving 't'N or t (5, 7). 

The proposed analytical procedure for determination of N 

by means of Eg. (1), for a given "4'N 1 F,s,f and t, consists of cal

culating fictive number of stages: NT, NM and N0, by analytical 

expressions presented in Table 1, and evaluation of AN based on 

Eq. (2). 

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE FOR A GENERAL 
CASE OF EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION 

The proposed numerical procedure for calculating N by Eg. 

(1) ,for a given value of f, s, t, flow rate-Q, inlet and autlet 

concentration in (x) and (y) phase- xin'Yin�xout'Yout' and for a 

general case of equilibrium distribution: xn 
= xn (yn), was simply 

obtained by applying derived numerical procedures for calculating 

the fictive number of stages and the correction number of stages 

(6, 7). The procedure for the calculation of Ni is of general 

validity and is based on succesive solutions of the system of 

material balance equations for steady state for (x) phase around 

n-th stage - Eq. (4) and for both phases for the first n stages 

- Eg. (5), and equilibrium equation - Eq. (6), introducing the 

corresponding conditions for the definition of NT, NM and N0 (6). 

The procedure for the calculation of correction number of stages 

is based on Eq. ( 2) nsj ng Eq. (3) for calculation of F. 

( 1 + flxn-1 - ( 1 + 2f) X + fx n-1 n 
* 

(4) - t(xn 
-

X ) = 
n 

X + f X n+l 
- (1 + fl X 

- (1/Q)yl 

( 5) - (s /Q)yn 
+ (1/QI (1 + s) Yn+l 0 

* 

(6) n = xn (yn) 

The program for digital computer CDC 3600 has been 

developed (7) so to enable either the calculation of the total 

number of stages in the extractors or the calculation of the number 

of mass transfer units in the stage fran the experimental data for a 

general case of equilibrium distribution. 

GRAPHICAL PROCEDURE FOR A GENERAL 
CASE OF EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION 

The proposed graphical procedure for the calculation of N 
for a given value off, s, Q, xin' yin' xout' yout and x

n = xn 
(yn) 

by Eg. (1), consists of graphical calculation of NT and NM by 

wellknown methods (9, lo) and N0 by recently developed method (8), 
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Table 1. Analytical expressions for calculating the fictive number 

of stages (NT, NM and N0) for a linear case of equilibrium 

distribution 

a) E'.__L! 

, l -'+'N 
ln---

NM 

l - '+'r/
l + Ft 

ln 
l + t 

F + s + Ff l - 'j/N ln 
l + s + Ff F( l - '!'NF) 

ND F + s + Ff 
ln 

l + s + Ff

b) F - l 

'f'N 
NT 

l - 'f'N 

't'N (l + l/t) 
NM 

l - 'f'N 

't'N (l + 2f + 2s) - Cs + fl 

ND l - 't'N 

while6N is calculated from Eqs. (2) and (3). In order to simplify 

�he calculation of the average value of extraction factor in a ge

neral case of equilibrium distribution, graphical plots for deter

mination of F were done {7). 

The graphical procedure is very simple and rapid and can 

be applied without difficulties to any form of equilibrium line. 
The procedure can be extended to the case of mutually soluble 
solvents and variable flows. 

APPLICATION OF THE STAGE ADDITIVITY 
METHOD TO MULTICOMPONENT EXTRACTION 

In principle none obstacles for the application of the 
stage additivity method to multicomponent extraction have been 
caused by the method. But general dilemmas in multicomponent 

extraction with respect to adequate definitions and determinations 
of extraction parameters exist and could of course, cause some 
difficulties and/or limitations for the application of the stage 

additivity method. In connection with this graphical procedure 

based on the proposed method for the calculation of compound 

counter-current extractors with backmixing forthe case of two 

interdependent solutes has been developed (11). The graphical 
prodedure for the determination of N for the solute by means of 
Eq. (1) for the given extraction data: consists of graphica-1 

calculation of the fictive number of stages, and evaluations of 

AN by Lg. (2). Calculation principle of N0 and NT and NM, 

respectively, is based on the graphical procedure for the 

Calculation of the number of equilibrium stages for general ca�e 

of equilibrium distribution of two interdependent solutes (8). 

Since in some cases the graphical procedure could be time 
consuming we are developing numerical appreach using a digital 

computer. 

In order to apply the stage additivity method to the gene

ral case of multicomponent extraction, we are considering the 

possibility of extending the approaches used by the general methods 

of calculation of multicomponent extraction (12-13). 
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IMPROVED MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEM 

INVOLVING Pu-U-Th-HNO3-TBP 

R. Natarajan, K. Rajamoorthy and G. R. Balasubramanian

Reactor Research Center 
Kalpakkam, India 

It is proposed to use modified purex end thorex processes 
for reprocessing of fest Reactor fuels and blan kets respectively 
using solvent extraction system as a main tool for separation o? 
fission products end heavy eleme nts. As per our programme, the 
systems involved will be having nitrates of Th, U, Pu and HN03 in aqueous solution in various combinations and tributyl 
phosphate in kerosene type diluent, as solvent. I n order that, 
flow sheets are formulated and optimised, an equilibrium model 
is developed using the data available in the literature. 

IXTRACTION EQUILIBRIUM 

It is well known that Tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) forms 
stable complexes with nitrates of actinides{Mn+) according to 
the following equation: 

From this equation, the equilibrium consta nt, E can be 
i nferred eie, 

(M(N03)� K TBP) org 
( 2) E 

where the brackets represent activities. If the activities 
are converted into concentrations, the equation(2)becomes 

(3) G 

[reP] K 
org 

The terms inside the brackets are concentrations. The equlibrium 
behaviour of the actinide ion can be determined from the 
co ncentrations, if G is known. Since the activity coefficients 
change with salti ng strengths, G is a function of salting 
strengths, and once this function is evaluated from experimental 
results, prediction of the equilibrium concentrations becomes 
possible. Salting strengths are determined from the 
concentrations of the interacting solutes(2). Mole ratio of TBP 
to the nitrate salt, K in the organic complex have been 
established(1). 

MODEL DEVELOP ME NT 

olut free con entrations:Since there is volume change 
in the solutio ns because of their non-ideal behaviour), the 
concentrations (normally expressed in moles of the solute/ 
unit volume of the solution) should be corrected to exclude 
the effect of solutes. fort(2) has shown the effects of 
nitrates of U, Pu and HN03 in aqueous and TBP solutions. The 
effect of Th(N03)4 is determined from the data of Kumar(J}. 

Choice of model for U-Pu-HN03.:.I..fil::!!20 system: Three
semi-empirical models of Katoh et al(4}, Rozen et al(S), 
Groenier(6}; are chosen for evaluations of the 1981 purex 
data bank of Petrich(7). Over 1000 data points from different 
·authors are chosen from this data bank. The model of Katoh 
has given intolerably large errors. The Greenier model shown 
i n Appendix-2 has given a mean error of 21� and a ,tandard 
deviation(SD) of 38� far U and -6� mean with 901, SD for Pu. 
Corresponding values for Rozen modei are 7.t� end 23� for U 
and 69� and 18� for Pu. The Greenier model is chosen since 
it gives better prediction for Pu, though the U results ere 
comparable. 

Model for Thorium extraction:The data as well as 
mathematical models for thorium equilibrium ere very limited. 
The model for thorium equilibrium is determined from the 
available data of Srinivasan P.t al(B} and Blanchard{9). This 
involves evaluation of the value G of Th, GTH in equation{4) 
Or (5) as a function of salting stre ngth. This is done using 
least square fit. 

Unified model for U-Pu-Th-HN03-TBP system: The above two 
models are combined and a unified model is given as an algorithm 
in Apppndix-3. This model is used for verifying U-Pu-Th-HN03-
TBP data of Chitnis(11 ). The results are shown in figures T&2. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The effect of diluen t in evaluati ng the concentration 
on solute free basis should be verified and if need9d Modified 
in the model. This accounts for roughly 10-15� variation in 
the predicted concentration. The 5� TBP data shows a scatter 
compared to 30� TBP data. But on the whole, the proposed Model 
gives reasonably good prediction. 
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APPENDIX_ 1 

(4) GTH 

( 5) GTH 

( 6) XU1/XU • 

( 7) YU1/YU = 
,4 

( 6) XU/XU1 = 

( 9) YU/YU 1 = 

EXP(3.623-3.761•ss+1.01.ss2-o.122.ss3+o.oos4 •ss4 ) 
for 55 � B 

0.09235 for 5�>6 

XH1/XH • XPU1/XPU = XTH1/XTH 
1-0.0724XU-0.0309XH+0.0174XTH -0.13XPU 
YH1/YH = YPU1/YPU = YTH1/YTH 

1-0.097YU-0.046YH+0.1BYTH-D.139YPU-0.0174H20 

XH/XH1 = XPU/XPU1 = XTH/XTH1 
1+0.0724XU1+0.0309XH1-0.0174XTH1+0.13XPU1 
YH/YH1 • YPU/YPU1 = YTH/YTH1 

1+0.097YU1+0.046YH1-0.1BYTH1+0.139YPU1+0.0174H20 

2YU 3(YTH+YPU) 0 6YH 
(4.2 -0,015T)(1- -- - -----

• 
)TBP1 •69 

TBPM TBPM TBPM 

(11) 3.66TBP - X - 2(GU(l)•XU1+GPU(l)•XPU1oTNT2)TNT2x 2 

- GH(l)•X-2 .3GTH•XTH1* TNT4 x 2 •3 • O 

WHERE, 
XU, XPU, XH, XTH 

XU1, XPU1 ,XH1 ,XTH1 

YU, YPU, YH, YTH 

YU1, YPU1, YH1, YTH1 

TBP 

TBPM 

- Aqueous Molar Concentrations of U, 
PU, HN03 and Thorium, Moles/Lit 

- Aqueous soiute free concentrations 

�rtu
, PU, HN03 and Thorium, Moles/

- Organic Molar concentratio ns of U, 
PU, HN03 and Thorium, Molea/Lit 

- Organic solute free concentrations 

��l�;/r�t 
HN03 and Th0rium, 

- Corrections for water in water
saturated-TBP 

- Temperature, •c 

Volume fraction of TBP in Organic 

- 3 .66 TBP 
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APPENDIX. 2 

APPENDIX. 3 

YH1 :3·UTflP/ 
f1+0·IITNT1t XHI} 

ru,.o 
Y�l•O 
yrHJ•O 

120 

NO 
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al'UW• cts1+ct1J .ss+ ct11 .ss1+cra,.ss3 
GH(I) - C(I} + C(IQ). SS+ cm, �ss1,,. cnlJ. ssl 
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YTHI �GTH•XTH1•TNT'•TBPF(J} ]·J 

CONVERT YUi, YHI, YPUl,YTHI 
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RISK EVALUATION IN EXTRACTION EQUIPMENT DESIGN BASED ON 

TWO-STAGE LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

Marin R. Meharidjiev 

SEO "Chimcomplect" 
Sofia, Bulgaria 

Research phases of capital projects in chemical industry con
sist of consecutive or parallel experimental stages, carried out 
with definite installations. A full equipment set for research 
phase could include (1): 1/ laboratory - bench scale - equipment, 
destined for investiention on the optimum masses' and ph�ses' ra
tios; granularities an<l concentrations of raw materials , final 
and waste products, as well as for determination of process kine
tic factor values; 2/ enlarged laboratory equipment - for study
ing of basic dynamic factors of the process, as well as for an 
approximate estimation of process economics; 3/ pilot plant - for 
checking of some optimum and extreme values of dynamic, kinetic 
or economic factors. obt�ined in laboratory studies; 4/ prototype 
devices - prototype industrial equipment - full sc�le-made single 
devices for demonstrative or check performance of basic process 
stages; they should be constructed in default of similar applian
ces; 5/ experimental production plants - complete production u
nits, including all technological stages, designed with a capaci
ty, sufficient for econ·o:nic effectiveness of the production; 6/ 
prototype plants - industrial plants, erected with all ofsite fa
cilities and based on designs, allowing extension of capacity by 
increase of the nUiJ.ber of production lines. The first two equip
ment kinds correspond to the initial research stages, most often 
designated as 11laboratory study". It is assumed as a rule that, 

uncertainty and risk ;n design based on experimental results only, 
could be little, if the design phase follows a study including 
laboratory and pilot plant experiments and could be negligible af
ter studies employing the full set of experimental equipment lis
ted above. 

The uncertainty in design would be, undoubtedly, minimum when 
the foregoing researc? covers the whole set of experimental in
stallations including prototype plants, but the unpracticality of 
such approach is obvious in wastewater treatment process studies. 
On the other hand, researches associated with environment protec
tion must be finished at accelerated rates. Furthermore, in spite 
of the study pe�formance using statistical experiment design te
chnique, or applicating the methodology with simultaneous - tech-

nological and economic - optimization of factor values (2,3), 
the design risk reduction by pilot plant tests could not be pro
ved especial!¥ in the design of basic extraction equipments for 
wastewaters purification - e.g. in an extractive treatment pro
cess for wastewater discharged from phenol-formaldehyde resins 
producing plant - on account of the lack of criteria for pilot 
plant capacity choice, as well as through the difficulty in ex
traction colu.rnn modelling. Since the pilot plants are expensive 
non-profitable installations, most often with one-time use, and 
since the demand of research time shortaee cannot be neglected, a 
new procedure has been suggested for those research cases. It in
cludes two-stage laboratory study as well as a methodology for 
design·risk assessment; the pilot plant tests are dropped in the 
procedure. The two-ztaee laboratory study consists in consecutive 
performance of similar kinetic and dyn��ic tests at optimum tech
noloeical factor values, using in each stage similar equipments 
of different, althou�h laboratory scale. The ratio between cho�en 
dimensions of the devices, used in consecutive stages, must be 
not less th�n 20. 

In the evaluation of risk in the design based on research 
stages' results, one must compQZ'e two alternatives, acceptable 
as 11strate�ies 11 : Strategy Ho.l - Design, based on two-stage la
boratory study and Strategy No.2 - iJe:;itsn, based on laboratory 
s:ac;e and on additional research, e.g. on additional pilot p-1.::mt 
study results. The d�sign risk, as::;ociatcd with each str;itegy is 
de fir1ed by: 
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- !Jrofi t� /losses/ expected in st·rategy realization, determi
ned using: A/ All knO\-m' or planned r�search expences; pilot 
plant equipment costs; project delay and other available 
datai B/ Los.ses, causetl b;J th3' impossibility of researh 
results' reproduction in industrial scale devices; 

- Degrees of confidences: FA /part of unity/ in the realiza-

tion of profits /losses/ and F
B 

/part of unity/ in the im

possibility of reproduction of the results, obtained in ex
perimental study. 

F, for Strategy lio.1 i.e. F/lio.1/, as well as F/llo.2/ can 
be assumed with equal value of o".s - 0.9 • Thsre are no criteria 
for preliminary assessment of Fn/No.2/-value; according to our 

experience, that value could be not bigger than 0.7 in the consi
dered research cases. In the methodology here interpreted, the e
valuation of FB/No.1/ is based on the criterial equations of si-

milarity, which associate a chosen response factor Y, simbatic 
to the produCtion costs, with a product of similarity criteria 
or simplexes x1, raised to powers with exponents: a,b, ••• ,z : 

y "I x
a ,,b xz 

,, · 1 · '"? • .. · • n 

where a,b, ••.• ,z are experimentally determined in the consecu
tive two laboratory. stages. Indexing by "l" and 11211 the factor 
values, observed or calculated in the first and second stage res
pectively, and since the values of similarity criteria or simp
lexes are specially maintained approximately equal in the two 
experimental stages: x11 = x12 ; x21 = x22 ; ••• ; Xnl = xn2 , 

Y1 and W1 can be made equal to Y2 and w2 respectively by recal

culation of exponent values. 1.'hus, 1''B/No .1/ can be determined by 

following expression: 

< 1 ' 

, zi are the recalculated expgnent values, 

which ensure the equalities: Y1 = Y 2 ; w1 = w2• For an extrac

tive wastewater treatment process, the value of F_B"No.1/ has be

en bigger than 0.7 . In such cases we should give preference to 
Strategy llo.1. When FB/No.1/ < Fr/No.2/ = o. 7 , the calculati
on of losses can determine th� preferable strategy, or can point 
out that, a prototype device construction is inevitable. The pro
cedure described above can be applicated to each two consecutive 
research stages. 
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DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF AIR PULSER$ FOR PULSE COLUMN 

CONTACTORS IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

Arlin L. Olson 

Allied-General Nuclear Services 
P.O. Box 847 

Barnwell, South Carolina 29812 USA 

"Pulsers which employ air pressure rather than reciprocal ing pistons have 
been developed and used in the spent ooclear fuel reprocessil)g field for many 
years. Their use has been reported by Weech and Knight (1). 

The air pulser system can be described mathematically by sets of dif
ferential equations wtiich govern the air and liquid components of the system. 
Essentially, three equations ar-e required to characterize the system; the air 
behavior during the inlet cycle, the air behavior during the exhaust cycle, 
and the liquid behavior in the pulse leg and column under the effects of the 
air pressure. The system is shown in Figure l. 

AIR SYSTEM* 

First, a simple mass balance around the reservoir can describe the air 
accumulator. 

(I) 

By assuming that the density of air at low pressures can be n:placed by if, 

Substituting into equation(!), and simplifying gives 

(2) 

*Note nomenclature at end of article. 

The behavior of a compressible fluid 
described by the following equation: 

( 3) �� .. � .. 
g dt gO 

f l owing in a cond uit can be 

/IP • 0 

Where f is the fanning friction factor and has the value (2); 

f • 16/Re for Re (2100 

f • 0.0001 Re 0 ,575 for 2100<Re<3SOO 

f • 0.0035 • 0.164 Re-0·42 for Re)3500 

Substituting for() in equation (3) and rearranging gives the f o l l o wing 
expression for air flowing" to the accumulator: 

(4) Jt"
'"' 

�� 
g RT 

Using equation (3) and roodifying it to separate the design parameters into a 
more convenient form gives an expression for air flow from the reservoir to 
the pulse leg. 

(5) 

A means for solving for the variable pressure is now required. A force 
balance around the air inlet to the pulse leg gives: 

(6) P2-Pt EK igvz
2 

A mass balance around the same point gives; 

( 7) 

Now, the variable volume occupied by air in the pulse leg can be defined as: 

(8) 

By substituting and rearranging equations (6), (7), and (8), the follo wing 
design equal ion is arrived at: 

(9) r,
v

,•,/ d P2 

( I 
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2g RT 

dX
] 3 dt +(PzKMv7 � 

RT dt 

and Professor C. A. Rhodes 

Uiniversity of South Carolina 
Columbia, South Carolina 29202 USA 

The equations for the air exhaust cycle are ve ry similar to those for the 
inlet cycle and are derived in the same manner. 

( 10) 

( II) �
dt 

LIQUID SYSTEM 

The equation for the liquid system is simpler and is as follows: 

( 12) [(P:")(�) + P�x] �:� + �m (�)' ...!!._ + 2fPL (Xe + X)]/�\2 

2gC2 g DL \dt � 

• PU: - PmH - Pa ,. -PT 

We now hav� five unknowns {Pr, v1, v2, P2 and X) and five equations {(2), (4), 
(5), (9), and (12)] which must be solved simultaneously in order to describe 
the system. _TwO of those equal ions 1 ( 5) and (9), must be replaced by equations 

(10) and (1 1) during the exhaut.t portion of the pulse cycle. 

CONCLUSIONS 

These equations can be solved quite easily with a digital computer and 
using an IBH computer code called the Continu ous System Modelling Program 

(CSHP-III). A small Fortran data set which includes constants and the 
equations is  all that i•  required. 

Figure 2 indicates a pressure-time relationship resulting from a sample 
pulser installation. These type of calculations can be utilized to develop or 
evaluate piping networks for the air system. 

The column amplitude-accumulator pressure relationship shovn in Figure 3 
may also be generated. The pulse column amplitude-frequency product is a 
major parameter in determining flooding within the column and its efficiency 
during normal operation. It should also be noted that the column static 
weight has a significant effect on the amplitude produced by a particular 
accumulator pressure. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A1 1 A2, A3, AL, 
A0 , Ac 

K, Ke 

M 

.. Area of air-inlet pipe to the reservoir ,  area of air
inlet pipe to pulse leg, A3 '"' A1- Area of pulse leg, 
free area of pulse column plates, area of column in the 
plate sect ion, square feet. 

"'Orifice coefficient of holes through the"'pulse plates
1 

dimensionless. 

• Diameter of air-inlet pipe to accumulator ,  diameter of 
air-inlet pipe to pulse leg, diameter of pulse leg, 
feet. 

= Fanning friction factor, dimensionless. 

.. Gravitational constant, ft-lb/lb-sec2. 

"'Height of fluid in column from pulse leg entrance to 
column overflow, feel. 

""Hydraulic enlargement coefficient, hydraulic contraction 
coef ficient, dimensionless. 

"'Line length from P CV to accumulator on air inlet line, 
line length from inlet poppet valve to puise leg, line 
length from poppet valve to vent, feet. 

a Line length from air accumulator to inlet poppet valve, 
total height of pulse leg from column in let to air 
inlet, feet. 

= Total line length plus all fittings, bends, that con
tribute to friction loss for line to accumulator and 
from accumulator to pulse leg, feet. 

.. Molecular weight of air, lb/lb mole. 

"' Number of plates in pulse column. 
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R, Re 

X, Xe 

REFERENCES 

.. Air pressure at the PCV, pressure in accumulator, pres
sure in air-inlet line to pulse leg, pressure above 
liquid in pulse leg, pressure in vent, lb/sq ft. 

.. Univers al gas constant, ft-lb/mole 0R, Reynolds Number, 
Dimensionless. 

= Temperature, 0 R. 

.,_ Time, ser.:. 

"' Volume in pulse leg above liquid level, volume of accu
mulator, cubic feet. 

• Variable height of liquid in pulse leg from inlet point 
of leg into column, equivalent length of fittings in leg 
connect ions to the column, feet. 

'"'Density of liquid in pu1se leg, density of pulse column 
contents, lb/cu ft. 

"'Viscosity of air, viscosity of liquid in pulse leg, 
lb/ft sec. 

a Velocity of air in air-inlet line to accumulato r veloc
ity of air in air-inlet line to pulse leg, ft/sec. 

1. :ao
E

(i::;�� and B. E. Knight, I & EC Process Design and Development, 5, 

2. J.M. Meyer, Chemical Engineering, Ma1·ch IO, 1980, p 139. 
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STUDY OF THE MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF 

RARE EARTH EXTRACTION 

Ylin-yu Shen, Wei-juan Ying, Wen-hou Ya, De-xiang Ma 

General Res. Inst. Nonferrous Metals, MMI. 

This work studied the m1;tthematical simulation of steady state 
of fractional counter current extraction. An extraction equill
brium model has been established for this purpose. By this simu
lation, we have studied sorue regularities of the fractional ex
traction, designed the separatic;n process of Tb from Dy, se
lected the optimization process. The result of the mathematical 
simulation was compared with that of the experiment, and these 
are in good agreement. 
THE EXTRACTION E\JUILIBHIUM MODEL 

The extraction equilibrium of the system TbC13-DyC13-HCl
H20-1M HDEHP (kerosene solution) hHS been studied. The total 
rare earth concentrution in the orP,'anic phase Y(1) is a fu.nction 
of X(1) ,X(3) ,X(5), where the total rare earth concentration, 
X(1 )=0.05-0.96m, the mole fraction of TbC13, X(3)=0.1-0.92, the 
acidity, X{5)=1.1-3.4m, in the equilibrium aqueous phase. An em
pirical model has been established. 

M 
Y(1)= L_ 

i=O 

N p 
L L Aijk (X(1))i (X{3))J (X{5))k 

j=O k=O 

where M,N,P are integers. 'l'he coefficient Aijk of the term 
(X(1 ))i(X(3)JJ(X(5J)k of the polynomail can be determined by 
the least square method. The program has been written in ALGOL, 
and was calculated in DJS-6 digit computer. 'w'hen M::::N:::::P::::2,27 coe
fficients are obtained, and the model had the best accuracy of 
approximation. The correlation coefficient is 0.9957. 'fhe average 
relative error of the model is 3.�4%, and that of the predictive 
value is 3.01%. 

The concentrations of 'fb and Dy in orRanic phase may be cal
culated from Y(1) by the separation factor, f, Dy/Tb, which is 
2.69±0.056 within the experimental ranges. 

THE �!ATHE�;ATICAL SHiU1ATION OF THE STEADY STATE EXTRACTION PROCESS 

The ruuthematical simulation of the steady state of fractional 
extractioii. gives the distribution of solutes in two phases in 
different stap;es under given conditions. 

Computer calculation 

Fig. 1 is the schematic di86'ram !"or fractional extraction. 
In Fig. 1, if the solute concentrations in the raffinate are 

known, i.e. set the arbitrary values to X(N,J). Since Y(N+1 ,J) 
are zero in most cases, by using the extraction equilibrium model 
and the material balance alternatively, the solute concentrations 
can be calculated staF,e by st�e from right to left to obtain the 
values of X(O,J). Thus X(O,J)=f'(N,F,1,11,V,V5,X(N,J)). Under 
given conditions of N,F',L,11 ,V ,V5, for different values of 
X(N,J), the corresponding X(O,J) values are obtained. These are 
meaningless in extraction process. In extraction process, X(O,J) 
must be equal to V(J). Let W be the allowable error in calcula
tion, thus 

X(O,J) - V(J) = R(J) 

IR(J)l<w 

therefore R(J)=f"(N,F,1,11 ,V,V5,X(N,J)) is the solution required. 
The computor calculation use iteration method1. As IR(J)I> W, 
X(N,J) increase or decrease a steplen�th, new values of X(N,J) 
a.re obtained. As the signs of l!(J) change, the steplength de
creases by half. '!'his is continued until it is in convergence. 

A DASIC pror,rwn has been writ ten and was calculated in DJS 
131 digit computor. 

Studies of some reeularities of steady state extraction pro

cess by mathematical simulation 

Some regularities of steady state has been studied by the ma
thematical simulation: 

Factors influence the purities and recoveries The composi-
tion of the feed solution used contains Tb and Dy 50% each, and 
the solution has the concentrations of ReCl3 0.5m, acidity O.Bm. 
The scrub, HCl, is 3.oru. Fig. 2 and 3 are the influences of ex
traction stage and solvent flow rate respectively. 

It can be seen from these fif{ures, the increase of extraction 
stages or solvent flow rates increase the purities of Tb and re
coveries of Dy. The difference is increasing extraction stages 
has only very little or no influence in Tb recoveries and Dy pu-
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rities, but increasinr, solvent flow rates will decrease these ob
viously. The influences of the ·wash stages and scrub flow rates 
have the same effects. 

The position of feed stage The change of the position of 
feed stSR"P. in an extraction system means the increase of stages 
in one section (extraction section, for erample), and decrease of 
stages in other section (wash section), it will influence the pu
rities and recoveries of the two products. 

If the aqueous strec:t..m entering the feed stage has the same 
composition as the feed, the most effective separation can be 
obtained. The following is the example. 

The feed used contains Tb,Dy 50% each with concentrations of 
f!eCl3 0.5m, (H•) 0.8m. N=9, 11 :L=0.5:0.5. 

F 

6 
5 

Table 1 The posi tio.n of feed stage 

V I 
Tb 

Purity Recovery 
.,, % 

3.5 90.03 90.00 
3.26 

I 
90.91 91.00 

Dy 
Puri.ty 
.,, 

necovery 
% 

88.94 88.10 
90.87 91.91 

Stage vi th aqu 
eous s.trea.m in. 
same· composi-
tion as feed 

4 
4 

When the .feed stage changes from 6 to 5� the solvent used 
is decreased., the purities and recorveries of Tb and Dy are in
creased. 

The position of feed stage can be found by mathematical 
simulation. 

SE1P.CTION OF OPTil-iIZATION PROCESS 

Optimization techniques are applied to various regions with 
!�t�e�:!����1!n 

o!1���u�or. It was also used to design the rare 

Realization of optimization process depends upon an accurate 
mathematical model; a technical economical index, the objective 
function, for measuring the design quality; and the method for 
seeking the optimization process by computer. 

Prom :t,he previous work, we have established the mathematical 
simulation mathod that is necessary for selecting the optimiza
tion process. 

An optimization process with product in certain purl ty and 
recovery requires the lowest cost. This is rather a complicate 
problem. Por simplicity, we used T to represent the objective 
function, and is expressed as following 

N >. V 
T 

(N ,2)x(11+L) 

where N, the total staees, denotes the degree of difficuties in 
separation, V, solvent :flow, represents the quantity o.,f solvent 
used. Since solvent is the most expensive material, it is used to 
express the cost. 'l'he denomination represents the quantity of pro
duct per unit ti.me. Thus, T means the quantity of solvent used 
per Ke. product. The smallest T means the optimization process. 

The computor selected the optimization process by direct 
seeking method. The program bas been written in BASIC, ruid was 
calculated in digit computor DJS 131. 

'l'he feed used contains Tb 30% by weight with concentrations 
of l!eCl3 0.5m, and (H•] 0.8m. The product Tb requires the purity 
and recovery 8� each in order to have the values vi thin the 
ranges of the model. The computor calculated 81 sets of condi
tions with 95 mins. In these calculations T drops from the ini
tial value 4 32 to the smallest value 292. 

THE EXPE](IJ-iENT 

The mathematical simulation has been compared with an exper
iment in order to t'est the precision of' the predictive value. 
Accorcing to the selected optimization process, the experiment 
has been done in 100 ml. Separatory funnels to simulate the 
fractional counter current extraction. The same conditions were 
used both in the mathematical and the experimental simulations. 
The feed used contains Tb 30.33%, Dy 69.67% vith concentrations 
of HeCl3 0.5023m, [H'J 0.8042m. The scrub, HCl, is 2.1892m. N=8, 
r'=3, flow rates 11 :1:V=?,94:9.68:43.82 ml. The two phases vere 
mixed for 30 wins., and allowed to separate for 15 ruins. at the 
temperature 25±().2oc.The results are compared in table 2 and 
Fig.4 and 5. 
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Table 2 Comparison of solute concentrations in different 
stages in the two simulations 

St"P-" Total 
(H+] ,mDy,m NO. Rare Earth Tb,m 

Cale. Exp. Cale. Exp. Cale. Exp. Cale. Exp. 

A1 0.1619 0.157') 0.03299 0.03567 o. �289 0.1222 1 .6973 1.7783 
A2 0.2735 ------ 0.07351 ------ 0.1999 ----- 1. 3625 ----
A3 o. 3708 o. 3796 0.1247 0.1318 0.2461 0.2479 1 .1410 1.1863 
A4 o. 3333 o. 3470 0.1346 0.1438 0.1987 0.2034 1.2534 1.2468 
A5 0.2868 0.2975 0.1430 0.1540 0.1438 0.1434 1.3931 1.3877 
A6 0.2315 0.2377 0.1421 0.1494 0.08941 0.00029 1.5588 1.5707 
A7 0.1658 0.1650 0.1210 0.1206 0.04479 0.04445 1. 7559 1.8159 
A8 0.0801 0.0788 0.06625 0.06491 0.01390 0.01382 2.0129 2.0945 

01 0.0789 0.078, 0.00685 0.00774 0.01200 0.07043 
02 0.1080 ----- 0.01299 ----- 0.09506 -------
03 0.1283 0.1241 0.02033 0.01996 0.1079 0.1042 
04 0.1168 0.1168 0.02350 0.02498 0.09334 0.09186 
05 0.1018 0.1048 0.02747 0.03085 0.07431 0.07398 
06- 0.0831 0.0865 0.03085 0.03439 0.0532 0.05210 
07 0.0608 0.0625 0.03049 0.03265 0.03036 0.02981 
08 0.0344 0.0309 0.02201 0.02005 0.01242 0.01080 

Prom Table 2 and Pig. 4 and 5, it can be seen that the values 
obtained from the two simulation methods are in good �reement. 
The relative error of Tb,Dy purities are less than 1.6%, and of 
recoveries are less than 4.5%. The concentrations of Tb in 
organic phase have the larger erorrs because the values are 
closed to the boundry value of the model, 8Ild these are too small 
so that the experimental errors are larger. 

The comparison of the results obtained indicated that the 
mathematical simulation is accurate and reliable. 
CONCIJJSIONS 

1. A polynomail empirical model has been extablished. It can 
be used to predict the extraction equilibrium relationships. 

2. A BASIC program has been written to simulate the fraction
al counter current extraction. It can be used to study the regu
larities of the steady state feature and to design different ex-:

traction processes. 
3. �ith an establishing objective function, a BASIC program 

has been written to select the optimization process by direct 
seeking method. The separation of Tb from Dy has been 3imulated. 
The results were compared with the experimental simulation. They 
are in good agreement. 

4. Through this study, a complete mathematical simulation 
method, i.e. the ruodelling of the extraction equilibriums, the 
simulation of the fractional counter current extraction, and the 
selection of optim.ization process, is established. the technique 
is accurate and reliable. 
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5. This method can be used· to simulate the separation of any 
binary metals, and may be used for any other acid phosphate ex
tractants. 

SYr'!B013 
N 
F 
1 
11 
V 
X(J) 
X(F,J) 
X(N,J) 
X(0,J) 
V{J) 
Y{J) 
Y(I,J) 
G{J) 
p 
T 

Total No. of stage 
Stage where the feed enters 
Flow rate of feed, Kg sol./unit time 
Flow rate of scrub, Kg sol./unit time 
Flow rate of solvent, kg sol./unit time 
Solute concentration in aqueous phase,m 
Solute concentration in feed ,m 
Solute concentration in raffinate,m 
Solute concentration in scrub,m,calculated 
Solute concentration in scrub,m 
Solute concentration in organic phase,m 
Solute concentration. in extract in I stae.e,m 
Recovery of solutes,% 
Percentar,e extracted 
Objective function 
Total rare earth 
Tb 

J=1 
J=2 
J=3 
J=4 
J=5 

M.F.of Tb in aqueous phase, M.¥.of Dy in organic phase 
Dy 
HCl 
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A KINETIC MODEL FOR THE SIMULATION OF INDUSTRIAL 

COPPER SOLVENT EXTRACTION PLANTS 

C. M. Meier and J .. D. Miller

Department of Metallurgy and Metallurgical Engineering 
University of Utah 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84112 USA 

Due to the growing importance of solvent extraction as an industrial unit 
process, considerable research effort has been concentrated on the characteri
zation of the extraction kinetics and the behavior of the dispersed phase 
mixer. It seems that sufficient knowledge may be available to predict the 
performance of an industrial solvent extraction plant from fundamental kinetic 
details > and research effort is in progress to develop a kinetic model for 
solvent extraction plants. An extension and modification of a previous model 
is described for multistage extraction with perfect phase disengagement using 
the intrinsic extraction kinetics for the copper/LIX 64N system. 

DEGREE OF SEGREGATrON 

A prerequisite for the development of an accurate comprehensive simulator 
is the assessment of the correct degree of segregation of the dispersed phase. 
Until now. 1 ittle attention h as been paid to the homogeneity of the dispersed 
phase, i.e. do drops coalesce so fast that they have identical concentrations 
or is coalescenc� so slow that substantial concentration differences e:'(ist 
between individual drops? This knowledge is essential for an accurate predic
tion of extraction in a dispersed phase mixer because drop interactions affect 
the reaction kinetics. 

Concentration differences between individual drops may arise either due to 
age or size. In solvent extraction mixers. drops are fairly large as they 
enter the mixer. The extraction proceeds while the feed drops of organic phase 
are gradually broken into smaller drops. On the average, therefore, larger 
organic drops should have a lower copper concentration because they are younger 
and have a lower specific area. Significant coalescence leads to more unifonn 
concentration between drop sizes. The degree of segregation can, therefore, 
qualitatively be assessed from any size/concentration measurement. 

A continuous experimental technique was designed whereby a steady-state 
sample was taken from the dispersion (organic dispersed) and the organic drops 
were subsequently separated by size while preventing any concentration or size 
changes. The apparatus is shown in Figure 1 and consists of a 4" mixer, 3, 
which is connected through a 3 11 ball valve, 2, to a rising drop column, 1. The 
organic phase is dispersed and the mixer is operated continuously (CSTR) until 
steady state is obtained. At this point. the impeller is stopped. and. simul
taneously. a sample is ·taken from the dispersed phase through the valve. Being 
less dense. the organic drops rise through the column and separate by size due 

to the difference in rising velocity. The drops are collected by size inter
vals. 9, at the top of the column and analyzed for copper content. 

The concentration versus drop size measurements are presented in Figure 
2. The steep s 1 ope indicates that under a 11 circumstances investigated in this 
Study, large size/concentration differences were measured in the dispersed 
phase. The degree of segregation may qualitatively be determined from the 
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fact that these drops are approaching equ i1 i bri um. The two cases can easily be 
distinguished as illusterated in Figure 3. Increasing coalescence between 
large and small drops decreases the average concentration of fine drops below 
the equilibrium value. The difference between the plateau and the equilibrium 
concentration hence provides a very conclusive indication on the extent and 
significance of coalescence. The deviation from equilibrium concentration 
measured in these experiments is so small ("'2i) that it may be concluded that 
the dispersed phase behaves almost perfectly segregated. Furthermore, this 
implies that for systems of interest with retention times of less than several 
minutes. coalescence in the mixer is a minor event as compared to breakage. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL--SOLVEX 

In a segregated-flow reactor, the concentration of the various species in 
the dispersed phase may be calculated from the batch extraction and the resi
dence time distribution by, 

(1) A; = Ajn - r� Jl(t} • E(t}dt 
J O , 

where A
1 

1s the average dispersed ph ase concentration. �(t) the batch extrac
tion of component i, and E(t) the residence time distriHution� The batch ex
traction is in turn determined by the intrinsic reaction kinetics and the in
terfacial are a of the dispersion, 

Jl (t dn. 
(2) ;(t} =) 

0 
A(t } (df'-}dt 

A(t) is the interfacial area and ::i the reaction rate of component i. 

Interfacial Area. The interfacial area depends on the drop size distribu
tion of the dispers10n, 

(3) A(t} = r� � 
JO d 

This distribution �(d,t) may be obtained using the population balance model. 
For the batch dispersion under consideration, the equation states that the 
evolution of the drop size dis tr i but ion is governed by the occurrence of drop 
breakage. As indic.ated above, coalescence is a minor event and can as a first 
approximation be omitted from the model. The overall equation reduces to, 
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(4) •'£��,t } = - w(d,t}•S(d} + J:
m

:(d'.t}•B(d,d'}•S(d'}•d(d'} 

ij,(d, t } is the population density function. The first right-hand term takes 
into account the disappearance of drops of size d due to breakage. The propar
tionality function S(d) is the so-called selection function and gives the rela
tive breakage chance for drops of size d. The second tenn provides the genera
tion of drops of size d due to the breakage of larger drops, d'. B(d,d') gives 
the fraction of drops of size d' that break to a drop of size d. The selection 
function for this model was from Coulaloglou and T avlarides; the breakage func
tion was taken to be nonnal around the half-volume of the parent drop. 

(5) 

(6) 

-c2a(l+�i 2 

S(d} = c1 ·d-2/3 · of/3 · m exp {--,.-';,,.....-�} 
Pi5/3oi/3N2 

2 
B(d,d'} = 7·2d

3 • exp (-4.5(2(¾,-} 3 - 1J2 J 
d' 

The resulting differential equation is size discretized into a set of n s-imul
taneous linear differential equations, which may be represented more conveni
ently by a matrix equation. 

(7) 
dj,{t) 
at = -{l - §} • � _'i'(t} 

The equations are decoupled and solved analytically. 

Intrinsic Reaction Kinetics. The chemistry and kinetics for the indus-
trial copper extractant, LIX 64N, have been the subject of numerous investiga
tions. A review of the work published on the kinetics indicates that in the 
region of interest, the extraction is chemically rate-limite·d and that the most 
appropriate rate expression is, 

(8) 

The back reaction must be included because all industrial circuits are operated 
close to equilibrium. The equilibrium surface of the system may be calculated 
using Hughes' polynomial model. 

Little information is available on the coextraction of iron by LIX 64N. 
In view of the saturation of the interface by LIX 64N {13,14) and assuming a 
reaction mechanism similar to the copper system, equation (9) is used to des
cribe the iron extractiop kinetics, 

(9)
dnFe = k fe•lf - k F·H dt f H r e 

Equations (8) and (9) constitute a set of highly non-linear differential 
equations which can•t be solved analytically. Therefore, a fourth-order Runge 
Kutta procedure with Adams 1 predictor corrector was selected for integration. 

Overall Model. Upon combination with the appropriate mass balances, equa
t 1 ons (1-10) suffice to model a single solvent extraction stage. Extension to 
a multi-stage countercurrent circuit requires only extra mass balances and a 
multivariable Newton R aphson rootfinder method. The resulting program, SOLVEX, 
is capable of describing the steady-state behavior of an industrial Copper/LIX 
64N solvent extraction plant. The program can be applied towards a variety of 
plant configurations including optional recycles on each stage. Residence time 

distributions can be selected according to the tanks-in-series model. The 

program can simulate the simultaneous extraction level of each component, the 

stage efficiency, and the overall process selectivity. 

SIMULATIONS 

A number of typical simulations were conducted for a copper-only and a 
copper-i ran circuit. The copper-only runs are designed to investigate the 
influence of major operating variables on the copper recovery and stage effici
ency. The copper-iron ca lcu 1 at ions provide valuable inf onnat ion on how process 
variables influence the selectivity of the extraction. Some of the more inte
resting simulations are presented here to illustr ate the capabilities of the 
SOLVEX program. 

Phase Continuity. As illustrated by the experiments described above . the 
dispersed phase is assumed perfectly segregated. The continuous phase. how
ever, is homogeneous throughout. Therefore. it may be expected that the kine
tic behavior of the system will be slightly different, depending upon which 
phase is continuous. A simulation was performed to compare the extraction 
stage efficiency for organic continuous to the extraction stage efficiency for 
aqueous continuous under identical operating conditions. As illustrated in 
Figure 4, the organic continuous system gives significantly faster extraction 
rates than the aqueous continuous. This effect has been observed and reported 
by Rowden et al., although no explanation was given. Under identical operating 
conditions. Rowden et al. report a 91% state efficiency for the organic conti-
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nuous stage as compared to 84% for aqueous continuous .. Th:se r:sults c�inci�e 
remarkably well with the simulation results. From a Kinetic pornt of view, 1t 
would hence be preferable to perform extraction in organic continuous circuits. 
This practice is limited by entrainment considerations; most industrial opera
tions run the first stage aqueous continuous to prevent the entrainment of 
iron-rich liquor in the loaded organic. 

Selectivity. It is generally accepted that the intrinsic selectivity of 
copper over iron in the LIX 64N system is thermodynamic in nature, as con
trasted to another commercial extractant, KELEX 100, where selectivity seems to 
be a result of kinetic factors. However, due to the faster intrinsic kinetics 
for the copper extraction, it is possible to realize higher selectivities over 
iron at intermediate reaction times. A simulation of the extraction f or a 
typical three-stage circuit indicates that under the conditions of the investi
gation, maximum selectivity is obtained when the copper stage efficiency 
approaches 85 to 90%. See Figure 5.' This coincides fairly weli with the 
actual working conditions in rndustry; at the Chingola and Bluebird operations, 
stage efficiencies on the order of 85% have been reported. 

Aqueous Recycle. In industry, the first extraction stage is normally 
operated aqueous continuous to prevent the entrainment of iron-rich liquor in 
the organic. This continuity of the aqueous phase may be realized using 
dQ'Jeous recycle. It is instructive to simulate what happens to the process 
selectivity if more aqueous is recycled than the minimum amount required to 
guarantee phase continuity. In such a situation, the high phase ratio may 
result in partial depletion of the extractant and create conditions which favor 
high selectivity. Due to the high phase ratio, large amounts of copper may be 
extracted without a significant drop in the copper driving force. The increase 
in copper extraction reduces the available extractant and puts the iron in 
competition with the copper. The gain in selectivity for a typical three-stage 
operation is shoi'in in Figure 6. Unfortunately, if the aqueous to organic ratio 
becomes too high, the entrainment level increases, and the gain in selectivity 
is outbalanced by increase in physical carryover of iron. 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, the degree of segregation in a dispersed phase mixer for 
the Copper/LIX 64N extraction was investigated usinq a novel experimental 
set-up consisting of the mixer and a rising drop column. The experimental 
results clearly demonstrate for retention times of interest (less than 3 min
utes) that the level of coalescence in the mixer is low compared to the rate of 
tH·eak.age and that the dispersed phase behaves almost perfectly segregated . 

. A. mathematical model was developed for the simuldtion of copper extraction 
by LIX 64N for industrial multistage operations. The model is based on rever
sible reaction kinetics. a shifting equilibrium, and a segregated dispersed 
phase. The interfacial area is characterized using a simplified population 
model. The resulting program, SOLVEX� is capable of simulating the simultane
ous extraction of copper and iron in an industrial multistage operation. 

The s imulation results coincide with the reported behavior of copper sol
vent extraction plants and confirm various statements concerning the influence 
of the operating variables on ex.traction efficiency and selectivity. The 
SOLVEX program may, therefore, be used for the simulation of existing or future 
p1a:nts and the optimization of such countercurrent circuits. Adaptation to 
other SX systems may be possible if the intrinsic reaction kinetics are known 
and other conditions specified in the model are satisfied. 
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Figure l. Schematic representation of the experimental set-up. 
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Figure 2. Concentration dependency on drop size in a continuous flow mixer. 
Aqueous Phase: 3.65 �pl Cu. pH l .8; Organic Phase: 10% LIX 64N, 
�:!�e�}��sc;i�i��O; Qaqueous: 4.44 ml/sec; Qorcianic: 2.22 ml/sec; 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the influence of 
coalescence on the concentration-drop size dependency. 
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Figure 4. Effect of phase c'.Jntinuity on copper extraction for 
a standard single-stage system. Phase ratio: 1.0, 
Res. time: 2.0 min. 
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Figure 5. Influence of residence time on the process 
selectivity in a typical three-stage system. 
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INVESTIGATION OF LONGITUDINAL MIXING IN A 300 mm 

PULSED EXTRACTION COLUMN FOR THE PUREX PROCESS 

A. Britsch and K. Ebert

lnstitut tar Heisse Chemie 
Kernforschungszentrum 

7500 Karlsruhe 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Investigations of longitudinal mixing in a 3001Dfll glass-column of 5m height are 

carried out to enable the design of an accordingly large scale column of titan

ium with electroreduction of U(VI) and Pu(IV). 

Sieve plates with 3.5111111 holes, 22.4'X, free area and 50mm distance are used to 

achieve dispersion. The disperse organic phase is JO'X, TBP in kerosene the cont

inuous aquous phase 1.5m nitric acid. Electrolytically formed gas will be simu

lated at future measurements, by air entering through special nozzles. Flow 

ratios (org./aq.) between 1:1 and 20:1 were applied, mostly working at about 

80-90X of flooding. 

Heasur ing Technique 

For backmixing studies a method using radioactive tracers and the non-steady-

state-technique was developed. For aquous phase studies ucu ( 59 Co(a,2n) 51 Cu) 

having a low distribution coefficient org./aq. can be used. Organic phase in

vestigations need a tracer with a high distribution coefficient, therefore 

l- 1 2 1 J-dodecane is suitable { 127 J(n,J) 111 JJ. Both isotopes are J-ray-emmitters 

with a half-life-time short enough to allow new measurements after 1-2days. The 

tracer is injected through a syringe (see fig. 1) which is moved pneumatically 

And controlled by a computer. Counts are collected by !'i.cintillation detectors 

located in lead housings along the axis of the column (see fig. 2). A lOOxlOmm 

slot at the front side of the housing serves as an inlet for the J-rays. 

After a time interval, depending on flow conditions• the detected rates are 

transferred to a computer. Then the counters are reset and restarted. Data are 

normalized to unity and stored on disc. 

Calculation Technique 

The dispersion model for endless reactors, open at both ends, is used for cal

culations. The time dependant solution ( 1) in the form of equation 1 is inte

grated numerically, using the data points of detector 2 as an entrance function. 

By varition of the constants D and v, the ca\d'.llated exit function at the posit

ion of detector 1 or 3 is fitted to the measured data points by the least square 

aethod. 

(I) c (t)=1• :l...'..."..'..exp - __ v_[L. - (t---rl] ere �c ('tl { 2 2} 
3 2 (t-'C,3/2 4D(t-'Cl v 

0 

Conclusions 

Organic phase investigations show no dependance of back.mixing coefficients from 

volume flow ratio or absolute flow of organic and aquous phase. Linear velocity 

is only determined by the difference in density and by pulse amplitude i.e. drop 

size distribution. Visual impression shows fewer but big drops at amplitudes up 

to 1cm and more but small drops at amplitudes of 1. 5cm and higher. Back.mixing 

increases according to that visual impression. Increasing pulse frequency also 

results in higher axial mixint. 

In the continuous aquous phase a different picture is obtained. Up to flow 

ratios of 8:l(org./aq.) there is a maximum of mixing at a pulse of 1.0cm (some 

kind of resonance effect). Beside that there is no big difference between the 

dispersion coefficients at all pulse amplitudes at these flow ratios. Back.mixing 

only increases according to decreasing linear velocity (i.e. higher residence 

time) of the aquous phase. Higher flow ratios also show higher dispersion co

efficients with increasing pulse amplitude, which might mean that the stirring 

effect of the organic drops over a longer time gain influence. 

Table of Symbols 

A = pulse amplitude [ cm} 

c1 (t) = rel. concentration at detector l at the time t 

c2('t) = rel. concentration at detector 2 at the time t 

c3(t) = rel. concentration at detector 3 at the t-ime t 

D = dispersion coefficient [ cm2 /min} 

Pe 

= distance of detector 2 and 3 {ca) 

= peclet number [cm-1} 

= linear velocity {cm/min] of phase in the 
column calculated by diffusion model 

(1) Bauer R. Chemische Rundschau 26(1975) page 5 
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AXIAL DISPERSION, WITH AND WITHOUT MASS TRANSFER, IN BOTH 

PHASES OF A RECIPROCATING PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMN 

A. Bensalem, L. Steiner and S. Hartland

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
Department of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 

UniversiU!tstrasse 6, CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland 

INTRODUCTION 

Efficient scale-up of extraction columns from laboratory expe

riments is difficult because of the lack of sufficient data on 

axial dispersion in both phases under real operating conditions. 

This is particulary true for reciprocating plate extraction 

columns (RPEC) where there is no published data on backmixing in 

both phases, even witOOut mass transfer (l, 2). 

The present Study is concerned with the measurement and correla

tion of the axial dispersion in both phases of an RPEC-column 

with and without mass transfer.The one-dimensional di·spersion 

model is used for describing and correlating the longitudinal 

mixing in both phases (3).The least-squares method in the time or 

frequency domains is employed for reducing the response curves 

for both phases, rather than the easier but inaccurate method of 

moments or the method of the maxima which have been discussed 

eleswhere (3,4,5). 

In our previous study, we found that the dispersion flow model 

successfully described and correlated the longitudinal mixing in 

the continuous phase, and fairly well in the dispersed phase (3). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Apparatus 

The RPEC-column , was constructed from two flanged glass 

sections with a nominal internal diameter of 76 mm, with an over

all height of 2650 mrri and a r-eciprocating plate stack of 1900 mm. 

The dimensions of the column are given in Table-1. Further details 

for this column ar-e available in a previous publication (3). 

Table 1. Column dimensions : 

.Diameter 

.Total number of plates 
(including 6 baffle-plates) 

. Plate spacing (average) 
.Plate fr-ee area 
.Hole diameter 
.Active height 

76 mm 

55 
32.2mm 
60 % 
16 mm 

1900 mm 

Fur-ther details for the design of RPEC-columns may be found 

eleswhere (6). 

Operating procedure 

In this study we have used one of the test systems suggested 

by the European Federation of Chemical Engineering, Toluene

Acetone-Water (7) .The deionized water phase was discarded after 

each run , and the organic phase was distilled after about every 

five runs ; cr-ud which formed at the interface, during mass 

transfer experiments, was removed at this stage.Figure 1 shows 

the experimental arrangement.The outlet concentration of the 

aqueous phase was monitored using an automatic density-meter ; 

it was found that the steady-state was only reached after the 

contents of the column had been replaced at least five to six 

times ( not three times as previously reported (6)). 

Measurement techniques 

Axial mixing in the continuous phase was measured by use of the 

conventional pulse injection of a salt tracer solution with the 

response measured by two conductivity-cells located downstream 

from the injection point ,as shown in Figure 1. 

A similar technique was used for measuring the axial mixing in the 

dispersed phase, in which a soluble organic dye was injected into 

the organic phase.A novel technique was employed for detecting the 

response to the pulse injection. Two probes, each consisting of 
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a photo-cell facing a light emitting diode loc?ted downstream of 

the organic tracer injection point , measured the dye concentra

tion in the colored drops. The location of the injection and 

measuring points for both phases are shown in Figure 1. 

The recorded responses for both phases were reduced using the one

dimensional dispersion model and the least-squares method in the 

frequency domain (3). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In the results described below the mean residence ti.mes compu

ted from the hold-up measurements of the dispersed phase and from 

the residence time distribution curves are compared.Only those 

runs are retained in which agreement Petween the computed mean 

residence times was within ±2ox for the continuous phase, and 

±30% for the dispersed phase. 

No mass transfer 

.Axial mixing in the continuous phase 

The axial dispersion coefficients in the continuous phase, Ec , 

shown in figure 2. tend to be highest at low agitation due to 

circulation effects, and decrease as the agitation increases. 

Ee apparently increases wuth increase in the amplitude of recipro

cation, A, and the dispersed phase flow, 0Tol. (due to increase 
in the hold-up of the dispersed phase ) .Previous evidence for 

two-phase flow conditions (1), is scanty but supports the present 

results. 

.Axial mixing in the dispersed phase 

The axial dispersion coefficients in the dispersed phase, Ea, 

are much higher than those in the continuous phase, Ee, and Ea 

decreases rapidly with higher agitation, as shown in Figure 3. 

This could be due to the wide drop size distribution at low agita

tion which leads to a large variation in drop rise velocities . 

Ea increases for lower flow rates of the dispersed phase, because 

the drops are easily entrained by the continuous phase. 

With mass transfer 

.Axial mixing in the continuous phase 

Ee.shown in Figure 4, are higher when mass transfer occurs from 

the dispersed to the continuous phase (when rapid coalescence 

occurs) than when mass transfer is in the opposite direction. 

Little coalescence then occurs between the drops and the value of 

Ee is close to that with no mass transfer.A possible explanation 

is that the large rise velocities of coalesced drops increase the 

circulation in the continuous phase. 

.Axial mixing in the dispersed phase 

For the axial dispersion in the dispersed phase, shown in Figure 

5, the values of Ea are higher when mass transfer occurs from the 

continuous to the dispersed phase (leading to retarded coalescence 

and smaller drops) than when mass transfer is in the opposite 

direction (which enhances coalescence) .At high agitation the value 

of Ea, when mass transfer occurs from the dispersed to the conti

nuous phase, is similar to that with no mass transfer.This could 

be explained by the fact that the smaller drops are easily entrai

ned by the flow of the continuous phase. 

Effects of throughputs 

Figure 6 clearly shows that the values of Ea (dotted curves) 

are greater than Ee (solid curves) and that the direction of mass 

transfer has a large effect on Ea, which is higher when mass 

transfer is from the continuous to the dispersed phase and further 

more increases rapidly with total throughputs.The axial disper

sion coefficients in both ,':"hases tend to become equal at high 
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agitation rates close to the flooding point, as observed by Kagan 

in other agitated columns (8). 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF MIXER-SETTLERS WITH 

DOUBLE MIXERS IN EACH STAGE 

Li-Min Su and Guo-Peng Li 

Institute of Chemical Metallurgy 
Academia Sinica, Beijing, China 

.·:ixer-settlers, widely used equipment !'or solvent extraction 
processes, have been modified and improved successfully since the 
seventies. The increase of stage efficiency and capacity of so
lutions treA.ted and the reduction of entrainment of the organic 
phase in aqueous solution are the chief achievements of the com
mercial size mixer-settlers during the last decade ( 1-6). 

In order to simplify the construction �nd improve the perfor
mance of mixer-settlers, the present work ha� been concentrated 
on the develooment of double mixer type mixer-settler� (i.XK�.·s) and 
of the proper· tYpe of impeller used in the mixers since the end 
of 1979, 

CH4.R4. ';T'E:'USTI�S OF THE D:,·r}'s DE0!G��D 

(1) The mixer is approqchin to the condition of hydrqulic�l
ly independent to the settler so thR.t both short cut and back
mixing phenomenR in the eauioment R.re decreased. 

(2) The height of the interfqciBl surfRce between the two 
phases in the settler can be adjusted. The disoersed phase flows 
into the settler along the interface and the two phases flow out 
from the settler through their own overflow weirs separately, so 
turbulence, back flow of the two phases, dead zone R.nd short cut 
of flow in the settler are reduced. 

(3) With two mixars in series in ERch stage, the residence 
time distribution of fluid approaches plug flow. The construc
tion of the D;•Jit;S is simple w.:. th the using of two eoual size mix
ers. 

. (4) Smaller agitator is used. in the second mixer to decreAse 
the intensity of stirring, thus the difficulties encountered in 
phase separation and extraction are reduced. 

(5) As the two mixers in serie� in each sta�e Rre on the same 
level, the energy co�sumption for pumping and the cost suppoPt of 
shallow settlers are decreased. 

(6) A newly designed half open 
type agitators were used in mixers. 
struction and develops high pumpin� 
si ty of agi tgtion. 

flat blade turbine (HO?ST) 
This a�itator has simole con

caoaci ty and also hip;h in ten-

t::XTRACTOR Dl!·1i"i:NS10NS A?lD :SXT:P.CTION SYST91S USED IN Tt;;ST \.'Oiili 

The rou�h sketch of a mr.-3 is shown in Fig. 1. �he si?e of 
DID1S used in laboratory is 56 x 56 x 56 rn.-n for the r,nxer 11nd it6 x 
72 x 150 mm for the settler with total effective voluM� of o.001m3 

for e4ch stage. .Ei8..:......2. shows the sketch of a I-!OFBT JJgi ta tor. The 
agitators used in laborR.tory h4ve the diRmeters of ?8, 35,. 40 t:ind 
50 mm respectively. The extraction systems used for experiments 
are given in Table 1 • 

Extraction Systems Tested T�ble 1 

Phase Phase No. '\queous Phase Ors;r;,rnic Phase No. Aqueous 
(gpl) ., 

Organic 
(% vol.) (gpl) (", vol.) 

1. CuS04 D2EHPA-lla 1? 5. NiS04 :iRffi- P507-Na pure nA.te soln. 
1.4 1h 30 ?5 Cu 5,84 'PB!' 

2. sulphate soln. Aliquat 336 6. sulphc.i.te soln. r507-'li 
Go 10.35 thiocyanate 36 Co 2? 
1Ji 60. 7 D2illi al. 10 Ni 50 ?5 

3. Ni304 ,1affi-· D2WPA 3,. 1 1. scrubbing liq. P507-Co 
nate HCl 1. ?N ?5 
Ni 60.4 

4. Na3vo4 leach- prim,u•y runine 8. strippin.1s lin. rso7-Co 
ing liq. :1-19,3 10 f!Cl ?.511 ,5 
1/ 8.5 mixed al. 3 

Note: 1. Kerosene was used qs or1sanic phase diluent. 
2. Exnt. No.4 to 8 Are pilOt plRnt test. 

LABORATO,Y CONTD'COUS FLO'·' TiST 1!;SULTS 

Comparison of Results of sxtraction between mws nnd sr,•;i.:s 

r.:xoerimental resal ts are compared with om,:s and Si11'1S { si1;�le mi�
er- mixer-settler) of the same mixer size used as extraction equip
ment respectively as shown in Fig. 3 & 4. BRffles were installed. 
in settlers of both D!·!::s and s:.l:'.2. for tests and results of experi
ments are listed in rrable 2. 

ttesults indicAte that the staRe efficiency of a D>!..lS appro�
ches 100% and is higher than that of a s:,:::s and both the entri:i.in
ment of organic phqse and the depth of dispersion b�nd A.re much 
less for experiments with D:."f·'.S. Using l)�,;;,;s, siatisfactory extrac
tion can Also be gchieved with lower- aisitation intensity t:i.nd less 
mixing time. 

Fraction of i·:R.ss Transfer Occurred in the First �1ixer From 
the point of puttin� just enou�h RRitqtion intensity to the two 
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CompRrison of Phqse Sepn. Effect between Dt-1i'1S and SMMS Table 2 

.'.ixer-Settler 9MMS SMXS 
Type of baffle I II III IV II III IV 

in Settler 
'/olume of Dispn. 68 166.q 86.8 47 .6 183.4 192 .4 129. 5 56 

:3and (ml.) 
intrainment of 7.5 8.3 6.o 13. 1 13.8 9,8 8.9 

Or1s. Phase(ppm) 

Note: 1. Agitation intensity N3o2 is 58.4 and 44,9 ft2/s3 for 
1st and 2nd mixer, respectively. 

2. i-':ixing time 1.98 min .. 
3. Test sy.stem; D2iliPVNiS04 solution. 

mixers in each stage of D:,:J.�S to give· high stage e1:'fidi�ricy,. ·con-· 
tribution to mass transfer by the first mixer was determined. Re
sults indicate about 95/4 of mass transfer was occurred in the 
first mixer and ve1--y high stage efficiency can be obtained with 
only two mixers in each stage as shown in Table J. 

Gharacteristics of HOFBT Agitator Developed. and the Combina
tion .'.c.ffect of Turbine Dia.meter D and Speed of Revolution N Pump
ing efficiencies of agitators with the types of HOFBT, OFBT {open 
flat blade turbine) and DSBVT (double �hrouds with spoiler blades 
and back sweot vane turbine) respectively are shown in �
Combination 0ffect of turbine diameter and speed of revolution of 
these three types of turbines on phase separation is shown in 
�igs. 6 & 7 respectively • 

�onclusions can be drawn that HO!'BT agitator developed in the 
Fraction of Mess Transfer taken Place in the First 1-!ixer Table 3 

!'ixing Stage Entrainment :,tass tran- Test �.gi tation 

t�trm��s3) 
time efficiency of org. sfer in system 
(min) (%) pha�e 

?7.3(19.8) 3 97,5 

n.3(17.s) 5. 6 99,5 '== 

?7.3(17.5) 5.? 96.4 � 

>7. 3( 17. 5) 7.7 99.0 "" 

,7. 3( 17. 5) 7 .o 98.6 

(ppm) 

0 

10 
4 
? 

0 

1st mixer 
('6) 

86.R 

95,? 
95,6 
94,5 
95.0 

R4NSCN/Co, 
NiS04 

P507-Na/NiS04 
P507-Ni/NiS04 
P507-Co/HC1 

P507-Co/Hc; • 2 N 
. 5:N 

:1resent work is an effective agitAtor from the ooint of oumping 
c1:rnacity, phase separation and simplicity in construction. Fo1• a 
�iven u5u2 value, the combination of small D with large N is more 
suitable under the conditions of experiment investigated. 

lESULTS OF ?ILOT PLANT STUDIES 

Single Stage Di'1t·�S Tests Tests were carried out on the pro-
duction of vanadium pentoxide from impure leaching solutions. Pri
m::i.ry amine N-1923 was used as extraction agent for vanadium. Mixer 
size used was 450 x 450 x 450 mm while settler size 600 x 1000 x 
700 mm with the total effective volume of 0.6 m3. The scale up 
t'�ctor based on the lqboratory size is 560 as fR.r as the volume 
of the mixers is concerned. DiAmeters of SOFBT Agitators of the 
first and second mixers were ?:?O mm iand 180 !TllTl respectively. The 
speed of revolution used was ??0 rpm. ExperimentRl results are 
listed in Table 4. 

Pilot Plant Datn of Vi:madium 2x.tn. by rrimary Amine N-1923 
i.n R Single Stage :>?'."YS TRble 4 

/I.a. feed i•�ixing A�i tation Ext.n .efri- l'.htr"lin. Soeci- Cone.in 
(gpl) time 

����,:�;� 
ciency V of 01�g. fie qaffi-

V Gr (min) ( ¼) ph9.se settl- nate 
s3) (pom) ing (ppm) 

(�3;m2hr) v Cr 
7.95 0.55 7 25.8( 17 .3) 99.93 -o 2.56 12.6 1.9 
9-85 0.30 5 25.8(17.3) 99.97 -0 3. 70 3.4 6.6 
7.95 0.27 5 25.8(17.3) 99.84 -0 3. 70 12.6 7 .8 

Laboratory Flow Test ,lesul ts 
10.31 o. 51 3.5 27,3(19.8) 99,84 1.88 3.0 

The pilot plant tests gave the same results as those obtained 
in the labor1;1.tory. For sin�le stage vqnadium extraction, the per
cent of van4diwn extracted is over 99�< qnd the totiil amount of 
viinP.diuJTJ and chromium in the ri:tffin.qte was less thAn 20 porn. �
tr�in�ent of or�1nic nhn�e in q�ueou� ohase apuroi:tched zero while 
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the specific settling flow rate .was 3�7 m3/m 2hr. 
Multi-Stage DHl-!S Tests Tests were carried out on the pro-

duction of cobalt oxide and pure nickel sulfate solution from co
balt containing residue. This residue was obtained from purifica
tion of nickel electrolyze. P-507 (2-ethyl-hexyl-phosphonic ecid 

mono-2-ethylhexyl ester) was used for separation of Co and Ni and 
a number of stages of DMMS in series Were used. Four steps are 
involved in the separation, i.e. formation of nickel soap, exchange 
extraction.of cobalt, scrubbing of nickel in organic phase and 
stripping of cobalt from the organic phase. The flow ratios (or
ganic to aqueous ratio) in the four steps were 2.2, 1.7, 14.9 and 
5.6 respectively. Instead of using the original 20 stages of 
mixer-settlers of old design (OMS), 12 stages of DMJ-1S were used. 
Effective size of the mixer was 150 x 150 x 150 mm, the settler 
150 x 380 x 280 mm with the effective volume of 0.023 m3 per stage. 
Dia.meters of the HOFBT agitators of the first and second mixers 
were 75 and 60 mm respectively while the speed of revolution of 
the agitators was 460 rpm. Results are shown in Table 5. 

Results of t-lulti-Stage Test of m�;.1s in Ni/Co Separation in 
Comparison with OMS Table 5 

Extractor 

DMMS 
OMS 

DMMS 
OMS 

DMMS 
OHS 

Stage used 

12 
20 

Specific 
settling 
r9.te 
(m3/:n2 .hr) 

1.�3 
0.67 

Direct re-
covery of 
Co in P-507 
circuit ( )6) 

99-25 
99.24 

Stage effi-
ciency{ '6) 

95-99 
50-70 

2ntrain. of 
org. 
(ppm) 

phase 

,s;;; 10 

Fraction of 
the best 
quality CoO 
product (%) 

77 .37 
37-9? 

g�:t!��/�) �3;rm21s3) 
1.84 ??.4 
1.44 30.7 

Purity of Co Purity of 
product Ni product 
(Co/Ni) {Ni/Co) 

;;. 3000 7000 
3000 7000 

P507 consum- Kerosene 
ption consumption 
(t/t Co) (t/t Co) 

0.059 0.317 
0.065 0.413 

The purity of the products obtained in the process by using 
DMMS was just about the same as the old design mixer-settlers 
were used. However, D'.'1J.:S o.re preferred to u�e as: 

{ 1) The process requives �bout 40� less number of stages as 
ah average increase of stage efficiency of 40% R.chieved. 

(2) Processing capacity increases about �0%. 

(3) The oper9.ting cost is decreased and the envi.ronmontal 
protection is improved. 

---
°"'"81• 

Figure 1. Sketch or a DHl!S 

FiP."Ure 2. Sketch of a HOFB'T 
A�tator 
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CONCLUSIONS 1 . 

{ 1) The newly developed ;JJ,fMS 1.s sirnnle in construction and 
gives stage efficiency up to 98% with entrainment of organic phase 
in aqueous phase less thAn 10 ppm. 

(2) 'rhe D!1U'1S developed is versatile to various extraction 
systems tested such as the high viscous organic phase bR4NSCN for 
Co and Ni separation with viscosity of 26.95 cp. at 20 C) and the 
high flow ratio (0/A= 14.9) for Ni scrµbbing from P-507 organic 
phase. 

(3) The newly developed HOFBT agitator can mee� both the 
pumping efficiency and agitation intensity required for solvent 
extraction. 

(4) For a gi·.,en value of N/D.:::-, combination of small D with 
large N is preferabl� in solvent extraction based on the results 
of present study. 

(5) A scale-up factor or 560 based on the mixer volume has 
been made in the ..present study. The scale-up of power needed for 
the agitators was based on the constancy of N3n2 . As the mass 
transfer occur_s dominately in the first mixer, low ap;itat.ion in
tensity should be put into the second mixer. 

ACKN01lLEDG.O!ENT -- The authors wish to thank Professor Jii:1yon.'1;, 
Chen who wamly guided this work. 
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF AN AIR PULSED MIXER SETTLER 

M. Venkataraman, R. Natarajan and G. R. Balasubramanian

Reprocessing Development Laboratory 
Reactor Research Centre 

Kalpakkam, India 

Air pulsed aixar settler is chosen as candidste contsctor 
for appllcation'in reprocessing of Th02 blankets of expariaantal 
fast reactor at Kalpakka•, because of its adeptability for 
reasonably aaintenanca free remote operation. The devalopaant 
work undertaken, to arrive at e satisfactory design is described 
in this paper. 

EQUIPl'IENT fEATURES 

The scope of the work is to develop a contactor with tha 
following salient faaturas: 

a) �ixing by air pulsing with probes designed for 
111axi•u• aixing efficiency. 

b) Pulsing syataa sui_tabla for continuous operation. 
c) Critically 8&fa geometry. 
d) Interstage puaping without using moving parts. 
a) Ability to control interface levels in settlers remotely. 
f) facility for sa111pling raaotaly. 

The details of contactor so developed, sre given in 
Annaxure 1 and figures 1 to 4. 

PULSING SYSTEl'I DESIGN 

pulsing Yaly9 Q9aign: The pulsing syste111 consists of a pair 
of probes in each aixer, branching from two headers, connected 
alternately to pressure end vacuum sources by a four way five 
port •ulti directional valve. This is operated by a timer 
controlled solenoid. The pulsing is 180 ° out of phase in the 
headers to avoid level change in the mixer. 

The conventional system of using single four way five port 
solenoid valve is unreliable for prolonged period of operation 
because of amplituda.fluctustions. Hence, each header is indepen
dently pulsed with pressure and vacuum sources through a two way 
three port solenoid valve and the a111plitude adjusted by bleeding. 
This is batter than the first one as coaplb1antary affects 
(unequal aaplituda in a pair of probaa) ware aliminetad. 

In a third ayste•, a cam operated •ulti-directional valve is 
used. The speed of the cam is controlled by a stepper motor 
thereby controlling tha frequency of pµ.lsing. This system is found 
to be more reliable as it replaces the solenoid coapl_etaly and 
fluctuations in aaplitude, cyclic effects are eliainated, The 
change over fro• vacuum to pressure or vies versa is found to ba
a11ooth. 

Probe design: The primary objects of the probe development 
are to provide hoao;anous bulk mixing, ensuring intimate contact 
of the phesaa and creating large inter facial area for mass trans far. 
Expari11ants are conducted ensuring co111pleta mixing through out the 
aixar without air purging. The jets should reach the sides as wall 
aa the botto• of the mixer. Efficient diapersion, without affecting 
settling advaraai.r is also ensured. The following criteria shall be 
satisfied while designing the probes. 

A, the area of opening in the probes in ca2, ie given by the 
relationship 

c,) -1--e!' [� _ dJ 1, • -����-=-���!h] r ____ � ___ J
V2 'j L di2 Am lirdi2 Am j 

while the aini•u• frequency at which aixing will ba good 
is axpraased in 

(2) 100 Vs 

where Vs is the settling valoci ty of the drops, ca/sec. 

Soae of the probes with which the runs are carried out are 
shown in � and tha coabination I and J was found to be 
s stis factory. 

AIRLlfT DESIGN 

Since air is supplied to air lifts from a single header, 
design of airlifts is critical to have uniform distribution. 
This is more eo since the air flow required for pumping is vary 
low, in the range of a few litres/hr. Suitable resistances are 
introduced in the branches to have proper air distribution without 
entrs·inment, keeping in mind the choking problem of small orifices. 
They are so chosen, that even if 50� of the air lifts are vented 
others will continue to pu111p. Details of these are provided in 
Annexure-2. 

SAf£TY l'ICASURES 

The safety aaasuraa are included to prevent the liquid from 
entering the pulsing systa• in caae of power failure or equipaent 
failure. The headers are vented to the exhaust by suitably sized 
power-to-open type solenoid valves. These valvaa opareting on 
standby powar, will act even when the vacuua produced ia not 
within the set liaits. Trap• are incorporated in the headers to 
act as secondary safety devices. 

CONCLUSION 

The contactor functions satisfactorily in the extraction 
aystaa of Uraniu• and Thoriua using TBP aa aolvant with good 
separation efficiency and hydraulic characteristics. �ork on the 
scaled up modal is in progror;a. 

ANNEXURE 1 

�ixer 
Sattler 
Probes 

DESIGN DETAILS 

Diaagtar '!ii•l 

(Di) 4.10 
5. 25 

(di) 1. 25 
(do) 1.60 

Puls-a amplitude, Aa 

Pulse frequency, f 
Ras idence time 
Capacity 

Haight foal 

(h) 20 
20 
1, .e 

30 ca; 

90-120 c/min 

3 mt/stage 

10 lph 

ANNEXURE 2; DESIGN OF AIRLifT 

Preasura in the header • Subaergenca + 

VolulllB (eel 

190 
300 

Allowable build up in the settler + 
Drop across the orifice. 

Drop across 
the orifice 

Length of the orifice, L 

( Dia of the orifice,o)4 
X Air 

flow 
rate, QG• 

QG ia assumed to be 4 to 5 .ti11aa the liquid flow rate Q
I.

• 
In our unit, for 0L of 75 •1/min, QG is taken as 350 al/11in. 
Selection of L/0 4 depanda on• judgement of the problems of 
choking of s11all diaaetar and the inconvenience of lengthy 
orifice. An orifice of 10 ma length and 0.5 ma dis has been 
operating satisfactorily in each of the airlifts. 
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PERFORMANCE OF THE KREBS SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEM 

Alain A. Sonntag and David A. Goodman 

KREBS & Cie. S.A. 
Bois D'Arcy, France 

INTRODUCTION 

The KREBS SOLVENT EXTRACTIOl!I SYSTEM utilises a unique 
aixer-settler design having a very high capacity per unit area and great 
flexibility. 

The advantages of the system have been proven over a wide range 
of applications. 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

The KllEBS MIXER SETTLER includes the following features, as shown 
in�: 

A MIXER contains the heart of the system : . a low speed conical 
puap which provides liquid transfer from the mixing chamber to the settler 
through a launder. The mixer impeller (agitator) is independant of the pu111p 
,md selected to best satisfy diapers.ion re,;uirements. 

A SUPERPOS!lD LAUNDER initiates phase separation and makes it 

possible to simplify the equipment layout. 

A SETTLER of simple design has a short angled plate distributor 
which directs the phases into the main part of the settler without turbulence 
and contributes to --phase disengagement. The settler itself is free of 
internals and provided with re111.0vable inspection covers for easy maintenance 
and cleaning. 

An INTERJ/ACE REGULATOR adjusts the height of the interface and 
aaintains the level of the liquid in the settler in case of a plant shutdown 
or by-pass of a particular unit. 

ADVANTAGES OF THE KREBS SX SYSTEM 

advantages 
The combination of these design features presents the following 

1. Reduction in equipment size and hence plant size. 

2. Independence of agitation from pumping allowing optimum condi
tions of mixing. 

3. Simplified layout due to the "head to head" arrangement of 
the mixer-settler units and hence easier operation and main
tenance. 

4. Reduction in piping and instrumentation and easy by-passing 
of any mixer-settler. 

5. Flexibility of the mixing and pumping unit and hence easier 
operation. 

6. Lower capital requirements (including inventory) and lower 
operating costs. 

Full scale plants using the KREBS SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEM have 
now been in operation for over eight: years. 

Figure 2 gives a general arrangement of KREBS MIXER SETTLERS in 
the KREBS SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEM. 

APPLICATIONS OF THE KREBS SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEM 

The KREBS MIXER SETTLER has been studied and developed over a 
period of 13 years starting from a small bench scale conical pump model. 

Now the KREBS SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEM has found application in 
many fields of the hydrometallurgy industry. 

The first s·olv&it extraction plant designed and built by KREBS 
was part of a nickel refiney where nickel chloride solution was purified from 
iron and cobalt by solvent extraction of these two metals. The SX plant 
consists of forty one (41) mixer settle-rs of various sizes. 

Later KREBS designed several SX plants for uranium recovery from 
sulfuric acid leach solution of ores. 

Since 1977 four uranium solvent extraction plants have been 
designed and built. 

1976 - 1977 • Conceptual design, engineering, construction and 
start up of the uranium solvent extraction plant of the MOUNANA · m:1,11 (GABON 
- AFRICA), a COMUF property. The plant consists of fou-r extraction, four 
strip, one wash and two regeneration/wash mixer settlers. 

1977 • Engineering, construction and start up of the extraction 
unit of the SX plant - at LANGOGNE plant (FRANCE) a CFM!J property, consisting 
of four mixer settlers. The existing strip mixer settlers were cqnverted_ to 
the KREBS system in 1982 in order to increase both product quality and plant 
through put. 

1980-1981 • Engineering and construction of the VAAL REEFS -
AFRIKANDER LEASE PROJECT uranium solvent extraction plant (REP. SOUTH AFRICA) 
an ANGLO-AMERICAN CORP property. The plant consists of three extraction, four 
scrub, three strip and one regeneration mixer settlers. 

1981-1'982 • Engineering and construction of the uranium SX plant 
of the KEY LAKE project (SASKATCHEWAN - CANADA). The plant will be 
commissionn.ed in 1983. It will contain four extraction, three scrub, four 
strip, one ammonia scrub and one regeneration mixer settlers� 

The uranium SX plant of the CLUFF LAKE project ·(SASKATCHEWAN -
CANADA) ls presently .under des1gn ,and engtneering. 

Another :industri.al plant vas built and put on line in 1981-1982. 
It treats and puril1ll.es vanadium sulfate so.Luti,ons in a battery of ei;gh't :sixer 
settlers. The plant is Located in BARTLESVILLE (OKLAHOMA, U.S.A.) and is a 
SOMEX LTD property. 

During the same period extensive test :work has been carried out 
with the KREBS lfiXEll. SETTLER pilot unit in oTiier to size industrial. plants 
and to determine the behavior of the system with various solutions and 
solvents. 

These tests have lllCluded : 

- UraniUII. extractlon from _p-ho.spb.oric .ac1d. 

- N1obium extraction from sulfate soluti.on. 

- Rare eart.-h separations. 

- Rheniwn - 111.0lybdenum separation. 

- Tantalum/niobium extraction from hydrofluoric aci.d solution. 

- Uranium/thoriu• extraction from sulfate solution. 

- Manganese extraction from nickel/cobalt chloride soluti.on. 

- Cu + Zn, Fe, Co extraction from chlot1i½e solution. 

- Copper extraction from sulfate solutipnl. 

The copper extraction has been tested on different solutions and 
solvents with two sizes of KREBS MIXER SE'ITLER pilot units. These tests were 
carried out in two copper mines in the USA and three copper mines in CHILE. 

Unfortunately due to the present depressed metal market aany 
ptojects have been postponed preventing KREBS from installing ..,.en aor": 
industrial plants. 

PERFORMANCE CiF THE -KREBS SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEM 

Performance obtained on industrial and pilot equipments have 
proven the advantages of the system. 

For the various extractions examined, the specific flowrates · 
experienced have been between 2 and 4 times higher than conventional 
equipment. 

Stage efficiencies of operating industrial plants have been 
checked and verified over various periods of operation, as well as during 
test series whenever possible. 

The same dispersions have been obtained at lower shear rates 
than in the conventional system resulting in lower organic losses for the 
KREBS -system. 

Table l gives the results obtained from operation and 
experimenta_t� 

KREBS· wide experience in the field of operation has resulted in 
an excellent knowledge of materials of construction to deal with the strong 
attack of many aqueous solutions (chlorides, fluorides, acids, .:,tc •.• ) and 
solvents (aromatic diluants, TBP, etc· .•• ) 

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS 

Three pictures show two uranium solvent extraction plants built 
by KREBS, using KREBS MIXER SETTLERS. 

Figure 3 : VAAL REEFS (R.S.A.) Solvent Extraction Plant : General 
View. Extraction Mixer Settlers are in the foreground. 

Figure 4 : VAAL REEFS (R. S. A.) Solvent Extraction Plant : 
Stripping Mixer Settlers. 

View. 
Figure 5 : MOUNANA (GABON) Solvent Extraction Plant : General 
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KREBS SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE. 

EXTRACTION OF VARIOUS HETALS 

SPF.Cl FT.C FLOW RATES 

METAL : TOTAL FL0\..1 

: m3/h. m' 

Uranium industrial 
ope rat ion - average 11.U 

- range 8.0-15.0 

Uranium/Hl04 7. 9 

Copper 
8.8 
8. 5 

(a) 14. I 

Vanadium 8. 1-1 Z 

Niobium 9. 6 

Niobiur:i + tantalum 13. 4 

Rhenium/molybdenum 10. 2/ 13. 2 

Rare earths 
11 

9. 3-13 

Copper + zinc/nickel 13. 3 

Cabal t/nickel 
8. 4 

2 ). 3 
Iron/nickel 3. 4 

Manganese/cobalt + 4. 5 
nickel 

NA "" Not availa.ble. 
ND = Not disclosed. 

:TOTAL FLOW : INCREASE 
GPH/FT2 :v/s CONV. 

4. 5 

3. 3-6. I 2. 2-4 

3.2 2. 3 

3.65 2. 5 
3. 5 2 
5. 8 NA 

3. 3-4. 9 NA 

3.6 NA 

5. 5 l.B 

4. 2/5.4 I. 5/3. 4 

4. 5 
3. 8-5. 3 ND 

5.4 NA 

3. 4 N,\ 

I. 35 NA 

l. 4 NA 

1.8 NA 

STAGE 
; EFFlCIENCY 

98-99 

95-100 

NA 

85 
90-95 

NA 

94-96 

NA 

99 

NA 

83-95 
ND 

NA 

N,\ 

94 
99 

NA 

ORGANIC 
LOSSES 

ppm 

50-100: 

30-200: 

: l00-150: 

10 
20 
NA 

60-80: 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

ND 

50 

NA 

-2�0 
-200 

NA 

All results are for organic continuous operation, unless 
otherwise specified. 

(a) Aqueous continuous operation. 

FIGURE 1 

KREBS MIXER·SETTLER. CROSS SECTIONNAL VIEW 

FIGURE 2 

KREBS MIXER-SETTLER SYSTEM _ TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT 
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FIGURE J 

VAAL REEFS - GENERAL VIEW 

FIGURE 4 

VAAL REEFS - STRIPPING MIXER SETTLERS 

FIGURE 5 

MOUNANA - GENERAL VIEW 
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A PHASE RECIRCULATION IN A CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTOR 

G. I. Kuznetsov, A. V. Kosogorov, A. A. Pushkov, L. I. Shklyar

State Committee for Atomic Energy 
Moscow, USSR 

Centrifugal extractor with a phase recirculation (1) has been 
devised on the basis of the onestage extractor (2) 1 fig, 1, Feed 
organic and aqueous solutions are fed into the mixing chamber 1 
and mixed up by the stirrer 3. Then emulsion is transferred by the 
blade-ecrew transport device 4 into the separating chamber 5 where 
it is separated in interplate spaces 6 under the action of centri
fugal forces, Separated liquids are transferred in annular collec
tors for light liquid 7 and heavy liqUi•d 8 I ·then both liquideS are 
driven out of the extractor, 

In order to carry out the recirculation f,e, light liquid the 
part of collector 7 is separated by 
partitione 9 and connected 10 with 

"-al . . h b 
---/:1-------

llll.xing c am er, 

7 ,j__- ? --r 
� 

The needed value of the recircula-

6 
� 

with the fixation of the partitions 

-i--:i �� tion r = Qr/� (Qr-recirculation flow 
7 ijj) 

I 
___ q rate, �-feed flow rate) is provided 

5 -�"---"v � t. ,.,-� 10under the definite angle:6=360 r/l+r 
11 ----+-- ;

,,.. 
The flow rate ratio of light and 

1-----.:...J____ heavy liquids o( =Qi/%, recirculation 
;,�<2-T value (r) and the phase volume ratio 

Q¥:, 
Fig, 1. Centri�ugal 
extractor with phase 
recirculation. 

in the emulsion formed in mixing cham
ber o<,. =V1/Vh are interconnected by
tbe following dependance: when heavy 

liquids are recirculated: o( mb= /l+r 
and when light liquids are recircula
ted:� m1= (l+r), The validity of 
these relations has been experimental
ly confirmed. 

The recirculation of the dispersed 
phase increases interface surface and 

consequently effiency of mass transfer, if process is carried out 

in non-equilibrium conditions. 

E 

Q I 7 51---.,_---!- I. 0 • 0 -

2. !. •5,4 

0,50 .__ __ _ 
0 l5 t,aec 

Fig. 2. The dependance of mass 
transfer efficiency on the time 
of phase contact, o( = 6 1 4, 

0 0,5 I,O I,5 
Qb,,.3/h 

Fig. 3, Variation of Q1 with�; 
heavy phase entrainment in light 
phase is constant - 0,05%, 

In the system 0,l M HDEHP in aliphatic hydrocarbons -0,05 MU02so4 
in 0,5 MH2so4 recirculation of the aqueous dispersed phase increased 
the efficiency from 0,75 up to 0,94 (fig.2) under contact time 7,5sea. 

The recirculation can also change the type of emulsion in the 
mixing chamber and in its turn influences the throughput capacity 
(fig,3), Depending on the flow rate ratio Q1/Qh value different type 
of emulsions are formed: in zone I - only h/1 type, in zone III -
only 1/h type, in zone II - the formation of both type emulsions is 
possible, The extractor throughput capacity at constant value of 
entrainment of heavy phase in light phase (0,05%) is 1,5-2 times as 
large as in the case of 1/h type emulsion (curve 3) than in the case 
of h/1 type emulsion (curve 4), 

Thus, correct employment of the phase recirculation in a number 
of cases can increase throughput capacity and improve mass trans
fer efficiency especially for the processes with slow kinetics, 
which depends on interface surface. 

REFERENCES: 

1. L.l, Shklyar, G,I. Kuznetsov, S.M, Belyakov, A,P, Rosthin, 
V,A. Elin, V.A. Komarov. USSR Sertificate of Authorship 
No. 528100, 

2. G.I. Kuznetsov, S,M, Belyakov, L,I, Shklyar, A.A, Pushkov. 
ISEC-80, 1, 207, 
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GAS DISPERSION IN LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION 

Ron Priestly and S. Suppiah 

University of Birmingham 
Birmingham, England 

The mass transfer rates in a countercurrent liquid-liquid extraction column 
are increased considerably by the add ition of a gas to the base of the column. 
In a gas agitated column (1), the gas bubbles rising through the continuous phase 
enhance the contacting efficiency because of greater turbulence. Hayakawa and 
Shigeta (2) studied the performance of a gas dispersed spray column where the gas 
was injected into liquid droplets through the inside of a double tube spray 
nozzle. The increase in efficiency was explained by the increase in interfacial 
area per unit volume of the two phase droplets and the increase in mass transfer 
rate generated by the higher velocity of the droplets. 

A Scheibel extrator has been described (3) where the coale scing sections 
are knitted pads of high and low surface energy materials (stainless steel and 
polypropylene). It was claimed that the problems associated with phase inversion 
are avoided by the use of this material. 

A study has been made of the performance of an extraction column where the 
gas injected into the column is dispersed in the organic dir;perse phase and the 
column is provided with spaced pads of knitted composite mate.'.' ial 

THE EXTRACTION COLUMN 

The 15 cm diameter column was 270 cm high and fitted with 30 cm diameter 
settling sections similar to those recommended by Blanding and Elgin (4). The 
disperse phase distribution was an inverted cone with a face diameter of 15 cm 
in which were 41 perforations of 4. 76 cm diameter. Air was injected into the 
column via three sintered discs with a pore size in the range 90-150 microns. 
These discs were equally spaced on a 10 cm diameter circle and located 8 cm 
above the face of the d ispense phase distributor at the centre of the column. 
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voida_ge of 98. 7% and was self supporting on the column wall. 

The top settling section was fitted with a coalescing pad of the same 
material and de pth as the packing. 

�
ystem. The system investigated was kerosine-water-benzoic acid maintained 

at 25 C by means of a thehoostatically controlled heater in the feed storage 

tanks. The water was untreated (soft) tap water. The kerosine was Essa Blue 

with the properties as set out in Table 1. The mass transfer measurements were 
made with the extraction of benzoic acid from the kerosine phase into the water 
phase. The initial concentration of benzoic acid was maintained at approximately 
5 gm/I of kerosine. 

Table 1 

Relative density at 6o°F 
Distillation 

0. 783 

1 % volume recovered at 160°C 
% volume recovered at 200°c 

% volume recovered at 240°c 
12 

87 
260 Final boiling point oc 

OPERATION OF THE COLUMN 

The column was operated with a range of water and kerosine flow rates with 
and without the injec.tion of air. 

Observations, Without the injection of air the kerosine droplets formed at 
the distributor were quickly coalesced as they entered the first pad of the com
posite knitted material: At kerosine flow rates above "'10 1/m the kerosine 
left the packed sections mainly as jets to a length of "'5 cm before dispersing 
into discrete droplets. A smaller fraction of the kerosine flow emerged 
directly from the packed element as discrete dropletes. The flooded condition 
was de emed to have been reached when a stable layer of kerosine formed beneath 
one of the packing elements. 

When air was injected into the column the air bubbles and kerosine droplets 

ascended separately to the first packed section where the air bubbles very 
quickly dispersed as much smaller bubbles ( < 1 mm diameter) in the. kerosine 
rivulets rising through the packed section. The rivulets emerged from the top 
surface of the packed section in streams which quickly broke up to form droplets. 
Most of these droplets retained the small bubbl es of dispersed air and rose 

rapidly to the next packed section. A small fraction of keros ine droplets con
tained no disperse air and these rose less rapidly to the next packed section. 
In the range of air flows that was studied , no air bubbles were observed in the 
continuous aqueous phase. The sketch below illustrates the for!llation of the 

two phase droplets at the upper surface of the packing element. 

air bubbles 
� two phase droplets 

erosene stream with air
bubbles accumulating 

"t-----,l--rapidly rising
air bubbles 

COLUMN CAPACITY 

At flow rates approaching the flood point with no air flow the disperse 
phase droplets coalesced beneath the packed section to form a continuous layer. 
As the flood point was reached with increasing flow rat es, the depth of this 
continuous layer increased rapidly. In conditions where air was injected into 
the column, the form of the flooding was identical to that existing with no air 
flow. Those disperse phase droplets containing dispersed air passed quickly 
into the packed section, while those droplets containing no dispersed air began 
to coalesce to form pools of liquid beneath the packed sections. 

Effects of ageing. The flooding capacity of the column was measured before 
and after the column was operated to establish the mass transfer rates. The 

decrease in the flooding velocities 'With the ageing of the packing is illustrated 
in Figure 1. The reasons for this change in the capacity of the packing are not 
entirely clear. It is possible that the sUperficial density within a new packed 
section is variable with more open channels within the bed than 'Would exist after 
some hours operatic.n. A second reason may be that the s'..!!"'fac.e properties of the 
packing material have changed with absorption of kerosine in. the· poiyproPylene 
fibres. It is unlikely that the accumulation of solid material in the packed 
section is responsible for the reduced capacity. The errosive action of the 
dispersed gas is remarkably effective in maintaining a clean surface. 

MASS TRANSFER RATES 

The effect of an injection on the rates of mass transfer is illustrated in 
Figure 2. The Height of a Transfer Unit (H.T.U.) with no air flow falls con
siderably with increasing disperse phase flow rate. With in creasing air flow 
rates, the mass-transfer rates increase and the H.T.U. is less dependent upon 
disperse phase flow rates. There are three factors in the improvement in per
formance of the gas dispersed column: 

(a) Increased velocity of the disperse phase. Because there is no air in the 
continuous phase, the average specific density difference (l!.p) between the con
tinuous phase and the disperse phase will be 

6p • 

where sp. density of continuous phase 
sp. density of solvent 
ratio of air hold up/solvent hold up 

Measurements of the air and solvent hold ups showed that the density dif
ference increased to up to"' 0.6 at the lower solvent flow rates. 

(b) Increased interfacial area. With air injection the jets of solvent emerging 
from the packed sections generated a smaller droplet size than was fanned without 
the injection of air. The interfacial area is also increased because of the 
lower density of the gas dispersed droplet. 

(c) Increased internal circulation. It is probable that the gas bubbles rising 
through the streams and droplets of the solvent increase the circulation of 
solvent within the streams and droplets. 

CORRELATION OF MASS TRANSFER RATES 

A Colburn plot (5) of the Overall Height of a Transfer Unit (H.T.U.) ow vs. 
Uw is shown in Figure 3 where: 

Ukm 

� .. water phase velocity 
Uk_ kerosine phase velocity 

dCw 
- dC"k 

O)MPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF GAS AGITATED AND GAS DISPERSED COLUMNS 

Mass transfer rates were measured with and without gas agitation in a 
spray column and a ceramic saddle packed column. These columns were operated 

with a stable dispersion of kerosine. In both columns the Height of a Transfer 
Unit is reduced by gas agitation, but there is a reduction in t�e capacity. 

The performance of the gas dispersed column is consistently higher than 
the gas agitated colwnns as shown in Figure 4. 

O'.lNCLUSIONS 

A gas dispersed liquid-liquid extraction column is capable of accommodating 
relatively high throughputs and high extraction rates over a wide range of flow 
rates in the water-kerosine-benzoic acid system. 

It is not expected that scale-up will be a difficult problem, but other 
systems capable of generating a disperse phase in a bed of knitted composite 
material have not been investigated. 
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THE STUDY OF PERFORMANCE OF MASS TRANSFER IN SIEVE PLATE 

EXTRACTION COLUMN WITH SWIRL FLOW AND TRAPEZOIDAL PULSE 

Dai Wiezhi, Tai Derong, Hu Xien, Wan Chunrong 
Yang Lichun, Qi Xiaotian, Duan-Shihao and Fan Shuru 

Tsinghua University 
Beijing, China 

INTRODUCTION 

Efficiency of mess transfer in pulsed column cen be increased 

when the sine pulse was replaced by trapezoidal pulse(!), because 

it strengthens dispersion and coalescence of drops and decreases 

the exial mixing in the column. In order to improve the performance 

of the column Hafez(2) put a special "f'-'n plate" between the sieve 

plates. 

This work synthesizes the advantages of trapezoidal pulse and 

fan swirl flow plate. The apparent height of a transfer unit (HTU) 

is about 20 cm. The maximum total flow rates of Lwo �hoses is about 

500 l/dm2 •hr. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 

Extraction column is made of gless. Its inside dli,meter is 50 

mm. Effective height is 80 cm. 'l'he holes of sieve r,latcs arc nozzle. 

It is made of stainless steel. Parameters of elates are es follo�s: 

'fype of plate diameter ol hole (mm) free erea (%) 

a 3.0 23.0 

b 2.0 22. 1 
1.7 16.0 

2.0 l(J.I+ 

The swirl flow plates were produce� by bcndi�g the bladcG of a 

radially cut disc rr,ade of 1 mm thick stain lest: steel pl.a Lr, and it 

can generate a rotary flow when pulse acted. 

The operation system is 30% 'fl3F(kerosene)-HN03-water. Opera

tion temperature is 25° c. 

The trapesoidal pulse is produced by producer of trapezoidal 

wave. Value of HTU is calculated from the concentrations of nitrjc 

acid in the top and bottom of the column. Swirl flow plates are are

nged between every two sieve plates. It's distance from the lower 

sieve plate is described by "D". 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The value of HTU was determined under different conditions 

such as type of plate, flow ratio, amplitude and frequency of pul

sation etc. Data�are given in the pages that follow. 

The distribution of nitric acid betv•een 30% TBP(kerosene)-wc1-

ter 1s determined et 25° c. When the concnntration of ntLrtc acid 

is from 0.8N to 2.0N the distribution can be expres�ed aF Jollows: 

y* = 0.2445x* - 0.0253 

where y*is concentration of nitric acid of organic rhase in equi

librium (N) 

X* is concentretion of nitric acid nf &queous phase in 

equilibrium (N) 

The cxperimentEl results are es follows: 

lffect of swirl flow plate on HTU 

The tests were made vrithfour different kinds oi pliltcs. Results 

show that the value of HTU decreases about 10-20% when pl.ate type 

b,c,d with swirl flow plates were used. 

2. Sffect of position of swirl flow plates on HTU 

These tests of changing distance of swirl flow plates (value 

D) were carried out with plate type d. Results show that the effi

ciency of mass transfer is higher when "D" is 2 cm. 

3. tffect of angle Q of swirl flow plate on HTU 

Effect of four different angles Q was determined with plate Lype rl. 

Results show that value of Q effects the value of HTU obviously. 

4. Effect of spacing of plates (ht) on H'l'U 

The value of HTU were determined with plate tyvc rl in diffe

rent ht. Results show that spacing of vlatcs ht h8s little effect 

on the value of HTU. 

5. Effect of amplitude and frequency 

Results show that the effect of amplitude·and frequency of pu

·1sation on the value HTU is negligible. 

6. Effect of total flow rate on HTU 

The value of HTU changes a little when the total ilow rates 

change at constant flow ratio (R = 0/A = const.). The results show 

that pulsed column with trapezoidal wave has good operation beha

vior and its stability is better than that of pulsed column opera

ted with sine pulse. 

7. Effect of swirl flow plate on throughput 

When the swirl flow plates are put in the column, the through

put of the column increases. The total flow rates of two phases can 

attain to 500 l/dm2 -hr. Thus, it means that stable operation range 

of column is extended and operation performance is improved .. 

CONCLUSION 

1. Pulsed sieve plate column with trapezoidal wave can be opereted 

in mixing-settling region. The efficiency of mass Lransler �n

creascs in such column and the value of HTU will attain to 20 cm. 

2. After puting swirl flow plates, swirl flow is produced and coa

lescence of droplets is strengthened and axial mixing decreases 

in the column. So the value of HTU will reduce about 10-20%. 

3. The throughput of pulsed sieve plate column with trapezoidal 

wave and swirl flow increases. The operation stability of the 

c0lumn is· ,i·mproved. 
4. Trapezoidal pulsed column may be operated al low ouJsc frequ-

ency and the energy cosumption is reduced. 
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A MODIFIED ROTATING DISK CONTACTOR 

WITH WIRE MESH COALESCERS 

F. G .  Zhu, X.  D .  N i  and Y.  F. Su

East Ch ina I nstitute of  Chem ical Technology 
Shanghai ,  Ch ina 

A modi fied rotating d isk contac tor ( MRDC) has heon inistal] P.d simply by 
insert in� "rings" m.4de of wire mesh in al terna t �  compAr tments of a conventi. nna1 
rotat ing disk contac tor ( RDC )  of 1 00mm d iameter and 1 .R met.re total heigh t .  
Each r i ng i s  placed closely against t.hP. wall of t h e  column arid o n  a J evel wi.th 
the rotating rl iisk !Jlane in order th:,t the wire mer,h n,ay pro"le>t<> frequent coal P.
rscences and surface renewal,; when thP. di.spern<><l droplP.ts formwi travel a cer
tain d istance and impinee onto i t .  A sect ion o f  MRDC i.s; shown in Fig. 1 .  

Due t o  t he rl H ficul t y  o f  makinfi re l iahl e rneasurements i n  the d i sperserl 
phase axial mixing expP.rime.-n t n ,  a drop _phase c ol ler:tor anri tracer meanuring 
devices have been riesignerl to permi t cont inual sampling R.nd rP-corrii n,o;. 

HYDRODYNAMICS 

The result of hydrodynamic sturly reveals that only ahove c:tertain rota
t ing i ntensity , HRDC behavP.s qui. t e  di fferently f�om RDC and shows i ts unique 
properties as follows : 

Hold-up As shown in Fig. 2, at low rotatin/i ,speed s ,  no percept ibl e 
difference of dispersert phase hold-up x between two contac tors is d etecterl . 
But as rotating speed increases , the separations of the curves for MRDC from 
those for RDC are observed to begin at certain po ints which depend upon the 
cases whether any solute is present or in whi c h  d i rec t i on the solute is trans
ferring. At still  h i gher rotati nc; sp,,eds the pair o f the curveis for each case 
diverge , i . e . , the di fference o f  d i ispersed pha,se hol<l-up x between two contac
to1  ' ncreases continuously. 

Average drop size. Sauter mean drop d iameter at any rotR.ti.ng �onrH t ion 
i s  al.ways larger in MRDC than i n  RDC rtue to the coalescence het.ween d roplet s ,  
when t hey i.mpinge aga i nst , t rap in a n d  squeeze throue;h t h e  wire me,sh ri ngs bP.
fore leavin.a; i t .  Fi g . 3 shows the case as n-butyri.c .=t.c i l1 is t ranRferri.np; from 
dispersed kerosene phRse t o  aqueous phase. The f,ic tor o f  increa,se i n  d 02 ma v 
reach 1 . ;',- 1 . h  at high rotor speed s .  

Total t hroughput At low rotnr speeds , the flow charac teristics  i n  
MR DC  do n o t  d iffer from those in RDC , a n d  the total throughput of' the f'ormer 
is lower than t he latter due to the rertuc tion o .f a certain  portion of the 
column .volume occupied by the solid wire r:iesh . Whereas at h ip;h rotor spee<ls , 
the wire mesh coalescing rings hegin to play an ac t ive role and becr,me ev-,r 
more important , aml t hen the  case is re•rersed as Rhown i.n Fig. 1 ••  

Charac teristic veloc i ty Due to t he coalescing and perhaps also hinrler-
i ng effect o f  wire mesh rings on the flow in r.!RDC , the characterist i c  veloc ity  
U0 is somP.what smaller than in RDC under Bimi lar cond i t ions . 'l'he rel ahnnship 
between phase flow rates ( U

rt 
and Uc ) anrl di,spersed ph1rne hold-up ( x )  hass heen 

f'ound no longer to fol low the corre] at.inn of Thornton et al . ( 1 )  but cA.n he 
described hy a similar exr,ression proposerl by Misek ( 2 ) : 

( 1 )  

where z i s  a "coalescP.nce index" ancl equals: 1 . x . Thiss me,rns the charac teris;ti.c 

--.re loci ty i s  lowered hy a factor o f  e 1 . P.x in comparisnn wi t h  RDC. 

Correlations for evaluat ine rlror charac teristic  veloc i ti.es "i th anrl 
without mass t ransfer in MRJlC are similar to those given hy l;,_ddha et al . for 
RDC ( 3 ) .  However ,  a transi t ion rep;ion has al so heen observed to exist 
r�ported by Zhang et al.  ( I, ) ,  

I n  the h igh rotor speed region , whP.re t h e  wire mesh rings pl ay an impor
tant role , the unique properties o f  MRDC hecome prerlominant. The fol l owing 
correlation and Table 1 are proposed to calculate the charac teristic vel ocity  
U0 in this region : 

( 2 )  

where a - interfacial tension , N/m. 
Pc - density  of' continuous phase , Kp;/m3 . 
tlP - density d ifference he tween phase,; , Kg/m :l .  
l'c - viscosity o f  continuous phase , NS/m2 • 
c; f - taken to be the same a" that of RDC , anrl equA.l to 

( H/l)q) 0.95 ( D,s/� / ·
1 ( DR/DTJ 2 •

4 

Fr - DqN2/r,. 

r/) - ( a 3 Pc/l'c4P: ) 0 . 2'i (tlP/pc ) OJ, 

l! - heii;h t  of compartment , m .  
D

R
, Ds , Drp - d i amP.ters o f  roto r ,  stator Of>P.nning A nd column respectivel y ,  

C1  , C2 , C, - constant s ,  s e e  Table 1 .  

'!'able 

C1 C2 c, 

0. 1 28 -o.8R 1 
O . Oo61 -0 . 9 1 2 

0.059 -1 .01, 

1 Constantss in 

Fr - 1
,p

O . 'i

,;; 1 3  
,;; 16 
� ?.1 

Eq . ( 2 )  

d i rec t ion o f  trans fer 

rl - c  
no tranRfer 

C - d  

UUL MIXING 

Data on axial mixing of hath phases have been treated by hackflow model 
and t he backflow ratios , f and s, have been correlated accord ing to Murakami 
et al . for continuous phase ( 'j) . 

Continuous uhase axial mixine: An e•pirical equatinon for the backflow 
rat i o  f of the cont inuous phase in MRDC wa,s nbtained by correlating 1o4 
exper·imental poi nt s  using opt imization method and has heen shown to have a 
R imi lar fore, to t hat of Murakami : 

( 3 ) f = o . 1 i.1. ( �N/lJc l 0 . 7\ u
cl

/uc ) o. hR 

( H/D
'l'

J -0•6 cnii/nTi 2
·

5 [cD/ - ni/llD/]
9·

6 

In comna.risr, n  with the  calculatP.d values from the model for RDC given 
hy Mura�ami ,  �l l expP.rimP.ntal poi.nts of' the present investigation only have 
values from ho to 'i())' of the former .  'l'hP. ilec rease o f  axial <!)ixing in contin
uous phase seems to be clue to that the wire mesh rings act as small baffles. 

Dis ersed nhase axial mixin By ur,inp: highly ,;ensi b ve automatic 
device , smooth E t curves for d i spersed phase were ohta inerl . Experimental 
values were t reatP.rl i.n similar manner t o  that used i n  cqgt i.nuouf: phase axial 
mixing and the hac k fl ow n,tio s may he expresserl as 

( I, )  

Because of Rcarc i ty of reliahle data o f  ·di spersed ohase axial mixing, 
+.he data from MRDC can only he co>1jpare,1 ,,,i th those obtainecl from parallel runs 
i_n RDC and the l ine given hy Stranrt �t al . ( fi ) .  The present data for MTIDC l i e  
sli.ghtly below those f o r  R DC  i n  :>ara l l e l  runs h u t  much hie;he r  than the  H n e  o f' 
'; t rarrl et a l .  It i.s interestinr; to nnte  tloa t  tlie �l:o t  o r P.Xperimental d a ta 
Rj vp some clue o-f B9r,;rr.gati.on of �xp�riment.fl1 !)o i nfE n.ccorrline; to cElt-es w it:h 
nnn. without mass tram:; rer and the fl i re c t i o n .  

C0Lln-1N EFFir.T E:NCY 

ExperimP.nts we-re r;arri.P.d  out fo r •,vater-keroser1e- syr.tem with hu tyri r. 
a c i  rl as t rr1.ns ferri np; solu t P. .  The coJ.umn P r fie iency war-; P.X!')rP.ssed B.s numher o f  
thPorc t i cal sstaees p e r  metre hy calculating from measured eoncentrationa at 
inlet and outlet of both pha1sea. 

Tn compari,c:on wilh RDC , t he P.n\oRncemP.nt of cnlu.mn e l' fic i.,ncy of MHDC i s  
Ftronf.'� Y d�pP.nrlen t  upon t h e  rl i rec t ion of t ransfer, namely , w i. t h  kerosene as 
�iS:Jersed nhjse , about 1CYA increase fnr the tranR -rer of butyric ar, id from kero
sene to water and as h i :oh a R  100-1 '5(}'.I, i nc rease for tran ,9fer in the oprosite 
ii rect inn a:=; shown in Fi 5 .  _s . 'l1hP. gr�ater enh,g_.nc'ement i n  colurrm performance 
in nne direc tion than i n  the oppn,,ite r:iRy be exul ainerl. by Marane;oni e ffec t .  
\·Jhen i nterf;:i,cial tene:ion ifec rea�e.s wi th increa.c:;i.n,e :=:olute concen t ra tion and 
th"' f'Olute i s  transferring from the '1rop nhase t. o the cont inuou,s , the natur,il 
coa1 P.8Cence hetween anjace-nt n ro_ris may occur an0 the URe o f  coale�cer i s  of 
limited hP.lp.  On the ot'1P.r hanr'l , i f  th� .�ame solute i s  trans, f'erring in the 
reversed rl irec t. i. on ,  arl,jRci=rnt rlropR wil]  t enr1 to separA.te -from A;ich othPr , onl y 
hy the airi of coale .scer , such AS wi re mesh ri.ng as we user! , thP.i r coaleRcence 
j s greatly promoted.  In spi t e  o f  t he appreciable enhancements in column 
-performance of MROC , the measured po,-,er consumpti ons uncle!" correspondi. ng O!)era
ing conrli t ions are prac t ically the same j n ho th ,::ontac t0rs. 

MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

Frnm t he volumetric coefficient K00R calculated from fl ow rate,s and back
fl ow rRt i os hy t he mP.thod sueeested hy Hart l and and co-worke r ( 7 ) and total 
interfaci.rt1 area av obtRinerl from Sauter mean drop diameter , "true" rriass trans
fer coeffi cien t s  have been evRluated anil compared with theoret ical prediction,; 
in Fi e;. 6, in  which the r'-l ti.o K0a/K0a , s i .s plottPd as a funct i on o f  P<>c 1 e t  num
ber ,  d37.U,,/Ild . 

An ef"'lpi rical correl at ion was ohta i ned hy usin� l east .S'lu�.red polynomial 
re.�res.sion anal ysi s  tr, he 

where Ko d  - ovP-rall mas.s t ransfer coe-ff'ir::ient haBerl on rl i f:per13en phase I m/s. 

l\,� , s  - overal l mas;s t ran,sfer coe f ficient hased on rh,spers;ed phasP. calcu-
1'-ltecl from s;tap;nant clro:' monel , m/s. 

Pe - tlro!' P�clet numher ,  ri,2.Us/Dd . 

0
32 - .Sauter mea.n O iame t e r ,  m .  

U8 - s l ip veloc i ty ,  m/,;. 

D,i - sol u te rl i �fir ,;ivity in dispersed phase , m2/s. 

:;1. - inter-facial area of contact. hetw�en two phar,e."' , m2/m3. 

V - effec t j ve cnl.urm volume , rn?i . 
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Fig. 6 and Eq. 5 indicate that the present experimental poin�s lie on a 
smooth and continuous curve between theoretical predicted line representing 
fully turbulent drop model of Handlos-Baron (8) and experimental line obtained 
by Zhang et al. (4) from ROC. The experimental valuee are much higher than 
those of RDC under cor�esponding drop Peclet numbers and are as high as 7<:#i of 
those oaloulated froe Rand.loa-!l&ron aodel. 
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SULZER STATIC MIXERS AS A PACKING 

IN LIQUID/LIQUID EXTRACTION 

INTRODUCTION 

S. J. Jancic, F. J. Zuiderweg 

Laboratory for Process Equipment 
Delft University of Technology 

Leeghwaterstraat 44, 2628 CA Delft 
The Netherlands 

It is genera 1l y accepted that Su 1 zer static mixers promote radial mixing and 
that this leads to nearly plug flow characteristics in sin1le phase mixing ap
plications. This fact alone implies that the mixer i, potentially suitable as 
a packing in countercurrent contacting and it's modified fonn found already ar.,_ 
plfcation in low pressure distillation. The of>ject of tfiis study is to asses 
the applicability of Sulzer static mixers as a packing in liquid/liquid extrac
tion. The favourable radial mixing properties of the packing are expected to 
contribute to a more uni fonn profile of countercurrent two chase flow across the 
column diameter. This in turn leads to a reduction of dead Space and channelling 
and this should hold even in columns featuring large diameter. This property 
simplifies procedures involved with scale-up and makes it possible to evaluate 
the column height from small scale experiments. Such nrocedures should then be 
almost independent of column diameter and this featur:E!' is almost invariably ex
traneous to most large scale design configurations for liquid/liquid extraction. 
Due to the absence of any moving parts the packing is potentially suitable for 
large scale extraction duties involving high temperatures and pressures as well 
as process media undergoing pronounced changes in physical properties, especial
ly in interfacial tension. 

Results of preliminary studies have shown that Sulzer static mixers are sui
table for 1 iquid/liquid contacting and that the throughput capacity of the 
packing is sufficiently high to cope with large scale production duties. This 
justified further research in this direction with objective to derive design 
criteria with reference to packing capacity, axial mixin� and mass transfer. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental work in this study has been :1erformed in a 0.1 m diameter, 
10 m long column with a packed height of 6 m. The column has been packed with 
Sulzer static mixers of the standa·rd SMV geometry. The column was made of glass 
and 'Stainless steel was used as packing ma:teria1. The two phases were fed to 
the column by two gear pumps fitted with variable speed motors. Both phases 
were first pumped through filters in order to remove mechanical irnpuriti�s and 
then were a 11 owed to pass through plate heat exchangers in order to maintain 
the test temperature constant. The drop phase coalesces to be withdrawn first 
to the settling tank and· then to the storage tank. 

The column ancillaries have been designed to ensure trouble-free liquid/lij 
quid contacting �oth with arid without mass transfer. For this purpose two 2 m 
feed and two 2 m storage tanks have been built. The column featured facilities 
to operate either with light ·phase dispersed or with heavy phase dispersed. The 
column control system ensured that the two phases after leaving the column reach 
their respective storage tanks for either mode of operation. 

The experiments have been i)erfonned in and without the presence of mass 
transfer, for both directions of transfer and for light phase both dispersed 
and continuous. During experimental work the temperature was kept constant at 
200C and _the Phase ratio, the extraction factor and the level of driving force 
were vaned. The four test systems used in this study are listed in the Table 
of Figure 1 together with main physical properties. 

PACKING CAPACITY 

The relative velocity, Ur, is a simple and reliable measure of the throughput 
rate �n the column and it's dependence on superficial continuous phase velocity, 
Ve dispersed phase velocity, Vd, and dispersed phase hold-up is given by: 

(I) �+':_ci_=eU 
1-h h r 

The hold-up �nd flooding characteristics have been detennined by "stop and 
measure 11 method and the results for four test sys·tems used in th1s study are 
shown in Figure l fo; conditions where the light phase is dispersed. The Table 
1n Figure 1 shows main physical properties of test system together with obser
ved values of the mean drop diameter. Total capacities at flooding for the same 
conditions are plotted in Figure 2 against the phase ratio. As expected, n-buta
nol/water system exhibits lowest throughput capacity of all four systems 
(40 m3/m2h) due to low interfacial tension and consequently smallest drop diame
ter. Systems toluene/water and kerosene/water feature comparable :interfacial 
tension and drop size buth somewhat differing density difference. For this rea
son the capacities for the two systems are somewhat different but still consi
derably higher (lOD to 120 m3/m2h) than that obtained with low interfacial ten
sion system. The highest capacity of al1 four systems was obtained with carbon
tetrachloride/water ,ystem (18D m3/m2h) due to large den,ity difference. Thi, 
latter gave rise to high relative velocities which in turn resulted in shear 
forces acting upon the drops and reducing drop size. Indeed, the Table presen
ted in Figure 1 shows that low density difference and high interfacial tension 
in case of toluen�/water and kerosene/water result in considerably larger drops 
than the high density and high i nterfac; a 1 tension ca rbontetrach 1 ori de sys tern. 
Although these latter considerations are correct in qualitative tenns, the 
quantitative assessment remains subject to considerable uncertainties. In order 
to illustrate this the relative velocity plots shown in Figure 1 are extrapo
lated to zero hold-up and these values are compared in Table 2 with free falling 
velocities based upon the observed drop size and the assumption of rigid drops. 
The results show that the concept of a rigid drop is only usefull in predicting 
falling velocitie, of small drops (e.g. n-butanol/water) due to the little hin
der they experience in the packing. This approach is demonstrably not valid for 
larger drops. in which case the concept of a defonnable drop undergoing hinder 
during countercurrent contacting in the packing should be used. In this case, 
the relative velocity should be formulated as a function of terminal free fal
ling velocity, U0, dispersed phase hold-up, h, and a parameter accounting for 

and F. Streiff

Sulzer Brothers 
Mixing Processes VK/0634 

CH-8401 Winterthur, Switzerland 

TABLE 2 
---

tenninal velocity experimenta 1 
test ,ystem (I) for rigid velocity at 

single drops (m/sl zero hold,up 

n-butano l /water 0.034 0.031 
to 1 uene/wa ter 0.130 0.049 
kerosene/water 0.125 0.096 
carbontetrach lo ride/ 
water D.339 0.138 

the influence of drop/packing interact i ans: 

(2) Ur = (U0, h, Cl) 

prediction for defor-
mabl e. drops undergo in; 
hinder in the oacking 

0.035 
0.056 
D.098 

0.141 

T�e tenninal free falling velocity, U , of a drop having diameter d and 
fall1ng under gravity, g, and density di�ference, ti.p, in a continuum o� del'lsi
ty, Pc, follows from a balance of forces: 

4 
[
d 6p g

]
0.5

(3) uo = - ___p___::_:: 3 CD Pc 

����� the value for the drag coefficient, c0, should account for drop deforma-

. The �rap size can b: obtained from previously published (2) correlation for 
d1sperslons generated rn Sulzer SMV static mixers: 

(4) d� = C2 dh we-0.5 �eo .15 

where Weber and Reynolds number are based upon relative velocity, Up , and hydrau
lic diameter, dh. The con,tant C2 ;, different from previously published (2) va
lue for cocurrent flow and should account for the influence of drop/drop inter
actions, drop/packing interactions and mass transfer on drop coalescence. 

Combining equations 2, 3 and 4, and relying upon parameter evaluation from 
experimental data, yields predictions of hindered falling velocity and these 
are shown in column 3 of Table 2. The good agreement with experimental values 
,uggest, that predicted hindered falling velocities for zero hold-up can be 
used to predict hold-up and flooding behaviour. Indeed hold-up correlation of 
R:man (3) and flooding criterion of Thornton (4) gave very successful predic
tions for the four test systems used in this work (e.g. see Figure 2). Although 
the agreement with experimentally obtained values is very satisfactory, it may 
be at least to some extent fortuitious due to limited amount of observations and 
due to complexity of hydrodynamics involved in liquid/liquid extraction. In view 
of this, experiment involving industrial 1 iquids undergoing mass transfer of di
rection and intensity likely to be encountered in practice, remains a prerequi
site of successful design procedure. 

AXIAL MIXING 

M:a�ure'!1ents aimed at_detennining the level of axial mixing relied upon tra
cer 1TIJection and two point measurement of the tracer concentration as a func
tion of time (5). The axial mixing coefficients were derived from the differen
ces in var�ance of the concentration-time curves obtained at each point of tra
cer detection. Because conductivity principle was used the axial mixing in the 
c�n�inu�us phas� has been derived with organic phase dispersed and the axial 
mixing 1n the dispersed phase ha,s been derived with organic ph.ase continuous. 
The experimental values of continuous and dispersed phase Bodenstein numbers 
are shown in Figure 3 for the case of n-butanol/water system. The results for 
continuous phase indicate that the mere presence of the dispersed phase leads 
to considerably high:r degree7 ?f axial mixing than in the case of single phase 
flow and that there is a negl1g1ble further decrease for hold-up values higher 
t�an a�out 0.3. The d1spersed phase axial mixing decreases however with increa
sing dispersed phase hold-up. The results indicate that most practical situa
tions will feature a total mixing height of about 0.2 m. 

MASS TRANSFER 

The effect ?f_mass _transfer on column capacity is shown in Figure 4 for 
n-bu!ano�/succ101c �Cld/water syste'!1. The heights of a transfer unit are plot
ted 10 Figure 5 against total capacity for both directions of transfer. The re
sults indicate that mass transfer from drops gives rise to higher throughput 
,:ates (about 40%) and to somewhat reduced separation effect (about 30%). This 
i� due to Mararygoni effect induced coalescence. which in turn increases drop 
�ize and capacity but reduces hold-up and specific surface area. The increase 
in t�roughput rat7s _w�s si�nificantly affected by extraction factor through 
the influence of initial difference of solute concentration upon interfacial 
turbulence. 
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PERFORMANCE OF KENICS IN-LINE MIXER IN SOLVENT-EXTRACTION 

Yi-yuan Li and Chenming Wang 

l=ast China Institute of Chemical Technology 
Box 312 

Shanghai 201107, China 

In recent years static mixers have attracted much interest 
in the field of process equipment and their applications in 
solvent extraction have been investigated by several authors 
(1-5). Publications have dealt with Kenics design on hydrau
lic resistance (5-8), drop size distribution (7, 9, 10), heat 
and mass transfer (11-17.) • and mixing of solid and viscous 
materials (18-20). Of these, Merchuk et. al. (3, 4) compared 
extraction efficiency of Koch mixer·with tubes packed with 
Intalox saddles made of ceramics and polypropylene, while 
paying some attention to Kenics mixer and agitated vessel. 

In the present study we are trying to attack the problems 
of pressure drop, extraction efficiency and phase inversion 
phenomenon in the Kenics mixer. 

EXPERIMENT AL 

Hand-made copper Kenics elements, 1 mm thick, 21 mm long 
and 14 mm wide, are set in a 14.4 mm i. d. plexiglas pipe. The 
same elements coated with polymethyl methacrylate, approximate
ly 0.1 mm thick, are also used. Most of the packed lengths 
used are 0.90 m long (43 elements). The settling tank is also 
made of plexiglas. Because of limited working space, an empty 
return pi�e (3.60 m long) of the same diameter has to be set 
between the outlet of the packed tube and the entrance to the 
settling tank. Three taps are respectively located at packed 
lengths of 0.63 m (30 elements) and of 0.90 m (43 elements) 
and at the entrance to the settling tank. Suitable arrange
ment has b.een provided for.,·taking photos of the di-spersions. 
Phase continuity is detected-by means of an electric conducto
meter. Distribution data have been determined for the kero
sene-n-butyric acid-water system used for mass transfer. 

Pressure Drops are measured under the following conditions: 

(1) water flowing through packed -length of 16 copper 
elements; 

(2) water flowing through packed length of 43 copper 
elements; 

(3) water-kerosene 1ni5cture of volume ratio 1:1 flowing 
through packed length o·-f .:43 copper elements, water continuous; 

( 4) water-kerosene mixture of volume ratio 1: 1 flowing 
through packed length of 43 organic-coated elements, organic 
continuous. 

All results are represented in .E:i,.g_,___l. 

Phase Inversions are investigated with packed length of 
43 organic-coated elements under three conditions: 

(1) water-keros=e mixtures without mass transfer; 

(2) water-kerosene mixtures, mass transfer organic to water; 

(3) water-kerosene mixtures, mass transfer water to organic. 

Inversion points away from water-continuous are plotted 
in �. 

Mass Transfer is studied with packed length of 43 elements 
under the following conditions: 

(1) from aqueous to organic,. copper elements; 

(2) from organic to aqueous,. copper elements; 

(3) from aqueous to organic, organic-coated elements; 

(4) from organic to aqueous, organic-coated elements; 

(5) from aqueous to organic. copper elements, samples 
taken at the three taps given above. 

Results of (1) and (3) are given in� and those of 
(2) and (4) in�. Pressure drops of (1) and (3) are 
_g_iyen in fi&..-2 and those of (2) and (4) in�. Results 
of (5) are discussed only. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Pressure Drop. Pressure drop in the empty pipe, LI.PST' is calculated with the following equation: 
L ru2 

LI. PST = f 
a �g-

where L= pipe length, d = inside diameter of pipe, u= lin
ear flow velocity, t = speci.fic wei'ght • g = gravity accel
eration and f = friction factor. 

For Reynolds number Re < 2000 • f = � 
Re > 8000� .f = 0.184 Re-0•2 

The measured pressure drops in the packed pipe, �PK��are 
correclated with those in an empty pipe through a factor;x, 

l:i.PKM K = 2SP
ST 

K values are calculated and plotted vs Re, �. fiK......l 
also shows K values calculated by the method given by Chen (13), 
drawn into solid lines. Our K values of 53 to 59 for Re of 
2000 to 4000 all agree well with Chen's. Our procedure seems 
working well, but .its feasibility is pending further tests. 

All data of pressure drop obtained with water-merosene 
mixtures have been grouped according to phase continuity and 
plotted into two curves (not shown) with pressure qrop vs 
total flowrate. It has been found that these two curves have 
nearly same curvatures and the one for organic-continuous lies 
slightly higher than that for water-continuous. This may be 
due to the wettability between the organic ·coating and the 
organic phase and a drag film may exist on the coating. 

Phase Inversion. That in static mixers phase inversion is 
related to material of construction of packings has been men
tioned in references (3, 4). The difficulty of getting org
anic continuous has also been pointed by Tunison (2). � 
gives three lines of the phase inversion from aqueous to org
anic, respectively for the conditions: no mass transfer, mass 
transfer from organic to water and that from water to organic. 
It can be seen that when mass transfer from organic to water, 
there is a higher tendency for the organic to be continuous 
than it is in the reve_rse direction. This _phenomenon coincides 
with that in-Fiiis.3 -and 4. where organic is continuous only 
when mass transfer is from organic to water and organic-coated 
packings are used, while in all other cases aqueous phase re
mains continuous. Thus there seems doubtless that in static 
mixers there is more tendency for the aqueous tu oe continuous 
and the material of construction of packings has some effect 
on phase continuity. Also from these figures, the effect of 
the the direction of mass transfer on continuity is worth to 
be noted. 

Since in static mixers high throughput means high turbulen
ce so much as high agitator speed does in agitated vessels, our 
data in � have been replotted as volume fraction of organ
ic vs total flowrate (not shown). Then it can be found that 
the aqueous continuous region is enlarged when there is mass 
transfer. - This result agrees with those for xylene-acetone
water and xylene-propionic acid-water systems reported by 
Sawistowski and co-workers ( 21, 22). 

In view of the general opinion that in solvent extraction 
operation it is preferred to have the organic continuous in 
order to diminish entrainment loss and to maintain a low 0/A 
ratio in order to reduce investment and that in static mixers· 
higher flowrate is good for high extraction efficiency, further 
investigation on phase inversion seems worthwhile to be con
ducted in order to satisfy these requirements. 

Mass Transfer. Figs.3 and 4, representing plots of 
extractio,, efficiency vs total flowrate, show triat the effi
ciency increases with flowrate. For these runs, pressure 
drops are also measured and plotted against the efficiency, 
Figs. 5 and 6. These figures confir,� that both flowrate and 
pressure drop mean turbulence which promotes mass transfer. 

These four series of runs also show that organic-coated 
packings yield higher extraction efficiency, no matter which
ever phase is dispersed and no matter whatever the direction 
of mass transfer is. It has been pointed in discussion on 
phase Inversion that even with organic-coated packings there 
is more tendency for the aqueous to be continuous. It may be 
that when organic-coated packings are used, more opportunity 
is provided for surface renewal of the dispersed organic to 
yield higher efficiency �ecause of wettability. 

A series of runs has been done to find whether there is 
any enq effect in static mixers as in packed towers. With 
aqueous-to-organic mass transfer and copper elements, when the 
total flowrate varies from 2.90 1/min to 5.90 1/min, the ex
traction efficiencies at 30 elements are 45.4 to 60.6%, those 
at 43 elements are 51.4 to 74.1% and 54.8 to 80% at the en
trance to the settling tank. Thus it is evident that most of 
the extraction is accomplished in the section near the entran
ce and an empty tube can achieve only a little. 

Droo Size Distribution. Photos nave been taken for the 
dis;iersions with high speed camera at 10 �sec exposure. Due 
to the high volume fractions of the dispersed phase drops are 
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too crowded for accurate counting and measurement. But the 
narrow range of drop sizes is oUvious. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Pressure drop in Kenics mixers Gan be correlated with that 
in an empty pirie through a parameter which is a function of 
Reynolds number. A simplified procedUre is suggested. 

In Kenics mixers the aqueous phase has higher tendency to 
be continuous at wide range of phase ratio and total flowrates. 
Material of construction of packings is important both to mass 
transfer and to phase continuity. Phase inversion is a prob
lem worthwhile for further investigation. 

Major portion of mass transfer is achieved at that portion 
of the packed length more close to, the entr'ance, i.e., the 
end effect may exist. 
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COMPARISON OF SOLVENT EXTRACTION EQUIPMENT 

FOR A MODIFIED PUREX PROCESS 

Barbara J. Smith, Peter E. Bain, Larry L. Martella and James D. Navratil 

Rockwell International 
Rocky Flats Plant, P.O. Box 464 

Golden, Colorado 80402-0464 USA 

INTROOUCTION 

Mixed plutonium and uran1um residues are separated and purified at the 
Rocky Fl at s Plant (RFP) using a IOOd if i ed PUREX process deve 1 oped by Navr at i 1 and 
Leebl (1). The process uses a mixer-settler operation and 30 vol % tri-n-butyl 
phosphate (TBP) in n-dodecane to extract uranium from SM HN0 3

-plutonium III
uranium VI feed so 1 ut i ans. This paper presents the resu 1Ts of column studi e'S 
comparing the operation of York agitated versus disk extraction columns for the 
modified PUREX process. They were compared for the number of ideal stages, 
efficiency, and for aqueous entrainment in the organic continuous column. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The agitated column with baffles (or paddle column-PC), and the rotating 
disc column (ROC) were 4 in. in diameter by 4 ft high. Figure 1, is a schematic 
showing the mixing and settling cha11bers for the two column ITllde s. Each column 
was run in the aqueous continuous and organic continuous modes. The test vari
ables were shaft rotational speed, total throughput (aqueous plus organic flow 
rates), and aqueous-to-organic flow ratio (A/0) (2). 

The experimental process equipment for the RDC and PC consisted of a parti
tion and a strip column and four tanks. (See �jgure 2.) Fluids were transferre<i 
by a fluid metering pump or by gravity. The ow rate was measured by a Brooks 
rotaneter. A Orexelbrook probe was used as a transmitter in a proportional, 
integral, and derivative controller loop to control the aqueous-organic interface 
1n both columns. The feed solution consisted of 16 g/1 uranium-238 in SM nitric 
acid and the strip solution was O.OlM nitric acid. The solutions were-made up 
with deionized water and reagent grade chemicals. 

The experiments lasted 2 to 6 hours, depending on total throughput. After 
three column volumes the uranium concentrations were within 90 percent of steady
state condition, as stated by York (3). Uranium fn the aqueous and organic 
phases was analyzed by direct plasma emission and alpha pulse height analysis, 
respectively. Entrainment of water in the organic phase was determined using 
Karl Fisher titration. 

RESULTS ANO OISCUSSION 

Using a subroutine from SEPHIS (4), distribution ratio correlations for 
uranium and plutonium IV at various nitric acid concentrations were written into 
a computer code for a Hewlett-Packard 85 computer. The number of theoretical 
stages in a column were ca1;culated by the program using the McCabe-Thiele tech
nique (5). The number of ideal stages for the columns operated in the organic 
continuous roode and for the aqueous continuous ioode are listed in Tables I and 
II. These Tables also demonstrate how the number of ideal stages vary with rota
Tional speed, A/0 ratio, and total throughput .tor the ROC and PC. 

Organic Continuous Mode. In the organic continuous roode the ROC has a maxi
mll!l of about 3.7 stages and the PC a maximum of about 2.7 stages. The PC maximum 
is between 2.5 and 2.7 stages, giving an efficiency of 7.5 percent for 36 actual 
stages. The ROC maximl.lTl is between 3.3 and 3.7 stages and has a maximun effi
ciency of about 21 percent for 18 stages. At the maximum values the height of an 
ideal stage for the PC is 1.5 ft, and for the ROC it is 1.08 ft. With the PC the 
maximum occurs between A/0 ratios of 0.6 to 1.2. With the ROC the maximum is 
shifted to higher a/o ratios between 0.8 to 1.3. 

Colurm efficiency in the organic continuous mode increased with increasing 
rot at ion al speed and decreasing throughput. At higher rot at i ona l speeds, en
trainment and the risk of forming stable emulsions increased .. Another consid
eration is how the number of ideal stages becomes constant at high A/0 ratios, 
indicating that the percent of uranium extracted decreases as the A/0 ratio 
increases. In Table III the PC shows this decrease. with percent uranium going 
from 99.93 to 9�nt. 

Aqueous Continuous Mode. Table II shows that the number of ideal stages 
increases with increasing rotation speed. The data indicated that the number of 
stages increased slightly with increasing throughput. For the PC the maximum 
number of ideal stages occurs at 1.9 stages, and for the ROC the maximum was at 
1.75 stages. The difference between the ROC and PC was not as significant as in 
the organic continuous ITllde. When operating the PC at maximum efficiency it was 
extremely easy to switch from steady-state extraction to a dispersed phase hold
up condition. When this happened a foam-liKe phase traveled down the column 
starting from the interface. With such an increase in surface area the efficien
cy increases, and so does the volume of the dispersed phase. Stable enulsions 
i;,,ere easier to form in the PC than they were in the RDC. 

Entrainment in the Organic. Excessive entrainment in the modifiea PUREX 
process will result in ioore plutonium appearing in the uranium product, or plu
tonium settling out and filling the surge tanks. In the RUC, entrainment varied 
from 0.21 to 0.22 vol % water. In the PC it ranged from 0.102 to 0.133 vol % 
water. The reference value of 0.102 vol % water was used as the equilibrium 
amount of aqueous in the organic phase. This value was determined by analysis of 
the organic in Tank 3. The higher rotational speeds used in the ROC experiments 
resulted in an increase in entrairvnent. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The overall comparison shows that for the organic continuous mode the height 
of an ideal stage is higher for the ROC than for the PC, or the agitated column 
with packing (1). Entrainment in t� organic is minor and. the excess water will 
settle out in the surge tanks before being transferred to the next column. In 
the aqueous continuous mode there were no significant differences between the two 
types of columns. Overall the ROC is the best coltMTin tested for use with the 
mo·d1fied PUREX process for both the aqueous continuous and organic continuous 
modes. 
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Column 

ROC 

PC 

ROC 

TABLE I 

NUMBER OF IOEAL STAGES FOR THE ROC ANO PC ORGANIC CONTINUOUS 
COLUMNS USING 4 TO 5!'.1_ HNO, ANO 11 TO 16 .g/1 URANIUM 

RPM 

800 

1000 

250-300 

500 

A/0 Ratio 

0.22 
0.40 
0.66 
0.26 
0.46 
0.63 
0.32 
0.38 
0.51 
0.55 
0.84 
1.35 
1.59 
0.46 
0.61 
0.44 
0.57 
0.40 
0.50 
0. 70 
1.00 
1.43 
1.90 
0.66 

Total Throughput 
(GPH). 

TABLE I I 

3.0 
2.1 
2.0 
8.3 
8.2 
8.3 
2.5 
2 .8 
3.0 
2.1 
1.8 
2 .4 
2.2 
2.6 
1.9 
5.6 
4. 7 
2 .8 
2.4 
2.0 
2.1 
2.6 
2.9 
5.3 

Number of Ideal 
Stages 

1.02 
0.88 
1.21 
0.46 
0.62 
0. 79
1.10 
1.15 
1.17 
0.99 
3.13 
3. 70 
3. 73 
1.33 
2.31 
2.07 
2.07 
2 .14 
2.14 
2.15 
1.59 
2.04 
2.32 
2.62 

NUMBER OF JOEAL STAGES IN THE STRIPPING SECTION FOR THE ROC ANO 
PC AQUEOUS CONTINUOUS COLUMNS USING O.Ol_r:I_ NITRIC ACID 

� 

BOO 

1100 

A/0 Ratio 

2.50 
7.50 
3.12 
2.12 
2.39 
3.90 
4.00 
0. 71 
0.81 
0.95 
1.27 
1.33 
1.00 
2.00 
2.84 

Total Throughput 
(GPH) 

2.0 
3.0 
7.0 
7 .8 
7 .8 
7 .8 
8.0 
1.5 
1. 7 
2.1 
2.5 
2.5 
4.0 
7.8 
6.8 

Number of Ideal 
Stages 

0.66 
0.94 
0.67 
0.92 
0.89 
0.97 
0.96 
1.91 
0.87 
1.83 
1.99 
1.97 
1.49 
1.00 
1.00 
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Column 

PC 

ROC 
RDC 
ROC 
PC 
PC 

150 

TABLE II (conti 

Total Throughput Number of Idea 1 

____lil'.!L A/0 Ratio !GPH) Stages 

4.13 7 .7 0.99 
250-300 1.10 3.8 1.00 

3.05 4.3 1.00 
0.98 8.1 1.89 
1.82 9.6 1.12 

500 1.00 4.0 0.81 
2. 73 4.4 1.00 
1.00 8.0 1.90 
2.00 9.6 1.40 

TABL£ Ill 

PERCENT URANIIJ4 EXTRACTED IN 20 VOL S TBP ANO n-OOOECANE 
BY THE COLUMNS OPERATED IN TH� ORGANIC CONTINUOUS f«JOE 

Throughput Uranh111 Extracted S Uranillll Extracted S 
GPH � A/0 < 0.7 A/0 > 0.7 

3 800 98.6U 
3 1000 99.54 99.98 
8 800 96.40 
3 250 99.97 
3 500 99.93 99.43 

ODC 

FIGURE 1: Schematic of ROC and PC mixing and settling stages. 

FIGURE 2: Schetutic of experiaental process equipment. 
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-AMPLIFICATION OF THE SCALE - UP PROCEDURE FOR THE

RECIPROCATING PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMN 

Andrew E. Karr 

Chem-Pro Corporation 
Fairfield, New Jersey USA 

Designing an extraction column from basic principles without 
test work is very risky. Some of the main reasons are: 

a. The degree of coalescence of droplets in commercial 
systems cannot be predicted accurately. A rapid coalescence rate 
increases drop size which, in turn, necessitates high energy in
puts to produce satisfactory area for mass transfer. On the 
other hand, if droplets have little tendency to coalesce the 
energy inputs have to be minimized. Mass transfer rates may be 
low and entrainment tends to be high. 

b. Physical properties and flow rates may vary throughout 
the length of the column and the holdup and drop size will vary 
throughout the length of the column (1) unless some means are 
taken to overcome these variations. For example, for the recip
rocating plate extraction column the plate spacing in the column 
can be calculated as a function of physical properties and flow 
rate in order to make the tendency to flood the same everywhere 
in the column (2). However, the procedure does not take 
coalescence into account. 

c. Most commercial systems are contaminated. The degree 
and type of contamination can have a marked effect on mass 
transfer rates (3). 

d. Axial mixing data for the dispersed and continuous 
phases in large diameter columns are not usually available. 

Therefore, in g�neral, it is necessary to do test work in 
a pilot scale column in order to categorize the system. Once 
the system is categorized and the test column has been optimized 
with respect to volumetric efficiency (and plate spacing in a 
reciprocating plate extraction column) the scale-up can proceed 
(Z). 

Data on the mass transfer performance characteristics of the 
reciprocating plate extraction column have been published (2), 
(4), (5), (6), (7), (8). These papers show that in small 
diameter columns, SO to 150 mm, the lowest value of HETS occurs 
close to the flood point for low interfacial tension systems. 
For high interfacial tension systems there may be shallow minima 
in the HETS vs. f curves. As the diameter of the column is in
creased the minimum in the HETS vs. f curve gets steeper because 
of increased axial mixing. By employing baffle plates periodi
cally in the plate stack performance is improved because the 
axial mixing is reduced (S), (6),but the minimum in the HETS·vs. 
f curve�ersists. The objective of the scale-up procedure (2) is 
to predict the location of the minimum in the HETS vs. f curve. 
For convenience the scale-up procedure is given below. 

SCALE-UP PROCEDURE 

The scale-up procedure for the reciprocating plate extrac
tion column is based on performance data obtained in 25, 76, 305 
and 914 mm diameter columns (8), (4), (5), (6). 

a. Data are obtained in a .25, SO or 75 mm diameter column. 
The .diameter se.lected is frequently determined by the availabil
ity of material. Many successful scale-ups have been done 
directly from the 25 mm column. The 50 and 75 mm pilot plant 
columns may be used for scale-up development where the production 
column is in excess of 700 mm in diameter. 

b. The optimum performance of the pilot column is deter
mined. The criteria for optimum performance is maximum 
volumetric efficiency in a column.having optimum plate spacing 
(2). 

c. When scaling up f�om the pilot data the following param
eters are held constant: plate spacing, stroke length, and 
throughput per unit cross-sectional area. 

d. The expected minimum HETS in the large diameter column 
is calculated from the following equation: 

(1) 

0. 38
(HETS)2 =

(_Dz
)= 

(HETS)1 \Dl 

The 0.38 exponent was determined for a high interfacial 
tension system. Somewhat lower exponents were determined for a 
low interfacial tension test system and lower exponents were also 
confirmed by various case histories. Thi 0.38 exponent is used 
for reasons of conservatism. This is discussed further below. 

e. The corresponding reciprocating speed required is cal
culated from equation (2). 

(2) 

r ) C 

0.14 

l :: = �:) 
f. 

vided. 
Suitable baffle plates in design and spacing are pro-

The above procedure has been used to scale-up about 60 
production columns, all successfully. The largest columns in 
operation are slightly over 1 meter in diameter. 

DISCUSSrlON 

�s·. indi�ated, the optimum agitator speed corresponding to 
the m1n1mum 1n the HETS vs. f curve decreases because of in
creased axial mixing as thi diameter increases. A reduced 
agitator speed also results in a reduced mass transfer coeffici
ent, holdup and area. However, the reduced mass transfer 
coefficient, holdup and area would be expected to be the same as 
the mass transfer coefficient holdup and area i#- the small 
diameter test column operating at the same reduced agitator 
speed because the agitation is relatively uniform and the same 
over the cross-sectional area of both columns. The difference 
in actual performance is due to the additional degree of axial 
mixing in the large diameter column. This is tllustrated in 
I'l��- As shown, the optimum performance of the production 
coTiiiiu'lTs at f2 where HETS is greater than the HETS for the test 
column. 

. From the mass transfer performance data in large and small 
d1ame!e: columns ?ne can deduce !he �ncrea�s in the axial mixing 
C?eff1c1ents provided an assumption 1s made r.egarding the rela
tive values of the axial mixing coefficienti for the dispersed 
and continuous phases. This may be the subject of a future 
paper. In the meantime it is instructive to examine the present 
scale-up procedure in more detail. 

Power Consum
1

tion - The energy consumed is proportional to the 
cube of the requency of reciprocation, f (9). 

Therefpre, from equation (2) 

(3) 

Introducing equation (1), 

(4) 

(5) 

Thus the power consumption per unit of cross-sectional area 
·is approxi�a!ely the same for the test column and the production 
�olumn. �1m1larly, the power consumption per unit of throughput 
1s approximately the same for the test and production columns. 
However, the power to the production column is consumed over a 
¥reater height of column because the frequency of reciprocation 
is lower. 

Relationship Among Variables - Energy costs have escalated rapid
ly. Therefore, frequently it is desirable to minimize solvent 
usage to reduce energr cost. _To do this requires the largest 
number of stages consistent with good overall economics. A SO mm 
diameter test column having 3 meters of plate stack will exhibit 
a large or small number of transfer units or stages depending on 
the system. Heights of a theoretical stage can vary from less 
than_lS cm to more than 1.5 meters,in relatively rare cases de
pending on the system and'flow rates. As of now, these wide 
differences are not predictable from the physical properties of 
the system alone. That is why it is so important to categorize 
the system by test work (2). For now we shall assume that the 
50 mm by 3 meter plate stack will provide an optimum number of 
stages for most applications. The largest production column that 
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will be designed and guaranteed at t-his tiine· is about 2 meters 
in diameter. The height of the production column plate stack 
scaled-up from the test column will be 

( 
0. 38 

�) x 3 = 12.2 meters. 

Figure 2 shows plots of �2 vs. 02 and f2 vs. 02 up to ratios 

� � Ii' �
of 02 of 40. 

As shown above and in Figure 2, for a 40 fold increase in 
diameter or a 1600 fold inc1ease :i;.n throughput, the plate stack 
height will increase by a factor of about 4. For a 10 fold in
crease in diameter or a 100 fold increase in throughput the plate 
stack height will increase by a factor of about 2.4. Similarly, 
the optimum frequency of reciprocation in the_ production unit 
will be 72.41 of that in the test unit for a 10 fold increase in 
diameter and 59.7\ for a 40 fold increase in diameter. 

Cost Implications - Let's examine the effect of some conservatism
1n the scale-up procedure on cost, keeping in mind that some con
servatism in process design is usually justified. Based on our 
cost experience to date, increasing the height of the plate stack 
and shell of a column of fixed diameter will increase the cost of 
the column and drive to about the o.·4 power of plate stack 
height. Thus if the plate stack height is increased by 2S\ the 
cost will increase about 9.3\. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A Cross-sectional area of column 
D Diameter of column 
f Frequency of reciprocation 
H Height of plate stack 
HETS: Height of equivalent theoretical stage 

P Power consumed 
p P/V, power consumed per unit volume 
V z Volume of column 

Subscripts: 
l 
2 

test column 
production column 
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PERFORMANCE OF A LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION COLUMN 

WITH ENHANCED COALESCENCE LATTICE PLATES 

L. Steiner, E. V. Fischer and S. Hartland

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
Department of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 

CH-8092 Zorich, Switzerland 

To improve th� operating charactuistics of existin� stirred 

liquid/liquid extraction columns the agitators of our column 

were separated by newly developed lattice plates, wetted by 

the dispersed phase (ISEC 1980.). As shown in Figure 1, each 

element in the lattice is taller than its width and in some 

cases, the total free area of the plates is more than 901. 

The dispersed phase from one agitated stage coalesces with 

s0111e of the el811l&Dts and is released again frc:a the other 

side of the lattice into the next agitated stage. The con

tinuous phase flows countercurrently through the remaining 

elements (which are not blocked by the coalesced disperse 

phase) so that plates with variable free area which adjust 

themselves to different hydrodynamic conditions are obtained. 

The plates are thus extr811)ely flexible and efficient operation 

is possible over a wide region of throughputs and phase ratios. 

A comprehensive investigation into the behavit:>Ur of a pilot 

plant column, using these plates is presented here. This in
cludes the optimization of the agitators and plates as well as 

the measurement of all relevant parameters such as hold-up,drop 

size distribution, baclanixing in both phases and concentration 

profiles. 

Plate construction: 

Principle of operation of the lattice 

EC (for Enhanced Coalescence) plates. 

In a model column containing 3 stages different plate construc

tions were tested. It was found that the material from which 

the plates are made r.iust be wetted by one of the phases and the 

wettability must not change with time. Fluorohydrocarbons 

(Teflon) were found to be the most suitable when working with 

dispersed organic phases and ceramics when the water phase 

investigation was to develop a column capable of handling 

large throughputs, the selected hydraulic diameter of the 

plates used in the final version of the column was rather 

high (9 mm). Most of the work was performed with plates 

made from corrugated, 20 mm wide stainless steel strips, 

point-welded and teflonized. The coating was stable and sur

vived a two-year period of investigation without signs of 

deterioration. 

To disperse the water phase plates were cut fr0111 a commer

cially available ceramic packing used normally in distilla·

tion columns. Good results were obtained with •Kerapack", 

produced by Sulzer of Switzerland. To improve the rigidity 

the plates were framed in stainless steel rings. 

The Pilot Plant Column: 

The column had a diameter of 80 mm and a height of 2.5 m. 

It contained 33 20mm high plates spaced 40 mm apart. Speci

ally developed agitators with four round blades were placed 

centrally between each pair of plates and driven with a 

shaft connected to a motor with variable gear box.The rota

tional speed varied between 50 and 500 rpm. The column was 

equipped with the measuring devices shown in Figure 2, enab

ling simultaneous measurement of all the necessary parameters 

to be made. The system used was toluene, acetone and water. 

Injection 
30�-

25 

10 8 
!Tl 

5-.!--
E 

.x 
0 
D 

m 

Ill 
II 
D 

..c 

-=="8-
Injection 

� Pilot plant column used in our 
was dispersed. The performance of the plates is not con

trolled by their free area (which changes with the load and 

phase ratio for each of the individual phases) but rather by 

the hydraulic diameter of the channels. As the aim of the 
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To be able to use the full capacity of the column the 

bottom part had to be specially constructed. It was found 

that with very high loadings small droplets accwnulated 

under the lowest lattice plate where the column extends 

into the lower settler. The droplets coalesced slowly into 

large ones and eventually flooded the column at this point, 

even when the extraction section still worked well. The 

design shown in Figure 3 eliminated these problems. The 

column ended with a funnel' which accelerated the entrained 

droplets so that they could not accumulate in this section. 

The droplets were then coalesced on a special packing and 

reintroduced into the column with the incoming dispersed 

phase. "Me]1t>ack" organized packing (Sulzer) was found to 

be particularly suitable for this purpose and also served 

to pr.Jduce a uniform dispersion of the incoming lighter 

phase. 

� Construction of the 

lower settler and the base 

of the column. The funnel 

channels the small droplets 

safely into the settler without 

flooding the first stage. 

The dispersed phase rises 

through the tubes shown 10 

the upper part of the funnel. 

Mass Transfer Results: 

For each loading and phase ratio the separation efficiency 

was best at one particular agitation speed. With low speeds 

the phases were not in sufficiently good contact and the 

drops were large. Increasing the speed improved the contact, 

increased the hold-up and made the drops smaller, so the 

efficiency increased and eventually reached a maximum. A 

further increase in agitation prevented sufficient coales

cence within the plates, increased the axial mixing and the 

efficiency started to decline.With very high loads flooding 

occurred before the maximwn could be reached. Figure 4 shows 

the separatior. efficiency in terms of the total throughput 

� Dependence 

co 
NE 
� 
E 

and the direction of mass transfer when the phase ratio of 

toluene to water was 1. 5. The mass transfer direction has a 

considerable influence on both the separation efficiency and 

the maximum throughput. When acetone waa transferred from 

toluene to water the maximum efficiency was lower than for 

the opposite direction of mass transfer but the maximwn 

throughput was higher. 

The variation in maximum thrc..1ghput with phase ratios is 

shown in Figure 5. )'11th an excess of water the maximum 

loading was close to 50 m3 /m2
h, but when the organic flow 

rate was twenty times that of water the column did not flood, 

even when the total throughput was 160 m3 /m
2
h (which was the 

uppermost limit of the supply system}. Similar results were 

found with ceramic plates when water was dispersed. In this 

case the performance improved considerably with the excess 

water phase so that efficient extractants with high selecti

ity could well be used. 

1 5 0 ,--.---r-,---.-----.-
.------.------.-.----� 
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90 
� Dependence 

of maximum achiev

able loading on 

phase ratio. 0 

_s 
K 
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60 
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3 6 g 12 
Phase Rolio (disp./conl.) 

comparison with Other Colwnn Types: 

15 

System as in Fig. 4 

No mass tra,msfer. 

comparison with other types of equipment is difficult as no 

standard plate or column exists and the results deoend stron

gly on the internal geometry such as free area, hole diameter or 

packing. The comparison shown in Figure 6 uses the diagram 

published by Stichl.mair (Chem. Ing.Tech .• 1980, 52 , 253) for 

different types of column using the same system as used in 

our investigation. The working area corresponding to the 

lattice plate column is superimposed on to the original dia

gram, showing that its separation ability is similar to that 

of the more efficient types of agitated column which, '>Wever, 

operate with loadings close to 10 m
3 

/m
2
h. The maxim.um effici

ency of the attice EC plates was obtained with loads between 

20 and 30 m3 /m2
h. The main advantage is clearly the large 

range of loadings in which the separation remains high, so 

that. the same column can be used for different processes 

and also when the loading varies with time. 

a...4. 5 
� 

of the maximum 

achievable separation 

on total loading. 

System_: toluene

acetone-.-water. 

(o) transfer from 

water to toluene 

(*) from toluene 

to water. Phase 

ratio toluene to 

water was 1.5 

L 
6 
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� Comparison of performance 

of different types of pilot-plant 

columns with typical geometry. 
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00 

Tolal Load1n9 [m3/m2 h] 

K Agitated column (Ki.ihnil 

RZ - Agitated column (QVF) 

pp - Pulsed Packed column 

PS - Pulsed Sieve-plate column 

RP - Reciprocating Plate 

RD Rotating Disc 

P - Packed column 

SP - Sieve Plate 

MS - Mixer-Settler 

EC - Enhanced Coalescence lattice 
plates. 
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CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTION WITH AXIAL COUNTERCURRENT 

FLOW OF THE LIQUID PHASES 

L. Steiner, K. Gebauer and S. Hartland

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
Department of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 

CH-8092 ZOrich, Switzerland 

Centrifugal extractors are frequently employed for liquid 

systems of low density difference, high viscosity and low inter

facial tension. They are particularly useful in cases where a 

short contact time of the liquidsis essential. 

Most of the existing centrifugal extractors involve radial 

countercurrent flow of the liquid phases, the lighter phase moving 

inwards from the periphery and the heavy one outwards from the 

centre which restricts the liquid path inside the apparatus. In 

addition, .the centrifugal acceleration, and hence the degree of 

phase dispersion and coalescence, is a function of the radius. As 

a result, the number of theoretical stages in a typical centri� 

fugal extractor is usually low. The aim of the present work was to 

develop a centrifugal extractor for separations requiring many 

.theoretical st2tges. Axiali'y countercurrent flow was found to be 

particularly suitable for this purpose as conditions then remain 

coDstant and the extractor length can be chosen to suit the degree 
I 

of extraction required. 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

The extractor is essentially a tubular centrifuge with its 

l�ngth much longer than�its diameter. The liquid phases are in

jected at opposite ends and form cylindrical layers covering the 

rotating wall. A small difference in .. height drives the phases 

couOtercurrently so-the thickness of the liquid layers vary 

slightly along the extractor. In the remaining empty space along 

the extractor axis a centrally placed shaft with agitators is pro

vided. When the central shaft runs slower than the column the 

agitators disperse the heavy phase; when faster the light phase 

is dispersed. �he principle of phase contacting is shown in 

Figure 1. As shown in Figure 2, the mixing zones are separated 

by coalescence sections with inlays connected to the column wall 

where the liquids are accelerated or decelerated back to the speed 

of the column and the drops are coalesced. 

The liquids are injected into the column tangentially at high 

velocity and accelerated to the column velocity before they enter 

the extracting section. Before leaving the column the liquids 

flow over circular weirS and a:r.e. :remo:(red from speci.aL ,chambers by 

stationary scoops. The scoop for the heavy phase can be moved 

radially and is used to control the level of the interface which 

determines the separation efficiency and throughput. Impellers 

with four arms and rounded blades were found to perform effi

ciently and were s�ple to manufacture. The coalescence sections 

were fabricated from thin corrugated metal sheet to provide a 

lar9e n_urnber of narrow channels parallel to the column axis; the 

free area was kept as high as possible {greater than 80%). 

Conical channels were somtimes used to improve transport of the 

phase_�--

Inte:f'oo • --

Shaf't 

!lgitator 

I ,-
��� 
7::.-
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surface 

·---------------- --�-------

\ I I 
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� 
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<== - �
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- y 
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y 
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Zone �,,,. _SJ__ � 

0 

�-A ),�'h -

Fig. 1: Principle of mixing and settling of the phases 

in an axial centrifugal extractor. 

SEPARATION EFFICIEijCY AND THROUGHPUT 

-

\ 

Figures 3 and 4 show the variation in stage efficiency with 

specific throughput. The mass transfer occurring in the phase 

injection ports was subtracted f�om the total transfer so that 

only the mass transfer taking place in the active length was con

sidered. The additional mass transfer accounts for between 0.7 

and 1.2 theoretical stages and can be determined by running the 

central shaft at the same speed as the column wall so that no 

agitation occurs. 

The specific throughput is baseg on the total cross-sectional 

area of the column, despite the fact that only 60% is occupied by 

the liquid�. Figure J, obtained with the test system toluene/ 

acetone/water, shows that stage efficiencies between 60 and 801 

were achieved, depending on the direction·of mass transfer. Above 

throughputS o.f 100 m3 /m2
h the liquids leaving the colWTlil were 

milky in appearance due to entrainment of the other phase.However 

this can be remoVed by providing larger settling zones at the 

column ends. Further tests were performed with the tributylphos-

pha�e (TBP)/ethylalcohol/water system for which the density 

difference between the two solvents is only about 20 kg/rn3 and 

the interfacial tension 2.s.10-3 kg/s2 Water and TBP form a 

stable emulsion when sl,ightly shaken in a '-test tube. As shown in 

Figure 4, the extraction efficiency is about the same as with the 

previous system and troughputs up to 18 m3/m2
h were achieved, 

demonstrating .that even this system can be used in the centrifugal 

extractor. 

The total power consumption was relatively low, being about 

850 \·:att at the maximum throughl)ut of 0. 63 m3
h and -a separation 
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Heavy·phase in 

Light phase out l 
2 

efficiency of 3.5 theoretical stages). Of this power 65% was 

needed to drive the empty centrifuge and 12% to drive the agitators, 

10% being required for accelerating and dispersing the liquids. 

The remainder could in priciple be recovered by using the agitator 

shaft to drive a generator, if the agitators move slower than the 

column. 
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Fig. 3: Dependence of stage efficiency on specific load. 

System Toluene/Acetone/Water. 
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CONCLIJSIONS 

Fig. 2: Construction 

of the pilot-plant column. 

l - Drive (column) 

2 - Drive (Agitators) 

3 - Weir,light phase 

4 Weir, heavy phase 

S - Phase accelerator 

6 - Agitator 

7 - Stage separation 

8 - Scoop 

The experiments have demonstrated that it 1s possible to 

operate a centrifugal extractor with axial countercurrent flow of 

two liquid phases. Good mass transfer at high throughput can be 

obtained by repeatedly mixing and separating the liquids; ,any 

desired separation can be achieved by increasing the length of 

the extractor. 
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Fig. 4; Dependence of stage efficiency on specific load. 

System Tri-n-butyl phosphate(TBP)/Ethanol/Water 

Phase ratio 1:1.2, Mass-transfer from wat�r to TBP. 
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STEADY-STATE DROPLET SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

IN A PULSED PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMN 

M. 0. Garg

Research & Development Dept. 
Engineers India Ltd. 

New Delhi, India 

Droplet size and its distribution. play a key rol'e in the desig.n of 
liquid-liquid extraction equipment. Ideally, the prediction of these should 
be done from first principles, based upon the modeling o,f droplet coalescence 
and breakage p-rocesses. This requires, a pried, estimates of coalescence 
and breakage rate constants which, at present, are a,va·flable only for one 
system and for two colum types (1,2). In Ute absence of such data, it 
becomes necessary to use suitable model distribution functtor,.s which. fit the 
experiEntal data best. In the present work, four model distribution funct
ions have been examined, using maximum like.lihood principle, for their 
ability to represent experimental data obtained in a pulsed columnr 

EXPERII-ENTAL WORK 
Equipment details. The pulsed column consisted 24 sieve plates of stain

less s.teel fltted closely in a 76 lllll diameter QVF tube, 1.5 min length. The 
plates, l.57S 11111 thick, were spaced 50 flll1 apart and were drilled with 113 
holes of 3.2 f!ID· dia to give a free area of 21.7%. The dispersed phase was 
introduced through a distri!>utor plate which carried eleven nozzles of 
2.65 llln i .d. The pulsing unit on which the column rests comprised of a 
piston connected by a crank ann to a variable eccentric drive head. To 
facilitate precise measurement of droplet size, a rectangular photographic 
cell comprising of 220 1t1m x 180 parallel sides, 28 11'11 apart, was provided 
above the 24th plate. Complete detail of the equipment is given by fiarq and 
Pratt(2). 

Materials and Procedure. Distilled water and commercial grade methyl 
isobutyl ketone (MIBK). both mutually saturated, were used as continuous and 
dispersed phase respectively. The interfacial tension mea.sured by du Nouy 
ring was 10.1 dy1:·es/cm at 200C. 

The pulsed column was operated in the mixer-settler region, transition 
and emulsion region at the pulse frequencies of 60, 90 and 120 cycles/min 
respectively with a fixed pulsed amplitude of 14 mm; for each frequency 
total throughput rates of ID s 15 and 30 an3/sec were used with MIBK/water 
now ratio of unity. In addition, a total throuqhput rate of 45 cm3/sec \'1as 
used at the two higher frequencies. At all operating conditions the droolets 
were found to attain a steady state size distribution after their travel 
through 16 plates. 

In each run, 4 to 5 photographs of the photographic cell were taken on a 
ASA 160 slide film. The camera used had a 50 mm F 1.8 standard lens mounted 
on a 25 filJI extension tube and was fitted with two close up lens of 40 an 
focal length. The exposure time was 0.001 sec with a 500 W tungsten lamp 
illuminating the cell from behind. 

On projecting the slides on a white screen, a magnification of 40 times 
the actual size was obtained and around 1000 droplets were measured for 
their major and minor axes at s.ach set of operating condition. From the data, 
effective diameters of de = {d1 d,f/$were calculated, where d1 and d.z. are the 
major and minor axes respectively, and the re:sultant size distributions were 
found to be unimodal as shown in Figure 1. The complete data are given by 
Garg(3). 

l«lDEL DISTRIBUTIDN FUNCTIONS 

Various statistical distributions have been proposed in the past to 
represent droplet size data in an extractor. After an initial screening, 
four distributi.ons were selected as the most probable candidates to represent 
the· experimental -size data; these are log-nonnal, Gamma, Weibull and Muqele
Evans distributions. The fitting of these functions to the experimental data 
involves the estimation of two parameters which define these functions, 
except for the Mugele-Evans, where three parameters are required to be 
estirMted. 

ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES 

The size distribution function can be denoted by P(d;8), where 8 is the 
vector of model parameters to be estimated from m observations of dr'oplet 
size d. Three methods of estimation, namely, maximum likelihood, method of 
rooments and method of least squares have corrmonly been used. Out of these, 
the maximum likelihood method is preferred since it yields an estimate with 
desirable properties such as consistency and asymptotic nonnality. 

In the maximum likelihood method, a likelihood function of�. L(§) is 
defined as the product of the probabilities of all measured droplet dia
meters, i.e. 

(1) L(�) = P(d1; �) P(d•; Q) ----------- P(dm;�) 

and the estimate of.§_ is obtained by maximizing L(§.) or more preferably, 
ln [ L(9) J. Thus the M.L. estimate of 9 is obtained by solvinQ the 
followTng equations 

- · 

(2) �l
[i 

[ L(ll)] = 0 ; i = l, 2, ........ , np 

In cases such as Mugele-Evans, where the system of equations{2) is difficult 
to solve, the other two methods a re used. 

and H. R. C. Pratt 

University of Melbourne 
Parkville 

Victoria, Australia 

COMPARISON, OF SELECTED f,()[lfl DISTRIBIJJ:IONS 

The results of fitting the four model distributions to the experimental 
data are presented in Table 1. For all models ,. the iaaximum likelihood method 
was. used except the r-tugele-Evans, where the method of least squares was used. 
The Chi squared statistic X 1 cOlllpared in this table was obtained by dividing 
the sample into suitable intervals as follows 

(3) 
M 

[ 
L 

It may be noted that due to the large sample size, the x2 values are qreatly 
in excess of the corresponding critical values at the 5% level of significance 
and hence the model which yields the lowest value of x2 can be selected as 
tile best fitting model. 

It is apparent from Table 1 that the Weibull distribution yields the 
lowest x'l- values for almost all cases, and moreover, the Sauter mean 
diameters d3.z. predicted by this model are closest to the experimental values. 
Thus, it can be concluded that the Weibull distribution represents experi
mental data for pulsed column better than other models. an opinion also 
endorsed by Khemangkorn et al (4) for CCl4 - Water System. 

The close fit of Weibull distribution is also illustrated by the qood 
linear trend of the experimental cumulative droplet size distribution plotted 
on the Weibull paper in Figure 2. 

WEIBULL PARAMETERS 

The Weibul 1 function 

(4) P(d) = bcic-l) exp(-bdC) 

Tf.HlL l Comp4rison cf ::lostness of Fit of ()1 �tribution Models 

E�pt 1. Lo9-11orm.il Garrrna Muqele-Evans Weibull 
'" 'l1 X '" ,,, d31 X' 

10 1.2697 1.4-.�0 786 l.3272 580 1.1767 1.2696 066 
60 15 1.1016 1.4176 627 l.3J09 065 1.1948 1.2971 J15 

JO 1.4902 1.6156 1.5002 "' 1.)557 ,.,614 211 

10 0.9711 1.0067 "' ;).9701 550 0.8972 0.9720 JSJ 
15 0.9257 0.9710 "' 0.936) 558 0.8726 0.9248 61) 

,0 JO 1.2373 l.2677 381 1.2057 105 1.1223 1.2147 lll 

" 1.1741 l. 22�5 "' l.1588 l11 1.0518 1.1573 111 

10 0.7765 0.7967 868 !l.7820 m 0.72(11 0.778) 991 
0.7171 0.8Jl: 8'6 0.764! 0.7241 

1

0.7788 
lliJ 30 0.8141 0.,;JC9 648 0.8805 5S3 0.8202 0.8752 '" 

" 0. 9�53 i 0.9:-35 648 0.9404 538 0.87]7 0.944) 501 
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is characterized by two parameters :b .a-nd c .. Tibe scale parameter b is an 
inver$.e fwction of the mean dropl,e.t dtilllleter whlH,e the shape parameter c is 
inversely pn,portional to the spread of t1le distribution. Table 2 gives tll>e 
values of the tvo parameters at aH operating conditions. 

Tile dependance of the Weibull par-ters on column operating conditions 
was found to be satisfactorily represented by U>e following equation: 

(5) b or c = bl (f)b2 ·[Ytlb3 

where b1, b2 and OJ for the parameter bare 2.874xl0-4 , 2.129 and -0.l'JO 
respect1¥ely, and similarly for the f)ar-,ter c •re 0.116; 0.427 and --0.164. 
These constants along with equations (4) and (5) can be used to predict the 
steady state droplet size distri.bution for the !UBX/Mater systM in l)Ulsed 
colU111s .. 

TABLE 2 : Weibull Parwters at Various Operati'!I Conditions 

f Vt Sea le Par-.ter, b Shape Par�ter � c;: 

10.0 0.6215 ).1912 
60 15.0 0.6)66 2.9814 

30.0 0.5682 2.5869 

10.0 1.4444 ).2579 
15.0 1.6681 3.4411 

90 30.0 0.8647 2.7059 

45.0 0.9702 2.7665 

10.0 ).2781 4.llll 

15.0 3.2272 4.0341 
120 30.0 2.0216 3.6189 

45.0 1.5956 ).3162 

CONCLUSIONS 

The droplet size distribution in pulsed columns is best represented by the 
Weibull distribution. Thus, subject to a satisfactory correlation of the 
Weibull parameters with column operating variables and systen physical 
properties, this model should fonn the best generalised correlation equation 
for" droplet size when data becCJ'lle available for other systems. 

NOTATION 

b 
C 

d 

d32 

M 
m 
ni 
n1* 

P(��8) 

�! 
!!. 
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FIGURE 1 :- Experimental Droplet Size Distributions at Total Throughput 
Rate of 30 cal/sec. 
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FIGURE 2 Weibull Plots of Experimental Droplet Size [listributions 
at total throughput rate of 30 cm3/sec. 
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INFLUENCIAL PARAMETERS OF SIZE DLSTRIBUTION IN 

VARIOUS DISPERSION PROCESSES 

Jacques DoUfus 

Societe Generale Pour Les Techniques Nouvelles 
78184 Saint Quentin en Yvelines Cedex - France 

IN ANY TWO LIQUID PHASES DISPERSION EQUIPEMENT, THE SIZE OF 
DROPLETS OF THE DISPERSED PHASE IS OBTAINED BY SEVERAL DIFFERENT 
WAYS ··oF ACTIOII, THE RELATIVE INFLUENCE OF TI!EM, DEPENDING ON THE 
PROCESSES,WILL LEAD TO DIFFERENT SIZE DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM S. AKJ TIE "vNUNa" 00 n£ ma>LET VCl..llE : 

t . r� . I ACCORDING TO THE FINAL PURPOSE OF THE CONCERNED TREATMENT, IT IS 
INTERESTING FOR THE P R OCES S  INGENEER, TO HAVE AN IDEA ABOUT THE 
POSSIBLE TYPES OF DIAGRAMS HE WILL OBTAINED AND, SO,-A CONSIDE
RABLE HELP IN THE CHOICE OF THE E QUIPEMENT, 

S v =..1.. 
V .  p(v). �V 

IN ACaRW«:E WllH A GI� D!AGRNI OF CNEOF TI-osE PRalABILITIES p ( V)' 
r c A) • P c o) , TIE SIZE Dl5TRIBUTIOO IS PERFECTLY KJON. 

LIST OF INVOLVED PARAMETERS : THEY ARE OF THREE MAIN TYPES 

1) eHYS! C AL PROPERTIES : 

- DENSITY OF EACH LIQUID PHASE 
- VIS COSITY OF EACH LIQUID PHASE 
- !NTERFACIAL TENSION S ENSIBIL ITY TO OTHER FAC TORS AS TEMPERAJURE 
- WETT!tlG ABILITY OF SOLID MATERIALS IN FRONT OF BOTH PHASES.

2) PHYSICO - CHEMICAL FACTORS : 

- CONCENTRATION OF MAIWSOLUTES AND EQUILIBRIUM DIFFERENCES 
- CONCENTRATION OF EVENTUEL TENS!OAC T!VE SECOND ARY SOLUTES 
- RELATIVE SOLUBILITY OF EACH PHASE IN THE OTHER ONE, 

3) f'EOll\Nlctt.. /!Jill HYffiO!l'r'tWt!C/>L ACT!ctlS : 

- SEARING AND SPLITTING EFFECTS LEVEL 
- GENERAL TlJU!LliNCE LEVEL 
- r-EAli SIZE OF TlJU!LliNCE LrxJPS 
- TLIRBll.ENCE HCMJGENE!TY-U!STORS!ONS,

FOR A GIVEN PROCESS, SOE OF THE PHYSICAL OR PHYS!CO-CHEM!CAL FACTORS 
CA/ffiT BE EASILY CHANGED - NEVERTHELESS, Sa-E VERY FEW OTHER ONES Cl'.N 
BE DIRECTED BY A PHYSICO-CHEM!CAL INTERVENTION, SUCH AS : 

- TEMPERATURE CHANGE 
- AUXILIARY TENSIOACTIVE CCWONENT INTRODUCTION 

Bur, TIE l'AIN POSSIBLE ACTION IS K<\DE BY RELATIVE USE OF 1-ECHAN!CAL AND 
HYDRODYNAMICAL PAAA"ETERS IN THE DISPERSION EQU!PEl'EN T, 

IN M'.lST CASES, IT IS PREFERABLE TO OBTAIN A DISPERSION SIZE 
DISTRIBUTION AS UNIFORM AS POSSIBLE, AND, SO, TO FIRMLY C ONTRQ THE 
SPRAYING OF SHEAITTNG AND TURBU.ENCE EFFECTS WHICH GOVERN THE BREAK-UP 
AND TIE COALESCENCE RA TES, 

Sl2E DISTRIBUTIONS : 

FOR D!S CRET!SED SIZE CLASSES AND A UNITY VQUl'E OF LIQUID, WE HAVE 

- INTERFAC!AL SURFACE 

- DISPERSED PHASE VQUl'E 

- SPECIFIC !NTERFAC!AL SURFACE 

- DISPERSED PHASE C ONCENTRA Tl ON 

l1VJ =+·NJ. DJ 

As = rr 1.(NJ · on 

NJ IS TIE tU1BER OF I:Ra'LETS OF THE CLASS FRCJ-1 DJ TO DJ + 1,AT THE LIMIT, 
EACH c;LA$S COOCERNS lll(J'LETS OF DIAl-'ETERS BETh£� D AND D + $.D AND TIE 
PROBABILITIES OF THESE ffiOPLETS ARE : 

p ( o) . <i D = p (A) . � A = � ( V), � V 

FRE<lllff DISTRIOOTI� ml£S : 

AcalRDING MANI' EXPERIENCES AND f'EASlREMENTS IN LIWID - LIOO!D MIXING 
MOST PRAT!CAL OOSEIMD DISTRIBUTIONS TYPES ARE OF TIE FCl.LCWING : 

- IIORI-W.. (GAUSSIAN) 

- LOG-t«JRf,W_ (OR LOG. GAUSSIAN) 

- RRS (ROSIN --RAl+I..ER - SPERLING) 

- ERLANG (OR GN-NI\) 

IN REAL EQUIPEMENTS, ACCORDING TO THE PR!J'ORT!ON BEThEEN t-ECHAN!CAL AND 
HYDRODYNAMICAL FACTORS, THE DISTRIBUTION l'AY BE J'IJRE OR LESS SPRA!D AROJND 
THE t-EAN D!Ai'ETER, 

CONCLUSIONS : 

ROUGHLY,SOME FOUND RESULTS ARE GIVEN IN THE FOLLOWING TABLE AND 
SOME EXEMPLES OF DIAGRAMS ARE MENT!ONNED IN FIGURES, 

IN EVERY CASES, THE MEAN SIZE DEPEND S ON THE SPECIFIC ENERGY 
OF AGITATION, IN THE ANNEXED DIAGRAM S THE MEAN DIAMETER IS 
CONSIDERED AS 1. 

TABLE OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

IN LINE S TATIC MIXERS 

PULVERIZER 

PERFORATED PLATES 

BAFFLES 

PACKING 

ROTATIVE AGITATOR 

CENTRIFUGAL EXTRAC TOR 

PAC KING WITH ALTERNATIVE
PULS!ON 

REFERENCES : 

1. J,T, DAVIES 

2. SHINZI NAGATA 

3. A LE LAN 

RRS (ROSIN-RAMMLER) 

QUASI UNIFORM 

LOG - NORMAL 
( NARROW) 

LOG - NORMAL 
(EXTElmED) 

QUASI UNIFORM 
(MAIN CLASS) 
BUT 2 POS SIBLE
EXTRA SIZES 

LOG - NORMAL 
(MORE OR LES S 

LOG - NORMAL 
OIIIRROW) 

LOG - NORMAL 
(EXTENDED) 

TURBULENCE PHENOMENA 

MIXING 

EXTENDED) 

CA�AC T�R!S T!QUES HYD ROD YNAM!QUES 
(INFO CH!M!E N° 210,) 

STullEY OF D!SPERS ION ( !SEC 77) 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A NOVEL PHOTOGRAPHIC DESIGN FOR 

DROP SIZE MEASUREMENT IN AGITATED VESSELS 

H. Topuz

Middle East Technical University 
Gaziantep, Turkey 

INTRODUCTl,Jj 

Dispersions are widely encolrltered in many branches of the process 
industries, particularly those concerned with solvent extraction 
processes. Vessels agitated by mechanically in most a,ppl ications are 
generally operated under batch conditions, and open to the air, more 
cmaonly with a. rotating impeller mounted on a vertically positioned 
shaft. Liquids agitated may be partially or completly miscible. 
Under these considerations if the vessels are not equipped with baffles 
then the foM11ation of a vortex is inevitable at all, but lowest agitator 
speeds. 

One of the aims in producing such dispertioos in agitated vessels is 
to predict the interfacial area which has got a direct influence on the 
heat and mass transfer operations. and in heterogenous reactions. The 
equii-nt enployed to produce these dispersions is very varied. They 
range from mixer-settler to spray towers. The design of these devices 
is. rather empirical due mainly to insufficient studies on dispersion 
behaviour under varying conditions. For instance, althoug the design 
of large scale mixer-settler for the metal purifications. e.g. Uranium 
purification, usually carried out by simply scaling-up the existing 
dimensions of a smaller unit the basis for the design is still not 
understood well inspite of many years of operating experiences. 

•H.Topuz is presently with Middle East Technical Univ.Gaziantep/TURKEY. 

A fairly extensive infonnation available in the 1 iterature in 
regarding to the average droplet size resulted in dispersions. 
Rietma (1) made a discussion of control of reaction rate in stirred 
tanks by means of drop size, and interfacial area. Hinze (2) says 
that drops are broken up by the pressure caused by the turbulent 
flow in the vicinity of drop surface. He said that coalescence may 
occur when drops collide each other. Vermeulen et al. (3) measured 
interfacial areas in liquid-liquid, and gas-liquid dispersions 
produced in baffled cylindrical tanks by use of light·transmission. 
He correlated his data in the following fonn 

032 
I L0 - C1 we-0.60 

Rodger et al. (4) did measure avera�e drop size in liquid-liquid 
dispersion of equal �alums of both l 1quids. He represented a 
correlation as 

0
32 

1 L
e 

- c2 we-0. 38 (L/rJ-k 

Here, k varies from 0.75 to 1.4 and c2 was found to be depend upon 
the vessel size, T. 

Caldernabk (5) made a correlation of his data derived from 
nearly O to 20 % dispersion phase presence. He correlated his 
findings as in the fonn of 

03
2 

I L� - C3 fH we-0.60 

where fH = 1 + 9.0 G-a deviation of± 10 :t: was inevitable. This is 
similar to Venneulen's correlation. Shinnar and Church (6) pr�dicted 
average drop size by means of Kolmogoroff's (7) theory of universal 
equilibrium. 

Weinstein and Treybal (8), Chen and Middleman (9), Tavlarides and 
Coulaloglou (10), Park (11), Sprow (12) and more recently Hanson and 
Grilc (1 3) studied drop sizes by means of various methods of direct 
photography in agitated vessels for batch process. 

Bouyatiotis and Thornton (14), Mack and Kroll (15), Schindler et al. 
(16), Ross and Curl (17) made extensive studies of drop size 
distribation in flow systems. 

The primary aim of this work was carried out because it became 
clear frooi the coalescence studies that droplet size had a marked 
effect on settling behaviour. It would therefore be of interest to 
be able to predict droplet size distribution from the agitation 
conditions in a mixer-settler and then to study the coalescence of the 
resulting dispersions of i1T1Tiiscible liquids at various dispersed phase 
hold-ups. In this it would be possible to relate the design of the 
mixer-settler with its associated conditions. 

Drop size distribution measurements in the circulation and 
impeller region for different dispersed phase hold-ups were made under 
tut·bulent conditions. The dispersions of methyl-iso-butyl-ketone in 
water, cyclohexanol in water, and 20/80 by vohme tri-butyl-phosphate/ 
odourless kerosene in 0.05 M nitric acid dispersions were produced in 
6-9 inches in diameter fully baffled cylindrical, and 20 cm. a side 

·square vessels. 
Differences observed in the size distributions between the 

regions were markedly smaller than would be expected. This may be 
attributed to the lower coalescence frequency. Their sizes in the 
vessels were observed to moderatly dependent upon the impeller 
speed. The droplet size measurements indicated that 1 ittle is 
known about the processes of drop coalescence and drop break up in 
agitated vessels. 

The relationship detennined similar tp other investigators by 
means of Kolmogoroff's theory of local isotropy. and on the basis 
of the Weber Number predicted that drop sizes were controlled by 
the droplet coalescence and not by the drop break up. Cumulative 
volume frequency used against drop diameter on nonnal probability 
paper resulted a family of straight lines. 

The agitator speed dependency on drop diameter markedly 
differend from system except that the cyclohexanol/water system 
seemed to close to -1.2 as predicted for the drop breakage 
controlled process on the basis of critical Weber Number. (d«N-1.2). 

The correlation derived for fully baffled cylindrical 
vessels under batch conditions may be represented by the following 
equation : 

dvs / Le - 0.022 ( 1 + 3.40 e)(WeJ-0.40 

and for the continuous flow it is given by 

d
vs 

/ L
e 

- 0.011 (1 + 1.09 e)(We)-0.46 

A variation in the equation parameter to those available. in 
1 iterature for batch and continuous may be a result of the difference 
in the vessel operating and vessel contents. Bigger mean drop size 
obtained in continuous flow as compared with the values for batch 
operation may chiefly be attributed to the flow effects. 

A new photographic method by use of fiber optic developed 
appears to well suit experimental technique for droplet size 
measurement purposes. It does not disturb the hydrpdynamic 
conditions had established during processing. The range of 
operating conditions undertaken were dispersed phase hold-up 
fractions varied from 10 % to 20 %, impeller speed changed from 
300 to 500 r.p.m. 

The method may be useful for detennination of dispersed phase 
coalescence frequencies in models put forward by previous 
investigators Miller (22), Tavlarides and Coulaloglou (10). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Photographic System 

Throughout for the detennination of drop size distribution direct 
photography was used. The optic system was designed in such a way as 
to be able one to photograph the dispersions at different locations 
within the vessel with a minimum of interference to the flow regime 
under both batch and continuous flow conditions. 

It consisted of mainly two fibre optic units, namely a light 
quide and a photographic probe c00111ercially known as image conduit. 
With the a"lplication of heat as pressure exerted, they cari be given 
any shape as required . See figure 1. 

LIQUIOS USED 

In order to study a wide range of impeller Reynolds Number for 
_various types of two-phase liquid systems with different density, 
and viscosities were used. They were selected on the basis of 
fonning strongly, moderately and slowly coalescing systems respec
tively in an agitated vessel. In two systems the distilled water 
was used as the second phase which is the major phase, and in the 
third system the continous phase was made up from 0.05 M nitric 
acid used against 20 % tri-butylphosphate. hereby referred as 
T.B.P., with odourless kerosene by volume. 

The three two-phase liquids systems are as fol lows : 
(i) Methyl-iso-butyl-ketone (M.l.B.K.) with distilled water, 
(ii) 20 % T.B.P. with odourless kerosene (v/v) with 0.05 M HN03, 
(iii) Cyclohexanol with ditilled water. 

All liquids used were of technical grade. They were mutually 
saturated before they were used for the purpose of drop size 
m�asurement studies. See Table : 1 for the physical properties of 
the liquids. 

PROCEOURE FOR THE MEASUREMENTS 

The following procedure was adopted to obtain data for the drop 
size detenninations under batch and continous flow conditions. 

(a) for batch process : 
The photographic probe and the light guide were located in the 

vessel facing each other. Agitation was then started at the selected 
impeller speed. The position of the two probes were adjusted so that 
pictures could be taken at the location demanded without any inter
ference with the hydrodynamic equilibrium which had been es tab 1 i shed. 
During the picture taking process adjustment could easily be made 
due to the design as shown iri Figure 2. The intensity of the light 
guide was controlled by a switch gear attached on the light box. 
Before any picture taken time intervals varying from 10 to 30 
minutes was allowed for the dynamic equilibrium to be attained. 
A minimum of 10 and a maximll11 of 25 exposures were taken in succession 
to give a drop population of 300 which is reconvnended to determine the 
sauter-mean drop diameter calculations. 
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(b) for continuous process : 
The procedure used in the continuous flow experiments was 

basically the same as for the batch case, except for a few 
alterations as follows : 

(i) more time allowed for the system to reach equilibrh.m. 
(ii) the flows of both phases corresponding to batch process 

hold-up fractions were adJusted to give t.he same hold-up. 
(iii) more exposure time was allowed as to get a population 

of 300 well-defined drops on negatives. 
The rest was exactly the same as in the batch processing. 

RANGE OF EXPER1f,£NTAL VARIABLES 

A tabulation of the liquid-liquid systems used appears in Table 1. 
Distilled water used as continuous phase for cyclohexanol (dispersed) 
and M.I.B.K. (dispersed). 

Table 1 Physical Properties of Liquids Used at 20°c 

Liquid � .!!.iEtl

20 t TBP/OK 0.82 3.00 

0.05 M HN03• 1.03 
6!,

02 

Cyclohexanol 0.96 
Di sti lle� Water 1.00 1.00 
M.I.B.K. 0.800 0.57 

(1) -- Hand book of Chemistry , 1976 
(2) -- Taken from I.C.T. 

o(dyne/cm) 

14 

4.500 

10.50 

" --- Interfacial tension against aqueous phase 
(0.05 M HN03) 

RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION 

The drop size measurements were classified into size groups of 
20 u intervals, depending upon the range of sizes resulting from 
each particular run. The sauter-mean diameter was used in this 
study. 

The sauter-mean is the most versatile for the prediction of the 
interfacial area per unit voh,ne, may be detennined by a"" 6 8/dvs· measurements were plotted on the normal probability paper in terms 
of c1.111ulative frequency percentage a�ainst d;, the drop size. This 
method was chosen as to show the variation in between drop size 
distribution on this type of plot. Drop sizes for continuous 
operations show a substantial variation in size frcrnthose for 
corresponding batch operating conditions. A plot of dvs determined " 
from batch and continuous conditions is given in

d
Fig

f
re.3. A linear 

relationship was obtained and also the ratio of vs or continuous 
to the dys for batch finding seem to be in agreement with the 
observation of Rushton (18) Further more, the power dissipated in 
the systems undertaken is virtually independent of the ratio of 
(L/T) in the range of Reynolds Numbers that were reached. 

DROPLET SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

The photographs were used to obtain cumulative drop size 
distributions in order that the effects of the ·agitator speed, the 
dispersed phase hold-up. total flow rate, and the phase ratio of 
solvent-to-aqueous could be detennined. Present work did not confonn 
the log-nonnal distribution. The distributions gav:e approximately 
straight lines on normal probability paper, which indicate that the 
data are distributed normally. No significant effects of (L/T) 
was fouhd: dn the drop size, but, moderately influenced by the 
agitator' ·speeds and dispersed phase hold-ups. 

Measurements of drop size were made under both batch and 
contin1:ious.·rt1ow conditions by use of a novel probe whichemployed 
fiber optics and photography in agitated vessels. 

The pho1'ographs produced were us,:d to obtain cumulative drop 
size dfstributi:oJIS- in order that the effects of the agitator speed, 
the di�per.sed phase. hold.up, the total flow rate and the phase 
ratio of solvent to aqueous could be detennined. The distribution 
'studied in the present work did not confonn to the log-nonnal 
distribution. They gave approximately straight lines on nonnal 
probability paper which indicates that the da:ta are distributed 
nonnall.9: 'Th"a-;t: -as-·the· dispersed phase fraction increased so does 
the drop size 'Over a :range ·of agitator. By this, the combined 
effects of hold,up of·the dispersed phase and the coalescing 
properties .00\oog the. systems stud ied could be understood. The 
effects·,of the -Holdaup on the ·drop sjze variations are not the 
same at different speeds for all ,the systems studied. These 

;_ ·', �-.., 

,:· 

different effec� may be justified on the basis of coalescence 
and drop break up processes. Both processes take place in the 
impeller region, i.e., break up in the streaa emerging ·from the 
agitator and to lesser a,ean in the rest of the bulk flow. Although 
drop coalescence is going on, it can have 1 ittle effect on the local 
drop diameter, since if it results in a bigger drop size predicted 

on the basis of the critical Weber NUlllber it will be instantly 
followed by break up. Coulaloglou and Tavlarides (10), Mlynek 
and Resnick (19) reported that if the rate of coalescence is very 
low only a 1 imited m111ber of coll is ions are said to be effective, 
therefore the effect of coalescence is negligible: 

The fact that the vohnetric hold-up has a different effect 
on droplet size at different agitator speeds can be better 
explained by the relative values of the droplet bre•kage forces 
and the coalescing forces. 

Shinnar (20), reported that in a sys tea where drop break up 
is controlling the mean drop size, dvs is proportional to N-1.2 
and in one in which the drop size is control led b.Y coalescence, 
the mean droplet diameter is proportional to N-0.75 . 

n,erefore it is expected that a change in the ratio of the 
two forces controlling these mechanisas as the agitator speed 
is varied. If is to be expected that the drop break up forces 
have a greater effect c0111pared with the effects Of coalescence 
as the agitator speed is increased. 

Tavlarides and Coulaloglou (10) reported drop size proportional 
to N-1.0. They stated that tHe drop size dependency upon the 
agitator speed was moderate while the coalescence frequency was 
a strong function of the agitator speed. 

The drop size 111easured in the present study seeEd to be 
moderately depend'l"t upon the agitator speed. The drop became 
larger as the impeJler speed decreased as expeci.d. For the contin
uous_process the dvs found proportional to the impeller speed, 
N-0.30 Wilkinson ana Topuz (21). 

The reason for the 1 ower exponent ma.y be exp 1 a ined by the 
fact that the coalescence frequency is 110re dependent on the 
impeller speed than is the drop break up process. 
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HOLDUP, DROP SIZE AND AXIAL MIXING OF 

PULSED EXTRACTION COLUMNS 

Hans Schmidt 

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe 
Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany 

On account of the tubular vertical 
configuration pulsed extraction columns can 
be considered as one-dimensional equipment 
in a first approxim.,tion (Fig. I). At the 
head of the column, the heavy aqueous phase 
enters whilst the light organic phase is 
supplied at the foot of the column. Both 
phases move in a countercurrent flow through 
the column equipped with equidistantly spa
ced perforated plates. The pulsation sup
plied from below causes the two liquids to 
rise and fal 1. By the pulsation and the per
forated plates one of the two phases is dis
persed into drops so that the transfer area 
necessary for extrac tion is provided 

The Problem 

:n Fig. 2 a material balance is shown 
for a small section of the column. The dif
ferential mode of consideration refers to 
the continuous phase. Besides the convec
tive mass flows vccc and the mass flow kca 
(cc-ccg) passing over into the other phase, 
longitudinal mixing by so-called dispersion 
flows - Ecoc/c.h - is. taken into account in 
analogy with transport by diffusion. The 
coefficient Ee describes the mixing effects 
resulting from flow natterns. 
6c o 2c . 6c k a 

Tt = 
E

e Oh/ - vc ¾ - I�£ (cc-ccg) (I 

fraction Of 
dispersion 

fraction of mass transfer 
convection 

Experimental Set-up 

Thus, to dimension a column one needs, besides the overall mass transfer f'.!l&ef
ficient k, the dispersion coefficient E, the holdup E:, and the interfacial area 
a. This paper reports about the fluid-dynamic variables which are important for 
calculating the length of the column, whereby the external and internal parame
ters are subjected to variations. 

Publications usually are based on the previous industrial application of the ex
traction column which is characterized by a I: I to 5: I ratio of dispersed and 
continuous volumetric flows, In nuclear fuel reprocessing the reduction in vol
ume of wastes is considered to be an especially significant step in the develop
ment of a satisfactory waste management concept /I/. For instance, when scrub
bing tritium from the organic product stream, one aims at achieving a very small 
volumetric flow rate of the aqueous scrubbing phase in order to keep low the 
:.mount of tritiated liquid effluents. In this way, one leaves behind the usual 
application of pulsed plate columns, and experimental work in the PUREX-specific 
material system (HN03-30 vol. % TBP) becomes necessary. Major parameters are the 
ratio of volumetric flows between organic drop phase and aqueous continuous 
phase which varies between 3 and 99, and the geometry of the holes in the column 
plates (Fig. 3). Further parameters include the operating temperature, the pulse 
frequency and the amplitude. The total volumetric flows, has been kept constant 
at 200 1/h, .and likewise the sinusoidal pulse shape. Besides, the operating mode 
is varied from the aqueous continuous into the organic continuous mode in tbe 
case of the nozzle plate cartridge. Experimental details and a detailed descrip
tion of the knowledge gathered so far have been published in /2/ and /3/. 

The holdup is measured by sampling and phase separation at seven points of 
measurement equidistantly spaced along the column. The holdup is an extremely 
sensitive variable and it undergoes variations with the physical properties of 
the two fluids, the geometric variables and the variables of operation. More
over, it responds sensitively to changes in the coalescence behavior of the 
droplets and in the wetting behavior of the plates. 

An increase in the dispersed volwnetric flow rate leads to an increase in the 
drop phase in the column. Sinusoidal pulsation accelerates and decelerates the 
droplets. A mean velocity is established which is nearly independent of the 
abundance of droplets. An increase in dispersed volumetric flow is consequently 
expressed by a greater abundance of droplets- the holdup increases. By contrast, 
an enhancement of the column temperature leads to a reduction in holdup. The 
increase in operating temperature diminishes the viscosity while the interfa
cial tension rises. This reduces the shear forces in the pulsed flow field 
while, at the same time, raising the interfacial energy > and results in a dis
persed volumetric flow consisting mainly of large-volume drops. These drops 
pass the column faster which causes holdup to decrease. 

In Fig. 4 the holdup has been plotted versus the pulsation frequency; the pulse 
stroke has been kept constant al 15 mm. A continuous rise in holdup with in
creasing pulse frequency is observed. At constant volumetric flows the higher 
pulsation more and more hinders the droplets from keeping to the flow direction 
prescribed by the difference in densities. This results in a gradual extension 
of the residence time of the droplet phase and the holdup increases. Finally, 
a limit value is attained when the dispersed phase accumulates at its inlet of 
the column and is discharged together with the continuous phase. The state of 
flooding is attained. It is marked in Fig. 4 by cross hars at the ends of the 
respective solid plots of measured values. 

The correlation proposed bv Thornton /4/ is suited to describe the measurements. 

The relation found by dimensional analysis and originally established to calcu
late flooding is based on a characteristic velocity developed by Gayler et al./5/. 
Eq. 2 is the Thornton relation describing the characteristic velocity "o whose 
constant C = 0.172 has been modified as a result of sieve plate studies. This 
velocity is calculated essentially from material prope·rties, the geometry and 
pulsation are contained in the pressure loss coefficient tp. 

uµ ,j,µ 5 dpo 
� = 0,172 (�)

-0, 24 ( :} 
)0, 9 

The holdup can be calculated using the following equation 3 by establishing 

(2) 

a correlation bet:ween the characteristic velocity u0 and the super
ficial velocities derived from the volumetric flow rates for the dispersed (ud) 
and continuous (uc) phases. 

ud uc - + - = u (I-£) £ 1-£ 0 
(3) 

When the expressions are derived, coalescence of droplets is ruled out. So, the 
relation for holdup strictly speaking applies only to the dispersion zone. In 
this zone the developments of holdups measured in the parameter field investi
gated are correctly described as regards their tendency. 

The distributions of drop sizes eucountered in the column are obtained by 
evaluation of photographs. The drop spectrum ranges from 0. I - 3 mm 16, with the 
maximum of abundance occurring at approx. 0.5 um 16. Tha Sauter diameter calcula
ted from the spectrum implies considerable weighting of the large drops so that 
the mean drop size is greater by approximately the factor 3 than the maxilllUIII of 
abundance. 

The drop size is largely independent of the volumetric flow rates but clearly in
fluenced by pulsation and the system temperature. In Fig. 5 the Sauter diameter 
has been plotted versus t.he pulsation frequency at 21 °c operating temperature. 
The tendency can be observed that the drop diameter continuously decreases with 
increasing pulsation frequency. It is surprising that a large diameter of the 
holes and a high fr act ion of free area of the plates imply smaller drop diameters. 

The broken line represents the development of a relation according to Kagan et 
al. /6/. 

00.5 0.1 
d32 = 1, 7 

o 0./ 
0.4 

(A. f)
-0, 3N

-O , II 

·c g (4) 

The constant C = I. 7 was re-evaluated on the basis of test results with t:he car
tridge of d0 = 4 mm. A geometry was chosen similar to that in the tests perfor
med by Kagan et al. 

Axial Mixing, Continuous Phase 

Mixing is determined by the steady-state tracer method. The dye tracer en
tering the column at a constant rate at a fixed loration remains exclusively in 
the continuous phase so that the term for mass transfer in Eq. (I) can be aban
doned. Since a steady-state measuring technique is applied, also the time term 
can be abandoned, and by appropriate normalization and upon integration one ob
tains the simple expression 

C V H 
ln _c

o = Pee · z · Pe = � 
, C EC 

(5) 

Consequently, the mixing parameter Pe is determined by the logarithmic ratio 
of the tracer concentration as a funcfioo of the measurement location along the 
colwnn. 

Fig. 6 is a systematic representation of the experimental findings on a double 
logarithmic scale. The mixing parameter Pee and the transport coefficient E 
have been plotted versus the mean flow velocity of the continuous phase. Th� low 
values entered on the abscissa, i. e. the extremely small flow velocities of 
< 10-2 cm/s, must be attributed to an aqueous volumetric flow rate of 2 1/h and 
a !low ratio, respectively, of 198/2 = 99. The measured Pee numbers are small 
which means that there has been considerable mixing. The increase in continuous 
volumetric flow rate to 4, 8, 20 and 50 1/h results in an increase in flow ve
locity of the continuous phase and causes a rise of Pee numbers, i.e.,, less 
mixing. 

In Fig. 6 a distinction has bee11 made between four conditions. As shown by the 
measurements > mixing in the absence of a drop phase, i.e.,, mixing caused by 

pulsation and cartridges in the continuous phase, is approximately three times 
less than in the presence of a drop phase. Thus, mixing can be conceived to 
be composed of two portions: pulsation and cartridges ., on the one hand, and 
countercurrent flow of drops carrying the double weight. 

The major result coU1Don to all measurements is the clear increase in mixing 
when the continuous vollDDetric flow rate decreases. 

Axial Mixing, Dispersed Phase 

The non-steady-state dye tracer method is used to record mixing in the 
drop phase. A cloud of dyed droplets is generated in the collDBl whose residence 
time is measured on two successive planes along the colwmt. A specifically de-
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veloped fiber &lass probe is used in this aE:asurea?D.t which -per.its inline 
photoaetry by laser light vith a high spatial resolution. Since the solution of 
the tiae-dependent differential equation according to the dispersion -.,del (Eq. 1) 
cannot be indicated explicitly, the -.,�1 pa.raaeters are dete:rained by 000.-l�near 
regression comparing the cOllplete coorses of measured and calculated initial 
signals /7, 8/. 

The airing par.meter Ped and the aean residence tine 't characterize the �vior 
of the droplets vithin the transfer section flied by two planes of measure-
ment. The Ped nmibers so determined have been plotted in Fig. 7 versus the ratio 
of vol...-?tric flovs. 

It can be noticed that at constant pulsation and constant total volumetric flov 
rates aixiog is not influenced significantly by the flux ratio. By contrast. the 
geometry of the bottom exerts a great influence. The sieve plate of 4 - bole 
dia-.eter implies great Ped numbers, i.e., low airing, and this gives saall 
aixing coefficients Ed. 

As in the continuous phase, the nozzle plate and 9 to a higher extent, the great 
di.meter of the hole gives the higher airing values also in the dispersed phase. 
The explanation lies in the different veloci:ties of the droplets. Low aixing is 
established if the content of the drop phase is a:Jved through the col'--1 batch
vise vithin the reaction space 1i11lited by tvo plates each. By cootrast. the in
crease in pulse frequency or in the total voluaetric flow rate not sbovn here. 
io other words of the para.:ters serving the purpose of reducing the aea.n drop
let velocities or, in case of great hole diameters, increasing the droplet ve
locities, lead to a higher degree of airing. This is an indication of a corre
lation existing between t:he plate geometry, the pulsation and the plate spacing 

which needs further eluc.idatioo.. 
Conclusions 

The general aim of this work consists in demonstrating the applicability 
of pulsed plate columns in case there are great differences between dispersed 
and continuous vohaet:ric flovs, in obtaining design data for this type of 
column and in scaling them up to make them suitable for use in an industrial re
processing plant. It is reported here about the first step required in this di
rection, i.e., fluiddynam.i.c experiments to be performed in a coluai of 4 m 
cylinder length and 10 Oil internal diameter. 

The tendencies in the developaent of holdup measured in the W.03/TBP system 
can be described partly satisfactorily by correlation equations. The observed 
deviations in the holdup values are due to the fact that the influences of geo
metry cannot be correctly expressed at the time being by the mathematical rela
tion (Fig. 4). 

The aver-age drop diameter is correctly reflected in its tendency as being de
pendent on the pulsation frequency in the mathematical relation indicated; how
ever, no distinction can be made bet:ween the deviations observed for the plate 
types investigated (Fig. 5). Such influence.s of geometry are contained in one 
co11Stant so far. 

The specific transfer area forae4 by holdup and droplet diameter can be calcula
ted rather statisfactorily witbl.n the frequency range of 0.6 - 1.4 s-1 for the 
plate geometry d0 ,so. 4 tlll9 Ep = 29 %. However, the correlations are not satisfac
tory for large hole diameters and a great fraction of free area of plates 
(d0 .- 5 ,.., 7' - 46 %) • • 

Axial mixing in the continuous phase greatly depends on the ratio of volumetric 
flows (Fig. 6). By contrast, little dependence is observed for the dispersed 
phase. The reason is that the velocit.y of the droplets is detemioed by pulsa
tion whilst it is largely independent of the drop abundance. Thus, the mean drop 
velocity remains independent of the vollmetric flow rate vith the pulsation un
changed, which leads to practically constant Peclet numbers and dispersion coef
ficients (Pig. 7). lt can be stated in general that a reduction of obstructions 
in the colusm plates by large boles and a great fraction of free area does not 
favorably influence the fluid dynamic behavior and promotes destabilization. 
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u ca/s superficial velocity 
v aa/s velocity 
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z dimensionless hight 
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p g/cra3 density 
o g/s2 interfacial tension 
T s residence time 
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THE DYNAMICS OF PULSED PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMNS PART I: 

DISPERSED PHASE HOLDUP, DROPLET SIZE AND FLOODING RATES 

IN A 3 in. DIAMETER PULSED PLATE COLUMN 

SCOPE 

W. Batey, T. Arthur, P. J. Thompson

UKAEA 
Thurso, Caithness, Scotland 

This paper forms the first part of a series of publications from the 
Dounreay Nuclear Power Development Establishment aimed at developing a 
closer understanding of the characteristics and behaviour of pulsed sieve plate 
columns for the reprocessing of fast reactor irradiated fuels. '!'.he present 
work forms part of a comprehensive programme of li quid extraction studies 
and is concerned with holdup, droplet size and flooding rate measurements in 
the absence of any mass transfer. 

The extraction system employed was 3 M aqueous nitric . acid with 20% 
TBP /OK as the dispersed phase. The two phases were equilibrated before 
use. 
EQUIPMENT 

The column consisted of three 3 ft. sections of 3 in. diameter precision 
bore borosilicate glass pipeline fitted with 3 ft. settling sections at each ·end. 
The sieve plates were spaced at 2 in. intervalj in each of the three main 
column sections and were manufactured from Al in. stainless steel sheet; 
each plate was drilled with lf8 in. holes on a triangular pitch to give a free area 
of 25%. 

The column was air-pulsed in the usual way by applying a fluctuating air 
pressure to a 1 in. diameter leg connected to the bottom of the column. The 
pulse waveform was monitored over a range of frequencies and amplitudes by 
means of an electrical conductivity probe located in the top liquid-liquid inter
face. The pressure drop across the pulse leg was adjusted until the wave
forms were sinusoidal. 
DROPLET SIZE MEASUREMENTS 

Droplet sizes were recorded photographically for a range of flow rates, 
pulse frequencies and amplitudes both below and at the flooding-point. 
Several hundred droplets were measured during each run and the mean volume
surface diameter, dvs, computed. In all instances, the droplet size distri .. 
bution approximated closely to a Gaussian form � 

The mean droplet size was governed by two parameters; the dispersed 
phase holdup (x) and the pulse velocity (fA). The latter quantity uniquely 
described the waveform characteristics since the pulse was sinusoidal. The 
data indicate that: 

(a) At mean pulse velocities less than 4 cm/s (corresponding to a 
mean orifice velocity of 16 cm/s) the droplet sizes exhibit no 
trend with increasing holdup. At low mean pulse velocities (and 
hence low orifice velocities) the droplet size range is large but the 
spread in droplet sizes decreases with increasing orifice velocity. 
This behaviour is analogous to that observed by other workers in the 
case of droplets forming at submerged orifices which �re wetted by 
the dispersed phase (2). It is likely therefore that the present 
behaviour arises from the fact that the sieve plates tend to be wetted 
on the downstream side by the solvent phase at low orifice velocities 
but that this tendency diminishes with increasing nozzle (orifice) 
velocities. Eventually at a mean orifice velocity of 16 cm/ s, the 
droplet formation mechanism changes and the droplets begin to form 
in a controllable manner at the perimeters of the plate orifices 
instead of forming from a pool of solvent on the downstream side of 
the wetted plate. If this hypothesis is subsequently confirmed, it is 
apparent that the characteristics of a given sieve plate will depend 
upon the pulse and hence the orifice velocity as well as the contact 
angle between the plate and the dispersed phase. A given plate may 
thus function as a "wet" or a "dry" plate depending upon the mean 
orifice velocity Figure 2. 

(b) At mean pulse velocities in excess of 4 cm/s, the droplets formed 
controllably around the plate orifices; the size range was small and 
the mean droplet size dvs showed a slow linear increase with 
dispersed phase holdup due to progressive droplet coalescence. 
The mean droplet size at zero holdup, dvs0, varied inversely with 
the pulse velocity Figure 3. 

(c) The mean dvs values over the holdup range O to 0. 50 (dvsl varied 
inversely as (fA)-0. 56 Figure 4. 

DISPERSED PHASE HOLDUP 
Holdup measurements below the flooding point were well correlated with 

the phase flowrates by the equation: 

(1) 

where the term V0 is the droplet characteristic velocity, i.e. the mean 
droplet velocity relative to the continuous phase when Ve = o and Vd � o. 
Furthermore V0 was dependent only upon the pulse velocity and varied as 
(fA)-4 / 3. The data for the present system were therefore well correlated 
by the relationship: 

and J. D. Thornton

University of Newcastle 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England 

[vd + 1 �x vc] [fA]
413

= Const. x(l -x) ... (2) 

as shown in Figure 5. 

S�ce � mean drc-�·let size cfvs a (fA)-0·56, lbe present resul_! implies 
that Vo a (ctyg>2· 3, compared with the Stokes' law dependency of (cfw>2· 0. 
FLOODING RA TES 

Differentiation of equation (1) with respect t.o x, treating Vo atJ constant 
and imposing the floodpoint criteria (dVd/dx) = o, (dV�/dx) = o, leads to the 
floodpoint equation (1): 

vdr 
2V0 I-t.2 (1 - It) (3) 

v O (t - x/ (1 - 2:xt} (4) 

These imply that the limit� values of the floodpoint curve are V
dr 

� (V�/4) 
when V

Cf
7 o and V

Cf
7 V0 when V

di
� o. 

The present floodpoint data were plotted in accordance with equation (1); 
the corresponding values of V

O 
were then determined directly from the slopes 

of the lines passing through the origins: These values were used to compute 
the limiting values of the floodpoint curves as indicated by equations (3) and 
(4). The resultant curves are shown in� 

The characteristi<; velocity values (V0) associated with these data varied 
with pulse. velocity as (fA)-0. 52 which implies that at the floodpoint 
V0 a (dvs)O. 93 . This compares, with a dependency of (dy )1. 14 for the
intermediate settling law and is the result of the somewhat �rger droplet 
sizes associated with the higher holdup values at the flooding point. 
NOMENCLATURE 
A Pulse amplitude (total excursion in the column). (cm 

otherwise stated). 
Mean volume-surface droplet diameter / (mm) 

unless 

Mean volume-surface droplet diameter at x = 0. 25 /(mm) 
Mean volume-surface droplet diameter when x � o /(mm) 
Pulse frequency (s-1) 

X 

Dispersed phase superficial velvclty (ft. h-1) 
Continuous phase superficial velocity (ft. h -l ) 
Droplet characteristic velocity i.e. mean droplet veloci7i relative to 
the continuous phase when V c = o and V d -:> o (ft. h- ) 
Fractional holdup of the dispersed phase 

REFERENCES 
(1) J. D. ·Thornton, Trans. Instn. Chem. Engrs., 1957, � 316 (cf also 

J. D. Thornton, Chem. Eng.Sci. 1956, � 201) 
(2) R. E. rreybal, Liquid Extraction (2nd Edn), p 466, (McGraw-Hill, 1963) 
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THE HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF A 

PULSED PERFORATED-PLATE COLUMN 

G. Vassallo, J. D. Thornton

University of Newcastle 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England 

Dispersed-phase holdup and droplet size measurements were 
made in a 72 mm i.d. pulsed perforated-plate column. The contactor 
was fitted with thN!e cartridges each comprising of 21 stainless 
steel plates (perforation-size 3.2 mm, triangular pitch, free area 
23 %) resulting in an effective length of approximately 3.2 m. The 
chemical system employed was 30 vol.% TBP/0K dispersed in 2.M_ HN03 • 
The phases were mutually saturated prior to any experiment in 
order to eliminate interfacial effects. Four parameters, namely 
pulse amplitude, frequency and both phase flowrates, were varied 
over a wide range of values. Nevertheless, the column was 
maintained predominantly in a continuous dispersion type regime 
throughout the experiments. 

Dispersed-phase holdup measurements, both total and zonal, 
were obtained using a series of shutter-plates (1). The column was 
shut down during steady state operation, usually assumed to be 
attained after at least five changes in column holdup. The top 
disengagement section was q1,1ickly drained and the four shutter 
plates, situated at regular intervals along the packed section, 
closed. The movement of ei t:her phase · across the plates was 
substantially reduced al though a perfect hydrodynamic seal was 
impossible to achieve. 

Holdup appeared to pass through a minimum at a constant pulse 
velocity corresponding to the onset of continuous dispersion type 
operation. The value of lhis mlnlmum varied linf'arly with th(' 
dispersed-phase r1owrate. However, various ex�ressicr1s b�sed �n 
this rinding proved unsucce$sful ; they were gP�erally inaccur�:E 
r::i1d unstable. 

A r<clallonship was devt·loped bl.:lwecn holdup cmd l.h,· ;,1-c,v•. 
uperatln£ parameters based on the slip velocity concept (?}, l .c. 
the average velocity of the droplets relative to the conU mw�:c.
phase. It was shown that the general equation lacked a term 
allowing for droplet coalescence which is known to increase with 
holdup. Misek (3) has utilized an exponential to define the ratio 
of velocities of coalesced and uncoalesced droplets at a finite 
holdup . However, the exponential is rather complex, being a 
function of the system, holdup and degree of turbulence. Such an 
intricate correction term was considered unwarrented for the 
present application. Instead, the term was assumed to be a power 
function of the group ( 1-x), thereby keeping the form of the 
general slip velocity equation intact. The data were correlated 
using a bounded least-squares minimization technique which 
resulted in the following expression : 

Ve vd 
6.19. 10-• [a1r0·57 [1 - x]°"64 ( 1) + 

1 - X X 

v, superficial velocity uf continuous-phase (m/s) 
Vo superficial velocity of dispersed-phase (m/s) 
X fractional holdup of dispersed-phase in 

effective section of column (-) 
a pulse amplitude in column (m) 
f pulse frequency (Hz) 

From this expression, it is possible to derive values of 
holdup and phase flowrates at flooding (4) 

(2) 

(3) 

( 4) 

V, 

R, 

vd,f 

Vc,t 

x, 

- 2 1. 64 V, x, 0 -

v, [1 - 1. 64 xJ 

x� 
o.64 

[1 - x� 
1.64 

[0.41 R:+6.56R,]
°

"
5 

- 2.64 R, 

3.28 [1 - R,] 

mean velocity of droplets relative to 
continuous-phase 
ratio of dispersed-phase flowrate to 
contir,uous-phase flowrate at flooding 

subscript f value of flooding 

(m/s) 

(-) 

In the usual range of flowratc�. Equation (41 can be replaced 
by the fol le;.-;.· - ,::xpressicn v,'ith Jjtt:e ]o��� j�-: accurc:.cy: 

and H. Dworschak

C. C. R. - Euratom
lspra, Italy

(5) x, = 0.2 log Ai+ 0.38 0.1 < R1
< 5.0 

Droplet data were obtained by photographing the organic 

dispersion in the column. Two types of photographic cell were 

utilized : droplet distortion was minimized in both by either 

designing the photographic window as an integral part of the 

column shell or by filling the space between the window and 

outside of the shell with water. The negatives, which were 

analysed using a magnetic pen system, clearly displayed the

hydrodynamic disturbances caused by the discontinuity of the 

column cross-section in the first cell type. The results were not 

reproducible and, due to the recirculation of small droplets, 

differed markedly from those of the second type of which_ three 

were employed. 

The data were correlated in terms of the Sauter-mean droplet 

size. This size, at substantially zero holdup, was shown to be a 

function of only the energy dissipation in the column. However, 

attempts at incorporating this knowledge into an expression with 

the coalescence correction term, failed, the final correlation 
giving biased results. 

For any liquid-liquid system, the relative droplet velocity 
varies with the droplet size. Values of the experimental 
characteristic droplet velocity were then compared with the 
predicted values of single droplets using the correlation of Hu 
and Kintner (5). It was shown, Equation (6), that the ratio of th€ 
velocities in a pulsed perforated-plate column to that of a single 
droplet is a function of the pulse velocity and holdup, Figure l : 

(6) 
V,0 

r, ]
-0-08 -0.12 

-=- == 0."83 Laf x 
V,. 

V,0 value of V. at zero continuous-phase (m/s) 
flowrate and essentially at zero dispersed 
phase flowrate 

v,• value of V. for a single droplet (m/s) 

The pulsed velocity makes allowance for the resistance 
offered by the plates, while the holdup term takes into account 
the interaction of the dispersed-phase droplets. A droplet size 
expression based on the correlation of Hu and Kintner also 
failed. This suggested, however, that the range of Reynolds number 
observed in the column (10-40) was beyond the limits of the two 
theories so far employed. This supposition led to a third 
expression which correlated the droplet size data with negligible 
error: 

( 7) d32 = 8.36 x 10·
5 

[ [af)-087 

[1 - x)
-o36t60

Sauter-mean droplet diameter (m) 

Equation (7) implies that V, is proportional to 
du raised to the power 1.7. This is in contrast to the value of 2 
for Stokes law and approximately 1.2 for the correlation of Hu and 
Kintner in the above range of Reynolds number. Furthermore, it was 
demonstrated that values of the characteristic droplet velocity 
based on Equations (6) and (7) and the correlation of Hu and 
Kintner (5) were comparable to those derived from the modified 
slip velocity expression, Equation (1), Figure (2). 

Droplet size distributions were shown to be approximately 
log-normal at low pulse velocities and normal at high velocities 
with a mode in the region of 0.6 mm. Little axial variation 
occurred in either the distributions or Sauter-mean droplet size 
except near the dispersed-phase inlet. This is confirmed by the 
consistency of the holdup measurements, Figure (3). However, the 
geometry of the dispersed-phase distributor has a significant 
effect on holdup in that region of the column. This is to be 
expected as it is unlikely that the range of droplets leaving the 
distributor is comparable to the steady state droplet distribution 
in the column. A re-adjustment probably dominated by droplet 
breakup, occurs as the droplets enter the column packing. The time 
and therefore the length of packing required for this modification 
will depend on thi initial dissimilarity between the distributions 
leaving the dispersed-phase inlet and in the column, and on the 
rate of droplet breakup. The �gnificance of the dispersed-phase 
,"ntry section thus becomes proe:ressively more important as the 
column moves from a mixer-settler to fully dispersed regime. 
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HOLDUP MEASUREMENT IN A ROTARY-

AGITATED EXTRACTION COLUMN 

Siu-Ming Yih, Ray-Kuo Pan and Yau-Ming Wu 

Department of Chemical Enigineering 
Chung Yuan University 
Chung Li, Taiwan ROC 

The total holdup of a dispersed organic phase in a rotary
agitated Scheibel liquid-liquid extraction column is studied 
experimentally. The column is 2 inches in diameter and contains 
11 stages with a 4-inch height packed section and a 1-inch height 
mixing section. The packed section is made of stainless steel 
wire mesh packing with a 93.74% free area and acts as a settler 
for the coalescence of droplets. Benzene and methyl isobutyl 
ketone (MIBK), which have a large difference in interfacial 
tension, are used respectively as the dispersed phase with water 
as the continuous phase. The effects of different phase flow 
rates and rotation speeds (450-600 rpm) on the dispersed phase 
holdup are studied. For benzene, the holdup is large at low 
rotation speeds and decreases with increasing rotation speed 
until a minimun holdup is reached, after this transition point, 
the holdup increases with increasing rotation speed. This 
phenomena is analogous to that found in a pulse column. For 
MIBK, the holdup always increases with ro-tation speed in our 
experimental range and the transition point is not observed 
as in benzene. 

INTRODUCTION 

A knowledge of dispersed phase holdup in a liquid-liquid 
extraction column is necessary for the evaluation of flooding 
data, longitudinal mixin& data, and residence time distributions 
in the analysis of interphase mass transfer rates. If the 
extraction is accompanied by a chemical reaction, the rate of 
chemical reaction will also be dependent on the holdup of both 
phases. Determination of holdup in an extraction column is also 
essential for calculating product inventory in a separation 
plant. The present research investigates the dispersed phase 
holdup in a rotary-agitated Scheibe! column as a function of 
column operating variables and system physical properties. These 
data apparently have not yet been reported in the literature. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The apparatus, originally designed by E. G. Scheibel (l), is 
shown schematically in i_igure_!_. The column geometrical data 
are shown in Table l and is a type of ''standard geometry''. 
Water is seleCted as the continuous phase while benzene and MIBK 
are the two separate discontinuous phase. Both organic liquids 
have a specific gravity less than I. Their specific gravity 
and viscosity do not differ much from each other but they have 
a large difference in interfacial tension. Their physical 
properties are shown in .!_able 2. The specific gravity is measured 
with a hydrometer. The viscosity is measured with a Brookfield 
Synchro-lectric viscometer and the interfacial tension by a 
Du-Nuoy type ring tensiometer. The measured values compared well 
with the values reported by Sehmel and Babb (2). 

TA.BLE 1. COLUMN GEOMETRY 

Number of stages 

Feed stage location 

Column size, I.D., inches 

Packing section height, inches 

Mixing section height, inches 

Free area of packing, % 

11 

6th from the top 

93.74 

TABLE 2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ORGANIC �IQUIDS USED 

Specific gravity 

Viscosity, c.p. 

Interfacial tension, dyne/cm 

APPARATUS 

Benzene MIBK 

0. 89 

0.80 

30 

0. 81 

0. 72 

11. 5 

The whole apparatus consist of (3): 
1. One Pyrex glass column with (a) two inlet nozzles, center 

feed, and two outlet nozzles, (b) stainless steel flanges, 
stuffing box and vent, (c) stainless steel center shaft, 
agitators, and wire mesh packing sections. 

2. Two 5-gallon Pyrex feed bottles and calibrated funnel for 
center feed. 

3. Three ::tainless steel needle valves for feed flow control. 
4. One stainless steel drain valve. 
5. Three rotameters 
6. One variable speed drive with 1/4 H.P. explosion-proof 

class I, Croup D motor. 

7. One overflow arrangement for interface level control. 
8. All necessary connecting stainless steel and Teflon tubing. 
9. One steel mounting frame approximately 24'' wide and 7'6'' high, 

'Jith foot and wall brackets, and feed bottle shelf. Headroom 
requirement for complete assembly is 10 feet. 

All parts of the column exposed to the process streams are 
type 316 stainless steel, rotameters contain Pyrex and stainless 
floats, and interconnections are of Teflon tubing. 

(\) organic liquid 

rotameter 

(2) water rotar.ie te r 

(3) inter fact! le ve 1 

..:on t ro l 

(4) variable- speed 

motor 

\5) p�ck ing set.: t ion 

(b) mixing sc-c ti on 

(7) val vc 

1•r;�an ic liquid 

storage tank 

FlG:..·RE I. SCHE�UTlC DIACRA� OF ,\ ROTARY-ACIT�.TF.J SCHE/i!EL Cf!Ll;M� 

TABLE 3. FLOW RATES USED FOR HOLDUP EXPERIMENTS 

Water (c.c./min) Organic liquid (c.c./•in) 

PROCEDURE 

Benzene-water System 

92 140 
143 140 
173 140 
14 3 90 
143 168 
92 90 
173 168 

21 
45 
63 
63 
63 
2 l 

MIBK-water System 

44 
44 
44 
25 
66 
25 

Holdup in this study is defined as the aver,age per cent of 
the total volume between all stages occupied by the dispersed 
organic phase at steady-state operation. The organic liquid is 
fed from the bottom of the column while water is fed from the 
top of the column. The column contents are agitated 'Jith a 
desired rotation speed which is measured with a tachometer. 
A holdup measurement is initiated by closing the water and organic 
liquid inlet valves after the two phases have reached steady
state and equal input and output flow rates. Since some organic 
droplets will rise through the stages after the motor has stopped, 
stage-to-stage holdup cannot be measured by this technique. 
Accordingly, the column contents are agitated for a while and 
the motor is stopped, then 'Jait until all the organic droplets 
rise to form a continuous layer. The organic liquid and water 
are drained out from the column and their volume are measured 
respectively so that the fractional total holdup in the column 
contacting section can be readily measured. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Organic holdup data are obtained at several different 
continuous-dispersed flow rates as shown in Table 3 and a range 
of mixer rotation speeds (450-600 rpm). Representative results 
of holdup are shown in Figures 2 to 4 for benzene-water system 
and Figures 5 to 7 for MIBK-water system. 

Effect of Phase Flow Rate. The results shown in� 
for benzene-water system show that holdup is virtually independ
ent of the water phase flow rate for the range of water flow 
rates investigated. However, organic holdup increases signifig
cantly with dispersed phase flow rate as shown in �-
This is because when the dispersed phase flow rate increases, 
the amount of droplet population increases and an effect of 
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hindered rising occurs which makes the residence time of the drop-
lets in the column longer. In !_!..aure 4, the use of a·pproximately 
equal flow rates of both phases show the same trend as in Figure 3. 
This is because holdup is practically independent of continuous 
phase flow rate. As in the benzene-water system, there is also 
practically no effect of continuous phase flow rate on the holdup 
for the MIBK-water system as sh.own in�- Also, as shown in 
Figures 6 and 7,· the holdup increases significantly with an 
increase in the dispersed phase flow rate. 

Effect of Rutation Speed. For the benzene-water system, as 
shown in Figures 2 to 4, usually the holdup is large at low rotat
ion speeds and decreases with increasing rotation speed until a 
minimum holdup is reached at about 550 rpm. After this transition 
point, the holdup increases with increasing rotation speed. This 
phenomena is very similar to that found in a pulse column. In 
analogy to a pulse column, the region below the transition point 
with low rotation speeds can be considered as a ' 'mixer-settler '' 
region, while the region above the transition point with large 
rotation speeds can be considered as an ''emulsion'' region. By 
visual observation, the droplets are larger and fewer in the 
"mixer-settler" region and coalescence of droplets occur rapidly 
in the wire mesh packing. On contrary, the droplets in the 
''emulsion'' region are smaller and the droplet population density 
increases so rapidly that the column becomes cloudy in appearance. 
In this region, the holdup increases llith an increase in rotation 
speed, possibly due to the increased circulation of droplets in 
the radial direction and hindered rising effect of the droplets 
which as a result retain the droplets longer in the column. 

For the MIBK-water system, as shown in Figures 5 to 7, the 
holdup always increases with increasing rotation speed in the 
range of 450-600 rpm. Visual observation shows that at 450 rpm, 
the column already becomes cloudy in appearance which indicates 
that the operation is already in the "emulsion" region. Due to a 
limitation in the lower setting of the motor, the lowest rpm that 
can be attained in this experiment is 450 rpm. We expect that, 
if a still lower rpm can be operated, the transition point between 
''mixer-settler'' and ''emulsion'' region can also be found. 

Effect of Physical Properties. Benzene and M!BK do not differ 
greatly in viscosity and density but they differ significantly in 
their interfacial tension by almost 3 times as shown in Table 2. 
The miscibility of MIBK and water iS larger than.benzene-and water. 
As can be seen from the above Figures, the transition point of 
''mixer-settler'' and ''emulsion'' region occurs at a higher rotation 
speed for benzene-Water than HIBK-water. This means that a higher 
power input to the motor is necessary to di�perse benzene effect
ively in water than MIBK in water. 
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DROP FORMATION AT ROTATING ORIFICES IN A CENTRIFUGAL FIELD 

Reinhold Schilp and Eckhart Blass 

Technische UniversiU!t MOnchen 
Munich, Federal Republic of Germany 

High centrifugal field intensities are extremely useful during ex

traction for the acceleration of the mixing and separating processes. 

This isOf particular interest when one is dealing with mass systems 

of very small density differences, or when short contact times are 

necessary /1/. The calculation for centrifugal extractors is based 

mainly on the contact surfaces of the phases and this on the avera

ge drop size of the drop swarms. Just as important in deciding the 

dimensions required are the contact times, which are closely rela

ted to the settling velocities in the centrifugal field /2/. We 

therefore examined the fluid-dynamic processes on rotating cylindri

cal perforated sheets under centrifugal field intensities commonly 

used in industry. 

For this purpose a model centrifuge was built which was resistent to 

the high loads produced l::y rotation and hydrostatic pressure, which 

allowed high liquid throughputs and which enabled us to observe the 

flow mechanism of the coloured dispersed phase and film with a 

high speed camera.� shoes the model centrifuge in cross-section. 

The speed regulated motor is coupled at the bottom of a casing, with 

the centrifugal rotor, which is transparent on top, fixed to its 

shift. Both fluids are fed in at the middle, the dense phase being 

introduced inside the perforated sheets, while the light phase is 

brought in at the rotor periphery. both phases flow radially through 

the rotor in opposite direction and are then discharged into the 

casing. 

1. DISTANCE OF THE DROP FORMATION AREA 

In a rotating liquid-liquid system, with single jet and multi-jets 

eneXJing from hole·s a considerable orientation of the jet against 

the direction of rotation is shown immediately after emerging from 

the dispersing orifices � The radial interval of this dis

integration point into drops, measured from the hole, is an impor

tant criterion for the smallest possible distance between the per

forated sheets in the centrifuge. In centrifugal extractors the ra

dial intervals between the perforated sheets are kept very small in 

order to achieve a large number of separation stages with equipment 

of a small size. If, however, the distances are too small no drops 

will be formed, for the liquid jets enter the next stationary layer 

with no drops dispersion. The contact surface of the phases decrea

ses as a result to approximately 10% and the mass transfer perfor

mance is considerably reduced. The maximum interval of the curved 

jet 6rmax can be calculated with good accuracy for high field in

tensities with the aid of a derived equation /3/. 

(1) 
6rmax ¾ (pd - pc) + 0,3 � 

fzyl Pc w 

rN radius of perforated sheet, dN diameter of orifice in perfo-

rated sheet, wN hole velocity, w angular velocity, �Zyl drag 

coefficient of jet in transverse flow, Pd,c density of the liquids. 

� presents a plot of the maximum radial jet distance �rmax 
against the angular centrifugal velocity. The plotted points repre

sent the jet distances, measured at fifferent angular velocities 

under constant operating conditions, with the continuous line corres

ponding to Eq. ( 1) for these given constant operating conditions. 

The radial depth of penetration sinks with increasing rotational 

speed, on account of the stronger jet reorientation. It rises, how

ever, with increasing 3eometrical dimensions and increasing hole 

outled velocities. 

2. DROP SIZE 

After the jet has left the orifice it is dispersed into primary 

drop-sizes. � measuring the drop-formation frequency, we can 

calculate the primary drop-sizes near the perforated sheet, but these 

are not particulary important, since at hi9h centrifugal field inten-

sities they immediately disintegrate further into smaller secondary 

drops. The larger drops are considerably deformed in the centrifu-

gal field. With increasing drop velocities a critical deformation of 

the drops is reached and they disperse into smaller drops. Thus a 

certain drop size, which despite drop deformation remains just about 

stable, corresponds to a particular field intensity. From an energy 

aialysis of the drop-disintegrationprocess a relationship can be 

derived which permits us to calculate the average drop-diameter accor

ding to Sauter, d32, of the drop swarms as a function of its physical 

characteristics and the centrifugal field intensity. 

(2) d
32 • 3,85 o ·P

c
· (KL)

0,0 3 

(pd-pcl·Pa·rw
2 

KL liquid number, c interfacial tension, r radius in centrifuge 

� presents the Sauter mean diameters d32 measured for water dis

persed in paraffin, plotted against the centrifugal field intensity. 

At a constant centrifugal field intensity the average drop size of the 

drop swarm is particulary independent of the exit velocity ·from the 

dispersing hole. At higher centrifugal field intensities the secondary 

drop size formed is independent of hole-diameter, of hole pitch and 

of the hole shape. 

The contiuous line represents Eq. (2} for the secondary drop dis

integration. At lower centrifugal field intensities relatively large 

drops would be stable while settling, but small holes only produce 

primary drops, which are already smaller than drops stable at the 

corresponding field intensity. The primary drops formed, do not dis

integrate further when they continue to settle. The dot-dash lines 

represent the average primary drop sizes d32N near the perforated 

sheet, calculated according to Eq. (3). 

(w N . d�) 1/3
(3) d32N

= 1, 3 --��� 
(rN·w2) 1 /4 

The cause for the smaller drop diameter at lower centrifugal inten

sities in Fig.3 is the smaller diameter of the primary drops from 

small orifices in the perforated sheet. 

3. SETTLING VELOCITY OF DEFORMED DROPS IN THE CENTRIFUGAL FI�LD 

With increasing field intensity the settling drops do not only become 

smaller, but also more heavily deformed. The globular shapes turn 

into spheroids and sperical caps. As a result of the change in the 

geometrical shape of the drop, the drag coefficients rise rapidly. 

The wake volume of the continuous phase, which the drop transports 

behind itself, similar.Y corresponds closely to the extent of defor

mation. The wake volume influences both, the inertia of the droPs 

at accelerated motion and the backmixing of the continuous phase. 

The resistance during acceleration of the contiuous phase must be 

taken into account when calculating the accelerated settling motion 

of the drops. A system of differential equat ions was derived for 

the non-stationary motion of deformed drops in the centrifugal field 

intensity. In this system we took into account the i"ntertial forces 

consisting of the drop-mass, the wake-volume, and the virtual mass, 

as well as the efficient centrifugal- and lift forces, the Magnus

forces resulting from the unsymmetrically circulation around the 

particles and the flow resistance of the deformed drops. The re

sults showed that the pronounced increase of velocity of the drops 

during the first acceleration phase may be ignored when building a 

model of the settling motion. After starting, the drops reach their 

final settling velocity within a distance of a few millimeters, a 

velocity which continues to rise only slowly corresponding to the 
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increase in field intensity. Both, the theoretical calculations and 

the measurements proved that the settling velocity of deformed 

drops is proportional to the rotational speed and increases with the 

square root of the radius of the centrifuge. 

� presents the local settling velocities of the average drop dia

meters of the dr·op swarms measured against the corresponding centri

fugal field intensity. The settling velocities of the drops, which 

have the size of the Sauter mean diameter of the drop swarm, increa

ses with the square root of the centrifugal field intensity. When 

looking for easy-to-handle bases for calculation it is interesting 

to note that the average diameter of deformed drops according to 

Sauter, a32, multiplied by the settling velocity measured for this 

drop size, w32, gives a constant value for all centrifugal field 

intensities. This value is only dependent on the physical 

characteristics of the liquids and can be expressed by the Reynolds 

number. Re32. The connection between Re32 and the physical 

characteristics can be calculated from Eq. (4) 

(4) 

� shows the Re32-number which were measured plotted against 

the centrifugal field intensity. In addition to the experimental 

Re32-values, the Re32-numbers calculated theoretically with Eq. (4) 

have been plotted as a source for comparison, for the two liquid 

systems examined. By means of the simple Eq. (4) it is possible to 

sum up the complex processes involved in drop formation and in the 

motion of deformed drops in the drop swarm. This then allows us, in 

effect, to predict by purely theoretical means the actual settling 

velocity w32 of the drop swarm for any radius in �he centrifuge 

rotor and for any rotational speed, on the basis of the average 

drop size a32, which can be precisely calculated by using Eq.(2) 

and of the Re32-nurnber, which can be determined from Eq. (4). 

The settling velocity of the dro9 swarm in centrifugal field can 

be expressed by: 

I 5) w32 = 0,47 
d·6p·p� 

g.p� 

.\� yrw-

6p difference of densities, g gravity, r radius in centrifuge. 

4. SUMMARY 

It is thus possible to calculate the interfacial areas and the 

contact times for the drop phases in the individual radius stages 

of the centrifuge. Both are of fundamental importance to fluid 

dynamics for the calculation of mass transfer. 

The authors gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the 

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft at the work presented above. 
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� Sectional view of the centrifuge model 
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A NEW LOOK AT THE HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF 

ROTATING DISC CONTACTORS 

W.-Y. Fei 

Ouinghua University 
Beijing, China 

and 

M. J. Slater
University of Bradford 

Bradford, U.K. 

'The rotating disc contactor bas been used and studied intensively for 
many years. In this paper we propose a better equation for calculating 
throughput than the usual si.ap1e equations _fur correlating dispersed pha:se 
hold-up with dispersed phase and continuous phase superficial velocities, ( 1,2). 

(1) 

(2) 

V
O 

(1 - I) 

V
c

/(1 - x) + V
d

/x 

Originally, and still =-,nly, equation (1) is tested by plotting xv 1. 
(or V

d + Vex /(1 - x)) a?'1in�t x(l - x) to give a line through the orfgIJL o� 
slope v0

. 'l'hi.s method d1sgu1ses the large scatter often observed when plotting 

!itl¥
'

a:�;:�!'i!t:':
ainst (1 - x) and tends to hide the fact that equation (1) is 

Other ·equations have been used to correlate hold-up data, for example: 

(3) 
vslip V

K 
(l - x) exp (- ax) (Ref. 3) 

(4) 
vslip V

K 
exp (- bx) (Ref. 4) 

(5) 
vslip 

V
K 

(1 - - x) 
m (l +ex) (Ref. 5) 

(6) 
vslip 

V
K 

(1 - x)m (Ref. 6-9) 

In this work we have adopted equation (6) ; by examination of work on 
spray columns and fluidized systems in general (10 - 17) it may be shown that 
relatively complex relationships derived with theoretical support give very 
similar results to equation (6) if drop size is unchanging as hold-up changes. 

A good description of the behaviour of systems at very low hold-up of 
dispersed phase is important if extrapolation to zero hold-up is proposed to 
obtain a characteristic velocity V

K 
in baffled and agitated columns. 

The work of Barnea (16) indicates that extrapolation is valid for fluidized 
systems of particles over a wide range of Reynolds number when equation (6) is 
used. 

Data from the literature were analysed (all in the absence of mass transfer) 
for co lumn diameters 90 to 250 mm. The statistical best fit technique was 
used to find m and V for hold-up less than 0.3 (to ensure that coalescence was 
unimportant). In sol(;e cases the range of hold-up measured was too small and 
data too scattered to obtain V

K 
or m with confidence. In other cases although 

an adequate range of hold-up was covered (0 to 0. 2 for example) the standard 
deviations on V and m were unacceptable (18,19), The following data were 
used in this web:: Kung and Beckmann, toluene/water (2 0) , Misek, toluene/water 
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(6) is better than equation (1), with the index m varying from a maximum of 
abcut 4 falling as agitation increases � . 

For relatively low agitation conditions (typically below the critical 
rotor speed given by Laddha (24)) m can be negative but increases as agitation 
increases. It is suggested that this type of behaviour could be due to rapid 
drop coalescence. Misek ' s data fitted by equation (3) appear to be in this 
region. At agitation rates abcve the critical rotor speed it appears that m 
passes through a maximum value, falls to zero as agitation increases and does 
not become significantly negative. Similar behaviour has been observed by us 
for the Kuhni column (well agitated, multistage) (25), the pulsed packed and 
the pulsed sieve plate column. 

Drop sizes. Drop sizes are known in our own experimental work. Other 
authors (26 - 31) have developed equations to correlate their own drop size 
data �- The Kagan, .Magiera and Jeffreys equations incorporate a change 
with stage number. we propose a modification to the Strand equation assuming 
that the Sauter mean drop size is approximately 0.4 times the maximum drop size 
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::n 
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f!�:;'.f 
circumstances and the constants will change according to physical properties, 
agitation and direction of mass transfer. Strand' s equation and those of 
others extrapolate to unrealistically large drop sizes at low agitation so it 
is suggested that an upper limit be estimated using the equation (1,33), 

(71 d
32 

= o.92 (y/ gllPl o.s 

Correlation of characteristic velocity. It is assumed that V
K 

is closely 
related to an average terminal velocity of a swarm of drops with a distribution 
of sizes. We have for the present used the equations proposed by Grace (35) to 
calculate the terminal velocities of Sauter mean drop sizes obtained from the 
modified Strand equation. The terminal velocity equations are for mildly 
contaminated drops with partial circulation, for n-butanol drops measured 
terminal velocities are abcut 15\ lower than predicted and for cumene abcut 
10% higher. 

We have plotted the ratio V /V C against Frl.SP
-o.5o 

tentatively 

bearing in mind the inadequacies
K

of
T

tie data, prediction of drop sizes and 
assumptions made �- C is the constriction factor as defined by 

Strand (26). The standard deelation on V
K

/V
T

C
R 

is abcut 0.06. 

Strand (26) proposed that the constriction factor C , when multiplied by 

the average terminal velocity gave _6h� c�frgc:teristic ve¥ocity. It a��ears 
from present work that only when p • Fr • is greater than abcut 10 does 
V

K
/VT tend to the value of CR. 

:in the work assessed C ranges from o.57 to 0.36. As P
-o

.
SO

Fr
l. SO 

approaches 
zero (at low rotor s.J.,d for el<dllple), then V tends to a value slightly 
less than VT, probably dependent on geometry alone. M:>re data are required 
to e:xaai_ne ehis point. 

A s:,urce of difficulty is the assumption of an average terminal velocity 
for the vol.-/area drop size -,an (Sauter mean, d

32
). However, work on ion 

exchange resins with a similar size distribution t6 drops suggests that this 
dSSUJll'tion is satisfactory (36). 

correlation of exponent m.. An e�irical correlation only can be 
expected because of COlll)lex f1ow patterns and the possible influence of 
coalescence. Only the well-agitated region for which i,, falls from a maximum 
value towards zero as agitation increases was considered here. Values of m 
for a ICubni colwa:i (25) are not strongly dependent on dispersed p��gPr�:5�ies 
(water phase continuous) . It has been possible to plot m versus P • P - · 
with success,(Fig. 4). Equa�ions for P

v 
are ?ive� by Misek (32,33): 

v 

'nle standard dev1ation on m 1s abcut .:!:_ 0.4 wh1ch 1s. reasonable considering that 
the experimental data are sparse. other correlating equations based on Fr ,P 
and the critical rotor speed were not :ound acceptable. 

DISCUSSION 

In the range of hold-up of practical interest equation (6) fits the RDC 

data better than equation (1) in the absence of coalescence effects, that is, 

for x <0.3 and adequate agitator speeds. 

The characteristic velocity V can exceed V C (the value suggested by 
Strand) and approaches V as agitatlon decreases. T 'h,e uncertainty of predict
ion of drop size, size distribution and terminal velocities means that precise 
correlation is not yet possible. However, measured drop sizes and terminal 
velocities for the n-butanol and cumene systems indicate that such an approach 
is useful. Work in progress on single drops passing through a short RDC to 
determine the relationship between V , 

v 
and geometrical factors has given 

data in agreement with �· 
K T 

The exponent m varied in a consistent manner. The correlation proposed 
(for water continuous), Fig. 4, is best used to determin� i3 08:f§tion is in a 
satisfactory region, with O < m < 3 and low values of P

v 
0· 7P · being avoided. 

It should be noted that Fr and P cannot beth be maintained constant on 
scale-up of diameter, Scale-up assimin� c;onstant P could change the value of 
V 

K
/V 

T
C

R 
markedly for example. 

v 

CONCLUSIONS 

A rational framework for understanding the hydrodynamic performance of 
the RDC is proposed. Despite the lack of data of high quality a coherent 
approach based on drop sizes, terminal velocities and geometrical factors can 
be established which gives confidence in applying the method to other chemical 
systems. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a,b,c 

Fr 

N 

constants 

constriction factor 

rotor diameter 

V�·lume/surface mean drop diameter 

Froude number N
2

D/g 

gravitational acceleration 

exponent 

rotor speed 

physical property group (p� y 
3 
/llpgµ�) 

power/unit volume (per stage) 

slip velocity 

characteristic velocity (Pratt) 

continuous phase superficial velocity 

dispersed 

terminal velocity for d
32 

fraction dispersed phase hold-up 

s 
-1 

m/s 

mis 

m/s 

mis 

m/s 

m/s 
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PHASE INVERSION AND ENTRAINMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

OF LIX64N IN ESCAID AND WATER 

INTRODUCTION 

J.C. Godfrey

University of Bradford 
West Yorkshire, U.K. 

Con:mercial mixer-settler plant for metals extraction is often required 
to acco1111Dodate very large throughputs and the large plant items used can 
present difficulties in design and scale-up. The operating problems exper
ienced in large plant may be related to plant deisgn or could arise from 
the characteristics of the liquid-liquid system. The topics of phase inver
sion and entrainment are often linked in the consideration of the performance 

of plant mixers. One of the disadvantages of uncontrolled phase inversion is 
that the process is frequently accompanied or followed by a considerable 
increase in entrainment levels. At present there is no evidence as to whether 
the phenomena of phase inversion and entrainment are linked in any way. 
Neither phenomenon has attracted e;,tensive study but an appreciation of the 

principal variables has been established. The study of phase inversion and 
entrainment to be described here was conducted in a laboratory mixer designed 
to minimize the influence of design on system behaviour. To avoid problems 
regarding the relative =ntribtitions to pumping and mixing of the pump-mix 
impeller a (Rushton} six blad turbine was used and the flow of the test 
liquids was· generated and. monitored by pumps and rotameters. 

Phase inversion. A number of batch laboratory studies have been conducted 
on topics related to phase inversion. In earlier works considerable attention 
was paid to the study of the preferential dispersion of one immiscible liquid 
as drops in another. As a wide range of experimental techniques has been 
used it is difficult to compare the results of one work with another. Studies 
have been made of the influence of equipment design, degree of agitation and 
physical properties on the relationship between volume fraction and preferent
ially dispersed phase. The principal variables emerging from this work are 

viscosity ratio and experimental technique. For practical purposes it is 
usually possible to establish the desired continuous phase by making this the 
majority phase at start up and by locating the impeller in that phase. Al tern
atively, agitation is commenced with the continuous phase only and the disper
sal phase slowly added to produce a dispersion. A modification of this latter 
technique is often used in the study of phase inversion as distinct from 
preferential dispersed phase. When a dispersion has been established by one of 
these techniques the addition of dispersed phase can be continued until phase 
inversion takes place. When it is desired to conduct the study at constant 
volume dispersion can be removed as dispersed phase is added. Both organic 
drop and aqueous drop dispersions have been studied and have included 
the influence of viscosity ratio (1), interfacial tension (2, 3) and 
the study and equal density systems (4). There are examples of stable disp
ersions of large volume fractions ( o.9) of the dispersed phase, both for 
aqueous (4, 5) and organic drops (5, 6). In most cases the ambivalence range, 
i.e. the difference between the aqueous and organic volume fraction limits, 
is not very wide. A variety of impeller systems have been used, often quite 
complicated multi-impeller desigrs (1, 4). There is only one study of a cont
inuous flow mixer (5), this using a pump-mixer impeller. The influence of 
impeller speed was examined but not impeller size, flow rate or quality of 
mixing. 

i,;ntrainment. Many mechanisms have been discussed with respect to the 

generation of entrainment but relatively few of the studies made are directly 
relevant to mixer performace. It has been demonstrated that the entrainment 
characteristics of batch and continuous systems are very different ( } and 
that the major influences are impeller speed and to a lesser degree impeller 
size. Some study has been conducted on the entrainment characteristics of 
a pump mix impeller (5) -for both aqueous and organic drop dispersions and 
including the influence of phase ratio and impeller speed. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Most of the existing data on phase inversion has been generated for pure 

chemicals under batch conditions. Because of the frequent problems of poor 
stability in plant equipment the present study has been conducted with a 
continuous flow mixer- and with a liquid-liquid system similar to those 

found in operating plant. Another shortcoming of some existing data is that 
the quality of mixing is indeterminate with low impeller speeds and large 
drop sizes (6) . In the present work the bulk of the investigation has been 
condcted under well mixed conditions but as it is possible that plant 
problems arise from conditions of inadequate mixing some study has also been 
made of this problem. 

A turbine agitated tank (Perspex) of square cross section (15cm x 15cm 
x 15cm} was used to study phase inversion and entrainment characteristics 
for an organic phase of 20% LIX 64N in Escaid 100 diltient and an aqueous 
phase containing 2gm/R. sulphuric acid. A square cross-section tank was 
chosen for the study . because of the extensive use of this: geometry in industry. 
Two vertical baffles were used - located centrally on opposite faces - as 
this gave better mixing at lower impeller speeds. The tank was closed to 
suppress vortex formation. 

A study of the effectiveness of mixing at various impeller speeds was 
conducted at a flow ratio A/0 = 1. For a 51mm diameter turbine the minimum 
rotational speed necessary to prevent the formation of visible dead spaces 
was 600rpm. This corresponds quite well with the minimum agitation to equate 
mixer hold-up and flow ratio (7). Changes in flow rate did not affect perf
ormance. The mixer could be operated and give a stable dispersion at lower 
impeller speeds, approaching 250 rpm, but extensive dead spaces were visible 
and phase inversion was easily triggered by small changes in flow ratio. 

Phase inversion. Both organic and aqueous drop dispersions were very 

stable, inversion not being observed at flow ratios of drop phase/ continuous 

and J. Gledhill

UKAEA 
Culcheth, Chesire, U.K. 

phase less than 10. In the region of inversion drop deformation and coalesc
ence was very obvious and localized dead spaces could be seen. These dead 
spaces were stable and did not expand to initiate phase inversion. In all 
cases there was a small decrease in stability with increasing impeller speed, 
contrary to some earlier observations. 

As aqueous drop dispersions are often preferred because of the low levels 
of entrainment generated this dispersion was studied in more detail. Because 
of thij conflict with previous observations of the influence of impeller speed 
a further examination was made o·f inversion by changing speed at fixed flow 
ratios. This technique reproduced the combinations of impeller speed and 
phase ratio already noted. The influence of throughput was also studied but 
not effect was formed in the range 63 - 110 !/hr at 9q:) rpm. At impeller 
speeds below 600 rpm aqueous drop dispersions were particularly unstable, 
organic drop dispersions less so. Large dead spaces could be seen with only 
small volumes of dispersion existing separately. At inversion the phase 

ratio in these small volumes was similar to that measured for inversion 
under well mixed conditionSI. However, because cif the non uniformity existing 
in the tank phase inversion occurs at.a much ·lower fl,.ow ratio than in a well· 
mixed system with a dispersed/._ontinuous ratio of approximately t:wo at 300 
rpm. Another aspect of agitation examined was the relative performance of 
impellers of different size. It was found that, for the same tip speed, a 
76mm impeller gave a me.rginally more stable dispersion (A

d
/O

c
"'lS) than the 

51mm impeller lAafO 
c 

'1.10) 

Entrainment. Previous studies (5,S}under well mixed conditi'ons have shown 
that the entrainment levels for a continuous flow laboratory mixer producing 
aqueous drop dispersions can be very low. In the present work entrainment was 
examined as a function of flow ratio. There was a gradual increase of ·organic 
in aqueous entrainment with flow ratio until, as inverskn was approached, a 
very rapid increase was observed. This marked increase in entrainment pre
ceeds the inversion process and is a function also of impeller speed. At low 
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regime, i.e. A
d

/0 <l, and considerable increases were observed as the ratio 
Ad/o

c 
fell. For flow ratios greater than one the entrainment of aqueous in 

organi.c was very small. 

DISCUSSION 

Phase inversion. Under well mixed conditions both aqueous and organic 
drop dispersion were found to be very stable in a continuously operated mixer. 
It appears that there is no particular reason why phase inversion problems 
should be related to either continuously operated mixers or liquid-liquid 
systems involving the use of LIX64N, dilutent kerosene or acid. However if 
the level of agitation is sufficiently low to allow segregation to develop 
within the tank the tolerance of the system to phase inversion is much red
uced. As the widely used mixer scale up criterion of constant tip speed 
involves a substantial reduction in power per unit volume on scale up it is 
possible that the problem of inversion on large plant is associated with low 
mixing power. 

It is interesting to note that in this particular work the stability 
charcteristics of the two types of dispersion are virtually equal with 
respect to the volume fraction of dispersed phase at inversion and the influ
ence of impeller speed. These volume fractions are greater than observed in 
previous works, as is the width of the ambivalence region. It is possible 

that these two characteristics are more representative of the phenomena of 
phase inversion than those presented in previous works and that the differ"ence 

is related to the greater effectiveness of agitation in the present work. 
When two impeller sizes were compared the larger impeller gave better mixing 
characteristics and greater stability for a specialised tip speed. 

The greater stability and minimal dependence on impeller speed observed 
here is contrast with the existing theories based on earlier experimental 
work. The subject of phase inversion is very complex and it is not surpris
ing to find that little progress has been made theoretically or in correl
ation. The theoretical work of Araschmid and :Jeffreys (6) leads only to a 
simple correlation requiring an arbitrary constant and which has no predict
ive capability. The correlation of Luhning and Sawistowski (2) allows a 
prediction of the ambivalence range for the present liquid-liquid system. How
ever, the range predicted, O. 52 volume fraction, is much less than the meas
ured value of 0.85. The correlation also predicts an impeller speed depend
ent ambivalence range while the measured range is virtually constant. 

Entrainment. The influence of phase ratio on entrainment was examined 
under well mixed conditions for both aqueous drop and organic drop dispers
ions. For aqueous drop dispersions the. entrainment levels of organic in 
aqueous are low at all flow ratios except as phase inversion is approached 
when the level rises dramatically. For the same dispersion aqueous in organ
ic entrainment increases markedly for flow ratios less than one (A

d
/O

c 
<l), 

above this value the level was undetectable. 

Organic drop dispersions produced high levels of organic in aqueous 
entrainment for a flow ratio of one. It is interesting to note that 
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this level fell as inversion was approached. It was noticeable that the entr
ained droplets were much larger than those observed in other experiments and 
that much of the entrainment would clear if samples were left to stand. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A 

0 

aqueous phase flow rate 

organic phase flow rate 

continuous phase 

dispersed phase 

£/min 

.t/min 
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ENERGY UTILIZATION IN LIQUID-LIQUID MIXING IN EJECTORS 

D. Mukherjee, M. N. Biswas and A. K. Mitra

Indian Institute of Technology 
Kharagpur 721302, India 

Efficien t mixing of immiscible liquids in liquid-liquid 
extraction and other operations is an important problem in Che

mica.l Engineering practice. Various different types of equip
raente, have been developed and they have their own limitations. 
In recent years, concept of ejector has been enriched and am
pli.f"j_ed and its practical applications have proliferated enor

mously. Ejectors for liquid-liquid mixing can provide an attra

ctiV'e al.ternative because it gives high interfacial area with 
low �nergy dissipati on, has low capital and maintenance cost 

and c,an eaeily handle corrosive or toxic systems. Further since 
the operation in an ejector is cocurrent in nature, it can 

handle high flow rates without flooding, aqual density i111nisci
ble liqu.ide and gives low pressure drop. 

A review of l iterature shova that as compared to gas
liquid nixing very meagre studies have been reported on liquid
liquid nixing in ejectors. Only one study on liquid-liquid 
extractL0n in binary and ternary systems has been reported by 
Acharjee et. al.(l, 2). The present study has been undertaken 
to study the energy dissipation in liquid-liquid mixing in an 
ejector. 

Tl!llORET !CAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In an ejector system the energy dissipation takes place 
in liquid-liquid mixing and overcoming fr�ction in the mixing 

throat and in graining pressure energy in the diffuser. 

An energy balance between the mixing throat inlet, O and 

outlet, t (Figure 1) gives the energy losa per unit aass flow, 

< as 

(1) 
H ¾ht(l - a

2) +.fR a 2 J (1 + <9a)� 

(1 + fR <9a) 

+ (1 + q,R)'-

fR 'I'� !a
+-------

( l + .fR'9Ji) Ails 

where 

Aa 

Aaa 
H 

Kth 

area ratio of the throat to the 

area ratio of the throat to the 

nozzle velocity head, Pi 
V{,,/2 

two phase friction coefficient 

nozzle 

secondary inlet 

in throat 

Q1,Q2= flow rate of prima.ry and secondary liquid respectively 

v1n velocity of primary liquid through the nozzle 

a 2 
holdup fraction of secondary liquid 

Pi_, 1 density of primary and secondary liquid respectively 

.fR density ratio of secondary to primary liquid, �/ P1 

and 'PR flow ratio of secondary to primary liquid, Q/Q1 
The£, given by equati on (1) consists of both £th and £m 

The term connected with K;;h is £th 

Kth.H. (1. + 'PR)' 
( 2) 

½_ � (l +.fR 'l'Ji) 

and is given by 

The rest of the terms in equation (1) is £m' that is 

( 3) 

+-------

( 1 + fR'l'Ji) "Ra 
where •th = frictional snergy loss in the mixing throat per unit 

total mass flow 

and mixing energy 1.oaa in the mixing throat per llllit 
total mass flow. 

In order to eva.luat e, Eth' from equation 2, a knowl9d:ge 
of lfth' along with other terms· i.a essential., since ¾h is 'the 
frictiona1 loss, a momentum. balance i.n the throat gives the 
following equation for ¾h· 

(!i/H)(P0- Pt-1,gLt) + 2-Aii.- 2(1 +.PR'PR)(l�)+2Jii.'a-'R/Aa8 

where g 

((1- a 2
) +.fRa2] (1 + 'Pi!)' 

acceleration due to gravity 

Lt length of the throat 

PO = . pressure at the throat entry, o 

Pt pressure at the throat exit and diffuser entry, t 

1'3 density of the mixed liquid 

Hence, it is evident th at 1'ih and in turn Eth can be 
evaluated with the knowledge of P0, Pt, a

2 
and other geometri

cal and physical properties of the system. 

The energy dissipated due to mixing of two immiscible 
liquids, •m (given in equation 3) have been found to be a 
function of H, PR, Ail and 'Pi!. In the absence of secondary !low 
i.e. at IPR= o, this loss, Emo' becomes 

( 5) 
H 1 

-., (1- --)' 
'l Ail 

which ia analogus to the loss due to sudden jet expansion. With 
secondary flow, the dissipation due to jet expansion reduces 
and ia being utilized in mixing. 

In the divergmt diffuser there is no further mixing but 
the mixed liquid gains pressure energy. Hence there is only 
frictional energy lose and no m ixing energy dissipation. The 
frictional energy loss in the diffuser per unit total mass flow 

<di' ia obtained by an energy balance between the diffuser in

let t, and exit, d (Figure 1), aa 

(Pt- Pd- f3g Ld) H 1 
(6) Edi + - (1 - --) (1 + <9a)' 

((1. - azl+½l a
2 ) Ai AJ 

area ratio of the diffuser outlet to throat 
length of the diffuser 
pressure at th e diffuser outlet, d 

EXPERIMBllrAL : 

The experimental appara�ua consists of an optimw:a. desi
gned ejector assembly having a suction chamber, a primary 
nozzle, a constant area mixing throat of diameter 16.9 mm and 
length 184 mm and a divergent diffuser with an angle of 7° and 
length 204 mm. The ejector assembly was connected to a vertical 

column of 51.6 !JIil internal diameter and 2.03 m length, in order 
to increase the time of contact of the tvo liquids. Five nozzles 
haViog area ratios, � in the range of 1 - 50 were used. The 
experiments were carriei out with water as the primary and 

kerossne/paraffin as the secoalary liquid and vice-versa i.e. 

kerosene/paraffin as the primary and water as the secondary 

liquid. For the -present range of experimental work, vat er was 
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found to be the continuous pbas-e irrespective of. vhi�h liquid 

was primary. 

aESULTS AliD DISCUSSIONS 

From the experimental data on P0, Pt, a
2 

for a particular 
primary flow and 'PR• ¾h was evaluated through equation 5 and 
was used for calculating Eth by equation 2. Eth has been fo und 
to be a function of varioua di fferent parameters like Reln' 
Re 28, Ail• Su28, Np1 and was generalized by least square methods. 
The equation obtained is 

(7) Eth= 0•0004 a.Jt�2091 Re�;
0722 -'R-0.0198 Npi°.Ol50su�·3163 

where Np1 = liq uid property group for primary liquid, gµt/ .fi_ "i
Re

in
= Reynolds number of primary liquid based on 

nozzle diameter 
Re28= Reynolds number of secondary liquid baaed on 

secondary inlet diameter 

su.28= Suratman number of secomary liquid based on entry 
diameter, a

2 �de/µ� 

lli_,µ2= viscosity of primary and secondary liquid respec
tively 

a1,a2= surface tension of primary a.IXl secondary liquid 
respectively 

The statistical analysis showed that the correlati on is highly 
significant. 

Typical plots of Em' against 'PR• for a constant H, R am 
Aa are shown in Figures 2 and 3 for -'R=l and Ait>l r6spectivel:.,. 
It may be noted from the plot of -'R = 1, that the magnitude of 
Emo iB zero at IPa,=O and increases with increase in· 'PR for the 
ea.me primary now. For a ll the other cases of Aa>l, the 
magnitude of Emo is greater than zero and with the increase in 

'a_, Em first decreases, reaches a minima and then increases. 

The initial fall in Em may be attributed to two reasons. Firstly 

starting with Em = Emo at fPR. = O, as soon as the secondary 

liquid is introducOO. into the system, a part of the energy 

available due to jet expansion is utilized in mixing and inter
dispersion. Secondly, as t he secondary liquid is slowly increa

·sed from zero, the secondary liouid velocity increases and 
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approaches the primary liquid velocity, thereby reducing the 

velocity difference between the t1'0 liquid streams. The minimum 

Em in the tm versus 'Pa graphs correspond to the point where the 

kinetic energy for both the liq uid streams become almost equal. 

Beyond this point, the kinetic energy of the e econdary llquid 

becomes predominant and Em increases with further increase in 

lJ>R· The minima p oints in the Em versQS _'PR, graphs may, ih,erefort, 

be considered to be very significant an d the flow rati<>• 'Pa at 

this point gives the best utilization of the energy inpui; for 
a particular nozzle. The minima points have been determined 

graphically as well as by differentiating Em with 'Pa{ eque.·t'ion 
3) and equating the differential to zero. To confirm the 

minima, d 2Em/dlj); at the miniua points were calculat ad anl! were 
found to be positive. The optimum values of 'Pa obtained by 

differentiating Em show· excellent correspondence wi1:h _the 
graphical results. 

The.experimental data have been used to calculate tdi by 
equation 6. It has been found that Edi has a very low value and 
for all practical purposes it may be negl ected. 

In order to make an estimate of the approach to ho«i.oge
neity, e term called degree of mixing, Dm was defined as the 
ratio of the insi tu holdup fracti on, ad and the homogeneousi 
holdup fraction, adh. 

where adh = ratio of the dispersed phase flow rQ.te to the 
total flow rate. 

A plot of Dm versus Em' in log-log see.le as shown (n 

� gives clearly two regimes. In the region £
_m

> 10, 

homogeneity or near homogeneity J.S achieved in the mixing 

process i. e. degree of mixing approaches the value of 1.. 

Values of Em< 10 gives the idea how far it is from homcg"1eity. 
This grap h  gives an estirrste of the Em at any desired le�el.of 
dispersion which will be useful for optimum design of s11.4h 
systems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A good interdispersion between two immiscible liqu.:kls has 
been achieved with the help of liquid-liquid ejector sys�em. 
Energy analysis in the mixing throat indicates two typee of 1 

energy losses - one due to mixing and the other due to 

fricti on. The energy loss due to friction has been correiat:ed 

with the different physical and system variables. The qrgy 
loss due to mixing has been quantified and the optimum poi�t 
established which will give the best utilizati on of the 
energy input for a particular nozzle. 
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THE APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC FIELDS TO PHASE SEPARATION

IN A SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEM 

P. J. Bailes and S. K. L. Larkai 

University of Bradford 
Bradford, West Yorkshire, U.K. 

One method of achieving process intensification in Solvent Extraction is 
to use electrostatic fields as a means of improving disengagement in the phase 
separation equipment. The principle of electrically augmented coalescence can 
be applied to many liquid-liquid contactors but it is most relevant to st;agewise 
equipment, such as mixer-settlers, where phase separation is a frequent process 
required after each mixi.ng operation. It offers the prospect of very coml?act 
settlers particularly for those dispersions which are slow to separate and 
therefore require large gravity settlers to give the necessary holding time. 

Successful application of the technology should result in savings in the 
cost of solvent inventory which in a large hydrometallurgical plant is a signi
ficant feature in the overall economics as is the volume of the feed in a 
precious metals extraction. Alternatively, in the Nuclear industry solvent 
degradation is heavily dependent on residence time in contact with highly active 
fission products and here again efficient phase separation has an influence on 
the choice of equipment. In addition to these features, compact settlers would 
allow fast response for control purposes; they would minimise the space require
ment and improve the likelihood of total enclosure or vertical stacking of 
settlers; reduce civil engineering and capital costs; and have a significant 
effect on evaporative, entrainment and degradation losses. The ability to adjust 
the electrical conditions on a settler or coalescer gives a means of countering 
turn-downs in throughput otherwise necessary to cope with reduced settling per
formance due to seasonal or diurnal variations in temperature. 

ELECTRICALLY AUGMENTED COALESCENCE 

An essential characteristic of solvent extraction systems is that one 
liquid phase is non-polar or insulating relative to the other more conducting, 
polar phase. There is an important distinction in l�quid-liquid dispersions, 
however, depending on whether they are of the 'oil in water' or 'water in oil' 
type. The difference is that the latter type have a continuous phase of an 
insulating character (e.g. kerosene) and therefore will sustain a high voltage 
field and the polar liquid drops will retain any electrical charge which they 
may acquire. This is a prerequisite for all electrical coalescence equipment 
and thus restricts their usage to 'water in oil' type dispersions/emulsions. 

Practical evidence obtained over the past seventy years with crude oil/water 

separations has shown that al.most any type of high vo1tage fiel.d will promote to 

some extent the separation of I water in oil' emulsions. The mechanisms whereby 

this can occur are not clearly understood except that the electrical forces cause 

very small drops to grow by coalescence with each other to a point where they 
fall out of the insulating phase under the action of gravity. The problem with 

translating this experience to solvent extraction operations is that power 

consumption and the risk of short circuiting increase with the percentage water 

content. In the Oil industry the proportion of water which can be tolerated is 

strictly limited, less than 10% being quite.-l!ormal, whereas process considerations 

in solvent extraction generally prescribe dispersions containing nearer 50% of the 

polar phase. Recently, a novel investigation on a solvent extraction system con

taining a large volume fraction of dispersed aqueous phase has resulted in the 

discovery that pulsed de fields applied through electrodes which are insulated 

can be tuned to cause excellent phase separation (1) . 

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

The apparatus which was used consisted of a flow mixer for creating the 

dispersion at a fixed impeller speed of 900 rpm; an electrostatic coalescer, 

where the dispersion from the mixer was subjected to the electric field; and a 

gravity settler for measuring coalescence performance. The liquids from the 

electrostatic coalescer passed to the gravity settler where they formed a dis

persion band, the depth of which was influenced by the field applied to the 

electrostatic coalescer. The percentage reduction in dispersion band depth 

relative to that recorded in the absence of an applied field was termed the 

coalescence parameter, P. The system chosen for the tests was dilute sulp
lli,

tic 

acid - 20% LIX64N in l<erosene (Escaid 100 ) and the phases were presaturateo 

with one another. In the work reported here, this electric field was applied 

to dispersion flowing at a total rate of 1.0 imin 
-l 

containing equal volumes 

of both phases, with the aqueous phase dispersed. The dispersion completely 
filled the electrostatic coalescer which was a horizontal, shallow. perspex 
(plexiglass) duct, appro�imate internal dimensions in mm 180 x 180 x 25, with 
entry and exit lines but otherwise enclosed. A metal plate covering the top of 
the duct served as the energised electrode while the coalesced aqueous phase, 
suitably earthed, served as the other electrode. The BV electrode was thus 
insulated from contact with the dispersion by the intervening perspex of the 
duct top. This part of the duct was removable and during the series of experi
ments perspex sheets of l, 3, 6 and 13 mm were used to separate the HV electrode 
from the dispersion. 

A standard HV generator (Brandenburg model 2707R) was chosen as the source 
of steady de with output between OV to 15 kV at 2 mA. The voltage pulses were 
formed by switching on and off the steady de by means of a purpose built modu
lator unit driven by a low voltage function generator (2). The shape of the 
high voltage pulses and their time-on in relation to time-off, that is mark/ 
space ratio, was controlled by the low voltage waveform from the function 
generator. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The first important finding is that pulsed de fields have much more effect 
on phase separation than constant de fields. This is apparent from Figure 1 
which shows the effect of pulsed and unpulsed de fields of increasing magnitude 
on phase separation quantified in terms of the coalescence parameter. The peak 
electric field strength, E , is the maximum voltage gradient measured between 
two probes 10 mm apart insWffed into the contents of the electrostatic coalescer. 
The insulation on the electrode tends to blur the pulse configurations applied 
to the electrode, so it is not surprising that phase separation is; relatively 

unaffected by· a change in pulse form of nominally square to half-wave,, 

Frequency of pulsation has a pronounced effect on coalescence performance. 
In Figure 2 it is seen that this is most marked at. low values of applied 
voltage. There exists a single frequency, 8 Bz in this case, at which coales
cence is maximised and even at applied voltage of only 200 v .a substantial 
amount of coalescence occurs. This optimum frequency is less critical at 
higher voltages. The correct combination of voltage and frequency has a 
remarkable effect; it allows total phase separation with the 'LIX' system to 
be achieved and then sustained for as long as the field is applied. 

A record of the current drawn shows that complete phase separation is 
possible with virtually negligible power consumption, An examination of Table 
1 reveals that for a given applied voltage amplitude the current peaks at about 
the same frequency as that for which coalescence is best. This suggests that 
the coalescence mechanism involves the formation of chains of drops prior to 
coalescence since this would account for the conduction current. Chain forma
tion is a phenomenon known to happen in both ac and de fields (3). The repeated 
formation and disruption of chains which would be expected in a pulsed de field 
is likely to promote drop contact and therefore coalescence. This behaviour 
would explain the optimum frequency in that at high frequencies insufficient 
time is available for a mechanical response to occur and chains are difficult 
to form whereas at low frequencies chains form quite readily but the frequency 
of formation and break up is too slow for adequate coalescence. It seems 
probable that the stability of chains at low frequencies does not give rise to 
the high currents observed with constant de fields (2) because the· chains don't 
grow long enough to bridge the electrodes. However, there are good reasons to 
suspect that several additional factors must be included in any fina� explana
tion of the coalescence process. For exarople coalescence may occur because the 
liquid between adjacent drops in a chain has been squeezed out by oscillations 
of the drops or the opposite poles of adjacent drops being attracted like the 
plates of a condenser. Alternatively, since local surface charge densities 
would cause a reduction in apparent interfacial tension on the surfaces of 
proximate drops this could promote coalescence through the Marangoni effect. 
This view is supported by the instantaneous nature of the observed coalescence. 

The influence of electrode coating thickness is shown in Table 2. Best 
coal.escence is obtained by using only a thin coating, bE'!:cause of the substantial 
reduction in effective field strength at a given applied voltage which results 
from excessive electrode insulation. The interfacial relaxation time between 
the electrode coating and the layer of continuous phase in the electrostatic 
coalescer diminishes with increased coating thickness. A more detailed study 
(4) has shown that the optimum frequency occurs when the angular frequency of 
the applied electric field is equal to the reciprocal interfacial relaxation 
time. This is probably the reason why the optimum frequency increased with the 
thickness of electrode coating in Table 2. 

All the results given so far have been obtained under conditions where each 
voltage pulse has !:,een followed by an equivalent time at zero potential before 
the next pulse. This corresponds to a mark/space ratio of unity. It is inter
esting to speculate whether this is the best proportionation of "on" and "off" 
times within the given period. Figure 3 shows the results from experiments with 
three different periods, as per l.OHz, 5.0Hz and SOHz frequencies. The mark/ 
space ratio within each of the three periods has been varied widely and it is 
apparent that the best condition is where the "time-on" equals the "time-off". 
This appears to be true. irrespective of the frequency. The opti111um frequency 
in this case was 5.0 Hz. If it is accepted that chain formation and disruption 
is the underlying mechanism of coalescence the inference which must be drawn 
from the mark/space data is that the rate of chain formation and the rate of 
chain disruption must be of similar magnitude for a given frequency and voltage 
condition. 

Batch separation tests have shown that a great variety of electrode 
configurations are capable of giving excellent results with pulsed de fields. 
These findings indicate that electrical factors are not going to dominate the 
geometry or construction of any large scale coalescer. Indeed it would be quite 
feasible to modify existing equipruent to accommodate the desired high voltage 
region. Continuous flow tests with the _1 L!f system have shown bulk phase 
separation rates equivalent to 900 !'.min m 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is sufficient evidence now available to show that liquid phase 
separation by electrical means is quite feasible. Many systems of the type 
used in solvent extraction have electrical properties which match exactly those 
which must be satisfied before coalescence can be accelerated by high voltage 
fields. The conductance problem posed by the high proportion of polar phase 
which is present in most solvent extraction dispersions has been solved by a 
novel electrostatic coalescence system. The essential features of which are 
that it uses a uni-directional field which is pulsed and that it uses electrodes 
coated with a layer of insulating material. 
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Table 1. Mean Conduction currents under different field conditions. 

Frequency (Hz) Conduction current !mean (µA) 

Vmax=2kV(Emax"" 300 V/cm Vmax"" 4kV(E
ma

x"" 550 V/cm) 

0.5 0.0062 0.0178 
l.O 0.0075 0.0253 
1.5 0.0091 0.0255 
2.0 0.0120 0.0306 
4.0 0.0115 0.0328 
6.Q 0.0138 0.0370 
8.0 Q.0146 0.0400 

10.0 0.0140 0.0361 
20.0 0.0107 0.0354 
30.0 0.0064 0.0366 
40.0 0.0047 0.0209 
so.a 0.004S 0.0151 
60.0 0.0040 0.0103 

Table 2. Effect of electrode coating thickness on optimum frequency at 
vmax = 0.Bkv. 

� 
.Q.. 
a. 
r..:· 

u 
C 

Frequency Coalescence Parameter p (%) 

Hz t = 1 mm t "'" 3 mm t=Dmm 

0.5 87 .06 68.02 8.51 
l.O 90.98 77 .53 12. 77 
1.5 93.37 
2.0 95.29 90.69 27 .87 
2 .5 95.69 * 
3.0 94.90 
4.0 94 .51 91.48 32 .55 
4.5 91.91 
5.0 92. 71 * 
5.5 90.18 
6.0 89.88 34.26 
8.0 90.20 89.58 35.11 

10.0 86.28 Bo. 77 35.20 
12 .o 36.94 
13.5 37. 35 • 
15.0 29.08 
20.0 82 .35 62.35 27 .04 
30.0 79.61 34.0l 14.29 
40.0 75.69 25.60 10.20 
so.a 71.37 21.05 8.16 
60.0 68.63 19.84 6.94 

Optimum frequency t Electrode coating thickness 
Vm
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DISPERSED PHASE BEHAVIOUR IN CONTINUOUS 

LIQUID EXTRACTION COLUMNS 

G. Casamatta, C. Gourdon, G. Muratet

lnstitut du G�nie Chimique 
L. A. CNRS 192

Chemin de la Loge 
31078 Toulouse, France 

INTRCIJJCTIOH 

A constant source oI difficulties in the design, and in the operation of o1 
liquid-liquid extraction col\DIIJl is related to the behavicur of the dispersed 
phase. It has been shown (1-5), that drop size distribution (DSD) is an impor
tant factor in the efficiency of a col'Uffln. 

We have carried out a dynamic modelization of the physical mechanisms 
involved in forward mixing, and, on tllis basis, ve show a canprehensive and 
general study of a col'Lnll behaviour. 

The continuous phase Flow is described by the piston diffusion model. It is 
asS1aed that each drop of the dispersed phase undergoes the same baci:mixing as 
the continuous phase and showes a relative velocity tovards the continuous phase. 

Drop size distributions are described by a volume distribution and related to 
breakage and coalescence ; sillple 111.odels f'or transport, rupture and coalescence 
have been u'sed, and much attentioo bas been paid to the precise description of' 
the end sec ti� of a column. 

UM)S OF' COWHNS COlCERNEO 

One phase j., disperst!d J!; <l.nJp:; ..,-hich tr,1vcl under gravity with r<·g.:trll 11-
th<· continuous c.:nunter--currently fl<Ninr, 11ha•;c. 

The stagewise model dc�rit>es a colunu1 , rU'l'l thr level lJf 1..:onlinuuu�; ..,k1:.-1. 
outlet, up to thfc' intcrfacr which i-; asc.unK·:1 to have a Con!'.tant lt"'vel, ,.,, 
�hown in Figure 1. 

Even in the case of mechanically agitated columns drop breakage is neglected 
in the non-packed parts. 

DISPERSED PHASE HOLD UP 

At each level of the column, steady state solutions .:1re given by the inter
section of the curve z = 1 (1-p')2 and the straight line Y = A J' + B (�) 

A and B depend or: the flovrates, the cross area of the column and a wl."11 
defined mean drop velocity FP1 B is also a function of the product of the local 
hold up gradient b P / � H and of backrnixing intensity�. 

LOCAL FLOODIN:. POINT 

LPP is obtained when the z-curve and the Y-straight line show a tangent 
point (,0E). This corresponds to a maximal valuf: of A, namelly 

�ax· 

H.B. : If .3J .. � is assumed to be neglig�ble, an� �f dispersed phase 
entrainment can be neglected up to the flood1ng cond1t1ons, then our mod(') 
reduces to the classical THORNTON' s analysis (6). 

ENTRAHMENT Of' D ISPERSED PHASE WITIIOOT (BREAJ::AGE & CQ\LESCEICE) 

Honodispersed drop population. If the feed DSD is reduced to its mean value, 
and if the axial mixing term col). ";}j1 /�h is neglected, we can calculate the 
maximal disperse·d phase flow rate before flooding (6). Cri the �. this 
flovrate (double line} appears to bf" nearly equal to 18 1/h. 

Under the same .operating conditions but tat,ing into account the axial mixing 
term (continuous line) 1 it is shown that the dispersed phase entrainment (OoE) 
remains negligible up to OD......, 27 1/h. Axial mixing leads to a conplementary 
transport mechanism of the dispersed phase. Therefore, it can be emphasized that 
axial mixing delai�s flooding of the column. 

Distributed drop size. If we consider the true DSD (dotted line) we can see 
that entr"ainment increases regularly with o0 and that no obvious flooding con
dition can be pointed out. 

INFLUEIC:E Of' COALESCEtl:E 

\lhen coalescence lS active (Figure 4), it is pointed out that there is a 
LF'P for Q� = 37 1/h, but entrairment remains negligible up to On* "" 45 1/h.Above 
O *, entrainment grows up quickly, so that it is easy to define a practical cri
t�rion for flooding. 

A fine scrutiny of the stage located just below the dispersed phase feed 
inlet ( stage 7 on the �) has shown that this behaviour is due to the 
fonnation of densly packed bed of droplets on this plate, vhere coalescence is 
very strong. 

HOLD UP PROFILES AND LOCAL FLOC:l>II£ POINTS 
INFWEN::E OF FEED FLCNRATES 

On the�. continuous lines are effective hold up profiles all 
along the column ; dotted lines are representative of local flooding points 
i.n the column : each point of these dotted lines gives the hold-up that vou.ld 
locally exist if the considered point of the column was flooded. 

When the feed flovrates are weak, hold-up profiles are nearly flat and 
each value of p is far fran the value corresponding to a Lf'P, namely i5t. 

When increasing flowrates (ror instance Oc being fixed, by increasing o0). 
hold up profiles steep�n and J5-+ h (see OD= 25 1/h). For greatest values 
of Oo (see Oo = 30 1/h), S - type hold up profile is shown, in sane parts of 
the column, values of /i higher than j\; are pointed out. 

COPCWSION 

Simulations have been carried rut by adjusting transport and breakage 
laws to the case of a sieved plate pulsated column, but obtained results 
might be generalized. 

We propose new E'looding dr fini tions, that reveal themselves as generalizing 
THORNTON' s ana'iysis. We distinguish the ...::oncept of local flooding point in the 
column and effective entraimnent of the dispersed phase. 

V'e emphasize the particular role by coalescence which leads to the concept 
of maximum effective load and we claim a practical interest of this working 
condition. Ve have demonstrated that b..•chni xing contribute-. to the transport 
of the disperse.-:! jlhase �..nrl delajes flOOding apparitioo. 

Lastly, ve show that flooding does not aff'ord an upper maxi..muisa value for 
local hold ups. In the sa,ne column, one can find higher or lover values of the 
�old up, vi th regard to the hold up at flOOding. 

1. ,..ii. ,·J'l'-.'.'.'t-:�, W •. I. �URCIHNStY, i"l ct.11;. 111,11. ,:/,,·••. t·-01 , • .z2J, "'•1"/(l•J"/',}. 

.,. 

U.11. 1JI.Nl-:Y, &_!-=-9.!�, '327 (19· -:). 

"./. l?OD, 111·.Chern.l:.ngng.1 11, 118", (1 9f,• :. 

HISEK, .J. HARt:k
1 

Ur. Chem. t:mp"/·, 1L_, IC;, (1•)"i·1). 

'.,. V. PRCIASKA, SUJTV11er School "">f Varna, 1<J79. 

r,. f.JJ. TIWl?l'IJN, Chem. Engng. Progr. Sym,,. ::;eri�.-_;1 :,u, (n). lT/ (1954). 
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DEVELOPING SOLVENT EXTRACTION PROCESSES 

AN INTEGRATED, INTERDISCIPLINARY ACTIVITY 

Ruth Blumberg 

Haifa, Israel 
and 

Miles Laboratories, Inc. 
Elkhart, Indiana, USA 

1 . INTRODUCTORY 

If one were to take the attendance list at this ISEC conference and to 
check the discipline in which each participant received his/her first degree, 
as well as that in which graduate studies were completed,. one would certainly 

find a very wide spectrum of areas covered. Yet all have come here to ISEC 

expecting to participate and to benefit from the gathering together of these 
varied backgrounds and disciplines. Can the reason for this be other than 
that solvent extraction (SX), the theme of this conference, is broad enough 
to cater to a wide variety of interests? 

The Webster Dictionary defines Discipline as a subject that is taught, or 
a field of study; the word derives from the Latin Disciplina which means 

teaching, learning; Discipulus means pupil. 

Process development (PD) in its literal sense, namely the developnent of 
processes, is a discipline or field of study that is not taught formally, in 

the framework of the normal curricula of technologica·l ins ti tut es. Yet it 
needs to be learned like any other discipline. Possibly the problen: about PD 
is that its interdisciplinary character can hardly be encompassed in the 

courses offered in any single faculty; interdisciplinary faculties are rare, 
al though some schools do try to cross the lines of faculties by having joint 

projects and possibly joint courses. 

At present, the only way to learn PD is by working at it. It seems, 
therefore, to be a specialisation which starts after the "pupil" has completed 

a basic course of study in some field which would normally define the discip
line of specialisation of the "pupil". Good process developers will result • 
from good "in house" training, hence it is important that there be such 
trainees actively working on integrated projects at all stages of development. 
For the training to be effective the work must be directed by high caliber 
process developers with wide background and experience. The aim of the 

direction will be to supervise and train, while progressing with the project 

at the required rate, and to impart enthusiasm and professional appreciation 
of PD to all those involved. 

PD is interdisciplinary, hence it requires that responsible charge or 

management be vested in someone who is a specialist in the field and who can 
span the main disciplines involved. Desirable basic capabilities of such a 
project manager are listed in Table I. 

Developing solvent extraction (SX) processes is no different from 
developing other chemical processes, hence generalised statements made here can 

be regarded also as specific for solvent extraction. General definitions for 
PD are given in Table II. The difference in accent and certainty of the 
definition of "feasibility" in the two cases should be noted. 

Novelty is not the prerogative of class or status. While it may derive 
from interactive thinking, in its essence it is not an interdisciplinary 

activity. Proving the chemical feasibility of a novel chemical idea, too, 

need not rely on disciplinary interaction or integration; however the develop
ment of a process from this novel idea must rely on such interaction. Due to 
the circumscribed studies of basic training of individuals both in science and 

technology, it follows that PD must be a group activity. While some individu
als are able themselves to encompass a broad band of disciplines, still it is 

unlikely that full independence from others can be attained by any single 

worker in modern chemical processing. Indeed there is no reason to strive for 
such self-sufficiency once one has accepted the fact that PD can best be done 
in an interactive environment. 

A chemical process has been defined as entailing some change in a bulk 
property of a material; the technology which brings about the change is the 

area of chemical engineering. Process development is the study of the means 
of effecting the desired change in a novel, practical, economic manner to 
permit industrial exploitation of the process. Aspects that fal 1 outside this 
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broad definition of PD are the initial definition of the transformation 
desired and proof in principle of its chemical feasibility, as well as 
eventual engineering design, fabrication and erection of plant. Process 

development does, however, include all the studies required in order to 

permit these latter stages to proceed. 

Solvent extraction implies transfer of solute from one 1 iquid phase 
across a boundary to another liquid phase. This transfer has two aspects, 
the one is "basic", relating to the mode of transfer, the other is 
"applied", relating to the means whereby the transfer is achieved. In the 
simplest context the former can be defined as chemistry, the latter as 
chemical engineering. No solvent extraction separation or transfer can be 

developed to the stage of technical feasibility, let alone process 
implementation, without the active interplay of these primary disciplines, 
hence by definition SX must be interdisciplinary. The development of a SX 
process should run along the rails of these disciplines in parallel, with 

branch lines connecting them or leading through other side disciplines 

back to the main lines. 

In solvent extraction the separation is "system" controlled, hence a 

variety of systems can probably be conceived even for the separation of a 
specific component. Such systems will be as similar to one another, or as 

dissimilar, as one may wish. Not all, however, will be equally desirable 
nor equally feasible, so an acceptable choice must be positively made, if 

implementation is eventually to be attained. 

2. PROCESS DEVELOPMENT FOR SX PROCESSES 

2.1. Solvent extraction has been applied in a variety of fields for all 
sorts of purposes. The scope of the technology and its growth through the 
past decade can be seen from Table III, where the session titles are listed 
for !SEC '71 and for the current ISEC '83. Most striking is the increase in 

the number of sessions devoted to SX proc-,;,sses. If now at the present ISEC, 
the performance of a variety of commercial processes are being reviewed, 
this must mean that in the past decade considerable process development was 

done in the SX field. 

The decision, in principle, to incorporate process development in a 

specific research framework is a policy decision at management level. Once 
decision has been reached to go ahead with PD, subsequent decisions will be 
mainly technological or combinations of technology and management. Success 

will depend on close contact and understanding between the two, and on 
appropriate planning and organisation. 

Irrespective of the field or the technology, the development of chemical 
processes must go through a succession of stages. The individual stages may 

vary in significance according to the process involved; the order of the 
stages is not rigid but all must be covered in some way, if the relevant 

information is to be obtained which together will constitute the process. 
The aims of process development must be firstly to reach the point where a 

well based economic evaluation can be made, secondly to define the degree of 

uncertainty, as far as this is possible� priori, so as to enable management 
decision to be reached in regard to implementation, thirdly to furnish the 
required guide lines for basic engineering and design, and lastly to provide 
liaison between development and implementation. 

Since it is our thesis that PD for SX processes is no different in 
essence from other PD cases, the relevant stages can be listed in a general 

way for a comprehensive PD program. This has been done in Table IV 
assuming a process of average complexity. In practice, SX processes may show 

varying degrees of complexity according to the system and the type of 
separation desired. The complexity usually derives from the number of transfers 
that are required in order to attain the separation, and from the nature of 
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Taking Tables V and� together, it is clear that process and operating 

control have now come to the fore, hence expertise in these areas is 
essential, both for designing a reliable experimental system and for inter

preting phenomena seen in the bench or pilot unit, in so far as these may 

reflect on process and operating control. 

2. S. The main aim of Process Development as shown in Table IV is the 

preparation of a Process Package. Specifications of the Process and the Guide 

Lines for Basic Engineering are the culmination of the PD effort, as 
summarised in Table VII. Alr.,ost all the data needed will have been collected 

excepting for data relating to selection and sizing of equipment. This 

requires a special study program, and may involve disciplines not previously 
cal led upon in the PD work. 

Before any work relating to equipment is started it is necessary for a 
decision to be taken as to the extent to which "in house" design is being 

planned. A study of equipment sizing and selection requires a good under
standing of the properties of the system as these interact with aspects which 

control equipment capacity and efficiency. 

In solvent extraction processes there arc essentially three basic equip

ment types, namely mixer-settlers, columns and centrifugals. Every solvent 
extraction operation entails liquid-liquid contacting and liquid-liquid 

separation. The three tYPes of equipment differ from one another as regards 

these two crucial steps and each may also be evaluated differently according 
to whether one is looking at the dispersion or the coalescence characteristics 

of the system and which one is overriding. Furthermore there may be a strong 
interaction of the process on the equipment selection and of the liquid 
system on equipment behavior. 

Another a�.pect which needs careful study relates to materials of 
construction, this of course being a discipline in its own right. So we have 

the two way interaction of system on material and material on system. 

Constraints of product quality, operating conditions, icind costs, all need 
to be taken into account in this specialised field of equipment selection, 

2. 6. Process development responsibility does not cease at the moment 
that the Process Package has been prepared. During basic engineering and 

later process implementation, questions will come up which were not, or 

could not have been foreseen earlier. The project manager of the process 
development program must continue to be involved by maintaining close liaison 
with the engineering group, and must be ready to reopen the PD studies so as 
to provide acceptable solutions to questions as they come up. Table VIII 

summarises aspects falling within the scope of PD liaison. 

3. PER I PHERAL ASPECTS. 

A SX process development will not be complete without due regard to a 

number of peripheral aspects. It is perhaps to be expected that these 
aspects arc the very ones that require background in disciplines often far 
removed from the SX process its elf. We have already referred to equipment 

selection and to materials of construction. Both of these may be regarded 
as peripheral, since they do not reflect directly on the separation 
process which is the primary aim of SX. Nevertheless they are very import

ant and the process implementation may stand or fall depending on how 
knowledgeably they are handled. 

Solvent l_osses and waste disposal are two peripheral aspects of far
reaching importance. In both cases expertise outside the normal SX steps 
may have to be called in. Solvent losses in waste streams may be unaccept

able both economically and ecologically. A study of how and why sol vent or 
solvent derivatives report to waste streams will need a very careful 

chemical and engineering analysis based on the specialised approaches of both 
disciplines. The questions to be answered are how to prevent solvent losses, 
and how to prevent waste streams or the air from being polluted by solvent. 

Usually the concentration levels of solvent being considered in the two cases, 

economic and environmental, will be significantly different. Permitted 
pollution levels may be orders of magnitude lower than the solubility or 
entrainment levels that can be accepted costwise. We may be talking, for 
example, of parts per billion, versus parts per million or even hundredths of 

a percent. Without analytical methods nothing much can be known and less 
can be done. Fortunately GC �nd HPLC procedures are ideally suited to these 
purposes. This means, of course, that a SX process cannot be developed with
out the expert services of those versed .in these analytical techniques. 

Prevention of environmental contamination and control of sol vent losses 

both require a critical evaluation of the causes, a logical approach to 

prevention and expert practical expression in design. One need not belabour 
the point by listing the various disciplines that will be involved in this 
task. 
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Another peripheral aspect of any SX process will be product quality 

.since this is the "acid test" for the separation attained. The limits of 

product quality may differ widely from case to case, and stress may have to 

be laid on entirely different aspects, depending on the process steps that 

fol low the SX separation and recovery, and on the use of the end product. 

Thus SX processes have enabled wet process phosphoric acid of fertiliser 

quality to be upgraded for detergent purposes, for metal polishing and other 

technical applications, and ultimately for food grade uses. Intuitively, 

even without seeing the specifications, one anticipates that the quality 

problems will be widely different in these cases, also that phase separation 

and carry over of sol vent may need to be considered in a very different 
manner in the three cases, and that the expertise involved in evaluating the 
level of problems likely to be encountered in production for the various 

grades wi 11 not necessarily coincide. 

Another peripheral aspect which is specirlc to SX processes is solvent 
quality. Solvent quality may deteriorate during use for two main reasons, 
one being a slow accumulation in the solvent of minor components from the 

extraction system, the other deriving from slow degradation of solvent com
ponc,nts by reaction in the environment of the SX process. Here, too, 

careful interaction of the required expertise is necessary, firstly to try 
to anticipate how solvent quality is likely to be impaired, then to 
elucidate the actual pathways and so to prescribe preventive measures 

and/or post-treatment. Normally positive solvent clean-up will be an 
integral part of any solvent extraction process, but these standard 
procedures, which usually rely on distillation and/or scrubbing, may not 
take care of the problem in al 1 its aspects. Process changes may even be 

necessary in certain cases to obviate the problem in the first place. 

Furthermore, equipment specification may be influenced by this peripheral 
aspect of solvent quality; the earlier this is realised th·e bet.ter it will 
be. 

Finally, for those with even the minimum experience of SX faci 1i ties, 
one need not stress the problems that derive from the presence of fine 
solids which are preferentially wetted and so caused to accunrulate at the 
liquid-liquid interface, or, for that matter, the problem from any material 

which is too viscous to flow freely with the main liquid streams. It seems 
that notwithstanding the widely different fields of application of the SX 

technology, ranging from mineral processing through to biotechnology, from 

antibiotics to petrochemicals, and notwithstanding the variety of basic 

disciplines which have undoubtedly fol lowed this problem, still it has not 
been satisfactorily generalised, hence solutions still remain arl hoc and 

specific. 

4. STRATEGY AND CONSTRAINTS OF PROCESS DEVELOPMENT. 

ln PD the strategy is to approach the aim on as broad a front as is 
compatible with the external constraints. Options should be kept open for 
as long as practicable, provided doing so does not hinder project continuity. 
Definitive decisions on variable aspects must be taken as soon as the return 
on additional work becomes marginal, and/or in compliance with imposed 
technological and managerial cons train ts. 

Often the primary managerial constraint imposed on a development project 
will be the timing; however, investment, scale, necessary integration with 
an existing facility, cverall development plans, all will have bearing on 
the p1·ocess development strategy to be eq,loyed. Early in PD it will be 
desirable to bring in those versed in patent matters and in commercial 
development, marketing and planning, since critical business aspects may thus 
be identified. 

In order to summarise what has already been discussed, let us assume it 

were necessary to set up a group to develop a novel proven idea for 
separating and recovering some marketable value from the environment in which fl 
it is produced, through all the stages of process development and ultimately 
to process implementation. Initially the accent will be on chemistry, 

involving chemists with a variety of backgrounds and expertise. The broader 
the experience of these chemists in process development projects the better, 
and this does not mean SX processes only. As the project proceeds more 
accent begins to be laid on chemical engineering. Such aspects as fluid 
flow, mixing of liquids , separation of liquids, mass trans fer, heat trans fer, 
rates of transfer, process control, all should be considered as early as 
possible. Good understanding of multi-stage operation, steady state, 
equilibrium, accumulation, build-up, kinetics, will all help the PD stage to 
advance. This is particularly important if limited equipment testing must 
be done to enable equipment to be selected. 

In preparation for implementation, the accent will be more on 
efficiency, yields, quality, losses, environment, waste disposal and so on. 
This brings in a list of disciplines not always involved prior to this 
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recycle streams within the overall system. The mnnber of theoretical stages 
within a tra11sfer operation does not contribute to process complexity; un
less there are a mul ticiplicity of streams entering and exiting. Operating 
complexity is not necessarily the same as process complexity, so operating 
control problems need to be viewed separately from the PD proper. 

There may not be a concensus as to the delineation of the stages of the 
PD program and the aim of each stage, but this is relatively secondary; the 
important aspect for concensus is that as one proceeds from stage to stage, 
one should be laying the building blocks for the flowscheme and eventually 
for the process as a whole. 

Although as shown in Table IV, process identification falls essentially 
outside the defined area of PD, still it is worthwhile to spend a little 
time considering the aims and constraints of process identification. The 
separation desired needs to be specified since this will help to describe the 
process being aimed at. Even in an extreme case where applicability of new 
reagents or solvent types is the motivation, evaluation is always according 
to'"What can be achieved. The separation desired and the SX transfer need not 
be identical. Thus in a two solute system in which A is the value to be 
recovered and B is the accompanying valueless component, it may be equally 
valid to transfer A away from 8, as B away from A. 

The selection of the mod; of transfer is of considerable significance 
for PD. Extraction systems have been classified as follows (1): 

a. Distribution of simple molecules. 
b. Extraction by compound formation. 
c. Extraction by solvation. 
d. Ic,m-pair formation. 

Once one knows what is to be transferred one can select modes of transfer 
which are possible, and then the one which seems preferable. Choice of 
solvent type follows directly from this (2) leading then to the test of 
chemical feasibili'ty. In some cases chemic;il feasibility may be demonstratcl 
in a most simple manner. Let us exemplify this by a metathetic reaction: 

MA + HB�MB + HA. 

If, from a stoichiometric mixture of MA and HB, the solvent extracts tt+ 

preferentially over it, and extracts some A-, then irrespective of how much 
s- is extracted, the reaction has in fact been demonstrated as going from left 
to right. 

As regards the nature of the work involved in this first stage, it can be 
assumed that process identification need not be an interdisciplinary activity 
although it may well be a group effort. This holds even when a single 
individual has sufficient familiarity with the chemical aspects involved in 
all the steps of the process identification to be capable of handling it 
alone. 

2.2. When PD starts one assumes that one·has a selected systEIII to work 
with, and that this system does what one has set out to do, but the limiting 
framework has not been defined. Specification of limits is the first stage of 
process development -- here called Process Research. According to the nature 
of ·the process, the accent will be placed on different aspects; generally how
ever, during this stage, one should derive sufficient distribution data to be 
able t9 define limits of extraction. One should have made compai:is.ons within 
the- family of solvents or reagents to see what aspects are favored by which 
lDembers, so as ta ·make a reasonable, more specific selection. Also one should 
be able to calculate separation factors her>ce one can define the transfer 
steps involved, thus going over naturally from the process research to the 
process study stage. 

In .the framework of process research, already, various disciplines may 

�egin to enter the picture. Probably it will still remain within the scope of 
chemistry, though it may cover various disciplines within C:hemistry itself, 
such as inorganic, organic, physical, analytical, synthetic organic, 
depending on what is in fact being separated. 

2.3. The Process Study is probably the heart of process development, 
conceptually certainly, even though not as regards effort and expenditure. 
The aim of the process study is to define the process by laying out the flow
scheme, fixing format and working parameters. The more complex the scheme 
needed for eventually attaining the desired separation, the more the process 
study will depend on the necessary input from those with background in 
:r:elevant disciplines. This is also the point at which originality in 
manipulating sol ven"t extraction concepts can be displayed, hence it is the 
most challenging. The imprint of those who do the process study will follow 
the process throughout, as it is they who say: "this is how this process 
will look". Since this is so, it is all the more important that decisions 
not be taken in ignorance of constraints imposed by other disciplines. This 
means also that some level of process costing must be initiated as early as 
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possible. Almost as soon as the basic flowscheme can be visualised and the 
primary material balance prepared, an order of magnitude economic evaluation 
should be made, so as to identify areas for study and development. A process 
study is bad, if in the next stage it turns out that the flowscheme cannot be 
implemented in the current "state of the art", or that it is unlikely to be 
economically viable. 

Let us consider a process study for the metathetic reaction referred to 
above; let us assume that the process research has shown that the highest 
extraction of A- will take place when the aqueous phase is essentially 
saturated with MA and when H+ is high, which must imply 8- being high too. 
This finding naturally leads to the need for understanding the phase diagrams-

as a function, say of temperature. 

In this process study, the phase diagram together with distribution 
coefficients and separation factors, are the basis upon which the flowscheme 
will be built (3). A physical chemist well versed in phase diagrams, and an 
organic chemist with background in solvent interactions, must be active at 
this stage, but so must a chemical engineer who understands the kinds of 
problems which are likely to be encountered in the steps entailing 
dissolving, precipitating, contacting, separating. Analytical and process 
control should start at this point too; questions such as J\ow accurately the 
tt+ level need be controlled, whether an acidity swing can be permitted and 
how this is to be controlled, will all need' answering. 

Let us take another case, separation of enzymes in biphase systems (4). 
Since it is known that such separations can be made, one can assume that a 
variety of systems will permit a specific separation to take place. How
ever, an enzyme chemist and/or a protein chemist must be consulted to �ave 
the SX chemist from doing things which are not permitted for enzyme or 
protein processing. 

As long as we stay within the framework of separation by SX there are 
only a limited number of possible steps. Their selection and arrangement 
will be based essentially on relative concentrations and separation factors, 
on solvent modification possibilities, within the framework of solvent 
compounding, and on the extent to which temperature and/or pressure are 
transfer variables (2). Heat effects must be carefully tested. Small scale 
testing cannot show up such effects. Calorimetric measurements must accord
ingly be made and primary h,;,at balances calculated, 

The wider the scope of the chemical input in all its aspects, the more 
likely that the flowscheme will be simple, elegant, original and useful; 
this of course, is always the ultimate aim of creativity and development. 

2.4. The aim of the Bench and/or Pilot Study is to check out the 
selected flowscheme, as far as possible under continuous operation and to 
define the parameters for techr,ological design and for a well based economic 
evaluation. It is at this point that the chemical engineering aspects begin 
to gain weight and to take over the control. It is also at this point that 
project management becomes a matter for consideration. Economic aspects 
such as benefits from successful development and timing considerations begin 
to be very important. 

This is also the stage at which company mangement must be brought in, 
since from now on decisions will in many cases be business and marketing 
decisions, not straight scientific or technological ones. 

The scale on which this. study is to be performed is open, the choice 
depending on many factors, and relating to many aspects. There are aspects 
which can be studied equally well on laboratory scale by using multi-stage 
counter-current simulation, but there are questions that can be answered 
only in true continuous operation. In Table V typical aspects have been 
listed for laboratory s,imulation and for continuous operation. This, how
ever, still does not answer the question of scale. One of the problems of 
bench scale operation is the difficulty of keeping steady state in small 
units. Also there is the danger of being misled due to the incidental 
character of operation in the unit selected for the test. Rarely wi 11 one 
expect a small unit to be a scaled down version of the full industrial 
plant, Even the equipment type in the small unit need not represent the 
final selection; at best a small continuous unit will indicate the direction 
to be followed in making such selection. 

The true purpose of the bench or pilot study is to define the parameters 
for the technological design so as to be able to specify the process. In 
Table VI a summary list is presented of what this stage is expected to 
contribute to the process development, and what it will not provide. 
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_TYPICAL STAGES IN A SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

PROCESS D.EVELOPME.NT PROGRAM. 

Process 
Identification 

Process 
Development 

Process Research 

Process Study 

Bench or Pilot 
Study. 

Process Package 

Liaison 

Specification of separation 
desired. 

Identification of SX 
transfer required. 

Selection of mode of 
transfer. 

Choice of solvent type 

Test of chemical 
feasibility. 

[:J"pecification of limits. 

r-:--Eefinition of flowsheet 
�ornat & parameters. 

r-:-Parameters for 
L technological design. 

[

Specifications of 
process. 

Guidel�nes �or basic 
engineering. 

C
ontact during basic 

engfoeering and 
process implementation. 

TABLE V 

ACHIEVEMENT IN LABORATORY SIMULATION 
VERSUS CONTINUOUS OPERATION. 

Multistage Laboratory Simulation. 

Full stage efficiency 

Profile of conjugate phase compositions. 

Basic compositions for steady state operation. 

Primary material balance. 

Good indication of trends and preferences. 

Physical observations, but no estimate of physical problems. 

Continuous Operation. 

Importance of procedures for filling and starting. 

Possibility of working with recycles. 

Check of material balance. 

Po,i!ltbility of seeing accumulations. 

Possib\W.ty of adjusting dispersion type for good 
separation. 

Primary entrainment aspects. 

Checking effects of feed variabi 1i ty on operation. 

A basis for defining process and operating control. 

TABLE VI 

CONTRIBUTION OF PILOTING TO PROCESS DEVELOPMENT. 

_Positive 

Verification of flowscheme. 

Confirmation of material balance. 

Security as regards unexpected operating phenomena, but 
not necessarily so for all eventualities. 

Good indications for plant operation, process control, 
process sensitivity etc. 

A good model for starting up a plant, first filling, 
shutting down etc. 

Information necessary for preparing guidelines for basic 
engineering of the process. 

Negative 
No data for heat balance; calorimetric measurements must 

be made specifically. 

Usually no design data for equipment, these must be 
acquired in a separate study, with or without vendor 
participation. 

In the normal scope of the study, the continuous small 
scale unit will not provide sufficient product for 
marketing studies. 

� 

GUIDE LINES FOR BASIC ENGINEERING. 

Full process description. 

Basic flowsheet , stream cornpc,s it j ons. 

Material balance, heat balance. 

Physico-chemical data for all steps. 

Guidelines for filling, start-up, shut-down. 

Guidelines for process control, analytical procedures. 
Guidelines for operating control 
Guidelines for materials of construction. 

- Guidelines for selection and sizing of equipment. 

1Alll.E...llll. 
PROCESS DEVELOPMFJ:IT LIAISON-

With basic engineering, regarding: 

Equipment selection. 

Materials of construction, selecting and testing. 
Surge and tankage. 

Control, process and operating. 
Fil ling, start-up, shut-down. 

With service groups, regarding: 
Analytical. 

- Quality assurance. 
- Waste disposal, environment. 
- Maintenance. 

Costing. 

- Safety. 

Purchasing, solvent supplies. 

With plant management and personnel, regarding: 

Operations upstream and downstream of SX. 
Training for SX. 

- Trouble shooting. 

Process changes; improvements. 
Standard operating procedures. 
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point, as not being mandatory for the basic stages of process ,development. 

However, it should be clear that aspects which may eventually influence the 

i�lementation should be taken into account as early as possible. Hence 

the relevant disciplines should be brought in early, so as to avoid .find

ing bottle-necks in implementation· which could have been anticipated and 

dealt with earlier in the program. 

Project management must not be forgotten. It is not essential that the 

initial project manager continue in this capacity throughout the program. 

As a project proceeds along the line, the. accent and priorities will change, 

hence the choice of project manager may depend on different criteria, also 

on company preferences and policy, and not least on who is available at the 

time. 

Continuing now with the same approach of setting up the group so that 

the necessary disciplines will be available when they are needed, it is 

desirable to be conversant with the many aspects of SX under study in 

academic circles and research institutes, so as to ensure that background in 

these areas will be available to the group if necessary. Basically these 

aspects relate to understanding what goes on in SX, since with understanding 

it is easier to manipulate. A few aspects stand out currently, when 

questions being asked are: what is the mechanism of transfer, what are the 

species present in the "non-aqueous" phase, what can be done to change the 

species? Much work is being initiated in regard to the liquid-liquid 

interface, what hi.ppens there, how is matter transferred, what are the 

kinetics of transfer? Here again feed-back from these fnndamental studies to 

the PO group can be very valuable, as it will lay the stress on aspects which 

are not necessarily obvious, but once recognised may lead to interesting 

manipulations. 

There are several areas which are contiguous to SX but with which the 

SX oheai:st will rarely come into direct contact, hence will not be able to 

draw analogies from them. Suqi contiguous areas should be idel\tified and 

expertise sought there, if this can lead to a better und0rstanding of the SX 

system. Examples are non-aqueous solution chemistry, the study of structure 

in 1111lti-component liquids, micro-emulsions, meta-stable phases, interfacial 

interactions, phase �rans fer catalysis, liquid nembranes. 

General isations and analogies are essential for progress in any field, 

so too in SX and PO, which we designate by definition as being inter

discip 1 inary. 
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TABLE I. 

CAPABILITIES OF A PROCESS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT MANAGER. 

- To envisage the process from its earliest stages and work 

accordingly. 

- To know when, where and from whrom to seek aid for specialist 

aspects. 

- Ability to proceed along a broad front throughout the project. 

- The courage to decide that enough has been done, even though 

the optimum has not been attained. 

- The professional standing to make others accept the reasoning. 

TABLE II 

DEFINITIONS FOR PROCESS DEVELOPMENT. 

- Chemical Process Development can be defined as the development 

of a novel idea, of proven chemical feasibility, to the point 

of presenting a process of proven technological feasibility. 

- Chemical Feasibility, in the framework of SX, means definitive 

proof that the desired separation can be achieved, and that 

the desired product can be recovered. 

- Technological Feas ibi li ty implies the likelihood of 

technical and economic viability. 

� 

ISEC SESSION TITLES 

ISEC '71 

Physical Chemistry of Extraction 
I, II. 

Nuclear Applications, 
I, II, III. 

Chemistry of Metal Extraction 
I, II, III, IV. 

Process Development 
I Metal Extraction 

II Extraction of Non-metals 
Extraction of Lanthanides 
Application to Petroleum Industry 

ISEC '83 

Physical Chemistry 
Thermodynamics of Phase Equilibria 

in SX Sys terns I (Pl , II. 
Characterisation of Organic 

Species in SX processes, I, II. 
Novel Extractants I, II (P). 
Extraction with Supercritical 

Sol vents I (Pl, II. 
Emulsion Liquid Membranes I, II. 
Solid-supported Liquid Membranes, 

I, II (P). 
Analytical Chemistry, I (Pl, II (P), 

III. 

Nuclear Extraction Processes, 
I, II, III. 

Metallurgical Extraction Processes 
I, II, III. 

Inorganic Extraction Processes, 
I, II(Pl. 

Phannaceutical & Biological 
Extraction Processes, I, II (Pl. 

Performance of Commercial Solvent 
Extraction Processes, I, II. 

Fuel & Chemical Extraction 
Processes, I, II (Pl. 

Interfacial Kinetics, I, II. 
Fluid Mechanics, Phase separation 

Transport & Interfacial Phenomena 
Drops & Dispersions 
Coalescence & Interfacial Phenomena, I, II (P). 

Extraction Equipment, I, II, III. 

Mathematical Models & Control 

Plenary Session - Case Histories of 
Industrial Applications 

Plenary Lectures 
Nuclear 

Petroleum 

Extraction Equipment & Design, 
I, II (P). 

Modelling & Axial Dispersion, I, II. 

Plenary Session - Chemical Reactions 
in Liquid-Liquid Systems. 

Plenary Lectures 
Hydrometal lurgy 
Process Development 
Ion�pair Distribution. 
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THELIX®860 SERIES: UNMODfFIED COPPER EXTRACTION REAGENTS 

Gary A. Kordiosky·, J. Michael Sierakoski 

Henkel Corporation 
Tucson, Arizona USA 

and 

Joe E. House 
Henkel' Corporation 

Minneapolis, Minnesota USA 

On l y  t w o  classes of compounds have gained commercia l  
acceptance a s  reagents to be used in the solvent extraction of 
copper from typical acid leach solutions: the ketoximes, for 
example, LIX® 64N and SME ® 529; an.d the salicylaldoximes, for 
e x a m ple, LIX 622 and ACORGA ® P-5100. These two classes of 
compounds differ significantly in copper extractive strength. In 
fact, the salicylaldoxirnes are such strong extractants that an 
extraction-stripping equilibrium modifier, such as nonylphenol or 
tridecanol, must be used in the organic sys.tern so th.at adequate 
coppe r  transfer can be achieved when stripping with a typical 
copper electrowinning liquor (1). 

The use of equilibrium modifiers is not without problems. 
Nonylphenol is known to accelerate oxirne degradation (2) as well 
as having deleterious effects on certain materials of construc
tion. In addition, leach solutions containing dis.solved silica 
freque.ntly tend to form emulsions when c ontacted with metal 
extractant solutions, and che problem of s2nsitivity of copper 
extractants to silica during aqueous continuous operation is 
intensified by the presence of nonylphenol (31. 

This work examines the properties of mixtures of ketoxirnes 
with salicylaldoxirnes as they relate to copper extraction and 
circuit behavior. This work also introduces the LIX 860 series of 
copper extractants and its three main members: LIX 860, LIX 864, 
and LI X 8 6 5 . The cornposi tion of these reagents as well as other 
reagents used in this study is given in Table 1. 

STRIPPING AND EXTRACTION 

A solution containing -20 v/v% HS-LIX 65N in Kerrnac SOOT was 
mixed in increments of 10 v/v% with a solution contai'ling -20 

/ v% LIX 86 0 also in Kermac SOOT. The respective starting 

:olutions and mixtures thereof were equilibrated with an aqueous 

s o l u t i o n  c o ntaining 170 g/1 H2so4 and 30 g/1 Cu by using
one three -minute agitated contact. The respective stripped 
organics were then filtered and a portion of each was retained for 
analysis. The remainder was equilibrated with3�n a�ueous copper 
solution containing 5.45 g/1 Cu and 1.3 g/1 Fe at a pH of 1.90 
using a vigorous five-minute contact at an O/A of 1/1. The 
organic and aqueous phases resulting from this contact were then 
sampled for analysis. The stripped organic and aqueous raffinate 
results are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

Similar results were obtained using mixtures of either HS-LIX 
64N, SME 530 (active extractant 2-hydroxy-5-nonylacetophenone 
oxirne ), or Acorga P-17 (active extractant 2-hydroxy-5- nonylphenyl 
ben zyl ketone oxirne) as the ketoxirne component; and either 
5-octyl, 5-nonyl, or 5-dodecylsalicylaldoxirne as the alkylated 
salicylaldoxirne. The presence of modifiers alters the system in 
such a way that the deviation from straight line behavior is much 
less dramatic, and in fact, if enough modifier is present there is 
no deviation from straight line behavior ( 1). 

The most surprising feature of the mixtures in these tests is 
the lower-than-expected stripped organic values. This, combined 
with the fact that the loading of the mixtures is additive, 
results in a greater-than-expected net copper transfer. In fact, 
this mixture of approximately equal amounts of strong and weak 
extractants retains virtually the same extractive strength as the 
modified aldoxirne ·Strong extractants such as LIX 622 or P-5100, 
provided the total concentration of the oximes is equal. Figure 

· 3 shows two equilibrium isotherms generated using 20 v/v% LIX 622 
and 20 v/v%  LIX 864 respectively, with a synthetic copper feed 
solution containing 5.51 g / 1  Cu at a pH of 2.0. The LIX 864 
isotherm is no t quite as sharply bowed as the isotherm for LIX 
622; however, the stripped organic for LIX 864 is 2.16 g/1 Cu, 
-1.11 g/1 Cu less than that for LIX 622. As a result, the LIX 
864 mixture retains virtually the same copper recovery in a 
two-stage or a three-stage extraction circuit with the feed under 
discussion as a similar circuit utilizing LIX 622. 

Copper extrac tion kinetics of the mixtures is greater than 
would be predicted for a straig ht-line interpolation of the 
kinetics of the individual components. The data in Table 2 serves 
as one example. The presence of a kinetic additive such as LIX 63 
enhances the copper extraction kinetics of both the ketoxime and 
the mixture. Mixtures without 3. kinetic additive, such as LIX 65f< 
with LIX 86 0, show a more dramatic increase in copper extraction 
kinetics over the predicted value. 

®LIX is a Registered Trademark of Henkel Corporation 
®SME is a Registered Trademark of 3hell Chemicals, U.K. Ltd. 

· ®Acorga is a Registered Trademark of Acorga Ltd. 
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This en·h·ancement of copper extraction kinetics is not changed by 
the p,resence of nony·lphenol, a result in apparent conflict with 
previously reported work (1). A l t h o u g h  t h e  k i n e t i c s  o f  
ketoxime-ald oxirne mixtures are not quite as fast as the kinetics 
of the aldoxime by itself, they are more than adequate to result 
in high mixer e f ficiencies utilizing the size and type of mixers 
normally used in the industry. 

PHYSICAL BEHAVIOR 

A series of circuits was run in order to compare the phase 
disengagement, entrainment, and crud formation properties of LIX 
864, with those of HS-LIX 64N, LIX 6022, and ACORGA PT-5050. The 
studies were conducted at a commercial plant site operation in 
Arizona with all-glass phase separation cells utilizing plant 
leach liquor and strip electrolyte. 

The testing was divided into three phases. In Phase I, two 

independent one-extraction plus one-strip circuits, identical in 
every way except for the copper extraction reagent, were run. In 
this phase of testing, LIX 864 was compared to LIX 6022 and then 
to PT-5050. The circuits were operated for six to eight hours per 
day and readings taken every half hour. Data on the following 
were recorded: phase bands, mixer continuity, temperature, 
aqueous entrainment in the loaded organic and stripped organic 
phases, and organic entrainment in the raffinate and ,Pregnant 
electrolyte phases. Several important observations were made: 1) 
Organic entrainment in the raf f inate stream was significantly 
lower for LIX 864 than for either LIX 6022 or PT-5050; 2) Phase 
con tinuity can have a dramatic effect on some entrainment values; 
3 I Phase bands were very small, running from 1/4 to 3/4 inches in 
extrac tion and 0 to 1 1/4 inches in strip, and did not appear to 
be reagent related; and 4) Much less crud seemed to be generated 
ip ttie LIX 864 circuit than in either the LIX 6022 or PT-5050 
circuits. 

Phase II testing was designed to quantify the amount of crud 
generated when comparing LIX 864 with HS-LIX 64N and ACORGA 
PT-5050. Three single stage circuits were run side by side where 
loaded organic was continually contacted with fresh aqueous leach 
so 1 u ti on from a common sollrce. Double phasing was a major problem 
with all reagents in this test. After 16 hours of operation the 
circuits were shut down and each settler carefully emptied into a 
large separatory funnel. The crud layer for each circuit was 
isolated, transferred to a Goetz tube and centrifuged at 2000 rpm 
for ten, minutes. The volume of the compacted crud is shown in 
Table 3. The amount of crud generated by the PT5050 circuit was 
four times greater than the amount generated by the LIX 64N 
circuit and three times greater than the amount generated in the 
LIX 864 cir cuit. Whereas the absolute amount of compacted crud 
which was generated may not seem like very much ,  the volume 
occupied by the non-compacted crud in the circuit was 5-10 times 
greater. 

To determine if the addition of the modifiers nonylphenol 
( NP I and tr idecanol (TDA) to unmodified reagents would accelerate 
crud formation, the following tests were run. Two circuits were 
set up, each consisting of one extraction and one strip stage in a 
manner similar to Phase I testing. Each test was run for a total 
of 10 hours, 5 hours with leach solution at ambient temperature 
(29-32 ° C) and 5 hours with the leach solution cooled (16-18° C). 
At the end of a given circuit run, the crud layers were isolated 
and centrifuged as previously described. The results are shown in 
Table 4. Note that the amoun t  of compacted crud formed in the 
presence of added modifier is twice the amount formed when no 
modifier is added. Furthermore, the crud generated in the presence 
of modifiers had a much greater tendency to float in the organic 
phase, resulting in easier crud movement to the strip stage in the 
circuit. Ot h er observations worth mentioning are: 1) The 
circuits operating with unmodified reagents always showed lower 
organic entrainment in the exiting raffinate stream than the 
circuits operating with added modifier; 2) There were no formal 
phase bands in stripping, but rather one inch haze bands; J) Phase 
bands were between 1/4 and 1/2 inch in extraction; and 4) There 
was no obse rvable interaction between the reagent, modifier, or 
temperature on either the phase bands or haze bands. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The proper ties of the ketoxime-aldoxirne mixtures reflect the 
the most desirable characteristics of the components: the 
extractive strength, f'1st kinetics, and good selectivity of the 
aldoximes combined with the proven, good physical performance of 
LIX 64N or LIX 65N. The good physical performance can be a very 
important feature when dealing with leach solutions that are known 
to be sensitive to modifiers. Examples would be agitation leach 
solut ions which contain some solids or residual flocculant and 
leach solutions which contain colloidal silica. 
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Figure 1. Stripped Organic Values as a Function of 
the Ketoxime/Salicylaldoxime Ratio. 
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Figure 2. Raffinates from an 0/A = 1/1 Contact 
of a 5. 45 g/1 Copper Feed at pH 1. 9 with the 
Stripped Organics Corresponding to the Ketoxime/ 
Salicylaldoxime Ratios Shown. 

Table 1. Compos i tiori of Some Commercially Available 
Copper Extractants 

Extractant Cornposi tion 

HS-LIX 64N A mixture of 2- hyd roxy-5-nonylbenzophenone
oxime, and 5,8-diethyl-7-hydroxydodecan-6-
oxime in kerosene. 

�S-LIX 65N 

LIX 860 

T,IX 864 

LIX 865 

A.corga PT-5050 

LIX 6022 

LIX 622 
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2 -hyd r oxy- 5 -no n ylbenzoph enone oxime in 
kerosene. 

5-dodecyl sa 1 icylaldoxime in kerosene. 

A mixture of HS-LIX 64N with LIX 860. 

A. mixture of HS-LIX 65N with LIX 860. 

A mi xt ure of 5-nonylsalicyla ldoxime and 
tridecanol in kerosene. 

A mi,ctur e  of 5-dodecyl s a licylaldoxime, and 
t:.r idec-'lnol in kerosene, the relative level of 
trideca11ol being higher than in PT-5050. 

!\ rni xture of 5-dodecyL;alicylaldoxime and tri
dec,3nol in kero sene, the relative level of 
tr:i.dec-1.11.ol being lower than in PT-5050 

20 v/v% LIX 622 

Organic 
g/1 Cu 

Time 

0 
30 
60 
300 

s.o. 

Operating 0/A ,. 1/1 

Feed 

Aqueous g/1 Cu 

Figure 3. Comparative Extraction Isotherms Utilizing 20 v/vi. 
LIX 622 and 20 v/v"I. LIX 864 with a Common Feed. 

T�ble 2. Kinetics of Copper Extraction with HS-LIX 64N, 
LIX 860, and a 50/50 Mixture of Both 

10 v/v% HS-LIX 64N 50/50 Mixture 10 v/v% LIX 860 

g/1 Cu % Eguil. g/1 Cu � * g/1 cu % Eguil. 

0.15 1.15 2. 57 
2.68 82. 4 3. 71 91. 8 4.64 94.5 
2. 92 90. 2 3.90 98. 6 4. 72 98.2 
3. 22 3.94 4. 76 

*Expected % equilibrium values for the 50/50 mixture at 30 and 
60 seconds are 88.4 and 94.2, respectively, based on straight
line behavior. 

Table 3. Volume of Compacted Crud Generated in a Series 
of One-Extraction Stage Circuits Over a 16-Hour Period 

9.5 v/v% PT5050 in Kermac SOOT 
9. 5 v/v% LIX 864 in Kermac SOOT 
10. 5 v/v% HS-LIX 64N in Kermac SOOT 

Milliliters of Compacted Crud 

30-33 
10-11 

7-8 

Table 4. Volume of Compacted Crud Isolated as a 
Function of Modifier 

Circuit Compacted 
Reagent Hours Crud (mll 

10.5 v/v% HS-LIX 64N 9. 5 5 
10.5 v/v% HS-LIX 64N + 2.5 v/v% TOA 9.5 10 

8.5 v/v% LIX 864 0. a 10 
8.5 v/v% LIX 864 + 2.5 v/v% TDA 0. a 20 

8.5 v/vl LIX 864 10. a 7 
8.5 v/v% LIX 864 + 3.0 v/v% NP 10.0 14 
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SOME NEW LIQUID EXTRACTION SYSTEMS FOR SEPAh,-,.. 

COBALT FROM NICKEL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF 

THESE EXTRACTION PROCESSES 

Chuei Biing-yi, Yu Jing-fen, Zhang Liang-ping 

Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 
Tsinghua University \ I Peking, China 

IN'l'hUJJUCTION 

Sulphate und mixed. �;ulphate-chlorid.e solutions are conven

tional aqueous media for separation of cobalt fr-:1m nickel with 
solvent extraction process. 'l'he typical 1·eed materials are acid 
leached solution of mutte and nickel electrolyte. Trialkyl 
amine type extractHnt (k3N) has been successfully employed to 
Co/Ni separation, but it can only be used for high chloridP. 
concentration medium. 02....:HPA solvent extraction process has 
been developed by Hitcey et al( 1) for Co/Ni separation in 
sulphate medium. Hut the separation factor between cobalt and 
nickel is rather low in D2;rnPA system and the extraction 

process has to be carried out under higher temperature and 
with many stages. This process is only suitable for aqueous 
feed of high Co/Ni ratio. liecently, A. new acidic phosphorus
based reagent llllH�HP(2-ethylhexyl phosphoni<; acid mono-2-ethyl
hexyl ester) has been developed and commercialised in Japan for 
Co/Ni separation in sulphate medium(2). il�HEHP solvent extrac
tion process has also been studied in China for Co/Ni separation 
in sulphate feed solution with Co/Ni ratio around 1/J.5, and 
has been demonstrated successfully on pilot plant scale. 
However, the price ,of Ht:HC:liP is much higher than that of l>?.C:HPA, 

and the extraction performance of llC:EC:l!P for some impurity 
elements, such as r•e(IJI) and Ca(JI), is not satisfactory. 
Stripping of l-'e( J lI) from Ht:H.C:llP organic phe.se is very di.fficul t. 

In order to develop new solvent extraction systems of better 
technological and economical performance, a series of new 
acidic phosehorus-based extractants and o.J.kyl amine type 
extractants were studied and evaluated in our laboratory. Two 
of them(with chinese trademark 5709 and 7407 respectively) 
exhibit excellent extraction performance even under ambient 
temperature and can be used to aqueous feed with very low Co/Ni 
ratio, say, 1/150 - 1/600. 

i>XP.lRIM�NTAL STUDI�S 

The extraction performance for Co( II),. Ni( II) and some 
impurity elements with HilH.lHP, D2EHPA, 5709 and 7407 as extrac
tanta has been studied experimentally. The structures, some 
physical properties and relative prices of these extractants 
arc compared in Table 1. 

Table 1. 

Extract ant Structure Properties l-:elative price 
(in China) 

D2EIIPA 1.0 

HEHEHP C8H17o
..,_ ,:90 viscosity 58.Jc;:, 5,5 

P
....._ density 0,956UG/cw.3 c8H17/ Oil 

5709 
1
8

3 
viscosity JOcp 2-:?.5 

CH3(ctt2)fHO....._ pe::"U density 0,9460g/cm3 

R/ '-OH 

7407 0 CH2Cl nitroeen content 0.1 
R3N 2. 49'i, 

Co/Ni Separation. Tn contrasted with D2SHPA, extractants 
5709 and 7407 can separate Co(lI) from Ni( II) efficiently even 

* 'fhese extractant:, 1:·::re synthesized l;;y Keijlnc Hesf:'arch 
Institute of Urttni ;,.rn Ur·e ! 1rocecsine. 
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under room temperature. 'l'he equilibr.i.u:r: ctiJt°oc'ibution coeffi

cients and separation factors for nickel electrolyte feed 
(sulphate-chloride media with Co/Ia ratio around 1/JOO) are 
compared in '!'able ?(3-7). 

T!lble 2. 

System Cone. of Temperature 
extractant 

pH 0co DNi fJco/Ni 

D?�l!PA 0.29i";1 JOOC 4.5 0,25 0.113 2.2 

liEH1mP 0.10i'•i JOOC 5.U 7,316 0.0169 4)2.9 

5709 0.101d )OOC 5,0 8.529 0.0196 4)5, 4 

7�07 (), 10,:. JO O C 2.0 2.ea 0.0002 14400 

It can be seen that, extractants 5709 and 7407 show much 
h:.gher ext1·action ability for Co(II) than D2�HPA, whereas their 
prices are much lower than that of HLH.l!;Hf. In addition, the 
selectivity of cxtractant 7407 is excellent, it actually does 
not extract �i(ll) �t all. 

l.-'or sulphurlc acid leached feed of raw cobalt materi·al 
(Co/Ni 1·atio of 1/6), the comparison of extraction performance 
is eiven in Table). The dependency of extraction ability on 
ntructure of extractant is obvious and extractant 5709 seems 

to be the best choice.(!::SJ 

Table ). 

System Conditions 0co DNi f3co/Ni 
,.z. ' 

DUHPA 0,3M extractant � 0.088 n\ 
3COC pH= 5,0 

H...:H�HP aqueous phase: 20.25 0.0045 4500 

5709 50. 79 gNi/1 41,28 0.0026 16000 10.43 gCo/1 

GKtraction Behavior of Impurity �lementa. Extraction 
behavior of some impurity elements in company with nickel and 
cabal t is extremely important for developing a feasible sol vent 
extraction flowsheet. Por example, F1e(III) and Ca(II) are two 
of the elements which effect the organisation of the process. 

It wus noticed from experimental results that Oa(II) and Fe(III) 
show diff'erent behavior in tt_t;Hi.::HP and 5709 systems. HlHEHP 
extracts Ca(TI) more easily than it extracts Co(II). If 
sulphuric acid is used as stripping reagent for Co(II), calcium 
sulphate will precipitate during stripping. So �hat Ca(II) must 

be removed from aqueous solution before Co(II) extraction. 
llosvever, extractant 5709 extracts Co(II) preferentially, hence 
the stripping process for Co(II) extracted by 5709 is very 
si:0ple. 

\ ' ...:xtraction rate of 1-'e( III) strongly depeni3..� on the 
structure of acidic phosphorus-based reagents.(9) Experimental 
results show that the extraction kinetics of Fe(III) varies with 
different extraction systems. I''e( III) extraction rate for 5709 
system is much higher than that for D2hHPA, HJ:;H.iUfP or other 
acidic organophosphorus-based reagents. It is fio�nd that 
equilibrium can be reached within J minutes fo� �709 system. 
Ho�·;ever, with D2!::HPA or H,·;�IJHP as �x:tractant, several hours 
are required under the same coniition. The comparison of the 
rate of l-'e(III) extraction is given in Table 4. 

Quhternary ammonium extractant 7407 exhibits excellent 
extraction ability for l•'e(III), and stripping of !i'e from organic 
phase is also �uite easy. Because 7407 extracts Cu(II), Pb(II), 
ln(ll) from mixed nulphate-chloride solution simultaneously 
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D2EHPA 

HEHJ,;HP 

5709 

Conditions 

0.1M extractant in kerosene 
25°c 
aqueous phase: 

ionic strength: 2,0 
0,4gFe(III)/l 
0.5N H2so4 

Rate constant,sec-1 

4,7x10-4 

1 .6x1 0
-4 

2.6x10-2 

while leaving Ca(II) and Mg(II) in aqueous phase, it is parti
cularly suitable for removal of impurity elements from nickel 
electrolyte,(6,7) 

MODBLING1 SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROCESS 

After experimental studies, process flowsheeting was 
conducted for 5709 and 7407 systems. In order to evaluate 
different process variants and to determine proper technologioal 
parameters, computer simulation is regularly carried out in 
this laboratory. Some results are to be described here. 

Modeling of Extraction Equilibrium. For each extraction 
system, the experimental distribution data measured under 
various combination of parameters were correlated. The coeffi
cients in the proposed formulas were computed with non-linear 
least-squares algorithm. Extraction equilibrium distribution 
models for some systems and their applicable ranges are listed 
in Table·s.(4-7,10) The average deviations of the calculated 
values from experimental ones are J-5%. 

Simulation and Optimization. A general computer program 
for simulation and optimization of �etal solvent extraction 
process was set up by the authors a few years ago and has been 
used to various cases since then.(J-7) The output of the 
computation is several sets of near-optimwn flowsheet para
meters and corresponding values of the objective function. 
The final decision should then be made by the executives based 
on other considerations. 

Table 5, 

System 

Co-5709-SO/ 

Models Applicable 
range 

D=0,04J8(Ro)2.806e0.04t/(H+).579 Ro=0.15-0.5M 
t= 20-50°c 

______________________ pHc 4-6 

D=0.009(Ro)5,098e-0.02ft4;(H+).694 

-2. -Co-7407-S04 -Cl D'=1,01x10-9(Ro)1.94Je0.01075t Ro=0.}-0,9M 
4 727 t =20-50°c D :(Cl-2.802) • D' Cl=60-120g/l 

Note: D=distribution coefficient 
(R0)=iriitial concentration of extractant in organic 

phase, M 
Cl �chloride concentration in aqueous feed, g/1 

t =temperature 
(H+)=concentration of H+ in equilibrated aqueous phase,M 

Table 6 illustrates the �omparison of the optimized tech
nological parameters for nickel electrolyte purification with 
different extractants.(},5-7) It can be seen that both 7407 
and HEH�HP are much better than D2�HPA, as they can work under 
.lower temperature and with much less extraction stages. 

Although 7407 has to be used at higher concentration, its 
price is much lower. So that the investment for extractant will 
be nearly the same. Since 7407 can extract cobalt at pH 1-2, 
which is the acidity of the feed electrolyte, the acidity 
adjustment step of the feed can be omitted, resulting signifi
cant saving of chemical consumption. 

Table 6. Optimized parameters for purification of Ni-electrolyte 

System (R0),M t0c Cl-,g/1 pH 

D2 �HPA 0.29 
HEHJ,;HP 0, 1 

7407 0.7 

50 (70) 4,0 1,5 
25 (110) 4.27 0,44 
}4 110 (2) 0.55 

Nstaue Ni-loss Co in raff. 
u % mg/1 

29 
9 
7 

?.5 
o. 4 
0.01 

J 
1 ,07 
1,2 

Note: The figures in are not adjusted in optimization. 
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:in addition, the separE.tion of Co from !h ].s much better 
for ?407 them that for HiHBHP, and the exp0riments show that 
trace impurity (lo·e,Pb,Zn,Cu etc) can be extracted simultaneously 
with cobalt,making the separation flowshect very simple. 

After computer evaluation of flowsheets, the optimal 
process conditions were verified with laboratory extraction 
cascade experiments. Table 7 shows the comparison between 
calculated optimized performance and experimentally measured 
result. Good agreement can easily be seen.(6,7) 

�conomical evr.luation computation for Co/Ni separation in 
sulphuric acid leached feed of matte has also been carried out. 
The results of computation show that the capital costs for 5709-
and H.C:HEHP systems are close to each other, but the operational 
cost of 5709 system is only about 40% that of HEHBHP. 

Table 7. Cascade verification of calculated optimal parameters 
for 7407-Ni-Co-so4

2-c1- system 

Performance Calculated values 
in optimization 

Values obtained in 
cascade experiments 

Co in raffinate, mg/1 
loss of Ni , % 

removal of Cu,1''e, % 

1.2 
0.01 

99.99+ 

Note: The optimal parttmeters used: 

1 .6 
0.01 

99.99+ 

(R0)=0.7M; t=}4°C; Cl-=110g/l; 11=7 stages; V
0
=0.55Va 

Composition of aqueous feed: 
70gNi/l; JOOmgCo/1; 800mgCu/l; 800,ngFe/l; 110gCl-/l; 
so4

2= 60g/l 

CONCLUSIONS 

l. For Co/Ni separation in sulphate media, new �tractant 
5709 exhibits the best extraction performance and economically 
favorable. Both 5709 andHiil!JlHP can extract cobalt selectively 
under ambient temperature, but 5-109 can remove impurities nfore 
easily than HEHEHP. Th� pric<> o-f 570� is much lower t.han HEHJ,;HP, 
so that 5709 is expected to be used in- hydrometallurgj_cal 
industry in near future. 

2 .. For Co/Ni sepa.rationi in ml!xed. sulphate-chloride media, 
quaternary ammonium extractant 7407 ma.y be the favorite choice. 
It can extract cobalt selectively at room temperature, little 
nickel is extracted simultaneously. The raw material for 
preparing 7407 is plentif·u1 in China and the synthesis process 
has been well mastered. Its low price as well as bette·r 
impurity extraction property makes it a prospective extractant 
for purification of nickel electrolyte-. 

J. It is fruitful to use computer simulation and optimi
zation approach to study solvent extraction process. Favorite 
system with optimized parameters can be determined and then be 
verified through a small amount of experimental work. 
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COBALT-NICKEL SEPARATION BY SOLVENT EXTRACTIO� 

WITH A DIALKYLPHOSPHINIC ACID 

W. A. Rickelton 
Cyanamid Canada 

D.S. Flett and D. W. West

Warren Spring Laboratory 
Stevenage Herts, U.K. 

INTRODUCTION 

Historically, the SX separation of cobalt from nickeliferous sulphate 
solutions has been difficult because of the poor selectivity of available 
reagents e.g. D2EHPA. Although D2E!iPA can and is being used successfully in 
cobalt solvex. processes (1,2,3), its application has been limited to feed 
st["eams which have favourable cobalt:nickel ratios. Preconcentration is often 
required to produce suitable solvex feeds e.g. Matthey Rustenburg utilise the 
Outokumpu Oy process to concentrate a solution from 250 gpl Ni, 2-4 gpl Co to 
30 gpl Co, LS gpl Ni before a solvent extraction separation is attempted with 
D2EHPA(3). 

This pape[" wi.ll describe cobalt-nickel separation using a new, highly 
selective cobalt extractant; CYANEX* 272. The properties of this c-eagent are 
such that solutions having high nickel and low cobalt tenors may be treated 
directly for cobalt recovery. Preconcentration is unnecessary. 

SELECTIVITY 

CYANEX 272 is a dialkylphosphinic acid extractant; specifically di(2,4,4 -
triaethylpentyl)phosphinic acid. It. is a member of one of three groups of 
organophospborous compounds which have been examined for Co-Ni separation. 
The groups consist of phosphoric, phosphonic and. phosphinic acid derivatives. 
They have the following structures:-

!lO 0 R 

'-lou 
R 0 

'tl 
'--I-OIi 

/
P-OH 

/ 
R/ RO RO 

Phosphoric Phosphonic(4) Phosphinic(S ,6) 

.e.g. D2EHPA e.g. PC SBA e.g. CYANEX 272 

* Trademark of American Cyanamid Company. 

Cobalt-nick.el selectivity increases in the order phosphoric, phosphonic, 
phosphinic. This is evide-nced by the cobalt-nickel separation factors shown 
below. 

Extract.ant 

D2EHPA 

PC 88A 

CYANEX 272 

Co/Ni Separation Factor 

14 

280 

7000 

Conditions O. l M Extract.ant in MSR 210. 
Metal ion concentration 2.5 X 10-2M 
Temperature "" 25•c 

pl!. 4 
A/0 • I 

pH isothe£"aS comparing CYANEX 272 to D2EHPA are shown in � The 
isotherms were generated using an aqueous solution containing LOO gpl Ni and 2 
gpl Co. The superior extractant performance of CYANEX 272 is evident. 

Although the cobalt-nickel selectivity characteristics of the reagent are 
of primary concern, its behaviour toward other metals is also important. 
Calcium, in particular, can cause problems in solvex circuits due to the 
formation of calcium sulphate (gypsum) cruds. CYANEX 272 is a weaker cakium 
extract.ant than, for example, 02EHPA and this property helps to prevent 
calcium sulphate precipitation and the associated solvent losses. 

Data comparing CYANEX 272 to 02EHPA as calcium extract.ants from single 
metal sulphate solutions are given in Figure 2. Similar pH isotherms for a 
number of other metals are shown in Table I. 

CONTINUOUS TESTING 

Continuous counter-current tests were conducted using an aqueous sulphate 
solution containing 100 gpl Ni and 2 gpl Co. The tests were carried out with 
two objectives: -

- Reduce cobalt in the raffinate to <IO ug/ml 

- Produce a scrubbed solvent with a cobalt/nickel ratio >IOOO 

Test conditions were as follows: 

Solvent (v/o) 20% Extract.ant (CYANEX 272 - N}¾ salt), 
IO% p-nonylphenol in KSB 210 

Aqueous Feed 2 gp l Co, 100 gp l Ni as sulphates; 
20 gpl (N"4)7S04, pH•5 

Scrub Feed 40 gpl Co as sulphate; pH =3 

Tempec-ature so•c 

Extraction from Single Metal Sulphate Solutions 
Using CYANEX 272 Extractant 

SOLVENT 

AQUEOUS 

TEMPERATURE 

. :f)' CONTROL 

CONTACT TIME 

M.etal 

zn2+ 

cu2+ 

ca2+ 

ca2+ 

At3+ 

M.n2+ 

v4• 

0.6M CYANEX 272, 10 v/o nonylphenol 
in Kermac ** 4 70B. 

0.015M metal as sulphate 

5o·c 

Nli40H or H2S04 as appropriate 

5 minutes 

% Extracted Eguilibrium �H 

8 .8 0 .25 
23 .6 0.85 
61.2 1.33 
88 .1 1. 75 
98. 7 2 .31 

14 .6 0.90 
24.2 1.42 
53 .3 1.88 
87. 7 2.40 
99 .4 3 .08 

6 .4 1. 73
17.7 2.64 
21. 7 2 .90 
73 .9 3.56 
85. 7 3 .84 
94 .8 4.08 

9 .2 1. 78 
19 .0 3 .34 
70.8 4. II 
99 .8 5 .98 

3 .4 4. 15 
20.4 4 .53 
81. 7 S .38 
99 .6 6.52 

27 .6 6.33 
36 .0 6 .59 
52.3 6. 72 
84 .0 7.22 
92.8 7 .47 

14.5 3.00 
29. 7 4.20 
67. 1 4. 76 
82 .o 4 .99 
97 .4 5.81 

23 .9 1.11 
41.9 2 .50 
87 .5 2.92 
97 .2 3.14 

42 .3 3 .40 
86.1 3 .96 
99.8 5 .66 

7 .9 1.11 
21. l 1.34 
46 .5 1.44 
85.1 1.81 

** Product of Kerr-McGee 
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Phase Ratios 

Mixer Residence 
Time 

Extraction A/0"' 2 

Scrubbing O/A • 32 

3.5 - 4 mins (Based upon total 
1 iquid flow) 

The effectiveness of sulphuric anc;i hydrochloric acids as stripping 
reagents were demonstrat ed in batch tests and, for the sake of simplicity, 
stripping was not included in continuous t esting. 

The test results are. summarised in Figure 3. Both objectives were met; 
indicating the ability of the CYANEX 272 extractant to produce high purity 
cobalt from concentrated nickeliferous solutions. 
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Co 

272) 
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20 

Ni 

t:J 272) 

0 
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EQUILIBRIUM pH 

FIG. 

Co-Ni SEPARATION WITH CYANEX 272 AND D2EHPA EXTRACTANTS 
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EXTRACTION OF CADMIUM FROM PHOSPHORIC ACID SOLUTIONS 

S. Stenstr6m and G. Aly

Lund Institute of Technology 
Dept. of Chemical Engineering 

P.O. Box 740 
S-220 07 Lund, Sweden

INTRODUCTION 

In the last few years the extent of Cd pollution in Sweden was debated. 
The toxicity of cadmium to humans is well established (1). Cadmium generally 
enters the environment through the accumulator industry, metal finishing, 
paint, plastics, fertilizers and zinc smelting industries. More stringent 
environmental protection legislation has depressed the industrial use of cad
mium and accelerated some scientific research activity designed to develop a 
pollution abatement strategy for the above mentioned industries. 

Phosphoric acid is used in the manufacture of phosphate fertilizers. The 
concentration of cadmium in raw phosphate rocks normally varies from 5 to 20 
ppm. Potential separation methods for removal of cadmium from phosphoric acid 
solution are sulphide precipitation, adsorption, electrolysis and sol vent 
extraction. Few reported f nvestf gations indicate that the ff rst three methods 
will be difficult to apply because of the complex nature of raw phosphoric 
acids. On the other hand, solvent extraction is becoming increasingly impor
tant in processes designed for the recovery or removal of heavy metals, both 
for production and pollution abatement purposes. For instance, about ha 1 f the 
domestic phosphoric acid production capacity in USA is now conmitted to ura
nium recovery using solvent extraction. 

One of the main objectiv�s for this study is to investigate the tech
nical feasibility of solvent extraction to remove cadmium from wet-process 
phosphoric acid. Another objective is to investigate thoroughly the various 
process parameters which determine the optimum extraction efficiency. 

SOLVENT SELECTION 

A comprehensive literature survey (2-6) revealed that cadmium can be 
extracted from analytical phosphoric acid solution by using zinc bis -
(diethyldithiocarbamate) and.various amines. 

Most of the reagents used in this work are displayed in Table 1. The 
reagents were applied without further purification. Both wet-proce�and ana
lytical phosphoric acid solutions were used as feed stocks. The analytical 
solution was diluted to 30't P205 corresponding to a concentration of 5.35 M 
H3P04. A cadmium concentration of 10 ppm was obtained using a standard solu
tion, containing 1000 ppm Cd, prepared by dissolving cadmium metal in analy
tical phosphoric acid. 

A number of organic diluents were tested. Thus, l\Ylene, and 10 dif
ferent grades of kerosene were screened to determf ne the optfrum diluent. This 
screening revealed that Shellsol-A (aromatic content of 99'.t v/v, P15•c=0.875 
g/cm3, flame point = 50°C) fulfills most of the requirements. 

The distributlon coefficient of a substance is defined as the ratio of 
its equilibrium concentrations in the organic and aqueous phases. Equal volu
mes (25 ml) of the organic phase and phosphoric acid phase were shaken for 5 
minutes in 100 ml separatory funnels at room temperature (22 °C). The phases 
were then al lowed to separate by decantation under 5 minutes. Three identical 
extractions were performed for each experiment and an averaged value of the 
distribution coefficient Dcd was calculated. Cadmium concentrations in the 
aqueous phase was analysed, after repeated dilution, using an IL Model 251 
Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometric unit. The distribution coefficient was 
calculated using material balances. To analyze for cadmium in the organic 
phase, the sample was stripped with an excess amount of deionized water, 
diluted and analysed by the AAS-unit. Mass balances were 100±10'.t while the 
relative error in analysing for cadmium was less than 10'.t in the con
centration interval 5-20 ppm and about 15'.t for lower concentrations. 

Table 1 displays the distribution coefficients for cadmium in both ana
lyticaTanawet-process phosphoric acid. As can be seen, only DDDC was 
capable of extracting Cd from analytical H3P04. Third phase formation was 
obtained with Aliquat 336 and a high concentration of HDNNS was required to 
obtain a Dcd-value of 0.57. For the wet-process phosphoric acid, both DDDC 
and tertiary amines turned out to be potential reagents for cadmium 
extraction. 

Chemical stability, cornnercial availability and price are obstacles for 
using DDDC on an industrial scale. A stability test showed that the half-time 
for the decomposition of DDDC/kerosene 1n contact with phosphoric acid 1s of 
the order of hours. This confirm the results of Bajo and Wyttenbach(7). About 
99'.t of the extracted cadmium was easily stripped from the organic phase by 
using either 1 14 HCl or 6.5 M H2S04 solutions. 

INORGANIC EXTRACTION PROCESSES - I 

Table 1 identifies the amine extractants examined· in thfs stucb'. As can 
be see;;:-t'Tve c�rcial allines were tested together with four laboratory
quality alllines. Based on their selectivity characteristics and coimercial 
availability, high 110lecular weight tertiary amines (formla (CnH2n+1)JN) are 
the reagents of choice. Alaafne 336, a blend of tertiary amines containing 8-
and 10-carbon straight alkyl chains is the 1110st known aemer of thfs group. 
Amines of this structure are not c011pletely co111patible with aliphatic kerose
nes in that their salts tend to separate out of homgeneous solution as a 
heavy, viscous third phase in acidic solvent extraction system. Use of ar0111a
tic kerosenes together with alcohol diluent mdiffer el111fnates this short
coming and secondarily serves to decrease interfacial crud formation. 

The effect of allline concentration was investigated and the opti1111m 
value of 2'.t (v/v) was chosen for the co11111ercial amines. For stripping, 75'.t of 
the cadlllfum extracted can be stripped by deionized water at a phase ratio 
(organic/aqueous) of 10, and 82'.t at a phase ratio of 6. 

It is noteworthy that TOPO, D2EHPA, TBP, Versatic 9113, LIX 64 N and 
LIX 70 all gave negative results. The synergetfc mixture of 0.125 M TOPO + 
0.5 M D2EHPA, specific for uranium extraction from wet-process phosphoric 
acid also failed in extracting cadmium. 

EFFECT OF AQUEOUS PHASE COMPOSITION 

Wet-process phosporfc acid is a complex mixture of phosphoric acid and 
impurities that can vary widely in concentrations. A factorial design experi
ment (8) was performed to determine the effects of four components of wet-
process phosphoric acid on cadmium extraction with Alallfne 336. Each 
component was tested at a high and low concentration, as shown in Table 2. 
Solutions were prepared from reagent grade chemicals with all possTETecom
binations of the aqueous phase components at the two concentraton levels. The 
organic phase, 2'.t (v/v) Alamfne 336 in Shellsol-A, was equilibrated with 
equal volumes of 1 M HCl and scrubbed twice with deionized water. Non
equilibrated organic phase was also used for comparison. The initial con
centration of Cd was 10 ppm. The test conditions and complete results are 
shown in Table 3 and Figure 1. 

The range of cadmium distribution coefficients was from <0.05 with all 
aqueous phase components investigated at the low level to 15 with HCl and 
H2SfF6 at the high level. The concentrations of HCl had the largest effects 
on cadmium extraction followed by the concentration of H2S1F6. Averaged over 
the entire test, the cadmium distribution coefficient increased from 0.18 to 
5.8 when the HCl concentration was increased from 0.0 M to 0.02 M. 

CONCLUSIONS 

DDDC and Alamine 336, dissolved in an aromatic diluent, were found to 
be the most promising reagents for the removal of cadmium from wet-process 
phosphoric acid. Chemical stability and conmercial availability would 
strongly prohibit the use of DDDC on an industrial scale. A 2'.t (v/v) Alamine 
336 solution in an aromatic kerosene is therefore reconne.nded. For stripping, 
it was shown that water was capable of stripping more than 80'.t of extracted 
cadmium in one stage at a phase ratio of 6. 

The effect of aqueous phase composition was studied in a factorial 
design test by varying the concentrations of the components individually over 
a range typical of their concentrations in wet-process phosphoric acid. Using 
pre-equilibrated organic phase, cadmium extraction was increased by 
increasing the concentrations of hydrochloric acid or fluorosil i ci c acid, and 
decreased by increasing ttie concentrations of sulphuric acid or hydrofluoric 
acid. 
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Table 1: -DlmJBUTlOU COt:FflCIEtfTS FOR GADl'IIUM ltl 8Al..TTICAL AID WET PROCESS 'P.IIDSPtl0RlC ACJD 

[xtrK'Ullt
1 [qlll1fbrtat10ft c.c. 

Till'O 0.1 N 
0.5 M 

Till'O + O.lZS N 
DZEll'A 0.5 N 
oooc• 0.4 S (w/'11) 

1 S ,.,.,, 

-·· 5 • (viol 
Z5 ' ,.,,.,, 

T rf -n-tleq 1 -1 ne 0.1 M 
pre-equtlfbf"ated,.. 

0.1 N 

Trf-n-octylafne 0.04 N 
pre-equf 11 brated11 0.04 M 

Trf-n-dodecyta.tne 0.04 N 
pre-equf 1 ftwated" 0.04 N 

Trfben:eylllllne 0.1 N 

Pr1aene JN-T 2. (y/Y) 
pre-equf 1 fbr1ted" •· 2 S (y/y) 

Ali>er11the l.A-2 2 s (v/w) 
pre-�uf 1 fbratei' 2 ' (y/y) 

Alamfne 336 2 S (v/v} 
pre-equfl t brated" 2. (y(Yl 

Ala11tne 304 2 � (y/y) 

pre-equfl fbratedlt 2 S (v/v) 

Alfquat 336 2 I (1/,,l 

1dtssolved fn an ar011attc keros.tne (Shellsol-A) 
2dfet))ylaaw:infulldtettiyldfthfocar.baN.te 
3dfnonyln1phthalene sulphon1c add 

... 1. Iii""• Wet ;pt"'GteSS 

-phos:phor'f C acf d 
(10.0 - Cd) (6.5-Cdl 

<0.05 0.05 
<0.05 0.1D 

(!I.OS <0.05 

CO.OS <0.05 
)20 4.9 

0.10 CO.OS 
0.57 0.1, 

CD.055 0.385 

0.445 1•• 

<O.OSs 1.4 
0.065 11 

CO.OS 1.6 
<0.05 10 

<II.OS 

<0.05 
<0.05 

<0.055 <0.05 
<0.05 1.8 

CO.OS 1.2 
<0.05 6.4 

CO.OS LO 

CO.OS 3.3 

0.725 9.5 

.. pre-equtlfbrated 5 l'llfn with l M ltCl and scrubbed 211:5 llin "'1th de-tonfzed water 
5th1rd phase foraatton after phue separation 
6reactfon between utnctant, diluent. phosphoric acfd 
7eia,1sfon for11at1on 
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Table Z.. COMCENTRATH• (F CONPONEIT5 

aJll'QIEMT t.ONCEtffRATION 

"3?04 '5.5 M 

Cd 10 - (ag/tgl 

low h<gll 

1 ... 1 level 

"z"'• 0.0 M 0.3 " 
HC1 0.0 N a.oz M 
IF 0.0 M 1.0 M 
"251f. 0.0 N 0.15 M 

T01e l. fACTORlAl. TEST RESULTS 

OCd 

without with 
Hzstl4 HCI Hf Hz51F 6 pre-equf- pre-equf-

11brat1on l1bratfon. 

<0.05 <O.D5 
<0.05 0.11 

0.36 5.4 
0.95 7.2 
D.19 0.34 

+ 0.14 D.25 
D.68 3.2 
0.55 2.3 

CO.OS D.26 
0.07 0.24 
2.1 15 
1.3 8.D 

<0.05 <0.05 
<0.05 0.13 
0.40 3.0 
0.42 2.4 

- 0.0 N - 0.0 • - 0.0 M - 0.0 •
+ 0.3 N + 0.02 N + 1.0 N + 0.15 N 

"cd Wl1JIOUT 
PRE-£QUILIBRATION 

Fi9ure I FACTORIAL TEST RESULTS, AVERAGE EFFECT OF SINGl.E COMPONENTS 
ON CAO.'IIUH EXTRACTION 
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EXTRACTION OF RHODIUM FROM HNOs 

SOLUTIONS WITH ORGANIC SULPHIDES 

Erich Fritsch, Brunhilde Gorski, Manfred Beer 

Academy of Sciences 
Central Institute for Isotope and 

Radiation Research 
Leipzig, GDR 

The noble metals, especially Au III, AgI, PdII (HgII), are ex

tractable from hydrochloric acid and also from nitric acid 
solutions with organic sulphides. The extraction of the inert 

Rh(H2o)6 }+_complex, exiating in nitric acid solutions, is not 
possible hitherto from nitric acid medium. But because of the 
good rhodium complexing properties of organic sulphur compounds 
(1) it was obvious to test organic sulphides as extractants. 

Prelimena.ry tests 

No remarkable extraction of rhodium was found at normal 
partition conditions with di-n-butylsulphide (l) and di-n
octylsulphide {.;i). But with increasing temperature up to the 
range from 40°c to 65°c slow but quite good transition of 
�hodium occured into the organic phase(�). However, 
only waterinsoluble alcohols with sufficiently high boiling 
point () 100°c) are suitable as diluents. In other solvents 
the oxidation of the sulphides to aulphoxides is favoured. 
Furthermore the nitric acid concent.ration of the aqueous phase 
should be between JN and 5N (Figure 2). High excess of extrac
tant causes both improvement and acceleration of rhodium ex
traction. This effect can also be reached and strengthened by 
adding dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO). 

Structural influences 

The coo:rdination of Rh and Pd with organic sulphides as ligands 
ia known (2,J) like also the influence of the structural para
meters for the extraction properties of the sulphides with 
Pd (4). Por evaluation of the influences of basicity of the 
sulphur atom and of the chain length of alkyl groups on the ex
traction power we investigated the ex\raction ability of: 
Di-n-butylaulphide (l), di-n-heptylaulphide (l), di-n-octylsul
phide (J), di-n-decylsulphide (i), dibenzylsulphide (2) and 
diphenylsulphide (f) for RhIII extraction from nitric acid 
solutions (conditions mentioned as above). 
There are no remarkable differences to be found with the sul
phides containing 4 to 10 carbon atoms in their n-alkyl groups. 
In opposite to their fairly good extraction diphenylsulphide, 
which is much le.as basic, is not suitable for rhodium extrac
tion(�). 
Basicity differences of the coumpounds (1) -(2) are masked by 
the dominating influence of temperature and HN03 concentration. 
By-products, arising from co-reactions during the extraction 
process seem to influence the extraction process. 

Extraction mechanism 

To explain the present results it is necessary to know· the real 

mechanism of the extraction process. 
The idea, that sulphoxides or carbolic acids produced by oxi
dation of the sulphides or alcohols, are the real effective ex
tractants, has been disproved experimentally. Even at longer 
equilibration times we found D

Rh 
< 10-1 for the pure diluent- and 

for dioctylsulphoxide. The formation of organic intermediate or 
finale products by nitrosation or nit-tion of the diluent and/ 
or the extractant as well as a reaction between diluent and ex
tractant8l'8 imagineable but considering the reaction conditions 
they must be excluded. On the other hand a reaction of nitrous 
gases (evolving during mixing of HNOJ and solvent) with the 
[Rh(H2o)J3+-complex, existing in aquous nitric acid solutions 
is possible. 
Formally conoeiveable are Rh-NO, Rh-(NO)+ and Rh-(N02

-)-
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complexes. The last one has been proved by us tor Rh-extraction 
from nitrate solutions with lllllinea (5). 
Therefore we used solutions of the Na

:3 
(Hh(II02)J-complex • (1) 

instead of IlbIIIlli03--aolutiona for the extraction of rhodium 
with sulphides and achieved fast and good extraction already 
at 2J°C (Figure 3). 
The extraction•of the complex, which also increases with HN03 
concentration, temperature and DMSO-addition, attains 
comparable D

Rh
-values already after shorter times and at lower 

temperatures. '?he effect decreases with the age (hydrolysis) 
of the nitrite-complex solution. We assume that NO/N02, formed 
slowly as a result of sulphide oxidations, reacts with the 
[Rh(H2o) J }+ -complex in the aqueoua phase, fo:rmilig a udxed. 
ligand complex (Rh(H2o)6_x(H02)xJ 0-x). '?his complex is able 
to undergo faster ligand exchange with sulphide than 

[Rh(H2o)6]3+. In the first step of the reaction "statu� 
nascendi forms" must play an important role, since experiments 
to realise the ligand exchange by adding N02 or injecting NO 
or N02 gases have failed. 
The effect of DMSO we assume as intermediary of solubility. 

Selectivity 

To teat the selectivity of the sulphides we investigated RhIII 
extraction from two model solutions (Table 1), containing 
elements in concentrations corresponding to that in fission 
product solutions and solutions from noble metal wastes. 

Table 1: composition of the model solutions 

-� I Me 
mg/ml 

1 
i II Me 
0 mg/ml 
£ 

Concentrations of metals in aqueous and organic phase were 
determined radiometrioally (6). Pb was determined by means of 
X-ray fluorescence analysis. From the fission-product-like 
solution also Pd and Ru are extracted(�). The distri
bution values of Tc are due to 9911\rc tracer only (carrier
free). 
Prom solution II Rh is extracted with good aeparation effect 
from Zn, Cu, Fe, Pb (D < 10-2). PdII and Ag!, which are extrac
ted too, can be separated before RhIII extraction at lower 
temperatures and shorter mixing times (7). Using this method 
it ia also possible to separate PdII and Ru from Rh in 
solution I. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF LITHIUM 
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INTRODUCTION 

Extraction of alkali and alkaline earth metals is a subject of con

siderable activity over the last decades. With positive demand pro
gnoses also low level lithium resources are taken into consideration 

for recovery. However, oilfield smackover brines may be an alter
native source to natural brines and bitterns /1/. 

In Austria we have oilfield waters with about 90 ppm lithium. 
The OOvious problem is to separate lithium from sodium, since so

dium is the main component (Tab.1). The intention is to do this pro
cess without a solar evaporation step. That is why oilfield water is 
again pumped back in order to leave the oil water horizon at a con
stant level. Additionally, too low s 1Jn input and large area consump
tion make this process difficult. 

Different methods can be applied for lithium extraction. The use 

of cation exchangers, eg. Versatic acid (V911) or bis-(2-ethylhexyl) 
phosphoric acid (HDEHP) is prohibitive due to their heigh regenera

tion costs. An economic approachto the field of processing high vo
lume and low cost materials can only be in the use of neutral ex
traction systems. 

They can be classified in: 
- alcohols, ketons 
- crown ethers /3,4/ 
- mixed ionic extractar,ts / 5/. 

In the first case cheap extractants(MIBK, 2 ethylhexanol) offer 
the possibility to extract lithium from concentrated solutions /6/. 

However organic losses may limit application but plants are in 
operation /7/. 

The second topic concerns size selective crown dompounds. Their 
use for alkali and alkaline earth metals extraction has been ex
tensively investigated /8-12/. Markus and coworkers /13/ used 

OB18Cb in polar solvents for potassium extraction on a continuous 
scale. Lithium extraction is preferably done with small sized crown 
compounds having four donor atoms /14/. In practice there are many 

problems due to their high losses and limit�d solubility in the 
organic phase. In order to improve extraction a simultaneous trans
fer of the aqueous anion can be neglected if an organic counterion 
is present. This can be done by addition of HDEHP to the crown 
ether /15/ or with crown ether carboxylic acids /16/. An advantage 
is an obvious synergismus compared with systems of crown ethers and 
acid alone. The disadvantage is again in regenerating costs of the 

acid. 
The last system deals with so-called mixed extractants. They are 

a stoichiometric mixture of an amine and an organic acid. According 
to Grinstead /7/ the reaction may be presented as 

Mg 2+ + 2Cl,
-

+ 2RNH3 + RCOO 
(1) 

+ Mg(RCOO) 2 

in the case of magnesium extraction with a primary amine and a 
carboxylic acid. For this system the order of extraction of cations 
is: Ca > Mg> Li> Na> K and of anions: N03) Cl) so4• The 
effectiveness of amine components is in the order: quarternary> 
primary> secondary > tertiary and of acid: carboxylic > alkyl
phosphoric > arylsulfonic. Hernandez et.al. /8/ investigated the 
extraction of lithium with a mixture of Prirnene JM-T and naphtenic 
acid and confirmed this trends. So our intention was, to investi
gate different types of P=O containing acids, since they gave a 
better distribution for lithium as compared with carboxylic acids. 

EXPERIMENTIAL SECTION 

Materials: The extractants used are bis-2-ethylhexyl phosphoric 
acid (HDEHP) and its analoguous phosphonic acid (HOEF 3239), both 
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from Hoechst AG. Furthermore, a phosphine acid ·with equivalent 
chain length (CYANEX 272) from cyanamid and a carboxylic acid, 
Versatic 911 (V911), from Shell Int. Primene JM-T, a primary amine 
from Rohm and Haas and Aliquat 336, a quarternary amine, from 
Henkel. Modifier was isodecanol from Hoechst. Crown ethers were 

from PCR and Merck, respectively, of self-synthesized. In the latter 

case purity was confirmed by NMR. All other reagents were Merck 
analar grade. Mixed ionic extractants were prepared as elsewhere /5/. 
Procedure: Equal volumes of organic and aqueous solutions were 
stirred magnetically in a 50 ml thermostated beaker at required 

cemperatur (20 °c) during ten minutes. This time was considered to 
be long enough due to kinetic experiments. PH-control, adjustment 

and titration of extractants was doi.e with a autotitrator (Methrom 
Titroprocessor 636). Samples of a few microliters were taken from 

both phases via a programmable syringe (HamiltOn). Most chemical 
analyses were performed by atomic absorption spectrophotometry. So
dium partially was measured r adiochemically. Organic samples were 
direct analyzed by atomic absorption spectrophotometry after due 
dilution in MIBK. Organic lithium standards were dayly prepared. In 

mixed alkaline systems internal standards according to interfe� 
rences were preferred /19/. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this work we used extraction systems as abouve mentioned. At 
first we extracted lithium for comparison with HDEHP and V911 /20/ 
(Tab.2). HDEHP is the better extractant. However, we did some ex

periments with smackover brines. The distribution coefficient for 
lithium is about unity but loading in the organic phase is very 
low. Additionally, we did some experiments with crown ethers in 

order to increase the organic lithium content. Small sized compounds 
should be effective. We tested them under conditions similar to 

that of smackover brines, but no dedectable organic lithium could 
be seen. Also a combination of crown ethers with HDEHP gave no 

synergismus (Tab.3). Finally, we tried to solve our problem with 
mixed ionic extractants. As mentioned above, HDEHP gave better ex
traction results than carboxylic acids. Fran this view, we tested 

as phosphoric acid HDEHP, as phosphonic acid, HOEF 3239, and as 
phosphinic acid CYANEX 272. As expected extraction is in the order 

Mg) Li) Na.� confirms the statement, that Aliquat 336 shows 
higher efficiency than Prirnene JM-T. The tendency within the various 
phosphor containing acids is not so clear. Lithium extraction 
(with Primene JM-T) gives the order: phosphonic )' phosphinic -v 
phosphoric>> carboxylic. In the case of sodium extraction the order 
is: phosphonic ) phosphoric ) phosphinic)> carboxylic. So it is evi
dent, that different selctivities can be obtained. Thereby, selec
tivity of an ion M1+ in relation to M2+ is defined as followed: 

;-+ 
__ 1 __ X 

M + 
1 

M + 
__ 2 __ 

M2+ 
(2) 

For instance, selectivity values of lithium in relation to sodium 
are shown in Fig.2. It may be observed, that lithium over sodium 
selectivity is better at lower concentrations with phosphinic acid 
at higher concentrations with carboxylic acid, respectively. How
ever, to compare this two extractants for a speical use also their 
different loading ability must be ta.ken into consideration. The 
same is with Aliquat 336 and Primene JM-T. Aliquat 336 offers higher 
loading in the organic phase but selectivity is better with Primene 

JM-T. 
Finally, � shows us the results of mixed ionic extractants 

with samckover brines. As expected, the loading of the organic 
phase is small. Nevertheless, a good separation resulted. From an 
initial molar ratio of sodium to lithium at about 100 in the aque

ous phase a ratio at about unity has established in the org. phase. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From our present view it is evident, that crown compounds used 
alone, suffer on low loadings in the case of lithium. However, 
mixed ionic extractant systems seem to offer the possibility for 
lithium recovery. There is no chance to Win lithium without prior 
cx:incentrating via solar evaporation, as far as very dilute oilfield 

smackover brines are concerned. An approach to these low concen
traded liquors is only promising with very selective and possibly 
synergistic systems. Maybe, there is some advantage by addition 
of crown ethers to mixed ionic systems. But with better extraction 

efficienty also viscosity and emulsification tendency will increase 
The composition of the mixed extractant system will mainly de

pend on the selectivities needed. Evidentially this is a function of 
the final brine concentration. With this, it seems to be still a 
broad field to do some work on this subject. 
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Tab. 1 Lithium resources from brines /1, 2/ 

Li Na K Mg Ca 

Clayton Valley (Nevada) o,o3 7,5 1.o 0,06 o,oS 

Salar de Atacama(Chile) o, 147 7,6 1, 93 o, 86 0,023 

Salar de Uyoni(Bolivien) 0,024 9,24 o,51 o,44 o,os 

Dead Sea (Israel ,Jordania)o,c:o2 3,o o,6 4,o o,3 
Great salt Lake(Utah) o,oo6 7,o o,4 o,8 o,c3 

Boneville (Utah) 0,007 9,4 o,6 o,4 o,12 

Seawater O,CXXl017 1 ,8 o,o4 o,13 o,o4 

Smackover brines( (II US)o.o14 5,6 o,25 o,25 o,28 
Smackover brines (0Austria)o,oo9 1,8 0,01 0,005 o,o7 
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Br 

o.75 11.7 o 
1,48 16,31 o 

o,72 15 ,9 o 
o,o5 16,o o,4 
1,5 14,o o 
o,5 16,o 0 

o,27 1 ,94 o 
o,o4 14,2 o,25 
o,oos 2,9 o,004 

Tab.2 Comparison of HDEHP and Versatic911 for lithium 

(0,5m acid in Shellsol T,6% isodecano1,20° c, A/0=1) 

�itial mol/ 1 Li aqu. o,25 o,So 1,oo 2,oo 

�DEHP: mol/1 Li org 

� 911: mol/1 Li org. 

o,23 

0, 0002 

o,38 

0, 0022 

o,51 

0, 0004 

0, 60 

0,0004 

Tab.3 Influence of crown compounds _on lithium extraction(20° c,A/0=1) 

aqu.phase:o,ol m LiCl, 1 m NaCl; (§:0,01 m picric acid,add.) 

organic phase composition lithium org. 

0,25 m MC12C4,toluene, (§) 
lo,25 m MC13C4,toluene, (§) 

not dedectable 
n.d. 
n.d. o,25 m MC15C5,toluene, (§) 

lo,25 m MC18C6,toluene, (§) n.d. 
�,75 m NaDEHP,ShellsolT,6%isodecanol 3o ppm 

31 ppn �,75 rn NaDEHP,ShellsolT,6%isodecanol,o,25 m MC12C4 

Tab.4 Lithium recovery with mixed ionic extractants from Austrian 
oilfield smackover brines (20° c,O/A=1,diluent:ShellsolAB) 

ppm org. Li Na Mg 

p, Sm Primene JMT,0,5rnV911 0 13 3 

P,Sm Prirnene JMT,0,5mHDEHP 4 196 45 

!=>,Sm Primene JMT,0,5mHoef3239 5 239 67 

p,sm Prirnene JMT,0,5mCyanex272 2 93 61 

�,Sm Aliguat 336,0,5mCyanex272 14 1630 80 

0 
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INTRODUCTION 

Although liquid extraction has been used in the laboratory 
for a considerable period and found limited industrial application 
early in this century, it was not until the 1920's that a funda
mental appreciation of its mechanism began to emerge. Development 
continued at-an accelerating rate due to outstanding work by Hunter 
and Nash, Fenske, Colburn and others, but the methods, using the 
transfer unit and theoretical stage concepts, were quite inadequate 
for design and scale-up purposes. 

The great interest shown in nuclear energy from the 1940's 
onwards led to the successful development of liquid extraction 
processes for uranium purification and reprocessing of spent fuel. 
This stimulated work on the extraction of other metals, and at the 
same time new applications were found in the petrochemical field. 
During this period a number of atomic energy laboratories and 
university departments embarked on fundamental studies of extrac
tion. Treybal's book (1), published in 1963, gave a good account 
of the state-of-the-art at that time; however, design and scale-up 
methods were still primitive. 

Around 1960, a major advance was made with the recognition 
that departures from plug flow in column-type extractors play an 
important part in controlling extractor performance. Such depar
ture.s, termed axiai dispersion or baakmixing, have been incorporated 
into two types of model which provide a much more realistic basis 
for scale-up. 

MECHANICS OF TWO-PHASE FLOW 

Axial Dis�rsion. It is now recognised that the major cause of 
this is te dissipation of the potential energy of the droplets 
as they rise (or fall), converting this into kinetic energy of 
adjacent continuous phase; a circulation pattern is thereby set up, 
in the direction of flow of the droplets in the centre with a 
return flow at the wall (2,3). This flow, shown in Fiq.l for a 
spray column, is analogous to that induced by the bubbles in an 
air-lift. A secondary effect is a result of the flow profile occur
ring with single phase flow in a channel where, to an observer 
moving with the flow, elements of fluid near the wall appear to be 
moving backwards. A thi.rd possible mechanism results from the cir
culatory flow patterns 'induced by mechanical agitation; this is 
the main cause of backmixing in the dispersed phase. 

Two types of tracer experiment are used to measure backmixing 
coefficients in the continuous phase, the first involving contin
uous injection with upstream monitoring, and the second pulse or 
step injection with downstream monitoring. The first gives a 
direct measul'e of true backmixing, whereas the second, transient 
method determines the residence time distribution, which is "force 
fitted" to an appropriate backmixing model. Such models are of two 
types, a diffusion model, in·which eddy back-diff.usion occurs along 
the concentration gradient, and a baakfZow model, applicable to 
compartment-type columns, in which the perfectly mixed phases are 
contacted for a given time, after which part of one or both phases 
passes back to the previous stage and the remainder passes on. 

Analytical solutions of the models are available for the case 
of a linear equilibrium (4), but are complex. However, simplified 
solutions of adequate accuracy, soluble by programmable calculators, 
which give the height or number of stages directly are available 
and been extended to cover non-linear equilibria (5). 

Droplet Mechanics. Holdup and flooding in columns can generally be 
interpreted in terms of the well known slip velocity equation: 

(1) Vd/x + Vcf (1-x) = V
0

(1-x) 

where Ve and Va a•e the continuous and dispersed phase flows 
and x the holdup; the (1-x) on the R.H.S. corrects the density 
difference to that between dispersion and droplets. By setting 
dV0/dx = dVd/dx = 0, relations are obtained for the flood point in 
terms of the maximum holdup; Xf, which is a function of Va/Ve. �oth 
holdup and flood point can therefore be correlated in terms of v0

, 
the characteristic dropZet veioaity, which in turn is a function 
of physical properties and column variables. 

The holdup also controls the interfacial area, via the relation 

(2) a = 6x/d32 

where d32 is the Sauter mean droplet diameter. Extensive data on 
the latter for the packed column, obtained photographically, have 
been correlated (6); resulting values of a were in good agreement 
with those obtained directly by a chemical reaction method (7). 
Although droplet size data are available for some types of mechan
ically agitated column, unfortunately these mostly relate to single 
solvent systems only. 

Much work has been devoted to droplet coalescence rates at 
interfaces, but although it is clear that these are related to the 
drainage times of the trapped film of continuous phase, the results 
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do not permit of reliable prediction for design. Inter-droplet 
coalescence rates, thought to have an important effect on perfor
mance, have received much less attention. However, recent studies 
using a novel colorimetric method have enabled droplet coalescence 
and breakage rate coefficients (2nd and 1st order respectively) to 
be derived as functions of droplet size and holdup (8,9) for a 
packed and a pulsed plate column. Calculated droplet size dis
tributions using these values were in good agreement with experi
ment. The effect on mass transfer in the extraction of acetic 
acid was also computed, using a Monte Carlo method, and found to 
reduce column height by some 4% for the packed column, and to be 
surprisingly small for the pulsed column. 

Interfacial instability. Although the dramatic effect of inter
facial tension gradients in causing liquid motion (Marangoni effect) 
was noted as early as 1855 by Thomson, its importance in liquid 
extraction has only been recognised relatively recently. Thus, 
its effect is particularly marked in the transfer of organic 
solutes from solvent into water phase, leading to droplet oscilla
tion and growth. This in turn results in a·reduced holdup ·and 
interfacial area, an increased flood-point and very often a reduced 
rate of mass transfer. These effects are concentration-dependent 
and difficult to predict; some workers have attempted to relate 
the interfacial instability to a critical value of the Marangoni 
number defined as 

( 3) Ma = � 

where 6 is the penetration depth, y the interfacial tension, c the 
concentration,µ the viscosity and D the diffusion coefficient. 

MASS TRANSFER 

Rate Coefficients. Various workers have obtained mass tranfer 
coefficient data for isolated droplets in "single file" columns, 
both for the droplet phase itself and for the surrounding contin
uous phase. Theoretical expressions are also available, those for 
the droplet phase covering both rigid and circulating drops. How
ever, the discrepancies between theory and experiment, and between 
the experimental results of different workers, is surprisingly 
large. There is therefore an urgent need for further studies, both 
theoretical and experimental, to clear up these differences. 

However, the validity of applying data for isolated droplets 
to the droplet "swarms" present in extractors must also be called 
into question. Thus, it is not known whether the droplet surfaces 
are uniformly available for mass transfer under these conditions· 
also, in contrast to the single droplet case, the mean droplet 
velocity is considerably below the terminal velocity, and frequent 
distortion, coalescence and breakage occur. 

Effects of Chemical Reaction. Chemical reaction in extraction 
can take two forms, viz. homogeneous and heterogeneous, the effects 
of which are quite different. Thus in the former, the solute 
reacts with a reagent in the extractant phase, and the resistance 
to mass transfer in that phase is thereby reduced. The theory of 
this process is similar to that proposed in 1930 for gas absorption 
by Hatta, and has been well summarized in a recent book (10). 

Heterogeneous reaction presents a quite different situation 
in that it occurs at the interface itself and thus provides an 
additional resistance to mass transfer. Typical examples are 
the extraction -of carboxylic acids into non-polar solvents in 
which they are dimerised; extraction of uranyl nitrate into a 
solvent, forming a solvated complex; and the extraction of copper 
by chelating solvents. It is curious that there has been a 
reluctance to accept the concept of an interfacial reaction; how
ever, the electrical analogy in Fig.2 shows how the overall 
resistance to transfer is always increased by heterogeneous, and 
reduced by homogeneous reaction. 

PROCESS DESIGN 

The design of extraction equipment involves the prediction of 
two parameters, viz. (i) the permissible throughput, and hence the 
cross-section, and (ii), the height or number of stages required 
to achieve the desired performance. 

Mixer-Settlers. Throughput in these is controlled by the coales
cence rate in the settlers, and performance by the stage efficiency. 
At present, both must be determined by scale-up from pilot plant 
data, preferably supported by experiments with a single full-scale 
stage. 

Columns. In the absence of Marangoni e·ffects � the column diameter 
can be based on.a.specified proportion of the flooding rate (e.g. 
50%), or a specified holdup, e.g., 15 - 20%, depending upon the 
flow ratio. These can be predicted from correlations of character
istic velocity, when available. 

Although the principles governing the prediction of height 
are now undersood, in practice this must be determined by scale-up 
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from pilot data. Thus, the p�rforma·nce data together. with. the back
mixing parameters for the pilot-unit are substituted into the 
appropriate backflow model equations, which are solved iteratively 
for Hox, the "true" HTU, or Nl , the NTU per compartment. This is 
assumed to remain constant wi� diameter and is used, together with 
the backmixing parameters for the full scale column, to solve for 
height or number of stages {11). 

Dual-Solvent Fractional Extraction. This important process which 
employs a centre-fed column to separate two or more solutes by 
fractional distribution between two immiscible solvents, is 
considerably more complex theoretically than Simple extraction. 
The earliest design method, for binary separations, was graphical 
(12) and was followed by an analytical method for ideal systems 
(13). An important advance was made by Prochazka and Jiricny (14) 
who defined the range of flow ratios which_permit of a solution, 
and described an iterative method •of computing the nwnber of non
ideal plug flow stages required. 

The important case of multicomponent separations, i.e. of 
three or more solutes, has received little attention although 
Warner (15) has recently described a method involving the solution 
of a block tridiagonal matrix equation to calculate the stage 
requirements for the separation of a 4-cornponent mixture simulating 
wool wax. Similar matrix methods, taking backmixing into account, 
have been developed for simple multicomponent extraction (16, 17) 
and are presumably capable of extension to dual-solvent operation. 

MECHANICAL DESIGN 

Mixer-Settlers. The range of mechanical variants of these is 
large, but performances do not differ greatly. The main need is 
for a reduction in settler size, by the use of improved coalescence 
devices, to reduce solvent inventory in large units. An interesting 
recent development is the "combined mixer-settler" (18), comprising 
a single vessel with mixing zone in the middle and separation zones 
above and below: it is claimed that the phase ratio within the 
mixing zone can be controlled independently of the external 
value by a simple hydraulic balance. 

Columns. These exist in many forms ranging from simple packed, 
baffleplate and nbubble plate" types to those in which agitation 
is produced by rotating impellers or by a reciprocating motion of 
liquid or of perforated plates. Horizontal types are also avail
able, e.g., with rotating discs or buckets. 

The non-mechanical types are quite effective, although packed 
columns tend to be restricted to smaller diameters due to high pack
ing cost. Mechanical types generally suffer from a decreasing 
performance with increasing diameter due to increased backmixing, 
requiring greater height. Rotary types have the added disadvantage 
that the compartment height.must be increased more or less in pro
eortion to diameter to maintain approximate geometric similarity. 
Considerable scope therefore exists for improvement. 

Centrifugal Taees. These are of two forms, mixer-settler (e.g., 
Luwesta) and ifferential (e.g. Podbielniak). They find particular 
application in handling unstable materials, and for emulsifiable 
systems, but are also being considered for radioactive processing� 
Their use is however restricted by mechanical complexity and 
consequent high maintenance costs. 

+ 

I 
it: 

Droplet-filled 
core region 

FIGURE 1. CONTINUOUS PHASE FLOW PROFILE IN SPRAY COLUMNS. 
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EFFICIENT USE OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES FOR PHASE

EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION 
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The design or analysis of solvent extraction systems must be based on cal
culations for compositions of liquid phases in equilibrium with each other, 
Such irrmisclble liquid phases will only exist for strongly non-ideal systems, 
which require relatively complex molecular-thermodynamic (HT) models to describe 
their equilibrium behavior (I). The non-idealities give rise to strongly non
linear equation systems representing the equilibrium separations, which require 
iterative, and frequently slowly convergent, solution procedures (2). Thus 
many uses of the HT mode Is are needed, �nd, with the comp 1 ex models that are 
appropriate, each involves extensive calculations; this creates a considerable 
computational burden. In fact, for realistic MT models, an equilibrium cal
culation will expend a large fraction of its computational effort in references 
to the MT model. For multistage, multicomponent extraction calculations, this 
effort can become prohibitively great. It is, therefore, necessary to devise 
riew computat iona 1 approaches that require fewer references to the MT mode 1 s 
without sacrificing the accuracy of the results. The approach we have taken is 
to use a local approximation to the MT model to replace the model for most of 
its uses in the iterative calculation procedure, particularly those requiring 
derivative information. The local approximation is a simple analytic function, 
fitted to the MT model over a I imited range of composition space and period
ically revised to provide the best fit in the region of interest. This approach 
has worked very well in initial applications to single liquid-liquid equilibrium 

. calculations, reducing references required to the MT model by over a factor of' 
two. 

LIQUID-LIQUID PHASE-EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS 

The equilibrium condition between two liquid phases in contact, for a 
given overall composition Zj of .the system, is represented by the compositions 
l;<f and y"J of the equ i Ii bri um phElses and the fraction of the system a in the 
11y11 phast This condition Is governed by the equality of activities in the two 
phases for each component 

(I) 

by material balances for each component 

(2) zi = oyi + (1-o) xi 

and by constitutive requirements 
N N 

(J) I X. - i: y .• I 
i=J I i=l I 

where x. and y1 are mole numbers, which at convergence are equal to mole frac
:ions (�i* and yi*) . ri

x 
�nd r/ are the acti)')ty coefficients of component 

1 n the two phases, and N Is the number of components. The con st i tut i ve require
ment may be recast to avoid certain spurious solutions (3) as 

(4) N 
I (y. - x.>- o • 

i=I I I 

Substitution of equatiQl:IS (1 ) and (2) reduces this to 

(5) N 
I

l•I 

z I (Ki - I) 
o(K1 - 1) + 

• D • 

Equation (5) also applies to isothermal vapor-liquid equilibrium calcula
tions (with appropriate redefinition of K.) . In that application the K. are 
usually determined for estimates, or most 1 recent iterates, of x, and y.1• 
Equation (5) is then solved for a by Newton-Raphson (NR) iteration, anA new 
values of x and y1 are found from equat,:ons (2) and (1) . The procedure is 
repeated un!iJ the new K. satisfy equat;o)'I (5) with the previously determined a 
value to within some ac.c�ptable tolerance. This approach is sometimes called a 
11drag-along11 method, since the K. are simply found from the last available 
(dragged-along) compositions x. �nd y . In this method, the composition 
dependence of the K. is not ta�en lntb ace.aunt ln the NR solution to equation 
(5). For many vapoi-, I quid calculations, deviations from ideal.ity in the 
phases are smal 1, and the K. depend muc.h- more on temperature and pressure than 
on c.ompos it ion; then the drlg-a long method works quite we 11. However, for 
liquid-liquid equilibrium calc.ulatlons at least some of the K. must depend 
strongly on composition, and the drag-along method c.an be exciUciatingly slow 
to converge. Although certain ac.c.eleration techniques can Improve the perfor
mance somewhat (4), achievement of high (second order) convergence rates-re
quires that the composition effects on y1

x and y.Y be ac.c.ounted for in the 
iterative solution process. 1 

These effects are taken into account in a full multivariate NR technique 
applied to the system of 2N+l equations comprising (1). (2), and (4), in the 
2N+1 variables x1, y1, and· a. The equations can be represented by a vector 
function£.: 
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X r/ Y1 ;I xi 

X r/ YN YN XN 

(6) .U�> �I - ayl (1-o) 

'N 
-

YN 
- (1-o) 

N 
l 

i•l 
(yi - x.) 

I 

The NR procedure appl led to this system is: 

(l) "(r+I) • "(r) _ .,!.-1 £: (2,
(r)) 

where.:!, is the Jacobian matrix of£. given by: 

(8) a£:1 
r..i .. • a IJ 

!._j 

xi • 0 

XN 

and x (r+1) is the new iterate of x derived from x (r) (Note: sometimes step-
1 imiTing. is desirable with this p"rocedure, see (s)). As might be expected, the 
multivariate Newton-Raphson method converges in many fewer iterations than the 
drag-along method for liquid-liquid equilibrium c.alc.ulations. Unfortunately, 
eac.h iteration for the NR method not only requires that the activity 

coefficients be evaluated, but also their composition derivatives, In order tt> 
generate the Jacobian matrix. In principle, eac.h partial derivative (Oy./ax.) 
evaluation requires about the same computational effort as an evaluatlon 1 of J 
ri; it can always be computed by perturbation, whlc.h requires one additional 
activity coefficient evaluation for each composition derivative. 

The relative efficiencies of these two approaches c.an be compared for a 
representative equilibrium calculation, for example the quaternary isooctane, 
cyclohexane, benzene, furfural system described in Table 1. For the purpose of 
these calculations the MT model used to represent this system was the NRTL model 
(I) with the required parameters obtained from Renon (6). The results of the 
drag-along and NR calculations, in terms of required MT model evaluations 
(one Yi or Or/�xj ) are shown in 1 ines I and 2 of the table. 

Table 1 Examole Problem: Llauld-Llauid Eauillbrlum at 293 K, 1 atm 
Conditions: 

Overall Equilibrium Phase Compositions 
Component Mole Fraction, z, x, y, 

(1) Jsooctane 0.400 

I
0.060 

I
0.456 

(2) Cyclohexane 0.200 0.051 0.225 
(3) Benzene 0.200 0.167 0.206 
(4) Furfural 0.200 0.722 0.113 

Fraction in ·y·-phase (a) - 0.858 
Calculation Requirements: 

herations Number of References to MT model for 
Method to Converge Y; I a,,/ax I Total 

I. Drag-Along 25 200 

I
0 

I
200 

2. NR 4 32 128 160 
l.LA 5 88 0 88 

It can be seen, then, that while the NR method converges In many fewer itera
tions than the drag-along method, it requires so many HT evaluations at each 
iteration that the computational effort ls about the same for the two methods. 
It would be desirable to retain the convergence properties of the NR procedure 
while reducing its use of the MT model. One approach to accompl I sh Ing this is 
the use of Joe.al approximations to the HT model as described for vapor-I iquid 
equ i 11 brl a by Lees 1 ey and Heyen (7), Barrett and Wal sh (8), Re bey rote (9) . and 
Ste I I (10). I 

THE LOCAL APPROXIHATIDN APPROACH 

The MT models used for multicomponent systems are complicated, in part, 
because they must represent equilibrium over a wide range of temperature and 
over the complete range of composition for all components. Much simpler 
functions should give satisfactory approximation to this behavior over a re
stricted range of compositions (here at isothermal c.ondltions) . Moreover, as 
Is very Important In NR-type Iterations, they can be chosen to have easl ly 
evaluated analytic derivatives. The Joe.al approximation (LA) approach uses 
such simple lee.al functions, fitted to the HT model In the region of Interest 
In composition (,!,y) space and with the parameters evaluated by references to 
the HT model. These local models are updated during the course of the NR 
iterative procedure to keep them appropriate to the current estimates of phase 
compositions. 

In the use of LA methods there are a number of Important factors to be 
considered, Among these are: 
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a. The form of the local approximation function, 

b. The use of the MT model to evaluate parameters of the LA function. 

c. The criteria and procedure for updating local models. 

d. The Q�termlnation of convergence to a solution compatible with the MT 
model. 

Form of Local Approximation. The local model should be mathematically 
simple and contain few (2 or 3 per component) parameters, but must be consistent 
with the laws of thermodynamics, In particular the pure-component limits and the 
Gibbs-0uhem equation. The model presently being used In this work Is based on 
representation of the multicomponent mixture by a pseudoternary system, composed 
of the component of interest, 1, and two hypothetical solvents, B and C, which 
represent the latest estimates of the two phases less component i. For this 
pseudoternary, a two-suffix Margules representation Is used for each component In 
each phase (I) : 

(9) 

where o is the sum of the �le numbers (x
j 

, x8 , xc). and Pi , Q1 , and Ri are 
local model parameters for component I n the phase of interest. The necessary 
jerivatives with respect to xi, x8, xc' �an be calculated from Equation (9). 

each ���:r
e

�:p�! r� :��. re���n
p

:;:m:!:r�a�ld. b�1 s���d=�d 
f

(r e::�
h 

s��:���)"!st :ma�" 
tlon techniques from values of -y. found with the HT model at selected composi
tions. Since there are three pa�ameters, their values could be fixed by a 
minimum of three such data points. HO'«ever, the work of Stell (10) and this 
investigation have shown that this ls not effective. When the parameters are 
determined from three data points, the region of applicability of the local model 
Is very restricted, and the composition derivatives are unreliable, sometimes 
having the wrong sign. This is unacceptable in a convergence scheme such as the 

NR method, which makes use of these derivatives to determine the magnitude and 
direction of corrections to the phase compositions. Of course, It Is advan
tageous to k�ep the number of data points small, since these points require 

reference to the HT model. One way to limit the number of points needed without 
sacrificing accuracy is by judicious choice of the location of the data points. 
The points must be located so that the data wl 11 reflect al 1 aspects of the 
composition dependence of the activity coefficients. Tt.e best arrangement has 
used five data points, The first (central) point is chosen at the current NR 
estimate of the composition of the phase of interest. Two more points are 
generated by perturbing the mole number of the 11major11 (high mole fraction) 
pseudo-sol-vent by t0.05 while holding the other components in constant propor
tion. A fourth point is generated by perturbing the composition of component I 
by -0.05 mole number, again holding all other components in constant proportion; 
The fifth point ls found by perturbing the 1

1mlnor11 (low mole fraction) pseudo
solvent mole number by -0,05, holding al I other components In constant pro
portion. The directions of the perturbations used to find the fourth and fifth 
points are chosen to reduce the possibility of placing a point significantly 
within the two-phase region for the system, where derivative behavior ls 
inaccurate. 

�- A given local approximation cannot be expected to apply to all 
the compositions encountered for a phase on the path to convergence, unless the 
Initial estimates of the phase compositions are very close to the converged 
solut'lon. The local model must therefore be updated as the composition esti
mates move from the region for which the local model is satisfactory. It is 
undesirable to do this more often than necessary, since updating calls for 
references to the MT model. The criterion used here to decide when to update 
ls the distance, In composition space, from the central point around which the 
local model parameters were evaluated to the current estimate of the phase 
composition. Since the range of data points used to establish the parameters 
spanned t0,05 in mole number, the local model has been updated whenever this 
distance exceeds 0.05, Howeye'r, further investigation ls necessary, and larger 
d I stances permi tt Ing fewer updates may prove advantageous. 

Convergence. C<;>nvergence of the LA method occurs when the magnitude of the 
discrepancy vector, F, is below the tolerance limit, just as with the NR method. 
However, to assure that the results are not in.f-Juenced by the approximation 
used, It Is necessary to evaluate Fat the la'st iteration using the MT model to 
provide y1 values. In all iteratiOns the local models can provide the derivatives 
required, since these do not affect the evaluation of£.. 

Performance of the LA method. The resulting phase compositions calculated 
with the LA method are the same as those for the NR niethod using the MT model 
to within the convergence tolerance. However, the number of MT model references 
required to achieve these results is reduced by about 50% as shown by I ine 3 
in Table 1. � compares the convergence behavior for compositions In one 
phase for the LA method with that of the NR and drag-along methods for the example 
described in Table 1. The success of the LA method appears to rest on the good 
approximations toy. values provided by the local models, in combination with 
moderately accurate 1 derivative values (and the relative Insensitivity of the 
multivariate NR Iteration to exact values of derivatives, as tong as signs and 
orders of magnitude are correct). This is Illustrated In Table 2 where activity 
coefficients and their derivatives from the local model are compared to those 

that would be found from the MT model at the same conditions for several itera
tions of the example calculation. 

X 
I 
2 
3 
4 

I 
2 
3 
4 

I 
2 
3 
4 

Table 2 Comparison of Y; and ay;/ax1 used by LA method with MT values 
for Isooctane, Cyclohexane, Benzene, Furfural system at 273 K, 1 aim 

Local Approximation 
y, I 
... I I 

13.0 I -45.7 
6.95 -15.7 
1.73 -2.22 
1.06 LIS 

9.94
1

-39.9 
5.89 -14.1 
1.W -2.01 
I.JI 1.24 

9.05 
1

-39.4 
5.48 -13.9 
1.55 -2.00 
Lil 1.25 

a,Jax 

2 3 

-24.1 -24.1 
-20.9 -15.7 
-2.22 -I.SO 

0.53 0.53 

-21.0 -21.0 
-18.7 -14.1 

-2.01 -1.37 
0.57 0.57 

-20.9 -20.9 
-18.S -13.9 
-2.00 -1.36 

0.57 0.57 

I 
I Y, I 

4 I ... I I 
First Iteration 
9.92

1
12.8 

1
-63.8 

5.79 7.01 -25.3 
0.62 1.82 -2.44 

-0.23 I.OS 1.16 
Third Iteration 

9

W I5.72 
0.62 

-0.27· 
9

.21 1-ss.o 
5.28 -22.2 
1.55 -2.19 
Lil 1.25 

Fifth Iteration 
9.57

1 5.70 
0.62 

-0.28 

9.00
1

-54.2 
5.35 -21.9 
1.55 -2.16 
I.I) 1.25 

MT Model 
a,Jax 

2 3 

-44.S -15.3 
-21.S -7.27 
-2.05 -1.36 

0.90 0.41 

-38.2 -12.8 
-18.9 -6.24 

-1.84 -1.25 
0.97 0.43 

-37.7 -12.9 
-18.7 -6.17 

-1.82 -1.24 
0.97 0.43 

4 

10.4 
- 4.62 

0.59 
-0.22 

10.0 
4.53 
0.59 

-0.27 

9.97 
4.52 
0.59 

-0.27 

CONCLUSIONS 

The local approximation method has achieved a savings of about 50% In ref
erences to the MT model, in coq>arison to the standard 1 1drag-alon9 11 or NR methods 
for fo'-'r-component ·11quld-l Jqutd equil lbrlum calculations. It Is expected that 
greater efficiencies can be achieved by further Investigation of the LA approach, 
particularly with resf)ect to placement of the data points used to evaluate 
local model parameters and to criteria for updating local models. Appl lcatlon 
to staged extractor calculations, whlch requlre repeated (during iteration over 
extractor profiles) equilibrium calculations, and where a given !coal model can 
be used for several adjacent stages, should yLeld far .9'reater advantages relative 
to established techniques (11). Experiences with azeotroplc and extractive dis
tillation calculations (I0) Indicate that reduction in references to the HT model 
by a factor of ten may wel 1 be expected. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recent theoretical and experimental work(l-6) on countercurrent flow liquid

-liquid extraction resulted in the development of models and calculation techniques 

which more accurately predict the behaviour: of the dispersed phase in extraction 

columns. The main feature of this behaviour is that, due to the existence of a 

distribution of drop sizes, each size fraction has its own residence time and mass 

transfer rate, and thus has a different contribution to the column overall mass 

transfer efficiency, However, it has so far :,een assumed that all drop sizes transfer 

solute by one and the same type of mechanism - either the Newman (7), rigid,or the 

Handlos-Baron (8), turbulent-circulating, mechanism. 

The objectives of this work were: 

1. To explore the possibility of predicting, in real dispersions, a range of drop 

mass transfer activity from the rigid, small drop, behaviour, to the turbulent

-circulating or oscillating, large drop, behaviour, 

2. To develop a realistic oscillating drop mass transfer model, applicable to 

real agitated dispersions. 

Predicting a Range of Drop Mass Transfer Activity 

In this work, it is assumed that drops below a given size are rigid (7) and 

that. larger drops are turbulent-circulating (8). The corresponding drop 

transfer equations are: 

(1) 

(2) 

- rigid 

� + 2. .2L - �� .lL = 0 
ar•2 r' or' 4D

AD 
oz 

- turbulent-circulating 

These partial differential equations - one for each drop size fraction- must 

be combined with the equation describing the concentration changes in the continuous 

phase, 

f3) 

where EC is the continuous phase axial dispersion coefficient, and the summations 

are over all rigid and turbulent-circulating drop size fractions present in the 

dispersion. A hydrodynamic model of the extraction column is also necessary to 

predict Vd, Vs and gi as functions of drop diameter, details of which may be found 

in Reference 4. 

The above equations were solved with the appropriate boundary conditions, 

using calculation algorithms developed by the authors (4,6). Due account was taken 

of the continuous phase mass transfer resistance. This procedure was combined with 

Young's optimization technique (9) to determine the values of Ee, kc (continuous 

phase mass transfer coefficient) and frig (volume fraction of !..� drops in the 

dispersion) that accurately predict the continuous phase concentration profile. 

A Mass Transfer Model of Truly Oscillating Drops 

The Handles-Baron model (8) of single-drop mass transfer was developed to 

account for the effects of higly turbulent circulation patterns within the drop 

and vibration of the drop. However, ·although the model seems to approximately 

predict the behaviour of large, truly oscillating, single drops, the calculations 

involved are complicated (eigenvalue problem), and the model is based on some 

physically unrealistic assumptions (4). Alternative mass transfer models (10, 11) 

of truly oscillating single drops have been developed in the past but, as they do 

not correlate the oscillation frequency directly with the intensity of agitation, 

they ar-e not applicable to agitated dispersions. 

A reasonable and, simple way to relate the oscillation frequency of each drop 

to the prevailing agitation conditions is to assume that the oscillation frequency, 

v, is proportional to the agitation power input per unit drop surface energy,:· .e., 

for a drop of diameter d, 
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(4) 
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Institute of Science and Technology 

Manchester, England 

where E is the power input per unit mass, and Ck is a proportionality constant. 

The solute mass fraction, y', within a drop surface element may then be calculated 

according to the penetration theory (12), by integrating the equation 

(5) 

with the boundary conditions 

(5.a) 8 =O, all z'; y' =y� 

(5.c) all 8, z' ="'; y' =y� 

The solution of these equations is easily obtained (13), from which an average 

mass tranfer flux, �0, and an overall dispersed phase mass transfer coefficient, 

K00, may be calculated by 

(6) � __ .l_/o p � d8=K"- pD (y*-y0'). 0 8 o AD D az' w 

The final result for K00 is 

(7) v 1,h2D /v -- :;-i / D
AD 

V. 
K00 =h le AD erfc(h/DAD/ v ) - �I

+ 2; _
11
_ 

where h=kcPc/mDADPo,and v stands for 1/8 and is given by Equation 4. It may be 

checked that as kc-+ "', Koo tends to 2�:'_, and as v -+ 00
, Koo tends to kc Pclm p0• 

According to the surface renewal theory (14), a dis,tribution of contact times 

may alternatively be assumed, yielding an overall coefficient, K00, given by 

(8) 
DAD h s(h fo;;;/s -1 

KOD = ------
h2 D

AD 
- s 

where s (rate of surface renewal) is proportional to the oscillation frequency, 

i.e. s = C�pcEd/60. It may be checked that, as h-+ 00 or 6->-"', Koo tends to �s
or to kc pc/m p0, respectively. 

So, for truly oscillating drops, either Equation 7 or Equation 8 is used to 

predict Koo as a function of drop size, which is then combined with the following 

modification of Equation 3, 

(9) 
6KOD . (y*- y.) 

E g, __ ,1:_ ___ 1_ 
i 1 di V d, i 

to predict the changes in the continuous phase concentration. Any combination of 

rigid and truly oscillating drops may also be considered, as before. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A rotating disc con tac tor with a diameter of 21. 9 cm and a total height of 

147 cm was used in this study (4). Mass transfer runs were conducted with the 

system toluene (dispersed) - acetone (solute) - water (continuous), with the solute 

transferring from the continuous to the dispersed phase. Through the use of 

distributors to produce the dispersed phase at the colunm inlet, and of low flows 

and agitation rates, uniform drop size distributions and ll'!&ligible drop interaction 

rates were achieved. In the experiments, measurements weI!e made (4, 15, 16) of drop 

size distributions (at several levels in the column), dispersed phase holdup 

fractions, extraction efficiencies and continuous phase concentration profiles. 

Although the simultaneous accurate numerical integration .of all drop and 

column differential equations has proved to be very lengthy, our attempts to predict 

a range of drop mass transfer behaviour (rigid to turbulent-circulating) have so 

far been successful, particularly where very small, and l!ikely rigid, drops are 

present in the dispersion. Volume fractions of rigid drops of up to 61% have been 

predicted. The agreement of the predicted with the experimental continuous phase 

concentration profile (see Figure 1) was the criterion used in the optimization of 

the parameter (kc,· Ee and frig) values. Improvement of the solutions is underway, 
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by balancing the speed against the accuracy· of the calculations •. 

The new oscillating drop model, when applied to real agitated dispersions in 

column conditions, yielded overall dispersed phase-based mass transfer coefficients, 

K00, like those plotted in Figure 2. The model predicts Koo values which increase 

with drop size, although this variation is less pronounced t�an for Handlos

-Baron (8) 1 turbulent-circulating, drops. 

When this model was used in combination with the parameter optimiza"tion 

procedure (9), the calculations were much faster tha"tl when directly integrating the 
drop diffusion equations, as expected. When only oscillating drops were assumed, 

optimum predicted Ck values were of the order of 6.0, meaning that a 1 mm toluene 

u 

u 

drop in water wo_uld oscillate 1.8 time_s per second ·for a typical agitation rate of 1.a 
240 r.p.m .. 
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NOTATION 

drop diameter 

solute diffusivity, dispersed phase 

EC axial dispersion coefficient, continuous phase 

frig volume fraction of rigid drops in the dispersion 

gi volume fraction of dispersed phase, drop diameter di, kinetic basis 

kc mass transfer coefficient, continuous phase 

K00, KOD,i overall mass transfer coefficient, dispersed phase basis 

solute distribution coefficient 
volumetric flow rates, continuous and dispersed phases 
reduced drop radial coordinate 

rate of drop surface renewal 

column cross-sectiOnal area 

drop vertical veldcity 

drop slip velocity 

x solute weight fraction, continuous phase 

y, y' solute weight fraction, variable ·within drop 

yi dispersed phase solute weight fraction, ith fraction 

y* solute weight fraction, equilibrium with continuous phase 

column vertical height 
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agitation power input per unit mass 

viscosities, continuous and dispersed phases 

drop oscillation frequency 

dimensionless toroidal coordinate, turbulent-circulating drop 

densities, continuous and dispersed phases 

interfacial tension 

1.4 

4. 

3. 

t. 

1. 
0. 

at<-t.wlw), 

0,,• H.5 cm1/Nc 
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DYNAMtC SIMULATION OF PULSED PACKED COLUMNS 

A. J. F. Simons and C. Nap 

DSM, Central Laboratories 
Geleen, Netherlands 

DSM and fts subsidiary Stamfcarbon apply Pulsed Packed Columns (PPC's) fn 
severa 1 processes (ref. l l. An obvf ous advantage of the PPC f s that the column 
length needed for achf evf ng a given extraction efff ci ency f s independent of 
the diameter. Even if the extraction process is combined with a chemical reac
tion, the PPC can be correctly scaled up on the basis of results of experi
ments in smaller diameter columns. 
Although the highest throughput and mass transfer are realized near to the 
flooding point, ft is connon practice to operate the column substantially 
below flooding velocities to give a safety margin. Application of computer 
control makes it possible to safely operate the column nearer to the flooding 
condf ti ons. 
It fs known that extraction processes are slow (ref. 2); for industrial 
columns this means that reaching a steady state condition can take hours. 
Hence the control of fluctuations fn both the flow rates and feed con
centrations as well as realization of new plant conditions require an 
understanding of the start-up and response characteristics of these columns. 
The analysis of the dynamic behaviour of the PPC gives as a result on the one 

hand an optimum proce:s operation and on the other hand indications for opti
mum design. 
In the literature (ref. 3) several mathematical models describing the 
transient behaviour of countercurrent columns have been suggested. It f s 
striking that some of these models have not been verified experimentally. This 
may be due to the experimentally difficult and expensive procedures. 
The mathematical model, with which the chemical-physical behaviour of actual 

systems is compared, must be based on a description of the elementary mass 
transfer process between the phases. The closer the process engineering model 
approaches physical real fty, the more accurate the process can be controlled. 
Modern computer techniques allO'!!f the model to be rather complex. 
Thh paper describes an experimental investigation of the response charac

teristics of PPC' s cOlllbined with mass transfer of acetone from a continuous 
aqueous phase into a dispersed toluene phase. The model has been based on the 
simple stage model with which steady-state conditions of PPC' s can be described 
reasonably well (ref. 1). 
The transient behaviour is si1111.1lated with ACSL (ref. 4) and the resulting 

response curves are compared with the experimental column behaviour. 

PROCESS ENGINEERING l«JDEL 

� shows the relation between the concentration of the transferring com
porieritln the flows to and from several stages. It is assumed that in each 
stage the phases are perfectly mixed. No consideration is given to the 
question as to whether or 11().t physical equilibrium is reached in the stages. 
If a coll.lRIII has N stages, the height 1 of one mixing stage equals: 

.t = ,
. 

The main objection to this model is that no distinction is made between longi
tudinal mixing in the rafffnate and longitudinal mixing in the extract or 
solvent phase. In a PPC longitudinal mixing in the dispersed phase is prac
tically always less than in the continuous phase and often negligible. 
The following component balances can be arranged around th n-th stage: 

- The acetone balance in the toluene phase: 

- The acetone ba 1 ance in the aqueous phase: 

The boundary conditions are: 

* * 
AcN+l = AcF = zero 

The following equations are also valid: 

6 • E • <ln Sn= -a�---vs,n 
and 

1 _ 1 + mAc n 
� - �T � · 1 T,n T ,n w w,n 

In arranging the component balances around the stages the following assump
tions have been made: 
1. the solute free mass flow rates remain constant throughout the column; 
2. at the interface the system is fn physical equilibrium; the equilibrium 

* constant fs defined by mAc = Ac1/Aci; 
3. the volume fraction of the dispersed phase in each stage is not influenced 
by changes fn solute concentrations; 
4. fluctuations in the volumetric flow rates are reflected in a new hydrodyna
mic steady state with a negligible time lag. 
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To fit the stage model to the real equipment suitable ·values have to be chosen 
for ,e.. The usual way of finding such values .fs by equating the respective 
variances of residence time distribution (o�l of the model and the equipment. 
In the case of high values for N and for Pe <Y = Pe > 10) ft can be shown 

that: o; = � .= te-
1 n industrial PPC's we normally have: Pe > 50, meaning that the PPC operates 
virtually under piston flow conditions. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

Ex;>eriments have been carried out with PPC' s with diameters of 0.05 m and 
0.10 m. Both columns were filled with high-voidage packing, i.e. the 0.05 m 
column over 4.6 m with 15 mm SS Raschfg rings (E - 0.92) and the 0.10 m column 
over 8.6 m with 25 11m ss Raschig rings (E - 0.94). Hydrodynamic steady states 
were estabi 1 i shed at different pul sati o:i ve 1 uci ti es and different 1 oads. with. 
the toluene (dispersed) - water system. At ·a certain point -in time (t" 0) the 
aqueous feed was replaced by an aqueous acetone feed. Samples were taken of 
the aqeous phase along the column height as well as of the issueing extract 
phase at several time intervals. 
Both the drop diameter and the dispersed phase hold-up were measured. From the 
steady state concentration profiles true mass transfer coefficients for use in 
the dynamic simulation may be calculated with the aid of the process engi
neering mode 1 for the PPC ( ref. 5). 
The drop diameter, dvs, and the hold-up, a, both vary with column height and 
there upon the specific fnterfacfal area S (Examples are shown in Faure 2). 
The correspond! ng over a 11 true mass transfer coefficients consequen y vary 
also. In Fig,re 3 examples have been given of experimental response curves at 
different co umn heights for both a constant load and a constant pulsation 
velocity. These and other response curves will be compared with model predic
tions. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Ac Concentration of acetone fn aqueous phase 
Ac* Concentration of acetone fn toluene phase 
De Column diameter 
dvs Average drop diameter acc. to Sauter 
E Longitudinal mfxfng coefficient 
F Cross-sectiorial area 
f frequency 
H Height of packed column section 
K Overall mass transfer coefficient 
k Partial mass transfer coefficient 
1 Height of a mixing stage 
mAc Distribu;fon of acetone between toluene and water, with 

mAc = Aci/Ac( 
M Mass flow 
N Number of mixing stages 

Stage number 
Pe Peclet number: Pe = Y

Specific interfacial area: S = � 
vs 

Pulse amplitude: total stroke length 
Time 
Superficial velocity 

a Hold-up of dispersed phase 
Bed porosity 

p 2 Liquid density 
or Variance of residence time distribution 

!��!£��

E extract phase 
F feed phase 
i interfase 
N last mixer 

wt.i 
wt.i 
m 
m 
m2.s-l 
m2 
s-1 
m 
m.s-1 
m.s-1 
m 

kg.s-1 

m 
s 

kg.nr3 

N+l imaginary mixer after the N-th one (for the toluene feed phase only) 
n stage number 
o imaginary mixer preceding the first one ( for the aqueous feed phase 

only) 
R raffi nate phase 
T to 1 uene phase 
w aqueous phase 
1 first mixer 
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SOLVENTS FOR BULK REMOVAL OF ORGANICS FROM 

COAL-CONVERSION CONDENSATE WATERS 

Donald H. Mohr and C. Judson King 
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INTRODUCTION 

When the product gases from a coal gasification reactor are cooled, the 
excess steam condenses and forms a condensate water. This stream is highly 
buffered with ammonia and carbon dioxide· to s pH of about 8.5 and contains 
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condensate water (l). The management of this water is important for both 
environmental and economic reasons ( 2). Release of potential pollutants muse 
be controlled, and reuse of the water is important because many coal deposits 
are located in arid regions. In this work chemical analyses and experimental 
tests of extraction solvents are discussed for condensate waters from a coal 
gasification pilot plant. 

COMPOSITION OF CONDENSATE WATERS 

Condensate water samples were obtained from a slagging fixed-bed gasifier 
which was operated by the U.S. Dept, of Energy at the Grand Forks Energy 
Technolog:, Center (GFETC) in Grand Forks ND, U.S.A. The samples .;ere 
protected from oxi_dation and were analyzed as rapidly as possible. Reversed
phase, gradient-elution, high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with 
variable-wavelength UV absorbance detection was employed to resolve and detect 
the compounds in the condensate water, 

The identities of the compounds eluted from the HPLC were determined by 
either or both HPLC co-chromatography and gas chromatography""111ass spectrometry 
(GC-MS). For GC-MS analysis, individual fractions were collected as they 
eluted from the HPLC. A batch azeotropic distillation with isopropanol 
concentrated the solute and 'removed water from the sample (3). Then the 
sample was analyzed by GC-MS (Finnigan model 4000), and the spectrum of an 
unknown solute was compared to a computerized library of known spectra, The 
advantage of this novel sample preparation technique is that it recovers very 
polar compounds which are not recovered by the methylene chloride extraction 
step in the standard GC-MS analytical technique (denoted MC/GC-MS). However, 
these compounds must be less volatile than isopropanol. 

Table 1 shows the analysis of one GFETC condensate water. The compounds 
are arranged in three groups. The first group is the hydroxybenzenes or 
simple phenols. These compounds are moderately polar and are easily detected 
by the standard MC/GC-MS technique. However, the precision of ±5% in Table 1 
is an improvement over the MC/GC-MS technique because there are no losses 
associated with a preliminaj;y sol vent extraction step. 

The second group of compounds is the dihydroxybenzenes which are more 
polar and much less volatile than phenol, It is important to have precise 
quantitative information about these compounds because they have lower 
distribution coefficients into many solvents (4), Since they are more 
difficult to extract, they have Dllch lower recoveries in the standard MC/GC-MS 
technique, 

The third group of compounds is the hydantoins. The major component is 
5, 5-dimethyl hydantoin: 

13 
CH

3-,--,=0
H-N N-H 

'--c/ 

II 
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The identification of this compound was confirmed by both co-chromatography 
and the isopropanol/GC-MS technique. This was the first report of hydantoins 
in condensate waters, These compounds are still more polar than dihydroxy
benzenes. Hydantoins have very low distribution coefficients into methylene 
chloride, and therefore should be difficult or i mpossible to detect by the 
standard MC/GC-MS analytical technique. 

Table 2 shows the analyses of four GFETC condensate water samples. 
Concentratioos, expressed as fractions of the chemical oxygen demand (COD), 
are reported for the three groups of compounds described in Table 1, The 
results in Table 2 show significant differences in the proportion of simple 
phenols to COD for the four samples. There are also large differences in the 
proportions of dihydroxybenzenes and hydantoins to COD or simple phenols. 
Some increase in the concentration of dimethylhydsntoin was observed as the 
samples aged, but this was not large enough to explain the composition 
differences among the samples (3). Samples were stored st 4° C in the dark. 
The sample-to-sample variability in Table 2 is probably due to changes in 
operating conditions for the gasifier despite the fact that the feed coal, 
steam/oxygen ratio, operating pressure, and oxygen rate were nearly 
constant. Changes in condensate-water composition introduce s large 
uncertainty into any general conclusions drawn from laboratory tests of s 
small number of condensate-water samples. 

Finally, 23 to 31:t of the COD remains unidentified in these four 
samples, Most analyses of condensate waters using the MC/GC-MS technique fail 
to identify an even greater fraction of the COD--see, e.g., (3). 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF <DNDENSATE WATEllS 

Distribution Coefficients: Table 3 shows the distribution coefficients 
of phenol and the three dihydroxybenzenes into three sol vents. Diisopropyl 
ether ( DIPE) and methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) have been proposed as solvents 
for commercial-scale treatment of condensate waters (4). Comparison of Ko
values for these two solvents shows that MIBK has a significant advantage over 
DIPE, particularly for the dihydroxybenzenes. The third solvent in Table 3 is 
a mixture of 25% w/w trioctyl phosphine oxide in diisobutyl ketone 
(TOPO/DIBK). TOPO is non-volatile and as an extrsctsnt is s strong Lewis 
base. This sol vent mixture provides very high K0 values, even for the 
dihydroxybenzeneG. 

Dimethyl hydsntoin is s very polar compound and is therefore difficult to 
extract from water. Tri butyl phosphate ( TEP) gives the highest value of. K0
among the solvents listed in Table 4. Several of these solvents exhibit very 
low K

0 
values for this compound, including methylene chloride which is used in 

the MC/GC-MS analytical technique. 

Removal of Chemical Oxygen Demand by Solvent Extrsctibn: In Tal:Sle 5 s 
condensate water sample from GFETC run No. 120 was contacted in batch 

equilibrations with several solvents at solvent-to-water ratios of I :l_ by 
volume. The <DD of the raffinste was measured after residual dissolved 
solvent had been removed, MIBK was removed from the raffinstes by stripping 
with 1 .5 mole N2/mole l!,

2.
0 st 25 ° C. The MIR< was purified before extraction 

by washing with O .1 N NaOH and O ,1 N 82so4 to remove impurities which would 

otherwise contribute to the <DD. 

A single extraction with MIBK removed nearly 90% of the CDD and 
essent islly all of the phenols and dihydroxybenzenes. A second extraction 
removed only a small increment of the remaining CDD, indicating that most of 
the residual components have low values of Ko into MIBK. Lowering the pH of 
the condensate water from 8 .5 to 3 did not significantly increase the removal 
of <DD by MIBK. This indicates that ionizing weak acids do not compose s 
substantial fraction of the residual CDD. As the age of the sample increased; 
MIBK extraction removed less of the CDD; however, concentrations of all of the 
compounds identified in Table 2 remained essentially constant over this time 
interval, This indicates the importance of conducting experimental tests of 
treatment processes on fresh condensate water samples. 

As is also shown in Table 5, TEP removed a slightly greater fraction of 
the <DD than did MIBK. The TOPO/MIBK mixture removed about the same fraction 
as did MI BK alone • 

Table 6 shows the removal of CDD and organic nitrogen from the same 
condensate water st s sample age of 190 days. Organic nitrogen is defined as 
the difference between Kjeldahl and ammonia nitrogen, both of which were 
measured after nitrogen stripping to remove most of the NH3 (3). Comparison 
of the fourth and fifth extractions shows that 10% of the <DD in this mixture 
has s vanishingly small K0 into MIBK. Also, the organic nitrogen has a low 
value of Ko into MI BK. Since the ratio of aJD to organic N can be as high as 
20 for s typical nitrogen-containing compound, these compounds could account 
for most of the unextracted <DD. Since no increase in removal of the nitrogen 
compounds was observed at high pH with MIBK or with s Lewis-acid solvent 
(methylene chloride), these compounds are not simple organic bases, Other 
experiments with an MIBK rsffinate showed that about half of the remaining <DD 
was more volatile than water, all of the remaining nitrogen was non-volatile 
with respect to water, and all of the remaining <DD had a molecular weight of 
less .than 1000 as detel:mined by ultrafiltration. 

Capabilities of Solvent Extraction: There are two important questions in 
the design of s condensate water solvent extraction process. The first is 
whether s given so_lvent can remove enough of the organic solutes under any 
conditions to meet the treatment requirements. The second consideration is 
the reliability and economics of a particular process. 

The data discussed above raise serio·us questions about the ability of 
current solvent extraction technology co remove orJanics from condensate 
waters to sn acceptable level without further treatment. The <DD of these 
condensate waters is so high that a 90% removal still leaves a highly 
contaminated raffinste. Some level of organics may be acceptable in s 
cooling-tower make-up stream, provided that the compounds are not volatile and 
do not excessively foul the heat exchange surfaces through biological 
growth. . Then a small volume of cooling-tower blowdown could be treated by 
other techniques. 

If the residual polar and hydrophilic compounds could be identified, then 
it might be possible to select chemically specific solvents to remove these 
compounds. 

A number of additional factors are important in the selection of an 
economically viable solvent. A volatile solvent such as DIPE or MIBK must be 
regenerated as s distillate, and this requires a large amount of heat to 
vaporize the solvent. For s non-volatile solvent, such as TEP or TOPO in s 
non-volatile diluent, all of the solutes nust be taken overhead. In a complex 
mixture such as these condensate waters, it is likely that non-volatile 
solutes would accumulate and possibly degrade the performance of the 
solvent, Acidic solutes could be removed from s solvent by extraction with 
aqueous base, but this could require an expensive consumption of chemicals. 
TOPO in an appropriate diluent provides high values of Ko for phenols and 
dihydroxybenzenes. This allows s low solvent flow rate, and therefore s 
regeneration process which is expensive per unit of solvent treated may still 
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be economically reasonable. per unit of treated water. 

A second factor which is important in the economics of a solvent 
extraction process is the amount of solvent which is lost in the raffinate. 
DIPE and HI.BK are volatile solvents which can be removed to low levels by 
stripping the raffinate. Vacuum steam stripping is particularly attractive 
for removal of MIBK (4). Less polar solvents such as TOPO in isobutyl heptyl 
ketone have a sufficiently low equilibrium ·solubility in water that a solvent
recovery process IIBY not be necessary. However, it is still necessary to 
account for losses by emulsification, micellarization, complexation into 
water-soluble forms, and losses due to irregular operation of the process, 
particulary for the more expensive solvents. 

CONCLUSIONS 

MIBK provides 111Jch higher distribution coefficients than DIPE for phenol 
and dihydroxybenzenes. About 90% of the COD from one condensate water sample 
had a sufficiently high K

0 
into HI.BK that it _could be removed by this solvent 

in a counter-current extraction process at an economically reasonable solvent
to-water ratio. TOPO in a suitable diluent has high equilibrium distribution 
coefficients for phenols and dihydroxybenzenes, and therefore has the 
potential to remove these compounds at lower solvent-to-water ratios. 
However, this solvent may be difficult to regenerate in a continuous 
condensate-water extraction process.· 

Analytical techniques were discussed that provide higher reCoveries for 
phenols and dihydroxybenzenes as compared to the standard MC/GC-MS 
technique. Hydantoins have been identified in four condensate water 
samples. About 20-30% of the COD remains unidentified in these four 
condensate water samples, Some of these unidentified compounds have very low 
values of Ko for extraction into MIBK. More information is required about 
these unidentified solutes before reliable solvent extraction processes can be 
designed, 
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Table 1: Analysis of Condensate Weter 
IRA-78 from the GFETC Slagging Fixed-Bed Gasifier 

Hydroxybenzenes 1: 

1. phenol 
2. c1-phenols 
3. c2-phenols* 
4. o-methoxy phenol* 
5. p-hydroxy acetophenone* 

Dihydrox:ybenzenes: 
6. catechol 
7. 4-methyl catechol 
8. resorcinol 
9. hydroquinone 

Hydantoins: 
10� 5,5-dimethyl hydantoin 
11. 5-methyl hydantoic acid 
12.,. 5,iethyl hydantoin 

Cone. (mg/1) 

4,750 
2,855 

450 
260 

50 

990 
615 

60 
35 

1,725 
95 

135 

* These compounds were identified by the isopropanol/GC-MS technique. All of 
the compounds were identified by HPLC co-chromatography. 

Table 2: Analyses of GFETC Condensate 
Waters Exprened as a Fraction of the COD 

GFETC Run No • : RA-78 RA-97 RA-106 

Hydroxybenzenes: 0.586 0.642 0.663 

Dihydroxybenzenes: 0.095 0.059 0.006 

Hydantoins: 0.082 0.014 0,019 

Total Fraction of COD Identified: 0.763 0.697 0.688 

COD (mg/1): 34,870 46,670 22,920 

212 

RA-120 

0.764 

0 .0002 

0.007 

0.771 

23,390 

Table 3: Distribution Coefficients (K0) of Phenol and Dihydroxybenzenes 

Solvent: DIPE MI!IK TOPO/DIBK* 

Reference: � � _ill 

Phenol 36 .5 100. 462. 

Catechol 4 .86 18.7 203. 

Resorcinol 2 .06 17 .9 98. 

Hydroquinone 1.03 9 .9 35. 

Solvents: DIPE: diisopropyl ether. MIBK: methyl isobutyl ketone, TOPO/DIBK.: 
25% w/w trioctyl phosphine oxide ,in diisobutyl ketone. 

* The values reported here are for 2 .S moles TOPO/mole solute in the combined 
organic and aqueous phases. The V&lue of K

0 
depends on this ratio (5). 

Table 4: Equilibrium Distribution Coefficients for Dimethyl Hydantoin 

Solvent � 

�thylene chloride 

Methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) 

25% w/w trioctyl phosphine oxide in MI.BK 

25% w/w Ad.ogen 363 (R3N, Sherex Chemical Co.) in kerosene 

25% w/w di(2-ethyl hexyl) phosphoric acid in kerosene 

Tricresyl phosphate (TCP) 

Tributyl phosphate (TBP) 

Table 5: Fraction of COD Removed by 
Solvent Extraction from GFETC Run No. 120 

<O .05 

0.25 

1.2 

<O .05 

<O ,05 

0 .11 

2 .6 

Sample Age (Days) 
Number of Successive 

Solvent Batch Extractions 2..:l_ _1_5_ � 

MIBK 0 .897 0 .883 0 .856 
HIBK 0 .927 0 .911 0 .878 
MIBK 1 and 1 @ pH 3 0 .923 0 .913 

TBP 0 .915 
Tli' 0 .938 
TllP 1 and l @ pH 3 0 .945 

25% w/w TOPO 
in HIBK 0 .88 
Same 1 and 1 @ pH 3 0 .92 

Table 6:  Fraction of COD and Organic Nitrogen 
Removed by Extraction with MIBK. GPETC Run No. 120 

aJD • 23,390 mg/1 
Organic Nitrogen • 220 mg/1 

Fraction of aJD Fraction of Organic 
No. of Mll:K Extractions Removed (%0 .005) N Removed (%0 .10) 

0 .856 0.28 

0.878 0 .28 

0 .890 0.35 

0 .900 0 .35 

0.902 0.41 

l and l @ pH 12 0 .878 0 .23 

I and. with ClLz ct2 @ pH 12 0 .880 0.10 
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SHALE OIL UPGRADING PROCESS BASED ON NITROGEN REMOVAL 

FROM CRUDE SHALE OIL BY LIQUID EXTRACTION 

Ajay M. Madgavkar 

Occidental Research Corporation 
Irvine, California USA 

A novel shale oil upgrading process is discussed which is based on renoval 
of a substantial portion of nitrogen compounds by liquid extraction followed 
by mild hydrotreating of the raffinate fraCtion. Result:s of laboratory ex
traction experiments are prei;ented including the effects of key process variables 
on nitrogen removal and oil recovery (raffinate yield). Also discussed are the 
results of solvent recovery/recycle studies, phase separation studies and a 
summary of hydrotreating studies. About 70\ of feed nitrogen was removed in 
a single stage extraction conducted in a mixer/settler unit with oil recoveries 
of 80 to 85\ of feed shale oil. No phase separation difficulties were encoun
tered and efficient solvent recovery and recycle was demonstrated. A raffinate 
obtained from extraction of whole shale oil was hydrotreated under mild severity 
conditions to produce a satisfactory, high quality synthetic crude. Substantial 
savings in hydrogen consumption were achieved in this process as compared to 
whole shale oil hydrotreating. 

INTRODUCTION 

High nitrogen content of shale oil is its most serious drawback and a prop
erty which significantly reduces its value as synthetic crude oil. Raw shale 
oil contains between 1. 3 to 2. 5\ nitrogen as compared to O. 3\ or less for a 
typical petroleum crude. Most refining operations that utilize catalysts cannot 
function at such high nitrogen levels since these catalysts are readily poisoned 
by nitrogen comoounds. Other problems caused by high amounts of nitrogen in 
shale oil are product instability and limited storage life,· contamination during 
transportation in common crude oil pipelines, m11tagenic properties and excessive 
NOx production during combustion. These objections add up to a strong argument 
in support of removal of nitrogen from crude shale oil. 

A lot of work has been done in the past and is currently being done in the 
industry on th.is problem as part of an overall effort in shale oil upgrading. 
Most of the approaches are based on high severity catalytic hydrotreatinq t.'liat 
is necessary due to excessive nitrogen in shale oils (1,2,3). Though these 
processes represent state-of-the-art technology in terms of technical demon
stration and confidence, they require large capital and subsequently are very 
expensive. Upgrading costs in excess of $10/Bbl (1981) are estimated to convert 
whole shale oil into a low sulfur, low nitrogen, arsenic-free syncrude. Realiz
ing this cost penalty of the approach based on hydrotreating alone, attempts 
have been made to devise processes that utilize mild hydrotreating of whole shale 
oil followed by a physical separation step such as liquid extraction to remove 
some portion of the nitrogen compounds from the hydrotreated oil (4, 5) . Though 
sound in principle, these processes remove only 25-30\ of the total feed nitro
gen in the extraction step and consequently the reduction in overall hydrogen 
consumption and upgrading cost is, at best, marginal. 

ORC' S PROCESS 

It is well known that a majority of the nitrogen containing compounds in 
shale oil are heterocyclic basic chemical compounds (6, 7). For OXY' s MIS pro
cess roughly 60 to 75\ of the nitrogen compounds fall in this category (8). 
These basic compounds (pyridine, quinoline types) severely poison hydrotreating 
catalysts which are typically acidic in nature. To overcome the reduced cat
alyst activity therefore, high severity conditions are required in whole shale 
oil hydrotreating. Unfortunately, this also leads to undesirable hydrocracking 
side reactions which consume excessive hydrogen (beyond that required by stoich
iometry) in the process. Furthenoore, it is generally accepted that nitrogen 
removal from these aromatic compounds takes place via an initial saturation 
of the ring before the scission of carbon-nitrogen bond occurs (9-12). This 
exacerbates the non-selective and inefficient utilization c,f hydrogen and con
sequently increases shale oil upgrading costs. 

ORC' s approach to shale oil upgrading attempts to overcome the major pro
blems discussed above by selectively and efficiently removing the majority of 
feed nitrogen (60 to 75\) from whole shale oil by a specially designed liquid 
extraction process. More important, the solvent selectively extracts most of 
the basic nitrogen compounds which are most difficult to hydrotreat and are 
strong catalyst poisons. The main objective of ORC's process is to upgrade the 
low nitrogen raffinate fraction of shale oil in a conventional low severity 
hydrotreating operation, preferably in an existing refinery. It is assessed 
that this process results in a substantial reduction in the overall shale oil 
upgrading costs. 

This paper focuses inainly on the liquid extraction process. A separate 
paper will discuss the detailed results of hydrotreating the extracted shale 
oil (raffinate fraction) as well as the whole shale oil (13). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Process Variables Study. The most important parameter affecting nitrogen 
extraction was found to be the solvent composition. The effect of increasing 
acid concentration on \ nitrogen removal is illustrated by the results shown 
in Table I for the formic acid-water solvent system. It can be seen that at 
a constant sol vent-to-oil weight ratio of 1. O, as the acid concentration was 
changed from 50 to 70 weight \ in the solvent the \ nitrogen removed increased 
from around 45 to 59\. A further increase to 89\ formic acid in the solvent 
resulted in a nitrogen removal of about 74\. Under these conditions a shale 
oil raffinate fraction with only O. 4\ nitrogen was obtained in a single stage 
extraction experiment. The raffinate yield or weight \ oil recovery of around 
83\ was achieved in the process. It should be mentioned that the oil recovery 
values reported here were obtained by actual distillation of the extract phase 
rather than based on chemical analyses, 
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Solvent 
Acid 

� 

89 

70 

50 

TABLE I 

EFFECT OF SOLVENT COMPOSITION AND SOLVENT-TO-OIL 
RA.TIO FOR FORMIC ACID-WATER SOLVENT SYSTEM 

Feed: OXY's MIS Shale Oil (1.53 wt\ N) 
Temperature: 14QOF 

Solvent 
To Oil 'i'lt,\N wt.-. Oil Extract Selectivity 
Ratio � Recovery J2!.!fil Ratio 

0.5 70.09 83.85 14.98 4. 34 
1.0 74.10 83.38 14. 77 4.46 

o. 5 57. 50 90. 26 11.80 5.90 
1.0 58. 77 88.09 13.13 4.93 

0.5 40.68 94. 2.1 10. 38 7 .03 
1.0 44. 76 93.68 10. 20 7 .OB 

Solvent-to-oil weight ratio also affected the nitrogen removal. This was 
indicated by the results in Tables I but a more detailed illustration is shown 
in Figure 1 with additional data. A wide range of ratios (0. 25 to 2) was covered 
in these experiments carried out at l40°F and 60 minutes settling time. The 
nitrogen extracted was found to be a function of the ratio up to a value of l 
or so. Beyond a solvent-to-oil ratio of l the increase was rather marginal as 
the \ nitrogen removal approached the equilibrium value. This was also con
firmed by conducting a few runs at ratios of around 4 for the above solvent�. 
These results suggest that there is no advantage in operating at very high 
sol vent-to-oil-ratios. 

Solvent Recovery and Recycle Studies. Due to the large differences in the 
boiling points of solvent and shale oil components, separation by simple dis
tillation was rather straightforward and efficient. By proper design and opera
tion, complete removal of formic acid was possible from both the extract and the 
raffinate phases. Thus a major effort was made to characterize the recycle sol
vent with respect to its activity. 

In this study a total of 40 sets of successive extractions/distillations 
were conducted. The fresh solvent was 80 weight % formic acid and the first 
20 recycle runs did not include the addition of any make-up formic acid. In 
other words, the acid strength was intentionally allowed to progressively de·· 
cline and impurities allowed to accumulate. After separating the two phases 
each was separately distilled to recover the solvent which was combined and 
used for the next extraction run with fresh shale oil. The solvent losses were 
mainly due to the nature of these batch distillations and the fact that the dis
tillation scheme, though efficient, was not an ideal system resulting in a few 
incomplete distillations. In the last 20 sets of experiments required amounts 
of fresh formic acid were added to thP- combined recycle solvent to maintain a 
constant composition of 80\ formic acid. In this manner a more rigorous test 
of solvent recyclability was obtained. 

Results from the first 21 sets of runs such as % nitrogen removal, 't oil 
r�covery and raffinate nitrogen concentration are shown in � as func
tions of recycle nwnber. The solvent losses averaged a little less than 1 wt. 
% acid per recycle run but should be significantly less under a continuous 
operating system which is properly designed for sol vent recovery. Correspond
ing nitrogen removal also declined during·these 20 recycles from 68\ for fresh 
solvent to about SO\ in the 20th recycle run. This drop was, however, directly 
attributed to the drop in acid concentration in the recycle solvent. In other 
words, fresh formic acid solvent of the same concentration gave identical , 
nitrogen removal values. AA encouraging piece of information was the fact that 
recycle acid contained rather low amounts of nitrogen (around 100 ppm) and this 
level did not rise in 21 experiments, although there was no purging attempted. 

The formic acid concentration in the solvent had declined to around 60 wt. 
\ at the end of recycle run No. 20. Therefore a significant amount of fresh 
acid was necessary to raise the concentration to 80 wt. I for the recycle run 
No. 21. After that, however, only about 3% average make-up acid was needed for 
the subsequent runs. An average of 97\ of the formic ac:i.d was recovered in dis
tillation of both phases in each recycle run. A remarkably constant performance 
in nitrogen removal and oil recovery was demonstrated in all of these twenty 
runs as shown in Figure 2. This proves that no detectable solvent degradation 
(physical or chemical) was observed in these runs. Thus from this total of 40 
recovery/recycle sets of studies it is concluded that in a closed loop, steady
state extraction process solvent reuse should be technically feasible with a 
minimum of make-up sol vent. 

Phase Separation Studies. It was important to achieve efficient phase 
separation in the process and to quantify the disengagement characteristics of 
the two phase system. A simple but effective method was devised which permitted 
estimation of separation time by comparing solvent composition in the extract 
phase with its equilibrium value. Using this method it was observed that solvent 
composition strongly affected phase disengagement rates. For example, a 701 
formic acid gave an efficient separation in about 5 minutes versus 12 to 14 
minutes for a 90\ formic acid solvent. Similar results were obtained with. acetic 
acid-water system and a 90\ acetic acid solvent gave an effici�nt separation in 
about 10 to 12 minutes. 
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A few experiments were also conducted in the mixer/settler unit to study the 
effect of mixing energy on phase separation. The mixer was equipped with a low 
shear impeller which re!iulted in lower mixing energy. Thus a mixture of 90\ 
formic acid and shale oil was agitated at 250 rpm for 5 minutes at 14o0F and 
samples were taken near the interface. The results showed a dramatic effect 
on the time needed for an efficient separation which was only 5 to 7 minutes 
versus 12 to 14 for the separatory funnel experiment, a roughly 50\ reduction. 
These preliminary results show that for a proi'>erly designed extraction process 
there should not be any unusual phase separation problems. 

Hydrotreating Studies. The main objectives of these studies were: 

(1) Identify the hydrotreating severity conditions needed to achieve 
the desired product nitrogen level (500 to 1500 ppm) for a 
typical raffinate feed and, 

(2) Estimate savings in H2 consumption as compared to hydrotreating a 
whole shale oil to similar product quality. 

A cooperative program was established between ORC and Armak Company, 
Pasadena, Texas to achieve the above objectives which were most vital for veri
fication of the basis for ORC' s extraction based shale oil upgrading process. 
The raffinate was obtained by extractin,g whole shale oil with 90\ formic acid 
at a solvent-to-oil ratio c 1 and 140°F�, This raffinate and a batch of the whole 
shale oil were separately hydrotreated under identical conditions. A summary 
of results obtained for the raffinate is shown in Table II. 

1200 

1200 

1200 

RESULTS OF SOLVENT EXTRACTED SHALE OIL HYDROTREATING 

Run Time: l day each 

Feed: Shale Oil Raffinate (0.47 Wt. , N, 0.94 Wt. 1 S) 

H2: Oil (SCF/BBL) = 5500 

T 
��ll 

Product 
-61- N(Wt.'11) S(Wt.\) 

650 0.12 0.03 

675 0.05 0.02 

675 0.14 o. 05 

�§�;;��) 

350 

450 

soc, 

The raffinate was hydrotreated into a high quality syncrude under moderate 
conditions of 1200 psig, 6S0°F and LHSV = 1 hr-1• On the other hand, the shale 
oil gave a product containing 0.55 weight '\ nitrogen (which was higher than the 
raffinate feed concentration itself) under identical conditions. Secondly, the 
chemical hydrogen consumption for· raffinate hydrotreating was around 350 to 500 
scf/Bbl only. Though this was only a preliminary estimate based on chemical 
analyses of feed and products, it must be realized that substantially higher 
hydrogen consumption would be required to achieve similar high quality products 
from whole shale oil. In fact, for shale oil hydrotreating even after 400 to 

1 0 0  

80 

80 

40 

2 0  
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•

•-" 
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Symbol 

0 
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Concentration 

57 Wt% 

69 Wt% 
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Figure 1 

EFFECT OF SOLVENT-TO-OIL RATIO AND 

ACID STRENGTH ON NITROGEN REMOVAL 

AND OIL RECOVERY 
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700 scf/Bbl hydrogen consumption the products still contained O. 36 to 0.64 
·-,eight 'II nitrogen which is unacceptably high. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that there will be substantial savings in hydrogen consumption in hydrotreating 
solvent extracted shale oil under mild conditions as compared to whole shale 
oil hydrotreating. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Preliminary technical feasibility of a shale oil upgrading process based 
on nitrogen rimoval by liquid extraction was demonstrated by key experimental 
results:. A majority of nitrogen compoWldS w� 'removed· f.rom whole shale oils 
at high raffinate yields while achieving efficient phase separation. Solvent 
composition and solvent-to-oil ratio were the major variables in the extraction 
process. Efficient solvent recovery was achieved and no chemical or physical 
degradation of the solvent was detected in recycle studies. A shale oil raf
finate was hydrotreated under mild severity conditions at substantially lower 
H2 consumptions over hydrotreatin9 whole shale oils. 
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INTROD UCTION. 

Petroleum refineries constitute the largest suppliers of light aromatics 
to the chemical industry. A major portion of the production comes from solvent 
extraction units fed with catalytic reformates mainly composed of hexanes, 
heptanes, benzene and toluene. Alkylsulfonamides are being considered as poten
tial substitutes to the most conman cmrmercial solvents. 

SYNTH ESIS. 

The fifteen compounds listed in the table below were chosen according to
the two maio criteria of small molecular volume and strong dipole moment. 

Synthesis was carried out by action of amines on sulfonic acid chlorides. 
Details of the reaction (1) differed with the four groups of mono alkyls (a), 
symetric dialkyls (b), non symetric dialkyls (c) and sultames (d): 

with 

and 

R
1

SO,Cl + H,NR
2 BOH R

1

SO,NHR
2 

+ B Cl (a) 

I 2 l 

R S02Cl + H2NR + R 

Na or K, 
F, Cl or Br 
3 or 4. 

BOH I R' 
R S02N�R' + B Cl + BX 

((CH, )n) 
+ H2NR-N - SO, 

I
R 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

PHYSICAL P ROP ERTIES. 

Sulfonamides meet the necessary requirements of  high boiling point, high 
density and relatively low 11working temperature 11

, the "working temperature" 
corresponding to a viscosity of 2 cP as evaluated by RENON et al. (2) from a 
literature survey of co111T1ercial liquid-liquid extraction processes. 

All the sulfonamides tested exhibit a sufficiently high thermal stability. 
They become colored, from pale yellow to dark brown, after long periods of 
heating at 150°C but without any noticeable change of their infrared spectra. 

Corrosivity seems very low. Ordinary steel �an be used with DMESA even in 
aqueous solutions as long as the pH remains ah6ve 9. 

TOXICITY. 

Toxicity is small, between those of the most frequent solvents diethylene 
glycol and sulfolane. 

EXTRACTIV E P ROPERTIES. 

The two relevant extractive properties, solvent power for aromatics and se
lectivity for the aromatics-paraffins separation, were estimated from experi
menta1 determinationi of activity coefficients at infinite dilution and liquid
liquid equilibria. Continuous extraction runs were made on a laboratory scale 
packed column with two selected sulfonamides. Sulfolane (3,4), the often used 
contnerc ia 1 so 1 vent, was used as reference. 

Activity coefficients at infinite dilution. Activity coefficients at infi-

(a) Monoa 1 kyl s Ebullition Density Visco Temp� °C)at 
(b) Symetric dial kyl s temp(°C/ (20°c) sity viscosity 
(c) Non symetric dialkyls rrrnHg) (cSt, 2 cP 
(d) Sultames so0c) 

N-methyl methane sulfonamide MMSA (a) '\,100/0.1 1.257 4 .01 75 
N-methyl ethane sulfonamide MESA (a) 1.201 4 .34 80 
N-ethyl methane sulfonamide EMSA (a) 1.196 3 .83 75 
N-ethyl ethane sulfonamide EESA (a) I. 150 5.49 85 
N-propyl methane sulfonamide PMSA (a) I. 144 6.16 90
NN-diethyl methane sulfonamide OEMSA( b) 125/20 I. 145 2. 36 60 
NN-dimethyl ethane sulfonamide DMESA( b) 80/1 1.141 2. 20 60 
NN-diethyl ethane sulfonamide DEESA(b) 85/1.4 1.073 2.18 60 
N-ethane sul fonyl pyrrol i dine ESPY (b) 90/0. 3 1.178 3. 55 100 
NN-di alkyl methane sulfonamide DAMSA(b) 80/0 .01 1.093 2. 67 65 
NN-methyl allyl methane sulfonamide MAMSA( c) 68/0.01 1.128 I. 98 55 
NN-methyl ethyl methane sulfonamide MEMSA( c) 73/0. 65 1.141 2.44 55 
N-ethyl propane sultame EPS (d) 88/0. l l.214 3. 57 BO 
N-methyl butane sultame MBS (d) 90/0. 2 1.248 10. 77 90 
�-ethyl butane sul tame EBS (d) 105/0.3 l.185 6.18 75-80 

List of sulfonamides with their physical properties 
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nite dilution were obtained with an in�rt gas stripping techniques derived 
from that proposed by LEROI et al. (5). 

Figure 1 shows the relationship at 50°C between selectivity and solvent 
power respectively measured by the ratio of the activity coefficient (y 00 ) of 
dimethyl 24 pentane (D24P) to that of benzene (BZ) and the reciprocal of the 
benzene activity coefficient. As for other solvents selectivity decreases with
an increase in solvent power (3). Sulfolane occupies a position of high selec
tivity and average solvent power. 

Sulfonamides rating was pursued at the previously mentioned practical vis
cosity of 2 cP. The transformation of the selectivity-solvent power diagram 
from 50°C to 2 cP resulted from a study of the variations of y oo as a function 
of temperature. As demonstrated on Figure ¥ for [NESA these variations are cor
rectly described by simple thenoodynam1cs ormula : 

ln y oo A + .!:.:._ 

where A = constant, 

R.T 

L00 = molar heat of solution of the given hydrocarbon at infinite 
dilution in the solvent, 

R gas constant, 
T absolute temperature. 

f_ijJ_IJ_l"_e_3_ illustrates the correlation between L
00 and y 00 at 50°C established 

with� the hydrocarbonsn-heptane, dimethyl 24 pentane, n-hexane, cyclo
hexane, toluene and benzene at infinite dilution in sulfolane, DMESA and DEMSA. 
The correlation led to the classification of Figure 4; In this new classifica
tion selectivities become smaller and solvent powers arger·. Selectivity changes 
are the mcist pronounced with solvents having a 11working temperature" greater 
than 90°C such as PMSA, ESPY, MBS and sulfolane (120°C). 

Sulfonamides cover a very wide range of extractive properties from MMS with
high selectivity but low solvent power to the group DEMSA/EBS/DAMSA with low 
selectivity and high solvent power. The roost attractive sulfonamides are MEMSA, 
EPS and DMESA. 

Li�uid-liquid e9uilibria. The classification according to liquid-liquid 
equil 1 r,a agrees with tnat deduced from activity coefficients at infinite di
lution. Fiaures 5 and 6 compare as examples the distribution curves and the se
lectivity iagrams of DMESA at 35°C (3.2 cP) to those published by De FRE and 
VERHOEYE (6) on sulfolane at 100°C (2.5 cP). As expected the distribution coef
ficients are greater and the selectivity diagrams maxima smaller with DMESA 
than with sulfolane. 

Extraction runs on a laboratorl scale packed column. Counter current extrac
tions at 35°C on a 2 cm diameter g ass column packed with 0.5 cm RASCHIG rings 
demonstrated the characteristics of DEMSA and DMESA by comparison with sulfo
lane. Figure 7 shows that DEMSA and DMESA need much smaller solvent to feed ra
tios to min1m1ze the concentration of aromatics in the raffinate. �ifure � con
firms that the excellent capacity for aromatics is partly counte a ance by a 
lower selectivity. 

PROC ESS  DESIGN . 
A liquid-liquid extraction column fed with OMESA was simulated (7) with a 

16-parameter NRTL thenoodynamic equation (8). The simulation was included (9) 
in a fl owsheet i ng computer roode 1 of a process similar to the one used for su 1-
fo lane (4) where the extract is treated in an extractive distillation column to
reject the saturates recycled as reflux into the extractor. Economics conside
rations (9) suggest that such a scheme could be replaced by another where the 
solvent is purified- by extraction with a counter-solvent. 
CONCLUSIONS.  
Alkylsulfonamides seem an  attractive solvent family for light aromatics extrac
tion from petroleum fractions. The most promising are MEMSA, EPS and DMESA. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF AROMATICS BY ALKYLENE CARBONATES 

M. Cristina Annesini and Luigi Marrelli
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Robert De Santis 

lstituto di Chi mica Applicata e Metallurgia 
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lreneo Kikic 
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Alkylene carbonates (AC) are indicated in several patents as 
good solvents for a variety of industrial separations(1), but publ! 
shed phase equilibrium data are scarce. 

This communication is concerned with the results obta.ined S.n 
the experimental determination of equilibrium properties for liquid 
systems containing hydrocarbons and AC. Our scope is to evaluate 
the solvent properties of AC in the extraction of aromatic compounds 
from hydrocarbon mixtures. 

The solvents considered are propylene carbonate and chloropro
pylene carbonate. The latter one, wl'lich is not commercially availa
ble, was obtained in our laboratory from carbon dioxide and epichl£ 
ridrine on ion-exchange resins. The hydrocarbons are those of the 
paraffinic, aromatic, olefinic and naphtenic series with 6-8 carbon 
atoms. 

EXPE
R

IMENTAL DETE
R

MINATIONS 

A first set of data includes the infinite-dilution activity 
coefficients of several hydrocarbons in AC measured at various te� 
peratures by the gaschromatografic method (2). These data are use
ful to obtain some preliminary information about the separability 
of aromatics from other hYdrocarbons. 

A deeper analysis was carried out by determining liquid:..liquid 
equilibria at 20°c of ternary arorliatic-pa·raffln-AC systems. 

In order to predict or correlate this ternary equilibria it is 
important to get information on the excess free energy of the rnixt� 
re 1 S constituent binaries. To this end vapor-liquid equilibria of 
aromatic-AC mixtures (3) and liquid-liquid equilibria of paraffin
Ac systems were also measured. 

Data reduction of vapor liquid equilibr�a gives the activity 
coefficients at temperatures higher than those {20° - 3o0c) concer 
ning the ternary equilibria and the infinite-dilution activity 
coefficients. Therefore excess enthalpies of the binaries aromatic
AC were measured to study the temperature dependence of the excess 
free energy ( 3) . 

SOME COMMENTS ABOUT DATA 

A complete report of the results and the correlation of data 
will be given in the oral presentation. In this summary we make so
me preliminary comments, mainly based on the infinite-dilution ac
tivity coefficients. These considerations reflect only the point 
of view of the equilibrium, whereas an analysis of the effective
ness of AC as solvents must take into account other physical and 
chemical properties and economic parameters; but these aspects are 
beyond the scope of our work. 

Some values of i» in the solvents considered here are reported 
in the plots of :iigures 1 and �. 

Table 1 reports some values of the selectivity p with 
respect to benzene and of the solvency x

c 
(mol fractioA'�olubility 

of benzene). These parameters are defineH and calculated as fol
lows: 

Table 1. Solvency and selectivity with respect to benzene at 2s 0 c. 

propylene chloropropylene 
carbonate carbonate 

Solvency 0. 26 0:22 

Selectivity 

- hexane 13.4 21. 6 

- hexene 6. 0 1 0. 4 
- cyclohexane 7.3 10. 7 

The table shows 
lene carbonate and a 
pylene carbonate. We 
cially available, as 
liquid equilibrium. 

excellent values of p for the chloroprop� 
fairly good value of tfi&8solvency for the pr� 
choose propylene carbonate, which is commer
solvent in the measurements of ternary liquid-

Table 2 reports a comparison between the values of Pi,B and 
x

8 of AC and those of the most common solvents (4). 

Table 2. Selectivity hexane-benzene and solubility of benzene in 
several solvents at 2s 0c. 

Sulfolane 

Dirnethylsulfoxide 

N-Methylpyrrolidone 

Dimethylformarnide 

Acetonittile 

Triethylene glycol 

Furfural 

Propylene carbonate 

Chloropropylene carbonate 

30.5 

22.0 

12.5 

12.5 

9 .4 

13.0 

10. 9 

13.4 

21.6 

0.42 

0. 29 

1.00 

0. 71 

0.37 

0. 21 

0. 38 

0. 26 

0. 22 

An exhaustive comparison of solvent properties of AC with those 
of other solvents can be made on the basis of ternary liquid-liquid 
equilibria for the solvent-paraffin-aromatic systems. 

These data can be used to evaluate the composition dependence 
of the selectivity and of the solvency as well as to calculate the 
extraction operation. 

To this purpose we measured several liquid-liquid equilibria of 
the ternary systems. Figure 3 shows the case of the propylene carb£ 
nate-toluene-heptane system. The binodal solubility curve is calcu
lated by correlating with the NRTL equation (5) the ternary activi
ty coefficients. The values of parameters are: 

a - o.3 

(gAB -gAA) /R -
1128 K 

(gAB -gBB) /R 
2133 K 

(gBc-9cc> /R 8 K 
(gBC-gBB) /R 523 K 

(gAC-gAA ) /R 
417 K 

(gAc-9cc> /R 
-316 K 

These binary constants were calculated, as adjustable parame
ters, from ternary data,in order to obtain a good accuracy in eva
luating selectivity and solvency. 

However we also followed the procedure to predict the ternary 
equilibrium with parameters calculated from binarl' data. Figure 4 
shows results obtained in the reduction of our vapor-liquid equil� 
brium data for the propylene carbonate-toluene system. In this case 
the values of adjustable parameters are: 

11 K 

R
EFE
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ACID EXTRACTION BY AMINES 

M. Siebenhofer, R. Marr

Institute of Chemical Engineering 
Technical University Graz 

Graz, Austria 

The recovery of carboxylic acids from aqueous waste by extraction

processes with chemical reaction shows an increasing technological 
importance. Opposite to the use of conventional solvents the mass 
transfer determining component, an amine, can't be used as a pure 
substance, as this would cause hydrodynamic troubles. Therefore 
you have to solute the amine in a diluent. Further the addition 

of modifier is necessary. 

About the choice of the amine to be used as reactive component of 
the so:vent a l�t of d�ta is reported (1,2,3,1). Fo� given ratios 

of various diluent to amine contents of the solvent the influence 

on the d�stribution ratio is reported too. 
Although the chemical reaction of the mass transfer can be formula
ted and the process can be dtscribed by the Law of Mass Action (5), 

there is no analytical relation known with which the liguid-liquid
distribution would be formulated by an equation. But for to compare 

the quantitative influence of the components of the solvent on the 
mass transfer behavior, it is necessary to find a mathematical des
cription of the whole equilibriwn curve. 
As the distribution coefficient of a liquid-liquid-equilibriwn for 
an extraction process with chemical reaction variies, the common 
way of description by the Nernst distribution law, won't be a good 
instrument for the comparison of the influence of the components on 
mass transfer. 
The extraction of an acid by an amine occurs as follows: 

According to the law of Mass Action the equilibriwn constant is 

defined as follows: 

2) K 

With 

and 

equation 1 becomes 

5) K 

6) (H+) . (A') 
(HA) 

(HA)0r/n 

(HA)org 

equation 5 can be transformed into 

7) K 
= _______ <_H_A_)�o_r�---------

n. (KDISS" (HA))
n

_((R3N)org,O - (HA)org/n) 

. With 

Solving equation 7 by expressing the equilibrium concentration of 
the extracted acid as a function of the other parameters you get 
with the simplification 

8) (HA) org corg 

and 

9) (HA) aau = caau 
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10) corg 

n.(R3N lorg,o·K.K�rss·c�qu 

1 + K.K�ISS.c�qu 

By substituting K.K�ISS = d the final equation becomes 

n.d.(R3N lorg,o·c�au 

Equation 11 is sirniliar to the description of adsorption equilibria 
by Langmuir isothermes. With equation 11 it is possible to describe 
the equilibrium curve, although the dissociation as well as the 
activity coefficients of the acid iri the aqueous phase are.not 
considered. 
Tl:e transformation of the component-dependend parameters into· the 
association constant n and the defined extraction constant d enables 
the research worker to quantify the influence of the various compo
nents of the solvent on mass transfer. 
Based on these fundamentals experimental investigations on acid ex
traction by amines were done. 

As- will be described later, the first representatives of the 
carboxylic acids, formic acid, acetic acid, propionic acid and buty
ric acid have been investigated. 
The experiments were carried out with tertiary amines of technical 

grade as active component, isodecanol as modifier and Shellsol T 
as diluent. 

The experiments were carried out in 100 ml shaking funnels. The 

quantitative determination of the investigated acids was made by 

titration with sodiumhydroxid at a Titroprocessor of the Metrohm AG, 
type E 636/100. 

As shown in� the distribution coefficients of the carbo

xylic acids when being extracted with pure triisooctylamine don't 
show a single trend of increasing or decreasing behavior with acetic 

acid showing the greatest deviation at lower aqueous equilibrium 
concentrations. This phenomenon, already obse:r::ved by J.Bullock (6) 
contradicts the qualitative trend of the homologous series. A 
possible explanation for this deviation might be given by conside
ring the distribution behaviour of multicomponent extraction with 

chemical reaction (7). Then the mechanism of extraction at lower 
aqueous feed concentration would differ from the mechanism at higher 

feed concentration. 
Actually this distribution behavior won't be a good premise for the 
construction of a complete extraction process. But as can be seen 
from Fig.2 this deviation can be completely suppressed, when modi
fier is added to the solvent. For the considered extraction problem 
isodecanol, man�factured by Hoechst AG, was used as modifier. Al
though the addition of modifier to the active component of the sol

vent (the amine) is not necessary for to correct the hydrodynamic 
behavior of the solvent mixture or for to prohibit the formation of 

a second organic phase layer, it is an economical condition cause 
of its in£luence on the equilibrium at low acid feed concentration. 

A further problem, which has to be considered, is the decision, 

what amine to use. As discussed above, tertia� amines with branched 
alkylsubstituents can be a possible choice. According to the rela
tion between the chemical structure of the alkylsubstituents and the 

base strength, one would expect, to make a good choice, when using 
tertiary amines with linear alkylsllbstituents. 
As shown in Table I the extraction coefficient d is higher, when tri
n-decyl/n-octylamine (Hostarex A 327, manufactured by Hoechst AG) is 

osed as mass transfer-determining component of the solvent, while 
the association constant n is higher for the branched product tri
isooctylamine (Hostarex A 324, manufactured by Hoechst AG). 
Considering the influence of the constants n and d on the phase 
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equilibrium, as expressed by equati6n 11, it is an economical advan

tage to use solvents which cause a higher association constant n 
than extraction constant d, if the extracted acid is separated from 

the solvent by distillation or thermal reextraction on general. 

For a succesful construction of the best solvent composition 
two experimental facilities are given. 
On the one hand, the liquid-liquid-equilibria of the pure substances 

of the solvent can be worked out. After having calculated the equa
tion constants n and d based on the solution of equation 11, the 

wanted content of the reactive component of the solvent can be 
determined. 

Although this method causes a lower experimental expense, you won't 

get good results for the description of the equilibrium curve as 
equation 11 does not consider the influence of the modifier and the 

diluent. Experimental results show, that the association constant 
only slightly depends on the concentration of the amine, while the 
extraction constant d is a nonlinear function of the concentration 

of all the added components. Furthermore this method does not consi
der the synergetic effect of the additives on the equilibrium be
havior. 

Therefore it is better to use a differential method for the con
struction of the solvent by investigating the altering of the 
equilibrium curve, when having added a small amount of one of the 

solvent components to an investigated mixture. 
Several investigatim1s of acid extraction p1:oblem!:> showed, t:hat 

the optimum solvent compositidn will be given by adding a maximum 

content of modifier and amine to the solvent mixture. But the con
tent of both the co�pounds is limited by hydrodynamic conditions 

such as the coalescence time. For the investigated amines and the 
modifier isodecanol the upper concentration limit of each of the 
compounds is about 30 vol%. 

Based on these informations, extraction processes for the recovery 
of formic acid and acetic acid were performed. Pilot plant experi
ments with both the acids gave promising results for an extractive 
recovery of carboxylic ac�ds from aqueous solutions, 

NOMENCLATURE 
A' ..... anion 
C ..... concentration (mol/1) 
d ..... extraction constant 
H

+ 
• • • •. proton 

HA .... acid 
K ..... equilibrium constant 
n . . . . . association constant 
R

3
N ... tertiary amine 

INDICES 
A 324 Hostarex A 324 (triisooctylarnine) 
A 327 ..... Hostarex A 327 (tri-n-decyl/n-octylamine) 
aqu ..•••.. aqueous 
DISS • . • . . . dissoc4_j:ion 
n stoichiometric coefficient 
0 ...•..... feed 
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Table I: Comparison of n and d for the reactive components 
Hostarex A 324 and Hostarex A 327 

acid nA324 nA327 dA324 dA327 

formic 3.25 3.18 2.93 7 .51 

acetic 3.16 o.73 o.i!1 10.84 
propionic 2. 79 0,62 4.25 34 .15 
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EXTRACTION OF COPPER FROM SULPHATE AQUEOUS 

SOLUTION BY OXIME TYPE EXTRAGENSES 

A. Kostic-Pulek

Faculty of Mining and Geology 
Belgrade, Yugoslavia 

The extraction process of copper from sulphate solutions with 

two chelate extragenses of the oxime claas has been investigated. 

The used extragenses were produced by the Acorga Company(England) 
and their trademarks are P-5100 and P-5300.Both these reagents 
contain the same active molecules 1 2 hydroksi 15nonylsalicilaldoxi
ae in the admixture with 4-nonyl phenol.In the case of P-5100 
extragens the mix ratio of oxime to nonyl phenol is 1:l(by weight) 
and for P-53ooextragens the ratio is 1;3(by weight). 

The method of continuous variation and slope analysis were 

used(Ll)�o determinetthe stoichiometry of complex formed and the 
both confirmed 2:1 ratio(ligand:metal). 

Experiments were performed at. 293 1303 and 323 K and they ilu
strated negligable influence of temperature on the extraction pro
cess in that temperature range. 

The selectivity of these extragenses over metals other than 
copper(co2+,Ni2+,Fe3+ and zn2+)was investigated.The obtained re
sults confirms the satisfaid selectivity at the pH of real copper 
leach solution. 

From extraction isotherms the thermodynamic equilibrium consta
nts were calculated.(L2).In these experiments the aqueous phase 
was made from CuS04 and H:f04in such a way to obtain c0nstant ionic 
strenght of 01 0125M.Ca.lculated thermodynamic equilibrium constant 

METALLURGICAL EXTRACTION PROCESSES- I 

are compared with thermodynamic equilibriWI constant for pure ex
tragens ,without addition of 4-nonyl phenol(trademark P-1).It's 
constant was determined at the same conditions and by the same ae

thod(L3). 
organic phase 
0 1 025M P-1 in CC14 K291,30 
o,025M P-5100 in CCl4 K0�82,lo 
0,025M P-5300 in CC14 K0•76 113 

According to the obtained results it seems that the �ffect of 
presence of 4-nonyl phenol cause some weakening of extractive po
wer of reagent and lowering the thermodynamic equilibrium consta
nt K0 for the reaction of extraction.It seems that the 4-nonyl 
phenol has an effect on the chemical activities of some species 
involved in the extraction reaction. 

l.Y.Marcus and A.Kertes,Ion exchange and solvent extraction of 
metal complexes,John Wiley and Sons Ltd.London(l969) 
2.Dj.Petkovic and A.Ruvarac 1A new method for the determination 
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EXTRACTION OF ANTIMONY AND ARSENIC FROM 

COPPER REFINING ELECTROLYTE 

Jeffrey M. Cohen 

Merck, Sharp and Dohme Research Laboratories 
Rahway, New Jersey USA 

INTRODUCTION 

Due to more stringent :rules on the capture of particulate matter in 

copper smelters and the processing of increasing amounts of complex ores, 

more arsenic and antimony is finding its way downstream into electrolytic 

copper refineries. Much of this greater input manifests itself in higher 

concentrations of these elements in copper refining electrolyte. 

Solvent extraction has been investigated as a means of removing antimony 

and arsenic from the electrolyte itself. The extraction systems have involved 

organophosphorous compounds diluted with of dissolved in aliphatic organic 

solvents such as kerosine. Schulze and Reinhold (1) found that various acidic 

phosphate esters could be effective in removing antimony from copper electro

lyte, bat would not extract arsenic. Giganov et al (2) determined that arsenic 

could be extracted from copper electrolyte by tri-n-butyl phosphate, but that 

antimony would not be removed. Reagents have been found that can be used to 

extract either. arsenic or antimony, this paper deals with a reagent tha 't can 

remove both elements simultaneously from copper electrolyte and from which 

arsenic and antimony can be stripped separately. 

Aliqua t 336, a qua ternary amine chloride, has been most notably applied 

as a p�e transfer catalyst. There is also a considerable body of work on 

Aliquat 336 as a liquid ionexchange reagent, primarily in the extraction of 

Fe, Zn, Cd, Co and Cu from aqueous chloride solution. In this work, it will 

be shown how Aliquat 336 can be used to extract arsenic and antimony from 

copper refining electrolyte. 

� 

A stock solution of 'simulated• copper electrolyte was made up to contain: 

Cu 40 g/1 

Ni 12 g/1 

As 12 g/1 

Sb 0.4 g/1 

H2so4 125 g/1 

and stored at 6o0c. Reagent grade chemicals were used for all constituents. 

Arsenic and antimony were dissolved as their trioxides. 

The extractant was Aliquat 336, obtained fron Henkel Corp., as a 40% 

( by volume) solution with 2-wthyl-Hexanol. 

The extractions were performed by vigorously shaking measured amounts 

of organic and aqueous phases together in a: separatory funnel for 5-minutes. 

The phases were then allowed to disengage. The aqueous phase was separated 

and analyzed for the several cationic constitutent. 

RESULTS 

Two series of experiments were run, the first set to obtain extraction 

isotherms for antimony and arsenic and the second to obtain antimony and arsenic 

balances over ten load-strip cycles. 

Figures 1 and 2 give the extraction isotherms for antimony and arsenic 

respectively, between the aqueous copper electrolyte and Aliquat 336 dissolved 

in 2-ethyl hexanol. 

�e.J. shows the distribution of arsenic between the loaded Aliquat 336 

phase and 0.5N H2so4• Antimony is not stripped from Aliquat by dilute sulfuric 

acid, but is subsequently recovered by contacting the organic phase with 5% 

by weight aqueous NH40H. Thus, arsenic and antimony are simultaneously extracted 

from the electrolyte by Aliquat 336 qnd separated by stripping the organic 

phase first with dilute Hz804 followed by dilute aqueous ammonia. Since aqueous 

ammonia will strip arsenic as well as antimony from Aliquat 336, it is necessary 

to perform the acid stripping before the ammonia stripping in order to achieve 

this separation. 

Table :!c shows the results of 10 load strip cycles. 

QISCUSSION 

The separation of arsenic from antimony in the stripping operation brings 
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up the possibility of recovering the arsenic as a potentially salable product, 

tetracupric arsenate, and for the recovery of antimony as a solid product. 

fl.gig:� is a block flow diagram of a process using Aliquat 336 to remove 

antimony and arsenic from copper refining electrolyte and the subsequent rec -
overy of arsenic and antimony. The arsenic bearing acid from stripping has 

CuS04 added to it prior to neutralization with ammonia and.air oxidation, 

precipitating tetracupric arsenate. The antimony bearing base is neutralized, 

precipitating Sb2o3• Soluable ammonium salts can be recovered by evaporative 

crystallization. 

Beyond the inherent potential of Aliquat 336 as the basis of a new copper 

electrolyte purification process, there is contained within this data implications 

on the ionic forms of arsenic and antimony which point to some further appli -

cations of quaternary amine chlorides in hydrometallurgy. 

There exists a considerable body of data on the extraction of various 

metal ions from acid chloride solutions using quaternary amine chlorides. 

The metals studied form anionic chloride complexes in these solutions, thus 

it would appear that in extraction from acid chloride solution, the quaternary 

amine chloride acts as a liquid anion exchanger. Support for this point of 

veiw may be found in Brinkmann et al (3) who studied the ultraviolet i'Pectra 

of the metal-organic complexes formed in extracting metals from acidic chloride 

solutions by quaternary amine chlorides. They determined that the extracted 

species for Zn (II), Cd (II), Co (II) and Cu (II) was of the form MC14
-2• 

Since Aliquat 336 has anion exchange properties, the ion species it wil] 

extract will be anions, which implies that, in the simulated copper refining 

electrolyte used in this study, arsenic and antimony are in the form of anionic 

complexes. Antimony is known to form anionic complexes in strong H2so
4 

solutions 

(4). Trivalent antimony forms the oxoanion SbCS04- in 1 to 18 molar sulfuric 

acid and pentavalent antimony forms Sb3o9
-J in the same range of sulfuric acid 

concent:ira.tion. However, there is no similar form known for arsenic. 

CON�LUSIONS 

Quaternary amine chlorides show good activity in extraction of antimony 

and arsenic from copper refining electrolyte. Since these compounds act as 

anion exchangers, copper is not extracted from the electrolyte. The arsenic 

and antimony can be recovered separately by stripping the extractant first 

with acid then with ba,se. 
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Figure 4. Process far Recovery of Antimony and Arsenic 
from Copper Electrolyte via Extraction with Aliquot 336 

Antimony aOO Arsenic Balances 

Ba.sis; 250 ml simulated Cu electrolyte feed to each cycle 

all organic:�ueous ratios 1:1 

Cycle lnPJt (g) Raffinate (g) NH40!i Strip (g) H2so4 Strip' (g) 

As Sb As Sb Sb As 

J 0,1 2,J • O'l4 .C1+5 .68 

J o. l 2,2 ,C/+7 ,C/+8 ,75 

J J 0,1 2.1 .0'!4 .055 .65 
4 J 0.1 2.1 .C1+5 .055 ,7 
5 J 0,1 2,1 ,C/+7 .05 ,8 
6 J 0.1 2,1 ,C/+5 .o6 1.0 
7 J o, l 2,2 ,OJ5 .055 .85 
8 J 0,1 2.J • O'l4 ,C/+5 .65 

9 J o, l 2,2 ,C/+8 .055 ,78 
10 J 0,1 i.2 ,C1+5 .058 ,8 

Total JO 1.0 21.85 .444 .526 7,66 
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COPPER-NICKEL SEPARATION FROM AMMONIACAL 

SOLUTIONS USING HYDROXYOXIMES REAGENTS 

Corneille S. Ek 

University of Liege 
Liege, Belgium 

INTRODUCTION 

When concentrating copper-nickel ores by fl ota ti on, occurences can exist 
where one of the products is a low grade sulfide concentrate unsuitable for 
economic snelting and recovery of both metals. 

Hydrometallurgy in a1T111oniacal solutions, possibly by oxidative leaching 
under Sherri tt-Gordon or Arbiter con di ti ons, can be an answer if the neta 1 s 
can be easily separated and recovered from dilute solutions. 

In view of selecting the proper reagents for further studies, a prelimi
nary screening has been made with different hydroxyoxime-type reagents, when 
varying factors such as initial copper concentration in aqueous solution, ini
tial pH, anunonium sulfate content and nickel additions to the anmoniacal copper 
solution. 

Several papers have already been published on this subject (1)(2)(3)(4)(5) 
but the present contribution tends to survey a greater number of extractants. 

EXPE RIMENTAL 

Results have been obtained by shake-out tests at room temperature, using 
organic/aqueous ratio of 1/1 throughout; solvents were 10 v/v % solutions in 
kerosene (with 10 % nonylphenol added for KELEX 100). 

Analysis of the aqueous phase was carried out by atomic absorption, and 
organic metal concentrations were obtained by difference. 

INITIAL COPPER CONCENTRATION 

First series of tests concerned LIX 65 N, SHELL 529 and KELEX 100. 
Extraction in the organic phase has been complete in the following conditions, 
when initial copper aqueous concentration has been 0,5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 
12 9/l : 

INITIAL p_!:! 

LIX 65 N 
SHELL 529 
KELEX 100 

Cu > 2 9/l 
Cu > 4 9/l 
Cu > 8 g/l 

Initial pH, varying between 7,5 and 9,1, has practically no influence on 
the copper recovery factor; final pH has always a higher value than initial pH, 
but the difference is smaller and smaller when initial pH is higher; this is 
probably due to the buffering effect of the couple NH/NH/. 

TABLE I 

lnfl uence of a1T1T1onium sulfate additions on coeeer recovery factor 

Reagent ( NH4) 2so4 Cuaq• g/l 
g/1 

5 6 8 12 

KELEX-100 50 82 ,2· 
100 82 ,2 
200 82, I 

SHELL-529 50 77 ,1 59,0 
100 75 ,2 54,9 
200 74,9 54, 7 

LI X 65 N 50 79,4 52,9 43, 1 
100 76,6 49,5 40,3 
200 75,4 49, I 39,0 

LI X 64 N 50 78,5 
100 74,2 
200 72 ,5 

LIX 70 50 73,4 
100 6Y,2 
200 68,6 

.L!X 71 50 72, 7 
100 70,9 
200 68,4 

LIX 73 50 75,6 
100 72,9 
200 68,9 
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AMMONIUM SULFATE CONTENT 

Armlonium sulfate content has been set up initially at 50, 100 and 
200 g/1; the copper recovery factor varies slightly with anrnonium sulfate, as 
shown on Table 1 : the R value always decreases when anmonium sulfate content 
increases. 

Averaging these values, the above results can be plotted in Figure
fj; it 

is shown that, for an aqueous copper content of 5 g/1, the extractants e ecti
veness appears to follow the decreasing order : KELEX 100, SHELL 529, LIX 64 N, 
LIX 73, LIX 71, LIX 70 and LIX 65 N. 

DISTRIBUTION ISOTHERMS 

The distribution isothenns for the different extractants, detemined 
after a 10 min shaking-out, are plotted in Fi fut 2, which shows that loading 
capacities follow the same order as recovery ac ors, but KELEX 100 is signi
ficantly better than the 6 other extractants. 

INFLUENCE OF NICKEL ADDITIONS 

Figure 3 shows how the copper-nickel separation factors vary according 
to the organic/aqueous ratio. 

Nickel is not extracted in the following conditions : 
1/3 < 0/A < 1/2 LIX 71, LIX 70 
I/ 2 < 0/ A < 1 : LI X 64 N, LI X 73 

It can be concluded that nic�el is extracted only where solvent solution 
is not saturated with copper. 

SCRUBBING 
Ahead of copper stripping, the organic extract contai n�ng a small am<?unt 

of nickel can be scrubbed, either with a su1 furic acid solution at appropriate 
pH, either with a solution containing a high amount of copper sulfate (30 g/1) 
and ammonium sulfate (200 9/1) 

After two stages of scrubbing, using a 10 min agitation time and an 0/A 
ratio of 1, it remains 0,01 and 0,00 g/1 Ni in the solvent extract, for 
LIX 64 N and LIX 73, respectively. Results are less favourable for LIX 70 and 
LIX 71. 

STRIPPING 
After the two-stage scrubbing, the organic extracts have been stripped 

with a 150 g/1 sulfuric acid solution used at an 0/A of 5/1. 

The results are excellent for the LIX 64 N and LIX 73 extractants, but 
copper content is less and nickel content is higher in aqueous extracts when 
using LIX 70 and LIX 71. 

CONCLUSIONS 
From the preliminary experimental study, it can be �onclud�d that results 

are better for solvent extraction of copper compared to nickel with LIX 64 N and 
LIX 73 extractants; however, loading capacity of the forrrer is slightly better 
and L1 X 64 N can be reco1T1T1ended for further work. 
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ZINC SEPARATION FROM COMPLEX SULPHATE-PHOSPHATE 

SOLUTIONS BY SOLVENT EXTRACTION PROCESS 

A. Lupu and 8. Flicstein

Technion-Israel Institute of Technology 
Mineral Engineering Department 

Haifa, Israel 

The copper or copper-zinc ores are some times aesociated -with 

high quantities of manganese and phosphate minerals.By the sul

phuric leaching process the separation,purification and benefici

ation of the components present some difficulties in the classi

cal hydro and pyrometallurgical methods. 

In the copper cementation process by zinc the beneficiation of 

zinc,manganese and phosphorous is very important and therefore 

varios-methods have been studied(1-2). 

Solvent extraction has been applied succesfully for recovering 

of metals from dilute liquors and from industrial wastes(3) and 

several workers have reported that carbo�lic acids can be used 

for the solvent extraction of metals from aqueous solutions(4-8). 

Pletcher and wilson(6) showed that naphtbenic acid are particu

larly suitable reagents for this type of metal extraction. 

The objective of the research reported herein was the study 

of zinc and manganese solvent extraction from a phosphate-sul

phate solution by naphthenic acid. 

MATERIALS 

-Aqueous phases were prepared by mixing stock solutions of the 

A.R.salts(B.D.H.Chemicals).The concentration of zinc,rnanganese 

and phosphorous were as in the copper cementation solutions(7g 

pl Zn,0.5gpl Mn� and 22gpl P. 

-The naphthenic acid(Fluka S.G.),used in kerosene mixture,were 

characterized by an acid number of 230 and a density of 0.969g/ 

cc. 

I EXTRACTION EXPERI�ENTS 

Extractions, were carried out. by stirring the phases together 

at room temperature under the various conditions indicated be

low.The solid phase was separated by means of vacuum filtering 

and by D.T.A.(Standata 5-50),T.G.A.(0.1 mg precision),and X-ray 

analysed.After the two liquid phases separation,the organic pha

se was stripped with a 5% H2so 4 solu·i ion and twice backwased. The 

three phases �ere analysed for zinc,manganese and phosphorous. 

Zinc was determined by complexometric titration and manganese 

and phosphorous colourimetrically. 

The following conditions were used throughout: 

-organic/aqueous (0/A) ratio ••••• 1/1 

-stirring time ••••••••••••••••••• 30 min. 

-volume of each phase •••••••••••• 100 cc. 

-naphthenic acid concentration in the organic phase was 1M. 

-pH was adjusted to its final value by addition of ammonia or 

sodium carbor.ate(Metrom Herisau E 350 B pH-meter). 

The experiments were car.ried out in the following oystems: 

1. zn3(P04)2 - (HR)2 - NH3 . . . . .... no extraction detected. 

2. zn3(Pc4)2 - (HR)2 - Na2co3 •••••• no extraction detect.ea. 

3. Mn3(P04)2 - (HR)2 - NH3 . . . . . . .  , no extraction detected. 
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4. Mn3(P04)2 - (HR)2 - Na2co3 · · · · · · · no extraction detected. 

5. ZnS04 - (HR)2 - NH3 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · l'igure 1 

6. Znso4 - (HR)2 - Na2co3 . . . . . . . . . . .  Figure 2 

1. Mnso4 - (HR)2 - NH3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  �

8. MnS04 - (HR)2 - Na2co3 . . . . . . . . . . .  Figure 2 

(HR)2 - naphthenic acid. 

The results of this experiments lead to the following conclusions: 

1) Zinc and manganese can not be extracted into a 1M solution of 

naphthenic acid in kerosene,when they are precipitated as phos

phates(syatema 1-4), 

2) On the contrary,precipitated as hydroxidea(syatems 5-7) or car

bonatea(systems 6,8),are compl�tely.extracted in the organic pha

se.These results are in good agreement with Fletcher resttlts(6). 

3) the zinc is extracted from solutions containing free ammonia in 

the pH range 5-10(system 5).In the presence of ammonia the resul

ted ammino-zinc species(pH 7.5} are non extractable.Similar ex

planation were atribuated by Ashbrook for cobalt extraction and 

by Haffenden(10)for copper,cobaJ.t and nickel extraction from amm
monia solu+,ions. 

4) Plio.5(Zn) P8c.5(Mn), wher Plio.5 = pH of 50% extraction.In 

other Nords,the order of extractibility of metal ions by naphthe

nic acid follows the lyotropic series,i.e. the basicity of the 

metals determines its position in the selectivity series with 

respect to the solution pH. 

II 1'RECZ:OITATIOJI EXl'liIBDlENTS � 

Further experiments, vii th cementation solutions, compare ammonia 

and sodium carbonate as precipitants for zinc,manganese and 

phosphorous.The solid phase was investigated by D.T.A.,T.G.A., 

and X-ray analysis, The following results were obtained: 

-by neutralizing with �H40H solutions the zinc precipitate at 

pH 3,5-9.5 as zn3F04)2 and the manganese as Mn(OH)2 at pH 5.5-

8,7,and as Mn3(Po4)2 at pH 8.7-9-5 • 

-by neutralizing with Na2co3 solution(10,0) the zinc precipitate 

at pH 3- 4.5 as zn3(P04)2 and Zn(OH)2.�t pH 6-7 it precipitates 

only as zn3(w4)2,and at pH 7-9.5 as zn3(P04)2 and Znco3• The 

manganese vias precipitated as ,iln(OH)2 at pH 3-7 and as iv1n3(P04)2 

at pH 7. 5-9. 5. 

III S01.V:tJ-lT :h.XTMCTIO:t.. P..HD 1'1:i};C!PITATIO� �Ji.l'hRilv1r,l'lTS 

The final set of experiments dealt with the solvent extraction 

of zinc,manganese and phosphorous from cementation solutions by 

1Mnaphthenic acid solution in kerosene.Again ammonia and sodium 

carbonate were used RS neutalizing agents,and the solid phase was 

analyzed by the same methods.The results appear in Figures 5-8. 

DISSCUSION. 

ContraI"'J to the prelimir.ary experi[Jjenta, the order of extracti bi

li ty of zinc and manganese with respect to the pH does not fellow 

the basicity series i.e.: 
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Koreover,the form snd the relative places of the curves renre

senting zinc and manganese txtraction a.re different when ammonia 

or sodium carbonate are used as neutralizing agents.The reason of 

this deviation is the presence of Pot- ions,which leads to the 

precipitation of zn3(P04)2 and Mn
3

(P0
4

)2 in certain pH ranges 

and this may be explained as follows: 

1. Vlhen ammonia is used as neutralizing agent: 

- Zinc mainly precipitates(90%) as zn3(P04)2 in the pH range 3-7; 

the rest of zinc is extracted in the organic phase.In the pH 

range 7-9.5 ,zn3(P0
4

)2 begins to dissolve in excess of ammonia 

(at pH 9.5 only 15� of zinc is precipitated as zn
3

(Po4)2 and 

80% passes in the organic phase).At pH 9.5,the free ammonia 

forms non-extractable ammino-zinc species Zn(NH3)f-+- ,�= 1-4, 

(ayetem 5). 

- Manganese extraction starts at ph 5.5 and it reaches its maxi

mum value (75%) at pH ?.5(in this pH range manganese is preci

pitated as Mn(OH)2 which is extractable by the naphtnenic acid 

-system?-). At pH) 7.5 ,manganese starts to precipitate as 

non-extractable Mn
3

(P0
4

)2 -system 3 - • 

2. When sodium carbonate is used as neutralizing agent: 

- Zinc is mainly precipitated as non-extractable zn3(ro
4

)2 at pH 

lower than ?.At pH 7-8,the principal precipitation form of 

zinc is Znco
3 

which is completely extracted into the orgafl.ic 

phase.At higher pH values zinc is not extracted(probably be

cause the anion formation -Zn(OH)�- - ) 

- Manganeee,in the range 7-8,is present in the solution as 

Mn(OH)2 and consequentely it is extracted in the organic phase 

(95% at pH 8). At higher pH values the manganese begins to 

precipitates as the non-extractable phosphate -1•nJP04) 2 

CONCLUSIONS 

The zinc and manganese extraction from a sulphate-phosphate 

solution by naphthenic acid in 1Maolution in kerosene was found 

to be different as compared to zinc and manganese extraction 

from a s�lphate solution. 

The difference was explained by the presence of the poi- ions 

which produces zinc and manganese precipitation as non-extrac

table zn
3

(P0
4

)2 and Mn3(l'0
4

)3 in certain pH ranges and it was 

correlated to the nature of the neutralizing agent used. 
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EXTRACTION AND SEPARATION OF COBALT AND MANGANESE FROM 

CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS WITH A TIOA-PERCHLORO-ETHYLENE.SOLVENT 

MIXTURE IN A COLUMN EXTRACTOR 

M. Verhaege, F. Leysen, A. Van Peteghem

University of Ghent 
Ghent, Belgium 

INTROOUCTIOO. 

As cobalt and manganese frequently occur together in hydrometallurgical 

processtreams, we decided to look for a solvent extraction route to separate 

both metals. Special attention was paid to their separation from chloride &o

lutions. The extraction of cobalt from chloride liquors using tertiary amines 

solved in aromatic or aliphatic diluents is well documented "(1-5) ". Concer

ning the extraction of manganese however, only a few data are available '(6- 7) ". 

Further;iore, some authors suggested the use of chlorinated high density hydro

carbons as diluent or as additive to more common diluents in solvent extrac

tion "{8-9) ". 

Extended data for the extraction and scrubbing of cobalt and manganese with 

this type of extractant solved in various diluents have been collected ·in our 

laboratory. Some of them have been published recently " ( 10-11 l ". The next step 

to be taken was to test the separative extraction of both metals in a countei::

current extraction device. 

The results published here are those obtained from a laboratory scale unit 

consisting of one or more counte.rcurrent extraction columns. 

The feed was a synthetic cobalt-manganesechloride solution and the solve:i.t was 

a TIOA-perchloroethylene mixture. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP. 

Figure 1 : Extractor design (nn) 

FEED AND SOLVENT HAKE-UP. 

A section of the laboratory size ex

tractor is schematically given in 

figure 1. 

The colwnn body and upper and lower 

settling chambers are made of glass. 

The total length of the extractor is 

1450 am. The inner structure of the 

column (horizontal statorrings, ver

tical baffles, impellors and impel

lorshaftl are constructed of 

PEPSPEX ® : The mixing turbulence 

is obtained by fourblade impellors 

mounted on the central shaft. 

The sol vent used was a 20 vol.\ triisoOctylamine solution in perchloro

�thylene. The use of this high density chlorinated hydrocarbon is rather un

common. However it·has been shown by former experiments "(9-10)" that th.is 

di.1uent has some advantages as compared to more coamonly used aliphatic or:. 

aromatic diluent&. Faster kinetics and shorter settling times are indeed ob

tained with this solvent. 

Before being fed into the system, � solvent was precontacted with an aqueous 

HCl solution. In this way, the extractant was converted to R3ttiCl. 

The aqueous feed solutions ccmtained various amounts of cobalt and man

ganese brought into solution by solving suitable quantities of cobalt- and 
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manganesechlo;ide. The ionic medium was a NaCl-HCl solution. 

Figure 2 indeed clearly shows that the addition of sodiumchloride has a posi

tive effect on the separation of both metals. 

v',�--------------------� 

2 

aqueous phase : 

(co
2

+J ""0,01 M 

(Mn
2 +

) = 0, 1 M 

0 3 M HCl + NaCl 

11 H.Cl 

0 NaCJ. 

organic phase 

20 vol.% TICA/PER 

1L
100

-,-�----�,
2
"'s-----,---�,so�-------,1s 911 c, ... , 

Figure 2 

"Integral separation" factor as a function of Cl concen

tration 

The ionic medium chosen for the extraction tests was 110 g/1 Cl - ex HCl and 

25 g/1 Cl - ex NaCl. 

EXTRACTION RESULTS. 

Tabie I shows the results obtained with a feed containing 0,775 g/1 cobalt 

and 6, 79 g/1 manganese. 

Dispersed phase 

Stirrer speed 

Flowrate aq. phase 

Flowrate org .phase 

F/S 

(Co) feed mg/1 

(Col raff. 
(Mn) feed 
(Mn) raff. 
\ E Co 

\ E Mn 

mg/1 

g/1 
g/1 

Table I. 

1/h (F) 0,61 

1/h (SJ 1,32 

0,46 

755 

42 

6, 79 

3,46 

94,4 

49, I 

Solvent 
-

.!. 1100 rpm 

0, 72 0,93 0,67 0,64 

1, 79 3, 39 3,35 4,01 

0,40 0,27 0, 20 o, 16 

755 755 755 755 

32 15 15 12 

6, 79 6, 79 6, 79 6, 79 

3,62 3,24 2,63 2,61 

95,8 98 98 98,4 

46,8 52,3 61,4 61,6 

From this table, it is obvious that decreasing the ratio of F to S 

seriously increases manganese extraction while no complete extraction of cobalt 

can be obtained. 

High extraction rates of cobalt combined w�th moderate extraction of man

ganese at lower F to S ratios were obtained when two similar extraction co

lumns were coupled countercurrently. A. schematic view of this experimental 

set-up is given in figure 3 and one of the results obtained can be seen in 

table II. The solvent was the dispersed phase ,in both columns. 

The flowrate of the aqueous- and organic feed was 1, 1 and 2, 25 1/h respective

ly. 
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F/S 

column I 

0,49 

column II 

Figure 3 

(Co) feed 

629 ppm 

76 ppm 

Table II 

(Mn) feed 

s, 77 g/1 

4, 71 g/1 

(Co) raff. 

4,4 ppm 

l. extr. column 

2. aqueous feed 

3. solvent feed 

4. raff. col. I 

5. extr. col. II 

6. raff. col. 

7. extr. col. 

8. pump device 

(Mn) raff. 

2,57 g/1 

I E Co 

87 ,9 

94,2 

II 

I 

\ EMn 

18,4 

45,4 

The overall percentage extraction of cobalt and manganese is 99,3 ar� 55,S \ 

respectively. 

SCRUBBING TESTS. 

The results of the extraction tests show that high cobalt recovery in the 

extractor can be achieved, but severe co�xtraction of manganese occurs under 

the described conditions. One of the scrubsolutions tested was a 6 M HCl solu

tion. Table III shows the results of some of the scrubtests. In this series of 

experiments, an extract containing 0,214 g/1 Co and 1,29 g/1 Mn is fed into a 

column (identical with the one used in the extraction tests) and the influence 

of the F to S ratio on the back extraction of both metals ..,as investigated. 

Table III 

Flowrate aq. Flowrate org. F/S (Co) (Mn) • s • s 

feed (F) feed (Sl ppm g/1 Co Mn 

2,26 1/h 1,36 1/h 1, 74 210 0, 72 1,87 44, 15 

2,48 1/h 0,68 1/h 3,65 207 0 ,41 3,27 68. 2 

3,69 1/h 0,62 1/h 5,95 194 o, 32 9,35 75,2 

The results show that the scrubbed extract st.ill contains considerable 

amounts of· manganese. With the type of extractor and scruhsolution used, seve

ral possibilities can be considered to scrub more manganese without high loss 

of cobalt. One of the possibilities tested was a crosscurrent coupling of seve

ral scrubbers. This showed to produce better res�lts than countercurrent coup

ling with the_ same overall F to S ratio. Figure 4 shows a scheme of the expe

rimental set-up. 

1. scrubbing column 

2. extract feed 

3. 5. 6 M HCl solution 

4. 6. scrubbed extract 

7. aq. scrub out 

8. pump 

Figure ·4 

The results obtained with a solvent loaded with 0,214 g/1 and 1,29 g/1 

manganese can be seen in table IV. 
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Table IV 

Column I Column II 

Flowrate aq. feed 2,6 1/h 2,42 1/h 

Flowrate org. feed 0 ,62 1/h 0,73 1/h 

F/S 4, 19 3, 32 

(Co) org. 
feed 214 ppm 204 ppm 

(Mn) feed 1290 ppm 442 ppm 
erg. 

(Co) org. 
out 204 ppm 198 ppm 

(Mn) org. out 442 ppm 153 ppm 

\ scurb Co 4, 7 \ 2,9 \ 

\ scrub Mn 65, 7 \ 65,4 I 

The overall percentage of cobalt and manganese scrubbed was 7 ,48 I and 

88, 14 \ respectively at an overall F to S ratio of 3, 72. 

CONCLUSION. 

From the results obtained it was calculated that starting with a feed 

containing O, 59 g/1 Co and 5, 5 g/1 manganese, a scrubbed extract containing 

0,244 g/1 Co and 0,003 g/1 Mn could be obtained with 2 extractors coupled 

countercurrently operating at an F to S ratio of 0,5 and up to 6 contactors 

coupled crosscurrently (each operating at an F to s ratio of 3,5) in the scrub 

section. This shows that with the contact device and solvent and aqueous scrub

solution used, a separation is possible but many practical- and economic ob

jections can be formulated. To reduce the impact of scrubbing on the process, 

an extract with higher ratios of cobalt to manganese should be obtai.ned. Th.is 

goal may be reached by ..,orking closer to the maximal loading or refluxing the 

extract to the extraction section. 
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A SELECTIVE METALLURGICAL EXTRACTANT SYSTEM TO 

RECOVER NICKEL AND COBALT FROM ACID SOLUTIONS 

Robert R. Ginstead and Annel L. Tsang 

Dow Chemical U.S.A. 
Walnut Creek, California USA 

NJckel and cobalt are currently obtained primarily from high gre.de sulhde 
ores Wich can be processed by pyrometallurgical methods (1, 2). Reserves of 
ct:.ese metals, however, exist primarily in tropical laterites, -which are oxide 
and silicate type materials, and often require hydrometallu,;gical processing. 

For ores without high levels of acid-consuming constituents sulfuric acid 
1s an effec:ive means of solubilizing nickel and cobalt. The conventional 
t.reat::1ent of these leach solutions is precipitation of the n!ckel and cobalt 
l."ith hydrogen sulfide· (3,4) followed by redissolving the sulfide precipital:e, 
separating and refining the metals by a complex series of processing steps (4). 
Until recently no simple separation system has appeared on the scene, such as 
the liquid-liquid extraction systems which are nCN so commonplace in the 
copper industry. 

Dow Che:nical U .• S.A. has recently placed in the market two chelating 
ion exchange resins which can selectively remove nickel and cobalt from acid 
sulfate solutions, and which are beginning to find a place in the nickel/cobalt 
industry (5,6). In some situations, bCNever, the me�bods of solvent extraction 
may be preferable, and this paper will describe an extraction svstem which 
can also selectively remove nickel and cobalt from acid solutio�s cypiCal of 
those obtained from laterite ores. 

We reported on a s�lar system at the preceding ISEC Conference held irt 
Liege in 1980, but as we indicated then that system was somewhat unstable 
to\.1ard hydrolys.is, and probably of limited use (7). The current system does 
not appear to possess this limitation. 
NATURE OF THE SYSTEM 

The extract.ant. system consists of a .solution of an N-alkylat.ed bis
picolylamine, t.1hich we shall designate as L, and. dinonylnaphthalenesulfonic 
acid -(DNNS) dissolved in a hydrocarbon diluent. 

The ratio-of these two cocpounds is variable, but as we shall see a. mole 
ratio {amine:DNNS) of about 1:2 seems to be optimum for nickel and cobalt ex
traction. In this case the amine will accept two protons from the two D�"'NS 
molecules and the extraction react.ion can b-e represented as 

(l) 

\.•here bars denote species in the organic phase. 

The d.:puent used in the data reported here was an alkylated aromatic 
hydrocarbon, although preliminary tests with an aliphatic hydrocarbon on 
the current system suggest that diluent is not a critical fact.or. 

EFFECT OF PROCESS VARIABLES ON THE EXTRACTION 

Amine: DNNS Mole Ratio. In Figure 1 is shown the_ effect of varying 
this ratio on extraction of nickel, cobalt and iron(III). Except for 
one series of tests where cobalt was studied alone the data represent 
te,5ts where all three metal: ions were present initially at a concentration 
of l g/1, itnd the a-que·o1,1s/9t"ganic phase ratio was three. Under these 
conditions complete extraction of nickel (which occurs in a few cases) 
results in only about 50% saturation of the organic phase. The ni�kel 
is most strongly extracted, the optimum extractant mole ratio, R, being 
about 0.5 (one amine: two DNNS). 

The coextraction of cobalt is also greatest in the vicinity of R • 
0.5, although it is not as strongly dependent on the value of R. In 
order to observe cobalt behavior without the interference of the extracted 
nickel a separate series of tests was run, and shows that, as might be 
expected, cobalt is extracted more extensively in the absence of nickel. 
The influence of R, however, remains qualitatively the same, 

A rather interesting observation is that for R"' O. 7 extraction of 
these two ions is quite comparable, so that depending upon whether 
coextraction or separation of the two is desired the flexibility to 
adjust the system to accomplish this may be available. This possibility has 
not been followed up, and most of the work in t·his system has been done 
with systems for which R was about 0,5. 

Extraction of ferric iron is quite low for R > 0.5, but increases 
substantially at lower R values. Thus the optimum region for good 
nickel and cobalt extraction \.•ith low iron extraction is in the region R 
• 0.5-0.6. 

Effect of pH.. Using the same type of test as in the preceding 
,sect.ion the extraction of the same three ions was determined for R • 0.5 
over a range of pH, and the data are shown in Figure 2. In this series 
the aqueous phase contained 0.25 M magnesium sulfate as a background 
constituent., since this is much more nearly the situation encountered in 
laterite ore leaches. We have also included in the organic phase a pro
prietary diluent modifier which has the function of increasing the kinetics 
bf extraction W'ithout significantly influencing the equilibria, We have also 
adopted 35° C as a somewhat more practical temperature, because of the better 
kinetics Obtained. 

Nickel extraction is quite good at any pH above about l. 5 and is signi
ficant even as low as pH 1. Cobalt, although much less strongly extracted, 
can be removed fairly well in the pH ratige 2-2.5, '-'here iron(UI) is only 
weakly extracted. The critical aspect of this separation is the need to main
tain a pH_ low enough to retain iron in solution, while still extracting cobalt. 
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Distribution Curves. Extension of the data in Figure 2 in the form of 
distribution curves for nickel and cobalt is shmrn in Figure ·3. For nickel 
the curve represents the equilibria at pH 2.0; for cobalt the pH is 2.65. It 
is clear that for both ions the organic phase concentration approaches a 
value of about 0.1 M (5.9 g/1) at high aqueous levels, inlicating that one 
mole of amine .extractant reacts with one mole of metal ion. 

Stripping of Metals from the Organic Phase. As the data in Figure 2 
suggest removal of nickel and cobalt from the organic phase can be done 
relatively easily with dilute mineral acid. Figure 4 presents distribution 
data for some HCl solutions, where the indicated HCl concentration is the 
actual concentration of free RCl �n the equilibrium aqueous phase. Re
membering that loaded organic phases of 2-5 g/1 of these ions u:e readily 
obtained it can be seen that production of final aqueous strip solutions 
of 20-40 g/1 of metal ion should be a relatively straightforward cask. 
Sulfuric acid is also quite effective if a sulfate concentrate is preferred. 

Performance With a Mixed Solution. Performance of this extraC.tion 
system on a solution representative of laterite leach lJ2.S observed in .tt.10 
tests. In the first a contact was made at pH 2. O, about where nickel ex
tract.ion is maximum. The organic was st.ripped with 3 N sulfuric acid to 
determine the levels of extracted ions, A second cont.set was made. \.11th the 
same aqueous feed except that no nickel was present. The pH was 2. 6, \.There 
good cobalt extraction was anticipated. This organic was stripped v\th 1 N 
HCl. Data are shown in �-

Extraction of nickel is quite good, with very little coextraction of ether 
species, even including cobalt. Selectivity over cobalt (ratio of distribution 
coefficients) is about 17, and of the to.�al metal ion content of the strip 
less than one percent are metal ions other tbao nickel and cobalt. 

The cobalt test sh�ed quite good extraction of cobalt at J)H 2.6, in facr: 
somewhat better than was predicted from Figure 3. Of the metal ions in the 
strip, about 20% were species other than cobalt. 

TABLE I. EXTRACTION OF TYPICAL LATERlTE LEACH. 

Organic: 0.10 M aminc/0.20 M DNNS/0.50 M modifier/Cyclosol 63 
Extraction Phase ratio (O:A) "" 1:3, Temp. 50° C, Strip Phase ratio 
• l: l. 

Concentrations 1 g/1 (Sulfates) 

pH Ni Co Mn Mg Al Fe(lll) 
Nickel Present 

Feed 2.64 o. 25 3.6 7. 7 l.94 l. 79 
Raffinate 2.0 1.42 o. 27 3.6 7 ,8 l.97 l. 82 
Strip (3N H2so 4) 4.17 0.046 0.010 0.014 0.003 0.022 
nX 2.9 0.17 0.0027 o. 0018 0. 0015 0.012 

Nickel Absent 

Feed 1.17 3.8 8.0 2.03 l.92 
Raffinate 2.6 0.46 3. 7 8.0 2.01 l. 85 
Strip fl N HCl) 2.01 0.19 0.16 0,032 0.17 
nX 4.4 0.052 0.020 0.016 0.093 

CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this study was to demonstrate that an alkyl bis-picolyl
amine/DNNS system can be effectively used to recover nickel and cobalt from 
acidic sulfate lea·ches of the type anticipated in lat.erite processing. Al
though considerably more work will be required to optimize this type of 
system the performance on a simulated leach clearly shows its capabilities. 
It can readily be shown that an extraction train of relatively few sta$es 
could recover essentially all of these two metals, providing the pH can be 
maintained in the vicinity of about 2.6. By use of separate strip stages 
the nickel and cobalt could also be obtained as relatively pure fractions 
in quite concentrated solutions. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF COBALT AND NICKEL 

BY A PHOSPHONIC ACID ESTER 
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The extraction behaviour of a phosphonic acid ester has been examined as 
part of a cooperative project on Solvent Extraction Technology for the Mineral 
Industry Research Organisation. The influence of several factors: pH, 
temperature, diluent and 1110difier, on the separation of cobalt from nickel from 
sulphate solution has been determined. Comparative results have 'been obtained 
using di-2-ethylhexyl phosphoric acid (DEHPA). 

INTRODUCTION 

Metal cations can be extracted from aqueous solutions by solvents 
containing a variety of organic acids including phosphoric acid esters, 
phosphonic acid esters and phosphinic acids. Considerable interest has been 
shown in the application of these extractants to the separation of cobalt from 
nickel in sulphate solutions. The commercial use of DEHPA and a phosphonic 
acid ester has been described in a recent review ( l). 

Di-2-ethylhexyl phosphoric acid (DEHPA) is, of all extractants, probably 
used for the widest variety of applications in hydrometallurgy including the 
separation of cobalt from nickel. The extraction and process chemistry have 
been the subject of a large number of laboratory studies. 

The behaviour of a series of phosphonic acid esters as metal extractants 
has been examined by the Daihachi Chemical Industry Co and the separation of 
cobalt from nickel (2), of rare earths (3 ,4) and the extraction of several 
metals (5) including aluminium has been described in the patent literature. 
The preferred extractant appears to be 2-ethylhexyl phosphonic acid mono 2-
ethylhexyl ester which shows a higher Co/Ni separation factor than DEHPA under 
the same conditions. This extractant which is marketed under the trade name 
PC88A has replaced DEHPA for Co/Ni separation in the refinery operated by 
Nippon Mining Co Ltd at Hitachi, Japan (6). Nippon Mining Co Ltd hold several 
patents· relating to this separation (7-10). Until recently an ester with the 
same formula was available from Shell Chemical Co under the code RD 577 and 
later SME 418. A process using the Shel 1 extractant for the recovery of pure 
cobalt from secondary sources has been developed and tested on a laboratorv 
scale at Warren Spring 'Laboratory (11). 

Since completion of the experimental work reported here, the results of 
studies of the extraction of several metals including cobalt and nickel have 
been presented by Dreisinger and Cooper (12) and a comparative study by Preston 
( 13) of cobalt and nickel extraction with DEHPA, SHE 418 and the phosphinic 
acid Cyanex CNX has been published, 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The· extractants SHE 418 (Koninklijke Shell Labortarium, Amsterdam, 
Holland) and DEHPA (BDH Ltd)j the diluents MSB 210 (Shell Chemical Co), heptane 
(East Anglia Chemicals) and xylene (Hopkin and Williams, GPR)j and the 
modifiers isodecanol (ICI Ltd) and TBP (BDH Ltd) were used as received. SHE 
.418 is a colourless liquid with a density, at room temperature, of 0.945 g m1-l 
and an acidity of 3.14M determined by non-aqueous titration against standard 
alkali, MSB 210 is a commercial diluent containing typically 69% paraffins, 
29% napththenes and 2% aromatics. Aqueous solutions were prepared from AR 
grade reagents. Equal volumes of solvent and aqueous solutions were contacted 
et 25 ° C for 30· min in a stirred baffled beaker. After contact the phases were 
sepB:rated and ·aliquots· of· the loaded solveflt stripped with sulphuric acid. The 
raffinates and strip solutions were analysed by atomic absorption 
spectrophotometry and mass balances obtained. 

Separation of Cobalt and Nickel 

Effect of pH. The separation of cobalt and nickel from sulphate solutions 
containing initially 0.025M of both metals has been examined in a series of 
tests at 25 ° C over a range of equilibrium pH values using organic ph�,es 
containing either O. lH SHE 418 or DEHPA in HSB 210. Separation factors ( f3N�) 
for both extractants at particular pH values have been interpolated from 
graphical plots of the data and are shown as a function of pH in Fig. 1. For 
SHE 418, the separation factor is apparently dependent on pH and is some 10 to 
100 times greater than the pH independent value for DEHPA, Independence of f3 
on pH for both extractants ls predicted from the results on single metal 
solutions wherein the plots of log D versus pH for cobalt and nickel are 
parallel. The reason for this unexpected behaviour of SHE 418 is not clear but 
may be due to analytical error as the nickel concentrations in the strip 
solutions were very low indeed and aqueous phase entrainment and/or organic 
interference in the atomic absorption analyses cannot be ruled out, 

Howerer, Dreissinger and Cooper (12) also observed an effect of pH on 
separation factor although at greater concentrations of SHE 418, Co and Ni than 
in the present study. Below 50 ° C they found that the separation factor 
increased with pH in the range 3.5-5.5 but at 50 ° C and 60 ° C a madmum was found 
at about pH 5. 

Effect of Temperature. The dramatic influence of temperature on the 
cobalt/nickel separation factor with OEHPA as extractant is welt known (14, 15). 
This is due to changes in the sol vent phase coordinat lon of cobalt. Thus, 
whilst the nickel complex retains octahedral coordination over the temperature 
range from ambient to 70 °C or so, the cobalt complex is present as both 
tetrahedral and octahedral complexes with a reduction in the proportion of the 
octahedral form over this temperature range, To determine the effect of 
temperature on separation factor for extraction with SHE 418, tests under the 
conditions used at 25° C were carried out over the ter.:iperature range 0-75 ° C. 
Separation factors at pH 4.0, interpolated from graphical plots, are shown in 
Fig·. 2 together with comparative values for DEHPA. Both extractants show a 
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similar effect of temperature on separation factor, and indeed the Nippon 
Mining Co refinery (6) operates with the phosphonic acid extractant at a 
temperature of about 50 ° C which obviously improves the separation factor 
compared with ambient temperature. It is known that at this temperature the 
flow properties of the cobalt-loaded solvent and solubility of the cobalt 
complex in the solvent are also considerably improved. This effect of 
temperature was also found in the studies of Dreislnger and Cooper (12) and 
Prestlon (13). The latter author also demonstrated a similar effect for the 
phosphinic acid, Cyanex CNX. 

Effect of diluent aromaticit • The effect of diluent aromaticity on the 
cobalt nickel separation factor was investigated in a series of tests using 
0,5M SHE 418 dissolved in a mixture of heptane and xylene and· an aqueous 
solution containing 0.025M Co and Ni initially, Interpolated separation 
factors at pH 4.0 are shown in Fig. 3. There is a significant increase in 
separation factor with increase in aromaticity but at the e,cpense of reduced 
cobalt loading, This effect was also found by Preston (13). 

Effect of modifier, The addition of organic phase modifiers to DEHPA-
contalning solvents is known to reduce the cobalt/nickel separation factor (15, 
16,17). This results from the increased tendency of the cobalt to form 
octahedral complexes in the presence of polar molecules such as long chain 
alcohols and to the depolymerising effect of such compounds. Both modifiers 
reduce the separation factor, isodecanol by a greater amount than TBP as was 
also found by Preston (13). 

The effect of isodecanol was further investigated in a series of tests 
using modifier concentrations from 1 to 20 v/o, The results are shown in Fig. 
4. It is of considerable interest to note that the extraction of the 
octahedral hydrated nickel complex is considerably enhanced by just about an 
order of magnitude by increasing the IDA content of the organic phase to 20 v/o 
while predictably the cobalt distribution falls but by a much smaller amount, 

CONCLUSIONS 

With SHE 418, the cobalt/nickel separation factor apparently increases 
with increase in pH and increases with both increase in temperature and diluent 
aromaticity. The separation factor is reduced by the addition of organic phase 
modifiers, addition of isodecanol causing a greater reduction than addition of 
TBP at the same concentration. These effects on cobalt/nickel separation 
factor with SME 418 parallel the effects found with DEHPA in this and earlier 
studies. The effects of aromaticity, temperature and diluent modifiers for 
both DEHPA and SHE 418 can be correlated by the degree of format lon of the 
tetrahedral form of the cobalt complex in the organic phase. This is shown in 
a composite plot of separation factor against percentage of cobalt in the 
tetrahedral form in the organic phase in Fig. 5. The per cent of cobalt in the 
tetrahedral form was determined spectrophotometrically as previously described 
(15). The points all fall on a smooth curve showing an increase in separation 
factor as the concentration of tetrahedral cobalt relative to octahedral cobalt 
increases. 
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EXTRACTION OF TUNGSTEN AND MOLYBDENUM BY SULFOXIDES 

Dai Ge-Sheng ,  Xian Bao-Yuan and Su  Yuan-Fu 

East Ch i na I nstitute of Chemica l  Technology 
Shangha i ,  C h i na 

The solvent ext ract ion technique has become i nc reaRinP.;lY important 
in the hyd rometallurgy of tunp:sten and molyhrlenum . Many research workerA 
have e nga�ed in t"incH ng effect ive extractants anrl r1eveloping new processes 
to prorluce tun�sten anrl mol yhtienum compountis hy sol•1ent extrA.c t i o n .  Among 
various extrac tantfl �uch 8A A li!1mine �¾ , MIBK , D2EHPA , TRP ( 1 )  being used 
in  the recovery anrl Aeparat ion or  tun�sten anrl molyl--irlenum , the tertiary 
amines have heen stu,Hed most extenAive l y .  The mechanism of extracting  
tun�aten by amine  f'rom sulphurir: ar:irl  medium has  heen  pu t forwarc3 hy  
Zel ikman ( 2 )  ane'l S imilar i:sturl ieR have  heen  mt!de  hy Chen  Jia-yonp; e t  Al . ( � ) .  
HowP.vP.r,  thi, �enarat ion o f  tun�,=;ten from molyhrlenum h y  using amine/3 a,:; 
ext rac tant s  ia rl i fficult hecause of the similar hehavi.ors of  thei:;e two 
elements anrl their r.ompounrh:; . In the Proceerl ings of ISEC 1 74 , Esnau] t ( 4 )  
proposerl a new process for Reparl'lting tunp,sten from molyhdenum h y  using 
D2EHPA as extractant , by which the molybrlenum is first preferentially 
extracted and suhsequently tungsten is extrac ted  by amine1;.  Large amounts 
of tungsten ( > 40g/l , WO ) present in  Rolution wi.l l  Mriously a f fect the
extraction of  molyhdenut so the application o f  this process i s  limited . 
Another method of proceAsinp; revealerl by U . S .  Patent ( 5) in 1 976 is using
TBP ·as extract ant for separating tungsten from molybdeum. In order to
increase the select i vity o f  molybdenum the �elution has to be pretreated
with hydrogen peroxide.  Up to now , the problem of finn ing a more efficient 
extrac tant anrl a bet ter proc ess for separat ing these two metals is still
considered to he solverl and  worth further invest i�at ion.

The present authors have t:mggestecl the use o f  sul  foxirles as extrac
tant t o  separate tungsten from molybdenum in  cl i  lute hyd roc hloric ac i d .  The 
experimental wo.rk were d one in laboratory and the beat separa t i ng condi
tions were founii . 

E)(TRACTION " OF TUNGSTEN AND MOLYBDENUM 

Tem erature of ext r11r.t ion Pr�] iminery tests indicaterl that with 
dibutylroulfoxirle nBSO the ext rl'i.ct ion of hoth metals favor,=; a lo·., tempera
ture . BUt as the melting  points of  pure D�O and DOSO { d ioctylsul fox i d e )  
a r e  }2 .6° and 71 ° reepec tively,  a l l  the exi,erim-��-�· �-s-i-;;-g t;he;; e�-t rac t�;ta
were carrierl out at temperatures several degreeA above their mel t ing points  
in order  to avoid the pOA"Rihil ity of  separa t i on of any sol id . 

Time of equilibrat ion An all glass apparatus was designed to 
fac ilitate accurate measurement of  the volume changes o f  both phases , to 
maintain a proper temperature anrl to keep away from Erny moisture in a i r .  As 
the mixi.ng was done by magnetic s t i rrer anrl hence the agi tation lftas not 
vigorou s ,  the time requirer! to attain  phase equilibrium was found to be leRs 
t han -11 quarter o f  an hou r .  There fore , 30 m i nutes o f  equil i b ration were u sed 
to obtain all the experimental data.  

Acidity of aqueous solution The extrac t i on o f  e i t her tungsten or 
molybdenum alone hy pure rHhuty1 sul foxirle rlepencls strongly uT>on the ac i d i t y  
o f  the aqueous solution R. n d  the pH value always r i s e !S  as the extrac tion 
proceP.ds.  11\e change n f  rl i. strihu t i. on coerfic iP.nt o f  individual metal with 
pH value of the Aqu�oua i:;olution at equ i l ibrium A.re shown i n  Fie. 1 . From 
t he figure it is apparent that molybclenum may he eas i l y  extrac ted at pH 
values between l, . t:,  R.nrl h, whereaR tungRten can he ext rac ted  apprec iably 
only at pH he low I i .  It  give,c; ll c l ue tr:, a e:reAt possibility  of separation of  
t hei=;e two  metAls  under certain  favorahle condi  t i.ons . 

EXTRACTI ON ISOTHERMS 

Thi! e<juil ibrium rJiatri hut iOns or the two metals hetween aul fox-ide 
and aqueou5 phaRe6 were rJetermined and t.he rel':lults  obtained for tungsten 
�nd molybdenum alone are shown in Figs . 2 and 3. The curves show that at  
approJ)ri&t e' pH .cQnd i t ions the  pure d i hutylsu1 foxi de  can extr_act tune;sten 
and molyhdenum from dilute 'Oydr0c hloric 8cid sol u t ion efficiently and the 
dietribution coefficient s  have been founrl to he increased with decreasing 
concent rat i ons o f  hath metals. From this fac t one may antic ipate the 
possibility o f  h i gh recovery of  metal value even at low concentrations . 
The results also reveal that the loading c1c1pac ity  of organ ic phase is high , 
and coneeq'uen tly  the concentrAtion of tungsten or molybdenum in strippi ng 
liquor can be also high. Thia is rlesirahle in view of enereY comsumption 
lt  i t  is necessary to evaporate the solution for the recovery of the metal 
value in form of sal t s .  From the form of extrac t ion  isotherms only a few 
,.lteoretical stages are requi red to attain a high percentaee of recovery . 

SEPARATION OF TUNGSTEN FR<JM MOLYBDENUM 

Synthetic solut ion When the feed solut ion was ma<I e of mixed pure 
tungetate and molyht:Ia£e onl y ,  the .separation factor vs equ i l ibrum aqueous 
pH value is shown in Fig. 4 ( upper curve ) .  Bet\.teen pH values � and 5 ,  the 
eeparation factors are fairly h i gh anri the curve indicates a max imum et 
pH=4 .  
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examined , and the experimental resu l t s  are illllstrA.terl by following 
examples : 

( 1 ) 
( 2 )  

wo
3 

in feed I g/1 wo
3

/Mo0
3

( wt/wt ) DMo 

6 1 . 6  30 5. 63 
93 . 2  1 50 6 . 35 

In contrast to the reisult  obtained hy Esnaul t ( I� )  employing D2EHPA 
as extractR.nt I the u se of DBSO enabl es the separation of the two metals even 

if the feed soluti.-,n bears a hip;h WOv'MoO-._ rR. t i o .  The lar.v,eet separation 

factor RituatP.::: in the vicinity of pH = 4 .  

Solution from schee l i t e  Extrac t ion bP.havior of a solution  from de
composit ion of  RC heel i te  hy hyrl rochloric -'lCirl i s  also sturl i.ed . The solution 

u13ual1 y  contain:=- c;o-1 oog/1 W011 and 1-'.,g/lH�Ov The d istribution coefficients 
of b.-,th met e 1 A  hP.tween DBSO and aqueou,; phases et  d i f ferent pH values were 
(l etermineli , end thP. resu1 t i nr senarR tion  factor vs. equ i l ibrium aqueous pH 
is  a] .cso shown (] ower curve o f  FiR. 11 ) . Al though the curve is sl ightly lowe· 
than that of  the RynthP. t i c  solution , yet the maxim•.1m Reparation factor is 
s t i l l  about 1 2  which locates at the ,=;ame pH R S  t he latter.  The slight 
lowerinv, o f  ,o,e!)Bration  fac tor curve may he expl ai ned hy the i.nfluence of 
other impurities  originA.lly present i n  scheelite . 

EFFEx:T OF DI WENTS 

The arlliition of any smR.11 nmount of wA.ter-immisc ihle organic d i lue.nt 
wil J  seriously impa i r  the · P.xt rac tion  of both metals by DBSO as "'-hown in 
Fig. 5 end 'I'able 1 .  

Howeve r ,  i n  caRe o f  the adr\ed d iluent which  i s  partial  miscible with 
wa ter , the reduction of percentage extract ion of  the metals will be less.  
This fac t leads us to suspect that the spec ies extracted  into the �olvent 
may carry wAter moleculP.5 in solw1 ted form. A prel iminary test was done and 
the results ohtainen are i l lustrated also in Tahle 1 .  Thi s  may give a clue 
to induc·e further  stuliy in order to p;Ai n  a c lPR.r i nsight into the mechanism 
of the extrRc t i on o f  hoth metals.  

'!'ABLE 1 EFFEX;T OF :JILIJEh"r 

Tem p. 0c 
Miscibility  (%) 

E-< trac tant Diluen t  Solvent in Wate1· ; n  Extrac tibility 
water solvent w Mo 

DBSO NO 40 7 .41 30 . 9 e trong 
1M ORSO BuOH 1 3 R 1 6  m�rl ium 

Bu20 25 0 . 5  3 weak 

0030 NO Ro 1 1 medium 
1 M  l>OSO Xylene 25 0.01 3 o.04 nil 

Bu20 25 i nsol . o.o6 nil  
BuOH 25 o . 6 1 0 nil 

BuOH + 
EtOH 25 20 weak 

E'XTRACTION 1-!!X)l!ANISM 

I n weak ac id solutions the species  of both tungsten and molybdenum 
are very complex and their ionic states have heen studied by many research
ers.  Based on the data presented by Tytko ( 6 ) , under the present extrac t ing 
condi tion� the tungsten may be considered to exist mainly as para-tungstate 
and meta-tungstate, and the molybdenum as heptamolybdat e .  The main ionic 
equilibrium and extraction equations may be as follows : 

( 1 )  nH+ 
+ 

( 1 -a) 

( 2 )  

.,6 n , m  
( MemOyHpq- )

( H  .. ) n( Meof;- ) m 

Combining Eqs.  ) and 2 gives 

O) �H+ + m�'.eO�- + e ( R2so) _,. M�OyHz( R2SO) e + wH2o 

( �a )  Kex , m , e  = 

where Me - tungsten or molybdenum 
R2So - d i -alkylaul foxide

Based on ahove equations the expression o f  distribution coefficient 
for metals is as follows : 

( 4 )  

Accordi ng to t h e  e,rpreseion rlerived from t h e  assumptive mechanism , 
D depend s on pH, concen trations of R2SO end metallic  ions. The c hange of
experimental values of D with these parameters agrees wi th the prediction.  
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In 0--rie.- t.-, n .. t.P..-minP. the v.<1.lue "' ii'\ Ei. J., t.hP Rlnne anAlyRif" wi:1n 
,irP.rl 'll'rl t.h'"l rli:1t.A wPr'"l nlott'"lrl i.n li"ir,:. c:;. Frnm t.hP P.X�fl!rirrurnt1tl ,=;treip;ht 
linr> "ittPrl hy lPR.P'lt ,=;1u1:1re tliP. r,()1f"r:uler "Atin:c: of thP. P.XtrA.Ct'°!ll Ct"Jmrilexe� 
wr.r .. '?nti.mAtl:!rl. 'r'hP. .r.lnpe of t.hP. lil'\P ,.or tunr;r.ten ic; 2.r,'1 anrl thnt r'lr 
Mt"Jl yhrlP."1\lm i" 1. nG. 

'l'hP P.Xtr.<1.cti.np- '"l"i11il-i.hri.u'll nrl"lr.e�R i.nvnl•1p,ca; �'llut:ion, com;11P.x reAction 
Anrl nl-il'i.SP A"!lli.li.hrAtir">l'I 11nrl i.:c: v<>..,,.y r;nmnlir:Al"Prl. n-., 1T1Alrinp; "'om"! rP.ARnnAhlP. 
AF::<:1Jmnti.o,i.c: Anr'I r:t"Jn�i�r> .. in� .,q77 .<1.ho1r1> l"rnr:P.P:.c;P.r- A!:: A nRPurl">-mA.r:r0.c:ct1nic nro
f'."!'f""', th .. r .. lAtinn hf"tWP.Pn rlfr;trih1iti.')n cnpf',.ir:i.r>T'lt A"lrl t.Pmn'"lrAture mAy ...,,. 
1,rri.tt.eT'I P.r; r-,1lnw ... : 

( s) ,.,n = ln;t ... �(+) 

where 'T' - tPmT'erAt:Ul"P 
t.Hri - totA1 Pxtrar:t.i."n heAt 

i\Hr fnr PxtrA.r:tinP- t.unp;nten ,i,nrl mol.vhc'IP.num r.,..ol"I r!ilut. P rl iyr:!roc:hlt1rlr: 
acirl :=:olution WP.re P.RtirnatP.rl ,.roM exn@ri.mr.ntAl (lRt.R t0 hp 

(1) A.K.l)e, !i.��.1'.'.hrm._a,... 1 ;:inrl �.A.<:t,:1l�<>r"', 1'';r.ilvPnt Sxt.rJJdinr: o.r r:eta1"''' 
IINH Ct1"'1'!"Anv, Lnn"on 1":?{) ., 

(2) A.N.7,P.li.km=1n, r..l'.'/r')l'r'IMqr. 1 t-1.�.1�·-rov;:i, 'r.P.F;t@ri:•ru.o;h�i.ni:i, "':"vet. 
i'et11l, l1c:;, ;i:R,( 11''l?2). 

(,) 'jhuC'!iU Vu, ,li.R�In'1f" ·�li�n, Ar;tq ll�lAllurf"iC:A :":1ni.cA, 1P, 1R.?, (1o.P2). 

(l1) F.SF:n.ciu1t, 1-1.�"lia_yli.<i, J.t.1 ., f,F1larrl, ..:.M.�Ml'lrthP, Procf'e0inp;R I!,F:C'?4, 
vol. �. 2?(,s, (1r.?l,). 

(<;) A.N.7,elikrian, G.�l.V0i 'dmRn, V.IC�u�yR>rtr;e", G.1l.7ihP.rnv an<i 
v.:-:.f(;,ip-erm1:i.ni_an, U.!;. PRtent �,0r,r:i,1i7P (1,..oh). 

(IS) i{.<1rl-llei.n7. Tytko :�nr! �'.:ar r:i .. ,n.c:�r in H.J.F',,,P1PuJO; "3nil A.G.�liar:1P. 
(F/ii.tnr�) ",\r!v11nr,er. in T"lnrr,;-"lnic (;li<?rii.f-try fl'ld !�1:1rii.o('h<::mir.t.r.v" 
v()). 19, Ar;,PlP"li.c': Pre.-.r, '·lP1'.• Yo.-1t, 1 r??h, np. ,??1-?Pc:;. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION SEPARATION OF MOLYBDENUM 

AND TUNGSTEN USING Dl(2-ETHYL HEXYL) 

PHOSPHORIC ACID {HDEHP) AS AN EXTRACTANT 

N. R. Das, B. Nandi and S. N. Bhattacharyya 

Nuclear Chemistry Division 
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics 

92, Acharya Prafulla Chandra Road 
Calcutta-700009, West Bengal, India 

A possible use of di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (HDEHP) 

as an effective extractant for solvent extraction separation of 

molybdenum and tungsten, both in tracer and macro-scales from 

aqueous orthophosphoric acid medium, has been probed. Structure 

and composition of the extracted species are also ascertained 

by means of IR spectrophotometric studies. 

INTRODUCTION 

The elements molybdenum and tungsten form one of the cri

tical element pairs, which have very close chemical similarities 

and therefore there separation from each other always constitutes 

an important problem to the analytical chemists. One of the most 

efficient methods used in general for effecting their separation 

is solvent extraction. In our attempt to apply the reagent, 

di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (HDEHP) as an extractant for 

the separation of various congeneric pairs of elements from 

each other (1,2), the separation of molybdenum and tungsten 

with its aid has been studied here. Studies on the extraction 

behaviour of molybdenum and tungsten from various acidic media 

using .HDEHP indicate that the distribution ratios of molybdenum 

are always higher than those of tungsten and the trend of dec

rease in the distribution ratios with the increase of acidity 

is found to be very much pronounced in case of tungsten when 

orthophosphoric acid happens to be the aqueous medium. Hence, 

the present investigation deals mainly with the study of ex

traction of molybdenum and tungsten by HDEHP from orthophos

phoric acid medium. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents. The solvents and other chemicals used were of 

analytical grade. The reagent, di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid, 

a product of ICN Pharmaceuticals, Plainview, N. Y., was used as 

the extractant. The radiotracers, Mo-99 in molybdate and W-187 

in tungstate forms were procured from BARC, Trombay, India. 

Procedure. Extraction of metal ions with the reagent, HDEHP, 

was carried out by equilibrating equal volumes of aqueous ortho

phoric acid solution containing the metal ions at different 

concentrations with HDEHP solutions also of varied concentra

tions in different diluerits, namely, carbontetrachloride, n-hep

tane, etc. Measurements of activities in different phases were 

made by G. M. counters. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Extraction behaviour of the metal ions at tracer levels from 

orthophosphoric acid medium by HDEHP solution in n-heptane over 

a wide pH range is shown in Figure 1. Distribution ratio of molyb

denum increases linearly as the pH increases to 3 and then dec

reases (Figure l, curve Al. At this pH range, molybdenum mainly 

exists in cationic forms (3) such as Moo!2, Mo0(0!-1); 2 , etc, which 

can exchange with HDEHP in the following way 

(1) 2 HDEHP ;:::====== MoO2(DEHP)2 + 2H
+ 

The observed straight line in the pH range 0.8 - 3.0 has a slope 

2 which agrees well with that required by equation (1). In the 

pH range ---v 3.5-7, the decrease in the distribution ratio of 

molybdenum can be corroborated with the fact that molybdenum gra

dually aggregates to heteropoly anion of the type H3PMo1 2
o40. 

In the alkaline solution, in fact, molybdenum (VI) exists as 

Moo�
2 which does not exchange with HDEHP. 

For tungsten also the extraction behaviour, as shown in 

Figure 1 follows a similar trend but with much lower degree of 

extraction. But the ranges in which the extractable species, wo;2 

(upto pH 1. 4 l and the aggregated heteropoly tungstate species, 

H3Pw12o4O·xH2O, (pH 1.4 - 4.0) exist differ to a considerable 

extent from that in case of molybdenum. Thus, molybdenum in the 

tracer scale gets extracted almost free of tungsten at pH 3.0-3.5 

from orthophosphoric acid medium with O.lM HDEHP in n-heptane. The 

decontamination factor was found to be more than 500 in this pH 

range. 

Quantitave separation of the radioactive tracers, Mo-99 and 

W-187, in respective phases were verified further through V-ray 

spectrometry. The absence of any photopeak characteristics of 

Mo-99 in aqueous and W-187 in organic phases respectively after 

separation indicates the selectivity of the extractant fo_r molyb

denum under the specific conditions. The fact that aqueous phos

phorous does not exchange with that in the organic phase has been 

tested radiometrically using the radioactive tracer, P-32. 

For macroscale extraction of the two elements it has been 

observed that the distribution ratios decrease with increase in 

the concentration of the metal ions throughout the pH range stu

died (Figure 2). The lowering in the distribution ratios may be 

due to the fact that both molybdenum and tungsten form hydrolysed 

polymeric species or ion clusters, the nature of which again 

changes from higher to lower pH. It is of interest to note that 

at macro concentrations the point at which distribution ratio is 

maximum, shifts towards the lower pH region with the increase in 

metal ion concentration in the aqueous solution (Figure 1 and 2). 
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This observed shift towards the lower pH can be explained fr�m 

the consideration of the chemjstry of formation of hydrolytic 

polymeric species of molybdenum (4) where more and more; hydrogen 

ions are needed for the formation of Moo; 2 species so that extac

tion by HDEHP may be effected. 

In case of tungsten, however, the formation of wo;2 ion is• 

reported {5) to occur at acid concentration lower than pH 1. Ex

traction of tungsten from aqueous solution at pH 1-2.5 can be 

thought of as due to the formation of hydrated tungstic oxides, 

wo3·H2o and wo3·2H2o (6) and not due to wo;2 as in the tracer 

scaie. When the pH is increased beyond 2.5, the aggregation of 

polyanion is pronounced and hence extraction decreases. The effi

ciency of separation in the macro-scale, was determined by ascer

taining the extent of coextration of one in the presence of the 

other and the contamination due to tungsten in the separation of 

molybdenur., does not exceed,,...,,. 1%. 

Studies on the effect of extractant concentration on the 

extractibility of the metal ions show that the distribution 

ratio of molybdenum ions increases with the increase in HOEHP 

concentration starting from O.OlM upto 0.2M HDEHP in n-heptane 

after which the rates of increase of distribution ratio values 

decrease. However, the extraction of tungsten, which starts 

from a higher concentration of HDEHP i.e., O.lM HDEHP in 

n-heptane, steadily increases with increase in the concentration 

of HDEHP. The lowering of extration efficiency of HDEHP at higher 

concentration in general, could be due to larger aggregation of 

HDEHP molecules (7). This aggregation of the extractant molecules 

depends mainly upon some factors such as HDEHP concentration, 

nature of the metallic species and the type of the nonpolar dilu

ents employed. In fact, the distribution I"atio values are found 

to decrease with increase in the dielectric constant of the dilu

ents used. 

The site of the metal ion attachment as well as the structure 

of the extracted species were studied by taking recourse to IR 

spectroscopy. IR spectrum of extracted 0.02M Mo(VI) from aqueous 

orthophosphoric acid solution in O. lh HDEHP in carbontetrachloride 

was measured in the region 700-4000 cm-l and was compared with 

that of free HDEHP in carbontetrachloride in the same region 

{Figure 3). Fror., a consideration of the changes in characteristic 

spectral properties such as shifting of positions of the absorp

tion maxima, splitting of the bands, lowering of intensity of 

adsorption, etc., of the IR spectra of pure HDEHP and that of 

metal loaded HDEHP, it is suggested that the metal HDEHP complex 

has a close-ring structure similar to that suggested earlier by 

Kolarik (8). 
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ABSTRACT 
Tflere are some methods for recovery of Mo and Re from molybdenite 
Among them the treatment of cor,centrate by pressure leaching 
and consequent solvent extraction to obtain Mo and Re from 
leacb liquor shoY!! merits of s.t11ple flovsheet, high recovery 
of metal and lov coat, In this paper are given the results of 
investigation of solvent extraction of Mo and Re vi th one and 
the same solvent 11235, a mixed trialkyl amine, but of different 
concentrations, Le. extracting Re primarily vith low concentration 
solvent and then Mo vi th high concentration sol vent, then the 
loaded phases are stripped separately vith QJUJonia, Ammonium 
psrrhenate and molybdate are crystallized from stripping solutions 
by common way. 

INTRODUCTION 

The traditional process for production of Mo and l!e compounds """"isting 
of oxidizing roasting of molybdenite and rec<>vering Re from washes of flue 
gases show" defects in low recovery of metals, high coat, and atmosphere 
pollution by so

2• A new method sbould be developed to overcome these· defects 
and l!lore economically and effectively recovc,r Mo and Re. The digestion of 
molybdenite under pressure gave ideal decomposition of raw materials. '!'he 
proDlem remained was effective .. xtraction of Mo and Re. Solvent extraction 
was thought to be the most attractive solution. So the systematic study had 
been proceeded on these line:,. 

THE CHOICE OF SOLVRNT 

In strongly acidiu leach liquor Re and Mo occur as anions. Their separation 
by :,olv.ent extraction may be earried out &<:cording to l!Uch ways as (a) primary 
extraction of Mo and then Re ( 1), Le. extraction of Mo from weakly acidic 
solution with 28" DEHPA, then extraction of Rs vith 7-8% TOA; (b) extraction of 
Re before that of Mo ( 2, 3), i.e. extraction of Re with 25� DBBP - cyclosol and 
subsequent extraction of Jllo from the r'affi.nate with 5� DEHPA - 2� Alamine J04 -
i;,i. TBP - kerosene, or extraction of Re from strongly acid i c solution (4N H ) 
vi th extractant A 101, leaving Mo in aqueous pha"e; and (o) Coextraction of Mo 
and Re, then separation of them in stripping solution, (4-6) i.e. extraction 
of .Mo and Re with 5� Alamine 336, then reextraction of Re from stripping 
solution vi th 5� Aliquat 336 and recovering Mo from raffinate; or coextraction 
with 1� Adogen 383, neutralization of stripping solution to PH 2.5-3,5 to 
crystallize •olybdate and extraction of Re from mother liquor of crystallization; 
or coextraction of Mo and rte with about 4� TOA + 1.5% Aliquat and selective 
stripping these metals. 

From. this brief reviev it was clea.r that there vere a lot solvents 
promi:,ing for extraction of Mo and Re and the most suitable one for extraction 
from strongly acidic leach liquor should be selected by experi mental comparison. 

!!XP BRIMEl!TAL 

The analysis of leach liquor of molybdenite from metallurgical plant is 
shown in table 1 

Table 1 

Mo Re s102 
8.7 0,19 0,45 

The analysis (g/1) of leach liquor 
Fe 

5,5 
Cu 

0.5 
Cao MgO 
0,45 1. 3 

Total acidlty(N) 

4 .5 

All sovents, diluent and other reagants used were commercial products. 
Extractions vere proceeded in mixer - setter (but screening tests - in 
separating funnels) at· ambient temperature. The contact time was generally 
five minutes. Re vas analysed by polarographic and tetraphenyl arsenic 
chloride methods, Mo wa_s analysed by special polarographic and gravimetric 
methods. Impuritie" in products vere determined by qu,.ntitative spectrometry. 

Screening test;i,. 
The extraction tests from leach liquors vere accompanied by emulsification 

in all cases. The emu lsion thus formed could not be broken by setting for days. 
The addition of fluoride or coagulant to leach liquor mb:ht break emulsion, 
Fluorides made higher silicates depolymerized and eimple silicates did not 
enbance emulicfication. Additives HF &nd NaF had little effect on extraction 
of Mo and Re (see table 2). 

Table 2 Tbe effect of HF and Nal-' on the extraction of Mo and Re 

Composition of organic Quantities of added 
pha"e fluorides 

1 .� !!235-1� aliphatic HF(4o%) 10 ml/I 
al coho 1--kerosene 

1.5� N235-1� aliphatic 
alcohol-kerosene 

Pha"e ratio : 0/a = 1/5 

NaF 5 g/1 

69 ,9 2. 7 

06 

The added coagulant to leach liquor bridged sllicates together to form 
precJ.pitate. Table 3 and 4 shov the effect of added coagulants on the 
precipitation of Silicates and on the extraction. 
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Table 3 The effect of r.oagulant on precipitation �f silicates 

kind of added quantities p_rec ipi tat ion precipitation precipitation 
coagulant of coagulant of silicates of Mo of Re 

(PPm) ( �) ( �) ( �) 
A 50 57 .6 0,37 0.22 

100 90.2 0,'51 0,18 
.8 50 69.3 0.13 0,08 

Table 4 The effect of coagulant on extraction of .Mo and He 

Quantities of added coagulant (PPm) 
kind of 
coagulant 50 100 150 200 

!!:Re� EMo% ERe% EMo% ERe� EMo% ERe� EMo� 
97 ,3 6.7 97 .2 5.2 97.1 6. 1 97. 1 6.9 

l:I 97.3 1.7 97.2 5.2 97.1 6,2 97.1 6.9 
C 97 .o 7 .6 

phase ratio : o/ A � 1 /5 
alcohol - kerosene 

organic pha"e : 2.5% N235 - 10,. aliphafic 

It is found from table 3 and 4, the addition of 100 ppm Coagulant A could 
collect and precipitate the majority of silicates, losses of both Re and Mo 
vere less than 0.5� and there vas little effect"on extraction of Mo and Re. 
There appeared a 11 ttle increase in Mo extraction vi th the quanti ty of added 
coagulant B the precipitation of silicates vi thout consequant filtration or 
direct addetion of coagulant to organic pha,ie did arouse emulsification 
during extraction. Fluorides were more expensive and might cause secondary 
pollution. The addition of coagulant, therefore vas prefered. 

Solvents promising sepation of Mo and Re in leach liquor vere videly 
�xamined, The results are shown in table 5, 

TABLE 

solvent 

MIBK 
Isoamyl alcohol 

TBP 

The extraction and separation of. Mo and Re 
vith different solvents 
ERe % EMo % #I=� Notes 

13.8 6.5 2.3 
63.9 4.7 37 
91. 7 16. 3 56 
86,8 7,5 44.1 . 5� TBP 

25:.'N235-10%aliphatic 
alcohol-kerosene 96.6 85,3 4. 7 N235-a mixture of tertiary 

1 .2%N235-1� aliphatic 
alcohol-kerosene 

3C>::'N503 -kerosene 

3� A101- kerosene 

'5� mixed Secondary 
amine - kerosene 
1 � lauryl amine- 10% 

TBP - kerosene 

O.B MDEHPA- kerosene 

69.9 

63,7 
62 ,9 

62,4 

47.0 

4 .4 

2.7 

3.6 

3 ,3 

3., 

52. 1 

36 ,9 

amines with average mol. 
vt. near that c, TOA 

83,5 

47 
48.2 

51.9 

0.81 the organic phase 
formed emulsion 

0.078 

Table 5 shovs that oa.;,ic solvents could not preferentially extract Mo; 
DEHPA extracted Mo only at PH 2 - 3 as the precipitation happened, so preferential 
extraction of Mo was inappopr i ate. The coextraction of Mo and Re vith high 

concentration N235 fol loved by the reextraction of Re vi th quartenary ammonium 
selt and cry.-tallization of molybdate from stripping solution appeared to be 
feasible. But the. difficulty of stripping Re from quartenary ammonium salt 
hindered its adoption. The prior extraction of Re vith low concentration N2:15, 
mixed secondary amine,i or acetamine vas found to be possible, but only low 
concentration N235 vas selected due to its lov amount needed in usa, lov 
evaporation loss a.'1d high degree of concentrating Re. From table 5 it may also 
be found, that Mo might be fairly extracted vith hi gh concentration N235, lie cnn 
therefore, recovery Mo and Re from pressure leaching liquors vi th one and the 
same solvent N235, 

Factors affecting the extraction of He. 
Figures 1,2 and 3 give the effects of concentration of N235, the phase ratio 

and the acidity of aqueous phase on the extraction and separation of �:o and Re. The 
extraction of Mo and Re increased vith the rise of solvent concentration and 
phase ratio. With the increase of a<'idity of leach liquors the extraction of Re 
increased and that of Mo decreased. Thus tha separat1on factor of Re from Mo 
enlarged. Tills vas in agreement vith the extraction mechanism of Re and also owing 
to the competitiou 01 Hao4 - ion that decreased the extracti0n of Mo. The third 
phase would appear during extraction without addition of d is .. ol vent. The 
aliphatic alcohol could deminish the third phase and slightly improve the separa-
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studied. Tke results are shown in F ig. 5, 

The extraction of· Re increased and ,hat of Mo slightly decreased with the 
rise of HNO

� 
concentration. Th.is pheno'llenum differed from the extraction of Re 
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he former case HNO� in H2 so4 media behaviored 

The extraction of He incre,rned for 5% as the temperature low.,red from 40°c 
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to �0c. Tberefore. the extraction o f Re at ambient temperature La reasonable. 
Tbe equilibrium of R e extraction might be attained in half minute. and this 
feet indicated that the phase centect appeared to be the controlling step or 
extraction res.ct ion. The stripping of Re and No contaminatio n were easily 
aco1nplisbed with 5 N ammonia at phase ratio o/a "' 10/1. T&e loaded as well as 
stripped organic phases needed not acrubbing in circulation. The stripping 
solution of Re wae evaporated to crystallize perrhanate. 

Pactor� affecting the extraction of' Mo 

The plots of N235 concentration and phase ratin us Mo extraction are 
shown in Ylg. 6 and 7. Table 6 gives the effect of aqueo us acidity on axtrac
tion of Ji\o. 

TABLE 6 The effect of acidity of raffinote after Re 
e:a:tractlon on Mo extractlo11 

acidity of raffinate, (N) 3,88 3.70 '3,66 3,51 '3,13 2,8'3 

gMo 1, 71.7 70.9 71.2 71.4 72.1 7U 

Aqueous pha:se : the same in Pig. 
additions of ammonia 

Organic phase : the :same in Fig. 7 

phase ratio : o/a "' 1/5 

but with different 

The extre.1,;tion of Mo increased wt th the increa�e of 1'2'5 concentration a..cd 
pbase ratio and with the decrease of aqueou� acidH7. Th" la3t effect va.8 thought 
to be due to HSO 4 - ion compttti t1on. 

Fig. 8 show::i the effect or aliphatit: alcohol on Mo extraction. 
Aliphatic alcohol helped dis�olve the third pbeSt!, but reacted vlth N2'}5 

and thus lo wered its Mo eAtraction Capacity. 
In thi� process }o'e and Cu were no t extracted even in presence of chloride 

ions. So the separation of Mo and Pe was satHifactory. The organic phase To::lded 
by Mo needed scrubbing vith 1,6 - 1 .8 N ammonia to pH about 4.5 at o/a = 5-6/1, 
and thon contacted with 9-10 N ammonia to complete stripping. 

THE: FROC&SS FLOWSHEET 

J. procedure scheme for recovery of metals vas proposed and tested in counter
�urrent vay by means of laboratory mixer-settler. The results obtained are 
sbovn in tao le 7-1 O. 

TAB!.i 7. stagenise analysis of Re at equilibrium 

.Extrat:tion (gl-l) 
J 4 5 7 8 9 stripping(g1-1) 

o.045 0.01-, 0.005 0.0025 0.0019 0.001 0.0004 o.oooJ 0.000, o.ooa7 0.0024 

T.lBLe 8. 

5.19 

TABLR 9 

99.78 

TABLE 10 

95.94 

etagenil:le analyl:118 of Mo at equ 111 bi'1wm 

Extraction (g1-1 ) Strt.pping (g1-1) 

5 7 2 

2. '' 1 .16 0.78 0.58 0,44 a.J9 0.47 0.087 

Technical date and Re content 1n tho 
intermediate producte 

Raffinate 

g1-1 

0.0003 

Re-loaded so lvent 

g1-1 

1 .10 

Technical date and Mo content 
intermediate products 

Raffinate ),lo-loaded solvent Mo 
g1-1 g1-1 

0.4 26 .61 

Re stripping 

:' 
99.78 

in the 

-,tripping 
1, 

99.66 

stripping pH 
solu!fon 

g1 
10.2 •9 

stripping pH 
solution 

g1-1 

160.5 9.10 

With t1h extraction stages the Re yield achieved higher than 99", Re content 
h1 rafflnate wa.s lese than 1 mg/1 and the separatio n factor of Re and )lo wae 
over 9000. SiJ: stages could extract m ore than 95" of Mo and its content in 
ra1"f1nate was les.s than 0.5 g/1. Both Re and Mo might be stripped to more than 
99,5" vitb two stae:es. The chemical properties and tecbnologicel performance 
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purity of perrhenate and molybdate prepared from each stripping solution by 
ordinary metbode is obvious from table 11 and 12. These compounds meet satisty 
the demands of industrial application and are in large 11cale production. 

TABLE 11 The analysis or ammo nium perrhenate product(") 

Cd Be Mn Ti Co Cu Mg Fe Ba Mo Pb Sn Sb Ca K Ra 

eacb "'- 2 )( ,o-5 each(5><10-5 N� !\o-5 each 4 eac' ll c1ll;10- <2K10-4<2,5x10-5 

TABLE 12 The analysis of ammonium pe.ramol'ybdate product <•) 

Mo Pb Cd Bi S 

55,15 <0.0005 each<0,0001 

Fe 31 Al 3b 

each<0.0006 <0.001 

CoNtn
(.;ffg Ti V 'rl 

each-<0.000�<0.0015 0, 1 

llB 

1.04 

P.S. 'l'his work vas done vith the participation of technical staff of the 
metallurgical plant. Zhou Tall! ana Zhong X'lang had joined in doing part or 
this work. 
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THE EFFECT OF BENZENE AS DILUENT IN THE EXTRACTION OF 

CHLOROMETALLIC ACIDS BY DIISOPROPYL ETHER 

Darko Maljkovic, Alojzija Paulin and Dubravka Maljkovic 

Department of Chemistry and Non-Ferrous Metallurgy 
Faculty of Metallurgy, University of Zagreb 

Sisak, Yugoslavia 

Previous investigations of the extraction of chlorometallic 

acids by a mixture of diisopropyl ether (IPE) and benzene gave 

very interesting results (1). In the systems: FeCl3-HCl-H20-IPE

-C6H6 (a) and AuCl3-HCl-H20-IPE-C5H5 (b) under given conditions 

the third liquid phase or the heavy organic phase was observed in 

a wide concentration range. Three-phase systems containing IPF. are 

characterised by high metal concentration in the heavy organic 

phase and a high distribution ratio between the heavy organic pha

se and the aqueous phase. This mal<es them very promising for sepa

ration purposes. A number of phases, phase volumes and distribu

tion ratios were found to depend on the initial IPE concentration. 

In system a under given conditions the partial distribution ratio 

between the heavy organic phase and the light organic phase, 

(De)�, of iron(III) had a minimum value at 4-5 M initial IPE con

centration. In system b under given conditions the gold(III) ex� 

traction was enhanced, i.e. the total distribution ratio, (Dcltot 
(definition is given later) attained a maximum at 3 M  initial IPE 

concentration (the nearest (Dcltot values were determined at 1.8 

and 4.1 M initial IPE concentration) . Also, it was found that the 

extraction behavior of system a considerably differs from system 

b. The third phase formation was observed also in the analogous 

system GaCl3-HCl-H20-IPE-C5H5 (c) (2). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

IPE was purified and distilled. Other chemicals and solvents 

used were of analytical reagent grade. Separations were made by 

conventional technique (1) in separation funnels having a cali

brated stem or in graduated cuvettes. The total initial volume of 

the systems was 12-40 mL. Equilibration of the systems was per

formed in a thermostat at 20.0 ± 0.05 °c during one hour. The 

initial phase volume ratio, ri, was always 1.0. 

The concentration of metals in the aqueous phas2 and in pre

treated samples of the organic phase was determined by UV absorp

tion spectrometry and complexometric titration (fer larger quanti

ties of iron(III) and gallium(III)) or by gravimetry (for larger 

quantities of gold(III)). Chlorides were determined by potentiom

etric titration. In the aqueous phase the chloride was determined 

directly and in the organic phase after reextraction, except in 

the presence of gold. In the case of samples which contained gold 

it was necessary to remove the gold by precipitation before titra

tion. The water in the organic phase was analysed by Fischer-s ti

tration method modified by Laurene (3) in the presence of iron. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Investigation of system a, stimulated by earlier results (1), 

on different levels of the initial concentration of iron(III) or 

hydrochloric acid confirmed the dependence of distribution on the 

initial IPE concentration. Eigher partial distribution ratios 

(Dc):
q 

in three-phase systems were found, but the existence of the 

function maximum depended on the initial acid concentration. By 

additional investigation of system bin the same conditions as 

earlier (1) i.e. 0.09 M initial concentration of gold(III) and 

11.8 M initial concentration of acid, the maximum value of distri

bhtion ratios Dc, (Dc)tot and of the average distribution ratio 

(Dc)av (definition is given later) was found at 3.6 � initial IPf 

concentration (Figure 1). At a lower initial acid concentration 

(8.0 M) the function maximum was not obtained. In system c the 

effect of initial IPE concentration on the metal concentration in 

the equilibrate phases was observed. Contrary to systems a an� h 

in system a the maximum partial distribution ratio (Dc ) :
q 

was 

obtained at all investigated levels of initial gallium or acid 

concentration. At 8.0 M initial acid concentration and 0.17 Mini

tial metal concentration (Dc ) :q value passed through a maximum at 

an initial IPE concentration of about 2.6 � (Figure 2). 

The appearance of three liquid phases was observed in an ex

tended range of initial concentration of constituents in systems 

a, band c. The volume and number of equilibrated phases in system 

a similarly to systems a and b depend on initial IPE concentra

tion. The phase volume ratio of the heavy organic phase to the 

light organic phase, r�, in system c strongly changes at a higher 

initial gallium concentration. 

The results obtained by analyses of the heavy organic phase 

in systems a and a showed that the chloride/metal ratio varies 

slightly (3.4-3.8 and 3.6-4.1 respectively) with the initial IPE 

concentration increase under given conditions compared to those in 

system b (3.1-7.1, with a minimum value at 3M initial IPE con

centration) as shown in Figure 3. The difference between systems 

band a is also confirmed by the results obtained for the wa

ter/metal ratio (1.7-34.0 and 3.3-5.4 respectively) as shown in 

Ii�-

Equations and descriptions used in three-phase systems. ,he 

results of extraction in three-phase systems can be presented by 
means of the total distrihution ratio, average distribution ratio 

or some of the partial distribution ratios. The partial distrihu

tion ratio is the ratio of the total analytical concentration of a 

substance in one of the two organic phases to its total analytical 

concentration in the other organic or aqueous phase. There are the 

part ia 1 distribution ratio between the heavy organic phase and the 

aqueous phase, (Dc):q' the partial distribution ratio between the 

light organic phase and the aqueous phase, (Dc)!q' and the partial 

distribution ratio between the heavy organic phase and the light 

organic phase, (De)�. The total distribution ratio, (Dc>tot• is 

defined as a sum of partial distribution ratios (Dcl�q and (Dcl!q; 

it is a quasi distribution ratio. The average distribution ratio, 
(Dc)av' is defined as the ratio of the average analytical concen

tration of a substance in both organic phases to its analytical 

concentration in the aqueous phase. The following relations are 

valid: 
h 1 1 v 1 + c� lh vh (Dc)tot = (Dc)aq + (Dc)aq; (Dc)av = (Dc)aq v;; ··c aq v;;•

where v1, Vh and V0 are volumes of respective phases, and 

V0 = v1+vh. Relations between terms as applied in a real situation 

are presented graphically in Figure 1. Due to very strong volume 

changes of the equilibrate phases in the systems containing IPF, 

particularly in the three-phase systems, it is very interesting to 

compare the distribution ratios with respective extraction factors, 

nm. In the presentation of results by means of Dm the circumstances 

are better. From the definition of Dm (the ratio of the total mass 

of a solute in the organic phase to that in the aqueous phase) it 

follows that the total and average extraction factors are �qual. 

There are also partial extraction factors between the respective 

phases: (Dm)!
q

' (Dm):
q 

and (Dm)�. The following relations are 

valid: v v1 (Dm l tot = (Dm ) av = (Dm ) :q + (Dm)!q = (Dc ) :q v:
q 

+ (Dc)!q Vaq 
(Subscripts and superscripts userl: 1 - of the light organic phase, 
h - of the heavy organic phase, aq - of the aqueous phase and 
o - of the total organic phase.) 
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In the course of a study of the extraction of chlorometallic 

acids in the systems containing diisopropyl ether (IPE) it appear

ed advisable to undertake investigations of the system: Fec13-
-Gac13-HC1-H20-IPE-CH3(CH2)40H. In such systems the coextraction 
effect and enhanced extraction (synergistic effect) colud be ex
pected. In similar systems: FeC13-AuC13-HCl-H20-IPE and FeC13-
-AuC13-HCl-H2o-c6H6, under certain conditions, the coextraction 

effect was found (1). There are numerous data in the literatur� 
about the influence of macroelements on microelements as well as 
about mutual influence of microelements, but there are only a few 
data about mutual influence of macroelements. In previous investi
gations of iron(III) extraction in the system: FeC13-HCl-H20-IPE
-CH3(CH2)40H it was observed that the addition of n-pentyl alcohol 
under particular conditions enhanced the iron(III) extraction 
(2, 3). Similar results were obtained for gallium(III) extraction 
in the analogous system: Gac13-HC1-H20-IPE-CH3(CH2)40H (4). The 
extraction of hydrochloric acid in the system: HC1-H20-IPE
CH3(CH2)40H, under well-defined experimental conditions was also 
enhanced (5). The synergistic enhancement produced by combination 
of two neutral extractants as are ether and alcohol is known, but 

little �xperimental material is available on such extraction 
systems. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

IPE was purified and distilled. Other chem icals and solvents 
used were of analytical reagent grade. 

Investigation was made by conventional technique (1) in 
graduated cuvettes. The total init ial volume of the systems was 
12 mL. Equilibration of the system was performed in a thermostat 
at 20.0 ± 0.05 °c during one hour. 

_,1e concentration of metals in the aqueous phase and in pre
treated samples of the organic phase was determined by UV absorp

tion spectrometry or complexometric titration (for larger quanti
t1es of metal). 

In comparable extraction systems (containing single metals) 
FeC13-HCl-H20-IPE-CH3(CH2)40H (a) and GaC13-HCl-H20-IPE

-CH3(CH2)40H (b) as well in system FeC13-GaC13-HCl-H20-IPE-
-CH3(CH2)40H Ce) volumes of equilibrated phases and concentration 
of me.tals in equilibrated phases were determined under the same 
initial conditions as follows. The initial phase volume ratio, 
ri, was always 1.0. The initial concentrat ion of hydrochloric 
acid, ��

Cl' wa� always 5.0 M. The initial concentrations of met 
als, c�e and c�a' were 0.03 M or 0.1 5 M. In system e the initial 
molar ratio of iron(III) to gallium(III) was 1 or 5. The initial 
composition of mixed solvent was varied in the whole concentration 
range (10-99 % v of n-pentyl alcohol). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

On the basis of previous investigations of iron(III) extrac

tion from concentrated aqueous hydrochloric acid solutions by a 
mixture of IPE and n-alcohol cc

1
-c

5
) n-pentyl alcohol as a compo

nent of mixed solvent was chosen (4). By changing initial concen
tration of acid it was found that the mixed solvent IPE - n-pentyl 

alcohol at 5 M initial acid concentration gives better results of 
extraction than pure IPE which on the other hand gives better 
results at a higher initial acid concentration (7-9 M) (2). 
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In systems a and b under given experimental conditions the 

phase volume changes are not so pronounced as in the case of a 
higher initial acid concentration (6). By increase of initial con
centration of alcohol in mixed solvent, the volume of the aqueous 
phase decreases and the volume of the organic phase increases. In 

system e such symmetry was somewhat disturbed. 

The concentration of metal in the organic phase in systems a 
and b was nearly constant, contrary to the concentration of metal 
in the aqueous phase which passed through a minimum value when 
initial concentration of alcohol in mixed solvent changed 
(Figure 1). As a result, maximum values of distribution .ratios 
appeared. Figure 2 shows the influence of initial alcohol concen
tration on the distribution ratio of iron( III). The magnitude of 
synergistic enhancement of extraction AD (7) at 0.03 M and 0.15 M 
initial iron(III) concentration is 238 and 62 respectively. 

In system e, as has been expected, a mutual influence of 
iron(III) and gallium(III) was found. The�axima of the distribu
tion ratio values of gallium(III) and iron(III) in system e 
(Figure 3) appear at nearly the same initial alcohol concentra
tions as obtained in systems a and b, but with reduced distribu

tion ratio of gallium(III). 
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SOLUTIONS BY ALKYLATED HYDROXYQUINOLINE 
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In recent years there has been an increased interest in the metal extracti.on 
from alkaline solutions. Hydroxyoximes (1), alkylated hydroxyquinolines (2-4), 
alkylphenols (5,6) and quaternary ammonium salts (7,8) have been usually used as 
extractant for them. Hydroxi oximes are in particular effective for the extrac
tion of copper(II) and nickel(II) from ammoniacal solutions (1). Alkylated 
hydroxyquinolines such as 7-(5, 5, 7, 7-tetramethyl-l -octen-3-yl) -8-hydroxyquinoline 
(KELEX 100, HQ) (2 ,4) and alkyl phenols such as 2-(a-methylbenzyl) -4-sec-butylphenol 
and 4-(a,a-dioctylethyl)pyrocatechol (6) take up metal cations from their hydroxyl 
anions through cation exchange, while quaternary ammonium bases such as tr icapryl
methylammonium hydroxide (7, 8) extract oxometal anions through anion exchange. 
We have also assured the fact that KELEX 100 is capable of extracting gallium 
(III) from strong alkaline solutions and behaves as a cation exchanger (2). Thus 
it seems that the extraction of Mm+ by KELEX 100 is represented by the cation
exchange reaction. 

(1) M(OH)�n-m)-(a} + pHQ(o) � M�(HQ)p-m(o) + (n-m)OH-(a) + pH20(a} 

where (a) and (o) denote aqueous and organic phases, re spec ti vely. In further stud), 
however, we have found the fact that KELEX 100 has an abili ty to extract zinc(II) and 
lead(II) from concentrated sodium hydroxide solutions. Therefore the present paper 
reports the results for the distribution of zinc(II), lead(II) and gallium(TTI) 
between sodium hydroxide solutions and the solutions of KELEX JOO in kerosene. 

EXPERH1ENTAL 
-- - -

Reagents. KE LEX JOO (Schering AG) was distil led twice under a reduced pres
sure of 0.025 mmHg at 147-159 °C in order to remove 8-hydroxyquinoline. The 
purified KELEX 100 being pale yellow liquid was diluted kerosene or hexane. 
The concentration of KELEX 100 was determined by the copper loading experiment 

on the basis of the literature (9). Aqueous alkaline solutions of zinc(II) and 
lead(II) were prepared by dissolving their oxides in sodium hydroxide solution 
of selected concentration. Aqueous alkaline gallium solution was prepared as 
follows: Gallium metal (99.9999 %, Swiss Aluminium Ltd., Switzerland) was dis
solved in concentrated hydrochloric acid; gallium hydroxide gel was obtained by 
adding sodium hydroxide dropwise to the chloride solution, centrifugal ized, wash
ed with deionized water until as free as possible from sodium and chloride .i. ...... � 

(10), and then dissolved in sodium hydroxide solution of selected concentration. 
Othe chemicals were of analytical reagent grade. 

Extraction and Analytical Procedures. Equal volume (15 ml each) of organic 
and aqueous phases pl aced in 50 ml stoppered centrifugal glass tube, were shaken 
for a certain period in a room kept at the required temperature. Initial con
centrations of zinc(II), lead(II) and gallium(III) in aqueous phases were adjusted 
to 0.01, 0.01 and 0.0083 M, respectively, except loading experiments. Prelimi
nary experiml)nts showed that equilibria were complete in 10, 10 and 480 min for 
zinc, lead and gallium, respectively. The mixture was centrifugalized and sepa
rated, and then the portions of both phases were pipetted to determine the 
distribution coefficient (the ratio of equilibrium concentration of metal in 
organic phase to that in aqueous phase, ER). Zinc and gallium in the organic 

phases were stripped with 2 M HCl on addition of 2-ethylhexylalcohol to get better 
phase separation, and lead in the organic phase with 2 M HN03. The concentration 

of metal in the · aqueous solution was determined by EDTA titration using Xylene! 
Orange (XO) as indicator ( 11, 12) . The concentration of sodium extracted into 

organic' phase was assayed by atomic absorption spectrophotometry using Hitachi 
Ltd.'Model 170-50-A.after stripping it into aqueous phase with 2 M HCl or 2 M HN03. 

Infrared Spectral Measurement. Infrared ( IR) spectra of the sample prepared 
by evaporation of the organic diluent, hexane, were recorded on a Japan Spectro
scopic Co., Ltd. Model IRA-1 and IR-F infrared spectrophotometers, grating types 
for measurement at 4000-650 and 700-200 cm-I, respectively, using capillary film 
between thallium plates or- polyethylene films. 

RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION 

Extraction of Sodium. Preliminarily the distribution of sodium between 
sodium hydroxide solutions and the solutions of KELEX 100 in kerosene at 30 °C 
was examined in the absence of metals. The concentration of sodium in the equi
librated organic phase vs. that in the initial aqueous phase is plotted in Figure 1. 
The distribution isotherm indicates that at the concentration of aqueous sodium 
hydroxide below 5 M, 0. 05 M KELEX 100 in kerosene extracts less than 7 x I0-3 M 
of sodium, which gives the molar ratio [KELEX 100]/ [Na]org > 70, suggesting that 
KE LEX 100 exists as HQ in the organic phase. This means that the effect of 
sodium is negligible for the extraction of metals. It is seen, however, that 

a drastic up-take of sodium occurs at the concentration of aqueous sodium hydr
oxide above 5 M owing to the formation of the species NaQ. 

Zinc(II). The distribution of zinc(! I} be.tween sodium hydroxide solutions 
en,\ the solutions of KELEX 100 in kerosene at 30 °C is illustrated in Figure 2. 
At the concentration of sodium hydroxide in aqueous phase below - 4 M, the dis
tribution coefficient decreases with increasing the concentration in accord 
with the expectation for cation-exchange reaction represented by equation(!). 
Log-log plots of the distribution coef!'i.cient vs. the concentration of aqueous 
sodium hydroxide give a slope of -2. It is evident that the decrease in the 
distribution coefficient arises from the increase of hydroxide anion in aquoeus 
phase. Because the distribution coefficient is Ii tt le affected up to the total 
aqueous sodium concentration in 4 M when sodium perchlorate is added to aqlle
ous solution containing sodium hydroxide of O .17 or 1 M (Figure 2). From this it 
is deduced that the value of n -m = 2 holds in equation (1), corresponding to 
the fact that tetrahydroxozincate anion, Zn(OH)42-, is predominant in sodium 
hydroxide solution as demonstrated by Lippincott et ai. (13). 

Assuming p = 2, log-log plots of the distribution coefficient vs. the equili
brated KELEX 100 concentration at constant sodium hydroxide concentrations in 
0.17-3 M yield the straight lines with slopes of - 2. Hence it is inferred that 
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the extraction of zinc(II) is dominated by the equilibrium 

This is also supported by the continuous variation method at a constant concentra
tion of sodium hydroxide of 0.6 M: at a fixed total concentration of initial 
aqueous gallium and KELEX 100 in 0.05 M, gallium concentration of organic phase 
shows a maximum at a molar fraction of [Zn]init aql ( [Zn]init aq + [HQ]init) 
0. 33, implying the formation of species ZnQ2. 

At the concentration of sodium hydroxide above 4 M, on the other hand, it 
is noticed that there is an anomalous change in the distribution coefficient. 
As seen in Figure 2, the distribution isotherm of zinc(II) has a maximum at 6 M 
NaOH. Also the extraction from sodium perchlorate solutions in the presence of 
a constant concentration of sodium hydroxide at 1 M indicates an increase in 
the distribution coefficient with increasing total aqueous sodium ion concentra
tion above 4 M. One can easily be conceivable that the rise is due to either 
the change in the distribution of hydroxozincate anions in the aqueous. phase or 
the up-take of zinc(II) accompanied by sodium ion. As the .formation of other 
species except tetrahydroxozincate anion in strong alkaline solutions has not 
been reported in any literatures (14), the former is undesirable as the cause of 
anomalous increase in the distribution coefficient. 

The concentrations of zinc and sodium extracted into the organic phase with 

loading of zinc([!) were examined at 6 M NaOH. In comparison with the concentra
tion of sodium (1. 3 x 10-3 M) extracted with 0. 05 M KELEX 100 in kerosene in 

the absence of zinc, it is apparent that the organic -,,olutions from the extrac
tion of zinc contain definitely higher concentration of sodium than that in the 
absence of zinc. When KELEX 100 is present in excess, the molar ratio (Na]org,n 
/ [Zn]org shows nearly unity, in which [Nalorg,n is the net concentration increas
ed by assuming the bond of two molecules of KE LEX 100 to zinc cation: 
(3) [Na]org,n = [Na]org - (1. 3 x 10-3; [HQ]init) ( [HQ]init - 2 [Zn]orgl 

At higher l oading of zinc, however, the ratio becomes less than unity, although 
the net concentration of sodium in the organic phase still continues to increase. 

IR spectra of the organic extracts obtained from the hexane solutions 
similar to those of the loading experiments were examined in order to get fur
ther information of the species formed in the organic phase. They indicate 
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the frequency range of 700-200 cm-I. It is found that some of them correspond 
to those in. the spectra of the organic extracts from 2 M NaOH, implying that the 

species ZnQ2 coexists in the organic phase at higher loading of zinc even if the 
concentration of aqueous sodium hydroxide is kept in 6 M. Thus anomalous 
extraction is regarded as being due to a reaction which takes up sodium with 
zinc one. A log-log plot of the distribution coefficient vs. KELEX 100 concen
tration, however, gives the 1 ines with the same slope of 2 that for the extrac
tion from aqueous solutions containing sodium hydroxide below 2 M. 

If this speculation is accepted, the following equation can be postulated: 

(4) Zn(OH)�-(a) + Na
+(a) + 2HQ(o) � ZnQ2·NaOH(o) + OH-(a) + 2H20(a) 

and/or 

(5) Zn(OH)�-(a) + 2Na(a) + 2HQ(o) � ZnQ2·2NaOH(o) + 2H20(a) 

Lead (I I) . The distribution of lead (II) between sodium hydroxide solutions 
and solutions of KELEX 100 in kerosene at 30 °C is presented in Figure 3. The 
distribution behaviour at low concentrations of sodium hydroxide in aqueous 
phase, which shows nearly inverse first-power dependence of the distribution 
coefficient on the sodium hydroxide concentration, is typical for the extraction 

through cation exchange. This suggests the values of n - m = 1 identical to the 
charge of the species Pb(OH)'i (15) which predominantly exists in alkali solution. 
Since log-log plots of the distribution coefficient vs. KELEX 100 concentration 

at constant sodium hydroxide concentrations of O .1 - 3M yield the straight lines 
with a slope of 2, it is considered that the extraction of lead(II) from aqueous 
solutions containing lower concentration of sodium hydroxide by KELEX 100 is 
expressed as 

(6) Pb(OH) �(a) + 2HQ(o) ;:::= PbQ2(a) + OH-(a) + 2H20(a). 

The continuous variation method and loading test at a constant concentration of 
sodium hydroxide in 1 M confirm that the species PbQ2 is formed in the organic 
phase. 

It is interesting that the distribution of lead(II) at n1gner concentration 

of sodium hydroxide is similar to that of zinc( II). In contrast, the distribution 
coefficient is little influenced by an increase of sodium concentration in aque
ous phase when sodium perchlorate is added to aqueous sodium hydroxide solution 
at constant concentration in 0. 2 or 3 M. An increase ·of sodium concentration 
somewhat acts negative to the distribution of lead(II) in the concentration 
range above 4 M Na(OH, Cl04) (Figure 3). This result agrees with the fact that 
the concentration of sodium extracted into the organic phase is keµt constant for 
the loading of lead(II). It is thus evident that the extraction of lead(II) at 

higher concentration of sodium hydroxide does not take up sodium ion. This is 
also proved that the difference in the IR spectra is 1 i ttle for the organic 
extracts at 1 and 6 M sodium hydroxides with O. 05 �! KE LEX 100. Hence it is 
probable that slight increase of the distribution coefficient in the sodium 
hydroxide concentration of 4 - 8 M is due to the change in the distribution of 
hydroxo species in aqueous solutions, although there is no literature about it. 
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At the concentration of sodium hydroxide above 8 M, moreover, analytical 
data suggest that the extraction of lead(II) is suppressed owing to the forma
tion of sodium salt of KELEX 100. 

Gallium(lll). The distribution of gallium(lll) between sodium hydroxide 
solutions and the solutions of KELEX 100 in kerosene at 30 °C is demonstrated 
in Figure 4. The distribution coefficient of gallium(lll} decreases with in
creasing the aqueous concentration of sodium hydroxide ln the concentration range 
of sodium hydroxide studied, and the slope of the distributlon isotherms in 
Figure 4 is nearly unity. Taking into account the fact that gallium exists in 
the tetrahydroxo species. Ga(011)4 (16), in sodium hydroxide solution, it is ex
pected that the extraction of gallium( I I I) proceeds entirely through cation 
exchange. 

Assuming p = 3, log-log plots of the distribution coefficient vs. free con
centration of KELEX 100 at constant concentration of sodium hydroxide give the 
straight lines with a slope of - 3. Accordingly the extraction of gallium(III) 
from sodium hydroxide solutions by KF.LEX 100 is governed by the equili.brium 

coincide with the equation proposed for the extraction of gallium(II) in sodium 
aluminate solutions from Bayer process by KELEX 100 in the mixture of kerosene 
and decanol (3) . 

Effect of Temperature. The extraction of zinc (II), lead( 11} and gallium 
(Ill)from sodium hydroxide solutions with KELEX 100 in kerosene between IO and 
SO °C gave the results in Table 1. With increasing temperature, the distribu
tion coefficient decreases for al 1 of the systems studied. The values of the 
respective heat of reactions (-.1H, kJ mo1-l) are estimated to be 42, 64 and 104 
for zinc(lt), lead(IT) and gallium(III). These values point out that the extrac
tion of these metals from sodium hydroxide solutions by KELEX 100 at low temper
ature has an advantage over that at higher one. 
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FIGURE 1. EXTRACTION OF SODIUM FROM SODIUM 
HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS WITH 0.05 M KELEX 100 IN 

KEROSENE AT 30 'C. 
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FIGURE 4. EXTRACTION OF Ga (TI I) FRO!! NaOH SOLNS. 
BY KELEX 100 IN KEROSENE AT 30 'C (NUMERALS ON 

CURVES ARE KELEX 100 CON CNS. , M) 

TABLE 1. TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENCE OF DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT ON THE 
tXTRACTION OF ZINC(!!), LEAD(!!) AND GALLIUM(lll) FROM SODIUM HYDR
OXIDE SOLLTfONS BY KELEX 100 IN KEROSENE 

METAL 
[NaOH]aq, 

1,1 

Zn 0. 4 
Pb 
Ga 

(KELEX 100], 
M 

0. 03 
0.025 
0.05 

* EXTRACT!O� TEMPERATURE. 

DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT 

10 ° (* 300(it 40'C 50 ° (* 

390 190 130 73 

50. 2· 25. 13. 2 7. 00 
16 6.86 2.83 1. 39 
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FROM VERSATIC ACID SOLUTIONS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Hydrolytic stripping is the name given to the method by 

which metal oxides or hydroxides are directly precipitated from 

metal-loaded carboxylic extractant solutions by reaction with 

water at elevated temperatures (1-4). In the case of Versatic* 

acid loa_i:ledwith iron, hematite is produced by reaction with 

water at temperatures above ahout 130°c. The reaction may be 

represented in simplified form as follows: 

The carboxylic acid is regenerated during the hydrolysis 

reaction and may be recycled to a solvent extraction stage for 

reloading with iron. 

The process offers an alternative method for the removal 

of iron from hydrometallurgical process liquors. Its major 

advantage over conventional iron-removal processes, such as 

jarosite or goethite precipitation , in which iron is precipitated 

from aqueous solutions, is that the solvent extraction of iron 

by carboxylic acids can be made very selective, so thatthe organic 

(* T ertiary c10 carboxylic acid - S hell trade mark}_ 
phase is free from other inorganic impurities. A pure hematite 

is thus produced by hydrolytic stripping, which should be 

suitable for further use in, for example, iron-making processes. 

The paper examines the kinetics and mechanism of the 

preciptiation of hematite by hydrolytic stripping of iron-loaded 

Versatic acid solutions. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The organic phases comprised solutions of Versatic 10 in 

Escaid 110 diluent. These were loaded with iron by exchange 

extraction with the calci.um salt of Versatic acid. 

The reactions were carried out in a 300 ml stainless steel 

stirred autoclave, equipped with a heated reservoir. The required 

volume of iron-loaded organic phase was heated to the reaction 

temperature in the aut.oclave and the reaction was started by 

inject i ng a known volume of pre-heated water into the autoclave 

from the r eservoir. The rates of precipitation were followed by 

sampling the organic phase from the autoclave and measuring the 

iron concentrations in the samples by spectrophotometry. 

RESULTS 

The main variables studied were:- temperature (135 - 14Soe); 

Versatic 10 CXX1centration (20 - 50% by volune in Escaid llO); iron 

concentration (7 - 20 g/1 Fe 3+
); and the effect of seeding with 

hematite powder (0 - 200% seed). Preliminary experiments 

established that the reaction rate was unaffected by the organic 

to water volume ratio (20 : 1 was the standard condition used) 

or by the agitation speed (1000 rpm standard). 

A series of kinetic experiments· was carried out in accordance 

with a sequence of factorial designs. The effects of the variables: 

temperature (T), [versatic] (V), [iron] (Fe), and [seed] (S A) ,on 

the kinetics of the precipitation, were found to be significant, 

as well as the factor interactions VFe and VS
A

. 

It was found that in solutions highly loaded with iron 

( (Fe/V)nolar = 0.19), the reaction started via a prcx::ess of homogeneous 

self-nucleation. Under these conditions the rates of precipitation 

were rapid and were unaffected by additions of seed. In solutions 

loaded to a lesser extent ( (Fe/V)molar <;;0 .14 l the reaction could 
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only be initiated by adding Fe2o
3 

seed material, and it proceeded 

at comparatively slower rates. A shift from the heterogeneous to 

the homogeneous mode of precipitation was seen to be favoured by 

increasing temperature. The apparent activation energies of these 

modes of precipitation were: E a= 91 kJ/mole (homogeneous), and 

E'l = 124 kJ/mole (heterogeneous). These high values indicate that 

in both cases the process is rate-controlled by chemical reaction 

steps. 

The two distinct modes of precipitation were examined 

separately at 140°C, as this was the temperature at which the 

widest range of solution composition was covered. The models 

found to represent the kinetics adequately at this temperature 

were then tested with the data obtained at 135°c and 14Soc. 

High-temperature infra-red spectroscopy was used to rreasure 

free (i.e. unbound) versatic acid concentrations in the iron

loaded organic phases and the dimerization constant of the acid 

was obtained from these data. 

HOMOGENEOUS PRECIPITATION 

The homogeneous mode of precipitation was observed in only 

two of the seven different solution compositions examined in the 

programme of kinf'tic experiments, at 140°C. This limitation on 

the nwnber of kinetic data consequently allowed only the 
examination of simple rate equations. A purely empirical model 

of the form: r = k [Fe] n was tried, and it was found that for 

n = 2 an acceptable fitting could be obtained (Figure 1 shows 

measured rates versus predicted rates). This model was interpreted 

as corresponding to a bi-molecular reaction step involving two 

iron-Versatic complexes of a type which occurs in appreciable 

quantities in highly loaded iron-Versatic solutions. 

HETEROGENEOUS PRECIPITATION 

The search for a mechanistic model for the heterogeneous 

mode of precipitation consisted of the examination of all the 

possible forms that the following general rate equation could 

take. 

kl SA [Fer 
r = d [Fe]/dt = --------------

(1 + k2 (Fe] a +k3 [Hvl+k4 [(HV)2]
c )n 

with: m = O, 1/2, l and 2 

a, b, C = 1/2 and l 

n = 1,2 and 3 

'Ihis type of equation represents the kinetics of a set of Langmuir

Hinshelwood mechanisms. The rate-controlling step can be either 

the adsorption of a reactant, the surface reaction, or the 

desorption of a product, depending on what particular values the 

exponents a, b, c, m, n take. In these mechanisms, adsorption

desorption steps are represented by Langmuir isotherms. 

For the particular case of the hydrolytic stripping reaction 

it was assumed that: ( i) The surface reaation step was irreversible: 

(ii) The surface concentration of H2o was constant; (iii) The 

range of iron complexes which ca n engage in heterogeneous 

precipitation can be represented by a single average reacting 

complex whose concentration is proportional to the total [Fe]; 

and (iv) The adsorption of the inert saturated hydrocarbons of 

the diluent Escaid 110 is considered to be negligible. 

Each form of the heterogeneous rate equation was linearized 

and tried on the kinetic data. Quality of fitting was judged by 

a sequence of statistical tests. 

Five models were found to satisfy the statistical tests 
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in the temperature range 135 - 145°C, though four of them shc,,.,ed 

some lack of fit at 1350c. 

The best model is presented below: 

r = 

Plots of measured rates versus predicted rates at 135°c and 140oC 

are presented in Figure 2 (having three parameters, this 

equation could not be tested at 14sec). 

This model was interpreted as corresponding to a surface 
hydrolysis reaction involving an iron-Versatic complex adsorbed 
on one active site and a water molecule adsorbed and dissociated 
on two sites. 

Although this model has the inherent advantages of a 
mechanistic model, it suffers from two drawbacks in that it 

incorporates a term on free [ttv] which is not a convenient 
operational variable and it does not contain an explicit term on the 

effect of temperature. 

Thus, an empirical model which incorporated the effects of 
T, [vJ total , [Fe] and SA was derived fr-om the factorial designs: 

r = k SA exp (Ea/RT) [FeJ 0 ·78 / [v] 1 ·55 

This model, despite its lack of mechanistic meaning, is regarded 

as a potentially useful design tool for the heterogeneous mode 
of precipitation, giving predicted initial rates of reaction 
wi t:hin :'. 25i of the measured values over the extended tatperature 
range 135 - 1 60°c. A plot of measured rates versus predicted 
rates is presented in Figure 3. 
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Solvent extraction of iron from liquid 1.•astes of metallurgical processes is 
a very interesting technique because, in many practical cases, the presence of 
iron hinders the recovery of other metal values. 

Different organic extractants have been used to separate iron from aqueous 
hydrochloric solutions, but little is known about the use of these solvents in 
different conditions. 

ln the present paper, tri-n-butyl phosphate was taken into consideration as 
extractant of iron from hydrochloric aqueous solutions. Synthetically prepared 
solutions were used for the basic investigations. ln particular, the study of 
the separation of iron from concentrated hydrochloric solutions of aluminium 
salts was performed; for this reason, the synthetic solutions had iron and al� 
minium contents like those obtained by the mineral acidic leaching processes 
of alumina-silicate ores. 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

lron is extracted by TBP as an acid complex HFeC1
4

, provided that the chlo
ride ion concentration is sufficiently large to form Fec14. 

Lewin et al. (I) proposed this reaction in order to represent the extract
ion of Fe(lll) into TBP: 

(1) 

The formation of the tetrachloroferrate complex is favoured by a high alu
minium chloride concentration and causes a strong salting out effect. 

On the other hand, it has been demonstrated (2) (3) that the extraction of 
aluminium into TBP is very smal 1 and decreases when the organic phase is loa.2._ 
ed with iron (lll) , resulting quite insignificant when iron (lll) concentrat
ion is greater than 0. 1 M. 

Many authors have studied the extraction of HCl into TBP (4) (5) (6) (7). The 
species extracted from the aqueous phase at high hydrochloric acid concentra_E. 
ion is represented by the complex (HCl·TBP)

( ) 
with some water molecules: one 

molecule of TSP combines with one molecule 0¥ HCl. 

Combining these effects, the extraction of iron (III) i11 the system water
hydrochloric acid - IBP - Fe(lll) can be represented by the following equat
ion: 

(2) 

(3) 

The equilibrium constant, k
e

' is expressed by: 

i<. = 
e 

[HFeC1
4

·2TBPJ
(o) 

· [HCl·TBP]
(o) 

[1/J(�) ·[ct
-

\_)· [FeCl: \w) · JTBP ]�o) 

where the brackets represent the activities and the subscripts (o) and (w) de 
note the organic and aqueous phases respectively. 

(4) 

Hy using ,ctivity coefficients, equation (2) can be written: 

(HFeCl
4

·2TBP)(
o)

. (HCl"TBP)(
o) 

k
c = ---------------

(>,
+

) !w) 
·(Cl-) 

(w) ·(Feel:) 
(w) · (TBP) �o) 

·(,,) (o) 

YHFcC1
4

·2TBP YHCl·TBP 

2 (,,) 3 
-yH

+ 
YCl

-
YF�Cl� YTBP 

where the parethese� are the concentrations and y and ..., <o) are the activity 
coefficients in �he aqueous and organic phase respectively. 

The total metal ion concentration in the organic phase is expressed by the 
equation: 

+ 2 (Cl 
-

) 
(w) 

· (Feel:) 
(w) 

· (TBP) J 
2 (o)J 

(H ) 
(w)

. y + YCl- YFeCl
-

YTBP 

(F� 
+

3) (ui 

(o) H 
(5) • k 

y(o) (o) . (IICI ·TSP) 
(o) HCl ·TBP YHFeC1

4 
2TBP 

The total metal ion conci;:ntracion in the aqueous phase is expressec;I by the 
equation: 
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16) 

(7) 

(8) 

+3 
(Fe ) 

(w) • 2 - 3 
•e 

· (H ) (w) · (Cl ) 
(w) 

· (TBP) 
(o) 

(o) (o) 
YHFeCl ·2TBP YHCl·TBP 

The distribution coefficient for Fe{III), k
d

, is defined as: 

+3 (Fe ) 
(o) 

(Fe +3) 
(w) 

+ 2 - 3 
(H ) 

(w) 
· (Cl ) 

(
w

) 
· [TBP) 

(o) 

(HCl ·TBP) 
(o) 

2 (0)3 2 
YH1- \i- YFeCl4 YTBP 

(o) (o) 
YHCl ·rsp YHFeC\ ·2TBP 

As the aqueous pha!="! consists of ionic species, ideality is not approached 
even in dilute solutions. But, with the assumption that the ratio of the acti 
vity coefficients of the species r,.,hich compare in eq. (8) varies slightly -
with concentration, the distribution coefficient can be expressed by: 

(9) 

+ 2 - 3 

k • 
(H ) 

(w). (Cl ) (w) · 
(TBP) (o) 

(IICl ·TBP) 
(o) 

.... here k k k
2 

e y 

2 (o)3 
YH+ YCl- YFeCl� YTBP 

and k 
y (o) (o) 

YHCl·TBP YHFeCt
4 

·2TBP 

Should the assumption hold, k has a constant value, so that k also is a 
constant. Ln addition, hydrochlofic acid is considered to be completely dis
sociated in aqueous solution. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Extractant used: tri-n-butyl phosphate reagent grade. 
Diluent used: commercially available "Solvesso 100". 
Aqueous hydrochloric acid solutions were 4.57 M HCl, and contain.?d A1C1

3 
0.037 M. 

The experiments were carried out varying the FeC1
3 

concentration, the sol
vent/diluent volume ratios in the organic phase, the aqueous phase/organic 
phase volume ratios. 

FeCl concentrations were fixed as listed in Table l. 
The �olvent/diluent volume ratios had the following values: 1/1 - 1/5 - 5/1 
The aqueous phase/organic phase volume ratios were: 1 /1 - 5/1 - 10/1. 

Experiments were performed at 25 °C; organic and aqueous phases were added 
into 100ml glass-stoppered conical flasks and shaken for 30 seconds. After 
shaking, the phases were allowed to separate. The analyses were performed by 
common analytical methods; details can be obtained directly from authors. 

RESULTS Ai.\"D DISCUSSION 

The distribution coefficients obtained in each test are sho\ffi in Table I. 
The concentration values in the equilibrated phases for the species which 

appear in the proposed model for k
d 

(eq. (9)) are listed in Table 1. 

The equi�ibrium concentra�ions of �HC�) 
(o) 

and (HCl) 
(w) 

re�ult�d in good 
agreement with the data obtained by Nish1.mura et al.(7) , cons1.den.ng the ex
tractant IBP as undiluted. 

The proposed model gives a good prediction of the distribution coefficients 
for the tests .in which the extractant/diluent vnlume ratio in the organic 
phase was at a minimum (1/5); in this case, k1 assumes a quite constant value, 
about 23. This fact is true for all the different iron concentrations examin
ed. 

When the extractant/diluent volume ratio of the organic phase is higher, 
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tht! morle:1 is not applh:able; probably, this is due to the fact that the quan
tity k can no longer be considered a constant, but the activity coefficients 
of they various species must be taken into account. 

TA B L E 

-

:; 
e i . - oo-

, . a • 

�] 
0 • 

<a><w>
(Cl .. ) 

(w) 
(TBP) 

(o) 
(llCl·TBP) 

(o) No � - - , k
d 

k 
0 - I 

�3 ii 
, 

. -

" 

I o. 1612 1 /5 1/1 14 .0 4 .225 6.370 0. 102 0. 194 22. 40 

2 0. 1612 I /5 5/1 1.6 4. 487 6.965 0.046 0.216 24. 90 

3 0. 1612 1 /5 10/1 2. 2 4. 519 7 .029 0.052 0.218 23. 73 

4 0. 0698 1/5 1/1 259. 7 4. JOO 6.420 0.270 0. 200 22.39 

5 0 .0698 1 /5 5/1 4. 7 4.492 6. 719 0.068 0.216 24.04 

6 0 .0698 1 /5 10/1 2.6 4.534 6.819 0.055 0.220 23. 84 

7 0.0172 1 /5 5/1 186. 9 4.509 6.626 0.231 0.218 24. 71 

8 0.0172 1 /5 10/1 28.4 4.535 6.664 0. 126 0.220 22. 77 

9 0. 1791 1/1 1/1 7685.8 3.891 5.950 0.979 0.500 45.50 

10 0.0727 1 /1 10/1 32.8 4.450 6.612 0.073 0.6)9 419. 7 

11 0. 1970 5/1 5/1 683.8 4. 183 6. 193 0. 13) 0. 954 255.0 

12 0.078B 5/1 10/1 3793. 3 4. 387 6.480 0.431 1.038 916.1 

CONCLUSIONS 

A chemically-based thermodynamic model to predict the distribution coeffi
cients fol" the solvent extraction of Fe(Ul) into TSP has been developed by 
assuming that the ratio of the activity coefficients, k , varies slightly 
with the concentration. The model is applicable at low lxtractant/diluent vol
ume ratios in t.he organic phase. 

Further investigations have been planned \.lith the aim to extend the validi
ty of the model and to verify the bench-scale results by tests carried out on 
a pilot plant. 
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SOLVE-NT EXTRACTION OF ALUMINUM, 

IRON AND TITANIUM CHLORIDES 

G.Z.Sheng 

Southwest Reactor Engineering 
Research and Design Center 

Chengdu, Peoples Republic of China 

A mixture of aluminum, irori, and titanium chlorides results from processes 
under development in which the metal oxides in coal conversion solid wastes 
are subjected to a high temperature chlorination in the presence of carbon or 
another suitable reductant. An essential step in these carbochlorination 
processes is the separation in pure form of the metal chlorides in the product 
mixture. Both anhydrous and aqueous schemes have been investigated. 

A flow sheet for an aqueous separation process developed in this work. is 
shown in�- Two cycles of solvent extraction and a single stage 
crystallization are involved. A mixed HC1 solution is first contacted with 
Alamine 336, a ternary amine organic solvent, to extract the �e(III) ions. 
This is followed by precipitation of the aluminum as AlCl3'6H20 and extraction 
of titanium from the mother 1 iquor using tributyl phosphate. 

The process is based upon a typical mixed chloride feed solution con
taining 2M A1C13, 0.45M FeC13, 0.07M TiC14 and lM HCL (1). An HCl concentra
tion greater than lM is requTred to prevent TiCl4 from hydrolyzing and forming 
a precipitate. 

SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF FE(!!!): 

The extraction of Fe(IJI) from an HCl solution can be accomplished using 
various solvents. Alamine 336, which was used here, has been shown to be 
effective in previous work (2, 3, 4) and to give a govd separation from 
Al(!!!) and Ti(IV). 

Extraction isotherms showed that there was almost no difference between 
the use of xylene or kerosine plus decanol as diluents for the Alamine 336. 
However, the use of kerosine plus decanol significantly improved Fe(IJI) 
stripping from the loaded organic phase. For this reason, plus lower cost and 
reduced flammability, kerosine plus decanol was used in this work. 

Distribution coefficients for Fe(IJI) were determined as functions of 
feed composition and of acid, chloride ion, and extractant concentration. 
Fe{III) extraction and stripping isotherms (Figure 2) were also prepared. 
Iron extraction was found to improve markedly as chloride ion concentration 
was increased. Equivalent extraction at a given chloride concentration was 
found to be independent of whether hydrogen or aluminum was the predominant 
cation. Aluminum chloride is not extracted and will enhance the extraction 
of Fe(rII} by its action as a salting-out agent. Keeping the AlCl3 concentra
tion in the aqueous phase high is beneficial both for the Fe(III) extraction 
and for minimizing the amount of feed solution to be processed. 

To illustrate the removal of Fe(l11) from the feed solution described 
above, let it be assumed that 20% (v/v) Alamine 336 plus 10% (v/v) 1-decanol 
in k.erosine is used (Figure 3). Only two theoretical countercurrent stages 
are required to remove more than 99.9% of the iron (i.e. 1.05 mg/1 Fe{l11) in 
the raffinate) from the aqueous phase when a 1.2:l organic-aqueous phase ratio 
is chosen. Similarly, when the organic/aqueous phase ratio is 1 :1 for 
stripping with 0.03M HC1, six theoretit:a1 stages are needed to remove the iron 
from the organic phase, leaving it suitable for reuse. 

RECOVERY OF ALUMINUM BY PRECIPITATION: 

Precipitation of A1C13·6H20 from the raffinate by introduction of 
anhydrous HCl relies on a method that has been thoroughly investigated by 
others (5). In this work, the sparging was continued until a desired HCl 
concentration was reached. After aging, the precipitate was filtered and 
washed with 12M reagent-grade HCl to reduce the titanium content to an 
acceptable level. The resulting crystals were then calcined at 7oo0 c for two 
hours to produce alumina. As much as 91 percent of the aluminum in the 
raffinate was recovered in a single stage sparge-crystallization when the HCl 
concentration was brought to 9-llM. 

RECOVERY OF TITANIUM BY TBP SOLVENT EXTRACTION: 

An.extractant consisting of 30% (v/v) TBP plus 8% (v/v) decanol in 
kerosine was found to be suitable for recovery of the titanium from the 
sparge-crystallization mother liquor (filtrate). The aecanol served as a 
modifier to improve the titanium distribution coefficients. 

Ti(IV) extraction from HCl solution with TBP is known to be strongly 
dependent upon the HCl concentration in the aqueous phase (6, 7). The 
effect of HCl concentration on Ti(IV) extraction 1s shown in Figure 4. 
When the HCl concentration in the feed was less than 6M, there was virtually 
no extraction of Ti(IV}. Higher HCl concentrations reduced the number of 
theoret i ca 1 stag es required to ca n·y out a given recovery. Ti (IV) was found 
to be easily stripped from the loaded organic phase with l-2M HCl solutions. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

A relatively stra1ghtforward and efficient process has been developed 
for the separation and recovery of constitutents from an aqueous HCl solution 
of metal halides such as would be produced from the carbochlorination of coal 
conversion solid wastes. The process has been demonstrated on a laboratory 
scale. Economic feasibility wfll require the effective recycle of HCl and a 
minimization of organic phase losses in the extraction and stripping cycles. 
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EXTRACTION OF ZINC AND CADMIUM BY 

HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT AMINES 

Anil K. De, Uday S. Roy and Narahari Parhi 

Department of Chemistry 
Visva-Bharati University 

Santini ketan 731235 
West Bengal, India 

In recent years solvent extraction technique has 
found important application· in pollution abatement programmes 
particularly for removal of toxic metals such as Zinc,Cadmium 
and mercury from industrial waste effluents. A rapid and 
selective method has been developed for extraction of Zinc 
and Cadmium from hydrochloric acid ey- high molecular weight 
amines in nitrobenzene. 

The amines extract anionic metal complexes from aqueous 
solution due to their unique anion exchange ability.Amberlite 
LA-1, the high molecular weight Secondary amine·(R.,NH), on 
pretreatment with bydrocholoric acid, extracts ani6nic chlo
rocomplexes of Zinc and Cadmium from hydrochloric acid medium. 
The extraction mechanism is shown s 

,._ +-

M H +- t, Hcl ? ( M ljl-t) -f- It H 
:,.-

,2 (�NH. Hctt
)
+-(McfJf )� � JI1s:2.N�.,_ (M<�i<t-)1oJ 

+- 2... cl(r.....) 

where M2+ = Zn2+ or Cd2+ 

(o) • organic phase 
(a)• aqueous phase 

and �NH • Amberlite LA-1 

The Secondary amine and its salt with anionic chlorocomplexes 
of Zinc and Cadmium are insoluble in aqueous solutions but 
are highly soluble in organic solvents. The present paper 
reports on the comparative solvent extraction behaviour of 
Zinc and Cadmium, as Chlorocomplex, with Amberlite LA-1. No 
such work is reported in the literature ( 1 - 8 ). 

GENERAL EXTRACTION :PROCEDURE 

A solution containing 1-15 mg. of Zinc/Cadmium was 
taken in a separatory funnel (100 ml). The aqueous phas�+was 
adjusted tot� optimum HCl concentration ( a 2M for Zn and 
a 0.5 J4 for Cd +) and made up to 10 ml. It was equilibrated 
with 10 ml of 5� V/V Amberlite LA-1 in nitrobenzene (amine: 
nitrobenzene = 1: 20 by vol�e) for 5 minutes.The experiments 
were carried out et 27 + 1 c. The two layers were allowed 
to settle for 10-15 minutes. The organic phase was separated 
carefully and trRnsferred to another separatory funnel. 

The residuel aqueous phase was collected, excess 
acid neutralised by ammonia and line/Cadmium estimated Comp
lexometrically with EDTA. 

The extracted organic phase wa.f" stripped with 10 ml. 
of 2 M HNO (ln)/ 1 M m;o · (Cd) for 5 minutes. The orga.nic 
phase we.s Jena.rated careftllly e.nd the residual aqueous phase 
again estimated as before complexometrically after neutrali
sation by ammonia. 

EXTRACTION PARAMBTERS 

Ilydrochloric acid concentration -

The extraction of Zinc and cadmium increase with 
increased HCl concentration and become quantitative at =2M 
(Zn} and = 0.5 M (Cd.). The distribution �atios (D) were 
calculated from the eq : 

D = � (rng-x - �
where V and v2 are the volumes of aqueous and organic phases 
and x = percentage of metal extracted ( q ) • Plot of Xa:Rg 
log D - log CciJ in both cases gives straight l�Ees with 
slope 2.0 which indicqtes the formation of (Zn014) / 
(Cd ci4)2- in the aqueous phase. 

Amberlite LA-1 concentration 

At constant metal ion and optimum HCl Concentrations, 
the extractions of Zinc and Cadmium become quantitative at 
amine : metal ratio•� 2. Log D � log LAmineJ plots give 
a slone of ?..0 so that the extracted species is 

{<R
2
Nif

2
}

2 
(M 014> 2} where M = Zn2+; ca2+. 
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Diluents 

Several diluents were examined: n-hexane,carbon 
tetrechloride, benzene, xylene, toluene, chloroform,butanol 
and nitrobenzene. Among these nitrobenzene gave the best 
result. However there is no clear cut relation between die
lectric constant and percentage extraction for the system� 
studied. 

Loadine Experiments 

At constant amine and �.ydrochloric acid concentration 
loading experiments for mete.l ions were carried out .Optimum 
extraction was observed for 0.065 to 1.30 g/1 of Zinc and 
0.12 to 2.36 g/1 of Cadmium. Extrc:>.ction isothenns reveal 
metal : amine ratio w = 1 : 2 in the organic phase in both 
the cases. This supports the proposed extracted species as 

[ ( R%N H�)� (MdtJ
2

-J 0

Extractive Separations 
From experiments on the effec� of diverse ions on 

the extraction systems it has been possible to work out 
several separations of Zinc and Cadmium from some ternary 
and quaternary mixtures. 
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MERCURY ISOLATION BY SOLVENT EXTRACTION AND 

NON-ELECTROLYTIC METHOD FROM LOW 

CONCENTRATION CINNABAR ORES 

Victor Arenas, Hernan Lizama, Ricardo Schrebler, Ignacio Gardiazabal 

Universidad Cat61ica de Valparaiso 
Valparaiso, Chile 

The lixiviation of a mineral with a little law in cinna
bar (0,2'7.. Hg) was carried out employing a O,6v/v sodium hypoch_lor!_ 
te aqueous solution of pH 6 containing NaCl. The concentrated lix!_ 
viated solutions were obtained using LIX 34 (1% in Solvesso 150) 

as extractant. The best conditions for Hg(II) stripping were rea

ched with a 0,1 M HCl/lM NaCl solution which concentrates the ini
tial mercury solution by a factor 20. From the concentrated solu -
tion it was possible to get metallic mercury by electroless at 
room temperature in presence of brass alloys of different composi

tions. 

Theoretical Limitations, 

From the thermodynamic point of view, ci�nabar and mere� 
ry are easily dissolved by hypochlorite as can be seen in the 6 G 
values for this reaction (6 G::::-216 Kcal/mol t;gs). By this reason, 
only diluted solutions are needed (1,2). The corresponding equa -

tions are 

- - 2-HgS(s) + 4 ClO (aq) ";=:!: HgC12(aq)+2Cl (aq)+ so4 (aq) 

Hg(s) + Cl�q + ClO�q+H20 _,=HgC12(aq)+2 OH-(aq) 

However, in order to avoid losses of chloride, a rigo -
rous control of pH is required. As can be seen in Figure 1, below 
pH 3 the HClO is reduced with evolution of gase·ous chlorine (3) accor

ding to reactions 

2 HClO + 2 H+ 
+ 2 e Cl + H 0 2(g) 2 

Cl + ClO + 2H+ 

Thus, the occurrence of these reactions at pH lower than 
3, diminishes the yield of the extraction process. By the other 
hand, the existence of Hg(O) makes necessary aqueous solutions with 
a relatively high concentration of chloride due to the participa -
tion in the process of the redox systems 

(1) 

(2) 

and the 

(3) 

(4) 

follow 

(5) 

(2) can 

(6) 

Hg +2 /Hgo E 0, 79 (N. H. E .) 

Hg +2 /Hg;2 E 0,91 (N. H. E. 

equilibria 

Hg2c12 Hg? + 2 c_i Ksp 10-18 

HgC14 
2-

�Hg
+2 

+ 4 Cl 10-15 

Considering eq(3), the redox systems (1) 

10-18 E = 0, 79 + 
o,�58 log 

[c1 -7 2 

E = 0,25- 0,058 log 

Accordingly, taking 
be written as 

E = 0, 91 +� 

[n-] 
in account eq. (4) 

log [ Hg +2] 
2 [cJ 2 

10-18 

the 

can be put as 

or 

redox system 

or 

E = 0,55-0,058 log Hg[II] - 0,18 log [ c1-J 

The graphic representation of equations (5) and (6) are 
shown in Figure 2. It can be inferred from these graphs that 

a) The specie Hg2c12 prevails in the whole range of low chloride 
concentration and thus, the system that participates Hg+2

/ti&z
C12. 
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b} In order to get the redox system (1) without the presence of the 

insoluble specie Hg2c12• the chloride concentration must be hi
gher than 3M. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 

Tast polarographic technique was employed to determi
ne Hg +2 in aqueous solutions in a conventional cell with three ele£ 
trodes, Figure 3. The electrolyte was deareated with Argon during 

3 hours and then increasing amounts of aqueous solutions of HgC12 
were added. The regression straight line was obtained with a 95% 
confidence limit. 

The microscopic analysis of the samples employed sho
wed that the prevailing mineral species were silicates and quartz 
with little amounts of metallic corn:i.1onents, mainly pyrite and c� 
bar. The Atomi_c Absorption Analysis appears in table I. 

The process of continuous lixiviation of the mineral 
was considered studying its yield in function of lixiviation time, 

NaOCl concentration and per cent of solid matter dispersed in sol� 
ti.on. Figures 4 and 5, show the results obtained. The bes-t yield 
was reached when the mineral was lixiviated for 3 hours with 0,6% 
NaOCl containing NaCl and 4% of solid matter dispersed. 

T A B L E 

Element Abundance % Error 
Fe 5, 1% 1% 
Cu 0,33% 1% 

l1n 0,36% 1% 
Sb 0,30% 5% 
Co 0, 0035% 2% 

Ni 0,006% 2% 

Pb 0,005% 2% 

Total Mercury: 0,2% 

':'he enrichment of the lixiviated electrolyte was 
made employing a continuo�s countercurrent extraction process with 
LIX 34 (RH). As the lixiviation gives an anionic complex it was 
necessary to convert it to the cathionic form. Furthermore, taking 
in account that the chloride complex is less stable than the armno
nium one (K =2.l')-7 and 1,6.10-9 respectively), the lixiviated elec-c 

+ trolytes were treated with an aqueous solution of NH3/NH4 giving 
rise the formation of Hg (NH3)4

+2 according to reaction. 

As a matter of fact, the extraction of the complex 
ion with LIX 34 origins the liberation of protons and the alkaline 
media in which mercury is complexed favours the extractive process: 

For the same reason, the stripping of Hg(II) from 
the organic phase is favoured by contact with aqueous acid phases. 

Batch studies allowed to establish that satura -
tion of organic phase was reached with five consecutive extraction 
steps using a 1%v/v LIX 34 solution in Solves so 150, Figure 6. The 
stripping of mercury was attained ·with a solution containing HCl 
and NaCl in order to get mercury in the complexed form. The results 
obtained with a continuous system of two extraction stage and two 
stripping stage are summarized in Table II. 
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Extraction 

Stripping 

TABLE II 

Molar concentration of Mercury (Ill_. 

Organic Phase Aqueous Phase Stage 

53 -10-4 3, 53 10-5 
.43 -10-5 

a,o 2 

8, 13 · 10-6 1,33· 10-2 

0,0 0,0 

The conversion of Hg (II) to Hg (0) from a 1.10-3 

solution was made by means of an electroless process ussing brasses 

of variable composition. This last process is characterized by the 
apparition of gross t!letallic mercury drops because of the dealloying 
of the brass in strongly agressive media such as the one in the 

stripping step. The reaction can be put as follow 

Cu + Zn ---> Cu +2 + Zn +Z + 4€: 

2HgC14
2- + 4e -2 Hg0 + 3 Cl-

CONCLUSIONS. 

The present results allow us to conclude that with 
the choice of the proper experimental conditions, it is possible to 
dispose of a suitable alternative for working low law mercury mine
rals << 1%). The solvent extraction technique allow to concentrate 
Hg(Il) from lixiviated solutions which can be easily reduced to me
tallic mercury by applying an el�ctroless process eI!lploying brasses 
of different compositions. 

1.- G. W. Hack and J. B. Hamilton, U.S. Patent. 
.701.651 (1972). 

2.- G. A. Parks and N.A. Fittinghoff, Engineering M!:._nning�J:!rnal., 
171(6), 107 - 9 (1970). 

3.- B. J. Scheiner and R.E. Lindstrom, Bureau of Mines Metallurgy. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF URANIUM IMPURITY TO 

PRODUCE NUCLEAR-GRADE ZIRCONIUM 

D. J. MacDonald, H. G. Henry, and D. J. Bauer

Reno Research Center 
Bureau of Mines 

Reno, Nevada USA

In a method. inw�stiqated by the Bureau of Mines for improved production of 
nuclear-qra<i.e Zr02 from zircon sand, trioctyl amine in k:erosine was used to 
countP.rcut'rently extract zirconium from an aqueous !i2so4 solution. The solvent 
rejected hafnium and other impurities ilerived from zircon sanO, hut not traces 
of uranium. For example, a representative organic-phase extr;i,ct contained 3.8 q 
zirconium and 0.002 q uranium per liter. Selective countercurrent stripping of 
the extract separ<l.ted zir-conium from ur.'!lninrri when high chloride-ion activity was 
maintil.inerl. A lE"an or.qanic solvent stream was preloaded with chloride hy con
tact with an aqueous solution of. Q,SM I-Cl in 4.0M NaCl. Tlie chloride-loaded 
solvent ....-as used to hack-extr;ict ura-;;-ium from a Zirconium-larlen strip Hauor. 
The a'lueous chloride i:JolutiQn from the chloride preloarHng of the organic sol
vent was use<l to strip zircQnium from an organic stream formed by combining the 
above-mentionec'I zirconium-free uranium-bearinq solvent and the zirconium- ancl 
uranium-hearing organic-phase extract. 't'he resulting orqanic stream, bearing 
uranium but rJepleted of zirr.onium, was purqed of uranium and readied for recycle 
by contact with Na2C03 solution. The zirconium-bearing strip liquor resulting 
from these operations contained 14 g zirconium and 0.00003 g uranium per liter 
and yielderi precipitated Zro2 suitable for making nuclear-grade ;,:i.rconium, 

In the course of investigations on separating zirconium from hafnium, 
Bureau of Mines research showed that a tertiary amine solvent extraction system 
capable of eliminating hafni•1m impurity was not effective in removing uranium. 
The specification for nucleac--grade zirconium requic-es a uranium content no 
greater than 3 ppm. The benefit of the amine extraction system could oot be 
c-ealized unless a procedure for removing uranium could be found. The uranium 
originates with zic-con sand, the raw material from which zirconium is made. 
Zircon sand contains about 200 ppm uranium, and in the amine extraction ahout 
two thirds of it reports to the organic-phase extract with the zic-conium. 

An approach to the problem was suqqested by the known behavior of uranium 
with anion exchange resin (1), as shown in table 1. Higher concentrations of 
HCl shift greater Pfoportio;s of uranium into the resin phase, The ion exchanqe 
resin was Dowex .a.Gt , which has quaternary ammonium functional groups. When a 
tertiary amine organic solution loaded with zirconium is contd.cted with an 
aqueous chloride solution, the zirconium is stripped. Moreover, the degree of 
stripping becomes more compl1:te dt higher chlo .. , ·� concentrations. 'nlerefc-· if 
the chloride activity could be kept high enouc_, the uranium impurity coul. .,e 
retained in the organic phase whill! zirconium is stripped. 

TABLE 1. - Distribution coefficients for uranium(VI) on strong base anion 
exchange resin as a function of aqueous-phase HCl concentration, 
according to Strelow and Van der Walt (1_) 

HCl, 
mol/1 

o. 1 
2 .o 
4 .o 
6.0 

Distribution coefficient 
for uranium( VI) 

1.0 
10.4 
96.0 

416 .o 

A more detailed description of the overall pt"ocess is given in Bureau 
of Mines Reports of Investigation (2), and a patent has been applied for (}). 
A generalized flowsheet is shown in-Figur�. 

PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

Preliminary experiments, in which a zirconium-laden. organic extr-'\ct was 
subjected to counte-rcurrent stripping with NaCl solutions, .':lhowed that the 
desired effect might be achieved, but only if the chloride activity could be 

made higher. The countercurrent flow sequence is shown in Figure 2. The loaded 
organic solvent enterinq the flow sequence contained 3.8 g zirconium per liter 
and 1.56 mg uranium per liter. Mixer-settlers, each of. which had a total volume 
of 580 ml, were operated at an organic-to-aqueous phase ratio of 3.6. Table 2 
shows that higher chloride concentrations in stripping agent solution used in 
the preliminary experiments resulted in smaller propoc-tions of total uraniurn 
passing into the strip liquor. Complete stripping of zirconium occurred. The 
best strip liquor produced in these preliminary experiments contained 14 g zic-
conium per liter and 0.33 mg uranium per liter, for a uranium-zirconium ratio of 
24 x 10-6, Since nuclear-grade zic-conium lll..lSt contain less than 3 ppm uranium, 
higher chloride-ion activity was needed, but using more NaCl was ruled out by 

its limited solubility in the presencP. of HCl, and using rruch more HCl was 
uns-'\tisfactory because of thic-d-phase formation. 

TABLE 2. - Proportion of uranium remaining in stripped organic golvent 
as a function of stripping agent solution chloride concentration 

Strippinq agent solution, 
NaCl HCl 
2.0 o.o
2.5 .o 
3.0 .o 
3 .s .o 
4 .o .o 
4.0 .1 

4.0 .s 

JTOl/1 Proportion of uranium, p::t 
Strip liquor Strinn,,,,d orqanic solvent 

79 21 
73 27 
53 47 
42 58 
34 
24 

7 

66 
76 
93 

Reference to specific brand names is rMde for identlfic4tion purposes dnly and 
does not imply endorsement by the u.s. Bureau of Mines. 

METALLURGICAL EXTRACTION PROCESSES - I 

To get hiqher chloride-ion activity in br>th phases simultc1neously, a flow 
sequence designed to pre load the orqanic phase with chloride was used. Figure 3 
shows how it was arranged. Two organic streams entered, one lean and neutral
izeri, the other c:trrying zirconium and uranium. 't'he aqueous i:.tream, called 
stripping agent solution, containerl sodium chloride and hydrochloc-ic acid anc1 
was used t::> load the lean organic stream with chloride and subsequently for zir
conium stripping. In the ;,:irconium-stc-ipping stages all the zirconium and part 
of the uranium was transferred to the aqueous phase. In the uranium
back-extraction stages, uranium in the aqueous phase was transferred back into 
the high-chloride organic phase. 

Two compositions of stripping solution, one containing 0.25M OCl in 4.0M 
NaCl and the other containing O. SM J-cl in 4.0M NaCl, were tested-:- Results a�e 
shown in table 3. The most significant results are the uranium concentrations 
in stage UX1. When the stripping agent solution contained 0.25M HCl, the strip 
liquor contained 0.19 mg uranium per liter for a uranium-zirconium ratio Of 14 x 
10-6, which is still not acceptable. When the stripping solution was made O.SOM 
in HCl, the resulting strip liquor contained only 0.03 ffi9 uranium per liter, -

for a uranium-zirconium ratio of 2 x 10-6• The nuclear-grade specificati()n was 
satisfied. 

TABLE 3. - Aqueous-phase zirconium and uc-anium concentrations from 
contacting operations with the flow scheme of fiqure 2 

0.25_!! I-Cl in 4.0_!'.! NaCl a.so� oc1 in 
Stage 

( aaueous Mase) Zc-, q/1 u, mq/1 Zr, q/1 
First uranium-back-

extraction stage (UXl) 14 0.19 14 

Second uranium-back-
extraction stage (UX2) NA 0.41 NA 

First stripping stage 
(STl) 14 1 .3 NA 

Second stripping stage 
(ST2) ,. 7 0.09 NA 

NA - Not availahle 

4.0� NaCl 

u, mq 1 

0.03 

1.3 

·1 .o 

.os 

The uranium and chloride remaining in the stripped organic phase were 
removed by contacting with soda ash solution, which neutralized the organic 
stream and made it acceptable for recycle. Zirconium oontained in strip liquor 
was recovered as reactor-grade Zc-02 whose purity was verified by emission spec
trographic analysis pee-formed by a commercial Zit"conium producer. 

Countercuc-rent scrubbing of a zirconium-bearing strip liquor with tertiary 
amine organic solvent preloaded with chloc-ide was effective in removing uranium. 
The resulting zic-conium-laden strip liquor was suitable for producing nuclear
grade zirconium. 
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Figure 1. - Flowsheet for solvent extraction of hafnium and uranium from 
zirconium. 
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Figure 2. - Flow sequence for ooO.ntercurrent stripping. 
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Figure J. - Fl.ow sequence for oountercurrent chloride-loading. uraniu-back

extraction. and tirconiua-stripping operations. 
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A DATA BASE FOR SOLVENT EXTRACTION CHEMISTRY* 

w. J. McDowell, D. C. Michelson, B. A. Moyer, C. F. Coleman

Chemical Technology Division 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 USA 

'Research sponsored by the Division of Chemical Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the 
Union Carbide Corporation. 

The rapid proliferation o� scientific and science-related literature has 

made information retrieval a real problem in most scientific desciplines, but 

in many respects the problem is more serious in separations science than in 

other areas. This arises from the fact that extraction, ion exchange, and 

d1i:-omatographic separations are used in many different disciplines, and the 

same operations have acquired different names in these different disciplines. 

Also, different operations are sometimes referred to by the same name. As an 

example of the first, "liquid-liquid extraction" is called "solvent extrac

tion" in hydrometallurgy and "phase-transfer" in biochemistry and organic chem

isLry. An example of the second case is "extraction," vhich means removing a 

metal from an ore body to metallurgists and removal of an essence from an herb 

to an organic or pharmaceutical chemist. These and simi.lar nomenclature prob

lems have made indexing and retcieving of separations information particularly 

difficult. In addition to these differences in nomenclature (including index 

terms and keywords), publications are in journals of various disciplines. 

Thus, searches with most indexes are usually both incomplete and too extensive 

(retrieve unwanted material) at the same time. 1t wa,:; found that existing 

indexing systems either located many references, 90% of which were of no 

interest, or, if the search was restricted to solve that problem, needed mate

rial was lost. Further, much of the original literature in hydrometallurgical 

separations is poorly indexed. Reports of many government laboratories in 

the period 1945 to 1967 are poorly indexed and arc now difficult or impossible 

to find. These reports are being included in the data base described here. 

In an effort to al Levi ate many of the above-mentioned problems, we are 

attempting to assemble a computer-seArchabl.e data base, called "Separati.ons 

Science Data Base," that is designed specifi.cally for retrieval of information 

needed in chemical separations problems. The initial aim of this data Uase is 

to emphasize solvent extraction and ion exchange literature, although the 

indexing is structured so as to include other separations methods such as 

distillation, precipitation, or flotation, for example. The data base is 

supported by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory computer system by a data 

management and retrieval system called RECON (REmote CONsole), <md the refer

ence material can be retrieved in an interactive manner nol only in terms of 

author, title, source, and date of publlcation entries but also in terms of 

the substance separated (both those recovered and those rejected), the separa

tion agent used, the matrix from which the separation is made, and the type 

of information contained in the reference. 

The highly selective retrieval ability of the data base derives from a 

unique feature. The index terms or kC!ywords that are usually all lumped 

together as a subject index are separated into five categories. These are: 

Separation System, Separation Agent, Separated Substance. Matrix (from which 

the separation i!:i made) and Type of Information (in the i:;ource). ln addition, 

the terms in the separated substance category can be flagged to indicate 

whether the substance is retained in the separation, is rejected, or cannot 

be separated. This categorization of index terms al.lows a much more selective 

search than is possible with conventional data bases. For example, questions 

of the sort "How do I separate substance A from substance B out of matrix M?" 

arc easily answered by the retrieval of !:i\H�cifi.c references. Also, the field 

can be further narrowed by specifying the type of reagent desired and the type 

of information desired. In short, searches can be extremely specific with 

little danger of failing to retrieve desired references. A copy of the first

page introductory material describing these fields that is obtained when one 

first accesses the data base on RECON is shown in Figure 1. The RECON system 

will display portions of any of the indexes adjacent to any term on request. 

Four such index segments are shown in Figure 2. Sets of references from selec

ted terms may be combined using "and" logic to give sets of very specific ref

erences. A part ion of such a search is shown in F igurc 3. 

An additional feature of che Separations Systems Dat.:i Base is the manner 

in \..'hicb multi-subject reports are handled. Such reports often cause trouble 

because of false cross-coupling of index terms for separate subjects in .such a 

wny as to retrieve a document when, in fact, it contains no information of the 

type sought. This problem has been largely solved by indexing each subject of 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (GENERAL) 

such multi-subject reports as a separate input item. Together with all of the 

bibliographic data, one of the subjects is indexed in a normal or "parent" 

reference; then each additional subject is indexed in a "split" input form that 

contains only the index-term lists and a cross reference to the parent refer

ence. False retrieval from cross-coupling is thus effectively eliminated. 

The process of indexing for the Separations Science Data Base has been 

made relatively painless by the use of input forms that contain spaces for all 

the pertinent bibliographic input information plus a complete thesaurus for the 

index terms. The indexer has only to chooose and circle or highlight the 

ap;nopriate word or words in each index field (Figure�). Space for an 

abstract is also provided. Single-subject papers for which an abstract is 

available usually require about 15 m.i.nutes each. An abs"tractor's manual is 

available. ["Separations Scil:!ncc Data Base: An Abstractor's Manual," 

J. \.1. Roddy, W. J. McDowell, and D. C. Michelson, ORNL/TM-7805 (July 1981)]. 

Authors are urged to help by indexing thel.r own publications. 

The data base is stored on the computer system at the Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory and is searchable through the United States Department of Energy 

RECOK data management system. Anyone having access to the DOE/RECON system 

may search it directly, or searches can be made through the Western Regional 

Information Service Center, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Building 50, 

Room 103, Berkeley, California 94720, phone (!415) 486-6307. Printed lists of 

the selected references complete with abstracts may be obtained. 

Although the data base is far from complete (4000 records presently, 

perhaps 20% of the available solvent extraction references), it }1as definite 

advantages for the separations scientist. Lt is a specific subject data base, 

and thus indexing can be much more specific because of the narrower scope and 

the opportunity for a more complete keyword list. The problem of non-standard 

and conflicting nomenclature has been eliminated because of a standardized 

keyword 1 i.st applied by persons knowledgeable in th� subject matter. 

Additional information on the Separations Science Data Base can be 

obtained from any of the authors. 

SEPARATIONS SCIENCE DATA BASE 
(3,978 RECORDS RELOADED ON 02/07/83) 

This data base is designed specifically for the storage and retrieval of 
information needed in chemical separation problems. Initial entries are 
concerned primarily with solvent extraction, ion exchange and related 
fields. Available indexes are: 

AU•AUTHOR SS-SEP. SYSTEM 

TL-=TITLE 
YR•DATE 

LT•LITE'RATURE TYPE 

IT-SEPARATED SUBST. 

SA=-SEPARATION AGENT 
MA•MATRIX 
Tl-TYPE OP INFO. 

Each of the indexes in the right-hand column contains index terms describing 
information w-ithin that index name. By selective use of combinations of 
indexes and index terms, information on specific separations under specific 
conditions can be retrieved. 

SEPARATIONS scrENCE DATA BASE Page 2 

In SEPARJ\'l'ED SUBST. index, substance name is follo""8d by notations giving 
additiQnal information about the separation. Name only indicates substance 
1.s extracted {or retained on column or filter) or that specific information 
on a separation is not given. 

Name - • substance rejected 
Name , - "' subst. optionally collected or rejected 
Name +- • substance splits 
Name? • info. in doubt 

Roman numerals indicate oxidation state. Text search available on title 
and abstract. 

P'or further information contact: 
Se par at ions Science Data Base 
Bldg. 4500S, Mail Stop C-256 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
P.O. Box X 
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 

( 615) 574-6714, FTS 624-671.4 

FIGURE 1. INTRODUCTORY/EXPLANATORY MATERIAL DISPLAYED BY 
RECON WHEN THE DATA BASE IS ACCESSED 
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(A) 

EXPAND IT•URANIUM 
""" DESCRIPTOR 
EOl IT-TONGS'rnf , ---
,02 IT-TUNGSTEN( V ) __ 
E03 IT-TUNGSTEN( VI )_ 
E04 IT""1'0NGSTEN( VI)-_ 

-E05 IT-URI.NIU)(___ 
E06 IT-URANIUM ---
E07 !,,_URANIUM ,-__

E08 IT-URANIUM( III)_ 
E09 IT-URANIUM( IV) __ 
ElO IT-URANIUM( IV)- _ 
Ell IT-oRANIUM( IV), -_ 
El2 IT-URANIUM( VI) __ 
El3 IT•ORANIUM( VI )-_ 
EH IT-URANIUM(Vl ).-_ 
E1' IT-VANADIIDl__ 
El6 IT-VJ\NADIOM +-__ 
El7 IT-'11.N.\DIUM -__ 
EU I'l'-VMADIUM ,-__ 
El9 IT-VMADIUM( II)_ 
E20 IT-VANADIUM( II )+-_ 

Elml<, 

(C) 

EXPAND K7t.•Hl'1'AA'l't.: 

""" 

EOl 
E02 

-E03 

Z04 
E05 
E06 
E07 
E08 
E09 
ElO 

Ell 
El2 
<13 
El4 
El5 
El6 
El7 
El8 
El9 
Z20 

ENTZR, 

DESCRIPTOR 
K7t.•HOLTEN SALT __ 
MA•IIEO'l'RAic_ 
K7t.•NITRATZ_ 
HA•NITRlTZ_ 
HA-0 
MA-ORGANIC ___ 
MA-ORGANIC ANION_ 

MA-OD.I.An_ 
K7t.-oJOOANT ___ 
HA-OXID 
HA•P!:RCBLoRATE_ 
HA•PEROXIDE_ 
MA•PBOSPHATE_ 
HA•PI.ASTIC ___ 
MA•REDOCTANT __ 
M>.•RESIDUALS __ 
MA•RESIN ____ 
MA•SALT 
MA•.SILICATE_ 
M>.•.SULFATZ_ 

(B) 

t:XPAHU .SA-'l'BP 
CIT RU DESCRIPTOR 

EOl SA•SOLPONATE_____ 
,02 SA•SULJ"ONZ_ 

10 E03 SA•SULPONIC ACID_ 
E04 SA-Stn.roXIDE __ 

465 E05 SA•SULFUR 
60 COMPOUNt>-ORQ__ 
u -!!06 SA-TBP 

l E07 SA-TERTIARY AMINE__ 
43 E08 SA-THIOPHOSPBA'l'!-OR 

2 G 
E09 SA-TBIOPBOSPBORIC 

214 ACIO-ORG ___ 
" ElO SA-TIN COMPOUND-ORG 
38 EU SA-TOPO 
59 E12 SA-TOPS 

El3 SA-T!UlUJCYL 
,. PHOSPHATE_ 

EH SA-TRIALJCYLPHOSPRAT 

-MORE- .,.,.,., 

(D) 

CIT 
EXPAND AO•BROWN 

40 
REP DESCRIPTOR 

88 
-EOl AU•BROWN _ ___ 

1100 
Z02 AO•BROWH, A,E,P._ 

10 
E03 AU•!!JWWN, IC.8, __ 

117 
E04 AU•BROWN, P.R. __ 

100 E05 AU•BROWN, W.B. __ 

57 E06 AO•BJWCHLE, ··--

73 <07 AO•BRUIN, ··--

3l E08 AU•BRUN 'XO, T.G._ 

21 
<o• AO•BRDNE'l"l'E, J.P._ 

292 no AO-BRUNINX, E. __ 
Ell AU-BRONISHOLZ, G,_ 

125 El2 AU•BRUSSET, ··--

2 Zl3 AU•BRtrl'OVSXY, M,_ 

59 El4 AU-BRYAN, S.E. __ 

76 El5 AU•BUCHANAN, J.M._ 

7 .,. AU•!!UCBAlfAN, J,R._ 

851 El7 AU-BOCBER, J.J._ 

" 
.,. AU•BOCBilCB'IN, E.P._ 

743 .,, AU•BODANOV, A,G._ 

-NORE- E20 A.U•BUOESINSU, ··-

"""""' 

FIGURE 1. PORTIONS OF THE INDEXES, (A) SEPARATED SUBSTANCE, (B) SEPARATION 
AGENT, (C) MATRIX, ANO (D) AUTHOR, DISPLAYED BY RECON ON REQUEST 

ENTER:SELECT URANIUM 
>PROCESSING< 

1 433 IT-URANIUM 
ENTER: SELECT IRON -
>PROCESSING<t 

2 100 IT-IRON -
ENTER I SELECT MA-AQUEOUS 
>PROCESSING< 

3 1919 MA•AQOEOUS 
�:SELECT MA•ACID 
>PROCESSING< 

4 2117 MA•ACID 
ENTER: SELECT MA-SUL.PATE 
>PR:OCESSING,c 

5 743 MA•SULPATE 

ENTER:SELECT SA•AMINE 
>PROCESSING< 

6 511 SA-AMINE 
ENTER:SELECT SS•EXTRACTION 
>PROCESSING< 

7 3101 SS•EX'l'RACTION 
ENT!:"R:COHBIN!: 1 ANO 2 AND 3 AND 4 ANO 5 AND 6 AND 7 
>PROCESSING< 

8 91AN02AN03AND4ANDSAND6AND7 
ENTER:DISPLAY 8/6/1-8 
>PROCESSING< 
<ACCESSION NO,> &2•000254 ... • ......... 1 

<AO'l'BOR> Babcock, w.c., Baker, R.W.; Kelly, O.J., LaChapelle, E.O. 
<TITLE> coupled Transport Membranes for uranium Recovery 

<ACCESSION NO.> OSZ0004086 ............ 2 
<PARENT REP.> See accession No. OOP0004081 
<ACCESSION NO.> 05Z0003955 ........... 3 
<PARENT REP. , see accession No. OOP0003950 
<ACCESSION NO.> Ol.Z0003702 ............. 4 

<PARENT REP.> see accession No. OOP000370l 
<ACCESSION NO. > OOP0003743 ............. 5 
<AUTHOR> Ryon, A.O.; Johnsson. x.o.; Bauman, H.F 
<TITLE> Progress Report of Process Test section tor October 1956 
<ACCESSION NO,> OOP0003696 ............. 6 

CIT 
14 

71 
62 

167 
605 
447 

13 

14 
. 

158 

185 
-NORE-

CIT 

.. 

l 
2 
l 

-MORE-

<AUTHOR> Bauman, B."!'.; Buchanan, J.R.; Decarlo, V.A.i Guymon, R.H./ :Klima, B. 
McLeod, H.M.,Jr.; Manneschmidt, J."l'.; Ryon, A.O.; Wiethaup, R.R. 

<TITLE> Progress Report of Engineering Section Raw Materials Process Testing: 

April 1955 
<ACCESSION NO.> 0000003582 ............ 7 

cAUTHOR> Ryon, A.O.; Oal.ey, P.L. 
<TITLE> Solvent Extraction of Uranium from Reduction Slag Slurry 
<ACCESSION NO.> OOP0003423 .............. 8 
<AUTHOR> Brown, X.B.; Coleman, C.P.; Crouse, O.J.; Ryon, A.O. 
<TITLE> Progress Report on RaW" Materials for November 1957 
EN'l'!:R: •STOP 

FIGURE 3. AN EXAMPLE OF A SEARCH IN WHICH THE QUESTION, "HOW DD I 
SEPARATE URANIUM FROM IRON OUT OF SULFATE MEDIUM USING 
AN AMINE EXTRACTANT?" IS ASKED. NOTE THE SPLIT RECORDS 
THAT ARE CROSS-REFERENCED TO PARENT REFERENCES, PROBABLY 
MULTI-SUBJECT REPORTS. 

CAREFULLY CIRCLE OR HIGHLIGHT THE APPROPRIATE TERM OR TERMS FROM EACH TABLE 

I Adwrption 
2 Ccn1rifuption 
J Chromatoa;raphy 
4 CQ'11.�lliution 
S Diffusion 
6 Distillaiion 
7 Electrodepmition 

I Aeid1ty cffcc1 
2 Agcnt compn.effcct 
JA,ent concn.cffcct 

J7 A,en1s1.1bili1y 
4 Analytical method 
S An1.11onism 
6 At.no.effect 

JS Bibliography 
7 Cap,aeity 
8 Coclr.cicnt 
9 Constant 

I Acc:1ylacctonc 
2 Adwrbent 
3 Alcohol 
4 Aliphl.ticwt,·enf 
< Alumina 
.. , 

8 Eltttro�is 

<SEP SYS> 

(Sep. Sysicm) 

9 Ele<:tropho�,is 
10 Elec1ros1,1icPpt. 
!I Eimaction 
12 Fihra110n 
13 Flomion 
14 Gas-Liqutd 

<INFOTYPE> 

(Type of Info,) 

27 Gradicn1 
J5 Ion Eitchanae 
16 Liquid-Liquid 
l7 Magnc111m 
18 Osmos111 
19 Photolysis 
20 Prccipiiation 

21 Scdimcl'll,iion 
22Sohd-Gas 
23 Sohd-Uquid 
24Solid-Solid 
2SSublimation 
26 Zone Rcfin,na 

10 D«ont.amination factor 
II Device 

19 Matrixconcn.cffcct 
20 Mcchl.ni5m 

29 Syncr1i!m 
30 Temp.effect 

12 Dilucnt compn.cffcct 
38 Flow rati: effect 
13 Flowshttt 
14 lntcnsr.� propcnie1 
36 lnterf1cial phenomena 
IS lwtherm 
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IMPROVED AKUFVE SYSTEM FOR FAST AND ACCURATE 

SOLVENT EXTRACTION STUDIES 

J. Rydberg, J. 0. Liljenzin and V. Albinsson

Department of Nuclear Chemistry 
Chalmers University of Technology 

S-412 96 G6teborg, Sweden

AKUFVE is a Swedish acronym for "appara tus for continuous measurement of 
distribution factors in liquid:_liquid extraction". The system was developed 
during the period 1962-1967 (l-6) in order to improve accuracy and rapidity in 
measurements of solvent extraction data. The AKUFVE is now used in more than 50 
labora tories around the world fer solvent extraction studies of metals, organic 
acids, etc., for analytical purposes, for small scale separations, etc. A survey 
of the system and it� applications have been given in 1973 (7) and 1982 (8). 

The AKUFVE n,quires some peripheral hardware for efficient use: thermostats, 
on-line detectors, data collection and presentation equipment. This paper de
scribes the recen t replacement of the equipment , which was originally installed 
more than 15 years ago. The goal of the modernization has been: 

l) a thermostat system of higher capacity and more constant temperature 
that can be used by more than one AKUFVE-unit at the same time; 

2) radiometric on-line measurements which are less affected by sorp tion, 
especially at pH' s where metals begins to hydrolyze; 

3) use of a dataprocessor, which on-line (i) controles the extraction 
cycle and data collection in a programable manner, and (ii) presents 
the measured data and calculated functions continuously during the 
experiment. 

This paper briefly describes the results of the present modernization. 

THE AKUFVE LIQUID FLOW SYSTEM 

The liquid-flow system, see !].�, consists of a mixing chamber connected 
to a continuous-flow liquid-liquid centrifugal separator (the "H-centrifuge"), 
from which the separated phases are returned to the mixing vessel, thus forming 
a closed liquid-flow sys tem with two connected loops. Changes in the composition 
of the system, through addition of reagents to the mixing vessel, or through 
tempP.rature change, is reflected in change& in distribution ratios, observed by 
the on-line detectors at the centri fuge· outlets. 

The heart of the system is the H-centrifuge (2,�,9), which is especially de
signed for short hold-up times (0.3-3s), while at the same time providing verv 
efficient phase separation. usually with <0.1% entrainment of the ''other phasetl 
in each outgoing separated phase (9-11). High phase separacion €:ff i ciency aud 
on-line detectors are fundamental to the AKUFVE-principles of rapidity and ac
curacy. 

Typically, a "normal nm" with >30 poin ts of D versus e.g. pll, is made in an 
hour, excluding time for preparation and restoring. Various modes of AKUFVE uses 
have been described earlier (e.g. 12-17). 

A NH/ TYPE OF TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

Heat is developed during acce:!.eration and retardation of the liquids in the 
centrifuge. This heat must be removed ir: order to make runs at constant tempera- · 
ture. Larger hea t exchangers were installed to permit more rapid change in system 
temperature. Temperature control of the AKUFVF. is complicsted by the lng-time 
due to the existence of two liquid loops. This lag-time depends on flow rete, 
organic/aqueous phase volume ratio and to tal liquid volume, and tends to induce 
oscillations in a teriperature control loop. 

To overcome most of these difficulties and also permit independent operation 
of more than one AKUFVE-unit, a new the mos tat system was develop ea, see £�, 
2. This system consists of two thermostats operated at different temperatures, 
typically -10 and 85°c, which delivers cold and hot liquid as demanded by the 
temperature controllers on each AKUFVE-unit. Hot and cold liquids are mixed to 
obtain the desired temperature on the primary side of the AKUFVE heat exchangers. 
This mixing is controllecl by a standard temperature controller. The set-point of 
that controller is given by a second temperature controller which reacts on the 
difference in tel:lperature between the liquid in the AKUFVE mixing chamber and 
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in 10-15 minutes, 45-60 minutes wi th the old system. The syster1 permits operation 
of the AKUFVE from about S°C to about 70°c. After 15 minu tes the temperature is 
cons tant to within +0.1°C and after a longer time to about +0.06°C, somewhat 
depending also on the temperature selected. Generally a better temperature con
stancy is obtained in the middle of the available temperature range than at the 
extreme ends. 

NEW RADIOMETRIC FLOW CELLS 

Several types of liquid-flow cells have been designed. where the detector is 
physically (e.g. through SO!!'.e wall) separated from the radioac t ive solution 
(e.g. 18-20), the simplest being a piece of flexible tubing wound around a soli<l 
scintillation crystal. All these celln have an iPvnriant deficiency: radionuclide 
sorbed on the cell wa]Js interfere with the true measurement of the rr1dioactjvity 
in the solution. There are two ways to correct for this problem: 

a) to accept adsorption, and measure and correct for it, or 
b) to adjust chemical conditions so that adsorption dces not interfere. 

We are developing both lines. 

For case (a) we use a cell, separated from the detector, with a variable 
volume to surface ratio, whicl-. allows sep.arc=1ting volume activity from surface 
activity. This technique iB applicable for Y, and s trong B emitters. For case 
(b) we continually withdraw a small fraction of the test solution, chemically 
reduce sorption and measure. the radioactivity in the solution through liquid
scintillation counting technique. This technique is the useful for radionuclide,s 
emitting a and soft S (21). 

Cells for y measurements. Suppose the true radioactivity in the solution is 
S = Rv/V, where Rv is the measured radioac tivity from cell volume V. Also 
suppose that the cell is surface contaminated by the radioactivity R and that 
the detector background countrate is R0• If cell volume can be variedsfrom V' to 
V", without changing surface area or geometry, then 

()) 

(2) 

(3) 

Thus 

S = R�/V' = R� /V'' 

R' S V'+ R + R ; R "= S V"+ R + R 
tot s o tot s o 

S = (R�ot - R�0t) /(V' - V") 

Rtot is the total measured radioactivity; the values of the cell volumes, V' and 
v•T, are fixed and given by the design so that V' >> V". 

Figure 3 shows a cell d�signed according to this principle. The present cell 
has a liquid volume of 35 ml, but almost any size down to 1 ml can be designed. 
Results of runs under varying surface sorption conditions will be presented 
later. This type of cell has by design a very small effect on the counter pres
sure on the outgoing flow from the H-centrifuge a t constant cell volume. However, 
during the volume change operation it leads to pressure trarisieots due to the, 
temporary increase or decrease in liquid flow rate between the cell and the 
mixing chamber. The operation of the H-centrifuge is also somewhat dependent on 
the inlet pressure. The inlet pressure will change with cell volume as the empty
ing or filling of the cells changes the liquid level in the mixing chamber. I t 

has therefore been necessary to make riinor changes in the centrifuge to compen
sa te for these effects, Smaller cells would decrease these effec ts, but would 
also require a higher specific activity of the solutions used. 

An alternative design is to make a cell with fixed volume but with variable. 
surface area. Such cells are presently being designed, and will be compared with 
those above. Such a cell will probably also not affect the centrifuge counter 
pressure and could have less pressure transients. 

Cells for fl and B liquid scintillation counting. Cells of the type described 
above arc unsuitable for fl and sof t B emitters. Since many actinides, and the 
biochemically important 31' and 14c, belong to this group, i t is highly desirable 
to develop flow cells for such radionuclides. We have chosen to apply the tech
nique of liquid-scintillation counting to meet our AKUFVE needs. 

The ll.quid volume of the smallest AKUFVE system is 100 ml (H-10 version; 
Ref. ll). We hnve designed a flow cell according to Figure 4 for a withdrawal of 
10 ul/min, or 5 ml/8 hours. This hardly affects. the liquid conditions in the 
AKUFVE. The arrangement contains 3 pumps: (l) for feeding surface sorption de
pressing r-eagents like strong acid (e.g. I M HCl) and/or complex formers (e.g. 
EDTA), (2) for mixing and transport, (3) for feeding liquid scintillator in to 
sample. The detector cell is of the plug-flow type and has a volume of 200 µl, 
and a hold-up time of I min. Under these conditions a suitable measuring cycle 
takes about 4 minutes: a 2 minute counting, beginning every 4th minute. 

The scintillation flow cell is connected via a light trap to two scintilla
tion detectors (D1 and D2) in a cell housing. The signals from the detectors are 
fed to the scaler/single channel analysers, where individual detector signals 
and coincidences are recorded for treatment in any desired way (see later sec
tion). Each cell housing also contains a calibration source, which is also used 
for obtaining quenching coefficients. 

The small withdrawal requires substantial activities in a solvent extraction 
experiment, usually of the order of 50 µCi (-2 M B<J). E.,$. for Z39Pu (t½ 24.400y) 
this corresponds to - l mg in 100 ml (i.e. - 4xlo-5 M 23"Pu). We are presently 
experi.r.ienting wi th various cell-types and flow mixtures to find optimal condi
tioP..fi. Results of runs on various a-active solutions will later be presented. 

_!)ATA PROCESSOR CONTROL 

All instruments and controls on the AKUFVE unit are designed to operate on 
the IEE-488 bus, thus making them fairly independent of the computer used in the 
system. The original shake-down of the system was made using a Commodore CBM-3016 
computer but this is being replaced by a Sirius-I system. Figure 5 shows the 
general l<lyout of the new data collection and control system. The radioactivity 
measuring system consists of two 2"x2" Nal (Tl) equipped scintillation detectors 
connected via amplifiers and single channel analyzers to a triple scaler-timer 
with IEl'-488 interface. The third scaler is also connected to an amplifier/single 
channel analyser and used for special tasks, e.g. density measurements via gamma
absorption cells. Analog signals are measured by a four and a half digit milli
volt meter with IEE-488 interface. The voltmeter input is switched to any one of 
four i.npu t lines by reed relays operated from a controller connected to the 
IEE-488 bus. One· of the input lines j s permanently connected to a bridge for 
measuring of the mixing chamber tempera ture using a Pt-100 resistance thermometer. 
The same cent roller also operates five reed relays for control of equipment, 
e.g. the volume of the measuring cells, Another controller on the bus reads the 
status of eight input lines which makes it possible to check operation of equip
meut and AKUFVF.. The set-point of the primary temperature controller is given by 
a digital/analog converter with 8 bit resolution also connected to the IEE-488 
bus via a separate controller. 
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Figure 2. The principle of the r.ew temperature control system. 

Figure 7 Liquid flow cell for variable volume/surface area ratio. 
1-1' liquid in and out-flow, 2 and 2' liquid volume in 
cell in open and closerf condition, respectively, 3 teflon 
membrane, 4 movable plunge operated through valve 5, 
6 scintillatcr face, 7 lead shielding, 8 liquid bypass in 
closed position. 
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tigure 5. DL,gram of the new measurerrent an<l control system. 
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Figure 4. Flow cell for liquid scintillatic-n counting. a-b liquid 
flow from centrifuge, d feed of acic! and/or complexing 
agent, e feed cf liquid scintillation C()C.ktail; 1, 2 and 
3 arF: cog-wheel pumps; 4 mixer; f outflow to light-trap 
and detP.rtC1r sy!>ltr.1. 
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THE POSSIBILITY OF HYDROXONIUM ION 

EXISTENCE UNEQUILIBRIUM EXTRACTS 

A. Chekmarev, G. Yagodin, S. Dmitriev

Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology 

A-47, Miusskaya sq., 9
Moscow, USSR

1''or the first time the ano:nalous effect of oreanic phase sa

turation in extraction of zirconium from aqueous solution of 

Zr(S04)2• 4H20 by tri-n-octylamine (TOA) was described in (11.

It is realized in transition in organic phase at the first stage 

of extraction (under conditions of interphase contuct limitation) 

such amount of metal, which exceeds considerably the equilibrium 

concentration. The deviation of maximum concentration from equi

librium depends on the metal concentration in the initial aqueous 

solution. The curves of zirconium concentration dependence in or

e;anic phase on phase contact time for different initial concen

trations of Zr(so4)2° 4H20 in aqueous phase in given in Pigure 1. 

Phase contact was carried out in the Lewis cell vii.th fixed inter

phase area (mixer speed was 250 rev./:nin.). As an extractant we 

used 5�; benzene solution of TOA sulphate. Initial water phase 

(Zr(so4)2 • 4H20 water solution of fixed concentration) was pre

pared by dilutin5 1,85 ?,I Zr(SO 4)2 • 4H20 ;1ater solution (keept 

before using at least for a month) immediately before an experi

ment. Equilibrium concentrations of zirconium in organic phase 
are shown in l?ie;ure 1 by triangles (the fie;ures near the triang-

les indicate the number of the curves). For equilibration two 

phases were carefully mixed (emulgation) for half an hour. 

The dependence of maximum concentration deviation from 

equilibrium concentration in organic phase against water con

sentration of Zr(so4)2 
• 4H20 is shown in Figure 2. In the se

parate experi�ent we established that in the case of 0,02 M 

Zr(so4)2 • 4H20 solution there was no anomalous saturation 

( I::.. = 0). 

·rhe maximum D. is observed for initial Zr concentration 

near O,J Iii (Fivure 2). In the following ex;ieriments we used this 

very solution. 

Earlier we have shown that in aqueous solutions of average 

concentration (near O,J i\I Zr(S04)2 4H2o) tJ::ere exist fragments 

of solid Zr(S04)2 4H20 structure [ 2,JJ. It is just with the 

presence of such fragments that the effect of anomalous satura-

tion in connected. 

It is kno1:n that in dissolving solid Zr(S04)2 • 4H20 and 

in diluting its concentrated solution the salt structure is 

destroyed·by hydrolysis of sulphate bridges between zirconium 

atoms [Jj. In this process coordinatively unsaturated with 

acid ligands monomers are forraed: 2r(OH)2(J04H)2• It is evident 

that analo�;us process can to.ke place in extracting zirconium 

sulphate from water solution containir:g O, J i,i 2r. It is logical 

to suppose that in thin case the first stage of extraction m1,1st 

be the addition reaction of mnine sL:lphate and unsaturated mono-

mer: 

'rransi tion to oq;anic phase coordinati vely unsaturated 

complexes must be accompaneyd nith coextraction of significant 

ammount of vmter. In Figure 3 the curve of water content in 

organic phase against the time of phase contact is sftown. 

In 20-JO minutes after the beginning of contacting in the 

Lewis cell dimness of organic phase was ree;istered because of 

sweating (water is secriting). This phenomenon is connected with 

the decrease (diminution) of zirconium hydrolysis degree as a 

result of intermolecular reaction: 

Organic phase turns turbid in the case of phase separation 

in 15 minutes after the bec;inning of contacting (before sweating) 

and holding it in a closed vessel. In this case determination of 

H2o content before and a.fter dimness (withrut emultion separa-

tion) allowed to establi'h that total H
2

0 content increases in 

the process of emultion secretion. 

In this case the second stage of extracion process is 

correctly represented by the equation (�), further stage must be

analogous with the last stage of nonhydrolized sulphate complexe 

extraction [ 4]: 

Actually, in the condition of equilibrium the ratio TOA 

rushes to 4 :  1 as for nonhydrolized complexes. 

For confirmation of the supposed extraction mechanism Ih

and BIR spectra were recorded for the intermediate and equilib

rium extracts. 10% solution TOA in cc14 was used. Contacting 

was performed in the Lewis cell. The spectra were recorded 

immediately after phase separation. 

Zr 

IR spectra are shown in Figure 4: N1 - 20 min,; N2 - 90 min. 

(the maximum of anomalous loading); NJ - 5hrs, (the descending 

twie; of the curve); N4 - 7hrs (near the equilibrium) - the time 

from the beginning of contacting; NS - the equilibrium extract 

(JO min. of phases emulgation); N6 - the extract of nonhydrolyzed 

zirconium sulphate; N7 - 10¾ sulphate TOA in cc14• 

'rhe sil.ape of the succesuive extract spectra changes gradually 

approach the spectra 1rN5 and 6, which are indistiguishable. In 

the region of deformation water band manifestation (..-..1600cm-1) 

in the spectra I-i1 und �;4 band with frequency· 1660 cm-1 has a 

shoulder near 1700 cm-1; in the spectrum N2 the band 1600 cm-1 is

absent and absorption is observed only near 1700 cm-1; there are
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two resolute ba.ndB D.t. 1700 cm-1 and 1660. crri-1 in the spectru.i! HJ. 

In the IR - spectrfi N5 a.nd N6 the band near 1700 cm-1 is abnent. 

�
1he nb:;,Jrption near 1700 cm-1 can be assiened to the inner 

deformation vibration of hydroxoniwn ion H3
o+ or n5o2+. This 

supposition can be confirfil.ed by the feet that for the extncts 

vlith ubsorbtion neer 1700 cm-1 'the ubsorbtion is fixed near 

2000-240 cm-1 [s,6] , wi.1ereas for equilibrium extracts �ibsorb

tion y (JH) + y (HH) beeins only at 2400 cm-1, 

·fhe PI.ill spectra o.re presented in :•'isure 6. (the same indi

cation as in Fir;ure 5). '£he spectra Illi 5, 6, 7 are practically 

identical, only in the spectrum N5 the signal of water hydrogen 

shifts slightly dorm field: In these spectra the peaks for the 

H-H (amine salt) D.nd :t
2
o are resolved. In the non-equilibrium 

extract spectre ( 1-4.) the situation is quite different which is

in good c.creet.tent vil'ith data of IR-spectroscopy. ·rhus, in IR-spe

ctrum !12 there is only one band near 1700 cm-1 ( S H3o), in the 

appropriate Pl,m - spectrum si11&le proton exchange signal of NH -

groups and H20 molecules. In IR-spectrum NJ two bands are well 

resoluted (�1600 cm-1 and 1700 cm-1), inPMR-spectrum the proton 

signal of H20 moleculs is resoluted, but besides there is proton 

exchange signal of i-;H-groups and some H20 molecules. The increa

sing of contacting time (approaching the equilibrium) leads to 

ceasin3 of exchange indiceting H3o+-ions disappearance. 

Thus, IR and PI.IR data support the mechanism of extracts 

anomalous loading. It is posoible to make a conclusion that at 

the first staee of extraction the anomalous loading effect is 

accompanied by H3o+-ion formation due to hiGh \'later content of 

unec;uilibriUJn extracts. Under these conditionf; the equilibrium 

R.
J
1';H+ + !120 -:: R3NH3o+, ·.rnuallj· Bhifted almost completely to the 

left, shifts to the H3o+-ion formation. The decreased water con

tent approac�ing the equilibrium leads to H
3

o+ destruction. 

In conclu�ion it is pos:;i'ole to note that Pl'.�-opectra of 

equilibrium extra.ct£: containine hydrolized sulphate zirconium 

complexes and hie.her amount of water also are characterized by 

the preser.ce of sine;le exchenee sienc.l �lli+ - H20. 
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Fif;ure.1. �ependence of the organic phase loading on the 
initial concentration of Zr(S04)2 • 4H20 and 
on the time of phase contact in the Lewis cell 
(hrs.). V - equilibrium Zr concentration in orga
nic ph�se. Initial aqueous concentration Zr(so4

)�, 
U: 1 - 0,20; 2 - 0,25; 3 - 0 1 33; 4 - 0 1 40; 
5 - 0,50; 6 - 0,56; 7 - 0,71, 

Figure 2. Dependence of the deviation 6 = Zr���:- Zr�;i1· 
on the initial aqueous concentration of Zr(S04)�. 

Figure 3. Dependence of the org. phase water concentration 
on the time of phase contact in the Lewis ce11. 

Initial v1ater phase cons. of Zr(_so4)2, M: 1 - 0,2; 
2 - 0,3; 3 - 0,4, 

Figure 4. IR - spectra of the extracts obtained by �ontac
ting of 10% sulphate TOA sol. in cc14 with 0,3 M 
aqueous Zr(S04)2 sol, ·Ume of contacting: 1-20min; 
2 - 1,5hrs; 3·- 5,0hrs; 4 - 7,0hrs; 5 - equilib
riwn extract; 6 - org. phase :loading with nonbyd
rolized zirconium sulphate; 7 - initial org. sol. 
10% sluphate TOA in cc14• The bands assigned to 
the inner deformation vibration of H20 and H3o+ 

ion are marked with ast1;risks. 
Figure 5, PMR - spectra of the extracts (the same symbols 

as in Figure 4). 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE EXTRACTABILITIES OF 

UNIVALENT CATIONS WITH CROWN-ETHERS (2) 

Yuko Hasegawa 

Science University of Tokyo 
Tokyo,Japan 

The factors affectini the extraction of the ion-pair Detween 

a :ie Lal 10,, complexed wi tn a crown-ether and an anion have been 

studied ( 1). The extraction may be malnly affected by the stahil i ty 

of tne metal-crown ether complexes in aqueous solutions. The 

ext rac ta bi 1 i ty of the cationic comp lex should be affected by i) tne 

interact\on of the ion-pair with organic solvents and tl) nature of 

aqueous solutions as wel I as iii) the hydrophobic tendency of the 

complex and iv) the counter ton. The present paper will mainly 

describe the influence of i) and ii). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The experiments were carried out at 25 °c. As crown-ethers, 

15-crown-5 (15C5), benzo-15-crown-5 (Bl5C5), 18-crown-b (18C6) and 

dibenzo-18-crown-6 (DB18C6) were employed. Benzo-15-crown-5 and 

DBl�C6 were recrystallized from heptane ana benzene three times, 

respectively. Other reagents were used without further purification. 

Two phases were placed in a stoppered glass tube and agitated 

vigorously. The silver(I) concentration was measured by atomic 

absorption method. The concentration of crown-ethers distributed 

to two phases was measured by spectrometry, that is, tne concentra

tion or DB18C6 and 815C5 was determined by measuring the absorption 

of benzene ring at 275 nm, ana those of 15C5 ana 18C6 were determined 

by measuring the absorption of DPA (dipicrylaminate) anion extracted 

with the crown-ether complexed with sodium(I) (for l5C5) and with 

potassium(I) (for 18Cb). 

Distribution ratio was defined as the total concentration 

ratio between two phases. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

(A) Interaction of Ag(I)-crown ether complex with TOPO. 

The extract ion of Ag( I) with crown-ethers and/or TOPO and 

picrate ion into cnloroform is summarized as follows. 

i) It was confirmed elsewhere (2) that Ag(I) is extractahle with 

crown-ethers and pi crate ion as the ion-pai.r of l :l :1, AgE+A-, 

where E and A denote crown-ether and picrate ion, respectively. 

Then the extrar.tion constants are: 

Ag+

+ E(o) +
A- � AgE+A-

(o) 

Kex110 

i1) Silver(!) is also extracted as the picrate, Ag +A-, into 

chloroform in the absence of crown-ether ana TOPO, although the 

extraction is very poor. 

iii) In the presence of TOPO but no crown-ether, Ag(I) is extract

ahlc as the ion-pair of 1:1:l and 1:2:l, i.e., AgT+A- and A,;r2+A

where T is TOPO (J). 

iv) When the distribution ratio of Ag(!) was plotted aJainst 
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TOPO concentration at constant concentration of crown-ethers and 

picrate ion, the higher ratio was obtai.ned at the higher concentra

tion of TOPO. The enhancement is partly due to an extraction of 

A�+ ion as picrate with TOPO but it is also due to extractions of 

mixed species of A,g( I) containing both crown-ethers and TOPO as 

picrates. Then, t.he gross distribution ratio and the adduct forma-

tion constants can be written as, 

LA�+A-]0 + LAgE+A-]0 + I[AgTm+A-
]0 + L[AgETn

+A-
]0 

D =-------------�-----��-� 

[Ag+ } 
(2) 

AgE
+A-

(o) + T(o) � AgET+A-(o) 

P1 

AgE+A-
(o) + 2T(o) � AgET2+A-

(o) 

�2 = [AgET2+A-J0/LAgE
+A-]0LT]0

2 
(�) 

The net distribution ratio with the crown-ether ana TOPO can 

be described as, 

D - DO 

where n0 is the distribution ratio obtained without the crown-ether 

otherwise identical and is calculated by introducing the equilibrium 

constants obtained in separate experiments into Eq.(2). 

Figure 1 gives the log (D - D0) vs. log [T]
0 

plot. The data 

wer� analyzed by the curve-fitting method. The solid lines in Fig. 

1 are calculated by these constants. 

(B) Effects of lithium salts on the distribution of crown ethers. 

It was reported (\) that presence of lithium chloride enhances 

the extraction of 18C6 into dichloromethane, e.g., the distribution 

ratio between water and dichloromethane was 4.50 and that between 

O.�M LiCl and the organic solvent enhanced to 7.4. Salt-effects nn 

the distribution of crown-ethers have been studied more in detail. 

Figure 2 shows the change in the dist�ioutton ratio of DB18C6, 

Bl5C5, 15C5 and 18C6 between chloroform ana lithium nitrate aqueous 

solution as a function of the salt concentration. The distribu

Lon ratio of l 5C5 having smaller cavity than 18C6 seems to be more 

influenced by the salt. The distribution ratio of crown-ethers 

having more rigid structure with benzene ring, Bl5C5 compared to 

15C5 or DB18C6 to l�C6, do�s not seem to be influenced more 

remarkably. The impairment or the distribution ratio may be due 

to the formation of the lithium complex with the crown-ether in 

the a1ueous phase. If the assumption is correct, the extraction 

of crown-.,thers can be improved by using more hydrophobic anion as 

a counter-ion. Figure 3 shows the ratio of the distribution ratio 

of 15C5 or 18C6 in the presence to that in the absence ot' lithium 

salt as a function of the salt concentrations. The presence ot 

perchlorate ion leads to poorer extraction than nitrate ion, in 

spite of the more hydrophobic cnaracter. Moreover, the addition 

of lithium chloride seems to enhance the extraction of 18C6, 
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nevertheless chloriae ion is the s 1nal lest among these three anions. 

The degree of impairment 01· t.he extraction is in the sequence or 

c10,. ) No3 ) Cl-. The order a�rees with the order destroying 

water structure by salt anion which was reported on the has is of 

IR measurement of various aqueous solutions (5). 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been reported that a central metal ion in lhe comlex 

with crown-ethers would be still possible to form adducts with 

�asic neutral l�gands, although it has heen a.ssu•ned that metal ions 

trapped in the crown-ether rin� were not hydrated or that, they 

were hydrated si·ailarly(6}. The e:�t:·a�tio:1 of crown-ethers into 

chlororo,-m is salted in by lithiurn nitrate and perchlorate. 

Crown-ethers are affected hy electrolytes as similarly as most 

nonelectrolytes (7). 
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Fig. 2. The change in the distribution of DB18C6 ( 0), 
l8C6 ( Q), BljC5 (.) and 15C5 (I:::,.) between 
CHC15 and Li.N03 aqueous solution as- a function of 
the salt concentratio11, L'he value of lo� K00 js 
0.8 for 18Gb, 2-� for Dl5C�, and 0.9 for 15C5, 
where K

00 is the distri})ution ratio between 
water and c1-1c13. The solid lines· are ct"raw11 
arbitrarily. 
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Fig. The influence of lithium salls on the distribution 
of l5C5 (circles) or 18C6 (triangles) between LiCl 
(closed SY'nbols), LiN03 .(open symbols) or Li.Cl0,1 
(scmiclosed symbols) aqueous solution and CHC13.
The solid lines are drawn arbitrarily. 
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PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF N,N-DIBUTYL-2-ETHYL

HEXYLAMIDE AS EXTRACTANT FOR URANIUM 

Miroslav M. Kopecni and Djordje M. Petkovic 

Chemical Dynamics Laboratory 
The Boris Kidric Institute of Nuclear Sciences 

P.O. Box 522 
11001 Belgrade. Yugoslavia 

A 3ysternatic investigation of the use of H ,i{-di-n-butyl
-2-ethylhexylamide ( .1JB,.:;.i'A) as an extract ant for the extraction 
and separation of actinides in a Furex-type flowsheet, has been 
studied by GasDarini and Grossi (1). They have shown that D3BHA 
is applicable to operating solvent extraction systems since its 
synthetizing is cheap, it exhibits a similar behavior as tri-n
-butyl phosphate ('.L1He), but it has better decontamination of 
uranium from some fission products, uranium-thorium ·separation, 
stability and unaergoes to less-deleterious degradation products 
than '.L1B1J. 

A proper widerstanding of extraction technology and expe
rience can be reachei provided that t'·:ere is enou�h information 
on the nature of t·1e .0.Lt,�n.A extraction process and the behavior 
of the reaEent under different conditions encountered in practice. 
It is therefore of e;re:J.t imvortance that good physical chemical 
data on chemical equilibria are available and relate to plant 
needs. This is the object of the pr·esent work. 

'lhe dipole moment of DUE.d:A. has been determined in n-hexane 
(3.67 D), cyclohexane (3.67 D), benzene (3.69 D), and tetrachlo
ride (3.?5 u). �he numbers in parenthesis refer to the dipole 
moment values expressed in Debye units. The experimentally ob
tained dipole moment values huve been plotted as a function of 
dielectric constants o.f diluents and. extrapolated to the unity 
value of the dielectric constant. In such a \1ay a 3.62 D value 
has been approximated as the dipole moment of DBEHA in the 
vapour state. 

lhe infra-red spectra of DB..::HA and its solutions in n-hexane 
and chloroform are shown in .L7ip;ure 1. 'fhe peak of the UBEHA amid.e 
e;roup is shifted towards low energies with the substitution of 
n-hexane with chloroform, while in pure iJBEnA t:1e spectrum shows 
a peak and n. smell shoul-i.er situated betwe�n the peaks in n-hex-
ane and chloroforn. 'rhis can be explained as the existance of .LJD,; ___ ,'i, 
monomer yredominantly in n-hexane, appearinc of the self-associ
ation of DBEHA molecules in the pure DBEHA and dissapearing of 
the split of the pure amide peak in the interaction of DBEHA 
with chloroform. 1i'hese spectra show the definite influence of 
UBi':HA Di.Olecules themselves and chloroform on the frequency of the 
amide group in DBEHA. 'fhe high absorptivity of the amide e;roup 
made the infra-red spectra of D"BEHA difficult for a quantitatiVe 
treatment. 

INT,sRACTION CF DE,;HA WITH DILm:wr 

The self-association of DBEHA and its intermolecular associ
ation with diluentS have been studied by dielectric constant 
raeasurements, gas-liquid chromato0raphy 3nd nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy (2). However, dielectric constant measure
ment offers a number of advantages over GLC and spectroscopy (3) 
techniques. By means of dielectric con�tant measurements on the 
mixtures of DBE3A with inert n-hexane and according to proce
dure (4), that was employed previously in studies of dimeriza
tion of TDf', the dimerization constant of DBEiiA has been deter
mined as 0.2 at room tem�erC:1tw:e. L

1hC inte:i.·:�ctidn of D3:.:1--L\ with 
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chlo:.,oforrn, consLlerinr; it as t'.�e i'or::i10.t;ion oi o. monm�olvate, 
DBZ.}{A•CHC13, studied by spectroscopic techniques and dielectric 
constant measurements, has led to the values of complex formation 
constant of over an order of m8e;nitude (5). The average value of 
the constant based on the use of dielectric constant data, has 
been given as K = 1.13 dm3mol-1• In the case of carbon tetrachlo
ride and benzene, the salvation constant values are 0.1 and 0.02, 
respectively, which indicates that there is little measurable 
interaction between DBEHA and these diluents other than that due 

, \ 
to random collisional events. 

i:XTRACTION OF NITRIC ACID 

DBEHA does not extract sulphuric and hydrochloric acid, even 
at very high concentrations of the acids in the aqueous phase. It 
also does not extract water :!ls .it has been proved bY Karl Fisher 
titration of the organic layer. 

. , 

In the extraction experiments n-hexane has been empioyed. 
r11he third phase formation has been noticed only at high loading 
of the organic phase and great acid content in the aqueous phase. 
1:h�se systems have been missed out in further considerations. 

. The extraction of the nitric acid can be described by _the 
following equations. 

(1) 

(2) K 
al!NS(org) 

where S stands for DBERA, K is the thermodynamic equilibrium con
stant, and a denotes chemical activities_of different cpecies 
distine;uished by the corresponding easily recognized subscripts. 
1l1he subscript erg describes the species in the organic phase, 
while for the species in the aqueous phase a subscript is omitted. 
The standard. state of all the species involved is their infinite 
dilution either in the aqueous or in the organic phase. The con
centrations of the species are expressed in mol ctm-3• 

�he slope analysis, performed by plotting of nitric acid 
di_stribution data (Figure 2) as log C

HN(org/C
l!N 

= r[cs(org)] 
for the constant concentration of nitric acid in the aqueous 
phase and different total concentrations of DBEHA, has confirmed 
the predominant formation of 1 : 1 (nitric acid : DBEHA) solvate. 
�l1he thermodynamic equilibrium con::,tant, defined by eq. (2), has 
been evaluat�d by K = lim [ CHNS(org)---. O, CS(org)-+ o]
C

HNS(org)/ a:Cs(org)' as log K � -1.3. Here a� denotes the mean 
nitric acid ion activities taken from literature (6). 

Ex:TRAC'rION OF URARYL NITaATE 

1l'he formation of the third phase has been more pronounced in 
the uranyl nitrate extraction with DB:EHA. i.>ue to that undesirable 
efiect, benzene and toluene have been chosen as diluents instead 
of n-�exane. The extraction of uranyl nitrate is somewhat poorer 
when toluene is replaced with benzene. It may be ascribed to the 
slight difference of the salvation of .OBEHA with benzene or 
toluene. '.C'he eXtraction isotherms (�)show a maximum 
loadinG of the organic phase at about one half of the DBEHA con
centrat�on. It suggests the next equilibrium: 

(3) 

with corresponding equilibrium constant expression 
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INTERFACIAL PROPERTIES AND METAL EXTRACTION CHEMISTRY 

OF THE ORGANOPHOSPHORUS ACIDS: 

(RO)2PO(OH); (RO)RPO(OH); R2PO(OH) 

Michael Cox 
Hatfield Polytechnic 

Hatfield, Hertfordshire, U.K. 

Maria Elizalde and Jose Castresana 
Universidad del Pais Vasco 

Bilbao, Spain 

Nuria Miralles 
ESTIIB. Barcelona, Spain 

Recently interest has been reawakened in the use of phosphonic 
and phosphinic acids as metal extractants following the commercial 

introduction of derivatives of these acids by the Daihachi Chemical 
Industry Company and the American Cyanamid Company respectively. 

Most of the published work on these reagents has centered around 

the separation of cobalt and nickel (1) although earlier studies 

had compared the extraction of lanthanides and actinides (2). In 
a general survey of extraction by the three types of organo
phosphorus acidic extractants typified by di-2-ethylhexylphosphoric 
acid , HDEHP; 2-ethylhexyl-2-ethylhexylphosphonic acid, HEH[EHP] 
and di-n-octylphosphinic acid, HOOP, we have observed some 

interesting trends in the extraction behaviour of other metals. In 
particular it has been noticed that the ptt

50 values of calcium are 
very dependant on the type of extractant. This has possible 
commercial interest in that the widely used extractant for zinc, 
HDEHP, does tend to co-extract calcium. 

REAGENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The extractants HDEHP (British Drug Houses Ltd} and HEH[EHP] 
(Shell Chemical Co. SME 418} were commercial samples and were not 
further purified. The phosphinic acids were commercial samples, 
American Cyanamid Co. Cyanex 272, or synthesised from the alkene 
and hypophosphorous acid (2). Metal distribution studies were 

carried out using aqueous solutions of the metal nitrates in 1.00 
mol dm-3 ammonium nitrate with pH adjustment by ammonia or dilute 
nitric acid. Toluene solutions were made up using the formula 
weight of the reagent. Interfacial tension data were obtained on 
toluene or heptane solutions after equilibration with the a�propriate 
aqueous phases using a glass Wilhemy plate. All experiments were 
carried out at a temperature of 2s0c. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Reagents. All the published data indicate that these acids 
are dimeric in the organic diluents normally used in extraction 
and this has been confirmed for the new reagents used in this work. 
The pKa values of the replacable proton vary with molecular 
structure in the order: (ROJ2PO(OH) < (RO)RPO(OH) < R2PO(OH), 

Table 1 

HDEHP 

pKa ( 75% aqueous/ethanol) 
3 .57 

HEH[EHP) (SME418) 4.10 
Cyanex 272 5.05 
HDOP 4.96 
HDCyP (a) 5,05 

fjDDcP (b) L 85 
pKa values in 75% aqueous ethanol 

Interfacial Tension Studies. The dependency o� the inter

facial tension between organic - aqueous phases on equilibrium pH, 
reagent concentration, diluent and presence of extractable metal 
ions were investigated. Variation of the pH, Figure 1, shows that, 
as the pH rises, t�e activity of HDEHP increases following its 
dissociation. The other two reagents illustrat�d show little 
variation with pH, which is rather surprising in view of their pKa 
values. A similar study (3) showed that increasing the acidity 
beyond pH 2 also caused'an increase in activity probably by 
protonation of the phosphoryl oxygen. 

(a) HDCyP dicyclohexylphosphinic acid 
(b) HDDcP didecylphosphinic acid 
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Varying the bulk phase concentration of the reagent causes an 
abrupt change in the interfacial tension as the interface becomes 
saturated with reagent molecules. Using a simplified form of the 
Gibbs Isotherm it is possible to calculate the value of the 

concentration at which the interface initially reaches saturation 
(C) and the interfacial excess of reagent (r). Values for selected 

reagents are given in Table 2 and are largely in agreement with 

other work (3). Changing the diluent from aliphatic to aromatic 
varies C indicating the increased solvency of the aromatic diluent. 
HDOP is the most interfacially active species, C < 10-5 mol drn-3, 

in heptane, however its low solubility in this ·solvent precludes its 
use for metal extraction. 

Diluent pH C -3 (mol dm ) r (molecule -2 nm ) 

HDEHP heptane 2.0 X 10-3 0. ?A' 
toluene not saturated -

HEH[EHP] heptane 2.0 6 X 10-3 0.99 

toluene 2.0 6 X 10-3 0. 81 

HDOP heptane 2.0 < 10-5 0.71 
toluene 2.0 10-3 0.44 

Table 2 Interfacial saturation data derived from Gibbs IsothQrm 
Finally as expected the presence of extractable metal ions tends 

to reduce the reagent interfacial activity as the reagent molecules 
are replaced by less active metal complexes in solution. 

Metal Distribution Studies. The extraction of a divalent ion 
by a dimerised organophosphorus acid can be represented by: 

(1) n(H2A2) 

which leads to the following expression for the distribution 
coefficient (DJ in terms of the extraction constant (K): 

(2) log D log K 2pH + nlog IH2A2 l 

where [H2A2] represents the free reagent concentration in the 
organic phase. 

This equation shows that a plot of log D against pH at 
constant reagent concentration should have a slope of 2. Equation 

2 can be rearranged to: 

(3) log D 2pH log K nlog [H2A2] 

and thus a plot of (log D - 2pH) against log [H2A2J should give a 

straight line of slope n. 

Results obtained in this study for calcium, magnesium, and 
zinc with phosphinic acids have confirmed �he above equation with 
n = 2. Thus the extraction equation for these systems is: 

(4) 2(HDOPJ2 M[CDOP) (HDOP)J2 + 2H+ 

and the phosphinic acids behave in a similar way to the phosphonic 
and phosphoric acids. 

The extraction power of these reagents lean be compared by 
examining the pH at which 50% of the metal ion is extracted (pH50), 

and the v�lue of the extraction constant (K), Table 3. The results 
show that the pH

50 values of the metals follow the order HDEHP < 
HEH[EHP] < HOOP in accordance with the decreasing pKa of the 
extractants, however the variation shown by calcium is far greater 
than the others. This is emphasised by calculation of the 
respective separation factors, Table 4. In the only similar 
comparative study with these reagents Peppard et al (2) found 
different trends for the trivalent metals, promethium and curium 
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The not3tion has been explainei.l when the ni t:i. ... ic acid extraction 
wi.th Di3EdA was dealt with. ?he slope analysis of uranyl nitrate 
distri��tion data, via log G

UN(org/ClJN = f[Gs(orfl� for CUH = u.4 
mol·dm 7 and different total concentrations of .UD&iA has confir
med the stoichiometry 5iven by eq. (3). '-'he thermodynamic equi
librium constant, defined by eq. (4), has bee� determined by 
log K lim [cuNS(orf>)�o, CS(org)�o J CUNS(org/afC�(org) as 
log K = 0.8. Here a!. denotes iilean uranyl nitrate ion activities 
taken from literature (7). 

r.rhe increase of uranyl nitrate extraction with D.BLH.A, wi tl 
the increasing: aqueous phase aci<l.ity, is a consequence of the 
influence of nitrate ions fro1,, nitric acid on the equilibriun 
shown in eq. (3). It has been concluded by rearranging eq. (4) 
into the following form. 

( 5) 
2 

Ys lo
g KYlJNS 

+ 2log aN 

and plottinc; experimental data as z = f(log aH). Here y represents 
activity coefficients of the species denoted. by a corresp,inding 
subscript. The value of aN has been approximated with the mean ion 
activity of nitric acid present in the aqueous phas�, while au 
has been replaced by the mean ion activity of uranyl nitrate. 1.£lhe 
activities of uranyl nitrate ions in the presence of nitric acid 
have been corrected accordins to GucBenheim (8). The slope of the 
linear graph obtained. is very close :;o two, while the intercept 
value, that is lo� Ky�/y

UNS = 1.0, is sliBhtly different from 
log K = 0.8 determined previously, Uue to the activity coefficient 
ratio involved. 

A further proof of the value of equilibrium constant of the 
uranyl nitrate extraction with UBZcl.A h-:is been offered applyine; 
the method develoDed in this Laboratory (9). It is based on plot
tinf, of distribution data by means of - log a?= r[cu(org� de
rived from eq. (4-). dere a� denotes the nean ion activity of -

2 uranyl nitrate. The value of the quotient, aS(org)/aUHS(org) is 
calculated by the total concentrations of uranyl nitrate and 
extractant at the inflexion point obtained (Fie;ure 4-). ':..'he or
dinate value of the inflexion point and the value of the quotient 
has led to log K = O.84 � 0.06, what is in very good agreement 
with the value obtained previously. The advonta�e of our method 
is the possibility to determine K from a single isotherm and to 
avoid uncertanties encountered by the extrapolation of the ap
parent equilibrium constant values to infinite dilution. 
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Figure I. Infra-red spectra of pure DBEHA ( 1) and of 

DBEHA in n-hexane (2) and chloroform (3). 
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Figure 2. Distribution of nitric ac id for different DBEHA 
concentrations [numbers in mol·dm-3) in n-hexane at 298 ·K. 
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HDEHP* HEH [EHP] * HOOP 

PH
50 K PH50 K PH50 

K 

zinc 1. 64 0.21 1. 94 0.05 2. 15 0. 02 

calcium 2.23 0.014 3. 72 1.4x10-5 4. 80 X 10-7 

magnesium 3.36 7.6x10 -5 4. 71 1 X 10-7 5. 30 X 10-8 

�able 3 Metal extraction data for organophosphorus acids 

(0.05 mol dm-3 H2A2) 

from that of the divalent uranium(VI) ion. The uranium species 

followed the same ty�e of extraction behaviour to the metals 

studied here so the findings should be comparable, Table 5. 

The results show that zinc, calcium and magnesium do not follow 

the trand of uraniurn(VI} with increasing extraction constant as 

the number of C-P bonds increases in the extractant, but are more 

similar to the trivalent me�als. Further comparisons of other 

metals are required before any conclusions can be made. However 

the anomalous position of calcium implies that there is a significant 

decrease in the interaction between the metal ion and the phosphinic 

acid extractants. This is being further investigated by infra-red 

and 31P nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. 
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HOEHP HEH (EHP] HOOP 

8
zn 18 3.6 X 10 3 2. 3 X 105 

Ca 

8
zn 
Mg 2.8 X 103 3.5 X 1 o 5 2. 1 X 106 

8
ca 
Mg 158 97 

Table 4 Separation factors (S} using a.as mol dm-3 (H2A2} 

KHEH (EHP)/KHDEHP KHDOP/KHDEHP 

zinc o. 25 0. 10 

calcium 1 X 10-3 0. 7 X 10-5 

magnesium 1. 3 X 10-3 1. 3 X 10-4 

uranium(VI) (ref 2) 1.8 , 9. 9 

promethium (III) (2) 0. 024 0.030 

curium(III) (2) 0.010 0.012 

Table 5 Comparative extraction constants (K} for organo

phosphorus acid extractants. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The industrial application of LIX 64N in hydrometallurgy of copper has 
prompted considerable development work on new extractants. An intensive studies 
of correlation between chemical structure and extraction beaviours of various 
types of aromatic hydroxyoximes have been reported for this purpose(l-4). These 
investigations are, however, limited by using hydroxyoximes with insufficient 
purity both structurally and consititutionaly as they exist in syn- and anti
forms as geometric isomers, in the meantime the structure and property para
meters usually adopted in the literature are hot rigorously �nough in order 
to get a strict and comprehensive conclusion. 

In this paper we described the method of synthesis of series of aromatic 
hydroxyoxirnes with high purity, characterized by thin-layer chromatography, 
elemental analysies, IR, UV and 'H NMR. As structure parameter, beside pKa 
value, the charge density of phenolic oxygen, oximido-oxygen and nitrogen as 
well as energy of molecular orbital were taken based on HMO calculation. Both 
distribuc.ion ratio and reaction constant in copper extraction served as para
meters representing extraction capability. On these bases the relationship 
between chemical structure and extraction properties of aromatic hydroxyoximes 
in copper extraction was derived. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
_Reagents, Instruments and Methods of Estimation Aromatic hydroxyoxirnes 

were synthesized in the usual manner and identified by thin-layer chromatography, 
showing uniformly no impurities and followed by elemental analyses, UV, IR as 
well as 'H NMR. 

The UV spectra were recorded using a 751 spectrophotometer. The IR spectra 
were recorded with a specord 75 - IR spectrometer. The 'H NMR were taken from a 
60 MHZ varian EM-360L spectrometer. 

The pKa values of aromatic hydroxyoximes were estimated by the method 
described on (5) using a pHS-2 pH meter. Ethanol was utilized as solvent with 
constant ionic strength by M NaCl04 at 25±2°C. 

The amount of anti-form of aromatic_ hydroxyoxime was determined in tertiary 

butanol by isopropanolic tetramethylamrnoniwn hydroxide potentiometr.1.cally. 
Determination of Distribution Ratio and Reaction Constant in Extraction 

Equal volume (5ml each) of hydroxyoxime (0 .05M) in toluene and aqueous 
solution of CuS04 (0.0lM) with O.SM((Naz,H2)S04]were shaken in separatory funnel 
for l hr. at 25°C. After phase separation the copper concentration in both 
phases was estimated based on the EDTA Titration of the aqueous solution. The 
extraction reaction constant was determined by equation Kex=D [H+) 2/(HLJ 2 
using the least squares method, on the basis of distribution ratio of copper in 
variation of hydrogen ion concentration in aqueous phase and ligand concentration 
in organic phase 

HMO calculation The HMO calculation was worked out on electronic computer 
TQ-16. The parameters for hetero-atoms were taken from (6). o<..o=k.+2 p, �c-o=0.8� 
�.=o<c+0.5�, pc-J•0.8; o<Cl�c+2�, (lc-Cl=0.4 ; ol\CH30='<c+l.9�, f3c-OCH3

=0.8; 
�CH3-.1.c+2f, pc-CH3

=0.7; c<_N(02)•"c+0.8�, fo-N(02)=0.8; oi.02(Ni =J.c+l.2f,f02-IJ=l.2. 

RESULTS At-.'"D DISCUSSIONS 
1. Synthesis of Aromatic Hydroxyoximes 

For the study of the electronic effect of substituents on the extraction 
behaviour of hydroxyoximes a series of compounds with general formula 
2-HO-X-C6H3-C(Y) =NOH have been synthesized, where X represents alkyl, alkoxyl as 
well as electron-donating and electron-withdrawing group, Y stands as alkyl group 
or benzene ring with or without substituents. The physico-chemical properties of 
these compounds are 1 isted on Table l and 2 . Another series of aromatic 

· hydroxyoxime with various alkyl group have also been prepared for the 
kinetic study in copper extraction which will be reported elsewhere. 

Table l Structure of Aromatic Hydroxyoximes 2-HO-x-c6tt3-C(Y):NQH 

1\0. X y MW UV 
max(nm). 

C6HS 213 315 (3. 78XlQ3) 
5-sC!3H17o C6HS 325 332.5 (3.44Xl03) 
S-sC9H170 C6HS 341 300 (6.95Xl03) 
4-sCsH1 70 C6HS 341 357 .5 (3.46XlOJ) 
3-N02, S-tCgHt7 C6HS 370 355 (3. 16XlQ3) 
J-Cl, S-sCoH17 C6HS 359 307 .s (4 .02x10 J J 

H 4 '-C12H25C5H4 381 317 (3. 72Xl03) 

5-sCal-117 2'-Cl-C6H4 359 313 (3. 94Xl03) 

s-sc8tt·17 4' -CH 30C6H4 355 300 (6.65Xl03) 
10 4-sCgH1 70 CH3 279 285 (7 .4lxt03) 
11 4-sCgHl 70 C7H15 363 327. 5 (3 .90xt03) 

l2 5-sCeH170 CH3 279 302.5 (l.14Xto3) 
l3 4-sC3H170 C,H7 307 302 .5 (l .14Xl04) 
14 4-sc8tt170 C5H11 335 298.5 (6.58Xl03) 
LS 4-sCgH170 CH3 279 298.5 (6 .58Xl03) 
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Table 2 IR and NMR of Hydroxyoxirnes 

NO. IR JJ (cm-1) 'H NMR ( 6,ppm) 
OH CN OR P-0-H C=N-OH ph-H 

3170-34 70 1630 
3100-3700 1620 10 .89 8.67 6.4-7 .3 
3100-3580 1620 1010 11.10 8.87 6.3-7 .43 

3100-3580 1610 1000 11.34 8.5 6.6-7 .4 
3100-3750 1620 10.50 8.16 6. 7-7 .3 

11.57 8.34 6.3-7 .2 

3110-3600 1600 11.03 8. 74 6.2-7 .3 

3050-3500 1700 11.8 (8.9) 6.3-7 .3 

3240-3540 1600 1038 11.27 6.3-7 .2 
10 3200.-3700 1610 1030 11.20 6 .4-7 .5 
11 3100-3450 1610 1050 11.33 9 .17 6. 7 
12 3120-3580 1620 1030 
13 3100-3580 1600 1030 
14 3100-3600 1610 1050 
15 3100-3550 1620 1040 

2. Extraction Performance and Estimation of Equilibrium constants. 
The extraction equilibrium was performed between equeous 0.01M Cu, 

O.SM((NazHz)So4Jsolution and O.OSM hydroxyoxime in toluene. The distribution 
ratio of copper correlates linearly with various acidity (pH) of the equili
brated aqueous phase as shown on Figures 1-9 

Extraction of copper by hydroxyoxime is considered to be proceeded by 
ion-exchange mechanism. As far as aromatic hydroxyoxime (HL) is concerned 

Cu2+ + 2HL == CuL2 + 2H+ 

The thermodynamic equilibrium constant K is defined as 

K • LCuL2)(H+) 2 

(cu2•.] (IIl.J 2 

l'CuL :a.·Y2H+ 

Ycu2••rlfi. 

In the course of experiment, the ionic strength of aqueous solution was 
kept constant and the activity coefficient product may thus be regarded as 
constant. Therefore the equilibrium (concentration) constant of extraction may 
be expressed by the following equation appoximately 

K (CuL2) (H+] 2 

ex -
(cu2•) (Ill.) 2 

The distribution ratio D defined as (cut2l/[Cu2+ ] was introduced to above 
equation, then we gain 

Plotting log D/(m.) 2 versus pH of equilibrated aqueous phase in copper extraction 
by various hydroxyoximes gives straight line in all cases. Equilibrium constant 
Kex and slope of straight lines mmay thus be estimated by least square method. 
The equation has average r • 0.9985, In Table 3 pKa of ligand and extraction 
-parameters pH1, Kex as well as m were given. 

Table 3 Struc;ure-reactivity studies of copper 
Extraction by Hydroxyoximes 

Extractant 

10 
11 
12 
15 

pKa 

11.12 
11.48 
10.99 

7. 70 
11.29 
11.08 
11.08 
10 .56 
10.68 

10.83 

10.02 

PH', 

1.93 
2.05 
1.45 
1.93 

l. 72 
1.94 
1.93 

1.44 
)3 

1.92 
1.39 

Kex 

0. 1333 1.9012 
0.0701 1. 9445 
l. 6450 1.8092 

59 .4977 0. 5535 
0.4324 1.8591 
0.1858 1.8514 
0.1080 1.9713 

2. 5328 1. 6513 

0. 9363 0.8465 
0 .2091 1.8033 
1.5700 1.8422 

As indicated in Table 3, the extraction capacity of hydroxyoxime is apparently 
influenced by the acidity of the ligand. The lower the pKa is, the higher the 
Kex will be. 

3. Correlation Between Structural Papameters and Extraction Behaviour of 
Hyd roxyox imes 

Some structural parameters related to extraction of hydroxyoximes have been 
estimated by HMO calculation. The charge densities of phenolic and oximido
hydroxyl oxygen (qQ�), (qmr> and oximido nitrogen atom. as well as the charge 
density of frontal orbital of nitrogen (qN1H) and the lower occupied molecular 
orbital of nitroge (qN,L) were calculated. EL represents the lower occupied 
molecular orbital and 4 HL is the difference of E HOMO and E LOMO. As previous 
report (7) the pKa value of hydroxyoxime under investigation measured poten
tiometrically are corrected to qOH of that compound obtained by HMO calculation. 
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Theo.OOH, as the parameter for strength of intermolecular hydrogen bonding. is 
the di[ference of JOH taken from 'H NMR �nd qoll from HMO calculation. (Table 4) 

Table 4 Structural Parameters of Aromatic Hydroxyoximes 

NO. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
12 

qPh 
OH 

1. 934 7 
1.9369 
1.9376 
1.9347 
1.9311 
1.9377 
1.9347 
1.9369 
1. 9369 
1. 9342 
l. 9371 

1 .9293 1.9]72 0. 7550 
1. 3294 1. 9372 0 .6908 
1. 3194 1.9372 0. 5918 
1.3452 1. 9396 0. 7067 
1. 3298 1.9372 0 ,6117 
1. 3294 1.-9372 0. 6850 
1. 3409 1. 9390 o. 7296 
1.3337 1.9378 0. 7056 
1. 3444 1.9395 0, 7132 
l. 3934 1. 9508 0. 6709 
1.3781 1.9467 0 .4367 

0.5305 -0.45807 1.11189 
0. 5305 -0. 45807 1. 10181 1.65 7 .38 
0 .5305 -0 .45806 1.09127 1.93 7 .85 
b.5177 -0.47739 1.08996 l. 79 7 .48 
0 .4171 -0.43111 1.06617 -1.05 5 .95 
0.5315 -0 .45908 1. 10272 
0.5231 -0.47425 1.10175 2 .09 7. 73 
0. 5263 -0 .46242 1.10256 l. 61 7 .61 
0. 5208 -0.47887 1.09350 1.61 7 .40 
0 ,4518 -0. 65236 1. 28216 1.44 7 .22 
0. 4509 -0.61442 l. 26088 1.35 7 .90 

The figures described in Table 4 indicate that both .c:1pKa and alOH are 
the function of qN,H of aromatic hydroxyoximes under investigation except 
compound NO. 12 (Fig. 10). Meanwhile, log Kex fo� copper extraction correlate 
either with qbn or with pKa as e�pected. (Fig. 11-12) The introduction of an 
electron witndrawing group 1 ike N02 in benzene lead to the decrease of the qbfi 
(1,9311) and pKa (7,70) and therefore to the evidently enhancement of extrac
tion capability (K ex=59.50). These facts persuasibly indicate the important 
contribution of phenolic hydroxyl group in extraction reaction of copper by 
hydroxyoximes. 

No apparent influence was found between charge density of oximido-nitrogen 
atom (qN) and electronic state of phenolic hydroxyl oxygen as represented by 
C:lpKa or� JOH. The qN of 0-hydroxybenzobenzone is, however, considerable lower 

than that of 0-hydroxyacetophenone due to the conjugation effect of the aromatic 
ring. The position of alkyloxyl group in benzene ring plays an important role in 
copper extraction. The 2-hydroxy-4-alkoxylbenzophenone oximine is superror than 
correspending 5-substituted compound. It may be rationalized that the 4-alkoxyl 
substituent locating at meta position to phenolic hydroxyl group possesses 
-I effect (G"'m 0. 12) w-hich offers low-er pKa, in the meantime, the 4-substituted 
aromatic hydroxyoxime usually provides higher qN value. 

As shoW'O from data of Table 3, the pH/.fs for compounds 4,10 and 15 lay on 
1.4, w-here the pH\ value of other hydroxyoximes stand generally around 1.9, It 
is reasonable to concluded that the 4-alkoxyl substituted derrvative provides 
better extraction performance than corressponding 5-subst.ituted analogues. The 
compound 11 gives the highest pH.fs ()3) among the hydroxyoximes studies in this 
paper as the result of the presence of long chain aliphatic radical near 
oximido-group. It is therefore interesting to examine the extraction behaviours 
of 4-alkoxyl derivatives of 0-hydroxyl benzophenone or acetophenone. 
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STUDIES OF ORGANIC EXTRACTANTS 
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The study on the relationship be.tween chemical structure and extraction 
behaviour of organic extractants is considered as the basis for the quantita
tive molecular design of effective extractants and recognized as a component 
part of extraction chemistry (1-3). Previous reports on this subject were, 
however, limited to qualitative study. The present paper deseribes some new 
aspects in the structure-reactivity studies of organic extractants carried on 
in author's Laboratory since ISEC 1 80 in Liege-Belgium. 

STERIC EFFECT OF LIGAND IN EXTRACTION 

Solvent extraction of metal ions may be regarded as a multicomponental 
coordinative chemical reaction between two immiscible phases. This thermody
namic process is evidently influenced by the spatial configuration of both 
ligand and metal ion to be extracted. The steric feature consisting of shielding, 
conformational and spatial effects are, however, determined by the composition, 
structure and configuration of the coordination compounds. ,Steric effects play 
an important role in the investigation of organic extractants with higher 
selectivity. In the methematical modle of the molecular design of extrac tants 
the steric constant is one of the most important terms. (4) 

Steric hindrance in extraction of metals are observed in those ligands 
which hold a bulky side chain around coordinating atoms. In the meantime, the 
degree of such steric effect is largely depended on the structural feature of 
the extractants. There are two geometric isomers, Z (syn) and E (anti), availa
ble for hydroxyoxime or dioxime extractant depending on the location of the 
oxime group relating to another function radical. Only the E isomers have a 
configuration suited to formation of a chetaled complex with transition metals 
such as copper by loss of a proton from the phenolic hydroxyl group forming 
0-M-N coordinate bond. 

Different degree of steric effect are reported by us for extraction metals 
with various atomic radius. This effect is evidently enhanced in extraction 
me .. tal ions with various composition of extracted complex even with similar 
size of atomic radius. Emphasis should be placed upon the dependence of steric 

effect on the configuration of the coordinated compounds. For example the steric 

requirments for complex with square planar (i.e. Ni2+, Cu2+) is quite different 
from those with tetrahedron (Co2+) or octahedron (Ln3+) configuration. 

The extraction behaviour of dialkyl i�opropylphosphonate for rare earths 
was influenced, though not so strong, by the spatial configuration of the 
ester alkyl group of the extractants, The steric effect of there organophos
phorus ligands may be represented by thermodynamic functions, especiallyAS 
value in extraction reaction (5). 

The structure-reactivity studies of various types of acidic organophos
phorus compounds in extraction of neodymium, samarium, ytterbium. and ytterium. 
as representatives of light, medium and heavy rare earths, demonstrated that 
both di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphinic acid and di-n-octylphosphinic acids are 
isomeric compounds with almost the same pKa values, but the difference in 
their Kex for Nd, Sm, Y and Yb extraction is in four orders of magnitude (6). 
This is attributed to the apparent steric hindrance arised from two branched 
alkyl radicals directyl linked to the coordinating group. In the former 
ooleculs, there are two octyl groups with substitution on the t3-position, which 
inhibit the coordination of the extractants with metal ions. The steric effect 
in extraction of !."are earth was weakened as the increasing in atomic number 
while the atomic radius was decreased due to the lanthanide contraction. Analo
gous structure effects have been found in the extraction behaviour of dioctyl 
aralkylphosphonates for rare earths (7). The steric effect of acidic organo
phosphorus ligands on lanthanide extraction is well demonstracted by the fact 
that as Kex value, the as calculated in the extraction reaction of rare earths 
by 2-ethylhexylphosphonic acid mono-2-ethylhexyl ester increases with the 
increase of the atomic number and reveals the "tetrad effect". (8) (FIGURE 1) 

In the structure-reactivity studies of extraction reaction of cobalt, 
nicicel and rare earth by organophosphorus acids, we found that the strength of 
intermolecular hydrogen bonding as rep_resented by a,£0H in NMR of various bype!= 
of monobasic organophosphorus acid is directly proportional to the charge 
density of the phosphoryl oxygen estimated by CND0/2 calculation. In comparison 
with the D,.[OH, the situation of phosphorus-bond�d oxygen bearing ionizable 
hydrogen, as represented by pKa value, make greater contribution to the extrac
tion. (9) (Table 1) 

Extractants 

Table 1 
The Strength of Intermolecular H-bonding and Charge 

.Density of Oxygen Calculated by CND0/2 

C.JOH Nd 

(ppm) qP•O pKa qP-OH Kex Dco logK 

( iC3H170) 2P(O)OH 15.83 6 .4667 2. 74 6. 3372 6.8J;lQ-3 5.67 6.05 

iCgH17, 
iCsH1 70" p (O)OH 

iCgH17'P(O)OH sCgH17o� 

C6H5\ 
iC8H170'P(O)OH 

C6H5,
p (O)OH 

sCaH170 "' 

(iC8H17)2P(O)OH 
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15 .95 6 .4633 

16 .52 

15 .92 

16.06 

16.65 6.4707 

4 .10 6 .3389 s.4x.10-5 2.39 8.19 

4 ,26 0.89 

2 .99 9 .31 

2 .98 8 .26 

5 .45 6.3407 4xto-8 1.53 < � .95 

Nd co 
logD 

6.2) 

8.58 

8.47 

11.08 

A quantitative relationship between pKa and l ogK or logD has been esta
blished for a series of extrac tion systems, in which the steric factor is less 
important. 

logoggm • 1. 7124pKa+l.56188, r=0.9800 
logK�t com • 2.3766pKa-0.28967, r:0,9974 

log�t com = 2.3419pKa+l.03142, r•0.9453 

log�x,com = 2.5047pKa+2.51476, r•0.9982 

logK�,com • 2.4945Pka+3.37607, ra0.9974 

Owing to the different configuration of coordination compounds in bobalt 
and nickel extraction by organophosphorus acids, the steric effect must be 
taken 1J full account. On the basis of experimental data the steric constant 
Es of various alkyl and �lkoxyl group in mono-basic phosphorous acid in 
extraction wa.s estimated and correlated to extraction reaCtions. 

logDggm "" 1. 7124pKa+l. 56188- I. Esco 

logD��m = 1. 7124pKa+l .02188-}.Esc0 

Plots of log Co/Ni versus !:-"'Es give straight line. (Figure 2). 
It demonstrated that steric effect of ligands plays all extreme important role 
in the extractive sepration of such elements. 

MOLECULAR ORBITAL METHODS IN STRUCTURE - RACTIVITY STUDIES OF EXTRACTANTS 
As shown in our previous paper that Hiicked molecular orbital (HMO) method 

has been successfully used in structure-reactivity studies of hydroxyoxime 
extractants. (3) The HMO method may also be applied for other type� of extrac
tants including neutral and acid organophosphorus compounds, �-diketones as 
well as hydroxy ketones. (10) The molecule of these extractants may be con
si<!ered as conjugited ststem containing heteroatoms. In such cas·e·s-, t;he Coulomb & 
resonance integrals may be altered by expressions otx•'e+Yc-c and 
Pc-x =h

c -x:,c-c in the HMO calculation. The high degree secular equation in HMO 
calculation was solved by the standard programme of Jacobi method, by which 
the characteristic root and factor of real symmetric matrix were solved. The 
calculation was worked out on electronic computer CJ 719, The structure,.Para
meters, such as charge density ('fx), bond order (Pc=X), 7t bond energy (Ec-x ) , 
energy of MO (.I:1';) as well as superdelaj:alizability for nucleophilic reaction 
(S�), thus calculated was discussed with the extractipn behavio�rs. of various 
extractaants towarding uraniwn, thorium, rare earths, copper and lithium. 

The extraction ability of neutral organophosphorus compoutlds closely 
relates to the charge density of phosphoryl oxygan (q0) and phosphorus stems 
(qp). It was found that the distribution ratio of cerium enhanced as the -q0 

and qp values was increased, meanwhile a linear free-energy relationship exists 
between the LJ\,values and the Kabachnik constant ( �6,i) of substituents. As 
estimated by least squares method, an empirical equation Lf5i=-3.84+0.168:E.Ai' 
was deduced. (Figure 3) 

The extraction const.ants(Kex) of neodymium, samarium, ytterbium of various 
acidic organophosphorus compounds are governed chiefly by the charge density of 
hydroxyl oxygen atom (HOMO) in grouping )P(O)OH. The plot of Kex of rare earths 
versus q0 (HOMO) values of these compounds gives straight line as anticipated, 
owing to the direct influence of q0H value on the pKa of ligands. A quantitative 
relationship also exists between the L.A;and ��values of acidic organophos
phorus extractants, (Figure 4,5 ) i.e. 

:.:o-;• -4.12+0.166V,.i 
The extraction behaviours of �-diketone are directly infulenced by the 

superdelocalizability and the bond order of carbonyl group (Table 2) 

�-dike tones 

CH3COCH2COCH3 

C6H5COCH2COCH3 
C6H5COCH2COC6H5 

Table 2 

Structure-Reactivity Relationship 
in Lithium Extract ion by (3-Diketones 

qOH s� p
c•o 

HOMO Total 
value 

0,1476 1.8971 -0,5761 0,6725 
0 .1634 1.8961 -0. 7586 0.6713 
0.0607 1. 9065 -0. 9280 0. 6253 

pKa % of Li 
extraction 

8.9 18 
8. 7 97 
9 ,35 100 

There are no evidence for the relationship between the extraction property 
and the charge dens.ity of enolic oxygen. As indicated by IR spectra a linear 
free energy relationship exists only between the carbonyl stretching frequency 
( ))C""O) and bond order of carbonyl group corrected by intramolecular hydrogen 
bonding (Pc-=o car.). (Table 3) The strength of intramolecular hydrogen bond 
is closely 'related to the difference of values before and after dissociation 
with hydrogen. The larger the ID P 

c•o 
I value is, the stronger the hydrogen 

bonding will be. 

PATTERN RECOGNITION PROCESSING 

The previous studies on the relationship between chemical structure and 
extraction properties of organic extractants were limited· to certain individual 
structural effect, so it is difficult to evaluate the overall characeteristic 
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of the whole molecule structure. In recent years, pattern recognition, an 
efficient computational ;ethod for the analysis of multivariate data, was 
developed. A nonparametric, Linear Mapping method by using Karhunen-Loeve 
transformation has been introduced by us for the structure-reactivity studies 
of phosphorus-based ex.tractants. (3) In this paper another nonparametric method 
- K- nearest Neighbor method (KNN) is repo·rted. (11) The program for KNN 
method were written in basic language and operated on the DJS-131 minicomputer. 
Ttie weight of every feature and classified results were output by the printer 
and X-Y plotter. The listed weights showed the contribution of various charac
teristics of molecular structure to classification. 

Aromatic hydroxy-
ketone (aldehyde) 

2--0H-C1 l4CHO 
2-0H-C0H+COCHJ 
2-oH--c•'*coc.11, 

2-0H-4-CH30--C6H3COC6H5 

Tab.le 3 
Correlation of Pc=o and C"'o of 
Aromatic Hydroxyketone (aldehyde) 

Pc9> 
PC"O (Corr) A Pc==o 

0 .6720 0. 7242 0 .0522 
0. 7749 0. 6964 0 .0785 
0 .6860 0 .6446 0,0414 

0.6762 0. 6353 0 .0409 
2-0H-4-C6H50-C6H3COC6H5 0.6759 0. 6352 0.0407 

Vc =o .w..Jc:o 

1665 38 
1645 43 
1620 33 

1600 
1600 

The program KNBP is applied to the classification of distribution coeffi
cient of uranium in extraction by eight-two organophosphorus compounds which 
belong to eleven structures (the number of each kind of compounds is in 
parenthesis) ,R3P0(4), R2P(O)OR' (3), RP(O) (OR' )z ()), (RO) 3P0(4), G-PP(O) (OR)2 
(14) ,RzN(CH2) nP (0) (OR') 2 (15), R2N(CH2lnP (O)OR(OH) (14), R2P(O)OH(l), 
G-�P (O)OR(OH) (5), G--j>--(CH2) nP(O)OR(OH) (4), G-�H2P(O) (OR) 2 (11) ,where R is alkyl, 
G is p-substituents in Lenzene ring including X (electron-withdrawing group) 
and Y (electron-donating group). Seventeen features are selected. (Table 4) 

For environment descriptors, the phosphorus atom is taken as center and 
then the nearest atoms or bonds are considered. For bond environment (BD): 
single bond•l; double bond=2; triple bond=3; aromatic bond:4; C-H bond is 
neglected. Ear atom environment (AD): ato.!!S are assigned a..:cording tc, the 
following order C, 2; N, 3; S, 4; F, 5; Cl, 6; Br. 7; I, 6; P, 9. AD is the 
sum of the nearest atoms' values except the central phosphorus atom. For 
weight environment (WD), atom and bond environments are all taken into account. 
WD is the sum of BDXAD of the nearest atoms. The approach adopted in this paper 
is different from that used by Jurs. (12) 

Among the eighty-two organophosphorus compounds examined, there are 
sixteen compounds discriminated as Class I and sixty-s;.x as Class II, when the 
threshold value is 1000. 

It is cl.ear that the five major structure features predominating the 
ex.traction ability of uranium are: number of P-C bonds (+); atom environment 
(AD) (-); number of -CH - (non-ester) (+); number of P-0-C bonds (-); weight 
environment (WD) (-). In the parentheses the tendency of the feature which 
is.,. necessary for compounds of Class I is given. Among the eleven types of 
organophosphorus compounds investigated, only oxygen or carbon atoms are bonded 
with phosphorus. The structural feature with the weight order 1, 2, 3 and 4 
are closely related to the nature of the atoms bonded with phosphorus. In the 
meantime, the extraction ability of organophosphorus compounds are also 
evidently influeneed by the length of non-ester methylene linkage. 
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DETERMINATION OF THE HEAT CHANGE IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF 

METALS-THE EXTRACTION OF ZINC(II) FROM HYDROCHLORIC ACID 

SOLUTIONS BY HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT AMINES 

IN VARIOUS ORGANIC SOLVENTS 
. . 

Taichi Sato, Takato Nakamura and Masami Kuwahara 

Department of Applied Chemistry 
Faculty of Engineering, Shizuoka University 

Hamamatsu, Japan 

Al though diluents play an· important role in the solvent extraction of metals, 
their effect is not straightforward. Most of researchers have tried to explain 
the effect of diluent on the distribution coefficient using physico-chemical 
properties such as dielectric constant (1,2), dipole momemt (1) and solubility 
parameter (3-8). 

We have also found that in the extraction of divalent manganese, cobalt, 
copper, zinc and cadmium by trioctylmethylammonium chloride (TOMAC, R3R' NCl) in 
various organic sol vents (9), the variation of distribution coefficient and change 
in enthalpy estimated by the use of van' t Hoff equations follows the regular 
solution thoery. ln relevance to the subje.ct, calorimetry has been applied to 
measure the heat change directly associated with metal extraction (10). Results 
obtained by this method enable to discuss the distribution phenomena in more 
detail. Calorimetric investigations for metal extraction have been limited so 
far to the works by Marcus and Kertes (11-16). Therefore this paper extends the 
work to the extractions of zinc (I I) by trioctylamine (TOA, R3N) and TOMAC in 
various organic sol vents from aqueous solutions of hydrochloric acid and/or 
lithium chloride. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents. TOA and TOMAC (Koei Chemical Co., Ltd.) were of high purity used 
without further purification and diluted with various organic sol vents such as 
benzene, chlorobenzene, o-dichlorobenzene, toluene, m-xylene, nitrobenzene, 
carbon tetrachloride and 1,2-dichloroethane. Solutions of TOA were shaken with 
aqueous solution of a little excess hydrochloric acid to form R3NHC1 (TOAHCl) (17). 
A stock solution of zinc chloride was prepared by dissolving zinc chloride in 
hydrochloric acid in order to prevent its hydrolysis and diluted so as to get 
the aqueous solutions containing zinc chloride, hydrochloric acid and/or lithium 
chloride of the selected concentrations. Other chemicals were of analytical 
reagent grade. 

Extraction and Analytical Procedures. Distribution coefficient of zinc(II) 
(the ratio of the equilibrium concentration of zinc in organic phase to that 
in aqueous phase, D) was obtained by the method described elsewhere (18). 

((nVe - Vc)/2.3}(.SJ/RT - 1/Vd) + canst 

where V and 6 denote molar volume and solubility parameter, respectively, and 
subscripts c, e and d being the complex formed in the organic phase, extract ant 
and diluent, respectively. Figure 1 showing the plots of log D vs. 6dconfirmed 
that equation (3) is satisfied in the extraction by TOMAC, while any relation 
between them is observed in that by TOAHCl. 

In some papers on the extraction by tertiary amines, their hydrochloride 
adducts have been described like quaternary ammonium salts (23). In view of the 
effect of diluent on the extraction by TOAHCl and TOMAC stated above, the dis
tribution phenomena are apparently of difference. 

Heat Chan e Associated with Zinc(II) Extraction Usin Benzene as Diluent. 
In· Figure 2, the apparent molar heat change (nQ = nq I Zn]reactl, which comes 
from the complete extraction of zinc(Il) from its aqueous solutions (2 x 10-4 mol) 
containing hydrochloric acid and/or 1 i thium chloride with O. 05 M TOAHCl or O. 05 M 
TOMAC in benzene at 25 °C, is plotted s1s a function of initial concentration of 
total chloride in aqueous phase. It is seen that there is a striking similarity 
in the variation of the heat change between the extractions by TOAHCl and TOMAC. 
In the extraction from hydrochloric acid solutions, a maximal exotherm appears 
at 3 and 2 M HCl for TOAHCl and TOMAC, respectively. In the case of mixed solu
tions of lithium chloride in the presence of 0.01 M hydrochloric acid, the 
apparent molar heat change varies along with that for hydrochloric acid only up 
to the total aqueous chloride concentration below 2-3 M. It is thus evident 
that up to this concentration the heat change associated with zinc ( II) extraction 
is controlled by chloride ion in aqueous phase. 

At higher chloride concentration above 2-3 M, the apparent molar heat change 
for the extraction in the presence of Ii thium chloride continues to increase 
exothermally, contrary to that for hydrochloric acid only (Figure 2) . This dif
ference is related with the following fact: for the extraction from hydrochloric 
acid solutions, the molar ratios [HClJorg / [ACl] at 2, 3 and 5 M HCl are found 
to be 0.019, 0.032 and 0.12 for A= R3NH, respectively, and 0.10, 0.28 and 0.69 
for A = R3R'N, respectively, suggesting the formation of the species such as 
R3NHCl · HCl and R3R '-NCI• HCl correspondent to the earlier works (24, 25) ; for that 
from lithium chloride solutions, only a slight increase in the amount of chloride 
extracted into organic phase is observed even if the concentration of 1 i thium 
chloride is increased more than 2-3 M. This implies that in the extraction from 
aqueous solutions of higher concentration of hydrochloric acid by TOAHCl and 
TOMAC in benzene,. the acid extracted into the organic phase by mixing the aque
ous and _organic phases in the sample reaction vessel may be released in part 
endothermally into aqueous phase accompanied by the extraction of zinc (II) . 
This reaction contributes the decrease in the exotherm of the heat change 
observed. 

Taking into account the facts as mentioned above, the theoretical heat 
change associated with zinc (II) extraction by TOAHCl and TOMAC in various 
diluents is written as 

3 
(4) nQtheor = -(1/ntJjiollnjllhj - Y 

where llnj and nt are initial concentration of the species Znci/ 2-jJ + and total 
concentration of zinc in aqeuous phase, respectively, llhj refers to the change 
in enthalpies for the steps 

(5) ZnClj 
C2-jJ +(a) + (4-j)Cl-(a) -+ Znc1;-(a), 

and Y is the variable depending on the kind of diluent, because it is the sum 
of the change in enthalpies for some steps as seen in the reaction scheme de-
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scribed previously (26). Also, Y corresponds to the change in enthalpy estimateu 
ht using van't Hoff equation. 

Putting -3.4 kJ moi-1 obtained for the extraction of zinc(II) from aqueous 
solution c-f 0.05 M hydrochloric acid with 0.05 M TOMAC in benzene into Y, the 
change in enthalpy for the respective steps in the reactions (5) is estimated by 
linear least squares. This yields that the values of llho, nh1, 11h2 and l\h3 are 
6.67 ± 1.74, 4.26 ± 3.24, -37.2 ± 15.4 and -111.7 ± 26.1 kJ mo1-l, respectively, 
using the respective stability constants 61, 82, 83 and 8, as 3. 7, 1. 0, 0. 27 and 
0.13. The value of Y for TOAHCl in benzene is estimated to by -19.6 from 
mean difference between the apparent molar heat change for the extraction of 
zinc(II) by TOAHCl and TOMAC in benzene from the aqueous solutions containing 
0.1 - 2 M hydrochloric acid. Utilizing this value, 7.61 ± 1.18, 2.14 ± 2.19, 
-15.3,:!! 12.4 and -165.7 ± 17.7 kJ mol-1 are obtained for nho, nh1, 6h2 and l\h3, 
re spec ti vely. Accordingly it is inferred that the change in the apparent· molar 
heat change as a fucntion of hydrochloric acid concentr.ation is mainly due to 
that in the distribution of the species ZnClj (2-j)+ in aqueous phase. 

Diluent Effect on Heat Change. The values of valuable Y obtained for other 
diluents used in this study, which are estimated using a set of llhj obtained 
for benzene, are compiled in Table 1. By assuming a regular solution, the 
change in enthalpy associated with the extraction o.f zj.nc(lI) is expresse_d as 

(6) Y = -2Ve<P/(oa - 6e)2 - vc4, 1/(6d - 6cJ 2 + canst, 

where <Pd and cp 'd refer to the volume fractions of diluent. This ·provides the 
equation 

in which s stands for the diluent chosen as standard. Plots of (Y - ·Ys) / (Cd -
Cs) vs. (Od + 6s) using nitrobenzene as standard give a straight line with a 
slope of -4. 7 and an intercept of 75 in the extraction by TOMAC in various· 
diluents except 1,2-dichloroethane, as illustrated in Figure 3. From this it is 
presumed that the extraction behaviour of zinc (II) by TOMAC follows the regular 
solution theory. In the-extraction by TOAHCl, in contrast, it is seen that 
euation (7) is not satisfied, suggesting that non-random interactions between 
diluent and R3NHC1 and/or between diluent and the species (R3NH) 2ZnCl4 are 
present. 

Moreover, a linear relationship between the apparent molar heat change and 
the h_eat of solution nQs,TOMAC for TOMAC is obtained except carbon tetra
chloride: the plots of nQ at 1 M HCl vs. nQs,TOMt,.C give the straight line with 
a slope of 0. 75. As the heat change arising from the reactions (5) is independent 
on the kind of diluent, the slope close to unitiy shows that the salvation of 
TOMAC into organic solvent is more important for the extraction of zinc(II) than 
that of the organic species (R3R'N)2Znc14. These facts also indicate that the 
solutions of TOMAC in organic sol vents are regarded as regular solutions. In 
the case of TOAHCl, the heat of solution does not correlate with the solubility 
parameter. No simple relation exists between the heat of solution and the 
dipole moment and dielectric constant of diluent which represent the polarities 
of molecule and solution, respectively. 

CONCLUSION 

From the distribution data of zinc(II) between hydrochloric acid solutions 
and solutions of TOAHCl or TOMAC in various diluents, it is found that in the 
extraction by TOMAC the distribution coefficient depends on the solubility 
parameter, while in the extraction by TOAHCl any clear-cut relation does not 
hold between the distribution behaviour and the physico-chemical properties of 
diluent. Calorimetry also supports these findings and proves that unsuccessful 
interpretation with the regular solution theory is ascribed to non-random inter
action between diluent and TOAHCl. 
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WITHO.OSMTOMAC (o}: 1) BENZENE, Z) TOLUENE, 3) m-XYLEH, 
4) CHLOROBENZENE, 5) o-DlCHLOROBENZENE, 6) N!TROBENZENE, 
7) J ,2-DICHLORO.ETHANE, 8) CARBON TETRACHLORIDE 
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TABLE 1. THE VALUES OF Y (KJ MOL-1) OBTA !NED FOR THE EXTRACTION OF 
ZINC(ll) BY TOA!!Cl AND TOMAC IN VARIOUS DILUENTS 

VARIABLE Y 
DILUENT 

SOLUBIL !TY 

TOAHCl TOMAC PARAMETER 0d 

C61I6 -19.6 -3. 4 9 .1 
C6H5CH3 -19. 9 -1. 26 8. 9 
m-C6II4(CH3)z -16.8 -0.64 8. 8 
C6115Cl -22. 4 -10.0 9. 6 
o·C6H4Clz -21. S -15. 8 l O. 0 
C61J5N02 -30.S .-36. 4 10. 9 
1,2·C2H4Cl2 -23. l -41.1 9.9 
CC14 -14 .1 0.01 8.7 
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INTRODUCTION 

A review of the solvent extraction literature reveals a distinct lack of 
systematic interfacial studies. Much of the data available to date deals with 

interfacial tension measurements and is either incomplete with regard ta 
experimental conditions or the effects of impurities leave any interpretation 
questionable 'When commercial reagents and diluents have been used without 
purification. 

In an effort to address this problem, a research program has been initi
ated involving a study of the interfacial chemistry of solvent extraction 
reagents using a variety of techniques and carefully purified reagents and 
diluents. This paper reports some initial results of interfacial pressure 
measurements using a film balance technique. 

The film balance approach (Figure 1), based on the manipulation of spread 
monolayers, provides a convenient method of depositing molecules in an oriented 
manner as a monomolecular film at either the liquid/liquid or the liquid/gas 
interface. Through movement of the film barrier (Figure 1), the surface 
density of the monomolecular film can be controlled experimentally with a high 
degree of accuracy. An automated film balance allows the measurement of film 
pressure (!!) during continuous film compression or expansion which can be 
recorded as a !!-area isotherm. Other film characteristics which can be 
measured include interfacial viscosity and interfacial potential (1-2). 

A few of the many areas of study which have employed monolayer techniques 

include the investigation of biological membrane structure and function (3-4), 
evaporation control (5), corrosion inhibition -(6) and mineral flotation (7). 

However, until_ recently (8, 9), the only published film balance study done 

specifically in the context of solvent extraction research was ,that due to 
Hunt (10) on the interaction of alkylphosphate monolayers with rare-earth 
metals. 

EXPERIMENTAl 

Reagents. Dinonylnaphthalene sulfoni.c acid (HDNNS), received from King 
Industries, was purified according to the method of Danesi et al (11). The 
anti-isomer of 5,8-diethyl-7-hydroxy-6--dodecanone oxime was isolated from the 

commercial reagent LIX63 (a product of Henkel) using the copper oximate technique 
described previously (12). The commercial reagent LIX65N (a product of Henkel), 
was purified by a method similar to that of Preston and Whewell (13) to give 
the anti-isomer of 2-hydroxy-5-nonylbenzophenone oxime. The anti-isomer of 
LIX65N was stored as the copper oximate until just prior to spreading when the 
oximate was stripped to generate the free oxime. Thin Layer chromatography 
indicated the presence of a small amount of syn-isomer although this amount was 
not quantified. Spreading samples were 10-3 kmol m-3 in spectrograde n-hexane. 
Monolayers were spread on an aqueous subphase containing O .1 kmol m-3 KN03 at 
pH 2. 5. KN0

3 
was purum grade purchased from Fluka Chemical Co. Double 

distilled water was obtained from a Corning Model AG-ll glass still. 

Apparatus and Methods. Pressure-area (rr-A) isotherms were obtained with 

a Lauda film balance at 20.0:!:0.l°C and under a nitrogen atmosphere. Before 
spreading a monolayer, the aqueous subphase was prepared by sweeping the sur
face several times with teflon barriers. After a monolayer was spread, three 
minutes were allowed for evaporation of the spreading rolvent before continuous 
film compression at a rate of O .04 nm2 molecule-1 min- . The initial area per 
molecule of all spread monolayers was just over 1. 9 nm2. 

The 1T-A isotherms obtained at the air/water interface for HDNNS, LIX63 and 
LIX65N are shown. in Figure 2. As a reference, the structures of these mole
cules are shown in Figure 3. During compression, white streaks became visible 
on the aqueous surface at film pressures above 30 mN m-1 for HDNNS and 25 mN m-1 

for the oximes. Compression of the HDNNS film above 19 mN m-1 resulted in a 
change of the miniscus shape from convex to concave at the compression barrier 
and continued compression eventually led to overflow at the trough edges. 

The area per molecule that is obtained by extrapolating the linear part 
of the IT-A curve back to !T�O for HDNNS is 1. 21 nm2. This limiting area is 
comparable with the v�lue of 1.0 nm2 obtained by Keeney and Osseo-Asare (8); 
however, it is considerably larger than the value of 0.27 nm2 reported for 
2-(n-tetradecyl) naphthalene sulfonate (13). It is likely that the presence 
of a mixture of structural isomers in our particular HDNNS sample prevents 
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The IT-A isotherms of HDNNS and LIX55N are of the liquid condensed type whereas 
the isotherm for LIX63 is liquid expanded. Collapse pressures for LIX65N and 
LIX63 were estimated at the point where (-y!T/yA) began to decrease. The 
collapse pressure for LIX65N was about 17 .2 ntl· m-1 and corresponds to a 
molecular area (Ac) of .0. 62 nm2 • The collapse pressure for LIX63 was about 
9 • .5 nN m-1 indicating that LIX63 monolayers are fairly unstable. The LIX63 
film collapsed at an area (A

c
) of O. 77 nm2 • The HDNNS isotherm did not exhibit 

a collapse point. 

CONCLUSION 

Contrary to a report at the 1977 International Solvent Extraction Con
fer.ence (15) indicating that o--bydroxyoximes do not spread at the air/water 
interface, this study indicates that it is indeed possible to obtain oxime 

monolayers at the air/water interface. Based on the structural similarities 
between LIX65N and LIX70, SME529, _and P50, it is likely that these o-hydroxy
oximes will also form spread monolayers. 

An area of O .834 nm2 has been reported by Flett (16) for LIX65N at the 

heptane/water interface and 1.14 nm-2 at the toluene/water interface, The 
limiting area (A

0
) of O. 81 nm2 for LIX65N in Figure 2 suggests that the 

orientations at the air /water and heptane/water interfaces are similar. .iihere is 
also a close relationship between the interfacial area of LIX63 at the oil/ 
water interface and the limiting area of O. 99 nm2 obtained in Figu
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It I appears that LIX65N and LIX63 exhibit a similar orientation at the air/ 
water and oil/water interfaces when the oil phase exhibits poor solvating 
properties toward the compound in question. This suggests that a study of 
extractant monolayers at the air/water interface is not totally unrelated to 
interfacial processes occurring during the liquid-liquid extraction of metals. 
Of course, great care DJ.1st be exercised in extrapolating information from one 
interfacial system to another. 

Working at the air/water interface avoi·ds the experimental difficulties 
associated with monolayer studies at the liquid/liquid interface (18-20). 
However, in view of the fact that solvent extraction involves two liquid 
phases, it is hoped to eventually extend these studies to liquid/liquid systems 
using a Brooks film balance (18). 

The Langmuir trough approach offers several advantages over interfacial 
tension measurements which include the ability to systematically alter the area 
per molecule and the measurement of surface pot,entials and surface viscosities, 
Furthermore, techniques have been developed which allow the interfacial crys
tallography and ioorphology to be studied (2). Reaction products between spread 
monolayers at the air/water interface and aqueous metal ions can be identified 
after transfer to an appropraite solid using the Blodgett method (2). 
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INTRODUCTION --- -

As a result of the low aqueous solubility of the commercial solvent ex
traction reagents, the encounter between the aqueous phase metal ions and 

organic extractants is likely to take place at the organic/aqueous inter
facial region. 

The interfacial activity of solvent extraction reagents is now widely 
recognized. However there has been a tendency to limit the experimental 
analysis of the interfacial characteristics of solvent extraction systems to 
interfacial tension measurements. In this paper, electrophoretic mobility 
results are presented which demonstrate that the ability of certain extrac
tants to impart a charge to the organic/water interface may have significant 
effects on the observed metal extraction behavior. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The diluents utilized were spectrograde hexane and toluene. Purified 
reagents were obtained from tbe commercial extractants by using the pro
cedures of Tammi( 1) for LIX63, Danesi et al. (2) for HDNNS, McDowell 
et al. (3) for HEDHP (di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid) and Sato et al. 
(4) for Aliquat 336 (tricaprylmethyl annnonium chloride). All other chemicals 
were reagent grade and were used without further purification. The aqueous 
soluti��s were prepared with double-distilled water and contained 4 x 10-3 
kmol m KN03 for ionic strength control. The pH values were varied with 
KOH and HN03, 

Elec trophoretic mobility (EM) was measured with a Riddick Zeta Meter. 
The organic phase (0.35 mi. of hexane solution or 0.50 ml. of toluene solu
tion) was dispersed in 500 ml. of aqueous solution by means of a 90 minute 
treatment with a wrist action shaker. The zeta potential (�), the potential 
'i!: the plane of she.ar, was obtained from Equation (1), according to the 
Smoluchowski equation (5). 

(1) � (mV) = 12.86 x EM (µm. sec. -l /V cm-l) 

Hexane anC: Toluene Systems. The EM of pure hexane and toluene droplets 
is shown in Figure 1. It is evident that the organic droplet surfaces are 
negatively charged in the pH range considered (i.e. pH;, 3). The magnitude 
of EM increases with increasing pH value. At low pH, the toluene system 
has a higher EM than the hexane system-

Extractant - Hexane Systems. The EM results of various extractant
hexane systems are indicated in Figure 2. The hydroxyoxime reagent, LIX63, 
has very little effect on the EM of hexane. On the other hand, the extrac
tants HDNNS and HDEHP impart a highly negative interfacial charge even at 
pH values as low as 3. 

In the presence of the basic extractant, Aliquat 336, the charge at 
the. organic/acqueous interface becomes less negative and even attains a 
positive value as the pH is decreased and the extractant concentration is 
increased. A mixture of HDNNS-Aliquat 336, (the respective concentrations 
being the same as those f�3 which �traction antagonism was p;:�viously 
reported (6) i.e. 7 x 10 kmol m Al iqua t 336 and 1. 4 x 10 kmol m-3 
HDNNS, gives a positive charge to the hexane!water interface throughout the 
whole experimental pH range, (see Figure 2). 

Hexane and toluene droplets are generally negatively charged. This 
negative surface charge results from the preferential adsorption of hydroxyl 
ions. The aromatic diluent, toluene, exhibits a more negatively charged 
interface compared with the aliphatic diluent, hexane. The aromatic double 
bond present in toluene has a higher affinity for hydroxyl ions and induces 
a greater surface charge. The adsorption of extractant molecules further 
mQdif ies the interfac ial charge. The surface charge induced by the adsorp� 
tion of a surface active compound is strongly dependent on the degree of 
dissociation of the surfactant at the interface and on the type of end 
groups on the molecule. HDNNS and HDEHP are both acidic reagents and give 
highly negatively charged interfaces. However, the HDNNS systems is more 
negatively charged than that of HDEHP since HDNNS (pKa = 0.57 for 
naphthalenesulfonic acid (7)) is more acidic than HDEHP (pKa = 3 .49 (8)). 
Increase in pH enhances the ctegreee of surface dissociation of these 
acidic surfactants. Nevertheless, due to the limit in the available 
surface area for occupation, a maximum amount of surface charge is 
expected to occur at a certain high pH value. Further increase in hydroxyl , 
ion concentration would likely force the end groups at the interface back 
into the organic phase through electrostatic interaction, Aliquat 336, 
because of its basic character and its quaternary ammonium end group

> gives 

a positive surface charge. 

Electrostatic Interaction--Preliminary Step of Metal Extraction. The 
synergic extraction of nickel by L IX63-HDNNS mixtures at low pH (9,10) and 
the inhibition effect of Aliquat 336 on metal extraction by acidic reagents 
(6) can be further understood through the EM results. At pH3, the organic/ 
aqueous interface is neutral for the LIX63-Hexane system, negatively 
charged for the HDNNS-hexane system and the LIX63-HDNNS-hexane systems; 
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and positively charged for the Aliquat 336-hexane· system. It seems 
reasonable therefore· to suggest' tha_t in metal extraction by LIX63-HDNNS 
mixtures, the observed increase ·in extraction rate is related to the 
attraction of the positively charged metal ions to the negative interfacial 
charge. Thus the initial step of metal extraction by this system may be an 
electrostat:!:c inter,;iction between the metal ions and the negative interfacial 
charge, as shown in Figure 3. The antagonism in the presence of Aliquat 336 
can then be attributed·· to a repulsion of the approaching cation by the 
positively charged organic/aqueous interface. 
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Long chain tertiary amines and quaternary ammonium salts 

are perspective extractants for extraction and purifying of ra

dioactive isotopes of rare earth elements (REE) (1), The high 

radiation stability of amines and good selection have to be ta

ken into account, The metal extraction by amines is carried out 

from acid. media. Therefore salts of ammoninm inclined to self

-association in non polar dissolvente because of strong depole-

-depole interactions take part in extz·action .. 

The distribution in systems vdth association extractants 

has a number of peculiarities, connected with formation of a 

number of associates of extractant and extracting complexes in 

the organic phase (2). The association of the extractant is a 

cause of essential deflexione of organic phase from ideal and 

complicates the quantitative description of extraction equilib

ria. 

The possible way of overcoming the arising difficulties is 

given in the work (3), The process of association in the orga
nic phase is characterized by constants of association determi-

ned from independent data. Activity coefficients in organic 

phase ( r: /fN#) are cal9ulated theoretically. We used the me

thod of 11plurality of interactions in the organic phase 11 for 

working out the extraction model of REE by salts of alkylammo

nium (4), 

The extraction of lanthanids by salts of alkylammonium is 

regarded ::._s a tot1;-ty� following reactions in organic phase:

y/11 +N � #/7p- .4N,-
( 1 l Ml1p +fl',- :.=/,ffi'y+1 

- - fi#·-

N-y-1 +nt �/4'�· 

where � is the monomer molecule of alkyl ammonium salt;# is 

the nitrate complex of REE answering for the distribution 

in the water phase. 

As the first approach we consider that the constants of the ad

ditional salvation of metalcontaining complexes by free alkyl

ammonium nitrate molekules for the first :.nd the secona. coorai

nation spheres (.,8
#

) are not equal to the associative constants 

of the extrac tan t (.,8 ) . This difference is characterized by the 

parameter J': 
tf = fi# / _g, 

beginning with the third solvate layer J' _.;1. 

(2) 

According to the given scheme the concentration of any 

complex of the distributing metal with extractent in the orga-

nic phase may be calculated by the equation: 

Associative constants of alkylammonium salts were determined 
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from independent cryoecopic measurements (1). The concentration 

of monomer molecules of alkylammonium salt was calculated ac

cording to the equation of material balance of extractant. In 

the case of extraction of microquantities of REE, the equilib

rium concentration of alkylammonium salt is equal to outcoming 

and is determined by the equation: 

(4) CH' = Z:;l#t.J =f/11.l /(?'-,6/",4j}}2

Extraction constants Ky and parameters J' are calculated 

by the method of variation of parameters. 

The associative constants of alkylammonium salts were de

termined by using different versions of the generaii.zed theory 

of association equilibria (3), Activity coefficients of asso

ciates of the extractant and extracting complexes in the orga

nic phase were calculated also on the base of the generalized 

theory of association equilibriums, according to the equation: 

&ff};/ f;1111A)= J/&(m,s-/f fz, mo)+ 
(5) + J,?(2-v,Jwa/f',fT}_J-m,s/{f!-.D n?z, -

- V,. (2-V,.)�.2/1£T) -A',.,/.z,h-/) x 

,: (tf'�f Rz,m.D/(R.rf /.r,m.o)J. .. ;;12-�)w/�/f'RT)} 

where m
t> 

is the concentration of the component .t> (mol/1000g 

of the solvent); Sis the index of solvent molecules; 

ft> 
is the parameter taking account of the form and the 

size of molecules of the component .t) ; ".I is part of 

contact sections of the type I fr�m all particles in the 

solution; "11< is the parameter of interchange; A',.,,� 

are the quantity of places of quasi lattice of the solu

tion occupied by the distributing complex of the meta' 

and the molecule of the solvent accordingly. 

Parameters of the interchange td/2 and assotiative con

stants .ft necessary for the calculation of the ratio of coeffi

c�ente of activity in the organic phase were determined from 

independent crioscopic measurements. Obtained values Wn and 

J3 are presented in table I, 

Table I. 

1fhe associative constants .,4 and parameters of 

enterchange «fa 
of alkylammonium nitrates. 

Alkylammonium salt 
.ft , (mol/kg 

solvent)_, 

Tri-n-octylammonium nitrate 

Methyl-di-n-octylammonium nitrate 

Tri laurilarnmonium nitrate 

19 ± 

50 ± 5 

16 .± 

'o/
.? 

//mol 

-(230 .± 20) 

-( 270 ± 30) 

-(120 ± 20) 
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Values of the extraction co�stante /;'y and parameters 6' 
calculated with the supposition Ymax

=

3, 
are given in table 2. 

Table 2. 

Extraction constants A'v and parameters tf describing 

the extraction nitrates of ceriuni (III) and europium 

by solutions of alkylammonium nitrates in p-;:.ylene 

from 7,0 i.1 solution of lithium nitrate 

Parameter Metall TON·Hll03 'lL:N·HNOJ MDO!IHN03 
·-·------

Ce(III) 0,33±0.08 1.14 .t 0.06 0.06 .t 0.01 
K1 

Eu 0.08 .t 0.02 o. 50 .:t. 0.05 0. 02 .t 0.01 

Ce(III) 2.1 .t o. 1 0.8 .t 0.1 0.8 .t 0.1 
K2 

Eu 0.5 .t 0.1 0.4 .t 0.1 0. 25 .t o. 10 

Ce(III) 0.06 .t 0.01 o. 40 .t 0.07 5.0 .± 0,4 
K3 

Eu 0.02 .t 0.01 0.20 .:t. 0.06 2.2 .t 0.2 

Ce(III) 9.8 .t 0.3 6.8 .:t. 0.1 11.0 .:t. 0.5 

Eu 8,2.t0,1 6.0 .:!: 0.1 16.0 .t 0.8 

High values of the parameters { testify to the conside

rable strengthening of the association around the metal-con

taining complexes. 1rhis is confirmed by the crioscopic measure

ments qualitatively. The saturation of the organic phase by the 

metal leads to the decrease of the temperature depression of 

the solution that is connected vdth the decrease of the quanti

ty of particles in the system. 

Data of the thin layer chromotogracher and IR-spectrosco

py of saturate extracts can serve the confirmation of the addi

tional solvatation of the extracting complexes 

The calculations of theoretical extraction isoterms show 

that it is necessary to take into account the possibility of 

formation of polynuclear complexes in the organic phase with in

creasing of the metal concentration. Our model of extraction 

was used for investigation of the influence of macroamounta of 

one lanthanide on the distribution of microamounts of another 

at the extraction by alkylammonium salts. It was established 

that the distribution of a microelement is determined in the 

main by two factors: the competition of metals for the extrac

tant and the formation of polynuclear complexes in the organic 

phase. The effect ttof common ion", playing a main role in chlo

ride systems with phosphorus organic extractants, is displayed 

feebly. 

The systematic study of the influence of the processes in 

the water phase on the extraction of REE by alkylammonium salts 

included the investigation of dependence of distribution coef

ficients and separation factors on the nature and concentration 

of salting-out agents, ;;II of water solution and the presence 

complexing additions. The most essential factor is the intro

duction of complexone. Separation factors of the pairs of REE 

are increased considerably. The maximum separation of the pairs 

of lanthanides of the cerium subgroup at the extraction by the 

solutions of nitrate tri-n-octyl ammonium has been achieved in 

the presence of diethylentriaminopentaacetic acid (DTPA) ·-, 

To determine conditions of the separation of REE in ex

traction systems with amines in the presence of complexpnea it 

is necessary to choose the ares of �II of the optimum separa

tion. The separation of indicator quantities of REE in the pre

sence of DTRA is described by the equation: 
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(6)
c(' 1 -rl. 1+[.i/+,9/fo.J-"_,g/fe]2}C//R

1.2 - t21+½1 +,t1/fo.l+,.ij/"41�1//?

ol
1,

; ,d1,,2 are separation factors of elements I and 2 in 

the presence and the absence of complexone; ��· are con

stants of stability of complexe of REE vdth complexone; 

/l is the value, depending from ,,t'#of the equilibrium wa

ter phase; t;" ie the equilibrium concentration of canple

xone. 

Values of stabili t,· constants of REE complexes with com

plexone in concentrate solutions of salting-out agents were de

termined by the extraction and potentiometric methods calcula

ted and experimental values of separation factors of some pairs 

of REE and/#, corresponding optimum conditions of the separa

tion, are presented in t 0 bles 3 and 4. 

Table 3 • 

Separation factors of pair Ce-.t'l'n at the extraction 

by 0.2 M solution of nitrate tri-n-octylammonium in 

-xylene from solutions of lithium nitrate in the

presence of EDTA 

5 

6 

8 

3.2 

J.O 

). 1 

26 

26 

30 

Separation factors some pairs 

31 

28 

29 

J.O 

2.5+3.0 

2.0+2. 3 

3.0 

3.0 

2. 3 

of REE at extraction by 

0,2 M solution of nitrate tri-n-octylammoniwn from 

solutions of lithium nitrate in the presence of DTPA 

/ 

Pair d(2 i£(2e.rj) dt2ar� _,11A'e,rt, /'Read-. 
Ce-Pm 3.0 28 24.7 2.4 -+ 2.5 2.4-+ 2.5 

Pm-Eu 1 .4 6.3 6.2 2.0-+ 2.5 1.9 + 2.5 

Ce-Eu 5.s 140 152 2.3 + 2.4 2.0 + 2.5 

It is clear that calculated and experimental data are in 

complete agreement. The study of influence of the temperature 

on the distribution and separation of REE by alkylammonium 

salts has showed, that in most systems the increasing of the 

temperature leads to the decreasing of coefficients of distri

bution and separation factors both in the absence and in the 

present of complexones. 

The conducted investigations give us the possibility to 

make a number of practical recommendations about the rise of 

the efficiency of thin purifying of REE at the extraction by 

alkylammonium nitrates()). 
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SCALE-UP OF LIQUID MEMBRANE PERMEATION PLANTS 

J. Draxler, R. Marr, A. Bouvier, A. Kriechbaumer, M. Pr6tsch

Institute of Chemical Engineering 
Technical University Graz 

Graz, Austria 

Since Li's 11 (1) 11 discovery that the middle phase of a multiple emul

sion acts as a liquid membrane, many possibilities of applications 

have been found. The most interesting application lays in hydro

metallurgy, where Liquid-Membrane-Permeation (LMP) can be seen as 

an extension to solvent-extraction for extraction and stripping are 

materialized simultaneously in a single step. But l'..MP is not only 

a combination of extraction and stripping carried out one after 

another; the simultaneousness of these two steps enables by a 

special mechanism much better separations and enrichments of the 

metal ions. The carrier, which is the equivalent to the extractant 

in solvent-extraction, acts as a transport catalyst and LMP is 

therefore a kinetical controlled process. The state of equilibrium 

is given by the ratios of the ions to be separated to the strip

ping agents in both sides of the membrane 11 (2) 11 

(1) 

Equation (1) is valid for the counter-transport system. Depending 

on the concentration of the stripping agent it is in most systems 

sufficient to reach the equilibrium once; therefore LMP can be 

seen as a single step process, where only the time to reach the 

equilibrium is relevant for the mass transport. 

Because of the combination of extraction and stripping in one 

step LMP is a much more complex system than solvent-extraction and 
is influenced by much more parameters, and therefore an adequate 

mathematical discription is very difficult and only possible un

der certain simplified conditions. Several models were developed 

and most of them assume a diffusional mass transfer as the rate 

controlling step and use Fick's first 11 (3,4) 1
1 and second law "(2) 11 

to describe the mass transfer. But also reaction models were de

veloped 11 (5) 11
, assuming that the reaction between the metal ions 

and the carrier at th,e outer interface is the rate controlling 

step. All these models describe the mass transfer in a special 

system very well, but equally are inadequate to comprise all para

meters, which is absolutely necessary for the lay-out of large 

LMP-plants. For instance with the reaction model 11 (5)" the influ

ence of the acid concentration in the inner water phase cannot be 

explained and is therefore not taken into consideration. But there 

is a great influence of the acid strength, as shown in Figure 1 

for the_permeation of copper. 

For this reason a new attempt was made to describe the mass trans

fer in very simple terms, but which allow the scale-up of LMP

plants from base experiments. The mass transfer concept, which is 

widely used in liquid-liquid extraction, describes the mass trans

fer of the metalions from the outer water phase into the membrane 

phase. The transport through the membrane is not regarded, neither 

the enrichment in the inner water phase, which can be calculated 

by a mass balance. 

The advantage of this concept is that it is independent of reaction 

or diffusion control, the disadvantage that the mass transfer 

coefficient k cannot be calculated theoretically because of the 

complexity of the system and must be measured experimentally. 

(2) k.a.6C 

Formally it is analog to Fick's first law, but the particular 

terms have a different meaning. k comprises the reaction and 

diffusion terms as well as all other parameters influencing.the 

mass transfer. a is the specific interface area and 6 C the concer,

tration difference of the metal ions to be separated between the 

bulk and the interphase. The concentration of the uncomplexed 

metal ions at the interphase and in the membrane phase is negli

gible, so that 6C is represented by the concentration in the 

bulk phase. 
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The product k.a is determined experimentally as shown in Figure 2. 

This value is only representative for this special system and can

not be transfered to other systems and other parameters. The influ

ence of the various parameters can therefore be expressed by dif

ferent values of k.a and equation (2) is extended to 

(3) k' .a.y�.'f'� .... CIII 

If for instance the carrier concentration, the acid strength in 

the inner phase, the number of revolutions and the initial concen

tration are changed it was found that following equation is valid 

(for copper permeation with LIX 64N): 

( 4) I 2 . . 1 +· o,; 6 7 . 0 ' 
k .RPM . (carrier] . [Hi) · .CII·I,o.cIII 

T�e direct proportionality to the carrier concentration is valid 

in the range from Oto 10 wt%, and the initial concentration of 

the metal ions is without influence on the transport rate. 

Integration of equation (2) or (4) yields the time to reach a cer

tain degree of separation of the metal ions in the outer water 

phase. 

So far the calculations for the discontinuous stirring vessel, 

which are similar to equations used in liquid-liquid extraction. 

For the calculation of continuous permeation plants there must be 
considered the differences between permeation and extraction. 

As expressed by equation (1) Liquid-Membrane Permeation is mostly 

a single-step process. Therefore it would-be inconvenient to use 

a mixer-settler battery or multistage columns. The repeated coa

lescence and redispersion expedites only the breakdown of the 

emulsion without having any influence on the mass transfer. There

fore columns like RDC or Klihni-extractors should not be used 11 (6) ". 

From this point of view only a single-step mixer-settler or spe

cial columns would be apt for l'..MP. Single-step mixer-settler can-· 

not manage high throughputs, so we used counter-current columns 

with various stirring rods but without any internals. Two such 

columns were built, a smaller.one with a throughput of 60 1/h 

and a large one with a throughpur of 1 m3/h. 

The calculations of the diameter of these colupins could be made 

analog to the concepts used in liquid-liquid extraction, for the 

hydrodynamic behaviour of the two systems (permeation, extraction) 

is about the same. Slight differences are given by the use of 

emulsions as dispersed phase. Emulsion droplets show 'a smaller 

coalescence, so a higher holdup is possible, but also larger sett

lers are required. 

The height of a column is given by the mass transfer. In liquid

liquid extraction it is determined by the height and number of 

transfer units and a certain efficiency. LMP is a single step pro

cess; therefore it may be regarded as a reaction system, indepen

dent of a possible diffusion control. The residence time to reach 

equilibrium is relevant for the mass transfer and for the height 

of the column and is equivalent to the reaction time 'in equation 

(2) and (4) resp. 

Equation (2) may be used for columns only when all parameters 

are the same as in the discontinuous stirring vessel. There are 

no problems to transfer these parameters to columns but one. This 

is the specific surface area. In discontinuous stirring vessels 

the specific surface area, which is given by 

(5) a 

6xd 

is only a function ·of the number of revolutions because the hold-

up is constant. 

In columns the holdup is not only a function of the stirring 

speed and droplet size distribution, but also of the throughput 
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of the continuous and dispersed phase. Thus there is one parameter 
more than in discontinuous stirring vessels, and the data obtained 
there must be transfered to columns at the same interfacial area. 

Figure 3 shows the holdup vs. stirring speed at different through

puts of the dispersed phase. Together with a sauter mean diameter 
one can evaluate the specific surface area with equation (5) and 
calculate the residence time. 

For the height of the column, given by equation (6), one needs 
the velocity of the continuous phase. This one can be calculated 

with a characteristic velocity, given by equation (7), together 

with equation (8), which yields the velocity of the dispersed 
phase and with the phase ratios. 

(6) H vk.-rk 

( 7 ( a 

0,14 (g.4f)o, 73.ds 
1,19 

" ( 7)" 

� �
· 27 

1z°'
46 

• k 

( 8) � 0,474 
for A � 1 

2+};" 

In consideration of the backmixing our two columns were calculated 

in this way for the separation of zinc out of an industrial waste 
water. In both columns (diameter: 80 and 150 mm; height: 1,4 and 

7 m) the results of the batch experiments could be exactly repro
duced. 

Although both our columns work countercurrently, one should also 
consider a co-current cblumn because of some characteristics of 
LMP. As shown in Figure 4 the transport rate is nearly indepen
dent of the metal concentration in the inner water phase as well 
as in the outer water phase. The driving force is therefore given 
only by the concentration difference of the auxiliary component 

(mostly protors) and this one is in counter-current and in co
current columns neariu the same. So the main advantage of counter
current columns is negligible and the advantages of co-current 
columns (higher throughputs, better control of residence time ... ) 
are effective. 
CONCLUSIONS 

Because of some characteristics of Liquid-Membrane Permeation one 
cannot use the same extractors as in liquid-liquid extraction. 
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FIGURE 1. INFLUENCE OF ACID CONCENTRATION IN PHASE I 
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FIGURE 2. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF k. a 
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For our purposes counter-current columns with special stirring 

rods and without any internals were considered best. Based on 

batch experiments it is shown how these columns were calculated. 

NOMENCLATURE 

a •.... specific interface area 

C ••••• concentration 
d5 ••••• sauter mean diameter 

g ..... gravitation constant 
H ..... height of column 
k ..... mass transfer coefficient 

t ..... ti.me 
u ..... characteristic velocity 

v •••.. velocity 

xd ..... holdup 

A •..•• phase ratio 
� ..... parameters influencing the mass transfer 

q •..•• density 
� •.... residence time 

Indices 

A ..... refers to ion to be separated 
s ..•.. refers to stripping agent 

k,d .... refers to continuous and dispersed phase 
o ..... initial state 
y ••... stoichiometric coefficient 

I,III .. inner and outer water phase 
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METAL EXTRACTION WITH 4-ACYLPYRAZOL-5-ONES: SYNERGISTIC 

EFFECTS WITH LIPOPHILIC AMMONIUM SAL TS; 

APPLICATION TO LIQUID MEMBRANE TRANSPORT 

J. P. Brunette, Z. Lakkis, M. Lakkis and M. J. F. Leroy 

Universite Louis Pasteur 
Strasbourq, France 

The I iquid-1 iquid extraction of a metal cation from aqueous media with an acidic 

che I at Ing extract ant HL 1 n an Inert di I uent is usua 11 y we I 1-descr i bed by 

(1) 

K' 1 

The coordinated water limits the extraction efficiency. To substitute these mole
cules and therefore to enhance the extractions, a 1 ipophi I le donor I igand S is 
generally added in the organic phase (ex. S " TOPO>, and the extracted species, 

MLmSn, are simple coordination coumpounds. 

Another poss i bi Ii ty, much less considered (I), is the substl tu.+ Ion of H20 by l 

an i ans to form an ion I c meta I species Ii ke ML�m• l) wh lch are coord i nat lon 
.

5atu

rated and extract ab I e as ion pairs associated with a 1 i poph i Ii c cation 8 . 

This poss i bi ti ty of synerg Ism is considered In the f I rst part of the work with 
t!k- :; 1-pheny 1-3-methy 1-4-benzoy I-pyrazo 1-5-one (HPMBP), as a representative exam
p I e of the 4-acy I pyrazo 1-5-ones, and !C, the tert lary tri-n-octy I ammonium (HTOA +) 

or the quaternary methy I-tr i -n-octy lammon I um (TOMA
+

) cat ions. The extracted rTJe

ta Is are Cu2•, zn2+ 
and ci•, in comparison with Co2·, Ni2+ 

(2 ,3). The inorganic 
anions are Ct04-, N03- and so/- {ionic strength"' 1). Toluene is the usual di-
I uent of the di str i but ion exper lments { log D vs pH at l HL} and [ B + 1 constant) a 11 

performed in a thermostated vessel {25.0 ± 0.2
°C) using a batch technique. Ato

mic absorption is the analytical procedure. 

The second part of this work deals with kinetic aspects of Cu extraction with 
HPMBP in chloroform. A t iquid membrane transport procedure using Lewls'type c.el Is 

has been used. 

SYNERGIC EXTRACTIONS 'rJITH HPMBP + (B
+ 

,X-)* IN TOLUENE •CX- = inorganic anion) 

Three key equi I ibria are necessary to explain the experimental distribution 
curves : 

First, the extraction equllibrium of M2+ 
with HBMBP alone{\), which is dependent 

�+ (Cu > Zn > Ni > Co > Cd) and X- (CI04 > N03- > S04 z->
Second, the synerglc equi I lbrium (2): 

(2) 

K' 
(8

+ 

,ML3-) 

which is dl:::lpendent on M2+ 
{Ni"' Co> Cd> Zn» Cu {K2 = 0)) ands• <TOMA

+ 

HTOA
+

) 
Third, the anionic exchange equilibrium (3)· 

K' 
(3) (8

+
,X-) + HL X aq. 

that determl nes [ ( B
+, l -)] and thus the magn 1 'tude of the synerg i c ef feet as a 

fu.nctlon of the inorganic anion nature. K' follows the orders so4
2-.HS04

-» 
- - + + 3 

N03 > CI04 and TOMA << HTOA . Under the experimental conditions, the formation 
of (8.,L-) is nearly quantitative for the sulphate medium and negligible for the 
perch I orate one. Consequent I y, the synerg Isms observed for these media can be res

pective I y described by equi l lbrla (2) and (4) 

(4) ML(H()) • HL • cs1'cio-l ___ !i__ -.--- + c Io -2 2 x ' 4 --- -----,.- (B ,ML 3 ) + Haq. 4aq. 

KJ, K2 and K3 constants are given on table 1. 

The total synerglc effect results from equl I ibrla {2) and (3). lt fol lows that 

CHTOA
+ 

,X-) is a better synergic agent than <TOMA
+ 

,X-) towards the perchlorate 

medium (6 log K,4"' 0.5) whereas (TOMA
+

,X-) ls better towards tlie sulphate medium 

(b log K2"' 2). 

The magnitude of the synergism fol lows the order Ni "'Co> Cd > Zn. 

The Jahn-Tel !er effect hinders the CuL3- formation and thus, no synergism Is ob

served for the Cu extraction. 
Finally it must be noted that equi l lbrium {5) has to be also considered to ex
plain the experimental data obtained withs· = HTOA

+ 

(5) Hl + TOA 
K' 5 .--l---= 

(HTOA ,L 1 

(c:;iilohate medium; other media at high pH) ( 2) 
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{ log K5 "' 2.45) 

Di I uent ef feet If n-octanol is used as the d 11 uent, the extract ions w I th HPMBP 

alone are greatly enhanced In comparison with the one obtained in toluene : 

log KJ = -3.56 ano -2.33 (X- :c Ct04-) -4.93 and -3.34 (X- -= S04 
2-, for Cd and Zn 

respectively, which is due to the coordination of alcohol molecules on the ex

tracted species { subst ltutlon of H
2

0l. Wl th n-octano l, no synerg 1 sm Is observed 

if ammonium sa I ts are added to the organ 1 c phase. On the contrary, antagon I st I c 

effects occur (S0
4

2- medium). They are due to the ammonium pyrazolonate formation 
{equi I ibrium 5) { 2 ). 

COUPLED TRANSPORT OF Cu THROUGH A HPMBP-CHC 13 MEMBRANE 

This pre I imlnary work has been carried out in order to obtain useful Information 

both on the I iquld-1 iquld extractlon mechanism of Cu and on the feasibl I ity of 

its transport by using HPMBP as membrane carrier. 

Experimental : A constant interfacial area stirred eel I consisting of a cyl lnder 

rotating in a thermostated vessel (25 ± 0.2
° C) was used (Typical experimental 

conditions : interfacial areas sI 15 cm2 and s11 = 30 cm2 with respective 

aqueous volumes V 1 :z: 50 cm3 and V 11 = 100 cm\ Vorg 130 cm3). 

The chem i cat parameters were : 

aqueous I : ,o-3M < [Cu2+
] < 4 ,a-3M; [ {H

+
,Na•)Cl04

-I IM;l.5<pH<2. 

organic CHCl3; 0.005M < [HPMBP} < 0.04M. 

aqueous I l : HCI04 1M. 
(Under these experimental condltlons,the Cu extraction constant Is log Ki 0.37), 

TABLE 1 SYNERGIC EFFECTS WITH HPMBP + cs· ,X-1 

� 

Extract ion Cl) and synerg i c (2) equl I ibria. Diluent .. toluene 

Extractant Constant X Cu Zn Cd Co(2,3l Ni (2,3) 

CI04 0.94 -4 .85 -8. 13 -7 .25 -6. 71 
HPMBP leg K' N03 

- a -5.36 -8 .63 a a 
504 2- o.oo -6.22 -9.49 -7. 78 C 

--
HPMBP CI04 3.59 5.48 6.28 6.39 

+ log K2 N03- b 4 .04 5.55 a a 
CHTOA' ,X-1 so/- b 3.91 5.50 6.10 C 

-
HPMBP C 104 6. 15 8. 12 9.13 8 .34 

log K' N03- b 6.62 8.18 a a 
(TOMA

+ 
,X-) so/- b 6.01 8.1B B.07 C 

--------
Anionic exchange equi I ibria (3). Di \uent "' toluene 

CB', L log K3

(HTOA
+ 

,L 
-

CI04 -3.94 
N03- -2.60 

504 
2- { (HTOA',L-)] » [ (HTOA

+ 
,X-)1 

CTOMA',L CI04 '\,-7 .0 
N03

- -4 .22 

so/- I CTOt•-' 
+ 

, L ->I » [ <TOMA 
+ 
,x->J

Experimental conditions: (M2+
Io"' 10-3M, {HLlo "'0.02M and 0.0066M� [(B

+
,X-)]0 

� 0. \M . 25 °C 
a not measured 

c : slow extraction rate 

b : K2 '\o 0 0.05 � A log Kj � 0.10 

* Grant€d from C.N.R.S. of Lebanon. 
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Aliquots ot each aqueous pha�e were withdrawn to determine (Cu] 1 or 11
"' f(t). 

The curve [Cul "'i(T) is obtained by mass balance calculations. Typical experi-

:11enta! curves are shown on I ig. 1 and 2 (A (Cui
! 

"' f (t), B : [ Cul 11 "' f Ct), 

C [Cu[ • tit). 

ExtracTion rate A plot ot log J01 vs log [Hl.J is shown on fie. 3 (J01 "'ini
tial flux of Cu throughout the interfacial area I). The slope of the curve in

creases witn Increasing [HLl, and thus, three regions, with slopes 2, 1 and 0, 

are defined. The 2 and 1 regions correspond to a mass transfer control l(-!d by a 

diffusion through the crganic !ayer and by chemical reactions respectively {4) 
whereas the O region may refer either to a mass trans:er controlled by a diffu

sion through the aqueous layer or to en intcrfacial saturation effect. A varia
tion of the stirrir.g speed (65 to 200 rpfTll in tt,e 2 region has no effect on J01 
which conflrr.is tha1 a kinetical regime Is obtainffd. lri this region, variations 

of { Cul , [ H �l and I HLJ show that exper imenta I rate I aw is of first order to1,:ards 
these pararr,erers. 

wit:, k"' (4.9 ! Q.L}l0-2 -1 cm. mn 
Variations of the interfacial area have Indicated that the reaction takes place 

at the interface. The rate 1aw Is slffli lar to the one obtained with 2-hydroxy-5-

tert-octy I acetophenone vx ime ( 5 l. 

Transport rate At higher HL concentrations 1he metal transpcrt is partly go-
verned by the I imiting extraction r-eactions t�.at take place at the first inter

face but the shape of the curves {�) sho-..,'s clearly �hat at least a second 
rate I irniting step occt..:rs at the second Interface {back extraction). At lower HL 
concentrations (�) the transport curves show that the transport is only con

tro I I ed by diffusion in the cir-gan i c I ayers and a pseudo-steady state is obta i neci 

after a few minutE!s. New experiments are needed to definitely conclude and to get 
a more quantitative approach. 

Cu % 
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75 
A 

B 
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FI'G.1 COPPER TRANSPORT CURVES AT HIGH I HL} 

<0.02Ml pH 1.9; lcul0 1.58 10-3 
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With the commercial development of metal chelating agents such as LlX 65N 

and Kelex 100 reagents the practical application of the solvent extraction of 

metals has increased from the poil'lt of view of the recycling of industrial re

sources or energy conservation in the field of hydrometallurgical and waste-wa

ter treating processes(l,2). Using liquid surfactant membranes containing a mo

bile carrier, which has attracted special interest recently, testing of the 

practical application of selective separation and concentration of metallic ion 

in aqueous solution has been carried out(3-7). However, extraction mechanism of 

metal with liquid surfactant membranes has not necessarily been clarified com

pletely. 

In this work, the extraclion or copper with liquid surfactant membranes 

containing anti-2-hydroxy-5-nonylbenzophenone oxime (henceforth referred to as 

HNBPO), which is the active component of LIX 65N, was carried out in a stirred 

transfer cell, along with the measurements of the extraction and the stripping 

rates of copper by the extractant. The experimental results were explained 

qualitatively by an interfacial reaction model proposed. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Measurement of Extraction Rate of Copper The stirred transfer cell used 

was the same as that described in a previous paper(8). The aqueous and organic 

phases in the two compartments were stirred independently by two flat-blade 

stirrers in opposite directions at 150 rpm. The aqueous solution was prepared 

by dissolving commercial GR grade copper nitrate in deionized water. The pH of 

the aqueous solution was adjusted using 0.1 mol/dm 3 acetic acid - sodium acetate 
buffer solution. The organic solution was prepared by dissolving HNBPO in n

heptane. HNBPO separated and purified from commercial LIX 65N was used as the 

extractant. About ten small samples were taken at intervals from the organic 

phase. The copper concentration was determined by atomic absorption spectro

chemical analysis. 

Measurement of Stripping Rate of Copper Sulfuric acid solution with vari

ous concentrations was used as the aqueous solution. The organic solution was 

prepared by dissolving both Cu-HNBPO chelating complex and free HNBPO in n-hep

tane. The experimental procedure was the same as that of the above experiment. 

Measurement of Extraction Rate of Copper with Liquid Surfactant Membranes 

The aqueous solution was the same as that used in the measurement of the extrac

tion rate of copper mentioned above. The emulsion phase was made from both or

gaoic solution and internal aqueous solution by the same procedure shown in a 

previous paper(9). The organic solution was prepared by dissolving HNBPO as a 

mobile carrier and Span 80, a nonionic surfactant, in n-heptane and the internal 

aqueous solution was prepared by diluting sulfuric acid in deionized water. 

experimental procedure was almost the same as that of the above experiment. 

The 

Extraction Rate of Copper The effect of pH on the initial extraction rate 

of copper is shown in Figure 1. The initial extraction rate is inversely pro

portional to the hydrogen-ion concentration in the low pH range, but in the high 

pH range is not affected by the hydrogen-ion concentration. 

The effect of HNBPO concentration on the initial extraction rate is shown 

in Figure 2. It is found that the initial extraction rate is proportional to 

the HNBPO concentration in the low concentration range of HNBPO but that the 

rate is scarcely affected by the HNBPO concentration in the high concentration 

range. 

The effect of copper concentration oi:i the initial ex traction rate is shown 

in Figure 3. It is evident that the initial extraction rate is proportional to 

the copper concentration in the low concentration range of copper but that the 

rate is scarcely affected by the copper concentration in the high concentration 

range. 

�tripping Rate of Copper The effect of sulfuric acid concentration (activ

ity) on the initial stripping rate of copper is shown in Figure 4. The initial 

stripping rate is proportional to the acid concentration in the low concentra

tion range of sulfuric acid, but in the high acid concentration range is scarce

ly affected by the acid concentration. 

· The effect of free HNBPO concentration on the initial stripping rate is 
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shown in Figure 5. The initial stripping ra.te is independent of the free HNBPO 

concentration in the low HNBPO concentration range, but in the high HNBPO con

centration range varies inversely as the first power of the free HNBPO concen

tration. 

The effect of Cu-HNBPO chelating complex concentration on the initial 

stripping rate is also shown in Figure 5. It is found that the stripping rate 

is proportional to the chelating complex concentration. 

Extraction Rate of Copper with Liquid Surfactant Me�branes The effect of 

pH in the external aqueous solution on the initial extraction rate of copper is 

also shown in Figure 1. The tendency of the pH dependency of the initial ex

traction rate is similar to that of the solvent extraction rate but the rates 

are significantly lowered. The effects of HNBPO concentration in the liQuid 

surfactant membrane and copper concentration on the initial extraction rate of 

copper are also shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. These indicate that the 

extraction rate in liquid membrane system is lowered in comparison With that in 

solvent extraction system. This is considered to be caused by the surfactant 

used in liquid surfactant membrane system. 

DISCUSSION 

The experimental results mentioned above showed that the concentration de

pendency of the extraction and the stripping rates varied with the concentra

tions of hydrogen-ion, HNBPO and copper, etc. This indicates that the rates are 

affected by mass transfer rates of the species in the concentration range in 
which the reaction rate between copper and HNBPO is considerably high. The ex-

perimental results in region of reaction control will be discussed here. 

Both HNBPO and Cu-HNBPO chelating complex are found to be interfacial ac

tive components from the measurement results of interfacial tension. To inter

pret our experimental results, the following interfacial reaction model accompa

nied with adsorption of Langmuir-Hinshelwood type is proposed. 

(1) HRi 

(2) C 2+ U, 
l 

(3) CuR:d 

(4) 

+ 

+ 

+ 

V 

HR ad 

HRi 

CuR2ad 

HR ad 

CuR+ 

ad 

CuR2ad 

CuR2i 

+ 

+ 

+ 

'\rn 
+ 

Hi Kl 

H: "2 l 

V 
KCuR2 

where HR and Cu.R2 denote HNBPO and Cu-HNBPO chelating complex, respectively. 

Subscripts ad and i indicate adsorbed species and species existing close to in

terface, respectively. Since total fractional coverage is '"one, 

(5) 

Assuming that the rate-determining step is the reaction indicated by Equation 

(3), the reaction rate is expressed as follows. 

(6) 

From Equations (1)' (2) and (4)' 

(7) KHR 

8HR 
CHRi 8v5HR 

(8) "1 

CHi 
8

CuR5HR 
CCui 

8HRSCuR 

(91 K�uR2
= 

8cuR2 
CCuR2i 8vSCuR2 

The fractional coverage of each component can be obtained from using Equations 

(5), (7), (8) and (9). Substituting these into Equation (6), the final expres

sion of the reaction rate becomes as follows. 

(10) 

(11) 

r = reaction rate 
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C = concentration 

av = fraction of vacant site 

kf = forward reaction rate constant 

k = reverse reaction rate constant 

K = equilibrium constant of intermediate complex for-
1 matirm 

KHR' KCuR2 =- adsorption eq�ilibrium constant of HR and 
CuR2, respectively 

SHR, SCuR, SCuR2 = interracial area occupied by unit 
mole of HR C-11� Md CuR2, respec
tively 

From analysis of the measurement results of interracial tension of HNBPO, 

it was found that the values of KHR a�d SHR are 7.4 x 10-4 cm and 2.5 x 109 cm2/ 

mol, respectively. By using these values, it can be assumed that SHR > K1SCuR x 

Ccu/CHi and SHRKHRCHRi > 1, KCuR2SCuR2cCuA2i 
Under these assumptions, Equa

tions (10) and (11) are simplified as follows. 

112) 

The experimental results of the extraction and the stripping rates of copper can 

be qualitatively explained by Equation (12). 

Next, the experimental results of extraction rate of copper with liquid 

surfactant membranes are considered to be as followl:i. Span 80, nonionic surfac

tant, used as emulsifier strongly adsorbs at interface as well as HNBPO which is 

the extractant, and it is anticipated that BHR in liquid membrane system is low

ered in comparison with that in solvent extraction system. Therefore, the ex

traction rate of copper with liquid surfactant membranes in region of reaction 

control is lowered compared with that of solvent extraction as seen in Figures 

1, 2 and 3. In this case, ev expressed by Equation (11) must be modified con

sidering adsorption of Span 80. Quantitative treatment with respect to this 

problem will be necessary to establish processes of liquid surfactant membranes. 

CONCLUSION 

The extraction of copper with liquid surfactant membranes containing anti-

2-hydroxy-5-nonylbenzophenone oxime as mobile carrier was carried out in a stir

red transfer cell, along with the measurements of the extraction and the strip

p.ing rates of copper by the extractant. The experimental results were explained 

qualitatively by the interfacial reaction model accompanied with adsorption of 

Langmuir-Hinshelwood type, which is proposed in this work. Further study of 

role of surfactant acting on the extraction rate of copper in liquid surfactant 

membrane system is necessary. 
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;., diffus:..on controlled m,:-.;..ss transfer model for the permeation process 
within the emul::;ion dz·op is proposed. The model is b....:sed on the assumptions 
that the re;;.ction interface advances into tr.e emulsion drop as the diffused 
solute reacts instW'ltaneously with the internal aqueous reagent and that pseu
ct0-steady state approximation is valid. 

The polyili.s11erse c:iarc.1cter of the dispersed emuli:iion phase is also consiti
ered in order to a.void some errors caused by the ussumption of uniform drop 
size. Computer ::;imulations of the model equati0ns are pcrfonned using the 
estimated val:.ie oi the effective diffusivity, and the model cal.culations are 
compared With :.:,e ex:,erimcntal data. The experimental results obtained usin� 
a batch-type 3.,3itation vessel are also discussed on U·.e various parameters. 

DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL 

The following assumptions, based on the extraction system, are made to an
alyze the extraction rate. 

(a) There is no internal circulation in the emulsion drops because of the 
strong ;,resence of surfactants in membrane phase. 

(b) Sine� the im.erfacial tensions are very low due to the fiurfactants, 
there is no co.::,.lesccnce and redispersion of the emulsion drops in the contin
uous Jihase. 

(c) The externa] phase mass transfer resistance is negligible when the 
emulsion phase is dispersed in the continuous phase under proper stirring. 

(d) The r::1dius of an emulsified aqueous droplet w:itl•i.n the emulsion drop 
is so small that the contact area bet'l1een the membra11e phase and the .internal 
aqueous phase is large enough to cause the solute to be distributed in local 
eq_uil:i.briurn. 

(e) The effective diffusivity of solute within the e:':lulsion drop is con
stant and inde_Q-::ndent. on the concentration of solute. 

( f) The reoction of solute Wi. th the :i.nternal reaeent is ins t.antaneous md 
the reaction produr-ts are membrane-insoluble. Hence there must exist a sharp 
movi.ng boW1dar:,· at which ":.he reaction takes place. 

t-�athe:natic;!l description. The following equations are derived to discrl
be the concentration of solute in drops and in the external water phase for a 
batch extraction, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

C =Cs 

C=o 

C=O 

drc bDe aC 
-cft = ¢CR a'r 

(r=R, t>O) 

(r=re, t>O) 
(U�r�k. t=O) 

re = R ( t=O) 

-Vw ��w= 4 rrD�o/R:(�),.,R1 

Cs = mCw 

Hhere b is the stoichiometric coefficient of the internal reagent for l mol of 
solute, and n, i::; number of drops of grade i , expressed. by 

(5) n=� ' ..!.n Rl 
3 ' 

Here we can shm: a certain region where the pseudo-steady state approxi
mation is valid by an&ly:z.ing the appro.ximate solution for unsteady .Jt:;.te, 
which can be derived by the sar.:e method as Bischoff C P hos used. 

(6) 
bCs( l-rco) r,= r,o [l+ T + ..... ,] 

ti I< 6¢C,( r:)• 

Where rco is the core radius for steady state. From Eq. (6), we can derive 
the ratio of ::ass pe:-meated into the emulsion drop for st..ec:1.cy state to th.at 
for unsteady s�ate by neelecting th'! small c_uantlty ex:i:;ted in membrane ;ihase, 

(7) 
1/f ( r;) 

l--------
611+ !..R_�+ ( r:)2 I 

where 
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The ploL of M. /Mu 11s. If is shown in Figure 2 • h.s can be seen in the 
figure, there :i_.c:; very little error in the region of IJI< 0.1 which covers the 
most practi�al systems. Thus, the pseudo-steady state r.iethod can be applied 
to th.i.s mass tr.::..risfer system with confidence. 

(8) 

?or JJSet.:do-ste.;dy state, Eq. (1) can be solved analytically to c;ive 

c• = Cs• ., r
1

- r,:) r , -re 

where rc"""lf- c· = ..£ 
and c., 

For each grade ; , the differential equations for r/ can be rearraneed from 
Zq_s. (2) and {8), and that for Cw from Eq_s. (3), (5) und (S) as follows. 

(9) 

(10) _ dCw = 3•0, Cw�
): 

f (R,) � 
dt Vw i R11 1 - r/ 

�umerical solutions of , 1�,. (7) and (10) c--m be obtained to give re· and Cw 
11s. t for the sy-.,tem of nonuni..'."vrr,1 drops. 

If we ,15sur.e uniform drop s:!.ze and use the �auter mean diameter, the Eqs. 
(9) and (10) can be greatly sirr.plified and solved analyticall,y. 

(l!) 

(12) _ dCw = Jni De Cw � � 
d t Hm 2 Vw I -re• 

n::alytice.l solutions to tha cou1-led Zqs. of ( 11) and ( 12) present the rela
tion of r/ and Cw 11s. t as follo«sj'2) 

(13) t =__!_
i., 

ar,·'·
p
-p - _I_ [Iv ar,·'-

)
p a-iJ 

3a a- 6.ta ( 1:+re· 3· -ta, f',c+TyJ 

'.I here 

(14) 

EXPERIMENTAL 

;i/0 emulsions were prepared by adding an appropriate amount of <1queou3 H81 
solution drop by drop t.o 1:ineral oil (paraffinic oil .,:ith carbon number = 14. 
to 23) containin� 1 - 5 wt ,: of SP;..:r 80 with agitating speed exceeding 1,0(X) 
rpm. fi. batcl!-type aeHated vessel made of pyrex glass �J/ld a marine-type mix
ine impeller W'!re used for the extraction equir,ment. The �vQ emulsion, whose 
density is about 0.9, was mixed •,ti.th the aqueous aniline .solution in the ex
tractor by a,:itating A.t 250 - 380 rpm. ,Four intermediate baffles were equi
pped bet,,;een. +..he :1all and the center of the vessel to prevent the .J/0 emulsion 
rh,..,_se from re,11D.l.nin3 at the s urface as a l;:,.yer. 

The riispersion uf the internal aqueous phase droplets in :1/0 emulsion was 
observed by me11..r,s of a microscope, and the size of ,{/o er.iulsion drop was meas-
ured by a photo,?"'aphic method. The concentration or aniline in th"! outer 
aq_ueous phase 0:3.s a.':alyzed by an UV spectrophotometer. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Th:: stability of emulsion mixture. The quantity of !:Cl leaking out of 
the internal ac_ueous phase into t.he external water ph-1se was measured after 
ten minut.es' c1;_;it11ticn at 340 rpm. The average breakup values of the emul
sion mixture 1·rith thP. �;urfactant. concentration of 1 wt �, 3 ,.,rt. ,;, arvi 5 wt ,; 
were found t,o iJe 0.34 ,;, 0.2 ;, and belolf 0.1 ,� respectively. 

Jist!'ibution coefficient of an.Hine. Th� distribution coefficient m of 
aniline between -.-:ater and oil was found to be m "" 0.65 ut. 15 °C. 

Size d.:..stribution of the internal a<-ueou.s ohase dro lets and ;/ 0 emulsion 
drops. he diar.1eter of the ar:ueous :!<;1 sr.i1 .1 ,ti.on ,t:,·��r•l<;!t::, ,"7:•:<.1 ''l?"e,� by <j .�1i-

���
s

�(o
i

�m�;���
, 

;�;s
f

�:= ;�o�� ��;
u

:_ i .5 �
µ

,:� -:��.·-,t��. 

Sstimation of the effective diffusivity. :ihen ariilinc dissolves in HCl 
solution, the c:-c:dlibrlmn is ziven by ( 31 

(I�) 

1.·1here t: is t:11; ,j_-:s�r:cLti.on constant of anilinium ion. 
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·snili.ne c.m diffuse both in ch:ir,:_i;ed ion 8.nd neu:1·:.11 ,-.v1ecule like as 
Ph:Jr'.; and PtC:: 2 in the i.n:.ern,J.l ,1:_ueous ph;.1se, th11t i.s, the concentration 
drtvlng force is much higher thatt that in the r.,erni.>rar,':.' piw.;:;;e. In :.1-Udi.·.Lon, 
the diffusivity D; of anilin� in the internal aqueous ;-,h:JSC is foW1d to be 
considerably lager than Dm , the rliffusivity in L19 r:iembr·:ne: ph:i.se. As th� 
resul:., the di:fusio:ial resistance. i:1 the intern;_il J.queoU!.i phase may be 
greatly reduced. Therefore, the Keller's asymptotic c·:uation\�l:._n which the 
diffusivity in the internal phase i.; Consiriered to be infinite , can be used 
to estimate the effective diff:)sivi.·�.: De of :::i.niline within the emulsion miX
ture. 

(lfi) -½-"c.'. (�-.&)- .... ] 

The v,,lue of De :las obt:�ined lo be (). 75 x !.0-5 -::.r?-/sec when the calcu-
lated value of Dm ( J m =-! .27 x 10- cm2/scc) using the :·· ':.r:....:.;ha.ne correlation ( 5> 
was applied. TJ1e valu� of D, was -'llso c;1lculnted to be 3.06 x 1c-6 cm2/ 
sec. 

Comparison of the mo tel calcul;Jtions �-1i-r�!1 ex:Jerim�nttl ::--e ... -.;J.ts. The com-
p�ted results ?ased un the estimated value of o� ;�re i.n f·.i.::.rly �cod ,;greement 
w1.th the expen.mf;nt::;l results as s:-i0wn in Fizure 3, nod th� sma]l differences 
ere presumably due t:J coalescence and red:.. sversion of t,!10 emulsion drops .md 
the estimation itself of the effective 1liffusivity. 

Effect. of !!Cl concent..�·ation. The cxtrtlction rat.e is ;.-ffected by the H':l 
concentration o.s shown 1n Fieu.re 3. This result may be due to the d.ifferenc,;s 
in the location of the reaction inter:'ace. .!hen thP: ECl concentration is de
creo.sed, re shrinks more r.i.pidly and the r.iass tr<1nsfer resistance to permBation 
through the m�mbranc phase increases. Thus, with hit;h�r i:Cl concentr-3.tion, 
the extraction rate is increased because there i.5 a great diffusional resist
ance bet11een ::lrcp surface: ,:md reaction interface • 

. .::ffect of �olume fraction o� inttff:.a) ciqueous ph�ise in ·.1/c emulsion phase. 
Duri.nc; the pcrrormance of a ser1.1::s of experimc:1t.s, it, ·,·1as observed that the 
emulsion drop size bec:;ir.;'= :::mu] ler us the volume fraction of intern<1l acueous 
phase, /J 1 �ms d.ccrecsed. This is 11resumably -:.ue to :he difference of inter-
f13cial tension bet.-ieen �xterna) aqueous jJhase and eniulsion phase with rj. 

As sho•·m. in Fit> 4, with smalltr P, the ""·.Xt.raction rate �;as reduced even 
though t.he inter fad al urea fo:- m�s� transfer was increased. Th.is result!:i 
c!lso show us that there exists a a-eat resist.a-ice i.n t.r,e membra.n� phase to r...ni
line permeation. 

CONCLUSION 

(a) In the ran3e of W< 0.1 fo1· the exLr1ction syster:; 1 the µ�eudo-::..teady 
state approximation can e;.i.ve :tn ade'.iuate repr-esentation <Jf Lhe actual proces;-;. 

(b) The present -:10:Iel can be i..:sed not only for uni.form but also for non
uniform drop sizes. 

(c) The r.iodel calcuJatio:i� based on the estimated value of the effective 
diffusivity have been in fairly e;ood agreement, with the ex.per.i.mental results. 

(d) From the experLment:11 result::;, it, (1as been shown that the mass transfer· 
resistance to onlJinc permeation exists mai.n.ly in the: r.ier..brane phase. 
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THE USE OF NEW EXTRACTANTS IN LIQUID SURFACTANT MEMBRANES 

Mamoun Muhammed and Manuel Valiente· 

Department of Inorganic Chemistry 
The Royal Institute of Technology 

S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

"Permanent address: Universitad Autonoma de Barcelona, Dept. Quimica Analitica, Bellaterra, Barcelona, Spain 

Complex formation in solution is governed by the 

donor-acceptor properties of metal ions and ligands and 

also by their particular sterical requirements. By suit

able design of extraction reagents, one can exploite 

these differences in order to achieve highly specific 

extraction processes. Some of these reagents are de

scribed in another Abstract to this Conference {HOgberg 

et al.). Their extraction properties and use in separat

ions in acid sulphate solutions are described here. 

Most of these reagents are highly soluble in organic 

diluents (mostly aromatics), however, the extracted com

plexes have a fairly low solubility (1 g/1) and the form

ation of a third phase complicates the practical utili

zation of these reagents. 

One of the reagents (SER 48 = substituted, bisguinoline) 

has been extensively studied for the selective separation 

of copper and zinc from acidic sulphate solutions. Extrac

tion data including extraction and stripping isotherms, 

kinetic data and data on the stability of the reagents 

are presented. The work has also included extraction of 

the metals using SER 48 and Span 80 dissolved in Shellsol 

120 in a membrane phase using liquid surfactant membrane 

(LSM) technique. 

The metals could be extracted and concentrated into the 

inner aquous (acid) solution. No indication of the pre

cipitation of the metal-ligand complexes was noticed. 

Solutions with metal concentration of 5-10 g/1 could be 

treated this way for the selective removal of the metals. 

EMULSION LIQUID MEMBRANES - II 



USE OF IMAGE INTENSIFICATION FOR SIMULTANEOUS MASS AND 

HEAT TRANSFER STUDIES IN LIQUID-LIQUID SYSTEMS 

F. J. Aguirre, G. E. Klinzing, S. H. Chiang 

Chemical and Petroleum Engineering Department 
University of Pittsburgh 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15261 USA 

INTRODUCTION 

In the study of mass transfer between partially miscible 

liquids, temperature perturbations have been found to have an 
important effect in the generation of interfacial activity, which 
in turn is considered responsible for the enhancement of mass 

transfer rates. In an effort to acquire a better understanding 
of the phenomena of instability in liquid-liquid systems, both 

temperature and concentration profiles have been measured upon 
contacting two partially miscible liquids. This paper presents 
the method developed for concentration measurements of an organic 
solute in an aqueous phase as a function of time and position. 
This experimental method is based in electro-optical image in
tensification of radiotracer compounds coupled with low light 
level photography. In general, it consists in homogeneously 
distributing a C-14 radioactively tagged species in the top 
liquid phase, which upon diffusion into the bottom liquid phase 
interacts with a scintillating material. The interaction between 

beta particles and a scintillating material produces photons, 
which are then tr2,-:s;,,l ttzi thrnugh an image intensification 
system and pl:otograph<"d. 'rhe intensity of the 1 ight transmitted 
is a measure of the concentration c-f the tagged species, which 

can be quantitatively determined by proper calibration of the 
system with a reference material. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The contacting of the liquid phases is performed in a cylin
drical Teflon transfer cell as shown in Figure 1. The transfer 

cell is divided in two parts. The bottom section has one fluid 
well with a depth of 10 (mm) and a cross section of 90 (mm2). 
This fluid well has a window on its side which consists in a 
fiber optic faceplate. A film coated with a very thin and homo
geneous layer of the scintillating material ZnS;Cu,Al is placed 
on the inner surface of the fiber optic faceplate. The top sec
tion has two fluid wells, one of which has the same cross section 
as the one in the bottom section but with half its depth. This 

top fluid well has two openings in its top. A 1 (ml) hypodermic 
syringe is placed in one of them in order to introduce the lighter 
liquid which is radioactively tagged with C-14. Once the top and 
bottom fluid wells have been filled with the two partially misci
ble liquids, they can be contacted at a planar interface by 
smoothly rotating the upper section of the cell. Upon contact of 
the phases , some of the radioactive species will diffuse into the 
bottom phase generating photons by interaction with the scintil
lating material. These photons are transmitted through the fiber 

optic faceplate to the input of a RCA-4550 image intensifier tube, 
which amplifies the light signal 50000 times. The output signal 
from the image intensifier tube is recorded on photographic film 
at specified time intervals. A Pentax MX single lens reflex 
camera equipped with a 50 mm 1:1,2 standard lens and a Samigon M/C 
close up lens No. 4 was used. The data were recorded on Kodak 
Tri-X Pan film, obtaining an ASA exposure index of up to 3200 when 
developed in Diafine developer. 

The use of this technique provides accurate concentration
position-time records of the radioactively tagged species in the 
bottom phase. Time exposures were required because the levels of 
light emitted at the output faceplate of the image intensifier 

tube were very low, and therefore photographic integration of the 
light signal was necessary. 

. The image developed on the photographic film was scanned 
using a microdensitometer to yield optical densities as a func
tion of position at various times during the diffusional runs. 
Additional details concerning the experimental equipment and 
procedures are reported elsewhere (1). 

OPERATING PARAMETERS 

Several operating parameters such as specific activity cf 
the tracer material, exposure time, time interval between meas
urements and others had to be determined prior to the experimental 
runs. All of these parameters are interrelated, so various tests 
were performed to find their optimum combination. 

The intensity of the light signal obtained is directly 
related to the specific activity per unit volume of the tagged 
compound present in the bottom phase at any given time. As the 
specific activity of the solute increases, the exposure time 
required to record a given light signal on film decreases. The 
combination selected for these two variables was based on the 
volume requirement of tagged compounds. The specific activity 
of the pure organic compound in the top phase was of the order 

of 1 (µCi/µl), which required an exposure time of 2 minutes in 
order to detect a wide range of concentrations in the bottom 
phase. This exposure time is short enough such that for a mass 
transfer process it can be considered an instantaneous measure
ment. The only disadvantage of a 2 minute exposure is that the 
time interval between measurements had to be of the order of 30 
minutes for a good signal to noise ratio, However, in one case 
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the exposure time was decreased to 1 minute such that the time 
interval between measurements could be reduced to 15 minutes. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Concentration measurements were performed with the partially 
miscible systems water/ethyl acetate and water/isobutanol. In 
both cases the organic compound was tagged with C-14, and its 
concentration in the aqueous phase was measured at various times. 
For most of the experimental runs the measurements consisted in 
a 2 minute photograph for times of 10, 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes 

after the contacting of the two pure liquids had taken place. 

The light signal generated by the interaction between beta 
particles and the scintillating material was recorded as a black 
spot on the photographic film, and the optical density at differ
ent positions in this spot is related to a concentration profile. 
A typical sequence of light signals for the water/ethyl acetate 
system is presented in Figure 2. In these photographs, the top 
boundary represents the edge of the fiber optic faceplate which 

is observing concentratiur.s at a distance of O. 7 i:::m) from the 
interface. The scar�·,ing of the film is done from top tc, bot-com 
in the vertical direction , obtaining a concentration profile from 
a position close to the interface to the bulk of the aqueous 
phase . 

The intensity of the white signal in these photographs 
represents the concentration of ethyl acetate in the aqueous 
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light signal represents the region between 1 and 7 (mm) from the 
interface. 

By calibrating the system with solutions of known specific 
activity, the optical densities could be related to actual 
concentrations. The experimental data were compared to the theo
retical concentration profiles obtained from Fick's second law of 
diffusion (1). A plot of the average experimental data and theo
retical profiles for the water/ethyl acetate system is presented 
in Figure 3, The solid lines represent the theoretical profiles 

due to pure diffusion, and they correspond to the same times as 

the experimental data with time increasing from left to right in 
the graph. Similar results were obtained for the water/isobutanol 
system. 

There is an interesting characteristic of the experimental 
data which was noticed in all experimental runs., The experimental 
data for the water/ethyl acetate system showed an oscillatory 
behavior with time, having local maximums and minimums with a 
period of the order of 50 to 60 minutes, Figure 4 presents this 

behavior for four different positions in the bottom fluid well, 
in which the concentration of ethyl acetate in the aqueous phase 

is plotted as a function of time. This oscillatory behavior of 
the conce,.trations with a period of such magnitude suggests the 
existence of a very slow and intense convection process in the 
aqueous phase for up to 120 minutes after the contacting of the 
phases had taken place, 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of electro-optical image intensification of the 

light emitted by radioactive tracers, coupled with low light 
level photography, proved to be an adequate method to measure 

concentration profiles close to a liquid interface as a function 
of time. In reference to the experimental results obtained for 

the two partially miscible systems studied, it was noticed that 
the experimental concentration profiles were consistently greater 
than those predicted by assuming pure diffu

i
ion. In addition, it 

can be observed from Figure 3 that at sever� positions the ex
perimental concentrations of ethyl acetate 

i

the aqueous phase 

are larger than the interfacial concentrati� or concentration at 
saturation conditions. This observation sttj gly suggests the 
presence of interfacial activity and convec

�

·on which enhances 
the mass transfer rates, at least in the re ·on close to the 

inte:face. Furthermore, the fact that some , perimental concen
trations are larger than the value at satur t�on conditions in 
the aqueous phase would lead to the conclusipp that this inter
facial activity is accompanied by the presencp of some small 
droplets of the ethyl acetate-rich phase in tpe aqueous phase. 
T�e presenc� of just a few small droplets o� �e ethyl acetate
rich phase in the aqueous phase would great]V increase the value 
of_the measured concentrations, since the SPffific activity per 
unit volume of the pure ethyl acetate i� �2 fimes gre�ter than 
that of the saturated aqueous phase. Similar conclusions were 
obtained for the water/isobutanol system. 

As previously indicated, the oscillatory behavior of concen
trations with time suggested the presence of a slow convection 
process in the aqueous phase. This convection process is proba
bly accompanied by very large and rapid perturbations of the 
interface. However, since the measurements were made by using 
exposure times of 2 minutes, the results obtained are an average 
of the concentrations and possible perturbations during that 
period of time. In order to be able to evaluate all types of 
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convection patterns taking place in these systems it is 7ecessary 
to �ake measurements with exposure times of just a few seconds, 
which can be achieved by increasing the specific activity of the 
radioactive tracers. 
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A FLOW-THROUGH CONSTANT INTERFACE CELL TO STUDY THE 

KINETICS OF EXTRACTION IN THE Cu/LIX 64N SYSTEM 
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Bradford, U.K. 
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·The rate of extract lon of copper by hydroxyoximes has so far been studied 

by several methods (l), (2), ( 3 ), (4). The relative importance of chemical 
reactions and diffusion processes (5), (6) in determining the overall i-ate of 
e xtraction ls ascertained and estimates of rate more relevant to an industrial 
mixer set tler should be obtained. 

It is essential in any one technique either to account for hydrodynamics 
(4) or to stir the bulk and interface regions so that forced convection 
eliminates contributions from diffusion due to the mixing technique alone. ln 
the Gauze cell described here, stirring actually takes place at the interface 
and it is possible to measure the lnterfacial area between the phases. The eel l 
can be operated f or times sufficie n tly long that equilibrium is nearly 
attained, so it is possible ln principle to obtain rates near to equilibrium, 

Three types of rAte are illustrated in Figure 1, 

(a) Rate 1 shows the rate appropriate to a mixer-settler operating under 
s teady state conditions with perfect mixing of the phases at a degree of 
approach to equilibrium given by Cms

/C00
• 

(b) Rate 2 shows the "initial ra tes" previously under investigation in
our laboratories (l), (5). � priori Rate 2 bears no rela ti ons hip 
whatsoever to Rat e 1, although data in this paper will be used to justify 
a 1i nk. 

(c) A common ind u strial tes t is to e xpres s the ratl o 100 Cr/C('O as the 

"percentage kinetics", where T and t00 are standard times of contact in a 
defined laboratory batch mixer. In a sense c1 gives a value of mean 
rate, but the rate is modified by dividing by C 00 and ls thus a poor 
measure of extraction performance, Indeed, should the shape of a set of 
rate curves vary so that the c urves intersect the ratios CT/C

OC)
will be a 

misleading indicator of the values of Rate I. 

There is of course a serious analytical problem in determining the value s 
of Rate 1 directly since the changes in copper conce ntra tion are only a tiny 
fraction of the total copper present, This problem is unavoidable in single 
drop experiments (1), but examination of trends in copper concentration in an 
assid uously sampled stirred cell gives a better estimate of the required rate. 

THE GAUZE CELL 
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heigh t of 2 0 mm above the base. Aque ous phase (presaturated with diluent) in 
the lower compartment ls s tirred with a mafo!;netic follower and the interface 
wlth the organic phase 11.es at the platinum ga uze. The area of the gauze is 
29 cm 2 but the free surface of the gauze is some 40% of this area. A sec ond 
stirrer bar rests on the gauze and stirs the 100 or 200 cm 3 portion of organic 
phase (presaturated wlth aqueous acid). Aqueous phase from a constant head tank 
flows through the lower compa ... tment At a rate of about 10 cm 3 min-1, and aqueous 
phase concentration thus remains sensibly con stant throughout an e xperiment. 
The cell is immersed in a thermostat tank. 

Anal sis of the Or anic Phase. Samples of 100 m m 3 (or 50 mm 3 at high 
copper concentrations of organic phase are removed from the cell with a L ang-
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calibration graph (determined e c1ch day) is a straight line up to 0,15 g d m -5 
copper. in the toluene, 

Effect of Interface Position on Rate, The position of the aqueous-orgcmic 
interface with respect to the gauze is an important feature in dete rmining the 
repeatability of the cell results, Careful alignment (+ 1 mm) of the interface 
at varying heights was therefore carried out and the ruOs following checked for 
C-epeatability, Only the (linear) initial rate w as s tudied, over a period of 

about 7 hou rs. The results are shown in Tabl e  I. 

TABLE l 

Effect of Interface Position on Initial Rate of Extraction 

from 3 g dm-3 Copper, 2 g dm- 3 Sulphuric Acid with 20 vol 

LIX64N in Escaid 100 at 28°c in the Gauze Cell 

(Stirrer Speed 115 rpm) 

Mean Interface Position Initial Rate in 

(mm below Gauze) g m-2s-1 

0 0.0016 

0 0.0016 

3 0.0021 

3 0.0020 

5 0.0021 

5 0.0025 

In t erfaces set at the gau z e  itself gave the roost repeatable results, 
set tings above the gl:luze gave meaningless results and those small missettings 
below the gauze resulted in appreciable but .not cat astrophic changes in the 
rates obtained. 
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Effect of S tirrer Speed on Rates. The effect of varying the stirrer speed 
(hars 25 mm in length) on the initLtl rates (<450 min) is shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Effect of Stirrer Speed on Initial Rate of Extraction 

Stirrer speed Initial rate 

( rpm) in g m-2s-1 

40 0.0010 

60 0.0013 

80 0.0017 

100 0.0015 

115 0.0016 

130 0.0017 

160 0.0041 

A 'plateau regi on' exists from 80 to 1 3 0 rpm, at which mass transfer is 

essentially independent of stirrer speed. Later experiments were carried out 
with 100 rpm stirring. 

Rates of Forward Extraction. Full time-scale runs were undertaken at 28°c 
with a variety of aqueous phase and organic phase compositions. Instantaneous 
rates of mass transfer may be obtained by taking tangents , at the appropriate 
times, on the curves of organic copper concentration versus time. 

Initial Rates. Values of the initial rates, taken as above, are compared 
in Table 3 with initial rates from rising drop experiment data (1) in Table 3. 

� 

Initial Rates from Gauze Cell Experiments at 28° c 

A. 20 volume % LIX64N in Escaid 

Aqueous Concns Initial rates 
Copper Acid Gauze Cell 

(g dm-3) 

2 1 0.0027 

4 l o. 0038 

6 l o. 0050 

8 1 0.0061 

8 2 0.0052 

8 3 o. 0048 

8 4 0.0038 

8 6 o. 0020 

8 8 0.0017 

100 

(g m-2s-1) Ratio 
Single Drop 

o. 0055 0.49 

0.0097 0.39 

0. 0114 0.44 

0.0130 0.47 

0.0103 0.50 

0.0083 o. 58 

0.0067 0.57 

0.0046 0.44 

0.0035 0.49 

F.qu 11 lbrium 
[Cu ]or� 
(g dm- ) 

5.32 

5.46 

5.60 

5. 70 

5.32 

5. 35 

5. 18 

4.84 

4. 56 

B. Aqueous concns for gauze cell 8 g dm-3 copper, 1 g dm-3 acid 

Volume % LIX64N Initial Rates (g m-2s-l) Ratio 0xime Monomer 
Gauze Cell Single Drop Concentra tion 

(mol dm-3) 

5 o. 0028 ().0013 2. 15 0.04 

10 o. 0044 0.0022 2.00 0.05 

20 0.0061 0.0035 1. 74 0.07 

30 o. 0069 0.0043 1.60 0.08 

40 0.0.074 0.0051 1.45 0.09 

Variation of Rate with A ueous Phase Concentrati on. From Table 3A the 
rat lo (gauze cell : single drop of the initial rates lies generally between 
0.47 and 0.58, with one value somewhat low. There is no systematic trend in the 
ra t io with either copper or acirl concentration and it i.s concluded that gauze 
cell initial rates are affected in the same way as single drop initial rates by 
aqueous phase concentrations, 
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_compared with single drop initial rates (aqueous phase 2.64 g dm-3 copper, 1.76 
g dm-3 sulphuric acid). There ls a systematic trend in the rntio of init ial 
rates with LIX64N con centration and the two types of experimen t thus give 
divergent results when organic phase concentrations are varied (even though the 
result s  are directly related when onl y aqueous phase concentrations are 
changed). Tabl e 3(8) a lso shows villues of the o xlme monomer concent rati on 
estimated (6) from lnterfaclal tension measurements; the dependences of initial 
rate on the monomer concentration are approximately represented by: 

Rate cc [monomer J 1 •6 

Rate oe [monomer ] l .l
(single drop) and 

(gau1.e cell). 

The former ls in accordance with the expected order � LS (6). 

Variation of rate with LIX64N concentration can also be investigated by 
relating rate to the unreacted oxlme concentration as the extraction of copper 
proceeds. For 20% LIX64N and the aqueous phases shown in Table 3(A), the effect 
of the aqueous phase concentrations on the rate can be eliminated by dividing 
the rate of extraction at any time by the initial rate, and the unreacted oxime 
concentrat ion can be calculated by subt racting t wice the concent rat ion of 
copper complex from the total oxime concentration (on the basis of 100 vol.% 
LIX64N ,. 0.90 mol drn-3). 

When the resulting rate ratio is plotted against the the unreacted oxime 
concentrati on, the gr aphs show t hat a single line r epresents all of t he 
experiments on Table 3(A), but that there are deviations above 80% approach to 

equtlibrium whlch are more apparent with the more highly acidic aqueous phases. 
lnltlal rate measurement s are thus a good measure of the rate of extraction up 
to a point at which the rate of the reverse reaction becomes signtftcant. 

When the experiments at other total LIX64N concentrations (5 to 40 vol.%) 
are added, however, the dependence o f rate on free oxime conce ntration is no 

longer a unique line and rates of extraction with low total LIX concentration 

are systematically higher than rates at high t ota l LIX concentr ation, even 
though the free oxlme concentration is the same� factors might cause this 
systematic trend: 

(a) Chemical - it is conceivable that the copper-oxime complex forms an 
adduct with a free oxime molecule, thereby reducing the effective free Ltx 
concentration for reaction. Since no worker in the field has pr oduced
evidence f or this adduct in o xime systems (though there is evidence for 
other systems) it ls unltkely that this explanation is real. "foreover were 
only t his explana tion co rrP.c-::.., th�n the syc;':.::.a'lat1.c tr encl l.n the ra llo 
(Table 3B) of Gauze cell and single drop initial rat es would be 
unexplained, 

(b) Physical - the viscosity of LIX solut ions increases with increasing 
total oxime concentration and is relatively u naffected by copper 
complexation of the oxime, The trend in viscosity matches the t rends of 
the rate discrepancies, and the participation of organic phase diffusion 
processes in determining the rate of extraction is thus a possible 
explanation of these results. 

Empirical Modelling - Logarithmic Plots, A number of empirical models 
relating organic copper concentration ancl time for individual experlments have 
been tried, and of these models a logari t hmic plot proved reasonably 
successful. Plots of the type 

(1) h ln ((C0 - c ,,. )/(c, - c,,., )) 

are suggested by the "penetration theory" (7), where P is the penetration 

constant, A ls the interfacial area, and C
0

, Cc and C r-o are the organic copper 
concentrations at time zero, t and infinity respectively, Straight line graphs 
of log (CD'l - Cc) against time are obtained for these data; values of P are 
show n in Table 4 an d are close in magnitude to thoi:;e for salicylic acid 
transfer in the original reference (7). 

TABLE 4 
Values of P from Gradients, Data of Table 3 

A. 20 volume % LIX64N B. 8 g dm-3 copper, l g dm-3 
acid 

Aqueous Concns p In cm-2s-1 Volume % l.IX64N P in cm-2s-l 
Copper Acid 

(g dm-3) 

2 l 5, 7 X 10-7 5 )9,8 X 10-1 

4 l 8.4 X 10-1 10 16 . l X 10-7 

6 l 10 .5 X 10-7 20 13 .6 X 10-7 

8 l 14,4 X 10-7 30 9,6 X 10-7 

8 2 11.4 X 10-7 40 7 ,6 X 10-7 

8 3 10 .8 X 10-7 

8 4 7, 2 X 10-7 

8 6 4 .9 X 10-1 

Since the model, Equation (l), differentiates to give 

(2) 

it would be expected that the valuP, of P would be nroportlonal to the initial 
rate with our solutions of ver}' similar C�. Indeerl the ratio of P (cm-2s-1) to 
lnitlal rate (g m-2s-1) varies from 1.9 x 10-4 to 2.6 x 10-4 in accordance with 
calculations from equation (2), This model is thus lnternally consistent. 

A feature of this otherwise satisfactory empirical model is that inltllil 
rate appears to be related directly to equlllbrium copper loading, despite the 
evi dence of Table 3(A); t'1is :,iay give rise to misunderstandings unless it ls 
remembered that Pas well as C l""') is dependent on aqueous phase composition. 

This emplrlcal moclel underlies the plots of log (l - E) present�d in many 
of the reports to express kl.netlc results of bl.Itch stirred tank testwork (8), 
(9) although in hatch tests the nqueous. phase concentrations alter as the 
organic copper c;oncer1t rat ion inc renses. 
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Rates of Stripping. Pre-loa ded solutions of 20 vol.% LIX64N in Escaid
were stripped with varying concentrations of sulphuric acid (presaturated with 
Escaid) at 2 8° c in the Gauze cell. In earlier single drop experiments (1) on 

stripping, the expression 

was demonstrated up to values of t he product ((Cul (H2S04}) "' 500 .  The 
corresponding rate graphs for the Gauze cell result in the relat lon 

for values of the product up to 300. At higher values of the product, or �n 
part icular when t he organic phase copper concentration exceeds 2 g dm- , 
divergence from the straight line rela tion ship is noted and the rat e of 
st ripping is reduced from its straight line value. This reduction again arises 
from a change in organic phase properties rather than from a change in t he 
dependence of rate on sulphuric acid concentration. 
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The commercial extractant UX64N is a mixture of LIX65N and a small amount 
of LIX63 which enhances the rate of extraction of copper(II) from acidic sulphate 
solutions. The active component in LIX65N is the anti -isomer of 2-hydroxy-5-alkyl
benzophenone oxime and as the alkyl chain is predominantly a nonyl group, the 
compound is here abbreviated with anti-ru,.asPO. In LIX63 the active accelerating 
component is the anti-isomer of 5,8-diethyl-6�ydroxy-7�ximinododecane 
(anti-OEHOD). UX64N, UX65N and LIX63 are trade names of Hen<:el Co., USA. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The modified Lewis cell was based on our previous works ( 1,2). The aqueous 

heavy phase was continuously pumped throucjl the cell in order to keep the 
aqueous phase concentrations constant during the runs. The liquid-liquid interface 
was kept on a constant level by means of the arrangement shown in Figure I. 
The pJ--1 of the aQueous feed was about 0.2 units higher than in the Lewis cell in 

order to compensate the hydrogen ion release taking place during the extraction. 

The experiments in the dispersion cell were performed according to the method 
described earlier ( l ). The phase volume ratio was 1.0 and the total liquid volume 
was 300 cm3. The rotation frequence of the stirrer was 11.9 s- 1

• 

The oximes were isolated from LIX65N and LIX63 according to the methods 
described in (3) for anti-HI\EPO and in (4) for anti-OEHOD. 

TI-ECJRY 

The oxime extractants are weak acids with pKa > IO (5) which at low pt--i first 
attack the hydrated copper ion in molecular form and the deprntonation takes 
place after the chelation. The following cation exchange reactions can be written 
fo!'" the extraction of copper with a mixtu!'"e of a nti-Ht-.BPO (=H=l) and anti

DEHOO (=HB), 

(I) Cu2+ 
+ HR - Ct.R

+ 
+ H

+ 

(2) CuR+ 
+ HR - CuR

2 
+ H

+ 

(3) Cu2+ 
+ I-El = CuB+ 

+ H
+ 

(4) cue• + HB = CuB
2 

+ H
+ 

(5) CuR+ 
+ HB - CuBR + H

+ 

(6) Cua• + HR - CuBR + H
+ 

(7) CuBR HR= CuR
2 

HB 

It is generally agreed (6) _that the addition of an ti-OEHOO does not affect the 
extraction equilibrium. Complexes CuB2 and CuBR are thus less stable than Ct.R2• 
As has been pointed out by Laskorin (7) the stability of CLR2 depends on the 
macrocycllc structure including two intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the 
ligands.. Consequently CuBR is less stable than Cl.R2 because there is in CuBR only 
� such intermolecular H-bond. cue2 is the least stable, because it is likely 
that � intermolecular H-bonds occur between the ligands. This conclusion is based 
on molecular models. 

According to van der Zeeuw and Kok (B) and Preston (9) a-oximes (such as 
anti--DEHOO) and a-dioximes act as .accelerators whi_le B-oximes ( such as anti -
HI\EPO) and 8-dioximes do not have an accelerating effect. It was pointed out by 
van der Zeeuw and Kok that both the a-oximes and a-dioximes form five-mem
bered rings with the copper ion while the B-oximes and B-dioximes form six-mem
bered rings. Due to the molecular structure there seems to be also another differ
ence. In anti-HN3PO there exists an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the 
phenolic hydrogen and the oxime nitrogen (7). In anti-DEHOO this type of H-bond
ing Js unlikely as previously considered by Tammi (4). Reaction (I) can thus be 
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thoucjlt to consist of two steps: 

(8) 

(9) 

f-R (closed) = HR (open) 

HR (open) + Cu2+ 
= Ct.R

+ 
+ H

+ 

This means that the activity of the active "open" (= no intramolecular H--bond to 
the nitrogen) anti-HI\EPO is lower than that of anti �D at equal concentra
tions. It is reflected also in the fact that anti -DEI-MJD ls more easily protonated 

of the two oximes (5). The acceleration consequently depends on that [CuB"*J is 
hicjle!'" than [C._R

+
L The reaction route would thus include: Reaction (3) followed by 

Reaction (6) and finally the ligand exchange reaction (7) which takes place in the 
bulk of the organic phase. 

RESULTS OF RA TE STUDIES 

The accelerating effect of LIX.63 is believed to be influenced by several other 
factors in addition to the diemical reactions. The type of eQUipment and the purity 
of the reagents seem to be of importance, too. 

Use of purified reagents. The addition of 4°J:, anti--OEHOD (mole-,. in respect 
to anti HNBPO) has been observed (I) to accelerate the initial rate of extraction 
about three fold in a Lewis cell. Additional anti -OEHOO neither accelerated nor 
retarded the extraction. In the dispersion cell (Figure 2) the initial rate continued 
to inc�ease up to 9°J:, anti-DEHOD. t--towever, the lines in Figure 2 intersect each 
othe:- which has as a practically important consequence _that for instance 951, 
ext�action can be achieved faster · '."Yith 3"J;, anti-OEHOO than with 9j anti-OEHOO. 

Use of technical grade reagents. LIX64N contains except the anti-isomers of 
the oximes also the syn-isomers, nonylphenol and the original solvent. It is known 
( 10) that syn-Hf'\13PO and nonylphenol have a retarding effect on the rate of 
extraction. This retardation is prominent in mildly agitated equipment, such as the 
Lewis cell (3). According to Table I the rate of extraction with the purified 
anti-HNBPO alone is hicjler than that achieved with the addition of UX63 to 
LD<65N. The concentration of LIX65N was adjusted so that the anti-HNBPO 

concentration was the same in each run. The drop in extraction rate at the hic:j,est_ 
LIX63 concentration is believed to depend on interfacial contamination by the 
impurities introduced to the system with LD<63. 

TABLE I: The initial extraction rate in a semistationary Lewis cell. Aqueous phase: 
0.3 kmol/m3 CuSO4 at pl-f 2.25, stirrer Reynold's number Rea = 3000. 

Organic phase: 0.02 kmol/m3 
anti-HN3PO in 2,2,4-trimethylpentane 

(LIX65N contained 1.00 kmol/m3 
anti -H"8PO), the amount of LIX63 is 

given as vol.-1, in respect to anti-t-tl\BPO, Re0 = 4400. 

reagent 

anti-HNBPO 

LIX65N 

LIX65N + 3.1 S LIX63 

LIX65N + 6.3S LIX63 

LIX65N + I 2.6S LIX63 

( • The mean of 2-} !'"uns) 

(•) 

98 

41 

52 

71 

61 
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INTRODUCTION 

The commercial application of solvent extraction to the recovery of metals hRs 
encouraged fundamental research on the equilibria and the kinetics of extraction 
reactions. 0-Hydroxyaryloximes are finding wide acceptance as extractans for 
metals, particulary copper, from acid leach liquers. � below shows the 
general structure of the group of compounds, its dimeric forms and complexes. 

II' 

� 

HONOHER STRUCTURE COPPER COHPLEX HOLECULE 

.. 

HOOEL OF DIHER STRUCTURE 
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Substitu1nt R Comm1rcial no.me R1gistand Tto.d1marks 

PSO 

SHE 529 
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ACORGA Lid 
SHELL CHEHICAL S Ltd 

HENKEL Corp. 

FIGURE 1. STRUCTURE OF 0-HYDROXY ARYL OXIMES 

Mass transfer, with reaction, between two "immiscible" liquid phases presents 
a dependence of rate on interfacial area. This dependence does not imply a truly 
interfacial mechanism for the reaction, since the volume of a finite homogeneous 
interphase zone will similarly be dependent on interfacial area. For the extract
ion of a metal by chelating reaction, a series ot diffuiiion steps can be envisaged 
together with a chemical reaction in a certain zone. The rate of extraction miP,ht 
then be determined by these diffusional processes and/or by the chemica l reaction 
steps in the reaction zone. The determination of the nature and site of the 

mechanistic step vhich controls the overall reaction kinetics (2-5), is relevant 
not only to the theory of solvent extraction chemistry but also to the design of 
i!T{Jroved commercial processes. For further developments of mass transfer models 
in liquid-liquid extraction, the knowledge of the surface activity of all the 
species involved together with the values of the diffusivities of the reactants 
in the aqueous and in the organic fJhases is necessary. 

INTERFACIAL TENSION STUDIES IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEMS 

One of the ways of studying the interfacial activity of a reagent in a solvent 
extraction system is by measuring the interfacial tension. Previous studies dealt 
either with the prediction of coalescence rates (6, 7) or with the change of 
interfacial tension with concentration of surface act-ive species ,:md the corresrr
onding area of interface occupied by simple molecules (8, 9, 10) to investigate 
mechanisms of solute transfer across interfaces. The interfaCial concentrations 
of adsorbed species can be determined by means of the Gibb's adsorption isotherm 
(11, 12, 13) recently verified for oil-water interfaces (14). All the studies 
referred deal with static interfacial tensions and in a recent study of the drop 
weight method applied to systems containinr, surface active species, Flett and 
Singh (15, 16) found that equilibrium was reached if the drop was formed very 
slowly (3 minutes). 

DYNAMIC INTERFACIAL TENSION STUDIES 

Recently we reported (1) that some of the organic solvents used in solvent 
extraction exhibit a dynamic interfacial tension ar,ainst the aqueous solutions 
generally used. Until now this problem and its implications have not been descri
bed for solvent extraction. We also found that the PSO/aqueous system, when the 
solvent is near 1 y fully loaded presented a pronnounced dynaTT1ic e f feet. 

DIFFUSIVITY. ANALYSIS US INC DYNAMIC INTERFACIAL TENSION DATA 

The dynamic interfacial tension is controlled in some cases by the diffusion 
of extractant molecules, under these conditions and using the variation with 
time of the concentration of those species, we can obtain a value for the diffusi 
vity of the complex molecul e at least for the P50 extractant. The variati..on of -
y with time for a steady droo is assumed to be equivalent to the concentration 
of complex molecules at interface at each moment. To minimize the error, we 
choose conditions where the solvent is reasonably loaded, in order to increase 
the sensitivity of the process. The diffusivity of the complex trolecule inside 
the organic phase out of the interface, which must be equal to the diffusion rate 
for the dimer travel 1 ing from the bulk into the interface, was determined using 
the Vermeulen approximation (17). This approach can be applied to concentrated 
and complex systems and not only to very dilute solutions. For dilute solutions 
the diffusivities can be calculated using the aoproach of Ward a nd Tordai (18). 
The fractional attainf!lent of equilibrium.as a function of time for a particle 
diffusion controlled i�otopic exchange is represented by the equation 

- 2 
(1) U(t) -::, l - exp (- :

t
/ ) 112 

0 

which can be used in the who le range O < U( t) < l where. 

(2) U(t) 
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is equivalent to the fractional attainment of equilibrium, r0 is the drop radius 

(cm) assuming that its shape is spherical, t is time (s) upon formation of a fresh 

surface and Dis the diffusivity in crn2/s. Re-arranging 

(3) 
yo - y(t) 2 l - ( 
y O 

_ 
y f 

) • exp (-a t) 

EXPERIMENTAL 

ii �2 

a• _r _2_ 
0 

Reagents. The commercial reagents Escaid 100 (supplied by Es So in 1975), nonx. 
phenol (ICI LTD., Ref. 1242) and Acorga P50 extractant we-Ce studied as delivered. 
The extractant as supplied contains 93.5 wti. of hydroxyoxime and 6.5 wt7. of nony.!. 
rhenol. The other reagents used were Analar grade. 

Apparatus. A modified drop weight method (1) was used for all measurements 
of dynamic interfacial tension using an "Agla" micrometer syringe with an 
assembly {l) to form the organic drops. 

Technique. The dynamic interfacial tension was analysed with the method and 
apparatus referred, which consists in forming organic ohase drops of several 
volumes, corresponding to different y val ues, having the same formation time. 
We wait for their release to record the time. A curve of y interfacial (or 
surface) tension as a function of time was then drawn. To calculate interfacial 
tensions an average volume of not less than 4 drops was used in conjunction with 
the correction due to Harkins and B rown. The results are good to slightly better 
than 3. 07. (1). Analysis for sulphuric acid in the presence of copper was by the 
method of Gran (1952). Copper analysis was carried out by atomic absorption soec 
trophotometer. For all the measurements of interfacial tension made in this w�rk 
the two phases were mutually equilibrated by shaking for 24 hours in a shaker 
and next left one day to be separated completely. 

1lESm...TS AND DISCUSSION 

Several dynamic interfaci.:11 tension curves for systems at equilibrium condi
tions were drawn to study the effects of the amount of P50 and N.P. in the 
diluent, type of diluent, aqueous medium, level of copper in the solvent phase 
and the degradation of the solvent with the time. The curves are presented in 
� and details of the solve�c and aqueous phases involved are presented in 
Table 1. Equation (3) was applied to some of the dynamic interfacial tension 
data presented in�- In these studies the size of the drop through which 
diffusion is assumed to take place ranged between the maximum size anrl 12% lower. 
Example of calculations using equation (3) are presented elsewhere (1). � 
shows a very good fit with the Vermeulen equation and in Table 1 we present all 
the data involved in the calculations and the results. The diffusivities obtained 
with the exception of experiments 10 and 51 for loaded sofvent respectively 
against distilled water, are much larger than those predicted by the Wilke and 
Chang correlation. The results depend on the ionic strength of the aqueous phas e 

and so we must consider these values as apparent diffusion coefficients. With 
the approach proposed, the migration cf the complex species in the organic phase 
is proportional to the apparent diffusion coefficient times the initial driving 

:�:�:a!IRg 
-

s�t! �a�tt:�f; :�!
u
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e
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a mixed tank with P50 copper sulphate systems identical to the ones presented in 
Table 1 and in&.:__!_, which are published elsewhere. This work shows that the 
apparent diffusion coefficient derived from interfacial tellsion measurements is 
too high to explain stirred tank rate data in terms of a pure mass transfer modeL 
The results of the partial mass transfer coefficients assuming the proposed model 
(1), showed that there was a kinetic resistance in the overall process as well 
as diffusional resistance. Howeve·r, sometimes static and dynamic interfacial 
effects can ;:iccelerate the diffusion process and compensate for chemical retar
dation, by improving coalescence or through inter facial turbulence, Sometimes 
the two effects may occur together and trore or less cancel. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

1. The modified drop weight apparatus for solvent drops, described elsewhere 
(1) , can be used successfully to follow interfaci.al tension changes with time 
with good accuracy. 

2. Comparing the data in Figs. 1 - 2 we can conclude that when the solvent is 
loaded above 70.0% of its capacity two opposing effects ma)' occur in the region 
of the interface; mainly a retardation of transfer due to a lower diffusivity 
value and an acceleration due to interfacial turbulence. 

3. Apparent org"anic phase diffusivities can be derived from interfacial 
tension measurements and follow the pattern of the viscosities and the contribu -
tions to the diffusivity from other factors are less important. 

4. The values of diffusivities calculated by the process described are the 
correct values to be used in theoretical expressions for the partial mass 
transfer coefficients in order to compare with experimental values for mechanism 
investigation. 

NOMENCLATURE 

D - diffusion }oefficient of the solvent in the phase into which it is trans
ferred, cm /s. 

N.P. - nonylphenol. 
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r0 - radius of the spheric drop with the same volume than the one found at 
the assembly. 

t - tirne coordinationate, min. or s. 

U(t) - fractional attainment of equilibrium as a function of time for a 
particle diffusion controlled isotopic exchange, equation (3). 

y(t) - dynamic surface or interfacial tension, as a function of the age (t) 
of a fresh surface. N/rn, in general t is in minutes, 

Y f - dynamic surface or interfacia1 tension for a surface of age 25 min. or 
static value when a drop is formed very slowly using the drop weight 
method, N /m. 

er. - parameter, equal to (ii rr2 /r0
2), s-l 
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THE SOLVENT CONTAINS AN OXIME EXTRACTANT FOR COPPER 
C P50 ). SEVERAL AQUEOUS AND SOLVENT CONDITIONS WERE 
EXPERIENCED. 

EFFECT OF AMOUNT OF N. P. IN THE SOLVENT 
1.00 
0.90 
0.80 
0.70 

Diffusivity in cm2/s Amount N. P. g/l 
--�l!:::::=:a:::::�::;;-...... ,__� 1.10-10-5 14 

N 0.60 

I I 
Pn 

24 

EFFECT OF THE LEVEL OF COPPER IN THE SOLVENT 

�

, 

0.50 
�� 

r,: ,-l' 1 00 

,fi�:K���-o--
Copper in solv. g/l 

0.70 
0.60 
0,50 

0.40 

1.00 
0,90 
0.80 
0.70 
0.60 
0.50 

o.o 

Stripp. Exp. 

82 
82 

25.2 

2.2 

11,8 

11. 7 

In 34,16 - Solvent. fully loaded 

11.1 

EFFECT OF THE DILUENT 

100,0 

6, 10-10 - 5 
5-20· ,o- S 

52 

Copper in solv. g/\ Diluent 

100,0 

2l.3 
14.7 

toluene 
n-heptant 

JOO.O 
Time in seconds 

FIGURE 3. CALCULATION OF A DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT APPLYING 

THE VERMEULEN EQUATION IN AN ORGANIC DROP INTO 

AN AQUEOUS PHASE 

Table l 

Calculation of a diffusion coefficient applying the Vermeulen equation 

Exp. Solvent Concentrations at equili- llange Diffusivity 
brium conditions* of 

number Coefficient 
Character is tics Copper in Aqueous Time** 

xl05 cm 1"/s in solvent characteristics 
oC 

Fig. 1 g/9, g/9, 
s 

100g/9, P50, 14 .5 14. 10-Cu 0:0-260.0 ,. 70 5 14.2 -H1so4 
� l4g/9, N. P. or 13.00-Cu 

34 i 25 .2 15.9 -H2so4 
0 .0-120.0 2.67 

1-i 
14R/t PSO as 

3. 30-Cu 0.0-144.0 4 .81 C I delivered in 2,. 7 30.9 -H2so4 
,_ Escaid 100 2.13-Cu 

33 18.8 31. 7 -H1so4 
0.0-158.0 li.96 

25 
200,.i. roo, 24g/e 11. QO-Cu 

Pn N.1'. in P.scaid 24. 7 18 .0 -H2so4 
0.0-246.0 1.80 

100 

16 18.8g,i, P50, 1.2 11.0 -Cu 0.0-198.0 2.89 
1. 3lg,i, N.P. 11.2 -H2so4 

so 
200g/9, P50, I 4g,i, 23.3 1 2.30-Cu 0.0-105.0 6. 70 N.P. in toluene 

52 200g/£ PSO, l 4g/t 24. 7 "!.2.10-Cu 0.0-135 .o s. 20 N .P. in n-he-pt.-me 

It is 200g/f P50, 

71 14g/£N.P. in 
16.1 1 .13-Cu 0.0-196.0 2. 30 Escaid 100, was 

used for a year 
-

Bl becoming roore 17 .5 30. SO-Cu 0.0- 80.0 11.10 
- concentrated 

82 in oxime 21.1 40. SO-Cu 0.0- 88.0 11.60 
(- 255•/9,) 20 
Loaded so 1 vent 
(214g/9. PSO in 

10 Escaid 100) 21.4 0 .00-Cu 0.0-144.0 0.60 

Dist. 
water 

Unloaded solv. 
(214g/£ P50 in 

51 toluene) o.o 0.00-Cu 0.0-148 .0 2.23 
Dist. 
water 

*!he system was agitated for 24h in a shaker and next left 24h in a sepr����l 
Range of time considered in the dynamic interfacial data 
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INTERFACIAL PHENOMENA IN COPPER EXTRACTION 

V. Tarasov, G. Yagodin, A. Pichugin, S. lvakhno

Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology 
A-47, Miusskaya sq., 9

Moscow, USSR

There are two possible weys of rt�te control in extre.ction 

proces:.;es. The fi:::-.::;t -.·ta.";,� conoist in increasing r.mss transfer 

coefficient end ef:'ecti-ve vc.lue of t:�e interfaciel .::n.:..rface by 

introducing er.ergy in-to the :nixers. �1i1e second way consist in 

influence on tile kinetics of procesaeo acco:np�ing extraction. 

The possibilities of the first way are lir.iited by the incree.sing 

energy consu.-np:tion. How the second way becn;::e more i..nport,311ce, 

especially ,due to creation of centrifugal extraction apparatus. 

This way is more important for the processen with the rate li;nited 

b:: interfo..cial cbenicel reactions. 

For exen.ple, copper extraction and its kinetics and rnech�n.ism 

recently heve been the subject of intensive studies. At the Ga�e 

time the consistent model of this process which is known to be 

the beGis of optimel control has not been developed so far. The 

essential question as to the localization of chemical reactions 

limiting the extraction r�te remains unsettled. On this acco..:.nt 

the mechanism of cntalytic influence is not clearly understood 1 

since different z::.ec.r.s of their o.ccele_ration can be sagL_;e:::ted 

depenuin3 on the localization of ci1emical reactions. Very often 

the authors prefer either reactions at interface, or reactions 

in volw:ie, without any resons. :Xoreover, when reaction at inter

face takes place, outhors suppose often the Langr::eur'a edsorption 

of the reagents. It is cannot be correct taking iot-0 account of 

the interfacial film formation. 

The principal results of our study of oYyoxi�e� copper 

extraction kinetics and catalysis are presented in this co:nnuni

cation. ·'.i1h� experi:nental study of copper extraction{strippin.:;) 

kinetics wo.n ca::-ried out by short-time phase contacting method 

(STC"u1). Interfacial tension :::ie.surem.ent was carried out by ·:iiL:el

my plate method. The study has shown thHt rer;ularities of kinetics 

and catalyzio of copper extrnction o.re due to fol::..o,·,ir..g interfo.

cial processes: 

1. Ext ruction c..ml strip;,inc e.re li:ni tcd by parallel chc::iical 

reec�ions both et interfo.ce(sub. ir.dex i) and in vol��e of 

aqueous phase layers adjacent to interface(sub. index v), their 

contributions Pi end Pv {Table 1) are comparable with anti de�erni 

on concentration and for nonstntionc.ry proces�:en on the ti:ne as 

well. 

The values Pi and Pv ere calculated by meens of ourself •;1or

ked out r.iethod (1). ','lith the decrease of reagent� cuncentrc.tion 

and time(in cese of extrection) the reaction at the interface is 

dominatin,;. It takes place with participation of adsorbed sub

stances. 
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Thug, the kinetic scheme of extrection process is as follows: 

The slow stage is an addition of second extructant molecule, 

occur::; both at the interfuce ant.l in the adjacent lo.yers of the 

aqueou.:; phase. 

Kinetic scheme of stripping process is as follows: 

CuR2 + H+ = CuR+ + RH fast 

CuR
+ 22� cu+2 + R- slow 

R- + H+ 
= RI! fast 

The limiting stabe is the irreversible reaction of the 

com;lex destruction under water molecule action. 

2. Ionic surfactant {IS) equally affect extraction end 

stripping rate�, that indicates a nonspecific electrostatic ca

talysis due to the double electric layer field. Thus for example 

anionic IS .<Na laurylaulphate, Na.LS) gives an acceleration effect, 

while cationic IS (�ytiltrimethylammonium bromide, CTAB) .as a 

retardation one (Table 2). Specifically that IS change, in gene

ral, rate of reection et interface (Table 2). 

Substc.nces extracting copper faster than oxyoxir.1es (for in

stance 01/P - orthonitrosophenol) also change equally the rate of 

direct and bacX reactions. These compounds chenge mainly the con

tribution of the reactions in adjacent layers of the aqueous pha

se (Table 2). The acceleration effects of these substances exeed 

those of IS by 2-J times. 

J.Oxyoximes adsorption at the interfece is sutisfactorily 

described by i',rurakin' s equation. Adsorption isote-1'7» (Fir;ure 1) 

and attraction constant vnlueArnble J) indicate essential 

intermolcct..lc.r interaction::;. '!'he::e interactions are the reaGons 

for formation of conden�ed interf�cial filns. The latter.decrenze 

considerably the rate of chemical reactions. 

4. In a nu.11ber of ceses the dynamic interfacis.l tension is 

vary enough slowly particulo.ry for o;.:yoxi..":'les vii th hieh molecular 

weiiht, it depends on the formation of interfacial fil�� and 

their agine. 

5. In the case of copper extraction in syster.J. v,ith ir:1pregnai

ted and liquid r.iembre.ne, containing Lix64�f a.s a transfer agent, 

NaLS has considerable acceleration effect on extraction rate. 

Both "electroste.tic" and 11chemice.l" and "micellar" catalysis may 

also te.ke place. 
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-:'&ble 1. ::i:ietics �f c:ipper e:-.:tr�ction and ::.tripr,inc; in 

system: CaH11

o-�-0
OH 

NOH 

- Toluen 

The values of contributions of RI ( P, ) end of RV ( Pv ) • 

c�
x 

kmol/m3 Pi Pv C�u kmol/m3 Pi 

0.22 0.31 o.69 0.031 
0.11 0.31 0.69 0.01a 
0.08 0.41 0.59 0.010 
0.06 0.74 0.26 0.008 
0.028 0.86 0.14 0.003 

C�u - copper concentration in orcanic phase 

C�x - extr�ct�nt concentration 

0.37 
0.39 

O.JB 
0.40 
0.42 

rable ). Adoo�ption equilibriur:1. pere.m.eters in system: 

X R1 

CH30 H 
c
4

H
9
0 H 

c8H170 H 

H C8i!17 
c2H5o H 

R WOH toluen -

Q
" 

x \ 
17 

c-R2 

OH 

(t = 25° ) 

R2 A �-109 

kmol 
� 

C5H5 1.16 3.0 

C6H
5 

1.27 3.7 
C5H5 1 .35 4.5 

C5H5 1.44 4. 1 
C17H35 1.70 6.5 

m
J 

EioI 

95 
75 
78 

190 
6.0 

Pv 

0.63 
0.61 
0.62 
0.60 
0.58 

'l'eble 2. 1.rhe cetalysi3 in copper extraction and striooin,e; 

in system: Cuso4-H20-toluen-

ccat. Extraction 

pll0=3.0; c0=0.11� 
Catalyst lonol 

Fa Pi Pv 

10-5 
1. 1 0.38 0.62 

5· 10-5 1.5 0.45 0.55 
NaLS ,o-4 2.5 0.63 0.37 

5•10-4 4.3 o.88 0.12 
10-3 4.8 0.91 0,09 

10-5 0,8 0.28 0.72 
2•10-5 0.63 0.21 0.79 

CTAB 5•10-5 0.52 0.15 0,85 
5•10-4 0.13 0.10 0.90 

10-3 0.11 0.07 0.93 

10-4 2.3 0,30 o. 70 
2•10-4 4.8 0.25 0.75 

ONP 
8.10-4 6.0 0.15 0.85 
2-10-3 10.0 0.09 0.91 
5.10-3 12.0 0.01 0.93 

Pa - acceleration effect 

:�oo 

C3H 11 

Q�-o OH NOH 

Stripping 
pH

0
=2.4; c�u=o.031��1 

Fa Pi Pv 

2. 1 0.40 0.60 

3.6 0.43 0.57 

4.5 0.58 0.42 
7.2 o.69 0.31 
8.0 0.74 0.34 

0.4 0.32 0,78 
0,3 0.30 0.70 
0.2 0.25 0.75 
0.05 0.20 o.eo 

0.04 0.17 0.83 

3.0 0.33 o.67 
3.5 0.21 0.79 
1.8 0.15 0.85 

12.0 0.17 0.83 
15.0 0.12 0.88 

0,6 

0,4 

Q2 

3 
Cex·10, 

L.Ol!:=---�--..L._�------l.--__:;_= 

kmol·m-35 10 

Fil;Ure 1. J�dsorption isotherns in s:,.·sten: 

(t 

isot!lenn nlliilber X R1 R2 

1. CH30 H C6H5 
2. c4H90 H C6H5 
3. c8tt17o H C5H5 
4. H C8H17 C5H5 
5. c2H50 H c17tt3'.> 
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EXTRACTION RATES OF COPPER WITH SME529 

MECl-:ANISM AND EFFECTS OF SURFACTANTS 

Yoshikazu Miyake, Yoichiro Takenoshita and Masaaki Teramoto 

Department of Industrial Chemistry 
Faculty of Industrial Arts 

Kyoto Institute of Technology 
Matsugasaki, Kyoto 606, Japan 

Introduction 
It has been considered that the reaction between copper and in

dustrial chelating agent such as LIX65N, which is poorly soluble 
in water and interfacially active, occurs at the interface(l,2). 
This means that the extraction rate is greatly influenced by 
interfacially active impurities in the extraction system. 

In this study, the forward extraction rate of copper by anti 
2-hydroxy-5-t-nonylacetophenone oxime, the active species of 
SME5 29, and the stripping rate were investigated. Furtheremore, 
the effect of addition of surfactants on the extraction rate was 
also examined. 
Experimental 

The interfacial area of a stirred transfer cell used for this 
study(3) was maintained constant at 1 2.6 cm2 by a perforated plate 
fixed at the interface and the volumes of aqueous and organic 
phases were 200 cm3 and 100 cm3, respectively. The aqueous and 
organic phases were agitated at 25 1/s by a magnetic stirring bar 
and at 16.7 1/s by a two paddle agitator, respectively. 

The forward extraction rate was obtained by the analysis of 
copper concentration in the sample removed from the organic phase 
at regular intervals. The stripping rate was also obtained by the 
similar procedures. 

The chelating agents used were synthesized o-hydroxy ace�o
phenone oxime (oHAPO) and a.nti 2-hydroxy-5-t-nonylacetophenone 
oxime (HNAPO) purified from SME529. Dispersol was used as a di
luent and benzene for oHAPO. In the study of forward extraction 

rate, copper concentration was changed from l0-6mol/cm3to 3xlo-5 

mol/cm3 and the pH was adjusted in the range of 1.0 to 4.5 with 
the sulfuric acid or sodium hydroxide. In the study of the 
stripping rate, copper was stripped by H2so4(0.5-8mol/dm3) or HCl 
(0. 25-6 mol/dm3) solutions from copper chelate in Dispersol. The 
nonionic, anionic and catio�ic surfactants with the same alkyl 
group(-C H ) were used. All e;periments were carried out at 
298K. 12 25 
Results and Discussion 

Forward extraction rate; :Figures l and 2 show that the forward 
extraction rate depends only on the ratio of copper and proton 
concentration. As the oHAPO is not interfacially active and is 
relatively soluble in water, it is presumed that the chelation 
occurs mainly in the aqueous stagnant layer. The reactions in the 
aqueous phase are assumed as follows, 

HR + Cu
2+

� CuR
+
_
(+HR) 

CuR2 

(1) klik' k� / (rapid,irreversible reaction) 
a a 2+Y R- + Cu - + 

Since the concentrations of R and CuR is negligibly small, a 
stationary state method can be applied to these species. Then the 
rate of CuR2 formation can be descr��ed b� Eq. (2). 

d [CuR
2 
J 

2+ k
2
ka [Cu ] / [H ] 

(2) r=-d_t __ =(k1[Cu ]+ 2+ +l [HR]=kapp[HR] 
k� +k

2
[Cu ]/[H ] 

The diffusion equations in the stagnant layer are given as follow 
• d2 [HR] d2 [,:uRzl_ 
(3) D� = 2r D�::r- =-r 

Boundary conditions; x=0 (at the interface) 

(4) [HR]=[HR]i,ICuR2l=ICuR2Ji; J�R =-odd:Rl ,J�uR =-od

d�
uR2l_ 

2 
x=xL (at the edge of the stagnat layer) 
(5) [HR]=lCuR2J =0 

The additional conditions are necessary for the determination of 
the interfacial concentration. 

(6) k0([HR]b-[HRJi)=J:R + 2 rs , k0
[CuR2 li+J�uR =rs 

2 
where k0 is the mass transfer coefficient in the organic phase and 
rs is the formation rate of CuR2 at the interface. From these 
equations, the extraction rate is derived as follows. 

( 7) Jf= 
ko [ka (8-1) /2+ rs/ [HR] i

J 
[HR]b 

PHRko +Ska + 2rs/[HR]
i

_ . . 
ka=D/xL (mass transfer coefticient in the aqueous phase) 

8=ycothy y=(k D) 0 '5/k P R
= [HR]./[HR]. 

The solid line in Fig.tPeas ca1ct1ate� from Eq. (7)
i

by use of the 
observed and estimated values of parameters. The rate of copper 
extraction by oHAPO can be interpreted by the diffusion process 
with the reaction in the aqueous stagnant layer. On the other hand 
, the broken line in Fig.2 which was calculated f�om Eq. (7) for 
HNAPO is much lower than the observed data, suggesting that the 
interfacial reaction contributes greatly to the extraction rate. 
If the interfacial reaction is determined by the step of formation 
of CuR2 , the rate is expi;ssed

+
by Eq,(8) (1,2,3). 

(8) rs=kf}JR PHR [HR] i [Cu ] / [H ] 

Then, the forward extraction rate, Eq, (7), can be rewritten as 
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follows. 
k/ HR[Cu2+J/[H+] 

(9) J = 
l + 2k r [cu2+1; [H+J/k 

[HR]b 
where the reactioh ¥� the aqueous �hase was neglected and rHRis 
shown by a Langmuir isotherm 

(10) rHR 
= r�R KLIHR]i/(l+KL[HRlil 

4 3 The solid line was calculated from Eq. (9) by use of kf=l.9xl0 cm1/ 

(mol·s). This value is lower than kfrHR
=3xl0-4cm/s (toluene), kfrHR

=5.2xl0-4cm/s (n-heptane) for HNBPO (1) and k rH =4xl0-4cm/s 
(toluene) for HOAPO (2). This may be due to the �iffernce in the 
properties of the diluent and the aqueous acidic media. 
Stripping rate: Since copper chelate of HNAPO is poorly soluble 
in water, it is presumed that the stripping reaction occurs 
mainly at the interface. As the mass transfer resistance in the 
aqueous phase is negligibly small in this study, the stripping 
rate is represented as follows. 

(11) J = k (aH)b([CuR
2

J. - [CuR2J�)= k ([CuR
2
Jb-[CuR

2
].) _r _r * _ 

2 i 2+ i 
2 

o __ - i 
where [CuR

2
Ji 

=Kex[HRJi[Cu J /(a H)b << [CuR2Ji 
Elimination of [CuR2Ji gives the following equation. 

k (aH)b[CuR2Jb (12) Jr= _r ______ _ 
l + kr (aH)b/ko 

Figure 3 shows the proton activity dependence of Jr , where aH 
was calculated from the mean activity coefficient(4). With the 
increase in aH , Jr approaches to a maximum value and the ·m�ss 
transfer coefficient, k0 ,is calculated from this region as 
follows. 

(13) 

On the ther hand, the rate parameter, kr, is calculated from the 
region where Jr is proportional to aH as follows. 

(14) kr= 5 x 10-2 cm4/(mol s) 

Fi.9.!:!Ee 4 shows the effect of the concentration of CuR� on J with 
[CuR

2
Jb/(CHR)b kept constant. Jr is proportional to [c�brat low 

[CuR
2
Jb (region A) and the concentration dependence becomes 

smaller with the increase in fCuR
2

Jb(region B}, At higher [CuR
2

Jb, 
Jr is again proportional to [CuR

2
]b (region C) and the observed 

data in this region were reasonably simulated by Eqs. (1 2), (13) and 
(14) as shown by the solid lines in Fig.4. On the other hand, the 
broken line in Fig.4 shows the maximum value in Fig.3. Therefore, 
it is deduced that Jr in region (A) is determined by the diffusion 
process of CuR

2 
in the organic phase. This means that the value of 

kr decreases with the increase in the concentration of CuR
2 

and/or 
HNAPO. Since the HNAPO is the stronger surface active species than 
the chelate CuR

2 
and the stripping reaction mainly proceeds at the 

interface, it is considered that the apparent stripping rate 
constant decreases due to the adsorption of HNAPO. In region (C), 
the value of k becomes constant because the interface is 

saturated by the adsorbed layer of HNAPO. To confirm this 
deduction, a series of experiments was carried out in which HNAPO 
was added to the organic phase. Results are shown in Table 1. The 
stripping rate decreased from the value in region(B) to that in 
region (C) with the addition of HNAPO. 
Effect of surfactant on extraction rate: Figures 5 and 6 show the 
effect of the addition of surface active agents on the forward 
extraction rate and stripping rate, respectively. Both rates were 
increased by the addition of an anionic surfactant but decreased 
by the addition of a cationic surfactant. It was also observed 
that Jf was decreased by the addition of a nonionic surfactant. 
These results suggest that the forward and stripping rates were 
measurably affected by the properties at the interface. Although 
the detailed discussion is very difficult about these behavior 
the qualitative explanation is as follows. The adsorption of the 

surfactants lowers the rate due to the shielding effect, i.e., the 
decrease in the effective reaction field at the interface, On the 
other hand, the adsorption of the anionic surfactant gives the 
negative electrostatic potential at the interface. Then, the 
cupric and hydrogen ions are attracted to the interface by the 
electrostatic interaction. However, the divalent cupric ion is 
more concentrated at the interface than the univalent hydrogen 
ion. Then the concentration ratio [Cu2+J/(H+ ] at the interface is 
higher than that in the bulk phase, resulting in the enhancement 
of the forward extraction rate expressed by Eq. (9). The stripping 
rate expressed by Eq. (12) is also enhanced by the concentration 
of the hydrogen ion at the interface. On the contrary, the 
adsorption of the cationic surfactant lowers the rate by rejecting 
the cupric and hydrogen ions from the interface. 
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conclusion: 
The forward extraction rate of copper by oHAPO was interpreted 

by the model that the reaction occurs in the aqueous stagnant 
lqyer. On the other hand, for the extraction by HNAPO the inter
facial reaction contributes greatly to the extraction rate, 
because the solubility of HNAPO in water is much smaller than that 
of oHAPO. The stripring rate parameter decreases with the increase 
in the concentration of HNAPO. This behaviour was qualitatively 
explained by the decrease .in the effective interfacial area due to 
the adsorption of the HNAPO. The effects of the addition of sur
factants were also qualitatively explained by the shielding effect 
and the electrostatic interaction. 
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Figure 1 Forward extraction rate of copper 

by oHAPO ( [Cu2+ \= 10-6 
- 3 x 10-5 

mol/cm 3, pH= 1.0 - 4.5 and [HR]� 
0.9 x 10-5 mol/cm3) 

Figure 2 Forward extraction rate of copper 
by HNAPO ( [Cu2+J= 10-G - 3 X 10-5 

mol/cm 3 , pH= 1. 0 - 4. 5 and JHR]b = 
0, 9 x 10-5 mol/cm 3) 
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Figure 3 Effect of activity of proton 
on stripping rate. 
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Table 1 Effect of added HNAPO on the 
stripping rate. 
( [CuR2J b = 9 .1 x 10-7 mol/cm3 

{C HR) b[moVcm 3) 
Jr [mol/(cm2s)] k

r 
[cm4 /{rnol 

4.3 X 10- 1.2 X 10 
. 0 0.57 

,. 5 X 10-1 7 .o X 10-11 0.16 

1.3 X 10-6 5. 2 X 10-11 0.10 

2.0 X 10-6 4.3 X 10-l l 0.077 

3.2 X 10-6 3.8 X 10-11 o. 066 

5.0 X 10-6 3.5 X 10-11 o. 059 

8. 0 X 10-6 3. 3 X 10-ll o. 055 

l. 3 X 10-5 3. 5 X 10-11 0.059 
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Figure 6 Effect of surfactantson the 
stripping rate. 

[HCl]= 1. 0 mol/dm3 and 
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EXTRACTION KINETICS AND MECHANISM OF NICKEL WITH SME529 

Katsutoshi Inoue, Hiroki Tsunomachi, Shin-ichi Tomita and Takeshi Maruuchi 

Saga University 
Saga.Japan 

Extraction kinetics of n.Lckel from aqueous <U''J'l"Oniuf" nitrate -
ammonia mixture with anti-2-hydrmcy ... S-nonylacetophenone oxime, the 
active species of SME 529, in MSB 210 diluent was studied as well 
as its fundamental extractio:1 properties, distribution equilibriuJT1 
of nickel, its aqueous solubility and interfacial adsorption equi
librium to infer the extraction mechanism. 

INTRODUCTION 

Hydroxyoxime extracting agents, which were originally de
veloped as extractants for copper, have been also proposed to 
apply to hydrometallurgical ?recessing of low grade oxide nickel 
ores such as laterites(l) or to that of manganese nodules(2) to 
separate copper from nickel. 

Recently, a novel proces3 to separate copper from nickel 
making use of the difference of extraction rates between these 
metals with a static mixer w:is proposed()). It is necessary to 
obtain basic and detailed information about the extraction ki
netics of these metals. Alth.:>ugh numerous works(4,5,6,7,8) have 
been done about the extracti,n kinetics of copper with hydroxy
oximes, those on that of nic<el are very few. 

The authors investigated the extraction kinetics of nickel 
from aqueous ammonium nitrat� solution with anti-2-hydroxy-5-
nonylacetophenone oxime, the active species of SME 529 and short
ened to oxime hereinafter, in MSB 210 diluent to examine the 
concentration dependencies of nickel and hydrogen ion in the 
aqueous phase and of the oxime in the organic phase on the extrac
tion rate to infer the extraction mechanism. 

Prior to the study of extraction kinetics, we also investi
gated the distribution equilibrium of nickel and aqueous solubili
ty and interfacial adsorption properties of the oxime, which are 
basic information for the analysis of the extraction kinetics. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The oxime was purified :from SME 529 donated by Shell according 
to the method proposed by P:::-estOn et al. (9) and was diluted to 
required concentration with MSB 210 diluent. lM aqueous ammonium 
nitrate solution was used a:; an aqueous media to maintain the 
ionic strength constant and small amount of nitric acid or ammonia 
was added to adjust pH. All experiments were carried out at 30° C. 

The measurement of the dqueous solubility of the oxime was 
carried out by converting all of the oxime in the aqueous phase 
into the copper-chelate adding excess amount of copper and by 
extracting the copper-chelate into r�SB 210 to measure the ab
sorbance at 348 nm. 

Interfacial adsorption ,?quilibrium of the oxime was studied 
by measur,ing the change of interfacial tension between the oxime 
solution and the aqueous ph3.se by pH and by oxime concentration 
according to the drop-weight method. In addition, interfacial 
tension between the oxime s,:ilution completely loaded with copper 
or nickel and the aqueous p·1ase was also measured to examine the 
interfacial adsorption equilibrium of the metal-oxime complexes. 

Equilibrium concentrati,:in of nickel and hydrogen ion in the 
aqueous phase were measured after shaking the flask containing 
equal volumes of the aqueou3 and organic phases of known concen
tration for 24 hours to exa:nine the distribution equilibrium. 
Nickel concentration in the aqueous phase was determined by titra
tion with EDTA and murexide as an indicator and that of in the 
organic phase was calculatej from the concentration in the aque
ous phase by mass balance. 

The extraction rate was measured in a stirred transfer cell 
of Lewis type, where the aqueous and organic phase were stirred 
independently by two flat-blade stirrers in opposite directions 
with equal speed of 150 rpm. After the initiation of stirring, 
small amount of samples wer� taken at intervals from the organic 
phase to measure the time-v3.riation of the nickel content in the 
organic phase, determined by atomic absorption spectrochemical 
analysis after stripping th� sample with 2N sulfuric acid. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Aqueous Solubility Distribution of the oxime between the 
aqueous and organic phases is described as follows. 

(1) 2HR ____,, H2R2org. K org. ..------- m 
(2) HR ___. HR Kl org. ..-- aq. 
( 3) HR ___. H+ + R 

-

K2 aq. ..-- aq. aq. 
Total concentrations in the organic (CBO) and aqueous (CHR) 

phases are expressed by equations (4) and (5), respectively. 

[HR] +2 (H2R2 J = [HR] +2Km (HR] 2 

[HR]+[R-] = K1!HR] (l+K2/(H+
]) 

Based on these equations and from the experimental results 
shown in Figure 1, Km and K1 were evaluated from the data in the 
low7r pH region and K2 was evaluated from those in the higher pH 
region as follows. Km= �.lxl0l[dm3/mol), Kl= 2.2xl0-4[-] 
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Interfacial Adsorption Equilibrium Figure 2 shows the re
lation between the 1nterfac1al pressure of the oxime solution and 
the concentration of the undissociated monomeric oxirne in the 
aqueous phase for various pH as a parameter. The results indicate 
that the monomeric oximes, not only undissociated species but also 
dissociated one, are highly interfacially active. Figure 3 shows 
relation between the interfacial pressure of the ox1me solution 
completely loaded with copper or nickel and the concentration of 
the metal-oxime complexes in the organic phase, which indicates 
that these complexes also have interfacial activities. 

Distribution Equilibrium of Nickel The stoichiometric re
lation in the extraction reaction of copper and nickel with 
aromatic �-hydroxyoximes is generally described as follows. 

( 6) M2+ + 2HR ------' MR + 2H+ 
org. -r---- 2org. aq. 

From mass balance of the oxime in the organic phase, total 
oxime concentration (CB0) is described as follows. 

(7) c80 = [HR]+2[H2R2J+2[MR2J 

CBO can be calculated from the metal concentration in the or
ganic phase under the conditions of ultimate loading in the 
hi9her pH region ( CBO = 2[MR2] ) . The metal concentration in the 
organic phase is expressed by equation (8) in the l ower pH region. 

(8) (MR2] = Ke([M2+J/[H+
J2) [HRJ2 

where {HR] can be calculated from the mass balancz+equation.of 
oxime in the organic phase, equation (4), and {M J is the 
concentration of free metal ion which is not coordinated by 
ammonia. Logarithm of equation (8) gives 
(9) fog[MR2l = log((M2+J/(H+J2) + a 

where 
(10) a = 2!og [HR] + logKe 

Figure 4 shows log-log plot of [N1R2] against [Ni 2+] / [H+] 2 

based on equation (9). From the values of th·e intercepts on the 
ordinate by the straight lines of slooe 1 in this figure and those 
of {HR) corresponding to each CBO' the extraction equilibrium 
constant, K ,  was evaluated as K = 3.2xl0-5{-1 based on equation 
(10). e e 

Extraction Kinetics Kigure 5 shows a typical example of the 
experimental results of t e extraction rate. Initial extraction 
rates were calculated from the slopes of the straight lines in 
these figures and the contact area between two phases and the 
volume of the organic phase in the cell. 

Figures 6, 7 and .. :8 show thd: conaentration dependencies of mono
meric ox1me 1n the or9anic phase and nickel and hydrogen ion in 
the aqueous phase, respectively, on the initial extraction rate. 
These results indicate that the initial extraction rate is pro
portional to the concentration of nickel and monomeric oxime and 
inversely .. proportlfonal to the hydrogen ion concentration in the 
regions of lower pH or lower concentration of nickel in case total 
oxime concentration is high enough and that it is independent of 
pH and nickel concentration and depends only on the total oxime 
concentration in the organic phase(CBO) in the regions of higher 
pH or higher concentration of nickel, suggesting that dissusion 
of oxime in the organic phase is probable to be rate-determining 
in these regions. 

EXTRACTION MECHANISM 

Since the monomeric oxime is very insoluble in the aqueous 
phase and highly interfacially active as mentioned earlier, the 
complex-formation reaction is considered to take place at the 
interface between the aqueous and organic phases. 

According to the interfacial reaction scheme proposed by 
Komasawa et al.(4) for the extraction reaction of copper with LIX 
65N or by Cox(J) for that with anti-2-hydroxy-5-octylaceto-
phenone oxime, which is composed of the elementary steps, 

(11) 

( 12) 

(13) 

(14) 

HRorg. � HRad . 
M2+ 

+ HRad. 
____,. 

aq. � 

MR+ 

ad. + HR org. ( or 

MR2ad. � MR2org. 

MR+ + H+ 
ad. aq. 

HR * MR2ad. + H+ 

aq. aq. 

the initial extraction rate(N) is expressed as follows. 
(15) N = k(Ni2+Je

Rll
(RH]/(H

+] 

where the fractional coverage of the monomeric oxime at the inter
face, 0 RH' is considered to be nearly 1.0 under the present 
experimental conditions from the results shown in Figure 2� 

Figure 9 shows log-log plot of the initial extraction rate 
against the vaiue of [Ni 2+] {RH]/ {H+] for all of the experimental 
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data obtained according to equation (15). In the region of lower 

value of [Ni 
2 +] [ffli] / [H +

], the plotted points cluster on a straight 
line of slope 1 as expected from equation (15) although they 
approach to constant values corresponding to each CRn in its high
er.region. From the value of the intercept of the otdinate by the 
straight line of slope 1, the apparent reaction rate constant, k, 

was evaluated as k= l.lxlo-10{cm/sec]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The extraction rate mechanism of nickel with anti-2-hydroxy-
5-nonylacetophenone oxirne can be fairly well explained by the 
reaction scheme that the extraction rate is determined by the 
second step in the formation of the metal-oxime complex at the 
interface (equation 13) in case of slow extraction rate and by 
diffusion process in the organic phase in case of rapid extraction 
rate. 
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THE KINETICS OF THE EXTRACTION OF V(IV) FROM ACID 

SULPHATE MEDIA BY Dl-2-ETHYLHEXYLPHOSPHORIC ACID 

M. A. Hughes and K. lpinmoroti

Schools of Chemical Engineering 
University of Bradford 

Bradford, U.K. 

Oak Ridge National Laborntory (1) es!,ablished that di- (2-ethylhexyl) 
ph�'tphoric acid

2
!D2EHPA) would ext.ract vanadium as the vanadyl (IV) ion, 

VO , (or V (00) 
2 

) from a reduced acid leach liquor. Other equilibria 
studies have been carried out (2 ,, ,4,5). Islam and Biswas (6) have made a 
formal kinetic study of the system but their experimental technique involved 
shake-out flasks which has some obvious disadvantages and make their results 
of very limited practical use. 

Kinetic results for the extraction of vanadium by D2EHPA in n-hexane 
using the single drop technique are reported. The interfacial area can be 
calculated. It simulates a sieve-plate column contactor; column contactors 
having been suggested by Ottertun and Strandell (7) • 

A model for ma.ss transfer with chemical z:eaction involving an interfacial 
aqueous zone is p:r:oposed. The model accommodates the adsorption-desorption 
phenomenon for D2EHPA at the aqueous-organic interface .. This DJ.1st be import
ant when extractants are as significant1y surface active as D2EHPA (8). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The single drop apparatus and technique have been described previous1y 
(9,10). The aqueous phase was maintained at 0.5 M with respect tc snium 
sulphate. Aqueous vanadium was restricted to the range: 0.05 M � VO ;:; o·.15 M 
The pH of the aqueous phase was ad justed within the range: 1.60 {; pH,{ 3.00 

�!:�:m��::::�:
a

;!�
n

�0
!:,���;:n: 

���
e

0t
ried within: o.20 M � D2EHPA 4: 1.00 M 

w.i.thin the range 2.3 �pH� 2.8, the rate, r
v

' can be correlated by: 

(l) r
v 

= k[va
2+

Jaq 
lD2EHPA] �-90[H

+
J:·94 

where the "rate constant", k, has ,._ value of 1. 71 x lo-4 
s -:- _1 

The activation energy of the extraotion was found to be 38.8 kJ mol 

A MODEL FOR MASS TRANSFER WITH CHE:lfiCAL REACTION INVOLVING A SURFACE ACTIVE 
EXTRACTANT 

Mass transfer with chemical r1�action forms the basis for the model; 
see Figures 1 and 2 . The minimum bu1k organic concentration of D2EHPA required 
to saturate the n hexane/water interface has been calculated tc be 0.025 M 
via the Gibb's adsorption isotherm (11). 

The Net Rate of Diffusion of HR to the Interface The net rate of 
diffusion of BR molecules is descr:_bed by the processes 1 and 2 in Figure 2 . 
Assumli.ng that there is a thin stagnant fi1m on the organic side of the 
interface, then for the net rate al: adsorption, 

(2 > ( � 7 = a/ HR] - e n m,p[ z £ ,;, o - w] 
dt J net 

l ob 2 
kT 

where: n is the number of molecules: at the interface 

Jl
1 

is a constant invo1ving diffusion in the film and acconnnodating any 
fractional coverage of the interface 

s
2 

is an hydrodynamic constant., z is the valency of the long chain ion, 
and £ is electronic charge 

,J, is the electrostatic potentia1 in interface relative to the adjacent 
0 

conducting phase 

W is the constant total energy of desorption of the hydrocarbon chain 
at the oil/water interface 

k is the Boltzmann constant, and Tis the temperature. 

But HR diffuses into the reaction zone by process (3) in Figure 2. This 
last rate is assumed to be proportional to the interfacial concentration, 
[HR]

i
. Hence Equation (2) becomes: 

(3 ) [*l = s
1 lHR] ob - S2 

n exp[�1- s
3

[HRL 

�et kT J 

�:.::�/!n 
1
��= !<½u::

�
/fi�=-

a consta.,t depending on the diffusional hydrody

-10 
Taking z = 1, £ = 4.77 x 10 e.s.u. and ,J, for a monolayer_'j'n the: 

surface of an organic drop as 100 m'/ (11) and w �o be 810 cal mol per 
-cH

2
- unit in D2EHPA (11), the exponential part of Equation (3 ) is evaluated 
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-8 
to be 1.15 X 10 . 

Although S
1 

and S
2 

may alter separately, depending on the hydrodynamics 
of the sr�tem, !:heir ratio has been shown to be a constant value of 
1 .2 X 10 (11). 

The surface concentration in a monolayer is calculated according to 

n = d x [ HR j. x �
3 

where: o is thickness of the mono layer and N is 
1 

10 
Avogadro' s number. 

Also: � = d l HRJ X � 
dt at 1 

10
3 

Then if 10
3 

= C, Equation (3) may be written as: 

dt[HR i = CJll [HRlb - C - $3 [HRJi 
(4) d l 

l 
10-22

[HR11
j 

The Chemical Rate of Reaction in the Reaction Zone The rate of 
disappearance of HR in the reaction zone is given by Astarita!; Equation (12) 

(5) 

where HR 
z 

is the average concentration of HR in the reaction zo:.:i, and D 
k' l VC

L J [Hii]HR 

is the diffusivity of HR in the zone. Substituting r = 
ab ob 

HR 
[ H

+

] ab 

[ 2+1
and integrating, treating 

VO 
Jab as a constant, we have: 

[ a
+

J ab 

'" - :, [ .. 1, · [ ,., ,, [ ;:'.j l [,i]: - L .. 1:,,1]'"' 
(Note: k' is the rate constant for the water replacement reaction on a 
vanady1 ion.) 

The rate of change in [aRj can be related to the organic bulk 
concentration: z 

where Q is the ratio of the vo1ume of a drop to that of the reaction zone. 
Therefore Equation (6) can be written as: 

]

0.5 

'" - :, ( .. 7
o
, • ¼ [, L.,'i f.'J-, [L .. J: - r•f"] 

where: S = D
HR.k' and the partition coefficient, P, is given by: 

In order to interpret the mode1 further, Equations t4) and (.8) need to be 
solved simultaneously to yield values .for the variation of [HR] with time 
as [HR]

0b 
is gradually consumed during the formation of the met'.i£ complex. 

The computer program in basic language, BEDSOCS (Bradford Educational 
Simulation Language for Continuous Systems) (13) ,-is used for this solution. 
when a solution of the differential-equations is obtained, then the experiment

��1
�==� 

for the change of [ HR]
0b 

with time may be compared with the predicted 

Fits of Experimental Data to the llt:>del Examples of the fit of the model 
are demonstrated in Figures 3,4,5. The following constants are used. 

[ Haj
i 

= 0.8308 M, the calculated saturation concentration of D2EHPA at 
the surface 

el 
= 10

12 
cm s -

l
, estimated fr om reference (14) 

= 10-2 
cm s-

1
, from a comparison with e

2, reference (14) 

= 1.57 x lo-
3 

cm
2 

s-2
, calculate1 f!;:'j'm DH 

= 3.93 x 10-6 
cm

2 

reference ( 17) and k' - 4 x 10 s , re¥erence ( 15) . 

-1 s • 

C = 8.3 x lo-15 mol-
1

cm-1
, calculated using d = 20 A

0
, reference (14) 

Q = 40, estimated from volume of a drop of diameter 0.09 cm and 
thick ness of zone = 8 - lo µm, reference (17) . 

The [ vo
2+

1 b' LH 
+

Ja 
, and [HRj

0b 
are varied as shown on the Figures. 

The
2!igures i, g and 5 stlow that the expected trends for changes in 

[ VO J
ab

, [ H J
ab 

and [ HR lb 
are correctly predicted by the model. 
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EXTRACTION MECHANISM FROM THE KINETIC STUDY OF INTERFACIAL 

MASS TRANSFER OF TERBIUM IN Dl(2-ETHYL HEXYL) PHOSPHORIC 

ACID IN CYCLOHEXANE-NITRIC ACID SYSTEM 

S. Sarker, K. M. Ganguly and S. N. Bhattacharyya

Nuclear Chemistry Division 
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics 

92, Acharya Prafulla Chandra Road 
Calcutta-700009, West Bengal, India 

Di (2-ethyl hexyl) phosphoric acid (HDEHP) has �xtensively 

been used as an effective extractant because of its large selecti

vity in separation of many netal ions. An attempt has been made to 

study the extraction mechani.sm of terbium (Tb-160) with HDEHP in 

cyclohexane - nitric acid S)'Stem by means of kinetic analysis. 

EXPERIMENTAL: 

The kinetic experiment!; were performed in a specially designed 

glass apparatus (1). The rate experiments were carried out �s a 

function of the concentrations of HDEHP and nitric acid at a constant 

stirring speed of 6_0 rpm. �·he temperature in all experiments was 

kept constant at 35 + 0.1°c. Distribution ratios were measured 

separately using G.M. counter. 

RATE DATA: 

The mass transfer of a metal ion (in this case, terbium) from 

an aqueous phase to an organic phase can be represented as: 

(1) Ma;=============� Mo 

where M represents the metal ion species, the suffixes a and o 

represent respectively the 1queous and the organic phases, kao 

and k
0a are the corresponding interfacial mass transfer coeffi

cients. The rate equation (2) determining the mass transfer may 

be exp:r:essed as: 

(2) 1 ( [M.J)'Y\ i- [M:°j 

where [MJ and l!-1g� are th,� metal ion concentrations in the 

organic phase at time t and at infinite time respectively, Va 

and V0 _are the volumes of the aqueous and organic phases respec

tively. A is the interfacial area and D is the distribution ratio. 

From the slope of the plots of left hand side of the above 

equation against t, and from the definition of D, the interfacial 

mass transfer coefficients, kao and. koa' are computed. 

Variation of distribution ratio values with different nitric 

acid cJncentrations and also at different HDEHP concentrations 

have been shown in Figure-1 .. Acid dependent a-values have been_ 

determined at constant HDEHP concentration, e.g., 0.lF. At very 

'low acid concentration, e.g .. , 0.01 to 0.001 M, the pH of the 

aqueous phase does_ not remain constant and this may arise from 

solubilization of HDEHP in the aqueous phase. The dotted line 

shows the a-values when the pH was controlled by using appropriate 

buffer. HDEHP dependent a-values are plotted at two different 

acid concentrations, e.g., 10-3 and 10-l M. In the former 

the maintenance of constant pH was assured by using an appropri

ate buffer. In Figures lb and le, HDEHP concentration above 

0.0lF is replaced by its activity computed from the equation 

referred to in Ref. (3). Figures 2 and 3 show the variation of 

interfacial mass transfer coefficients with different nitric acid 

and HDEHP concentrations. 

DISCUSSION: 

The reaction between the metal ion and the extractant like 

HDEHP occurs at the interface. Thus, it is expected that the 

products of the interfacial reaction would also be formed at the 

interface. The extent of reaction, however, will depend on the 

rate of cispension of these products from the reaction zone. 

Keeping this extraction model in view the overall mechanism can 

be conceived as constituting the following reactions: 

(3) a + NE. (ME) i + NHi 

k -1 

(4) 

k -2 
(ME) i + RE 0 

+ 

k2 

k 
-3 

(5) H. ============� Ha 

where M, as already stated, is the metal ion species, E represents 

HDEHP and H denotes H+. The subscripts a, i and o refer to 

aqueous phase, interface and organic phase respectively. (MEii 

and (ME)0 represent the appropriate (metal-HDEHP) species at the 

interface and in the organic phase respectively. 

The expressions for D, k0a and kao can be computed under

taking appropriate mathematical manipulation (4) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

D 

k oa

k ao 

k_2" kl [Eo] R 

k_l" k2 �i] 
N 

k -1 . k 2 . [ H i1 N [E J N 

k_l [HJN + k_2 
[Eo

] R 
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These expresslons for D, k0a and kao are very useful to determine 

whether the extraction reaction is chemically controlled or not. 

Distribution Ratio. From the equation 6, it is expected that 

the D-values should decrease with i�crease in acid concentration 

in the aqueous phase and the slope of this decrease will give the 

value of N. This is actually observed in the Figure-la, but above 

the acid concentration of O.OlM. In this range it is clear that 

N=3. But at lower acid concentrations, the D-values remain more 

or less constant. This is due to the face that at low acid con

centrations pH of the aqueous phase is not cqntrolled because of 

solubilization of HDEHP. When the 'pH of the aqueous phase is 

controlled, then the course of D-values are shown by dotted lines 

in Figure la, but that was also not in accordance with equation 6. 

This is probably due to the fact that at low acid concentration 

rare earth metal ions form radiocolloidal hydrated species (5) which 

suppress the metal i'ons from being extracted. One may conceive 

that there are two equilibria in the system; one for the reaction 

of the metal ions with HDEHP and the other is for the hydration of 

the metal ions in the aqueous phase that may lead to hydrated 

colloidal species. As the concentration of the extractant increases, 

the ratio of the concentration of the metal complex to the total 

concentration of metal in solution has been reported to pass through 

a maximum (6). This explains why D-values when plotted agaiQst 

HDEHP concentration (Figure lb) at constant pH 3 of the aqueous 

phase passes through a maximum. Again from the equation 6 it is 

expected that at constant acid concentration and in absence of 

other equilibria, the D-values should increase with increase in 

HDEHP concentrat,ion and the slope of this increase will give the 

value of R. This expectation holds good up to O.lF HDEHP concen

tration· above which discrepancy arises due to polymerization of 

HDEHP molecules (7). From the Figure le, the value of R was found 

to be equal to 3. 

Interfacial Mass Transfer Coefficients. The course of inter

facial mass transfer coefficients at different nitric acid and 

HDEHP concentrations can easily be explained with the help of 

equations 7 and 8 with the same suppositions that: i) at very low 

acid concentrations rare earth metal ions form colloidal hydrated 

species, and ii.) at higher HDEHP concentrations polymerisation of 

HDEHP starts. The observed values of N and R also corroborate 

those that were derived in the course of distribution studies. 

CONCLUSION: 

The diffusion of metal ions from the aqueous phase to the 

interface increases with increase in stirring speed. At the same 

stirring speed ,diffusion rate may thus be assumed to remain con

stant. Now, since the observed data can be explained with the 

help of equations 5-7, the characteristics of mass transfer rate 

may be thought of as being chemically controlled. 
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EXTRi�CTION KINETICS OF POTASSIUM WITH CROWN ETHERS 

Masaki Yoshio, Hideyuki Noguchi and Katsutoshi Inoue 

Saga University 
Saga.Japan 

The extraction kinetics of µotassium ion from alk.aline solut
ions of ::etanil Yelle\� (�i\'), pi crate (l'C), dipicrylaminate (DPA), 
and perchlorate {PCL) 1,:ith 18-crown-6 (18C6) and dibenzo-18-crown·· 
6 (l>1118C6) into benzene have been st cdied at 30 ° C. The rates were 
increased linearly with increase in the concentration of potassiun 
-18C6 complex. The extraition rates of PC- and DPA-18C6 ba� 
constant vallteO at high K --19C6 complex concentration, at ,,1hich 
the extraction rate could be controlled by the diffusion of PC or 
OPA in aqueo\:s phase boundarf layer. The extraction orders with 
respect to anion concentrati,Jn were first order in PC-, DPA-, and 
PCL-18C6 system and '!Y-Ulll8C1i system. The order was decreased 
from 2 to 1 with increase in !lY concentration. The extraction 

-rate in �!Y-DB18C6 system dep,�nded linearly on the concentration of 
potassiun ion and DB18C6. The extraction rate was constant at 
high DB18C6 concentration as same as PC- and DPA-18C6 system. 

Steric selective extract:ion of planar Pd-'-11)-PAR (4 -(2 -pyrid
ylazo)-resorcinol anion co�µ:.ex with p1a�ar K -18C6 complex l1as 
been reported by the authors (1). Octahedral Cu(ll), Ni(l1), 
Zn(II), fe(II_p and Cd(ll)-PJ,R complexes can not be extracted 
with planar K -18C6 complex, but partly extracted with semi-
spherical protonated n-hexylltmine-18C6 complex. The aim of this 
work is to get a detailed mec.hanism of steric selective extraction 
with crown ethers. Planar pjcrate and dipicrylaminate, spherical 
perchlorate and linear :---ietanil Yello....- were chosen a-s cow.ter 
anions. Extraction mechanis11 s will be discussed with relation to 
their shapes. 

EXPER1IIENTAL 

18 -Crown-6 and clibenzo-18-cro...,n-6 were syntliesized ( 2, 3) and 
18Cf was used as an aqueous solution and D318C6 as a benzene 
solution. Potassium dipicrylaminate and Hetanil Yellow were 
prepared from the reaction of acid form with KOH solution, and 
potassium picrate from the reaction between aqueous lithium 
picrate and potassium chlori<ie solution. The others were all of 
analytical grade. 

The concentration of picrate, dipicr7laminate, and 11etanil 
Yellow in benzene were determined by spectrophotometrical method. 

The molar absorptivit1es of the complexes between K
+

-18C6 and 
picrate, dipicrylaminate and :tetanil Yellow in benzene were found 

to be 3.5xl0 4 at 35 3 nm, 2.6xl0 4 at 41 2 nm, and l.9xl0 4 at 4 00 nm, 
respectively. The concentration of perchlorate ion in organic 
phase was determined by tlethylene lll ue method (4) after hack 
extraction witl1 water. 

Inter facial tension between the aqueous !le ta nil Yellow sol ut
ion and benzene was measured at 30 ° C according to the drop-weight 
method. 

150 ml of benzene was poured into 150 ml of aq Leo us solution 
containing 18C6, KCl, potassi un picrate and KOH placed in the 

cylindrical \eSSel ( contact area : 35. 8 cm 2 ) at 30"C. 
The aqueous and organic phases were stirred independently by t'-'O 
flat-blade stirrers in opposite directions at the desired speed. 
Time dependency of potassi uni concentration in organic phase. was 
measured and extraction rate ·...-as calculated. 

EguilibrillD study 

Extracted 1:1:1 species of 18-crown-6, potassium ion, and 
anions (A-) were con firmed by the slope analysis of distribution 
ratio of potassi un (DK) againnt aq ueo u; crown cti1er concentration 

ancl anion concent:ration. Overall extraction constanttj (Kex) 
obtajned from l.!..s...!!.r�_.!!!.U were same. Then, extraction equili-
bria were described by equatic,ns 1, 2, and 3. 

( l) �-- L. Kd.L 
. IL]. i IL I 

( 2) K
+ + L �KL

+ 

KKL [KL
+

]/(K
+

] (L] 

( 3) K
+ + L + A � KLA a ,: 

ex 
[KLA]0/[K

+
] [L][A-] 

where L and A- denote 18-crown-6 and anion and subscript •·." 
organic ph_ase. The values of Kex obtained and reported were 

listed up together \11th rate constants in table 1. 
The inter facial tension between the a��S--:-ietanil Yellow 

solution and benzene was measured in tl1e presence of 0.1 �-KCl and 

4xl0 -4 N-KOH. The inter facial press ere was inc!lased remarkably 
in the concentration of Metanil Yellow above 10 :1, which 
suggested tt1at Metanil Yellow was adsorbed at water-benzene inter
face. 

Kinetk___!_�ajz 

Initial extraction rate (V 0 ) '-'as calculated from the initial 
slope of the curve as shoun in-�_]_._ Constant V a \.•ere obtained 
at the stirring speed in the range of 60 to 11)0 rpm for :-;Y-18C6, 
80 to 110 rpm for Pc-1qc6, 4 0 to 70 rpm for PCL-18C6, and 50 to 
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80 rpm for MY-DB18C6 system, respectively. The extraction rate in 
UPA-18C6 system was changed by the stirring speed as shown in 
_!�4_. + 

The effect of K -18C6 concentration on extraction rate at the 
fixed stirring speed, where the rates did not depend on the 
stirring speed, was sho\.•n in �� V0 t-.•as increased linearly 

witl1 increase in K
+

-18C6 concentration when MY and PCL were �ed 

as a counter anion. Linear relationships between V 0 and K
+

-18C6 

concentration were obtained in a low K
+

-18C6 or DS18C6 concentra
tion solution in the case of PC-, and DPA-18C6 and MY-DH18C6 

systel'!:i. V 0 n f them were constant in a high K
+

-18C6 or DB18C6 
concentration. 

The dependency of anion concentration on the extraction rate 
were first order as shown in figure 6. The extraction rate 
obtained from '.1Y-18C6 system, lto"'1cver, "'as decreased from second 
to first order with increase in MY concentration. 

The t-?xtroction rate in :: v -·DB18C6 systei,, depended linearly 
on the concentration o( potassium ion. 

The extraction mechanisms in t�e region controlled by the chemical 
_reaction 

Extraction rates of PC- and PCL-18C6 systems against the 
stirring speed were obtained in which constant V a were shown in 
�r_!___�. In these stirring speed region, chemical reaction would 
be rate de terming step because extraction rate was not a ffectecl by 
stirring speed (5). Lxtraction rat.fS were linearly increas.ed with 
increase in the concentrations of K -18C6 and an\ons. Then, the 
rates can be \.•ritten ask follows. 

(4) KL
+ 

+ A- � KLA. V 0 - kl(KL
+

](A-] 
2 

k1 obtained from these results are shown in table 1. 

The extraction rate at e4uilibriun state (Ve) is described 

as; 

where subscript 'e" indicates equilibriun state. k2 were calcul-

ated by equation (S) and shown in table 1. 

( 5) 

Extraction mechanisms of flY-18C6 and l!Y-DB18C6 are more 
CO!!!plicated. A :nediated trans fer mechanism by adsorbed MY at the 
interface was proposed because !lY could be adsorbed at the 
ho wdary as described be fore. 

( 6) 

()) 

( 8) 

( 9) 

KLHY 

KLi1Y 

+ 

. 

k 
3 

-·-HY 
� 

ks 

� 

-·

liY 

f..L:-tY 

KLMY 

KU1Y 0 

+ MY 

where subscript '"*" denotes inter face. The rate determing step 
is step (8) in a low �IY concentration and step (9) in a high <-IY 
concentration. · . .-hen surface co ver_age with MY 18 small, the 
initial extraction rate is described as follows. 

(10) V 0 • K
_
a[KL

+
] (l!Y

-] 2 /(Kb 
+ (MY-

]) 

where parameters Ka and Kb are k3k5K6K7/k
4 

and k5
/k

4
, respectively • 

Ka and Kb were fomd to be l.SxlO-S 1 2 mol/cm
2

sec and l.5xl0-4 mol/1 

by the curve fitting method, respectively. This Tlechanism is 
illustrated bellow. i1Y is expressed by a rod and hatched part is 

so;. Large circle is 18-crown-6 and small circle painted black is 

potassi t111 ion. 

-l I � - -(I:)- --
0, � 

= 
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,\ftcr ion-p'air, 1-:L:!Y, is foF,lC:d near the inter·face, the associati-
on of Kt;;y with adsorbed :'\' occurs At the inter face. Ti1en, the 
ei:C,iiin,., .. i of ., oc1.:\..rs .:.inc 1�L.;'i enter� into organic t>hase. 

Ln tlte other hand, Jollo�..,inµ, �xtraction ,nechanis111 is prol-'ose<l 
!o.r tl1e extraction of potAssiua :·ctanil Yellow with O!\l8C6 because 

Ull8C6 could also bl! adsorhcl, UIH:er tne presence of potassium ion 
(5) anU :n18<.:6 ,,odd Le a<lsori,ecl 111ore stron1,;ly than ::Y. 

( 11) 

( 12) *� 
+L � :<1 ::y 

1:1.:iY D + L 

\.here ... ·..:cnotcs i.:r:18C6. Step (13) is the rate determing step. 
TiH:n, t:,e: initlal rate i.s 0cscribe<l by 

(14) V, • k
7

s11:c12(:c°"](L];[::\'-]/(l + K11(L],) 

n,en the int�rfacc is fully occupied wit!; U1Jl8C6, 1:11 >> l. 

r'tuation (14) is approxiuateC as follo,.,,•s, 

( 15) 

Extra�tion rate_is controlled� the difiu.sion 

.:lien extractio11 rates were c:1anied by the stirring speecl, 
<!i ffusion of anion!> at t;li..; phase Uoundary \,·oulC: be rate determing 
::,,tep because the rates were increased with increase in anion 
concentratitn, on the ot:1er �and, the rates were not c6anged by 
cl1ange in 1: -18C6 or DB18C6 concentration In the case of PC-, DPA-
18CO and :;Y··D1!18C6 syste111s. :-:.oughly calculated diffusion coeffic
ients of PC, ::Y, ancl L'l',', by usin;.; iicl,'s law and extraction rates 

arc Jxlo-6, 4xln-6 and 5xl0. 6 cm /sec, rest,ectiwlj, mder the 
assumption ti.at anion concentration at ?hase boundary is zero and 
ti1at the thicl.nc$S of cii.ffusion layer is 0.01 cm at 100 rpm (6). 

These val lies are co11q,c1ratible \,1th that of acetate ion (lxlO-S 

crn
2

/sec) (7). 

CxtractabiWy and_slljijles_of .-!lnions 

!:ex' k
1 

or Ka, and k2 or k6 obtained from ocr results were 

s uunerlze{; in table 1. .1Y- 1ec6 system is rather co1:1plicated. 
So the value 1�

1
�K)-,.;.o:, ohtaineci fron the ex1Jerif'le11t at high :IY 

concentration, ln uhici1 tl,e equation of the extraction rate r�se .. 1-
bles <.!'lll8tion (4). 1)ack extraction rate, k2(•k6) w.o.s calculated 

irom :: and�:. The back extraction rate constants calculated 
i:rc nof x c'.1an;,;e3 lar�elj b} ti1P. chan;;e in anions. On the other :rnnd 
, tlie extraction r�te constants nre chan�ed remar!:ably. The planar 
?icratc and di,.i icrylar.1.in.1te !,ave lar.;e k

1 values. Alt!1oug:1 hetanil 
Yello·.,· ii. larbe;r than }:icrate and di?icrylaminate, K of :,Y··18C6 is 
s::aller than ?:

1 
of l'C- .:lnd 1lPA··lflC6. Our results sh8w lar�er 

extractalJili.ty of 1,1.:inar c'.lnion is C' ue to the laro,er kl value. 
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Recently, solvent extractior with long-chain alkylamine have been studied 

to recover carboxylic acid from industrial waste water(l,2,3). In order to 

design the optimum process, it is important to obtain the information of the 

extraction kinetics beside the elltraction equilibria of the systems. Our 

work was undertaken to examine the influence of a chemical reaction at the 

interface on mass transfer. 

In this paper, the extraction equilibria of acetic acid with·hexane solutions 

of amines, Amberlite LA-2 and tri-n-octylamine, w�-re st�died, and the species 

formed in the systems were estimated, and the equilibrium constants for these 

species were evaluated. Furthermore, lhe extraction kinetics of acetic acid 

with hexane solutions of these amines were studied in a horizontal reactangular 

channel. The experimental results were analyzed by the interfacial-reversible 

reaction model considered adsorption and desorption steps of the amine and 

products al the interface and suggest that rate determining step were 

desorption of the products. 

1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

1.1 Extraction equilibria 

Equal volume of the aquC'ous ,lcid and the organic amine solutions of known 

concentration were shaken in a flask in waler bath maintaining 30 :!: 0.1° C. 

After about 2 hours, the phases wi!re separated and were analyzed for their 

acid contents. 

1.2 Extraction kinetics in a horizontal rectangular channel 

' 

A horizontal rectangular 

channel (hereafter called call} 

shown in � was used lo 

measure the extraction rates of 

acetic acid with hexane sc !utions 

of amines, Amberlite LA-2(here

after called LA-2) and tri-n

octylamine (hereafter called TOA) 

The aqueous acid and organic 

amine solutions are introduced 

separately into the cell settled 
L_ -- -- - --------- - _J 

in air bath maintaining 30:!:0.5 C 

by each inlet• and contact at 

the point �f the separation 

plate. Both phases flow con

currently and are taken out 

separately by each outlet 

} , Aq·. Solusion of Acid 2, Org.Solul ion of Amine 
3, I.. Cock S, Distributor 
6, Aq.Sample Outlet -7, 8,9, Level Controller 
ro;E xtrac t ion. Settion(Rectangutar Channel} 
11, Water Bath 12, Air Bath 

Fig. l Schematic diagram of experimental 

apparatus 
through level controller. The flow rates of these phases are equalized and are 

varied from 0.3 to 0.8 cm3/s in which stable laminar flows are obtained. 

4-0'r---r---�----r----
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSION 

The experimental results of 30 

the extraction equilibria of 

acetic acid with hexane solutions 

of amines are shown in!2:l.:.! for 

LA-2 and TOA systems, respectivel:Y. 2-0 

7 

"' 
1-0 

OA LA2Ceo {mol/dm3) 
... C 

0 

0 

.A 0 

Q 

-¢-
ll 

0-044 
0-065 
0-1 30 
0-21 t 
0-306 
0-3 32 
0-5 t 0-

0 0-5 
log (C.Cmolldm'l) 

C 

1-0 

in which the extent of the ex

traction equilibria,Z ,,.cAR/CBO) 

are plotted against the con

centration of acid in aqueous 

phase 
I 

CA, where i\R is the con

centration of acid reacted with 

amine in hexane. The value of z 

independent of C\m and increases 

to 4 .O with CA. These experimen

tal results indicate that acid (A) Fig. Experimental results for extraction 

equilibria for acetic acid with amines 
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reacts consecutively .with amine (B) to form AnB species (n•l,2,3 and 4) by th"! 

following react ions, 

(1) An-18 org + Aorg;:=:=AnB org ; Knl• (\l/(n-1,lCA (n""l, 2 , 3, 4 ) 

where Cnl is the concentration of AnB type species in hexane. Analyzing the ex

perimental results with the method proposed in the previous paper (4), the equili

brium_ constants for Eq.(l), Knl can be evaluate�- as shown in�- In Fig.2, 

the solid lines calculaed by using the value of Knl shown in Table 1 agree well 

with the experimental results. The fact indicates that the experimental results 

can be interpreted by the reaction model in which AnB species are consecutively 

formed by the reactions shown in Eq.(l) 

The experimental results of the extraction rates of acetic acid with hexane 

solutions of amines are shown in Figs .3 and 4 in which dimensionless average 

extraction rate Sh (•6CAUAh2 /CAODA�) are plotted against o/8 _(-=(CA0JC80)¥
8

) 

for each inlet concentra.tion of amine in hexane, C80 at .constant Greatz nuinber, 

Gz(= UAh2/DA'1.) .. 186, for LA-2 and for TOA respectively. A dott-line in Figs.3 

and 4 are the calculated results assuming that A
3

B species form irreversibly 

c1ond instantaneously at the interface. The solid lines and broken lines will be 

described later. 

Amine and the products AnB are insoluble in water and adsorb at the interface. 

Distribution of acetic acid in hexane is very small. Furthermore, the reaction 

rate_ between A and B is expected to be very rapid because of neutrali�ation 

reaction. Under the condition, the reaction between A and 8 is could be expected 

to take place at the interface. It could be considered from the extraction equi-

CBO [ mol/cm
3
l 

o 0-20xl0-
3 

m Q. 3 Oxlo-
3 .rig. 3 Experimental results 

g a� 4 O xio-J for extraction rate of 

0-2 0406 1-0 2 

(/..1/3 [-] 

4 6 10 

acetic acid with hexane 

solutions of Amberlite 

LA-2 at Gz,.,186 

30,--,--r,-77r--,--r--,� 
20 

7 

0-4 

0-2 

-----------

Gz:186 

Ceo Cmol/cm'J 

() 0-40xl0-3 

• 0-60xl0-3 

o 0-80xl0-3 

O b�_,-------::�--:-'-:-::-L:-LI
"--

-2.L-0_4..J.0_6..J.-O_..J._Jl0 

Fig.4 Experimental results for ex

traction rate of acetic acid 

with hexane solutions of TOA 

at Gz•l86 

libria of acetic acid with amines that in the range of a/s<lO, the concentration 

of A
4

B species formed in the system is negligibly small compared with other 

products. Then, the reaction scheme can be assumed as that shown in Fig.5 (here

after called inter facial reaction). The adsorption equilibrium constants sho\.ln 

in� \.ICre evaluated experimentally from dependence of the equilibrium 

concentrations on the intcrfacial tension at the equilibrium state. 

When reaction proceed only at the interface, the fundamental equations are 
derived from the material balances of acid,amine and the products as follows; 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

u8(ac8tax> • D8(a
2

c8;a/> 

u8(ac0i1ax) • D0/a
2

c0i1a/) (n•l,2, .. 

UA (aCA/ax) • DA (a
2

CA/a/) 

(y>O) 

(y>O) 

(y<O ) 

where x is the horizontal distance from the point of contact between the two 

'phases; y is the perpendicular distance from the interface; uA and uB are 

the linear velocit�t!s of the aqueous and the organic phase, respectively, 

and are function of y. 

(5) X i O; 0 iY 1n ; c8-c80, C01 •O (i•l,l,.. ) 

(6) -h �y �O ; CA •CAO 
(7) X > O; y = o; D8<ac8tay) • -RA 

(8) 

(9) 

D01
(ac0i1ay) • -R01 (n•l,2, .. ) 

DA <acA/ay) • -R8 
(IQ) 

(11) 

y=h.; (ac8/ay> =O, <ac01ay!•Ofu•l,2, •• 

, • -h; <ac.1a,> = o 

where D is diffusion coefficient and R's are reaction rate for each species. 

The following dimensionless terms can also be d�fined: 

a;CA/CAO' �-=C.B/�80" snl .. cnl/CBO' C•y/h, n•DAx/uAh2
' o•CAO/CBO' 8•DA/DB, 

8n1-nn1/ti8 ; u:--uA/UA, u;"°u
8/UB. r•Rh/CBODB 

Substituting these dimensionless terms into the above fundamental equations 

and the boundary conditions, the following equations are obtained, 

02> (ahtan> • (l/u;e><a2b/a,;2
> 

(IJ) (as·ni1an) • (6n/u;e><a2sni1a,
2

) (n•l,2, .•. ) 

(14) (aatan) = (l/u;)(a2ata,2
) 

(15) ni.DiO���l.O 

.(16) -I� I; � 0 

(17) n > O; t • 0 

(18) 

(19) , - 1.0 

(20) I; • -1.0; 

b • 1.0, s01 - 0 (�1,2, ••. ) 

a • 1.0 

<ahtac> • -r8 <a,0i1ao • :c1 1e 01>r 
01 

(aa/aC) • -(l/6)rA 
(ab/al;) • o, (asn/ac> • 0 (n=l,2, •• ) 

(aa;a,;) • 0 

If the reaction rate equations are given, then the concentration distributions 

a(n,�), b(n,C) and snl (n.O will be given by the above equations, in term of o 

8 and c
80. But since u� and u; are function of C to the power 2, and also Eq.( 

(17) and (18) are non-linear, an analytical solution of Eq.(12), 03) and (14) 

will be quite difficult, and the values of a( n, 0, b( n, 0 and snl (n, C) wi 11 

have to be found by numerical calculation. As a results of this, the mean ex

traction rate of acid across the interface can be determined in the following 
method. 

(21) NA • (I - a (nL))CA0hxL/DA 

i(nL) is dimensionless mean concentration of acid in aqueous phase at n•nL' and 

is defined as 

<22> •<nL> • £/
<nL,O di; 

Since in the region of low extraction extent, the dimensionless extraction rate 

of NA viz., NAh/CAODA will be Sherwood number, the dimensionless extraction rate 

hereafter are simbolized by Sh. As point out above, the value of 8(nL) depend 

� o/B, C80 , Gz and interfaci�l r'eaction mechanism, then, the relations between 

Sh and o/8 at constant Gz and c
80 depend on the interfacial reaction mechanism, 

as shown in bellow. 
Assuming that all of steps in Fig.5 equilibrate at the interface, the relation 

between Sh and o/8 are shown by the broken lines in Figs.3 and 4 1 respectively. 

The fact that most of experimental Sh values fall lower than the broken 1 ines 

indicates that the extraction rates affected by the interfacial reaction rates. 
As the interfacial reaction mechanism, four cases which have following rate 

controlling steps are assumed, (1) adscrption of B at the interface (step l), 

(2) reaction between B adsorbed and A in the aqueous phase (step 2), (3) both 

reaction steps of step 2 ,and between AB adsorbed and A in the aqueous phase 

(step 2 and 4), and (4) desorptions of A
n

B formed at the interface into the 

organic phase (step 3,5 and 7). Solving the Eqs.(12) to (20) using rate equation 

of each case, the relation between Sh and a/B at constant Gz and C
80 are obtained. 

To confirm the most suitable reaction mechanism�· the mean deviation, "ii of the 

differenr:e of the experimental Sh value, Shi and the calculated Sh value, Shcal,i 
defined by 

(23) o. / I ((Sh.-Sh 1 
.)/Sh.)2

/(N-1) 
i•l 1 ca , 1 1 

are calculated for each case. The smallest values of O in each amine were 

obtained from the case (4), and·rate constants are shown in Table 3. In this 

case, the rate equations are written as follows; 

l24) Rll • k�llCio ((aa)b - sll/(KIICBO))(l-0) Kl1Kall 

(25) R21 • k�21Cio ((aa)2b - '21/(KIIK21C!o))(l-0) KIIK21Ka21 

(26) RJI. k�Jlc:o ((aa)3b - '1/<K11K21KJlc:0>(1-0) KIIK21K
31Ka31 

where (1-0) is given as 

( l-e),.l/( l+KaOlcBOb( 1 +Ks 11 CBO 
(oa)+K sl 1 K s21Cio (a.a '

2 

+K sll K s21K s3l c:o (o.
a

_
)3)) 

It is expect ,J Lh.L the calculated result,:: with the interfacial reaction model 

of case (4)' most agrPP ..,;th the experimental results. The solid lines in Figs. 
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3 and 4 are the calculated results. At Gz•JOO, the experimental and calculated 

results are show-n in � for LA-2. The calculated results agree well with the 

experimental results for each Gz. Thus, above reaction model can be adopted as 

the most suitable model to express the experimental results. 

3. CONCLUSION 

The experiment of extraction equilibria ·of acetic acid with hexane solu

tions of long-chain alkylamines were carried out. The experimental results were 

interpreted by the reaction model of which A
n

B (n-1,2,3 and 4) type species 

were formed in the systeDlS. Furthermore, the extraction rates were measured 

in a horizontal rectangular channel. The extraction rates were int
1

erpreted 

by the interfacial reaction model in which the desorption steps are the rate 

determining steps. 

Table 

LA-2 

TOA 

Table 

LA-2 

TOA 

1 Extraction equilibrium constants Table 2 Desorption rate constants 

Kil K21 KJI K41 kdu ��21 k.;31 

[m3 /moll [tnol/m2 .s) 

0. 38xl0 -3 
6.9x10-J 0.05x10-J 1.8xl0 -3 

-3 -4 -3 -4 0.14xl0 4.SxlO 0.28x10 4.8xl0 

2 Adsorption equilibrium .constants 

KaOl K all K a El 

[ m ] 

9.6xl0 -7 2.8xl0 -2 2.2x10 -4 

2.8xl0 -6 2.9xl0-2 -4 3.3xl0 

LA-2 

TOA 

Sil 

4. lxl05 

6. Bxl05 

2.2xl0-S 9.4x.l0-2 

-5 -2 S.OxlO 4 .4xl0 

s21 s El 

[ m2 
/mol 

2.5xl06 1.i:.:106 

l.9xl06 l .4xl06 
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Fig.'.> Reaction process at the interface 
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INTRODUCTION 

Surfactant micelles are known to be capable of increasing bulk phase 
reaction rates (1). Specific interactions between reactants and micelles 
can result in reactant concentrations at or near the micelle surface that are 
higher than the bulk concentration (1-4). The ability of mixtures of dinonyl
naphthalenesulfonic acid (HDNNS) and the aliphatic a-hydroxyoxime extractant 
LIX63 (H20x) to act synergistically in extracting nickel and cobalt from low 
pH solutions has been demonstrated by several investigators (5-7). According 
to recent work in this laboratory (8-ll), this synergism can be attributed to: 
(a) the formation of mixed H Ox-HDNNS metal complexes, (b) the high concen
tration of HDNNS molecules at the organic/aqueous interface and (c) the pre
sence of HDNNS micelles in the bulk organic phase. 

Th is paper examines the roles of interfac ial and bulk phase phenomena 
during metal extraction with LIX63-HDNNS mixtures. Both single drop and 
supported liquid membrane techniques are used to study cobalt and nickel 
extraction. The single drop met'lod enables one to study the initial reaction 
kinetics of metal extraction under conditions where the interfacial area and 
the system hydrodynamics are well defined. This method has the added 
advantage of simulating droplet behavior during solvent extraction processes 
which use conventional mixer-settler technology. The use of supported liquid 
membranes allows one to work at high extractant concentrations where droplet 
instability may become a problem in the single drop technique due to a very 
low interfac ial tension. 

The interfacial proper:ies which have been measured include the 
oil/water interfacial tension, the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of 
H20x-HDNNS mixtures and the elec;;rophoretic mobility of dispersed organic 
droplets. The bulk organic phase viscosity has also been determined. 

An attempt i.s made to correlate the mass transfer behavior of cobalt 
and nickel with the interfacial and bulk organic phase properties, In 
addition, the use of micellar catalysis as a mechanism of increasing mass trans
fer in liquid membrane processes is examined. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Dinonylnaphthalenesul:'onic acid (HDNNS) was purified according to 
the method of Danesi et al. (12). The active extractant in LIX63, the anti-isomer 
of 5, 8-d iethyl-6-hydroxy-6-dodecanone oxime (H20x) was isolated using the 
copper oximate technique describ,ed previously (8). All organic and inorganic 
chemicals were reagent grade exct�pt for the spectrograde n-hexane used in the 
electrophoretic mobility measurenents. 

Single drop experiments were carried out with a rising drop column 
(13) at 25 °C. The continuous phase contained 5 x lQ-3 kmol m-3 Ni(N03)2 and 
0.5 kmol m-3 KN03, at pH 2.5. The organic diluent was hexane. The membrane 
system used in this study consisted of a microporous pnlypropylene film (Celgard 
2400) and dodecane as the diluent:. The aqueous feed contained 0.03 kmol m-3 
CoS04 and 0.08 kmol m-3 formic acid at pH 4.0. The strip solution was 1.0 kmol 
m-3 H2S04. 

Inter facial tensions ,•ere measured at 25 ! 0. 1 "C by the drop-weight 
method. Solution densities were measured with a Cahn micro balance. The electro
phoretic mobilities of the organic droplets were measured with a Riddick Zeta 
meter. Samples were prepared by dispersing 3. 5 x l0-4 L of the organic solution 
in 0. 5 L of aqueous phase. The ionic strength of the aqueous phase was kept 
constant with 4.0 x lQ-3 kmol m-" KN03. 

INTERFACIAL ADSORPTION OF HDNNS 

The interfacial tension (y) measurements in Figure l indicate that 
HDNNS is highly surface active and forms inverse micelles in organic solutions. 
In H20x-HDNNS mixtures, the critical micelle concentration (CMC) is observed to 
be a function of the H20x concentration. This dependence of the CMC on the 
H20x concentration indicates that a specific interaction between H2ox and HDNNS 
occurs. Infrared spectra results have indicated that H zOx and lIDNNS molecules 
interact through hydrogen bonding between the oxime and sulfonic acid 
functional groups (8). 

The constant value of ay/alog[HD] in Figure 1, regardless of the 
HzOx concentration, indicates that HDNNS is preferentially adsorbed at the 
oil/water interface. 

ELECTROPHORETIC MOBILITY OF OIL DROPLETS 

The results of the electrophoresis studies are presented in Figure 2. 
From this figure it is apparent t'aat the presence of HzOx has little effect on 
the interfacial charge of hexane ,iroplets whereas the presence of HDNN:3 leads 
to a highly negative interfacial charge. In H20x-HDNNS mixtures, the HDNNS is 
the predominant specie which controls the zeta potential of oil droplets. 

Ni EXTRACTION BY HzOx-HDNNS MIXTURES 

The rate of nickel ext·:action by H20x-HDNNS mixtures, measured by 
the rising drop technique, is pre,,ented in Figure 3. A linear relatio11ship 
between Ni flux and HDNNS concent':ation is observed for the pure HDNNS 
system. However, in the presence of H20x, a curve is obtained which 
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approaches that of the HDNNS only system at sufficiently high HDNNS: HzOx 
ratios. 

The Ni extraction results of Figure 3 are replotted in Figure 4, The 
linear dependence of Ni extraction with respect to (Nr) suggests tltat& the 
interfacial transfer of Ni can be described by a radial diffusion model of the 
form: 

ORGANIC PHASE VISCOSITY 

The viscosities of the HDNNS-dodecane and the H20x-HDNNS-dodecane systems 
are plotted in Figure 5. The two systems have very similar viscosities which 
indicates that the organic phase diffusivity is basically controlled by the 
HDNNS concentration. Up to 0.4 kmol m-3 HDNNS, there is very tittle change 
in the viscosity. However, the viscosity increases almost a hundred fold 
between 0.4 kmol m-3 and 1.0 kmol m-3 HDNNS. 

Co EXTRACTION BY H20x HDNNS MIXTURES 

Cobalt flux across supported liquid membranes as a function of .HDNNS 
concentration at several fixed H20x concentrations is presented in Figure 6. 
In the HDNNS only system, three regions can be identified as the sulfonate 
concentration is increased: cobalt flux (i) first increases, (ii) reaches a 
plateau, and then (iii) decreases. It is believed that cobalt transport is 
controlled by organic phase diffusion in the low HDNNS region, by aqueous 
phase diffusion in the intermediate HDNNS region and again by organic 
phase diffusion in the highest HDNNS region. The decrease in flux in this latter 
region is most likely a result of the increase in the organic phase viscosity 
noted above. From the interfacial tension measurements in �' together 
with the extraction profiles of Figure 6, one can conclude that enhanced metal 
extraction occurs only in the presence of HDNNS micelles. At high HDNNS :HzOx 
ratios, the flux curves all converge to the single flux curve obtained for the 
HDNNS only system, an effect which is similar to that observed in the rising 
drop experiments in Figure 3. An examination of the Co flux curves in Figure 6 
reveals that the decrease in metal transport occurs more sharply and at 
decreasing HDNNS concentrations as the oxime content of the organic phase is 
raised. In light of the viscosity measurements, which show little difference 
between the HDNNS and H20x-HDNNS systems, the decrease in metal extraction 
rates in the mixed system at high HDNNS concentrations must be attributed to 
additional factors beyond the viscosity effect. 

The Co flux profile for the O .1 kmol m-3 H20x-HDNNS extractant system in 
Figure 6 is characteristic of a micelle catalyzed reaction (14). The formation 
of micelles at the CMC result's in a very rapid increase of reaction rate in the 
region of the CMC. The reaction inhibition observed at high HDNNS :H20x 
ratios is attributed to the presence, in the organic phase, of a catalytic 
micelle of composition (HDNNS)m · JH20x whose concentration goes through a 

maxiIIIIm as the HDNNS concentration is increased. The catalytic micelle is 
shown with three H

2
0x molecules since previous work (10, 11) suggests that the 

stoichiometry of tne extracted Co and Ni complexes is Me(HzOx)3(oNNS)2. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In view of the above discussion, an extraction mechanism may be proposed 
which includes: (a) reaction between interfacially adsorbed HDNNS molecules 
and aqueous metal ions, (b) diffusion of the neutral HDNNS-metal complex into 
the bulk organic phase with subsequent interfacial replacement by HDNNS 
molecules, (c) diffusion of the catalytic micelle towards the oil/water inter
face, (d) reaction between the catalytic micelle and the HDNNS-metal complex 
within an organic film adjacent to the oil/water interface. 

The experimental results reported in this paper :llndicate that both inter
facial and bu)k organic phase reactions can have significant effects on mass 
transfer rates during metal extraction. 
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USE OF NIICROEMULSIONS AS ORGANIC PHASE FOR FASTER KINETICS 

D. Bauer and J. Komornicki
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10, rue Vauquelin 75231 

Paris, France 

Microemulsions are optically transparent and thermodynamically stable 
oil-water dispersions. They are spontaneously fanned when a surfactant and a 
cosurfactant. usually an alcohol, are added to a mixture of oil and water. Water
in-oil microemulsions are described as the dispersion in oil of droplets of water 
surrounded by a shell of the £urfactant and cosurfactant molecules, and vice 
versa for oil-in-:ater microemulsions. The size of the droplets is comprised bet
ween 50 and 1000 A. A microemulsion can exist as a single phase or may be found 
in equilibrium with an exce�s of water, an excess of oil or an excess of both oil 
and water ( 1). 

Systems involving micelles have been used in L.L. extraction. Indeed, 
faster extraction rates have been obtained by use of surface active agents such 
a,;; DNNS (2), long chain 5ulfonic acid (3), and so on. 

Although the differenc,� between microemulsions and micellar solutions 
is very narrow, because mainly d1Je to the size of the droplets, the quantity of 
trapped water and the concentration of the surfactant, the word "microemulsion" 
is not mentioned in the literatu·�e dealing with surfactant enhanced extraction. 
Chin-K·Nang et al. (4) have already reported the existence of a microemulsion in 
a L. L. extraction sys tern but, in their case, the surfactant was the ex tractant 
itself and the microemulsion was subsequently destroyed as the metal was e:.<trac
ted. For the L.L. extraction c,f Ge(!\'} t:y "Kelex 100" from the Bayer solutions 
of aluminate, one of us (8) has proved that a microemulsion is fanned when 
''Versati c 10" (surfactant) and oct:ancl (cos;.;rfactant} are adCed to the system. 

'Ae have nuticed that mi,:roemulsicns ar.d traditicnal L.L. extraction 
S'/stems are suorising1y similar in their composition as underlined in Table!. 

Mi croemu ls ion sys terns 
(Enhanced oi 1 recovery) L. L. extraction systems 

Brir.c salted aqueous phase 

oi 1 diluant 

cosurfactant (alcohol) alcohol 

surfactant ( long chain extractant 
su1fonic acid) and additives 

with tens i oacti ve p rope rti es 

Table I - Similarity between microemulsions and extraction systems 
In the present paper. we investigate the kinetic effects due to the 

replacement of a tradi ti ona l organic phase by a mi croemul s ion. The extraction 
systems we describe are either two-phase or three-phase ones. The examples have 
been intentionally chosen among the couples metal-extractant which exhibit slow 
extraction rates in classical solvent systems. 

Various types of microemu1sions have beer; used depending on the aci
dity of the aqueous phase to be extracted. To check that the observed pheno�ena 
were not chemical but physical in nature, and to enlarge the validity of the 
process, the mi croemu1 s i ans were fanned by using surface active reagents as 
chemically different as possible, and including both ionic or non-ionic surfac
tants. 
EXTRACTION OF Ge( I"/) BY "KELEX l!JO" 

The extraction of Ge( IV) by "Ke lex 100" (noted HK) has been studied 
in a classical system (5). In neutral media, Ge(IV) is slo�vly extracted as the 
complex GeK2(0H)2. About 15 houri; are necessary to achieve the equilibrium, even 
; n the presence of an alcohol. Hhen a mi croelT,u 1 s ion rep 1 aces the tradi ti ona l 
organic phase, the extraction is complete within 3 min (figure 1). In sulphuric 
acid media, the extncted specie�: is GeK; Hso4. The extraction is faster than 
in neutral media but still remairi5 sl0\'1. In this case, the use of a micl"'oemul
sion is also a good way to improve the kinetics of the system (.fj_gure 2). It 
must be n0ticed that ti",e curve 4 in fi�ure 2 corresoond::; to a three-phase sys
tem and that the- rate is the over·a11 one, tiiat is to say ":he rate of the metal 
transfer from the acueous soluticiri into the organic one through the micrcemul
sion layer. 
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Fig. l - ::.:x:rnction rate of GE:(IV) at p!-1 4. 
-? _., 

2 (e) hours 
1O(oet ll-) minutes 

Aqueous phase 10 - M Ge(IV), 6.10 - � Na
2

sc
4 

pH !i.. O/W""' 
(1) Classical organic phase Kerosene, 0.2 � "Kelex 100", % octanol 
(2) �icroemulsion system Kerosene, 0.2 M "Kelex 100", 16 % n-butanol, 

2.5 % �odium dodecylbenzer.e su!fonate. 

OIL ________ ,__ _______ _.,__ _________ __. 

0 10 20 t(mn) 30 

Fig.2 - Extraction rate of Ge(IV) -in acidic media. 
-? Aqueous phase: 10 -M Ge(IV), 0.1 M H2so4; 0/W"' 1 

(1) Classical organic phase Kerosene 0.2 M "Kelex 100", 10 % octanol. 
(2) and (3) two-phase system (water-microemul!ion) ("') 2. 5 /4 sodium lauryl
sulfate, 10 % n-pentanol, ( •) 2. 5 % nonylphenyl. POE, NOE "' 7, 14 Z n-pentanol. 
(4) Three-phase system (water-microemulsion-organic phase) ( O) 2.5 % glucose 
decyl ether 6 % n-pentanol. 

EXTRACTION OF Fe(!!!) BY "KELEX 100" IN ACIDIC MEDIA 
The extraction of Fe(!!!) by "Kelex 100" is particularly slow (6). 

The results given in figure 3 show that the kinetics of the extraction can be 
dramatically accelerated by use of a microemulsion. With ionic surfactants, 
chemical interferencesmay occur. For instance, with sodium laurylsulphate the 
yield of the extraction significantly decreases and the UV-visible spectrum 
of the organic phase gives evidences of a modification of the structure of the 
extracted species. 

Wi.th a microemulsion based on sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate as 
the surfactant, Fe(IrI) is no mare extracted. For non-ionic surfactants, the 
NOE is an important parameter. 
EX7R..OCTION OF Fe{I I!} SY HOE HP 

7he �x tracti en of Fe( Ir I) by ;:ii s ( ethyl-2 hexyl) hydrogenophosphate 
(HOEHP) is quantitative at pH> 2. The rate cf its extraction decreases with 
pH (7). The kinetically limitir:g step is t;-it; fcrmation of the complex 
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Fig. 3 - Extraction rate of Fe(III) by "Ke lex 100" 
Aqueous phase: 10-JH Fe(III), 10-lM H SO, 6.10-ZM Na SO 0/W • 1. 
Classical org. phase (o) Kerosene, t1�-ZM "Kel:x 1�011410 % n-pentanol. 
Water-microemulsion system with anionic surfactant : ( •) 2.S % sodium lauryl 
sulfate, 10 % n-pentanol. 
Water-microemulsion system with non ionic surfactant (b) 2.5 % nonyl phenol POE, 
NOE = 5, 16 % n-hexanol; (A) 4 % glucose decylether, 10 ;: n-hexanol. 
Water-microemulsion-organic phase system (e) 2.5 % nonyl phencl POE, NOE .. i, 
8 % n-pentanol. 
Fe(DEHP)1 at the interface (8). In the aosence of any microemulsion, the achie

-vement of the equi1 i br, um requires about 30 min. Improvement of the k; neti cs is 
obtainable by using a two-phase water-microemulsion system. So, the highest extra
ction rate(equilibrium reached in less than 1 min} has been observed for a micro
emulsion formed with sodium lauryl sulphate (2.5 :) and n-pentanol (14 %) in kero
sene and containing 0.2 M HOEHP. High extraction rates are also obtainable (less 
than l min) with non-ionic surfactants such as the nonyl phenol POE (NOE = 6) 
(2.5 � in the presence of 4 � ;i-pe,ntanol . �Jith glucose decylether as the surfac
tant, a three-phase system is formed. The overall phase tr""ansfer, i.e. from the 
aqueous phase into the organic one through the microemulsior1 1ayer, has also an 
acceptable kinetics (less than 2 min). 

EXTRACTION OF Ni (.!_!)�KELEX" at pH 4. 5 

Ni(!!) is extractable from neutral aqueous solutions by "Kelex 100". The 
extracted complex is NiK2(HK)2. The extractions is slow (yield = 30 % after 
30 min) and is only slightly accelerated by addition of 10-2 M of ONNS (9). On 
the other han1, the extraction rate is largely increased by use of microemulsions 
(two-phase or three-phase systems) based either on anionic or non-ionic surfac
tants. However, thennodynamic modifications also occur. For an aqueous solution 
containing 2.5 x I0-2 M Ni2+ + 0.1 M Na2so4 + 0.1 M acetate buffer, and treated 
with an equal volume of 0.2 M HK in kerosene (t'No-phase system), the best results 
have been obtained with the two following surfactant.cosurfactant couples : 
(i) 2.5 % sodium lauryl sulphate/16 % n-pentanol and (ii) 2.5 % sodium dodecyl
benzene sulfonate 13 % n-butanol. 
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Fig.4 - Extraction rate of �:.(II) by LIX 70 + Versatic 911 . 
• , ?+ 

Aqueous phase 2.7 10 ·M Ni- , 0,1 M Na
2

so
4
, 0.1 M acetate cuffer. 

Classical organic phase (e) Kerosene, 0.1 M LIX iO, 0.15 l-! Versatic 911, 
8 % n-1:,utanol. Water·�icroer.rulsion system with anionic su:dactant;:•'2..5 % sodi1.:m 
laurylsul fate, 18 ! n-pent:anol, (A) 2. 5 I sodium dodecylbenzene sul foii.ate, 
8: n-butanol or with non ionic surfactant (a) 2.5 t octyl phenyl POE (NOE•S), 
13 .t n-pent:mol. Water-micr.:>cmulsion·organic phas.? systems : ( O) 2.5 i; glucose 
decyl ether, 6 % n-hexanol, (.0.) :.S .t nonyl ::,he:iol POE (NOE•B), 6 % n-pentanol. 

With non-ionic surfactants, the kinetics is usually slower. For ins
tance, 10 min are required to achieve the equilibrium with 2.5 % glucose ether, 
16 : n-hexanol. 

EXTRACTION OF Ni(!!) WITH LIX 70 + VERSATIC 911 

The addition of a carboxylic acid (e.g. Versatic 911) to a solution of 
�-hydroxyoxime (e.g. LIX 70) induces a favourable synergic effect on the yield 
of extraction of Ni(!!), but the transfer rate becomes slow (2). The presence 
of ONNS at low concentration improves the kinetics of the transfer (2). 

The use of appropriate mi croemul si ens al 1 ows to obtain both very fast 
kinetics and very favour ab 1 e synergi c effects ( figure 4). The higher the 1 au
ry1 sulfate concentration, the more intense the synergic effect is. 

EXTRACTION_Q_F --�.Ul_l .!_l l·IITH HOEHP IN AC!Olf.._MEOIA 

The extracted species is the hexacoordinated Al(DEHP)6H3 complex (10), 
the formation rate of which decreases with pH. For extraction of A 1 (III) from 
an O. l M H2so4 aqueous solution, the achievement of the half reaction requires 
40 min. By using a two-phase or a three-phase microemulsior system based on an 
anionic surfactant the kinetics is considerably improved. The extraction of 
10-2 M Al(!!!) from O.l M H2so4 aqueous solutions with equal volume of 0.2 M 
HDEHP in kerosene has been investigated as an example. With the two following 
systems, (i) 2.5 % sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate + 15 % n-butanol (two-phase 
system) and (ii) 2.5 % lauryl sulphate+ 14 % n-pentanol (three-phase system), 
the Al(!!!) transfer has been found to be complete within less than 1 min. More
over, the yield of extraction at the equilibrium is enhanced by the presence of 
dodecylbenzene sulfonate (BO% instead of 50 %). Conversely, Al(Ill) is not at 
an extracted by microemulsions based on non-ionic surfactants. 

The use of microemulsions in solvent extraction is particularly 
attractive because it allows to obtain very fast phase transfers (achievement 
of the equilibrium within less than 1 min}, even in the case of excessively 
slow L.L. extraction systems. 

Synergic effects are observable in some cases. Consequently, great 
care must be taken in the selection of the tensio active reagents to obtain, 
if possible, positive synergic effects, and at least. to avoid any antisyner
gism. 
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Gibbs equation for surface excess states that there is a 

positive excess concentration at the interface if the change of 

interfacial tension with concentration is negative. As the 

surface tension of sulphuric acid first increases and then 

decreases with concentration, there should be an interfacial 

excess concentration of H2so4 molecules existing at the surface, 

at concentrations of the acid greater than about 9 molar, corres

ponding to the maximum in the surface tension profile ( 1) • If a 

similar trend is followed by the interfacial tension of sulphuric 

acid - toluene system, then an interfacial reaction has to exist 

in addition to a bulk phase reaction until the interfacial excess 

concentration is depleted. In fact Grosjean and Sawistowski (2) 

proposed the existence of an inter facial reaction in addition to 

the bulk phase reaction taking place almost totally in the acid 

phase as found by Cerfontain (3). 

The verification of the proposal of an interfacial reaction 

in addition to a bulk phase reaction required the measurement of 

the interfacial tension of the reacting sulphuric acid - toluene 

system. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD: 

To follow the course of an interfacial reaction by measure

ment of an interfacial property, the reaction product has to 

cause a change in a physical property of the interface. Reeves 

and Harkaway (4) has shown that the surface activity of a sulpho

nic acid increases in ctirect proportion with the length of the 

hydrocarbon chain attached to the ring in para-position with 

respect to the sulpho group. As a consequence, toluene sulphonic 

acid is moderately surface - active. 

An experimental set-up for the measurement of the interfacial 

tension of toluene/sulphuric acid system had to meet the followinq 

requirements: 

1. Since toluene sulphonic acid is also soluble in the acid, the 

experimental set-up had to be free of external disturbances and 

bulk motion, to avoid the mixing of toluene sulphonic acid with 

the bulk phase by convection. 

2. If there were a separate reaction at the interface, the inter

facial concentration of toluene sulphonic acid would be greater 

than the bulk concentration. Therefore, measurement of interfacial 

tension had to be continuous without any break of the interface. 

These requi=e�ents could be satisfied by the use of a modified 

Du Noily technique in which the ring would be left at the interface 

at the maximum :oull position and the interfacial tension be autana

tically recorded by an autobalance connected to the ring. Perkin -

Elmer Autobalance AR 2 connected to a recorder was used for this end. 

To correlate the interfacial excess concentrations found by the 

measurement of interfacial tensions with the rate of a possible 

interfa�ial reaction, bulk phase and total rate of reaction had to 

be estimated independently. As the bulk phase reaction is under 

mass transfer control at high concentrations of acid, the equation 

developed by Danckwerts (5) for a fast reaction was assumed to hold 

for this system and the rate of the bulk phase reaction NTb, was 

estimated by the equation 

(1) 
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/3 = 

flux of toluene due to bulk phase reaction 

Hatta number 

mass transfer coefficient 

interfacial concentration of toluene 

reaction rate constant 

diffusivity of toluene in sulphuric acid 

The total rate of reaction or the total flux of toluene was 

determined in a modified form of the stirred cell of Austin and 

Sawistowski (6), by measurement of the change of concentration of 

toluene sulphonic acid with respect to time. 

A typical interfacial tension profile obtained from the auto

balance is given in Fiaure 1. Experiments coducted with various 

initial acid concentrations showed that the initial time rate of 

change of interfacial tension increased with the concentration of 

the acid, as given in Figure 2. In the same figure the vatiation 

of interfacial tension with initial acid concentration is also 

given, with time as the parameter. The trend in the variation of 

interfacial tension with sulphuric acid concentration is very 
similar to the treno of the variation of the surface tension of 

sulphuric acid: Below about 6 M concentration, the surface tension 

of sulphuric acid approaches that of water (72 dynes/cm), whereas 

the interfacial tension approaches that of water and toluene at 

mutual saturation (24 dynes/cm). Below about 12.8 M concentration 

no toluene sulphonic acid could be observed even after twelve 

hours of stirring of the phases in a reactor. Thus, the large 

variations in the interfacial tension profile between 7 - 13 M 

concentrations were attributed to a possible interaction of toluene 

molecules with the different proton hydrates and hydrated H2so4 
molecules existing in the acid phase in this concentration range. 

In the concentration range of interest where a reaction takes 

place, the interfacial tension smoothly decreases with increasing 

acid concentration:· The interfacial excess concentrations were 

calculated with the Gibbs equation (7): 

( 2) 

o' interfacial tension 

a 

R 

T 

M 

.P 

activity 

universal gas constant 

temperature 

molecular weight 

density 

C bulk concentration 

r interfacial excess concentration of sulphuric acid 

The interfacial excess concentrations at the air/sulphuric acid 

and toluene/sulphuric acid interfaces calculated with this equation 

are given in Figure 3. These profiles cut the abscissa at 9 M and 

13 M sulphuric acid concentrations, respectively. The latter value 

is in accordance with the n value of Guyot (8) for the termination 

of the reaction. If the intersection of the interfacial excess 

concentration profile with the abscissa denotes the termination of 

the reaction, the intersection of the two interfacial excess concent

ration profiles should denote the termination of the interfacial 

reaction with the same logic, the rate of the interfacial reaction 

being proportional to the difference between the interfacial excess 
concentrations. 
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1b verify this proposal, the total rate of reaction, or equi

valently, the transfer rate of toluene was determined in the stirred 

cell having a constant interfacial area, at 103 r.p.m. stirrina rate 

for the initial sulphuric acid concentrations of 16.8 M, 17.6 M, and 

18 .4 M, where a bulk reaction in the "fast" regime was expected. 'Ihe 

total rate of reaction, NT, was determined by a mass balance over 

the sulphuric acid phase in the stirred cell. The total rate o f  

reaction o r  the flux o f  toluene was i n  all cases greater than the 

flux of toluene required for the bulk phase reaction qiven by equa

tion 1. The difference between these fluxes, RTi, 

were attributed to an interfacial reaction. The ratio of RTi to 

the difference between the interfacial excess concentrations renaine:1 

remarkably constant over the range of St,.lp-luric acid concentrations 

investi,,ated, su1:mestina a rate equation for the interfacial reaction as, 

(4) RTi = 210.8 ( r int -r5
) 

for the toluene sulphuric acid sy stem where Pint and �s denote the 

interfacial and surface excess concentrations of sulphuric acid. 

CON CLPSION: 

'Ihe aqreerrent between the interfacial excess concentrations determined bv 

interfacial tension rreasurerents and the rate of reaction detennined in the 

stirred cell seerrs remarkable for the toluene-sulf.Ouric acid sys tan. Hc:Mever, 

this relation needs verification for other reactinq systerrs. 
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TOLUENE AND BENZENE SULPHONATION 

UNDER LAMINAR CONDITIONS 

Morteza Sohrabi 

Department of Chemical and Petrochemical Engineering 
Tehran Polytechnic University 

Tehran 15, Iran 

The sulphonation of aromatic comrxmnds is a unit process of considerable 
industrial importance. In technical scales, these reactions are either 

carried-out in gas-liquid system, with sulphur trioxide vapour as the sulpho
nating agent or, under liquid conditions using sulphuric acid solutions as the 
sulphonating entity. In both cases, the systems are heterogeneous and the 
overall rate may depend on both the chemical kinetics and the rate of diffusion 
of the reactants between the phases. 

The present author ( 1, 2) has demonstrated that in liquid-liquid systems, 
diffusional resistances are important only at high sulphuric aCid concentration 
but that the overall rate can be correlated by a simple kinetic model at low 
acid concentration . 

Considering the high sulphuric acid concentration systems of industrial 
importance, the present author (3) has used the approach of Danckwerts (4) and 
Astarita (5) to derive a rate model involving both chemical kinetic and diffu-
sional resistances . This assumes all reaction to take place in the acid phase 
in a zone adjacent to the interface through which the aromatic hydrocarbon 

diffuses and leads to the relationship : 

(1) 

R = rate of reaction per unit volwne of the acid phase 

A "' inter facial area per unit volume of the acid phase 
. 

[ArH] 
a 

"" saturation concentration of aromatic hydrocarbon in acid phase 

D = diffusion coefficient for organic substrate in aqueous phase 

k
2 

= second order rate constant 

[H2
so 4 J a 

= steady state concentration of sulphuric acid in aqueous phase 

To examine the validity of this m:x:lel, the system parameters should be 
known. Diffusion coefficients and solubilities of some aromatic hydrocarbons 

in concentrated sulphuric acid solutions have been measured (6, 7, 8,9) , and 
second order rate constants have been determined (1,2,3). This, leaves 'A' as 
the only missing parameter. 

There are some physical r ethods by which inter facial area in agitated 
vessels may be determined. However, these have been critically reviewed (10) 
and the conclusion has been reached that the data obtained by such methods are 
of doubtful accuracy. Also, the chemical methods described by Sharma et al 

(10,11) may not be applicable to aromatic sulphonation. 

Steps were, therefore, taken to measure heterogeneous sulphonation rates 
using a laminar-jet apparatus, the technique of which is well known. One of 
the advantages of a laminar-jet is that the interfacial area can be measured 
accurately from its dimensions. 

EXPEB I MENTAi 

Laminar-jet The experimental rig was similar to that used previously (3). 
It gave a laminar jet of sulphuric acid travelling through a static hydrocarbon 
phase. 

The apparatus consisted of a cylindrical jet chamber made of 'Pyrex' glass 
11.5cm long and 7.5cm internal diameter. Both the nozzle and receiver for the 
jet were made ·of 'Teflon' and were tapered to a knife edge to minimise distur-
bances of the surronding fluid. The interfacial area was measured from the 

diameter and length of the jet. The jet chamber assembly was placed in a ther-
n-ostatic bath and the two feeds were introduced at the thermostat temperature. 
Any thermal effects due to chemical reaction would be very slight with the short 

contact time (maximwn 5 seconds) and none were observed. 

Materials and procedure 'Ihe chemicals used in this study were all analy
tical grade. 

During the start-up it was difficult to establish a stable jet without 
having any of the aqueous phase overflow the receiver and fall into the base of 
the main jet chant>er. If concentrated sulphuric acid was in use, this reacted 
with the organic phase to an unknown extent. To overcome this difficulty, the 
jet was established with diluted sulphuric acid and this was switched to a feed 
of concentrated acid when stable conditions were reached. When the system had 
finally come to steady state, samples of the exit aqueous phase were removed 
and analysed for organic product. 

Analysis Because of the short contact time between the two phases, only 
very low concentrations of sulphonic acid were present in the exit aqueous phase 
(the amount of aromatic substrate diffusing into the jet is much less than that 
corresponding to equilibrium distribution) . Nevertheless, it was found possi
ble to analyse the undiluted aqueous phase using a highly sensitive t1v spectro
photometer at a wavelength 'bf 262 nm for toluene sulphonic acid and 260 nm for 
benzene sulphonic acid. 

Analysis of the exit aqueous phase gives the amount of sulphonic acid 
which is formed and remains in that phase. Back diffusion of sulphonic acid 
from aqueous into the organic phase did not occur, as no sulphonic acid were 

found to be present in the aromatic phase after a known period of time. 

The change in concentration of aromatic hydrocarbon in the jet chamber 

during a run was extremely small and was neglected. Similarly, the concen-
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tration of sulphuric acid in the jet was assumed constant, since the change was 

far less than analytical error. 

A comprehensive series of experiments was carried out using five sulphona
ting acid solutions stated in table 1 in conjunction wi� differen�

4
jijl !jngths 

(1.5-3cm) and acid phase flow rates for toluene (7.5xl0 - 26.lxlO m hr ) • 
Normally, eight conditions for each acid solution were considered. The mean 

rate was calculated for each acid and the results are included in table 1 to-
gether with the standard deviation. Rates corresponding to the five acid 
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Theseaestimated rates are compared with measured values in table 1. 

Table 1 - Comparison of measured and predicted rates of toluene sulphonation 
under laminar conditions at 30° c. 

Sulphuric acid Sulphonation rate -3 -1 (mol.m .hr ) 
Acid Series concentr�rion 

(mol.l.) Measured Standard Predicted 
mean deviation using eqn. (1) 

A 15.81 5.4lxl0� 0.0209 5.25xl0! 
16.10 7.24xlo3 0.0320 7 .46xlo3 

C 16.63 7.83xl03 0.0311 7 .68xl03D 17. 36 8. 76xl03 0.0280 B.98xl03 
E 17 .82 9.9lx10 0.0261 9 .66xl0 

One set_�f experiment was carried out in a similar way using benzene and 
1 7. 63 IrKJl .1 �u1�yuric acid. The mean rate found experimentall� was 

6.33xl0 rnol.m.hr whilst the model predicted a value of 6.2lxl0 . 

It is clear that the rnodel can only be expected to apply when the sulphuric 
acid concentration is sufficiently high for diffusional resistances to play a 

part in determining the overall rate. The chemical kinetics of sulphonation 
reactions are sensitive to sulphuric acid concentration and the present author 
(1, 2, 3) has previously outlined the conditions under which the two liquid phase 

sulphonation of certain aromatic hydrocarbons are likely to be kinetically con
trolled. 

Considering acid solutions of such concentration that the assumption of 
mass transfer with simultaneous chemical reaction applies, an explanation can 
be found for the observed rates of competitive sulphonation. Some previous 
workers have used competitive sulphonation of an equimolar mixture of benzene 

and toluene in heterogeneous region as a criterion for detecting the presence 

of a diffusional resistance. Thus Chaudhry (12) found that the ratio of the 
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Taking the model as expressed by equation (1), the relative rates of for
mation of toluene and benzene sulphonic acids under two phase conditions from 
an organic phase with an equirnolar ratio of toluene and benzene (assuming that 
this organic solution deviates only slightly from ideal behaviour(l3)) will be: 

(2) 

Subscripts T and B are referred to toluene and benzene respectively. Substi-

:�:
i

:�l�: �:�/��::;::e��=��;
t

�1�T��
= 1. 5-2. 5, in excellent agreement ·with 

On the other har.:i if the process is dependent only on chemical kinetics 

11) 

(3) 

Substitution gives l\i.lR...= 50-55, very close to the value determined under 

hornogeneous conditions '(1) . 

CONCI 11$ IONS 

Sulphonation in a lminar-jet has provided evidence that the rate of sul
phonation of toluene and benzene under two liquid phase ?rnditions with concen
trated sulphuric acid solutions (higher than 15. 5 mole .1 ) can be described 
in terms of a fast reaction taking place in a zone in the aqueous phase ad
jacent to the interface. 

The derived model, based on the above assumption , seems to predict rates 
which are in close agreement with those found experimentally. 

A similar approach also provides an explanation of the observed results 

of the competitive sulphonation of toluene and benzene. 
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INTERFACIAL AND KINETIC STUDIES OF COPPER EXTRACTION 

BY P-DIKETONE EXTRACTANTS 

Michael Cox and Michael Gray 

The Hatfield Polytechnic 
Hatfield, Herts, U.K. 

Following the success of the hydroxyoxime reagents in the 
commercial liquid-liquid extraction of copper from weakly acidic 
solutions, several new reagents have appeared on the market. Some 
of these contain a S-diketone functional group and give improved 
performance in the extraction of copper from ammoniacal solutions. 
The aim of this work was to investigate the mechanism whereby 
copper is extracted by the S-diketones, LIX54� XI51• and l-phenyl-
1,3-dodecanedione (PDD), with the added intention of clarifying 
the much discussed extraction of copper by hydroxyoximes. 

Kinetics. The kinetics of heterogenous reaction systems are 
intrinsically complex because a large number of rate processes and 
a choice of reaction sites may be involved. If the rate of extrac
tion is determined by diffusion processes, the system is said to 

be in a "diffusion regime" (1). On the other hand, if diffusional 
processes are instantaneous in comparison to the chemical reac
tions, the system is said to be in a "kinetic regime". In fact, a 
significant amount of solvent extraction work appears to have been 
carried out in a "mixed regime" where the rates of diffusion and 

of chemical reaction cannot be neglected with respect to each 

other (1,2). 

The overall equation for the extraction of copper by an 

acidic chelating extractant may be written: 

(1) cu++ + 2HA "-"" 'cuA2 + 2 H+ 

where a bar denotes a species in the organic phase. 
The forward rate equation for this reaction at a point far removed 
from equilibrium is of the form: 

(2) -d[Cu] K[cu] 1[HA]m 

dt [H]n 

where 1, m and n are the reaction orders, K is the forward rate 
constant and the charges have been omitted for clarity. 
If the rate of extraction is first order with respect to the 
copper concentration and the pi and reagent concentration remain 
constant, then: 

(3) -d[Cu] = K'[CU] 
dt 

Integrating and rearranging: 

(4) -ln[cu] = -ln[CuJ0 + K't 

The gradient of a plot of this function will give K' which may be 
used to obtain the initial forward rate of extraction, v

0
: 

(5) 

If the rate of extraction is proportional to the interfacial area, 
then a more meaningful parameter is the interfacial flux, N

0
, 

which is the number of moles of material transfered across unit 
area of the interface in unit time: 

(6) 

� Henkel corporation 
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where a, the specific interfacial area, is the ratio of the inter
facial area to the volume of the analysed phase. 

Interfacial Adsorption. The boundary between two homog�nous 
phases should not be regarded as a simple geometrical plane. 
Rather, it is a film of a definite thickness and so it is more 
properly termed an interphase (3). It is a region over which there 
is a gradation of properties merging into those of the bulk phases 
at its extremities. By considering the total internal energy of an 

interphase, Gibbs derived a general thermodynamic relationship for 
the excess number of molecules adsorbed at an interface: 

(7) 

where,;_ is the number of adsorbed molecules of species, i, per 

unit area of interface, /A-i 
is its chemical potential and 'tis the 

interfacial tension. 

From this may be derived an expression for the interfacial excess 
of a single, highly interfacially active solute. Assuming that the 
interfacial excesses of all other components are zero and that 
activity coefficients are unity: 

(8) dl( = -rkTlnc 

where c is the concentration, k is the boltzmann constant, T is 
the absolute temperature and r, the interfacial excess of the 

solute, is defined as the algebraic excess of solute in unit cross 
section of the surface region over that which would be present in 

a bulk region containing the same number of moles of solvent (3). 
It can be seen that a plot of interfacial tension versus the 

logarithm of the extractant concentration should give a straight 
line the gradient of which determines the number of adsorbed 
molecules per unit area. Great care should be taken in the use of 
interfacial concentrations calculated from this equation because, 
in systems which do not conform to ideal behaviour, the propor
tionality constant is not equal to kT. However, a constant nega
tive gradient of� versus loge is still indicative of a constant 
(saturated) interfacial excess. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSICN 

Using a quiescent interface stirred cell similar to that 

described by Chin (4), it was found that the initial forward rate 
of extraction of copper by XI51 was directly proportional to the 
interfacial area. It was further found that the interfacial flux 
of copper produced by XI51 and by LIX54 was dependent on the 
aqueous phase stirring speed but independent of the organic phase 
stirring speed. Also, when the aqueous phase was not stirred, a 
copper depleted band was seen to extend into the aqueous phase 
from the interface. These results imply that the rate of extrac
tion of copper by S-diketones, under the hydrodynamic conditions 
produced in this stirred cell, is controlled by the diffusion of 
copper from the bulk aqueous phase to the inrterface. 

Further experiments to study the kinetics of solvent extrac
tion of copper by XI51 were carried out using the stirred cell and 

a rising drop apparatus (�). The correlation between these results 
and the interfacial tension curve for XI51 are shown in�
The most important point to note from this figure is the indepen
dence of the rate of extraction on the bulk phase extractant con

centration when there is a constant interfacial excess of extrac
tant. When the interface is not saturated, the rate of extraction 

is first order with respect to the extractant concentration in the 
rising drop apparatus. This implies that the rate of extraction of 



copper is first order with respect to the interfacial excess 
concentration of XIS! which in turn implies that the rate deter

mining step is the reaction between copper ions and interfacially 
adsorbed extractant molecules or anions to form the 1:1 complex 
c�tion. The same conclusions are implied by� for UX54 

and PDD. 

The copper/hydroxyoxime system is much more complex. There 
are added problems due to the existence of aggregation (6}, a 
non-reactive isomer (7), additives and impurities. Consequently, 
there is a lot of scope for variation in experimental conditions 
and it is not surprising that a lot of varied and sometimes 

apparently conflicting results have been obtained by different 
workers. 

Fleming et al (8} found that the extraction rate of copper by 

hydroxyoximes in a stirred cell was directly proportional to the 
interfacial area and dependent on the organic phase stirring but 
independent of the aqueous phase stirring. Whewell et al (6) 
further reported that, in a non-stirred system, a layer of copper 
complex was seen to build up on the organic side of the interface. 
These results imply a slow diffusion step of copper complex away 
from the reaction site. 

On close scrutiny, the copper/hydroxyoxime kinetic results of 
many authors are compatible despite the differing conditions and 

equipment employed. Generally, there is a gradual change in reac
tion order and linearity is only observed over narrow concentra

tion ranges of one order of magnitude or less. Below about 10-2 

mol dm-3 of extractant there is a second order dependence and 

above that, when the interface is saturated and the total inter
phase concentration is no longer directly proportional to the bulk 
phase concentration, the order tends towards unity. This implies 
that, although the interface is saturated and there is a constant 
concentration of adsorbed extractant, the total interphase concen
tration still rises with, but proportionately slower than, the 
bulk phase concentration. Thus, the mechanism is probably one 
whereby copper {II) ions react first with hydroxyoxime molecules 
adsorbed at the aqueous phase/interphase boundary followed by the 
rate determining addition of the second extractant molecule within 
the interphase as implied by Hirons et al (9, 10). 

CWCLUSIONS 

From the correlation between the curves of extraction rate 
and interfacial tension versus extractant concentration, the 

existence of two different interfacial species is indicated. One 
is an adsorbed species which forms an oriented monolayer at the 
interphase/aqueous phase boundary the concentration of which is 
constant above a certain bulk phase concentration. The second is 
a non-adsorbed species which exists within the interphase the 
concentration of which is directly related to the bulk phase 
concentration. 
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The rate of extraction of copper by acidic chelating extrac
tants with high distribution coefficients is limited both by 
diffusion of species to or from the interface and by slow reaction 

steps at the interface. The relative importance of the reaction 
and diffusion processes depends on the hydrodynamics of the system 

but, in general, neither one of them may be ignored. 

In general, it may be said that the extraction of copper by 
,S-diketones is controlled by diffusion of copper ions to, and 

reaction with, extraction molecules or ions adsorbed at the 
aqueous phase/interphase boundary to form the 1:1 complex cation. 
The extraction of copper by hydroxyoximes is controlled by the 
addition of the second extractant molecule within the interphase 
and diffusion of the neutral complex into the bulk organic phase. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION CIRCUITS IN THE PROCESSING OF 

LATERITE-DERIVED AMMONIACAL LEACH LIQUORS 
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The Bureau of Mines has devised a method ( 1-4) that allows near-
epecification-grade nick.el and cobalt cathodes to be produc�d from low-grade 
domestic laterites. Laterite ore is subjected to selective reduction with carbon 
monoxide and then to an oxidation leach in an ammoniacal sulfate solution. The 
leach solubilizes the Ni, Co, and Cu as ammine complexes. The majority of the 
aagnesium and manganese (>90 pct) that is also solubilized during the leach is 
precipitated by the addition of NH4HzP04. producing a fertilizer byproduct. 
Solvent extraction (SX) and electrowinning (EW) are then used to separate and 
recover Ni, Co, and Cu. Trace amounts of Zn, Ca, Mg, Mn, and NH3 from the leach 
liquor, as well as several other impurities, must be contended with in the SX and 
EW circuits. The disposition of metal impurities was found, and control methods 
were devised and applied in a 230 kg/day (laterite) continuous circuit PRU 
( process research unit). 

PRU SX-EW CIRCUITS 

The continuous circuits shown in Figure l consisted of two sections: 
nickel-copper SX-EW, and cobalt SX-EW. Mixer-settl�r stages in the SX circuits 
were sized with 7 .6-liter mixers (nickel-copper circuit and cobalt extraction 
stage) and 4.5-liter mixers (remaining cobalt circuit). 

Nickel-Copper SX-EW. Nickel and copper were extracted from the ammonia-
adjusted leach liquor with a LIX 64Nl / solvent. Coba\f (III) is not extracted by 
LIX 64N; therefore, it remained in the raffinate. A crowd stage was used to 
minimize the extraction of zinc and ammonia by the solvent. Residual ammonia was 
scrubbed from the solvent with a pH-controlled (NH4) 2S04 solution (equilibrium pH 
---5.5). The scrub solution was recycled within the stage, and a bleed stream was 
used to control the (NH4)2S04 concentration in the range of 120 to 300 g/L. The 
scrub solution bleed stream was added to the leach liquor as a partial source of 
(NH4)zS04 makeup. Some (NH4)2S04 is lost with the tailings after leaching. 
Nick.el was stripped from the solvent with a low-acid-level electrolyte ( 10 to 12 
g/L HzS04) j copper was then stripped with a high acid level elecrolyte 
( -165 g/L H2S04). Impurity problems in the nickel-copper circuit were generally 
considered to be minimal; the exception was some NH3 transfer to the nickel 
electrolyte during periods of upset in the pH-controlled scrub stage. The level 
of cobalt in the recycled solvent remained essentially constant throughout the 
runs (0.01 to 0.03 g/L). 

Resin column for impurity extraction. A column (15.2-cm I.D.) ws packed 
with --0.028 m3 of dry ion-exchange resin (IRC-718). Prior to use, the resin was 
conditioned first by conversion to the hydrogen form with 100 g/L H2S04 and then 
by washing with water. The resultant resin occupied a volume of ---0.020 m3. 
Im.purities from the nickel-copper raffinate were extracted with the c:;onditioned 
resin in the following order: Ni, Mn » Mg, Ca, and Zn with Co( III) not 
extracted. Profiles of the impurities in the resin column effluent are shown in 
Figure 2. As shown, the Co concentration remained constant throughout the run, 
Ni, and Mn remained at a very low level (0.001 g/L), and OJ remained at --0.003 
g/L. Zinc and calcium broke through after -2,50" liters of nickel-copper 
raffinate had been processed (0.01 g/L was chosen as an arbitrary reference level 
for column breakthrough). Magnesium broke through after ...,3, 100 liters had been 
processed. The average impurity levels in the nickel-copper raffinate fed to the 
resin column were as follows: 0.043 g/L Ni, 0.003 g/L CU, 0.018 g/L Zn, 0.023 
g/L Ca, 0.012 g/L Hg, and 0.013 g/L Mn. The resin loading capacity for metal 
impurities at the time zinc and calcium broke through was estimated to be "'9 .6 
kg/m3 of resin (as received, dry resin basis). 

Cobalt SX-EW. The purified raffinate containing trivalent cobalt was 
treated in an air-excluded cobalt metal shot column to reduce the cobalt to the 
divalent state. The reduced cobalt w-as then extracted with LIX 51 solvent. The 
loaded solvent was first scrubbed for ammonia removal with a HzO-(NH4)2S04 
solution which removed -70 pct of the ammonia without neutralization taking 
place. The 8.llllD.Onia was stripped from the scrub solution for recycle back to the 
process through heating (50 ° C) and air sparging. Residual ammonia was then 
scrubbed from the solvent W'ith a pH-controlled (NH4) 2S04 solution (equilibrium pH 
-5.5). Finally, cobalt was stripped from the solvent "'1th recycled electrolyte 
containing 50 g/L Co and IO to 12 g/L H2S04. The major impurity problems in the 
cobalt circuit were buildup of Ca in the recycled pH-controlled scrub solution 
and some buildup of Mg and NH4 in the electrolyte. 

Laboratory tests have shown that at least 10 g/L Mg and 14 g/L NH4 can be 
tolerated in the cobalt electrolyte without detrimental effects on 
electrowinning. These levels can be maintained with a control bleed stream from 
the cobalt EW circuit back to the leaching circuit, and this would result in the 
recycle of (10 pct of the total cobalt flux into the cell. This was based on the 
transfer rates of magnesium and ammonia into the cobalt electrolyte averaged over 
a 92 hour continuous run. 

Nickel and cobalt cathodes. Nickel cathodes produced from the circuit 
contained "'99.9 pct Ni and only 0.006 pct Cu and 0.01 pct Co (table I). 
Of the impurities analyzed in the nickel cathode, only lead exceeded the ASTM 
Spec. B-39 levels (0.01 pct vs. spec. level of <0.005 pct). The current 
efficiency and energy consumption for nickel EW averaged about 64 pct and 5.34 
kwhr/kg, respectively. 

1/ Reference to specific equipment, trade names, or manufacturers does not imply 
endorsement by the Bureau of Mines. 

TABLE 1. - Analyses of nickel cathode 

Element PRU run 

Pct: 
Ni 99 .9 
Cu .006 
Fe .02 
Zn NA 
Pb <.OJ 
Mn NA 
Co .01' 

Ppm: 
H 12 
C 40 
0 91 

NA Not analyzed. 
NG Not given. 

ASTM Soec. B- 39 

99 .8 (min) 
,02 (max) 

.02 (max) 

<,005 
(.005 
<.005 

• 15 (max) 

NG 
300 

NG 

The cobalt cathode contained -99 .9 pct Co and only 0.02 pct Ni and 0.006 
pct CU. COQlparison of this cathode with specifications obtained from a firm that 
purchases electrolytic cobalt (table 2) showed that only zinc and lead levels 
exceeded the specifications (0.01 pct vs. (0.008 pct specified and 0.007 pct vs. 
<0.001 pct specified, respectively). Cobalt EW current efficiency and energy 
consumption generally averaged about 65 pct and 3.85. kwhr/kg, respectively; 

TABLE 2. - Analyses of cobalt cathode 

Element PRU run Specs, from 
independent firm. I / 

Pct: 
Co 99 .8, 99 ,92/ 99 .5 (min) 
Cu .006 <.02 
Fe .02 <. 15 
Zn .027, .0102/ <.008 
Pb .007 <.001 
Mn (,001 NG 
Ni .02 <.20 

NA, .0022/ NG 

Ppm: 
32/ H IOI, NG 

C 365, <102/ NG 
0 364, 382/ NG 
s NA, <102/ NG 

NA Not analyzed. 
NG li:>t given. 
l / UOP Inc,, Mineral Sciences Division. New 

Procedure For Recovering Nickel and Cobalt From 
Western Laterites: Economic Feasibility 
contract J0285021). BuMines OFR 68-82, 1982, 
p. 35; NTIS PB 82-245945. 

2/ Heat-treated cathode; atmosphere of 98 pct 
argon and 2 pct hydrogen at atmospheric 
pressure at 1,000 ° C for 2 hours. 

To date• little effort has been made to tailor the EW or heat tr�atment 
( cathode degassing) conditions to minimize the level of lead in the cathodes. 
Therefore, since these levels are already reasonably close to specifications, it 
is felt that with more attention to the lead impurity, the specifications can 
probably be met through adjustment of the EW and/or heat treatment conditions. 
Preliminary data indicate that the zinc level in the cobalt cathode can be 
further reduced by somewhat altering the conditions during heat treatment. 

ADDITIONAL TESTS ( BENCH-SCALE) 

Although the resin column reduced the transfer rate of calcium to the 
recycled pH-scrub solution (cobalt SX circuit) as compared to operation without 
the column, the buildup of calcium still presented a problem. To alleviate this 
problem, bench-scale continuous cobalt SX circuit tests were run using acidified 
water ( ..... 1.1 g/L H2S04) in the pH-controlled scrub stage on a once-through basis. 
The concentration of impurities in the discharged scrub solution remained well 
below their solubility limits. The generated (NH4)2S04 concentration in the 
discharged solution ranged between 1.0 and 1,6 g/L, 

A disadvantage of this method was a higher-than-normal organic entrainment 
level in the aqueous scrub solution ( 114 ppm vs 58 ppm). Therefore, the phase 
disengagement characteristics of the cobalt circuit, pH-controlled scrub stage 
were investigated in a laboratory-scale phase disengagement cell. Comparative 
tests were run with 124-g/L, 52-g/L, and 2-g/L (NH4)2S04 solutions (pH ---5.5) and 
w-ith loaded LIX 51 solvent, The phase disengagement rates obtained W'ith the 
three solutions were very similar (Figure 3). For example, a dispersion band 
thickness of -10 cm corresponded to specific flow rates of 54 to 64 Lpm/m2. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Near-sµecitication-grade nickel and cobalt cathodes were produced from 
low-grade domestic laterites by the method shown tliagra,nmatically in --1::!:.[�.1:.· 

The use of a resin column for impurity removal before reduction and 
extraction of cobalt (II) resulted in a cobalt cathode containing ---99.9 pct 
cobalt (cobalt-to-nickel ratio of -5,000 to 1). 

The use of acidified water on a once-through basis in the pH-controlled 
scrub stage (cobalt circuit) avoided the problem of calcium buildup and 
precipitation in that stage. 

NOTATION LIST 

kg/day 
g/L 
pct 
Lpm/m 2 

kwhr/kg 
ppm 

REFERENCES 

Kilograms per day 
Grams per liter 
Percent 
Liters per lllinute per square meter 
Meter 
Kilowatt-hour per kilogram 
Parts per ,oi 11 ion 

l. R. E. Mussler and R. E. Siemens. Electrowinning of Nickel and Cobalt From 
Domestic Laterite Processing. BuMines RI 8604, 198 2 , 20 pp. 

2. D. N. Nilsen, R. E. Sl.emens, and S. c. fil10ads. Solvent Extraction of Cobalt 
From Laterite-Ali!moniacal Leach Liquors. BuMines RI 8419, 198U, 23 pp. 

3. D. N. Nilsen, R. E. Siemens, and S. C. Rhoads. Solvent Extraction of Nickel 
and Copper From Laterite-Ammoniacal Leach Liquors. BuMines RI 8605, 198 2 , 
29 pp. 

4. R. E. Siemens, P. C. Good, and W. A. Stickney. Recovery -of Nickel and Cobalt 
From Low-Grade Domestic Laterites. BuMines RI 8027, 1975, 14 pp. 
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TEST OF AN AMINE PROCESS FOR REPROCESSING NATURAL 

URANIUM FUEL AT THE EUREX PILOT PLANT 

G. R. Grant, D. G. Boase and D. R. McLean 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 

Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment 
Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada R OE 1 L 0 

F. Pozzi, A. Hall, V. Pagliai and G. Alonzo

Comitato Nazionale per L'Energia Nucleare e 
L'Energia Alternative 
Centro Di Saluggia 

13040 Saluggia, Vercelli, Italy 

INTRODUCTION 

The reprocessing of irradiated, natural uranium fuel from CANDU reactors, 
where the plutonium only is to be recovered, appears to offer the potential for 
lower cost reprocessing plants that should be �asier to operate (l). Long-chain 
tertiary amines have been considered previously for various applications in 

fuel-reprocessing operations (2-5), and they are particulady suitable for plu
tonium recovery. Extraction characteristics are such that plutonium could be 
extracted while uranium, which at normal exlt burn-up from CANDU reactors is o f  
little economic value, could b e  discarded with the fission-product wastes, The 
recovered plutonium coul<l then be used for recycle with natural uranium fuel, or 
for other advanced fuel cycles employing thorium (6), 

FLOWSHEET DEVELOPMENT 

Using published distribution data for uranium and plutonium (7), and addi
tional data obtained at WNRE (Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment), Morgan 
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0.15 mol/L in a diluent of diethylbenzene, Use of the aromatic: diluent prevent
ed third-phase formation, a problem often encountered in amine extractions of 
actinides when using aliphatic diluents, The flowsheet was tested extensively 
in the hboratory and then actively in a small fac i lity built in the WNRE Hot 
Cells, The latter facility used a single cycle of solvent extraction, followed 
by final plutonium-product purification by anion exchange. All aspects of the 
experiment appeared sufficiently promising that a test of the flowsheet at a 
larger scale was the next logical step. 

The EUREX pilot plant in Saluggla, Italy, operated by ENEA (Comitato Nazio
nale per L'Energia Nucleare e L'Energla Alternative) had been built specifically 
for processing oper'at!ons using 'amines, 'and it appeared to be the most su.itable 
facility in which to extend the work. 

By agreement between AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) and ENEA, 72 
CANDU fuel bundles from the Pick"ering Generating Station-were to be processed at 
the EUREX plant, However, since the plant had previously been used for recovery 
of enriched uranium from U-Al fuel, direct applicati on of the WNRE single-cycle 
flowsheet for plutonium recovery wss not possible without some compromise im
posed by the existing plant, Plant facilities were used to advantage to perform 
two solvent-extraction cycles. The WNP.E flowsheet was used for the first cycle, 
while the second cycle was the result of further development work performed at 
the Central Research Laborat ories of ENEA (9). The combined flowsheets are 
shown in Figure 1. 

The extractant is 7,5r, (0.15 mol/L) Alamine-336 in IN!Sitylene(b), 
Extraction of plutonium takes place In the lA contactor, leaving the bulk of the 
uranium and fission products in the aqueous phase. These exit the contactor in 
the lAW stream. This combination of uranitm1 with the high-level wastes has an 
impact on waste management operations and, therefore, requires further study. 
The extracted plutonium is scrubbed in the lB contactor to increase decontamina
tion from uranium and fission products. The plutonium is then stripped from the 
solvent in the lC contactor using a mixture of dilute HN03 and H2so l+ . The con
centration of plu t onium is increased by a factor of 20 in the first extraction 
cycle, 

Following acid adjustment, the second extraction cycle is performed, but in 
this case, aqueous hydroxylamine nitrate (HAN) is used as the final plutonium
stripping agent . 

PLANT OPERATIONS 

Schedule. The fuel bundles were processed in five subcampaigns of about 1 5  
bundl�over a period o f  about two and a ha] f years (1980 t o  83). Each 
subcampaign, consisting of chopping, dissolution, solvent extraction, solvent 
recovery and waste treatment, took about two months to complete, The burnup of 
most fuel bundles was normal, i,e. about 200 MWh/kg or more, but a few had burn
ups of about 100 MWh/kg. Average data for the fuel are shown in Table 1. Decay 
periods varied from about five to seven years. 

TABLE l 

DATA FOR FUEL USED IN THE AECL-ENEA EXPERIMENT* 

1�§
l) ��/��

p 
U�

MWh/kg) 

Total Pu (g/kg U) 
l .. l+ce (GBq/kg U) 
137Cs (GBq/kg U) 
125sb (GBq/kg U) 
I 06Ru (GBq/kg U) 

Low Burn-Up Fuel Normal 

- LOO 
- 3.9 
- 2.) 

140 
460 

13 

120 

Burn-Up 

- 220 
- [.) 

- 4 .2 
200 
960 

28 
270 

* Data interpolated from AECL-4436/1 (10) for a cooling period of five years 

Fuel 

�Product of General Mills, Inc,, with the generic name of tricaprylyl amine 
(TCA), containing predominantly a mixture of octyl- and decyl-alkyl groups. 
The amine was purified by passing through an activated Al 2o3 column before 
use. 

(b) Mesitylene was supplied by ENI, San Donato M, Milan. Purity was � 99.5% 
1-3-5-trimethylbenzene, It was given a wash with Na2co3 at 1 mol/L before 
use. 

Head-End Operation. Bundles were chopped individually into lengths of 
2,5 cm, with the fuel and sheath segments dropping directly into the dissolver, 
The fuel was dissolved in S.5 mol/L HN03 in batches of three bundles each, Off
gases were monitored for 8 5Kr, 1 2 91 and particulates during several batches 
(11). Following removal and rinsing of the hulls, the undissolved solids were 
removed in a continuous centrifuge operating at 1000 C, Solution clarity was 
monitored by visual inspection of samples. 

To ensure essentially complete extraction of the plutonium, it must be in 
the (IV) valence state, To achieve this, the plutonium vas first reduced to 
Pu(III) using ferrous sulfamate and then re-oxidized to Pu(IV) by passing N02 
gas through the feed solution several hours before extraction operations were to 
begin, 

Solvent Extraction, The feed solution was processed through the plant, one 
cycle at a time, using two 8-h shifts per day. The facility was shut down each 
night, with no deleterious effects being identif ied due to t his mode of opera
tion. About two weeks were requ ired to process the feed solution for one sub
campaign through the two cycles of solvent extraction and to flush the contac
tors afterwards. 

Solvent Recovery, Two solvent circuits were used to keep t he solvent for 
each extraction cycle separate, To minimize wastes genera ted in the solvent
recovery process, the aqueous streams used to wash the solvent were first con
tacted with the less contaminated solvent (Le, 2CW) aod then contacted with the 
first cycle solvent (lCW). Three wash streams were used; two were Na2co3 solu
tions and the final wash was di lut e HN03 solution. 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND DISCUSSION 

Steady-state data obtained for the two solvent extraction cycles over the 
five CANDU subcampaigns are presented in Table 2. 

Plutonium losses to waste streams were low in moat cases. However, they 
were somewhat hi�her than desired in the lAW stream, amoun ting to about 0.6% of 
the plutonium in the feed. This rosy have been due to tainor flow instabilities 
in the lA contactor, or to traces of Pu(Vt) in the feed solution, but was more 
likely due to the fact that fewer stages were available for extraction than in 
the earlier work in the WNRE Hot Cells, where losses to the lAW stream were as 
low as 0.02%, 

TABLE 2 

DATA FROM TWO CYCLE AMINE PROCESS AT THE EUREX PILOT PLANT 

Plutonium losses (%) to: 

Fission Product DF* for: 
l06R_u 
12ssb 
137cs 

Separation Factor (U from Pu) 

First Cycle 

lAW - 0.6 
lCW - <: 0.01 

1.2 x LO ,. 

2 ,4 X 10 .. 
2.Q X 10 6 

Second Cycle 

2AW - 0.02 
2CW - < 0.01 

) 5 X 10 2 

) 10 3 

Both st ripping agents, i.e. sulfuric acid in the first cycle, and HAN in 
the second cycle, performed very well at the flowsheet cond i tions, limiting 
losses of plutonium to the solvent streams to less than 0.01% in each cycle. 

The steady-state separation factor (SF), which measures the degree of re
moval of uranium from the plutonium product, was also good. The overall SF for 
two cycles was greater than lxlO 7• 

Because of the relatively long decay period before reprocessing, only lim
ited data are available on the behaviour of fission products in the process. 
Table 2 indic8.tes that overall decontamination factors (DF) are ) lxl0 6 for 
l06Ru, ) 2.4xlO" for 125Sb and > lxl0 8 for 137cs. The earlier experiment at 
WNRE had DF values of 3xlO I. for I06Ru, and 1x10 7 for both 125sb sod 137cs for 
one extraction cycle, Although data for 95zr/Nb are not available from the 
F.:UREX experiments, DF values were > lxl0 5 in the WNRE experiment, 

Primary and secondary amines, which could be produced through acid or ra
diolytic degradation of the TCA, were essentially unchanged from the starting 
material, and amounted to a maximum of 0.009 mol/L in the solven t. This level 
of impurity did not have any measurable effect on solvent performance. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

( 1) The Arnine flowsheet developed at WNRE has been successfully demonstrated in 
the first extracti on cycle at the EUREX pilot plant. 

(2) The ENEA modification of the flowsheet, principally the use of HAN to strip 
plut onium from the amine, has been successfully demonstrated in the second 
cycle at the plant. 
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(3) The two-cycle process is highly satisfactory for recovering plutonium from 
irradiated natural uranium fuels, However, further work needs to be done 
to determine the impact of the uranium/fission-product mixture in the high
level waste on waste management operations and waste disposal, 

( 4") This joint experiment has been useful and beneficial to the fuel recycle 
programs in both Italy and Canada. 
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STUDIES ON REPROCESSING FBR FUEL 

H.-J. Bleyl, K. H. Ebert, D. Ertel, W. Ochsenfeld 

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Introduction 

In Germany FBR fuel became available only recently. In 1978 the KNK II (Kom
pakte NatriumgekUh1te Kernreaktoranlage} started full power operation. Tne for
mer th'ermal reactor KNK I had received an unmoderated core: the inner test zone 
was equipped with U02/Pu02 fuel elements. while the driver" around it still con
tains U02 only. 

Operating experience with the KNK II fuel has been extremely positive (1). Ac
cording to the original design a maximum {peak)burnup of 60,000 MWd/t was to 
be achieved. Finally, a burnup of 100,000 MWd/t was attained before the reac
tor was shut down ; n 1982. 

During operation two fuel element failures at 15,000 and 45,000 MWd/t, respect
ively, occured. Both defects were indicated very quickly by the reactor sys
tems, based on delayed neutrons and cover gas activity. They were caused by 
failures at one pin only. No sweep-out of fuel into the coolant was observed. 

After two years cooling time some fuel of the first defect element was shipped 
to the MILLI reprocessing facility (Purex process, 1 kg/day). Fuel of the core 
was mixed with fuel of blanket resulting in 11% plutonium related to all the 
heavy metals. The material was dissolved in 7 M nitric acid, the residue was 
treated with a 10 M HNOJ/0.1 M HF solution. HF was complexed by aluminum ni
trate. 

Extraction ----

For reprocessing the fuel three extraction cycles were applied: 

co-decontamination cycle 
- uranium/plutonium separation cycle 
- uranium final purification cycle 

The flowsheet of the first cycle is given in the top part of f_i..gure 1. Results 
can be noticed further down. Concentration profiles of the main COnstituents 
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Figure 1: Co-decontamination cycle , flowsheet and experimental results 

during the steady state condition have been plotted. The ordinate shows the 
concentrations of uranium and plutonium (g/1), the molarity of nitric acid and 
the concentrations of some fission products given in percentage of those in the 
feed solution. The abscissa represents the stage number according to the schem
atic drawing of the mixer-settlers shown above. 

It is evident from Figare 1 that the losses of plutonium into the raffinate 
were<.0,01%. In the pro uct 0.4% Zr-95, 0.4% Ru-106, 4 x 10-3% Cs-137 and 1.5 
x 10-3% Ce-144 were found, corresi;ionding to decontamination factors of 250 for 
zirconium and ruthenium, 2.5 x 104 for cesium and 6 x 104 for ceri:.Jm. 

The constituent profiles in the extractors HA and HS are plotted again in f..!...9.:. 
ure 2 ( c ire l es for the so 1 vent phase, tri ang 1 es for the aqueous phase) . In 
aacfftion, the results of mathematical process simulation by the program VISCO 
{2) are represented by 1 ines. Except for the tails near the raffinate it seems 
very encouraging to model a Purex flowsheet by this program. 

The uranium/plutonium separation cycle started with 2 M nitric acid. During ex
traction and scrubbing the decontamination factors for the fission products 
reached about 102. Losses of plutonium into the raffinate were<0.1%. This in
dicates that the conditions of the extractor HC concerning the following ex
tractibil ity for plutonium were well suited. 

To separate plutonium from uranium electrochemical reduction in the so called 
EMMA mixer-settler 1·1as applied. Details of the flowsheet as well as results 
are shown in Figure 3. The profiles indicate a steep slope(four orders of mag
nitude) of plutonium concentration from the feed point to the uranium product 
outflow. At the same time, the uranium is reduced by two orders of magnitude 
on the way to the plutonium product exit. One of the prerequisites of getting 
separation as high as that is an appropriate nitric acid ?rofile (3). 

Again modeling of the process was performed. The results are plotted in Figure 
4. Concerning the reaction rates and activation energies, the same values were 
used as those given by Petrich and Schmieder in paper No. 10 n (4) of !SEC 83. 
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Figure 3: U/Pu separation cycle , 1 B extractor. flowsheet and experimental 
results 

The plutonium product of the uraniunl/plutonium separation cycle already consti
tuted the final product. Its composition after evaporation is listed in Table 1. 
In this table the separation factors related to the fuel solution are giveri as 
well. 

COMPOSITION DECONTAMINATION FACTOR 

Pu 234 g/1 
3,0 g/1 6,3 102 

HN03 6 ,2 M 
Ru-106 100 µCi/1 1.2 105 
Zr-95 30 µCi/1 2,6 104 
Cs-137 20 µCi/1 l 106 
Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy (l ppm 
Nb, Mo, Ag, Sn �10 ppm 

Table 1: Compos1t1on of the Pu product solution and overall 
decontamination factors 

To get the final uranium product an additional extraction cycle was applied. 
In this cycle, low amounts of plutonium and of fission products had to be re
moved. The flowsheet made use of a scrub containing uranium-IV. After backex
traction of the uranium the product met the specifications. Table 2 gives the 
composition of the uranium product solution after evaporation; also the over
all separation factors are 1 isted. 

COMPOSITION DECONTAM!llATIOII FACTOR 

u 388 g/1 
Pu 0,3 mg/1 1,6 · 105 
HN03 0,1 M 
Cs-137 0,9 /JCi/1 106 107 
Ce-144 0,3 /.ICi/1 107 - 108 
Fe 20 ppm 
Co, Ni <JO ppm 

Table 2: Composition of the U product solution and overall 
--- decontamination factors 

Subsequently, both products were used to refabricate nuclear fuel. The fuel is 
ready for reuse in KNK II. CSy this the closino of the fast r�actor fuel cycle 
has been demonstrated for the first time in Germany. 
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Figure 4: U/Pu separation cycle , 1 B extractor, experimental and calculated 
results 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Pu reextraction by electro-reduction has been successfully demonstrated in 

mixer settlers of lab scale (1,2) and plant size, e.g. in the Kar).sruhe 

Reprocessing Plant WAK (3). For future industrial applications the development 

of pulsed columns suited for in-situ reduction of Uranium and Plutonium has 

been started in the middle of the seventies (4,5). The first operational 

results achieved with such a column in a Pu extraction cycle are reported in 

the fo !lowing paper. 

THE PU CYCLE (PUTE) 

The test facility is equipped with three pulsed columns: extraction, scrub, 

electro-reductive backextraction (ELKE). For reasons of technical 

representativity the columns are designed for a nominal throughput of 

10 kg Pu/d. 11, cartrigde heights are 8 m. The Pu-(III) product solution from 

the electroreductive backextraction is oxidized at the anode of two 

electrooxidation cells (ROXI). This Pu(IV) product, which contains no more 

hydrazine, 

evaporation. 

is recycled to the feed system of the extraction without 

The installation has additional auxiliary systems: a solvent wash, two in-line 

a-monitors in the AW and BW flow and a set of 4 neutron monitores, scanning 

permanently the Pu concentration profile in the electro column. The Pu 

inventory in the reported experiments amounted to 4 kg, enough to operate the 

facility at the design throughput. In order to limit waste volumes and Pu 
losses generated by the aqueous raffinate of the extraction (AW), the actual 

throughput had to be limited to a maximum of 5,5 kg Pu/d. 

ELECTROREDUCTION COLUMN AND ELECTROOXIDATION CELLS 

Generally, two design principles for an in-situ electroreduction column are 

possible and have been developed simultaneously. The development in the USA 

(Barnwell) uses a diaphragm for the separation of catholyte and anolyte (4), 

whereas in the FRG, diaphragms have been avoided from the very beginning. 
The construction principles of ELKE are des ibed in (2, 3, 5) and shall only be 

mentioned briefly: The casing and sieve trays are made of titanium, serving as 

cathode. The anodical central rod is made of platinized tantalum. Highly 

sintered ceramic material is used for the insulators between anode and cathode. 

The generated electrode gas, partially H2, is separated from the liquids by 

means of metal sheets in the top decanter and diluted by air to 2 Vol.% tt2, 

based on 100% current yield for H2. 

Two identical ROXI cells, made from titanium and from hafnium respectively, 

have been operated. Whereas the titanium cell has already proven its 

suitability (2,3), the neutron absorber hafnium was applied in the PUREX media 

for the first time. The construction principles are already published (2,3,5): 

The casing works as cathode and is made from titanium or hafnium. The anode is 

a compact structure of perforated platinized tantalum sheets. A controlled air 

flow is used for both purposes, dilution of H2 and cooling the cell. 

RESULTS OF ELKE 

In the first extraction feed, the U/Pu ratio was adjusted to 0,8 and decreased 

after each recycling to values of O. 04. During each test run, the organic 

product concentrations (AP) were kept at a constant level. Corresponding to a 

throughput of 2, 6 to S, 5 kg Pu/d the Pu concentrations varied stepwise between 

6 to 10 g Pu/ 1 over all runs. 

In a compact form, � shows the essential results achieved with ELKE. Run 1 

to 4 is characterized by decreasing U contents, causing a decrease of 

decontamination factors (DFPu) at nearly constant product concentrations (BP) 

and flow ratios for AP/BX (residence times of 4 h for the contineous aqueous 

phase). 

In run 5 to 8, the column was operated at constant L1 concentrations and higher 

ratios AP/DX, resulting in a residence time of 5,5 to 8,4 h for the- aqueous 

phase. The decontamination factors are decreasing again by a factor of 10 to 

100. 

Whereas in clectroreductive U backextraction tests, a turnover of about 0.01 

M N2H5+/Ah was found, the N2H5+ consumption in the Pu tests was 50% higher. 

Related to this figure, an average ammonia formation of 0.17 M NH4+/M N2H5+ was 

measured. 

96 to about 100% Pu(III) in the aqueous product exceeded the expected result. 

The calculated overall value of 25% formal current efficiency is based on the 

Pu throughput and does not take into account the Pu(III) oxidation at the anode 

and the possible reoxidation of U(:[V) and Pu(III) in the organic phase. 

DISCUSSION OF ELKE RESULTS 

The Pu(III) production in electrochemical extractors can be described by the 

following equation, (2,6, 7). The objective is to simulate multi- component 

extraction with simultaneous chemical and electrochemical reactions. 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

d[Pu(IV)]/dt= 

·6red11cath[Pu(IV)) + 6ox11anode[Pu(III)] 

-k1 [Pu(IV)) [N2tt/J/( IHN03)+k2) 

-k3 [ Pu(IV)) [U(IV)] / ( [HN03 )+k4) ( [HN03) +k5) 

6 = mass transfer coefficient for electrode reactions, cm/min. 

ll = specific electrode area, cm2/cm3 electrolyte 

k = reaction rate c�efficient 

Part A covers direct Pu reduction or oxidation at the electrode. Part B 

consideres the chemical Pu reduction by N2H5 +, resulting in ammonia and· 

catalyzed by cathodic deposits of plutonium. Part C describes the indirect Pu 
reduction by electrochemically formed U(IV). 

The decontamination factors (run l to 4), which are 10 times higher than for 

electrochemical mixersettlers (2,5), can be explained by the fa,,orable value 

for llcath and the comparatively low value for llanode. Moreover, the rapid 

reoxidation of Pu(III) and U(IV) in the hydrazine free organic volume of 

sett led organic phase in each sett ling compartment of a mixersettler 

contributes an essential part to the total reoxidation turnover. In ELKE, the 

aqueous hydrazine reacts momentarily with extracted nitrite at the pase 

boundary in the dispersion. Hence, a much lower reoxidation turnover can be 

assumed. 

Obviously both effects also contribute to the surprisingly high reduction 

turnover (>96%). A low reoxidation rate in the organic phase for Pu(III) also 

restricts the ammonia formation, because a smaller total inventory of 

reoxidized Pu(IV) is available for the chemical reduction described by part B. 

The value of 0.17 M NH4 +/M N2H5 + is much less than expected by experience based 

on mixersettler runs. Ammonia formation mainly occurs in those parts of the 

column, where the chemical reduction by N2H5 + competes with the direct but 

faster Pu reduction at the cathode. Here, the low U-concentration has 

practically no influence on the Pu(IV) turnover. 

Compared to electroreductive U backextraction tests, the anode in the Pu tests 

was operated at higher current densities. The dependency of hydrazine turnover 

and anodic current, And the small ammonia formatjon which did not occur in the 

U tests, can explain the relatively high N2H5 + consumption. 

Part C of the equation ,ormally controls the Pu reduction, for example in the 

U/Pu splitting step. Consequently, the main portion of the Pu reduction is 

shifted to part A and I irt B with decreasing residual U concentrations. This is 

the reason for the influences which decreasing U concentrations have on the 

decontamination factors. In addition, the strip rate of Pu-HDBP complexes in 

presence of low U concentrations is assumed to be slow and quantitatively not 

known. 

Run 5 to 8 resulted in comparatively lo.: DF' s, due to increased flow ratios 
AP/BX. Calculations based on individual extractive mass transfer coefficients 
and estimated values for the specific mass transfer area in the dispersion show 

that the extractive mass transfer is not the limiting factor. With constant 
flow AP and decreasing flow BX, the column was operated under unfavorable 
hydraulic conditions, related to the flooding point c� 20 to 30%). The 
residence times of nearly 6 to more than 8 h for the aqueous phase caused 

severe axial backmixing 
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RESULTS OF ELECTRO OXlDATlO!'-; rK ROXl 

The alternating operation of both cells demonstrated the suitability of hafnium 

as cathode and casing material. N2H5+ and Pu(III)) could be oxidized 

quantitatively. Anodic N2H5+ oxidation and a sidereaction with cathodically 

formed N02 
- resulted in current efficienies >100% related to anodic N2H5 + 

oxidation. The ROXI feed has been acified to 1.5 to 2 H HN03 in order to 

suppress Pu(VI) formation, although 2 to 5% Pu(VI) could be detected in the 

product. This fact is in contradiction to laboratory results and is not yet 

explained. 

FUTURE ASPECTS 

Further experiments in ELKE should demonstrate the maximum achievable Pu 

Run AP Flow 

No. Pu U/Pu ralio 

!gill AP 

BX 

I 8,67 0,86 2.12 

2 Q,D9 0.81 2.DI 

3 9.27 0,34 2.13 

4 9.82 0.06 1.99 

5 5,93 D.2 3.27 

6 5.84 0,16 3.00 

7 5.49 0.17 3.94 

B 4.98 0.18 4,26 

IH'I., , 0.15 + 0.35 M 

IH'J,. , 0,1 + 0.2 M 

[N2H4 Ju , 0.22 + 0.31 M 

IN2H4 IBP , D.DB +O.IQ M 

INH,I .. , 2.4- ID' M 

pulse: 60/mln: 1,5 cm 

irnh: 1.6 + 2.6 mA/cm2 

Pu 
!gill 

18.B 

18,1 

20.5 

19,9 

19.D 

24.5 

23.2 

19.5 

u 

lg/II 

0.811 

1.28 

0,59 

Q4I 

0,27 

Q47 

0,37 

0,31 

BP BW �. 1,. Pu OF� 

!hi IAI !mg/II 

4.2 Bil <D.D5 >1.7· 111' 

4.3 

l
0,01 9,1 -111' 

4,1 Q03 3,1 ·111' 

4.1 D.24 4,1 -111' 

�6 60 0.38 1,6· 111' 

M 50 3.11 1.9· 10' 

8.4 48 2.24 2,5· 1()3 

5.f 75 1,49 3,3· 10' 

.1N2H4 ,15,3- lfr' M/Ah 

I AN1H, I '1.7 
IPuJ 

!NH,] 
IAN1H.J 

, 0.17 

!NH,J 

7Puf 
,0.3 

T., .. 

, 0.25 

, 2 + 3voll, 

, 35'C 

Fig. 1 Results of electroreduclive Pu backextraction 

in ELKE 

product concentration (Pu refinery cycles), the possibility of a U/Pu splitting 

step in the absence of hydrazine. Finally, these tests should prove the 

applicability of the above mentioned modelling program. 
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ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY. A TECHNIQUE 

ALLOWING DIRECT DETERMINATION OF SPECIATION OF 

METAL COMPLEXES FORMED BY COMMERCIAL 

SOLVENT EXTRACTION REAGENTS 
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University of London 
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and Department of Chemistry 
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Electron spin resonance spectroscopy (ESR) is a technique which is widely 

employed in chemistry for the study of paramagnetic metal ions. The spectra 

obtained are dependent upon the co-ordination sphere around the ·metal ion. 

Copper(} I) complexes have been widely studied and the factors affecting the 

spectral characteristics are well understood (1). 

This technique focusses purely upon the metal complex and thus allows 

investigation of the species even in solvent mixtures such as those found in 

commercial solvent extraction reagents. 

SAMPLE 

Cu(PSO) 2 

Cu(PSOJ2-PY 

Cu(PSOJ,.NH3 

Cu(SME 529)2 

Cu(SME 529) 2 .py 

g/ / A// 

2. 187 211 

2. 261 188 

2. 256 180 

2. 173 213 

2 .21 I 196 

g 
.L 8av A avCu 

2 .OS 2 .095 97 .8 

2 .07 2.130 77 .6 

2 .04 2 .110 88. 5 

2 .06 2 .098 93 

2.07 2.115 74 
We report here our results with a range of aromatic and aliphatic hydroxy

oximes available commercially, which extract copper. Other extractants could be 

used and other metal ions are able to be studied by this technique. E. S. R. Parameters for PSOOO series reagents and SME 529 

This work has concentrated upon answering three main problems found with 

the oxime extractants. Firstly the nature of the metal oxime complex with the 

aromatic (PSO, SME529) �ximes, secondly the interaction, if any, of these with 

ammonia and finally the nature of the copper: LIX63 complex (or complexes). 

The ESR spectra were measured at 20° C (isotropic spectra) or as frozen 

glasses at 77 K (anisotropic spectra). 

TI1e isotropic spectra of the aromatic oximc copper complexes show five 

components due to nitrogen hyperfine on the high field I ine indicating that the 

oximes co-ordinate, as expected through the nitrogen atoms. The anisotropic 

spectra are typical of axial copper(II) species, i.e. a square co-planar complex 

is formed (figure 1). The parameters obtained are given in Table l (2). 

If pyridine is added to the organic solution or the copper is extracted from 

ammoniacal solut�on the A and g parameters are shifted and a fine co-ordinated 

square pyramidal species is formed. The reaction is genera] for other nitrogeneous 

bases. Our results are the first positive identification of a 5-co-ordinate 

ammonia adduct being formed in hydrometallurg.ical processing. The reaction 

scheme is thus as shown in equations below: 

CuR2 + N-R' CuR2 · N-R' 

The nature of the LlX63!copper complex has been greatly studied (3), ESR 

studies with both synthetic and commercial samples confirm that at low ligand to 

metal ratios a polymeric ESR silent species is formed in which there is strong 

coupling between the adjacent copper atoms. The complex is probably of the 

form shown in figure 2. The aliphatic oxime is capable of forming an extended 

two-dimensional system of five membered chelate rings which leads to strong 

copper-copper coupling. The aromatic oximes would lead to adjacent five and six 

membered rings if polymerisation took place. This system cannot be flat and the 

strong coupling is only possible between the copper centres for the aliphatic 

oxime and provides an extra driving force for polymerisation. 

At ligand to metal ratios greater than 2 a similar complex to those obtained 

with the aromatic oximcs is obtained. However at very high ligand to metal 

ratios with a commercial sample of LlX63 an impurity is present which forms a 

new species. We cannot identify the contaminant but it seems unlikely to be 

important in commercial processing except to remove last traces of copper from 

the organic phase. The ESR parameters are given in Table 2. 

l. B.J. lfathaway and O.F. Billing, Co-ord.Chem.Res., �. I (1970). 

2. J.R. Wasson and C. Trapp, J.Phys.Chem., ?1__, 3763 (1969). 

3. J .S. Preston, J. lnorg.Nucl .Chem., I!__, 371 (1977). 
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A avN 

18.5 

14. 9 

16.6 

17 

15 
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EXTRACTION OF SULPHURIC ACID AND URANYL SULPHATE WITH 

BENZENE SOLUTION OF PRIMARY AMINE PRIMENE JM-T 
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Prague Institute of Chemical Technology 
Prague, Czechoslovakia 

and 

Alexander Mikhailovich Chekmarev, Alexander Vasilevich Och kin, Svetlana Vladimirovna Chizevska 

The Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology 
Moscow, USSR 

High-molekular amines are currently finding wide applicat
ion in the hydrometallurgy of numerous rare metals.Since the fi� 
st publication in the year 1948 devoted to amine extraction the
re have appeared in scientific literature a large number of pa
pers dealing with practical as well as theoretical issues of ex
traction by means of high-molekular amines. However,the majority 
of papers is primarily concerned with tertiary and secondary am.:i,,
nes and solely a few authors focus: ,d their attention on the ex
traction via primary amines. 

SULHURIC ACID EXTRACTION 

It has been found in the extraction of sulphuric acid by 
means of benzene solutions PRIMENE JM-T that at the initial sul
phuric acid concentration in the water phase c� SO < 1/2 c; the 
sulphuric acid is being transfered quantitavely2fr%m the water 
phase to the organic phase where the normal amine sulphate is for
med. 

In IR spectra of the organic phase there appears the wide 
intensive peak on 1090 cm-1 corresponding to the valency vibrat
ions � 3 of the sulphate anion. Moreover,there is in the spectra 
a wide intesive peak on 1630 cm-l corresponding to deformative 
Vibration of the 0� groups of the hydration water and finally the
re is a wide intensive peak on 3400 cm-1 corresponding to the va
lency vibration of the OH groups. 

At a higher sulphuric acid concentration in the water phase 
c� SO> 1/2 c� the normal amine sulphate is passing over to the 
hy�roien sulphate and in the IR spectra there appear three sharp 
peaks on 1170 cm-1, 1090 and 875 cm-1• The first two of them may 
be attributed to the anti-symmetrical and symmetrical valency v:i,
brations of so3 groups whereas the third one is corresponding to 
the valency vibrations of the S-OH bonds. 

The analytical determination of the water concentration in 
the organic phase has shown that also water together with sulpha
ric acid is passing over to the organic phase. MaximU.111 water con• 
centration in the organic phase was found to be at c� so =l/2 c;_, 
that is to say at the sulphuric acid concentration, wfien4all of 
the amine is being passed over to the normal sulphate. By compa
ring sulphuric acid extraction by means of tertiary amines /TOA, 
TLA/ with PRIMENE JM-T it was ascertained that normal sulphate 
of tertiary amines is being hydrated by 4 - 6 water molecules 
and PRIMENE JM-T sulphate by 10 water molecv.lee. In addition to 
that was found that for the transfer of normal sulphate of ter
tiary amine in hydrogen sulphate there is essential a 3 - 4 ti
mes stechiometric surplus of sulphuric acid in the water phase 
while with PRIMENE JM-T there is necessary a 20 times etechiome
tric surplus. 

URANYL SULPHATE EXTRACTION 

On Figure 1 are quoted results gained by studying uranyl 
sulphate extraction in dependence on the initial sulphuric acid 
concentration in the water phase. The obtained results differ 
from literature data for tertiary and secondary amines, All the
se authors (1-8) being involved in uranyl sulphate extraction:iid 
find dependencies passing over the maximum. In the point of the 
maximua there is being assumed a maximum amine sulphate concent
ration in the organic phase. In the extraction of uranyl sulpha
te with PRIMENE JM-T solutions the uranium concentration in the 
organic phase is continuously decreasing with the growing sulph� 

ric acid concentration in the water phase. Uranium extraction 
tends to be the highest provided sulphuric acid concentration is 
near zero, that is in the case, when almost all of the a.mine in 
the organic phase is in the form of a. free base. This indicates 
that the extraction ag�nt for uraniWll in the case of PRIMENE JMT 
is not only amine sulphate as such jut also amine itself. In or
der to achieve a more thorough clarification of this phenomenon 
there have been investigated extraction iaoteras at low initial 
sulphuric acid concentration / the applied uranyl sulphate and 
that is to say also its water solutions tend to co11taia a certain 
amount of sulphuric acid which is,in no case,however, sufficient 
enough to bring about the amine transfer to normal amine sulpha
te /. The obtained results are listed in Figures 2 and J. It is 
evident from Figure 2 that the uranium conce11tratio.11 in the or
ga.11ic phase in dependence 0.11 the initial uranyl sulphate coAcen
tration is passing through the maximum, the position of which is 
being shifted with the growth of the amine concentration in the 
direction of a higher initial concentration. In the region prior 
to reaching maximum extraction tends to be a quantitative one.A
nalytical determination in the organic phase has proved that ura
nyl sulphate is being accompanied by the co-extraction of water 
/ Figure 3 !. The dependence of water concentration in the orga
nic phase on the initial uranyl sulphate concentration is passing 
through maxima the position of which is corresponding to maxima, 

being ascertained in the case of uranium extraction. Decrease in 
the maxima regions tends to be less steep thaa that iA uraAiUJI 

extraction. 

On the groWld of the achieved resu.lts has been made up the 
following description of u.ranyl sulphate extraction via PRIMENE 
JM-T solu.tiona1 

The entire free sulphuric acid is pauiJlg over from the wa
ter phase to the organic phase while generatiJlg amine sulphate . 
The amine sulphate then, is extracting the correspoadiag ahare 

of uraayl slll.phate accordiag to the reactioa 

In the organic phase there remaias free am:i.ne reacting with 
�ranyl sulphate according to the assWlled equation: 

The proposed mechanism according to equation (2) has been 
checked up by dissolving crystalline uranyl sulphate in amine. 
The results obtained are being quoted in Figure 4, It is obvious 
from Figure 4 that the u.ran.iWII conteat in the orgaaic phase is 
passing through the maxiaua. In order to verity both types of ex
tracted complexes there have been performed investigations of IR 
spectra of the organic phase obtained while extracting uranyl 
sulphate from sulphuric acid environaent and the organic phases 
obtained by dissolving crystalline uranyl sulphate in PRIMENE JM
-T solution. In extract spectra being obtained according to equa
tion (1) there appears a wide intensive peak on 1135 cm-1, which 
may be attributed to the valency vibration of the amine group of 
amine sulphate the 1y1111.etry of which is being disturbed by the 
coordination on uranium. The sharp peak on 1020 cm-1 may be of
the same origin like the preceeding one. The intensive peak on 
955 cm-l is obviously corresponding to anti-symmetrical valency 
vibration of the uranyl group. 

In the organic phase being obtained according to reaction 
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(2) the
_

wide intensive peak of the S�t 
groups is being shirted t> 

ll2C Clll 1• The sharp ;ieak on 1020 cm ,however,remains unchanged. 
The peak on the wave r,v.:nber 955 cm-l does not turn up in the spe
ctra - it is being replaced by the sharp peak on 895 cm-1• The 
p�ak shift from wave nu;11ber 955 c:n-l to 895 cm-1 thus tends to 
support the assumption about the formation of the complex 
UC2( OH) 2so4 -

2• 

On the basis of the results obtained has been derived the 
mathematical model allowing to compute the composition of the or
ganic phase while extracting urallyl sulphate from vi:ctually neu
tral solutions. In Figure 5 is being quoted the composition of 
the org8.llic phase being computed according to the proposed mathe
matical model. 
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Jin Tianzhu, Xu Zhenhwa, Weng Shifu and Xu Guangxian 
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INTRODUCTION ·-- ·-----· 

'l'hrough the inve2tigation of several typical extractant 

systems commonly used in hydrometallurgy and nuclear industry, we 

sup:yested and proved that the saponification of extractants such 

as naphthenic acid, D2EHPA, etc.,is a process of the formation of 

a microemulsion of water in oil type(1). In the present investiga

tion,we have studied the structure of the microemulsion by FT-IR 

and FT-NMR and obtained some new results. 

1. Instruments 

Nicolet 7199-B Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometer. 

Varian XL-100-15 F'T-NMR Spectometer. 

�.Sample preparation: 

The purified naphthenic acid was diluted with kerosine and 

then refluxed with Li, Na or K metals for about 6 hr. The alkali 

soap of naphthenic acid thus obtained is anhydrous.The anhydrous 

ammonium soap was prepared by passing anhydrous NH3 gas into the 
naphthenic acid-kerosine solution. sec.octyl alcot".ol was then added 

to form a solution containing 22% naphthenic acid of sodium soap 

18% ROH and 60% kerosine( Henceforth called Sample B). 

Organophosphoric acid extractants: SO% ?-r.:thyl-hexylphonic 

acid mono-2-ethyl-hexyl ester(HA ) and SO% kerosine were refluxed 

with metallic sodium to form 86.1% NaA -20% sec.octyl-alcohol-kero

sine( Henceforth called Sample A). 

50% D2EHPA and 50% kero. were refluxed with 11,Na and K metals 

to form the alkali metal soap. The anhydrous ammonium soap was pre

pared by passing anhydrous NH
3 

gas into the SO% D2EHPA-kerosine 

solution. 

3. Exper2:_�ntal method: 

(a) � The spectra were recorded in the range 800-4000 

cm-� using demountable BaF2 cells. 1,5, 10,20,30,50, 100,200,300 

and 500}'1 of deionized water were added to each aliquot of 1 ml of 

Sample A to form Samples Nos. A 1, A2, A3, A4, A.,, A6, "',, As, A9 
and A10 respectively. All these samples were clear and transparent 

microemulsion. PT-IR spectra of these ten samples were determined 

together with thet r e11btrFtction spectra using Sample A as reference 

substance and the CH3- peak (1377 ciii 1 ) and -(CH2)n- peak ( 146rJ Ciii 1) 

as the basis for comparison and subtraction of the spectra. 

Similarly 1 ,5, 10,20, 30,50, 100,200 and 300111 of deionized 

water were added to each aliquot of 1 ml of Sample B to form Samples 

Nos. B
1
, B

2
, s

3
, s

4
, B

5
, s

6
, H

7
, u8 and B9 respectively. All these 

samples were clear and transparent too. FT-IR spectra of these 

samples and their subtraction spectra were scanned using sample B 

as reference substance. 

(b) _ll_��asurements: Different amounts of H20 ano IJ:10 ( 90% ) 

were added to Sample B and C ( 1M D2EHPA-15% ROH-Kerosine,saponified 

with metallic sodium to form clear and transparent microemulsionJ, 

the proton chemical shift of which was measured using TMS as 

external standard. 

Different amounts of H20 were added to the anhydrous alkali 

and ammonium soaps of naphthenic acid and D2EHPA to form micro

emulsion, the proton chemical shift of which was measured·. 

RESULTS _ AN�_ DISCUSSION 
1. r'T-IR spectra ___ --

Fig.1 shows the FT-IR spectra of samples. The following 

changes may be observed: The 979 cni. 1 peak which is attributed to 

P-0-H is diminished considerably during the saponification. The 
-1 

1207 Cm 
-1 

1 1 95 Cm 

, peak of p::Q stretching has changed to lower frequency 
-1 

Hydration further lowers the freq. to 1159 Cm , due 

to the formation of hydrogen bond as shown in structure (III). 

Subtraction spectra: It may be seen from Fig.2 that, besides 

the water peak at 1650 cffi 1
, the intensities of P-0-C peak. at 

-1 -1 1045 Cm and p:..:Q peak at 1159 Cm also increase with water content. 
The peak position of P-0-C does not change and is fixed at about 

1045. S cm� 1 while the intensity increases with water content, 

first rapidly at lower water content, then gradually becomes cons

tant as water content '� 20% ( Fig. 3 Curve B_). This may be explained 

as follows: At lower water content, there is a mixture of two struc

ture. 

p ----

c --------
0 (I) and p ----- ---- H 

0---H-O 
c

------
(II) 

The molar extinction coefficient of (II) is greater than that of 

(I), because in the hydrogen bonded structure (II), the electronic 

cloud spreads wider and the dipole transition moment is larger than 

that of (I). When water content becomes 20", only hydrogen bonded 

structure (II) predominates so that the optical density becomes 

constant. 

P-0 stretching band: In the subtraction spectra, we have observed 

two distinct peaks corresponding to the following two structures: 

C-0-.. _ p -:;-::
s 0 

c ..---- "'-::so 
-1 

p:oo: 1195 cm • 

and 
C-0

----- p � 0 - - -H----- O 
C ------ �0---H-------

P:O H20: 1159 cm-� 

In structure(II), the electronic cloud of p-.;:Q spreads over 

to the H atom of H20 and hence weakens the P•� bond consequently 

lower the freq. by 36 cm-1• As water content increases the relative 

concentration of (II) increases, while that of (I) decreases, so 

we have a positive band at 1159 cm-1.nd a negative one at 1195 cnf 1 

(Fig. �). From Fig. 3 Curve A, it may be seen that the optical 

density increases with water content and reaches a mixim um value 

corresponding to the sitution that all molecules of structure (I} 

have converted to structure (II). 

�aphth_�nic acid s_yst�m_: 
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Similar results were obtained in the saponified naphthenic 

system. !!K-.� shows the FT-IR spectra of sample S (Unsaponlfied), 

s.imple B and sample 08• In sample S there is a s lrong peak at 

1700 cni1 attributed to the carbonyl group st. of the naphthenic 

acid r1imer. The 1562 cni1 and 1409 c!'l1 1 peak in sample 13 were attributed 

to the asym. st. and s_ym. st. band of COO- ,:roup respectively. In 

sample Ba (water content 20%). There is a peak at 1647 cm1 belonging 

to the H2o band. 

��-�5 shows the subtraction spectra of sample B4, .86 and Ba 

versus sample B as reference substance. 

It may be seen from Fi_g. __ 5 that beside the water peak at 

1650 cnl� the intensities of asym, sym. COO-st. and C=O peaks also 

i_ncrease, owing to the formation of hydration structures of COO

and C=O groups. 

2. NMR� spectra 

The proton chemical shift of liquid water is d H20(L)•4.80 

ppm and that of the water of hydration of metal ions usually observed 

differs only by� 0.1 ppm from H20(l), because the ratio of metal 

ions to H?. O molecules M}H20 cannot exceed O. 36 even in very concen

trated aqueous solutions. In the present investigation, we study 

the hydration of metal ions in microemulsion by adding different 

amounts of 90% n,o and 10% H20 to each aliquol of 1 ml. naphthenic 

acid saponified by metallic sodium, so that the (Na+ )/(H�O) 111Ay be 

as high as 170, a proton chemical shift O ,6. 45 ppm, which differs 

from H20(L) by as much as 2.65 ppm was observed (Fig. 6, 7). 

Similar results were observed for the D2EHPA emulsion (Fig. 8, 9). 

Under such conditions, we have obtained the limits of rf H20(M ) for 

various cations as follows: 7.51 ppm (NH4+), 7.08(11+), 6.22(Na•), 

6.00(K +), thus rendering NMR method an effective means to study 
the hydration of metal ions. 

Conclusion 

The saponification of extractants such as naphthenic acid 

D2EHPA, etc., is a process of the formation of a clear and 

transparent microemulsion of water in oil type. The water take-up 

in the organic phase may be as high as 20% (sodium soap) or 50% 

(ammonium soap). Evidences from FT-IR and FT-NMR studies show that 

there are strong hydration on both the cation and the extractant 

anion. 
REFERENCE 
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O-HYDROXYARYLOXIME COPPER EXTRACTANTS
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In an earlier paper (l) an attempt was made to explain differences in strength 
between various o-hydroxyaryloxime copper extractants in terms of the inductive 
effect of substituents on the ease of ionisation of the phenolic hydroxyl 
group. Thus ...,hen 0.4 molar solutions of three different hydroxy-
benzaldoximes (I, III. and VI of Table 1) were equilibriated with equal volumes 
of an aqueous solution containing lOgpl of coper and 10 gpl sulphfiric acid, it 
was shown when X • Br a much stronger extractant was obtained than when X = H 
whereas when X = tertiary pentyl a much weaker extractant was obt�ined. 

TABLE l 

COPPER EXTRACTED BY VARIOUS SUBSTITUTED o-lWOROXYARYLOXIMES 

Compound 
R Rl 

Copper transfers 
Number X 

on single contact 

(I) Br H C9H19 99.6 

(11) CH3 H C9H19 93.7 

(111) H H C9H19 89.9 

(IV) H C5Hc C9'119 56.2 
. 

IVI H CH3 C9H19 51.6 

(VI) tC5H11 H tC5H11 35.3 

Close inspection of the data however shows a number of discrepancies, and 
the differences in strength can not be explained by inductive effects alone. 
For example, both conpounds (1) and (11) are stronger than (llt) even though 
Br is electron withdrawing and -CH

3 
is electron donating. It is also difficult 

to rationalise the fact that the 2 -hydroxybenzaldoxime (111) is so much 
stronger than either the benzophenone oxime (IV) or the acetophenone axime (V). 
Also, there is little difference in strength between canpounds (IV) and (V) 
even though -CH-.3 is electron pl..lshing and a phenyl grrup acts as an electron 
sink. 

There have been numerrus attempts to correlate stability constants of com
plexes with proton dissociation values (pKA} of parent ligands ( 2 , 3) but this 
seems neither reliable or appropriate. Most phenolic comprunds, including 
o-hydroxyaryloximes are very weakly acidic, and with pKA values of the order of 
10 can be regarded as effectively unionised at the pHs at which copper is com
monly extracted. When a phenolic hydroxyl group is co-ordinated to a metal 
however, its acidity is markedly increased as a result of donation of electrons 
f ran the oxygen a tan to the meta 1 and the consequent po Jar i sat ion of the 0-H 
l::ond. The effect is even greater when chelation and formation of stable ring 
structures is involved, and so the proton is readily lost and the apparent pKA 
for compound (111) in Table 1 is reduced from about 10 to 0.8, i.e. by a factor 
) I o9. 

lt has been claimed that e·Jectrophilic and nucleophilic substituents can 
have a druble effect on the stability of metal conplexes (4, S). Thus elec
tron donating subs ti tuents ortho and para to the hydroxy group enhance the 
electron density, i.e. basicity of the donor oxygen atom favouring formation 
of a O bond and giving the complex greater stability. The converse is true of 
electronegative substituents such as chlorine and bromine. Mesomeric, or 
resonance effects will also effect the electron density on the donor atan and 
here a,+ R effect is obtained frcm alkyl and halogen substituents. 
Changing the electron density on the donor oxygen atom effects the TT acceptor 
capability of the 1 igand by changing the strength of the donor Ti bond or back 
bonding from the metal, thus the effects of o and n bond formation can work in 
opposite direction. The relative magnitude of these effects is also dependent 
on the position of substitution in the aranatic ring making predictions very 
diffkult (5, 6) 

Thus factors that affect the final complex stability are likely to be of 
greater significance than those that affect the acid dissociation constant 
(pKA) in the absence of a metal. 

We consider one factor of prime importance in the stability of complexes 
of o-hydroxyaryloxime5 to be steric effects, in particular the phenolic oxygen 
to oxime nitrogen interatomic distance in the ligand, how \-.,ell the 'bite' of the 
I igand fits round the metal, and the maintenance of a planar hydrogen bonded 
arrangement of the ligands about the metal complex. X-ray crystallography has 
shown thctt the salicylaldoxime complex of copper is essentially planar (7) with 
a phenoli.,: oxygen to oxime nitrogen distance of 2 .63 � and 0-Cu-N bond angle of 
91.6°, and we have recently obtained X-ray information confirming the planarity 
of both 4-methyl salicylaldoxime and 2-hydroxy-S-methyl benophenone oxime (8). 
The planarity and bond ang !es in these compounds means that the phenol 1c oxygen 
atan must be Sp2 and not Sp3 hybridised and therefore has a lone pair of 
electrons in the plane of the molecule at approximately 12 0° to the C-0 bond. 

Similarly, the hydroxyl group of phenols I ies in the plane of the ring indicat· 
ing Sp2 hybridisation with one oxygen lone pair being delocalised in the 
benzene ring. 

The finite volume and significant charge density of non-bonding electrons 
must not be overlooked in considering molecular interactions. 

H 

@ I 
C) 0 C) / 0 

O_v N 

II 

Applying this principle to substituted o·hydroxyaryloximes it can be seen that 
substituents Rand R1 can have a number of effects. As well as inductive 
effects, increasing the size of substituents Rand R1 pushes the phenolic 
oxygen and ox i me nitrogen atoms closer together and when M is a hydrogen atom 
(as in the parent ligand) this causes an increase in the strength of hydrogen 
bonding between the phenolic proton and oxime nitrogen atoms. This is an 
example of the well known Thorpe-Ingold, or Buttress Effect whereby strong 
hydrogen bonding provides a means of stabilising the close proximity-of these 
atcms brought about by steric interference (9). 

lt is well known that strong hydrogen bonding does exist between the phe
no Ii c hydrogen atom and ox i me nitrogen in these compounds ( I 0). Use fu I means 
of determining the strength of this hydrogen bonding are by infrared and proton 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (p.m.r.). We have therefore synthesised and 
studied the series of comprunds shown below. 

TABLE 2 
INFRA-RED DATA 

R Rl 

H H 

CH3 H 
C4H9 H 
H C6H5 
H CH3 
CH3 CH3 

OH 
0 

"'<r
1

: I '-R l 

CH3 

l)OH 
cm·1 

)IC=O 
crn·1 

3200 1657 

3150 1650 

3050 1645 
3000 1640 

1635 

OH NOCH3 

"'¢'1: 
I 

'-R l 

CH3 

)JOH 
cn,· 1 PMR 

·o H (ppm) 

3250 9 56 
3210 967 

316G 9 95 
-3000 10 2 

-3000 108 
( 3000 11.02 

The -OMe substituted oximes were prepared to minimise effects due to 
intermolecular H-bonding that can also occur with these conpounds. The 
decreasing frequency of both the OH and C:0 vibrations when descending this 
series is strongly indicative of increasing strength of hydrogen bonding in 
both the parent car bony I compounds and their a-methyl ox i mes. It wi 11 be noted 
that there is also a very good correlation with the chemical shift of the 
hydroxyl proton absorbance in the pmr spectra, again moving d�nfield and con
firming increasing strength of hydrogen bonding as this series is descended. 
The effect is particularly pronounced for bulky substituents at R' and the data 
is indicative of strong hydrogen bonding in these compounds. 

Inspection of the data in Tat.le (1) on the stre�ths of hydroxyoxime 
extractants and of the spectroscopic data in Table (2) shows that there is a 
general correlation between strength of a particular ligand type and intramole
cular hydrogen bonding. Thus the strongest extractants fal 1 in to the class 
with the weakest intramolecular hydrogen bonding and hence lo....est steric hin
drance whereas the weaker extractants are those with strong steric interaction 
as indicated by strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding. 

It should be noted that the optimum bond angles In the chelate ring are 
quite different for when M is a proton (0-H-N preferably linear), and a square 
planar+copper ion for which the optimum 0-Cu-N bond angle is 90°. Thus when 
Mis H •. reduction of the angles_Ct, B, and y will make the 0-H---N angle more 
nez�ly 1 •near and �avour strong 1ntramolecular hydrogen bonding. When M is 
Cu however reducing the angles a, Bandy and opening up the O-Cu-N angle 
wi 11 make for a weaker chelate. 

. Alternatively, bulky substituents may tend to. twist the oxygen Sp2 lone 
pair of electrons or the oxime N-0-H out of plane. This would greatly reduce 
the opportunity f?r b?nd i ng with the Le,,., is acid (proton or me ta I ion) , weaken 
the hydrogen bonding interactions in the complex, and destroy the electron de
localisation which requires planarity. It is quite apparent to us that hydro

�en bond�ng_ in the final complex makes a major contribution to complex stabi 1-
1ty. This 1s clearly evidenced by the enormous difference·s between the 
hydroxyoximes and their N-OCH3 derivatives e.g. 
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and 

�H-.ereas the oxime readily extracts copper at below pH I, the N-OCH3 deri-
vative only satisfactorily extracts copper from ammoniacal solution. This can 
not be explained at all by electronic effects and the pKAs of the two compounds 
are very similar. 

We consider that the differences are due to the inability of the N-OMe 
compounds to be able to form the planar annelated ring structure shown by the 
X-ray studies to exist in complexes of the hydroxyoximes. Such a structure 
where the meta I atom is at the centre of a chelate system consisting of two 
five membered and two six membered rings is associated with particularly strong 
complex formation. 

COMPUTER MOOE LL I NG OF STRUCTURES 

In the absence of detailed X-ray crystallographic str_uctural data on all 
these I igands we have relied on computer model I ing of molecular structures ap
plying standard molecular orbital calculations to derive predicted 'lowest 
energy state structures.' Data on the predicted structures of sal icylaldoxime, 
2-hydroxyacetophenone oxime and 2-hydroxybenzophenone oxime are presented below 
as calculated by the MINDO 3 computer programme. 

FIGURE 2 MOLECULAR STRUCTURES CALCULATED BY MINDO 3 

X = H CH3 C5H5
lr 

o-N distance (d\ A 2.77 2.44 2. 46 
Bond angles (OI a 113.2 115.9 116.2 

d 122.8 111.8 113.6 
112.5 122.4 125.4 

Coµper Comple, d' 2.76A 

The reliability of the MINDO 3 programme used is illustrated by comparison 
of the MINDO data for salicylaldoxime (X=H) with that obtained by X-ray crystal
lography which gives an O to N distance of 2.63 j( and a bond angle for B 
(�) of 121.9°. The data for 2-hy?roxybenzophenone oxime was cal�ulated 
assuming the lowest energy state to be with the the phenyl ring perpendicular to 
the plane of the phenolic ring. If the calculation is carried out assuming the 
whole molecule to be planar, then repulsion of the protons on 1he two phenyl 
rings would be expected to close the O N  distance down to 2.1 )( and give an 
angle for 8 of only I00.6°. There is probably some rotation of the phenyl 
group about the C-C axis in the liquid state so the real situation probably 
1 ies so,11ewhere between the two cases calculated, i.e. planar and perpendicular 
(.L

r). 

The closing down of the O to N distance for the ketoximes readily explains 
the increase in strength of the hydrogen bonding in these compounds as steric 
interaction opens up the phenolic to oxime 0-H-N angle and the H-bonding stabi-
1 ises the close proximity of the H and O atoms by overlapping their orbitals. 
On the other hand, it makes the 0-Cu-N bond angle of 90° far more difficult to 
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��e 
O 
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t
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d 

b��
a

��:tance 
of - 2. 75 R in the copper complex of 2-hydroxybenzophenone oxime. In the case 
of salicyaldoxime the corresponding 0-4N distance is 2.63 j:( in the free ligand 

and 2. 76 � in the copper complex (7) and indicates a much better fit. 

It is also apparent that even a methyl group at R' can have a considerable 
steric interaction with the N-OH group as reflected by the strong hydrogen 
bonding in the 1 igand and the weakness of the s;_omplex relative to R'=H. MINDO 
3 calculations predict an 0-N distance of 2.4 )( for this compound again indica
ting that opening up of the 'bite' of the ligand and hence introduction of 
other strains and interactions in the molecule are necessary for it to chelate 
satisfactorily with copper. 

The effect of alkyl substituents at R is of interest as it is apparent 
from Table 1 that

t
the order of 1 igand strength for various groups R fol lows the 

order -CH3 \. H >> C5H
11

. 

The main electronic effect of an alkyl group is inductive, tending to 
increase e lectron density on the oxygen donor atom and hence ultimately com
plex stability. The inductive effect of a tertiary pentyl group is greater 
than for a methyl but this provides another good example of the overwhelming 
effect of steric interaction. It is apparent that the methyl group is small 
enough to interact only m�ldly with the oxygen lone pai�

1
electrons (e.g. 

v for R-Cd is 3206 cm 1 and ·; CH for R=H is 3230 cm ) and overa 1 1 the 

in��ctive effJct enhances complex formation. When R=t-bu�!l or pentyl how
ever steric interaction is clea'rly strong (v OH = 3155 cm ) and the complexes 
very weak. 

Some disturbance of the H-bonding and planarity of the complex could also 
be expected in this case but this can not be confirmed without an X-ray struc
ture determination. 

It has been proposed previous I y that the mechanism of comp I ex formation 
between 2-hydroxy aryloximes and copper may be represented as substitution of 
the phenolic protons with a metal ion in a dimer of the extracting agen_t which 
serves as a matrix for complex formation (1, 10). This is still a contentious 
area and some have claimed that dimers are unlikely to be present at the inter
face owing to H-bonding association of the ligand with water. Whether the 
ligands approach the copper a·tom ind ividually or in combination as a dimeric 

species is perhaps immateria 1 with regard to the stage where protons are lost 
to give the neutral L2Cu complex. We believe that there is evidence to show 
that two 1 igands become associated with copper before proton loss and that 

hydrogen bonding in stabilisation of the intermediate complex is of paramount 

importance to fina I complex formation. The mechanism we propose therefore is 
not based on the consecutive reaction of charged copper species with 'non 
existent' oxime anions but on loss of protons from a charged chelate inter-
mediate stabilised by hydrogen bonding. (Figure 3) 

FIGURE 3 
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Such a mechanism is consistent with the unusual finding of other workers 
that for these ligands the stepwise stability constants are such that K1 !K2 <1 
which is completely at variance with statistical probabi 1 ity. Berger et al 
in fact report that for salicylaldoxime K2>>K 1 and they could only report the 

overall stability �onstant log B2 values. They could find no evidence at all
for the existence of a Cul

+ 
intermediate species (4). The mechanism we pro

pose is also consistent with kinetic data in the literature which shows that if 
there is a stepwise complex formation 

Cu
++ 

+ LH� Cul
+ 

and Cul
+ 

+LH� Culz 

then K2 > K 1 ( 11) 

If complex format;on is by the mechanism we propose then again, formation 
and stabi I ity of the intermediate species wi 11 be very susceptible to strength 
of hydrogen bonding and steric interactions. The driving f orce for the inter-

�=�::�:,
c

�:
1

:;/���:�!f�a�:!� :� ��= :�:�:�� �:�;:�\���� :��l
i

:,��\�:�
e

�;e 
H-bonded structure is non planar. There is therefore a considerable driving 
force to lose the protons and al low the complex molecule to take up the delo-
cal ised, hydrogen bonded planar structure. Conversely, if it is accepted that 
the reverse, or stripping reaction occurs by protonation of the phenol·ic oxygen 
as a prelude to opening up the complex, there is a high energy barrier to be 
overcome in destroying the highly stable planar confiyuration. Clearly, any 
bulky substi tuent groups that intoroduce strain into this structure or distort 
the planarity wi 1 1 give complexes that are readily stripped and thus far less 
stable. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion therefore, we believe that the major effects of substitu
ents in o-hydrc,xyaryloximes are 1) electronic-including both inductive and 
mesomeric effects - and 2) steric, where steric interactions affect both the 

ease wi th which the 1 i gand can react with the me ta 1 and the strength of the 
essential hydrogen bonding in the resulting complex. The magnitude of these 

effects depends on the substituent and its position in the molecule. These 
various effects may work in the same or opposite directions thus making predic
tions in this field very difficult. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF TUNGSTEN AND 

MOLYBDENUM FROM HYDROCHLORIC ACID 

BY 1-PHENYL, 3-METHYL, 4-BENZOYLPRAZOLONE(S) 

Gu Yidong, Song Yuan and Su Yaodang 

Fudan University 
Shanghai, China 

Al though 1 t has been already more than twen t.v veArs since 
B .�.Jensen introduced acylpyrazolones as strong chelating agent.9 
in solvent extraction of metallic ions(1 ), and a large amount of 
research papers have appeared eversince, the .e:tudies on the extra
ction of molybdenum and tungsten by acylpyrazolones ere rather 

scanty. 
MOTIVJ!. OF THI� 

Yet the separation of molybdenum from tungsten by sol vent 
extraction is at present an important field of studv as reported 
in current 11 terature. Chelating extraction agents do not seen to 
be popular in the connection. This is probably due to the preju
dice that chelating agents are usually used only at low ::i.cidi tv, 
within PH range. Another hesitation may be due to the fact that 
both molybdenum and tungsten yield various types of Rggreated ions 
under different conditions, with various degree of stabillt�,, re
versibilit.v, and also in different rates of transformation. Since 
acylpyrazolones are able to extract metallic ions at much higher 
acidity thM the other chelating agents, the extraction of mol.vb
denum and tungsten was tried here in high acidities, even of mo
larri ty range. High acidity may favor conversion of negfl ti ve ionf; 
of molybdenum and tungsten to the positive ions in cArtain ca�es. 
A series of extraction curves has thereby been obtained, and �ome 
interesting phenomena have been revealed. It is hoped thA.t the 
accumulation of tacts may eventually enable the. design of extraction 
system for the separation of molybdenwa and tungsten. 
l!XPBRIMEIITAL CONDITIONS 

As a start for this series of study. the most popular acyl
pyrazolone, 1 -phenyl, 3 .... etb;yl,4-benzoyl pyrazolone( 5), abbreviated 
aa PMBP, represented hereafter in this paper as HA, is used. In 
aqueous phase, the hydrochloric acid concentration ranges from 0.2 
to 6 molar, Solutions of Na2Mo04(I), Na21104(II) and sodium metatungs
tate, Ba6H

2
11

12
o40

(III) were u!ed for comparison. Throughout the ex
periment, Vorg: Vaq 

=1, t=20 - 0.2 c, and the duration of mechanical 
shaking controlled at 5 min. throughout. The fomatio'1 of polyacid 
ions from Moo4 and wo4 , the decomposition of the metatungstate ion, 
as well as the formation of Mo;+ , can be revealed durd.ng the extra
tion. But the determination of rate of change is not hereby studied. 
Sl!LECTION OF DILUENT 

The nature of diluent 1n the system has significant effect 
on extraction. MIBK was first used. In Fig.1, Bxtraction--HCl con
centration, curve a shows that the extractoon of molybdenum wes 
virtually complete, due to intermediate Moo2++ formation. 

Before considering about the curves band c, in Fig. 1, 
for tungsten, consider first Fig.2. Fig.2 represents the increase 
of extraction with increasing concentration ot HCl. Only one curve 
is present. But it repr�sents the extraction ot metatungstie acid 
into MIBK, both wd.th and without the presence of chelating agent 
PMBP. Evidently in that extraction system, the chelating effect 
of PMBP is nil or very slight. The solution effect is simply due 
to addition compound formation betveen metatungstic acid and MIBK, 
just like that between phosphotungstic acid and ethyl ether, one 
of the series of carboxo ( 2) compound:!!. 

Row turn back to Fig. 1. Curve c represents extrnctioo of 
tungsten from wo; with increasing HCl concentration into MIBK, 
without addition of PMBP. Curve b represents extraction with the 
addition of PMBP. We may then conclude that HCl can cause the for
mation of polytungstate from wo4, and thus got partiall:r extracted. 
(The nature of the polytungstate depends upon time and acidity). 
Curve b represents combined effect of carboxo addition and PMBP 
chelation. 

At any rate, use of MIBK as solvent reveals something,But 
ie confusing. Ethylene chloride was thus used as the inert solvent 

for the stud:v of extraction. 
In Fig.3, it is revealed that as compared With those curves 

in l'ig.1 and Fig.2, when c2H4ci2 is used M solvent, the extraction 
of Mo is still high, but the extraction of 1104 and H2(1112040)6-

derivative are less;yet they are not unextractable. The behavior 
of all the three extraction curves sholf"S "Lazy S-Curve" form.(3). 
That phenomenon is quite suggestive. 

The extraction of Mo may be considered ae due to preli
minary formation of Moo2++ within the whole RCl concentration 
interval. Similarly, the gradual rise of extraction of tungeten 
may be attributed to aseociation, decomposition, with ultimate 
formation of wo2++ intermediate. 

Rec ail.ling the phenomenon of precipitation of yellow tungs-
tic acid trom· homogeneous solution(4 ), and the disso.lution of 
tungstic acid in 9 M HC1(5), in which wo

4
c14 formation may be 

assumed, we may suggest that the extraction of tungsten into 
c2H4c12 layer may be partially due to 1102c14 intermediate, par
tially by polytungstate adduct. But the resistance of dissociation 

at high concentration of the formed chelate, both for Mo and vi, 
can not be easily explained. 
ISOLATION OF EXTRACTED MOLYBDENUM COMPOUND 

Yet the capability of forming et able chelate at high 
acidity hae been confirmed by the isolation of extracted species 
from the organic layer, for molybdenU.11.. The correeponding compound 
tor tuogsten has not yet been isolated. The molybdenum complex 
was obtained by evaporation of the c2H4c12 layer. Yellow needles 
first !!leparated, w:1.th m.p. 91-92 ·c, and wer� found to be �oluble 
in petroleum ether.On further evapor&tion, orange coloured cryst
al.s in cubic form were ieolated, insoluble in petroleum ether, 
but soluble in c2H4c12 and cc14• After washing with petroleum 
ether, m.p. 196 -198 'C. Analyeis for Mo,C,H and N, euggested the 
isolated compound as Mo02A2• 

IR opectra confirmed thep-ketone metal chelate with 
otroog absorption bando at 1608, 1 555 and 1525 cm-1• \11th pure 
PMBP, rather broad absorption bands appears at 1615 and 1560 cm_,. 

The same compo�ition of molybdenWJ.-P}l[BP complex can also 
be deduced by the method of stepwise extraction until orgRnie 
medium composition become� conetant. Initial compoeition of orga-
n1c layer was 0.005 M PMBP in c2H4ci2: composition of the oucce
seive aqueouA solution to be extracted were 0.0005 M Na2Moo4 in 
2.8 and 3.8 M HCl. 
NONLINEARITY OF EXTRACTION CURVE 

But it muet be emphasized that isolation of Mo-PMBP com
plex does not mean that it is the only speciee present at various• 
conditions. Returning to Fig.3, we can notice that althoup.h the 
extraction of Mo was quite high, but we prefer-not .to :-repre!te.nt 
E-fHcl] plot as straight line. Lazy S-Curve was thus re�ained, in 
con!ormi ty wit··_ the two other W curves. 

Another way of plotting is given in Fig.5, DMo was plotted 
against HCl concentration, with several fixed concentration of 
PMBP in c2H4c12• The S shape then becomes very distinct. Maxima 
existed. The solid comlex compound, as mentioned above, WA.S: iso
lated at HCl concentration close to the maximum DMo in thAt 
Fig,5, 

It is significant that in Fig.5 , those uortion of curves 
to the left of maxima are quite close to linearity. That portion 
may be of value for estimation of "extraction constants". 
EXTRACTION OF W 

Corresponding curves, starting with wo4, for n
_, 

........ Hcl 
with several fixed concentration of P'MBP in c

2
H4c12, were also 
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studied. Within thP. range of HCl concentration studied,only con
cave curves were obtained. The rate of getting into equilibrium 
caused some difficulty. 

Plotted curves, with %D or %E against CHA' HCl concentra
tion being kept fixed, are omitted in this report. 

It deserves mentioning, that we have found 1 -phen.vl, '3-
methyl,4-triflouroacetylpyrflzolone( 5), a atronger chelating &l(ent 
(6) than PMBP, to be a oetter extravting agent for II, with meta
tungstate as starting solution. Its extraction is higher than 
Moo4 at all concentrations of HCl, with c2H4c12 as diluent. But 
separation of solids between two layers made the study com':'llicated. 

� 

Finally, concerning the structure of acylpyrazolones, ve 
must realize that they are not sim;le .B-diketones. They contain 
in structure also a specific tertiary ni t;ogen atom at 2-posi tion. 
Its joint function in effecting solvent extraction at hip:h aci
dity may deserve special consideration. 
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FAR INFRARED SPECTRA OF SOME RARE EARTH 

EXTRACTANTS AND EXTRACTED COMPLEXES 

Wu Jinguang, Shi Nai, Jin Tianzhu, Chen Dian 
Gao Hongcheng, Guo Hai, Weng Shifu and Xu Guangxian 

Department of Chemistry 
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Beijing, China 

The rare earth ions,M•••,usually coordinate with the active 

donating atom X(e.g.,O,N,S) of the extrac�ants to form M-X bond. 

Since the atomic weights of the lanthanides are rather large,the 

M-X vibration bands are usually in the far infrared range. But 

studies on the far infrared spectra of the organic phase during 

the extraction of rare earths have seldom reported in the liter

ature, ln the present investigation,we have studied systematical

ly the far infrared spectra of the rare earth complexes of the 

ammonium extractant N263 !like Aliquot 336) ,mono-(2-ethylhexyl)-

2-ethylhexyl phosphonate,TTA and PZL(pyrazolone) and obtained 

some new results. 

_E�l'ER lMEN'rAL 

1. Instrument: Nicolet 7199B Fourier Transform Infrared 

Spectrophotometer,using low density polyethylene windows and 

demountable cells for liquid samples and polyethylene powder or 

CsI tablet for solid samples.The spectral range studied is 100-

400 -1 cm 

2. Preparation of samples: 

(1) Prepare 30� mono-(2-ethylhexyl)-2-ethylhexyl �nosphonate 

(EHPAEH) solution in kerosine,saponified to 40/4 by NH�OH. Use the 

extractant solution thus prepared to extract the rare earth ions 

from the aqueous phase and record the far infrared spectra of the 

organic phase and also the solid compound formed. 

(2) Dissolve methyl-trialkyl ammonium chloride (average 

molecular weight= 450,the alkyl groups contain 8-10 C atoms) in 

kerosine and secondary c,r,tyl alcohol,transform the chloride salt 

to thiocyanate or nitrate.Use the extractant solution thus pre

pared to extract rare earth ions from the aqueous solution and 

to take the far infrared spectra of the organic phase. 

(3) TTA complexes of rare eartns of the composition 

M(TTA)32tt2o were prepared from H'l"rJ.\ and rare earth chlorides. 

(4) l-Phenyl-3-methyl-4-benzoyl-pyrazolone-5 (PlL) complexes 

of rare earths of the composition M(�tL)3 and M(PZL)3(HPZL) were 

prepared by adding rare earth nitrate solution to PZL solution. 

RESULTS AN� �13CU33lUN 

l.Far infrared spectra of the extracted complexes: 

(1) Mono-(2-ethylhexyl)-2-ethylhexyl phosphonate system. 

'l'he pure extractant has no strong peak in the wave 

number range of 100-200 cm-1. Upon extraction with rare earth 

ions,there appears a strong peak at 145-165 cm-1,which was as

signed to be due to the vibration of the rare earth-oxygen bond, 

M-0. A "tetrad effect" was observed :'or the variation of ·))M-O 
with the atomic number of the lanthanides,as shown in l-_?§\•_l. 

(2) The quaternary ammonium salt system. 

The pure extractant (either thiocyanate or nitratei 

has no peak in the region 100-300 -1 cm Upon extraction with rare 

earth ions,there appears a broad and strong peak at 190-260 cm-1• 

In the nitrate system,the peak was assigned to 1M-P" In thiocyan

ate system,the peak was assigned to )M-N" For the light and the 

heavy lanthanids, ))M-O and Y
M-N are about the same,while for 

middle lanthanides,Sm,Eu,Gd, YM-O is larger than Y
M-N by about 

20 cm-1• 

(3) Rare earth complexes of T'l'A and PZL. 

There is a ring structure in HTTA molecule due to the hy

drogen bond formed between the carbonyl group and the enol group, 

hence it has several bapds in the far infrared spectra • 'Nhen 

HTTA reacts with the rare earth ions,MT+-.. ,to form M('rTA)32H20, 

there are shifts in wave numbers of the original peaks,and sever

al new peaks occur also. Similar changes were observed for the 

PZL complexes. 

2. We have determined the crystal structure of Ho(TTA)32H20, 

which belongs to c2 point group. Owing to the coordination with 
water, the molecule is of low symmetry and the normally degenerate 

bands split. The crystal field effect also increases the complex

ity of the spectra. Fig.3A and � show the far infrared spectra 

of Yb(PZL)32H2o and Lu(TTA)32tt2o respectively. Fig.4 and 2 show 

tpe variation of peak wave numbers with the atomic numbers of 

the central lanthanide ion. The absorption peaks near 450 cm-l 

of M(TTA)3 also show the "tetrad effect" as may be seen from Fig.5 

CONCLUSIONS 

I.Metal-ligand bands may be observed in the far infrared spec 

tra of the rare earth complexes of quaternary ammonium nitrate or 

thiocyanate,acidic phosphorus extractant,TTA and PZL. 

2.The variation of YM-O with the atomic number of the lan

thanides is in a rather complex manner. 'l'he so-called "tetra effect 

"was observed only in the T'l'A complexes and the phophonic acid 

complexes. 

3-Normal coordinate analysis of these complexes is under 

investigation in order to have clearer understanding of their 

vibrational modes. 
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EXTRACTION OF SAL TS BY TBP CHARACTERIZATION 

OF THE EXTRACTED SPECIES 

Jacques Ly, Claude M. Poitrenaud 

I nstitut National des Sciences et 
Techniques Nucleaires 

Saclay, France 

The general equilibrium for the e><traction of a metallic salt by an 
organic so I ut ion of TBP in an inert di I uent is 

II) 

where 

ment 

12) 

where 

• M
�+ 

• X 
• t 

is the hydrated cation of the metal I ic e[em�nt in the aqueous 
phase 
is the main hydrated anion present in the aqueous phase 

��e t:;e��:�
e

:x��a�t�d m�� 
e

��! 
e

�r�!�f ;
a

:��s! 
n the aqueous phase by 

• species with bars refer to the organic phase 

tn these conditions the distribution coefficient of the metallic ele
between the two phases is 

o (�)q 
YM (yX)p 

D a K --- ----
(

"M°
) tyH/ 

• K0 is the thermoaynamic constant of the equi ! ibrium ( 1) which depends 
only on the temperature, the pressure and the reference states 
chosen for the activity coett ic i ents yM' Yx and yH of the species 
M n+, x- and H+ in the aqueous i)hase and Y"fBP and 

'M 
of the species 

TBP and M(OH)rXp (TSP)q in the organic phase 

• (aH 0> is the water activity in the aqueous phase 
• I wr, I X-] and [ TBPJ are the mo I ar concentrat i ans of these t·hree spe

cies in their respective phases. 
It is possible to characterize the ext-racted species (i.e.) to determi

nate q =rnd r (or p, since r+p = nl, by studying the variation of D with I TBP) 
and [ H•] or ( X-} in systems where the activity coefficients in both phases and 
the wai er activity are kept constant 

From the studies of Vdovenko and Ryazanov ( 1 l the act-iv i ty coefficient 
yx ot the speCles X +n an aqueous solution may De represent-ed by 

where 

• E v C 

F (aH20 J 

l: s C 

is the toral concentration of the species (except H20) present 
in the aqueous solut-ion. 

The activity coet tic i ents in the organic phase depend on the compos i-
t ion of this phase in which the main species are the TSP, the di !uent and 
the ex I-racted ac i de HX. These coefficients a I so depend on the water activity in 
the system. 

ln conclusion, to keep constant the ac1ivi1"y coefficients in both pha
ses one needs to keep constant the wat-er act iv i I y, the tot a I con cent ration of 
species in the aqueous phase and the composition ot the organic phase. 

Tables, giving the water activity (2, 3) i n mixtures of alkaline salts 
AX and acids HX, enable t-o prepare aqueous phases with ideni ic water activi i:es 
(isotonic mixtures), identic concentrations of species and with different con
centrations [ H

+
) 0r { X-}. 

lt is also possible to keep constant the composition of the organic 
phase by 

• introducing only very sma! I quantities of acid HX in t"he system in 
this case the organic phase is nearly a mixture of o nly two species, TSP and 
di I uent, at known concentrations. 

• using large quantities of acid HX; in this case the concentrat-ion of 
the acid extracted by the organic phase depends only on the water activity in 
the system. Then tl>le composition of the organic phase is unvarying if the wa
t-er activity is kept constant. 

This last result is proved in� concerning the nitric 2cid. On 
this figure each curve represents t-he variation ot the concent-ration C of the 
nitric acid extracted by the organic phase from a mixture of alkaline nitrates 
(at constant concentrations) with nitric acid (at varying concentration, in
creasing in the direct ion of the arrow on each curve). When t-he concentration 
of HN03 is high, the curve is identical with the limit-curve obtainei when no 
salts are added to the acidic aqueous phase. Then the concentration C of the 
extracted HN03 only depend on the water activity in the system whatever may be 
the nature of the sa I ts· accompanying the acid in the aqueous phase. 

In conclusion it is possible to keep consta nt the activity coefficients 
in both phases by appropriate choice of the compositions of these phases and 
using isotonic mixtures of acid with salts in the aqueous phase. 

This method has been used to characterize the extracted species of UVI 
and PdII by TSP from aqueous nitrate solutions. 

EXTRACflON OF THE URANYLIVJ) NITRATE BY TBP 

Figure 2 represents the variation of log O versus log [ TBP] for va
rious aqueous phases containing the diluted nitricuacid (0.01 M) and an alka
line salt. The obtained curves are linear. Their slope is + 2. This indicates 
that the ura nyl nitrate is extracted with two molecules of TBP as it has alrea
dy been shown. 

Figure 3 represents the variation of log O versus log [ H
+

I for sys
tems in which the aqueous phases are isotonic mixt�res of nitric acid with so
di um nit rate. It may be observed that D does not depend on ( H• I . Then the ex
tracted species is uo2 (N03)2 (T8P)2. u 

EXTRACTION OF THE PALLADIUM NITRATE BY TBP 

Jhe number q of TBP molecules accompanying th� palladium nitrate in 
the organic phase has alreadY been determined (4, 5) and is equal to 2. !t has 
a I so been noticed that DPd depends on the acidity of the aqueous phase ( 4) and 
�:1at PdII is highly hydrolysable (6). Then the extracted species of Pd!! might 
contain HO- ions (r > 0). 

+ 
� represents the experimental variation of log DPd versus log 

IHI tor systems in which the aqueous phases are isotonic mixtures of nitric 
acid with unextractable nitrates. The obtained curve is linear. The slope is 
- 1. Then the extracted species is Pd <OH) (f\K>3l (TSP)2' 
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CHARACTERIZATION AND REACTIVITY OF HYDROXY 

OXIME COMPLEXES OF COPPER AND NICKEL 

M. E. Keeney and K. Osseo-Asare

Department of Materials Science and Engineering 
The Pennsylvania State University 

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802 USA 

INTRODUCT 10N 

The commercial success of the oxime-based extractants has prompted an 
enormous amount o( research into the physicochemical behavior of hydroxyoximes 
in hydrometallurgical systems. Much of this work has been concerned with 
extraction kinetics and equilibrium metal distribution with little emphasis 
on the structure and reactivity of the extracted metal complexes. 

ln principle, the extraction of transition metals using hydroxyoximes can 
lead to the formation of several distinctly different complexes as a result of 
both the ambidentate coordination behavior of the hydroxyoxime ligands and the 
variabilty of the stereochemical arrangement of the ligands around the metal. 
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type chelating ligand, a variety of l'ltereoisomers is possible for the transition 
metal complexes as a consequence of the oxidation state of the metal. ligand 
t,tcric factors and inter- or intra-molecular hydrogen bonding. 

in this paper direct analytical and spectroscopic techniques (e.g. 
elemental analysis; lR, magnetic, electronic, and HNMR spectra) art:! used to elu
cidate the structure and reactivity of Cu{U) and :-li(ll) complexes of the 
hydroxyoxime reagents UX63 and LIX65N. 

EXPERlMENTAL 

The anti-isomer of 5, 8-didhyl-7-hydroxy-6-dodecanone oxime ( I H20xJ) and 

the anti-isome� of 2-hydroxy-5-nonylbenzophenone oxime ([H2BOxl) were prepared 
by purification of the commercial reagents LJ.X63 and LIX6SN respectively (both 
products of Henkel lnc.) ( 1,2). The several complexes of these t1JO compounds 
with Cu(II) and Ni(ll) were synthesized and characterized as described in detail 
elsewhere (3,4). 

RESULTS 

Table l presents a summary of selected physical properties of the isolated 

metal hydroxyoxime complexes. lt can be seen that Cu(II) and Ni(II) form 
analogous isomorphic complexes with (H20xl and fH2BOx]. However, despite pre
vious reports (5,6) and repeated efforts, we have been unable to isolate the 
bis-[H20x) complex 'o1ith Cu(J.I), i.e. (Cu(HOx)2]. 

The infrared spectra (Table 2) of the analogous Cu(II) and Ni(ll) complexes 
are virtually identical suggesting similar structural symmetry. Generally, the 
phenolic or hydroxyl proton is lost upon coordination to the metal. Both hydroxyl 
protons are lost from {Cu(Ox)ln and [Ni(Ox) In as a result of the po.lymer-
ization of the complexes; however, neither of the hydroxyl protons is lost in 
[Ni(H20x)3S04) and (Cu(H20x)3S04] comfiming Lhat th� hydroxoxirne is coordinating 
to the metals as a neutral ligand. 

The magnetic and electronic. spectral properties of Lhe complexes are presented 
in Tables J and 4 respectively. [Cu(Ox) l n and [Ni(Ox) ] 11 exhibit anomalously 
low magnetic moments indicative of anti-ferromagnetic interaction as a result 
of their oligomeric behavior. The electronic absorption spectra suggest 
octahedral geometry. Octahedral geometry is also indicated for [Ni(H20x)3S04] 
by the presence of three principal bands o( J.o.., intensity in the electronic 
absorpt.ion spectrum. The diamagnetism of the [Ni(l!Ox) zjand [Ni(HBOx) 

2
] com-

plexes .1:Yt lcates square-planar geometry. The electronic absorption spectra for 
both complexes are typical of square-planar Ni(ll). The magnetic moments of 
{Cu(HBOx)z] and [Cu(HzOx)3S04] 1rc typical for Cu(II) complexes. The value of 
l. 79 B.M. for [Cu(IIBOx)z] is characteristic of square-planar Cu(II). The 
electronic absorption spectrum of [Cu(H20x) 3S04] exhibits a single broad band 

of weak intensity at 775 nm suggesting a tetragonally distorted octahedral 
geometry. 

The proton magnetic resonance (PMR) data are also presented in Table J. 
(Cu(Ox) ln and [Ni(Ox) Jn show no hydroxyl protons in the PMR spectra confirming 
the loss of both the N-OH and C-OH protons. The PMR spectra of [Cu(H20x)3S04J 
and [ Ni(H20x) 3S04J clearly indicate that both the hydroxyl and oxime protons arc 
retained upon coordination of the oxime to the metal. The PMR spectrum of 
!Ni(HOx)2J has two sharp singlets at 12.50 :ind 17.40 ppm attributable to non
equivalent hydroxyl protons. The complex app(:ars to have a square-planar 
structure in which the I igands are coordinated in a cis configuration. 

As shown above, several of the Ni(U) and Cu(J.l) complexes are square
planar. As a result, many of these complexes 'o1ould be expected to be capable 
of ligand addition reactions to achieve higher coordination numbers while others 
may undergo ligand exchange in order to form more stable species. 

Orange [Ni(HOx)2J is observed to slowly convert to a green liquid upon 
exposure of the neat complex to air for extended periods of time; the color 
change is more rapid if {Ni(HOx)2] is contacted with H20- The green complex 
can be reconverted to orange [Ni(HOx)2) by warming under high vacuum. 

lnfrared and electronic absorption spectral changes stroni;ly suggest that 
[Ni(HOx)2 J is hydrating' to form the hexacoordinated bis-aquo adduct 
[Ni(HOx)2(H20)2] with pseudo-octahedral symmetry. The addition of carboxylic 
acids to hexane solutions of [Ni(HOx)2J also leads co dramatic orange t::o blue
green color changes. ��_!_ presents the electronic absorption spectral 
changes in the case of lauric acid addition. ��-1 shows the result of 
contacting a hexane solution of [Ni(HOx)2] with dilute H2S04. 

The electronic absorption spectral changes accompanying the titration of a 
[Ni(HOx)2 ] solution 'o1ith IH2BOx] are shown in Figure J. The final spectrum is 
identical to chat of [Ni(HBOx) 2 1, indicating ready conversion from [Ni(HOx) 2]. 
On the other hand, reaction of [Ni(HBOx)2 ] with [H20x] occurs 'o1ith difficulty, 
requiring approximately a five-fold excess of [H20x] to completely displace 
IH2B0x] from the metal. The final spectrum is similar to the spectrum of 
[Ni(l!Ox) 2 (H20x) j (obtained by the addition of excess [H20x] to solutions of 
[Ni(HOx)2]), 
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Table l. Selected Physical Properties of Metal Oxime Complexes 

Complex 

[Cu(Ox) ln 
[Ni(Ox) In 
[Ni(HOx) 21 
I Cu(H20x) 3S04] 

[Ni(H20x) 3S04] 

[ Cu (HBOx) 2 l 
(Ni(HBOx)zJ 

Color 

green 

olive 

orange 

pale blue 

pale blue 

olive 

lt. green 

Form 

amorphous solid 

amorphous solid 

viscous liquid 

amorphous sol id 

amorphous solid 

crystalline solid 

crystalline solid 

MWa mp( ° C) A 
e 

2350b (333) 202 1. 63 

1642c (329) 1.56 

606 (599) -20 11. 76 

1009 (973) 110 9. 21 

1044d (969) 220 dee 

751 (740) 151 12.16 

744 (735) 77 11.86 

avpQ results in toluene. Calculated values (for monomers) in parentheses. 
bn"' 7, c n"' 5, d Determined as 997 by Galbraith Laboratories, Inc. 
eMolar conductance O.; ohm-1 cm2 mo1-l) as 1 x 10-3 M nitrobenzene solution 

at 25 ° C. 

Table 2. Infrared Spectral Dataa (cm-1) 

Complex 

[H20x] 

[Cu(Ox)ln 
[Ni(Ox) ln 
[Ni(HOx) zJ 

[Cu(ll20x)3S04J 

[Ni(H20x)3S04J 

[ H2BOx I 

[Cu(HBOx)z[ 

[Ni(l!BOx)2J 

a Spectra in CC14 

vNO-H vCO-H 

3320 st hr 3600 sp 

3000 st br 3600 Sp 

2900 st br 3600 Sp 

3345 st br 3590 Sp 

3000 st br 

2950 st br 

( 4000-600 cm-1) ; st 

sp = sharp; br = broad 

vC=N VN-0 VC-0 

1650 br 950 w l l05 s 

1590 m 960 w 1110 s 

1580 m 950 w 1115 s 

1570 m 920 w 1115 s 

1645 br 910 .., 1105 s 

1645 br 915 w 1105 s 

1580 m 910 sp 1105 s 

1545 m 915 w 1105 s 

1545 m 915 w 1105 s 

strong; m = medium; .., = weak; 

60-H 

1270 m 

1250 m 

1250 m 

1250 m 

1260 Sp 

1255 sp 

1255 sp 
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TabJe 3. Magnetic SuscepUbilitiPS (X), Magnetic Moments (µeff) 
and PMR Spectral Data 

Complex ,-O(ll) C-0(11) X(xl06 cgs) µeff(B.M.) 

[H20x] 6. 1 

[ Cu (Ox) J n ; 73 0 .65 

f Ni(Ox) 10 1,25 1.87 

[�i(HOx):!_I 17 so s 12 .so s diamagnetic 0 

[Cu(H20Y)3S04] 38 be 17 be 18)5 2. 10 

I 'l(;120x) 3S04 J )8 t br 17 br 4360 J. 24 

[ H2BOx] ll .48 br 9.00 be 

!Cu(H80x)2J 7 .SO br 1318 1. 78 

!Ni(IIBOx)2I 10.84 s d iam,1gnc tic 0 

avalues given are in ppm measured in CDCl3 solution. Samples referenced 
to (CH1) Sj, s = singlet; t = triplec, br = broad. brroton reson;mce unobserved. 

Table 4. Electronic Absorptlon Spectral Data 

Complex ' m�,x {nm) c(l mole-l cm-1) 

[Cu (Ox)] n 
I Ni(Ox) ]11 
I Ni(l!Ox) 2 I 

[Cu(H20x) 3504) 

[Ni(H20x)3S04] 

[Cu(HB0x)2J 

[Ni(HBOx)2] 

w 
u 

0: 
0 
(J) 

610, 425, )50 344, 3280, 1390 

595, 510 sh, 350 30, 46, 480 

530 sh, 455, )05 sh, 295 ,.s. 14), 4080, 

775, 290 sh 65, 99 

1050, 608, )60 8, 8, 25 

665, 

620, 

l,70 sh, 355, 273 142, 

460 sh, 395, 380 sh, 309 lJ7. 

400 500 600 

WAVELENGTH(nml 

302, 8050 

2)0, 4530, 

FIGURE 2. ELECTRONIC ABSQ){PTION SPECTHAL CHAN(jES OlffAlNED 
F0R A HEXANE SOLUTTON OF [Ni.(HOx)2I UPON 
COi\TACTlNG A DI LUTE H2S04 SOLUTION. (A) INITIAL: 
(B) 5 SEC: {C) 10 SEC: (D) 15 SEC. 

4620 

4160 

400 500 600 

WAVELENGTH (nm) 

FlGURE l. ELECTRONIC ABSORPTlON SPECTRAL CHANGES OBTAINED 
DURING TITRATlON OF A 4.90x!0-3kmol m-3 HEXANE 
SOLUTION OF [Ni(HOx)2] WITH LAURIC ACID. LAURIC 
ACID CONCENTRATlON (krnol m-3): (A) O; (B) l.24xl0-3; 
(C) J. l6xl0-3; (D) S.OOxl0-3; (E) 7.00xlo-3; 
(F) 9.8lxl0-3. 

400 500 600 

WAVELENGTH (nm) 

700 

FlGURE J. ELECTRONIC ABSORPTION SPECTRAL CHANCES OBTAINED 
DURING TITRATION OF A 6.64xlQ-3 krnol m-3 HEXANE 
SOLUTTON OF [Ni(ll0x)2] WITH {H2BOxJ. [H2BOx] 
CONCENTRATtoN (kmol m-3): (A) 0, (B) J .17xIU-3; 
(C) 6.53xl0-3; (D) 9. l4xlo-3, (E) l.34xJ0-2. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF METAL PERCHLORATE$ 

WITH TRIOCTYLPHOSPHINE OXIDE 

Satos h i  Kusakabe and Tatsuya Sek ine  

Department  o f  Chem i st ry 
Sc ience U n ivers i ty of Tokyo 
S h i nj u ku -ku ,  Tokyo, Japan 

Severa l metal perchl orates are extraclabl e  from aqueous solutions with  

solvating type extractants . S ince perchlorate ions scarecely form 

coordination bonds w i th metal ions , the nature of the extracted spec ies  

should be d i fferent from that of such  complexes as hal ide or thiocyanate ; 

they are i on-Pairs of solvatcd metal ions w i th the extractant. and 

perchl orate i ons . In the preser:t s t.uc�y , the solvent extract i on of several 

metal ions i n  aqueous perchi..urate � olutor.s w i. th trioctylphosphir.e 

ox i de ( TOPO ) in  hexane is  measured ,  the solvatlon nui'lber of the metal i ons 

in lhe extrac ted spec ies  i s  estimated , and the extraction constants are 

calculrited . On the bas i s  of the reRu l t s ,  the solvation of charged metal 

i ans and of unc.;harP,ed nctal coordi nation compl exes wi th extractants in  

l i qu).d- l i q u i d  systems are  coMpared and  a d iscussion i s  made  for  the reason 

why the salvation num 1;�r o f  perch lorate:,; i s  larger than of  coordination 

complexea of the same metal ion . 

EXPERI!1ENTAL 

The extract i on experiments -,;ere cc.1rr j e d  out in ;i ther:-nos tated room at 

298 K. The aqueous phase was always 1 mol dm-3 sodiur:1 perchlorate solution

containing a small  amount of the metal ions t J  be s tudied . The hydrogen- ion  

concentration t.•as adjusted with .:-erch'.oric i:>-cirl  when it  wa!:"'  necessary . 

por tion of this aqueous solllt-:.0:1 f:. id the sane vol u'Tlc of hexane conta.!. n : n2 
T0:10 were placed in a stoppered glass t'.lbe , agi ta"ted vigorously , and 

ccntri fup,erl . The metal concentrationfl in  the two phases wer� then neanured 

by flar.ie or atonic absorption spectrometry bul those o f  uraniur. ( V l ) were 

determined by co lorJmetry . The contents of pcrchlor i c  acid  in lhe both 

pha ses 11,•ere dcterminerl �y t i tration wi th standard �Jariuffl h_ydroxide 

:=;olutions and those of amrionium i.on were rr.cas 11red by potentiometry using 

an ar,monii!  elec trode . 

S'.lf',Tl5TICAL 

Thf' extrac tion con�tants are defint!d c:1s : 

( 1 )  

wher� !.: i s  TOPO . The subscript "org" deno tes c · · ernii.::al  spec 1 es i n  the 

orgam.c phase wh i l e  lHck of any subscript denotes those in the aqueous 

phase . By us.ing these constant s ,  the  distribution rf.ltio can be wri t ten 

( 2 ) 

= [ l<e x
n [E) org 

n 

Since- the amount of TOPO in the aqueous phase is very small ,  the TOPO 

concentration at equ i l i brium , [E] org , can be Cl'l.lculated by the fol lowing 

eauation : 

1 3 ) 

where K3Na is the extrac tion cons tant of soG:. , 1m ion and K2H is that of 

hydrogen ion in the aqueous phaRe ( the values of theic,e constants are given 

in Table 1 ) .  In Equation 3,  the concentra tions of  metal ion!'l i�  the both 

phases anrl of the hyriroeen ion i n  the aqueous phase are experimentally  

measured and  the  concentr,1tion of TOPO at i n i tial  i :::i  known . The 

concen tration of perchl orate ions in the aqueous phase i s  kept ;1t l mol 

dm-3 &nd of sodium i ons are also approxinately 1 mol dm-3 . The ex tractions

of  all cf the metal , sod i 1  'n ,  and hydrogen ions are depenrient e n  the TOPO 

concentration  but the TOPO c�•ncentration decreases from the i n i tnl value hy 

the t:!Xtraction of them . Tl· ts the value of l E] org at equi l ibrium and that 

of Kex
n are calculated simul ·.aneously  by a successive npproximation

rn'"� thod . 

RESUL rs AND DISCUSSlON 

When both of the TOPO and hydrocen-ion concentrations were h i gh ,  the 

c ff·ect  of the coextracti on of perchloric acid and sodium per..:hlorate 

not negl ieib l e .  Fo:- exHF.tple , ·,.,hen t h e  total TOPO concentrA.tion i s  0 . 1 ,  

0 . 0 :' ,  anrl 0 . 01 mol dm-3 and the hydrogen-ion concentration was 0 , 01 mol

dm -3 , about 29% , 28% ,  and 18% of TOPO i s  calculated  by Equati on 3 to be

combined w i th hydrogen or sodiU!'l ions and thus the conc�ntration of  

effectiv� TOPO , [ E]ore i n  Equation 3 ,  became lower than t'le in.it � al 

concentration . For thi s reason , correcti ons for thi s  dec:-ease in the TOPO 

conct>n tr::tion wer-e indespensab l e  under- such condi tions . The extracti cm o: 

pcrchlorates shou l d  he essent i ally  i ndependent of the hydroee-n ion •-'xcep t 

•,1hen hydrolys i s  occurs . ! lo i,,evc r ,  the cocxtrac tion of the ac i d  tc-,:ether 
w j  th the metal perchloru i.e decreases the TOPO concentration and 

consequently also the metal extrac tion . This causes an apparent  rleoendence 

of  the extract ion on the hydroP,en ion . 

When the extraction constant of met&.l i ons was high and the initial  

TOPO concentration was low , a decrease .i n  the effective  concentration of 

TOPO occured i n  i ts lower concentration ranP,e because the amount of f"le tal 

ions extracted wi th it was not very much smal ler than that of  TOPO . The 

correction for th i s  effect 1,1as also marle by Equation 3 .  

I t  was found i n  some cases that the s l ope o f  the log, D v s  log[El org 

n.lot was not coos t2.nt in a l l  the TOPO concentration range studi ed . When the 

s lope i nc reases b.v an i ncrer,:;;.e in the TOPO concentrati on it  could be 

eluc i dated by an increase i n  the salvation number ( :for example , i n  the 

extrac tions o f  Rb
+ 

and Cs+ ) .  However , when the slope decreases by an 

increase in that concentration , no  exolanation may be given on  the ba5 i s  of 

the law of mass action ; it should be due to changes in the activity 

coeffici ents of the chemical species in the system and thus the data 

obta irn�rl i n  such a TOPO concentration range were not used for the 

calculation . �� gives extrac tion data of  metal perchlorate s .  The 

extract i on constants obtained are l i sted in  Table 1 together with those 

reported previously by the present authors . As is seen from Table 1 ,  

the solvat ion number i s  four except univalent metal ions and ammonium ions . 

This salvation nunber , four , is l arger than that in the extraction of usual 

metal coordination complexes containing anionic l igands such as hal ide or 

thiocyanate ions , for example , z i nc ( ! ! )  and lead � I I ) hal ides { 1 , 2 )  are 

extracted with TOPO such a spec ies as , MX
2

( TOP0 ) 2 . The sol vation numbe r ,

t.,,,o , seems to be rather common 1o.•hen unchHrgcd metal complxes with the 

neutral extractants are extr-acted . S ince  the nature of the interactions 

between the metal ion and the perchlorate ions in the extracted species 

should be electrostatic , tt ie  extracted species should be regarded as an 

ion - pair which can be given '>y [ J,l ( TOPO ) n) m+ ( C104- ) m
. For thi s  reason , the

higher salvation number o f  perchlorates than that of coordination comp l exes 

seems to be reasonable . In the latte r ,  part of the coordination s i tes of  

the  central metal  .!.on are already occupied  by the  l i gand ions . The 

uncharged nature and the partial  occupation of the sites should reduce the 

hydrati on of the metal species _;_n the aqueous phas� . On the other han d ,  

in  t h e  extraction of  perchlorates , a l l  of t h e  coordination .s i tes could  be 

hydrated unless they are occupied by the extractan t .  The charge of the 

metal ion shoul d cause stronger hydration th,m �hat i n  the uncharged 
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complexes. Thus the hir,her sol vat ion should be necessary for an effective 

extraction of the perchlor.:,tes bec<'!us� then the interactions with water 

should be reduced. Furthermore, this higher sol vation makes the volume of 

the molecule much larger and the whole species more hydrophobic. 

The salvation number in the extractior of uranium{VI) perchlorate with 

TOPO in carbon tetrachloride was reported to b2 three anrl four (3) but it 

was always four in hexane .in the present study. In Table 1, the values of 

the extraction constants of cobalt(!!) and nickel(!!) perchlorate with TOPO 

in hexane are a l i ttlf' different from those reported in previous papers 

from our laborator.v or those can be obtained by calculation of these 

prevtous data {4). The present values have been obtained 

recalculation of new experimental data on the basis of Equation 3. 

after 

The extraction constants of alkali and alkaline earth perchrlorates 

with TOPO are higher when the radius of the metal ions are smaller. This 

agrees with the general tendency of the complex formation of these metal 

ions; the smaller the size, the more stable the cor.tplexes. The relatively 

high extr9.ction con!.':tant of ar:imonium ion was explained in terms of hydrogen 

bond formation between the ion and TOPO in the previous paper (5). The 

poor extraction of magnesium(II) was explainer! (6) in terms of a stronger 

hydration of the solvated species with TOPO. 

The extraction behavior of the perchlorates of divalent transition 

metal ions and also of trivalent metal ions in Table 1 is complicated 

although the solvation number of TOPO is always four. The extraction of 

nickel(Il) perchlorate is inferior to all of: the divalent metal 

perchlorates in Table 1. '7h�.·. ,::an also be explained in terms of strong 

hydration of the sol vated 1<:;,.H.:•,ies of this met�l ion with TOPO in the 

solvent extraction systems. The extraction of copper(!!) is inferior to 

that of manganese(II), cadmium(II) and lead(II) and this is somewhat 

different from the general tendency found among the extractions of these 

metal ions as coordination complexes; copper( II) uGually forms more stable 

complexes and extracted much better than these metal ions. It is marked 

that the extraction constants of alkaline earth ions are nearly similar to 

those of the divalent transition metal ions in the table. This is 

different from the general tendency of the stability and extractability of 

complexes of these metal ions in aqueous solutions. 

Cation 

H + 

Li+ 

Na + 

K+ 

Rb+ 

Cs + 

n• 

NH4 
+ 

Be 2+ 

Mg 2+ 

Ca2"' 

Sr2• 

Ba 2+ 

TABLE 1 EXTRACTION CONSTANTS OF METAL PERCHLORATES 

F'ROM AQUEOUS 1 MOL DM-3 NaClO 4 SOLUTIONS WITH 

TRIOCTYLPHOSPHINE OXIDE lN HEXANE 

Salva- Salva-

tion Log Kex Ref. Cation tion Log Kex 

Number Number 

3.15 Mn2• 4 6.14 

2,29 8 Fe 2+ 
4 5.5 

' 1.01 Co 2+ 4.91 

0. 57 8 Ni2+ 4. 54 

3,4 0.06,0.99 8 Cu2• 5.81 

3,4 -0.17,0.95 8 zn2• 5.41 

2.01 c12• 4 6.35 

1. 78 5 p:-,2• 4 6,92 

8.01 6 
uo_ 2• 10.1 

4.99 6 Fe3+ 11.86° 

6.39 6 Ga3• 4 ca. 7 

5.13 6 In 
3+ 9. 57 

4.92 La3• 8.20 

present work. 

** From aqueous 4 mol dm-3 (Na,H)Cl04 solutions. 

Ref. 

10 

11 

CONCl,!1S IOr1s 

0 

Ol 

0 

From the extraction data of metal ions in aqueous sodium perchlorate 

soluti.ons with trioctylphosphine oxide(TCPO) in hexane, the following 

conclusions are drawn. {i) For an accurate estimation of the extraction, 

correction for the decrease in the TOPO concentration due to coextraction 

of sodium perchlorate and perchloric acid is necesRary. (ii) The salvation 

number is larger than in extractions of r:ietal coordination complexes. It 

is four with trivalent and divalent metal ions and three with univalent 

ions. This can be reasonablly explained from the stand point that the 

extracted species are ion-pairs of solvated metal ions with TOPO and 

perchlorate anion, [M(TOPO)n)
m+(C104-)

l:l
. (iii) The order of extraction of 

the r:ietal perchlorates is somewhat different from that of coordi.nation 

complexes of these metal ions. 
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FIGURE 1 EXTRACTION OF METAL IONS WITti TRIOCTYLPHOSPHIHE OXIDE IN HEXANE. 

AQUEOUS PHASE: 1 MOL m,-
3 NaClO 4. THE CONCENTRATION OF TOPO AT EQUILIBRIUM 

IS CALCULATED BY EQUATION 3 BEING INTRODUCED THE EXTRACTION CONSTANT 

OF PETTCHLORIC ACin AND SODIUM PERCHLORATE IN TABLE 1. 
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INFLUENCE OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF NEUTRAL NITROGEN-. 

CARBONYL-CONTAINING COMPOUNDS ON THEIR 

REACTIVITY IN EXTRACTION PROCESSES 

B. N. Lascorin, G. M. Chumakova, L. I. Rusin, V. S. Uljanov 

AII-L�nion Research Institute of Chemical Technology 
State Committee on Utilization of Atomic Energy 

Moscow, USSR 

The aliphati� derivatives of nitroGencarbonyl-containing 

compounds such as amides of mono- and dicarboxylic acids or tetra

alcylurea find extensive application in various complex forming 

processes. Advantages of the compounds used in solvent extraction 

processes have been referred to (1 - ?). Therefor, a study on 

interrelation between the molecular structure of amides on the one 

hand and reactivity on the other hand appears to be important at 

the selection of an optimal extragent structure. 

In order to reveal the influence of electronic and structural 

factors on the electrodonor ability of nitrogencarbonyl-containing 

compounds, extraction of nitric acid and uranyl nitrate has been in

vestigated, the extraction being carried out by monoamides RC(o)NR.2, 

diamides RilC(O)(CH2)nC(O)NR2 and urea R2NC(O)J,;R2 (R = c4H9). 

The results of IR-spectra investigation, concerning amide ex

traction with nitric acid and uranyl nitrate, prove that the oxygen 

of.the carbonyl group participates in the formation of a donor -

acceptor bond. 

The bilogarithmic dependence of distribution coefficients of 

nitric acid on the co11centration of extragent as well as the analy

�is of the isotherms resulting from the extraction of nitric acid 
by 0.1U solutions of the compounds show that monoamirles and tetra-

butylurea extract 1-mo3 as monosolvates. In case of diarnide of 

amber and glutaric acids, complex foTination of (.fiNOJ\{ B-composi

tion is possible in the organic phase besides the complex of liliOJ' B 

-type (B is a molecule of the extragent). 

By saturation and dilution methods it was established that 

disolvates were the extractable forms of uranium in case of mono

caroxylic acid e.rnides and tetrabutylurea, and mono- and disolvates 

in case of dia.ni.ides. 

According to the equations of nitric acid and urani�� ex

traction by means of monocarboxylic acid amides and tetrabutylurea: 

( 1) H\qua + NOJ aqua + Borg i (l!N03
' B) org 

(2) uo2 aq + 2No3 aq + 2Borg � [uo2(N03)2, 2li! org 

and diamides of dicarboxylic acids: 

(3) H;c + NOj aq +Borg� (l!N03·B)org 

uoa+ 
K' 

(6) 2 aq + 2N03 aq + 2Borg � [uo2(!103)2, 2B] org 

effective extraction constants K, K1' R2 and R! -I 

K7' 

have been calculated (Table 1, 2). 

_, 

K2 

Amides of monocarboxylic acids extract nitric acid and ura

nyl nitrate practically similarly (if- 0.05, if' = 3.1 - 3.7) 

(Table 1,2). 

In case of dibutyl-aceto-amide the phenomena of hyper-conju

gation of methyl and carbonyl groups take place, which explains the 
raised value of K equal 0.074 and K• equal 6.2. 

At the values of K1= 0.059 and K2=0 (Table 1) dibutyl amide 

of malonic ester can probably react with IDI03 as a monodantate 

compound ac(O)H(c4H9)2 in which radical R = (C4H9)2NC(O)CH2 influ

ences the reactivity of carbonyl group of oxygen identically to 

the influence of R � c4H9• 

The longer the methylene bridge the more independent is each 

of C = 0-eroups, and a bicentral linkaee of 1mo3 is poss-ible·. 

:; N - C - (CH2)n - f, - !I� 

�- 0 .HN03 '·JIH03 

n=2.3 

Due to independence of carbonyl groups, extraction ability of 

amber acid and glutaric acid diamidea rises. 

The comparison of the results presented in Table 2 shows 

that the presence of tv/0 carbonyl groups in amide molecule raises 

the extractive ability of the compounds in case of uranium. It is 

because the diemides in the complexes uo2(No3)2 are bidentate li

gands. The monosolvate is likely to foTID the cycles: 

'.:-N - ri - (CH2)n -
0 

'-., ,t' 

UO/N03)2 

C - N 
II 
0 

in the disolvate at least a molecule or two of diamide act as bi-

dentate donors. 

Presently it is accepted everywhere to regard reactivity of 

neutral extragents from the point of vew of thermod namic charac

teristics of the complexes with charge transfer, and in particular 

in studying intermolecular hydrogen bond (8). 

For this purpose interactions of nitrogencarbonyl-containing 

compounds and phenol in tetrachloro-methane have been investigated 

using IR spectroscopy method. 

The intermolecular hydrogen bond IR spectra in the range of 

2000 - 4000cm-1 consist of a narrow frequency band �f that be-ree 
longs to OH-group valent deviation of the "free" electronoaccep-

tor and a broad frequency band � ass that corresponds to OH-group 

valent deviation associated with oxygen in carbonyl group of 

·�he electronodonor. As the ratio of the initial donor concentra

tion and the initial acceptor concentration rises, the optical 

dencity of the associated bond band increases and of the free 

bond ?and decreases, which proves the increased number of molecu

les in the complex and is characteristic of intermolecular hydro

gen bond. 

On the basis of the study of frequecy shift t. � = .J free- �ass 
and the che.nge in the maximal intencity of absorption band, ther

modynamic parameters for interaction of carbonyl-containing com

pound with phenol have been determined. The enthalpy values have 

been determined eccordinc to Jogansen's equation (9), the equilib-

rium constants for complex formation with the composition : 1 -
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according to the method of Benesi- Hildebrand (10) (Table 3). 

For the compounds with one or two alkyl amide groups (Table 

3, nos.5 - 14) values AG, .AH, 6 S are practically constant and equ-
1 

al -1.G = 2.6 ± 0.1, -AH = 5.7 ± 0.1, -6.S = 10.3 ± 0.5. It fol-

lows that in the monocarbonyl-containing molecules participating 

inthe formation of intermolecular hydrogen bond, one group NR2 as. 

substituent is sufficient for realizatimn of electro.donor ability 

of fragment C = O displayed by valuesA G andA H. Be an alkyl or a 

second alkyl amide group present in XC(O)NR2 structure, disregar

ding the length of hydrocarbon radical, it would have no influen

ce on thermodynamic parameters of intermolecular hydrogen bond . 

If Xis an alkoxy-radical (Table J, no.2), there will be an evi

dent acceptor influence on the electron dencity of carbonyl oxj

gen atom, which shows in decreasing AG and OH as compared with 

X = R or IIR2• 

Approximation of the experimental results through linear 

functions proved that the reactions with monocarbonyl-containing 

�ompounds corresponded tu the equation: 

(7)AG = 0.63AH + 0.98 (r = 0.966, s = 0.15, n = 14) 

and the reactions with dicarbon tetraalkyldiamide acids to: 

(8)AG = 0.76AH + 1,28 (r = 1.0, s = 0, n = 3) 

In accordance with corelation parameters, interrelations 

of compounds studed·. together with a standard electronoacceptor 

such as phenol, have an iaoequilibrium character. 

An attempt to uoe thermodynamic characteristics of intermo

lecula,.. hydrogen bond for a quantitative discription of solvent 

extraction type processes is logical because the energy parame

ters of complexes with charge transfer and reactions with inter

molecular hydrogen bond formation are in agreement. 

Dependence of aG values, at intermolecular hyd1·ocen bond 

formation of extragents with phenol (Table 3), on the values of 

extraction constants of nitric acid and uranyl nitrate (Table 

1 - 2) in tetrachloro-methane can be plotted as: 

(r (9) lgK
HN03 

= -0.87 G - . 3.58 

(10) lgKUO/N03)2
=-2.02 G-4.88 (r 

where K
HNO = K, K1, 

3 

0.962, s 

0.967, s 

0.14, n 

0.12, n 

9) 

8)' 

The correlations of (9) - (10) type point, above all, to 

uniform character of complex formation mechanism, and thermody

namic characteristics of intermolecular hydrogen bond can be 

used for modelling and prediction of extraction ability in case 

of nitrogencarbonyl-contairiing compounds. 
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Table 1 
VALUES OF EFFECTIVE COI-;STANTS OF 0.1M NITRIC ACID EXTRACTION BY 
Afr.IDE SOLUTIONS IN CC14 AT ACIDITY OF AQUEOUS PHASE 1M-4M HN03 

XC(O)N(C4H9)2 
where X is: 

CH3 
C4H9 
C7H15 
C8H17 
C9H19 

(C4H9)2- (TBU) 

{
(C4H9)2NC(O)CH2 
TBMA 

{
(C4H9)2NC(O)(CH2)2 
TBAA 

j(c4H9)NC(O)(CH2)3 
lTBGA 

7 -4± 2.0 
5-8±0.3 
5-5±0-4 
5-5±0-5 
5-8±0-3 
4-9±0-9

17 -4±3 

0 

Table 2 
VALUES OF EFFECTIVE CONSTANTS OF URANYL JUTRATll BY 0.1M .AMIDE 
SOLUTIONS IN CC14 FROM 1M HN03 

XC(O)N(C4H9)2 K' 
where Xis: 

CH3 6.2 
C4H9 3.2 
C7H15 3.3 
C8H17 3.7 
C9H19 3.6 
TBU 2.5 
TBMA 
TBAA 
TBGA 

±�K' 

± 0.5 
± 0.7 

± 0.4 
± 0.5 

± 0.3 

± 0.3 
49 ± 19 

3.3 ± 1.0 

5.1 ± 2 

K'2 ! O.K'2 

34 ± 16 

36 ± 13 

Table 3 

SPECTROSCOPIC PARAMETERS AND THERMODYl!AMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 

COMPLEX FORMATION OF CARBONYL-CONTAINI!IG COMPOUNDS WITH PHENOL 

IN CC14 

M-1 -4S -.;.S � � 
Electronodonor K, -1 mo cm 

1. c4H90C(O)C4H9 5-35±0-73 0.99 3.6 8.8 158 

2. c4H9C(O)OC4H9 13.6+±0.4 1. 54 3.8 7.6 171

3. c4H9C(O)C4H9 20.6±5,2 1.79 4.0 7.4 181

4. c4H9C(O)CNC4H9 )6.6±1.9 2.13 5.2 10.4 287 

5. TBU 94-9±2.8 2.69 5.9 10.7 352 

6. c3H7C(O)N(CH3)2 61.2±8.9 2.43 5.5 10.7 330 

7. CHf(O)N(CH3)2 85. 6:!:3· 2 2.63 5.9 11.1 355 

8. c3H7C(O)N(C6H13)2 84.4±12 2.62 5.7 10.4 331 

9. CH3C(O)N(C4H9)2 127±19 2.86 6.0 10.4 367 

10. c3H7C(O)N(c4H9)2 68.6±4-8 2.50 5.7 10.7 334 

11. C 4H9C(O)N(C il9) 2 78.7±7-7 2.58 5.7 10.4 335 

12. c7H15c(O)N(C4H9)2 103±0.8 2.74 5.7 9.9 337 

·13. c8H17c(O)N(C4H9)2 90.4±2-7 2.66 5.7 10.1 335 

14. c9H19c(O)N(C4H9)2 92.8±7-1 2.68 5.7 10.1 338 

15. TBMA 112.3±13.0 2. 79 5.4 8.8 305 

16. TBAA 197±22.6 3.12 5.9 9.1 354 

17. TBGA 221±19 3.19 5.8 9. 1 347 
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ION-PAIR D ISTRI BUTION OF ORGANI C  COMPOUNDS IN  SOLVENT 

EXTRACTION AN D H IGH-PERFORMANCE L IQU I D  CHROMATOGRAPHY 

Goran  Sch i l l  

Departmen t  o f  Ana lyt i ca l  Pha rmaceut ica l  C hem istry 
U n ivers i ty of U p psa la ,  B i omed i cal  Center  

P .O.  Box 574 
S-751  23 U ppsa la ,  Sweden 

l n  t h e  trr!(l i. t i. o n a L  l i riui rl - l i. 11 u i d  � x l rac t i o 1 1  proc .. '.'durt-! s , o rgan i c  suhs t J nc e s  
;i re  d i. .s t r L h u t ed i n  unc. ha rged f o nn a nd t he l�x L r ;ic t i o11 de�ree ls  regul ;-{ t 1.::d by t h e  
µrupe r t i.es of the o r g ,:1 n i r: �o l ve n t  o r , i f thr> s u b :-; t :-i nc.c '3 :trl� p r o t n l. ytes 1 by p l !  
of  t he aqueous pl1r1 s e .  An i 1npor t�J 11t i. iopro·.,r<-�ment ,)r t h e  E l c x i. h i. l i  ty d rHi 
selec t i v i t y  can he ac h i e ved i f  comp l e x-f o ri:-i i. ng ageats  pa r t i c i p:i t, •s in the 
d i '.-j t r i b1 1 t i on ,�q u i  l i. br i u;n. Th i s  a µ 1 >ro:1 c h ,  f ur t h � rlno r f� ,  i. s the  o n l y  µi)ss i hi l i t y  
'Nhen the compounds a r1'! ch�� r;�ed or� VE.• r y  hyd fl)ph i l i. c .  

lon- p.a l r  e x t r- --tc t i. on i.s a 1oe t hod (or  e ><: t rrtct i on ,1f ion i_c cO,UJHWnds w .i. t h  t he 
a id of -3. complexing age n t  of the o p pos i te cha rge . Th e tech n iq ut.� -..,as used 
al ready in the 1940s fur d e t •� rmi na t i on 1Jf am i n es u s i ng s u l fone ph t ;1 le i n s  ( 1 ) . 
The app roach was .:i t that t i in(':' e:up i. r lca l and s y s t ema t L c  o t ud i -=s  f o r  the 
chdt'<lc t e r i z:i t i o11 cJ f t he S y ti t e,ns by rl e t e rmi n;..i t i on of  d i -, t r i but i.011 p,ir ,1.111e t 8 r s  
we re s :: a r t c�,1 o n l y  in t lw C?a r l y  l 9h0s ( � -.5 ) .  The i '1C: f::!;..tS i n� knol.,il edge of  t h r
parame t e rs t h a t  gove r n  r he i on-pa i. r ri i s t r i bu t i. vn eq u i  l l h r i .1. h a s  s in c.e the:1 bee n  
a nec e s s a ry hackg r.:1u11d  f,) r the succ �s i ;. f u l  d c> veloprn1..::. nt of  ::i. p � l i c:al i.. ,v1s wi th t h i s  
t e c h n i q ue . 

Du r lnn the \;iqc  dec:;..ide th.:..., i.on-pa i r i. ng processes h a ve found ;\ wides p r�..td 
u .se in  mo�tern L i. q u i d  c. hromato,; ra ph y ,  O, ! ld t h ey have proved to be ve ry 1Js t=: f ul i. n 
impro v i ng the f l e x: i hi l i t :,• ;.1nd selec t i vi t y  of ;-;y s t cms f o r  se para t i o n  of both 
a n i o n ic  <1.11d ca t i.vn i.e s ubs t .u1.i_:e s .  Sl�ve r al rev i e ws h a ve ;)e en pub l L she<l on th i ti  
t n p i c. ( G - 1 0) . 

lON-P�[[{ EXTRACTION -- - -----------·- ---- ---

A c h a rged s o l t 1 t e  ! IA+ is <l i s. t r. i. bnted he twecn a pha 5f!. of h i gh po lar i t y 
( aqueous ) and :=1 ph;1se of low ;m l ,.1. r i. t y ( o r3 c1 n i c )  t ogethe r ,.,j th an lon of the 
o p pos i t e cha r.�e , .::i c�)un t P. r  ion ,  x- . The of  i on-p,3 i. r  fo r1:1.J t i ,1r: L.-; usua l l y  
h igh i n  t he � rg;:in lc pb:t -; ,� ;.l nd t he equ i l. i h r ium cc-ut t hen b�  
i L l 1 1 s t r.--\ t :�d h; t h e  :)r , ; 1 ; c • s s : 

( 1 )  

The c x t r ,,ct lon c.011.s t a n t  ex pr�!:; ses  the  c oinbLned e f [ec t o f  the phase 
t ra n s f e r  a nJ t he l o n-pa i. r  fo rmat ion . 

The d i s t r lbut ion r� t i o  of HA+ , OHA, depends , if no s i de reac.t lt.)n8 nccur 1 

the magni tude of the e x t r .1c t ion cons t -'i nt ,  Kex(HA:{) , :ind the conc�11 t r -'il l 0 n  
o f  t h e  coun t e r. i o n ,  x- , i.n th<-:� ; 1queous phase . 

( 2 )  

EXTRACTION CONSTANTS 

The value o f  the e x t r ac t i. 0 n  constrlnt  changes wi t h  till� prope r t i e s  o f  the 
coun t e r  ton a nd t he o rgan ic pha se ( l l ) .  Th i s  5 ives .ctl ,no�t  u n l i mi t ed 
pos s i bi l i t ies  to regula te the d i s t r i but i 1)n  r:it t o .  An il L 1 1s t r;.i t l o n of the wirl t }t 
of var i a t ion  is g iven i n  TA.ble l ,  wli i ch s hov;s t he i n f lu�nce f)f the c ounter i. 0 ,1 
on the e x t r-:1c t ion con s t a n t  of .:-t ca t i. •) r'l i L  compound , t e t r,\bu t y l ammo n l um ,  i n ;\ 
chloroform-wa t e r  sys t em .  

Tab le 1 

Orga nic ph ase : c h l 0 r o fo cm 

Cla s s  

Inorganic 

Carho xylate  

Phe nol.ate 

Sulf:onate 

Sul fate 

" Acid dye " 

Anionic c o,npound ex- ) 

;1ce u 1 t e  
phenylacetate  
3-hyd roxyb�nU>-4 t e
benzoa t e  
s,i l i cylate 

phenolate  
pi. c ra t e  
2 ,  .\-di ni t r o - 1 - na phtho l a t e  

· to luen�-!+ -sul fona t e
n rt phthrt lenie-2-sul f nna t e
,\ nth racenc-2 -sul  f ona t e

1-phenyl propyl s u l fa t e
2 - napht hyl  � < 1 l h t e

met hyl or�nge 
b rom,1thymol blue 
\ 1exani  t rori l phenylami r;te 

PLENARY LECTU R E  

L o g  Kex( HAX) 

-0 . 1  l 
l - 29
l . 3 9
J . /) l
3 . 4 8

- 2 .  l 
o .  27 

- 1 .  54 
o .  39 
2 .  4 2  

0 . 0 5  
5 .  9 1  
6 . 1, 5  

2 - 3 3  
J .  4 'i
5 .  1 1

4 . 2 0 
4 . 9 0  

"> . 4  7 
8 . () 
9 . 6  

I on-pai r  ext rac t i on has been s t ud i ed sys t emat ical l y  fo r almos t two 
decade s ,  but the number of s y s t ems that have been i. nvest lgat ed in  d e ta il  i s  
f a i r l y  l i m i t ed . Gene raliza t lon  o f  t h e  obse r va t ions i s  d i f fi cu l t  d u e  to t h e  f a c t  
tha t t he st rength of the bi nd ing wl thin  t he i on pa i r  d e pe nds both on t he 
s t ruc t ure of the ions and on the prope r t l e s  of the nonpo l a r  phase ( 1 1 ) . 
Pred ic t i o n  syst ems s im i l ar to t ho se us ed f o r  uncha rged mol e cul es have so f a r  
n o t  been des igned , a n d  conclus ions about the relat ionships  be t ween  s t ruc·t ures 
a nd c on s t an t s  mus t ,  in  mo s t  cases , he ke pt on a q ua l i tat ive leve l .  Some 
exampl e s  are given be low. 

W i t h i n  homologous ser i es of  anionic o r  ca t Lonie compound s ,  l og Kex 
i nc reases by 0 . 5  - 0 . 6  uni t s  wi t h  the add i t i o n  of  one Ctt2 . The nat ure  o f  the 
i o n i zed group has a considerable l n f l uence on the d i s t r ibution prope r t i es of  
t he i o n  pa i r .  The ex t r ac ti on cons tant o f  o rgan ic an io ns �! t h  t he same content  
o f  alkyl or aryl carbons ( and no other po l a r  g roups) inc reases l n  the orde r 
carboxylate  < s ,1l fonate ( s u l fa t e ,  whi le t he e, x t ra c t ion cons tant of ion pai r s  
o f  alkylammoniwn i o n s  wi th hyd r ogen-accept ing anions usua l l y  i nc re:,ses in the 
order q ua t e rnary ( pr i mary  ( secondary ( ter t ia r y ,  when CHC1 3 o r  CH2Cl 2are
used as ext ract  \ ng solvents . The ord e r  may change i n  hydr ogen-acce pt ing 
s o l ve n t s  as sho�'fl in Figure 1 ( 1 2 )  Wi th et hyl ace tate and met hyl i so bu t yl ke tone 
t he r e  l s  a conside rabfe-J.;-c rease in Kex f o r  the t e r t  Lary and qua ternary
ammonium i.ons wh i le the cons tant of  the secondary ammonium ion remains almos t 
unchanged owing to l t s  h i gher ab il i ty to fo rm hydrogen bonds wi th t he 
hydrogen-accept ing  solve n t s . The non-hydrogen- bonding coun t e r  Lon pe rchlorate  
in "..:�U..� -� g ives a d evia t i ng ext rnct lon pat tern . 

' li g h l y  hyd roph i l ic subs t i t uents ,  such as hyd roxyl l c ,  ca rboxy l i c  and ami no 
!l roup s ,  dec rease the extrac t .L on cons ta n t  by 1 - 2 l og uni t s  when the  o rgan ic 
phase ls  ch l o ro form o r  a similar so l ven t .  The decre ,is e  can be cons iderably 
sma l l e r  when t he o rgan lc phase i s  s trong ly hydrogen-bondi ng , e . g .  pent imol . 

The ext rac t i on of ion pal. rs can be i n f l uenced by d i f fe r e nt ki nds of 
s e co nd a ry equi l i b ri a .  Some of these processes , such as protolys i s  in the 
aqueous pha se and c ompl ex forma t ion i n  t he o rgan i c  phase c an be regul a t ed by an 
external age n t . Other secondary equil l bria such as assoc iat ion or d i s soc i a t ion 
in the  o rganic pha s e ,  which only comprl se the e x:t racted c ompou nd , have an 
i n f l ue nce that changes wi th the concent rr1t lon  o f  t he compound . Processes of 
t h l s  kl nd might l im l t  the use of t he ex t r ac tion  p ro cesses but d l st ur ba nc es can 
o f ten be avo ided by a prope r choice of condi t ions . 

\./hen an i on pa i r  extrac t ion  p rocess i.s i n f luenced by side-reactions it i s  
c1nvenient  to e x p r e s s  t h e  eq u i l l br i um by a c ondi t ional eq u i l i b rium constant
Ke x '  de f l ned by : 

( 3 ) Kex( HAX) = Kex ( HAX) 
<,t HAX 

The pt -coe f f i c ie n t s  co<npensate for  the add i t ional eq u i l i brium processes . 

Dl SSOC .IATION _OF _AN __ ION PAIR IN THE ORGANIC PHASE 

Th e ion pa l r  is  an asso c i a t lon complex  and l ts stabi l i t y  depends on the 
na ture of the b ind i ng forces be t ween t he ions a nd the dielectr ic pro pe rt i es o f  
t h e  sol ven t .  The i n f luence of  t h e  d i ssoc i a t i o n  o f  HAX can b e  expressed b y  the 
d i ssor: l a t lon cons tan t :  

( 4 )  K d i s s ( HAX ) 

wh lch co •ub lned w i t h  equa.ti on ( 3) g l ve s :  

( 5 ) Kex( HAX )  

The dlsso(: i ::1. t i o n  co nstan t s  i nc rease w i th increa s i ng d i e lec t r ic constant o f  
t:he o rganic phase when. t h e  b i nding fo r ces are  ma inly o f  e l e c t r o s t a t i c  
char ::f.ct e r .  Some examples are g iven i n  Tab l e  2 .  

Ion-pair dissoc i a t ion i n  the organ ic phase can > as lndi.c:ated by equation  
( 5) , he ut i l i zed for  improvement of t he extract lon in the  low c oncent ra t ion
range ( l 1 ,  U ) . The extract lon  o f  the cou� t e r  ion wi th other sample ions migh t ,
howeve r ,  partly suppress t he d i  ssoc l ,i  t ion and l imit the inc rcease o f  t he 
<l l s t r l but lon rat i o .  An example is given in Figure 2 which shows the extrac t io n
o f  a hyd ropho b l c  q ua t e rnary ammonium compo u�(N�m.;-t hylamit rlp tyl i ne )  a s
d lhydrogenphos phate ion pa i r  wi th 1 - p e n t a n o l  .,s ex t ract ing solvent . The 
s1 1ppre s s i 11.g e f f e c t  inc reases 'tNith  decre .=1 .S i ng pH due to the h igher e x t raction o f
phos pho r i c  acid ( 1 4 ) . 

�easures mu.c;t .:tl·..,iays be taken to stab l l ize t he il1n-pa i r  d i ssoc i a t i o n  i n  
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Organic 
sol vent 

Dielectr, 
const. 

I_able _2 

Choline 

Cation 

log -log log 

Trimethylethyl
ammonium 

Kex(HAX) Kdiss( HAX) Kex(HAX) 
-log 
Kdiss(HAX) 

l-Pentanol 

Methylisobutyl 
ketone 

Ethyl acetate 

13.9 

13. l 

6.0 

1. 19 

0.98 

0.69 

3.02 

3.28 

5.68 

1.24 

0.64 

Q.45 

2. 76 

3, 17 

5. 27 

ion-pair liquid chromatography where it is imperative that the distribution 
ratio of the analyte is independent of its concentration. 

DIMERIZATION OF AN ION PAIR IN THE ORGANIC PHASE 

Ion pairs might in the organic phase form higher aggregates (dimers, 
tetramers, etc.), which results in an increase of the conditional extraction 
constant. The dimerization constant 

(6) 
I H2A2 X2 lorg 

[HAX:] �rg 

combined with equation (3) gives: 

( 7) 

Ion pairs of quaternary alkylammonium ions with halides, sulfonates or picrate 
have in chloroform dimerization constants of 10 to 102 , while the ion pairs of 
these anions with primary and secondary ammonium ions have K

2(HAX) 
s 103 - 104 

(11). Th� higher dimerization tendency of the latter kind of ion pairs might be 
due to their hydrogen-donating ability. 

ION-PAIR FORMATION IN THE AQUEOUS PHASE 

Ion-pair formation might also occur in the aqueous phase, but the tendency 
is, as a rule, rather low owing to the high Melectric constant of the medium, 

Introduction of the ion-pair formation constant: 

(8) 
(HAX] 

gives the following expression for the conditional constant: 

* 

(9) Kex( HAX) 
(l + Ka(HAX) ' [X-]) ' (l + Ka(HAX) . [HA+]) 

Ion-pair formation studies presented ln the literature have shown that 
small organlc ions as a rule have Ka< 10, which means that ion-pair formation 
hardly has a significant effect on the distribution at an ion concentration 
lower than 0.01 M. 

A considerably higher tendency to ion-pair formation in aqueous solution 
has been observed between certain hydrophobic components such as anions of blle 
acids and symmetrical quaternary alkylammonium ions. The ion-pair formation 
constant increases strongly with the alkyl content of the cation which 
lndic,ites a significant hydrophobic interaction (15). 

MECHANISM OF ION-PAIR EXTRACTION 

Ion-pair extr,iction has so far been described by an equilibrium expression 
that only gives the starting material and the end product, The process 
includes, however, at least two steps: the transfer between the two liquid 
phases and the form,ition of the ion pair, Mechanistic features of the 
extraction process such as the site for the formation of ion pairs cannot be 
elucidated by constants for the ion-pair formation or dissociation since they 
will Ulustrate prevailing equilibria in the system only. A better 
understanding of the ion-pair extraction can be achieved by measurements of the 
transfer rate for the Lon-pair components between the phases. 

It has been observed that the transfer rates from the aqueous into the 
organic phase can be at least about 100 times higher when the degree of ion 
pair format ion ls low than when it is high. The fact that a low degree of 
ion-pair formation increases the tr,insfer rate indicates that the extraction 
process comprises a fast transfer of the ions to the organic phase and a slower 
ion-pair formation in test phase. The process can be described by the model 
given in Figur_"._2_ (16,17). 

The studies behind this model have been made with a quaternary ammonium 
compound and bromide as ion pair components using methylene chloride as organic 
phase. The validity of the model for other kinds of ions and organic phases has 
so far not been tested. 

COMPLEX FORMAT ION lN THE_ ORGANIC PHASE 

A systematic change of the rlistrlbutlon ratlo can be achieved by combining 
the partition pr.oce�s i..;rlth ,1 co'llplex�tlnn to a hytirophoblc agent in the organic 

phase. 
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When a cat ionic compound, HA+, is extracted with a counter ion, x-, in the 
aqueous phase and an uncharged complexing agent, S, in the organic _phase, ion
pair complexes are formed in the organic phase as illustrated by: 

(10) HAX ,Sn,org (equil. canst.: Ku) 

If HAX.Sn dominates in the organic phase, the distribution ratio of HA+ is 
given by: 

(11) 

DHA can then be regulated by the nature and concentration of both S and x-. 

The influence of complexation on ion-pair extractions has been studied in 
numerous cases, mainly with lipophillc alcohols as complexing agen:s (cf. (11, 
18, 19)). 

A high extraction selectivity can be obtained by use of structure
specific adduct-forming agents such as cyclic polyethers (crown ethers). 
Dibenzo-18-crown-6 gives highly stable l: 1-complexes with ion pairs containing 
primary ammonium ions, while ammonium ions with a higher degree of substitution 
have rather small complex constants. The effect is illustrated in Figure 4. Two 
cations, octylammoniun and trlmethylnonylammonium, are extracted i� 
chloroform as ion pairs with salicylate. Addition of the crown ether gives a 
large increase of the distribution ratio of the primary ammonlLID ion pair while 
the distribution of the quaternary ammonium ion pair is affected to a much 
smaller extent (20). 

EXTRACTION �F HYDROPHILIC IONS 

Hydrophilic organic ions are di fflcult to extract into an organic phase of 
low polarity, and highly hydrophobic counter ions have to be used to get sn 
extraction constant of suf ficlent magnitude. However, the possibilities of 
increasing the degree of extraction by use of highly hydrophobic counter ions 
are limited since the available concentration of the counter ion in the aqueous 
phase decreases when its hydrophobic character increases, owing to decreasing 
solubl lity. A highly hydrophobic counter ion ls also prone to be extracted as 
ion pair with other hydrophilic components in the aqueous phase (e.g. buffer 
Lons). 

A more efficient way of increasing the extraction of a hydrophilic ion is 
to use protolytic, hydrophobic agents that can act both as counter ions and 
complex-forming agents. The principle is demonstrated in the following example 
where HA+ represents the hydrophilic ion and 'HX the hydrophobic extracting 
agent. 

(12) HA+ 
+ nHX aq org HAX.(HX)n-l,org + n+ 

aq 

If this ion-pair complex dominates in the organic phase, the distribution 
ratio is given by: 

Kex( HAX) • Kn-1 ' [ HX] �rg K� 
(13) ------------------

Ko(HX) is the distribution constant of HX, KHX its acid dissociation constant, 
while Ku-l is the formation constant of the complex between the ion pair and 
the extracting agent in uncharged form (21-23). 

Alkylphospl10ric acids, such as bis-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (-HDEHP), 
are typical examples of powerful, protolytic extractants which can be used for 
the extraction of aminoalcohols and aminophenols of low molecular weight. In 
the optimum pH-range, and with a HDEHP concentration of O. 1 M, ion-pair 
complexes containing one anion and two uncharged molecules of HDEHP are 
extracted. This means that groups containing in all 48 alkyl carbons are 
coupled to the cation and this permits a quantitative extraction into 
chloroform of such hydrophilic compounds as adrenaline, synephrine and 
isoproterenol (24 ,25). 

ION-PAIR EXTRACTION AS MEANS FOR PHOTOMETRIC OR FLUORIMETRIC QUANTITATION 

Organ le ions without inherent light-absorbing or fluorescent properties 
can be quantified by fluorimetry or photometry after extraction as 'ion pairs 
with counter ions with suitable optical properties, The method, which can be 
applied to anionic as well as cation compounds, requires a thorough knowledge 
of the distribution properties of the ion-pair components. 

The determination of an alkylammonium ion, HA+ , as ion pair with a 
UV-absorbing, aprotic counter ion, Y-, can be used as an illustration. The 
extraction ratio of HA+ as ion pair with Y-, DHAY• is given by: 

( 14) K ex(HAY) 

DHAY � 100 is required for a quantitative determination when the phase volumes 
are equal. The yield will decrease with increasing pH when 
a

tt+ ,c; 100 . KttA • ( 1 + Ko(A)) but this can be compensated for by using a more 
hydrophobic counter ion or a higher counter ion conce.ntratlon. 

Reagents suitable for determination of organic cations are presented in 
Table 1 (26-28). A pure reagent ls a pre-requisite for good results: the 
reagents are used in high excess and even a low degree of impurity can give 
serious errors. 
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Reagents_for_ quantit_ation uf cations by ion-pair extrac· •on 

Organic phase: chloroform or methylene chloride 

Reagent 

Dipicrylamine 

Bromothymol blue 

Picric acid 

Methylorange 

Dime thoxyanthacene-
2-sul fonic acid 

Anthracene-2-
sulfonic acid 

Naphthalene-2-
sulfonic acid 

ION-PAIR CHROMATOGRAPHY 

Quant ltat ion 
technique 

photometry 

fluorimetry 
photometry 

fluorimetry 
photometry 

photometry 

pH 

11-14 

7. 5-11 

6. 5-12 

2-13 

2-13 

1-13 

1-13 

Minimum alkyl- Sensitivity 
ammonium ion (mol/L) 

10-6 

10-6 

11 1.5 10-5 

14 10-5 

14 10-8 

10-6 

15 10-8 

10-6 

18 10-5 

The ion-pair distribution technique is applicable to both liquid-liquid 
and liquid-solid chromatography. The distribution of the charged analyte 
between the mobile and the stationary phase, which decides its retention, is in 
principle governed by the same means as in liquid-liquid extraction, but 
different approaches must be used when the solid phase acts as adsorbent and as 
support for a liquid stationary phase (29-33). 

Ion-pair chromatography is normally performed in the high-performance mode 
with a solid phase of porous particles with a low mean ·diameter (5 or 10 
fum). The particles are usually made from silica, which is a strong 
adsorbent for hydrophilic compounds. Hydrophobic sol id phases are obtained by 
reacting the silica with alkyl or aryl silanes. A liquid stationary phase can 
usually be applied by injecting small amounts until the support is saturated, 
i.e. the pores are filled. 

LIQUID-LIQUID SYSTEMS 

The design of typical liquid-liquid systems and the methods for control of 
the capacity ratio is outlined in Table 4. Changes of the distribution ratio 
can be made both by the counter ion and by the polar solvent component in the 
organic phase, which gives an almost unlimited number of possibilities to 
regulation of the capacity ratio. It must be emphasized that the systems can be 
used both in the straight phase mode, i.e. with an aqueous stationary phase, 
and in the reversed phase mode with an organic solvent as the stationary phase. 
In the straight phase systems, the sample ion migrates as an ion pair, in the 
reversed phase systems it ls reta.lned as an ion pair. 

Table 4 

.!:'.i_g_uid-liq.':'cid ion-pair chromatography:_regulation of capacity E_atio (k.') 

Analyte: HA+ 

Phase 

Organic 

Aqueous 

Vs tat (CHA )sta t 

Compos l tion 

polar agent ( S) in 
nonpolar solvent (L) 

counter ion (X-) 
in buffer 

L and S slightly soluble in water 

Binding to organ le phase 
is increased by 

increasing content 
and polarity of S 

increasing content and 
hydrophobicity of X-

In reversed phase systems, the organic stationary phase ls coated on a 
hydrophobic adsorbent. The demands for long-term stability makes the choice of 
organic liquid rather limited, but hydrogen-bonding solvents such as higher 
alcohols and nitrlles have shown suitable properties (34,35). Highly hydro
philic samples will in 1-pentanol-water systems get a rather low retention even 
in the presence of a counter ion of high hydrophobicity. The strongly 
hydrogen-bonding trlbutylphosphate ls often suitable as liquid stationary phase 
in such cases and gives stable systems with high selectivity for e.g. 
catecholamines (36). 

In straight phase systems, the stationary phase ls aqueous, coated on a 
hydrophilic adsorbent. The choice of organic phase is very free and mainly 
limited by the fact that lt should have a low solubility in the aqueous phase. 
The retention can often be regulated by a change of the content of a polar 
component in the eluent as demonstrated in Figure 5 (37). The solutes are 
amines with different degrees of substltution;-wl,rch migrate with the mobile 
organic phase as ion pairs with the counter ion, naphthalefle-2-sulfonate, 
applied in the stationary aqueous phase. The mobile phase is a mixture of 
chloroform and 1-pentanol and the retention decreases with lnc;easing content 
of the polar component, _1-pentanol. The relation between log k and log of the 
pentanol concentration ls l lneiir, and the slope of the line increases with 
inc re.:is lng degree of subs ti tut ton at the am i.no group, which ineans that the 

separation selectivity changes with the pentanol content. 
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A further improvement of the separation selectivity might be possible in 
systems where the samples can migrate both as ion pairs and in uncharged form, 
When a weak acid, HX, migrates in a system with an organic liquid as stationary 

phase and a buffered solution of a quaternary ammonium ion, Q+ , as the mobile 
phase, its capacity ratio, k�x, is given by: 

(15) k�x Vs [ HX] org +[ QX) org 
-----------

KHx and Ko( HX) are the acid dissociation constant and the distribution ratio of 

the acid. The change of k' with pH is highly specific for each acid since it 
depends on properties that are related to the structure (38). 

LIQUID-SOLID , _ 

Liquid-solid ion-pair chromatography is so far mainly performed with solid 
phases of surface-modified silica carrying alkyl or aryl groups that act as 
hydrophobic adsorbents. 

One of the major differences between a liquid-liquid and a liquid-solid 
system concerns the capacity of the retaining phase. ln a liquid-liquid system 
it can usually be assumed that the capacity of the stationary liquid phase ls 
unlimited and no change of its properties will occur during a normal 
chromatographic run. The adsorbing stationary phase in a liquid-solid system 
has, on the other hand, a limited capacity and this will have influence both on 
the separating efficiency of the system and on the methods for regulation of 
the retention. 

The liquid-solid systems with hydrophobic solid phase and aqueous eluent 
are highly suitable for separation of charged compounds by ion-psi r 
distribution technique. Models for the retention can be based on the following 
principles. 

l. When solute ions are transferred to the solid phase, electroneutrality is 
maintained by a simultaneous transfer of a counter ion or displacement of an 
ion of the same charge. 

Ionic solutes and ionic components in the eluent compete for the limited 
number of binding sites on the adsorbing surface. 

The princl ',les are summarized in the following expressio.n for the capacity 
ratio of a solute, HA+ . The ionic components in the eiuent are x- and Q+, and 
the solute occupies a very small fraction of the binding capacity. 

(16) log k� 

This simplified expression is based on the assumption that the adsorbent 
has a homogenous surface. KHA)( and KQX are the extraction constants of HA+ and 

Q+ as ion pairs with x-, defined in analogy with equation (1). q is the phase 
volume ratio: g of adsorbent /mL of mobile phase in the column. The influence 
of uncharged compounds is omitted to simplify the equation. K0 is the capacity 
of the adsorbent (moles/g). 

The capacity ratio increases wl th increasing extraction constant of the 
solute and increasing counter ion concentration, in agreement with the general 
principles for ion-pair chromatography. The adsorption of the solute is 
counteracted by the adsorption of ionic eluent components with the same charge, 

in the present case represented by [ Q ] . Uncharged components in the eluent can 
have an analogous influence. The consequence of this relationship is 
illustrated in !!sure 6 which shows the effect of a change of the counter ion 
concentration. The solutes are anions of carboxylic acids and the competing 
component in the mobile phase is dihydrogenphosphate ion. Increase of the 
concentration of the counter ion, tetr:abutylammonium, influences the adsorption 
of both sample and competing ion, which results in a curved relationship. 

The liquid-solid systems are also suitable for separation of polyvalent, 
organic ions and efficient separations can be perfor11.ed of substances of widely 
varying charge. An example is given in Figure 7 which shows a separation of a 
series of oligonucleotides with charges of -1 to -4 with tetramethylammonium as 
counter ion (39). 

EFFECTS OF COMPETING IONS IN LIQUID-SOLID SYSTEMS 

The means commonly used for regulation of the retention are summarized in 
Table 5, One of the parameters for regulation of k' is of particular 
importance: the competing ion [Q+ ) which has an effect that is specific for the 
liquid solid systems. 

Table 5 

Liquid-solid ion-pair chromatography: reliulation of k' 

Sample: HA+ 

Adsorbent 

Non polar 

Mobile phase 

counter ion (X- ) and 
competing ion (Q+) 
in aqueous buffer 
containing a polar 
organic solvent ( S) 

k' is increased by 

l. increasing content and 
hydrophobicity of x-

2. decreasing content and 
hydrophobicity of Q+ 

3. decreasing content of S 
4. increasing hydrophobicity 

of adsorbent 

The competing effect can be utilized not only for regulation of the 
retention but also for change of the separation selectivity when the sample 
components are affected to a different extent by the competing agent. Of even 
higher importance is, however, its use for improvement of the separation 
efficiency as demonstrated in Figure 8. Hydrophobic ions do not show good 
chromatographic behaviour in simple ion pair system with hydrophobic solid 
phase and aqueous mobile phase. The retention is very high and the peaks tail 
strongly. This incidates an overloading of the system, i.e. the amount of 
adsorbed ion pair is too large compared with the capacity of the adsorbent, 
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which gives ri-se to changes of k' with the concentration of the sample, The 
problem can he solved by adding a strongly ccmpeting ion, dimethyloctyl
ammonium, to the mobile phase. It decreases the bindlng of the sample ion pair 
to the adsorhent, and good peak symmetry ls achieved. 

AMPLIFICATION_ OF DETECTION 

One of the advantages of ion-pair chromatography is the considerable 
increase of the detector response that can be obtained_ by a proper choice of 
counter ion. The method has so far mainly heen applied to photometric detectors 
where the ion-pair chromatographic technique offers posslbil ltles to a high 
detector response even for non-UV-absorbing compounds by using a counter ion of 
high molar absorptivlty at the measuring wavelength. 

When the method is used in straight phase systems, an aqueous solution of 
the detectable counter ion is applied as stationary phase on a hydrophilic 
support. A sample ion migrates with the organic mobile phase as an Lon pair and 
detector response ls obtained o.ri.ng to the detectable properties of the counter 
ion. Amines, amino acids and di peptides have been determined by this technique 
in amounts do"'n to 0,1 nmoles with naphthalene-z�sulfonate as counter ion and 
silica as support (37 ,40). 

For detect Lon of non UV-absorbing anions it is advantageous to use a 
quaternary ammonium compound as counter ion, since its charge is independent of 
pH. Silica is unsuitable as support for the stationary aqueous phase due to its 
strong interaction with quaternary ammonium ions, but a system with good 
properties can be obtained if a surface-modified silica carrying alkanedlol 
chains is used as support. With the highly UV-absorbing N,N-dimethylpro
triptyline as counter ion it is possible to detect down to· 0,03 nmoles of 
different kinds of anions such as halogenldes, alkylsulfonates, alkylsulfates 
and carbo,cylates ( 41). 

Reversed-phase systems that enable detection and quantlftcation of 
nanogram amounts of non-UV-absorbing charged and uncharged compounds by UV 
detection have also been developed (42-45). The mobile phase is a buffered 
solution of a highly UV-absorbing or fluorescent ion, while hydrophobized 
microparticulate silica is used as stationary phase. Injection of samples in 
the system gives rise to two kinds of migrating zones: one zone for each of the 
sample components and one zone that is charateristic for the chromatographic 
system. 

Solutes give rise to positive or negative peaks depending on their charge 
and retention relative to the detectable ion. The response ls independent of 
the nature and concentration of other sample components. Quant lf icat ions can be 
based on height or area of the peaks independent of their direction. The 
highest sensitivity is obtained when the solute and the detectable ion have 
approdmately equal retention. Systems have been developed that enable 
detection of compounds of widely different hydrophobicity, uncharged substances 
as well as organic and inorganic ions. It is possible to quantify do"° to 20 
nmoles of charged compounds while the response for uncharged substancP.:S seems 

to be somewhat lower. 

SEP�RATION OF_ ENANTIOMERIC IONS 

Enantiomers can be resolved by distribution as ion pairs in liquid-liquid 
systems with an optically active complexi11g agent in the mobile phase. Cram and 
co-workers have developed e,ccellent methods for primary amines and esters of 
amino acids with ..:rown compounds as complexing agents (46-49), while Prelog et 

al. (50) have used esters of tartaric acid as compledng agent for separation 
of" -aminoalcohols. 

The resolution of enant lomeric ions can also be based on chromatographic 
separation of diastereomeric ion pairs formed with a chiral counter ion 
(51 ,52). The counter ion is dissolved in an organic mobile phase of low 
polarity and the diastereomeric ion pairs are separated using a conventional 
( non-chi ca 1) adsorbing phase. 

Chiral amines have been used for the separation of enantiomers of acids. 
With (-)-quinine as counter ions it is possible to separnte enantlomers of 
carboxylic acids such as 2-phenoxyacetic acid and tropic acid with separation 
factors of 1.3 - 1.6. Enantiomeric aminoalcohols can be resolved with 

(+)-10-camphorsulfonic acid as chirnl counter ion. By use of a detectable 
counter ion, it is possible to follow the separation process for compounds 
without inherent detectable properties, An e,cample is given in Figu��-
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NON-CHELATING OXIMES IN THE SOLVENT 

EXTRACTION OF BASE METALS 

John S. Preston 

Council for Mineral Technology 
Randburg, Transvaal 
Tranvaal, South Africa 

The corrmercial use of chelating oximes. such as aliphatic or aromatic 
hydroxyox imes. in the solvent extraction of meta 1 s such as copper, nick.el and 
coba 1t is now we 11 es tab l i shed. A considerable amount of research, both of 
practical and fundamental nature, has been carried out with such extractants. 
In contrast, simple oximes containing no other functional group (non-chelating 
oximes) do not appear to have received consideration as pptential extractants 
for base metals. 

In a recent study of the solvent extraction of cobalt and nickel by organo 
-phosphorus acids (1), we noted certain differences in the nature of the 
extracted complexes that suggested that interesting synergistic effects might 
occur in the presence of nitrogen-donor additives such as non-chelating oximes. 
We found that the nonnal selectivity of organophosphoric acids such as D2EHPA 
for cobalt over nickel was reversed in the presence of simple aldoximes (e.g., 
octanal oxime}, thereby presenting the possibility of developing a new type of 
nickel-selective extraction system. We have now extended our work to the 
investigation of the use of non-chelating oximes in conjunction with acidic 
extractants of various types for the separation of base metals. 

ORGANOPHOSPHORUS AC IO SYSTEMS 

The pHo 5 values for extraction of nickel and cobalt by some organo
phosphorus aC,ds and by their mixtures with non-chelating aldoximes are shown 
in Table 1. The synergistic effects obtained are greater for nickel than for 
cobalt in all cases. With the exception of the phosphinic acid extractant 
(which shows a high selectivity for cobalt in the absence of oxime}, the mixed 
extractant systems display selectivity for nickel over cabal t, although the 
selectivities are not great enough to be of practical use for the separation of 
these metals. 

The data for the extraction of various base metals by mixtures of D2EHPA 
and 2-ethylhexanal oxime (EHO), shown in Table 2, reveal that marked synergis
tic effects are found for divalent (but not for trivalent) transition metals. 
Whereas the O!der of extraction of the divalent metals by D2EHPA alone: 

Zn > Cr > Cu, Mn > Fe > Co > V, Ni 

clearly reflects the ease with which the metal ions adopt a tetrahedral con
figuration, the magnitude of the synergistic effect produced by the addition of 
EHO: 

Zn < Cr < Mn < Fe < Co < Cu < < Ni 

represents (with the exception of Cr2+) the order of increasing ligand-field 
stabilization of the octahedral complexes over the corresponding tetrahedral 
species. The complexes of copper, cobalt and nickel extracted by mixtures of 
organophosphoric acids (H2A2) and non-chelating oximes (B) have the com
positions Cu(HA2)2B2, Co(HA2)2B2 and NiA(HA2)B3, respectively (3). 

The absence of synergistic effects with ions such as ca2+, Mg2+ and t-JH4
+ 

can be ma·de use of to minimize the problems caused by the co-extraction of 
these ions when D2EHPA alone is used for the recovery of nickel, for example. 
� shows the extraction curves for these species using 02EHPA in the 
a6senceand in the presence of EHO. Use of the mixed reagent permits extrac
tion of nickel in a pH region in which co-extraction of calcium.magnesium and 
arrmonium ions is minimal {4). 

CARBOXYLIC ACID SYSTEMS 

Carboxylic acids, in contrast to organophosphorus acids, show some 
selectivity for nickel over cobalt (up to about 0.2 pH units). ;igfre i shows 
that in the presence of non-chelating aldoximes much improved se ec 1v1 ies 
are obtained. Variation of the nature of the carboxylic acid component per
mits metal extraction under a wide range of conditions (5), and useful prac
tical separations of nickel from cobalt can be effected (6). 

Data for the extraction of various base metals by the aliphatic car-
boxyl ic acid, versatic 10, and by its mixtures with octanal oxime (CAO) and 
with 2-ethylhexanal oxime (EHO} are shown in Table 3. The large synergistic 
effects obtained for nickel and cobalt. in contrast to the much smaller 
effects for metals such as manganese and zinc, reflect the relative con
tributions of the ligand-field stabilization energies for the octahedral com
plexes of the different metals. The nickel and cobalt complexes extracted by 
mixtures of carboxylic acids.(H2A2) and non-chelating aldoximes (B) have the 
compositions NiAzB4 and CoA2B4, respectively (5). The anomalously small 
synergistic effects observed for copper probably result from the characteristic 
dimeric structure of the copper carboxylate complex (7), which is nOt broken 
down in the presence of moderate amounts of oxime. Limited synergism can 
arise by replacement of the two axially coordinated water (or other solvent) 
molecules of the dimer. 

It is interesting to note that the mixed-extractant systems described 
here do not suffer from the disadvantage of slow rates of extraction of nickel 
observed with previously reported systems based on mixtures of carboxyl ic 
acids and corrrnercial chelating hydroxyoximes (8,9). Further, the fonnation of 
intractable cobalt(III) complexes that is characteristic of mixtures con
taining chelating oximes (9) does not occur when the latter are replaced by 
non-chelating oximes. 

In addition to the selectivity of these mixtures for nickel over cobalt 
noted above, the selectivity for nickel and cobalt over manganese (Table 3) 
may be of interest. However, although the mixed extractants bring about a 
reversal of the nonnal selectivity of the carboxyl ic acids for zinc over 
cadmium, we were unable to obtain selectivities of greater than 0.34 pH units 
under the various conditions examined (Table 4). 

SULPHON!C ACID SYSTEMS 

Sul phonic acids, such as dinonylnaphthalene sulphonic acid (DNNS), extract 
nickel and cabal t under strongly acidic conditions. but no separation of the 
metals can be obtained. In the presence of non-chelating aldoximes, small 
selectivities for nickel over cobalt are observed (C.15 to 0.35 pH units), and 
slight depressions of extraction relative to the sulphonic acid alone are 
obtained (Figu? 3). This depression of extraction is undoubtedly due to a 
strong interac 10n between the components of the extraction mixture, which is 
only partly counteracted by the interaction between the oxime and the metal 
sulphonate. This is confinned by the observation that the addition of non
chelating oximes of the ketoxime type, which coordinate only weakly to metal 
ions on account of steric constraints (3, 5) but which nevertheless can inter
act strongly with the free sulphonic acid, causes very marked depressions of 
metal extraction (Figure 3) 

Interestingly, the addition of non-chelating oximes to sulphonic acid 
reagents considerably improves the phase-separation characteristics of the 
system, solutions containing sulphonic acids alone show a marked tendency 
toward fonnation of emulsions. Similar beneficial effects were found with 
those carboxync acids that tend to give poor phase separations (5), and with 
those organophosphoric acids that tend to give rise to third-phase fonnation 
(3). 

OTHER EXTRACTANT SYSTEMS 

Under certain conditions, non-chelating oximes are able to extract metals 
such as nickel and copper in the absence of any auxiliary extractant. Thus, 
at pH values close to those which cause the precipitation of the metal 
hydroxides (pH 3.5 to 4.0 for copper, and pH 6.5 to 7 .5 for nickel) these 
metals can be extracted from nitrate media by, for example, solutions· of iso
decanal oxime (100) in xylene. Nickel is extracted as a dark blue complex, 
which gradually assumes a purple colour on standing. Copper is extracted as 
an emerald green complex, which forms very slowly under conditions close to 
equilibrium. The addition of phenolic compounds produces a synergistic effect, 
the magnitucte of which increases with increasing acidity of the phenol 
(Figure 4). 

In the presence of chloride ions. copper can be extracted by non-chelating 
aldoximes - even from quite acidic solutions - as a bright blue c001plex 1 for 
which slope analysis data suggest the formulation CuC12e4. 

Extraction of this type of complex is rapid and is not pH-dependent. 
Stripping can be effected by contact with aqueous phases low in chloride 
(Figure 5). 
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Table I. Extraction of nickel and cobalt by mixtures 
(0.5M) and EHO (0.5M) in xylene at 20° C 

of organophosphorus acids 

Organophosphorus acid pH0.5 6pH0.5 
a 

Ni Co Co-Ni Ni Co 
PhosphoPia aoids 
Oi ( 2-ethyl hexyl) 1.58 1.99 0.41 2.53 1.69 
Oi ( 4-octylphenyl) b 0.42 0.79 0.37 2.21 I. 74 
Mono( 2-ethyl hexyl) 1.05 1.50 0.45 
Phosphonfo aoids 
2-Ethyl hexyl 

2-ethyl hexyl phosphona te 3 .06 3 .25 0.19 2.06 0.65 
Phosphinio aoids 
Dicyclohexyl 4 .58 4.22 -0.36 0.62 0.00 

Initial aqueous phases contained O.lM metal nitrate in I.OM NH4No3 a6pH0_5 = pH0_5 (acid plus oxime) - pH0_5 (acid alone) 
b
!�i;

a
�i��

n
0�;t/i��:e�:�:� �!�;:tes in 0.5M NaN03 by O.lM organophosphoruc; 
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Table 2. Extraction of base metals by D 2EHPA (0.5M) and by mixtures 
of 0 2EHPA (0.5M) and EHO (0.5M) in xylene at 20°c 

Metal ion D2EHPA D2EHPA plus EHO apHO. 5 
pH0.5 pH0.5 

Cu + 
2 .90 1.05 1.85 

11/• 4 .1 2 1.60 2 .52 

Co 2+ 3. 70 2 .00 1.70 
Fe2+ 3 .56 2.10 1.46 
Mn2+ 

2.82 2.02 0.80 
Cr2+ 2.15 1.47 0.68 
v 2• 4 .15 2 .25 1.90 
Mg2+ 

3.81 3 .69 0.12 

Ca2+ 
2.85 2.97 -0.12 

zn2• 1.42 1.58 -0.16 
Fe3+ -0 .32 -0 .40 0.08 
Cr3+ 3.12 2 .98 0.14 
Al3+ 1.53 1.51 0.02 

Initial aqueou� phases contained O.lM metal nitrate in l.OM NH4No3, except for 
cr2• and v2+, which were present as O. lM sulphates in O. 33M Na

2
so4 

Table 3. Extraction of base metals by versatic acid (0.5M) and by mixtures 
of versatic acid (0.5M) with non-chelating aldoximes (0.5M) in 
xylene at 20°c 

Metal ion Versa tic Versatic plus CAO Versatic plus EHO 
pH0.5 pH0.5 •pH0.5 pH0.5 tpHO .5 

Ni 6 .34 4 .07 2.27 4 .45 1.89 
cc

2+ 6.55 5.02 1.53 5.30 1.25 
Cu2+ 4.01 3.27 0.74 3 .34 0.67 
Mn2+ 6 .79 6 .39 0.40 6 .52 0.27 
Zn2+ 5.45 4.81 0.64 5 .00 0.45 
ci• 6.06 4 .51 1.55 4.90 1.16 
Fe3+ 1.84 1.72 0.12 

Initial aqueous phases contained 0.05M metal nitrate in !.OM NaN03 

Table 4. Extrac·1..1on of cadmium and zinc by mixtures of carboxylic acids 
(0.5M) and non-chelating oximes (0.5M) in xylene at 200c 

Carboxylic acid Oxime3 Aqueous phase pH0.5 
Cd Zn Zn-Cd 

Versatic 10 None !.OM NaN0
3 

6 .06 5.45 -0.61 
None 1. OM Na2S04 6 .57 5.96 -0.61 
EHO I .OM NaN0

3 
4 .90 5.00 0.10 

CAO ! .OM NaN0
3 

4 .51 4 .81 0.30 
Naphthenic None I .OM NaN03 5.48 5.47 -0.01 

None 0.3M Na
2
so4 5.91 5 .91 0.00 

None l .OM Na
2
S04 6 .02 5 .98 -0.04 

!00 0.3M Na
2
so4 4 .99 5 .27 0.28 

Decanoic CAO 1. OM NaN03 4 .43 4. 77 0.34 

3EHO = 2-ethylhexanal oxime; CAO= octanal oxime• IDO = isodecaMl oxime 
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Figure 2. Extraction of nickel and cobalt from 0.3M (NH4)2S04 by 0.5M diiso
propylsalicylic acid (DIPSA) and its mixture with 1.0M isodecanal oxime (IDO) 
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Figure 3. Extraction of nickel and cobalt from HN03 solutions by 0.2M DNNS arid 
its mixtures with 0.2 M isodecanal oxime (IDO) and octan-2-one oxime (MHO) 
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THE DETERIORATION OF NICKEL EXTRACTANT 

LIX64N AND ITS REGENERATION 

Mitsuo Takahashi, Takashi Ogata, Hiroshi Okino and Yoshibumi Abe 

Technical Research Center 
Nippon Mining Co. 

Saitama, Japan 

I, 1 NTRODUCTION 

The Nippon Mining Co. has been producing high quality nickel and cobalt 
metals from a mixture of nickel sulfide and cobalt sulfide in the Hitachi 
Smelter and Refinery since 1975. In this hydrometallu.rgical process treatment, 
the following three solvent extraction processes are employed, (A) the 
elimination of zinc using di-2-ethyl-l-hexyl phosphoric acid(D2EHPA), (B) 
separating cobalt from nickel UBing 2-ethyl-l-hexyl phosphonic acid mono-2-
ethyl-l-hexyl ester(M2EHPA) and (C) nickel extraction with LIX64N(!_). The 
extractant used in the nickel and cobalt separation was changed from D2EHPA to 
M2EIIPA in 1978, because the cabal t-n ickel sepc1ration factor of M2EHPA is about 
200 times greater than that of D2EHPA(�). 

When D2EHPA was used in the nickel and cobalt separation process, the 
raffinate from the process contained 100-500 mg/1 of cobalt because of the 
small cobalt-nickel separation factor of D2EHPA. Thus, the pH of the raffinate 
from the cobalt-nickel separation process was adjusted to 9 - 9.5 with ammonia 
water for the feed solution to the nickel extraction. The divalent cobalt 
extracted with LIX64N is usually oxidized to trivalent cobalt in the organic 
phase with air, and cannot be stripped out of the organic phase(3). On the 
other hand, trivalent cobalt is not extracted with LIX64N(�). -

II part of the cobalt remaining in the aqueous feed, which was extracted 
with LIX64N accumulated during the nickel extraction. At the same time, the 
nickel loading capacity of LIX64N decreased gradually. F'urtherrrore, the 
decreasing rate of the loading capacity was more rapid than the accumulating 
rate of cobalt in LIX6LIN, 

The solvent for lhe nickel extracticn was initially composed of 25 % by 
volume of LIX64N and 75 % by volume of n-paraffine as diluent. The nickel 
loading capacity of the solvent was 6.2 g/1 at pH 9. Soon after operating the 
nickel extraction process, the nickel loading capacity of the solvent began to 
decrease. The fresh LIX64N was added constantly in order to maintain the 
nickel loading capacity of �he solvent. Despite the volume ratio of LIX64N had 
risen to 42.3 %, the nickel loading capacity of the solvent was only Ll.6 g/1. 
The concentration of cobalt in the solvent was 1.5 g/1. This means that about 
35 % of the total LIX64N charged lost the ability to extract nickel. 

The investigation reported here was carried out to determine the cause of 
the decreasing of the nickel loading capacity of the solvent and the 
regeneration of LIX6LIN. 

II. ANALYSIS OF n-tE SOLVENT IN THE NICKEL EXTRACTION PROCESS 

1. SEPARATION OF ThiE COMPONENTS IN TI-IE SOLVENT AND nrnrn CONSTITUENTS 

The deteriorated solvent in the nickel extraction process of the Hitachi 
plant was separated into each corrpunent by means of a silicagel column 
chromatography technique using benzene, ethyl acetate and methanol as eluents. 
Each component was analyzed by lnfrared r�ectroscopy( IR), combined Gas 
Chromatograph!"�Mass Spectrometry(GC-MS) and C-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Spectroscopy( C-NMR). The results are shown in Fig. 1. 

Component A, the fraction eluted with benzene, and component B, the 
fraction eluted with ethyl acetate, were identified as 2-hydroxy-nonyl
benzophenone and 2-hydroxy-5-nonylbenzophenone oxime, respectively. The 
fraction eluted with methanol, corrponent C, was estimated to be 

HO, 
N 9H 

CH
3CH2CH2ctt2�H-C-CH9HCH2CH2cH

2CH3 
( LIX63) 

C2H 5 C2H5 

and/or some oxidized products. 

LIX64N is a mixture of 2-hydroxy-5-nonylbenzophenone oxime and 7-hydroxy-
5,8-diethyl-6-dodecanone oxime(S). Thus, benzophenone(component A) is supposed 
to be a product derived from - benzophenone oxime. It is assumed that the 
decrease of the nickel loading capacity is caused by the chemical change of the 
ox1me into ketone as shown in the· reaction (1 ). 

(1) 

,OH 
HO N 

(rc-o 

C9Hl9 

2. SEMI-QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF BENZOPHENONE OXIME AND BENZOPHENONE IN 
TIIE ORGANIC PHASE OF 'I1iE NICKEL EXTRACTION 

To evaluate the degree of deterioration of LIX64N, measurement of 
benzophenone oxime and benzophenone was carried out. It was found that rod 
thin layer chromatography(rod TLC) with flame ionization detector{FID) using a 
sintered silicagel rod· was simple and effective. Quantitative analysis of the 
rod TLC is based on the FID technique, that is, electric resistance of the 
hydrogen flame decreases in proportion to the quantity of the organic compounds 
developed on the rod. 

The analysis :Jrocedure is as follows; 
(i) first Jevelopment: the sample spotted on the TLC rod is developeG 

with n-hexane in order to elute only the diluent(n-paraffine) to 
the front of the rod keeping other components at the origin( the 
spotting point). 

(ii) elimination of the diluent: the developed diluent is burned away 

in the hydrogen flame. 
(iii) second development: benzophenone oxime and benzophenone are 

( iv) 
developed with benzene to separate each other on the rod. 

i��������;::h�alysis: each component is analyzed by a 

The result, that is, the Thinchrograph chart, is shown in Fig 2. 

The analyses were performed on the solvents sampled periodically from 1976 
to 1977 from the nickel extraction process at the H itachi plant by the method 
mentioned above. The nickel loading capacity of the solvent was decreasing 
during this period. The results are shown in Fig. 3. 

It is clear that the relative concentration of benzophenone oxime 
decreases while that of benzophenone increases in the course of the operation. 
The decreasing rate of the nickel loading capacity car.relates well with the 
results shown in Fig. 3. 

III. CAUSE OF rnE DETERIORATION 

The chemical reaction mechanisms of the deterioratiOn of LIX64N are 
supposed to be ( a) hydrolysis caused by the contact with sulfuric acid during 
stripping or (b) oxidation, caused by air, catalyzed with LIX64N-metal complex. 
The former reaction mechanism, hydrolysis, was denied because the nickel 
loading capacity of the solvent scarcely decreased after contacting with 
sulfuric acid solution (40 g-H2SO/ll. 

In order to check the latter, accelerative oxidation experiments were 
carried out. The solvent loaded with or without metal ion<fickel, cobalt or 
copper) were kept in reactors of 120 ml volume at 7.2 kg/cm G oxygen pressure 
at 100 'C. The results are shown in Fig. LI. In the absence of metal ions, 
LIJ{6LIN su ffered little decomposition, while LIX64N-metal complex showed strong 
catalytic activity to oxidize the benzophenone oxime in LIX64N to benzophenone. 
The catalytic activity order aroong the metal ions tested is as follows; 

Co > Cu > Ni 

Based on these data, it was concluded that the catalytic oxidation 
reaction was the major cause of the deterioration of LIXfi4N. 

IV. REGENERATION OF DETERIORATED LIX64N 

Ketones react with hydroxylamine salts in alkaline solution to yield 
oximes. As benzophenone turned out to be the major corrponent of deteriorated 
LIX64N, it is expected that the benzophenone would be converted to its oxime by 
reacting it with hydroxylamine salts in alkaline solution. The conversion into 
its oxime was investigated. The reaction would take place according to the 
following equation {2). 

HO 0 
(2) (rC-o+ l/2(NH

20H)2· H
2S0

4 
+ NaO H =

C9Hl9

From the results of the basic investigation, the optimum reaction 
condition was determined. Its condition was confirmed in a batch scale 
experiment under the following procedures: 

(i) 19.8 l of the deteriorated solvent are mixed with 2.8 l of 40 % 
sodium hydroxide aqueous solution. 

(ii) 4 1 of hydroxylamine solution(l80 g/1) are added to the mixed 
solution. 

(iii) The reaction is continued for four hours while stirring the 
mixture. 

The degree of regeneration was checked both by the nickel loading capacity 
measurement and the nitrogen content analysis of the regenerated solvents 
sampled during the regeneration reaction. The only organic nitrogen compound 
in the solvent is oxime. As the regeneration reaction proceeds, the nitrogen 
content of the solvent is expected to increase. The results are shown in Fig. 
5. and Fig .. 6. 

In accor dance with the degree of regeneration, the nickel loading 
capacity recovered markedly as high as the degree of the fresh extractant. 
These results proved that the deterioration of the solvent and the decrease of 
nickel loading capacity were caused by the chemical change of extractant 
benzophenone oxime to benzophenone. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The deterioration of LIX6AN, or the decrease of the nickel loading 
capacity of LIX64N is caused by the oxidation of benzophenone oxime in LIX6LIN 
to benzophenone. The oxidation reaction is catalytlcally promoted by 
cobalt-oxime complex. It is necessary to keep the cobalt content in the 
aqueous feed to the nickel extraction process as low as possible in order to 
avoid the deterioration of LIX6LIN. 

Deteriorated LIX64N that contained benzophenone can be regenerated by the 
reaction with hydroxylamine sulfuric acid salt in sodium hydroxide solution. 
The nickel loading capacity can be recovered with the increasing of the 
relative ratio of benzophenone oxime to benzophenone by the regeneration 
reaction. By this reaction, benzophenone can be changed to benzophenone oxime 
at the yield of more than 90 %. 
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As mentioned in the introduction, the extract:ant for separating cobalt 
from nickel was changed from D2EHPA to M2EHPA in 1978. The cabal t 
concentration in the raffinate decreased from about 500 mg/1 to less than 5 
mg/1 by changing the extractant. As this raffinate from the cobalt-nickel 
separation process is fed to the nickel extraction process, the deterioration 
of LIX64N at the Hitachi plant has been free from troubles. 

(!_) Nishimura, S.; Ext. Metall. '81, IMM, pp 404 - 412 (1981) 

(�) Kasai, T., Nakayama, H., Motoba. K. and Itoh, E.; "�ew N.M.C. Process for 
Winning Nickel and Cobalt from Sulfate Solution", Paper presented at 
Fourth Joint Meeting MMIJ-AIME, Tokyo, Nov., (1980). 

(�) Merigold, C. R.' and Sudderth, R, B.; Int. Srmp. on Hidrometall., AIME I 
Chapt. 21, pp 562 - 563 (1973) 

(�) Merigold, c. R,' and Sudderth, R. B.; Int. Sz:mp. on Hictrometall., AIME, 
Chapt. 21, p 559 I 1973) 

(�) Atwood, R. L., Thatcher, D. N., and Miller, J. 0.; Metall. Trans. B, 68, 
p465 ( 1975) 
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REMOVAL OF COPPER AND I RON FROM N ICKEL AN D COBALT SULFATE 

SOLUTION CONTAI N ING CHLORIDE ION BY EXTRACTION 

WITH QUATERNARY AMMONIUM CHLORIDE 

Xue-xi  Zhou ,  Quan  l i ng S u o ,  T u n  Z h u  a n d  S h u- Ian H uang 

I nst i tute of Chem ica l  Meta l l u rgy 
Academ ia  S i n i ca 

Bei j i ng ,  C h i n a  

when quarternary ammonium chlorid t.. was used to  remove c o p per 
and iron from chloride contain i ng cobalt �nd nickel sul fate  solu
t i o n ,  it was fou nd that the extrac t j on of co pper and iron was not 
d ec reased by tLe compet ive reac t ion  of the two ions . t:ven man' ,  
the extent o f  extrac t �on o f  these two ions was h igher t han that 
are present s e parately . Io ffe and his coworkers : 1  found the s im ilar 
phenomena when they used tert iary amine to se parate copper from 
iron i n  chlo rid e solut ion.  

l t  is  pos s i bl e ,  i n  certain cond i t i on , to remove ferrous ions 
with  quaternary a�monium sal t d irectly,  w ithout oxidation o f  them 
frist to ferric ions following by prec i pitation or solvent extrac
t i o n  . W i th 3-4 s t ages 0f extrac t i o n ,  iron content of several gram 
per l i t e r ( g/ 1 )  in the solu t ion init ially could be d ecreased to 
lees  t han 0 . 00 3  g/1 . Using of this proc ess and in connec t ion with  
s e paration o f  cobalt from nickel with qu� ternary ammo nium th iocy
nat e P 'an improved process to purify nickel elec troly o r  to  t reat 
leaching solution of ffiat t e  other co balt containing mat erials can 
be d evelo 9ted . or 

Hecently , I vanov and coworkers C 3 Jd evelopted new process  to 
purify nickel  sulfate solut ion  with trialkylbenzylammonium chlo
ride as solvent . 

� shows the vis i ble-violet absorption o f  the loaded 
organic  phase-,  wh ich was obta ined contacting quaternary arr:moni.um
chloride solvent w i th r' e(.:1 3 , l'eCl 2 , CuCl 2and CuCl solu t ion res pec
t ively . CuCl "'�!S extracted from 3 mole/�m 3 hyd ro -chloric acid 
solu t ion  and others were from 3 mole/dm sod ium chlo ride solu
t ion .  I t  can be seen  fr.om this  figure that the or @nic phas e  
loaded with l'e ( l l l )  has a n  absorption peak at 364 nm ,  l'e ( I I )  has 
very weak absorpt ion around this  wave length region , organi c  phase 
with Cu ( l l )  has a peak at 4 1 0  nm and w i th Cu { l )  has urac t ically no 
�bsorption  .in whol e  v i s i bl e-violet region because o f  the ful l  
d - electron orbits . Ho ,rever , t h e  load ect organic  phase o btained b y  
contac t i ng with  the aqu eous phase conta i n i ng b o t h  Cu ( l l )  and l'�e ( I l '  
being loaded both co pper and iron has s pectrum which is  the same a:� 
the one contains only 1''e ( 1 I l ) -having an only peak at 3b4nm . I t  
ind �cates that copper and iron i n  the l oad ed organi c  phase are 
0u ( l }  and t'e ( I I I } , an<! redox reac t ion took plase during the extrac-
t ion  process . 

As usually known , the follovine eqilibrium occurs in aqu eous 
solu t ion , 

( 1 ) cu 2 +  + Fe 2+ = Cu+ + �·e3+ 

In the chloride med ium Cu ( l ) and Fe ( I I l )  are easier  to be e,:trac 
ted J nto  the organic phase containi ng quaternary ammonium salt 
because o f  chloride coml;'le,:  an jons o f  Cu ( I ) and t"'e ( l l l )  are mo re 
s table than those of Cu \ 1 1 )  and l"'e ( l l )  , respec t i v ely . 

The reac t ion  ( 1 )  i s  shi fted to the  right s id e  du r i ng extrac t i on 
as shown in next eq,,a t iun  

( 2) Vu 2+ + Ye2+ • ( m-n) Cl- + n.'l 4llC l  = ( l!4N)aCuC l p  + ( !l4N) bFeClq 

( Juperscri  pt bar repr·esents those spec i es in the orga n i c  phase . ) 
Remar-Y. b le  cha!1ge ) n  :, : , e  abso r p t i o n  s pe c t rum was observeo wh en 

red u c tant such as !'1i ;?(;Ii - HC1  was added to � hP cuoric chlo ride  solu
t ion during extrac t i o n  w i t h  quatern::\ry amreon1uID chloride  so lvent 
'Th� charac t e r i s t i c  peak o f  Cu ( l l )  at  4 1 0nm became weak and d isap
peared gradually . By &.dding oxidant to the ferrous ch:oride solution  
frist , the o rganic  phase o btained by  e xtrac t ion with  quaternary 
ammonium chloride has a spe c t rum very s imilar to the s pectrum of 
o rganic phase load ed with 1-'e ( 1 1 1 ) . It  ind icates that the asum ption
o f  redo.x. reac t i on occurred during e x t rac t io n  is resonahle . 

Analys is of the saturi, t ed loaded organic ph� s e  1'he conc en-
t ration o f  quaternary ammo n ium chlorid e in  stock solvent was d e
t, erm i. ned by P. r::.alys i.:� i t.s  chl o r i d e  content . 

r'e Cu 

0 . 50 

Fe ( l l l )  

C l  

1 . 0 1  o .  5 4  

1 . 92  0 , 54 

Jaole 1 is the comp05iti:::n.s of the Cu ( l )  r.i nd 1e ( l l I )  extrac t ed com
plexeS • t\ nd the  amou nt of me tals and to t.al chl orid e ion i n  the  load 
e d  organ J c  phase  were d e t ermi ned after  s t ri. p ping them b y  d i lu t e  
sul fi:.ric acid . 'rh e  rat ios o f  the  c or.. po nent. ,3  o f  the  Cu ( l )  Fe ( 1 1 1 )  
extract eo cc1t plex:  a r·e a s  follows : 

Cu ( l ) : Cl : ��t: N =- 1 . 0 1 : 2 . 0 2  1 . Ob 2 : 1 

r'e ( l l l )  : Cl : R4N = 1 .00 : 3 .  92 : 1 . 1 0  "' 1 : 2 : 4 

The formular of the extracted complex should be R4 t�CuCl 2  and 
H-4Nr'eCl4respect 1.vely and �,e the same as those re ported _by 
Good , Jrivs tava and Holland � ,  and later I rv ing and �abilsi- => .

( 3 ) 

Slope method From Equat ion ( 2) it  can be obtained that 

K = L ( R4N) aCuCl p] [ ( R4N) bFeClg] 

[cu ( I I )] [ Fe ( I I )� [ c�m-�J 

Jubst i tut ing the d i s tribution coeffi c i ent 
Dcu , D.r·e into Equation ( 3 ) , then Equation  

o f  cc pper and iron
( 4) is obta ined 

( 4 )  K 
0cu ' Dl'e

Bquation ( 5 ) will be  obtained by tak ing loerithm , 

( 5 )  loe ( Dcu · D;•e l = logK + ( m-n) log [Cl ]  + n10.. [ R4NCl)  

ln this ex periment 0 . 1  mole/dm3 quaternary ammonium chloride  was 
u sed th roughout and when i t s  concent rat ion is much Tl'Ore than the 
conc entration of metal s in 1.be aqueous solution following equat ion 
can be  obtained , 

K1 i s a  con=i tan t includ l nc the concentration of � 

\tlben Cl- concent rat ion in the  feed solution is constant and 
much h iF,her than t hese  o f  iron and copper ,  E�uation ( 5 )  can be  
converted into , 

( ? )  log ( D c,, · D ,, ) = logh� + nlog [R 4NC1] 

�2 is another constant includ ing the chlori4e concentrat ion .
Regression o f  data  accord ing t o  Equation ( 6) and  ( 7 )  res11 l ts  in  
m-n  = 4 . 3  and n = 1 . 6 .  Approximately , a  =1 , b = 1 ,  p = 2 and q = 4 
were obtained from these results and came to the conclusion es des
cribed earl ier t !:at the extracted complexes cuuld  be oresented as  
HA �CuC l �  and Jc4 NieCl4

. 

i: .{'fRACTIU� Or' CO?PJ,;H r.llD IttO!i iRO�. 3\;M'A'E SOLUT IONS CON'fAlNl NG 

SUJ-,;; CHluillJJJ-; IU!I 

'l'he eff7c t  of chloride i o1_1 concentrat ion �..!Ll shows that 
the ex traction o f  coppe and iron , ·ersus the co:-!centrat ion of chlo
rid e .  The eY.trac t ion o f  te ( I l l )  increases steeply with i nc rease of 
er concentrat ion when i t  is  low and Lecomes qui t e  slow after the 
chlor�de  concentration reaching 50 g/1 .  L nlikely , the  extrac t ion o f  
Cu ( 1 1 J  inc reases quic kly when the C l -concentrat i on i s  b j gher than 
50 1r/ l ,  and the extract ion of ferrous ions is v e ry low and only
shows m i nor t ren:l with  Cl- concentrat.ion .  Nevertheless , when Cu ( I I )  
and l''e ( J 1 )  are coext rac tion from chlo ride medium , the extrac tion 
o f  bo�h ion,; are  hic�e;: than that when the.v are present se parat ely .
espec ially when the  �l concentrat ion i s  hi�her t han ')0 e/1 ( �) 

..:hen Cu ( l 1 ) amt .l-'e ( I l l )  are coextrac tea , the P.x:trac t i o n  0f botr 
ioIJ.S is  d e�reased becaus e o f  the compe t i ng extr?. c t j on anti ;,fhile 
Cu \ 1 1 ) , Fe \ l l ) and Fe ( I I I )  are  contai ned in the solut iun , th e  amou�t

�;:�:� : ed i s  jn b e twren those o b tained with the two cases jus t d�s-

'I'he  e ffec t o f  the concen t rat ion  of  H .i·tCl and  metals  The  ex-
tra c t i o n  behav i o rs o f  cu pric and ferrous4 ions de pend on their 
relat ive concentrat ions . Kee p ing ini t i al r'e ( ll )  conce-ntrat ion in 
the feed �elu t ion constant the ex trrtc t ] on of  iron increase�, with 
1. he inc reasP. of  Cu ( i l )  concPntra t ion , r.owever ,  the e x t raction of
co pper d ee r.eases with  the increas ing o f  l i:s  °'rn cor:centration  in 
the ft;ed sl o t i o n , and vie? versa . ,;,t the same time , the extrac t ion 
amou nt i s  :tlsc a func t ion of the conc, · r. l rat i ons of'  both qu:  ternarv 
amr::::onium chloride  and chlorid e ions . 

The e f .fect o f  nickel  and cobal t u1 so l u t ion on the extrac t ion 
and s eparation o f  copper  and iron . I t  has been fou nd experii:',ent-
ally that the concentrat ion of  Ni ::.HJ4 and C o�04 in the -reed solut ion  
have not  much influence on the  extrac t io n  and separat ion of copoer 
and iron.  N i ckel is not taken into the organic phase at all and . the
extrac t ion of cobalt is very low with Cl- concentra t i on nbout 50 
g/1 .  The separation factor between iron and cobalt /3 N!t and that 
between co pper and cobal t /3� ·- are abou t 30C and9:) reSP;ct tvely 
so the s e p� rat io� of iron antl co ppe r from coba l t  and nickel is 
possible with Cl concentra� ion 50 g/1 . Jo'igure 4 is the rcsi.;_ltn 
for a feed s ulu t i un containing ie 2 . 0  g/l , Cu 4. 24 e/1 , Ni bO . ?g/1 , 
and Co ' l b . 28 F/ 1 .  

'l'h e  is<:>thcrmal o f  coextrac 7.ion o f  Cu� 11) ,--:nd !"'effi) �� 
shows t!'le 1 so t hermal o f Cu(I1)  and r'e \ 11) coexist ing i n  bo th ohase s  
w i t h  Cl  o f  ·) ! . 2  e/ 1 .  l t  c:::.r. . be �onclud ed frort r- cCabe-Thiele d iag
ram that 'tt,P. 1 run concentratJ on :. n t re aoueous solution car. be redu 
ct:G tc le�s  than 0 . U l  ,:./ 1 ,  with abuut 1 ! · ; 1  Cu s t .i l l  rec-.a ir:.e ... in t.he 
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solution. A number of stages :.tre required to reduc� r:opper �on
tent to the lia;it :3et up by the widely adopted r.ickel electrolysis 
practise. 

The further removal of cooper Reducing Cu(ll) to Cu(l) the 
dis.tribution coefficient of copper can be r-reatl.v improved. Adding 
0.2-0.4 g/1 sodium sulfite to the synthetic aqueous solution the 
distribution coefficient of copper Dcu can be increased 10 more tha· 
ten times, 01 .. t with real leaching nolution to wf,ich sorr e oxidant 
�ad been aade<; to remove iron, the amount of r-ta20u3 needed to 
increase the Dcu to the same extent as obtained withsytthetic so
lution was 2-j g/1. 

JT1tlPPlNG AmJ Hl',G:,NiHAT .i.Qt; Or' TP.r; CRGANIC JOL\/1:WT 

1 t is quite easy to stri:) the loaded organic phase such as by 
using water. But copper can not be stri pcd throughly by water or 
by diiute acid solu":.ion. It was reported t!iat 0.3» H202 solution 
could striped 70-99,; of copper from organic solution of secondary 
and tertiary aminP., and it was not very efficient w:ith quaternary 
ar.,monium salt soluti.on. In our experiments using 0.3;:, Hz02 to 
strip copper loaded quaternary ammonium salt solution approxi�atly 
the same r£�sul ts reported L,r the secondc1ry and tertiary amine 
have been obtained. ·ro prevent iron hydrolysis and to give better 
stripping efficiency some acid ho', been added to the stripoing so
lution. l''rom the view of price cheaper r'e2(G04)3, which gives simi
lar results as shown in Table 2, is a better oxiaant in car parison 
with H20z, Copper in ferric sulfate stripping solution could reco
vered by cementation with iron scrap. 

Part of the chloride ions in the ore:anic phase is r.emoveri with 
the stripping of copper and iron, meanwhile, part' is exchaoged with 
bisllfate ion accordjng to the following equation 

To make up the loss of chloride ion, the organic phase is contact�d 
with 150 g/1 NaCl solution and the equilibrium of the reaction as 
shown in tquation (8) would move to the left side. �hen the organ
ic sollition became clear and can be recycled to the extraction 
stage . .nfter neutralizing, the NaCl solution can be used again. 

FLOirUH�i:;'1' H..ECU�·fi,MW:·;i) 

The flowsheet presented in � includes two parts, fristlv 
copper and iron are re�oved with quaternary ammonium chloride solu
tion then the cabal t is separated from nickel with quaternary ammo
nium thiocynate solution. This process can be applied to the cobalt 
nncl nickel sulf.1te solution containing Cu( 11) and Fe(ll) as imou
rities and also 45-55 g/1 Cl-, such as the hydrochloric-sulfuric 
acid leaching solution of cobalt removal cake from nickel elecro
lysis process or solution of leaching cobalt-nickel matte. It is 
not necessry to rrn,ove iron from the solution by any prPtreatment 
procedure or -to oxiding fer· ous to ferric in beforehand. 

f':lNIPL..-1.N.l' :..,caLL ...:.APJ-,HH,uL'i' 

Counter current extraction has been carried out with a series 
of mixer-settlers to treat leaching solution of cobalt removal 
cake from nickel electrolysis process w.i.th the feed solution of 
62.72 e./1 1:i, 10.31 g/1 Co, 3.9 ,/1 Cu,1.7O g/1 fe,nnd ';I., g/1 Cl 
and pH 2. 111th three st.a6es of primary reruoval of coµper and iron 
( fJhase ratio .'\/U == 1) ar1d wi � :·1 add it ion"l three stages !'or further 
removal of cob)per(V/A = C',5) ,both copper and iron contP-nts in the 
raffinate were less than O.CJG5 r/1. the separation factor ··T.r, was 
72,while · was 23n. t'he concentration of cobalt in the organic 
phase was O.?. e/1. ,Hth four stages for stripping usin� a solutjon 
containing 4 g/1 1''e2(JO�) 3 and 1(' g/1 H 2"G04 could remove practicai
ly all the cop;ier and l.ron and the contents of both iron and copi;er 
in barren oreanic phase were less than 0.(02 g/1. 

CUNCLUSlON 

1.When l!u(II) and l"etll) are coextracted from low chloride 
concentration solutions with solution of quaternar.v an;monium 
chloride, the redox reaction occurred between Cu(II) and l'e(ll) 
has been eluciaated by the experiments as indicated by the follow
ing equation: 

cu2+ + r'e 2+ + 4Cl -+ 2H4NCl = �2 + � 

2.A procdsB to reu1ove copper and iron impurities from cobalt 
and nickel _sulfate solutions with solution of quaternary ar.:monium 
chloride,followed by se�nrating of cobalt from niclcel with that 
of quaternary ammoni�m thiocynate has been developed and recommend
ed for treatment of diffe!'ent nickel :ind cobalt containing solution. 

Table 2 
results of striooin2 

stripping !:Solution cu g/1 Cu ·� Fe g/1 Fe 
le2\dO4/ 35. 38g/l ) • 20 gg.(l 7 .2C 

Fe2\SU4� 5. 38;Cl 15g/l 4.6C b8.3 6.00 
, e2\aO4p. 30; �1-37. b 3-3� b3-9 3. 24 

P.2SO4 5g/l 3.80 73.O 2.03 9q.o 

Loaded organic phase containing Cu 5. 21 , i''e 2 .05 g/1 
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X-RAY D IFFRACTION STU DIES OF THE STRUCTURES OF

ORGANIC-PHASE SOLVENT-EXTRACTION COMPLEXES 
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Oak R i d g e  N at i ona l  Labo rato ry 
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I Nf<OOUC f ! O M  

T h e  1.1o l e c u l a r  s tr u c t u re of t he f'! x t ra c t i on cnrn;:i l e xe<;  to  be descr i bed 
here <1 re bei :i g  s t u d i e d  to dt'.l:J t r> t he unders t a nd i n g  of  t ile ine c h a n i s :ri s  by 
w h i r: h  s oine <; o l vent-e x t r a c t i on systems opera t e .  A l t h o u g h  there i s  a l ()ng 
h i s to ry o f  t he study o f  U net i c  a n d  equ i l  i b r i urn t:>eha v i o r  o f  the t ra n s f e r
o f  met a l  i on s  f r Ol il  a n  a q u e o u s  t o  a n  o rgc1n i c  p ha s e ,  l i t t l e  has h e e n  done 
t DWa r d  e s t -1 h l i sh i n g  t h e  s t ru c t u res  o f  the  c x � r a ct i on co,np l exes  i n vo l 't'ed .
!=" rain ext ract i on e 1 u i l i b r i a  a n d  s l ope (° Hl a l ys i s  the s t o i c h i omet ry o f  1nany 
C Qlnp l e x e s  has bee:i de<luced .  l:lut  the n a ture of th� i  r ioo l �cu l d r  con n e c 
t i v i t i es h a s  1:>e e n  c,a i n ly  a m a t t e r  o f  s pecu l d: t i on ,  l)Cca s i on a l l y  supported 
hy i . r .  Qr Raman  s pec t roscop i c  e v i den c e .  

The p resent "'° o r l<  i s  fociJ Sed on deterini na t i on of  the s t r u c t u res  o f
c omp l exes wtii ,: h  forin w h e n  t he u ranyl  i on i s  extracted  f ror'l n i t r i c  ac i d
s o l ut i on s  ·111i ': h  so:'le o rganopho s p ho r u s  rea g en t s ,  i nd i t i du a l l y  a n d  i n  
synerg i s t'i c  Cf)nb i •1a t i ons . Toes� ext r a c tants a re proven t o  be effect i ve 
a n d  of pract i ca l  i 111µ o rtance , it n d  the i r  equ i I i br i un beha vi vr has  heen the 
s uhject  of 'TIUC!i i nqu i ry { t ) .  �ut ,  ra ther than a t tempt  to s t u dy t h e  
c,,mp l exes i n  s 0 l 1J t i on d i rect ly , the approach  has  been t o  pre t> a r e  t h�n i :l"I 
s o l i d  for m ,  t.o dete r.rl i ne  the s t ru c t u res by c ry s ta l l ograph i c  'llt!t hods , •nd 
t hen to as�e rt a i 1  hy � - r ay sutt�ring  from s ol u t i ons 'N'1e t h e r  the  sol i d
s ta t e  mol e c 1J l .i r  s t r u c t u rt!s ,i re 1,ia i :ita i·ned a ft e r  d i sso l !J t i on of t he 
coop l 1� x .  

sXP£R I H £ N f\L M£THQ�_5_ 

T h o s e  corr1p l e xec;  w ll i c h  CQ1J l •:t he c ry s t a l l i z ed were ana l ; z�d by s iin g l � 
c r-y s t a l  X - r ay a n d  n e u t ron d i f f ract i on 1 nethods , "l'h i  l e  l i qu i ,j s  ,tr1d s.ol •J t i o n s
were s tu i ,1e c1 h y  l d r ge-l n g l e X- r3.y s u t t e r i n g  t �ch n i qu e s . Th e or,g.anophos .• 
pho r u s  e,:,t r a c t ,u1 t s  ,; s�d i nc l 1Jded  d i - 2 - e t hy l h e i:y l  pho,; pho r i c  dc i d  '( .-lOEHP ) 
a n d  d i - n -b u t y l  p ho c; p ho r i c  a c i ,j ,.(tWSP ) a s  we l l as t>le neut ra l .::oi1\j.;-0unds
t r i -i..-bUty l p h o s p ti a t �  { f i l3 P )  a n c1  t r i -!!_-butyl  phosph i ne o x. i ,je { T BPO ) .  

Crys t a l s  s u i t a b l ,� f o r  X - r ay d i f f rac t i o n  we re  obt a i ned by ·�1 t i n g 
t oget h e r  t he p u re l i ga n d  a n d  1J02 ( N 03 ) z· 61l 20 ,  f:.>l l owed by re1:mval  0f t h e  
.,ater  r e l e a s e d  a n d  coo l i n g t o  i 11duce c ry s ta l l i z <1 t i on.  The e,0mp l i? xe,;  whose
s t ru e  tu res were d e t e r;ni ned i nc 1 u d e d  U 0 2 (  fHP O )2 ( N03 ) ,? , I JOz { Ti B'P) i( N03 ) 2 
( 2 ) , 1JOz ( a BP ) z ,  a n d  UOz ( O BP ) ( f�P O ) N03 . I - r ay and  ne,, t ron d i f f ra ct i on da t a
were  ohta i ne 1  f ro11 s i :ig l e  c ry st � l s by u se o f  con;J u t e r - c on t r o 1 l ed fou r -
c i  re l �  d i  f f r a c t orrie t. e r s . Th e s t ru c t u re s  ·�e re dete r,11 i n ed b y  i.ise af  1ie.� -.ry-
3 t o11J ,re t horls .r n d  tliei  r P <l r :1111e t e n  r e f i nerl hy t h e  met hod  o f  l ea s t  s q u a res . 

A. 0 . 5 M s o l 1J t i on of :JOz ( DBP ) ( TBP O ) N03 i n  t o l u en e ,  pure  t l0z { i1 EH P ) z ,  
H i d � 1 . 1  M s o l tJ t i on o f  !JOz { O E :�P ) z  i n  tv f oene  were s t u d i �,1 Dy � - r ay s u t 
t e r i n g .  T h e  l i q u H  S .-t 'll p L�s w e r lc!  c o n t .� i tierl i n d t h i ,1 q u a r t l  cy l i nder d n d  
t h e  i nt e n s i ty o f  a hea :n  o f  ·�oK" X-rays  scc1 t t e re11 f r oiri a bout  3 c 1 ri2 n f  t h e
l i q u i d ' s  s u rfa c e wa s :!l'? il 'i · i r�d  .J � 1 n g l ,�s ran g i n g  f rom 2° to  1 10 ° . fhe 
t P.chn i q u e s  ,l 'ld me thod  o f  t1 a � ;i redu c t i ,m Me (1e t d i l ed e l ,;e�here  ( 3 ) .  

� E S U L f S  ANO D I SCU S S I > I N  

The c ry s t a l  s t ru ct ,Jres o f  J02 ( rnP O ) z ( N03 ) ,1 a n d  1J02 ( fi ll P ) z ( N03 ) 2  c o n -
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l ttlS_) · 
o cc•.i p i � d  by s i <  0 a t 01ris ; t h e s �  a re 11 ro v i fod by t..to h i den til: t e  n i t r a t e  ' ,Jns
and  hy t,10 rrionode n t � t e  n eu t r d l  l i g(r n d s . l n d!:!ed .  t h i ; c o n f i gu ra t i on ha ·; 
b�en fou n d  to e x i ,; t  i n  so 110ny cd-;es t tia t  s u c h  an a r r d n ge1;ie nt  i 'i v i r t u a l l /  
a s s u red i n  d ny U Oz ( N 03 ) L7 comp l ex i 01 w h i c h L i ,;  d good el ,� c t run dori o r .  
Ot her  known n eu t r d l  •) ryan opllosrt-iorus  l i ga n ,1 s  w h i ,:!1 for,n co,rip l ,:! x e c;  h d v i ,, g
t h i s  s t r,,ct u re i ,1 c l ,, d e  (:H3 1J ) 3 P O  ( 4 ) , (C2�50 ) J PO ( 5 ) , , n d  ( ,:6i l5 ) 3 PO  ( 6 ) .
When water  i s  t; '1e nt:? : J t rd l l i �a n d ,  1 'i  i '1 UIJ� ( N03 ) z - ?.HzO { 7 ) .  
tJ02 ( rW3 ) 2 · 3H20 (8 ) ,  1 r  ;J{.l:? { N03 ) z · fiH20  ( 9 )  \£_igu r-:! la) .• i t  OCC ' l p i e s  tl1e 
s rtme s i t e  as L i n  t he ,1 Jo ·, �  con;,oundc; . trQ!,1 the hond l �n g t h s  hetwenn the 
0 a t om of  "'a t � r  a n :1 the : J  a t om ( 2 . 40 - 2 . 4 5  X) i t  is i '1 f � r re�i that; the 
a t trd c t i oo  i s  s o111e1-, �d � ;1er1 k 2 r  than t )1a t het"'een t:'le p hosptiory l O <1 t oir1 a n d  
t he 1 1  a t om ( 2 .  3 6  � ) .  

There fore , wh�n  t hes i� n�u t ra l 1 i ga ll d S  d re e1.1µ l ,1y,�d for � x t r a c t  i on .  i t
i s  r�d s ond!l l e  t h a �  t l1e 1:iechan i ; ri  i n v •J l  , e  t h e  d i s p l  �c�:-ient <> f  water  frO•'l 
t he UOz 2 +. coo r d i n a t i Qn by phospliory l  Jroups  at the orga n i ,: - � q ueo , is  i 'l t �r 
f J e e ,  f o l  1 owe d hy ,J t t a c hf'le n t  of n i t ra t e  i on s  a n d  11l1JV"?"-lent  of the crin;J hx 
i n t o  the organ i ,: p ha s µ,·. The e x i 'itence in  s o l u t i ,Jn of conp l �x.e,; M t h i ,; 
type wi t h  t�e ,; 11,nE s to i c h h1.re,1 t ry h a s  beP.n del1uced hy ot; ller  ,net hods ( 1 0 ) .

E x t ra c t i on o f  t he u r d rljl i on w i : h  a ·s :Jl)s t i t u t �d phoc;pho r i ..: a c i d  pro-
1 u c e s  d q u i t e  d i f fe r e n t  � i nd o f  co,,;i l e x. .  '-iorrie i ,:te 11 of  the n a·t ,J r<:! of t i1 i :; 
c omp l ex c rt n  he ga i ne rl f ro1, t h e  c ry s t a l  'itruc t u r e  o f  U02 ( ,) B P ) 2 .  It con -

t a i n s po lyme r i c  c h<l i ,1 s  i n  wh i ,: h  tl 1e nrdnjl  i on s  .� re (1ou h l /  b r i ,:tgl:'d by 
;, h o c; p ti a t e  g rou ps ,'IS s hown i n �- The e x. i  ; t e n r. e  of p o l pn e. r s  j ,,  t h i s
c r:Mpo u n d  w a s  p r e<1 i c t ed e a r l i e r  ( 1 1 ) ,  ·<'l l t hough t he .:; i d J l ,:1 c1Jord i na � i on o f  
t h e  U a t orri a n ::1  t ri e  deU i l s  of t h e  h r i d9 i 11 g  we rt� n o t  c u r r ec t l y  a n t i ,: i pa t ed .
Th i s  p r e d i ct i on \'las b d s e d  o n  a no t h e r  1 11ode l -1h i ,:h  hct1"1 been U S (�(! t •> e x p J ,1 1 1  
t he heha v i u r  o f  'J ( V I ) -!1!1£ / IP  i nt � r d c t i <Jn s i 'l orga n i <: s o l iJ t i o n -:;  { I ?. ) .  Tha t  
·�o rl e l  ;:i ropose t1 t h a t  the  1 rn l1mer  ex i s t ':>  i n  so l •J t i on wl-ie ,'1 t h e  I J : HOEHP  r ct t i "J 
i s  ahout l : 2 ,  bu t t h c1 t  dt l ow e :- concen t ro t i on s ,  the cha i 1s are s h � r t e r  and
u l t i ma t e ! /  f or111 a 1 : 4  111ono1ne r i c  c ,Mp l r� x .  A.s y�t , t l1 i s  1'1000i'l er  ha ·; :i ot 
heP.n i s o l a t e d .  

Pe rhd f)S  t; h e  hP.s t � Mwn s;l'l e rg i ,; t i c  c:1Jt1b i 11 a t i on f J r  eJC.tra : t i o ri o f  
U { V I )  i s  HOEHP a n d  t r i -.!!_-oct.y 1 phos p li i n e l) Y. i :le  ( flJP O ) . T h e  product 
P. x. t rctctP.d  F rain n i t r ct t e  so l u t i o n  u s i ng t l1 i s  ;1Ji ( t 1 i re  i ;  a l i qu i ,1 ,  b u t  3 
s o l  i d  c01'1;:i l e x  c rtr1 be r repa red fro,11 an <'Ul d l  Jgous  sys ter.i ..,ih o s e  -:rMp onents  
a re! HD13P a nd TJPO.  fh i ·; s , ) 1  i j ,.,.,1 ;  .i n a l y z�d  ,:1 n d  i : s  c ry s t d l  s t ruct , ; r�  

s hown to  cont a i 1 d i ,ne r i c  11101 •?:cu l es of [U Oz ( llBP ) ( T 8 P O ) N03 ]2 , F i gu re 3 .  
E x a m i na t i on o f  t h i :;  mo l ,� c iJ l '= may p rov i de s onie c l ,Jes  a s  t o  tile  ro l e  o f
s t ru c t u re i n SJl'l e r g i s:'1 . tor  examp l e ,  t h e r e  i s  tile dou b l e  b r i d9e of  
phospha t e  groups  l i n k i ng u r a ny l  i on s  ,H i n  the  UOz ( OB P } z  po l 1me r ;  b u t  
i n s t e d d  o f cont i n u i n g ,  t he c ha h  i s  t e r m i nated  b y  a T B P O  mo l ecu l t?  a n d  a 
n i t ra t e  i o n .  Th i s  s ugge s t c;  t ti a t  the  neu t r a l  mol ,:!cu l P.  h e l ps  f i l l  t h e  coor
d i na t i on req u i rer.11:!n t s  of  t he U a tom , i nt e r feres  w ith  pol1meri za t i M ,  a n d
t he rehy ::iroducP.s  a m o r e  P.xt racti.l: h l e  spec i e s .  

A.s J res u l t  of a l l these  cry s t d l s tudi es  1<1e k n ow con s i derab l y  more 
d e t � i l s  concern i ng ttiese :11o l ,? C 1J l �s in the s o l i d  s t a t e ,  hut it is y'et to  be 
d e t e rmi n e d  i f  they reta i n  the sarne s t ru c t u r e  or  � "e n  the same s t o i c h i orn
e t ry in s o l u t i on .  Tow a r d  t h i 'i objec t i v e  •,1e have begun t he s t udy of  some 
s o l u t i on s  o f  thesl! c omp l exes hy l a rge-a n g l � X-ray s c a t te r i n g  ( 1 3 ) . I f  t h e
� nown r:'lo l ecu l d r  s t r u c t 1J res p e r s i s t  i n  s o l u t i on i t  may b e  poss i b l e  t o  i den
t i fy t hem by  thls  met h o d .  Some prel i m i n a ry  resu l t s  a re shown in  F i gu re 4 .  
The ra d i J l  Jhtr i bu t i on f J n c t i on g ( r ) ,  a lfte<1 s u re of the  numbe r a n d  k i n d  o f  
a tomi c i 11 t P.ra:et i on s  .� t a s epa r a t i on r ,  wa-s obta i ned for . a 0 . 5 M s o l ut i on 
o f U02 ( 0 BP ) { 1PJP O ) N03  i n  t o l •J e n e .  A.n ot her such  d i s t r i bu t i o n ,  l a be l  l ed 
" d i f ference.'"' w1s  obta i n e rl hy subtra c t i fl g  the  cont r i bu t i on of t h e  s o l vent . 
I n  t h i :; cut:..e s ome of the  pP.a k s  a re t eq t � t i ve l y  i dent i fi ed as fol l ows : 
, - C ( 1 . 4 5  �:L ' l•O ( l . � 5  R ) . 'J- · - 0  (1_ n � ) . o n d  IJ, • •  p ( 3 . 6 9  R ) .  ( P e a k s  
h e l ow 1 . �  :ii: a re a n  a rt i fact f rotn d a t e  terin i n a t i o n  a t  f i n i te  a n g l e s ) .  
Wh i l e  t hese res 1 .1 l t s  a l ;) n e  do not es't·a h l i s h the s t r u c t u re i n  s o l u t i on , the
fi.l:ct  that lthere  a re s cMe r�cogn i ia.b1 ':! f ea t u res  is  p rori,i s i n g ;  <1 nd  tile fu l l
potent i a i  v f  oJ S i n g  L ll i -5 t echn i qu e  i s  yet to  be e s t a b l i shed .  

.\clt.n otil�t!.9_e.'._nen t .  Th i s  research "'as  s�ons ored by the lli v i s i on o f
Cneizii��nces o f  t he iJ . 5 .  Oe;pa rtment  of  En e rgy under Con t ra c t  
W - 740'5 - � n g - 2 5  w i t h  the Un i 1l11 Carb i ,j e  Corpora t i on . 

.3f_F_l � £l!_C [ S  

L r. .• A. .  � 1  d k e ,  r. .  F Bae s ,  ,J r . , <1nd  I( .  IL �row n ,  I nd .  Eng. ( h e m .  2-Q, 

1 76 3  ( 1 Q 5 3 )  • 

2. Ne u t ron  d i f f ra c t i of.l by G. M. B r own , f)RNL ( 1 982 ) .

1 . A. .  1-i .  r.ia rten  a n d  u A. .  Le vy i n  "Wa t e r ,  I'\ Corrip rehen s i ve Trea t i s e , 1 1  

1/. I ,  F. J:ranl< � .  �d . , P l t!nun ? r cs s ,  "l . Y .  ( 1 979}  p .  31 1 .

4 .  r; .  A.gos t i n i , r, .  G i a c omet t i , n .  A .  ( l eme n t e ,  i.l: n d  M .  Vi cen t i n i , � 

Ch i m .  A.e t a  g, ? 1 7  ( 1 982 ) . 

5 . . J .  F l emi n g  d n ,j H .  1.y n t o n , r.he i .1 .  a nd I n d .  1 4 1 5  ( 1 960 ) .

-5 .  N .  \.J . 4 l cock , M .  M .  R.obe r t s , � n d  D .  � r own , .J . C . S . Da l t on  2 5  ( 1 982 ) .

7 .  "1 .  � - l'Ja l l ey ,  "1 .  "! .  t�u e l l e r ,  1 n d  S .  1-l .  5i rnonsen , I no rg. (hein . 1.Q_, 323

13 . 11 .  1� .  tJd u v � n � •J ,  c V .  5t roga n o v ,  ,r n rl ,\ . P Sok o l o v ,  S o v i e t  Ra d i ,Jchem. 

2,, �3 ( 1 96 3 ) .  

9 . .  J .  ,; . ray l ,, r  a n d  M .  � - lluo l l er ,  ��S�· .!_1, 536 ( 1 965 ) .  

1 0 .  ! _ .  I_ . �u r •Jt� r ,  ,i_.___:>!1���1.· .i?_. ')9 f) ( 1 953 ) ; T .  V .  He a l y  a n d  

H . I\ ,  C .  1>1cKay , _!:�@. z_s_, 7 3 0  { 1 %6 ) . 

t l . T. V. He n l J  a n ,1 J. l(e n n A 11y , .l:_.1!!.�� ·J . f>lu c l . (hem • .lQ., PA ( 1 959 ) .  

P . r. .  t .  �;i e ,; ,  J r . , q _  A. .  � i n lj a r o ,  <1 n d  C .  t .  r:o l ,�ma n ,  J .  Ohys . t:h ein . !?_. 

1 ,9 ( 1 95 � ) . 

t 1 .  .J . ·; . 13 u r , 1 s  .rnrl .'\ . Ii. !oe f"te l'l ,  M8 3 .  
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b. C. 

FI GIIRE I. (a ) �RANYL N [TRA r� llEXAHYDRAT, (b) UOz ( N03) 2( 181'0)2 
:c) UOz(N03)2( TrnP)z 

ORNL-DWG 83-9934 

FIGURE 2. A POLV�ERIC. CHAI-� I� T,E ,r;ucTIJRE OF UOz(OBP)2 

"' 

0 

ORNL-DWG 83-9932 

FIGURE 3. THE DIMER!<: MOLECULE OF UOz(OBP)(T8PO)N03 

ORNL- DWG ·83- 9728 
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FIGURE 4. RAOiAL OlST�IRUTlilll FUNCTION FOR TOLUENE, 
A O.o M SOLUT!Qi, OF UOz(OBP)(T8PO)N03 IN TOLUENE, 
ANO A Ol'FERENCE FUNCflilN 
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COEXTRACTIO N  OF URANIUM AND TECHNETIUM IN TBP-SYSTEMS 

T.  N .  J ass i m ,  J .  0 .  L i ljenz in ,  R .  Lundqvist, G .  Persson 

Department of N uclear Chem istry 
Chal mers U n iversity of Tech nology 

S-41 2 96 Goteborg , Sweden

Tl ." c: i < t r i bu t· i (,r, ra r i ,1 01  tcchne t i ui,1 t>C' Lween tr i -r, -bu ty l  pi1c,,µh� te ( TGP)  
sql u t i nrr s  and  n i t , i r:  ac id  i �  � f t 12 r.ted by the presence ,: nd f:xtract i eri nf u ra ny l  
n i t rate ( 1 , 2 ) , (;ePera l ly y i c, l d i ng h i gher d i st r i Le t i c- � r,; t i o:. be l ,,w 0 . 2-0 . S  M 
;mn� ,ind abn1 ·
u ra n , ur:: . !·11\SAC FK  ,:1·,d 

, t hr: n  C: xpectf'd f ror.1 th£ b�tic v i o r  in ahsence �yf 
,, t wJ i ed t he phennrn,'rHJ:1 ,! 1: l ow a r i d i t i es and  JGo/. 

TilP ( .1 . 4 ) .  Pr!" , ; , ,u <; s t ud i c ,  ,� t other  1 1 !,ora t.or ie�  ( ! ,c'} h?.vr: bu-11 l i mi ted to 
30t ff,r ,, nct � - 4 Hi;c3 . 

The p n�q, : ,  t t lf\r:ds i r t he deve 1 Op!ricn t  cf tht FTP EX pror:r::. �. , tv,·,ctrds h i  qhPr 
a c Hl 1  � i r· s  i\nd l· i r:lwr u r11 n i Lm l n;i d i ng . n.' k c s  a modc, l f,ll" technEt i un, c0ext r·,1 c t i ori 
t. i th �1-a n i um dr-, i rilti l ic .  Thr i �c r-:oa s i r,g conLern for tr., f i n a l  stvr-c. ue cf r a d i e 
a c t i v e  v1?.��t0 :-i , for  v1t': i c h  Tc p L·1:1� e n  i mportant ro l t-) ( �1 ) . f u rther  empLc s 1 zes  t h e
i :q:r, rt ilnc�  r, f i t �- f a t.I?  i n  -:.he FURt.X p,�o c r s s .  [ 1 1 � rrev i ou s  p rtpf'r, h v  u s  ( F, 'j � t h e  
r;ocxll 1 c t i r,r. (, f T c  1-: i t h  ur�ni ur:. 1-/ilS stuc i P<'. i r1 a l a r,wr r: i + ri c  :, r i d  ; n tcrva l 
\ O . f: � - 9  �1 l l f.!C � ) ,1 ·  JC% TBP a�id f e r  6 P HNO

3 
,:i t ·1o r_y i r.g Tei-' cri1c e n t- r.:1 t ·! uri s .  f\n 

equa t i on ,.,.,\l � 1.�f.- r i vc-ci f o r  c a l c u l a !: i cn 0f the cont r· i bu t i c �· . fr1_!rn thr! r:<H::• x t. ra c t i or, 
\J i th U rc nyi ti i U·,-· tt:> to thr> d i str i but. l oP ('C, t i c  of Tc <t "' t !"' !1N0

3 
and  r crm 

t1!1npera tu re . 

He PIJRD pn,u: ss n0nr.a 1 1  y opera tr'., ; t  el evi\trcd t rmrer,-1 � 1, 1-c:s i n  ,ome 
<:ec t i ons , i r ! un.lr ,,. tc 0btt: i n  ; ,: :pro\/CG d��r:r1rtar i i r2,�_ i on 0r bl L tL· r � !.r i pp i r.g  
condi t i ons . Th t '  v t.1. r i �. t i on of th f '  t� i s 1: r i bu i � t�r r;, t i r, f, f 1 ,_ "" i th t.t . .  ,'.rH.:r.=; t u rc i s  
the refc-,re i mp(irt__G r i t  · j r:  co l c. v i r1 t i on s  !"' i � t� b'...:ha v 1 c 1· ·: 1 1 thr Purrx  p;·0c.Pss . l h E� 
c1 i 111 of t h€ r �-,�s -• r. :, \ 1(. r k  i ') t.<' ·� }.tr r1d the krl ·�.: l c�c�r· of tc-cr.ret i um 01 -:- rc c t i OI! 1 n  

t: i u n s .  

T r i -n -· hu !.y1 phc ·; c, r. � t e  \· I GS  (ib t r1 ·i 1 , ,:'Ci ,  [IU t'i f-1 �· ·� . ,1nrl d i 1 i; t (- !� 1-: i t ! !  e r; f·rh u ,�-
1 £-: S 'j k e rosrnF· r.i 'i l ue r. t  as �,re v i cu c; l y d£ · i_- t.: r i br�<1 ( t :· .  f, 1 � e t �·:; r ' �:L :m 1 ca l s  t1erP c, f 
dnc l yt i et; l 9 radn ,1.:.-: i,r:. ,-e u s1:c! 3 �. f•'1 t u i '."1Pct . 

991 11Tc r-,� s  f l ut0ri t nl!1! a YC• � ;o _ s s;n:Tc sc r, t_ · rr1 tcr  (l t ·c '. 11-·o �  obtJ : i ; t- rl i n ,., so. 1 i rie
sc 1 u t i on .  It wa s t � t ·;-t-.>fore ;A,d· i f i c- C  t,y t- :x l :�{i c t. LH· v d t �. C i· � � :Jhr .< r r,i:1r:e as Ot?
s c r i tiec by SCiil.'l.l \ 7 ) .  

i<l 1 <!>.per i rrcr:i_ , hdve  
mea su r ed  nn - l i ne u � i ng t- s\: i n t i l l r t i ::,n r:rt.. r t i ng (2 "  x Z "  :1a I ( T 1 �, :  c, 1 , c <10tect ! ;r  
cel l s  v.- i t h  var i abl e vol un:e t0 a l l ow subtra ,-� i on cf  tht' {H: t i v i ;.._� fron1 

9<?r.Tc
adsorhPd ,,n the ce l l  v,a l l , .  The l, .-,, n i um cc;r,t,,nt in thP , r 1 u L i ons  ;, ffr,-t.s  thC' 
l-rnecsurerTJent:. ir two ways . l•y t he J- ac t  i v i ty err. i t tco frr;m un, r i um and i t s
daughters , c dd i ng to tt-. e  t ruf' va l ue ,  ,i nd by t h €  a. b� r' rpt i c n  ('� f h e  ¥-a c t i v i :_y 
f rcir:1 99rnTc , subtr? c t ·i neJ fron, t he  t rue va l ue- . To ucccn1rit r>i r· th i s �  sr-pr1 r<1t.Q 
c a l i br at ion  exper i rrients  \•:e i·r. 11:ach: , cmp v, � th cnly u r0n i un: p r ese�,t in v dry i nq 
concentra t i ons , Jcterrri n i rHJ the me,1 su rcd t -a c t i v i t �, ;-:-ram u r,n1 i w11 , onp \•l i t '1 a 
knm·m arnount  of 99:r1c prea;�nt � f'!t"O ' u r i ng thr C ( t i v i ty c·� � 1 :nct i nn of thP
ura P i um added . In  thP l i1 r lcr  r i1 se . the 99r1Tc - r1c t i v i \ y  w r ,�  i! S sun:rct t -p  rlc c r � o. �r: 
w i t h  t i nie w i t h  a h a l f -· i i fe of 6 . 02 r . .

Ura n i ui:! 1,Jc. s niea su red 1�ri - 1 i r.c  b_'1 �he t ran31r:1 � . � i i1n  :Jf th;:, b C  kel/  6- l i 1 ;C· fn:rn 
a mecr>an i ca l l y  r- kpped 24 1Am sn,,·crc thrc.,t,gr, f i x f:rl vr- ! un- lie t. Pctc•· rf l l s ,
'lJck9rourd £: f fects  h "cr; v c ry i ng cr;1tcen t. 1 a t  i t.,ns  n f  rnr ? r (  , , i t r i c  a c i d  ard 
v c ry i n g  tf•r: �;)Arn tur() VJere c:e tcrm i nec! i r , < epa re1tl' (a l i bra t i r,n r uns  r1nC: t !1e  
r.1ea surerner.t s  were cr, 1TPc t ,,ct Mccn: i ng l y .

cxpl' r inc " t a n d  s ton-d i n  s toppcrrd v i a l s .  fc,r sarr,p l c: s  conta i 11 i n<; u ra n i um ,  
r 1 t r,; t i on� werP ca rr icc  G u t  after ,;cid i t i or, o f  KF  to  r·esc l ve t h e  eq u i va l ence 
roints (6 ,9 ) .  

B.f:1J_LJS AND D I SCUSS ION 

The d i s t r i bu t i0r cf Tc i'. nd HN03 uere �ea s u reti i n  th� absrnce of u ra n i um a t
? s ,:,r ies  oi tel'.lperaturr� from 2 0  t o  6c0c for n i tri c c c i d  conu,ntrc. t i cn s  f rorr: l 
to S M and : ,  1 0 ,  20 , 30 �, , rt 40% TBP .  The o t ra c t i on unstant fer n i t r i c  a c i d  
a t  c t i f ferrn t  tempera tures wa s r;; 1 cu 1 a ted frcrr t hP dat ,, 0bta i ned . f t  ,-,a s found 
t l•a t the ex tr ,1ct  ion con s tant ,,as i ndcrendent G' temperature and TBP concentra 
t i on �: i t h i n  expe r i menta l erro r s .  Thi: cxtra c t i or. cr r ,stant wa s t hen c a l cu l a ted a s  
a rn,�� d a l l  da ta � t  P a c h  r> i !. r- -i c  a c i d  concentra t i on .  These d a t a  were then 
i nt,!rrol c. ted to  obt a i n  the v;i l ue n f  the e x t ra c � i nn con s t a n t  at a ny a c i d i ty 
·,•i th i n  the •·,mge s tud i ed . ThP d i s tr i b u t i on of Tc 11as f ound to a gree better w i th 
the da te \l i ven by L ! [SER �l:.!'l:. ( 2 )  tha 1 ,  tho�e 9 i ven b; PRUETT ( 10 ) .

Tl1c r·Y tract i t'<' c t  tech�eti 1 1P 1 ,  n i t r i c  a c i d  and uri! n i um was mea s u red a t  5 M 
a c;uPnus r r "i t ri c a c i d  ,:oncent rct  i o n  i n  th12 eyueous phase , aqueou s u rJ n i um concen
• ,·a t i ons  free; about 10 t c  a bout 100 q/ 1 ,  tempe r-a tures  frorr. 20 to 60°c a nd 10 , 
?G Jnd  3C1 Tr. r .  l t  was Pt--�erved th<lt  � �- e d i s tr i bu t i on of u ra n i um decrec1 ses w i t h  
tpp,;,e ra t u re b u t  thilt  t h e  d i , tr i bu t i cr; t>f n i t r i c  a c i d  i ncreases w i t h  tempera
t u r" ,  s r-r i_i�_!'�_l_. Th i s  ca r- be i n t (;rprrt.Pd c1 s  t !ue to the d i fferent numbn of  
,,,o l ,,cu l es invr l vecJ i n  extract i on of r, i t r i c  ,i c i ct  and u ra nyl  n i trate . A 
decr·en s fr, (i u ra n i ur, vxtrac t. i m; t �en i ncrec ses  the concen t ra t i on of " free" TllP 
wn i r h  l eads to  an i ncrros;;d ex t. ra c : i on of n i t ri c  o c i d .  The beha v i o r  0f 
trch1et i ur1 i s  r.io r c  c01,1JJ 1 P X .  Tc remi;vc thl' effect of a vary i ng a q ueous u ra n i um 
c• -ncent. r2� i on the data for each t er�pera ture 1vere i nterpol a ted to a serif's of 
cc.,r; s t a. nt  ctque, ,Ls u ra n i wr c�ncent 1-at. i c�s . It  ca r, bE seen from £.f.gure-1_ that  t he 
te1:1pe r2 tun- e f fect u r :  thr  beha v i c r  of techret i um gradua l l y s h i fts  w i th thP.  
u ra , , i ur:-, cc111centra t i nn .  T h i s  CiHl b,, i ntPrpreted a s  due tu furn12 t i on , i n  the 
�qu,ious pt, ,: ,c , o f  one (or more ) p _x c.r,,cca :i l e  r onip l ex con t a  i 11 i n g  both u ra n i um and 
f r:r hnet i un: . 

l i ,c ti i s tr i bu t. i on dJ t a  for tcchner ' 1 ,m , u ra n i ur,1 and n it r i c  cJ c i cl ( 1 64 sets  of 
va l ut's ) 111:re usi:•c' fer i i :t i ng r;f t he emp i r i ca l  equat ion u sed i n  our ear l i e r  
pr.per ( 6 ) .  

I ] ) 

1 h.' " frc" " TBP con(en�rr t i on •.1a s ca l cu l u1:�c froni th<> measured d i s tr i t--u t i on of 
r l "i � r i c  acid u, i ng th,, � .xnac t i on cc,r s t c n t  d<>term i ned in the f i rst series of 
P.xµe r i Picr. t s .  Data frur.r rl i ffr rP.r:': te111pera '.,ures gave s l i 9 h t ly  d i fferent va l ues 
for A ,  3 .  ;, nd C,  see £..!��__]_. 13_y fitt i r.q t he equc : i on  t o  a l l  da ta  with the 
,, s s umpt i o n  the! .  �- . 13 , a nd C ,:ere l i nea r fu nct i ons o f  tempera t ure , it wa s found 
• r.d t A was i r,c'ependent c- f t,�1:ipera ture w i t h i r. experimenta l e rrors , and that the
,-_ , ,. 1J 1:pt i nn that  fl c 1nd C c i : ilr�ed l i rra r l y  w i th ter•per;i turP f i t ted we l l  t n  the
da t t . ;hE fc,1 l o.1 1 n9 vil l ues 1-,p rr cbt a i nec_! frnr:1 t h i s f i t ,  11lrere T s tands for
t0111pc ra rure in cegn -:cs cr:- �-· '!" i �._i ra Gr . 

t " ? , 2 1 9  .!_ 0. G43 
5 ° (Ul l C  :_ e . c:: 1  + ( 0 . (l: 528 _-+:_ 0 . 0CC5 3 )  
C = 1 . 451  !:_ C J!?? + ( O J'•:.'�::4 .!. G . ULU36 ) 

These rnn�!ants  agrees 1·;(.' l l  w i t h  nu r p rev i ou s  ·,,i l ues for 6 M n i tr i c  a c i d  2 rd 
rc,0m v,,·,pera tu :·e . To i l l u s t r- ,: �e t h C' f i t  ob�_a i ned , crn . l ,,as t rans•ormed to 
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SYNERGISM IN THE EXTRACTION OF ZINC(II) AND 

CADMIUM(II) WITH LOWER FATTY ACIDS IN THE 

PRESENCE OF NITROGEN CONTAINING ORGANIC BASES 

S. K. Gogia, D. Singh, 0. V. Singh and S. N. Tandon 

Department of Chemistry 
University of Roorkee 

Roorkee 247667 (U.P.), India 

The last decade has seen a growing interest in the stud'./ of synergism 

in :..he extraction of metal carboxylates. KP.latively very little work has 

been reported on synergism in the extraction with lower fatty acids. Pyat-

nitskii et.al, (1-3) investigated the extraction of CU (II), Co (II), Ni (II), 

and Fe (III) with lower aliphatic monocarboxylic acids and observed that the 

extractions are synergistically enhanced in the presence of amines. In the 

absence of any such data on Zn (II) and Cd (II), it was planned to systematic

ally investigate the extraction of these metal ioni:. with a series of lower 

fatty acids in the presence of various aliphatic and heterocyclic amines. 

The present communication reports the extraction of Zn (II) and Cd (II) 

with chloroform solution of propionic, butyric and valer ic acids using 

aliphatic amines viz. n-butrlamine, dibutylamine and tributylamine and hetero

cyclic amines viz. B-picoline, pyridine and quinoline as synergists. The 

effect of pH of the aqueous phase and concentration of the metal ion, acid 

Hence, equilibrium constant 

n-p+x 
[ ] 

{2) log D = log Kex + npH + 
2 log H2A

2 org + p log(B.HA)
0rg 

where 

distribution coefficient D : 

metal does not form any other complex with the excess of acid. 

From equation (2) by differentiation with respect to pH 

[�] 6 pH (H 1\ ) 
= n 

2 2 org 

and amine on extraction has been investigated. The probable compositions of 

the extracting species have been proposed by the method of slope analysis. 

On the basis of extraction data the extraction constants (Kexl have been 

calculated and the relative effectiveness of the amines as synergists compared. 

Thus the slope of log D versus pH plot at constant acid concentration in th� 

organic phase will give the humber of protons liberated due to the consumption 

of acid molecules in the complex formation. 

EXPERIM.ENTAL 

The partition of the acids and amines between aqueous and chloroform 

phases was determined by the usual volumetric methods. The partition coefficient 

{P8) of amine in the presence of acids was determined by titrating the organic 

phase with perchloric acid in glacial acetic acid using methyl violet in 

chlorobenzene as indicator (4). To study the distribution of Zn (II) and Cd (II) 

between water and chloroform solution of acid and amine egual aliquots (10 r:il) 

were shaken at roo1!'i. temperature, 30 ,!_ 2 °c, for about five minutes to complete 

equilibration. The equilibration pH of the aqueous phase was recorded after 

each extraction by expanded scale pH meter (ECIL, India). Aftl!r clear 

separations of the two phases the activity of suitable aliquots was measured; 

for 65zn a well type NaI (Tl) scintillation counter was used and B-activity 

of llSrncd was counted using a G.M. counter. Each experiment was run in 

duplicate and the average values have been used. The values of percent extrac

tion show a precision within ,!_2\ at about 65\ extraction. 

EQUILIBRIUM TREATMENT 

The extraction equilibrium may be written as 

where 

Mn+ =-= metal ion 

n :::: valency of metal ion 

p ,. number of amine molecules coordinated 

B "' amine 

HA "" monomeric acid molecule 

x c number of solvating acid molecules 

{H2A2) org-= dimeric acid molecule in organic phase 

The total concentration of acid in both phases 

(3) rHAJ • 2 rH A l + [HA] + rHA] + rA-J 
U total L' 2 2 J org org L1 aq � aq 

similarly total concentratic.n of amine 

(4) 

Therefore, the equilibrium concentration of amine in the aqueous phase 

can be found from the equation, 

(5) [slota1· ¾ 

where 

[ R J : amine concentration 

P
8 

: partition coefficient of amine 

¾ = protonation constant of amine 

simila.:ly 

where 

P .K + K + [H+l 
HA a a J 

Ka = protonation constant of acid 

PHA = partition coefficient of acid. 

RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION 

Distribution ratio of propionic, butyric and valeric acids between 

chloroform and water increases with the increase in initial acid concentra-

tion. This may be ascribed to the dimerization of the acid molecules in the 

chloroform. For dimeric molecules in the organic phase, 

(6) Q:--2.ES_ 

C -= 
c2 

aq 

caq 

,,, PHA 

C aq 

2K P2 rHAJ 
D HA l! aq 

+ 2K l D flA 

� = dimerization constant of acid. 
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when dimerization is more or less complete 

(7) log C
o

r
g 

The plots of log C
org 

versus log C
aq 

for all acids gave str.aiqht lines with 

slopes around 2, thus confirming the assumption of dimerization of acids in 

chloroform. The average values of partition cOefficient for propionic, 

butyric and valeric acids between chloroform and water are 0.26, 1.4. and 16.5 

respectively. 

Partition coefficients of amines between chloroform and water in the 

presence of acids show higher values, suggesting the formation of amine salts 

in chloroform. This is confirmed by the comparison of the nmr spectra of the 

acids with and without the pr�sence of amines. The shift in the signal of 

-COOH group towards the weaker field as compared with the corresponding signal 

of acid in the absence of amines indicates the intermolecular interaction of 

the acid with the amine through hydrogen bonds. 

It has been observed that Zn {II) and Cd (II) show very poor extractions 

into chloroform solution of propionic, butyric and valeric acids. If, however, 

amine is added to the system extractions are synergistically enhanced to}, 90\. 

The er,J-\ancement is probably clue to the fact that organic bases are effective 

in replacing the water molecules from the coordination sphere of the metal, 

thus rendering the species less hydrophilic. 'l'he incorporation of the amine 

molecule in the extracting species is indicated by the uv spectra of the 

organic extract. 

EFFECT OF pH OF THE AQUEOUS PHJ\SE 

1'he extraction increases with increase in pli and reaches a maximum near 

the hydrolysis pH of the metal ion except in the case of n-butylamine where 

the pH range o( maximum extraction is exten<!ed to 10.5. Therefore, all 

subsequent studies were carried out at constant pH 6. 5 except with n-butylamine 

where pH was 10. 5. The results of plot of log D versus pH at constant metal 

ion (lxl0-
4

M), acid (0.50 or l.0M) and amine (0.50 or l.0M) concentrations 

indicate straight lines with slope neac 2. This suggests the release of 2 

protons by the utilization of 2 acid molecules per !lletal atom to neutralize 

che charge on the metal ions. 

EFFEC'I' OF METAL ION CONCENTRATIOtli 

-u -3 
The effect of metal ion concentration (10 - 10 M) on extraction has 

been found to be practically insignificant (�3\). This rules out the possi

bility of ext::-action of any polymeric species in the above mentioned concentra

tion ri!nge. A concentration of 1.0 x 10
-4

M of the metal has been chosen 

for the present investigations. 

EFFEt."T OF' ACID CONCENTRATION 

The concentration of ac1.ds were varied at constant pH and amine concentra

tion and it was found that with the increase in the concentration of the acid 

the extraction increases. lt was also observed that with increase in the 

number of carbon atoms (C
3 

- c
5

) in the acid the extraction efficiency increases 

and shows: the following order: 

valcric) butyric) propionic 

from the slope of the plo'.:s of log D versus log 
[u2A2J org at constant 

amine concentration the number of acid molecules solvated with· the extracted 

species have been calculated and found to be 3 and 2 in the c-lse 0f aliphatic 

-lnd heterocycl.ic a.'nine5, respectively. Some typical plots a.re given in 

EP'FE:CT O:? NHNE CONCENTRATION 

F iqure 2 s!1ows a typl cal plot of log D versus log Gm inc J at constant 

pH and acid concentration. Straiqht .lines with slope near l and 2 were ob-

tair.ed suggestinq the incorForation of l and 2 rnalecc1l�s of .Jliphatic and hetc:ro

cyclic amines, nispectively in the extracted sp�cies. On the basis of above 

results the composition� of the extracted c:pecies �or ZnlIIl and CclflI) mav be 

represented as ZnA
2 

· 1l!A·B .ind CdA
2

. JHA. B an� ZnA
2

. 21-1.A. 2B and CdA
2

. 2!1A. 2B in the 

cas� of alii;:,hati.c a.mines and he'.::erocyclic amines, !.'"espectivety. 
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FIGURE 1. VARIATION OF DISTRIBUTION RATIO FOR ZnC•> & CdCnJ AS A FlKTION 
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FIGURE 2.VARIATION OF DISTRIBUTION RATIO FOR Zn<u>&Cd(IIJAS A R..NCTION OF 
AMINE CONCENTRATION,AT CONSTANT pH <6.Sl AND 8llTYRIC 
ACID CONCENTRATION CO.SOM). 

CALCULATION OF EXTRACTION CONSTANTS (Kexl... 

The equation (2) has been used for. the calculation of extraction constants 

fo:r Zn (II) and Cd (II) with different acids in the presence or: various 

aliphatic and heterocyclic amines. Based on extraction constant values 

it is apparent that heterocyclic amines are better synergists than the 

aliphatic counterparts. The relative order of their effectiveness as 

synergists in the two series is 

(i) dibutylamine) tributylamine > ·n-butylamine 

(ii) pyridine RI B-picoline) quinoline 
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INTRODUCTION 

The preparation of novel organic complexine agents often 
results in the development of new separation systems for aqueous 
ions. ':'hus, the synthesis and study of highly lipophilic hydroxy 
ox1mes led to the current utilization of thes€' compounds as 
commP.rcial extractants for the hydrometallurgy of non-ferrous 
metals (l_). 

The potential of crown ethers (macrocyclic polyethers) as 
the next generation or specific extracting agents for metal ions 
(2-4) has been markedly enhanced by the introduction of crown 
ethers which bear a pendant carboxylic acid group (5). In such 
molecules, novel bifunctional complexing agents are created by 
the combination of an ionizablc group with an ion-bindine; cavity 
having fixed dimensiuns. These ionizable crNrn ethers possess a 
distinct advantage over neutral crown ether- compounds in that 
extraction of a metal �au.on i'ro� an aqueous phase it.to an organ
ic medium does not require the concomitant transfer of the aque
ous phase anion (6). 

In earlier studies (6-10) 1 we examined the solvent extrac
tion o� alkali and alkaline earth cations from water into chlo
roform by several dibenzo crown ether carboxylic acids. These 
co�plexing agents exhibited extraction efficiencies and 
selectivites which surpassed those of a closely-related, non
ionizable dibenzo crown ether and of lipophilic carbcxylic acids 
(6,7,9). By'attachment of lipophilic groups, loss of the crown 
ether carboxylic acid rrom the organic nedium into the aqueous 
phase could be prevented (8,10). 

We now report results for the solvent extractior. of alkali 
and alkaline earth cations from water into chloroform by highly 

0 
OCHf-OH CaHJK OCHCH 

( ') 2 3 

�o o@
�o o 

lo_) 

lipophilic ionizable crown ethers 1-8 in which the lipophilic 
group attachment site, crown ether cavity size, and ionizable 
group are systematically varied. 

EXPERit(ENTAL 

Procedures for extraction of aqueous alkali metal chloride 
solutlons (0.25 Nin each of LiCl, �aCl, KCl, RbCl, and CsCl) or 
aqueous alkaline earth chloride solutions [0.25 N (2 equivalents 
per mole) in each of MgC1 2 , CaC1 2 , SrC1 2 , and BaC1 2 J with 0.050 N 
solutions of the ionizable crown ether in chloroform were the 
same as previo�•sly described (6-8). 

RESUL'rS AND DISCUSSION 

Typical data for the concentrations of metals ln the chlo
roform phase vs. the equilibrium pH of the aqueous phase in com
petitive extractions of alkali metal cati0ns by a crown ether 
carboxylic acid are shown in Ple;ure 1. The observed pH depen
c1ence verifies that sie;nificant exLracLion occurs only when the 
carboxylic acid group is ionized. 

Table l presents a compilation o� extraction selectiviety 
and efficiency (organic phase loading of metals) information for 
extraction of alkali metal and alka1ine earth cations by 
ionizable crown ethers 1-8. 

Dibenzo crown ether carboxylic acids .!.=J. are structural 
isomers which differ only in the site(s) of lipophilic group 
attachment. All three exhibit similar selectivities for Na+ in 
competitive extractions of alkali metal cations. However ·ror 3 
the efficiency (maximal metal loading of the organic phase) is
appreciably higher than with either 1 or�-

'11able 1. 

l 

Selectivity and Efficjency of Metal Ion Extraction 
from Water into Chloroform by Ionizable Crown Ethers. 

Extraction Selectivity and 
Selectivity Coefficientsa,b 

Na
+ > K

+ > Li+ > Rb+ > Cs+ 

5 17 36 83 

Ba2+ 
> Ca 2+ > Sr 2+ > Mg

2+ 

2 6 7 

�a+
> K

+ 
> Li+ ' Rb+ ' Cs+ 

7 '--- NDd _;______, 

Ba2+ > ca2+ > Sr 2+ > Mg
2+ 

2 4 22 

Na+ 
> Li+ 

> K + > Rb+ > Cs+ 

2.5 5 19 60 

Ba 2+ > sr2+ > ca?+ > �g
2+ 

2 3 15 

K
+ 

> Na+ > Rb+ > Cs+ > Li+ 

4 7 11 ?8 

Sr2+ > :aa2+ '\, ca2+ > Mg
2+ 

6 6 60 

K
+ > Rb+ > Li

+ > Cs+ > Na+ 

1.5 1.9 2.8 3,0 

na 2+ > ca2+ > sr2+ > MK
?+ 

14 33 89 

Na+ > Li+ > K + > Rb+ 

1, 8 24 

> Cs+ 

45 

r,a+ > K+ > Li+
' Rb+ , Cs+ 

15 '-------Nod----' 

�e 2+ > Ca2 -� > na 2�- > Sr 2+ 

J.2 9 '? 

Maximal Metal Loading 
of the Organic Phase� 

68% 

96% 

58% 

98% 

80% 

100% 

90% 

100% 

100% 

]00% 

l 00% 

48% 

100% 

97% 

aselectivi:y coefflcient8 are listed below the cation chemical 
symbol and express the ratio between the chloroform phase 
concentrations of the best extracted cation and the indicated 
cation. bnata are for an equllJbriurn pH = 10 for alkali metal 
caticJns and pH = 8 for alkaline earth cations. cPor alkaline 
ear� chtions, a loading of 100% sjgnifics complete formation of 
a r,::..2 complex. dNot detected. 
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Compounds 4, 1, 5, and 6 forrn a ser ies of lipophilic dibenzo 
crown ether carboxYliC acids-in which the polyether rings cont ain 

14-, 16-, 19-. and 22-members, respectively. Estimated polyether 
cavity diameters for these compounds as well as literature values 
(11) for the diameters of the alkali metal and alkaline earth 
cations are presented in Table 2. Strongest complexation of 
monovalent and divalent metal cations by neutral crown ethers is 
observed i'Jhen the ratio of t he cation diameter to the polyether 

cavity diameter is 0.9 (12). Therefore in competitive ex
tractions of alkali metal c ations by compounds 4, 1, 5 and 6, 
selectivity for Li+, Na+, K+ or Rb+ , and cs+, -reSpeCtivelY, 
might be expected. The extraction selectivity data in Table 1 
reveal that only with 1 and 5 are the predicted selectivities 
observed. Thus, factors other than the polyether cavity size 
must also be important in determining extraction selectivity. Th= 
same conclusion may be drawn from the observed selectivities in 
alkaline earth cat ion extractions. 

Table 2. Polyether Cavity and Metal Ion Diameters (in angstroms). 

Estimated Alkali Metal Alkaline Earth 
Comoound Diameter Cation Diameter Cation Diameter 

.'!. 1. 2-1. 5 Li+ 1. 36 Mg 2+ 1.56 

! 2.0-2.4 Na + 1.96 ca2+ 2.12 

2. 3.0-3.5 Kt 2.66 Sr2+ 2.54 

§_ 4.2-5.0 Rb
+ 2.98 Ba2+ 2.83 

Cs + 3.30 

Compounds 1 and 7 are identical except for replac?nent of 
the unsaturated-benzo rings of l by saturated cyclohexano rings 
in l· Compared with 1, c ompollnd 7 should be a stronger cation 
complexing agent since it contains-only the more basic dialkyl 
ether oxygens in the polyether rin

�
. Alt hough both compounds 
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appears to ariSe from an extraCtion complex stoichiometry of 
ML•HL for this complexing agent. 

The effect of varying the ionizable group is probed with 
compounds 3 and which are ident ical except that 3 is a 
carboxylic -acid and 8 is the mono ethyl ester of a phOsphonic 

acid. Due to the greater acidity of the latter, extraction of 
alkali metal and alkaline earth cations from acidic aqueous 

solutions into chloroform is possible. In competitive alkali 
metal cation extractions by either 3 or 8, good selectivity for 
Na+ and high efficiency are noted. -The Na+/K+ extraction ratio 
is somewhat greater for the phosphonic acid derivative In view 
of these similarities in alkali metal cation extraction, the 
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Mv,2+ and Ca2+ are the dominant cations in the chloroform phase. 
These results su�f,est that for alkaline ear th cation complexation 
as the ionizable group becomes more acidic (less basic) the fit 
of the cation within the polyether cavity becomes more important 
in determining selectivity. 

Further studies of metal ion extraction by ionizable crown 

ethers are in progress. 
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THE APPLICATION OF LANTHAN IDE INDUCED SH IFTS IN  

SOLUTION NMR STUDIES OF COORDINATED EXTRACTANTS 

Da le  G. Ka l i n a  and E .  P .  Horw i tz 

C h e m i st ry D i v i s i o n  
A rgonne  N at i ona l  Labo rato ry 
A rgon n e,  I l l i no i s  60439 USA 

Over t h e  p a s t  severa l years  there h a s  been a rene·..ied i nt e r e s t  i n  the 
e x am i na t i on of  coripounds  wh i ch h a ve the pote n t i a l  of  behav i ng c1 s  b i de n t a t e ,  or  
che l a t i ng , extrac tants  ( l - 3 ) . I n  p a r t i c u l a r  e x t rac t a n t s  c o n t a i n i n g  the 
c a rbamoy 1 Methy l phosplioryl ( C"\P ) m o i ety { A l  have  been  the subject of  numerous 
i nv e s t i ga t i o n s . Bec a u s e  o f  the ra ttier  Un i que a:-i i l i ty of  these compou n d s  to 
e f f i c i e n t l y  extract  t r f v .-t l e n t  l an t ha n i rle and a c t i n i de i on s  fr cw, ll i cih l y  a c i d i c  
s o l u t i o n s , these spec i e s  h a v e  heen un<ler  c c n s i de r a t i o n  f o r  app l i ca t i o n s  i n  
fuel reproc e s s i n g  sche1!les .  

x ,J � 
y / p_Cl l 2,....... c- 11 R 2

A 

Al though  these extrac ta n t s  have  been stud i ed exte n s i v e l y by a nunber o f  
resea rch grou p s ,  there s ti l l  rema i ns s oine c ::i ri f 1 1 s i on as  t o  t h e  � x a. c t  n ;i tu re o f  
t h e  meta l  comp l ex  wh i c h  i s  extracted b y  t h e  C M P  mo l ec u l e s .  1 t  h a rl  l) e e n  a s 
sume,1 f o r  n a n v  v e a rs t h ;, t  t h e  C l !P e x t r ;i c t a n ts hehaved a s  h i dent,1 te e x t rac ta n t.:; 
( f'; )  b a s e d  on �th'e h i r h  d i s t r i b u t i on ra t i o s  of met,11  i o n s  at h i gh ac i rl i ty .  how
eVe r  no so l i d  e v i dence hac k i na th i s  a s s u rr,n t i on ha rl heen o r�sented . Research  
in  our  l aborator i e s  h a s  i nd i Ca ted tha t  th i s  a s s ,mp t i o n  is  v a l i rl on l v  under  
certa i n  c i rc u m s ta n c e s . O u r  res u l ts i rtd i c ;i tei1 that in  so l u t i o n ,  tht? cO�pl exes  
forned between met a l  n i trates  and  01P co11oou n r! s  cont.t i ner1 nonndenta te .  !')hos
p horyl  b o u n <1  extractant  l"lol e cu l e s ( !':) ( 2 ) .  Ori  the o t h e r  h a n rl ,  d a ta o b ta i ner!  
for the extrac t i o n  o f  1:ie t a l  t h i ocydn a te conpl e x e s  by thP.SP.  sane e x t r a c ta n t s  
i ru1 i ca ted t h a t  the C 1 P  com!)nu nds  we re h e h a v i n1 a s  h i de n t ,i t.P. �x tr;,r: t � n ts i n  
th i s  sy s t er:'I ( 3 ) . 

/
II 

0 
....._ II II -
,....... [)  C - i l -

'-._ CHz / 

f. 

0 U 
:...__ JI II / ,....... P

........_ CH
_,..,, C - t ! ,  

'1 

Q 

Recent  stru c tu r a l  stu d i e s  ( 4 )  h a v e  shown t h a t  i n  a dd i t i o n  to n1?utra l  
mono- a nd b i dentate coord i na t i o n ,  the CMP compou n d s  c a n  a l  so behave a s  an i on i c  
l i ga n d s  { IJ )  i n  s o l i d  comp o u n d s  i s o l ated  frJn the reac t i on o f  11e u l  n i t rates  
w i th CMP ' S. 

As a resu l t  of th i s  obv i ou s  v a r i ety of coord i n a t i o n  nodes exh i b i ted b y  
t h e  0 1'  extr,1cta n t s , w e  fel t t h a t  i t  wou l d  h e  e x tre!'llely u s e fu l  t o  o b ta i n  i n
fonna t i o n  rega r<1 i ng the coorrl i n a t i o n  of these e x t rac t a n t s  u n d e r  c o nd i t i on s  
t h a t  woul d a s  c l o s e l y  ,;,, s  pos s i b l e  d u p l i c a te those e n c o u n tered  i n  l i ou i d- l i q u i d  
extrac t i o n  proceo; s e s . As  o n e  mean s  t o  th i s  e n d  w e  h -1 v P.  i n i t i a ted a nuc l ea r  
rnaq n e t i c  resonance  ( UM R )  s t u dy of t h e s e  and  o t h e r  extrac t a n ts d nrl t he i r  meta l  
conrl exes  emp l oy i ng oarari1a g n e ti c  l a n t h a n i de ions  a s  a method  of  proh i ng the 
s o l u t i on struc ture of  the e x t r a c ted  s o ec i e s .  

LANTHAIH O E  SH I F T  REAGENTS 

L a n t ha n i rle 1 ".'J n s  have  been userl  a s  s o l u t i o n  structural  o robes f:J r  a nui'lber 
o f  years ( 5 , 6 ) . Typ i c a l l y ,  a l an t h a n i rle  tri s { b e ta - d i k e to n a 'te ) c o1npl e x  is  u s e d  
a s  the l a n t h a n i de  s h i f t  rea g e n t  wh i c h ,  when comp l ex e d  t o  an  1J raa n i c  r.io l ec 11 l e  
conta i n i ng a b a s i c  coord i n a t i o n  s i te ,  i n rluces  a rl i po l ar  s h i f t  i n  the NM� spec
trum o f  the orga n i c  corrtpound wh i ch c a n  be  re l a ted to the sol 1 . c i on struc t u re of  
the mo l ec u l e throuqh the u s e  o f  the equa t i o n :  

( 1 )  
3cos 2 on - 1

"n = K --y r n 
where tin i s  the i n ducer!  s h i ft  i n  the re sonance  of a nuc l e u s  n 1ue to CO'llpl exa
t i on . rn is the ( through  space) rl i s tance  of  that  n u c l el lS  fro111 th!? l a n t ha n i de
i o n ,  6 i s  the a n g l e �etween the l a n t h a n i de- n uc l e u s  vec tor a n d  the p r i nc i p l e  
magnetfc a x i s  of  tl1e como l ex ( E ) ,  a n d  K i s  � c o n s tant  wh i -: h  i s  dependent  o n  
the l a n tha n i r1e u n de r s t u dy .  I n�the c d s e  o f  rotd t i on a l l y  a v e ra,;ie<I po s i t i o n s  o f  
the COl"lp l exed  mol �cu l e ,  the p r i nc i p l e  n d a n e t i c  a x i s  C it n  u s u a l l y  b e  t a k e n  t o  he 
the meta l -coord i n a t i o n  s i te b o n d  ( 5 ) .  T h i s  fa i r l y  s i Hl ;--i l t?  reoresen tat i 1J n  has 
proved to be  11u i te u s e ful  i n  the e l u c i cl a t i o n  11 F the S 1J l 1 1 t i o n  s t r1 1 c t u re of  r1a ny 
orga n i c  spec i e s .  

Rec a u s e  w e  were i n teres ted i il study i n 9  ':'I� con foJ rii-,. t i o n  o f e x t r a c t a n t  
mo l ec u l �s  'l'th i ch had b e e n  e x t r- a c ted frori a o u e o u s  s o l ,1 t i on s ,  rather  t ti a n  : i s i 'l g  
beta - d i k e to n d tl? co!'l1J l exes  of  the l a nth a n i des a s  s ti i f t  re.tqc n t s , we have u s e<1 
the l d n th a n i rle i o :1:;  a n d  thei r c o u n te r- i on s  ( n i tr -1 t ,:, rJr t h i ocya n a te i n  tli i s  
c a s e )  comp l e x e d  to the extrac t a n t  mo l ecu l e s i n  a n  o r 9 d n i r: '1 i l u e n t  a s our  ,; h i ft  
sy s tem . Th is  h a s  9 i v e n  u s  �n  e x trac t a n t- r11e t a l  cor 1p l e x wtr n ,; c  Jeor1e t r- i c a l  c o n 
f i g u ra t i o n  shou l d  c o r re l a te d i re c t l y  w i th ac t u a l  s p ec i i? s  i n v o l ve cl i n  t h "  s o l 
v e n t  e x trac t i on r-eact i o n .  

MONOFU N C T  I ONAL E X T RACTAIJ T S  · ·-----

A l though  our  ma i n  i n te r P. s t  i n  th i s  s t u dy . 1 1 a :;  heen to e v -1 1 tJ ate the con
forma t i o n  of the CMP  extractants  -tho:Jt  l a n tha n i .ie i o ns , i t  was  a l so  i 1 'lp o r t ::t 'l t  
to ex am i ne t h e  h e t t e r- u n d e r s tood , mon o fo nc t i (r n a l  d n " l o g s  r l f  thesr. cor,ro u n r.1 s  s o  

t h a t  the v a l i d i ty of  th i s  appro ac h  cou l d  b e  tested a n d  so  t h a t  compa r i s o n s  
cou l d  be  m a d e  between the bon d i ng for t h e s e  two types o f  extrac ta n t  mol e
c u l e s .  Therefore , a ser i e s  of  mon o fu n c t i o P a l  p h o s p horyl extrac ta n t s  -
t r i b u ty l p h o s p h a t e ,  d i h u ty l b u tyl p h o s p h o n a te a n d  b u ty l o i b u ty l p h o s p h i nate - w a s  
stud i ed  u s i n g  t h r e e  d i fferent  l a n t ha n i de n i trates  - P r ( I I I ) ,  E u ( I I I ) , and 
Y b ( I I I )  - to detenn i ne if  the i nduced  s h i fts  in  s i m i l a r n uc l e i  in  these  re
l a ted extracta n t  mol e c u l e s  wou l d refl e c t  s i m i l a r coord i n a t i o n  geometri e s  for 
these  e x t r a c ta n ts throughout the l a n tha n i de s e r i e s .  As  an  examp l e  the i nduced 
s h i fts  for the l a n t ha n i de n i tra te comp l exes  o f  d i bu ty l b u ty l p h o s p h o n a te a re 
s h own i n  Tab l e 1 .  O n e  of the c r i ter i a  for i somorphus  c omp l exes and  the 
apr l i c a b l i tyorequa t i o n  ( 1 )  is that the ra t i o s  o f  the l a n t h a n i de i nduced  
s h i fts  for  the d i fferent  l a n t h a n i des  be c o n s t a n t .  I t  i s  a pparent  from the 
ciata  in Tabl e 1 tha t the s h i f t  ra t i o s  for the P r  and  £ u  com p l exes  a re in q u i te 
good ag reeflle n t ,  w h i l e  the v a l u e s  for  Y b  have  greater  dev i a t i o n s .  S i nce there 
is other e v i dence to s u g g e s t  that  the earl i e r  members  o f  the l a n t h a n i de group 
may fonn comp l exes  of  s l i gh t l y  d i fferent  s t r u c t u res than  do the l a t e r ,  smal l er 
mef'lbers  { 4b ) ,  t h i s sma l l dev i a t i on was n o t  e n t i r e l y  unexpected . 

As an a dd i t i ona l  check on the con s i s tency of the s h i ft r a t i o s  i n  a re
l a ted s e r i e s  o f  extracta n t  compl exes , we have exami n e d  the comp l exes  o f  a 

q i ven  l a n th a n i de i o n  w i th a homo l ogous  ser i es  of extracta n t s ,  a s s hown i n  
Tab l e  2 for the P r  compl exes  o f  TBP , D B [ BP ] ,  a n d  B [ O BP ] .  Aga i n ,  the agreement 
between eau i v a l e nt  protons in  the three extractants is  very goo d .  

The  resu l ts  i n  Tab l e  1 a n d  Tab l e  2 a l s o  s ti o w  q u i te c l ea r l y  t h e  effec t o f  
i ncre a s i ng  the s e p a r a t 1 0n o f  a nucleus  f r o m  the l a nthan i de i o n .  I n  the ab
sence  of  l a rge  dev i a t i o n s  in  the v a l u e  o f  G ,  it  wou l d  be expec ted that  the 
m a g n i turle of  the  i 11<1ucerl s h i ft s h o u l d decrease  in  a f a i r l y  regu l a r  ma n n e r . a s  
the meta l - nu c l e u s  d i s ta nce i s  i ncreased  b y  i ncreas i n g  the nuii,ber  o f  i n terven
i ng b o n d s  ( i . e . , if  3cos 2 e - 1  rema i n s  a p p r o x i mately c o n s ta n t ,  then  llar- 3 ) 
( 5b ) .  The  da ta in Ta b l e s  1 and  2 a re i n  ag reeme n t  w i t h  th i s  s i mp l i f i c a t i o n  o f  
equ a t i on ( 1 )  a nd  prov i de aTfr'st-"order a r p rox i ma t i on to t t 1 e  rel a t i ve v a l ues  of 
r .  

T ab l e 1 .  I nduced S h i fts  i n  the 1 H �JMR Spectra  o f  t h e  L a n t h a n i de N i trate
C omp l exes  of D i b u ty l bu ty l p h o s p h o na tea 
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Tab l e 2 .  I nduced  S h i fts  i n  the  1 H N M R  S p e c t r a  o f  the P r a s eodym i u m  N i tra te 
Comp l exes  o f  rnP , O B [ BP ] .  and  B [ O B P ] a 
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� I F U M CT} ONAL EXT�ACTANTS 

W i th t h e s e  e n c 0 u ra g i n g  resu l t s for th� 111o n o f u nc t io na l  extractant c orn
:l l ex P. s  we fel t c o n f i d e n t  t h a t  the use of th i s  tec h n i que -...ia s j u s t i f i ed and thus  
i m rl e r took the  s tu dy o f  CMP comp l exes . T h e  p r i m a r::1 foc1J s  o f  our  atten t i o n  h a s  
heen  d i rec ted tow" r-<1 t h e  s t11 dy of  DHDE CMP ( X  = Y = CH t> H , 30 , R = C 2 H s  i n  A )  
the no s t  ·,1i de l y  stud i ed membe r  o f  t i, i s  c l a s s  o f  e x trac ta n t .  D a t a  for -fh;
l a n �h a n i de i n d11�e<1 s h i fts i n  the comp l exes  of P r l 4 extrac ted from 4 M L Hl03 
( ;1h 1 c h  our  prev i ou s  ,;o l v e n t  e x t r a c t i o ri  work ( 2 )  i nd i c a ted  s h ou l d  res u l ti n  a 
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TahlP. 3. I11duced Shift,; in tlil'! 1H NMR Spectra of the PrasPodymiur.i Nitrate 
Complexes rJf <\: ,lEC11P Extra cted fro1!l Aqueous Solutiona 

0 0 
Ii II 

( CH3-CH2-CHlH2-CH2-CH2-o) 2-PCH2-C-N ( CH2-CH 3) 2 
f d b g h i j ,k 

----------------------------------�--------

Resonance �(-'!Qili
b 

1.00 
. 40 
.32 
.05 

2 .4 5 
.08 

-.90 
. 15 

-.78 

oPr(�l/ 

1.00 � .68 
.33 
.32 
.07 

2 .90 
.00 

-2 .33 
. 18 

-1.85 

aoatn obtained in cine solution, normalized to shift a 1.00. 
bExtracted from 4.0 �I LHI03/0.0l M HN03. 
cExtractec1 from 3.0 � NH4SCN/O.Ol-.!:!_ HCl. 

monodentate complex) and from 3 M NH4 SCN !Yihich we post1Jlated to forM 3 bi
dentate complex (3)) are cor.ipiled-in Table 3. It can be clearly seen that the 
shifts of the phosphoryl subs ti tuents�einuch the same as those observed ore
viously for the monofunctional analogs. The most surprising difference'. in 
these data is the nature of the shifts observed for the substituents on the 
a111ide portion of the molecule, \-1here sr.1al l positive and substantial neqative 
values are seen. 

�lthough the simple t1ar-3 relationship invoked earlier obviously cannot 
exrla,n such behavior, these shifts can be rea dily rationalized in terms of 
equation (1). The nuAerator of this expression contains the angular furction 
3cos 2 0n-1 \thich is positive for e < 54.7° . For angles greater than this 
value, this term becomes negativ�, changing the sign of the induced shift. If 
one considers the metal-to-phosphor.vl oxygen bond to be the reference for cal
culating e, then any interaction between the amide group and the metnl ion (as 
in a bidentate bondin9 f!'locie or even a weaker 1

1 semi-bic1entate 11

, electrostatic 

1nteract1onJ would result in drawing the amide portion of the molecule into 
the re9ion where the sign of the induced shift would be negative or only 
slightly nositive. The fl'lagnitude of the negative shifts in the thiocyanate 
s_ystern seer'1S to imply a 1arg'2r value of e couplerl with (:,erhaps) a smaller 
value of r. The cor1bination of these two effects, which sug')ests a substan
tial al'li41e-metal (i.e., bidentate) interaction,· would result in substantial 
negative shifts, whereas the less negative shifts observed in the nitrate 
system could be interpreted in terms of smaller values of e or la rger values 
of r - implying less of a metal-amide interaction. 

Further studies and analyses of the data will be presented to more com
pletely identify the bonding characteristics of these extractants . 
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URANIUM RECOVERY WITH COUPLED-TRANSPORT MEMBRANES 

Feed Solution 

Low uo2(S04)2- Concentration 

High 1-r+ Concentration 

Walter C. Babcock, Donald J. Kelly, Dwayne T. Friesen 

Bend Research Inc. 
64550 Research Road 

Bend, Oregon 97701-8599 USA 

In recent y'2ars, hydro:netallurgical processing of ores has become increasingly 
important, replacing the more polluting and energy-intensive pyrometallurgical techniques. 
Hydrometallur�ical leach solutions contain low concentrations of the desired metal ion 
as well as impuc-ity metal ions. Present methods for product recovery from these solu
tions include solvent extraction, ion exchange, and precipitation. 

Since 1975, Bend Research has been developing an alternative recovery process that 
utilizes coupled-transport membranes. These are liquid membranes consisting of a water
immiscible, liquid complexing agent held by capillary forces within the pores of a thin, 
microporous polymeric support. When the membranes are placed between a hydrometallurgical 
leach solution and another aqueous solution, metal ions from the leach solution are ex
tracted into the membrane and diffuse across it as a neutral organic complex. Under suit
able conditions, diffusion can occur "uphill," i.e., against the metal-ion concentration 
gradient of the aqueous solutions. The energy for concentrating metal ions is provided 
by the coupled diffusion of a second ionic species. By using conventional solvent ex
traction agents in the membranes, it is possible to combine the high selectivity and ability 
to concentrate ions of solvent extraction with large throughputs and continuous processing 
capability of modern membrane technology. A major advantage of the process over solvent 
extraction is that problems associated with phase separation and solvent entrainment are 
eliminated. 

The process is illustrated in Figure 1 for the coupled transport of uranyl sulfate 
anions by a tertiary amine . Here, "feed solution" refers to the leach solution and 
"product solution" is the concentrate from which yellow cake would be precipitated. On 
the feed side of the membrane, the uranyl sulfate anions plus two hydrogen ions are 
extracted into the membrane via the reaction 

(1) 

where (org) and (aq) refer to species soluble only in the organic membrane phase or 
aqueous phase, respectively. The uranium-amine complex diffuses across the membrane to 
the product side, where the reverse reaction in Equation (1) occurs (due to the low H+ 

concentration on the product side), releasing the uranyl sulfate anion and two hydrogen 
ions to the aqueous phase. The free amine then diffuses back across the membrane and 
the process is repeated. Thus, uranyl sulfate anions are transported from left to right 
(in Figure 1), and electrical neutrality is maintained by the coupled transport of hydrogen 
ions in the same direction. In this way, uranyl sulfate anion can be chemically pumped 
up its concentration gradient as hydrogen ion diffuses down its concentration gradient in 
the same direction. 

During this past year a field test was conducted at a uranium mine in Wyoming. The 
test unit contained 400 ft2 of membrane area in the form of four 100-ft2 hollow-fiber 
modules. A photograph of the test unit is shown as Figure 2. The unit operated for 
about SO days on a leach solution containing 1 2 5 ppm uranium. Typically the uranium con
centration in the raffinate was reduced to less than S ppm and the uranium concentration 
in the product solution (150-g/L Na2C03) was about 1 wt%. Under these conditions, the 
unit recovered about 2 lb of uranium/day, i.e., the transmembrane flux of uranium was 
approximately 2 lb/ft2-year. For two weeks of the test the unit was operated on partially 
clarified leach solution. Although no fouling problems due to suspended solids were 
experienced, organic flocculents in the solution did cause membrane fouling. 

Liquid Membrane 

Complexing Agent 
2R3N 

Product Solution 

High uo
2

(s04)2- Concentratio 

Low 1-r+ Concer,tration 

Figure 1. Coupled Transport of Uranium Across a Liquid Membrane 

Fi,..,1r, ! Coupled-Transport Unit for Recovery of Uranium from a Hvdr,,
rnetallurgi.cal Leach Solution 
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MODELING OF FACILITATED TRANSPORT IN HOLLOW FIBER TUBES 

Richard D. Noble 

National Bureau of Standards 
Center for Chemical Engineering, 773.1 

Boulder, Colorado 80303 USA 

INTRODUCTION 
Facilitated transport is a separation process by which an active chemical 

carrier will selectively bind with a permeate, transport the permeate across a 
liquid film, and release the permeate at the other boundary. It has high 
potential for obtaining high selectivity while achieving high enough flux rates 
to be commercially feasible. There are several review articles which describe 
this process in detail [1-9]. 

The roost common mechanism postulated is 

kl 
t A + B i=t AB 

k2 
where A: component being transported across the membrane 

B: active chemical carrier 
AB: active carrier complex 

The arrow next to A indicates that it is the cooiponent being transported. 

(1) 

There have been various models developed to describe the steady-state 
one-dimensional flux of ·a permeate. Olander [10] described simultaneous mass 
transfer combined with an equilibrium chemical reaction. He showed the effect 
of reaction on the total mass transfer rate. Four different cases were analyzed 
analyzed. Friedlander and Keller [11) used a linearized form of the reaction 
rate expression to describe the flux of permeate with reversible chemical 
reaction to the simple diffusional flux. Their assumptions were based on the 
reacting system being near reaction equilibrium. Ward [12) derived analytical 
solutions for the steady-state transport of NO through ferrous chloride solution 
under two limiting conditions, reaction-limited ("frozen" condition) and 
diffusion-limited (reaction equilibrium). He found that this system was not 
operating at a limiting condition but somewhere in between. He used a numerical 
method to solve for the flux. Kreuzer and Hoofd [ 13] used the concept of a 
reaction boundary layer to explain the physical problems with assuming 
instantaneous reaction equilibrium at the membrane boundary. Their results 
showed that an equilibrium core existed through the main portion of the membrane 
with reaction boundary layers at each boundary. Goddard et al. [14) and Smith 
et al. [15) also demonstrated this result. 

Yung and Probstein [16) used a similarity transfonn method to develop a 
single equation which described the concentration profiles for a 11 components. 
The equation describes steady-state conditions in flat plate geometry. The 
equation could be evaluated by numerical methods to obtain the facilitated flux 
over the entire range of operating conditions. The so 1 ut ion is iterative and 
could cause some convergence problems. They also present some simplifications 
under limiting conditions. 

Smith and Quinn [17) developed an analytical solution for the facilitation 
factor for fl at-pl ate membranes under steady-state conditions. They obtained 
this result by assuming that there is a large excess of carrier. This allows 
them to linearize the reaction rate expression. They show that their result has 
the correct limiting behavior for both reaction-limited and diffusion-limited 
cases. Their model shows good agreement with previously published results. 
Their rrode l becomes 1 ess accurate as you approach reaction equilibrium 
(diffusion 1 imited). 

Hoofd and Kreuzer [18) developed an analytical solution to steady-state 
one-dimensional facilitated transport. They approximate the permeate 
concentration as having two components. One canponent is based on the 
assumption of chemical reaction equilibrium and is a function of carrier 
concentration. The second term accounts for departures from chemical 
equil.ibrium and is function of position only. By solving for these two 
components, one obtains an analytical solution. Their result is consistent with 
Smith and Quinn's for this case. 

There has been some previous work done on one-dimensional facilitated 
transport in cylindrical geometry. Stroeve and Eagle [19) developed equations 
for the facilitation factor in reactive slabs, cylinders, and spheres. They 
studied dispersed phase shapes in a continuous phase and provide a graph which 
shows the effect of geometry when subjected to a uni-directional flux of the 
diffusing species. Hoofd and Kreuzer [20) solve the problem of oxygen uptake in 
a cylindrical muscle. They use the same mathematical approach as they had 
earlier used in planar geometry [18). Their calculations compared very well 
with previous calculations. Noble [21] developed analytical expressions for 
shape factors under both limiting conditions of being either diffusion-limited 
or react ion-1 imited. These express ions all owed one to detenni ne facilitated 
flux for cylindrical or spherical geometries if one knows the flux for a 
flat-plate geometry. He found that a flat-plate geometry yielded the highest 
flux under identical operating conditions. 

The objective of this study is to develop a mathematical model for the 
steady-state two-dimensional transport of a permeate in a cylindrical geometry. 
The permeate is advected axially through the hollow interior portion of the 
cylinder and transported radially through the cylinder walls by facilitated 
transport. The cylindrical geometry represents a ho.llow fiber tube which has 
great potential for industrial application due to its mechanical strength and 
high surface area to volume ratio. The pores of the hollow fiber are 
impregnated with a liquic' containing the carrier compound. The radial transport 
takes place through the pores filled with liquid. 

THEORY 
--The hollow fiber is shown in figure 1. The mixture containing the penneate 
is transported axially through the tube and the permeate is transported radialry 
through the tube walls by facilitated transport. It can be assumed that there 
is no axial transport in the tube walls due to the pore structure. 

A steady-state macroscopic mass balance on the permeate in the tube (see 
the control volume in figure 1) yields 

- -
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(2) 

<vx> = average velocity in axial direction (assumed constant) 
CA = bulk (cup-mixing) concentration of permeate in the interior (hollow) 

region of tube 

� = effective surface area to volume ratio 

NAT 
= flux of permeate into tube wall 

Equation (2) neglects radial diffusion in the hollow portion of the hollow fiber 
tube. The permeate flux through the tube walls can be written as 

N = (
211rol

) DA 1 1 (3) AT 2wril {S)(F) t (CA - CA0 
) 

if equation ( 1) describes the revers i b 1 e react ion taking pl ace in the pores of 
the tube wal 1. 
DA = permeate diffusion coefficient in liquid film 

c/ = permeate concentration in liquid film at r = r1 

CA 
1= permeate concentration in liquid film at r = r0• 

0 
S is the shape factor defined by Noble [21). It relates the facilitated flux in 
a cylindrical geometry to the facilitated flux in a planar geometry. S is based 
cylindrical geometry to the facilitated flux in a planar geometry. S is based 
on the outside surface area. That is why the surface area ratio is included in 
equation 3. F is the facilitation factor in a planar geometry. This is the 
ratio of the total facilitated flux in planar geometry to the simple diffusion 
flux in planar geometry. Analytical expressions are available for both S and 
F. 

t 

s = r2 (4) 

ln [(1-iJ 

Equation (4) is the equation described by Noble [21] for the case where the 
system is diffusion-limited (reaction equilibrium). This equation will hold for 
a wide range in reaction conditions. 

F = l +A (5) 
1 + ¾ tanh IP 

where 

A = DABKegcB 
DA 

DAB = diffusion coefficient of carrier-permeate canplex in liquid film 

k Keq = 1/k2 
CB = carrier concentration in liquid film (assumed constant) 

(6) 

(7) 

Equation (5) was derived by Hoofd and Kreuzer [18) by approximately the penneate 
concentration as having two components. One component is based on the 
assumption of chemical reaction equilibrium and is a function of carrier 
concentration. The second tenn accounts for departures from react ion 
equilibrium and is a· function of position only. By solving for these two 
components, one obtains an analytical solution. Smith and Quinn [17] derived 
the same result by assuming that there is a large excess of carrier 
concentration. 

Substituting equation (3) into equation (2), one obtains 

(8) 

where 

(9) 

H = CA/CA 
1 = partition coefficient 

Note that A is a constant and independent of permeate concentration. Equation 
(8) can be made dimensionless by defining the following dimensionless variables 

c/ = �-
(10) 
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CA; 
= inlet penneate concentration 

Equation (8) then becomes 

Equation (12) can be solved with the following boundary condition 
I• 0 CA* • 1 

The solution is 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Equation (14) can be substituted into equation (3) to obtain the permeate flux 
at any positionI. 

NAT=(�) (S)(F) 
0

:> (1-CA/)e· ALI (15) 

Equation (15) can be integrated along the axial length 
total permeate flux through the tube walls. 

1 
(
r

�
oA cA. s 

F AL \ N dI = p _£ --1 lliJ£.l (1-C *) [1-e· ] 
0 AT r. Ht AL A0 

of the tube to obtain the 

( 16) 

Equation (16) can be rearranged to yield the ratio of the permeate flowrate 
through the tube wa 11 s to the in 1 et penneate fl ow rate. 

n 
= <v}cAi 

(�) = (1-CA/l [1-e· AL] (17) 

n is the fraction of permeate removed. To test the validity of equation (17), 
the model was compared to experimental data presented by Hughes_ Mahoney. and 
Steigelman (22 ]. Their data for ethylene penneation through hollow fiber walls 
containing 6.0 M AgN03 is shown in Table 1. Substituting their experimental 
values in equation (17). one obtains n = 0,325. This is in excellent agreement 
with their value of 0.338. 

Examination of equat:on (17) shows the proper functional relationship 
between the variables and n. As CA increases, the gradient across the tube 

wall decreases and n decreases. As l increases, n increases since roore surface 
area becomes available for radial transport. As A increases, n increases. An 
examination of the factors contained in.\ indicate that this makes sense 
physically. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A mathematical rrodel has been developed to describe the steady-state 

dimensional permeate transport in hollow fibers. The permeate is advected 
axially and transported radially through the hollow fiber walls by facilitated 
transport. Comparison with experimental data is very good. This model can be 
very useful in sizing hollow fiber roodules for separations using facilitated 
transport. 

1· 

@ 
L--1.J 

Control Volume 

FIGURE l: HOLLOW FIBER TUBE 

I' 

1 effective dimensions for radial transport 
r. • 1.07 x 10·2 cm 

I 
r O = I. 15 x 10·2 cm 

r1 "' 4.05 x 10-3 an t based on cross-sectional area ava�lable for flow 

L = 1.78 cm I effective axial length based on effective surface area 

10-5 cm2

1S DA • 1.85 x 

H = 0_879 (g-mcles/cm3) gas 
(g-moles/cm3) liquid 

34.3 I calculated from data in their Table IV for 6.0 M AgN03 

<vx> 5.31 x 102 r f calculated from penneation rate data in their Table VII 

cA. 2.27 x 10·4 9-mojes 
, cm 

n = 0.338 

calculated from data fn their Table VII 

Table 1. Experimental data of Hughes, Mahoney, and Steigelman for ethylene 
permeation through hollow fiber tubes containing 6.0 M AgN03. 
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The functions of the liquid membrane are surrmarized as follows:l)enrichment 
of solutes by up-hill transport and 2)Separation of particular species from the 
mixture of more than two solute species. In this work,we discuss the character
istics of the liquid membrane with tri-n-octylamine(TOA)-HCl complex,forcussing 
on these functions. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

In this work, the permeation of Fe(ill) and/or Zn(Il) through the liquid mein
brane with TOA-HCl was treated. The aqueous phases consisted of the so 1 uti on of 
hydrochloric acid,which gave potential to the up-hill transport of metals. Ben
zene or n-decane was used for the diluent of the carrier. The 1 iquid membrane 
apparatus used is shown in f.ig_,J_. A teflon membrane filter(SOµm thick,void frac
tion 0.75) was used for supporting the liquid membrane. Temperatures were 25°C. 

EQUILIBRIUM AND PERMEATION RATES OF METALS 

The equilibrium relationships of Fe(ill) and Zn(II) can be described as fol
lows for TOA-HCl in benzene-hydrchloric acid aqueous solution systell'(l): 

(1) m t-f+
+ mz c1- + HOAHCl '.t(TOAHCll_p_(MClzJm ; KMQm 

Cwf M mKM.Q,m['i'H].Q,(<PMCM)m 

(2) 
CN=E Z l: iKM.Q.m[THJ� <PMCM) m + 2K2o[fHJ2 + [TH], M=Fe or Zn 

M .Q.m 

Here, Cwtota 1 concentration of meta 1 M in the organic phase, CN=tota 1 concent
ration of. amine in the organic phase, [TH] =TOA-HCl monomer concentration and 
cwtotal concentration of metal M in the aqueous phase. <PM is the "catch-all" co
effecient which is introduced to evaluate the effect of activity coefficients of 
metal and chloride ion, and of the chloride ion concentration in the aqueous 
phase. These KM.Q.m and <PM values are shown in Table l. The CM value is givenfrorn 
eqs.(l) and (2) tq be a function of <PMCM,if CN is constant: 

(3) CM = fM(<PFCF, cpzCz) , subscript F:Fe,Z:Zn 

The rate of metal permeation through the membrane is described as (2) 

(4) JM =( l /RM)[C� - �C�/P�), RM
=l/k� + 1/�/ 1 /k-MmP�+P:/P�k!/P�/P�k: 

Here,Pwdistribution ratio of metal M, kw
=mass transfer coefficient in aqueous 

phase, 1/kMm=mass transfer resistance in membrane and the superscript j(j=I or 
I I) represents the aqueous j-phase in the membrane opera ti on. The l / kMr is the 
interfacial resistance due to the interfacial reaction between the metal in the 
aqueous phase and the TH adsorbed on the interface and is described as ( 2) 

(5) k�r=kMcp�[fH]\(l+KrH[TH] j), KTH=l.4xl0 dm3/mol 

[TH] j is the TOA-HCl monomer concentration at the interface between the aqueous 
j and the membrane phases. For Fe(m), kp

=2830 cm4/mol .s. and for Zn(Il) the inter
facial resistance can be neglected. � shows the contribution of each resis
tance to the total ones for Fe-transfer. From this.we can find the conditions 
that the rate determining step is in the diffusional step in the aqueous phase I. 

ENRICHMENT OF METALS BY TOA MEMBRANE 

In the membrane operation, the agent which gives driving force to up-hill 
transport of metal will permeate through the membrane. Thus, a phase trajectory 
concetned with the concentrations of metal and the agent describes the feature 
of the enrichment of metal. � shows this trajectory for Fe-enrichment. The 
trajectories start from the initial points i1 and i2 and approach the closed 
circles which were evaluated from eq. (3) and ci=cf by assuming immobility of HCl: 

(6) cf/C�= cp�fcpf, i: c;vj= i: ci0vj , Vj=volume of j-phase,subscript O=initial 
j j 

From this r,esult, it is concluded that the amine liquid membrane acts as imper
meable membrane for HCl and that the spontaneous enrichment of metal can be re
alized without controlling the acid concentrations in both aqueous phases. 

Table l Formation constants and <PM values vs.acid cone. ,CH 
KM41 KM42 KM43 KM44 KM21 Kzo C

H, M b.05 0.1 0. 5 1.0 2.0 3.0 
l06M-4 l07M-S l06M-6 l02M-7 104�( 2 M-l cj>F 0.018 0.045 1.0 5.2 36 410 

M:Fe 1.2 9.0 1.4 4.6 <Pz 0.020 0.060 1.0 5.4 -
M:Zn 
HCl 
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SELECTIVE SEPARATION OF METAL 

Figure 4 shows the phase trajectories of Zn-separation from Zn-Fe binary 
solution which were obtained at the conditions given in the figure. In this ex
periment, the acid permeation through the membrane was negligibly small as in the 
preceding experiment for Fe-enrichment. The trajectories started from the ini
tial point i and Zn in the aqueous phase I was preferentially pumped up to the 
aqueous phase II . During Zn-transfer, Fe-transport was very weak at i:i0.01 mol/ 
dm

3 and efficient separ1;1tion of Zn was performed. This trajecto.ry is estimated to 
change along the solid curve which was calculated from rate equation,eq.(4), and 
metal balance equation. After preferential transport of Zn, Fe started to perme
ate s 1 owly through the membrane and the trajectory approached quasi -equilibrium 
points Ji and f

2
. The preferential transport of Zn is attributed to .the differ� 

ence in the permeation rates between Zn and Fe. Figure 5 shows initial ·perme�tion 
rates of Zn and Fe. As is clear in Fig.5, the Zn-rate is about 100 times larger 
than the Fe-rate at CN=0.01 mol/dm

3. At CN
=0.3 mol/dm3,the separation of Zn is 

less efficient than at CN=0.01 mol/dm3, reflecting rather small difference in the 
Zn and Fe permeation rates. 

The maximum separation of Zn is, in the above case,performed at Jz/.Jp=infi
nite. The corresponding trajectory becomes a horizontal line through the i ni ti al 
point i. More efficient separation than the above hori zonta 1 trajectory, i.e. , the 
trajectory with negative slope,can be performed with the use of the membrane with 
mixed carriers. This is demon started in the fo 11 owing sec ti on. 

SEPARATION. FUNCTION OF THE MEMBRANE WITH MIXED CARRIERS 

Consider two kinds of carriers. The one is the amine which extracts metals 
according to eq. (l). When the acid concentration in the aqueous phase increases, 
the distribution of metals to the organic phase increases. A chelating agent or 
acidic organophosphorus compound is used as another carrier: 

(7) 

The distribution of metals to the organic phase,in this case, decreases,when CH 
increases. If a liquid membrane containing these two kinds of carriers is used, 
the particular species of the meta 1 s which are pumped up from the aqueous phase 
I to II by the amine carrier can be back-transported with the he 1 p of the func
tion of the second carrier. The corresponding separation trajectory as shown in 
Fig.4 has negative slope and thus Zn and Fe permeate through the membrane in 
countercurrent. To check this idea, TOA-HCl and di (2-ethylhexyl )phosphoric acid 
(D2EHP) in n-decane were used as the carriers. 

Figure 6 shows typical examples of the Zn separation from the Zn-Fe mixture. 
The trajectory A is almost horizontal line through the initial point i and the 
amine carrier plays significant role in the metal transfer in this experimental 
condition (TOA-cone. , CN

=O. 05 and D2EHP cone. ,CR=O. 13 mo l / dm
3). The amine-free mem

brane permeates Fe preferentially as shown by the trajectory B(C
F.

=0.13 mol/dm
3). 

The trajectory C (CN=0.02,j:R=0.13 mol/d�i3) displays countercurrent permeation of 
Fe and Zn in the membrane and efficient separation of Zn and Fe is realized. 

It is interesting to examine the phase trajectory at the condition that the 
llqueous phase I alone contains metals and the phase II contains no metal. The tra
jectories at this condition are shown in fj_q_,l_. The triangle keys represent the 
experimental result for the membrane with TOA-HCl carrier in benzene. As CN =0.01 
mol/dm3, initial rate of Zn permeation is 100 times larger than the ones for Fe. 
However, the Fe-permeation into the aqueous phase II is significant. The circle 
keys are ·the experimental result for the membrane with mixed carriers(�=0.05, 
CR=0.13 mol/dm3 ). In this case, Fe-permeation into the aqueous phase II is very 
weak compared with the case of amine membrane. 

We must men ti on the interference effect between the amine and phosphoric acid. 
The extraction ability of D2EHP strongly decreases by the presence of the amine. 
This interference effect should be analyzed for evaluating the detailed feature 
of metal separation by the liquid membrane with mixed carriers. This is left to 
future works. 
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Fig. 6 Trajectories of metal separation by membrane with mixed carriers 
(C�=l.O,c!=o.l mol/dm3 ), Numerical values attached to the keys 
are time, min. 0iluent:n-decane. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Facilitated transport through supported liquid membranes, SLM, was recently 
proposed as a new technology for the selective separation, concentration, and 
recovery of metal ions. In this type of transport metal ions can be trans
ported across the membrane "uphill", i.e .• against their concentration gradi
ent. A mobile carrier, dissolved in a water immiscible organic diluent and 
adsorbed on a thin microporous polymeric film, which forms a membrane soluble 
metal complex with the aqueous metal ions, is responsible for the facilitated 
membrane permeation process. The carrier is generally selected according to 
its metal extracting properties. Many solvent extraction reagents can be used 
in facilitated transport studies. Therefore the membrane carriers can be 
classified in the same way as the solvent extraction reagents. One possible 
and useful classification is the one based on the fact that metal species can 
extract into the SLM as cationic. neutral, or anionic species. Membrane cat
ionic carriers are acidic extractants which react with aqueous metal cations 
according to the sirnpl Hied scheme: 

(1) M
+z + z(BH) - MB2 + zH+ 

BH is the cationic carrier and the bar indicates membrane phase species. 
Similarly, membrane anionic carriers are represented by basic or neutral 
extractants which extract metal cations together with the aqueous anions which 
are required by charge neutra 1 iza ti on. The s imp 1 i fi ed extraction schemes can 
be written as 

(2a) MX� + A - AMX2 

(2b) 

(2c) 

x- is an aqueous so 1 ub 1 e comp 1 ex i ng agent and A is the anionic membrane car
r1 er. No distinction is here made between the case where (a,b) the aqueous 
metal com,iilex actually bears a negative or zero charge, or (c) the complex 
between M z and x- is apparently formed only during the extraction reaction. 
Examples of cationic carriers are: �lkylphosphoric acids (HDEHP), a-hydroxy 
oximes (LIX), long chain carboxylic acids (versatic acid). Examples of an
ionic carriers are: long chain aliphatic amines (TLA), neutral monofunctional 
phosphorous extractants { TBP, TOPO), neutral bi functi anal phosphorous extract
ants (Ool)[IB)CMPO). 

The main feature which distinguishes cationic from anionic membrane carriers 
with respect to SLM permeability resistance is that, in most cases, cationic 
carriers extract metal cations into the SLM as unhydrated species. Anionic 
carriers extract instead metal species which already contain ligands, other 
than water. It follows that with cationic carriers appreciable chemical re
sistance to the membrane penneation can develop whenever metal cations charac
terized by low values of the rate constant of water substitution are trans
ported. On the contrary negligible chemical resistance has to be expected 
with most anionic carriers (exceptions do however exist). 

PERMEABILITY EQUATION 

A penneability coefficient equation for the facilitated transport of metal 
species through SLM was previously derived (1) and successfully tested (2-4) 
by us. This equation takes into account (a) aqueous diffusional resistances 
through stagnant layers on the aqueous sides of the membrane, (bl membrane 
diffusional resistances, (c) chemical resistances arising from possible slow 
interfacial chemical reactions between the penoeating metal species and the 
membrane carrier. Figure 1 schematically describes the processes which are 
contributing to the�membrane flux, J. The permeability coefficient, 
P, at the steady state is described by the equations: 

(3) p - __ k...cl __ _-
kl/J.a + k_l6o + I 

(4) 

(5) 

dC V P • J/C = - Cdt Q 

ln(C/C
0

) = - i Pt 

where J = membrane flux, C = feed metal concentration at time t, C = feed 
metal concentration at time zero, V = volume of feed solution, Q = iembrane 
area, /J. = d/Da, 6

0 
= d/0

0
, da = aqueous diffusion film thickness, d = mem

brane tifiickness, Da = aqueous diffusion coefficient of metal specie0s, D = 
membrane diffusion coefficient of the complex fanned between the metal spec�es 
and the carrier. k1 and k_1 are the pseudo first order rate constants of the 
interfacial reactions occurring between the metal species and the membrane 
carrier. k1 and k_l depend on the concentration of the carrier and on any 
other chemical species participating in the interfacial reaction, except the 
metal containing species. The specific type of dependence is a function of 
the specific rate law which describes reactions (1) or (2). k1 and k._1 are 
time independent only when the concentration variation of the metal speci�s 
does not affect the concentration of the carrier and of the other reacting 

*Work performed under the auspices of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, 
Division of Chemical Sciences, U. S. Department of Energy under Contract W-31-
109-ENG-38 
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chemical species. This condition holds at tracer level metal concentrations. 
k1 and k_1 are correlated through 

(6) 

with Kd = distribution ratio pf the metal between the membrane phase and the 
adjacent aqueous phase. 

MEMBRANE RESISTANCES 

From equation (3) and considering that the overall membrane resistance, R, is 
equal to the inverse of the membrane permeability coefficient, R = 1/P, it 
fo 11 OWS that 

(7) 

where 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Ra = /J.a (aqueous diffusion film resistance) 

R
0 

= o/Kd (membrane diffusion resistance) 

Re = 1/k1 (chemical resistance) 

With most anionic carriers Rc « Ra + R
0 

and the overall resistance is only 
determined by the aqueous film diffusion and membrane diffusion resistance. 

The relative contribution of Ra and R
0 

to R is a function of the concentrati.on 
of the various species through Kd. R and R depend on the aqueous phase 
stirring {or linear flow velocity) and \he memCrane thickness through da and 
d0, respectively. 

CATIONIC CARRIERS 

For the reasons briefly discussed in the introduction, when the metal ions 
which cross the SLM are c�aract';,rized by low values of the rate constants of 
water exchange (Cr 3+, Fe 3 , Al 3 , etc.) or, more generally, the rate of the 
i nterf aci al ligand exchange react; on 1 s expected to be 1 nw (e.g. , Fe3+, cu2+ 

with aromatic a-hydroxy oximes), Rc can be comparable with R and R . The 
d�fferent �ontrfbution of Ra• R

0
, and R to R can be numeri�ally eS'aluate� 

with e�'j.atrnns (3), (7)-(10). As an exam�e the facilitated transport of Cu2 

and Fe ions through a SLM consisting of a 0.1 M solution in toluene of 2• 
hydroxy-5-tert-octyl acetophenone oxime, HOx, adsorbed on a Cel gard• 2500 poly
propylene film, will be shortly discussed. The feed and strip aqueous phases 
are assumed to be stirred in such a way to minimize aqueous polariiation ef
fects and }O have th� following composition: Feed: [Cl-) = 2 M, [H J = vari
able, [Cu2 J or [Fe 3 J = tracer concentrationS;siri�: [Ci-) = 2 M, [H+ ) = 1 
M. With these conditions the following values o e diffusional parameters 
��� �\g�s��\;�r;

. 
both Fe( Ill) and Cu( I I) (3): •a = 2 .4 • 102 sec cm- 1, •o = 

The equations describing the reactions of Cu(II) and Fe(III) with the carrier 
whicil are responsible for facilitated transport are the fo11owing (5,6): 

Cu( II) 

( 11) c/+ + 2(HOx) - cuox
2 

+ 2H+ 

( 12) 

113) 

I 14 l 

Fe( I II): 

I 15 l Fe3+ + 3(H0x) • FeOx
3 

+ 3H+ 

(16) 

( 17) kl 

(18) k_1 = 3.5 x 10·2(cm.sec·1)[H
+

) 2/[HOxJ2 + l.7(cm.sec-1.M-1)[H+ J 3/[Hox]2 

Equations (11) to (18) have been used to evaluate the distributton ratios Kd and the chemical resistances. The result of the calculations are shown in
Table I. The figures indicate that for both metals at pH = 2 the chemical 
resistance accounts for more than soi of the total membrane resistance. 
�evertheless the contribution of the chemical resistance rapidly drops in the 
Cu(II) case when the pH of the aqueous feed solution is increased or de
creased. As the equations for the pseudo first order rate constants show (cf. 
eq. ( 13), ( 14), ( 17), ( 18)), different trends have to be expected when different 
carrier concentrations are used. However the results of Table I have to be 
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considered only as indicative since effects produced by aggregation processes 
in the membrane phase, not negligible aqueous metal concentrations, and con
centration dependent diffusion coefficients, whic'1 show up in practical perme
ation processes, have been here neglected. 

ANIONIC CARRIERS 

With anionic membrane carriers the interfacial cheMical reactions are gen
erally fast and the contribution of Rc to R can be neglected. In this case 
only aqueous film diffusion and membrane diffusion resistances control the 
membrane permeability coefficient. The different contributions of R

't 

and R
0 to R, at constant aqueous stirring and membrane thickness, depend on he con

centration of the membrane carrier, the pH and concentration of th'e various 
aqueous ions present in the feed, and the concentration of the permeating 
metal species. The equation which describes the permeability coefficient is 
now simply given by: 

(19) 

When the penneating metal species are initially present in the feed solution 
at low concentration levels Kd and P are time independent. Then, if the hy
drodynamic conditions are kept constant, the penneabi1 ity coefficient goes 
from a region where it is entirely membrane diffusion controlled to a region 
where it is entirely aqueous diffusion film controlled, as long as Kd in
creases. The maximum value reached by P is equal to 1/oa• i.e., independent 
of membrane diffusional parameters. Figure 2 shows a typical P vs carrier 
concentration curve for the transport �hrough a SLM containing a neu
tral bifunctional extractant as carrier. In this case Am 3+ crosses the mem
brane together with three N03 anions. The chemical reaction which is respon
sible for the facilitated transport is: 

(20) AmJ+ + 3NOJ + 3 CMPO - AinTN03)3(CMP0)3 
CMPO represents the bi functional extractant 0¢0[ IB]CMPO. In the region where 
the penneability is controlled by membrane diffusion P varies with the concen
tration parameters in the same way as Kd. This explains the +3 slope of the 
initial part of the log P vs log carrier concentration plot. 

The influence of the inital metal concentration on the type of diffusional re
sistance which controls the penneability coefficient is shown in rigurf 3�. 
In this case the penneabil ity coefficient is proportional to the s ope o t e 
curve log (C/C

0
) vs time (cf. eq. (5)). The data of Figure 3B were obtained 

using an initial Sm 3+ concentration in thtt feed of �n addition to 2"1Am present at tracer levels. Since Sm3 and Jvn 3+ behave in the same way 
with respect to extraction by 0¢[1B]CMP0. the data are representative of the 
total decrease of metal concentration in the aqueous feed. It can be observed 
that as long as time increases the permeability coefficient increases reaching 
a limiting value equal to the one obtained with only Am 3+ at tracer levels 
(cf. Figure 3A). This limiting value is obtained when the membrane penneation 
process1""soriTy controlled by aqueous film diffusion. At the other extreme of 
the curve a low permeability coefficient is observed. This low value is 
caused by the large membrane diffusional resistance which dominates the 
overall resistance. The first part of curve 38 (0 < t < 20 x 103 sec) is in 
fact quan�itatively explained by the equation: 

(21) P = fil-

where [[] is the total extractant concentration and C is the total aqueous 
feed metal concentration at time t. The above example indicates that in 
practical membrane separation processes perfonned under hydrodynamical ly 
efficient conditions, the nature of the rate determining resistances is ex
pected to change as long as the pemeation process proceeds. The quantitative 
description of the time variations of the penneability coefficient, or the 
corresponding flux, on the basis of the equations reported above, is then ex
tremely important for the correct design of industrial size membrane separa
tion modules and for predictirig their performance. 
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USING GELS AS SIZE-SELECTIVE EXTRACTION SOLVENTS 

E. L. Gussler and Marcus Stokar

University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota USA 

Gels as Size Selective Extraction Sol vents 

lntroducti on 

The researcr, in this paper aims at the use of gels as extraction 

solvents to separate biological materials like proteins and amino acids. 

The basic way in which the gels function is shown schematically in Figure l. 

Small gels spheres are added to a dilute solution. The spheres swell, 

absorbing the low molecular weight solvents but excluding high molecular 

weight solutes. The raffi nate, now concentrated in the high mole-

cular weight solutes, can then be separated from the swollen gel by 

filtration. 

The swo 11 en gel must now be regenerated. We use gels whose swe 11 i ng 

is a function of pH, so adding acid collapses the gel and releases most of 

the absorbed sol vents. The collapsed gel s separated from the released 

solvents by filtration and added to a small amount of base. The gel can 

then be added to fresh solutions, where it will swell again. 

The value of this separation depends on two characteristics of the 
gel which make it different from the other extraction solvents. First, it 

absorbs according to molecular size. For example, if the gel interacts 

equally with water and with a protein solute, it will still absorb only 

the water because the protein is too large to diffuse between the gel's 

crosslinks. As" result, gels are like extraction solvents.whose sel

ectivity depends on differences in diffusion. They are like absorbants 

whose capacity is over ten times their mass. 

The second interesting characteristics of these gels is the ease 

of which they can be regenerated. The gels used can undergo phase trans

itions. As a result, their swelling can be a violent function of temp

erature, pH, solvent character, and electric field. Such violent changes 

make the gel regeneration straightforward. 

Experi mental 

The gel emphasized in our experiments is made by hydrolyzing cross-

1 inked po lyacryl amide beads produced commercially as packing for ge 1 

permeation chromatography (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Richmond, California). 

The gel emphasized, sold as Bio-Gel-6 (50-100 mesh), has a particle size 

in water of 150-300 x 10-6 meters. It was hydrolyzed for 24 hours at

60°c in 0.5 molar sodium bicarbonate. This hydrolysis makes the gel 

increasingly ionic, so that its volume becomes a stronger function of pH. 

Sma 11 solutes were reagent grade and were used as received. Proteins 

were purified by dialysis and recrystallized. Polystyrene latex was ob

tained from the Dow Chemical Company. 

The basic apparatus consists of a centrifuge tube containing two 

compartments, separated by a filter. The gel and the appropriate sol

ution were mixed in the top compartment until the gel had swollen to its 

equilibrium .extent.. This usually is complete within a few minutes. 

The gel and raffinate are rapidly separated by centrifugation. The 

raffinate concentration is then measured by spectophotometery, refractive 

index, or electron microscopy. 

Results and Discussion 

Three types of measurements were made in this research. The first 

shows that gel absorption can be selective: the gels absorb low mole

cular weight solvents, but reject high molecular weight solutes. The 

second shows how the gel volume changes with variations in pH. The 

third type of measurement shows that the gels are sufficiently strong 

to be used repeatedly. These measurements are discussed sequentially. 

That the gel can function as a size selective extraction solvent 

is shown by the experiment reported in Table I. The first three columns 

of the table give the so 1 utes to be concentrated and their properties. 

Columns four and five give the i nit i a 1 and final concentrations of the 

solution; in other words, they give the increases in concentration 

achieved with a small amount of gel. Finally the last column in 

STEP 1 Add solution to basic 

� 
STEP2 

�
�nate 

form of gel. Gel swells, 
preferentially absorbing 
solvent. 

Withdraw non-absorbed 
raffinate, now a concentrated 
solution. 

STEP 3 Recover swollen gel by 

I ,.... I 
STEP 4 

� �ct ant 

f iltration or centrifugation. 

Add aci d  to gel_, _which 
shrinks drastically. 
Withdraw released solvent. 

STEP 5 Add base to gel so that 

RESULT 
raffinate 

solution ,-JI". 
�" 

extractant 
Figure I Gels as Extraction Solvents 

it is ready for re-use 
in Step 1. 

Solvent and solute are 
separated by the gel 
functioning as an extraction 
solvent. 

Gels can absorb solvent from solutions, leaving behind a concentrated solution 
of high molecular weight solutes. The gels can then be regenerated by manip
ulating the pH. 
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Table I. Concentration of Dilute Aqueous Solutions Using Hydrolyzed Polyacrylamide 

Gels 

Molecular Solute
i Conce�:��tion (a) c���:���;�io� a) E�������cy(b) Solute Weight Size, 

Polystyrene 
9900(c) Latex 0.21 0.35 85 

Polystyrene __ 346(c) 0.91 1.40 82 Latex 
o.5o(fl l.23(f) 93(fl 

Silica 5o<c) 1.82 3.03 80 

Bovine 
72(d) 93 Serum 66,000 .082 .183 Albumin 

Heoooglobin 64,500 62(d) 0.73 1.26 91 

Polyethy- 3000- 38(e) 0.56 1.09 91 
lene 3700 
Glycol 

Sucrose 342 8.4(d) 1.00 1.09 6 

Urea 60 5_3(d) 3.00 3.00 a 

(a) As weight percent. 

{b) Defined as (measured increase in concentration) x (raffinate volume)/(initial 

solution volume). 

(c) Measured by electron microscopy. 

(d) Estimated from the diffusion coefficient in water using the Stokes-Einstein 

equation. (Cussler, 1983). 

(e} Reported by the manufacturer from light scattering. 

(f) Obtained with a dextran gel (Sephadex C-50). 

Table I gives the efficiency of extraction expressed as the measured con

centration change compared to that expected from the altered volume. 

The results in Table I show that solutes which are greater than 30 /1. 

in diameter can be concentrated with an efficiency of at least 80%. This 

efficiency is compromised by weak solutes adsorption on the surface of 

the gel. This adsorbed material can usually be removed by washing in

creasing the efficiency to better than 95%. 

For these separations to be conmercially significant the gels must 

also be regenerated. This regeneration depends on large changes of gel 

volume with small changes of process conditions like pH. At low pH, the 

gel used here has a constant volume. At pH 5-6, the gel volume increases 

5 to 10 times. At higher pH, it goes through a soft maximum. These volume 

changes are the results of gel ionization, counter ion bonding, Donnan 

equilibrium and non Gaussian polymer chains. We believe that gel ion

ization is the most important factor involved. On this basis, we have 

developed a theory which predicts that the (-2/3) power of the gel volume 

should vary linearly with the reciprocal of the total amount of base 

added to the gel. That this is observed is shown by the data in Figure 2. 

However, we expect that in the future, more accurate experiments will 

discover cases where other factors are significant. 

Finally, to test the repeated .use Of these gels, we prepared a 

dilute suspension of 346 K polystryrene latex. We removed a fraction of 

· the water in this suspension using a small amount of gel, and we then 

measured the raffinate concentration. We repeated this procedure over 

40 times and found that increasing concentrations s·how that the gel re

moves constant amounts of water in each cycle. As a result, the gel is 

remaining chemically intact for at least 40 cycles. We do not believe 

that gel stability will be a major problem in these separations. 

• 
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w 
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_J 

w 

<!> 0.20 

20 

� 10::) 
_J 

> 

0
o 0.5 1.0 

BASE ADDED 

0.10 

[ ADDED BASE ]-1
Figure 2 Gel Volume vs. Added Base 

0.20 

The gel volume varies strongly with added base, as shown in the inset. If this 
variation is due to altered 10nization of the gel, then the (-2/3) power of· gel 
volume wi 11 be proport i ona 1 to the rec i proca 1 of added base. 

Conclusion 

We have successfully used polyelectrolyte gels to coi:icentrate macro

molecular solutions by as much as forty times. This concentration is 

selective for solutes greater than-30 j{ in diameter but not for solutes 

less than 10 )\ in diameter. Solutes concentrated include DOlystryrene 

latex, polyethylene glycol, and hemoglobin. The gel used is hydrolYzed, 

cross-1 inked polyacrylami de. which can reach its equilibrium swelling in 

a minute, so that separation is potentially fast. The separation depends 

on gel swelling changing very sharply as a function of pH; this variation 

is consist01t with the assumption that gel ionization is the dominant 

factor in gel swelling. These separations have p_articular potential for 

biological solutes like proteins produced by genetically P.'lgineered 

fennentation. 
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THE EFFECT OF AQUEOUS ORGANIC ALCOHOL/AMINE SOLVENTS IN 

THE DELIGNIFICATION OF WOODY BIOMASS 

Ramkrishna G. Nayak, Gary C. April, John K. McGee, Perry L. Daley, Jamal Meraab 

The University of Alabama 
Chemical & Metallurgical Engineering Deparmtent 

Tuscaloosa, Alabama USA 

The selective delignification of woody biomass has become a necessity, 
either in the manufacture of pulp or in the efficient enzymatic conVersion to 
alcohols. Presently known commercial processes suffer from the severe degrada
tion of the carbohydrates and water and air pollution problems .. However with 
many organic solvents and even with mixed aqueous organic solvent systems, the 
lignin monomers or dimers frequently are soluble, primarily because of the 
organophilic nature of the lignin. Among the various organosolv lignin extrac
t ions, alcohols and amines are the l lkely candidates for the commerc.:ial 
realization of th.e process. Recently an interesting organosolv pulping has been 
discovered. Coded, Orn.e�a Sigma I as a result of possible patent consideration 
of the idea, this system truly consists of aqueous organic solvents and is free 
of pollution oriented inorganic additives. 

Pi{OGRESS OF ALCOHOL AND AMlNES IN ORGANIC SOLVENT DELIGNIFlCATION 

The use of ethanol in organic solvent extraction of lignin was first 
studied by Kleinert (1). Aronovsky (2) used butanol in the place of ethanol. 
Recently Diabold et al. (3) claimed a U.S. patent based on plurality of 
extraction of lignin from the wood using ethanol. Katzen (4) esti�ted the 
operating cost of such a system. 

The pioneering work of ethanol delignification in the presence of acid 
catalyst was carried out by Sarkanen's laboratory (5). Several acid catalysts 
like AlCl3, FeS04, oxalic acid were used but w-ere found to be effective only in 
the delignificatlon of hardwoods. Further research in ethanol pulping by the 
�ame research group resulted in ethanol-sulfide pulping. Ammonium sulfide in 
the presence of aqueous ethanol w-as found to delignify softwoods to a low level 
of lignin content without affecting the degradation of carbohydrates. In order 
to avoid the inherent pollution problem associated with sulfides, aqueous ethanol 
delignification was also attempted in the presence of alkali and in the absence 
of sulfides, independently by Marton et al. (6) and April et al. (7). 

The growth of amine pulping took place very much in parallel to the advance 
of alcohol pulping. Peterson and Wise (8) patented a process using ethanol amine 
as delignifying agent. The use of ethylenediamine in combination with alkali 
pulping was attempted by two groups, Julien et al. in the United States (9) and 
Kubes et al. in Canada (10). Delignification of red spruce in the presence of 
sodium and ammonium sulfide was successfully attempted by Nayak et al. (11). 

FLEXIBILITY OF ORGANOSOLV DELIGNIFICATION PROCESSES TO VARIOUS LIGNOCELLULOSIC 
MATERIALS 

The catalysed or uncatalysed alcohol delignification processes are very much 
limited to hardwoods except for the ethanol-sulfide and ethanol-alkali pulping 
systems. Similarly in the case of amine pulping, amines alone do not fiberize 
the softwoods, however they do so in the presence of alkali or sulfides. 

Table l summarizes the delignification potential of various organic solvents. 
,\s can be seen from the table, the desired level of delignification (4-5% lignin 
content in pulp) can only be attained when these solvents are combined with one 
of the inorganic components of the kraft pulping liquor (i..e. alkali or sodium 
sulfide). It is also observed that softwoods require severe organosolv pulping 
conditions as opposed to the relatively mild conditions for the hardwoods. 

PROCESS CONDITIONS 

The process conditions employed for the organosolv delignification vary with 
the type of organic solvents, species and catalyst used. Alcohols generally 
demand higher pulping temperature compared to amines. Because of the lower 
vapor pressure, the digester pressure during ethylenediamine pulping would be 
only 80-90 psig, while it would reach 400-500 psig during ethanol pulping. The 
pulping conditions for various pulping processes are summarized in Table 1. 

SELECTIVITY IN DELIGNIFICATION 

Figure 1 illustrates the selectivity of various organosolv pulping processes: 
The -,:-elative increase in percent residual pulp yields are plotted at different 
kappa numbers (kappa number is an index for measuring the lignin content in 
pulp) for different organosolv pulping processes. 

Ethanol and ethylenediamine, when used in combination with sodium hydroxide 
actually gave lower yield compared to kraft pulp, indicating the severe 
degradation of the c:arhohydrates. On the other hand, ethanol in combination w-ith 
ammonium sulfide gave a significant increase in yield, while with sodium sulfide 
increase was only marginal. TI1e loss of pulp yield w-ith sodium sulfide in 
c.ontrast to ammonium sulfide could be due to the higher hydroxyl ion concentra
tion promoting the carbohydrate peeling reactions. The selectivity of ethyl
enediamine. pulping in combination w-ith the sulfides falls in between ethanol
ammonium sulfide and ethanol-sodium sulfide pulping systems; the former giving 
a higher yield compared to the latter. 

Among all the presently known pulping systems, ethanol-ammonium sulfide 
seems to be the most selective one. How-ever, the Omega Sigma I (this code name 
is given as a result of possible patent consideration of the idea) system, a new 
organosolv pulping system identified by the authors (12), was found to even 
surpass the selectivity of ethanol-ammonium sulfide system. Additionally, soft:.. 

woods can be delignified to as low as 20 kappa number. 

PULP COHPVSITION 

Pulp composition analysis indicates what kind of polysaccharides survived 
the organic solvent extraction of the wood. The results are summarized in 

Table 2. As can be seen from Table 2, xylans and mannans are very much re sis tent 
to ethanol-ammonium sulfide pulping. On the other hand, much of the xylan is 
lost to the extracting solvent in ethylenediamine-sul(ide l>ulping, while mannans have 
survived the extraction. The retention of xylans in tn� pulp produced from 
Omega Sigma I organic-solvent extraction is as good as the corresponding kraft 
pulp and mannans anci. g.L.ucans are practically completely retained in the former 
pulping process as opposed to the severe degradation observed in kraft pulping. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Among the organosolv pulpings presently known, ethanol-ammonium sulfide and 
ethylenediamine-ammonium sulfide seem to be very selective in delignification. 
Degradation of xylan is observed with ethylenediamine-sulfide pulping, while both 
mannans and xylans are retained in ethanol-ammonium sulfide pulping. 

In order to avoid the pollution problem associated w-ith the sulfides there 
is a need to develop alternative chemical additives in organosolv pulping. 
Recently, experiments with an organosolv lignin extraction system (Ol1lega Sigma I) 
provides suc:h an alternative. This is not only the most selective among the 
presently known systems, but is also flexible to various lignocellulosic 
materials. A very high recovery of the chemicals coupled w-ith the ease of 
delignification of wood to a very low level lignin content are the added features 
of the system. A U.S. patent application has been filed and further work is 
in progress. 
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Ligiwood ratio 
Cooking Temp. 0 c . 
Cooking Time, min. 
Ethanol /EDA 

Concentration 
V/V% 

NaOH % on wood 
Sulfide Concentration 
i) sodium moles/L 
ii) armnonium moles/L 
Acid catalysts 

% on wood 
a) AlCl3 
b) Alum 
c) Fez (S04) 3 
Species 
Kappa number 
% Lignin in pulp 
Residual pulp yield 

% on wood 
Reference 

a 3.0 g EDA/g. wood. 

b 9.0 % on wood. 

Spedes 

Xylans 

Mannans 

Glucans 

Reference 

Table 1. Summary of Recent Organosolv Pulping Studies 
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April(7) Ngyen (13) Ngyen(13)April (7) Sarke- Sarke-

nen (14) nen (14) Julien(9) Julien (9) Julien (9) Na yak (11) 

Table 2. Percentage Carbohydrates Retained in Organosolv Pulps 

Western Hemlock 

Ethanol-(NH2) 4s Kraft 

68.0 29 .0 

78.0 24.0 

90.0 86.0 

Sarkanen et al. (1982) 

Red Spruce Southern Yellow Pine 

EDA-Na2S EDA(NH4)2S Kraft Omega Sigma I Kraft 

26.0 20.l 34.4 40 .5 49 .6 

57 .0 74.0 25. 3 91.4 35 .5 

90 .0 93.5 77 .1 95.2 80. 7 

Nayak et al. (1982) Nayak et al. (1983) 
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Figure 1. Relative Effectiveness of Organosolv Systems 
Based on Improvement in Yield 

a 
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Solvent S):'.stem 
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EDA-Amm. Sulfide 
EtOH-Amm. Sulfide 
EDA-Sodium Sulfide 
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Wood Type 

Sou. Yellow Pine 
Spruce 
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Spruce 
West. Hemlock 

EDA-Sodium Hydroxide Sou. Yellow Pine 
EtOH-Sod. Hydroxide Sou. Yellow Pine 

Kappa Number 

Investigator 

April et al 
Na yak 
Sarkanen 
Na yak 
Sarkanen 
Kubes 
April et al. 
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+8 
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+4 

x-axis label: 

y-axis label: Relative Increase in Percent Yield 
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EXTRACTION OF CHOLESTEROL FROM BLOOD 

USING LIQUID MEMBRANES 

G. Yagodin, Yu Lopukhin, E. Yurtov, T. Guseva, V. Sergienko

Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology 
A-47, Miusskaya sq., 9

Moscow, USSR

At present the body detoxifyine and homeostasis correction 

are useful and effective medical measures. The application Jf 

a sorption technology employing uctivated carbons and ion 

exchange resins.are under intensive development. Recently the 

solvent extraction was used for these purposes (1,2). 

Extraction of toxines from biological fluids can be employed 

in two methods: by the common techique und using liquid membra

nes. The latter is often preferable because the substances which 

react with toxines in an aqv.eous receptor pha::;e are sepa:i:-ated 

from blood by liquid membranes. This makes possible to use many 

different substances and to achieve better compatibility of the 

extractant with blood. 

We deal with extraction of cholesterol from blood using 

liquid membranes. If would be useful to remove the excess of 

cholesterol from blood as on of the medical measures for athero

sclerosis. The liquid membrane fonnulation is selected to be a 
water-soluble subste.nces barrier so that many other blood om 

components such as proteins, ions, glucose, calcium, inorganic 

phosphorus and the blood cells cannot diffuse through out the 

membrane phase. We used paraffin oil as a liquid mecbrane. The 

dispersed phase was a water suspension of saponin. Surfactant 

was sorbitan oleate being 2% of the membrane volume. Encapsula-

ted phase: membrane volume ratio = J : 1. The emulsion used 

to fonn the liquid membrane capsules were fo:nned by conventional 

methods of drop-wise additions of the active phase into the 

continuous phase with intense agitation by a propeller turning. 

Saponins are surfactants therefore the smaller pert of them 

sorbs on the interface of the emulsion. That is the cause of 

hemolysis when blood is brought into contact with the emulsion 

(Figure 1). That is why the fresh emulsion must be pre-equili

brated with the isotonic buffer solution before the extraction 

from blood. 

� ahows the change in blood hemolysis for d1f£erent 

numbers of the pre-equilibration.a when digitonin is washed 

partly out of the emulsion. As a model of blood in hemolysis 

study we used 2% emulsion of erythrocytes in phosphate buffer 

(pH = 7.4). Phe.se volume ratio 1 : 1. � shows that there is 

an acceptable number of the pre-equilibretions after ahich hemo

lysis doesn't inerease. It is important t�at the loses of the 

emulsion digitonin after these pre-equilibrations are not signi

ficant. After the acceptable p=e-equilibration digitonin cannot 

be washed away and ti1e emulsion cen be employes for the extraction 

from blood. 

For our situation there is a considerable incentive to a 

great stability of the emulsion. Any of encapsulated digitonin 

mustnot be in blood·. 'rhat is why the emulsion stability was very 

high owing to the viscous membrane phase. Actually, there was no 

visible change in the emulsion surface all day long. 

When the separatory funnels are used and the mixing was 

gentle, the most of cholesterol was extracted by the emulsion 

during 1,5-2 howes, that is similar to the extraction of choleste

rol is fast and leads to the formation of sediment, so the over

all rate of process is affected by mass-transfer from blo'od to 

membrane and the diffusion through the membrane, viscosity of 

which is high. Saponins react selectively with the free choleste

rol, so tho saponin emulsions extract the most of the free choles

terol and the smaller part of cholesterol esters, probably, because 

of its certain solubility in the emulsion and the sorption at the 

interface of the emulsion. 

Table 2 shows the recovery factor of total and free choleste
rol for different cholesterol concentrations in blood when 

the digitonin concentration in the emulsion increases the re

covery factor rises up to 80-85% of the recovery factor of free 

cholesterol and then further increase in the digitonin concent

ration in the emulsion doesn't change the recovery factor of 

cholesterol(�, Figure 2). 

The initial point in the Figure 2 corresponds to the extrac

tion by the emulsion without digitonin. 

The scheme of extraction by digi tonin emulsion is shown in 

Figure 4. For comparison the extraction scheme of cholesterol by 

tri-n-octyl-amine(TOA) which was reported before (2),is demonstra

ted. Appraising the emulsion extraction scheme in comparison with 

the TOA one we ought to say the following: 

1. TOA damages erythrocytes, so the blood cells must be se

parated from plasma before extraction from blood. Emulsion can 

extract cholesterol from blood without hemolysis. 

2. �herefore it is nessesary to extract TOA impurities from 

plasma after the extraction of cholesterol. After the extraction 

by the emulsion it is not essential. 

J. T�e recovery fector is higher for the amine extraction, 

so the digitonin emulsion extracts on the whole the free choleste

rol and ·TOA extracts total cholesterol. 

:Pinelly we should like to make a conclusion that the choice 

of extraction scheme depends on many factors and, probably, cannot 

be the same in. all cases but the extraction by the emulsion is 

more attractive due to its smctller danger to hwnan. 
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HIGHER YIELDS IN FURFURAL PRODUCTION 

BY USING SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

G. Aly, R. Wennersten and G. Zacchi

Lund.Institute of Technology 
Dept. of Chemical Engineering 

Box 740 
S-220 07 Lund, Sweden

INTROOUCT! ON 

Furfura1 and its derivatives comprise an industrially significant class 
of heterocyclic compounds known as furans, with furfura1 being the most 
important member. Furfura1 is produced commercially from pentosiin-contai ni ng 
agricultural sources, such as cereal grasses, bagasse, wood, and wood pro
ducts. The raw material is treated with strong inorganic acid where the pen
tosans are hydrolyzed to pentoses and the pentoses subsequently cyclo
dehydrated to furfural. Formation of furfural is also accompanied by side 
reactions such as resinification of the furfural produced and condensation of 
furfural with an intermediate compound between furfural and xylose. The 
overall reaction takes place as follows: 

k kl k' k1 �Resin Pentosan � Xylose -Inter;mediate -Furf�ral 

h 
Condensate 

k' is ltllch larger than lq and consequently k:1 is rate determining. 
Schonemann (1,2) obtained the different reaction velocity constants from 
measurements of xylose degradation and furfural resinification at 140-160 °C 
in l'.t HCl using dilute xylose solution. It was concluded that furfural for
mation is enhanced by high temperatures, low furfural concentrations and high 
[H+]. To supress the undesirable side reactions, furfural formed in the reac
tion should be moved as soon as formed to prevent its resinification and con
densation. In a11 industrial processes for furfural production, this is 
achieved by blowing high pressure steam through the mass and, after attaining 
operating temperature and pressure, furfural is steam distilled. The con
densed reactor vapors are fed to a distillation unit comprising of two 
columns since the water-furfural system forms a heterogeneous azeotrope. High 
consumption of steam in this process is a major drawback and solvent extrac
tion seems to have a good potential in reducing energy requirements. 

In a solvent extraction process for furfural production, 3 steps wi11 be 
necessary: 

• Hydrolysis of pentosans to pentoses, 
• Dehydration of pentoses to furfural with simultaneous extraction so 

that the furfural produced is transferred as quickly as possible to the 
solvent in order to prevent its degradation, 

• Separation and purification by distillation. 

Knight (3) extracted furfural with toluene in a packed column. 
Distribution coefficient values (Ko defined as weight fraction of solute in 
the extract phase divided by that in the raffinate phase) in the range of 
6-29 were rreasured. Conway and Philips (4) investigated the ternary system 
furfural-MIBK-water and obtained Ko-values in the range of 7-13. Tare et al. 
{5) used benzene and ethyl acetate as solvents and obtained results which 
indicated that benzene was likely to be a better choice in comparison to 
other solvents such as toluene. MIBK and ethyl acetate. They did not however 
base their conclusions on any economical calculations. Trimble and Dur�op (6) 
proposed a process for the extraction of furfural from aqueous solutions 
using ethyl acetate as solvent. They calculated the total steam consumption 
for the extraction-distillation process to approx. 5 kg steam/kg anhydrous 
furfl!ral, and for the distillation process to 6.5 kg steam/kg anhydrous 
furfural. The feed concentration was rather high {7 wt.'I.) and 99.9't recovery 
was achieved. A phase ratio of 1:1 was used in the extractor and a reflux 
ratio of 2.0 was used in the stripper. Both ratios seem rather high. 
Rigamonti and Marchetti (7) measured a Ko-value of 2.9 for the system 
furfural-caprylic acid-water and vapor-liquid equilibria for the binary 
system furfural- caprylic acid at 3 and 13 kPa. Kikic et al. (8) presented 
experimental LLE data for 3 furfural-solvent-water systems where the solvents 
were chlorobenzene, butylchloride and tetrachloroethylene. Butylchloride was 
chosen as an optimal solvent based upon unclear reasons. A flow sheet for a 
di sti 1 lati on-extraction process was al so proposed. Neither energy require
ments nor process analysis was given. Wennersten et. al. (9) examined 6 dif
ferent solvents in combined extraction-distillatin processes for the recovery 
of furfural from 1.0 wt-1, aqueous solutions. The roost important criterion for 
solvent selection for this specific system were outlined. 

Most of literature data discussed above were determined at room 
temperature. One of the main objectives of this work was to determine data 
for the distribution coefficients in solvent-furfural-water systems at 
150-200 ° c. For this purpose, an equilibration ce 1l was designed and used for 
LLE data at pressures up to 20 bar. Furthermore, reaction-extraction runs 
were performed using the optimum solvent and a xylose solution obtained by 
hydrolyzing straw. Finally minimum energy requirements were computed and com
pared to these of the conventional distillation process. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

An equilibration cell, made of stainless steel, was constructed for 
pressures up to 20 bar. The cell, shown in Figure 1, consists of a cy1indri
ca1 mantle provided with two view windows opposite to each other and an oil
heated element placed in the centre of the cell. The cell is sealed by a 

flange which is removed on charging the chemicals. Mixing is achieved by ar. 
eccentric device connected to an electric rotor and a speed variator. 
Temperature and pressure are measured and recorded. 

An equilibration experiment is conducted by charg1 ng the cell equal 
amounts of the aqueous and organic phases, preheating to a prescribed tem
perature and mixing under a certain reaction time. After equilibration, the 
motor is stopped and the mixture is allowed to separate under a period of 
15-60 min. depending on the system. Before discharging the contents of the 
cell, nitrogen gas is introduced to the cell to supress boiling during the 
sampling. If any flashing would occur, a water cooler completely condenses 
the vapors. 

Analyses of the raffinate and extract phase were made by manually 
injecting samples by syringe into a Varian Model 200 gas chromatograph 
equipped with a flame-ionization detector and a Porapak Q-S column, 0.32 cm 
in diameter, 2.0 m long and with 80/100 mesh. Calibration was done with 
sucessive1y diluted standard'.': and a reproducibility within 5 1, could be 
attained. 

SOLVENT SCREENING 

During the preliminary solvent screening, caprylic acid, tetralin 
(high-boiling solvents) as well as ethyl acetate, toluene and methyl isobutyl 
ketone (low-boiling solvents) were tested. Both of the high-boiling solvents 
were discarded because of poor separation properties at high temperatures. 
Ethyl acetate was decomposed to ethanol and acetic acid and was also 
discarded at an earlier stage. 

The equilibrium distribution coefficient for extraction of turfural from 
water into toluene and MIBK was determined at 5 different initial furfural 
concentrations. Ko is expressed in this work as y/x where y and x are the 
weight fractions of furfural in the extract and raffinate phases, respec
tively, at equilibrium. The results are tabulated in Table 1. As can be seen, 
Ko for toluene shows a linear dependence on the furfural concentration in the 
aqueous phase. A Trean Ko-value was calculated to 3.54 ± 0.18. The Ko for MIBK 
is a non-linear function of furfural concentration and is comparatively 
higher within the investigated concentration interval. For this reason, 
together with favourable separation properties and thermal stability at high 
temperatures. MIBK was chosen for further study. It was found that the 
experimentally measured di stri buti on coefficients were independent of tem
perature within the interval 150-200 °C. 

REACTION WITH SIMULTANEOUS EXTRACTION 

Runs were performed to investigate the dependence of furfural yield on 
reaction temperature and time. For this purpose, straw material was hydro
lyzed using concentrated H2S04. This resulted ·in a 2.2 wt-'.t xylose solution 
(pH = 1.5) which was then dehydrated in presence of MIBK as the organic 
solvent. Table 2 displays some results for these runs. As can be seen, the 
experiments were performed at two temperature levels and under three dif
ferent reaction times. Parallel dehydration runs without simultaneous extrac
tion were carried out for the sake of comparison. Thus, the furfural yield at 
150 ° C was increased from 47'.t without extraction to 79'.t with a reaction timE 
of 3.5 hrs. At the higher temperature of 175°C 1 the yield was increased from 
56% to 92% with a reaction time of 2.5 hrs. The results clearly reveal that 
the increase in the furfural yield at the higher temperature level was 64% 
compared to 49'.t at the lower temperature level, both for a reaction time of 
2.5 hrs. 

It is noteworthy to mention that the reaction mixture had to be separated 
into two liquid phases, while still in the equilibration cell, before 
sampling could take place. This means that the dehydration reaction could 
proceed in the aqueous phase, after the prescribed reaction time, with no or 
negligible furfural transfer across the phase boundary. This could give rise 
to erroneous furfural concentration specially in the aqueous phase. It is 
thus recorrmended that the numerical values for the furfural yield in Table 2 
should be interpreted with caution. 

MINIMUM ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

In the furfural manufacturing process, the aqueous furfural stream is fed 
to a distillation unit usually comprising two colurms. A stripper may be con
nected to the furfural recovery column according to the 1T1Jlti-effect prin
ciple in order to save live steam. 

A typical configuration for a recovery proce5s using a lower-boiling 
solvent such as MIBK is shown in �igure 2. In this case high Ko-values and 
that the solvent does not form a omogeneous azeotrope with furfural are two 
major design factors, affecting both the overall process configuration and 
energy consumption. 

A computer program PRIMCALC was used to estimate the minimum energy 
requirements for the· above mentioned 3 cases. PRIMCALC is a group of computer 
programs specially designed in order to simplify the calculations of energy 
requirements in combined extraction-di sti 11 ati on processes for the recovery 
of organic chemicals from diluted aqueous solutions. On executing the program 
on the furfural system, the following assumptions were made: 
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• Solvent extraction. Having specified the degree of solute recovery. a 
phase ratio of 1.5 times (V/Umin is used. A constant Ko-value is assumed, 
and chosen as the lowest value in the concentration range considered. The 
solute does not affect the rrutual solubility between solvent and water. 

• Solvent regeneration: The solvent recovery column in Figure 2 is assumed 
to produce pure components, i.e. pure fu,:fural as bottoms and pure MIBK as 
distillate. A minimum reflux ratio is used in that column. as well as in 
the solvent stripping column to reach azeotropic concentration in the 
distillate. In this latter column. the lowest steam consu�tion. which can 
be tolerated for practical reasons, is taken as 11. of its feed. 

A feed concentration of 0.27 mole-'.t furfural. corresponding to 2.2 Wt-'t 
xylose, was used in the simulations. The following minirum energy require
ments, expressed in ton live steam/ton furfural produced, were obtained: 

Simulation case 

Conventional dist. 
Conv. dist. + stripper 
Extraction 

Mini mum energy requirements 

17. 7 
13.5 

6.0 

As can be seen, only 34'.t of the minimum energy requirements in the conven
tional distillation recovery process will be consumed by using MIBK silllJlta
neous extraction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Equilibrium di stri buti on coefficients were experimentally measured, in the 
temperature interval 150

°

-200
°

C, for extraction of furfural from water into 
toluene and methyl isobutyl ketone. MIBK gave higher Ko-values and was 
selected for simultaneous extraction of furfural formed by dehydrating a 2.2 
wt-1. xylose solution at two temperature levels. The results revealed that the 
furfural yield can be increased by 49'.t if the reaction is performed at 150

°

C, 
and by 64 '.t if it is performed at 175 ° C. Minimum energy requirements were 
computed for a recovery process based on extraction by MIBK. It was found that 
only 1/3 of the minimum energy requirements in the conventional distillation 
recovery process wi 11 be used. 
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Table I: Experimentally measured equilibrium distribution coefficients for 
extraction of furfural from water into toluene and MIBK 

KO from water into 
Feed cone., 
wt-'.t furfural Toluene MIBK 

5.4 3.59 5.20 
4.1 3.49 5.59 
2. 7 3.55 6.06 
2.0 3. 72 6.89 
1.4 3.36 7 .24 

Table 2: Furfural yield as function of reaction time and temperature 

Components 
Phase Ratio Temperature Time Furfural cone. 1 wt-I Furfural 

(aq/orgl ("Cl (h) Aq. phase �rg. phase Yield, 1, 

150 1.5 0.67 47 xylose only 
2.5 0.80 56 175 

l 

1.5 0.37 0.45 52 
1:1 150 2.5 0.30 0.87 70 

3.5 0.30 0.90 79 
xylose + MIBK 

0.6:1 150 1.5 0.40 0.32 59 

1:1 175 2.5 D.19 1.40 92 

-------... 
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During recent years the demand for L-amino acids has perma
nently increased (1). There are only few methods for a continuous 
preparation of L-isomers from a racernic mixture of amino acids. 
Biotechnology commonly utilizes enzymatic or crystal�ization tech
niques to split a racemic mixture, usually in batch operation (2). 
A new continuous working process was found by immobilizing a-chy
motrypsin in a liquid surfactant membrane. 

THE IMMOBILIZED ENZYME 

a-chymotrypsin hydrolyses D,L-phenylalanine methyl ester into 
L-phenylalanine and D-ester. The aqueous enzyme solution was immo
bilized in an applicable membrane phase. Stable emulsions can be 
obtained by kerosene or cyclohexane with 5 % Span 80 in the organic 
phase (Table 1) • 

The influence of the membrane phase on the enzyme activity was 
tested. The loss of activity with different amounts of emulsifier 
is shown in Figure 1. The optimal working conditions are 25 °c and 
pH 6, whereby the activity decrease amounts to about 70 %, and the 
loss of the encapsulated enzyme into the outer phase is beyond 1 % 
per hour. 

TRANSPORT MECHANISM 

The major fraction of the substrate in the outer phase is pro
tonated at a pH-value of 6. Only the small amount of unprotonated 
ester permeates the membrane due to its physical solubility and 
reacts with the enzyme in the inner phase. In this way the sub
strate is removed from the equilibrium and has to be deprotonated 
in the external phase in order to enter the inner phase. These pro
tons can be titrated. Thus the conversion as well as the reaction 
rate can be determined. The produced L-phenylalanine has a zwitter
ionic character in the inner phase. Consequently a liquid quater
nary ammonium salt (Adogen 464) is needed as an anion exchanger to 
'transport the amino acid in its anionic form from the inner enzyme 
phase through the organic membrane phase. The carrier countertrans
ports hydroxide and chloride ions (Figure 2). 

KINETIC MODEL AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ENZYME EMULSION 

The hydrolysis of the O,L-ester by a-chymotripsin can be des
cribed by an extended Michaelis-Menten model. When the ester con
centration is increased, the measured KM-values increase proportion
ally (vmax decreases correspondingly). A Michaelis-Menten kinetics 
with competitive inhibition, accompanied by a small fraction of non
competitive inhibition explains this behavior. In equation (1) the 
inhibitive effect of the 0-ester is included. 

- R 

Some simplifications yield equation (2). 

- R 

CONTINUOUS TESTS 

The continuous tests were performed in an apparatus shown in 
Figure 3. The CSTR was fed with a solution of the O,L-ester, the 
working pH was kep� at 6; the product and the nonconverted substrate 
were continuously drawn off. The pH-control was seperated from the 
reactor by using a membrane filter to avoid the sticking of the 
emulsion to the electrode. 

In Figure 4, the results of two hours of continuous runs with 
different residence times of the ester solution in the reactor are 
shown. The encapsulated amount of enzyme was kept constant during 
these tests. In this figure the measured and the calculated data 
are compared. In other tests residence time and amount of encapsu
lated enzyme were verified. The aim of the kinetic studies was to 
gain information about the influence of engineering parameters on 
the conversion and not to attain conversions close to 100 %. For 
this purpose conversions up to 80 % are more appropriate. 

When comparing measured and calculated data, the latter are 
always slightly higher. This effect can be explained by the model 
applied. It cannot explain the complex mechanism of transport and 
reaction in the emulsion. However, this model yields a sufficient 
explanation of the experimental results. 

The enzymatic hydrolysis must be followed by an isolation of 
the L-amino acid from the reaction mixture. The D-ester can be rac� 
mizated and be fed again into the reaction cycle. 
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This equation (2) seems to be identical with the reaction rate of 
the simple Michaelis-Menten model, but the parameters refer to a 18 
different mechanistic model. 

In continuous runs conversions can be calculated by this two-
parameter model (using Vmax and Ks): 17 

(c: L-ester concentration; FV: flow rate; VR: volume of reactor) 

Vmax and Ks were determined by linear regression analysis from 
data obtained in batch tests (3). The results of these tests indi
cate an interchange between reaction and mass transfer. With higher 
enzyme concentrations the reaction rate increases, therefore, the 
reaction occurs with lower concentrations in the disperse phase, 
thus diminishing the enzyme I s catalyst efficiency: Vmax increases 
slower than the enzyme protein concentration. 
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MEMBRANE PHASE TENSID 
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AFTER 1 
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9, 5 STABLE 
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MASS TRANSFER IN THREE-LIQUID-PHASE SYSTEMS 

L. Boyadzhiev, Z. Lazarova, E. Bezenshek

Central Laboratory of Chemical Engineering 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 

1040 Sofia, Bulgaria 

INTRODUCTION 

A new Eepe.r·ational operation, :>ased on solute transfer jn 
three- liquid- phase systems be came in the last years an object 
of jntensive studies. I"his ope1·ation, knei-Nn under various names 
es pertr2cti.ori, liouid membra.ne seperation, ce.rrier mediated e x
traction, coupled transport is merely an jntegrction in time and 
spf'ce of two commonly applied in separational practice operati
ons - extracti.on and reextraction or solver�t stripping ( 1-� ) • 

The princip.?l advantage such integration schematics.ly shown 
in Figure 1a fallows 1·rom the fact that two almost freely chosen 
pt.ase equilli bri a could provide complete removal of any specie 

in a simple one-:;;tep contact ., Furthermore, sirice the insoluble 
r1membrane 11 acte- as a short time intern:edia.to1· its capacity :i.s 
not a vital characte ristic as in the classical liquid-liquid ex
traction. This rendere pcssi ble the introduction of ya.riouE- un
typical solvents, oils or di.1 nteC solutions of tailor made E:e
lective .eolid 11 carrierR" in neutral, water insoluble liquids. 

TRANSFER MECHANISMS 

The :'cur transfer e-chemes, shown in Figure 1 represent al
most all possible pertraction c:2.ses ( 5 ) • The sirrple physical 
transfer - �ure 1a, irspite of the initial intere st and vari
OUE studied. oil-watt\r'-oi l systems is not acceptable from ecor..o
mical point of vie w and nowadays has a didactical meaning only. 

By the second sche me ( b ), a large number nf solutes like ammo
nia J phenol, some organic base s and acids, forrring with the ad
ded agent B oil insoluble products AB, can be extracted quanti
tatively. The thi.rd scheme ( c ) represents promoted or facili
tated transfe r since a selective 11ce.rrier" X is added into the 
inte rmediate phase S. By means of this age r�t desi1·ed. componer.ts 
are transported anC. accumulated in the phase R, due tc the dif
ferent stability of AX-compl e xes on the fi1·st and second inter
faces. Co-transportations of water and other rr:olecules are ccm
mon phenomena in thiR case. The last scheme ( d ) is an ion e�x
change process: the trarn.:;fer· of A is acconpanied. v;ith equiva
le nt counter transfer of c. Usually metal ce.tions or anions are 
replaced ·by protons or hydroxilic groupE respective ly. 

The last two schemes ar.d their more complicated versim:s 
( 4 ) are the most prospe ctive pertraction schemes, regardless 
what technique is applied. 

PROCESS MO.DELLING 

The re are two approache e for rr.athematical rnoC.elling of li
quid pertrar.tion. In the more pcpular differential or rr.e mbrane 
permeation approach one takeE into account steady or unsteady 
state diffusion acrose the membrane pbase only ( 6-9 ) • Some 
attempts were made to incluC.e chemi.cal reaction kinetics at the 
interface s. The pri�cipal drawback of this approach is that one 
does not take into account the phetome na and changes in the eth
er two phases. Since t.he v6lumes of all liquids are finite, the 

solute transfer causes changee of their conce ntratinns, pH-va
lues and other properties, which in turn modify equi11ibrium 
conditions and her�ce, the rate of transfer4 In some pe rtraction 
techniques eide phenomena like osmosis, phase intermixing etc, 
ceuse more drasti0 deviations from the ideal membrane model. 

'l'he alternative ap�roach { 10-12 ) ic based on mass balances 
of all components in the multiphase system. The princi.pal con 
cept iH that the liquid pe rtraction is conside red as an integra
tion of two liquid-liquid extractior. processes. Therefore time 
concentration chaGge� and mass tra�efer re eiste nces in all pha
ses are taken into account. 

TECHNIQUES FOR PRACTlCAL REALJZATION. 

The integration of e xtract ior. and. reextractior.. !?'te ps in a 
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sir:gle three-liquid-phase ope ration is withoti.t doubt an old idea. 
However, the difficulties to create a stable large scale system 
of' three 1 i.quids, D:ei ng small amount of intermediate phase: pro
viding er.ormous re lative areas and high mass tianefer coeffici
ents and pre ve r.ting in the same time any direct contact be tween 
fhases F and R, explane the re tardatior. in the industrial ap�li
catione. At le ast ter. various te chniques and their �edifications 
were proposeC. and testeC. in laborat_ory scele after 1970. Three 
cf them, dcuble smulsi.nn me t hoc! (DEM), soaked porot:s solid mem
branes (SPSM) and creeping film method (CFM) will be discussed 
and compared he re . 

The DE technique, proposed by N .. Li (13) seems to be one of 
the mN:::t widely studie d. The method is a three-e"t e p proce.dure: 
Prepar·ation of R in S rnicroemulsion, using a proper emulsifier 
( 1, 14), rea.tement of feed F with this microemulsion and destruc
t ion of enriche d emulsion to re move the product and reuse the 
intermediat e phase S. In the second, SPSM method solutions F and 
R are se�arated by thin porous usualy polymer meffibran e impreg
nate d with the interme d.iate phas e S ( 15-16 ). The main advan-. 
tage of this solid-liquid me mbrane ever the conventional solid 
membranee is based on the large difference of diffusivity coef
ficients in solids and stagnant liquids. In the CF method (17 ) 
a1J three liquids are in continuous movement: F and R flow as 
thin creeping films along parallel hydrophylic suppo_r�� The 
space betwee n these fiJms is occupied by the "me mbra.ne" phase s, 
flowing also e.s a thicker film in co- or coute rcurrent. Flowrate 

ratio Qp/QR can be cor:.trolled in very wide range, ke€ping both 
interfacial areas F/S and S/R constant,( see Figure J ). 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The three abovemettioned. techniques were studied and compared 
with model systems: (I) Removal of phenol from phenolic water, 
with initial ccncer.tration xp0 = 100 mg/1, pH

0
= 5, using normal 

perafines ( C7 7 - C13 ) as inter!l'ediate phase and o. 5 percent 
aque cus solution of NaOH as re ceiving phase; (II) Extraction of 
Cu (2+) from sulfate solution with initial conte nt 250 mg/1, 
pH == J�5, using a 2 perce1;.t solution of salicylaldoxime ACORGA-
5300 ( Acorga Ltd ) in normal parafines ( C71 - C13 ) and 3n aqu
eous solution of sulfuric acid as re ceiving phase. In studies by 
DEM 5 pe rcer.t emulsifie r SPAN 80 ( Atlas Co ) was added to the 
oi.l phase. Al1 e>:pe �me nts were carried. cut at 20° c. 

Re sults ol::tained by DE method. The microemulsione were pre
pared using a high spe ed centrifugal pump, re circulating phases 
S and R for 10 min. 0.5 liter ( or 1 1. in case cf phenol ) of 
freshly prepared emulsion ( volumic phase ratio Vs/YR O 1 ) was 
poured into a 20 1 baffled agitator equiped with turbine impel
ler and containing 10 1 feed phase. Dispersion was stirred gen
ly producing err.ulsion globules about 1 mm in diame ter. Du.rring 
each ru.� small sample s of F-phas e we re analysed ( photccollori
metricaly in the case of phenol and A.A.epectrophotometricaly 
in case of copper ) and pH valueE measured. The rat e cf emulsion 
break-up wae obtained by means of "blank" runs, measuring in si
tu pH values continuously. Swelling of F-phase into emulsion was 
measure d afte r each run. Se lecteC typical results are shown in 
Figure 4, The euperposition of diffusional transfe r ahd e mulsion 
break-up results in a typical for this method maximum in each 
efficiency curve . The mean measured values of mass transfer coef
ficient Kp and external relative area ap;s are 4 - 8.1 o-4crr./s 
and 1 - 6 cm-1• The amount of swellec water was about 1/20 of 
.F-phase for the cas e cf phenol, and about 1/15 for the case of 
copper ext.ra.Ction in the moment of maximum efficiency� 

Results attained by SPSM method. By this method extraction 
of coppe r cations wae studied only. A polye thylene membrane, 20 
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r:icror..;._; thLck ,..,ith : .. m.iform purl':: diamf::ter or -j�(: micron,; and 1) 
perce:nL puro�i .i. 7-y, .imprcgnatea with vha::-:.E::: ;_; wa::, clamped between 
two com_partIT}(:;:!'lts contain.in?, F and rt pta.r·t:: rE:::t:pectively. Each 
18;J cm3 compartmE:nt, wLth 7½ cm� E:;Xpccea memLr-ane area, waf: 
equiptd with :· t,lL·rer. '1:hE::: q.iE:::E:d cf r-otat ion.: , over JOO rpm V,'c:t�. 
chcTtn inc,, way tv elimi.!1ate the contr·ibuti.ons of mass transfer 
re.;i.:.:tauce:..' in l:ioLh a4ueoi;,2 pba�es. 'rhe curve E"hov:n ln Figure 1: 
de:r.-ion�;trat.!':::�· a tran::;fe:r controlled l:y the rr.olecular diffusion of 
coi•rer comple:x aero::::-· the organic liquid in the pores. !V!ass tran-

_, 
E'fe:r coeffi.c.: Ltnt mea.:::urto. wa� 9.1 :J -' cm/s. When continuous 1·1ows 
or Loth wi,.t�r �:olut.l or.s through th� compartment.s was applied, a 
rr.emt:rant ltt::kage wa2 ot::,:-erved afr,er 48 hours operation. 

rter·u.lt:3 ot-tained b,z...__gf�b..2£...:. A CF, laboratory scale per
tractor of 600 cm3 total volume, i.ncluding 220 cm3 organic pha
�e wa::· used. Expoeed vertical creei:;ing film areao were 340 cm2 . 
Flowrai;e::;1 oi' rece:iving liquoL8 were kept conHtant at 5 cmJ per 
hour wltho 1Jt noticeable effect on pertraction efficiency. Flow
rar.es 0r feed pha:=-:e were varied in the range of JO to 600 crnJ 
pex· hour. Circulation velocity 0f organic phase was a parameter 
affecting ot.rongly removal elTi.cLency. Figure �-·presents the ra
teo of pertr-action of phenol and copper versus mean residence 
time of treated F-pha(.e in the a_pparatus, with and without for
ced circulati.on of intec·mediate organic phase .. 'rhe maximum masri. 
Lransfer coei"i'icient:s obraine<! are cJ.ose to the coefficients 
achieved using DE method for the same i:-urpose, if the flowrate 
;ratios {)F/Qp (. JO .. If a h.)gh concentrated p.roduct is derr,anded, 
the cverc,,11 mas·s transfer coeYf'icients in CF method are relati
vely higher ., 

Liquid pertraction is an efficient separational process, 
v�ry promising for .r·emoval and concentr·ation of various valu
able specLes t'rom natural or induet.rial di.luted solutions. All 
three technique:-' compared a.r·e suitable for thl s purpose and they 
bave their advantage� and ohortcommings. The principal mass 
tr·ansCer charact-':!rlsticc: effect.Lve contact area and rr.ass tran
:-·fer coeff'icJenL�', with respect to the treated phaAe F and for 
phase ratios: Vp/V

R. 
� ?C, c2r.. be s.r·ranged as fallows: 

aspfM > acF > a DE and. KcF > KDE > KspsM 
imuls ion Lreak-u.p and feed pha:,;e 8We11 ing ar·e important shortct1m
ming:: of DE methoao The 01:her· meth0d2 avoid the multi.operationa.l 
mode and •he use of rur·facf:lint?. CF met.hiJd uHes more complicatea 
designs, but avoid the rlskA of merr.br·ane leakage e\"en after /000 
hours cont inuou� rLlUnd 'o'clock ope r-a.r ion. 
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MASS TRANSFER RATE THROUGH SOLID SUPPORTED 

LIQUID MEMBRANES. USE· OF A TERTIARY AMINE SALT 

AS CARRIER OF METAL SPECIES FROM CHLORIDE MEDIA (1) 

R. Chiarizia, A. Castagnola

Laboratorio Chimica Applicata 
TIB-CHI, CRE Casaccia, ENEA 

Rome, Italy 

In this work �ome results obtained studying the transport of cadmium and 
zinc chloride species through a solid supported liquid membrane containing as 
carrier a tertiary amine salt are reported. The possibility to perform 
cadmium/zinc separations by this technique is also examined. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The supported liquid membrane consisted of a Celgard 2500 (Celanese) 
microporous polypropylene film on which a solution of tridodecylammonium 
chloride (TLAHCl) in triethylbenzene was absorbed. 

The pH of the Cd and/or Zn containing aqueous chloride feed solution was 
generally kept constant at 1 ( [HC!] = 0.1 M) while the strip solution was 
buffered at pH 7 by CH

3
COONH

4
. 

The apparatus used to follow the Cd and/or Zn transfer from the feed to 
the strip solution was made of two cells separated by 18 cm of membrane. The 
volume of each aqueous solution was '150 cm3. 

The concentration variations of both cations in the aqueous solutions 
were followed by oscillopolarography. From the slope of the plots ln C/C0 

(where C is the f�d metal concentration at time t and C0 is the feed metal 
concentration at zero time) vs t,the permeability coefficient P (cm s-1) 
was evaluated for each transport experiment by means of the equations 

(1) J/C 
dC V 

C dt Q 

(2) 
C 

- -�- p t ln ----

co 

�here J = membrane flux,V = volume of feed solution,Q = membrane area. 

After an initial induction time the experimental ln C/C0 vs t data 
always fell on a straight line. 

The stirring speed .was kept constant at 680 rpm in both the feed and strip 
solutions since preliminary experiments allowed us to state that beyond this 
stirring speed value the permeability becomes independent of it. 

REACTION STOICHIOMETRY 

For both cadmium and zinc in the Cl- concentration range experimentally 
explored ([c1-J = 0.1 7 2 M) and for low metal concentrations the extraction 
stoichiometry can be represented as follows: 

K 

(3) (TLAHC1)
2

MC1
2 

2 TLAHC:1 

where M = Cd or Zn and the bar indicates orga�ic species. 
The Ke value for cadmium has been calculated from Jistribution experiments 

(K : 2.9 104 �2), the K value for zinc has been taken from,the literatu
re(2) (Ke= 3.3 104 M-2).

e 

It follows for the metal partition coefficient 

(4) 

with 0( 
2

,degree of formation of MC1
2

,given _by 

P 2 .
2 

(5) 
0( 2 

where p. = overall formation constant of the M-Cl complexes taken from 
referen�e (3) and a = effective ligand activity. 

CO-TRANSPORT MECHANISM 

At the feed-membrane interface,where the pH is low enough to prevent the 
hydrolysis of the carrier,reaction (3) takes place between the carrier and 
the metal species which has reached the interface., diffusing through the 
aqueous boundary layer. 

The metal-carrier complex diffuses then through the membrane and reaches 
the strip-membrane interface where the reaction 

(6) 2 H' 4 Cl 

occurs. The CH
3

COONH
4 

buffer in the strip solution causes the hydrolysis of 
the carrier and the complexation of the released metal cation. 

The TLA diffuses back to the feed side where it is conv_erted again into 
TLAHCl. At each cycle both M and HCl are in this way co-transported from the 
feed to the strip solution. 

PERMEABILITY EQUATION 

In previous papers (4-6) it was shown that when the partition coefficient 
of the metal species at the feed-membrane interface is much larger than at 
strip-membrane interface, for low aqueous metal concentrations and fast 
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interracial reactions, the following equation describes the steady state 
permeability process: 

(7) 

� Kd + � Da D
o 

where d = aqueous diffusion film thickness 
a 

d = membrane thickness 
0 

D = aqueous metal species diffusion coefficient 
a 

D = organic (membrane) metal species diffusion coefficient 
0 

By inserting equation (4) in equation (7) the following permeability 
equation is obtained: 

(8) 
K (X [ TLAHCl] 

2 
e 2 

_o_ 

Do 

Equation (8) represents well 'the experimental data/ obtained for the 
cadmium transport rate as function of the carrier and Cl

-
concentrations.I 

reported in Figures 1 and 2 . The solid curves of both Figures have been in 
fact calculated by means of equation (8) with the following diffusion 
parame

:
e

��
: 

= 2.9 10
2 

cm
-1

s and d /0 = 7.8 10
2 

cm
-1

s a a o o 
(the K value reported above and(X values calculated by means of equation (5) 
have b:en al so usedJ. 

2 

CADMIUM-ZINC SEPARATION 

The data of Figure 2 show that with [TLAHClj = 0.3 M,in the Cl
-

concen
tration range 0.1 .;. 2 M,the cadmium permeability is nearly independent of the 
chloride ion concentration. 

On the contrary the Cl- concentration has a pronounce d effect on the zinc 
permeability coefficient as shown in Figure 3,where the permeability coeffi
cient of cadmium and zinc are plotted in logarithmic scale as function of the 
aqueous feed chloride concentration for f_TLAHCl] = 0.03 M. 

The different behaviour of cadmium and zinc can be mainly ascribed to the 
lower tendency of zn+� as compared to Cd+� to undergo complexation by Cl_ 
ions. This reflects in different0(

2 
values which in the gi'\,en chemical cundi

tions are much lower for zinc. 
A consequence of the different C( 

2 
value s for cadmium and zinc is that 

different mechanisms c·ontrol the permeation rate. In the case of cadmium in fact 
the high value of DI, makes the second term of the sum in the denominator of 
equation (8) neglig{ble. It follows: 

(9) P
ed 

D/d
a 

that is the permeability is essentially aqueous diffusion controlled. 
In the case of zinc, on the contrary, the situation is reversed and the 

permeability equation becomes: 

(10) p 
Zn 

D 
0 

do 

that is the permeability is essentially membrane diffusion controlled. 
At [c1-] = 0.1 M and [TLAHCl] = 0.03 M the cadmium and zinc permeabilities 

differ 63 times. In these conditions a good separation of the metal species 
can be obtain�d. This is shown in Figure 4 where the metal concentrations 
in the strip solution are plotted as function of the time (the initial feed 
concentration is 1 millimolar for both metals). It CatJ be observed that 
after about 200 minutes 75% of the cadmium is recovered at practically 100% 
purity. 

I 
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THE RECOVERY OF PLUTONIUM BY MEANS OF 

SOLID SUPPORTED LIQUID MEMBRANES 

Giulio M. Gasparini, Giuseppe-Grossi, Maurizio Casarci and Armando D'Andrea 

E.N.E.A. - C.R.E. Casaccia 
Rome, Italy 

supported liquid membrane separations present attractive p:Jssibili
ties of applications in many hy-drometallurgical leach solutions 
containing low concentrations of one or rore metals. 

This new technology has not !fet reached the sufficiently elevated 
reliability degree to be employed in industrial applications. 

The future development of this kind of membranes needs more exten 
ded basic studies to increase the ld:)wledge of the interact"ion bet;;een 

the membrane, the carrier and the diluent. 

One of the condtioning steps for the future diffusion of this new 
method is the possibility to ensure sufficiently prolonged lifetimes 
of the charged membranes. 

At the m:::irnent these researches are conditioned upon the lack of mE!!· 
hranes of different materials with controlled characteristics. 

Despite these numerous points of incertitude, the potential 
possibilities of the supported liquid membranes stimulate· many 
researchers to propose original applications. 

We describe there our researches aimed to evaluate the p:>ssibility 
to utilize as a carrier in a supp:>rted liquid membrane a neo allLyl 
hydroxamic acid. 

In our previous researches (1) (2) we have studied the behavior of 
the neo alkyl hydroxamic acids with this structure: 

Alkyl 
Alkyl• C- COllHOH 

Alkyl 

with regard to some actini<ies, and fissivn products in liqt:irj 
- liquid extraction. 

These compounc1� are strong extrac::tant,; of Pu, Zr,Nb,�·b,Fe,V from 
acidic media (1 - 5 N l-UJ0

2
, H2so4

, HCl, HClC-4). 

Other complexing agents ( Ph:ls!)l:loric esters, phospbinoxides, carbamoyJ 
phospl)nates) have similar prJperties with a nore wide selectivity. 
But all .. these cornp.:>un� are ineffectin!J in alkaline media for their 
p:>or extracting power or their elevated solubilit'-J in basic media. 
On the contrary, neo alkyl hyCroxamic aciCs ·ui th a sui tDble mole.cular 
weight, can be employed directly (\:lithout any previous acidiiiticatior;' 
in en alkali·1•· s)J.ntjvn; this is G pecul:iar c;1ara.cteristic;s of thr:.:s: 
extractants. 

':le have c;,iployeC,for these prelim:i.nary investigab. o ns, several c:om:ner
cial membranes ·ai th given characteristics: 
- Celgar<l 250C and Celgerd 451 C produced by Celanese cv 
- Accur-el PP prJCuced by f.r:-,w'I.- co. 
- PrFE T 30 of sc:1leichleir and Scull 

The experi1;:ental ap_paratus employ�d far the discontinuous tests 1-:icc; 
a very sim_plr: !]lass apparatus illustred in Fir.. 1. 

An hollow fiber propilene ril.'.::>dule is n;:iw under invest:i.0c:.tion for 
continuous tests. 

The aqueous £eed solutions utilized have
te

b
s

e
te

e�
0

11; Na2 co
3

, 'iM N�Hco
3 0,1 - ini ffi.103 solutions have bee11 also 

The product (or stri?) solutjon has been, 0,5 oxalic acid buffereC 
at pH 2,25 with amnonia. 

For the prelir.iinary investigations 
variables Fe59 has f

3
en used as Pu 

constallts of thfl'e - lzy-droxamic 
that · of Pu 

Or'! the effect of the di.f.ferent 
simulant, since, the stability 

acid comple��are very similar to 

Pu 239has been employed in the .final tests. We have ch osen as carrier 
the tributyl aceto hydroxarnit'�"'(TBAH), because this comp:>und has been 
widely studied in our pre\Ous investigations in liquid - liquid 
procedures. With this acid,.a .r.iixturecf diethyl benzene 5% 2-octanol 
has been employed as diluent. 

The membranes have been prepared by dipping them into a solution 
containing the carrier during a night; after extraction and a little 
shake, the membrane has been placed into the apparatus between two 
Pl'FE o ring. Procedures prop.:>sed by other researchers did not give a 
better reproducibility. 

Each experience has been carried out as follows: 
s ml. of the feed solution has been introduced into the upper tube 
and 50 ml. of the product solution :into the lower tube. 
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The apparatus has been the rnostata�3� and the agitation turned on. 
0.1 ml. of a standard Fe 59 or Pu solution of kn:::nvn activity, 
has been introduced int.J the feed, and samples of the product 
Solution have been taken for the counting. The activity of the 
feed solution h8s been controlled only at the end of the experience. 

The pH of both the solutions were controlled continuously. 

The research can be divided into 3 steps: 

1) Study of the feasibility of the system and choice of the principal 
variables (diluent, carrier concentration, metal concentration, 
temperature etc.) with Fe 59 as Pu sir.iUlant. 

2) Verification of the Pu behavior in some discontinuous tests. 

3) Continuous tests with hollow fiber modules. 

RESULTS 

In the folld.wing Figures we have illustrat.£dthe more intE'resting results 
of our research in discontinuous apparatus (FIG.·2 - 5 ) 

Their aim is to verify the influence of the JTPre important variables 
on the transfert rate and the :i:ossibility to utilize this supp::>rted 
membrane for the Pu separation. 

Now we are earring out some runs with a continuous hollow fiber model. 
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f..LU THE BEHAVIOR OF DIFFERENT MEMBRANES 
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DOTTED LINE:fEED K BIPHTALATE PH 0,5 :STRIP:(COOH). 
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COUPLED TRANSPORT IN URANIUM EXTRACTION 

T. J. Hardwick 

Gulf Research & Development Company 
P.O. Drawer 2038 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 USA 

In coupled transport, the porous walls of hollow plastic 
fibers are filled with an extracting solvent; in the case for 
uranium, 30% Alamine 336 in kerosene was used. Uranium-loaded 

feed circulates through the center of these fibers (0.07 mm in 
diameter) while strip solution passes around the outside. The 
concentration gradient across the wall {0.06 mm thick) effects a 
transport of uranium from loaded feed to the strip solution, 

Early work on this system used flat membranes dividing 
two halves of a cell; one side was filled with feed, the other 
with strip solution. ( 1,2,3} Several conclusions were reached, 
both from experimental results and from a theoretical analysis of 
the system: 

1. The rate of transport of uranium (flux) increases with the 
uranoium concentration, but there is a maximum value. 

2, The flux is proportional to the concentration profile of 
the uranium across the membrane. 

3. An agglomeration of the uranium-amine complex occurs. This 
can be sufficient to hinder free flow of constituents across the 
membrane. 

4. Maximum flux occurs when the amine is present as a 30% 

solution in kerosene in the solvent-filled pores. 
The present experiments were undertaken to evaluate the 

mechanism in dynamic systems typical of commercial operation, and 
to quantify the effect of variables for scaleup. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Bend Research, Inc. supplied four units, each unit 
consisting of a bundle of approximately 1240 fibers, each 50 cm 
long, and potted in parallel inside a clear plastic pipe. The 
fibers were impregnated with 301' Alamine in Kermac solvent 470B. 
Provision was made for acid feed to flow upward through the hol
low fiber core, while strip solution (sodium carbonate solution) 
circulated about the outside of the fiber walls. 

The features of coupled transport were studied in a 
dynamic steady state mode, using equipment assembled as shown in 
figure 1, Feed enters as stream A, recycles as stream BCD and 
exits as the raffinate E. If the prefixes relating to flow and 
concentration are F and C respectively, then it can be shown that 
in a single transit of the column 

I 1l CB :c (FA.xCA)+(FB-FA.)xCE /FB 

The concentration loss is CB-CE, and the fraction of material lost 
is CE/CB (=P). The rate of transport is (CB-CE)xFB. 

Experimentally, feed entered the recycling system at a 
pressure of 5 psi. The flow rate was controlled by a variable 
peristaltic pump on the raffinate and the recycle rate by a valve 
between the centrifugal recycling pump and the column. The strip 
solution was recycled around the fibers. A steady but slow feed 
of strong sodium carbonate solution entered the strip circuit; the 
overflow was collected as product. The pH of the strip solution 
was maintained by addition of sodium hydroxide solution, added by 
pH-controlled demand, 

Typical runs lasted four hours, with samples of streams 
taken and total flows or flowrates measured every half 

Na OH 

FEED 

PRODUCT 

l----

l_ 

FIGURE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

FOR A COUPLED TRANSPORT UNIT 
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hour. Steady state operation was assumed if the last three sam
ples had the same value. The experimental program tested individ
ually the following variables: acid, uranium and sulfate concen
trations in the feed, carbonate concentration and pH in the strip 
solution, and the operating variables of flow and recycle rate. 
The range of variables was limited to those expected in industri
al practice, 

It should be noted that the concentrations discussed are 
those entering the column at steady state. It was thus dif
ficult to fix all variables, but in the range normally used, the 
effect of minor deviations was very small. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH ACID ONLY 

Dilute sulfuric acid was used as feed. The alkclli con
tent and pH of the strip solution made no difference, provided the 
pH was at least a. Above an acid concentration of 70 mN, the rate 
of transfer of acid was zero order - 20-3 meq/min; at lower acid 
values the rate decreased, and below 25 mN, the rate was first 
order. This is shown in figure 2; also shown are the rate 
expressions for each regime. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH PURE ACID URANIUM SULFATE 

A, Effect of uranium concentration on its rate of 
transport. With the acid concentration entering the column being 
maintained at 0.1 - 0,2N, the rate of uranium transport was pro
portional to its concentration; the fraction of uranium not re
moved from solution on passing through the column was constant. 
Figure 3 shows a plot of P versus CB (U). At low concentrations P 
= 0.73. Above CB -= 2,SmM/1 (600 ppm U) there is a decrease in P, 

B, Effect of uranium concentration on the rate of acid 
transport. With acid solutions entering the column between 0.1 
and 0.2N, the uranium concentration was varied while the rate of 
acid transport was measured. The results (figure 4) show that the 
rate of acid transport decreases steadily to a value of 10.3 

meq/min, and remains constant at higher uranium concentrat:ions. If 
the acid concentration is below 70mN, then the expected de- crease 
due to low acid is prorated with the uranium data. 

C. Effect of sulfate ion concentration in the feed. 
Sulfate ion is usually present in mill feeds in concentrations 
from o. 2 - O. SM/1. In this range there is a small effect of the 
sulfate ion concentration; P ,,,  0,698 + 0,049x(S04). 

o. Effect of pH of the strip solution. 'lbere is a line
ar relation between the maintained pH of the solution and the 
value of P, P = 1,136 - (0,0397 x pH) 

. , . 
0 . . 
z . . 
� 
" ,o . 
0 . . . 

y =0.49[ "+] 

'..., :3.72 + o.eae ["•] 
-0.0051 [H•r 

y;: 20.3 

.. ... 

CONC ACID mN 

FIGURE 2 EFFECT OF ACID CONCENTRATION 
ON ITS RATE OF TRANSPORT 

!1
CONC LIRANIUW·,.Mtl 

FIGURE 3 EFFECT OF URANIUM CONCENTAA°TlON 

ON ITS RATE OF TRANSPORT 
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E, Effect of carbonate ion concentratioii in the recycl
ing strip solution. A plot of the log of the divalent carbonate 
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centration be used, as opposed to the sum of co3 a:nd HC<5. Cor
rections for dilution must also be made. P = 0,689 - ln{co3 J. 

F, Effect of feed rate into the system. Feed rates of 20 
-1200 ml/min have been used with a fixed acid recycle rate of 2000 
ml/min. With normalization for the effects as per equation (1), 
the. results agreed with those already established, 

G. Effect of recycle rate. Recycle rates lo'ere varied 
from 500- 3500 ml/min, Above 1200ml/min the results were as pre
dicted, but below this value, an erratic decrease in uranium ex
traction occurred, but no corresponding decrease in the rate of 
acid transfer. In this system a recycle rate of 2000 ml/min 
corresponds to a linear flow of 5 cm/sec in the hollow fibers, 

MATERIAL BALANCE 

'rtle material balance of acid loss from the feed has al
ways agreed well with the alkali loss in the strip system, Uran
ium balance was reasonably satisfactory, considering the many 
measurements of flow rate and uranium analyses which contribute. 
Sulfate balance has been measured occasionally and is reasonable, 

MODELING 

We have been able to quantify these variables into a 
mathematical model which predicts the effluent concentrations of 
uranium and acid from inputs of a) feed rate, b) recycle rate, c) 
acid, uranium and sulfate in the feed, d) flow rates and con
centration of sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate, e) pH of the 
strip solution. 

DISCUSSION 

It is difficult to develop a mechanism which will ex
plain quantitatively the effects of the variables as we observed 
them. 'lhat which is most satisfactory is the concept of recessed 
interfaces; a suggested portrayal is given in figure s. In any 
filling of the pores with solvent, it is unlikely that all will be 
filled flush with the irregular surface of the fiber. 'rtlose which 
are initially flush may lose some material to the scouring action 
of the turbulently flowing feed. 'Itl.e net result is a very small 
element of volume, having contact with the interface, but stagnant 
to the point that diffusion laws govern the migration of the 
species present. A similar argument can be made for the strip 
side of the fiber. 

ACID FEED 

SOLVENT 

STRIP SOLUTION 

<C= ACID 
INTERFACE 

¢=, STRIP 
INTERFACE 

FIGURE 5 CONCEPT OF RECESSED INTERFACES 

M:EX::HANISM 

Protonation. 'nlis occurs at the interface, where the 
amine reacts efficiently with either H3o+ or Hso4. Above 70 mN 
acid the rate is controlled by the rate of diffusion of the amine 
to the interface, as there is sufficient acid within the recess • 
At lower acid concentrations the rate is controlled by the migra
tion of acid to the interface 1 below 25 mN the rate of protona
tion is the rate of acid migration into the recess, and this is 
dependent on the acid concentration in the bulk of the feed, The 
rate of acid transport thus changes from zero to first order 
between 70 and 25 mN acid concentration. 

Complex Formation. 'Ihe protonated amine reacts with 
either sulfate ion or the uranyl sulfate anion to form a neutral 
complex. Uranium complex formation is favoured; little change is 
found in the rate of uraniUm transport from o. 1 to o. 7M s04. 

Over a wide range (0.005 - 2 mM/1} the rate of uranium 
transport is first order with respect to uranium concentration. 
'Ihis suggests that the rate governing step is the rate of diffu
ion of the uranyl sulfate anion into the recess, and this in turn 
is dependent on the uranium concentration in the bulk feed. 'nle 
diffusion rate of the uranyl sulfate anion is much smaller than 
that of the sulfate ion; there will be sufficient protonated amine 
available to combine with any uranyl sulfate anion reach- ing the 
interface. 

Above 2mM/l, the rate of diffusion of this complex from 
the feed solution into the recess, although increasing, is insuf
ficient to maintain first order kinetics with respect to its con
centration in the bulk feed, Accordingly, the value of P increa
ses at the higher uraniUm concentrations. 

Hindered Diffusion. The presence of uranium in the feed, 
even at low concentrations, results in a decrease in the rate of 
acid transport. We consider this due to the formation of 
agglomerates of the amine-uranium complex in the solvent. Such 
behaviour has been recognized in amine-uranium systems (4), and 
applied to this system by previous workers. ( 2, 3) 

With further agglomeration the increasing size of the 
diffusant retards its migration to the strip interface. lbless· the 
pore is blocked, the rate of travel of free amine in the reverse 
direction will not be affected, and there will � an ac
cumulation of the uranium-amine complex in the pore. 'Ihe · net ef
fect is to reduce the amount of free amine in the organic phase 
and hence the extent of its diffusion to the acid interface, 'rt-le 
rate of protonation will decrease, and this will be observed as a 
decrease in the rate of transport of hydrogen ion. 

Above 2mM/l uranium in the feed, the rate of acid trans
port is constant at half its maximum value. We assume that one
half the amine is tied up as the uranium complex. This upper 
limit of uranium concentration is about that where the rate of 
diffusion of uranium into the recess becomes rate-controlling. 

Effect of pH. 'Itle pH of the strip solution affects the 
rate of uranium transfer, but not the rate of acid transfer pro
vided the strip solution is alkaline. Amine-sulfate complex 
migrating to the strip interface will always find sufficient alk
alinity to release sulfate ion to the aqueous solution; the rate 
of acid transfer will be unaffected. If, on the other hand, the 
release of uranium specifically requires reaction with the di
valent carbonate ion, a lower pH value will decrease the concen
tration of that ion, and the rate of discharge of uranium across 
the strip interface will decrease. Similarly, if less sodium 
carbonate is added to the system, there will be a lower rate of 
uranium transfer across the strip interface. In a manner anal
ogous to the recess mechanism on the acid side, local depletion of 
carbonate ion may occur at high rates of transport. 

Critical to the acceptance of this mechanism is the 
understanding that the bulk concentrations in feed and strip 
solution are not those at the reacting interface, It should also 
be noted that data are specific to this particular unit. 'rtlis has 
been deliberate as an aid to clarity in the discussion, All data 
can be converted to absolute units, (e.g. probability of uranium 
transport per unit time per unit area of fiber surface). 
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LIQUID MEMBRANE STUDIES: TRANSPORT AGAINST THE 

CONCENTRATION GRADIENT OF AuCI� 

M. Burgard, P. Elisoamiadana and M. J. F. Leroy

E.N.S.C. 
Universite Louis Pasteur 

Strasbourg, France 

Application of the Liquid Memb_rane Technlque for the recovery of metal ionic spe
cles has recen1·1y aroused a great deal of Interest. The principle of the process 

is based on the ab i I I ty for a desired ion A to di ff use against i.ts concentration 

gradient ( "uph i I I transport11). the energy being supp I i ed by the concentration gra

dient of anof-hcr ion B which diffuses across the membrane as well. In this pro

cess, an import,rnt role is played by the mobile carrier contained in the membrane 

which nreacts 11 with A and 8 and transports them, Many examples of such transports 

have been given in the I iterature; in most of them, B is the proton (pH pump). 

If A is a cation, the carrier is·a cation exchanger, H+ and A diffusing ln oppo

site directions (C.ounter transport); if A is an anion (e.g. an anionic metallo

complexl, the carrier is a base, H + and A diffusing in the same direction Ceo

transport). 
Thus, transport has been described for a great number of metal I ic species inclu

ding alkali, alkaline earths, Uranium, rare earths, transition metals (1). 
Studies on the development of Liquid Membrane Technique for the recovery ot pre

cious metals have been undertaken in our I aboratory; in this presentation we 
summarize some pre I im i nary resu I ts on the transport of AuC 14 

- • 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

and 

The transport experiments were performed using the set-up shown ln the�

The carrier solution was tocated at the bottom of a thermosfated eel I (T = 25 ± 

\ °C). A glass bel I cylinder �uspended above the bottom of the eel I 5epor2icd the 
inner aqueous phuse (aqueous pha!:>e I l and the outer aqueous phcse (aqueou� phase I I l 
A synchronous motor (Heidolph RZR 2000) was attached to the cylinder to provide 

constant turning of the cylinder and stirring of the phases (200 rpm). An immo
bile glass obstacle immersed in both the organic phase and the aqueous phase I 

ensured a rapid homog'='nizatlon ot concentration in the phases. Samples in the 

inner aqueous phase were taken by stopping momentaneously the rotation and by 

introducing a seringe or pi pet through the window of the cyl Jnder (see Figure I). 

Analyses were carried out using an IL 453 atomic absorption spectrophotometer. 

The poly(oxyehtylene) derivative (compound Ll was supplied by the SociCte Natio

nale des Poudres et Explosih>. 

CO-TRANSPORT K+ or H+ - AuC I 

11Uphi 11 11 transport of AuCt4 can be achieved by means of co-transport with M
+ 

or 
H

+
, the mobile carrier being a neutral complexing agent or solvating agent for 

M
+ 

or H
+ 

The energy for the transport is supplied by the concentration gradient 
of M

+ 
or H* (scheme). 

The carriers cons 1 dered are 
a poly(oxyethylene) derivative (compound U complexing K (see scheme) 

. Butex CDibutylcarbJtol) which solvates H
+ . 

CO-TRANSPORT K• - AuCI - 111TH A POLYCOXYETHYLENEI DERIVATIVE AS CARRIER 

Previous work has confirmed the binding properties of this type of carrier towdrds 

alkali ions as wel I as their abi I ity to extract alkali salts (2). K* - AuCl4-
coup I ed tr?inspor t using cnmpound A as carr fer is i I I ustrated in f.!9�!'.9 _ _!_ and 

fJ_g�-
Comparison of K+ and gold concentrations in the receiving phase shows a neg Ii-

41ible transport of Cl- with respect to AuCl4
-. Otherwise diluent effects seem 

important A quantitative recovery of gold in the receiving phase is achieved 
when choloroform Is used as diluent, whereas it is observed that the membrane 

tends to saturate when dlchloroethane is the diluent. This phenomenon is related 
to the corresponding I i quid-Ii quid extract l ons constants which have been found 

to be higher for dlchloroethane than tor chloroform (chloroform Ke I 3.102 M-2 

1-2; dichloroethane Ke# 1,5. 103 M-2 1-21. 
� i I lustrates the effect of the KC! concentration in aqueous phase 1 on 

the transport. 
The deduced in it i a I transport rate 
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can be interpreted assuming a d·iffusion-I imiting mechanism for the co-transport 

131. 
The transport rate V

O 
can be written : 

V • A 
Ke L0 Y,iK'[ y_iAuCl4

-[ 

1 • Ke v,IK'i y_lAuCl4
-[ 

where K ls the extraction constant of the equi I ibrfum e 

(equation I) 

L0 is the tota I concentration of carr I er in the nembrane, y + I K� [ and y _ I AuC I 4 
the potassium and AucI4

- activity in the aqueous phase I; A is a co_nstant (3). 
The rate law expressed by equation I can be verified by as sum Ing that Y + Y- is 
approximately equal to the square of the mean adivi-ty coefficient of KCI in the 

aqueous phase I 

Y, Y_ • �CKCI l 

The fol lowing expression for log V0 is then dedllced 

log V
0 

= cte + log 

"' cte + I og X 

l, I K. I

A tog v 0 = f( log X) pint should give a tine of slope 1. 

� shows the results using the experimental value for Ke : 

Ke "' 3 to2 M- 2 1- 2. Satisfactory agreement rs observed which confirms the dif
fusion I imiting mechanism. 

CO-TRANSPORT H 
+ 

- AuC I 4 WI TH BlJTEX 

Butex <Dibutytcarbitol) has been used for the extraction ot precious metals from 
aqua reg i a (4). Because of d If f i cu It back extraction ( stripping), pure Butex can

not be used as a carrier for gold. However, chloroformic solutions of Butex have 

been found to be good liquid membranes for the co-transport H
+ 

- AuCl4 (Figure IV). 

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUD I ES 

Transport against the concentration gradient for AuCl4 is achieved 'by means of 

a co-transport with M or H using a neutral carrier which complexes or solvates 
. .

M or H . 

Chemical factors (extraction constant, diluent effects) determine the performance 

of the process. 

Further studies are in progress in order to evaluate the selectivity of the trans

port with respect to other ch I orometa I I ates (e,g. PtC I;, PdC I: etc ... ). 
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FIGURE I: EXPERil1ENTAL SET UP USED FOR THE TRANSPORT 
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AQUEOUS PHASE I : 40cc: Au:228OPPM: KCI lM: PH = 2,3 
AQUEOUS PHASE II: 100cc, �! = 2,3, 
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FIGURE II: TRANSPORT OF GOLD AND POTASSIUM WITH 
CARR I rn L 

AQUEous PHASE 1: 40cc; Au:2280PPM; PH= 2,3; KCI, 
AQUEOUS PHASE I I: 100cc; P�I '"' 2. 3. 
f",EMBRANE: CHLOROFORM (130cc); L (2, iu-3M) 
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• • K
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FIGURE I I I : EFFECT OF THE KCI CONCENTRATION IN AQU, PH, I. 
METAL CONCENTRATICNS IN AQU,PH,II/TIME, 
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FIGURE IV: ANALYSIS OF THE INITIAL TRANSPORT 
RATE,log Vo=f(log X);(see Text).
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THE EXTRACTION OF IRON (Ill) FROM ALUMINIUM

NITRATE SOLUTIONS WITH VERSATIC ACID 

M. I. Stefanakis and A. J. Monhemius

Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science 
Royal School of Mines, Imperial College 

London SW? 2BP, U.K. 

INTRODUCTION 

There has been much research and development work I� recent years into 

methods of extracting alumina from non-bauxltlc alumlno-sillcate raw materials 

such as clays. coal ashes. colliery wastes. etc. If acid leaching Is used to 

extract alumlnlum from these raw materials. one of the ma/or problems in the 

subsequent processing of the crude leach liquors Is the removal of iron. which 

Is dissolved during acid leaching. Solvent extraction can be used for iron 

removal and the work described in this paper was Initiated to Investigate the use 

ot a carboxy1ic acid. Versatlc 10. for the removal of Iron from concentraled 

aluminium nitrate solutions. arising from the leaching of coal ashes with nitric 

acid. Extraction by carboxyllc acids. rather than the more usual alkyl 

phosphoric acids. was selected so that iron could subsequently be removed 

from �he organic phase as hematite by hydrolytlc stripping Cl) . as opposed to 

conventional mineral acid stripping, The iron-containing aqueous strip liquors 

produced by the latter method would give rise to considerable disposal problems 

In view of the quantities involved In a large-scale alumina production process. 

This paper Is concerned with the detailed analysis of distribution data for Fe( Ill> 

extraction by Versatlc 10 to determine equlllbrlum constants for the extraction 

reactions. These equlllbrlum constants were used 10 develop a chemical model 

of the extraction system with the objective of using computer simulation studies 

for the design and opllmisalion of the counter-current extraction of iron lrom 

aluminlum nitrate solutions. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Versatlc 10 C 15� w/w) In Escald 110 was used to extract Fe( Ill> from 

concentrated soluUons of AICN03}3, Extraction data were obtained using an 

AKUFVE 110 system combined with a Metrohm pH-stat apparatus for pH 

control. Iron concentrations In each phase were determined by off-line 

analysis. Dlchromate tltrallons were used to analyse aqueous phase samples 

and UV�lstble spectrophotometric analysis for organic phase samples. It was 

found that there was negllglbte extraction of alumlnlum Into the organic phase 

under the conditions studied, 

Prellmlriary experiments based on 2-level factorlat designs were used to 

Investigate the general behaviour of the extraction system. The following points 

were establlshed: -

I> As the Ionic strength of the aqueous phase Is Increased by Increasing 

the alumlnlum nitrate concentration. Iron can be extracted from Increasingly 

acidic solutlons e.g. under comparable conditions. the pH5o for Iron extraction 
was found to Increase from about pH=l.O for solutions containing 32g/l Al (I= 

7.1M) to about pH=O. lat 64g/l Al Cl= 14.2M). It Is therefore beneflclal to 
carry out Iron extraction from as highly concentrated Al< N03> s--solutlons as 

possible. 

Ill Increases In total FeCIII) concentration cause Increased Iron extraction 

Indicating that potymerlsatlon of the metal species occurs In the organic 

phase. 

Ill> Increasing temperature Increases Iron extraction at Ionic strengths below 
about 9M and has lhe reverse effect at higher Ionic strengths. This Is 
attributed to changes In water acllvlty and Ionic activity coefficients with Ionic 

strength. 

A series of dlstrtbutlon Isotherms was obtained for FeCIID extraction with 

15% Versatlc 10 CO. BM) from alumlnlum nitrate solutions containing 64g/l Al 

<2. 37M> at 30°c. The Isotherms were determined at a series of constant p�'s 

ranging from O. 01 to O. 88. and are shown In �- Organic Iron 

concentrations of up to 16g/l Fe CO. 29M) were obtained. The followlng 

observations were made: -
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I) Extraction of FeCllll occurs under very acidic conditions. due to the 

high Ionic strength of the aqueous phase. as previously noted. 

ID Except at high pH C>O. 61. the Isotherms are S-shaped. Indicating 

polymerlsatlon occurs In the organic phase. 

Ill> Iron eKtractlon Is favoured by Increasing pH up to about pH = O. 87. 

Above this value. there Is llttle change In the position of the Isotherms and 

phase separation becomes difficult. This behavour Is attributed to the formation 

or colloidal ferric hydroxide In the aqueous phase. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

A generalised equlllbrlum equation for the extraction of Fe< 110 by Versatlc 

acid < HV} may be written as follows: 

(1) P'e(aq) +(n+s)/2.(HV)2(org) • 1/x(P'eVn,sHV)x(org) + �(aq) 

where n = association number. s = solvatlon number. x = polymerlsatlon 

number. Fecaq> represents all possible aqueous Iron complexes. HV Is 

assumed to be malnly dlmerlc ln the organic phase. The association number n, 

may be Jess than 3. Iha valency of Iron. with electroneutrallly In the organic 

phase maintained by Incorporation of C 3-n) OH- In the organic complex. 
For conditions where activity coefficients In each phase remain constant. 

the equlllbrlum constant K for reaction Cl) may be expressed as:-

( 2) log JC •  log D - (x-1)/x.log (Pe]0rg - (l/x)logx- npft 

-( n-+-e )/2. log( (HV]i/2-( n+• )/2, [Pe]0rg) 

Equation C2> was used to analyse the distribution data represented by the 

Isotherms In � to determine the most probable Iron complexes In the 

organic phase, using the statlstlcal technique· Introduced by Van der Zeeuw 

< 2>. Apart f�om the parameters n. s and x. Equation C 2) contains only known 

or measurable concentrations. Thus values of logK can be calculated for 

various combinations of the unknown parameters. which are each allowed to 

take values 1.2 or 3. A constant value for logK over a range.or extrectlon 

conditions Indicates that the organic complex corresponding to that particular 

combination of n, s and x Is the most probable Iron species In the organic 

phase. This wlll occur only If the activity coefficients In each phase remain 

constant or approximately so over the range of conditions studied. Because of 

the large variations In the composition of the organic phase as Iron was loaded 

In. It was found necessary lo divide the distribution data Into several 

sub-ranges of organic concentration In order to fulfll the requtrement of 

approxlmalely constant organic activity coefficients. Aqueous phase activity 

coefficients were assumed constant because of the very high and constant Ionic 
strength C 14. 2M> due 10 !he aluminium nitrate In solution. A computer 
programme was written to carry out the data analysls 'In which all possible 

permutations of the parameters. n. s and x were evaluated and the derlve1 log 
K values were statlstlcally lesled to determine the combinations of parameters 

which gave the most constant values for log K. It was found that In each 
sub-range of organic Iron concentration there were several complexes with high 

statistical probabllllles. The most probable complex existing In each organic 

Iron concentration sub-range Is llsled In Table 1 together with the 

corresponding log K value. 



Table 1 Most Probable Organic Phase Complexes 

Aq. Phase: Al(N0
3

) 1 
= 2.34M; pH range = O - 0.88; 

initial Fe cone. = o - 18g/l; Temp = J0 ° C. 

Organic Phase: 15% w/w (0.8M) Versatic 10 in Escaid 110. 

[Fe)org 
Complex log K 

g/l M 

0 - 3.4 0 - 0·06 (Fe0HV, .1 •75HV), 1 •471 
3.4 - 4.5 0·06 - 0•08 (Fe0HV, .2-75HV), 2-100 
4.5 - 8·6 0-08- 0-15 (Fe0HV, .1-25HV), 1-620 
8·6 -11·1 0· 15 - 0-20 (Fe(0H) 1.1 ,y '• ,0· 75HV), 1-526 

11·1 -13• 7 0·20 0·25 ( Fe(0H) 1-1, V 1.,.0-5HV), 1 ·099 
13•7 -15-7 0-25 - 0-28 (Fe(0H),V 0·75HV), 1 · 127 

Although the organic Iron complexes listed In Table l are those which were 

lound to be the most acceptable by statlstlcal analysls. Jt must be emphasised 

that In each concentration sub-range It was found that there· were at least two 

other complexes which also showed high statlstlcal probabllltles. The 

composition of the organic phase Is thus extremely complex. The following 

general conclusions were drawn from the statistical analysts. 

D The association number C n) can be estimated with more confidence 

than the sol:,,atlon Cs> and polymerlsatlon numbers Cxl 

II> The highest stallstlcal probabllltles for the formation of some complexes 

are obtained by the assignment of non-Integer values tO the parameters C n> 

and C sl. The resultant species are considered to be a mixture of complexes ln 

equlllbrlum. 

Ill> Complexes with an association number of 2 predominate I.e. FeOHV2. 

except at high iron loadings In the organic phase. where FeCOH>2V type 

complexes become eviden1. 

Iv> In general. the solvalton number Csl decreases with Increasing iron 

concentration In the organic phase. 

v> Monomeric. dlmerlc and trlmerlc complexes appear to exist under all 

conditions. although dimers and trlmers predominate. 

CHEMICAL MODELLING OF COUNTER-CURRENT EXTRACTION 

The log K values llsted In Table l were Incorporated In a chemically-based 

computer model which simulated the behaviour of a counter-current extraction 

system. The programme. called MIXSET 1. was an adaptation of a programme 

publlshed by Forrest C 3>. Modifications of Forresl's programme were made In 

order to Incorporate the equlllbrlum constants for metal dlstrlbuUon calculatlons. 

Instead of the emplrlcal regression equations of distribution data used In the 

original. Emplrlcal expressions were required In MIXSET l. however. In order 

to relate the pH change In the aqueous phase to the amount of Iron extracted, 

These emplrlcal pH relatlonshlps were established by batch shake-out tests and 

the experimental correlations were Incorporated In the programme. 

The output of MIXSET l was tested against results obtained from 

counter-current slmulatlon experiments. These slmulatlon experiments were 

carried out by the batch shake-out procedure detailed by Treybal C 4).. A 

number of experlmental slmulatlons were made of a 4-slage countercurrent 

cascade In which atumlnlum nitrate solutions (64g/l Al> containing various inltlal 

concentrations of Fe< Ill) were extracted with 15% Versatlc acid solutions at 

different A/0 ratios. In all cases. agreement between the experimental 

results and those predicted by MIXSET l was better than i: 15%. An example set 

of experimental and predicted results Is given In Figure 2 
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FIGURE 1 EXTRACTION ISOTHERMS FOR Fe(III) 

Aq. phase: 2·37M Al(NO,), (64g/l Al) 

Org. phase: 15% HV in Escaid 110 
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INTRODUCTION 

Investigations on the extraction of iron from acidic aluminum-containing 
solutions have been reported by George and Stone (1), Feller (2), Flood (3), and 
George (4). The extraction of titanium(IV), iron(III) and iron(II) by D2EHPA in 
benzene has been studied by Islam et al. ( 7 ) . Maximum extraction was shown at 
323 °K (50° C) for Ti{IV) and Fe(II) and 313 °K (40°C) for Fe(III). Sato and 
Nakamura (5) also studied the partition of iron{III) between sulfuric or hydro
chloric acid and solutions of D2EHPA in benezene by varying the concentration of 
acid, solvent and aqueous iron at different temperatures. 

The object of the present work is to investigate the extraction of iron (III) 
and zinc (II) and their separation by D2EHPA in Kenriac 4708 as a function of diluent_ 
aqueous pH, contact time, phase ratio, temperature and the concentration of the 
stripping solution. In addition, the synergistic extraction and separation of 
iron(III) and zinc(II) are also presented. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Material. Aqueous solutions of f1.a:rric sulfate, zinc sulfate wer-:? prcpt'!.red 
by dissolving reagent grade ferric sulfate and zinc sulfate in distilled water 
and adjusting the pH to 0.25 - 2.2 with arnroonium hydroxide or sulfuric acid. 
Di-2-ethylhexyl· phosphoric acid (D2EHPA) with a purity of 98\ supplied by Union 
Carbide, was used as the organic solvent. Toluene, xylene, n-octane and Kermac 
470B were used as the hydrocarbon diluent. Kermac 4708 was supplied by Kerr
McGee and all other diluents were reagent grade. 

Experiments. Shake-out test which was described by Hoh et al. (6) was used 
in the laboratory evaluation on the separation of iron(III} from zinc with regard 
to the following variables: (1) the diluent effect, toluene , xylene, n-octance 
and Kerrnac 4708 were used as the diluents, (2) the pH dependency, varied from 
0.25 to 2.2, (3) the phase ratio (A/o), varied from 1/2 to 10, (4) the rate of 
extraction and stripping, varied from 1 to 60 minutes, (5) the temperature de
pendency, varied from 291 ° to 326 ° K, and (6)_"5-he hydrochloric acid concentra
tion on stripping, var ied from 1 to 7 mol dm . 

In addition, equilibrium data on extraction and stripping as well as syner
gistic extraction by D2EHPA mhed with TBP in Kermac 4708 were also studied by 
shake-out test. 

Analysis. Aqueous phases were analyzed for zinc and iron by a Perkin-Elmer 
model 603 atomic absorption spectrophotometer. Organic metal concentrations were 
o�tained �y differe?ce from the initial metal concentrations and ':'.�re checked from 
ti.me to ti.me by stripping a sample of organic phase with 7 mol dm hydrochloric 
acid solution and analyzing it in the same way as for aqueous samples. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Diluent Effect. Table 1 shows the diluent effect on the system Fe
3+_zn

2+
_ 

H
2

so4-20% D2EHPA-diluent. It indicates that the pure aliphatic diluent (n-octane) 
gives the h�ghest separation factord.. 

Zn-f
. It is also noted that a decrease in 

the separation factor of the two metals w1.fh an increase in the polarity (n
octane). Based on the above results, Kermac 4708 containing 34 vol \ of paraffines, 
49 val \ of naphthalenes and 17 vol % of aromatics, was then selected as the di
luent in the subsequent studies due to its high extractability of iron(III). 

pH Dependency. It is well known that the extraction of metal by D2EHPA is 
a function of the acid content of the aqueous phase. Then the extraction me
chanism can be represented by Equation 1. 

Fe
3+ + 3 (HG) =-=== Fe {HG ) + 3 H

+ 

A 2 o  230 A (1) 

where G is the anion {C
8

H
17

o) 
2

ro; and (HG) 
2 

the dimeric sol vent. � shows 
the pH dependency of the percentage extraction of iron and zinc for equal volumes 
of organic and aqueous phases. The percentage extraction increases with increas
ing aqueous pH and levels off at a pH range from 1 to 2. 2. It also presents that 
the extractability of iron{III) by D 2EHPA is much better than that of Zinc. In 

the rest of the studies, all aqueous pH's are adjusted to 1. 5 and the mole ratio 
of zinc ta iron was in the order of 5. Figure 2 indicates that at an aqueous pH 
greater than 1.5 one obtains a very good separation efficiency, �Zn-Fe' def ined 

°' 
Zn-Fe 

D 
= � 

D 
Pe 

12) 

where D and D denote the distribution coefficients for zinc and iron, res
pective'1.9. Alth�ugh at lower aqueous pH, for example pH= 0.5, the separation 
factor,o(

Zo-Fe
' looks very good, the extractability of �ron is relatively poor 

compared with higher aqueous pH (pH = 1. 5). Theref6re 1.t is preferable to 
adjust the initial aqueous pH to 1. 5 in order to achieve a higher extraction of 
iron and a better separation efficiency between iron(III) and zinc. 

Effect of Hydrochloric Acid Concentrations on Iron ( III) Stripping. 
Preliminary results indicate that very poor stripping efficiency was obtained 
when sulfuric acid was used as the stripping reagent. Therefore, it is im
practical to employ sulfuric acid as the stripping reagent. Results from con
tacting equal volumes of iron-loaded organic extractant with different level of 
hydrochloric acid solutions indicate that 
the stripping efficiency increases with increasing hydrochloric acid concentra
tion. The percentage stripping r��ches ta 91.53\ wh ile the stripping reagent 
concentration reaches to 7 mol dm . 

Effect of Temperature. The effect of temperature on the separation of iron 
from zinc was studied in a Dubnoff r-:etabolic Shaking Incubator with a temperature 
range from 292 to 323

°

K. The frequency of the incubator was 160 rev. min-1 and 
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the amplitude was 4 cm. Equal volumes of organic and aqueous solutions were 

carefully transferred at the operation temperature into an extract ion battle and 
then equilibrated in the incubator for 30 min. Table 2 shows the temperature 
effect on the separation of iron from zinc. It indicates that the extractabili
ties of the metals and their separation efficiency decrease with rising tempera
ture from 292° to 323 ° K. The heat of reaction (change in enthalpy) in Equation 
1 was estimated to be 99. 76 kJ mole

-1 for iron(III) and 17 .42 kJ mole-l for zinc. 
Such dramatic increases in the distribution coefficients, DFe and Dzn' are not 
common. Similar results were obtained by Islam et al. (7). However, Sato and 
Nakamura (5) reported on the extraction of iron(III) from aqueous solutions con
taining ferric sulfate or chloride in sulfuric or hydrochloric acid with O. OS or 
O. lM D 2EHPA in kerosene at temperature between 293 ° to 323 ° K .. A completely 
reversed temperature effect, the distribution coefficient decreasing with rising 
temperature was noted by them. The contrast is quite interesting. However, it 
is difficult to infer the results except that the diluent used by Islam et al. 
(7), Sato and Nakamura (5) and this work was different. The results on the 

stripping of iron(III) from its loaded organic phase by 3 or 4 mol am-3 hydro
chloric acid indic:ated that the stripping efficiency increases with rising tem
-.:ier;;.lure :ram :i:'31° to 326 ° K. The !::?at of r�act.icm,c. H, in Eq· ... ation 1 ,..,as 
�stimated to be 36.38 kJ molC!-l for iron(III) and 32. 74 kJ mole-1 for zinc. 

Rate of Extraction and Stripping. Shake-out tests were used to study the 
rate of extraction on the system Fe3+-zn2+-H

2
so

4
-D2EHPA-Kermac 4708. Results 

from contacting equal volumes of organic and aqueous phases indicated that at the 
experimental conditions 30 minutes are required to reach extraction equilibrium 
for iron(III) and 10 minutes for zinc(II). Sato and Nakamura (1971) reported 
that it took 90 minutes to reach extraction equilibrium in the system Fe3+-tt

2
so

4-
D2EHPA-Kerosene . Therefore, it can be inferrC!d that the diluent used in this 
work significantly improves the extraction kinetics. At equilibrium, the sepa-
ration factor°'-z obtained, 0.889xl0-3, indicates that an excellant separation 
efficiency betwe'e

n
�

F
fron(III) and zinc is achieved. 

Results from the study of the rate of stripping of iron(III) from its loaded 
nrganic extractant by 3 and 6 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid indicated that only 1 
minute is required to reach stripping equilibr ium. 

Effect of Phase Ratio on the Extraction, Stripping and Separation. Results 
from the study of the effect of phase ratio, i.e. A/o ratio; on the co-extraction 
of iron(III) and zinc from sulfate solution by 20 vol \ of D2EHPA diluted with 
Kermac 4708 indicated that the extractability of iron and zinc in the system 
studied decrease with increasing A/o ratio. Figure 3 shows the effect of A/o 
ratio on the separation factor , ln--i:;-·e· It implies that the best separation 
efficiency between iron(III) and zinc can be obtained at an A/o ratio of 1. At 
an aqueous pH of 1. 5 and an A/o ratio of 1, the distribution coefficient for iron 

��
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;� 3;:16!� :�fc�
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Synergic Extraction. Synergistic system D2EHPA-TBP was used to study the 
solvent extraction separation of iron(III) and zinc(II) from sulfate solution. 
Different volume percentages of organic mixture diluted with Kermac 4708 were used 
as the organic phase. Sulfate solution with a Zn(II) to Fe(III) mole ratio of S 
and a pH of 1.5 was used as the aqueous phase. Results from contacting equal 
volwnes of organic and aqueous phases at 285 °K are presented in Figure 4. The 
diagonal dotted line in Figure 4 represents the predicted line for neither syner
gism nor antagonism. From the separation point of view, an excellent result is 
noted from this figure. Numerically, the predicted percentage extraction for 
iron(III) and zinc(II) by the organic extractarit consisting of 15 vol\ TBP, S 
vol\ D2EHPA and 80 vol\ Kermac 470B should be equal to 25\ for iron(III) and 3\ 
for zinc. However, the experimental results indicate that the percentage extrac
tion for iron(III) and zinc(II) is equal to 44.S\ and 0.3\, respectively. It 
indicates an apparent improverr.ent on iron(lII) extraction and a depressed effect 
on zinc(II) extraction. In other words, a synergism with respect to iron{III) 
and an antagonism with respect to zinc are obtained. This result is quite in
teresting and uncommon to the other synergistic extraction systefl)s. However, it 
is a good encouragement to study this system in a greater detail. 

C'ONCLUSIONS 

The percentage extraction of Fe(III) and Zn(II) from sulfate solution by 
the organic extractant containing 20 vol% D2EHPA in Kerrnac 470B increases with 

increasing pH and levels off at a pH ranged from l to 2. 2. For the sake of 
extractabU ity and separation efficiency of iron ( III) and zinc( II), the optimum 
aqueous pH is at 1.5. 

Raising the temperature causes an increase in the extractabilities of iron 
(III) and zinc(II). The same results are obtained in the stripping operation. 

From the extraction and the separation points of view, the optimum phase ratio 
is one. 

An apparent synergism on iron extraction and antoganism on zinc extraction 
is noted with the system D2EHPA-TBP-Fe3+_.:'.;n2+-Kermac 4708. It is a good en
couragement to further study of this synergistic extraction system in greater 
detail. 
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PROCESS DEVELOPMENT FOR THE COMPREHENSIVE 

UTILIZATION OF LUDWIGITE 

Yu Da-Yue, Yang Xiao-Dong and Zhu Pin-Hua 

East China Institute of Chemical Technology 
Shanghai, China 

The largest boron deposit available in the north-east part of China 
ocoure ae ludwigi te. 

(Mg, Fe2• )2Fe3•( o2/ll03) 

It hae not been eucceeefully proceeeed and utilized ae a source of either boron 
or iron. 

A typical sample of ludwigite ore wae analyzed and has a composition M 
ehown in Table 1, in which the theoretical compo,dtion calculated according to 
the formula of the mineral ie alee given for comparison. 

Table 1 Compo.e:i tion of ludvigi te, % 

Component B203 Fe2o3 MgO Cao Al2o3 Si02 ignition 
lose 

ludvigi te 18.1 40.5 41.4 
{theoretical) 

poor iron 12.9 17.0 43.4 2.2 o.6 9.1 14.5 
sample 

The prel!!lent paper is to report the reeult of the development work done 
for the purpose of making good uee of its components. 

HYDROCHUJRIC ACID USED FOR THE DECOMPOOITION OF LUDWIGITE 

The progress in the follo-.ting three aepects encouraged the authors to try 
using hydrochloric acid ae decompoeing agent: 

Firetly, the euccees -.tae gained in laboratory in processing aschari te by 
decomposing the mineral and extracting the boron value by 2-ethylhexanol from 
lo-., acid aqueous medium ( 1) Secondly, the innstigatione of using the acid 
residue ae ra-.t material of certain glue products and of using the raffinate 
from ,,xtraction ae packing or building material -.tere promising (2 )( 3). Thirdly, 
the preliminary result of pilot plant study confirme the feaeibili ty of the 
propoeed procese ( 1). 

Preliminary teete w-ith hydrochloric acid show-ed a good result and the 
reaction conditioM to obtain high percent•� of decomposition -.tere studied in 
detail. By compromieing eome of conflicting factors, the folloving conditioM 
are euggeeted: 

(A) The ore to be pul verhed to paee 60 mesh 
( B) Concentration of hydrochloric acid used being � 6N vith about 2� 

exceee over the neceeeary amount to neutralize all metallic oxides. 
(C) Solid (in kg) to liquid (in litre) ratio being about 1 to 5-6 
(D) Temperature of digestion being 100-105 C. 

Under theee conditions,> 9% decomposition can be achieved in 60 minutes and 
the composition of the solution obtained is .eho'fl'n in Table 2. 

Component 

Table 2 composition of filtered liquor 
HCl 
0.95N 

Using part of raffinate in making diir;eeting liquor to raiee the concentration 
to about 280 yl. 

Thie solution vu used ae feed in extraction experiments. Referring to 
the previou.e vork (1), the solvent 2-ethylhu..mol extracts both boric. acid and 
FeCl�. Although the separation factor is fairly large, it -.tould be preferable 
if al\y eolvent extracts only one of them but not the other. 

SEUX:TION OF SOLVENT 

Ae diecu.eeed aboTe, such a solTent could be found to extract Fec13 only 
but aot ��B03• Literature (4) diecloeed many potential extractants vhich 
extract �(III) preferentially, but moe:t of the111 are expeMiTe reagents and 
only good for ana.lytic uee. CoW111ercial extractante euch a.e D2EHPA and TSP 
extract F•(III) only from HCl eolutioM of high acidity. Ae acidity drope the 
extractibi1ity fall Tery rapidly. In addition, the stripping of Fe(III) ie 
difficult. 

Many authors reported ( 5) that dialkylsulfoxides ie good extractant.e for 
metale and acids due to their S..O bond -.thich ree:emblee: P=O bond of neutral 
organophoephorue compounds. Furthermore, dialkylsulfoxide and petroleum 
sulfoxide hu·e been ueed in thie laboratory for e0111etime hence selected by the 
present authors in thie inveetigation. 

R2SO AS EXTRACTANT FOR Fe( III) 

Dibut:rlsultoxide (ORSO) ie partly miscible ,,dth vater. Thi.e -.till reeult 

in large Tolwae changee of phaees during extraction. aeeidee, the high solubi
lity of DBSO in water neceeeitatee additional etepe for the recoTery of the 
extractant in raffinate and etripping solution and means increasing procee.eing 
coet. Therefore, dioctyleulfoxide (DOSO) vae ueed to teet its ability of 
extracting Fe(III) and boric acid. The preliminary reeult indicatee that DOSO 
diesolTed in a proper diluent can extract Fe(lII) but not boric acid at lov 
acidity. 

Diluent Since the melting point of DCEO ie 71°c., it is necessary to use a 
diTu'ent' to keep it in liquid state at ambient temperature. Subsequent experiment 
shoved that mixed xylene ie one of the beet diluente with reepect to the solubi
lity, distribution coefficient and other properties, euch ae volatility and 
flaeh point. 
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adjuetment of acidity. It eeeme there is a stoichiometric relation bet-.teen Fec13 
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and the extractant. Ueing 0.4 H DOOO, the loading of FeCl can be ae high as 
27 g/1 (about o.1?H). But due to thg limited eolubility of extractant in xylene 
the temperature ie maintained at 50 C in order to avoid the eeparation of DOO0. 

Time of equilibration Times required to attain equilibrium and subsequent 
phaee separation are Tery short when DQSO in xylene ig mixed vith the aqueoue 
feed. The interface ie usually clean and sharp. At 20 c., only one minute ia 
sufficient to reach equilibrium. In all the subsequent experiments either 5 or 
10 minutes were ueed for equilibration. 
Temperature of extraction The dietribution coefficient D ie stron�ly 
dependent upon temperature. When 0.1M DOO0 in xylene ie used, the change of D 

-.tith temperature is ehoY?l i� Fig.2. The heat effect of extraction may be 
roughly estimated from the experimental data. 

Effect of acidity Ae discueeed earlier, 2EHPA and TBP are good extractante 
for FeCl� at high acidity. DOOO behaTe.e quite similarly (Fig.:,), e.g. D rises 
exponentially ae the acidity increae:ee from 1.5N 1 yet at lov acidity the n.lue 
of D is still appreciable and good for Fec13 remon.l. 

Presence of other solutes From Table 2. there &r<IJ magnesium and calcium 
chlorides and boric acid existing in the aqueoue solution from ciecom}>Osition 
of ludvigite. Experimente vere carried out to study vhether DC60 co-extracts 
other components. The resulte inay be concluded as follo-.ts: 

2iA) When the acidity ie bet-.teen 1.0 to 3.0 N HCl, the antounts of ca2+ 

and Mg extracted into 0.1 H DQC3:0 in xylene vere not detected. Thie confirms 
the reeult obtained by D.C. Kennedy and J.S.Fritr.: (5). 

(B) When the acidity changee fro11 0.5 to :,.o N HgC12_ ?r CaC12 changes 
from about 90 to 300 g/1, the extraction or H3Bo3 by 0.1 H IJCl;;O in xylene is 
nil. 

Therefore, from academic point of Tiev the solvent u.eed ie ideal for the 

�:=�:!!�: 
of Fec13 from other ingredients present in the acid solution of 

Effect of MgC12, CaCl2 and H3B03 on D of FeCl3 At lov concentratione, e.g. 
� 100 g/1 MgC12 or CaC12, the extraction ability of 0.1 M DQC3:0 ie Tery lo-.t 

(D < 0.01), - but increaeee very rapidly at high concentration.a of the ch1.or1.ae 
due to ealting-out effect. Therefore, the .recycle of a part of raffinate 
containing alkaline earth chloridee to enhance the Mlt concentration in leach 
solution playe an important role in the euccese of the removal of Fe from the 
eolution. The effect of MgC12 and CaC12 on D ie ehovri in Fig.4. 

Beeidee, the preeence of n3w3 ale:o promo tee the extraction of FeC13 in 
a much small extent (see Fig.5). 

STRIPPING OF FeCl 3 
In contrary to the stripping of FeCl from loaded D2EHPA, DC60 shove its 

merit that vater acidulated to pH = 1-2 v1r'.1 etrip more than 6� of Fec13 at 
aqueous to or�anic ratio of 1/5 (see Fig.6). At this lov pH value, FeCl� can 
be kept in solution vithout hydrolyeie hence caueea no trouble in operation. 

Percentage of Fe(III) stripped increaeee: elovly vith rising teaperature. 
Ae shown in Fig

t, 
7, an �ncre111ent of only about � ie obeerTed -.then teaparature 

changes from }O to 90 • 

McMABE-THIELE DIAGRAMS FOR EXTRACTION AND STRIPPING 

Fi�.8 and 9 shov the extraction and l!ltripping dia�ame. The shape of 
both extraction and etripping isothenne are Tery faTorable and only limited 
number of theoretical etagee are required to achin·• Tery high extraction and 
stripping efficienciee. Therefore, the remoTal of iron from boric acid eolution 
may be quite complete and etripped iron is also pure. 

PROPOSED FLOW SHEET 

Due to the raffinate from FeCl extraction almoet consisting of boric 
acid and magnesiam and calcium chloridee only, it reeemblee the solutio� . 
obtained from decomposition of aecharite and can be further proceesed similarly. 
Therefore, the folloving flow eheet is propoeed: 

ORE LEACHING ······ · ....... - RESIDUE GLASS PRODUCTS 
HCl 

roso ---
T 

FeC13 EXTN 

PURE FeC� l,.._ STRIPPING IRON POWDER 

2EHA---
-T 

H3� EXTN 

I.-- STRIPPING H3B03 H20 PACKING OR BUILDING MgC12 MATERIAL, Mg OR Hg() 
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STUDY OF SOLVENT-EXTRACTION OF PHOSPHORIC ACID WITH DBSO 

Zhou Jian-Zhong, Jian Yu-Ming and Li Dao-Chun 

East China Institute of Chemical Technology 
Shanghai, China 

I. Introduction. The study of liquid-liquid equilibrium of the tenary 
system containing phosphoric acid, water and an organic solvent is of 
importance in the solvent extraction process of phospporic acid from an 
aqueous solution obtained from the wet process of treating rock phosphate 
with sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid or nitric acid. 

Gilbert et.al. (1) and others (2) have reported the use of the organic 
solvent dibutyl sulfoxide in the above-mentioned extraction process, but 
liquid-liquid equilibrium data have not been given so far for this System. 
In this investigation, the authors studied the equilibrium of the ¼a'ry 
system, dibutyl sulfoxide-phosphoric acid-water at 4QOC. 

II. EXPERIMLNTAL .!_. Liquid-liquid equilibrium of the DBSO-H3P04-H20· system. 
Chemicals 1. Dibutyl Sulfoxide (DB.SO): The crude product of dibutyl 

sulfoxide (3) w"as redissolved in benzene, and recrystallized several times, and 
was recovered under partial vacuum distillation. After purification (4), the 
final product of DBSO is odorless, white, transparent crystals and kept in 
desiccator for use. In Table I the physical properties of DBSO are compared 
with those in the literature. 

Table I. Physical Properties of OBSO 
Normal Melting Point 

De 
Exptl. Lit. 
32. 8 32.6 {5) 

Refractive Density at 
Index at 40°c 400c 
Exptl. Lit. Exptl. Lit. 
1.4603 1.4606 (6) 0.9228 0.9216 (6) 

2. Phosphoric acid_: High purity grade phosphoric acid from Shanghai Hong 
Wei Insecticide Factory, containing more than 85\ by weight of H3Po4. 

3. Water: Redistilled water was used. 

The binodal curve data was determined at 4o0c for this system by the turbidity 
method, and plotted in Fig. 1. The binodal curve of this system was compared 
wittt that of n-butyl alcohol-phosphoric acid-water system (7) {dotted line in 
Fig. 2). 

The tie line (8,9). The tie line data was obtained by the analysis of the 
aqueous and organic phases for the H3P04 content (10,11) and shown in Fig. 1. 

The plait point was determined by different empirical treatment of the tie line 
data {12). In this paper, two formulas were used (13). 

(1) Hand method (14): 
lg (YA/Ys) = A lq (X,/Xwl + B 

(2) othmer-Tobias method (15): 

lg 
100-Ys = 

C l
q 100-Xw 

Ys xw 
+ D 

The results were plotted in Fig. 3 and the composition of the plait point is 
listed in Table II. 

Table II. Composition of the plait point 
(Data in weight \) 

Hand Method Othmer-Tobias Method 
51.78 52.17 

19.85 

28. 37 

18.80 

29.03 

The distribution of phosphoric acid between DBSO and H2o, and the selectivity of 
the system. Fig, 4 and 5 were the distribution of phosphoric acid between DBSO 
and water and the selectivity for this system. They were compared with that of 
a n-butyl alcohol-phosphoric acid-water system. The conclusion is that DBSO 
has higher distribution coefficient and selectivity than n-butyl alcohol, and 
is a good solvent for the extraction of phosphoric acid. 

correlation of equilibrium data. According to Rod's model {16) the equilibrium 
data of DBSo-H3P04-H20 ternary liquid-liquid system can be correlated as follows: 

ln m1 = 3.320(y1 - 0.5217) + 12.97(n - 0.5217)2 + 13.33 
(yl - 0.52 17)3 

ln m2 = -27.15(n - 0.5217) - 84.67(y1 - 0.5217)2 - 80.38 
(yl - 0.5217)3 

ln m3 = 9.828(y1 - 0.5217) + 25.00(y1 - 0.5217)2 + 20.02 
(yl - 0.5217)3 

where Yl is the amount of H3P'?4 in organic phase. 
m1, m2 and m3 are the distribution coefficient of H3P04, DBSO and 

water respectively. 
Equilibrium data of DBSO-H3P04-H20 ternary liquid-liquid system can be calculated 
by the above three equations. Fig. 6 gives the comparison of calculated binodal 
curve with experimental data for the DBSO-H3P04-H2o system. 

�- Multi-stage countercurrent extraction test. 

Table I;II C'lpP.rating Conditions 
Temp. 
oc. 
4o0c. 

Feed (wet process Raffinate Loaded ex- Extractant 

H;��:l�0.3,H2S04 
H3P04 6.0 tractan

�
l {�=:�rated 

2.18, wt.\ wt.\ 
H3P04

wt..\ w/H2 0) 

Initial phase 
ratio (0/A) 
1.2 by wt. 

Total Velocity of 
flow agitation, 
rate, rpm 
liter/hr. 

350-450 

Type of 
mixer-

settler 

box 

Volume of Volume of 
mixer ,liter 3ettler, 

liter 

Number of 
stages 

The number of theoretical stages for the process by graphical method from ternary 
phase diagram was equal to 4.9. * Using wet process acid as feed liquor in the 
simulation test, 5 stages were obtained. The two phase equilibrium data of pure 
phosphoric acid and wet process acid are shown in Fig. 8. The experimental 
measurements at steady state acid concentrations achieved in the multi-stage 
countercurrent quite agreed with the graphical method from ·ter"n3ry ·ph�se diagram 
(Fig. 9,10). There are some deviations noted in each of three figures in the 
range of low concentrations. *See Fig. 7. 

t- Proposed flow sheet (17). A process based upon solvent extraction has 
been developed for the recovery of phosphoric acid from a leaching liquor 
obtained by decomposition of phosphate rock with sulfuric acid. 

Using di-n-butyl sulfoxide as extractant and multi-stage countercurrent 
extraction and stripping, pure phosphoric acid, potassium dihyrdrogen p_hosphate 
or sodium triphos::,hate can be produced on one hand,and precipitated calcium phos
phate (secondary calcium phosphate) on the other. The proportion of both products 
may be economically adjusted in accordance with varying demands. This process 
will leave an effluent which is less polluting than any existing process. 
(Fig. 11) 

Many large scale corporations have adopted this process, such as "TOYO 
S oda" Company in Japan {17). Secondary calcium phosphate {caHP04 · 2H20) is 
white crystal, if fluorine content is less than 0.2-0.3%, and it can be used 
to feed the animals, On account of using extraction method, there was no 
air pollution. But the fluorine content of the waste water leaving the digest
er exceeds the data listed in "Industrial Waste Water CodEis, China," and is 
less polluting than any existing process in phosphate fertilizer industry. 
Waste water from this test is transparent with suspension less than 50mg/liter, 
pH= 6.3-7, F = 63 mg/liter, and COD of 3144 ppm (18). The purity of KJl2Po4 
produced by this process was tested by x.-ray diffraction and chemical analysis. 
The content of KH2Po4 is more than 99.50\ with MgO = 0.017\,Fe203 = 0.07\, 
F = 0.18\ (18). 

III. Results and Discussion. The ternary system of dibutyl sulfoxide-phosphoric 
acid-water has been studied at 400c, and DBSO is the extractant for phosphoric 
acid. Its phase diagram was completed and the tie line data with the plait 
point were determined experimentally. The number of theoretical stages can be 
obtained from this phase diagram. It is probably the pioneering work ever done 
in this field and should be useful in designing work. 

High grade potassium dihydrogen phosphate (a complex fertilizer (19) ) can 
be produced by wet process phosphoric acid, if it is purified by DBSO. The 
quality of this product is almost the same as that from thermal process acid. 
Davister et. al. {20) reported the thermal phosphoric acid production consuming 
about 3.4 times more calories and about 13.4 times more kWh than the wet process. 

NOMENCLATURE 

XA -- phosphoric acid in aq. phase, wt, \; Xw -- water in aq. phase, wt.\ 
YA -- H3Po4 in organic phase, wt. \; Yw -- H20 in organic phase, wt. \ 
Y5 -- DBSO in organic phase, wt. %; Z

71. 
-- H3Po4 in binodal curve, wt. \ 

Zw -- H20 in binodal curve, wt. \; Zs -- DBSO in binodal curve, wt. \ 

(1) Gilbert, et.al., U.S.P. 3,438,746 
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MECHANISM OF SYNERGISTIC EXTRACTION OF RHENIUM(VII) BY 

PRIMARY AMINE & NEUTRAL PHOSPHORUS ESTER 

Shu-chiou Yu and Chia-yung Chen 

Institute of Chemical Metallurgy 
Academia Sinica 

Beijing, China 

ABSTRACT It- has been found that !le(VII) can be ouantita-
tively separated from V.o(VI} in alkaline solution by syner
gistic extraction with a mixture of primary amine and neutral 
phosphorus esters. The separation factor can be as hi�h as 
in the order of 105. This new extraction system for Re(VII) 
is very effective and much better in comparison with widely 
studied quaternary ammonium salts with respect to extrac
tion and stripping. The mechanism of syner�istic extraction 
was studied. '!'he composition of· the extrR.ction species is ( RNH?) 
,(HRe04)2,(R3P=0)2 fonned through hydrogen bonds, 

SELECTlON OF ElC'l'RACTANTS FOR Re(Vll) To find an effective 
extractant for separation of Re(Vll) from Mo(VJ) in alkR.line 
solution, a number of extraction systems have been investigated. 
The typiaal experimental results are shown in Table 1 and. 2. 
Although all the extractants shown in '!'able 1 contain active 
hydrogen atoms, their ability to extract Re( Vll) 1s quite dii'f
erent. 'l'ne hydrogen atoms attached to nitrogen 1n an unconju
gated system has acceptor property to certRin extent. In 
combination with reagents containing donor atoms, these extrac
tants can extract rheniwn{ VII) veryeffectively through hydrogen 
bonding. However, the amount of Re extracted is very low with 
the active hydrogen atom containing extractant such as primary 
amine alone. With only one hydrogen atom Rttached to ni tro�en 
of sec�ndary amine, its acceptor property is much weaker in 
comparison with that of primary amine and thus secondary amine 
is a poor extractant for synergistic extraction of' Re(YII). 

With reagents such as dodecR.noic acidamide, 0-phenylene 
diamine and diphenyl amine, the lone pair electron of nitrogen 
is in conjugation with carboxyl group and benzene ring respec
tively and the acceptor property of active hydrogen attR.ched 
to nitrogen is ,very strong. The�e reagents are solid at room 

Org. 
Donor 

TSP 
X* 

MIBK 
TSP 

x• 

MIBK 
TSP 
TBP 
TBP 

0 
0 
0 

X* 

Table 1 Extraction of Re( VJJ) with TSP and 
reagents containing active hydrogen i;itoms. 

Aq, : PH=9,0; ionic strength = 0,33 (Na2S04) 
Org.: Cone .. 01· reagents with active hydrogen 

0.05 r,:, diluent: kerosene or isooctanol. 
1!:xtraction time 10 min; 15° c I org. / aq .. = 1. 

Org. :ehase 
Reagents TSP 

M 

Pri .amine 7101 1.0 
0 

Pri. amine N1923 1.0 
Pr1 .amine N19?.3 0 
c12H25CONH2 1 .o 
diphenyl amine 1.0 

" 0 
acetylacetone 1.0 

0 
sec.amine 7206 1,0 

0 

AQ, 
ile(VJI) 

g/1 

1 ,86 

2,79 

1.86 

Di str. 
ratio 

d,. 

0.333 
0.0193 
o. 302 
0,0138 

-o 
0.011 

0.010 
0.006 
0.064 
0.0•)54 

Synerg, 
!'actor 

D 

11,4 

12,7 

4,2 

Table 2 Extraction of Re(VJI) with primary 
amine and reagents containg donor atoms. 
Org,: diluent, kerosene 
.Extraction time 10 min, 15°c, 0/A 1. 

Ehase Ag, Distr. Synerg. 
reag. pri. Re PH ratio factor 

M a.mine g/1 d,. D 
M 

1.0 0,05 1 .86 9.0 0.333 12,7 
1.0 36,2 1034 
1 .o 0.110 5,2 
1 ,8 0.1 0,217 144 906 
0,5 0,05 o. 100 8.5 99 503 
1.0 '0 1. 86 9,0 0,016 
1.0 0 1 .86 9.0 0.0018 
1.0 0 1,86 9,0 0.010 
1 .8 0 0,217 9,0 o. 10 
0,5 0 o. 100 8,5 0,0929 
0 0,05 1 .86 9.0 0.019 
0 o. 1 0,217 9.0 0.059 
0 0,05 o. 100 8,5 0.104 

cyclohexyl phosphonic di-(isoamyl) ester. 
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temperature due to association through hydrogen. They are in
soluble in inert diluents and soluble only in solvents capable 
of forming hydrogen bonds such as alcohols .. The strong hydrogen 
bonds are formed between alcohol and acidamide and Re( VII) 
can't be extracted by them as no free active hydrogen atoms 
available for salvation with rhenium. The active hydrogen 
atoms of methylene group of �-diketones do not act as accep
tor, however, they are synergistic donor extractant with 
primary amines {Table 2). 

It can be i'otfd from Table 2 that reagents with different 
donor groups have d111erent degree 01' enhancement of extraction 
01' Re(VII) by primary amines. 'J'heir synergistic et't'e·ct is in 
consistent with their donor properties as: 

neutral phosphates 
or phosphonates ;.. f-diketones > ketones > esters > ethers 

}ncreasing dono� property 
enhancement of synergistic effect 

The synergistic effect of neutral phosphates increases 
with the increase of the number of alkyl groups directly con
nected to phosphorus. Therefore, TOPO has been found to give 
highest synergistic effect to primary amines. 

.!2..B..:...... s ows s o  ex rac ion o from 
llkaline solutions by a mixture of primary amine and neutral 
phosphorus esters. It can be seen that aqueous PH increases 
with the increase of amount of rhenium extracted. The rhenium 
:toaded organic phase contains no potassium atoms as detel'"rnined 
by atomic absorption spectropy. It can be assumed rhenium is 
extracted into the organic phase in the fom of perrhenic acid 
HRe?4 with the release of hydroxyl groups into the aqueous phasa 
to increase the solution PH during extraction: 

Re04 + H20 ;=: HRe04 + OH-
The effect of contact time on Re(VII) extraction is shown in 

Fig. 2. Both the contact time and the rate of agitation have great 
effect on the extent of extraction through salvation mechanism. 
However, with anion exchange mechanism of extraction, the extrac� 
tion equilibrium will be approached in a few seconds. The kinetic 
characteristics of slow rate of synergistic extraction of Re(Vll) 
probably depends on the rate of formation of HReo4 by hydrolysis 
and the rate of dissociation of associated primary aminss by hydro
gen bonding. High rate of agitation is also required to break asso
ciated primary amine to free the active hydrogen atoms for syner
gistic extraction. 

STUDIES ON THE COMPOSITION OF EXTRACTION COMPLEXES 
The composition of synergistic extraction species of Re(VIl) 

with primary amine and TBP was studied with slope method, method 
of continuous variation and method of saturation capacity respec
tively as shown in � and '!'able 3. Results indicate from 
these studies that the mol ratio of primary amine, rhenium anct 
neutral phosphorus ester is 1:2:2 in the extraction species. 

Table 3. Saturation capacity of extraction of' Re(V11) 
by primary amine and neutral phosphorus ester. 

Aq. : PH=7,0; 0.010 and 0.0179 M Re(Vll) resp. 
Org.: RR'CHNH2+ 0.25 M cyc1onexyl-di{isoamylJ 

phosphonic ester in n-octane. 

.1-'rimary amine 
cone. 

M1 ,c 10 3 

4,5 
2.25 
a.yo 

DlSCUSSlON Or' HESULTS 

Re in loaded 
organic 
"'2 " 103 

8,b 
4, 13 
1.72 

Mole ratio 
M1/M2 

1 t can be considered from the experimental results that the 
synergistic extraction of Re(Vll) by a mixture 01' prim�ry amine 
and neutral phosphorus esters t'rom alkaline solution is by solva
tion. HRe04 is extracted into the organic phase by formation of 
hydrogen bonds with active hydrogen atoms of primary amine and 
with phosphryl oxygen of neutral phosphorus ester. The extraction 
reaction can be represented by: 

'l'he structure 01' extraction species can be expressed as shown in 
Fiv.. 6. 
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Synergistic extraction as an effective method of separation 
or solvent extraction has been studied rather thoroughly. 1ts 
mechanism has also been investigated ... F'or synergistic extraction 
with chelating agent and neutral extractant, the enhancement of 
extraction is considered due to the replacement of chelating agent 
or water molecule in extraction species by hydrophobic neutral 
extractant and thus more stable mixE;l:d complex is formed during 
extraction.i.1..i.ll.. r,or synergistic extraction with two neutral extrac
t ants, the enhancement factor of extraction is rather low and the 
mechanism of extraction is rather complicated. 

ln discussion of synergistic extraction or Cs· witn a mixture 
of carboxyl1c acid and phenol, it has been proposed (3J tnat 
nyarogen boncts are t'ormea oetween tnese two extrRct1:1.nts in the 
extraction species. A number or studies nave indicated th1:1.t a 
mixture of two ketones or two alcohols does not show any syne
rism toward extraction. However, synerism can be observed in 
the extraction with a mixture of alcohol and ketone. In the syner
gistic extraction of pertechnetic acid with a. mixture of alcohol 
and ketone, it WAS considered that the associated alcohol is de
ssociated by the addition of ketone and the activity of alcohol 
is increased (.1). In regard to the synergistic extraction with amine 
and alkyl phosphoric acid, the cationic amine salt was proposed 
to be present in the extraction complex. F'or extraction of uriinyl 
sulfate rrom sulfuric acid solution, the reaction can be written as 
ill 

A mixture of primary amine and neutral donor extractants is 
an effective extraction system for Re(VII) and also !'or separation 
of Mo(VI) from Re(VII) in alkaline solution. Results indicate that 
the role of primary amine in this synergistic extraction system is 
dif1'erent from those reported before as !'ar as we know. The experi·
mental results also show the synerism of amines is decreased in the 
order of' primary, secondary and tertiary a.mines. The chemical bond 
formed between perrhenate and amine salt has been studied by in
frared spectra. It indicates that inner hydrogen bond as R-N-H+ •• o 
is formed and the strength of H-bond is decreased in the order of 
tertiary, secondary and primary amines and has no relation with 
the structure or size of alkyl groups whatsoever ill• The tertiary 
amine has highest tendency to form salt in comparison with primary 
and secondary amines and also has highest power of extraction by 
ion exchange mechanism. Two active hydrogen atoms attached to the 
nitrogen atom of primary amine must be involved in the present 
studied synergistic extraction system. The absorption of infrared 
by the stretching vibrations of -NH2 in primary amine has been 
broadened after !'arming hydrogen bonds with perrhenic acid during 
synerg�stic extraction as indicated in Fig. 7. The rate or extrac
tion is· different with different extraction mechanism. ln extrac
tion with amine salt by anion exchange in acid solution, the extrae ._ 

tion can be completed instantaneously. The extract!on equilibrium 
constant with anion exchange mechanism is about 10 times as that 
or the present synergistic extraction reaction. 

From either the synergistic extraction system or the mechanism 
of extraction, the present system 01' synergistic extraction of Re( VII) 
with primary amine and neutral donor extract ant is different 
from the ordinary discussed rour or six kinds or synergistic 
extraction systems. 'l'he present results indicate that a mix-
ture of acceptor type reagent with neutral donor atom extrac-
tant can extract synergistically the oxyacids or transition 
metals e!'l'ectively !'ram alkaline solutions through the 1'or-
mation 01' hydrogen bonds. 

'!'he laboratory and bench scale extraction experiments 
have been carried out with synthetic solution and also with 
the solution t'rom nigh pressure alkaline leaching of molybde
nite. By crystallization once, potassium perrhenate KRe04 of 
purity over 99% has been obtained from the leaching solution 
by synergistic extraction with primary amine and TBP. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A new synergistic extraction system has been round for 
the extraction of Re(VII) from the alkaline solutions. Mechanism 
of synergism has been studied. The hydrogen bonds are formed 
between primary eroine and perrhenic acid and also between the 
acid and neutral donor extractant during synergistic extraction. 
The composition· of extraction species has been determined. It 
can be considered that the present extraction system can be 
extended to the extraction of oxyacids of some other transition 
metals. 
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RECOVERY OF ACIDS AND REACTIONS IN CONCENTRATED AQUEOUS 

SOLUTIONS MEDIATED BY ACID-BASE SOLVENTS 

Aharon M. Eyal, Klara Hajdu, Charles Appelbaum, Avraham M. Baniel 

Casali Institute of Applied Chemistry 
School of Applied Science and Technology 

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
91904 Jerusalem, Israel 

THE ACID-B\SE EXI1W:TANfS ca:o3 which, as a waste, is far oore environmentally acceptable than CaS04. 

A new family of extractants was described (1,2) for the separation of 
strong mineral acids from other species present in aqueous solutions. The 
extractants consist of a stroog organic acid and an amine dissolved in a 
carrier solvent. Both the· organic acid and the amine are water insoluble 
in free and in salt form. The extracted mineral acid can be recovered by 
backwashing of the extractant phase with wter at concentrations approaching 
those in the original solutims. Even higher concentration nay be obtained 
by using coTTIOOll ion effects or temperature effects. 

The equilibrium involved in reversible extractions of a mineral acid 
HA. by an extra.ctant prepared by mixing an organic l::o.se b and an organic 
acid Ha in a carrier solvent is represented by: 

(1) H\ (aq) + l-H\ (solv) :t bHA (solv) + I-a (solv) 

(aq - aqueous, solv - solvent). The driving force for transfer is deter
mined by h)drogen ion activity. The largest energies involved are those of 
acid-l:ase reaction. Secondary energies are those deriving £ran steric factors, 
hydration and other molecular interactioos. 

FITTIJ>!'.; ElITRACTANTS TO PROCESSES 

Careful c001posing of tre extractant-tase strength, acid strength, 
stnctural features of acid and 00.se for steric effects, 1:ase to acid 
proportions, carrier solvent composition and concentraticn - rray be used 
to achieve desired results: high loadings, stripping efficiencies, mini
mizing number of transfer stages. Distribution of t-Cl beTheen H,0 and 
extractants composed of various bases and .acids is shown in Figure 'l. 
It illustrates the variety of behaviours obtainable by suitably composed 
extractants. TJ-e effect of temperature is also derronstrated. 

The ability to extract selectively and reversibly strong mineral acids 
frCJD aqueous phase at practically any concentration level rmke these extrac
tants applicable for various in:iustrial processes, several of which are 
briefly described: 

RB:OVERY OF HzS'.l� FRCM A WASfE SfREAM OF Ti02 M\,'IUFACTURE 

In the manufacture of Tj02, ores are attacked by H?S?a and the 
produ:t is hydrolyzed. A Wlste liquor is obtained consiStirtg of an aqueous 
solution of HiSOd and Fe.9J. as main constituents. Tilis liquor 
presents serious disposal probiems. Separation of Hz&i4 from FeS'.). 
could simplify dispcsal and enable the concentration of 8iS04 and it�
recycle to the rrain process. 

A process b:lsed on acid-base extractant is shown in f�. In 
L.L.C.1 the l·L,S'.l4 is selectively extracted (with practicaIIynoTe ll ). In
L.L.C.2 tre licid is s�ly backwashed from the extractant by 1<1ter. 

The coocentratioo at Wlich H..,9'.J is recovered is of great significance 
sirc.e it detennines tl"E load on sfi�uent evaporation. Backwashing H2s:::i4 at a concentratim even higher thm in the wiste liquor is obtainable 
with a suitably cooiposed extractant due to temperature effects and COITD1l0n 
icn effects. 

fUR!FICATICN OF Pl-l)S'fORIC ACID 

The µ,osphoric acid obtained by attack of prosphate rock by H.,S04 (""t process acid) is usually concentrated to 50-54% P2o5. The miin 
��rities in the res1;Uting acid are: r1zro

4 
1-6%, F 0.2-1.2% (most of 

it in thl form of H.,S1F6), Fe 0.6-1.2%, Al 0.3-0.8%, Mg 0.1-0.4%, 
snnller amounts of Ca, IC, Na, Si and traces of JTRJ1Y other cations (3). 

Figure 3 shows. a pr<;>ees� for separation of part ?f the H3�4 c?l1�ent 
as purIIIecrphosph:,nc acid with very small concentrations of · :unpur1t1es. 
This process takes advantage of the selectivity and reversibility of 
extraction with the acid-1::ase extractant: The regenerated extractant is 
loaded with H..,SJ4 and HzSiF6 to a level which is in equilibrilDTI with the 
aqueous feed to L.L.C.1. Thus, only H3ro4 is extracted in L.L.C.1 -
H.,S0 , H-, SiF and the cations remain in the raffinate. Tre loaded 
e�trrtailt i� back-extracted with water in L.L.C.2. As the order of 
selectivity for thl acid-base extractant is H,S0

4 
> l�SiF6 > H.,P()

4 
(2,4), 

partial v.ash will result in the regenerated exhactant and purified H3ro4 at a concentration approaching feed concentration. 

SULRJRIC AC ID FRO-! CALCIUM SULFATE 

About 60% of all H2S'.l4 is used for produ:tion of Hl04 in the wet 
process: 

A process for the recovery of l·L,SJ4 from "'1Ste gypsum by ireans of heat 
and of CO2 is equivalent to the replacement of sulfur by fuel (5). &,ch 
a process is shown in Figkre 4. The recovered acid is concentrated and 
recycled to phosphate roe attack. The calcium of CaSJ4 is obtained as 
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The overall transfonnation is: 
H20, energy 

(3) CaS'.)4 + CO2 -- ' ca:03 + HzS'.l4 

It is achieved by a sequence of three reactions: 
HzO 

(4) CaS'.l4 (s) + co2 (g) + 2NH3 (g) - - caeo3 (s) + (NH4J2so4 (aq) 
heat 

The acid-base extractant is used to shift the equilibrium in equation 
(6) to the right by extraction of H SO . An extractant composed of 
qJaternary amine and sulfonic acid !n iromatics-free Wlite spirit is suit
able for this process: satisfactory high loadings are obtained in contact 
with an aqueous solution in the selected area of the H.,0-P,S'.l -(NH ) so4 phase diagram; the back;.ash of the loaded extractant wfth i.afer ii 2 
efficient. 

!S!o'IJ 4 MANUFACTURE 

TOO ability to shift equilibrium by selective extraction of a by
prcx:luct acid could be used in the manufacture of K SO . Amines extract 
I-Cl preferably to H7so4. Acid-base extractants t'etiin the selectivities 
of the amines (2). Tfius a suitably composed acid-base extractant shruld 
shift the reaction 

to the right by extraction of ICl. Backwash of leaded extractant should 
result in a regenerated extractant and a by-prodoct l-Cl solution. 
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ABIJREVIAT !O.�S 

L.L.C. 

TLA 

ABL 

Liquid Liquid Contact 

trilauryl amine (Alamine 304, General Mills) 

cx-bro100lauric acid (prepared by braninaticn of !auric acid) 

NTCA irethyl tricaprylyl amine (Aliquat 336, General Mills) 

=, d-
. I m rnonylnaphthalcne sulfon1c acid (S)'lex -052, King Industries) 

Thl carrier solvent ,-as aromatics free ,mite spirit. 
I 
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FIGURE 1: DISIRII.UfICl'l OF J-!Cl BE1WEFN H2O AND VARIOOS EX1RPC!'ANT 

(1) TIA + ABL at 20°C (3) MICA + DN at Bo0
c

(2) MTCA + rn at 20°c (4) TIA + rn at 20°c 
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FIGURE 3: EXTRACTION OF Hl04 FRCM WET PROCESS PIIJSPH'.lUC ACID. 

---- Extractant stream -Aqueous stream 
L.L.C - Liquid Liquid Contact 
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USE OF CONCENTRATED BRINE TO IMPROVE 

PHOSPHORIC ACID EXTRACTION 

E. Ben-Yoseph,  D .  Kel lerman,  D .  Meyer, S .  Wah rmann 

I M l (TAM I )  I nst itute for Research and Development 
P .O .  Box 31 3 

Hai fa 31 002 , I s rael 

I NTRODUC, I O N ,  

I n  t ne our 1 f icat 1 on o f  �vet Q("OC":SS ohosphor i c  ac id b y  so·l v".?nt 
e-1.t rac t 1on c, 1 t h a 1 1 pha t 1 c  a 1 cono l s  1s  usua i l y  d 1 f f l cu , 1  , �  acriieve 
recoveries of bet t er· t nan 70 percent _ t  because a t  the fac t t na t  t he 
ct 1 s t r 1 but i on coef f ic ien t  ( so t ven 1 1 aqueous) drops o f f  rap i ti 1 y  w i t h  t he 
concentrat  1 0n of me ac 1 ct  i flQ!c!C§a' 1 , ,  Th i s  is not 1 00 much oi a 
a i sadvantage i f  t ne 1"es 1dua i ac i d  c on t a i ning rr,ost of me 11,,our i t ies can be 
u t 1 1 1 sea _, e. g. 1 n t ne pr·oo.uc t 1 on of f er· t i  ·1 1 sers. Hmvever where t h i s  1 s 
no t t he case t l t  ' ii n·1 1 t s  t ne c\PP i icaoi d t y of so i ven t ex t rac t i on processes, 

To obt a i n  a n i gher recovery one o f  t he poss i b i n. es 1s to aod a s t rong 
e 1 ec t ro 1 y t e  t o  1 ne aqueous s0 1 u 1 1 on ;  t n 1 s  1 ncreases t ne d 1 s 1- r 1 ou t i on 
coe f f i c i ent  of t he phosphoric aclo  ( f1g�r:� J:_ ) ,  Ti-ie aci.aed '=' ·1 ec 1 ro , yi t e  1 s  
e, i t he-r ex 1 rac t e-ct on l y  t o  a rnrnor ext en t  ana i s  react1 i y  1 11  a pur i i 1 c a t ion 
st-=-p ( e , q ,  CaC i 2 )  or 1 s  v o 1 a t 1 i e ana 1 :;  se�ara�ed aur i nq concernrat ion 
( e , g ,  HC l i .  

A process us ing  a rec yc l e- so 1 � 1 1on o f  CaC , 2 ,  ,,, l l h i n t ermed i a t e  
reconcen t ra t 1 on .t ll1as deve \ opea o y  I M i . 1 1 :, 

A furt her imp 1 emen t a t 1 on of t n i s  pr i nc i p l e ,  incorpora_ t 1 n g  some ne1.1_1 
i d.ieas , 1s presen1ea here. 

'PROCESS PRINCIPLES , 

i nev i t ab l y  t he process of puri t i c a t i un l eads 10 a 1 oss o f  
co11cen 1 ra1 i on ;  because o f  the- h i gh c o s t s  o f  energy spec 1 a 1  empha s , s  1 s  
, a1 0  o n  i<eeping t h i s  r o  a m 1 n 1 murn+  

At  t he Dead Sea Works P i an,  a t  Saom a concentrateo \vas1 e  brine o i  
mai n ·1 y  magnesium cn i or i ae ,: for compos i t ion see Mater i a l s )  i s  d1 scarcted i n  
very i arge quan 1 i 1 1es,  The process uses 1 h i s  tot' i ne o n  a once throc,gh 
basi s  thus avo i d i ng t he need for reconcen t ra r 1 ng t he r-ecyc l e  br 1 ne ,  as i n  
t he norma·1 pur i f i c a n on process 

Ro l e  of  HC : ,  
Add i t 1 0n o f  H C I  at  the rai f 1 na t e  end o f  t he el.trac t i on ba t tery nas severa , 
advant ages :  i 1  ac 1s  as a s t rong e ·1 ec 1 ro 1 y 1 e  ana a , so pr-ov1aes hydroqe-n 
10ns which ac 1 spec i f 1 c a l  1 y  rn increase t he ct i s i r i bu t 1on coe f f i c i en t  o f  
phosphor i c  a c i d ;  1 t a l so provicte-s ac i d i t y  r e  pre-vent t he prec i p 1 1 a t 1 on o i  
sa ·1 t s  a s  a resui t a i  nydro l ys i s ,  "when i t  appears a t  t ne ex t rac t end 
noll1ever l t  nas t wo irnoor- t an t  a 1 saeivant aoes: 1 r  is ex t r-ac t l:'d. l n t o  T he 
so i ven t toge t ni?r !.i. ll tn  cons1derao l e  quan t i t i e-� of v,1a ter,  1J_1h ich at t he s t age 
o f  bacl-.washing t he- phosphoric  ac i d  1 eads 10 a 1 ·1 u t 1 on and consequent 
therma l l oads on tne evapora n on sec t ion; i t  a i so increases 1 ne 
conversion of impur i t y  cat ions to anion i c  comp 1 exes 1. e 1 g ,  Fe-C l 4<• ,  1.i.1h 1 ch 
are el.t rac t ed i n t o  tne so l ven r a!1d comp 1 1c a t e  our i f i ca t 1 on ,
The add i t ion o f  HC. i w a s  therefore he l d  t o  a m 1 n 1 mun-1 a n d  coni 1 neo 1 0  t rie 
ra i f i na t e  end as mucn as poss 10 1 e ,

Add i t i on o f  bri m; ,  
The add i t i on o i  a cn ·1 or i de brine' t o  phosphor i c  ac i d  has t ne e f f ec t  o f  
addino HC I :  f or t he reasons 0 1ven above t h i s  shou l ct  be avoided a t  t he 
extra�! end, S i nce the d i s t r i bu t i on coe f f i c i ent  for h i gh concen tra1 1 ons 
of phosphori c  ac i d  is ,-easonab l e  ( fl9\!!:§: l) 1 t he- brine is lnJec t eo at t he 
point  1.1.1here t he d i s , r i bL.l t i on coe f f ic i en t  decrease�- apprec i ab \ y .  The 
amounl actdeo l anout 1 :1 vo 1 /vo 1 i is such as 10 g i ve a concen T l'at i on o f  
abour 120 g/ 1 Ca eqU 1 va ·1 en r , ,,.1n 1 ctl ensur':'s a n  aol?ouate ext rac t ion liJ 1 t nout 
excess i ve d i  l 1.1 t  ion,  

�ur-i f 1 cat ion 1  
The degree o f  pur 1 f i c a t 1on oota1nect i s  a func t ion o f  tne arttount o f  1.1.1asrl i nq 
recyc l e  used and en 1 a i  , s  a oena i t y of i oss of concen t ra n on and of product 
recyc l e ,  On the bas i s  o f  past ,nper1 ence 1 t u•as decided 1 0  I inn t • n i s  
i oss t o  2 0  percent ,  

.Ei9�!'.:§'. f oresen t s  rne- basi c  f': olushee t ,  1 nc l ud 1 ng ind icat i ve 
comoosi t ions based on t he resu·, ts of this  wor K .  

The br- 1 ne w a s  DE-aa Sea Wor· Ks  End. Brine o f  t he f o l  \ 01.1.1 1ng cc:imoos i t 1011: 

Ca 33,  ,.) qi t 
11g 84 , 5  C l  316 , 4  g/ 1 s , g ,  1 , 32 
Mg+Ca i 7 : , i 
i as Ca. ) 

:n r ne f o l  l owing Ca e1.oresses t ne equ1va 1 ent concentrat ion of Ca+Mg , )  

Tne a , coho i was t echn i c a ·, " i so -amy l a ·, coho l i 2/3  n-pentano 1 ;  61. H20 ) , 

EXPERI MENTAL. 

Three types of E--x.per1 men t s  1»ere c arr i ea out . 

:i. .  Equi l i br i um cons t an t s  tuere oet ermi nea f or synt het i c  m i x t ures by 
c on t ac t ing  at h i gh pnase ra t ios ( 4(l : l ., w i t n  so ·i vent t 

2, On t he bas is of the these and previ·ous daia 1 cross e-:i. trat t l on 
e1.oer 1men t s  ,iere performe-d on t he ac tua l ac i d ,  

3 .  T h i&  basi c  process concep 1 s  1.t.1ere tested. on a con t i nuous bench 
sca r e  mi x.er- se t r l er un i t  of 15 s t ages ta reveal curou l a t i ve e f fec t s .  
S i nc e  t he 1.,1.1ho i e  process cou l d  n o t  b e  tested s :i r,,ul t aneous l y ,  t h i s  tuas done 
oy siE-c t 1 ons 1_l1 i th cri t ic a i  s t a ges be ing incorporated in severa l 
con f i gura t i ons. 

i'1E3ULTS AND D I SCUSSION, 

3ome t y p i c a l  i · i  i us t r a t  1 ve resu i t s  are snov.1n in  t ab l es 1 - 5 ,  
I n  1 ne f l rs t t,m t ab ·1 es par t i a l  pro f l  1 <>s of t he t wo sec t l ons of  l he 

e x t rac t ion oa t t ery are presen t ed , ltth 1cn ll1ere obta ined using s i mu l a ted feed 
inpu t s ,  The benaviour of t he- P20�, is as e1.pec t e- o ,  Of i n t erest is t he 
p,-o f i i e  of t he HC i ;  i t  tends to aui l a  uo towards h i gh s t a t ionary 
concen t ra t i ons 1n t he mictd , e  o f  t he ba t t ery,  In t he A sec 1 i on these- h i gh 
concent rat ions are due 10 tne l arge change in vo l ume in t he aqueous pnase 
because of 1he- mass i ve t ransfer of P205 , •.ohich  i n  turn l ead to  srna l i 
ct 1 s t r i bu t 1 on coe f f i c i ents  for HC l .  The ne t e f fec t is t ha t  about ha l f  o f  
t ne rlC·, i n  t h e  so·1 vent i s  turned bac k ,  

Tab l e  1 :  Prof i l e  o f  sec t i on A o f  El.trac t ion Ba nery, 

To s t age S, g, 

Feec. s :  So l vent 
Aoueous 

We i qh t Ra t i o ( so !  vent : aqueous ; 2: ! 

P205 ( g/ i ) HC I ( g/ I l 

2 8 . (J 
B00 

26 . 0  
1 , 1  

Concentrat 1 0n t 1 n  q,  1 )  

S t age Organi c  

P205 HC , H20 

11a . o  1 4 , 6  % 
84, �, 2(1 , 4  
Si t 5  26 , 3  
4 1 , 2  28, 5 
34 . �  29 , 2  % 

Aqueous 

F205 HC i 

603 . �· 16 , 1  
376 ,  3 57 , 5 
312 , 0  110,0  
234, 0 120,  7 
1 7 6 , 2  14•) , 0  

H20 ( g/ i )  

8 1 .  1 

In t he B sec t i on one sees ve-ry r, i qh d 1 s t r i bu n on coef f i c ients fop 
r-iC J ,  ana Tnese f ac t s  con f t rff1 t"-ie t hesis r na t  1 ne presence o f  HC l · i s o f  
ooub t f u ·1 be-ne f 1 1 a.r1cl. ShOLd O b e  con f ineo. 1 0  t hi? mini rourn necessary tc, 
arov 1 C1E- ac i 'J conai t 1 ons at �ne ra f f inate- s t r i pping end of t he bat t ery,  

Tao l e  : ,  F·rof i • e  o f  sec t ion B o f  E1.trac 1 1 on Ba.t t ePy , 
- - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -r-- - -

To st age s , g . P205 ( g/ 'I  i HC i ( g/ 1 )  H20 ( g1 ·, i Ca equ , ( g/' I )  

MATERI ALS, 

The a.c 1 ct u•as produced f rorn Zin phosphate roe I( a.no 1 t s  compos 1 11 on 
a f ter su l pha t e  remov a l  was: 

P20S :">2 , :;  X 
F (l, l 
Ca o. 29 
Fe O, l i  
Organ i c s  ,:i. 5 

\ as C /  

Cr 
111 1  
C u  
Co 
Mo 
C .  

120 ppm 
70 - · 
26 
30 
23 

190 
5[14 44(• 
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s , g ,  1 . 57 

Feeds: so ·, ven, 
Aqueous 

t), Bl 
1 , 4  74 , 6  

30. (1 
6 2 , 0

w e 1 q n 1  F;a 1 1 0 { SO l ven t ; aQLti?ousJ 1 . i 4 ! l  

Concentrat ion { i n  g/ l )  

S r aqe Organic  

P20S 

23, 4 
16,  3 
1(,. 3 

9. 2 
E' �. 

HC 1 

41 , 
32. 
28, 
26.  
2B ,  

H20 

91 

6:, 
7 5  

P205 

53 ,  
32, 
:o. 
26, 
21 , 

7'2- , 0  

Aqueous 

HC l 

1 1 (1 ,  0 

Ca eou 

119, 5 
120 , 5 
120 . 0  
1 1 7 , 5 
l•)B, � 

41 3 
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,,.nen a ·:chlbln-?a e'\tracnon oattery was -;;,rnu;::,1,;.-:: using .'.lroduc11011 
ac::o prec1c11ate= , .. ,:re to-�,':'O in ·n1:c /l sec1icn. 'r"',1;-Se wer·e, !ourio •o 01:
ma1,;:y maqne-s1um 3.na :a1c1um onosona,':':, various t,1a/S ''J :IY-?rcome T"le 
prooiem 1\1er--? 1es1ec, ano •n,;, so1ut1on flnai 1y aaop1eo wa= 10 11Jash 1ne 
sa1v,e,P.t ieav1ng sec•ion 8 ·�11,., 3. sma• 1 arnount oi <JJa•er; '.r"le resL\ltan, 
sc,1ut1on can ,;;,11.,er oe re•ui""nt-t' •o secnon B or •c •ne p�·r1f1ca 1 1or·, 
Tao1e 3 s.,0'.•JS a oar•:a1 orot'1i,;;, of this 1mo1em':'nta11011. 

Table 3: Prof11e c,f E"l.•rac11or- Ba11erv· 1�1n·. :.arl'\o re,111:iva 

io s:aqe s, g. F2DS19/ r1C1 lQ/:. H201g1 Ii 

Feeos: So1v':'nt 11 
"ICtd 1 
Eno 8r ine 

(1,64 
l,57 
i. 31 

i ,4 
C3U 1,1 

weight iiatio 1<;.a v,;;,n1:ac1a:ena or1n,e,1 :,2:l!l ()3 
We1gnt Nat10 it,•ate-r for Ca;Mg re-rnoval:soivent! l:2� 

Concentration •tn q'·• 

3tage Organic Aoueous 

Ca eou.1g11 

,·20; H20 ?:'.GS Ca 1?qu 

11 

16,3 :4.6 
:",3.V 21.3 
18, 6 :,1,:,. � 

-:a,Mg remo·,a• on '=-O'"'='n' 
11.e :::9.�· o� 

6.(, 35,::: 6(1 
:,9 3::i·,4 o3 
i.,:; 30,4 oi' 

7c.-,:,. 5 Ill[; 
33,.8 ,o 
1e:.: \[1 

4b. '5 .:,t, '.' :;3 
...... �· 31), (, 95 

5, E: 2•).t· 1,:,,::1 
3. 2. �6. :o 1(19 

iao1� 4 s'101JJ!: a oroi11e of a 7 stage pur1flca11on oaqery u,;1nc; •t;ater 
as tne lvasn1nq str<?am, i, is 1n1':"res11ng 10 note 1rie C'A' "at :o of Fe,�20':i 
1n the fe,e,o as c.o�,pareo �il'h ,ne wet proce£s acid •see Ma1er1als1 1 due to 
!ne 1011.• cn1or1de concen1ra•1ons, Ai 1nougn tnere 1s a cons:derao:e remova: 
of 1mpur111es mal(tnq the- acto. obtainea su1tao\e ior fflany app11cal1ons, a 
further oroprieiary c1ear11nq ,;,eo nas ro oe apo11,e,a 1n order 10 oota1n 
n1gnest qua.111y acid. 

Taoie � snoi·.'S a oroi11e of washing an unourtf11?d e,tracr tn h• ,;tages 
snow1nq •na1 a concen,ranon cf over 5(11) gi1 1� a11a1nao1e-, 

A f 101,.•sno?et ts oreso?nted 1n .f!9b!�� f: 
se,rv..-s to 1 l 1us1rate the concep110n. 

1s not oottmal, out 1 t 

:aeas for orocess imorovements inciuae further r':'01..1clton ir1 MC! 
aad111or1 ano 1mprov1ng rhe our1flca•1on bo1h •o 001a1n a bet•er 0"0auct 
ana to avoid ai1ut1on of •rie extract, 

FIGURE I DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT 
I SOLVENT/AQUEOUS) 0.5 ��-�-,.........,,��:::;::,;,,���

4 

0.4 

DISTRIBUTION 
COEFFICIENT�------�

0.3

02 

0.7 

J.O 200

I H3PO4 
(2J H3PO4 +- 700 g/1 Ca
G) H3PO4-+- I00 g/1 Ca
@ H3PO4-+-720 gjl Ca

400 /t 600 
9 I Ff?Os 

Tab1e <1: i:-�oii,,:, c.d Pur1f�cc.11or1 BcPtt-ry.,, stagesi 

feea 

onase ra•to solverll,wa1er 1�:i 

-:orno, erg , erg aqu org aau org aQu orq aou orq aciu 

Ca 
Mg 
,e 

Cu 
,:ct 
V 
Mo 
f 
S102 
"' 
Z,1 
[r 

oom 

106 
12 

139 
490 
•a; 
B,o 

ll 
8(1 
17 

225 

5,8 
185 

9 

,,2 ',75 

58 

186 536 
13 
33 981 

153 
l'. 

6 

52(1 
13 

.2i)l 494 
10 

3 :,8 

134 
l'. 

,j, 2 
o. 5 

13,4 
J.6 
9.6 
::i. 5 
5,0 
125 
!Oi 
(,.(, 
166 
0.1 

ia01e 5: r°"ofl1e ,;if the �asn1ng B.;a.1tery,il(1 stage,s) 

�,age, Aqueous ;..,aset 1r.1 Qi I J : Organic Pnase 1 1n g/l 1 

1(, 

r<C::'ERENCE, 

P205 HCl 

508 
438 
374 
2.:.2 
104 

14, 4 
2, 1 

i ,O 
(1, 6 

P2GS HC I M20 

172 
[39 
114 

71,6 
3(1, 5 

4. 2 
(,,(: 

14, 3 
14, 6 
18,2 
2v.0 
14,f, 

2,3 
(,,::_ 

146 
144 
130 

76 

L A,Eian1e,. �.Bluioberg: Solvent E"-1ract1on: Chioride �- ,.c.,n ano 
Temperature cyc11ng ,pp 709-19! 

?hosonoric Acid, A,V,SiacK <Ea, 1/01,I,Pa.rt :1 
1'1oc1rc,e,, Decker Inc. 1968 
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THE LINEAR RULE OF INDIVIDUAL RARE EARTHS EXTRACTION 

Li Han 

Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry 
Academia Sinica 

Changchun. China 

Since mono(2-ethyl-hexyl)2-ethyl-hexyl phosphonate (HEH(RHP)) 
has been an effective extractant and applied in industry for the 
separation of light and heavy rare earths,the study of it is of 
more significance. 

LINEAK RULE 

Experiments for the extraction of fifteen individual rare 

earths La-Lu and Y with HEH(EHP) (l.OM)-kerosene-HCl at a phase 

ratio 1/1 were carried out. 

The shape of equilibrium curves of all rare earths are the 
same as shown in figure 1. If the general method for the correla
tion of equilibrium rare earth concentration in organic phase 
(C0) and in aqueous phase (C8

)is used.the results will be very 
complicated. It was found that, relations between inverse distribu

tion ratio (1/D) and ca focm a group of excellent straight lines 
at various initial acidity as shown in figure 2. Hence # the correla
tion was simplified as 

(1) l/0 = a + bCa 

coefficients a and b are functions of initial acidity (H) and 
their values were calculated by least square method.The mean 
relative errors of D calculated by equation (1) are less than 5% 

as compared with the experimental data. 
Since the initial concentration of rare earth (Ci) is 

(2) 

then from equation (1) there is 

(3) a + bC a 

For given H and c1#equilibrium parameters can be calculated easily 
from equation (3). 

From equation (l),as ca is increased,C0 turns to 1/b.Then at a 
certain acidity 1/b can be considered as the maxium concentration 

of rare earth in organic phase.When Ci is decreased# 1/D turnsto a. 

Further# all of the a and b for' the fifteen rare earths can be 
correlated with H 

(4) 1/DLa= 0,6949e41 • 16H +(0.01757-0, l58lH)-lCa 

(5) 1/Dce= (1.1717-10. 713H)-l +(0,03735-0. 2213H)-1ca 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(lo) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

1/opr= o.3838e 18 •648H +24,562e11 •179Hca 

1/DNd= -7. 3556+99, 22H+l02. 04H2 + (-52, 71 + 1061. 3H-971. 84H2) Ca 

1/Dsm= 0.1 377e9. 753H +15. 5Se2. 955Hca 

1/DEu= 0,0718el0 .942H +(13.641+42.793H)Ca 

1/D
Tb

= o.057le5 • 5708H +9.4776e1 ·6618Hc0 

l/D
0y

= c.,. 284-2. 3U66H+S. 5563H2+a. 9846e0 • 8332Hc a 

1/DHo
= a. 2925-1. 9996H+3. 914 ?H2 + (6, 7244+13. 799H)Ca 
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(14) 

( 15) 

1 /DEr= l. l 571H l ' 4926 + (O. l301-Q05465H)-lCa 

l/DTm = -0. 1176+0. 13 36H+O. 69 543H2 + (0, 13 524-0. 02891H) -1ca 

(17) 1 /0Lu= 0.1 9566tt2 ·00S3 +(O. l 5337-0.028165H)-lCa 

(18) 1/Dy = 0.1184-0.421H+l . 7846H2 +(0.13487-0.05347H)-l Ca 

Hsm=O. 1 0-0. 30N, 

H
Oy

=O, 10-1,0N, 

1-\J,=O. 50-3, ON, 

HEu=O.O l-0. 30N, Hoa=0.10-0. ?ON, H
Tb

=0.10-0. ?ON, 

HH0
=0, 10-1. 25N, HEr=O. 10-2. ON, H

Tm
=O. 50-2. SON, 

HLu=O, 50-3.0N, liy =0.10-2.0N. 

!<are earth concentrations are O. 05-0. 30M. 
Mean relative errors of D calculated by equation (4)-(18) are 

less than 5% as compared with the experimental data. 
For other systems,such as the extraction of rare earths with 

HEH(EHP)-HN03 and naphthenic acid,the linear rule is also valid 

Cl-3). 

CHANGE OF PHASE AATIO 

For HEH(EHP) (l.OM)-kerosene-HN03 (O,l0-0.50N)-Gd(N03)3(o.os
�-30M) system. when the phase ratio (P) changed from 1/2-5/1,D and 
P were correleated as 

(19) 

For given c1,a and b are functions of initial acidity.Thus 

(20) o = l.6Sle-4.356H p-0.1019-0.3954H 

(21) D 0_6664e-2.953H p-0.282 

Ci=0, 20M 

(22) D 0_
4305e-2 ' 197H p-0.364i 

Mean relative errors of D calculated by equation (19)-(22) ·are 
less than 5% as compared with the experimental data. 

CHANGE OF CONCENTRATION OF EXTRACTANT 

For the system described above there is a simple relation at 
P= 1/1 and extractant concentration (HA)=O. 5-l.6M. there is 

(23) 0 = a(HA)b 

For given c1,a and b are functions of initial acidity.Thus 

D = e2.2003-ll.769H+9,2613H2 

(HA)2,2444+0,6H-2 ,A989H2 
(24) 

( 25) 0 

c
1
=0,0.5M 

e0,7612-6,7S41H+4.1957H2 

(HA)l.5367+2.2444H-4.0999H2 

Ci=O,lOM 

(26) D e-0.4474-2.8506H (HA)l.3462+l,3A46H-2.1 923H2 

Ci =O. 20M 
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(27) D e-u.994J-2.2ll2H (HA)l.2039+0.2396H 

mean relative errors of D calculated bv equation (23)-(27) are 

less than 5% as compared with the £!ypennental rlata. 

Generall", the mechanism of eYtraction is r.etermined bv the 

value of n in equation (2g) 

(29) lgD = lgK + nlg(HA) - nlg(H)e 

K-equllibrium constant, (H)
e

-hydrogen ion concentration in equi

librium aqueous phase. 

When c1 turns to zero,K becomes constant and (HA) turns to 

the initial concentration of extractant. For different c1, the 

values of lgD and lg (H) e of the fifteen rare earths La-Lu and 

Y extracted with HEH(EHP)-kerosene-HCl and HN0
3 

were t�eated bv 

least square method and values of n1 for different c1 were 

obtained. It was found that all of the values of n1 ·turn to three 

bv extrapolating ni to the limiting value of c1 on the c1 versus 

n1 plot. So that, at usual acidity, the mechanism of individual 

rare earths eytracted with HEH{EHP)-HCl an� HN03 may be consider

ed as (cf. Figure 3) 

Ln +J + 3 (HA) 2 

As compared with reference (3) for the system of HEH{EHP)-HN03 
it was found that all of the values of D for the fifteen rare 

earths in HCl system are smaller than those in the HN03system, 

especially for heavy rare earths, which may be only one half of 

those in HNu
3 system. But the difference in separation factors(B) 

for n·e-ighbouring elements in HCl and HN0
3

systems are not evident. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A linear rule for the extraction of individual rare earths with 

HEH(EHP)-HClwas proposed,which has the characters of easy calcula

tion.more accuracy and fit for many other systems. 

The variations of D for the change of phase ratio and concen

tration of extractant were studied and correlations were obtained 

The mechanism of individual rare earths extracted with HEH(EHP) 

HN03 and HCl at usual acidity were determined by the use of extra

polation method. 

The values of D and n for HCl and HN0
3 

system were compared, 

all the values of D in HCl are smaller than those in HN03• 

Acknowledgement- The author thanks Meng Shulan for some 

eYperimental work. 
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MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF MIXED RARE EARTHS 

EXTRACTED WITH HEH (EHP) 

Li Han, Wan Xiong, Lin Suxian, and Meng Shulan 

Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry 
Academia Sinica 

Changchun, China 

Owing to the interference between rare earths, their distribu

tions on extraction are different from those of the individual 

rare earths (1), (2). Authors attempt to estabilish the empirical 

formula for extraction of mixed rare earths. rhe separation of 

them by counter current extraction were studied, 

EMPI�ICAL F0t<MULA 

The extraction of mixed (Sm,Gd), (Gd, Tb), (Ho, Er), (Tm, Yb) by 

HEH(EHP) (1.0M)-kerosene-HN03 and (Pr,Nd), (Yb,Lu) by HEH(EHP) 

(l.0M)-kerosene-HCl was carried out with the definite total rare 

earth concentration (ct) and phase ratio (1/1). The equilibrium 

curves are shown in Figure 1,2 . All the systems are the same. Ca 
is the equilibrium rare earth concentration in aqueous phase and 

C0 is the concentration in organic phase. It was found that if 

lgca and the logarithm of initial mole fraction of rare earth 

(lgY) were selected for correlating parameters, the results of 

all above systems will be simplfied as 

(l) C = axb 
a 

Coefficients a and b are functions of initial acidity (H) and 

were calculated by least square method. The mean relative errors 

of ca calculated bv equation (1) are less than 5% as compared wi tr 

the eyperimental c'lata. 

If Ciis the initial rare earth concentration of one component, 

then from equation (1) the distribution ratio (D) and separation 

factor (f3) can be easilv obtained by 

(2) D 

(3) 

Ci - aYb 

a.Yb 

(ci,A - aAY
bA)aB

YbB 

(ci,B - aBY
bB)aA

YbA 

For given Ci, X and H, Dand f3 can be calculated easily. 

Coefficients a and b can be correlated with H, thus 

(4) C = (0. 1814+0. 02757lgH) X (O. 972 l-?' S)gy 10-4H-l) 
a,Sm Sm 

C = (0.ll4 3+0.1535H) y (0.8218+0.3995H)-l 
a,Gd Gd 

Ct=0.2M, H=0.0l-0.60N 

(5) ca,Ga= (0.185eo. 4928H) x
G�· 8626e 0,3211H 

(6) 

(7) 

.ca,Tb= (0.1482eo. 6347H) XT�
· 14uleo. 5744H 

ca.Ho= (0.0783+0.05085H) X
H�-76�3+0.08893H 

ca,Er= (0.06247+0.04812H) X
E�-l005-0.0589lH 

Ct=0.175M, H=0.25-1.S0N 

C. 1426H 
ca,Tm= (0.0866e0.2626H) XT�

.6997e 

C = (0.1757HC).2356 -U.09) v l.1642H-U.3492 
a,Yb . Yb 
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(8) 

(9) 

C =e-l.26ll+U.7253H X 0.9503+0.2213H 
a,Pr Pr 

Ct=0,30M, H=O,0l-0.l0N 

ca.Yb
= (0.1532+o.o4055H) x

y�·9489 

ca.Lu= (0.1443+0.03865H) Y
L

�·02 

Ct=O. 30M, H=O. 10-2. SON 

Mean relative errors of Ca calculated by equation (4)-(9) are 

less than 5% as compared with the experimental data. 

For other systems, such as HEH(EHP)-HN03-(Er,Tm)(No3)3 and 

naphthenic acid-HC1-(Nd,Sm)cl3, equation (l)is also valid (3),( 4 ). 

CHANGE OF PHASE RATIO AND TOTAL KARE EARTH CONCENTRATION 

Experiments of (Sm,Gd) extracted with HEH(EHP)-kerosene-HN03 
at phase ratio 2 1 and 4/1 were carried out. It was found that 

the form of correlations are remained the same as equation (1) 

(lo) 

( 11) 

C2/l = (0.l306+0.0855H) X (O.Ol45+0.98H)-1H 
a,Sm Sm 

c�:;d= (0.09473+0.l078H) X
G

�0.9604-0.l382lgH) 

C4/l = (0.1828+0.06823lgH) y (0,906l+0.18?6H?) 
a,Sm Sm 

c!:;d= (0.07773+0.l012H) X
G

�0.8816-0.309llgH) 

Ct=0. 2M, H=0.Ol-0.60N 

Mean relative errors of Ca calculated by equation (10), (11) are 

less than 5% as compared with the eyperimental data. 

There are simple relations for ca at phase ratio 1/1 (c!/1),

2/1 (c�11) and 4/1 (c!/1) 

(l?) 

b = 
Sm o. 9333, bGd = 

c2/1 
a,Sm 

c4/l 
a,Sm 

c 2/1 
a,Gd 

c4/l a,Gd 

o. 9218. 

b c 1/1 
Sm a,Sm 

b2 
c

l/1 
Sm a,Sm 

bGdc!:;d 

b2 cl/1 
Gd a,Gd 

Mean relative errors of Ca calculated by the above equations are 

less than 5% for Gd and 6% for Sm as compared with experimental 

r'ata. 

If the total rare earth concentration is changed, the forms 

are remained the same as equatiorl ( 1) 

(13) C 2/l 
= (l.2153+9.7525H)-l X (O.Ol45+0.98H)-1H 

a,Sm Sm 

c;:;d= (0.l005+0.0796lgH) Y
G�.9604-0.1382 lgH 

Ct=0. l:'1 

When H is substituted by the hvdrogen ion concentration in 
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equilibrium aqueous phdse (H)e. the forms drP also the same as 

equation ( 1). 

COUNTER CUrhtENT EYTRACTIUN 

EYperiments of counter current eYtraction for the separation of 

(Sm,Gd)and (Ho.Er) were carried out. For (Sm.Gd) system,at 0.2M 

fee<i concentration (Sm/Gd = 2/1, PH = 2). l. UM HEH (EHP), o. 73N 

HN0
3 

strip solution and the volume ratio of solvent (S), fe�d (F) 

and strip solution (W) is 4/1/1. Through '3 extraction stages and 

A strip stages. purities of GC > 99°/4 and Sm> 96. 7% are obtained. 

For (Ho,Er} system, at 0.175M feed concentration (Ho/Er = 1/1, 

0.20N HN0
3

), 1.0M solvent (HEH(EHP)), 1.15N HN°istrip solution 

and the volume ratio of S/F/W = 3/2/l. Through 12 eYtraction stages 

and 9 strip stages, purities of Ho> 99.9% anCT Er> 95.9% are obtain

ed. 

Values of ca calculated by equation (lC)-(13) are satisified 

as compared with the eYperimental nata. 

VALUES OF D AND O FO� INDIVIDUAL AND MIXED RAr{E EARTHS 

Because of the interference between rare earths, at the same 

initial concentration of a certain rare earth, the values of D in 

mixed system are all less than those in the corresponding indivi

dual systems. Especially for the diffcult-eYtractive component, 

the values of D may decreased several foldes. For example, l.OM 

HEH(EHP)-kerosene-U.5N HCI-YbC!3(0.15M) system, LuC13(0.15M) 

system (1) and miYed (Yb(0.15M), Lu(0.15M))Cl3 system, the values 

of D are 2.406 and 3.097 for individual Yb and Lu anO 0. 5947 anr. 

0.95g6 for mixed Yb and Lu. 

Although the values of D are quite nifferent, the separation 

factor (0) for the above systems are nearly the same, as OLu/Yb 
is l.2A3 and l.437 for individual and miYed systems respectively. 

There are the similiar results for other svstems. 

CONCWSIONS 

The empirical formula for the mixed two rare earths extracted 

with HEH(EHP) was obtained, which has the characters of easy calcu

lation, more accuracy and fit for many svstems. 
The effect of phase ratio and total rare earth concentration on 

eYtraction are discussed. 

Counter current eytraction for the separation of (Sm,Ga) anC 

(Ho,Er) with HEH(EHP) were carrie� out and satisfactory results 

were given. 

The 0ifferences of D and B for indivinuaJ ann miYed rare earths 

are discussed. 

Acknoledgement- The authors thank Lin Jingxiang, He Chunfu and 

Chen Zhichuan for their work. 
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SEPARATION AND PREPARArlON OF GADOLIUM OF 

HIGH PURITY (99.99%) BY SYNERGIC EXTRACTION 

WITH QUARTERNARY AMMONIUM SALT AND TBP OR 

Dl(1-METHYL-HEPTYL)METHYL PHOSPHONATE MIXED EXTRACTANTS 

Chen Dian, Li Sengchung and Zhang Roufei 

Department of Chemistry 
Peking University 

Beijing, China 

ilcl.JI bKos<•> reported, that there existed a synergistic. effect 
when rare earth elements were extracted with quarternary ammonium 
salt (N263) and TBP mixed extractants. Our present work further 
shows that the synergistic effect obviously increases the separa
tion factor SEu/Gd when N263 and TBP mixed extractants are used. 
The impurity Eu in Gd can be removed to less than 6 ppm by using 
the above mixed extractants. A synergistic effect can also be 
observed when N263 mixed with other neutral phosphonate ester 
such as di(1-methyl-heptyl)methyl phosphonate. 

In the present paper the separation of Bu and Gd by means of 
two pairs of synergistic extractants N263-TBP-toluene and N263-
di( 1-methyl-heptyl)methyl phosphonate-toluene (P350) were studied. 

Experimental 

Trialkyl-methyl-ammonium nitrate R3CH3NtN03 where R denotes 
an alkyl group containing 8-10 carbon atoms and has an average 
molecular weight of 450. 

The experiments were carried out in a separation funnel. 
Eguilibrations were reached within 20 min. by mechanical shaking 
under constant temperature 2O� 0.5

°
C. 

The total rare earth concentration was determined by EDTA 
titration, while Eu was analyzed by polarographic method. 

Results and discussion 

1. The synergistic effect of N263-P35O-toluene system 

The distribution ratio (D) of Eu or Gd obviously increases 
by using the N263 and P350 mixed extractants. The total D is 
much greater than the sum of their individual D, indication a 
synergistic effect in above system. 

2. Dependence of D and SEu/Gd on pH 

The effect of pH on D and SEu/Gd for the N263-TBP-toluene 
and N263-P350-toluene system was investigated. The result is 
shown in Fig. 1-3. It can be seen that D increases with the pH 
value incresing from 1 to 2 and b�comes constant from pH value 
2 to 5 then increases rapidly when pH.>5. 

The separation factor of the two system decreases some few 
with increasing pH. 

3. Dependence of D and SEu/Gd on the concentration of TBP and 
P35O. 

The effects of the concentration of TBP and P35O on D and 
SEu/Gd are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. It may be seen that D and SEu/Gd 
increases with incresing concentration of TBP. The D increases 
also with increasing concentration of P35O, while SEu/Gd_remains 
constant with incresing concentration of P35O. The res�lt shows 
that the synergistic effect obviously increases the SEu/Gd· 

4. The effect of content of Eu in Gd on the SEu/Gd 

fhe result is given in table 1. It shows that the 5Bu/Gd 
keeps con tant with the increasing concentration of Eu in Gd, 

Table 1. Dependence of Content of Eu in Gd on the 5Eu/Gd 

Gd( NO3 )3 M O.'.)1923 0.01923 0.019;,3 O.O19n 

Eu(NO3)3 M 0.00399 0.00200 0.00123 o. Q,)()998 

pH 2. 11 2.11 2. 10 ?.09 

DEu 0.900 0.893 0.900 0.907 

DGd 0. 447, 0.455 0.457 o. 458 

SEu/Gd 2.03 1 .97 1.97 2.01 
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Aqueous phase: NH4NO3 2.5 M 
Organic phase: N263 0.75 F P350 0.75 M toluene as diluent 

5. 'i'he effect of octanol in the organic phase on D and SBu/Gd 

In some cases the physical property of organic phase may be 
improved by adding octanol to it. In order to observe the effect 
of octanol on D and SEu/Gd value, the extraction system 

Eu 5.58X1O3 M NH4NO3 2M N263 0.75 F in toluene 
Gd 6.93)<103 M pH 2.2 

was investigated. The result is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen 
that with increasing concentration of octanol the D and SEu/Gd 
decrease rapidly, when the concentration of octanol reaches 22% 
, the SEu/Gd approching 1. So the addition of octanol to the 
organic phase is very harmful to the separtion and extraction 
of Eu and Gd. 

6. Variation of D and SEu/Gd with atomic number Z 

Fig. 7 shows the variation of D with atomic number z. It 
may be noted that in the N263-TBP system D decreases with increa
ses Z and Y situates between Tm and Yb. In the N263-P350 system . 
there appears a Pr peak, Y situates between Er and Tm. 

Fig. 8 shows the separation factor Sas a function of the rare 

earth pair. It may be seen that SEu/Gd is the largest one in all 
of the rare earth pairs. 

Based on the above experiments we took the mixed rare earth 
oxide as raw meterial in a counter-current extraction system 
using the Nz63-TBP-kerosine system, the impurity· Eu in Gd could 
be decreased to less than 6 ppm then by using the HDEHP as extrac
tant to remove the trace amount of heavy rare earth, a product 
Gd2O3 of 99.99% purity were obtained. 

7. Mechanism of extraction of Eu and Gd by N263-TBP-toluene system 

<>) 
Kwang-Hsien Hsu reported that the N263 existed in the form 

of dimer in toluene. We assume the extraction reaction to be 

RE• + 3 N03 + n(N263)2tof m TBP,.;= R.t(NO3)5•111TBP<oJ 

K z 

RE(NO3 }3• 2n(N263) •mTBP101 

( RE)( No3f( (Nz63)2 )
n( TTIP)m<•J 

log D(synergism) = logK + 3 log(NO3) + nlog(N263)2,.;t- mlog(TBP) .. , 

= logK + 3 log(NO3 >3 + nlog( Cs- �n(RE)) + mlog(TBP),0, 

logK 3 log(NO3l3 - nlog2 + nlog(Cs-2n(RE)) + mlog(TBP),.J 

where the subcript (0) stands for the organic phase, Cs is 
. .  the formal concentration of the extractant N26'3, RE represents 

the rare earth ion, (RE) is the molar concentration of the extrac
ted compotmd. 

The experimental data obtained for the extraction of Eu and 
Gd by N2G3-TBP mixture are given in Fig 9 and Fig 10. The plots 
of log(synergism) vs log(TBP) and logD vs log(N263) were determined 

The dependences are liner of slops 1 for n and 1 for m. Where 

D(synergism) = D(total) - D(N2fi3)- D(TBP). Consequently, the 
extraction of Eu and Gd can be described by the following reac
tions: 

Ri\ 3 N03 + (N263)2..,.
, + TBPloJ= RE(NO30"2N263•TBP(o) 

8 Mechanism of extraction of Eu and Gd by N263-P350-toluene system 

We assume the ext�action reaction to be 

RE�+ 3 N03 + •(N263)21.t mP35olO)
= Rt.(NO3)3-2n N263 -P35O 1o, 
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The results are shown in 1''ig. 11 and 12. l. t may be seen 

that n=0,5 and m=1, So the extraction of Eu and Gd by N263-P350 
system can be represented by the reaction: 

-HI -
RE + 3 N03 + 0.5(N263)2,,;+ 2P35(\,j R�(N03)�2P350.,, 

Comparing the two systems N26�-TBP and N263-P350, it may be 

concluded that their extraction behavior are similar but the 

composition of the extractable species are different. The 

extractable species is found to be RE(N03),3N263 using N263 
alone as extractant. When TBP or P350 is added to the organic 

phase, the TBP or P350 replaces a part of N263 from the extrac

table complex. The complex ability of P350 is large than TBP, 
l t replaces two N263 and formes the extractable complex with the 

composition RE(N03),2P350, but TBP only re'places one N263 and 
forms the extractable complex with the composition 

RE( N03}3• 2N263• TBP, 
Reference 

1. ll8..l'[bKOB A. H., �3BeCMHR BbJCmHx Jl,_\e6Ht-lX 3aee)1.eHid%, XJ,1:MH.R \.f 
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A PROCESS FOR THE DEPHOSPHORIZATION OF IRON ORES 

I. Grenthe, M. Muhammed and Y. Zhang*

Department of Inorganic Chemistry 
The Royal Institute of Technology 

S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

*Permanent address: Department of Chemical Engineering Wuhan Chemical Engineering Institute, 

Wuhan, People's Republic of China. 

Some Swedish iron ores have a high phosporous content, 

0.1% or more. The phosphorous is present ai apatite grains 

or seams in the ore and can be removed by flotation of the 

crushed and ground material. This is then converted into 

pellets. 

Phosphorous can also be removed by chemical leaching 

of the crushed ore (sinterfine). The process outlined below 

has been developed and tested in laboratory scale, some op

timization and cost-analyses have also been performed. 

The ore is leached with HN03 in order to dissolve apa

tite. After washing and neutralization, a material contain

ing less than 0.05% P is obtained. The alkali content de

creases with approximately 50% during the leaching proce

dure. The product has excellent sintering properties. 

In order to improve the process economy, it is neces

sary to regenerate the HN03 and to recover the phosphorous 

as products of high value (phosphoric acid or ar:unonium phos-

INORGANIC EXTRACTION PROCESSES - 11 

phate). tt3Po4 and excess HN03 can be recovered from the 

leach solution through extraction processes. Three different 

extractants, butanol, isoamyl alcohol and TBP have been studied 

extensively, both in batch and continuous (mixer-settler) tests. 

The acids are selectively extracted into the organic phase, 

leaving most of the salts in the raffinate. After a scrubb

ing to remove salts, the organic phase is stripped with 

water. The aqueous phase contains tt3Po4 and some extractant 

which may be separated by distillation or by using a second 

extraction system. Two such systems methyl-isob�tyl ketone 

and butyl acetate have been tested. 

The raffinate from the first extraction containing 

mainly HN03, nitrates and a small amount of H3Po4 is treat

ed with H2so4 in order to regenerate the leaching acid. The 

gypsum formed is filtered and washed prior to disposal. The 

regenerated acid is concentrated by distillation and is then 

recycled to the leaching step. 
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PILOT-PLANT INVESTIGATION ON H2SO4 EXTRACTION BY 

ALCOHOLS FROM SPENT ELECTROLYTES 

Dante Buttinelli, Carlo Giavarini, Andrea Mercanti 

Department of Chemical Engineering and Metallurgy 
University of Rome 

Rome, Italy 

Generally, industrial waste acidic solutions such as spent e
lectrolytes contain sulphuric acid in high concentrations, up to 
250 g/1 or more, and various amounts of metallic ions. It seems re
asonable to forecast that future hydrometallurgical processing may 
recover such metals by selective solvent extraction (1-3).The use 
of many extractants, such as DEHPA and low-cost carboxylic acids, 
gives rise to some problems owing to the necessity of partially 
neutralizing the solutions before metal extraction, with consequent 
higher costs, sludge formation and metal losses. In any case, the 
acidic waste liquor is to be neutralized before it is discharged. 

In the present work the possibility was taken into account of 
extracting the acid before �he metals. Considering the relatively 
low cost of HzS04 , its recovery would probably not be of interest 
unless we consider the above-mentioned problems of neutralization 
and the possibility of employing, after acid extraction, low-cost 
solvents capable of recovering metals in the medium pH range c� 5). 

The problem of acids extraction has been considered both in 
the nuclear industry (extraction of nitric acid with TBP)and in the 
chemical industry, where many processes have been proposed for ex
traction and purification of phosphoric acid with solvents (4). A 
few data are known concerning HzS04 : besides amines and alcohols, 
TBP also seems suitable for extraction, but only from extremely 
concentrated solutions. 

BATCH TESTS 

Initial extraction data were obtained from batch shake-out te
sts by using equal portions of organic and aqueous solution. An in
dustrial electrolyte was used with the following composition (g/1): 

232 H2S04; 14.5 Zn ; 17.3 Mg ; 1.4 Mn and 

minor amounts of Fe, Cu, Cd, Ni, As, Sb. The stripping solution was 
distilled water. Following a first series of tests during which ma
ny solvents were experimented, analytical grade isobutyl-alcohol 
(IBA) and isoamyl alcohol (IAA) were selected to continue the expe
rimental work, thanks to their relatively good extraction capacity, 
low cost, easy regenerability and recovery. 

Figure 1 shows, for the industrial electrolyte, the dependen
ce of the distribution coefficient, DH2so4, on the initial concen
tration of the acid in the aqueous phase. From these data we can 
reasonably forecast that in an industrial operation the recovery 
of the acid will not be complete. The negative effect of the tempe
rature on the equilibrium was negligible in the 15-35 ° C range, '"but 
became appreciable at higher temp�ratures. 

The mixing times necessary to achieve equilibrium were in the 
2-3 minute range for both alcohols; the phase disengagement times 
were 1-2 minute� at room temperature. Acid stripping by water was 
possible also by employing organic/aqueous (0/A) ratios higher 
than during the extraction, in order to obtain more concentrated 
solutions. The selectivity of the solvent was quite good: in the 
stripped acidic solution only a few mg/1 of Zn, Mg and Mn were de
tected. 

PILOT-PLANT CONTINUOUS TESTS 

Further investigations were then carried out at room tempe
rature on a small-scale continuous pilot-plant which consisted of 
a battery of sixteen mixer-settlers mod. ERIES AT-1, eight for the 
extraction steps and eight for the stripping steps ( Figure 2 ). 
The flow-rate of the two phases was 3-4 litres/hour. The electroly
te was the same as in the batch tests; the alcohols (commercial 
grade IBA and IAA furnished by C. ERBA) were saturated with HzO be
fore use in order to avoid strong volume variations of the phases, 
due to mutual solubility. 

The pilot plant worked continuously for about six months, four 
with IBA and two with IAA. During some preliminary runs the 0/A ra
tio (referred to inlet phase volumes) was periodically changed to 
achieve good extraction yields and a satisfactory HzS04 loading 
charge of the alcoholic phase. The results of a series of short 
runs performed with 6-8 extraction steps by using IBA are reported 
in table 1; it is evident that it is more convenient to work with 
high 0/A ratios during extraction. 

A considerable change in phase volumes was observed : during 
extraction the organic-phase volume was reduced by 7-101 and the 
electrolyte volume increasclto over 151 due to the losses of alco
hol by solubility in aqueous phase and to the H2S04 solvent effect. 
These volume variations entailed some diffi<;:u1ties in 0/A ratio con
trol and in step-to-step material balance calculations. 
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TABLE 1 

0/A ratio(inlet phases) 3.5 8.5 10.5 

HzS04 in raffinate (g/1) 97. 5 63.9 40.2 33.1 

HzS04 in solvent (g/1) 39. 3 31. 3 21. 4 1 7. 7 

H2S04 extr. yields (I) 59 73 83 86 

Figure 3 shows the pscudo-equil i brium curves of long-term runs 
in pilot-plant ; together with table 1 it indicates that HzS04 can 
be extracted leaving a minimum residual content in the electrolyte 
of 15-20 g/1, by using a high 0/A ratio; however, the corresponding 
acid concentration in the solvent is quite low. 

If H2so4 extraction is considered as a part of a process for 
metals recovery from electrolytes (i.e. Zn and Mn in this case) a 
choice must be made between the opposite necessitiesof leaving a 
low H2S04 content in the extracted electrolyte or of obtaining a 
sufficient acid concentration(� 3N) in the aqueous solution from 
stripping. This is shown in the test runs reported as an example 
in Figure 4. It is evident that IAA needs more extraction steps and 
less stripping steps than IBA. 

ACID PURITY 

As confirmed in previous bach tests, alcohols should not, in 
practice, extract metallic ions from electrolytes; however, appre
ciable amounts of Zn and Mg ( 100-150 ppm) and of Mn ( up to 20 
ppm ) were found in the H2so4- solution, probably due to transport 
phenomena. 

If this solution is then used for stripping the zinc recov�
red in a successive extraction stage, no purification is necessa
ry. When an higher purity is required, it can be.obtained by a wa
ter-scrubbing step before the solvent stripping ; after this scrub
bing step Zn and Mg �ontent drop1to 15-10 ppm and Mn to 1-2 ppm, as 
it was experimentally observed. 

SOLVENT LOSSES 

IAA and, especially, IBA show a high solubility in water whi
ch decreases in salt solutions. Alcohol losses due to the solubili
ty in the aqueous raffinate and in H2so4 stripped solution,determi
ned by gas chromatography,are reported 1n Table 2. 

I. B .A. 

I .A.A. 

Alcohol cone. (g/100 g) in : 

Aq. raffinate 

2. 9 - 4. 1 

1.2 - 1.4 

HzS04 solution 

5.5 - 6.5 

1. 9 - 2. 1 

Considering the-se values, a recovery of both alcohols is ne
cessary; this can be effected by distillation as in H3P04- Phorex 
process (5). In our case alcohol recovery was provided for only in 
HzS04 solution. The recovery from aqueous raffinate is probably not 
necessary if a subsequent neutralization step is to be provided. In 
fact, it was observed that during neutralization of the raffinate 
50-60% of dissolved solvent was recovered, owing to the decreased 
solubility of the alcohol. Total solvent losses were extimated to 
be in the range 1.0 - 1.51 for IBA and less than 1.0 for IAA. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The possibility has been confirmed of extracting HzS04 with 
isobutyl and isoamyl alcohol from spent electrolytes. To obtain 
good extraction yields (i.e. 85%) a high 0/A ratio and a sufficient 
number of stages (6-8) is necessary. 

The acid recovery is of interest if we consider, in a second 
step, the solvent extraction of the metals contained in the electro
lyte; in this case we can use low-cost solvents for metals recove
ry, thus avoiding many neutralization problems. 

The most effective of the two alcohols for acid extraction is 
IBA, which is also the cheapest. 

Solubility losses are lower for IAA; however, a recovery by di
stillation must be provided also for IAA. Therefore, we can conclu
de from our experimental work that IBA is the preferable extractant 
for H2so4. 
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RiSUL:'S AND DISCUSSIJN 

The ox:l.me :;ariv9.t.iYe::,PMJ3.NO!i.P.OH and. P!-iA.NOH.P.CH 
are 11'.<:c-:l/ to exh:t -��::-.:!ioniinatcly in tha two isomsric forms 
PE shown in �, 2.lth1rn�h other possible isom!ric 
for.ns coul,�. not he ruled out. !'he iritr.3mol,acular hyU.rozen 
bond in�, t,,e n?tur� of tt1e ac�1 l group,R-CO-, the c:onjugativs 
effect 31,d tho!: s 1:1ectrosco9ic d.ata favoured tht'.E?e too iso1aeri c 
forms ·Jf the 0xime3, If R is a lJhtr,yl g:roup, the hyd�ogen 
bondins effect b°'twe�n t:"le hydro&en of th-, :.NOH group f:!n.d the 11' 
el,3ctronB of the p!l'�nyl e;roup (1-9) \,ill hr::l f' to sta.bilise 
the ,;!l10lic structure ( II) 1!'1 Fi7ure 1, thereby lec1dio_; a 

better con6itiori fvr compli!x �·orillatj,Jn wi:,n 1n-;-t3.l ions. 

The E?tructure (II), imd 0(- for,a of th,J mono'<.imc,alloN8. 

·:o-ordir.a.tion of t:1.-, met"-ll ions 1ri9 oxy3en of the 
�=C-OH 3r?up "'nd ni tr:>Gen of the =IWH grour. Thus � �ix 
membered ring complexes will be formed. 

The syngeric effect ·(20,21) ot the inert diluents has been 

reported to increase in the order of cyclohexane ) hexane) 

carbon tetrachloride) benzene ) chloroform. Among these di

luents, carbon tetrachloride being in the middle of the order 

and having a large density differnece with water, vas selected 

as a solvent in order to enhance the separation of the aqueous 

phaise from the organic phase. 

Since nonpolar solvents usualy extract monpolar or neutral 

species from polar media, the extraction ot metal chelates from 

highly polar aqueous m�dia with carbon tetrachloride postulates 

the formation of a neutral complex. The extraction reaction of 

PMB.NOH.P.(m dissolved in carbon tetrachloride for the di•alent 

metal ions may be represented as 

(1) jfi, (PMB.NOH.P.0)�0rg 

where, M = Ni (II), Co (II) and Mn (II). 

The distribution ratio, D, expressed as: 

(2)
D = 

is related to the per cent extraction, E: 

D = 
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The reoi..:lts of the extraction studies for the three meta} ions 

with PHB.NOH.P.OH dissolved in ca.rtion tetrachloride are summa-

rised in Table 1. 

Table 1. Per cent extraction of metal .ions 

Metal ions concentrations in the aqueous phase, 0.01M. 

PMB.NOH.P.OH concentration in the orp·anic pha�.e, 0.02M. 

� 

£ 

HCl, M 

Initial 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

3.0 

4.o 

H2so11,,·, 
Initial 

0.5 

1.0 

1°5 

2.0 

3.0 

4.o 

HN03
,M 

Initial 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

Ni (II) 

61.60 

62. 50 

62.90 

,63.50 

66.60 

65.30 

Ni (II) 

63.00 

70.20 

73.50 

68.�o 

65.90 

65.00 

Ni (II) 

55.85 

56.50 

56.80 

54. 30 

54.00 

53.60 

Per cent 
Co (II) 

38. 50 

36.3� 

36.40 

36.20 

36- 10 

36.00 

Per cent 
Co (II) 

26.50 

24.00 

19.50 

15.75 

13.65 

11.90 

Per cent 

Co (II) 

27.90 

27.20 

24.90 

21.00 

20.40 

18. 70 

extraction 
Mn (II) 

10.50 

10.65 

10.85 

10.10 

7.90 

7.80 

extraction 
Mn (II) 

8.00 

5.90 

4.80 

4.oo 

3.50 

3.00 

extr.1ction 

Mn (II) 

12.50 

12.00 

13.80 

13. 70 

13.50 

11.00 

The per centage extraction values for nickel (II) ions with 

PMB.NCii.P.OH are found to be high compare to those of cobalt (II) 

and manganese (II) ions. The per centa,re extraction values for 

thece metal ions with PMA.NOH.P.OH \fie re found to be 1.01<.·er than 

35.00, 18.00 and 10.00 for nickel (II), cobalt (II) and 

1:1ane;anese (II) respectively. This can easi)y Oe explair.ec. by 

a fact that PMA.NOH.P.OH is likely to exist in the p-Iorm in 

the absence of hydrofen bonding effect between the hydrogen atom 

of the =N.OH group and the CH
3

- ,irroup. It is also kno1<.•n that t.he 

p-form of monoximes does not form com_plexes with metal ions very 

easily. 'l'he p-form of P�.A.NOH.P.OH is likely to be stabilised 

by the hydrogen bonding effect due the hydroxyl groups of the 

C=C-OH and =-N.OH groups present in the molecule. 

The infra-red spectra of the reagent PMB.NO!i.P.OH and 

its complexes with the metal ions are quite complex, due to the 

pre.sence of a number of functional p:-roups 1 viz: C=O, C=C, C=N, 

=N-N=1 C=N-OH, C=;C-OH and -C6H5 as -..·ell as their conjuf"ative 

effects. The infra-red band around 3380-3200 cm-1 indicated the 

presence of hydrogen bonced hJdroxyl 11roup in PMB.NOH.r .OH. 

however, t.1is band disappeart.d in the IH spectra of tne comple

xes, thereby indicating the rerr.oval of hydroren of the hydroxyl 

p;roup, C=C-OH during the complex formation. AJ�o the I R band near 

163� cm-1 in the parent ketone for the carbonyl group is absent 

in the lR spectrum of the oxime, thereby supporting the enolic 

structure (II) for the extractant. The IR bands about 1580 and 

1535 cm-
1 

in the spectrum of the reagent were assigned to the C=N 

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY - I 

linkacc of the oxime group and the pyrazolone ring respectively. 

'l'he frequenc.v of the IR band at 1550cm-1 for the C=N-OH froup 

observed to shift 2bout 1535cm-1 
on complex format:ion. 

'l'l1e I:R band near 1020cm-1 observed in the IR spectra of the 

re,,:::;,.:it and metal complexes may be assigned to the N-0 linkage. 

The new IR band at 910 cm-1 in the IR spectra of the metal 

com.;:•lc;,:er; r.·.ay be assigned to the -M-0- bond (22 1 23,24). 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

�-

6. 

7. 

ii. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

2,�. 

a3. 

24. 

c.:7 c-,..,.--G-i 

f ,: f; I ( :; 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF METALS WITH SOME SCHIFF BASE LIGANDS 

G. N. Rao and A. Varadarajulu 

Indian Institute of Technology Delhi 
New Delhi, India 

Solver.t extraction of metals with schiff b:·se ligands 

has not been e,;chaustively studied so far. Some of the 

analytical applic0 tions of sc:,iff b se ligands have been 

reviewed (1). Extraction of copper (II) by some quadridentate 

schiff base ligands has been investigated by Aggett and 

Richardson (2,3). Though salicylidene aminothiophenol and 

salicylidene aminophenol _have been used in some spectrophot0metric 

and colorimetric determinations no systematic study of metals 

with tridentate schiff base ligands has been published so far. In 

this paper the r;:sul ts of our studies on the extract' on of 

copper (II), cobalt (II) and nickel (II) with several tridentate 

schiff base ligands are reported. 

EXPERIM.NTAL 

Tridentateschiff base ligands salicylidene �mlnothiophenol 

(H2A), naphthalidene aminothiophenol (H2B), naphthalidene 

aminophenol (H2C) and salicylide:-ie aminopyridine(HD) were 

synthesized using standard methods adopted in the preparation 

of schiff base ligands. Melting points of the ligands are 135°c, 

142°c, 256°c and s2°c respectively for H;f, H2B, H2c and HD. 

Melting points are uncorrected and the..estimated error is± 2°c 

Their purity was established frcm analytical data (carbon,hydrogen 

and nitrogen) and infrared spectrophotometry. Salicylaldehyde, 

2-hydroxy-1-naphthaldehyde, 0-aminophenol, 0-aminothiophenol 

and 2-aminopyridine were procured from B,D.H. England and Adrich 

Co. u�s.A. and were purif.ied before use by di"tillation and 

recrystallization. Benzene, chlorofr;-m, methanol were purified 

employing standard techniques. Buffer solutions were prepared 

from sodium acetate, acetic acid, ammonia and ammonium chloride 

depending on the pH range. required in the exp_eriments. For 

spectrophotometric measurements Bausch-Lomb spectrophotometer 

was used and the pH measurements were carried out using an 

Elico pH meter. Ten milliliters of the aq\leous ,hase containing 

the metal ion and the buffer \-;as mixed w:l tl: equal volume cf the 

organic phase containing tr.e requisite amount of the _tridentate 

schiff base ligand. Stoppered bottles containing the two rchases 

were shaken in a mechanical shaker for one to three hours at 

30 ± 2°c. In each system equilibration time was determine0 from 

preliminary e>:,er; -cents. Ir, all the experiments the ionic 

strength was cnaintz.ined at 0.10 Min the aqueous phase. After 

separating the two ,::,hases the concentration of the metal ion was 

determined usi.ng sodium diethyl ,lithiocorbamate method for 

copper(II) , sodium nitroso-R-salt �ethod for cobalt (II) and 

dimethyl glyoxirrate method for r.ickel (II) . Some of the results· 

were checked afterwarGs by determining the metal ion concentration 

with pye unicarr SP 191 ato'l'l.c absorption spectrophotometer. 

Distribution ratio D0 was calculated as the ratio of the total 

metal(II) concentration in the organic phase to that in the 

aq11eous phase. 

RESULTS AND Dl.SCUSSICN 

Tr:-. find out the nature of the species extracted and also 

to determine the equilibrium constants for the extraction 

equilibria two sets of ex)"'erimecnts were performed- (1) variation 

of the ligand concentration k�eping the pH constant, (2) variation 

of the pH keeping the ligand concentration constant. Slope of the 

plot of the concentration of ligand at equilitrium versus log D0 
from set (1) giv0s the numbP.r of ligand molecules attached to 

the metal atom in the extract speces. Similarly slope of the 

plot of log D0 versus pH from set (2) gives the number of hydrogen 

ions released in the extraction process. This is the standard 

approach adopted by many workers and the approximations inherent 

in this approach have been su,;imarized by Marcus and Kertes in 

their book (4). From such investigations the mechanism of the 

extraction process could be represented in the. systems where the 

slope of the plots in sets (1) and (2) is two M2+(aq) + 2 HL 

(org)� M (L) 2 (org) + 2H+ (aq) where M2+ represents the metal 

ion and HL the ligand. It can be easily shown that log Kex is related 

to D0, (HL]and pH in 5uch c2ses by the equation. 

log D0 = log Kex + 2 log l_HL] org + 2 pH 

Values of Kex obtained in the systems studied are listed in table 1. 

Though several factors such as solubility and stability of 

the ligand in a.:i,ueous and organic phases etc. have to be considered 

for a full comparison, it is possible to compare the effectiveness 

of two ligands for the extraction of a particular metal if K
ex 

data 

is available under ioentical or near identical conditions of 

extraction ( i.e. solvent, temperature, etc.) A perusal of the 

data shows that Kex values with the two ligands containing sulphur 

as donor atom are of the same order as that observed with thenoyl 

trifluoroacetone(4-). 

The schiff base ligands may be -,.,roadly classified in the 

following order on the basis of K
ex 

values. 

Salic lidene aminothiophenol>naphthalidene aminothiophenol 

> Naphthalidene aminophenol) salicylidene aminopyridine 

The orde: with respect to metal ions is broadly Cu (II)> Ni (II) >

Co(II). 

However one of the disadvantages of the tridentate schiff 

base ligands is the relatively low solul:-ility of the ligands and 

metal complexes formed by them in concoordinating solvents like 

bc·nzene and carbontetrachloride. By using coordinating solvents 

like isoamylalcohol and methyl isobutyl ketone considerable amount 

of improvement in this direction resulted. Addition of synergistic 

liganJs such as hcterc:cyclic-N-bases, phosphorus esters and 

substituted sulph0>:ides also h12lps and the extraction of metals is 

c� siderably enhanced. Zolotov and coworkers (S) employed a mixture 
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of chlor form .:ind i�o-ar.1ylolcohol to ovcrccm� the ;.;ume 

c1ifficu.lty in t:·1cir extraction .:;tu':ies ·,:ith 1-r,!,enyl )-rn1:::b1yl 4-

';)enzo:i:l 5-i:,yr_z,Jlonc. Howrver, bi=-,,zcne or chloroform) was used 

as snlvent !lcre ::;ince th:. liter ature aa to with Q'-her ligun_.s is 

available in 'I: :::nzene me:c.lium r.,oinly. 

Attempts rr..a�e to extract cop1,--er(II), cob:clt (III), nickel (II) 

an zinc (II) with !='.J.lic�·l idenc amino_::.:'lcnol into be.nz12ne as 

solvent met ·.·it.h little succr-s:::,, thoug:1 EXtraction ,,;as observed in 

presence of pyridine. �everal other ::.:chi ff 1; !Se ll�anUs t·<ere also 

prepared initially by condc·nsing O-amino!1henol 0r 0-amino

t�io;henol with acetyl acetone, br-'1zil, l>enzo!n on-'! acetoFtcnone. 

But they ,'lid ·not offer any adv..:;.r1ta ge Dver the li ;iands finally 

c�osen for this work. It appea r� th�t the trirlentate schiff base 

ligands would be ;:a rticularly valuable in other analytical 

applications like spcctrofluoromctric determin.-tion of elements like 

aluminium. 

It has been observed that stability constants of palladium(II) 

platinum(II), gold(III), copper(I), silver (I) and mercury(II) 

complexes w�tli. �t;lphur 1:;_;a�,--=- :=-e very high. Being typical {b) 

class metals they can form dn - dn bonds by donat!.ng electron 

pairs to the ligands while fcrm.i.ng strong OOnds with soft ligands. 

All schiff 'base ligan.�s with sul,:hur donor atoms, C ""ntain 

nitrogen dt')nor atoms ulso .-'lue to the inevitable pres-:.nce of C = N 

bond in such com:;:ounds. Nitro�en �to::--.s tend to lower the s-:-lubility 

of co;-nr:lexes in ncn coordinating solvents. In solvent extraction # th.is 

low solubility is n0t i!dvanta0eou� J.n"'.: scl",iff base ligands woul:.1 be -;:if 

anvantage in special cas�s raL:�r than as general rea ge:1ts l:!.ke A-

diket--nes. 

A systematic study of the extraction of several metal iorss 

with salicylitiene c1rni:1othioph(':1("ol ·.�us carrie-J out ancl. the main rcsul ts 

could be summarised as fol lows (6): 
(6) A. Vara�arajulu Ph.D. tiH'sis, Anul· tical a�plicat.1ons of 

schiff base ligands and stur')ies in s·:ner-:iistic (:Xtraction, 

I.LT. Delhi, (1977). 

TA:3LE (1) 

Extract.ion �ata with triCentatc :;c: iff bo..:se ligands ( 30°C,l:=0.1) 

Name C'f the schitf base Extraction ccnstant 

Cc (II) Co(II) l!i (II) 

1. Sal icyli c?er.e -5.70 -5.20 

ami nothicphenol 

2. Salicvlic'!ene -5,G -!2.5 -12.2 

aminoflyridine 

3. Naphthalidene -<:l. 70 -l0.5 - ,l.9a 

aminophenol 

4. Naphthali�c:-ie - 3 .2sa 
- 3.2a 

aminothinphenol 

a Extracted s .. eci ,rs of i·'L type \·.' ere L is the: anion of 

the li<;and .. 
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Solvt:•nt 

bcnzer-.e 

ber- zene 

cf:loro!:onn 

chlc1oform 

(a) netal ions which could be quantit<J.' ively extractej unCer cc-rtain 

,,• ranges-lead(II) (8.0 to 8.5), cadmium(II) (7,0 t0 10.0), 

mercury(II) (3.5 to 8,5), vancdium(V) (1.0 to 4.5), cerium(IV) 

(2.0 to 4,0). cobalt(II) (5.5 to 7.3), and nic;ccl (II) ( 6,5 to 8.5) 

(b) t·�etal ·ons ,.-:it:": a percentage extraction-in the range 50 to 90 

calcium(II), lanthanum(III), aluminium(Ill), thorium(IV), 

Zinc(II), ziroonium(IV), uranium(VI), molyboenum(VI) and tun-,oten("/I). 

(c} t'etal ions ·,.;ith a r-=:-rccntage extractir:n less than 50 - irc-n(II), 

iron(IIJ), manganPse(II), beryllium(Il), chromiurn(III) and silver(II). 

CCNCWSIONS 

Tridentate schiff base ligands show promise as reagents for 

solvPnt extraction. Selectivity is gooO with ligan�s containing 

Slll fur az a donor atom. .Solubility of these ligands in nonpolar 

solvents is low but it could be increased by using coordinating 

solven ... s. These li']ands are also useful as spectrophotometric 

and fluorimetric re-agents for the estimation of some metals. 
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ON THE MECHANISM OF THE MUTUAL INFLUENCE OF 

METALS IN THEIR EXTRACTION WITH GAS NITRATES 

Yu A. Zolotoy, V. V. Bagreev and S. 0. Popov 

V. I. Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry
and Analytical Chemistry, Academy of Sciences 

Moscow, USSR 

,/nen tne sim-lltuneous exti:a ction oI· ·wue Ii!.i.CI'o- a,1d 1.1acro
amounts of elements wi tn long-chain amines and quurternary a!!UJ!Oni
um salts (.<¥1..S) is took place, a dec�ease in tne micro.element extra
ction ( i.e. Sll21Jression of Gf!e ru.croeleillent extraction ) has oe,;n 
snown to occur (1 ). •.ro explain tne mecr1anism of ,:;His 1menomenon it 
is necessary to know the state of simple and metal-containing l,iAS 
in extracts. 'l'he dissociation of ion-pairs in an organic diluent 
and their molecular a6t;;regation to dimers and other multimers 
frequently greatly ai'f'ect s. tne ;net al extraction su,i.i!ression. 

In the present worK the thorium or iron concentration depen
aence of the distioution quotinent of tne microelements has been 
investigated for rare eart:a.s at their concentrations about 10-5 i'i, 
which distributing oetween li t.uium nitrate and trioc·t;ylalkyla!Wllo
nium nitrate ( wi t.r1 alkyl radicals c

1
- c

8 
) solutions using ben

zene, toluene, nitrobenzene and nitrometnane as organic diluents. 
'l'he most probaole mechanism of the extrH.cticn suppression in the 
investi5ated sys,:;em is considered. 

'.rhe extraction of rare earths as tneir nitrates by � nit
rates may be represented by the following equations (2) 

Kex n 1¼,NN03(ori5)' Ln(N03)3(aq) ---- (R.ii,N)n.Ln(N03)3,n 
.;, 

H .fl.4rl�fo3 , (,{4H)nLn(1�C
.3

)
.3

.,.n � (1(4llf)11.Ln(l'i03)3,nll.4XN03 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · 

( where Kex is tne exti·action constant and Ksol is ,:;ne cons·tant 

of tne au.oitional solvacion of the metal-containin5 alKylaulifloni

um salt oy free extrcJ.ctai1t). lt is supposea as a first a2proa.ch 

that '\;he constants of the ad.ui t.i.o_nal solvution, .!£
SOJ.

, are to oc 

ec;_ual numerically to tne a;::;0re1:5ation cons car1·t;s of tlle sim1Jle 

_,i)J:, molecules,K
agg,litnou5h tnese equilioriums are too sim�Jle to 

account adequately for al2. tne com1,lications occuring in .tne ex

traction ·oy �, tney are a good sturt.i.nc;; }Joint as t,wy erupna

size ,:;ne role of a:.:;cirega,:;ion process ·r11ese .l)ll.Cely or6anic 

_pnase equiliuriullls are .Known to oe a f'u.nction or ,:;11e nature o:t: 

the ..,,;...; a.nd its conccntrci.-�ion and che nat,.u·e at' c!1e OI'GO.nic dilu

ent em_:::,lQyed. ·fne ex,:;1·action 01· rare eartJ1S oy � is S"trongl;y 

decreased in macrocom.[lonent J.H'esence. Let llS i!ltrouu.ce ··tiie ex

tent of tile SU.)i,)L'es:sion of tne wicroele!llcnt extraction, ·S, i.e. 

·the ratio of ·tae extraction coe1·l'icient in t,ie aoaence of macro

comlJOllent (J.l1) to tne cor·res-",onciiue5 vallle received in its vrcrne

nce (1J2 ). Consiuering tnat t11e macro amounts or tnorLw or iron 

Rre ;?resent i11 Gt1e OI'6an.i.c �j11ase as tne co-.,tiJlexes wi. tn tne l!lolar 

ratio of � to tne nwtc>.l as 2,1 ru:1d tnat t,w:rshould bindtho ox
�raction rea:,::ent thus dirninisin5 its free �oncent cc.ti on, nq;;lcc
·ting ioniza,:;ion of tne spvcies in tne orc;anic 1xiase, we _a3SUlli.e 
that tne forilla·l;.Lon of d.i.m,J.1.'s and. 1li::;i1er 13c:_;rc:t:;utes ::·011o�;s tile 
mass action law a.nc. v:e outain tnc to.L.Lowinc,; e(�·.rntion for the ex
tent of tne extn;ct.Lon su�1�,i·<Je-1,ion,;:;, 

(1) .S=c 
Dl _ 

(.Lt4N]f ( 11 •�soJ·t4.:]1 

.l.)2 [u4�i1� ( 1, "'20:i.[..ii,1Ib ., 

1, 

i...301 

�:,l 

[ ,-]L ... L\.� l -; . .  � ) 

[•{4ttJ t . . .  ) 

whcr·e [R4)J] a.enot<.::s t;,w .1.rec ·�.x:�n<c !;ant c.:011c•Jffvrlit.i.011, n is 
the quanti ,:;y oi.· 0,le ."..;;, ;_)cll:tic.:les L.1. ·i;He irwei· co0raiut,.'t.i.on s_p
nei·e of t;11e ill·.!t e:,J..-cont�-i.J..11..i.n5 .:-u1id 1l :.i.fld � i's Gue G,_Uanti t;r ot· t11e 
� 9arliiC1.t:S i.�l :.;J.LC �-·.- 1;:Jl' Ct, ;r·,_L1...; ... :_1J,:;LIJ_11 Z�JJ. . .!i' ;. 1.L !\..sol &�

4
-�] 

42f3 

is c;reater or os;ual ·to unit, it is n:scuss2i7 cnat tne rous 
( 

_
1T

, 
:.rso�

[R
j

�I), ••• ) were restricced '.'.'ith t!le term Kstl R4N L. 
If .:..501[ll4N is less that wu.t then the CCJ.Uation (1) can be 
transforlJled in a mere simple form; 

(2) S = Dl R4
N f ( i � Kso1(R4NJ2) 

D2 R4N � ( 1- Ksol [R4
NJi ) 

'l'ne a6gre5ation constants of the extractants were calcula
ted by means of two theoretical models of solutions, for non-po
lar solvents ( model l ) and high-polar solvents (model 2). The 
generalized variant of t.ne associative ec1uilibriums theory was 
a�plied for elaborating the first model (3).In the case of nit
robenzene and nitrornetnane wnen it is i.mpossiole- to neglect the 
in.!'luence of the extractaole species dissociation in the organic 
pnase on the behavior of a microcomponent in the presence 
of a macrocomponent, the aggregation constants,K

agg ,were compu
ted oy means of model 2 taking into account that the� can 
dissociate partially as follows from the conductance· theory of 
Onsager-�'uoss (4) using cryoscopic, conductivity and viscosity 
measurements of the various� extracts. The specially prepared 
computer pro(!;rams were used for the calculations. 

Al('fP..AO.fi ON fu,.SlJLT.S 

'l'he experimental results for tne variation in the extraction 
of rare eartas in tile presence of iron from lithium nitrate 
so.Lutions with trioctylmet.tiylamwonium (tOMA) nitrate solutions 
in benzene are given as an example in Fig.l. '.rhe acidity of the 
lithium nitrate solutions was close to 6.01 M nitric acid and 
adjusted so that the pH at the extraction equilibrium was 2.0:; 
O. 2. ·rhe repression of the extraction of rare earths leads to a 
100-fold decrease in D at the macroelement concentration over 
o. 01 M. It should be noted that for all metals studied the nat
ure of the microelements does not change the shape of the log S 
versus log CMacro plots. 

It can be seen tnat in all extraction systems the presence 
of tnorium or iron in the organic phase causes the increase of 
the log S values but the increases, cor.eesponding to the same 
CMacro vary in magnitude with different' extractants ( l!'ig.2). 
Increasing chain lengtb. in the molecllles of trioctylalkylammoni
um ni tr·ate unfavours the effect of the extraction su_ppres:sion. 

'£he dependences of loe; D versus the macrocomponent concen
tration at a constant free extractant conce!ltration are sho•;;n 
in Fi523. These experimental curves may be used to obtain the 
information concerning the mechanism of tne mutual influence. Tne 
extraction of rare earths does not depend on the thorium or iron 
concentration in the range investigated. All curves are practi
cally parallel to the a·osciss axis. r!ence, we can conclude that 
the shortage of the extractant in the organic phase;w;i.other worc1s, 
tne decrease of tne free extractant concentration in the presence 
of the �a�roelement snould oe the main reason determining the 
mutual influence of metals in tne systems under consideration. 
.!!'or a given alK'Jlam.w.onium cation in the # molecules, the sup
pression of the rare earths extra.ction increases in the order of 
the dilu<,nts� toluene benzene nitrooenzene nitrometnane. S 
cnanges by more then. 10 times in tile extraction from_ _,en toluene 
to: �itrometnane used us d.i.luents. In �cneral, tne ni�her is tne 
dielectric co11Sta.nt of' ·cne solvent, t!le stronger is the su�)pres
sion of ·t;he microele,�ents extraction • 

'.l'l1e ac:;6re�a!,ion o.·:Yi rl:!.ssociatinn constants of the sim;le 
:c.nd. rwtal-cont3.inin.:.; ·.l'OWA salts in difi'erent solvents were cc.1-
cul,,:ceu J�' :,1_,:.11s of tnu e.oove-m<Jntioned tneretica.l !noci�ls. olOille 
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quwu;.i.i,;c1.·clv1� CHta COHC·�rJLLilc.,; i.,JJ_;' /:,l,,t.1.L•..: oi i.;_J.� .:..'l.Lh�fl..) ;;1.•1U its 
�-contaiil.in� sa.Lt ro:·e sw:uitarize:d.. J.11 :.,:i.e I·o.1.lo•.•1i.'1t:; -�aul�. 

•.rne at;t,;!'e:�B.tion ( KB.i::i�) and tae d..i_s":;ociation cor1stants 
( A

d.i58
) and tne in-terc1J.2.Ilc;;e .:_Jare;uet��s ( ,V

ils) o±: tuc 
·l10i1J.A sal "ts i11 di!'.i:-erent solvents 

Diluent �·t;rac-caule 
s..:_,ecies 

i-fi trobenzene 'l'U1.i.A.!.'10j 
('rUMA)2..r(:10) )5 

rlenzene 'r01»:AJ.1lu3 
('ro1,,A)2..:r c::o _, )7 

·.£'0..1..uene 1iiowa£ro5 

JC 
"-l.6 

1/illol 

l.d2 
j.Ol� 

30.';) 

40-3 

41.4 

4ctiss 
1/mol 

3.2 10-2 

--j.O 10-2 

5d 10-5 

7,3 10-4 

o.4 10-5 

i'/nn 
lcal/mol 

-32t,.4 

-26.4 
-8.2 

·.rne .0'.:a�g and K
diss values are fowid to oe substantially .hi-

0.aer in tlle case of tue metal-containing ·TUL:l11. salts i;hail for 
·1101�w"I0

.3 
itself. It si1ouJ.d oc noted tnat t.ne reducti o� oi· the 

BtSt;re5ation constar.its values in t.ae order of diluents; toluene 
oenzene nitrooenzene ni!;rouictaane is too�c Jlace. •rne int;;er-
cn3..I1ge 1)aramet�rs are cnan5ed in L;ne sawe !:::equence. 

·.r.ne ex_perimental valu�s of tine extraction su1.-..:-1ression of 
rare earths i.a tne 2resence of iron and thorium were com;,ared 
wi tn tne t.aeoretical values wuic.a w0re calculated uy using equ
ations (1) and (2). 'ro calculate log ;; it is necessary to set 
t.ne values of tbe n and L 1,ara.meter and to know the free extrac
tant at;t:;;ret,,-;ation constants i11 tine ort;;anic 9nase. Using n and 
.L as the variaole :)arameters v1e plotted a .family of' curves of 
tne dependence of log .:i versus log °tfacro v1.n.ich \";ere compared 
witn tne plots or' t.ae experimental points, as stio\·1n in �'i5.l 
and 2. Unly those curves, tne sun of tne paramet�rs n and L of 
which was equal to four in tne case of' oenzene and toluene and 
equal to· two in tae case of the lllc:;.h-.:_)Olar diluents, silown quite 
good agreement wi tn tne ext1·action data. 

Tne 1'11.1id � measurement� were conducted to define more pre
cisely tne coraposi tion and. tne s-c;ructu.re 01· tue <::xtractaole com
.i:)lexes. As an example, tne s-cr·ucture oi' di (tirioc t;yl.metuylamro.o
nium)erL)iumpentanil.:;rate in nic.rouenz(:;ne is s11o'!m in b'i-;i.4. 

·rhe paraw.a6netic sill:r'ts data allowed to caiculate t.ne cation-to

-anion di.stance (11.) and 1;.11� ane;;le oet·Neen tue principal maeinetic 
axis and t.ae .N-Crl- direction in tn.:i.s ion-_pair. (j ·.1�it l..lllpossiole 
in tne geometricJ sense t.aat more tL1.en two 1.rv.1.:.ia cations were 
situated in the int1er coordinetion Sl)!lCre of t.ue anion. 

b'rom tilis one can deduce t!lat tne microamounts of tne rare 
earths are extracted in me form (tl4N1,u

3
)(tl,fN)2Ln(,-I0

_,
)
5 

in 
the extraction systems vtit.u oenzene and toluene and in tn.e form 
(R

4
N)2J>r(No

3 
)
5 

l'!ith nicrooenzene B.!ld ni,;rometnane. 
Decreasing the extent ot· tne m.icroelem�nts ex:.;ra.ct1.on su.._ ,1)

ression in t;.U.e presence of t.ne macroeleraerrts wi.t,1 th0 alkyl :-adi.
cal length growth in ,;he molecules of tae alky.ltaminonium nitrates 
we can connect easily vii tn dimin.ishin.; tne a.t:;e:;!'ee;ation con�ta;1cs 
of Cne suostituted � salts. 

:rn.e effect was discovered of extraction $..1..fl.?.!.''.:-S!:aion of tne 
rare earth micrOalilOWlts in tne 9res�nce of iron or taoriurn at 
their simultaneous extraction oy � nitrates. 

·rne value of i.:110 extent of the extract.ion su1•_··ces::;ion in tnc.. 
given systems is cieten1ined uy tue suortage ot· i::ne free 1=x;·cracta
nt in t.ne or�a.ni.c .fha�e and oy stoicn.iomciry of cne ex ;ract ;1.ole 
species. 

•rne metaod was SUt,t::,;ested of t.r1e calculation 01· tt1c dei;.=ee 
01· the m.icroel,::rnent ex traction su_:_:,pres.oion. 
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�s 
2 

•- Eu 
• - Sn1 
• • Mo 

• • Er-

l=""e (oro).M 
i!'I•JlJ� 1. a�·rt.a.Cl'.1.U.:l Ui!' l{� ��.r!-1.l:> JI 0,2 a! Tllhul.."l0

.3 
Ill d,!;Hu.N .. : .. 

'fd..o: HllL!.a.;,W Ll OF crib C:J.(V..;;;; A.'..i, f� V,.L.lJ.c.:; UI!' 'fd..o: 
l'A.�lJL,,T..!.H L L: .,;,._. (1) ( AT n=2 1=2 ). 

�S------

2 

e TOMAN03 

a TOE�NO.s 

• TOPANO� 
A TOA N03 

Fruu;,,., -, .;1:�""-c.:r0� u�· ,.,LJ.w.t'luw ,;y 0.2 M ,.AS nr TULU..,;ru,;, 
·fCMAli03 = trioct:;lmetnyla'!llnOnilll!l nitrate, 'f0J:.A.N03 
trioctylpro:pylai!ll!?oniu.n r1itrate, 1.rO..&A!'-!0

.3 
= trioctyl

ctnylar:unonium nitrate, '£0.i;,NO�=- tetraoctylam.monium
ni trate. ·11.tL:. l!LT..-i�{;J 1,-f 0.i!' ·.r� Gul<.V� At'l.r.. '.i!tt.a. V"'
LU� Or' r � A\.r,.i_(../Ni;,:fl 0.::f �01f�·£�UlffS ( ll;:2) 

�D.--------

2 -.- • • • .1 • •• • • 

--------- 2 ---.---.,-,.._ 

H.--------- 3 ---<1>----.,----,,-,.._ 

t-<-----" -------------------

-2 �9 [Th ("'l),M
J,'lG,ht"' 3, ..l.'rR...cnv:1 O!,' ·r,;,,{Jil::I BY 0.15 M T0!.1ANO, Ill ILI:fJ,(,-

1'-.i..:.'f:ia!!� (1), !fll11.t0iii.:.'lZ.&lf,c; (2), B.ci.i'lUJ.L!. (3 ), '1'G.1.,lJ
A.L:� (4) A:r ..tt. CUJ'!.;'.l:A.!.fr CU...'lC.£.iioff.t�l{JN Ol!' EJ.W� �c
'.!\l.NT. 

.I!'I 1.i-lJ.1.t� 4 .. ,'::l'l'.:.t:JCiU.1.l� OF lll ('f!t.LOOl'J'.�.1YL.a......!O,ilU�)..!.ii.{3llJli4 .. E,!i..i.'1..CA.
lfl'.:!riA·T� Li ifi'l'rtD� . .-12.M!� ( .c( :.= d.2 A, � ;62° ). 
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1-(2'-THIAZOLYLAZO)-2-NAPHTHOL AS EXTRACTIVE SPECTRO

PHOTOMETRIC REAGENT FOR SOME TRANSITION ELEMENTS 

M. C. Eshwar, U. G. Gaokar and J. Krishnamacharyulu

Department of Chemistry 
Indian lnsitute of Technology 
Powai, Bombay 400 076, India 

Pyridylazo and thiazolylazo dyes find considerable applica
tion (1,2) in analytical chemistry. l-(2'-Pyridylazo)-2-naphthol 
(PAN) has been employed as extractive spectrophotometJ:ic rea9ent 
for determination of trace amounts of trivalent yttrium (3,4Jt ferrous iron (5), ferric iron (3) and tetravalent vanadium (61, 
it is considered worthwhile to study the utility of l-(2'-thiazo
lylazo)-2-naphthol (TAN), tniazolylazo analogue of PAN, for 
determination of these ions. 

Absorbance was measured on a Spektromom 204 spectrophot� 
meter and pH on a Cambridge pH meter. Absorption spectra was 
recorded on a Varian Superscan 3 UV"-Vlsible spectr-ophGtometer. 

Stock solutions of yttrium nitrate, ammonium ferrous sul
phate, ferric nitrate and vanadyl sulphate were prepared from 
pure samples and the solutions kept slightly acidic with appro
priate acid. Standardisation of vanadium (IV) and iron (II) 
solutions was carried out by redox titrations, while complexo
metry was used for standardisation of iron(III) arid yttrium(III) 
solutions. 0.11- TAN was prepared by dissolving 0.1 g of l-(2'
thiazolylazo)-2-naphthol (Fluka A.G., purum) in 100 ml of methanol. 
All other reagents -employed were of AnalaR grade (BDH). 

PROCEDURE 

Aliquots of yttrium(III) iron(II), iron(III) and vana
dium (IV) containing� 12, 30, 16 and 50 µg respectively were 
adjusted to pH or treated with buffer of appropriate pH. One 
ml-of-0:1;1.-TAN-was added-to Y(III), Fe(II) and V(IV), In case 
of Fe( III), 2 ml of 20-/. KSCN and O. 25 ml ·.of O. i.;I. TAN were added, 
The contents were diluted 10 ml, wherever necessary, thoroughly 
shaken and equilibrated with 10 ml of appropriate &olvent. The 
layers were allowed to separate, a crystal of anhyd�ou• sodium 
sulphate was added to Fe(II) and Fe(III) extracts, end absor
bance measured at 580 nm for Y(III), 575 nm for Fe(ll), 53� nm 
for Fe(III) and 605 nm for V(IV) against reagent blank prepared 
under identical conditions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1-( 2 '-Thiazolylazo)-2-naphthol reacts with yttrium( Ill). 
iron(II), iron(IIIJ in presence of thiocyanate, and vanadiuirittv) 
to yield sparingly soluble chelates, A critical study of 
various parameters affecting complexation and subsequent deter
mination has been carried out, which is summarised in Table 1, 

El!: The effect of pH on complexation for different metal 
ions is presented in Fig.l, 

Reagent concentration : Vjhen volume of O. l;t. TAN add•d was 
varied from O.OS to 2.o ml, maximum absorbance was,obaerved on 
addition of > o·,9 ml of reagent for Y(III), Fe(II) and V(IV). 
In case of Fe(III), absorbance increased gradually on addition 
of upto 0.25 ml reagent,but decreased on further addition. 

Solvent : Among various solvents employed for extraction, 
benzene, isobutylmethyl ketone and chloroform were found to 
quantitatively extract the chelates of Fe(II), Fe(III) and 
V(IV). Eventhough Y(III) - TAN complex was quantitatively 
extracted into benzene, the extracted complex was not stable 
and started decomposing soon after extraction. However, the 
complex was found to be stabilised in presence of even very 
small amounts of acetone in benzene. Hence, the complex was 
extracted into 10 ml of 11- acetone in benzene. 

ectra characteristics : Absorption spectra of Y(lll)-TAN 
and V - complexes along with those of their reagent blanks 
are pre•ented in Fig.2, while the spectra of Fe(II)-TAN and 
Fe(III)-SCN-TAN complexes along with those of their reagent 
blanks are given in Fig,3, which also contains the absorption 
spectrum of Fe(lll)-SCN, The wavelengths corresponding to 
maximum absorbance in each case were chosen for determihatiOns. 

Composition : Job's continuous variation and mole ratio 
methods were employed for determining composition of Y(III), 
Fe(ll) and V(IVJ complexes, Absorbance was found to increase 
continuously in case of Fe(III), evidently due to the presence 
df excess of thiocyanate, Since the above methods were thus 
not useful, sl9pe ratio method was employed for determining com
position of Fel�II) complex. 
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Formation constant : Log K was calculated frOIO mole ratio 
method (7). 

Extracted specie!: The nature of extracted species in each 
case was ascertained from a plot of log D vs log [TAN] at 
constant pH. 

Diverse ions : Interference of various ions usually 
associated with each of the elements in various materials has 
been studied setting the tolerance limit to cause an error 
of+ 2,0-/. in the recovery, A summary of effect of diverse 
ionS is returned in Table 2. 

Apllication : The methods have been employ�d for dupli
cate de ermination of each of the elements in alloy steel 
samples, .and details are given in Table 3. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

R.G. Anderson and G. Nickless, Analyst., 92,207 (1967). 

Havard R. Hovind, ibid11 100. 769 (�975). 

Shozo Shibata, Anal.Chim.Acta., 25, 34 8 (1961). 

4. Shozo Shibata Nagoya Kogyo Giiutsu Shikensho Hokoku., 
1Q._ 712, 609 /1961),, c,f. Chem.Abstr.161,8893b,ll309c(l964) 

5. 

6. 

Shozo Shibata, K. Goto and P Nakashima, Anal.Chim. 
Acta., 46, 146 (1969). 
u·. OJbr�vka and M. Legin, Narta� L.agf,, 2i]. 2'-13 (19721 
c.f. ..A!)_al.Abstr., 25, 1661 (197 ). 

7. A.E. Harvey and D.L. Mann:"..ng, J..t.h!a.Chem.spc, 1. 72, 
4489 (19!:'>0J. 

Parameter 

Colour 

pH chosen 
Volume of 
buffer 
Amount of 
reagent 

Table l - Summary ot various par-ttff 

Y(III) Fe(II) Fe(uXJ vtiv> 

Orange-red Red Orange-red Reddiah 
brown 

8.7 3.0 3.0 4,1 

10 ml 5 ml 5 ml 
borate acetate acetate 
1.0 ml 1.0 ml 0.25 ml 1-.'0 ml 

Solvent l;I. acet.one Benzene I8MK Chloroform 
chosen in benzene 
Stability 2.5 h > 24 h 24 h 4� m 

"max(nm) 580 575 535 605 

Composition 1:3 1:3 1:1:l l:l 
Log K 14.9 4,64 - 3.5 
Extracted Y(TAN)3 H[Fe(TAN)3] [Fe( SCN)( TAN) j+[vo( TAN)) 
species 

NO- Hso:;: 3 
Oeer 1 s law 0.05-1.2 0,1-3.0 0.1-1.6 0.25-5.0 
r1nge(µg/ml) 
M�lar absorp-

7 ,07xl04 l.40xl04 2.03x104 0.4lxl04 tivity 
Sandell 0.0013 0.004 0.0028 0.013 
sensitivity 
R�l.std.devn. 
<: ;I.)* 0.17 0,18 0.10 0.56 
Rel.mean* 
error(1;;I.) 0.54 0.48 0,86 0.7:i 

* Calculated from ten repeat determinations 
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Table :.t Ef>ect of diverse ions 

Ion deter- No. i;,f ion• Typical inter- Significant 
mined studied ferencea frOl!I ••parationa 

om 

Y(lll) � EDTA4·-, Ti,Zr, Sc, t,a, Ce 
Hf, Mn 

Fe(ll) 5!> Co,Ni,Cu,Mo,W Pe(Ill)1r:t,,V, 
Cr,Mn 

Fe(III) 51 Cu,Zr,Ru,Pd Pe(II), T1•1h:, 
Mc>,W 

V(IV) 4!> Co,Ni,OJ.Pd v(v),cr,Ma�P• 

Table 3 Analysis of alloy steels 

Ion deter- Alllount found(;/.) Amount Other consti-
mined 

Pf?r 
tuent• 

2 

Y(III) 0.75 0,74 0.76 C,Si,P,S,Cr,Mn, 
Ni, Mo and Fe 

Fe(II) 0.60 0:59 0,61 Mg,Ti,V,Cr,Mn, 
Ni,CU, Zn,Ga·;sn 
and Pb 

Fe(III) 0.60 0.60 0.61 Same .aa above 

V(IV) 0.96 0.93 1.00 Cr, Wand Fe 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION AT NEAR-NEUTRAL pH 

Nandani RajaµaKse and Harmon L. Finston 

Department of Chemistry 
City University of New York, Brooklyn College 

Brooklyn, New York 11210 USA 

Preliminary studies indicate that it is possible to perform solvent 

extractions at near neutral pH by the following expedient. A ligand is added 

which fonns a charged complex with the cation, the pH i� adjuHed to near 

neutral, and the cation i"s then extracted into a non-polar solvent by equili

brium with another complexing agent which fonns a neutral complex. These 

conditions at near neutral pH favor the enolate fonn of chelating extractants 

and the anionic form of the various monodentate complexing agents. It is 

anticipated that pH dependence will be much less significant under these 

conditions and that group extractions will be favored. 

We have also found that combining this techniqu� with the technique of 

homogeneous liquid-liquid solvent extraction affords more rapid equilibrium 

under all conditions and greater extraction efficiencies under optimum 

conditions. Propylene carbonate, which has the unusual property of being 

completely miscible with aqueous solutions above 71 °C and become$ i,rrniscible 

again uPon cooling (13,14), has proved a versatile solvent for a variety of 

both chelating and monodentate complexing agents and makes the homogeneous 

technique possible. 

Method� of �eparation and determination based on this combinati.on of 

techniques for applications in hydrometallurgy and chemical analysis are 

being developed. 

Almost without exception, solvent extraction procedures are perfonned 

under very acid conditions, i.e., pH = 3.5, which is a necessary condition 

ordinarily to prevent precipitation of the hydrated oxides of the metal 

cations. For example, at pH = 3, solubility of Fe(III) is only of the order 

of 5 ng/ml. 

Calculation of the solubility of Fe(III) based only on the simple one-step 

reaction 

Fe(OH)3 

shows the marked change in solubility as a function of pH. 

Table I. Solubility of Fe(lll) 

pH Fe( II I) Concentration 

112 mg/1 

2 112 ug/1 

3 112 ng/1 

4 112 pg/1 

5 112 fg/1 

This_ shows an increase i·n pH by 1 unit corresponds to a thousand-fold decrease 
in Fe(lll) solubility. 
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Thus, under relatively acid_ conditions, it is possible to lose significant 

amounts of analyte, even when present at only trace corlcentration. However, 

acid conditions are not favorable for the formation of extractable (i.e., 

neutral) metal cation complexes with all the usual complexing agents. For 

example, �he competing associations of H+ with CN-, SCH-, the carboxylates, 

and the beta-diketones such as thenoyltrifluoroacetone, acetylacetone, etc. 

to form the very weak undissociated acids which are themselves extracted into 

the organic solvents, are favored at low pH. 

It is proposed that the expedient of adding an auxiliary liqand to form a 

water-soluble charged complex with the cation sould enable the extraction of a 

neutral complex at higher pH. For example, a1T1T10nia is already used as such 

an auxi.liary ligand in the extraction of nickel following separation of 

copper on the corrmercial scale. The copper is extracted at pH below 2, after 

which the nickel is extracted at pH 4.5 to 5 (15). Under these conditions_, 

the nickel(!!) exists in the aqueous phase as the ammiae complex: 

Ni2+ + 4NH3 Ni(NH3)/ 

and is extracted into the organic phase as a chelate cCNTiplex. A beta-diketone, 

under these conditions, would exist in the aqueous phase as the enolate ion 

(En-) and can readily react to form the neutral chelate c0111plex: 

Ni(NH ) 2+ + 3 4 (aq) 

Ni (En)
2 (aq) 

Ni (En)2 + 4NH
3 

, and 
(aq) {aq) 

Ni (En)
2 {org) 

The criterion for an ideal auxiliary ligand is that it should fonn a 

stable charged complex soluble at near neutral pH (5-8) and yet not hinder 

the fonnation of an uncharged complex with the extracting chelate. This 

necessary ba lan�ing of tw.o competi_n� equilibria suggests the use of ma lonate 

and succinate rather than oxalate for iron(III). Amnonia ·;s an appropriate 

ligand for use with copper, nickel, cobalt, cadmium, and silver. 

The systems under intial study are uo2 
2+-carbonate-chelate, 

copper( I 1)-ammine-chelate,. nickel (II )-ammi ne-chel ate, iron( I I I )-succinate

chelate, and iron(JII)-malonate-chelate extracted into propylene carbonate. 

The special properties of propylene carbonate pennit a direct comparison of 

analyte concentration in each phase with standard. Propylene carbonate/ 

aqueous/ethanol in the ratio 2/2/1 yields a single homogeneous phase. Thus, 

propylene carbonate and ethanol are added to the aqueous phase (and standard) 

and aqueous plus ethanol are added to the propylene carbonate phase enabling 

direct c0r11parison and Material balance. 

The possibility of• preliminary extraction of uo/+-nitrate into propylene 

carbonate (homogeneous liquid-liquid extraction) suggests application also to 

processing spent. fuel elenents. The final separation and purification could 
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be accomplished by uo/+-carbonate-chelate extraction into propylene carbonate 

from a A1edi1111 much reduced in radioactivity. The advantages of propylene 

carbonate over ether are lower volatility, higher flash point, and no possible 

fonnation of explosive peroxides, all of which result in much greater safety. 

at comparable cost and rapid equilibration by heating to above 70°C and 

cooling to room temperature. 

Solvent extraction procedures for hydrometallurgy of copper are still of 

great current interest as evidenced by the large number of papers on copper 

ore processing at the International Solvent Extraction Congress, Liege. 1980. 

Copper and nick.el both form highly colored arrmine cortiplexes which are readily 

detenni ned at low concentrations by spectrophotometry, and they are 1 ess 

stable (i.e., formation constants are lower) than the chelates. 

The iron(III)-chelate complexes are similarly strong complexes with 

large absorption coefficients so they too can be detennined by absorption 

spectrophotometry. Iron is of particular interest in hydrometallurgical 

processing since it is both ubiquitous and frequently an interfer�nce. 

Alternative methods of analyses of these cations are readily ivailable 

for determination of extraction coefficients, e.g., proton induced x-ray 

fluorescence (PIXE). AAS, and tracer techniques. The PIXE technique 

is particularly advantageous because it gives simultaneous 

multielement analys1s. Thus, it provides an instantaneous measure of both 

specificity and efficiency of the extraction. 

Although we have pointed out that the arrmine complexes, for example. 

have lower formation constants than the chelates, this may not be a necessary 

condition. Even under unfavorable ratios of constants, the extraction of 

the cation into the organic phase will shift the equilibrium to favor formation 

of the neutral complex. Therefore, regardless of the relative magnitudes of 

fhe respective fonnation constants, investigation should be directed toward 

achieving optimlffll conditions. 

The beta-diketones are a class of chelating agents of particular interest 

for study because they readily fonn strong c001plexes with a wide variety of 

cations. Furthennore, a number of homolgues into which various substituents 

have been introduced have been widely studied. 

The expedient herein proposed to add an auxiliary ligand and to perform 

extractions at higher pH favors fonnation of the enolate ion, thus eliminating 

the slow step in chelate extraction. Thus, under these conditions, even the 

simple and inexpensive acetylacetone should afford rapid and quantitative 

extraction. 

RESULTS TO DATE 

Only preliminary experiments have been performed so far with the 

following results. 

Copper was extracted into toluene from copper arrmine solution adjusted 

to pH 7.0, 7.5, and 8.0 respectively as the TTA complex. Equilibrium was 

reached very rapidly. The maximum extraction--75% to 80%--was attained 

within 10 minutes. 

The extraction fr·om copper amnine solution into TIA-propylene carbonate 

at pH 6, 7, and 8 respectively gave 100% extraction in all cases in 25 minutes. 

Equilibrium was attained somewhat more rapidly at pH 6. 

Nickel has been extracted into TIA-toluene from Ni-ethylene diamnine 

solution at pH 5, 6, and 7 respectively. Equilibrium was attained rapidly. 

less than 10 minutes in a 11 cases. The percent extracted was 34% at" pH 7, 

51% at pH 6, and 32% at pH 5. 

Uranium has been extracted from arrmonfum nitrate solution into propylene 

carbonate and, subsequently, stripped into aqueous carbonate solution. The 

various �hascs were analyzed colorimetrica 1 ly with dibenzoylmethane reagent 
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( 17 ) (yields intense yellow color) indicating extraction and recovery. 

The uranyl ion was completely extracted from the carbonate solution by a 

solution of dibenzoylmethane in propylene carbonate. 
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I�TRODUCTION 

The behavior of trace amount of metals in extraction and 
back-extraction has been examined in order to ascertain the 
basic conditions for the mutual separation of various metals as 
their metal complexes. The results .have been applied to the 
separation of metals by means of back-extraction and extraction 
chromatography. In extraction chromatography, the extraction 
and back-extraction may recur many times throughout the chromato
graphic process, the separation of the difficultly-separable 
compounds can be achieved (1). The relation between the ex
traction chromatography and the liquid-liquid extraction in 
batches has also been considered. These results mav also be
useful for the preconcentration and separation of m�tals by 
Donnan dialysis (2). In Donnan dialysis, the extraction and 
back-extraction may proceed through organic liquid membranes 
between two aqueous phases, and it will be called "Extraction 
Dialysis". This article is the summary of the papers reported 
previously (3-10). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental procedures were almost the same as have 
previousl

� 
been described (3-10). Organic reagents used were 

Ox (oxine , Dz dithizone), DDTC (diethylammonium diethyldithio
carbamate , AA �acetylacetone), '£'.rA ( thenoyl trifluoroacetone), 
STTA (monothiothenoyltrifluoroacetone), SDBM (monothiodibenzoyl
methane), BPhen (batho phenanthroline), TBP (tributyl phosphate), 
TOA (trioctylamine), and TCA (trichloroacetic acid). 

� 

1) Metal-0,01-0.lMOx-CHCl, S stem 3. The difference in
PH1;2 (the pH of the F.a1 extraction in extraction and back
extra�tion gives larger in the order of Fe(III) Sc(III) Zn(II) 
< Cd(iI), Eu(III)( Bi(III)( In(III)( Hg(II)( cehn)<, Agh)< 
Pb(II)\ Mnpr)( ccpr�. !he_ disagreement of the pH 1;2 values 
appearing in the liquid-liqu1d extraction of the chelates in
dica�es that the extraction equilibrium is not strictly reached 
within 30 min, The fact that the extraction and the back
extraction curves of cobalt oxinate are quite different i e 
the noi:iequilibrium. nature of the process caused by the tra:is:' 
formation of Co(Ox)2' into a certain inert complex such as Co(Ox)i 

�as useful for the back-extraction separation of cobalt(II) and ' 
iron(III). 

2) Metal-10�-lO�M Dz-CCl• S stem 4. The difference in 
pH112 in extrac on an ac -ex rac ion a er a few hours' sha
kine gives larger in the order of Ag(I) Cu(II)( Zn(II)< Bi(III) 
Hg(II) ( Co(II). The valence of cabal t �hanges from 2 to 3 to 

' 

form Co(Dz), chelate, 
_The behavior of secondary copper dithizonate in carbon 

tetrachloride, chloroform, l,�-dichloroethane, benzene, mono
chlorobenzene, o-dichlorobenzene, and nitrobenzene has been 
investigated by a kinetic study of the back-extraction of the 
copper ion in order to clarify the extraction mechanism and to 
ascertain the chemical form of this chelate. It is concluded 
that the extraction equilibrium between the secondary copper 
dithizonate and the primary dithizonate is reversible and that 
the secondary copper dithizonate is of the Cu(II)Dz type. 

3) Metal-5 10-3 M DDTC-CCl, S stem 5 • The extraction and 
back-extrac on e avior o me a ie·hy ithiocarbamates in 
carbo� tetrachloride can be classified into the following ex
traction processes: Reversible extraction process- Cu( II), 
Zn(II), As(III), Se(IV), Cd(II), Sb(III), Hg(II), TllI), 
Pb(II), and Bi(III); irreversible process caused by the change 
of the valence of metals-Cr(VI), Mn(II), Fe(II), Co(II), 
Tl(III), As(V), Se(VI), and Sb(V); irreversible process caused 
by the slow rate of chelate formation-Fe(III) and Ni(II); 
irreversible process caused by the change of the composition of 
metal com pl exes - Au (III). 

4) Metal-50 AA-CHClJ and 0.2M TTA-MIBK S stems The 
extraction an ack-extraction behavior o he A III and 
Cr(III)-AA-CHC15 system and of the M�(II), Pb(II), Mn(II), 
Co(II) 1 Ni(II), and Cu(II)-TTA-MIBK lisobutyl methyl ketone) 
system have been stujied, The difference in �H1/2 �ives larger 
in the order of Mg(II), Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cul II), Al(III)( 
Pb(II)< Cr(III). The results have been applied to the separa
tion of these metals as their AA and TTA-complexes by extrac
tion chromatography, Synergism in the liquid-liquid extraction 
and extraction chromatography of Mn(II), Co(II), and Zn(II) in 
the TTA-TOPO (trioctylphosphine oxide)-cyclohexane extraction 
system has also been studied, 

5) Metal-lO�M STTA-C clohexane S stem 7 .  The pHi/2 
values decrease n e or er o - n - n(II)-Fe(III)-
Ni(II)-Ag(I)-Bi(III)-Co(II)-Pb(II)-Cu(II)-Hg(II). This order 
was found to hold also in the back-extraction, except for 
cobalt, which was not back-extracted even with l-12M HCl. 
The extraction equilibrium of Zn seemed to be rapid, that of Ni 
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showed its rate-determining step to be the ·formation of 
Ni(STTA)•, and that of Co seemed to be accompanied by a trans
formation of Co(STTA)2 to Co(STTA) ,. The results have been 
applied to the separation of Hg(II), Co(II), Ni(II), and Zn(II) 
as their STTA complexes by back-extraction and extraction chro
matography. 

6) Metal-lO�M SDBM-CClt S*stem i8), The overall stability 
constants of Ni(II), Cu(II) an Zn(i ) chelates with SDBM in 
aqueous solution have been determined by means of the extraction 
and the back-extraction methods. The extraction equilibrium 
of Zn(II) was achieved within 30 min, while that of Cu(II) 
required about 2 h, The extraction equilibrium of Ni(II) was 
irreversible within 2 h. The,rate constants of tne back
extraction of Cu(SDBM)2 chelate in carbon tetrachloride with 
'.3.n uncomplexed SDBM were -4,77 M min-1• The rate constant of
the back-extraction increased about 10 times by addition of 
chloride ion. The back-extraction of Cu(SDBM)2 may proceed 
through the following steps( that is, hydrogen ion ass 

.
. isted in 

the dissociation of Cu( SDBMJ
2 

followed by react.ion· of ch;torid'e 
ion. 

7) Meta1-10-5M BPhen-1 2-Dichloroethane-O lM NaClO, S stem 
The extract on e av or o ion pa r comp exes O- , e , 
Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II), and Cd(II)-batho phenanthroline 
cations with perchlorate ions in 1,2-dichloroethane has been 
investigated, The rate of the extraction of J<'e(II), C:o(II), and 
ui,�l) was very slow; the effect of which was dependent on the 
structure of chelating agents, the nature of organic solvents, 
and pH. The ·extraction equilibrium of Co(II) showed its rate:

determining step to be the complex formation between hydrated 
Co(II) with BPhen in an aqueous solution. 

8) Metal-100% TBP- HCl System. The difference iI_l HCl 1/2 in 
extraction and back-extraction gives larser in the order of 
Sn(IV), Fe(III){Au(III), Hg(II), Re(VII), Tl(III). 

The results have been applied to the separation of the six 

metals.as their TBP complexes by extraction chromatography, 
9) Metal-20 TOA-CC14-S stem 9 .  The behavior of milligram 

amounts o Ag I , i III , d II , and Zn(II) in extraction and 
back-extraction has been studied with 20� TOA in carbon tetra
chloride. '.rhe difference in l!Cl 112 eives larger in the order of 
Ag(I)-Bi(III)-�n(II)-Cd(II). The results have also been applied 
to the separation of the four metals as their TOA complexes by 
extraction chromatography. 
. 10) Metal-Iso ent 1 alcohol-2M TCA S stem 10 , Many metal 
ions, sue as I , Bi I , mll e r III) 
Al(III), Hg(II), Co(II), 1-In(II1, Ba(II�, Ca(II : and Cs{]:), 
could be extracted from trichloroacetate buffer solutions. into 
polar solvents involving a donor oxyeen atom like isopentyl 
alcohol, but not into inert solvents. 

. Chromium(III) is extracted with TOPO into cyclohexane as 
an ion association complex like Cr(H 20) 65·( TCA-) ,. 3TOPO and th1
extraction constant is 101.oa. 

' 

The extractability of Cr(III) depends most effectively 
on the concentration of HTCA-free TOPO in the organic phase. 
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.lltllou.p •n•ral aetllota for the aol•en� extraoUon eepara
Uoa of Taaa4i-, ac,l.Tltclaua, gold ancl geraaniua are lcnon, 
extraction chroaahLrai,hio tecbniqu.ea involviag organophoaphna• 
ooa,omd• are liaitet. Taaadia(IY) wu etu41ed on nuoroplut-4 
H.,.,.n wit)) 1iri'lna1iylplloapllate a4 beasoh.fdrouaio acU u the 
on"°'at (1). 'fhe edl'llfl1on cbro•1ioar&Phio separation of 
aol.71tc! .... fra ainel'&l. aoicl media wUh H:P� u the ata1iioa&r7 
pllaae wen oarri .. ou1i (2-&) on eilica gel colllD.. lilt it dl4 
not .,.mu aep�ion froa ooaoa elea•nte. Gold wu eeparated 
lty edraoUon chro•to,re,v with Dl u edl'aflant on poly
uretb•• to• (�), a1lha (6), but ill all •••• U wu neoeaearr 
to ue hip oonoentration of nitrio acU u the mobile pb.&ae. 
Genania wu aeparate4 froa ueooiate4 eleaent• with triootyl
•ine. u aa edl'&CR&at on oonio auppon (7). Bowner ayetnaUo 
in.,._itcationa 011 enraotion ohroaatographio Hparation of theee 
eleaub with fB1 u atation&U'7 phue are lacking. Hance euch 
atudiu an nportea ill th111 paper. 

llnll•nu. 

Affflalll!rft4 reMfJllf• fhe coluan UHll wu 8 a bore pyrex 
t11bH • fnU• wool plug d the bottom, Tril>utylphoa-
Jbah -·P• 1-H-UI O a 6 - Bg. 

A atook colution of .nnadiu, aoltltbnim, gold an4 Pl'!ltali1111 
wu JN:,are4 by 41HGl.YiDI l,H g of ao41- aetA"t'&n&dah, 1.en g 
ot aolybUc aoU, 0.6 g of gold chloride and 1.2, g of pl'llaaia 
�xib 11). �00 al of cliaUlled water containing acid.

� 
nanclardi

••
. 
tion _(S} the aolutiou ••r• found to contain ,.e, • al T&aadiwa, 

2., ag/al aolyltbna, o • ., ag/al of ;.old •4 3.tl'I m 111 of 
ge:rallllia. !be 41luto4 aolutiona oiJ�N prepared by anropriate 
ailuUon. Silica gel wu ma4e hydrophobic by expoaure to cliaeth7l
dichloroe1laae followed by it& coating with TBP in bensene on 
:rot&r7 'f&GUllll O'Y&pOra�r. 

9Mtn:1 lflM4BN• An alUuat of eolution oon'h.ining 309 fl«
of TanMl'lilt ta I • bT4roollloria aoicll or 106 l'C of aolyltd•n• 1n 
I • ll74:rooblo:r:lo ao141 or 116 � of gold in 0.01 • )Q'4roohlor1c 
aeH or H p& of geraaai- in I • bT4rochlor1c acid wu p&aHd 
oa tu oolum at a now rate of 0.6 al/ain. fhe oonee:m•4 
oleaut t:roa the oollmll wu atripJed with tarioua mineral &oi4• 
or ealh u el11uita an4 ••l'f 4ehnaiae4 (9J apectrophot•etrioally 
M np41• 4-\1 pyriq].asoJ. ret9roinol at M6 DIii 110lI)c!enua 
L th1007Dah at ,,o llll _J I gold L Rhodaa!ne • at 6f0 na j and 
geraai• (penylnuorone at 610 u 1. fhe amount of aetal 1a 
the atrippe4 aoluUon waa ocapuhd l"roa the oali ltration curre. 

••uw• AID msam 10• 

llpU,a UV&!I• ?he atudiH u ehown in Tole l 1Ddicate4 
that T•ati.1111, aolybdenua, golc! or gel'lllllli1Dl wero atri:ppe4 well 
w itll ainol'&l. aoida. fhe Hlh were ettioient for elution of 
-.aa.41• an1_¥17\4eua. In ou• of gold 0.6 • bT4roohloric aoid 
aontaiaiq fO, aoetone wu beat· eluaat. Gttraaniua waa beat eluted 
wUb 3 • 1Q'4rochlorio ac14. 

9�10•JSf lt� �vdf • "rheH four el•enh were 
aepar na iaC, at..iui, aoancliu, yttria, cobalt, 
niakel, oopper, sillo, lead, alumni• and many other elnenta ill 
'bin&l'J' llidu" 'by uploitinc th• Utferenoo in acidity at whioh 
tllHe elaat• are extrsct.a by fl.P. Since nnadiua wu extnc,te4 
f:roa I • bT4rochlorio aoii, it waa ••parate4 fl"OII all other 
eleaata aot extracrUn& at thia ao14Uy. 8iailarl7 aetala not 
ext�ulo a a • acidity With D:P nre Hparatet troa aelybdenua. 
Ia oaee of p14, •at of tho •l••nta were unextract.a at 0,01 • 
bydroallhrio ao14 an4 were thu Hp&nt e4 s t.lnally geruni- ., .. 
eepuatot at I • acidity (tule 2) fro• illterfering elaet•. 

hw1uoa n- au1uooponep$ a1nu.,. Tanadi• ... 
•o,arate4 fna aalUooa,oaat aixh.rea by exploitinc .the c!iffe:ra
a .. ia ao14Hy of b;fdroohlorio aoU at whioh a.tala were enno
tulo with tu. A.tier extranion of eleaent• Tanadia wu Hpara
ted frea tU&lli•, chroaiua, ungaaHe, aolyb4enua, iron, ooi,per 
eto (hllle !) ltJ ••in& •arioua oonceatraUana of hyiroohlorio 
aoida • lltriJpiq &&nt• fanadi• wu eluted with 3 • hydro
cblorio acid while other eleaete were eluted a1i v&rioua acic! 
oonoeatration. 

ne H,araliion of aoJ..rllclenua fl"Oll tboriua, chroaiua, 
Ta&41•, cobalt, urimiua, copper anc! iron waa acooapliahe4 by 
Hlectin elution with qdroohlorio acid. Uter extraotion of 
qu&t•l'Jl&l'7 of nltiooaponent aixture• on the oolwm, they were 
eequent1all7 atrippe4 with different concentration.a of hydro
chloric aoic! u ahown ill f&l>le 3. 

1'be ••�tion of gold ill aulUooaponent aixturea froa 
aluainia, T•actiua, iron, ch!'Ollia, oopper, aolybdenua, nickel, 
genaaniua etc ••:re done by •tripping Sold with o.� • byc!roohloric 
acic! containing 'I� acetone. The interfering iona were fil'llt 
elu1ie4 with 6-0 .001 • hydrochloric acid (fable 4). 
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fhe aeparaUon• of geniaaiua fro• iroa, ebroaia, aionl, 
ooltalt, aluailliua eh in q:aatel"D&rJ aixt11rea .,._ effectecl 1-T 
elutillg -.arioua eleaeab with bTttrochloric aoU. llepaai• •• 
generally eluted with 3 !I qdroohloric aoU (fule ,u. 

fhe ao•
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EXTRACTION SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF 

PALLADIUM AS RESACETOPHENONEOXIMATE 

G. R. Reddy and K. Saraswathi 

Chemical Laboratories 
S. V. University College
Tirupati 517 502, India

Oxime reagents give highly selective extraction meth

ods for the determination of palladium1 • Resacetophenone Oxime 

(RPO) has been widely employed in our laboratories for the de

termination of many metal ions by various method.s2-6• The re

action between palladium and reagent forms a water-insoluble 

chelate which is extractable into methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK). 

The high tolerance limit of nickel makes the method useful for 

the determination of palladium in nickel ores. 

EXPERIMENrAI. I 

The oxime reagent was prepared by usual method from 

resacetophenone. The stock solution of the reagent (D.OSM) 

was prepared 1n 25% aqueous alcohol. 

Palladium chloride (BDH, India) was dissolved in con

centrated hydrochloric acid and the solution diluted with water. 

The final acid concentration was adjusted to o. 2M. The solu

tion was standardized for palladium content by the dimethyl

glyoximate method7• All other chemicals are of AR quality. 

Absorbance measurements were made using UV spectro

photometer (ECIL, India). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION I 

The extraction of the water-insoluble light yellow 

chelate into methyl isobutyl ketone waa very fac�le and there 

was no change in the absorbance for several hours. Quantita

tive extraction, as evidenced by the absence of polarographic 

wave for palladium in the aqueous pha.se, could be achieved in 

one single extraction and within five minutes of shaking. The 

complex showed an absorption meximum at 368nm (Fig. 1). Neither 

the reagent nor the metal ion has any absorbance in the range 

of study. 

Effect of acidity. The chelate showed maximum absor

bance of the same magnitude in the region of o.1-0.25M HCl. An 

acidity of 0.2M was selected in order to eliminate the inter

ference of some more metal ion:,. 

Effect of reagent concentration. Atleast a ten-fold 

excess of the reagent (RPO) is necessary for consistency in 

absorbance. 

General procedure. 10ml. of aqueous solution contain

ing the metal ion, RPO, o. 2M HCl and 0, lM MgSO 4 were shaken 

with 10ml. of MIBK for a couple of �inutes. Magnesium sulphate 

was added to maintain sufficient ionic strength to hasten the 

separation of phases. The organic phase was separated, dried 

over anhydrous Na
2
so 4 and measured the absorbance at 368 nm. 

The extraction procedure was repeated with aqueous solution 
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and S. Brahmaji Rao

Chemical Laboratories 
S. K. University 

Anantapur 515 003, India 

devoid of the metal ion and the organic phase thua obtained 

was used as the blank. 

Applicability of Beer's law. The linear plot (Fig.2) 

obtained between the amount of the metal ion and absorbance 

s.howed that the quantitative determination of palladium can be 

made in the range 211g - 2s1111 of. Pd per 10in1. of the organic 

layer. The moj,ar absorptivity of the complex and Sandell sen

sitivity were found to be 3.2 x 10
3
� mo1: 1 cm:1 and 0,034 3 pg/ 

cm� respectively. 

Composition and stability of the complex. Job's me

thod (Fig. 3) and slope ratio method (:Piq. 4) were employed to 

obtain the composition of the complex according to which the 

ratio of the metal to ligand is 112. The stability constant aa 

calculated from Asmus method8 (Fig. 5) is 5.35 x 106 , 

Tolerance limit 
(molar) 

2 X 10-2 

Effect of foreign ions 

Palladium I 2 X 10-4M, 
Acidity I 0.2M HCl. 

Ions present 

Ni(II), Co(II), Cu(II), Cd(H), ZO(Il), 
Mn(II). 

Pb(II), Hg(II), Fe(III), Sb(III), BilllI), 
La(III)' Cr(III). Au(III)' V (III)' V(IV). 
Pt(IV), Ce(IV), Th(IV), zr(IV), Ti(IV), 

Mo(VI), U(VI), fluoride, phosphate, 

tartrate, oxalate. 

The slight interference from Fe3+, Sb3+, Bi3+ and v3+ 

is eliminated by tartaric acid and Ti 4+ by oxalic acid. v5+ 

interfered seriously. 

Palladium is often found in nickel ores besides baae 

metals such as copper and noble metals such as platinum. Hence, 

the determination of palladium in the presence of large excess 

of nickel and small amounts of platinum can be successfully 

achieved by this method. 
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SYNTHESIS OF SULFOXIDES AND THEIR STRUCTURE-

REACTIVITY STUDIES ON THE LANTHANIDE EXTRACTION 
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Chen Wuhua and Yan Xiamin 

Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry 
Academia Sinica, Shanghai, China 

IliTRODUCTION 
Sulfoxides owing to the presence of sulfenyl oxygen with 

higher charge density possess stronger coordination ability 
towardine metal ions. The extraction behaviours of dialkyl 
sulfo.xides both synthetic products and those derived from pe
troleum orie;in for rare earths ht.we been reported eleswhere. (1-

4) However, no data was available concernincs the dependence of 
chemical structure of sulfoxides on thei� extraction properties 
of lanthanides. The pres eat paper describes the synthesis of 
various types of sulfoxides and their structure-reactivity 
studies on the lanthanide extraction. 

The ·sulfoxides studies in this paper may be represented by 

the formulas: 
0 

R--§-R 

R = n-C8H,7-, (a); 

0 0 
t t 

R-S -CH2-S --·R 
II 

c4H9CH(c2a5JCH2-, (b); 

0 0 
t 1' 

a-S-CH2CH2-S-·R 
III 

c6H1fH(CH
3

)-, (c). 

Dialkylsulfoxides(I) as extract�nts for metal ions including 
rare earths are 'Nellliesta:Jlisked. However, there is lacking in 
data relating their structure-reactivity studies. As shown by 
our early reports the selectivity and lipophilicity of an ex
tractant could be im;,roved by introducing branched a.lkyl groups. 
In the present paper, the influence of steric hindrance on the 

extraction behaviours of dialkylsulfoxides with three isomeric 
octyl groups (In, lb and le) for lanthanide was investigated. 

Bia (alkylsulfenyl )aJ.kanes (II and III) may be regarded as 

ligands with two sulfoxide groups being separated by various 
number of carbon atoms. It is interesting to study the struc
tural effect of ligands on the extraction properties of sul
fenyl oxygen, particularly in respects on their ring formation 

with metal ions. Though the separation of rare earths by bis 
(octylsulfenyl)methane (BOS�!) (IIa) ano bis(octylsulfenyl) 
ethane (BOSE) (Illa) on reversetl phase chromatography has been 
deacribed(5) but no data on extraction are available. The 
coordination compound of Oiethylsulfoxide with rare earth per
chlorate has been reported. (6) The methods for the synthesis of 
compounds II and III with high purity were reported in this 
paper. Most of them were first published ao compound except Ia, 

Ic, Ila and Illa. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
1. Synthesis of Sulfoxides 

Dialkylsulfide may be oxidized to corresponding sulfoxide 
by calculated amount of hydrogen peroxide. The structure and 
purity of dialkylsulfites strongly influenced the quality of 
their oxidation products. Under analogous conditions sulf
EXides with straight alkyl chains (Ila and IIIa) always con
taminated with sulfones as impurity showing so

2 
at 1125cm-1 

in the infrared region while the IR spectra of sulfoxides with 
branched alkyl chains (Ib,c; IIb,c and Illb,c) show only S 0 
at 1020-10JOcm-1• It would be rationalized that the presence 
of branch chain obstrusts the further oxidation process due to 
ateric hindrance. In order to get pure sulfoxide, excess oxi
dizing agent is avoided and the parent alkylsulfides should be 

purified carefully. 
Most of the synthesized sulfoxide and their intermediates 

alkylsulfidee were unknown as compound. The purity of these 
compounds was checked by elemental analysis. The data of IR, 
mrn. and Maes spectra were summarized. 
2. Chemical Structure and Extraction Behaviours of Sulfoxides 
Regularities in extraction of rare earth by sulfoxide from 
nitrate media 

NOVEL EXTRACT ANTS - II 

The distribution ratio of rare earth ,ias deter.nined in 
extraction with various structure of sulfoxide, using 0.5M 
extractant in xylene as organic phese pre-equilibrated with 
acid solution of LiN0

3
• The aqueous solution was composed of 

0.051,; rare earth nitrate, 6M LiN03 and 0.28M ill!0
3

• The acid
ity of the equilibrated aqueous ph&se is considerable stable, 
laying on 0.2B±0.05M as a result of using pre-equilibrated 
organic solvent. The plots of estimated distribution ratio 
(D) versus atomic number of lunthanides are shown in Figure 1. 
The D values of Eu(No

3
J

3 
in extraction by bis(octylsulfenyl) 

alkanes in chloroform were also estimated. 
Influence of types cf aulfoxide:::; on their extraction behaviour 
of rare earth As indicated by Table 1 end Figur·e 1,- Wlcte:t' 
similar extraction conditions, the types of sulfoxide possess 
significa:it influences either on their extracting capacity Or 
on the regularities in lent bani de extraction. Mono-sulfoxidet=:i, 

i.e. dioctylsulfoxides, offer lowest D value while di-sulfoxide 

in which sulfenyl groups .were being separated by ethylene 
linkage, i.e. bis(octylsulfenyl)ethane gives highest D value in 
lanthanide extraction. Bis(octylsulfenyl)methane, i.e. two 
sulfenyl groups being separated by methylene unit, locates on 
mediwn position in extraction. However, the extracted complex 

of BOSE with rare earth gives only poor solubility in organic 
diluents. Similar to the extraction behaviour of �eutral alkyl
phosphate or phosphonate, dioctyl sulfoxides pr?vide apparent 
tetrad effect in lanthanide extraction. Tetred effect was also 
observed in lanthanide extraction by sulfoxide cf type II 
thougn the beaviour of light rare earths is more or less abnor
mal in such extraction system. The tetrad effect is not obvious
ly in extraction with sulfoxide of type III due to the sudden 
increase in D value of Tb, Dy, no, Er and Tm, Yb. 

Dioctylsulfoxides possess higher separation factor in ex
traction of light rtire earths. For the medium and heavy rare 
earths, disulfoxide (II and Ill) show better separation prop
erties. The apparent difference i� extraction behaviours amony 
sulfoxides may be regarded as a result of entropy effect arised 
from ring formation or formation of polymeric species in which 

participate tv-io sulfenyl group of disulfoxides in their extrac

tion reaction. 
The D value of Y is closely to that of Nd and Yb in extrac

tion by dioctylsulfoxide�. For extraction with IIb, Ile and 
Ilic, the D value of Y is levier than other rare earths except 
Yb and Lu. 

Influence of structure of alkyl group in sulfoxide on their 
extraction behaviour for rare earths The degree of branch of 
alkyl group in eulfoxide molecule influences not only on the 
solubility of the sulfur-containing ligand but also on the be
havj.our of these compounds in extraction of rare earths. As the 
incriare of the branch chain near the sulfur atom the extraction 
ability of either mono-sulfoxide (I) or diaulfoyine (lI, III) 
decreased evidently with the eeguenr order: n-octyl iso-octyl 
sec-octyl. The observed structural �ffect is very similar to 
that of· neutral organophosphonates. For the separation of light 
rare earths the Pr/La value are closely related to the structure 
of alkyl group in the mono-sulfoxide (1) with the order: lb Ic 
Ia. The compound with iso-octyl radical gives highest separa
tion factor. Analogous ci tuation has been forrned for dialkyl
isopropyl phosphonates and allied extractants. (7, 8) 

Influence of diluents on the extraction behaviour of sulf

oxides As £hewn by the data from our experiments the better per-
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formance was given by extraction with sulfoxide ·in xylene rather 
than in chloroform, The difference in their D values for latha
nids l�ies in two orders of magnitute. This is attributted to 
the effect of hydrogen bonding resulted from interaction of 
chloroform with sulfenyl oxygen, 

Extraction of nitric acid and water by sulfoxides The dis
tribution ratio of nitric acid in extraction by sulfoxide from 
agueous 6M LiN03 solution was determined. A significant dif
ference between the behaviours of nitric acid and rare earths in 
sulfoxide-extraction was observed. The D value of HN03 was de
creased in order of dioctylsulfoxide BOSE BOSI11, The extraction 
of nitric acid was inhibited apparently by the higher degree of 
branch chain in the identical type of sulfoxide, The fact that 
disulfoxides possess no advantage o.ver monosulfoxides in nitric 
acid extraction may be associated with the mechansium of extrac
tion. It may_ be regarded that nitric acid was extracted by sulf
oxide via simple solvation mechansium, which is strongly depend
ent on the charge density of the sulfenyl oxygen. In the molecule 
of dis ulf oxides, the Lewis bas ici ty of the. coordinating oxygen 
was reduced by the presence of another neighboring sulfenyl group 
due to field effect. 

By the Karl-Fisher method, the water contents in loaded or
ganic phase in lanthanide extrtiction by Ia, Ib, Ic and IIb, IIc 
were estimated. A tendency, though no regularity, towarding the 
nature of rare etirth of the degree of water content in extrac
tion was found. The average water contents in lanthanide ex
traction by sulfoxides are given: Ia(0,103M) Ib(0,0977M) Ic 
(0.0740M); IIb(0,39Bl1i) IIc(0.1321V1). These data indicate that 
the water content in organic phase is proportional to the amount 
of rare earth extracted. The water molecule in organic phase 
may be associat_ed either with sulfenyl oxygen or with metal ion 
as hydrated species. 
3, The Composition and Physico-Chemical Properties of Coordina
tion Compounds of Disulfoxide with Lanthanium and Proseodymium 

� 

Method of contimeous variation Results show that either 
mono-sulfoxide (Ia, lb) or di-sulfoxide (Ille) have maxium 
extraction capacity at L / La =3,0 or 2,0 in both phasess. It 
may thus be considered that the composition of extracted species 
will be La(N03)3 31 and La(N03)3 21. 

There is no illegible maximum in continuous variation study 
for extraction systems of IIb and Ile, Maximum extrc1ction was 
achieved between 2 and 3 in L to M ratio, 

Elemental Analysis, IR and Thermoanalvsis of Coordination 
Compound of Sulfoxide and Rare Earth Nitrate Elemental ana
lytical data for solid complex prepared from IIIb, Ile with 
lanthanum or neodymium nitrate coincide the calculated value 
(in parenthesis) for L/M=2, On the other hand, Ia coordinates 
neodymium nitrate with the formation of Nd(N03)3 3Ia which is 
confirmed by the method of continuous variation, 

The IR spectra of the complex and parent IIIb are given on 
Figure 3, By comparing the IR spectra of praseodymium complex 
with the parent ligand IIIb, some obvious differences were 
observed. With.the disceppearance of the original S O  sharp 
absorption (1020cm-1) in the ligand, a new band at 980cm-1 

characteristic for associated. sulfenyl group was produced, 
It is clear that the sulfenyl oxygen participates in coor

dination. The IR spectra of complex show absorption at 1280 and 
1460cm-1 designating as bidentate feature of c2v symmetric N03 
group. 

The absorption band at 3400cm-1 for water molecule in the
parent ligand was enhanced and a new broad band at 2300-2600cm-1 

was obsered, So it may be concluded that there is a coordi
nated water molecule in the prepared complex. Analogous results 
give IR spectra of complex of IIIb and IIIc with lanthanum 
nitrate. 

The differential thermo-gravimetric analysis of Ln(No3�3• 
IIIc (Fig 4) indicates that decomposition and weight loss on 
heatint occurs at 207°C and terminated at about 500° C. Residual 
weight is 32, 7% corresponding to calculated wt. value (31. 7%) 
for La(Jio

3
)

3 
based on L/M=2,0 in complex composition. The resi

due thus obtained was further decomposed by heating, The final 
residue obtained at 745° c weights 14% which is approximately to 
the calculated value (15,7%) for La2o3• Based on the differen
tial thermal analytical data as well as data from method of 
continuous variation and elemental analysis we may predict that 
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disulfoxide consisting two sulfenyl groups forms coordination 
compound with lanthanum nitrate possessing composition of L�t=2, 
As shown by IR spectra, both of two sulfenyl groups participate 
in coordination and the nitre group acts as bidentate. So the 
coord�nation number of lanthanum will be as high as 10. It is 
resonable to postulate that the two sulfenyl group either form 
ring compound or bridged as polymeric species with lanthanum ion. 
For the elucidation of the fine structure of these coordiation 
compounds, further investigation seems necessary. 
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FIGURE 2 

FIGURE 1 
Lanthanide Extraction by Sulfoxides 

(25"C) 0-Ia, �-lb, �-Ic, ,¢-IIb, 
.+,.:IIc, U-Jlc (Extractant] 0,5M in 

xylene. (Ln(No3)3J0,05.M, (HNOJ) 
0,280M, (LiNOJ)6.M 

·-FIGURE 4 

Extraction of Nitric Acid by 
Sulfoxides [Extractant)0,5M in 
xylene, (HN03) O. 280M, (LiN03J 6M 

TG and DTA Diagram of Complex 
of Bis(1-methylheptylsulfenyl) 

ethane (Ille) with 
Lanthanum Nitrate 

FIGURE 3 
IR Spectra of Bis(2-ethylhexylsulfenyl)ethane (solide line) 

and its Complex with Praseodymun Nitrate (dashed line) 
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EXTRACTION OF U(VI) FROM NITRIC ACID BY O1(2-ETHYLHEXYL) 

SULFOXIDE, A PROMISING NEW BRANCHEOwCHAIN EXTRACTANT* 

Bruce Moyer, W. J. McDowell and G. N. Case 

Chemical Technology Division 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 USA 

·Research sponsored by the Division of Chemical Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the 
Union Carbide Corporation. 

DlaUcyl sulfoxtdes have for many years been considered attractive potential extractants 
tor use In nuclear applications Cl-4>. Their advantages Include good thermal stablllty, 
low toxicity. potentially abundant and economlcal supply. noncorro_slvlty. nonvolatlllty, 
and good coordination ablllty. However. the chief appeal of sutfoxlde extractants lies 
In the Inherently weak extractive power of their possible radlolytlc degradation products 
such as sulfides and sulfones. Hence. the ability of the sulfoxlde extraction system 
to reject fission prOducts rs not expected to deteriorate greatly with Increasing radiation 
dose. Such an advantage would represent a significant Improvement over extraction 
systems based on trlbutyt phosphate fTBP>. which gives rise to troublesome degradation 
products. Although further Investigations Into the effects of redtolysls ere required. 
the limited data available Indicate that the selectivity characteristics of dlalkyl sulfoxldes 
do Indeed hold up well under high radiation conditions In comparison with TBP C 5-6 >. 

Despite widespread Interest /r, sulfoxlde extrai;tanis. p, a<::t!c.al app11ca1I0� of dlalkyl 
sulfox!des In 1wcIear :..operations l'!ss Deen ��..,er�1J lmpeoed by the Impractically low 
solublllty of dlalkyl sulfoxldes In nonaromatlc hydrocarbon dlluents. Followtng encouraging 
results from an earlier study of unsymmetrical sulfoxldes (7), we were led to study 
dlC2-ethylhexyl> sulfoxlde CDEHSO). which Is. In fact. completely miscible with dodecane. 
In this paper, we wish to report our results on the extraction of uranyl nitrate from 
nitric acid by DEHSO In dodecane. 

EXP ERIMENTAL SECTION 

DEHSO was obtained commercially C Falrfleld Chemical Co.). purified by molecular 
dlstltlatlon. and analyzed by IA spectrophotometry. thin layer chromatography. llquld 
chromatography, and elemental analysls. Samples estimated to be 97 and 99.5% pure 
were used with no apparent difference In extraction behavior. Except as noted. solutlor:s 
of DEHSO In dodecane ware pre-equillbrated with uranium-free nitric acid solutions 
before contact with the respective uranium-containing solutions to ensure that the aqueous 
nitric acid concentrat!on would remain unchanged during uranium extraction experiments. 
Equllibratlons were carried out at 2s0c with slow stirring for at least 10 h. Natural 
uranium at relatively low aqueous concentrations (Jess than 0.01 M> was augmented 
with U - 2 33 tracer for analysis by alpha llquld sclntll lation counting. 

NITRIC ACI D EXTRACTION 

In general. dlalkyt sulfoxlde extractants similar to DEHSO have little tendency to 
aggregate In dllute solution. but they do extract mineral acids. especlally nitric acid. 
to a significant degree <1-6.8-11). To aid In the interpretation of the uranium extraction 
data. nonaqueous tltrlmetry was employed to determine the nitric acid extraction Isotherm 
at 25°c using o. 1 M DEHSO In dodecane. It was observed that at aqueous nitric 
acid concentrations greater than 0.5 _M. appreciable concentrations of nitric acid exist 
In the solvent < I.e .. [HN03J0rg > 0.005 ,M>. Over the aqueous concentration range 
0.1 to 8 .M. HN03. the mole ratio of extracted nitric acid to total sulfoxlde Increased 
to a plateau vatua of 1.0. suggesting the stoichiometric formation of the nitric acid 
complex DEHSO·HN03. At higher aqueous nitric acid concentrations. excess nitric acid 
was e)(tractea. but this was associated with the formation of a third phaso and was 
not characterized further. At the lower nitric acid concentrations. the leveling off of 
the isotherm at the 1:1 stoichiometric ratio suggests the equilibrium 

(1) 

where dotted underllnlng denotes organic phase �pecles. Following previous workers 
(5,6.8-11>. we have analyzed the equll!brlum In terms of the equilibrium expression 

(2) 
!DEHSO·HNO3I 

aHN03 IDEHSOJ 

where aHN03 Is the aqueous nitric acid activity Cl 2 >. [HN031org is the orgenlc nitric 
acid molarlty. and [OEHSOJ0 Is the lnltial concentration of DEHSO C0.1 _M). The pseudo 
equlllbrlum constant Kh Is related to the thermodynamic equlllbrlum constant 
Kh through the expression Kh = Kh(')'/')'h) where K Is multtplled by the ratio of actlYtty 
coefficients of sulfo)(lde to sulfoxlde-nltrlc acid complex. As was also done for the 
case of uranium extraction. the ratlo of activity coeHlclents cf organic species was 
assumed practlcally constant. A plot of log ([HN0310rgl<CDEHSOJ0 - [HN03lorg)> 
vs log aHN03 gave a slope of 0.88. Indicating predominant formation of the 1:1 complex. 
OEHSO·HN03. The small discrepancy In the experlmental slope compared to the theoretlcal 
value of l suggests that more hlghly solvated nitric acid species such as 
CDEHS0>2·HN03 may also be Involved to some degree. 

Using least squares curve fitting procedures. the mathemallcally predicted 
Isotherm Is, In tact. a slgnlficently better flt to the date when both DEHSO·HN03 
and COEHS0>2·HN03 are assumed to be present then when the chemical model includes 
only OEHSO·HN03. To determine the species present and their respective equlllbrlum 
constants with high confidence. we are currently measuring HN03 extraction Isotherms 
as a function of DEHSO concentration. However. for equlllbrlum aqueoUs nitric aCld 
concentrations greater than 0.5 M, Eqs. 1 and 2 approximate the Isotherm to within 
10� using the value Kh = 0.45. which Is In llne with other known values (5.6.8-11 ). 
Hence. for correction to the free DEHSO concentration. we are employing the approximation 

(3) CDEHSOJ !DEHSOlo · (HNO3lo,g 
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U !VI) EXTRACTION 

Like TBP and related neutral complexing extractants. dlalky1 sulfoxldes extract U{VI) 
chiefly via a disolvated complex In which the extractent functions as an o�en-donor 
ligand c 1-6. 11.13-16). The relevant equlllbrlum and associated pseudo equlllbrlum 
constant are given In Eqs. 4 and 5: 

(4) 2DEHSO 

(5) 

where ')' ± ;5 th.J aqusoiJs urar.yl nitrate sctlvlty coefficient. To co·,i1r rTI the vs!!dlty 
of this model. we employed slope analysls of the ;esult� of UCVD dl$trl00ilon experiments 
as a function of the concentrations of sulfoxlde. aquequs UCVD. _anq aq_ueou� nltra_te. 
It was assumed throughout the analysis that th& effect of the low- organic concentration 
of UCVD on the effective concentration of DEHSO was negl\glble. HO'N8Y8r, three potentially 
significant effects compllcate the overall picture. First nttrtc acid extraction. appr�mated 
by Eq. 3. decreases the effective concentration of sulfoxlde available for the UCVIJ 
extraction. Second. uranyl ion undergoes complexatlon wtth nitrate Ion In the aqueous 
phase accordln� to the equilibrium 

(6) 

(7) /J = 
[U02<N03>+} 

cuol•HN03 -1 

The extent of this complexation may be estimated from the pseudo equilibrium constant 
P <defined In Eq. 7>. having values In the range 0.2 to 0.5 (17-19>. Assuming that 

the uranyl Ion and Its nitrate complex together comprise the total aqueous uranium 
concentration (U1aq· Eq. 7 becomes 

(8) 1uol•1 IUJ (--1 __ aq 1 + /J[NO3-l 

The third effect Involves the tendency of nitric acid to become associated In aqueous 
nitric acid solutions more concentrated than approximately l M c 12>. Under such 
conditions. It Is necessary to correct the free nitrate concentration for partlat association. 
but under the conditions that wo employed In the slope analysls. the aqueous nitric 
acid was low enough that this effect may be safely conpldered negllglble. 

The combined effect of nitric acid extraction and aqueous nitrate-uranium complexaHon 
on the overall extraction equlllbrium may be obtained by substitution of Eqs. 3 
and B Into Eq. 5. Defining Ihe UCVD distribution coefficient as O = lU1orgllU1aq = 

((DEHS0>2uo2cN03>2J/[UJ8q where (Ulorg Is the tctal organic uranium concentration. 
we have appro)(lmately 

C9> D 

With sultable choice of conditions. Eq. 9 readily ylelds to slope analysis to confirm 
the stoichiometric coefficients of the model extraction e qulllbrlum CEq. 4).  

Ovar the UCVI> concentration range 0.0004 to 0.01 .M ln l M. HN03. the UCVI> 
distribution coefficient using 0.1 .M DEHSO remained constanl < 0.34 :t 0.01 ) as expected 
on the basis of Eq. 9 since all the variables are essentially constant. In the general 
sense. the constancy of the distribution coefficient Implies the mononuclear nature of 
the extracted UCVD species. The solva11on number was confirmed by measuring o 
as a function of the sutfoxlde concentration with the aaueous nitric acid concentration 
fixed at 1 M- Slmpllflcatton of Eq. 9 leads to log D = 2 log [DEHSOJ0 + constant. 
predicting a linear plot of slope = 2. As shown In �- over the Interval 0.003 
to 0.4 M DEHSO. a linear plot of log D vs log lDEHSOJ0 with slope = 2.1 was 
obtained. In close agreement with the prediction based on formation of a dlsolvated 
complex. 

As Implied by Eq. 9. the UCVI> distribution coefficient varies In a compllcated 
fashion with aqueous nitrate Ion concentration due to nitric acld extraction. partial nitric 
acid dissociation. and aqueous complexatlon phenomena. However. If the acidity and 
nitrate concentration aro relatlvely low. these effects become negllglble. Distribution 
coefflclents were therefore measured at a constant acid concentration of 0.02 M 
HN03. adjusting the total nitrate concentration with O to 0.2 M NaN03. Uranyl 
nitrate activity coefficients were estimated from Debye-Huckel considerations. Under 
these conditions. Eq. 9 reduces to 

(10) 

tn agreement with this expression. we obtained a linear plot of log CO/')'± 3> vs 
Jog (N03 

-1 with slope = 2.05. The value for the pseudo equilibrium constant Ku 
was found to be 5.0 (±0.2) x 102 . well within the rather wide range of known values 
for dlalkyl sulfoxldes Cl-6.11.13-161. However. since DEHSO Is the first sulfoxlde to 
be so characterized In an alkane dlluent. It Is dlfflcuft to make any Judgment concerning 
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Its effectiveness In comparison with the other sulfoxldes. whtcll by necessity have been 
studied In other solvents. 

COMPARISON WITH TBP 

Since much of the research concerning nuclear fuel cycle separations has focused 
on TBP chemistry. a direct comparison of UCVll extraction behavior by TBP and DEHSO 
(both 0.4 M In dodecanel was obtained as a function of nitric acid concentration <see 
�l. Both extractants form dlsolvated uranyl nitrate complexes according to the 
stoichiometry of Eq. 4. and the curves therefore exhibit similar behavior. rising with 
slope near 2 and then falling off at moderately high nitric acid concentrations. The 
downturn Is widely ascribed to the competing effect of nitric acid extraction. As a 
result of the generally stronger electron donor properties of dlalkyl sulfoxtdes compared 
to trlalkyl phosphates C 1-4 l. DEHSO extracts UC VI l more strongly than TBP over much 
of the nitric acid concentration range. However. the greater tendency of the more 
basic sulfoxlde to extract nitric acid causes the DEHSO curve to start falling off at 
lower nitric acid concentration than does the TBP curve. 

The comparison shows that DEHSO Is a suitably strong extractant for UCVI). 
Obviously. a complete assessment of Its potential In nuclear applications must Include 
many factors such as ease of stripping. radiation stability. and especially selectivity 
over fission products. In the complete analysis. the stronger extraction capabilities 
of sulfoxldes may or may not prove to be a real advantage. With regard to selectivity. 
sulfoxldes are expected to behave much like TBP c 1-4> with the notable exception 
of certain metals like palladium which may apparently be extracted by sulfoxldes by 
sulfur bonding. Not nearly enough work has been done· to evaluate sulfoxlde performance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A promising new branched-chain sulfoxlde extractant. dl<2-ethylhexyll sulfoxlde. 
has been Introduced for possible application In nuclear fuel cycle separations. Its 
primary advantages Include complete mlsclblllty with dodecane. good U<VI) extraction 
characteristics. and likely resistance to degraded performance under high radiation 
conditions. Slope analysts applied to U<VI > distribution experiments from nitric acid 
solutions Indicated predominant formation of the dlsolvated organic phase complex 
<DEHSO>2uo2cNo3i2. The pseudo equilibrium constant for U<VI> extraction was found 
to be 5.0 C±0.2l x 102. At aqueous nitric acid concentrations greater than approximately 
0.5 _M. nitric acid extraction competes with uranium extraction by the predominant formation 
of the species DEHSO·HNO3. Uranium distribution coefficients for DEHSO are significantly 
higher than those for TBP at nitric acid concentrations below 2 M and are roughly 
comparable In the range 2 to 7 M HNO3 where nitric acid extraction strongly Interferes. 
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N-NITROSO-N-CYCLOHEXYLHYDROXYLAMINE AS A REAGENT FOR

THE GROUP SOLVENT METAL EXTRACTION 

0. Petruchin and N. Kolycheva

D. I. Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology
Moscow, USSR 

N-Nitroso-N-phenylhydroxylamine (NPHA) which ammonium salt 

is known as cupferron, is one of the highly efficient reagents 

used for t:t1,e metal group solvent extraction. Cupferron is parti

cularly suitable to extract readily hydrolyzable metal ions since 

it allows one to extract them from acidic solutions. A 10w stabi

lity to oxidation, especially at elevated temperatures, is a se

rious limitation for cupferron and its analogues when used as 

extracting reagents. The more stable analogue of cupferron, 

N-nitroso-N-cyclohexylhydroxylamine (NCHA), wae proposed for the 

first time by Buscarons et. al.{1) as a reagent for the precipi

tation of a large number of meta.ls. We studied the properties of 

NCHA and the possibilities to use it for a metal group solvent 

extraction. 

NCHA and its sodium and ammonium st1.lts were synthesized as 

described in (2,3) from chlorohexane and nitrosyl chlorirle. It 

was shown on the basis of spectral stud.iee that two tau.torneric 

structures, namely, nitroso-N-hydroxylamine (I) and N-hydroxydi-

1m1de-N-oxide (II), are inherent for NCHA as well as for other 

derivatives of N-nitroso-N-hydroxylami,ues: 

R - N - OH 
' 

N = 0 
(I) 

R - W- o
U 
N - OH 

(II) 

Tautomere ratio in a aeries of analogous reagents varies with 

electroph1lic properties of a hydrocarbon fragment R. The oxida

tiTe destruction of a reagent, accompanied by the nitrogen-nitro

gen bond breaking, follows the equi,librium shift in favour of ta

utomer I. The less extent of this shift for NCHA, as compared with 

that of cupferron, is namely the reason for its higher stability 

in oxidation reaction. The kinetics and mechanism of NCHA destruc

tion in various media was �tudied. We have shown the possibility 

to use NCHA for solvent metal extraction even from strongly aci

d-ic aqueous media and at elevated temperatures. The NCHA sodium 

salt is the most stable fonn of the reagent. Practically it 1s 

not decomposed when stored under convenient coD.ditions for more 

than four years. 

The constants, chaTScterizing NCHA as extracting ree,,gent, we

re BJ.so detennined. NCHA is of a more basic nature than its aroma

ti? analogue, NPHA. In aqueous NaCl04 solution (f'- =0.1) at 20�1°c 

NCHA yields the following ionization constants: p� A.• =0. 42,. 

pKHA =5.58±0.04 (P=0.95, m=7). The dissociation con!tants for 

NCHA were also detennined in water-dioxan NaCl04 solutions <J,=0.1) 

at 25±1°c. The pK
HA

values (with different volume content of dio

xan being shown in brackets) are as follows: 6.82±0.04 (40%), 7.60 

=a.OJ (62.5%), 7.81±0.03 (70%), 8.or±o.03 (75%). The distribution· 

of NCHA between aqueous NaCl04 solutions (}'-=0.1) and organic sol

vents: chlorofonn, hexane and decene-waa studied. Here are the 

corresponding partition constants (lgP,u.): 1.98:tO.OJ; 0.9:to. 1 and 
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0.6"0.1 (m=5 -4-7, P=0.95). 

'l'he complex fonnation by some metal ions with NCHA in aqueous 

solution is characterized by stability constants listed in Table. 1. 

'l'hese were obtained when studying the water-chlorofonn partition 

of met!Us. 

Table 1 

Overall(½f,.J and stepwise�K,,) stoichiometric stability constants 

for NCHA chelates in aqueous solution (f-=0.1, llaCl04) at 20°c�1 

(m=8+13, P=O. 95) 

M lg K1 lg K2 lg !'2 lg KJ lgj>:, 

Cu(II) 1.1±0.6 7 .2±o.6 14.9±0.3 

La(III) J.5±o.5 2. 6±o.5 6. 1±o.5 2.4:0.J 8.5"0.5 

Eu(IlI) 5:6±0.6 J.910.6 9.5±0.5 4.6:t0.5 14. 1:to.4 

Lu(III) 4.610.J 4.6±o.J 9.2:0.3 J.4:to.J 12.6±0.9 

The stability constants (lg}'� in water-dioxan (70 vol.% of 

dioxen) solution (j'-=0.1, NaCl04) are listed below for chelates of 

copper (CuA2), hEE (LnA3, for Ln = La, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Er, Lu)_ 
and thorium (ThA4), respectively, obtained by potentiometry at 

25°c: 13. 310.6; 18. 1±0. 1; 1s.o±o. 7; 18 .8±o.4; 19·.ot0.9; 17 .J=o.21 

18.2±0.7; 18.8±0.5; 17.6±0.7 end JO.Oi0.5. Linear correlations of 

the chelate stability constants with parameters that measure both 

the electrostatic and covalent bond fanning ability of metal ions 

have been obtained. Such correlations suggest two different mo

dels for complex formation, namely, ionic and co•alent, for dif

ferent (clBBB "a" and nb", or "hard" and "soft") metal ions. At 

the same time, the spectrometric data indicated the change of li

gand electronic structure in chelates (ligand tautomerism like(11) 

with the-nature of central atom. It is the ligand tautomerism that 

explains the group chelating and hence the extraction properties 

of NCHA. 

The possibility of extraction of 26 metals by NCHA was esti

mated through the extraction paper chromatography. The distributi

on of some metal chelates between aqueous solutions of different 

acidity and chlorofonn was studied too. NCHA, like cupferron, ex

tracts from mineral acid solutions the following met�l ions: 

llo(Vl), V(V), Ti(IV), Zr(IV), Hf(IV), Th(IV), l'e(III), Bi(III), 

Al(III),Cu(II). Thus titanum is best extracted in the acidity 

range from 2. 6N H2SO 
4 

up to pH 7 .5 • For iron the pH interval 

ranges from 1.5 to 6. 0 . The maximal values for the aluminium dis

tribution coefficient (lg D-J.5) are obtained in the pH r""8e 

4+8. However, aluminium is well extracted from slightly acidic 

solutions (pH 1) too. The data presented below characterize some 

ext-raction systems involving NCHA and cupferron. The part of the 

data was obtained by ourselves, the other (for copper end lantan 

cupferronate systems) 1s cited from (4-7). The eolvent, unless 

otherwise stated, is chlorofonn (}l=0.1, Nac104). 
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!.I 

Cu(II) -0.65 

-1.4 

La(III) 4.2 

2. 1 

1.9 

1.5• 

Eu(III) 2.2 

1 .3 

Lu(III) 2.4 

1.35 

2.66 

-11.4

-6.22

-7.6 

-6.3 

17.9 

15.3 

10.3 

12.7 

12. 7 

13. 7• 

16.2 

15.2 

•>solvent - methyl isobutyl ketone, 

Table 2 

Ref, 

3.0 NCHA 

NPHA ( 4,5) 

B.5 1.0 NCHA 

NPHA (5) 

NPHA (6) 

12.9 0.75• IIPHA (7) 

14. 1 2. 1 NCHA 

0.9 NPHA 

12.6 2.6 NCHA 

The low extent of REE cupfer:ronates extraction was attributed 

by Dyrssen (7) to their high hydration. Chelates with a more basic 

NCHA·are hydrated to a less extent. The extraction of these che

lates declines in a series LaA3<. Lu.A3 in step with the decrease in 

their stability constants. 

1.'he composition of chelates of some REE with NCHA is detem.i

ned by elemental end thennogravimetric analy8ee, confinned by ex

traction data, and correspond.a to the following fonnula: LnA3.�o, 

where n=1 for Ln=La,Eu, and n=O for Ln=Er,Lu. Water is removed from 

lanthanum and europium chelates in the temperature renge of 117 -

137°C and 102 - 122°c, respectively. This evidences in favour of 

a low degree of hydration of REE N-nitroso-N-cyclohexylhydroxylami

natea. The hydration of chelatee decreases in a aeries LaAJ> LuA3• 

The effect of donor-active compounds, triphenyl- (TPPO) and 
tri-n-octylphoephinoxide (TOPO), on the extraction of some RD 

chelatee with NCHA and cupferron, was studied. When interaeting 

with TPPO the acceptor ability of chelatea with NCHA varied in a 

series LaA3 > LuA3. These data were substantiated by the PMR stu

dies on the foilllation equilibria of mixed complexes �:S., where 

B is the TPPO molecule, in the deuterochlorofonn solution. Thus 

the fonnation of two lanthanum adduct., LaA3B and LaA3B2, and 

just one, much leas atable t lutecium a�duct, LuA3B, was establi

shed. The addition of a more basic donor, TOPO. into the europium 

(III)/NCHA extraction system caused antagonistic effect. Changing 

TOPO for TPPO required the concentrations of the latter high enough 

for the europium s7nergetic. extraction (Fig.1). At the same time 

the addition of even 0.1M TPPO solution in chlorofonn into the 

eupfer:ron-containing system resulted in the appreciable 1ynergetic 

effect (Fig,2). Thia fact is accounted for by the lesa acceptor 

ability of europit13-NCHA chelate aa compared with that of corres

ponding cupferronate. The formation energy of adducts of europium 

N-nitroso-N-cyclohexylhydroxylaminatea with TOFO and TPPO is com

p�rable with that of H-bonding of NCHA with phosphinoxides. 

Extraction of lanthanwn and lutecium by NCHA into molten ben

zophenon at 600C was studied. The conditions were eetablished for 

the extraction enrichment of REE, yttrium and scandium followed by 

the X-ray fluorescent ·detenn.ination of elements in the solid ben

zophenon matrix. TPPO or etearic acid was added to the system to 

ensure the quantittative element extraction in a single process 

( especially at higher volume ratio of aqueoua and ori;anic phases). 

TPPO is the most effective additive when extracting the microele

menta. The extraction - X-ray - fluorescent method was developed 

for the detennination of REE, yttrium and scandium, over a wide 

range of their concentrations. The method ie characterized by the 
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high rates of a process, fair precision (Sr�0.05) and low detect

ion limits (of 10-7 g/ml order of magnitude), 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. N-Nitroso-11-cyclohexylhydroxylamine (NCHA) ie the analogue 

of cupferron, which is more stable to the thennal oxidation des

truction. It can be used for effective group extraction of a large 

number of metals from acidic and neutral solution!I. 

2. NCHA is preferable to cupferron when used to extract the 

mete.lions with high and Variable coo:rdination munber, e.g. m •

due to the fonnation of less hydrated ehelates. 

3, The acceptor ability of Lr!(III)-NCHA chelates declines in 

a aeries of central atoms from lanthanwn to lutecium. 

4. The method is developed for the extraction - X-ray - flu

orescent detennination of REE, yttrium and scandiwn over a wide 

range of element concentrations. The method is characteriz�d by 

the fair precision and low detection limits. 
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NN' DIALKYL ALIPHATIC AMIDES AS ALTERNATIVE EXTRACTANTS FOR 

ACTINIDES: FURTHER STUDIES ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE 

CHEMICAL STRUCTURE ON THE EXTRACTIVE BEHAVIOR 

Giuseppe Grossi, Giulio M. Gasparini, Maurizio Casarci 

E.N.E.A.-C.R.E. Casaccia 

INTRCl:>UCTI CN 

N N' Dialkyl aliphatic amides: 

R = C ll 82 ll + 1 

R' = c .n' u2 n' + 

n = 1-8) 

( n• = 1 .6) 

are good extract ants of UVI, Pu. IV and Niv and at same 
time, thP.y do not extract fission products. DU.ring the 
past years we have studied extensively the extracting 
behavior of some of these compounds and we have proposed 
some applications 0£ those extractants expecially regar
ding the separation of uranium from thorium. The work 
carried out until now, in laboratory mini pilot and pilot 
plant scale have been rep:,rted elsewhere (1) (2). 
Hawever, the nPst interesting application of these compounds 
is as alternative extractants of TBP for the separation of 
U and Pu from the fission products. Amides, in fact, present 
some evident advantages with regard to the TBP as summarized 
in Table 1 : in particular, the U: ,stripping is much easier, 
a.'ld the degradation products are much less dangerous. 
MOreover the behavior of the distribution curves for U and 
Pu, for some amides of particular structure, show the 
p:,ssibili ty to separate these tw actinides without arry 
Plutonium reduction. Q1 the other side, the rrost evident 
disadvantage,<!)£ amides with respect to TBP·is a rore elevated 
tendency <to give third phases. 
Both these a£ormentioned properties are strongly influenced 
b_y·the aliphatic chains structure. 
In order to better clarifly the influence of the aliphatic 
chain structure on the extractive behavion of N,N dialkyl 
alkyl amides, a systematic study has been car�ied out. 
The study is still Continuing, and this paper shows the most--

interesting results unti� now obtained concerning the following 
i terns: 

- preparation and characterization of new amides of different 
structurei 

- thei-r behavior with respect to tl4ird phase formation during 
uranium extraction; 

- the extractive behavior of sorre of the m:>st representative 
amides prepared with respect to two typical separations 
problems: the separation of trivalent actinides from rare 
earths (this problem is related to the elimination of alpha 
actinides from liquid radioactive wastes), and the separation 
Q,f plutonium from uranium without ·adding any reducing or 
complexing agent (this problem is relatel to the partition 
cycle aqueous reprocessing of spe_nt nuclear fuels) 

PREPARATICN AND CHARACTERIZATI CN CF NEW AMIDES 

Starting from the N N
1 

di - n - butyl n octanamide, chosen as 
reference comp:>und with completely straight-chain structure, 
and extensively studied previously (1-2), about 20 new amides 
have been prepared, where the aliphatic chain bound to the 
carbonyl group and or to the nitrogen atom are more or less 
branched. 
Apart from the availability qf the starting carboxylic acid 
or secondary amine, the following general criteria have been 
followed:total carOOn atoms higher than 12; side chain lenght 
less then 9 carbon atoms. 
I� such a way, the solubility of the prepared compounds in 
organic diluents and the insolubility in aqueous phase is 
assured, and the easy washing of their possible degradation 
products (carboxylic acids, secondary amines) is always 
guaranteed. 
The radiation stability of the prepared �mides in the presence 
of aqueous HN O has been tested 

Fer t'his purp:,se a C0-60 irradiator ( o, 2 Megarad/ 
l�ur dose rate) has been employed. The results s!Pw that the 
general behavior of alm:>st all the amides tested is very sjmila� 
to that of TBP under·the same conditions (1). 
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THIRD PHASE F Oll·lATI al 

All the ar.,ides prepared have been compared for their tendence 
to give third phases ,;,hen contacted (dissolved in an hydrocarbon 
-type diluent) with aqueous HN03 and aqueous uranyl nitrate 
solutions. 
Fr-:>m the results it appears evident that the straight chain 
amides give the widest utilization range and the rore the chain 
is branched, the more this range is limited. 
If one considers that the separation factor between tetravalent 
and·hexavalent actinides is enhanced by the branching of the side 
chain bound to the carbonyl or to the nitrogen ( 1), the N N • 
di-n-butyl, 3, 3 di rnathyl butiramide (branching in the carbonyl 
side chain) and the N N' di-sec-butyl pentanamide (branching on 
the nitrogen side chain) show the most promising performance from 
this point of wiew. 
Any,;,_ray, as expected, the branching of the alipha·tic chain· deter
r.iines in almost all the cases the formation of third phases ,vi th· 
lo�er uranium concentration with respect to the corresponding· 
straight chain compounds. 

SEPARATI C?l PE:RFORl·IANCE 

The results permit to choose some promising amides to 
investi"gate on the influence of the structure on the separatio� 
b-: havior of these eomp.:>unc'!s·. 
Until now \o.7e have investigated the behavior of these three amides, 
ch.Jsen· ad reference comp::iunds for each type of structure: 

- II N' di-n-hexyl octanamide (long�straight chain) (DHOA) 
- N ti' di-n--butyl 2 ethyl he,:anamide (o( branching of the 

carbonyl cha.in) ( DB2EHA) 
.- ll N' di-n-butyl 3,3 dimethyl bt..tirramide (�branching 

of the carbonyl chain) ( DBl·.B) 

- N N' di-sec-butyl hexanamide (branching of the nitrogen) 
(or pentanamide) chain) (DSBH) 

As mentioned, before, t�� typical separation problems have been 
studied; the trivalent actinides-rare earths separ3tion, and the 
plutonium uranium separation. 
In�: the distribution coefficient of Am (III) and Eu (III) 
(chosen as reference for actinides and rare earths), as a function 
of increasing ffiJC3 concentration, are sh:>wn for the £our amides 
under investigation. 
Even if the values of the distribution coefficients are very low 
thus increasing the range of their uncertainty, the influence of 
the structure on the aiiiericium and europiwn extraction may be :, 
still seen. In particular, the amide DSBH branched� to nitrogen 
side chain sh.:>ws the best performance. Unfortunately, the low 
value of the distribution coefficient does not permit to suggest 
any practical application. 
The p:,ssibility of performing the U-Pu separation without addihg 
any reducing or comple x ing agent in the aqueous phase has been 
also studied for the amides under investigation. 
From the results until now obtain eO, sh:Jvm in the� and 
�,some interesting considerations can be deduced: 
- The best separation behavior for the U-Pu couple is shown by

the amide DSBH; b?"aril!hed on the carbonyl side chain. lt is 
useful to remelilber here that this amide has also shown the best
performance of all branched amides with respect to the tendence 
to third phase formation. 

- the separation of Pu from can be performed with amides(DBOA 
anC DSBH) only by changing the aqueous HN01 concentration, from 
3 - 4 r-� HNO to o. 7-1 M HN03 , • At this HN03 concentrations 
any risk of 3

Pu (IV) !X)limerization <loes not.exist. This p::>ssibi 
lity represents a consistent advantage with respect to TBP; 
with ar.i.ides DBO\ and DSBH, but with amide DHOA too, it is 
fX)sSible to realize the recovery of plutonium together with a 
fixed a;;-ount of uranium (co processing); 

- the better behavior of branched-type amides with respect to 
staight chain ones in the separation of hexavalEnt from tetrava
lent actinides has been Confirmed by these results. 
In particular, for this application the branching to the 
carbonyl side chain is preferred to that of nitrogen, contrarly 
to the application discussed before (Am - EU separation). 
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DOAA-AN EXCELLENT NOVEL EXTRACTANT 

Yuan Chengye, Tu Tongyan, Ma Enxin and Li Shusen 

Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry 
Academia Sinica 
Shanghai, China 

INTROD'.JCTION 

N ,N-Dialkylacylamides have been studied extensively as extractants for 

metals from nitrate media by Siddall ( l) and Blake et al ( 2): The charac

teristic strtlctural feature of the substituted amides indicates that the 

charge density of carbonyl oxygen is evidently increased by the �Jr-conju

gation resulted from the interaction of lone pair electrons of the ni tro

gen atom and ,telectron of the carbonyl group. Together with carbonyl oxy

gen, .the aniido-nitrogen atom can also be served as coordinating centre, 

depending on the acidty of the species to be extracted ( 3). 

"/"'-N-C-CH3 R)N-c---ea, R""--/N-c-eH. 
R'x 6 =R' j{ !,.- =•'i &-

'-.H/ '..a/ ".g/ 
(I) (II) (ill) 

E'-HorR 

However, there was no commercial extractant of substituted amide group 

available until the development of AlOl, N,N-dialkylacetamide with mixed 

straight chain composed of c8-c
10 

in alkyl radical (4). On the basis of 

struoture-reactivi ty studies we found that the spatial configuration of 

the N-alkyl group of N ,N-disubsti tuted acetamide gives some advantages 

over the corresponding straight chain derivatives in higher selestivity 

in extraction, lower solubility in water, better solubilization in ali

phatic diluents and good performance in a-tripping process. N,N-Di(l-methyl
heptyl)acetamide (abbreviated as DOAA, commercial name N503) was thus intro

duced as an effective extractant by us (5). 

PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES 

DOAA was prepared by acetylation of di(l-methylheptyl)amine, which was 
synthesized either by amination of 2-chloro-octane or by direct aminolysis 

of octanol-2 in the presence of a nickel catalyst with satisfactory yield 

(6). DOAA is a pals yellow viscous liquid, b.p. 157-160°C/9mm. 142-144°C/ 
7mm.; d!5 0.8648--0.8684; �5 1.4550-1.4560; ') 25 18.5•1.0. IR YC,0 1640cm-1• 
1H NMR(cc14,HMDS) , o.79--0.84(6H,m,2XCH3), o.84-1.1(6H,m,2X(CH

2
)5CH

3
), 1.1-

1.3(20H,s, 2X(CH2l5), l.87(3H,s,CHfO-). DOAA has surface tension 1"
25

o 29.3 

dynes/cm; freezing point -54°C; flash po�·nt 190°c; solubility in water 

�lOmg/liter and Ln
50 8.2gm/kg mice. (6,7) 

EXTRACTION. OF URANIUM AND RELATED ELEMENTS 

As neutral oxygen-containing extractant, DOAA extracts uranium and 

related metal nitrates with notable superiorities over TBP, which is com

monly used for the separation of nuclear fuels from their fusion products 

u shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 EXTRACTIVE SEPARATION OF U, Pu, Zr-Nb AND Ru BY DOAA 

I EXTRACT ANT 

; (C4H9) 
l0 

I 
CHfON(C8Hl7i ) 2 
CHfON(C8H17s)

2 

u 

D Fl, 

2.26 87.1 

1. 76 84.1 

3.97 92.3 

Pu 

D E% 

1.37 Bo.6 

9.21 96.5 

o.86 11.5 

Zr-Nb Ru 

D �U/ZrNb D QU/Ru 

2.lXl0-2 l.08X102 4. 7XI0-2 48.1 
5.9x10-3 

2.98uo2 2.5X10-2 

:2:�i102 
l.OXlO-} 3.99x103 1.ex10-2 

(ExtractantJ lM in kerosene, (HNo3J lN, (uJ 240g/1, 0/A • 3/1 

(Pu) 500-2500 pulse/min. 0.1ml., 2r95_Nb95 in trace amount, 

(Zr] as carrier 2.5Xlo-4-, [ RuJ lXl0-4 M. 

The straight chain derivative, N ,N-di-n-octylacetamide, is not suitable for. 

this purpose owing to the low solubli ty of i t"e rii trate and extracted coordi

nated compound in kerosene. 

EXTRACTION OF ANIONIC HALIDE MElrAL COMPLEXES 

Being a Lewis base, DOAA forms oxonium salt in acid mediun, which is 

capable of extracting anionic halide metal complexes by ion-pair mechanism. 

It is clear that metals forming halide metal complex would be separated from 

other metals which is unable to give anionic species by extraction, wi:th DOAA. 

DOA.A possesses excellent properties for the separation of gold from 

other precious metals and base metals from hydro�hlorio acid. (Pig.1) 
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As shown in Figure l the extraction oapabili ty of DOAA for Au is apparently 

greater than base metals such as Cu, Ni even Pe and other precious metals 

including Pt, Pd, Ir and Rh. The prospective application of DOAA in the 

separation of gold fro� chloride system is encouragable. 

Removal of iron from leach liquor is one of the essential problems in 

hydrometallurgy. Ferrio ions in form of HFec14 could be extracted by DOAA 

almost quantitatively. The loading capacity of DOAA.(30';&) for iron is 30.9g. 

per liter from 3N HCl containing 11.Bg.Fe/l. In order to prevent formation 

of third phase during extraction, addition of alkanol with high molecular 

weight is necessary. (Figure 2) It was well demonstrated by the fine extra

ction performance of DOAA in separating iron from rare earths. A quantita

tive removal cf iron was achieved where only less than 1i of RE wae be:i:ng 

co extracted. 

It is necessary to emphasized that in comparison. with TBP, DOAA has 

no detectable swelling effect to PVC, a widely used structural material for 

mix-and-settle extractor. As illustrated by the Photo 1,- TBP has serious 

swelling effect to PVC since evident damage was found after 3 days standing 

and the whole mass turned to paste upon 2 years storage. There is no signi

ficant change for PVC in keeping with DOAA for two years. 

The fundamental chemistry of ex.traction of iron by DOAA has been 

studied·in our Laboratory. By the method of distribution equilibria, the 

composition of extracted species was deduced as Fe•3DOAA. On the other 

hand, the cooridination compound prepared by saturation method has the 

formula of Fe•2DOAA based on elemental analyses and spectroscopic studies. 

In the IR spectra of Fe 2DOAA, it is evidently shown that the characteristic 

frequency of J/CO at 1640cm -l of the parent ligand was disappeared and subs

tituted by a strong band at 1578cm-l designating as coordinated CO band with 

aYco of 62cm-1• As indicated by magnetic measurements, pure Fe 2DOAA and 

with dilution by two or three volumes of DOAA gave effective magnetic moment 

6.04, 5.93 and 5.87 respectively. These data coincide" the calculated value 

of 5.92 .4J.sfor Fe3• in high spin of 3d5 orbital. It may thus be cons�dered 

that Fe• 2DOAA is a Fe3• containing coordination compound with outer orbit 

octahedron configuration. 

Photo 1 

Comparison of DOAA with TEP in Swelling Effect on PVC. 

Both Niobium and Tantalum are capable to form anionic halide complex, 

we have succeeded in separating them from HF-H2so 4 by DOAA e�raction. 

Thie extraction system is distinguished for higher extraction capacity, 

better separation factor and particularly for the absence of harmful impuri

ties like phosphorus in the final product which is usually occured in TEP 

extraction. (Figure 3,4) 

By means of the distribution method and the method of conti.nuoue vari

ation, as well as IR spectral and chemical analyses ·of the loaded organic 

phases, the composition of the extracted species was shown to be HJ4F6• nS, 

probably together with some of" H2MP
?
° n$, where M "' Nb or Ta, S = DOAA and 

n = 1, 2. The sulfuric acid acts mainly as a salting-out. agent in the procesl!! 

of extraction. After extraction of HF, the Vco of DOAJ. was shifted to 1590 

versus 166ocm -l_ in the ligand, indicative of the donation of the electrons 

by the carbonyl oxygen atom of the extractant (I). (Figure 5) As the acidity 

of the extracted acid complexes enhanced, the loaded organic phase shows a 
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new band at l 710cm-l commonly attributed to C .. N stretching frequency-. Thus 

a "bidef!tate" mechanism (III) was deduced.(3) As DOAA is unable to form III, 

due to steric hindrance, an intermediate mechanism (II) was proposed, which 

is well substantiated by the data in distribution equilibria and the IR 

spectra of the coordination compound in the related organic phases. 
EXTRACTION OP ORGANIC ACIDS 

The baeici ty of carbonyl oxygen of DOAA is strong enough to extract a 

series of organic aoids including phenol and its derivatives. Table 2 shows 

the excellent behaviours of DOAA in extracting phenol. 

TABLE 2 DISTRIBUTION RATIO -OP PHENOL IN EXTRACTION BY 
VARIOUS ORGANIC SOLVENTS 

Solvent I Alkanes: Aromatics Ethers Alkanols: Esters Ketones DOAA 

D Value 0.1--0.61 1.2-2.0 1-30 a-25 '. 21�50 10-500 I 500 

Tbe influence Of spatial configura·�ion of alkyl group in substituted amide 

on phenol extraction is illustrated on Table 3. 

TABLE 3 IliJi'LUENCE OP STRUCTURE OF N-ALlCYL GROUP IN 
ACETA14IDE ON THEIR EXTRACTION CAPABILITY TO PHENOL 

The d�ta show the steric hindrance of ligand in extracting phenol. However, 

DOAA provides higher loading capacity, fine performance in alkali-stripping 

good stability against acid, alkali even under higher temperature, very low 

soh1bili ty in water and almost non-toxicity. DOAA is therefore being used 

as an effective extractant not only for the recovery of phenol from various 

manufactUl'ing processes but also for the dephenolization from industrial 

effluents of different sources. 

The mechanism of extraction of phenol by DOAA has been studied by us. 

(7) The isotherms of the extraction equilibrium have been given and the 

constant in the equation Y • aXb thereby calculated (X and Y denote the 
cancentration of phenol in aqueous and organic phase respectively). The 

distribution ratio of phenol is shown to be as high as 500 in the extraction 

by pure DOAA. With the aid of Clausius-Clapeyron equation the enthalpy of 

the extraction reaction has been estimated as AH -= -4.0 Kcal/mole. By 
means of the slope method and the method of continuous variation, the com
position of the extracted species is deduced to be c6H

5
0H·DOAA. (Figure 6, 7) 

A marked carbonyl shift was observed in the IR spectra of the loaded organic 
phases. It is a consequence of the coordination effect during the process of 

extraction. As indicated by the NMR spectrum the value of the chemical shift 
of the hydroxyl proton in phenol was increased significantly in the extra

cted complex resulting from the effect of the intermolecular hydrogen bon

ding. The structure of the extracted species may thus be elucidated as 

c6H50-H·-O•C(CH3)N(C8H17sec)2• (Figure 8) 
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NEW BIDENTATE EXTRACTANTS FOR ACTINIDES(III) AND 

LANTHANIDES(III) SEPARATIONS FROM 

CONCENTRATED NITRIC ACID 

C. Musikas, H. Hubert

Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de 
Fontenay-Aux-Roses B.P. n° 6 - 92260 

FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES, France 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Highly radioactive nuclear wastes contain a. and B emitters whose half 
life are very different. The a emitters, actinides, are the minor component and 
will be radioactive for thousands of years whereas the fission Products, 
B emitters will be inactive after one or t\lo centuries. Thus, the separation of 
the two kind·s of radionuclides before storage is suitable. The main difficulty 
for this separation is the extraction of the trivalent actinides from the 
concentrated nitric acid waste solutions. This difficulty is due co· the genera.! 
veak extractibility of f series trivalent ions from acidic media and to the 
presence in the waste solutions of numerous highly hydrolysable ions which will 
precipitate when pH will be increased. 

Polydentates extractants containing P "' 0 donor group have been proposed 
(I) (2) as extractants of trivalent actinide and lanthanide from nitric acid 
solutions. Although the replacement of monodentate HDEHP,. or TBP by 
tetraalkylcarbamoylmethylene phosphonates was a serious improvment, several 
problems (dialkylphosphoric acids and phosphoric acid as degradation products .. ) 
are still troubleso!'1e and drive us, to investigate tetraalkylmethylenediamides 
ability to extract trivalent actinide and lanthanide from concentrated nitric 
acid. Negative results were reported by Siddall in 1963 (3) for tetrabutylmalona
mide or tetrabutyl succinamide as lanthanide extractant. 

However, amides extractant properties might depend of the aliphatic 
subs ti tuent lenght more drastically than organophosphorus compounds because 
of the amide molecular rigidity and it seemed interesting to undertake 
systematic investigations of trivalent actinide and lanthanide extraction. 
Progress in this field will be reported in this communication, especially the 
influence of the diluent, the alkyl chains lenght and the aqueous acidity. 
II. Am(III) and Eu(III) EXTRACTION FROM HN03 SOLUTIONS BY VARIOUS 

TETRAALKYLMALONAMIDES. 

In order to select an extractant we synthetized (4) several malonamides 
whose formula and abbreviation are given Table I with the Am(Ill) maximum 
extraction ratios when aqueous HN03 concentrations are varied. 

Table I. Inf�ueg�e of the �uh�tituc-n�.,:.' R1. R2 upon the Am(III) distribution 
ratLos (malonamLde 0.5 ti Ln benzene). 

Extractant RI R2 

DCHDEMA C2HS C6H I I 

TBMA C4H9 C4H9 

DODMPA cl1 CBH l 7 

� 

DBHMA CH3 
C4H9 

DODHMA CH3 
CSH l 7 

:: Malonamides general formula 

R2 /R2 
'N-C-CH -.C-N 

RI/ g 2 g '- RI 

DAm(III) 

0. 11 

0.18 

0.45 

0.55 

1.06 

m: D
Am(III) are the maximum on the curves (D

Am(Ill) • f (HN03). 
This maximum lies between 2N and 5N HN03. 

At first glance two factors seemed to play a role in Am(III) distribution 
coefficients : the presence of methyl groups and the total nulT'her of carbon 
atoms. The first factor is probably associated with the steric hidrance near 
the C • 0 donor groups, whereas the second is correlated with the lipophilic 
character of the metallic complexes. As a consequence DODMMA is the best 
extractant and TBMA one of the poorest. DBMMA is a better extractant th�n TBMA 
despite of its lower lipophilic character. 

Am(III) and Eu(UI) distribution ratios between I M DODMMA into 
t-butylbenzene and nitric acid solutions were measured as a function of acidity 
(figure I). 

It can been seen that, DODMMA behaves like a typical basic neutral 
extractant. From 0.01 to 3M HN03 there is an increase of the trivalent ions 
distributions ratios whereas for higher HN03 concentrations, the co'"lpetition 
between the metal and HN03 for the diamide coordination sites stem'>the 
decreasing part of the curves. 

Malonamides-nitric ac:id adducts, solubility into non polar diluents, 
especially hydrocarbons, is limited. We found that, t-butylbenzene is a 
convenient diluent only for DODMMA. For acidities between O and 10 N no third 
phase formation was observed, contrary to DBMMA. 

However limited proportions of dodecane can be added to aromatic diluents 
and higher distribution coefficients are then obta,ined. The influence of diluent 
over Am(III) and Eu(III) distribution ratios is shown table II. 

NOVEL EXTRACTANTS - II 

Table II. Diluent effect upon Am(III) and Eu(III) distribution ratios between 
0.5 M DODMMA and aqueous solutions (IN HN03, 4M NaN03). 

DILUENT DAm (III} DEu (III) 

Benzene 0. 75 0.6 

Xylene 1.05 0.8 

Mesi tyl ene . 1.1 0.8 

t-butyl benzene 1.6 1.1 

Dode cane 80 % 
2. 7 2 .05 

Dec anal 20 % 

Dodecane 80 % 
7 .5 5 .8 

Xylene 20 % 

III. Am(III) and Eu (III) EXTRACTION MECHANISMS 

Am(III) and Eu(Ill) distribution ratios logarithm vary linearly with DODMMA 
concentrations logarithm, with a slope of 4. 

The variation as a function of aqueous nitrate is 3 and indicate that the 
extraction mechanism is 

3+ 
-

M + 3N03 + 4 DODMMA _.,,, M(N03) 3 (DODMMA) 4 

The higher number of ligands around the metallic ion suggest that some of 
them are in the second coordination sphere. Raman spectroscopy indicate that 
N03- are bidentate and in the first coordination sphere. These results confirm 
that in the comolexes some di.amides molecules are in tl!e second coordination 
sphere. When it. is bonded to M3+ ions, the DOD��IA, C • 0 stretching bands are 
modified and C "" N bands remain inchanged, showing that the f trivalent ions are 
linked to oxygen amide rather to nitrogen.� 

IV. EXTRACTION OF THE HIGHER OXIDATION STATE ACTINIDES IONS. 

U(VI) and Pu(IV) distribution coefficients as a function of HN03· 
concentrations are given figure 2. Np02 + ions are po�rly extracted. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

From the data presented in this communication it can be seen that diamides 
are rather good extractants for tri, tetra et hexavalent actinide ions, contained 
in acidic nitrate solutions and further inv,astigations will tell if they present 
a real advantage over the carbamoylmethylene phosphonates. Changes in aliphatic 
radicals is more important for their extracting power than such changes in 
organophosphorus extractants but a complete knowledge of the effects of the 
chains nature need much more fundamental investigations. 
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OCTYL(PHENYL)-N,N-DIISOBUTYLCARBAMOYLMETHYLPHOSPHINE 

OXIDE AS AN EXTRACTANT FOR ACTINIDES FROM NITRIC ACID WASTE 

E. P. Horwitz, H. Diamond, D. G. Kalina 
L. Kaplan and G. W. Mason

Chemistry Division 
Argonne National Laboratory 
Argonne, Illinois 60439 USA 

I NTROOUCTI ON 

The ability of neutral bifunctional organophosphorus compounds to extract 
trivalent actinides, specifically Am(III}, from nitric acid solution has 
stimulated investigations into the processing of PUREX high level liquid waste 
{1-5}. The authors' work in this area has focused primarily on derivatives of 
carbamoylmethyl phosphine oxide ( CMPO) (6). We have found that the best 
extractant of this type is octyl(phenyll-N,N-diisobutylmethylphosphine oxide 
(abbrev. o,o[IB]CHPO). This extractant has a unique combination of sub
stituent groups which impart to the resulting 110lecule substantially improved 
ability to extract actinides from acidic nitrate media and to withstand hydro
ly�ic and radiolytic degradation. At the same time good selectivity of 
Am( I I I l actinides over fission products and favorable sol ubi 1 i ty properties on 
actinide loading are maintained (7 ,8). 

This paper describes the application of 0¢;D[IB]CMPO to the extraction of 
transuranium elements (Np, Pu, and M) .and fission product rare earths 
(F.P.R.E.) from evaporated highly acidic (5 M HN03) PUREX waste. Additional 
infonnation on the influence of phenyl substitution in CMPO's and mixed CMPO
TBP extractant solutions on DAm is also ,presented. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Synthetic high level liquid waste (HLLW) used for flowsheet testing was 
prepared from synthetic LWR-HLLW (8} by diluting to one-third, increasing the 
acidity to 5 M HN03 and making the final solution 0.7 M in aluminum nitrate 
and 0.3 M fn HF. This mixture simulates approximately-the PUREX waste pro
duced atHanford. Flowsheet testing was performed by batch counter-current 
extraction using thennostated separatory funnels. 

RESULTS AND O[SCUSS[ON 

Effect of Phen�l Substituents on CMPO Moiety. Earlier studies by the 
a.uthors (/) showedOth the advantages and disadvantages of replacing a hexyl 
group in dihexyl-N,N-diethylCMPO (DHOECMPO) with one phenyl group. The major 
advanuges of the resultant hexyl( phenyl)-N ,N-di ethyl CMPO ( HoDECMPO) were the 
increase in DAm at high acidity (>1 !:!. H�J03), the decrease in D

Arll 
at low 

acidity (<0.5 ·�· HN03) and the improved selectivity of Am(![[) over Fe(JJ[). 
The major disadvantage was the very poor solubility of actinide-HipDECMPO com
plexes [using Nd(III) as a stand-in for Am(III)] in colllllon aromatic diluents. 
We found that the solubility problem could be significantly improved by re
placing the ethyl groups in the amide moiety with isobutyl groups. Additional 
studies have been performed on N ,N-di i sobutylcarbamoylmethyl phosphine oxide 
(D[[B]C!f>O) extractants to determine if the diphenyl derivative (DoO[lB]CMPO) 
shows si gni ff cant advantages over the O�[ IB]CMPO compound as an actinide 
extractant. 

figure l shows the expected improvement in DAm at high acidity for 
D.O[�Because of the low solubility of DoD[IBJCMPO in diethylbenzene 
(DEB) at 25°C the c001parison of the three O[IB]CMPO derivatives was performed 
at 0.1 M extractant concentration. However, the significant superiority of 
Ofi)[IB]C!WO over OHDECHPO at high acidity is not very evident at 0.1 M extrac
tant concentration because of the higher extractant dependency of t'ne octyl
(phenyl) derivative. Although the D.O[JB]CHPO compound does show some advan
tages over the O+l)[JB]CHPO as an extractant for Am( [JI) from high nitric acid, 
its low solubility in high boiling aromatic diluents, even lower solubility in 
aliphatic diluents, and the very poor solubility of metal-DoD[lB]CHPO com
plexes negates its practical application. Chmutova et al. (9) have recently 
described the actinide{ II I) extraction behavior orcf'fplienyl-N ,N-di-n-butyl 
CHPO but only compared this compound to dihe.yl-N ,N-di ethylcarbamoylmethyl
phosphonate. 

Mixed 0.0[lB]CHPO-TBP as an M1{ll1) Extractant. To improve further the 
phase compat161J1ty properties of OiJ][IB]Cfl>O we studied CMPO-TBP mixtures as 
Am( 111) extractants. A continuous variation study of TBP-000[1B]CIWO mixtures 
in OEB at total extractant concentration of 0.5 N showed no evidence of mixed 
complexes of the type M1(N03),•(TBP-CHP0)0 or synergistic effects, -.ilich is at 
variance with results reported by Navratil and Martells (10). However, a sig
nificant improvement in the solubility of the O�(IB]CMPO extractant in non
aromatic diluents may be achieved by addition of TSP. For example, Alixing TBP 
with O.O[[B]CMPO enables one to replace OEB with decalin and avoid the forma
tion of a second organic phase when equilibrated with high concentrations of 
HN0 3 or Nd(III). Since distribution ratios are higher in alicyclic diluents 
than in aromatic diluents, one may achieve a given D

Am 
value using less 

0.0[1B]CMPO. This effect is shown in Figuhe ff- 0
,1m 

is very similar for the 
two extractant solutions at 5-6 M HN03, w ic is Ute concentration range of 
H�J0 3 of interest. It is interestfng to note that TBP generally suppresses the
influence of acidity on DAm for 0¢0[JB]CMPO. This effect may be explained by 
the acid buffering effect caused by the large concentration of basic P=O 
groups. An intramolecular buffering effect was postulated to explain the 
resistance of the CMPC extractants to high concentrations of acids (6,7). The 
fol lowing equation describes the extraction of Am( llll by OoD[ lB]CMPO from 
highly acid (>l .!!. HN03) solutions: 

*Work performed under the auspices of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, 
Division of Chemical Sciences, u. S. Department of Energy under Contract 
W-31-109-Eng-38. 
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where E = 0¢0[1B]CMPO, E·HNOa represents HN03 hydrogen bonded to CMPO, and the 
bar denotes species in the organic phase. When 0.5 M O•D[IB]CMPO in DEB is 
1 oaded with Nd from 6 M aqueous HNO 3, n = 2 and m = "'2. We believe that the 
HN03 associated with the" Am-CMPO complex is hydrogen bonded to amide moiety. 

FLOW SHEET 

A flowsheet for the extraction of uranium and all transuranium elements 
(Np, Pu, Am) together with fission product rare earths (F.P.R.E.} from evapo
rated PUREX high level waste is shown in Fi�urd 3. The flowsheet is based on 
the use of a mixture of o,o[JB]CMPO and TBP ,n ecalin. This system minimizes 
the quantity of CMPO required in the process, has rapid pha,se disengagement 
behavior, and eliminates the possibility of a second organic phase fanning if 
the extractant were inadvertently saturated with F.P.R.E. 1 s. Distribution 
ratios for selected fission products, Cr, Fe, and Ni, and actinides are given 
in Tables I and II. All distribution ratio measurements and flowsheet testing 
were perfonned at 50°C because of the anticipated radiolytic heating produced 
from fission products. This temperature may be somewhat.high and since•O's 
usually decrease with an increase in telllperature. estimated Am( I 11·) decon
tamination factors based on 50° C values are probably conservative. 

One of the major features of the flowsheet shown in �iguhre h3 is that the 
initial actinide extraction is performed from a moderate y 19 nitric acid 
concentration. One of the advantages of operating at this acidity, as opposed 
to the more conventional PUREX waste acidity of 2-3 M HN03, using carbamoyl
methylphosphoryl (CMP) type of extractants, is that Tc, Ru, and Pd have much 
lower D's and thus report largely to the raffinate and are more readily 
scrubbed from the organic phase. On the other hand Fe(J[J), Zr([V), and 
Mo(Vl) are readily extracted by CMPO extractants from 5 M HN03, although the 
Fe(III) extraction is slow and Dre varies with equilibration time. Removing 
Fe, Zr, and Mo from the raffinate could be beneficial if additional processing 
of this stream for Ru, Rh, and Pd and/or 90sr and 137Cs is planned. Zr, Mo, 
Fe are readily stripped from the organic phase using a mixture of HN03 and 
oxalic acid. However this waste stream must be contacted with a small 
quantity of fresh extractant to ensure high decontami natf on from Am( I I I). TRU 
stripping is readily performed using formic acid with hydroxylammonium nitrate 
(HAN). Under these conditions the TRU's are concentrated approximately three
fold relative to the feed. The uranium will remain largely in the organic 
phase and is subsequently removed with Na2C0 3 during the solvent wash step. 

The calculated removal of Am(III) from the raffinate using an extraction 
factor (D x Phase Ratio} of 2 for the extraction stages and 8 for the scrub 
stages and using nine extraction stages and four scrub stages is 99.9%. If 
the temperature of the waste solution were 40 °C, then DAm = 6 .3 and the per
cent removal would be >99.99 for the same number of extraction and scrub 
stages. Since Np(V) is not very stable in 5 M HN03 and Pu is extractable in 
the III, IV, and VI oxidation states, the remOval of either element from the 
waste does not present any problem. Furthermore, the fraction of 237Np and 
239Pu which must be removed from the waste is much less than 241Am to achieve 
100 nanocurie/gram of sol id. 

Acknowledgment. The authors would like to thank Mr. Edmund Huff of the 
Chemical Technology Division, ANL. for perfonning the inductively coupled 
plasma atomic emission spectrographic analysis. 

Table I. Distribution Ratios of Selected Elements in Synthetic PUREX-HLLW 
5o•c 

Feed (HLLW) 
0/A = 0.5 

Sr <O .01 
y 1.7 

Zr 15 
Mo 10 

Tc 0.30 
Ru 0.05 
Rh <0.02 
Pd <0.02 
Ag <0.1 
Cd <0.01 
Ba <0.01 

Cr <0.05 
Fe 5 
Ni <0.1 

1.5 M HN03 - 0.075 M H2C20, -
0/A = 2 -

1.1 
<O .OJ 
<0.J 

<0.01 
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Table II. Distribution Ratios pf Selected Elements in Synthetic PUREX-HLLW 
50'C 

Feed (HLLW) 
0/A = 0.5 

1.5 M HN03 - 0.075 M H,c,o. -
0/A = 2 -

la 0. 72 2 .2 
Ce 1.4 3.4 
Pr 1.9 3.8 
Nd 2 .4 3.9 
Sm 3.I 3.9 
Eu 3.4 3. 7 
Gd 2 

u >102 >!02 

Np 62 13 
Pu >103 39 
Am 3.9 6.6 
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FIGURE 1. COMPARISOh OF D VS HN03 FOR O.I M SOLUTIONS OF DIHEXYL 
OCTYL(PHENVL)-, AND DIPHENYL-1f',N-Dl!SOBUTYLCMPO IN DEB. TEMP. 25'C. 
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CHEMISTRY OF CROWNETHER COMPLEXES OF ACTINIDES: 

·INVESTIGATION ON THE EXTRACTION OF U(IV) AND

U(VI) WITH CY CLO POLYETHERS 

Zhu Lin, Chen Shaojin, Feng Yijuin 
Liu Zongquin,.Chen Wenjuin 

Sichuan University 
Chengdu, China 

The extraction behaviour of crownetyers for alkali, alkali

earth metal!=! have reported in a 9;reat rteal of papers. 'rh�re are 

some research on that of actinides as well (1-4), Yakshin (1) \n

vestiP.;ate� the extractionof U, Np and Pu nitrates with several 

crownethers in i ,2-dichloroethsine. The extraction efficiency of 

urAnium was reported quite low • 
. i . 

The authors fouprl that a series of crow.nether,; form cnmr,lexes 

of variable stability with U(IV) and U(VI) chlorldes (5), and 

that under� appropri�te con�ltion they can be extrl'lcted into ar.i 

organic AOl vent effectively (6, 7). This paper repoI"ts the resul ti:: 

of extraction of U(IV) anrt U(VI) with several crownethers of dif

ferent hole Size and derivatization, the corripof;i. tion of extr::3.ct

able complexes and their condi ti anal extraction constants. 

The extraction was performed in the followinP,; system 

u4+ or uo/+ / HCl, LiCl / crownethers-cH3No2 

• .. tl'e crowr,-...chers, dicyclohex;l-1�-crOwn-fi (DCi8C(1), henzo-18-

.crown-6 (B18C6), benzo-15-crown-5 (B15C5), dibem,o-!B•crown-6 

( DBlAC'>), di b•nzo-24-crown-A (DB24C8) and di benzo-JO-crown-1 O 

(.DB)0Cl0) in nitrom�thane are investigated. The foregone re

search (f..,7) showed the extract8ble complex iR of the cha

racter of ion-palr complex, anti by usin� the polar solvent 

CH3N02the distribution ratio of'both \J(IV) and U(VI) complex

es can -be enhanced remarkably. U02Cl2 stock solution was pre

pa-red Jn thf! usual 'way, .whereas UCl4 was obt,:1,ined by reducing 

U02Cl2 with., power silver (99.94'). standRrdi-zei:1 by coulombme

tric ti trametry anti preserved under purified N2 atmosphere. 

Concentratl qn of U(IV) and U(VI) WP.re analyzed spectrometri

cally with Arsenazo III, 

I, The extraction of U(VI) 

The extraction distribution ratio of
0
U(VI) is strikingly 

effected b)' ttte concentration of LiCl. The D value ls rathP.r 

low at. c1101 less than 3M, but .it naises steeply a-fter that. 

D �· Independent upon U concentration in the rang,e of .cu of' 

1•10-4- 1• 10·3M, denotin.g the forr:iation of rnononucclear com

plex. The extraction equatiom� �re· a"lsm11ed as 

().), uo/• + (p+2) Cl-+ p H+ 
+ q L(o) F HPUOzCl(p+z)'4L(-oi 

K� 
(HpUOzCl(p+2)qLlo 

(UOz) (Clf"lHJ P(L)� 

By int?'od11cing a function o•, defined as 

or· 
D

'• (Cl)2 

where l' stands for the complexation degree for U(VI ) , tl;at is: 

I; /li(Cl)i, 1jhe follol'ine; relation canoe established, 

(J) 111; 0' ·• 111: K + p lg[(Ji)(Cl)J i: q lg(L)0 
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Then p,
, 

q were determined graphically from the slops of the cor

responding lg-lr, plots, (Fig 1,2). Table (1) summerized those 

results. They. are conRistent with the- following extraction equi

librium 

for the crownethers studied,exc,ept nc1Bc6. In the la.tter case, 

it seems l�ke formation of. a mixture of HU02Cl3•L and· HU02c13·2L. ' > • 

The c�nditiona.l extraction constants for eq. (4) were listed in 

Tab.� as well. 

A seguenc� of extraction abil1 .. y of crown ethers s,tudi.ed for 

uo2c12 

oc1Bc'6 > _B15C'5 > DBJOClO > DB24C8 > 'DB18C6 

is obtained accordin� to the result mentioned abo·,e, even tholl g:h 

the difference amone; the last i"our is comparatively smal_l. This 

sequence· is res,ona.ble consiriering the- attractiye effect of phen

yl group and the exclusive effect of cyciohexyl group on th� 

·bonding ability of co-ordination atoms, oxy£en. A decreasingly 

sequence a.mans; three di benzo- cr"ownethers expectan.rtly reflects 

the attractive effect of phenyl group weakens alone; the enlarge

men� of the rins; of crownether. 

Tab.,1 

crownether q p (cuc�=4MJ 
B15C5 1.0J 0,99 t2, 0.±1. 0 
DB!AC6 0,99 0,95 J,8±0.2 
DB24C8 0,97 0,97 5,7:t0,5 
DB,JOClO 0,98 1.0J 8,5±0,J 
DC18C6 1,51 0,81 

II, The extraction _of U(IV) 

• The extraction of U(IV) differs. from that of U(VI) by the need·

ness of much ·hiP.:her co.T,1.certtration of sAl ting agent (greater t!1an 

7M LiCl), The investi&:ative method is just similar to that for 

U(VI J·, D' now is defir�d as 

DY 

o.: =
Tc;? 

I 
I Result� are summeri�ed in Table 2. The ext lctive 

found as _(�F_i�g�·�J�·-4�) J 
eqUilibrium is 

( SJ 

for crownethors studied except DC18C6. 

The sequ2nce of extraction ·ability of crowpethers for UCl4 is 

not id·entical �i th that for -uo2c12• 

DC1BC6 > DB24C8 > B18C6 > DB18C6 

�The abnorm�l extrActio�ability of DB24C8 probably reflects its 

flexible structure may fit U(IV) better than the rigid plane 

structure or 18-member ring. 
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Tab.2 

q 

1.0 
1.0 
0.9 
1.7 

p ( 
K(eot.)* 

CLic1 =7.51•) 
Bl8C6 
DB24C8 
DB13C6 
DC!8C6 

2.1 
2.1 
2.© 
2;0 

0.20 
o.68 
o.056 

*:;)evia.tion caused by the uncertainty of y estim�tes. 
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FURTHER STUDIES OF MACROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS AS SIZE-SELECTIVE 

SYNERGISTS IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEMS* 

W. J. McDowell, G. N. Case, D. W. Aldrup 

Chemical Technology Division 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 USA 

·Research sponsored by the Division of Chemical Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the 
Union Carbide Corporation. 

::ilZE-SELECTIVE SYNERGISM 

In previous publications (1-3) we reported that macrocyclic ethers, which 

are known to complex certain alkali and alkaline earth metal ion·s, are poor 

extractants for the mineral acid salts of these ions because of the difficulty 

of solubilizing the hydrophilic anion in an organic phase of low polarity. We 

also reported that combining an organic-phase-soluble acid in solution with 

the macrocycle improves extraction, with large synergistic enhancement of the 

extraction by the organic-phase acid in many cases. Since the degree of 

synergism appears to be related to the correspondence between the ion diameter 

and the crown ether cavity size, we call this phenomenon "size-selective 

synergism," 

ORGANIC/ AQUEOUS-PHASE DISTRIBUTION OF REAGENTS 

Since an objective is to find reagents having potential for process appli

cations, both good solubility in organic solvents (diluents) of low polarity 

and low distribution to aqueous phases from such solutions are necessary 

prerequisities. In our tests for size-selective synergism, the cation 

exchangers (organic-soluble acids) bis(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP), 

(branched) didodecylnaphthalenesulfonic acid (HDDNS), and an alpha-carbon

branched or 11neo" carboxylic acid of mw t:1. 258 (V-Acid) were found to meet 

these requirements. Table 1 summarizes data on the solubility in toluene and 

the distribution to water from 0.1 � solutions in toluene of the macrocyclic 

compounds tested. Both 12-crown-4 and cyclohexo-15-crown-5 are too highly 

distributed to the aqueous phase to be useful process extractants or even 

desirable compounds to study. Other compounds, as indicated in the table, are 

not sufficiently soluble in toluene (our test equivalent of a process d:i.luent) 

to be useful. 

EFFECTIVE SIZE RANGE 

The compounds that we selected to cover the ion-size range from 1. 2 to 

5.6 Rare designated by asterisks in Table .1 .• In the cavity-size range 1.7 

to 4.3 R, excellent size-selective synergism is observed for the extraction 

of alkali metals sodium through rubidium when either HDDNS or HDEHP is used 

as the cation exchanger. For the cavity size of 12-crown-4 and 14-crown-4, 

however, very poor synergism is observed for lithium, and a diminished and 

less selective effect is observed with 21-crown-7 and 24-crown-8 as extrac

tants for cesium (1,2). 

ALKALINE EARTH EXTRACTION 

The carboxylic acid, V-acid, was used as the cation exchanger for the 

alkaline earths. Excellent synergistic effects were obtained for strontium 

(Figure 1) and barium � with macrocycles having 18-crown-6 and 

21-crown-7 nuclei; 24-crown-8 and 15-crown-5 vere less effective. Calcium 

extraction was synergized only slightly by TBC15C5 and DC24C8. 

TRANSITION ELEMENT EXTRACTION 

Of the first-row elements, chromium through zinc, the extractions of 

Mn2+, co2
+, and zn2

+ were synergized by TBC15C5 when the cation exchanger was 

HDDNS, Trivalent chromium and iron extractions were not synergized with 
macrocycles that should fit either the bare trivalent ion or the hydrated ion. 

STOICHIOMETRY AND BONDING 

Continuous-variation and reagent-dependence studies suggest that the 

preferred organiC.-phase species consists of enough acid groups to satisfy 

the valence charge on the ion plus one macrocycle. At present, the rea

son for strong size-selective synergism in some cases and a lack of 

synergism and even antagonism in others is not apparent; indeed, there 

may be more than one reason. For alkali metal and alkaline earth ions, 
the existence of very strong hydration bonds may prevent bonding to the 

macrocycle. In the transition elements, the existence of directional 
bonds may make bonding to the nearly planar coordination sites of the mac

rocycle unfavorable. The importance of three-dimensional positional 
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conformation is suggested by the strong synergistic effect of DTBDC18C6 or 

strontium extraction by V-acid and the very much weaker effect of DTBDB18C6, 

although the latter effect could, at least partially, be attribited to the 

weaker electron donating abilities resulting from the presence of adjacent 

electron-withdrawing benzene rings. The synergistic factor is 1560 in the first 

case, with alicyclic side rings, and 20 in the second, with aromatic (planar) 

side rings. 

CHELATE AND MACROCYCLE EFFECTS AND PREPOSITIONED BONDING SITES. 

The fact that bonding sites in a prepositioned arrangement in a single 

molecule can enhance complex formation is familiar to us (e.g., in chelates), 

and this effect was dramatically demonstrated here by comparing the synergistic 

effect of a crown ether with that of a monodentat� ether an� a. pho_sphi-i.e 011:�de. 

Even though the phosphine oxide is a much stronger electron donor, the syner

gistic factor obtained for strontium extraction by V-acid is much smalle-r than 

that observed with the crown ether. The synergistic factor, 

o5r(mixture)/[DSr(V-acid) + Ds/donor)], with 0.1 !! V-acid + 0.05 !! DC18C6 is 

2000, while that with 0.1 !! V-acid + 0.3 ,!:! TOPO is only 3.6. Hexyl ether at 

the same coctrdinator-site concentration gives a synergistic factor of 2.9. 

It is clear that entropic effects are important here, and the results 

suggest that three-dimensional positioning of coordinating sites may contrib

ute strongly to the effectiveness of the multidentate coordinator's bonding 

strength. Much more systematic and detailed fundamental investigations need 

to be done to understand these systems and their potential usefulness. 
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TABLE 1. 
Organic-Phase Solubilities and Aqueous-Phase 
Distributions of Some Macrocyclic Compounds 

Solubility Dist. to Cavity 
Compound Acronym in Toluene Water Size (R) 

(!!) {%) 

12-Crown-4 12C4 Infinite 90 1.2 - 1.5 
*Benzo-14-Crown-4 Bl4C4 >O.l <2 1.2 - 1.5 
*Octamethy lperhydrocyc lotet rafur-

furylene OMPCTF 0.123 <0.1 1.2 - 1.5 
Cyclohexo-14-Crown-4 Cl4C4 Infinite 50 l.2 - 1.5 
Cyclohexo-15-Crown-5 ClSCS Infinite 30 1.7- 2.2 

*tert-Bu ty le ye lohexo -15-Crown -5 TBC15C5 Infinite <l 1.7 - 2.2 
Di benzo-18-Crown-6 DB18C6 <0.01 2.6 - 3.2 

Diformyldibenzo-18-Crown-6 DFDB18C6 <0.01 2.6 - 3.2 

D ibu t y ry ld i ben zo-18-C rown-6 DBDB18C6 <0.01 2.6 - 3.2 
*Di-tel't-but y ld i ben zo-18-Crown-6 DTBDB18C6 >0.2 <0.1 2,6 - 3.2 

*Dicyc lohexo-18-Crown-6 DC18C6 >0.5 2.6 - 3.2 
*D 1-tel"t-b u t y ldec y c lo hexo-18-Crown-6 DTBDC18C6 >0.2 <0.1 2.6 - 3.2 
*Die ye lohexo-21-Crown-7 DC21C7 Infinite 0.2 3.4 - 4.3 
*Dicyclohexo-24-Crown-8 DC24C8 Infinite 0.2 4.5 - 5.6 
Te tramethy ltetraazacyclote trade cane TMTACTD >0.1 
me so-Te trapheny lporphine MTPP 0.008 0.1 
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FIGURE l. SYNERGISTIC ENHANCEMENT OF STRONTIUM EXTRACTION WITH 

VERSATIC ACID BY VARIOUS CROWN ETHERS. 
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FIGURE 2. SYNERGISTIC ENHANCEMENT OF BARIUM EXTRACTION WITH VERSATIC 

ACID BY VARIOUS CROWN ETHERS. 
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SEPARATION OF URANIUM ON POLYURETHANE FOAM 

IMPREGNATED WITH TRI-OCTYLPHOSPHINE OXIDE 

J. Korkisch and I. Steffan

Institute of Analytical Chemistry 
University of Vienna 

Vienna, Austria 

A method is described for the quantitative separation of 

uranium from practically all other elements in lM hydrochloric 
acid solution containing ascorbic acid. From such a-solution 

uranium is retained selectively by a column containing open-cell 
polyurethane foam impregnated with tri-n-octylphosphine oxide 
(TOPO). The uranium together with TOPO is oluted with ethanol 
and then it is adsorbed on a column of Dowex 1 anion exchange 

resin from a hydrochloric acid - organic solvent system. After 

elut1on with lM hydrochloric acid, uranium is determined fluori
metrically. The method was applied successfully to determine ura
nium in reference samples and manganese nodules. 

WORKING PROCEDURE: 

To 10 ml .of 1M hydroch�oric acid solution (= sample solu
lution contain�ng the uranium and the elements to be separated 

from it) 0.1 g of ascorbic acid was added to reduce the iron 
to the non-extractable divalent state and the resulting mixture 
was passed through a 4 g column of TOPO-impreganated polyureth
ane foam using a flow-rate which corresponded to the back-pres
sure of the·column. Subsequently the column was washed first with 

30 ml of 1M hydrochloric acid containing 0.3 g of ascorbic acid 
and then with 10 ml of lM hydrochloric acid. Afterwards uranium 
and TOPO were eluted with 100 ml of ethanol and the volume of 

the eluate was reduced to 50 ml by evaporation. These 50 ml wer; 
mixed with 40 ml methyl glycol and 10 ml of 6M hydrochloric acid 
and the mixture(= organic solvent-sorption solution) was passed 
through a 2 g column of Dowex 1 (pretreated with 50 ml of a mix
ture consisting of 50% tetrahydrofuran, 40% methyl glycol and 10% 
6ll hydrochloric acid) using a flow-rate which corresponded to the 
back-pressure of the resin column. TOPO passed into the effluent 
while uranium was strongly retained by the resin which was then 
washed with 50 ml of the same tetrahydrofuran-methyl glycol-6M 
hydrochloric acid mixture followed by 50 ml of 6M hydrochloric 
acid. Finally uranium was eluted with 50 ml of 1M hydrochloric 
acid a.tJ.d its quantitative determination was performed fluori

metrically (1). 

APPLICATION: 

This technique has been.applied to the analysis of reference 
samples and manganese nodules giving the results shown in Tables 
1 and 2, from which it is seen that uranium was isolated quanti
tatively in all cases. Therefore, this method is very well suited 

for the analysis of natural uraniferrous materials of both high 
and very low uranium contents. 

Table 1. Results of uranium determinations in IAEA reference sam

ples and manganese nodules 

Reference sample No. 

S 1 
S 2 

s 3 
S 4 

S 12 
S 13 

Manganese nodule No. 

1 

2 

Uranium found 
(% U308) 

0.469 
0.313 
0.418 
0.374 
0.0139 
0.039 

Uranium 

This method 

1.46 
1.47 
2.79 
2.77 
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found 

Recommended value 

(% U308) 

0.471 
0.313 
0.418 
0.375 
0.014 
0.039 

(ppm) 
Previous method(2) 

1.46 
1.48 
2.77 
2,76 

Table 2. Results of uranium determinations in South African Re-

ference Materials for the uranium industry 

Sample Uranium Certified Limitsx at 
found value 95% confi-

(ppm u:J°8) (ppm u:J°8) dence level 

Urem 1 35 34 33-35 
Urem 2 507 505 502-513 
Urem 3 447 439 430-447 
Urem 4 103 100 100-101 
Urem 5 775 775 756-792 
Urem 6 1871 1887 1867-1925 
Urem 7 52 51 5Q...;53 
Urem 8 127 130 125-133 
Urem 9 260 258 256-261 
Urem 10 1244 1241 1222-1252 

X in ppm u3o8 
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LIQUID ANION EXCHANGE EXTRACTION AND 

SEPARATION OF LANTHANIDES 

V. M. Shinde

Shivaji University 
Kolhapur 416004, India 

Elements such as Y(III), Nd(III), Sm(III) and Gd(III) find 
commercial applications. For instance, Y(III) and Sm(III) promises 
to have an interesting future in the field of nuclear technology 
due to the low cross section for neutron capture and high tempera
ture stability. Sm(III) and Nd(III) finds application in ceramic 
industry for coloring glasses and as glazers. Gadolinium is useful 
in nuclear technology, as a refractory material and in ceramic indu
stries. In view of these applications the purification of Y ,Nd,Sm 
and -Gd is desired and this demand is fulfilled most effe�tively by 
ion exchange and solvent extraction techniques. 

In this work high relative molecular mass amines such as 
tri-n-octylamine (TOA) and tricaprylmethyl ammonium salt (aliquat 
336) have been used for the anion-exchange extraction of Y ,Nd,Sm 
and Gd from succinate solution. The metal ions in the organic 
phase are stripped and determined spectrophotometrically (l-4), 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents 
The stock solutions of Y(III) and Sm(III) were prepared by 

dissolving yttrium nitrate (1.65g) and samarium nitrate (1.75g) in 
10 ml of HN03 and diluting the resultant solution to 100 ml with 
distilled water. The Nd(III) and Gd(III) solutions were prepared 
by dissolving Nd203 (0.7g) and Gd2o3 (1.2g) in perchloric acid or 

nitric acid (10 ml) respectively and diluting to 100 ml with 
distilled water. The stock solutions were standardized and dilu
ted as required for each working solution, 

Extracting Solution 

A 5% solution (w/v) of TOA or aliquat 336 (Koch light, 
England) in benzene, equilibrated for 30 min with equal volumes 
of 2M sodium succinate, were used for extracting purpose. 

0.1% aqueous solution of arsenazo I was used for photo
metric estimation of Y, Sm and Gd (1-3) whereas 0.1% PAR was used 
for Nd estimation (4). 

Procedure for Extraction of Y(III), Nd(III), Sm(III) and Gd(III) 
with TOA : 

Place an_ aliquot of solution containing Y(l0-75µg), 
Nd(lO-lOOµg), Sm(25-lOOµg) or Gd(25-100µg) in a beaker; add 
enough sodium succinate to give ·a concentration of 0.06 M (for Y 
and Nd) or 0.01 M (for Sm) or 0.05 M (for Gd) in a total volume 
of 25 ml. Adjust the pH of the aqueous solution to 6,5-7.5 (for Y 
and Nd with dilute HN03 and NaG-1 oi HC104 and NaG-1 respectively), 
or 7-8 (for Sm with dilute HN03 and NaG-1) or 10.5-11.0 (for Gd 
with dilute HN03 and NaG-1) and transfer the solution into a 
100 ml separating funnel. Extract the solution for 5 min with 
two 5-ml portions of '3}(, TOA dissolved in benzene. Collect the 
organic phase and strip the metal ions with three 5 ml-portions 
of O.l M HCl04• Equilibrate the combined aqueous phase with 5 ml 
of benzene to remove traces of dissolved TOA and estimate the 
metal ions photometrically by the recommended procedure ( 1-4). 

Procedure for Extraction of Y(III) and Nd(III) with Aliquat �36: 

Place an aliquot of a solution containing 25 to 75 µg of 
Y(III) or Nd(III) in a beaker, add enough sodium succinate to 
give a concentration of 0.025 M (for Y) or O.l M (for Nd) in a 
total volume of 25 ml. Adjust the pH of the aqueous 'solution to 
10.5-ll�(for Y with dilute HN03 and Naa-1 solution) or 7-8 (for Nd 
with dilute HC104 and NaG-1 solution) and transfer the solution 
into a 100-ml separating funnel. Extract the solution for 5 min 
with 5 ml of '3j(, aliquat 336 solution, collect the organic phase 
and strip the metal ion from organic phase with two 5-ml portions 
of 0.1 M. HC104• Equilibrate the combined �queous phase with 5 ml 
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of benzene to remove traces of dissolved aliquat and estimate 
the metal ion photometrically by the recommended procedure. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Extraction Conditions : 

The extractions of Y(III), Nd(III), Sm(III) and Gd(III) 
were studied at various pH values (Fig.l & 2), sodium succinate 
concentrations and extractant concentrations. The optimum extra
ction conditions are given in Table 1. The variation in amine 
concentration using benzene as diluent showed that a 5% solution 
of TOA or aliquat is necessary for quantitative extraction of 
metal ions.- Stripping of the metal ions were tried with mineral 
acids such as HN03, HCl, H2S04, HCl04 and NaG-1 splutions. ,However, 
the most effective stripping agent is perchloric acid (0.1 M)which 
causes complete removal of the metal ions from amine phase. The 
percentage extraction of the metal ions were calculated by measur
ing the absorbance of the coloured complexes and referring to 
calibrati?n graphs. The distribution ratios were calculated as 
usual (5). 

Nature of the Extracted Species and Probable Mechanism of 
Extraction 

The log-log graphs of distribution ratio versus succinate 
concentration(at fixed pH and amine conc.)or versus amine concen-

tration (at fixed pH and succinate cone.) indicate a molar ratio 
of l: l with respect to extractant and l: 2 with respect to succinate. 
The amine-succ in ate salt ( in benzene) acts as a liquid anion exch
anger and causes the extraction of Y(III), Nd(III), Sm(III) or Gd 
(III) ions by exchanging the metal-succinate from aqueous phase. 
The probable extraction mechanism could be written as -

(1) (2R3NH+,C4H4o4
2
-J0 + 2M(C4H404);aq �2(R:3NH

+,M(C4H4o4)2] 0 
amine succinate metal Extraction 

salt succinate + c4H4o4
2-

(2) (2R4N+,C4H4o4
2
-J0 + 2M(C4H4o4)2aq �2[R4N+, M(C4H404)2]0 

amine succinate metal .Extraction 
salt succinate 

+ c4H4o4
2-

Effect of diverse ions 

Varying amounts of foreign ions were added to a fixed 

amount of Y(III),Nd(III),Sm(III) and Gd(III) and the recommended 
procedure for the extraction and spectrophotometric dete:rmination 
was followed. Table 2 show the ions tolerated and notable inter
ference. The tolerance limit was set at the amount required to 
cause less than 1% error in the recovery of Y, Nd, Sm and Gd. 

Separation of Y(III) ,Nd(III) and Sm(III) from La(III), Dy(III), 
Hf(IV) and U(VI) 

Extraction of Y, Nd and Sm into TOA by the recommended 
procedure facilitates their separation from La ,Dy ,Hf and U(VI) 
which do not extract and remain quantitatively in the aqueous 
phase. Similarly La(III) do not extract into aliquat along with Y 
or Nd. In the aqueous phase La(III) is dete:rmined with arsenazo 
I (6), U and Dy are determined with PAR (7,4) and Hf is determined 
with arsenazo III (8). Y,Nd or Sm from the amine phase are subse
quently stripped and estimated as described in the extraction 
procedure. U(VI) and Dy(III) coextract in the aliquat extraction 
of Y & Nd; they are however separated by selective scrubbing with 
water which do not back strip either Y or Nd. The recoveries of 
all were� 99.�, for mixt'ures of 25 µg of Y and 50-100 µg of N.d 
and 100 µg of Sm with� 100 µg La,Dy; � 1.0 mg Hf;� 2.0 mg U(VI) 
etc. 

Separation of Y(III) & Nd(III)from Sc(III),Th(IV),Ce(IV) & Zr(IV) 

Sc,Th,Ce and Zr coextract with Y and Nd into TOA. Their 
separation is achieved by selective stripping technique. From 
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amine phase, Th is first stripped with o. 5 M IIH0
3

· (2x5 ml) and then 
y or Nd are stripped with 0.1 M HC104• Stripping of Y or Nd with
0.1 M HCl04 also facilitates their separation from Sc, Zr(IV) and 
Ce(IV) which remains in organic phase and subsequently removed by 
stripping with either l M HCl (for Sc & Zr) or with 6.5 M H2So4 
(for Ce). Th(IV) and Ce(IV) also coextract with Y and Nd in aliquat 
extraction. Their separation is done by stripping Th with O.l M 

HN03(2x5 ml) and subsequent stripping of Y or Nd with 0.1 M HC104 
or stripping of Ce(IV) with 6 M H2so4 (2x5 ml) and subsequent 
stripping of Y or Nd with 0.1 M HCl04. Thorium is estimated comple
xometrically (9); Zr & Sc are determined with arsenazo (8,10) and 

cerium is determined titrimetrically (11). The recoveries of all 
metal ions were�99.0)6 for mixtures of 25 µg pf Y and 50-100 µg of 
Nd withflOO µg each of Sc & Zr and�2.5 mg each of Th & Ce(IV). 

Separation of Sm(III) from Y(III) and Nd(III) 

Extraction of Y and Nd into 5% TOA from 0.06 M sodium succi

nate solution of pH 6.5-7.5 permits their separation from Sm which 

remains in the aqueous phase and determined with arsenazo I. Y or 
Nd are removed from the organic phase and determined as described 

earlier. Th recoveries of all were�99.� for mixtures of 100 µg 
of Sm with,50 µg of Y(III) & Nd(III). 

Separation of Nd(III) from Sc(III) 

Scandium coextract with Nd when extracted with aliquat from 

O.l M succinate solution of pH 7. Sc(III) is however separated 
f�om Nd by stripping with l M HCl (10 ml). Nd is then stripped 
with O.l M HC104 and determined as described. Separation of Sc 

and Y is however not possible by the proposed method. The recove

ries of both Sc & Y are greater than 99.�. The separation of Sc 
(III) & Y(III) and that of Y(III) & Nd(III) is however not feasi
ble by the proposed method. 

Separation of Gd(III) from Dy(III) and U(VI) 

Dy(III) and U(VI) coextract with Gd when extracted with 
5?& TOA from 0.05 M sodium succinate solution. They are however 

removed from amine phase by scrubbing with water and in the com

bined aqueous phase uranium and dysprosium are estimated with 

PAR whereas Gd from amine phase is stripped and determined as 
described earlier. The recoveries of Gd, Dy & U(VI) are � 99.0%. 

Accuracy and Precision 
The proposed method has good precision and the reproduci

bility of results was satisfactory (Table 3). 
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Table l - Optimum Extraction Conditions of Y(III), Nd(III), 
Sm(III) and Gd(III). 

With 5% Trioctylamine With% aliquat 336 

Succ7nate pH Succinate pH cone M conc/M 

y (III), 10 75 µg 0.06 6.5 - 7.5 0.025 10. 5 - 11.5 

Nd (III), 10 100 µg 0.06 6.5 - 7.5 0.1 7 8 
Sm (III), 25 100 µg 0.01 7 - 8 
Gd (III), 25 100 µg 0.05 10, 5 -11. 0 

Table 2 - Effect of Diverse Ions 

Metal ion Ions tolerated, µg 

Y(III), 
25 µg 

Nd(III), 
50 µg 

Sm(III), 
50 µg 

Gd(III), 
50 µg 

in TOA extraction in aliquat extraction 

2500 µg each of Cd,Co(II), 
Pb,Pd,Ca,Ba,Fe(III), 
Bi( III) ,Cl-,Br-,so�: 
N03,scN-,Po!: tart, 
ascorb, thiourea . 

2000 µg each of Ni, Mn, 
La(III) ,U(VI) ,Mo(VI), 
Cr(VI) 

lOC:O µg each of Zn ,Hg, 
Zr(IV) ,V(V) ,Nb(V), Ta(V). 

1000 �� eac� of Pr( III) , 
P04 , N03. 

500 µ.g each of La, Th ,Nd, 
Ce(IV) ,Mo(VI) ,V(V) ,Cu, 
Os(VIII) and F-. 

200 µg each of Sm( III), 
Ti(IV) ,Cr(VI) ,Pd and 
Ru(III). 

100 µg each of Gd,Dy,Zn 
and Ni 

Interference:Sc(III) ,Th(IV), 
Interference: Sc,Fe(III), Pt(IV) ,Ce(IV) ,Cit,Oxalate 

tart and EDTA. and EDTA. 

2500 µg each of Hg ,Mn, 1000 µg each of Sm(III), 
Gd(III),Y(iII),PE(IIIf, 
Ce(IV) ,Pt(IV) ,Ir(III), 

Sm(III) ,Co(II) ,Pb,Ce,Ba·, 
Th(IV),Pt(IV),Mo(VI),W(VI), 
Cr(VI) ,cl-,Br-,F-,So�:No;, 
5CN-, tart, ascorb and 
thiourea. 

cit,tart,oxalate, 
thiourea & ascorbate. 

20C:0 µg each of Ni,Fe(III), 
' La(III) ,Ce(IV) ,V(V) and 

U(VI). 

1500 µg each of Zn,In(III), 
1000 µg each of Pd,Nb & Ta. 
Interference: �Stx? ( IV) and 

500 µg each of La,Mo(VI), 
Sc,Th(IV),Co(II),Cd, 
No3, CC and F-

250 µg each of Ti( IV) ,Zr. 
and U(VI). 

100 µg each of Ni,Dy(III), 
Ta and Rh ( II) 

Interference: Fe (III) , 
N03, and EDTA. 

2500 µg each of Cd,Hg,Mn,Pb,Sn(II), 
Ca,Ba,Fe(III) ,LaiIII) ,Bi(III)' 
Ce(IV),Cl-,Br-so4: NO:i, SCN-, 
tart, ascorb and PoJ-. 

2000 µg each of Ce(IV),U(VI) and 
Cr(VI). 

lOC:O µg each of Zn,Pd,In,Tl(III), 
Sc(III) ,Zr(IV) ,Pt(IV) ,v(v) ,Nb, 
Ta,Mo(VI) and W(VI). 

Interference: Th(IV) ,cit,oxalate, 
EDTA. 

2500 µg each of Cl-,so2

4 ,No3 ,co�: 

1000 µg each of Cu,As,All,Cd,Os(VIII), 
Cr.(VI)' V(V) ,Mo(VI) ,Pb,Bi ' tart' 
SCN- and thiourea. 

500 µg each of Dy,U(VI),Zn,Ni,Co(II), 
Ti(IV), PO!- and F-. 

250 µg each of Pd,Pt(IV) and Mn, 

Interference Fe(III), Ir(III). 

Table 3 - Precision Data 

Metal conc,µg Absorbance (Mean of Standard Coefficient of 
6 determinations) deviation vari ation, %

y (III) 25 o. 21 0.004 2.1 
50 0.42 0.005 1.4 

Nd( III) 50 0.30 0.005 1.9 
100 0.60 0.005 0.9 

Sm( III) 50 0.20 0.005 2.6 
100 0.40 0.004 1.2 

Gd(III) 50 o. 30 0.002 5.1 
100 0.61 0.007 1.2 

459 



SULFOXIDES AS POTENTIAL EXTRACTANTS FOR ACTINIDES 

J. P. Shukla, M. S. Nagar and M. S. Subramanian 

Radiochemistry Division 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre 
Trombay, Bombay 400085, India 

Loni,-ch&1n aul.tox1dee (Bc!SO) extracting inorganic cOlllpOWll!e in the eclvate 
form

l 
are promiaing no1"0l extractant• and ouperior to tri-n-i>llt7l-pheepbate 

('ll!P in their extractive -r (1 ). Sulfox1dH are wramJ.dal 110leculeo wl.1h 
both thl aw.pbur and tho o:,;ygen at- containing 1- elootron pa.in capable ot 
don&tion. b at&bilit;T or eolvatee depends upon the buicit¥ ot tho corn.
ponding eul.toxide. Generall7, aliphatic aul.foxidu pc8HH h18i,er buicit;T 
tba.n arcaatio ones • .I.J.ipbatic or c7oloalipbati0 derivatiwo or their mixtureo 
(potroleua aul.tox1dea) obtained ae by-producto from petroleum refinin8 (�) 
are being exten.11 vel7 .. ployed u hiBhl,y oelecti"' extractan to for •"'V radio
active, rare, trace ae well ae aome inorganic and organic acids (5-12). Poten
tial applioationa in h7d�tallurgy and nm-terro.,e metallurgy or ou1.tox1d .. 
u extractante and noat&tion agente have &loo been 9U88"ated (4). l"ur1hemore, 
eul.tox1deo are mown to pooeHo adeqiate choll1ilal and radiation atabili t7 (9, 
1 0, 13, 14). 

.la a part or our continuing prosra- conceml.ng tt,e extnction of 
aotinideo and aoeociated lone-lived !inion product cont&minante (encountered 
during PU reprooeooing) wl.1h different oul.tox1dee, we i.ve reported data on 
their extnction with oul.tox1dee (9-12). Additional data on their oxtraction 
with aeveral new eul.tOXidee, viz. di-is-.,yl-(Drro), dibu\}'1-(Dllu.SO), 
dipheJ:1Tl-(DPSO), benz,yl •th71-(l!IISO), all,Yl-pboJVl-(APSO), beneyl phonyl(BPSO) 
1Nltoxide1 are preeented here. An attempt hae been made to eumaariae the re
llUlte obtained oo far b7 our group empl07ing tbeae as extncting agento. 
Solveeao-100,•1.nl7 con1.let1.ng or a. mixture ot iaomeric trimethy'lbenzenea,wa.a 
eelected u the diluent. £.ttempts have been -.de to understand the natultl of 
the •tal ion apecles ertracted into the eultox:l.de diluent ptaae. Effect of 
temperature• acidity and other variable• on e:ztra.ction bas also been e:zamln8d. 
'lhe intluenoe ot several water-niscible additives on the extract10Cl bebt.vlour 
ot th• actinides has also been studied. 

EXPERDli1'TAL 

D�SO f(c ll,,)
2

soJ and DISO [(c5tt,
1

)2soJ were "7!ltbe•ieed aooord1ng to 
a two-otep pr.;J •• \1 0). !)PSO ["(C6H5J2S0>7, llllSO ["c6H5 so �J, 
BPSO LC(,115 30 °t;H5CJ½] and AP50 ["C':}15 SO C(,H5] procured froa J[M[ labs. 
were ueed. without f'urther JQrifioation. Co1111DBrc1al grade Solveaao-100 •• 
waohsd wl.1h dil. &OH, dil. imo, and •ter and filall;y d1ot1lled. - middle 
fraotion (boilin&' _, 15!)-1 6o0c) wae w,ed u tho diluent. 24 11a, 239J>u, 
237,239!fp, 23:SU, 85,B9s,,, 9:,Z,,, 10},1 06Jh., 141 ee and 1 52,1 54a, tracers wers 
ued to study tbei r ertraotion. 

239PU wao purified b7 anion axctw.nge and double peroitide precipi tat1on 
and ad.)wtted to t.lle tetravalent state by add1 tion of sodium n1tri to ( ,-, 0.0311). 
m other tracers were obtained from Isotope Divi aiOR, Bhabha. Atomic Research 
Centre. 

239Pu and 233u were aaoa,yed by 4 i<.C-Uquid scintillation counting. All 
other -f-emittera were counted in a well-tTJ)O 3" x 3" lfal(TJ.) --.cintUla
tion detector coupled wi tl't a single channel aral,yaer. 

Pl,otribution ExperJ..ponto. Equal volumes (2 ml) or the aqueous and pre
equilibrated ozganic phuea containing the required tracer we:re stirred 
mec:hanioall,y for 10-15 mib.. After equilibration, 8Ultable aliquots trom both 
the phaaes were pipetted rut for radioe.saa,y. 'lhe distribution ratio, :OW,� was 
taken u the ratio of the activity in the organic phaee to that present in Ute 
aqueoua phue. ill. measurements were done 1n duplicate and the agreement in the 
ll)I vaJ.uee obt&1ned wao wl.1hin ;1; 'Zf. w1 th good aa terial balance ( > 95%), '!here 
we.a good agree•nt in the forward and reverae Dy valuea 1'Mn both the pha.eea 
uaed were pre-equilibrated With the correspoal 1ng oppoai te phases. 

In atur!yUJ6 the effect of various organic additives such aa aJ.cohol.a, 
dio:mne, acetone and acetonitrile etc. on .tbs metal ion extractability, the 
procedure adopted wa.a ••aentiaJ.ly the same ·e%Cept thll t the aqueous �e. con
tained. the appropriate organic aolvent. 

RESULTS .1111) DIS<lJSSIO!I 

Extraction of actinides by sulfo:xidea hu been reported to be fast, attain
ing equilibrium within a few mioutes (7,9-11). Preli.minary experiments canied 
out on the extraction of u�+. id+. w+ and various fission products from 
aqueOWI nitric acid solutions with different alkyl sul.!'oxidea including DISO and 
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�� M), 
indicated the abaenoe of po).ynuclea.r apeciee in the extraction aystem. SuJ.
foxidea, in general, are monomeric in solutions or organic aolvents(15). Values 
of DI( obtained by taJdng different metal ion activity ini tial]y 1n ei the;r phase 
reme.ined unaltered, thereby confirming the reversibility of the extraction 
process (16). 

Exgut1on of�:; 101lfoxi�es. 3y plottilljl log ["H
+

Jorg - 2 log["H
+

Jaq. 
againet log 2 extra.ctant org drawn with a wlit slope, the species extracted ha.a 
been eetabliobed to be imo,,Ji:!S0(10, 11). 1he vaJ.ues or Xii tea: the various sul
foxldes ha.a been computed from the equations 

log {"acidJorg - log a
1 

H�(aq) • "101, ["a,,so Jorg + log K 

where Kft • K/(dissociation constant of HN�, i.e. 23.5). Values o f Kt{ for three 
eulfoxidea reported here are higher tbl.n that for TBP a.a seen fl'om the data 
g1 ven below: 

Tll' 
DISC 
DHSO 
DOSO 

Tho order of baaioity ia• Dl.llO} DHSO) DISO) Tll'J -..lure or Bu tor other 
sultorldes viz. DPSO, Bl.SO, I.PSO, BPSO &Di DDSO were not datemined ainoe tbeizo 
extractive power to-r actinides was senerally poor. 

Effect ot � Concentration .on J.cttnide Ertraotion. Data on th• artraction 
or veriou.a actinides and associated f'iaaion pro:lu.cts ho• different &q1.WOU8 
nitric acid oadia with aulforldea/solvesao-100 are swsa.riaed in Table 1. 'Ii.th 
an inorease in aqueous acidity, extraction of all the actinides 11.rst inoreases, 
passes through a manmum at around 2 to 5 )( aD1 then d1oreasea. �ai:mt thi•, 
Dy of Zr increases while of Bu decrases wi_th. inc:reaains acid conce:ntrat1.on •. 
No detectable extraction or &i, Ce or Sr was observed at az:o,- acidi 't7• · 'Iba de
crease in t;he IM values at hisher molarities DMQ" be attributed to the f'�tion 
of less extractable acid nitrato ce111plexea ( 17) and a lso to 'the oaapetition ot 
nitric acid for the sulfoxidee at h1s}1er oo�e�trati. ons. '.1ht patta m or' acid 
dependence of extraction encountered here is similar to that obserNd in lll8l(Y 
other systems ( 18, 19). 

A comparison of t.be extraction <:L actinides with sultad.daa under identi-
cal o-1U-, shows that they """ extraoted in th• order• Pu(Iv) > u(VI) )Jip(Iv). 
In the acid ranee between 2-8 M HN�, extraction ot tlaaion products l1lm Zr, 
�, Eu, Ce and Sr is almost neeJ.ieible and thus their decontam:1.mti.on ehoold 
post no problem dur.l.ne spent .tuel reproce1:1sl.DE1• ht:ra.ction ot metal iona with 
0.2 II solutions of DPSO, .IPSO am llPSO was erl:cemely poor (-l 5%) at all 
acidities. Ve :,y poor extraction or .lm(Ill) even from oO!lOentratod acid 
solutiollS (upto 81,l HN�) mceesitated the use or ealtin!! out �enta ( 12). 
Extractability of U im:reaaed with increasin@ amowtta ot all th, aaltiJ:2,a 
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out aaents studie4 and their effect followed the .. quenoe: ·Al�+ } 1€2+> ea2+ ) 
1.1+>NH4+1 this 18 also the relative deh,ydrating effeo,of the cations. 

Dependence on Extrac;tant Copoentra.iJ.2na.. 'Ihe depeOO.ence ot extractaht 
concentration on the metal ion extraction was investigated at 2M � with 
respect to DISO (0.1 - 1 11), DBuSO (0.1 - 1 11), DPSO (0.1 - 0.5 11) and 
JIMBO (0. 1 - 0.5 II) employing Solwaso--100 as the diluent. Similar experiments 
00\lld not be conducted With APSO as well as BFSO due to their limited aolubi
ll 1;y. Slopes of .-'2 were obtained for uoi+ and Fu4+ whl.Ch indicated the 
s�cies extracted to be the diaolvates. A comparison of the d.1atribut1on 
ratios at an actinide, obtained UM.er identical con:liti008 into the above 
sulfoxidu shows the extraction on!er to be I DOSO r' DHSO ) DISO ) Dll.,SO >) 
D"BSO > "BMSO a.a expected from their b&aici ty order. A 0.5 M solution of 
DOSO, DISO or DBuSO o:ittracts more tlnn � or O(VI) or Fu(IV) in a single 
step. 

A eindlar study wa.e not poaaible rl th the fisaioo products due to their 
Yery poor extrocta�l11;y. 'lhe absorption spectra of U(VI) and Fu(Iv) complexes 
extracted with """ious oulfo:zidea are atrildngly similar to thoae extracted by 
'IBP indicating the oimilari1;y of the apecieo involved.' However, a bathoclrconic 
lhitt of the pealca in the spectra of Fu(IV) and U(VI) oomple:ma is obaervad 
both with oulfo:zides and 'IBP as comparad to tho apectl'UII in aqueaua acidio 
.alutlooa. 

P,pend,enoe ot Pu on Qrgap,io .Additive Ccnoentration. Prel1.mi.nary e:z:per1-
menta revealed th1 t extraction of uranium am plutoniua wt th sultox:ldea · in
creaeed wi.Ul increaai,ng amounts or the orga.ntc additives. Table 2 WCDU"iaea 
representative data on the extraction of Fu(IV) an! U(VI) with DISO and DBuSO 
troa 211 � media in preeenoe or varying amOQD.ta of methanol, e'tlB.nol, 
propanol, d!o:mne, acetone and acetonitrile in tbe aqueous pbue. 

In geneml., the etfect of water-:21.acible additivea on actinide extraction 
wu foand to inoreaee 1n the orders diom.ne<alccilol1.(acetona,-,ace.ton1trile. 
'lhl• enhancenant can be nplainad by the fact that dissooiation of alectrolytes 
diaiahe1 in tba presence ot organic aolventa with lower dielectric eonatan.ta. 
1ho lH• polar tho additive, tile higher 1a the taznenoy to form neutral 11et&l 
oapleuo whiob ultiately brin89 about an increue in the extraction. At low 
addithe concentration th& deh,ydration etrect (20) due to the presenos of 
additive,, whioh prcndoa a better chanoo tor interaction with the nitrata 
ion to tora the extmctable nitrate complexes, ahould lead to an increue in 
the •tal ion. extraction. 

lU th the 3U.bs$quent increase ot ad.di ti ve concentration, the extraction o! 
n1 trio acid increase, leading to a drop 1n metal ertraotion. Generally, the 
su.bati tution of water by organic eolventa inoNaaea tbe acid actiVi � and henoe 
decrease a or 1ncre8.see the � depending upon the extract! ve behaviour ot the 
el••nt. Partition o! polar organic oomponent between &queou.11 and organic 
pha.eea 11 one of the moat important !'ea.tu.re• 1n these syatems. Ml.eon et.a.l. (21) 
am. Nedden et.al. (22) b&Ye al.eo reported a synergio etrect of alcchol on 
di-acidic organepbosphorou., acid extraetanta. Contra.ey to thia, hi8her aliptjl.tic 
&loohol• were f'oun:l to decrea1e actinide ertracticn when added to the aqueoua 
Ji'aee. Addition of acetom or aoetonitrile into the aqueous phase 1a, there- ,. 
fore, advisable for the recovery of' theee actinides froa moderate acid aolutionll 

. Tgperftw, Depand,eg.99 of Extraction• 'Ihe extraction. or different a.otinidea 
!r<>a 211 � aqueou.o mediua With oeveral oulfOJ:l.dao was inwstigat.ed at fi:red 
temperature• in the range 25-50"C to optimi• the conditi� for maxi.- ex
traction, 'lbe results indicate ti.t the extraction of UO?!+, 1'p4+ and Fu4+ de
creased With ino.reaaing temperature, suggesting ttat the :reaction is e:zothermio. 
'lbe temperature coefficient-of extraction ia known to be generally" negative far 

TABLE 2, EFFECT OF ORGANIC ADDITIVES OJI THE EX'l'l!ACl'IOll OF Fu(IV) AND 
U(VI) WITH 0.211 SOLroX!DES P'ROII 2M � 

Organic Additive �(IV) Do(vr) 
DISO D11u50 DISO DBµSO 

llil 0.0� 1.50 2.05 1 .96 

.lcetone . � 2.65 2.05 2.11 2.19 
30% 3.66 2.71 2.15 2,39 

� 
4.48 3.10 2.19 2.39 
3.46 3.37 2.25 2.51 

Aoetoni trile I � 2.68 2.40 2.15 2.66 
30% 3,61 2.9� 2.�o 2.75 
40% 4.22 3.19 2.32 2.07 
50:' 3.14 4.28 2.20 2.85 

Dioxane I 2o:' 1.45 1.09 1 .71 1;75 
3CJ% 1 .59 0.90 1.50 1 .36 
40% 1.57 1.10 
50,,i 0,94 o.ae 1 ,36 1 ,24 

lletbanol I 2<J!. 2,07 1.46 1 ,67 1.10 
3()% 2,52 1.53 1,45 0.97 
4at, 2.55 1.12 1 .28 o.6e 
50% o,63 o.e5 0,96 0.45 

Ethanol I :io:' 2.02 1 ,92 1,46 1,46 
w" 3, 15 1 .54 1.41 1.03 
40% 3.05 1.26 1.34 0.76 
50% 0,96 0.70 1,04 0.54 

n-Propanol 1o% o.68 o.65 1,52 1 .20 
30% 0,50 0.40 0,82 0.,9 
5CJ% 0.31 0,32 0.40 0.37 

"eak aolvata complexee(23). 
Extpct1on of !llcro Amoynts ot Actinides and 'lbeir Stripping. Ml.cro 

amou.nta ot actinide• lid uranium., neptunium and plutonium are present during 
reprocee•ing of apent fuel and hence their extraction ohe.raoterietics with a 
aulf'o%ide waa investigated a.t such concentl.'8.tion levela. In all these studies 
acid.icy waa maintained at around 2M mm,, 

llore than oc1f. ( ,..10 'IS/Ill) of: uranium could be extracted w1 th 005M DISO 1n 
single contact which cru.l.d be succeaaf'U.l.l.y stripped W1 th an aqueous aolution of 
pH 2. Lilcewiae, extraction o£ nep�niu.m ( r--J :, mg/ml.) under similar coM. itiona 
-• greater than e5;t. Since the distribution ratio of llp(IV) into oulfo:zidea 
1• fairly high ewn froa dilute ni trio acid aolutiona, the stripping of 
neptu.niua f'rom the wlf'ox1de pta.ae by :reducing the aqueous ttm>, concentration 
1• not practicable. Extraction of plutoni,n ( rJ 3 mg/ml) from 211 � with 
0.511 DISO/Solve88o-100 was in excess o! 9()% in a single otep. AbC'1t 10 mg/ml 
of Fu(IV) was loadad into the organic pil&se without encountering the form&tion 
of a tbi.rd phaae. Plutonium cru.ld be bacJc-extra.cted to the extent or eo;& with 
r.J 0.411 �- 'lhe ut1e or some complexing/reducing a.gents aucb as acetic and 
tol'IUc acids (1-5M) ia preferable for proceaa application.a when used for the 
b&ck-..xtraction of llp(IV) aa well as Pu(IV). Similar behaviour ha• been en
countered with other sulfoxides. 

Et'fect ot Bad,iation on §xtract190. Experiroern;s were conducted to study the 

effect or gamma rad.1at10tl on the extraction propert1e1 of sul.foxidea. 'lbe ez
traction, scrubbing and stripRl.ng bebav1.QUr o! uraniua, plutoniUII and ,_ long
lived fiaaioa producta,e.g. �'Zr, 103,10&au, 152,1 54• etc. with ga,raa irradiated 
oulfoxl.dea lllld TBP was studied. 'lh1• was done b7 irn.diating a pre-equillbra ted 
extrsctant oolution for different lengths of tille upto a dose of 170 llrads. 
All irndiationa ware carried 011t in the presena, o! air at roaa teaperature 
with a 60eo oouroe (,-, 2000 Ci) at a dose rate of 1,256 x 1017 eV ,r, lll.n-1 
(0.1176 l1rad/hr,) 

Unliko 'IBP, extraction of O(VI) and Fu(IV) with sulfO:zidH gradually de
orea.eed with irradiated dose throughout. Overall plutonium loHea have been 
found to be negligible at all doses. Decontaaina.tioa faotar (DP) of U om Fu 
with reapect to both llil and Zr-lib a.re aan,y ti.aea h18ber with irradiated sul
ron•e• aa compared to TBP at all doeea. Stripping percentage of urariiua with 
TBP decreases atw.rpJ.y- with dose reach1..ng a negligible w.J.ua above 100 llrad., 
wbaree.a With aultoxide it increaee• with dose :reaching al.moet a quanUtatiYe 
.al.ue at thio dose. '1h10 can 1,e explained due to the to:mation of O,Y"'1-gj.otio 
c011pl-e:mo o! uraniUJI with 'IBP and i ta radiolytic degndatioa prcducto unllll9 
in the cue of oulfoxl.dea where tho degradation prcducto are repartee! to be 
inert(n). With irradiation, the daareue of DP with TBP io moh aore rapid 
aa compared to thoae -.1th sul.foxldee, 

'Iha et.feet or gaaaa. irradiaticm. on 10ae pbyaical pr0pert1•• of tbe aul.
foxidea via,-ri.e 19P euch aa demity and viacoaity .,. inveatJ.gated. 'lb• 
denoit,,Y and viocooi1;y increased With don !or both oulfo:zides and 1'111'. Hoo
e..,r, 'IBP ohowd tho h18be•t inoreaae in viacoai t.Y (21�) as coapared With � 
for DHSO and e.4� for DOSO at th8 hi/!he•t dose otmlied. Inoreaae 1n nocoait.Y 
1• not desirable in solvent extraction aa it enhance• esmlaion f�tion and 
pha.ae aepB,-%'8,tion tiae. 

Baaed on thie work, it can be concluded that araatic aa well u 
un.,._trical sulfo:zidea cont&l.ning aliphatic and arostic grC'1po are pear 
extractante tor actinides. However, long-chain alipbltic aultoxidea hl.ve been 
found to be good extm.ctanta with potential use 1n tbe reprocessing ot apent 
fuels involving h18h radiation fields, 
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EXTRACTION OF CHROMIUM(III) AND CHROMIUM(VI) INTO 

ORGANOPHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS AND AMINE SYSTEMS 

V. M. Rao and M. N. Sastri

Department of Chemistry 
Andhra University 

Waltair 530 003, India 

The separation an-.: determinc.tion of ci1romium 
at trace levels is receiving considerable attention in 
view of its recognised rcle in biosyster:is. For ease of 
manipulation and routine oper�tion solvent extraction 
�rocedures are prefered for the separation step. Thls 
paper describes our studies on the extraction of Cr(III) 
and Cr(VI) in to orgc:.nophosphorus systems (TBP, TOPO) 
and into amine sy.stems, (TOA, TLA ond Aliquat-336). 
These studies mainly deal ,'Ii th our investigations on: 

1. Photometric and titrimetric methods for the 
determination of chromiul!l using thes(� sys
tems and 

2. The nature of the extracted species from 
various mineral acid media .:end t,1e effect 
of the diluent on the extraction. 

IP(TR.AC'1'IVJ:: PHOTO!•IBTRIC ANO 1'!'.;,'TUI,J;::;TRIC .ME'.i'LODS FO!'.. TrlE 
DETERJv!INATIOl, OF C!-fRCl-iIUJ,,: 

The highly unstable b.'ue peroxyci:romic acid 
formed by the addition of 8202 to an acidified solution of 
potassium dichromate is ppticall.Y stable for about 48 hours 
when extracted into TBP'. An extractive photometric method 
for the quantitative 'determination of Cr(VI) at 575nm is 
developed on this b:::sis for concentrations of Cr(VI) upto 
100mg/ml. Similar methods (2,3,4) for determination of chro
mium as blue peroxychromic acid.are also developed employ
ing ion-association s;stems such as tertiar: amines, 
tri-n-octylamine, tri-isooctylamine, trilauryl amine and 
the quatermary ammonium compound Aliquat-336. 'fhe extracts 
are however optically stable for & bout 40 minutes. As in 
the previoL·.s c.:,se Cr(VI) co.n be c;.1cterrnineJ at 575nrn 1•1hen pre;,ent in 
concentrations upto 100mg/ml. The volumetric Jetermin•t.:.on 
of chromium c1fter back extrc.ct:: on which is r.lso .feusible in 
t!:':e case of te;"tiary amines as ext.ractants is not satisfactory 
with Aliquat-336 since the back extraction is not quanti-
tative, 

THJ:: NATUni:: OF THE EX'l'RACTED SPEX;IS.:3: 

The extraction of' Cr(VI): The extract.'.on of Cr(VI) 
(at Cone)\.::; 0.052mg/ml) from hydr:ichloric sulphiric, nitric, 
perchloric, acetic and orti'!ophosphoric c.cid solutions in 
to trilauryl amine UL,,) is studied using 51cr radiotracer. 
The extr.ction from hy,·:rochloric, sulphuric, ncetic 2.nd or
tilophos;:ihoric acid sclutions ·is ,_m.nti tative wi.ile it is par
tial from the nitric acid medium, On the ot,1er ham;, 
the extraction :..rom perchloric acL. is ne�ligiblc. The 
dissimilar extraction trenws Jrom various :.cicl s_ stems 
point to the possibility of a .. socL,tion of t,1e anion 
of the acic: with the exi:racted Cr (VI) species, This 
has been tested by carrying out distribution studies 
using 36

c1, 
35

s and 32P ih respective acid media as a 
function of aQueous Cr(VI) concentration, The results 
indicate that· the mole ratio of Cr(VI) to the anion �f 
the acid in tl:e extracted s;iecies is 1 : 0 in the case 
of sulphuric and orthophos,.:honic acid systems. '.i.'bis obser
vation c'on.firrns that t,,e extracted Cr(VI) species i'rom 
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sulphuric anC: orthophosphoric 2-ciu solutions·are not 

associoted i-1ith sulphate or p11osphate ions. On the other 
hand, similar studies from hydrochloric acid solutions 
using 36c1 indica·::� that the mole ratio of Cr(VI) to Cl 
in the extracted Cr(VI) species is 1:0,72, the ratio 
being constant even aft_r saturation of the organic phase 
\·1i th Cr(VI). This indicates thst from hydrochloric acid 
solutions,the Cr(VI) is extracteu in the form of more 
than one species, the predominant species being cr03c1-

This is further confirmed by the u.v. and visible spe
ctral data (5-7). On the basis of these observations a 
mechanism of extraction of :::r(VI) by amine systems is 
sug._. ·:ested. These studies are confined to lower. acid 
systems (< 0.1H) only in view of the preferential ex
traction of the acio at higher acidities. 

The extractions of Cr(VI) aqueous .· mineral 
acid systems by organophosphorus compounds such as 
t,.i-n-butyl TJhosphate (TBP) and tri-n-octyl-phosphine 
!fide (T0,0' are c,uantitative even at hieher acidities 
( 7 1N). ln the hydrochloric and orthophospl,oric acid 
solutions (8), Cr(VI) is extracted as a mixture of spe-

cies predominantly i-!Cro3c1, and H2Cr2o
7 

and/�·�c,r<,4 from 
hydrochloric acic.i solutions anc.i predominantly H3crP07 
and H2Cr2o7 and / or H2Cr04 from orthophosphoric acid 
solutions. From other acid media the extracte� species 
is exclusively cr2oi-· As in the case of amine systems 
the extraction from nitric ncid is partial while from 
perchloric acid it is negligible. 

The blue peroxycr.romic acid formed by the 
adcii tion of H2o2 to an acidified solution of potassium 
dichromate is highly unstable. The blue species is 
however readily extracted (4) into TBP, TOA and Aliquo.t-336 
The influence of variables such as H2o2 concentration, 
concentration of hexavalent chromium, extractant and the 
diluent is investigated (7). It is_ found that extraction 
of blue peroxychromic acid into ion-association systems 
occurs· through the formo.tion of anionic haloperoxychro
�ate (VI), Cr0(02)2 x- (X = Cl, Br). The anionic spe-
cies is isolated as solid and characterised by I.a, and 
thermal methods (9). 

The extraction of Chromium(III) !Fewer studies 
have been reported on the extraction of Cr(III), An 
investigetion on the extraction behaviour of carboxylate 
complexes of Cr(III) has been taken up. The extraction 
of tris (oxalato) chromate (III) from va.ri.ous mineral 
acid media by TLA and Aliquat-336 is carried out, The 
composi t.i.on of the extracted species, the effect of acid 
and the eff�·ct of diluent have bee:n studied (7,10). The 
data 011 the eii'ect of diluent (11) is correlated \'/ith 
ti1e solubility po.rnmeter of the organic solvent employed 
as diluent by the anplic2tion of the theory of regular 
soluti.ons. 

The extraction of Cr(III)-till'.!'A complex v,i th 
.,:,11:,uat-336 in tl1c pH ran.r-;e 2-6 was ;:earlier studied (12). 
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Maximum extraction was observed. at pt-� and the extra
cted species was identifi�d as CrY{H20) (H4Y=EDTA), 
The blue complex, Cr(OH)Yc- formed at hiche1· pH (pH 7 .o) 
is not extr2.ctetble, T,1e diluent h2s & mar�;ed ei"fect on 
the ex er,. ction with ni trJbenzene 6.iving ma:xinn.,o extract
ion (GO%), Irving ami "lj&rrah also re,�orted (13) the 
extraction of Cr(III)-;;:;cJTA aomplex into tetr,,-n-hexyl
aramonium chloride in ciichloromethane, 
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EXTRACTION OF Sr AND Ba BY THE NITROBENZENE SOLUTION 

OF COBALT DICARBOLIDE IN THE PRESENCE 

OF ETHYLENOXIDE COMPOUNDS 

E. Makrlik, P. Selucky, P. Vanura
J. Rais, M. Kyrs and I. Podzimek

Nuclear Research Institute
Rei 250 68, Czechoslovakia

The aim of this paper was to determine the composition of 
compounds formed in the organic phase in the solvent extraction 
of sr2+ and Ba2+ (�t+) into nitrobenzene in the presence of 
HCo(C

2
Bi

1
H9)

2 
(1) (HB, dicarbolide acid) and gl.ymes (L, cH3o -

-(CH
2 

- CH2 - O)n-cH3) and to investigate the potential usefulness 
of similar systems for analytical purposes (2). 

COMPOSITION OF COMPLEXES 

In systems (112), where microamounts of Ba and Sr ... ere extra
cted in the presence of PEGe 200, 300, 400 and HB the following 
equilibria were observed: L� f: (KD) (A); fi+ 

+ L�IfL+ (Kex(HL+) 
(B); -
�+ 

+ 2fi2+;!!:M2+ 
+ 2H+(Kex(M2+))(C); M2+ 

+ L + 2H+� Mi,2+ 
+ 2H+ 

(Kex(IIIL2+))(D); Here symbols with bars refer to the organic phase. 
In the present systems three additional equilibria were considered: 
if+

+ 2L�� (Kex(HLi)(E). �+ 
+ 21 + 2H

+
� ML�+

+ 2H+(Kex(ML
2+)) 

(F) and M2+ 

+ L�ML� (G). The equilibrium M2+ 
+ L� ML»is shifted 

to the left as found elsewhere. 
The experiments included the determination of distribution ratios 
of Ba and Sr in dependence on the concentration of L, HB and aque
ous acidity (HCl04). The comparison of experimental Dbt2+ curves 
wi'th theoretical ones based on the different assumptions of equili
bria involved allowed the assessment of the participating equili
bria. The Kd values 0:22 (monoglyme,n=l), 0.25 (n•2), 0.30 (n=3) 
and 0.45 (n=4) were determined using the method of concentration 
dependent distribution. The Kex(Sr2) and Kex(Ba2+) found in this 
paper are reasonably independent of the value n and close to tho
se found previoualy (5,0 for Sr; 7,0 for Ba). 

The calculated values of equilibrium constants for different 
assumptions and the degree of coincidence of theoretical and ex
perimental curves are summarized in Table 1. The extraction of 
-2-+ in the presence of digl.yme and that of Ba

2+ with monoglyme 
corresponds the theory based on reactions (A)-(D) only. The reac
tions (E) and (F) are manifested w�th trigl.yme and tetragl.yme but 
even then the reactions (A)-(D) dominate. The participation of 
reaction (G) could not be observed in any case. The rather sµr,
prieing increaee in the number of ligands with the value n can 
probably be ascribed to the higher affinity of ligands with more 
oxoethylene groups in this.range of n values. Comparing the beha
viour of the tetragl.yme with that of PEG 200 (close n values), 
which exhibits higher stability constants (1.5 order for protoni
zation in organic phase, 3.5 for K(IIIL2+)) seems to indicate hig
her affinity of:ians toward -OH than O-CH3 groups. The higher hy
drophobicity of the glyme (Kd = 0.45 compared to Kd (PEG 200) = 
= 1.6x10-3) cannot counterbalance higher stability of the comple
xes of PEG in organic phase so that Sr and Ba are extracted by 
the gl.yme about hundred times less efficiently. Also separation 
factors J.. Ba/Sr with gl.ymes are lower than those observed for 
PEG 200 (log� for the digl.yme is 0.9; 1.3 for tri-, and 1.7 for 
tetragl.yme). 

ANALYTICAL. APPLICATIONS 

Due to the high stability constants of Ba
2+ and Pb2+ ions 

with polyethyleneglycols in nitrobenzene the analytical methods 
of t)le determination of the three above components can be concei
ved. Thd main interest in this work was in the detel'lllination of 
PEGs content by radiometric extraction titration method as this 
method permits in comparison with known and used procedures, as 
are molybdophosphoric acid method and tetraiodobismuthate method, 
to reach much higher sensitivity. Critical review of the used 
methods for the determination of PEGs was given recently by Nuy
sing and Koopal (3). 
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In the preaant uthod the exceea of the lqdrophobic anion 
was ueed (mainly 1.10-3K H+(c2B9e8c13

)2co- (4)), the concentra

tions of the PEG to be determined are to be in the range 4.10-;M 
to cca 2 �10-¾I and·the concentration of Ba2+ (Pb2+) iona varied· 
within the limits 10-7K - 10-3M. Typical titratione cui-,ee for 
PEG 400 are given in Figure 1. Aleo the curve where no PEG was 
-present is given. The PEGs used were of Koch-Light provenience. 

Several concluaions can be driven from the Figure 1. First, 
it is seen that the determination of the inflexion·point is ra

ther accurate even for the lowest concentration of PEG used. 
Secondly, it is seen that the titration curves are not generally 
symmetrical. The shape of the curves is determined in the region 
of high Ba

2+ concentrations by the·extraction o� bare Ba2+. ion, 
whereas at low Ba

2+ concentrations Ba a PEG 400 (1:1) complex is 
extracted. This conclusion may be proved if the curves from ,!1= 
e!..l are plotted as extraction izotherms. No saturation is ob
served at high Ba

2+/PEG 400 ratios. The extraction of Ba2+ is 
also seen, from the curve O in�- The shape and position 
of the titration curves can be well fitted with theoretical cal
culations on the basis of a program comprising the extraction of
the macroamounts of H+, HPEG+, Ba2+, and BaPEG2+ (to be publis
hed elsewhere)� Next conclusion issuing from Figure 1 is the

fact that, whereas at CPEG 400>6.io-5M the stoichiometry reach•a 
expected 1:1 composition, at lower PEG concentrations the infie
xion point occurs at relatively lower titrant c�nsumptions. As 
this effect is rather regular, the correction factor can be easi
ly- deduced from�- The sensitivity of the proposed method 

lies around 4.10- mol/1 of �EG 400 or ,v 0.2 m&fl. This means at 
aast 50 fold enhancement of the sensitivity over the claHical 
spectrophotometric methods since the latter are in the reported 

10 mg/1 limit handicaped by the concomitant error (!100 %) when 

measuring the absorbances as low as o.05 or less (3). 

The extraction of Ba2+ and Pb
2+ in the presence of the PEGs 

of varying ethylene oxide chain length was studied. The classi
cal titration curves were obtained for all PEGs with m.w. >300 
(PEG 200 differs mark·edly from all other higher PEGs also when 
spectrophotometric methods are used (3)). The results were quan
tified by the following method. The relative number of EOU of 
the respective PEG was calculated from its m.w. divided by the 
number of EOU of PEG 400. The quotient log [ (n

ECm)xf(n
ro

u)400J

is denoted as �r (teor) in the following table. This is conpared 
with an experimentally detel'lllined quotient nr(exp)'"1og ((I)xf 
/(I)400 J where I is the titrant consumption for respective PEG 
or PEG 400, the two being in the same molar concentrations 
(10-5 or 10-6 l'J). 

PEG 400 
nr(teor)a 1 
nr(exp)b 

1 

a/b 1 

1,000 
0.41 
0.34 
1.21 

1,500 
0.59 
0.55 
1.07 

4,000 
1.02 
0.95 
1.07 

6,000 
1.16 
1.08 
1.07 

20,000 
1.12 
1.12 
1.00 

It is seen that by the proposed method the total number of 

ethylene oxide units is determined in principle. For lower PEGs 
there is a maned tendency to obtain experimentally lower EOU 
contents than calculated (e.g. for PEG 600 a/b rJ 1.5). However, 
it should be recognized that the differences refiected in a/b 

ratio can be givm in part by differences of the real and stated 
m.w. of the respective PEGs or by the polydispersity of the sam
ples. The check on homogenous samples of PEGs is clearly desired. 
There is no mathematical treatment available of the extraction 
of Ba2+ in the presence of multifunctional PEGs for which the 
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presence of the particles nBa PEG2n+ is to be expected. 

T�e curves from� may be used as calibration curves 
for the dete:nnination of unknown Ba2+ or Pb2+ content in the sam
ple. As said above, bare Ba2+ is extracted at high Ba2+ contents, 
so that substechiometric method of dete:nnination is not applica
ble (see also (5)): As there

2
is apparantly no difference between 

the behaviour of Ba2+ and Pb + the sum of both can be only deter
mined. This method of detennination seems to be limited to the 
special cases, sensitive methods for Pb2+ determinati�n are known 
(stripping voltametry). 
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ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY - II 

Table I 

Equilibrium constant values of the dominant reactions of Sr and 
Ba in the extraction by glymes and dicarbolide with nitrobenzene, 

Model log Kex u i 

Ba-monoglyme 

w Ba
2+, Bat2+, 0,94,!0,03b, 2.64,:0,11, 0,07046 60 

l!L+ 1,05,:0,07 

Ba2+, Bat2+, 0,94, 2.63:.0,12, 0,07017 60 
Bat�+, HL +, l!L; <2,65,· 1.03,:0.10, 0,52(0,82) 

Ba-diglyme 
""Ba2+, Bat2+, 0,93,:0.07, 3,69,:0,10, 0.2.089 60 

!IL+ 1,45,:0,07 

Ba2+, Bat2+, 0,93, 3,89(4,33), 0,1850 60 
Bat�+, HL+, 5,43,:0.0 5 ,, 1.82(2.38), 

!IL+ 2,38(2.86) 
2 

Ba-triglyme 
Ba2•,Bat2+,HL+ 0,85, 5.50,!.0.16, 2 .00,:0.12 3,222 82 

...,Ba2+ ,BaL2+, 0,85, 5.88(6,16), 2.466 82 
Bat�+,HL+,HL; 8.20(8,66), 2,60(2.91),3.53 

(3,84) 

Ba-tetraglyme 
Ba2•, Bat2+ ,HL + o.85, 6,12,:0,os, 2 ,60,:0,05 0,2111 60 

*Ba2+, Bat2+, o.85, 6,19,:0.11, o·.1805 60 
Bat�+, HL\ !IL; 7 .66(8.25), 2 ,67,:0,12, 2 .92 

(3.52) 

Sr--diglyme 
*sr2+, Srt2+, 0,51,:0.05, 2,96,:0,12; 0,1361 60 
HL + 1,61,:0,07 

Sr2+, SrL2+, 0.51, 3,08,:0.15 0,1258 
SrL�+, HL+, 3.68(4,1.6), 1,74,:0,16 
l!L+ 1.71(2,16) 2 

Sr-triglyme 
Sr2+, SrL2+, 0,41,:0.12, 4,23:.0.08, 0,3904 75. 
!IL+ 1,97,:0.06 

Jt-sr2+, srL2+, 0,41, 4.36,:0,03 0,1799 
Srt�+, Ht+, 6.26,:0.04, 2 .23,:0,06, 
!IL+ 

3 ,28(3 ,57) 
2 

SI'-tetraglyme 
s 2+ SrL2+, 0.58,:0,22, 5.14,:0.16, 0,8306 73 r ' 
!IL+ 

2. 73,:0,10 

1t-sr2+, SrL 2+, 0.58, 5,91,!.0,23 0.3229 
SrL�+, HL+, 8.19(8,52), 3,52(0.23), 
Ht+ 4.33(4,56) 

2 

U- criterion of the discrepancy of theoretical_ and experimental 
distribution functions, i - number of experimental. points (2). 
The same intervals of reliability are used as recol!lllended by 
L,G. Sillen and B, Wantqvist (1969), No intervals are indica
ted if the val.ue is predetermined from (1) or from a simpler 
model, The asterisk refers to the model preferred, 
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CORRELATION OF PHASE EQUILIBRIA IN THE WET-PROCESS 

PHOSPHORIC ACID/SULFURIC ACID/ISOBUTANOL SYSTEM 

Steven J. Dougherty 

International Minerals and Chemical Corporation 
Terre Haute, Indiana USA 

Solvent extraction of wet-process phosphoric acid to obtain a purified 
phosphoric acid suitable for industrial, detergent, and food uses is! prac
ticed by a number of European companies, and by companies in Africa and 
Japan. Some of the solvents used include methyl ethyl ketone, jsopropyl 
ether (1), and isobutanol (2). 

One of the problems in the develojltlent and impl611entation of the various 
solvent extraction processes is the inability to characterize tne pnase 
equilibria, which in turn complicates scaleup, startup, and process·control. 
A correlational method is proposed based on a modified Renon equation. Start
ing with a wet-process-acid model comprised of phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid, 
magnesium sulfate, i sobutanol, and water, results are reported for the ternary 
and quaternary c001binations of the subsystem comprised of phosphoric acid, 
sulfuric acid, isobutanol, and water. 

MODEL BASIS 

For two liquid phases at thennodynamic equilibrium, the reference fuga
cities in both phases are the same so that: 

(1) Y; 1 X i
1 = Yi" Xi 11 

where ' and " denote the two phases, Yi is the activity coefficient of can
ponent i, and Xi is the mole fraction of c001ponent i. Bi is defined as the 
distribution of component i between the two phases: 

(2) Bi = ff.-

From equations (1) and (2): 

(3)
Bi = � 

With a suitable model for-Xi, where: 

(3) Xi = f(xi, Xj·"• T, A, B, ... ) 

the parameters A, B •.. can be detenni ned fr001 phase equi 1 ibria data. 

The activity coefficient model chosen for this study is based on the 
Renon equation (3) with empirical modifications to deal with the electro
lytes. For a multicomponent system, the Renon equation yields: 

m 
I: Tj;GjiXj 

(4) ln Yi = �j_=l __ _ 

where: 

t G1;x1 
1=1 

m 

+ E 
j=l 

(9ij - 9jj) 
Tij =· RT 

a;j = aji 
a;j = 0 

m 

�=�rTrjGr 

m 
E G1jx1 
1•1 

The empirical modification, as suggested by Funk (4), ignores the dissocia
tion of the electrolytes and corrects for the long range effects not accounted 
for in the Renon equation by adjusting the activity coefficient of a given 
electrolyte in' the mixture in tenns of correction terms added to the activity 
coefficient which is otherwise given by the Renon equation. The correction 
for electrolyte j in the presence of other electrolytes, k, is given by: 

(5) 

where Yj is the activity coefficient of electrolyte j as calculated by the 
Renon equation with all electrolyte interaction parameters set to 0. 

Data for the phosphoric acid, water, isobutanol ternary were obtained fran
the literature (5). Data for the sulfuric acid, water, isobutanol system, and. 
for the four-component system, were collected in this laboratory by isothermal 
shakeouts at 25°C. These are shown in Tables I and II. 

RESULTS 

The data for the two ternary comb-inations of phosphoric acid, water, iso
butanol and sulfuric acid, water, isobutanol were s,il'Tllltaneously regressed by 

varying all applicable parameters, except for °H20-i8u0H• using a simplex 
optimization. A value of 0.2 was arbitrarily used tor aH20-i8uOH· With the 
set of parameters shown in Table III, the average absolute deviation between 
the experimental and theoretical distributions for each of the four components 
is: 

Phosphoric Acid 
Sulfuric Acid 
Water 
Isobutanol 

IAveragel 

7 .1% 
11.3%
4. 7% 
7 .3% 

Mean of 
� 

0. 3 
-3. l 
3 .5 

-3 .7 

The expected deviation based on exper'imental error is about 5%. Thus, there is 
some scatter which the model cannot explain. However, for engineering calcula
tions, the fit is satisfactory. 

The binary parameters shown in Table III for water (i)-isobutanol(j) com
pare with the parameters detennined from brnary data as shown:· 

Ternary Data 

0.2 (fixed) 
3110.61 
-554 .403 

Binary Data(6) 

0.2 (fixed) 
2833 .43 
-483.715 

The agreemel'\t between the two methods for detenni ni ng the bi nary parameters is 
excellent; the parameters detennined from binary data alone would provide a 
satisfactory fit. 

With the parameters from Table III data for the quaternary systsn of phos
phoric acid, sulfuric acid, water, and isobutanol were regressed using equation 
(5). The two fitted A parameters are: 

H3P04 - H2S04: 16.6565 
H2S04 - H3P04: - 11. 7657 

The average absolute deviation between experimental and t�eoretical distri
butions for each of the four components is: 

Phosphoric Acid 
Sulfuric Acid 
Water 
Isobutanol 

IAveragej 

6.8 
- 9.2 
5. 7 
6.4 

Mean of 
Residuals 

0.2 
-4.6 
5.7 
6.3 

Although the results show a slight deterioration over those for the two ternary 
systems, the regression is su'prisingly good. 

The analysis to date has dsnonstrated the acceptability of equations (4) 
and (5) for correlating liquid-liquid equilibria in the four-canponent systsn 
phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid, water, and hobutanol. However, quaternary 
data are required. Further work will include the magnesium sulfate canponent 
and will .determine if the data basis can be limited to four-component systems. 
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TABLE l 

Liquid-Liquid Equilibria Data for the Three-Component System 

Agueous 

.0397 

.0399 

.0069 
.0248 
.0489 
.048 
.0466 
.0459 
.0626 
.0158 
.033 
.0563 
.0755 
.08 
.088 
.0737 
.0769 
.0881 
.0936 
.0693 
.0771 
.0837 
.0905 
.00305 
.0318 
.0525 

of Sulfuric Acid, Water, and Isobutanol at 25 °C 

Phase Mole Fractions Organic Phase Mole Fractions 
-1!.zQ_ j-Butanol � -1!.zQ_ i-Butanol 

. 9439 .0164 .0176 .4508 .5316 

. 9436 .0164 .019 .4546 .5264 

. 9768 .0163 .0068 .4113 .5819 

. 9588 .0164 .008 .4026 .5894 

. 9347 .0164 .0289 .4521 .519 

. 935 .0169 .0276 .4551 .5173 

. 9372 .0162 .027 .4346 .5384 

.9366 .0174 .0299 .4682 .5019 

.9197 .0177 .0479 .5152 .437 

. 9692 .015 .0073 .4078 .5848 

.951 .016 .0185 .4306 .5509 

.9262 .0175 .0416 .4926 .4658 

.904 .0204 .0662 .5992 .3346 

.8968 .0232 .0746 .6460 .2795 

.8817 .0303 .0823 .7015 .2162 

. 9073 .019 .0616 .5877 .3507 

. 9018 .0213 .0676 .6182 .3141 

.8822 .0297 .0805 .6856 . 2339 

.8611 .0453 .0922 .7356 .1722 

.9123 .0184 .0546 .5482 .39n 

.9023 .0206 .0648 .6lll .3241 

.8921 .0242 .0748 .6468 .2784 

.8772 .0324 .0844 .7088 .2068 

. 9764 .0200 .00056 .437 .5624 
. 9513 .0169 .0121 .4352 .5527 
.9312 .0163 .0333 .4934 .4733 

Liquid-Liquid Equilibria Data for the Four-Component 
System of Phosphoric Acid, Sulfuric Acid, Water, 

and Isobutanol at 25 ° C. 

�le Fractions (Aqueous Phase/Organic Phase) 
!i3.!'.QA. � -1!.zQ_ i -Bu tano l 

.016 .0267 .9407 .0166 

.0095 .0162 .4513 .5230 

.0175 .0473 .9178 .0174 

.0131 .0332 .5033 .4504 

.0138 .0632 .9041 .019 

.0146 .0541 .578 .3532 

.0125 .0765 .8822 .0288 

.0151 .0718 .6783 .2348 

.0367 .0182 .9261 .0189 

.0181 .0075 .4331 .5414 

.0331 .0363 .912 0.185 

.0238 .0213 .4721 .4828 

.0322 .0521 .8962 .0195 
.029 .041 .5425 .3874 

.029 .0685 .8804 .0221 
.0309 .0611 .6487 .2592 

.0752 .0186 .8868 .0194 

.0563 .0127 .4883 .4428 

.068 .0346 .8757 .0217 
.0648 .0312 .5719 .3322 

.. 0664 .0543 .8435 .0357 
.0655 .0493 .6802 .205 

.1176 .0184 .8360 .028 

.1124 .0175 .6107 .2595 

Parameters for the Ternary Combinations of Phosphoric Acid 
or Sulfuric Acid with Water and lsobutanol 

Binarl Combination ii 1j} � gj j-9jj 

H3P04 - H2S04 

H3P04 - H20 0.0 -1703. 74 

H3P04 - iBuOH 0. 337916 956. 913 

H2S04 - H3P04 

H2S04 - H20 0.0 -138.816 

H2S04 - iBuOH 0.487295 684. 211 

H20 - H3P04 o.o 6425. 70 

H20 - H2S04 0.0 553. 900 

H20 - iBuOH 0.2 3110.61 

iBuOH - H3P04 0.337916 2583.10 

iBuOH - H2S04 0.487295 833. 981 

iBuOH - H20 0.2 -554 .403 
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LIQUID-LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR 

SYSTEMS CONTAINING HEAVY SOLVENTS 

P. 0. Ferreira, A. G. Medina

Contro de Engenharia Quimica 
Faculdade de Engenharia 

Rua dos Bragas 
4099 Porto Codex, Portugal 

INTROOUCTION 

Solvent extraction is widely used in the petrochemical indu.stry for the se
paration of arcmatics and non arcrnatics. N-methylpyrrolidone is a cannon solvent 
in several plants currently in operation. However the experimental infonnation 
available in the open 1 iterature for sys terns with ff'P ,arcma ti cs and .non arcrna-
t i cs is very limited. In a recent survey published by S,Srensen and Arlt (1) only 
the binary system NMP/heptane and the ternary system NMP/bezene/heptane,studied 
by Fabries et al. (2),are reported. More recently Nagpal et al. (3) published ex
perimental results for mixtures of NMP/toluene/heptane. 

No interaction parameters al lowing the use of group contribution methods for 
the prediction of equilibrium data for systems including NMP are available (4). 

In the present work,experimental results obtained for the binary system NMP/ 
/heptane in the temperature range 15-5o0c and for the ternary system NMP/toluene/ 
/heptane at 1s0c,2s0c and 40

°c are presented. This experimental program was in 
progress when the work published by Nagpal et al.(3) became available. 

Due to the disagreement between the two sets of experimental results, which 
became apparent frcm a comparison of results obtained at 40°c, it was decided to 
c001plete the planned experimental program. 

The experimental information is used together with previous results (2),(5) 
as a data base for the determination of UNIFAC interaction parameters between a 
new group NMP and the grouP.S alkane,water and aromatics {ACH,ACCH2). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Mater,als: Hertane and toluemi (Cilrlo Erba) were dried over SA molecular sieves. 
N-methylpyrrolidone (BDH) was distilled under vacuum (2cm Hg) in a high efficien
cy column. 

Procedure;. The experimental work was carried out using a thermostatted glass cell 
similar to that described by Soares (fi). Temperature was controlled within an 
accuracy of 0. 1 ° c by means of a precision thermometer. For each temperature diff� 
rent tie-lines, covering the two phases reg� or., we;e determined. An experimental pr2 
cedure previously described was followed (7). Phase compositions were determined 
by means of a gas-liquid chrc,natograph (Perkin Elmer Sigma 3) equipped with a 
thennal conjuctivity detector and connected to an integration unit (Perkin Elmer 
Sigma 10B). A 10ft x 1/8" stainless steel column packed with Carbowax 20M + 2% 
KOH on Chrc,nosorb WAW DMCS 80/100 and operating at 110°c was used; the flow rate 
of carriPr gas, helium, was kept constar.t at 20cm3 min-1. Mass fraction measure
ments were reproducible to within .:!:_0. 002. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental re�ults obtc'lined for the partially miscible binary system 
NMP/heptane at different temperatures in the range 15-so0c are represented in 
Figure 1 together with those cbtained by Fabries ct al. (2) for the same system. 
The disagreement betwee.-1 1 ight phase compositions is due to the presence of water 
traces in NMP (2). 

The re�ults obtain� for the ternary system at three different temperatures 
15,25 and 40

° c are represented in Figures 2a,b,c. 

A pOS\ible explanation for the difference between the new resu1ts and those 
published by Nagpal et al. (3) is the presence of impurities, nJmely water. It is 
known that water traces increase the two ph;ises region (2). 

ESTIMATION OF UNIFAC PARAMETERS 

!n this WC\rk UNJFAC interaction parameters between a new group •..w" and 
the main groups "CHz","ACH","ACCH2" and "H20" were estimated. Table 1·sumnarises 

the experimental liquid-l�quid equilibrium information available. A computer pro
gram developed by Magnussen {8) was used for the calculations. The same r001puter 
program allowed the back calculation of the binodal curves. 

The new UNIFAC interaction parameters, amn' are presented_ in Table 2. The 
differences between expe:-im�ntal and cclculated results were quantified in tenns 
of the residual function definec' b11 eqn (1) 

(1) F•Jr minr 
k i 

(xijk • Xijk) /6M X 100 

\.here min denotes minimum values, M is the number of experimental points, x the 
experimental compositicn (mole fraction), i the calculated ccrnposition (mole 
fr act ion), i denotes component i ( i• 1 ,2 ,3), j denotes phase j (j• 1 ,2) and k is 
the tie-1 ine k {k•l. .. M). 

TABLE 1 

liquid-Jiquid equilibriur.1 data used for the estimation of ne¼' UNJFAC parameters 

Syster.i 

NMP Lbenzene/hepta nc 

M·IP / toluene/heptane 

Water /NMP /naphthalene, l-methyl 

Water /N�P / tr ideca ne 

TABLE 2 

Ne\': UNIFAC interaction parameters, amri 

236. 15 9. 44 - 56.31 58.29 

Reference 

(2\ 

this work 

(5 \ 

(5) 

96 

Temperature 
( 0 () 

25 

15,25,40 

20,40,60 

20,40,60 

62.21 1022.96 -464.96 

Residual values an= presented in Table 3. The mean absolute devintiun betwP.
er. experimental and predicted equilibrium comi)Os�ticns is 2. 4 6 mole per cent. 
For seventeE'n test systems �i:1gn�sscn et al. {9) obtained ar, average deviation 
of 1.85 mole per cent. 
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TABLE 3 

Comparison between experimental results and predicted values based on new 
UNJFAC parameters 

System Ter.iperature , � of data 
(c, points 

NMP /benzene/he::itane 25 0. 71 
�P/ toluene/heptane 15 2.3 
NMP /to 1 uene /heptane 25 10 0.62 
NMP /to 1 uene/hepta ne 40 3. 9 
Water /NMP /naphthalene, 1-rr.ethyl 20 2.2 
Water/NMP/naphthalene, 1-methyl 40 l. 7 
fia ter /NMP /naphtha 1 ene, 1-methy 1 60 2. 7 
Water /NMP /tr idecane 20 l.8 
Water /NMP / tridecane 40 2. 7 
Water/NMP /tridecane 60 6.0 

C0NCLUSI0�S 
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ne/heptane at 15,25 an::14fl0c. The ne1-1 results disaoree 't1it� previous ones obtai-
ned by Fabries et al. (2) and �aqpal et al. (3). The equilibrium compositicns for 
the�e syste1T1s, which contain a hiqhly hyqroscopy canponent Nt..-,P, are stronqly af
fected by tr�ces of \·:ater. It is believed that differences between the present 
resu 1 ts and those rrev iou!'. ly published are a conseouence of that phenanena. 

Using a limited data base, with ten data sets, u�JIF.A.r. parameters between a 
new NMP group and four other groups �ere determined. The back calculation of 
eouilibrium ccmpositions oriqinates a mean deviation of 2.4f; mole �er- cent. 
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THE EXTRACTION OF IRON(III) FROM 6M HCI BY 

LONG CHAIN AMINES DISSOLVED IN CHLOROFORM 

Robert W. Cattrall and Mirna Z. Ilic 

La Trobe University 
Melbourne, Australia 

Th• extraCtion of iron (III) from aqueo111.s chloride solutions by high 
.:>lecular weight amines, mainly tertiary amines, in low dielectric constant 
diluent• has been widely studied (1-6). The equilibrim data on iron(III) 
extraction is generally inconsistent with spectral observations. The amine 
to metal ratio in the organic phase varies between one and two depending on 
the amine and the diluent whereas the absorption spectra of the organic 
extract• oorrespond to e:p:.raction of the species FeCl4- which requir'es a value 
of Wlity for the amine to metal ratio. 

There is a strong tendency in these systems, particularly in low 
dielectric constant diluents, for the formation of mixed dimers as we have 
showrr for the extraction by tri-n-octylanmonium chloride in chloroform (7). 

In this paper we present further observations on the extraction of 
iron(III) from HCl solutions by a series of secondary amines, di-isooctyl
amine, di-n-octylamine, di-f3,5,5-trimethylhexyl)amine, and di-n-nonylamine, 
an additional tertiary amine, tri-isooctyla.mine, and a primary amine, 
n-dodecylamine all dissolved in chloroform. 

We have previously reported the aggregation behaviour of the amine 
hydrochlorides in chloroform (8) and have shown that the seoondary amine salts 
generally dimerize, whereas the tertiary amine salts are monomeric and the 
primary amine salt is possibly tetrameric or higher. 

THE DEPENDENCE OF THE EXTRACTION ON THE HCl OONCENTRATION 

� shows the increase in extraction with increase in acid 
concentration which is consistent with increasing amounts of the extractable 
species FeC14

-. In this system the extraction curves do not have a maximum 
but do show a tapering off at high acid concentrations particularly for the 
secondary and tertiary amines. TWo reasons are generally accE!pted for this, 
the i.rotonation of the Feci4

- species, and the extraction of acid by the 
amine salt which competes with the extraction of Fe(III). 

Figure 1 shows an increase in extraction efficiency from primary to 
aecond�rtiary amines and the behaviour correlates well with the trends 
in aggregation of the salts in chloroform. The extractants with the lowest 
tendency towards aggregation {e.g. the tertiary amine salts) exhibit the 
highest extraction efficiency, whereas the most highly aggregated salt, 
n-dodecylammonium chloride, is the least effective extractant. AmOngst the 
secondary amine salts the Straight chain ones OOA.HCl and DNA.OCl, and the 
branched chain DTHA.HCl, which have high dimerisation constants, are less 
effective extractants than DIA.Rel which shows a lower tendency to dimerise. 

Since the lower extraction efficiency correlates well with an increased 
tendency to aggregate, it is reasonable to assume that the monomer of the 
-.ine salt is the tm:>st' important extractant species relative to the dimer 
and higher oligomers. 

'l'WO-PHA.5E TITRATION STtl>IFS 

These were carried out using 6M HCl solutions where the extraction of 
excess acid is negligible. The general expreHion for the equilib.rillll 
reaction is 

k 
(1) q BOCl + p FeCl � (BHCl) (FeC13) org 3

aqu q Porg 

The equilibrium data is obtained in the form of Z (total iron(III) concentrat
ion in the organic phase/total reagent ooncentration) plotted against 
log[PeC:l l . Representative plots are shown in figure 2. Initially, a 
graphicai �gcedure according to Silltm (9) and de�in detail by liogfeldt 
and Fredlund (10) is used to obtain the averages P and q, which are the 
average mmbera of BHCl and PeC13 moitiea respectively per oomplex. 

Once the average compositions of the complexes have been evaluated 
guesses are made as to the major extracted oo�lexes. The extraction 
equilib:d\lll constants (equation (2)) ·can be estimated graphically UBing 
noraalised curves (11) for those systems where there is no aggregation of 
the reagent. Alternatively, a ooq,1,1ter program is used to search for the 
equilibri\lD oonstanta and for possible mioor species by minimizing the error 
aqUU"e Bl.la UZ • t(Zobs - Zcalc) 2. 

(2) k 
pq 

• 
[ (BIICl)

q 
(FeC13)

p
]org 

(BHCl] �rg [Peel 3] !qu 

EXTRACTION IU!SULTS 

S.oondaxy aaine aalts. A large ntatber of atoichiometriea were tested 
for the secondary •ine salts after inclusion of the di.aerisation constants 
(8) in the ,treatment and the combinations giving the lowest uz values are 
Hated in table l. Composition graphs (�_l) for the organic phase show 

that the sets of equilibrilm constants yield a predominance of heterogeneous 
aggregates such as (1,2), (1,3) and (1,4). 

lC)A.HCl. The aggregation of the primary amine salt is more extensive 
than fortiieaeoondary amine aalta (8) and it is not possible to obtain data 
for the ·aggregation conatants. Thus, the extraction data was only treated 
by neglecting aggregation. The � and q values for this reagent auggest a 

predominance of (1,1) and {1,2) complexes. Table l shows that inclusion of 
larger heterogeneous aggregates improves the� the experimental data, 
however, composition curves suggest that tjle (1.,1) and (1,2) complexes are 
the predominant ones (�). 

TIA. HCl. In oontrast to the primary and aecond.ary amine salts, tertiary 
amine saitsare monomeric in chloroform (8") which facilitates the equilibri\JD. 
data treatment. The .CS and q values for TIA.HCl are similar to those reported 
previously for TOA.HCl (7) and suggest the important complexes are (1,2) and 
(_2,4). As with 'roA.HCl an improved fit was obtained by including a (1,1) 
complex in the treatment. The extraction equilibrium constants for TIA.HCl 
are shown in table l and are very similar to those obtained for TOA. HCl, and, 
as with TOA.HCl, yield oomp:,sition curves (figure 3) sOOwing a· predominance 
of the (1,2) mixed dimer. However, the (2,�ex is preseht in larger 
amounts in the TIA�HCl system than for TOA.HCl. 

OONCWSIONS 

The results for the three classes of amine salts studied desoonstrate 
a strong tendency to form heterogeneous aggregates· �n the e�tr�cti�� oi. 
iron(III) from hydrochloric acid solutions. The results also suggest that 
the reagent monomer is th� important species in the extraction and that the 
initial reaction involves the formation of a (1,1) oomplex which then reacts 
with additional monomer to form the heterogeneous aggregates. This agr_ees 
with a kinetic study of these systems (12) where the rate data can be 

understood in terms of a first order rate determining step involving the 
formation of a (1,1) complex. 

For TIA.HCl the predominant species is the (1,2) complex and its 
structure in chloroform. is probably very similar to that suggested by Work 
and McDonald (13) in the analogous system· involving tri-n-octylamine in 
benzene.- The preferred structure consists of two cations hydrogen bonded 

to one chloride ion �ith this ion triplet further associated with Fec14-. 
For the secondary and primary amine salts, hydrogen bonding interactions 

are expected to be i:oore pronounced and it ie not surprising to find higher 
heterogeneous aggregates in these aystem&. 
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Reagent 

OOA.HCl 

DNA.KC! 

DIA.HCl 

� 

Extraction equilibrim. constants for (BHCl) (Fec:13) Compl,xes 

log \,q tJZ 
iio3 

(1,1) (1,2) (1,3} (1,4) (2,2) (2,4) (3,3) (4,4) 

1.42 4. 95 10.62 12.90 15. 33 0.90 

1.58 5.03 10.25 6. 79 12.50 0.65 

2.31 5.05 6. 77 7.24 ll.60 0.33 

OTHA.Rel 1.69 5.09 9.57 12.06 10.87 o. 75. 

NDA.HCl 

TIA.HCl 

'l'OA.HCl 

0.89 

0.93 

0.91 

0.92 

2.43 

2.63 
.. 

2.29 

..,.ref. (8) 
ref. (7) 

2.06 

1.90 

2.00 

1.94 

4.81 

4.42 

4. 54 

0.39 

2.60 0. 31 

3.40 0.28 

3. 22 2.28 0.31 

18 

10.46 2.6 

9.10 

107 
a2 

3. 77 

3.51 

2. 70 

3.23 
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THE EFFECT OF DILUENT FOR THE SEPARATION OF Zn(II) AND Pb(II) 

HALIDE COMPLEXES IN AMINE EXTRACTION SYSTEMS 

Carlo Abbruzzese 

CNR, Institute of Mineral Processing 
Roma, Italy 

Current research has set up thaf di I uent p I ays an active ro I e 

in solvent extraction by affecting the kinetics and the efficiency 

of the operation. Therefore diluent is not merely considered as a 

carrier but as a partec i pant in the extraction process. 

The diluent influence on the I iquid-1 iquid extraction of single 

divalent metal ion from chloride solution by amines has been studied 

in the past ( 1) ( 2). In addition the % i nc-1 ead se I ect i ve separation 

in the HCJ-R
3

N system was investigated (3)
� 

In the range 4-8N HCI 

zinc is preferentially transferred into kerosene with high separa

tion· factors by means of tertiary amines. 

In this paper di I uent effect on the se I ect i ve extraction of Zn 

over Pb in HCI solutions by te�tiary amines .is examined in respect 

to physical and chemical parameters of the solvent. 

EXTRACTION ISOTHERMS 

Ac id aqueous (4N HCI )solutions of 0.02M Zn
2

+ and Pb
z+ 

were 

equilibrated at 20.0 ° C with an equal volume of organic phase con

tairiing 0.lM tri-n-octylamine (TOA) dissolved in various di luents. 

The extraction reactions can be expressed as : 

According to the Principle of Hard-Soft Acids and Bases (4), lead 

is extracted by TOA to a I esser extent than zinc because the I ess hard 
- 2- ll. PbCI
J 

is more stable (�
3

=1.91) in the aqueous phase than ZnCl
4 

(1.,f"0.2): 

the latter wi 11 form ion pair with the hard alkylammonium cation. At 

acidities higher than 4N HCI, the acidic cation HCI; competes strongly 

with the metal halocomplexes for the extraction into the organic 

phase (5). 

The di I uent efficiency for zinc and I ead extraction, depicted in 

�. decrea'ses in the fol lowing order: hexane,cyclohexane,tolu

ene, n i trobenzene, tr i ch I oroei::hy I ene, ch I oroforln .. Simi I ar sequence has 

been found for the extraction of other halocomplexes (1)(6). 

PHYS I CAL PROPERTIES Of O I LUENT 

No satisfactory theory has been developed to explain the role 

of diluent in ion pair extraction. However, bulk diluent proPerties 

( dielectric constant,dipole moment) are often uti I ised to exp I ica

te so I vent behaviour s i nee they can strong I y inf I uence the di sso 1-

v i ng power of diluent. This generalisation has been modified later 

on by introducing the e I ectrostat i c factor which takes into ctccount 

the �ffect of both parameters on the e I ectrostat i c so I vat ion of 

solutes (7). 

The comparison between physical properties of diluent and 

their effaect on meta I di str i but ion indicates that no straight co� 

relation exists for the extraction with TOA (Table 1). High sepa

ration factors are ·shown by hydrocarbons (E �2.S) as wel I as di

polar aprotic solvents (E. • 17). 

HYdrogen bonding di luents exhibit low values of distribution 

ratio D for both zinc and I ead ha I ocomp I exes. 

TABLE 1. THE DISTRIBUTION OF Z.0.(11)-Pb(II) 

AND THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF DILUENTS 

Diluent 
Dielectric Dipole Electrostatic 

Constant Moment 

E. f-

Factor DZn DPb 

Hexane l. 89 0. 08 0.15 202 1. 27 
Cyclohexane 2.02 0.00 0.00 188 1.33 
Toluene 2. 38 0. 36 0. 86 146· 1. 21 
Ch I oroform 4.81 1.01 4. 85 0.26 0.05 
Trichloroethy- 3.42 J.71 5.85 0.44 o._02 
I ene 

Ni trobenzene 34.82 4.22 146.9 166 0. I 7 

Separ. 
Factor 
Zn/Pb 

159 
141 

118 

22 

977 

Bulk diluent properties toghether with specific solute-solvent inte� 

actions represent now the current approach to explain the solution 

behaviour. In fact molecules, moving through a solvent towards their 

reaction partner, need to have an unsolvated site for collision. The

refore the nature of various ion pairs formed ( contact,solvent. sha

red,solvent separated ) wi 11 influence the reaction. Hydrogen bonded 

I iquidS, which exhibit both acidic and basic sites, wil I effectively 

solvate the cation and the anion of the alkylammonium salt avoiding 

the metal extraction process. 

EMPIRICAL PARAMETERS OF SOLVENT POLARITY 

The simple application of diluent dielectric constant often f!!, 

i Is to represent electrostatic solute-solvent interactions when \on 

pairs are involved. As an alternati.ve empirical measure of these in

teractions, spect'ra I shifts due to so I vent effect on some dyes have 

been proposed(8). To date, the most comprehensive solvent polarity 

sea I e, deve I oped vi a the determination of the transition energies of 

adsorption bands, is given by the E
T 

values (9). Jhese_ empirical pa

rameters have been determined for' ·a I ot of di I uents. In � the 

re tat ion between the Et va I ues and z i nc-1 ead ext·ractab i Ii ty with TOA 

into organic phase is shown. 

The extraction behaviour of zinc and lead into apolar hydrocarbons 

seems not to be inf I uenced by increasing the va I ue of E
T

. Ha I ogenated 

hydrocarbons behave different l_y I y i ng on a second curve. 

REGULAR SOLUTIONS APPROACH 

Hildebrand .(10) has introduced the solubi I ity parameter 1 
o· 

which correlates some molecular properties of diluent \.hen regular 

solution is concerned. This appr�ach has been utilised to explain the 

so I vent eff�ct of the extraction of meta I che I ates and neutra I ha I i de 

complexes. 

The 6
0 

va I ues were p I otted against the extraction data a I ready 

noted in Table 1. An increase of 6
0 

seems not to affect zinc and lead 

extract'ion into apolar di luents, as shown in�- The anomalous 

resu I ts for ha I ogenated hydrocarbons are attr i but ab I e to the hydrogen 

bonding contribution �
h 

to the solubility parameter value� according 

to Hansen's approach (11). As a matter of fact metal extractabi lity 

into diluents having O
h

•2.0 appears on a different curve. The lower 

va I ues for D when ha I ogen-conta in i ng so I vePts are emp I oyed can be e.!!. 

plained by the intensive interaction. between ion pair and electron 

donor so I vent. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

.\ n the case of extraction systems inve stigate d, a change of di

luent was shown to affect the metal distribution coefficient into O!:,. 

ganic phase. From the experimental data an empirical order of diluent 

efficiency was establ ishcd. How e ver no correlation between the distrl 

bution ratio of metal halocomplexes a�d the physical properties of dl

I uent was found out. 

Ion association extraction implies more or less aggregated bulky 

ions with mutual dipole interactions, The simple theory of regular S£ 

I ut ions ( 10) fa i Is for the system concerned because one of the basic 

assumption ( ideal entropy of mixing) is not.envisaged with ion pairs. 

In fact, since ion pairing is not merely electrostatic, a short-range 

chem i ca I interactions between ion pair and di I uent were supposed ( 12). 

The various attempts at an explanation of diluent effect on the 

amine sa I ts extraction are based on qua I i tat i ve cons i de ration on I y. 

Two types of salvation can be assumed to occur: an �lectrostatic one 

related to the dielectric constant and dipole moment of diluent; and 

a chem i ca I one re I ated to specific so I ute-so I vent interactions. 

Hydrocarbons show higher extraction than other di l·uents because 

of the absence of short-range chem i ca I interactions with the so I ute. 

SI ightly acidic di luents wi I I interact with the extractant so decrea

sing the metal distribution coefficient. High distribution ratio for 

zinc with nitrobenzene is attributable to the stabi I ization of the 

alkylammonium cation via the interaction with �-electrons of aromatic 

ring. 

Fina I I y it is quite evident that the best separation factors O.£ 

cur when hydrocarbons are emp I oyed to di I ute the extractant. The ex

traction of both zinc and lead is suppressed by halogenated hydroca� 

bon solutions of tertiary amines. Nitrobenzene exhibits the highest 

va I ue of the separation factor, a I though the di str i but ion coeff i c i -

ent for zinc in this system seems I ower than it is when hydrocarbons 

are emp I oyed as di I uents. 
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THE PECULIARITIES OF ZIRCONIUM SULPHATE 

EXTRACTION BY PRIMARY AMINES 

G. Yagodin, M. Mrnka, A. Chekmarev

Prague Institute of Chemical Technology 
Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology 

A-47, Miusskaya sq,, 9
Moscow, USSR

In our work, we used 0.25m solutions of primary amines nor

aal. sulphates (p - dodecylaniline - DDA - and Primene - ?T) as 

extractants, and benzene as a diluent. The amines sulphates were 

prepaNd as 1n ( 1 ) • 

Por plotting the isotherm of nonhydrolized zirconiWI sul

phate (solution of Zr(804)2 1n 1M H2so4) concentration of metal 

1n extracts was determined by means of metal hydroxide precipi

tation by w4oH directly from organic phase. 

After phases contacting (0 : w s 1 : 1) for 30 min. and 

aettling for 2-3 hrs the aliquot of organic phase was taken, di

luted by acetone (1 : 10) and mixed with water solution oh NH3•· 

.l:1.'ter filtration and washing with acetone the hydroxide was 

calcined t�_zr02• The above method of determination enabled us 

to obtain the isothe:nn of an ordinary type; saturation was rea

ched using the solutions with initial concentration 0,4 M Zr; 

the DDA: Zr ratio was equal to (6�8) : 1. Concentration of 
Zr in extract sligatly increases with the increase of initial 

concentration of Zr in water phase. But for initial concentra

tion of (Zr)aq > 0,6M the settling at the interphase has been 

observed. It is known that in case of the third phase formation 

in the extracting sistem (the second organic phase) the con

centration of metal in it is usually high. 

To verijy the hypothesis about the third phase formation 

and transition of a significant amount of Zr into it (naturally, 

it can not be established by the direct analysis of organic 

phase) one might detennine the content of Zr in the extract 

from the difference of its .content in initial and equilibrium 

water phase. It is also possible to raise solubility of the sol

vate formed under high Zr concentration by adding octanol to the 

organic phase. 

The isotherms of extraction obtained by the two methods: 

direct analysis of organic phase (curves 1 : 3) and determination 

of the difference of Zr content in water phase (curves 2 :  4) are 

given in Fig\U'e 1. Different amounts of octanol were introduced 

in the organic phase. 

In the region of high Zirconium concentration there is a 

significant difference ( 6) in data of the two methods of deter

mination. l:::. dec�eases with increasing of octanol concentration. 

In Figure 2 the values of A against octanol concentration are

given. It is clear that only 30% addition of octanol provides 

the complete solution of formed aolvate (under high Zr concen

tration). 

The obtained data confirm the assumption about the third 

phase fonaation without octanol and the transition ot a si�i

cant amount of Zr into it. 

Thus, the actual view of the isotherm is the curYe with 

intermediate saturation. Such appearance of the isotherm can be 

explained by the formation in the extraction aystem of at least 

two extracting compounds (aolvates): under low Zr concentration 

intermediate solvate ta.mine: Zr • (6--+- 8) : 1) and normal sol

vate (amine: Zr� 4 1 1). Increasing of Zr water phase concen

tration leads to the rupture of intermediate solvate; additional 

saturation of organic phase takes place, it being obviously 

accompanied by the fonnation ot a compound characteristic for the 

extraction of nonhydrolized sulphate Zr complexes by tertiary 

amines (2). Solubility of the noI111al solvate in benzene, in this 

case,is low and leads to the third phase formation. 

Evidently, in the field of the normal solvate formation 

the extraction mechanism. wich is similar to the aachani11111 

of nonhydrolized Zr sulphate complexes extraction by tri-n-octy

lamine is realized. 

Discussion of the possible mechanism ot extraction in the 

field of intermediate solvate existance seems to be of interest. 

It has been noticed that variation in amine concentration 

leads to changing of amine: Zr ratio in intermediate solvate 

(intermediate plateu). Thus, lower concentration than 0,1 mol/dm3 

DDA make this ratio almost equal to 6; increasing the amine con

dentration to 0,2 M leads to changing the ratio to B. In Figure 3 

the dependence of H20 concentration in organic phase upon the Zr 

concentration in water phase is given. It should be pointed out 

that intermediate solvate formation leads to a sharp fall ot wa

ter concentration in extract, which subsequently increase• (as 

far as the additional saturation takes place) and tends to the 

concentration which is characteristic for the nonhydrolized sul

phute extraction by tertiary amines (amine I H20 • 1 : 1). In the 

field of intermediate solvate existence the ratio of amine: 820 

is nearly 2 : 1. As it is indicated in (3_,4) micellar mechaniBl!l 

of extraction is possible in case of highly associated salts of 

primary and tertiary amines • We have determined the degree 

of association of DDA sulphate in benzene by cryoscopy as 6-8 

moles of amine per one particle. It may be supposed that in orga

nic phase the primary amine salt associate exists in the form of 

inverse micelle - hydrate water molecules are inside micelle and 

hydrophobic parts of amine salt molecules are directed the implan

tation of a metal salt into micelle (without its being destroyed) 

results in foreing out the water molecules. In case such a me-
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chanism is realized, the view of the isotherm of extraction 

should depend on the temperature of the process. 

In Figure 4 the isotherms obtained at different temperatu

res are given. It is clear that the rise in temperature promotes 

displacement of the beginning of intennediate solvate destoying 

process (transition to ordinary extraction mechanism)ta the re

gion of lower Zr concentrations. Such dependence on temperature 

of the process does not argue the assumptions concerning the me

chanism of reaction wich have already been m�de. 
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� The extraction isotherms, obtained by the two methods 

by analysis of organic phase (3;4) and by analysisof water pba.

se on difference of Zr concentration (1;2). Octlinol concentra-
tion: 7% - curves 1;4; 25% - curves 2;3. 

� The extraction isotherms for different temperatures. 
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THE CAUSE OF ZIRCONIUM (HAFNIUM) EFFECT 

ON HDEDHP EXTRALIABILITY 

A. Afanasiev, 0. Sinegribova, G. Yagodin

Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology 
A-47, Miusskaya sq., 9

Moscow, USSR

Tb• phenomenon of aaplifioation of extractability of some 

•l-ents into organophosphoric acide(0FA) in presence of zirconium 

(ha.fn1um)(1), discovered by B.Weaver, was primarily.studied by

authors with the eltt!Jilple of extraction of europium nitrate. It

was found out that the reason for extraction enhancement was the

formation of the compound H2Zr(Hf)A6 in organic phase(where "A"

is organophoephoric acid anion) which had a better ability for 

extraction in comparison with individual 0FA due to a higher 

degree of dissociation of coordinated 0FA mulecules to Zr(Hf)A4(2). 

But still there is a question why some elements and solutions 

do not extract well into 0FA in the presence of Zr(Hf). That is 

why the additional number of elements (Eu, Ca, Fe(III)) and con

ditions of extraction (HN03 and HCl) were studied. 

It was stated that zirconium(hafnium) enhances the extracti

on in HDEHF: of europium from nitrate solutions, of calcium from 

nitrate as well as from hydrochloric solutions, of iron( Ill 

from hydrochloric solutions. At the same time zirconium decreases 

extraction of europium from hydrochloric solutions and iron(III) 

from nitrate solutions(see Figures 1-J). 

The definition of the composition of the extracting com

pounds showed that in case of a better extraction in presence of 

zirconium(hafnium) the ions Eu(No3)2+, ca2+ and Fec12+ transfer 

into organic phase. The ions Eu3+ and Fe3+ are extracted worse 

(�). 

Table 1. The ratio M:Cl in organic phase. Europium(A), cal

cium(B) and iron(C) extraction from HCl into HDE!Il'(HA) containing 

zirconium. Diluent - octane. Zirconium concentration in (B) and 

(C) corresponds to extremai points of dependencies l\ie m f(C0 zr). 

A 

B 

C 

Extractant c!�!ial, M cinitial 
HCl llletal Cl 

0,167 M H2ZrA6 13,9x10-2 0,01 30:1 
0,167 )[ H2ZrA6 1.31 x10-2 0.52 25: 1 

0. UI HA+0.01514 Zr 1.25x10-2 0.003 20:1 

0. 1 M HA + 13.ox10-2 0.50 _.J: 1 
+ 0,0055 M Zr 

0.3 M HA+ 2.a6x10-2 
2.0 1.2,1 

+ 0,023 14 Zr 

1 .0 14 HA + 15x10-2 5,0 1,1.4 
+ 0,1tl7 14 Zr 

l\ie • distribution coefficients of metalls 

Czr • concentration of zirconium in organic phase 

c;�:·· initial concentration of metalls in aqueous phase 

Cii�t •• initial concentration of HCl in aqueous phase 

When bicharged oations(K) an extracted the stable polynuc

lear compounds are formed in organic phase, Their fragment is: 

I 

., O \/ ,, 0 \/ 
O=P-0,, .,,-0:P-O, .,.,-O=P-0,, rD=P-0, 

/ Z,. K Zr-
I '0-P:O;r' 'O-P=O ,,, 'O-P.:-0.,. , '0-P=D 

/I 9 /\ /I O /\ 

The ability of this element to form that sort of a compound defi

nes a possibility to carry out the process of extraction by 

acidic zirconium dialkylphosphate. 

When extracted the ions with the charge more than 2 and there 

is the interaction with more than 2 HDE!il' molecul•s the COlllpound 

H
2
Zr(Hf)A6 is destroyed, In this case only individual HDEKP mole

cules take part in the reaction of formation of the extracted· 

compound and the increasing of Zr(Hf)-con centration in organic 

phase results in decreasing of the extraction of other elements. 
In case of iron(III) extractior. from HN03 the picture is 

more complicated because of simultaneous extraction by both 

mechanisms. The ions Fe3+ and Pe(uo3)2+ are extracted, 

Kinetic data showed that mixed complexes containiJ>& both 

zirconium and another element to be extracted form the structural 

mechanic barrier(SIIB) at the interface. Thie SIIB greatly decre

ases the mass transfer from aqueous phase especially under the 

conditions of not renovated or little renovated interface (ll::. 

�. curves 1,2). With great renovation of interface inter-

facial films of this type are easily destroyed and the mass 

transfer greatly increases c�. curre• 3,4). 

If the mixed complexes are not formed(for instance, europium 

extraction from hydrochloric solution into HDEHP containing Zr) 

noticeable film formation at the interface is not seen. 
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Figure 1. Dependence of europium distribution coefficients 

on Zr(Hf) content in HDEHP(HA). (1,2) - 0,1M HA; 0,39M HN03; 

•(3) - 0,1M HA; 0,10!.l HCL; (4,6) - 0,1M HA; 0,30M HCl; 

(5) - 0,5M HA; 1,0M HCl 
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Figure2.Dependence of IRON(III) distribution coefficients 
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Figure 3. Dependence of calcium distribution coefficients 

on Zr content in HDEHP(HA) 
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Figure 4. The effect of Zr(Hf) on europium extraction rate 

by HDEHP out from HN03• 

(1,2) - little renovated interface 

(3,4) - great renovated interface 
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PERIODIC VARIATIONS OF LANTHANIDES SYNERGIC EXTRACTION 

BY THENOYL TRIFLUOROACETONE AND 

TRIPHENYLPHOSPHINE OXIDE MIXTURE 

H.F. Aly, S. M. Khalifa and Nadia Zakareia 

Atomic Energy Establishment 
Cairo, Egypt 

It has been !olUld that the periGdicity of certain property 

of the lanthanide elements, in many cases, can be di_vided into, 
four sibgroQs (1-5). When the property of the lanthanides is 
plotted against the atomic number z, the four subgroups obtained 
are th'e tetrad-effect(2), or the double-double effect (3). If 
the property of the lanthanides is related to the total angular 
momentum of the trivalent ion, four linear segments usually are 
produced and the obtained relationship 1s known as�the "Incli
ned-W" relationship (4). In a preliminary study (5), we found 
that the lanthanides are synergitically extracted by TPPO-HTTA 
mixture in benzene and under comparable conditions, the separa
tion factors as well as the synergic factors followed the afore
mentioned variations. The present study is a detailed investi
gations of the extraction of the whole lanthanide series, except 
Pm and Lu, wi�h HTTA and TPPO mixture in benzene. The aim is to 
find the type of the main adduct extracted, examine and evaluate 
the periodic variations of the stability of the different species 
formed through the series and compare the extraction equilibrium 
with analogous systems. 

Experiment al : 

Thenoyltrifluoroacetone (HTTA) and triphenylphosphine oxide 
(TPPO) were of A.R. grade and obtained from Eastman, U.S.A. The 
diluent benzene used was A.R. label from B.D.H., England. The 
radiotracers used were 140La, 144ce, 142Pr, 142wd, l53sm, 
l52+154Eu, 15JGd, 160Tb, 165Dy, 166Ho, 17¾:r, 169yb and 170

Tm of 
high rad1ocnem1cal purity. The extraction procedure used is 
identical to that previously reported (5). Duplicate samples 
of radioactivity from both phases were assayed to a counting 
error of 3%." In all cases, the aqueous phase has a constant 
ionic strength of 0.2 (H+, NaC104) and all the experiments were 

performed at constant temperature, 22±2°0. 

Results and Discussion 

Slope analysis of the different parameters affecting the 
extraction as function of _the distribution ratio of the diffe
rent lanthanides indicated that the main lanthanide species in 
the organic phase are of the types Ln(TTA)3 and Ln(TTA)

3 
2TPPO 

in the absence and presence of TPPO, respectively. Therefore, 
the main extraction equilibria involved in the systems are : 

Ln3+ 
+ 3lIT'fi 

and 

and 

and 

tnmn;- + � � tnmn;- 2 TPPO, 
133,2 

Th� values of K3,0, K3,2 and B3,2 obtained are given in 
Table (1). In Figure (1), the variations of log K3,0 and log 
13

3,2 1rith the atomic number showed four groups with downward 
and upward concavities · in the case of 1 og K3, 0 or log 133, 2 , 
respectively. When log K3,0 and log �

.2 are plotted against 

the total angular momentum of the ground state. of the different 
trivalent lanthanides1 the Inclinetl-W relationship is realized, 
Figure (2). It is suggested that these regularities are rela
ted to the following, 1- the quantum mechanical intereleetro
nic .repulsion of the pa-electrons in the 4f4 electron configura
tion, ii- Spin-orbit coupling, iii- crystal field stabili
zation energy, and iv- the change in the coordination nllllber 

of the lanthanide ions along the series. 

Based on theoretical calculations, J;rgensen (6) and N�ent 
(7) attributed the tetrade grouping to be mainly a result o! 
the first factor. They also concluded that the spin-orbit ooup
ling and the crystal field stabilization. energy may cQntribut, 
to this grouping, yet their contribution is not· signifioant 
compared to the interelectronic repulsion within' the lanthanide 
series. Based on thermodynamic data, Fidelia (8) suggested· that 
the regularities in the properties of the lanthanidea lie in the 
internal feature of the free f electrons, and not in their 
immediate environment, however the immediate environment may 
influence the magnitude of this effect. The Inclined-• relation• 
ship i.ntroduced by Sinha (4) lack theoretical justification, 
since there cannot be a linear relation between the property of a 
substance and any quantum number of the atoms. Nevertheless , 

indirect relationships can exist through the L-S coupling. 

The change of the coordination number through the lantha
nide series is very important factor that can disturb e:rcy expec

ted periodicity. This is mainly, due to the fact that the co
ordination number affects the aforementioned factors responsi��� 
for the observed regularities. In the studied system:,, the 
lanthanide chelates, Ln(TTA)3, gave an adduct of a general 
formula, Ln(TTA)3 2TPPO, allover the whole series. No intorma
tion are available concerning the ooordination of water mole
cule• to the chelate or the adduct. Therefore, the formation 
of the adduct is achieved either by substitution of TPPO for 

coordinated water in the metal chelate or by addition with the 
increase in the coordination of the central ion or by both 
mechanisms. If the mechanism of adduct formation is the same 
allover the lanthanide series, one ehould expect that the va.r'ia
tion between log K3;0 and log �3,2 should be linear through the 
series. This was partially realized in Piggre (3). where two 

parallel linear relationships were obtained, The first line 
starts with Yb and ends with Sm, and the second starts with Pr 
and ends with La. Nd lies in the mid.dle between the two lines. 
This suggests that the change in the coordination by adduct 
formation for the Yb-Sm group is different than that of the 
Pr-La group. In many cases, it was suggested that the lighter 
members of lanthanides La-Nd have !-coordination nwnberc whereby 

the Gd-Lu have a coordination number of 8 in solutions (9). 

Alstad et al. (10-11) observed the tetrad-effect between 

log ,3,2-z relation for the systems Ln(TTA)3.2X1 where x �tande 

for TBP or DBuSO. For comparison, the ratio�• �.2(x). / 
PJ,2(TPPO) was for the different lanthanides were calc�ated , 

For both system a positive values are obtained indicating the 
high basicities of TBP and DBuSO over TPPO. Further, the Bn 
values where almost constant (log Bn(TBP) a J.5±0.2 and 
Bn(DBuSO) = 3.0±0.2) for the lanthanides laying between Ce and 
Tm. For La and Yb, Bn are much lower, a behaviour which can be 
related to ateric differences between the synergistic ligands, 
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Table 1 Extraction equilibrium constants K,,o for Ln(TTA), 
chelate and K3,2 for Ln(TTA)3 2TPP0 and formation. 

Constants : fi,,2 for Ln('fTA)3 with 2TPP() in 
benzene* 

Metal 

La 
Ce 
Pr 
Nd 
Pm 
Sm 

Eu 
Gd 
Tb 
Dy 
Ho 
Er 
Tm 

Yb 
Lu 

K,,o = [Ln(T'fA)3� [H+}3 [Ln3+y1 [HTTAT' 

K3,2 = [Ln('fTA), 2TPP0] (H +J' [Ln3+
yl 

[HTTAJ"3 Ql'PPo]"2 . 

s
3,2 [Ln('fTA)3 2TPP0] [Ln(TTA)3y1 

[TPPoy2 . 

log K,, O log J!3,2 

-10.25 3.34 6.90 
- 9. C4 3.14 5.91 

- 8.41 2.99 5.42 
- 8.23 2.93 5.39 

- 7.93 2.72 5.26 
- 7.79 2.65 5.14 

- 7.70 2.60 5.10 
- 7.21 2.73 4.66 
- 6.9E 2.49 4.48 
- 6.81 2,47 4.41 
- 6.6' 2.41 4.28 
- 6.55 2.39 4. 1 5 
- 6.45 2.66 4. 06 

M In all cases, the aqueous µhase has ionic strength of 
0.2 (Na + , HClo4) and the extraction temp. is 221:2•c. The 
limits of the error in tbe different consta.nts does not 
exceeds 1: 3%. 
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THE DETERMINATION OF THE ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS OF TBP AND 

EXTRACTION COMPLEX UO2(NO3)22TBP IN VARIOUS SOLVENTS 

Gao Hong-Cheng, Pen Qi-Ziu, Pen Li-E 
Wang Wen-Qing and Hsu Kwang-Hsien 

Department of Technical Physics 
Peking University 

Beijing, China 

The activity coefficients of various components in the 

organic phase during the extraction process are very important in 

order to obtain the true thennodynamic equilibrium constants, but 

have not been much investigated owing to the difficulties and 

tediousness encountered in their determinations. In the present 

investigation, the activity coefficients of TBP and U02(N0
3
)

2
2TBP 

in various solvents have been determined by the 32P-labeled TBP 

distribution method and the vapor-isopiestic method respetively. 

Principle of the 32
P-labeled TBP distribution method 

So far as the authors aware, this method has not been ueed 

before. It is simpler, more rapid, and the concentration range of 

TBP is broad.e� than other physico-chemical methods for the deter-

mination of the activity of TBP. The principle underlying 

method is as follows: 

this 

When the equilibrium of distribution of TBP between the wa

ter.and solvent is attained, the thermodynamic equilibrium constant 

of TB32P is equal to the ratio of the activities in both phases: 

I\= 

where N2 and t2 are mole fraction of TBP in the organic phase and 

the correspoding activity coefficient respectively; A22 I/Io, 14 

and I are radioactivities of TB32P in the aqueous phase equilibra

ted with pure TBP and TBP-eolution respectively; k is a constant. 

As the solubility of TBP in water is very low. the activity 

coef�icient of TBP in water may be aseu.med to be equal to unity. 

If pure TBP ie chosen as the standard state. then we have 

thus 

Experimental resulte 

A2 values correspoding to different N2 for solvents were 

given in Fig.1, f
2 

may then be calculated by the above equation 

and were given in Fig.2. 

In a given concentration range of TBP, these activity coeffi

cients may be expressed by the following equations: 

and Log f
2 

• A/( 1+By )2 

where Y• N
2

/N
1 ,N

1 
and N

2 
are molfractions of solvent and TBP 

reepectlvely, and conetante a, A and B were obtained by graphical 

method( oee :Fig. 3 ) , for example: 

In TBP-C6H6 oyetem: 

Log r
2 

• 0.47 Nf, ( N1 = 0 to 1 ) 

Log f
2 

• 0.39/( 1 + o.63 y)2 , 

In TBP-C8H18 oyotem: 

Log f
2 

• 0. 70 Nf , ( N1 • 0 to 0.9 ) 

Log f
2

• 0.83/( 1 + 1.18 y )2 , ( N
2
- 0 to 0.7) 

As an alternate approach, we chose an infinitely dilute 

solution of TBP in various solvents as the reference state, i.e., 

at infinitely dilute solution, activity coefficients f; were 

taken to be unity. The standard otate is the hypothetical state in 

which TBP would exist if it followed Henry's Law up to a mole 

fraction H2 equal to one. From f; ,activ_ity coef_fi9ie�ts f (based 

on molality} and y(based on molarity) were obtained by the follo

wing equation: 

r= Y•�·'Y 
1 + 0.001Mm 

where d. is the density of the pure solvent. 

Discussion 

It has been shown from Fig.2 that the values of f2 are quite 

different in various solvents, due to different conditions of 

intermolecular interactions: 

(1) In solvents,such as CHC1
3 

and n-octyl alcohol which form 

hydrogen bond with TBP, f;s are much smaller than one. this indi

cates that the interation between TBP and the solvent molecule ia 

much stronger than the Van der waals' interaction among the TBP 

molecules themselves. 

(2) In solvents,such as c6H
6

, cc14, n-amyl acetate, r;s are 

slightly greater than one. This indicates that the Van der waals' 

interactions between the solvent and TBP molecules are slightly 

weaker than those among TBP molecules themselves. 

(3) In solvents,such as c6H14,c
8

H

18, f;a are much greater 

than one. This indicates that the interactions between TBP and the 

solvent molecule are much weaker than those among TBP molecules 

or solvent molecules themselves. 

The activity coefficients of U02(N03)22'?BP 

The activity coefficients of U0
2

(N03)
2

2TBP in. c6H6, cc1
4 

and CHC1
3 

have been determined by vapor-isopiestic method. 

The reference solution TBP-solvent( c6H6,cc14 or CHC13) 
. 

and the sample solution uo2(N0
3
)

2
2TBP-solvent(c

6
H

6
,cc14 or CHc13),

were placed in an evacuated container until equilibrium was attined 

thus the activitigs of the solvent are the same in both the solu

tions. 

Since the activity·coefficient of solute r; in the reference 

solution TBP-solvent has been determined, the activity coefficient 

o! the solvent f1 may be calculated by Gibbs-Duhem equation: 
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or 

Ln f1 • _ )

11
2 

i d L f' ·n 2 
0 11, 

through graphical integration. Thia f1 is also equal to the acti

vity coefficient of solvent in the sample solution uo
2

(1103)22 TBP

eo1Yent, which ha8 the same vapor preesure as the reference solu

tion. The activity coefficient of the aolate uo
2

(110
3

)
2
2TBP, 

f;( uo
2

(1103)
2

2 TBP), can then be calculared by"uaing Gibbs-Duhem 

equation: 

Ln f; --r 0 

The mole fractions H
1 

and N
2 

for the reference. as well as the 

sample solutions at equilibriwn were determined by gravimetric 

mehtod. 

The expremental results showed that at low concentration 

of uo
2

(R03)
2

2TBP, ito activity coefficient was approximately equal 

to that of TBP (i.e., f;BP- f�o (110 ) ·2TBP ).Prom f�o (110 ) ·2TBP 
2 32 2 32 

i and y were Calculated, m a.nd r , C and y a&y be related by the 

expreaaiona: 

.Log r - __ 

m __ 
A+ Bm 

Logy• ac + bc2 

For c6H6 system: 

Log 1 • m/( 4. 2 + 5.0 m) 

Log y • 0. 28 c2 

For cc14 system: 

0.8 

116 

0 

Log f • m/{ 11 + 0. 2 m) 

Log y• 0. 2 c + 0.09 c2 

.2/) 40 

TSP % 

Fif 1 ca.>.

60 80 

� 40 60 

TBP % 

Fit. , ( b).

1. C6H14 2 . c6a6 3. CC14 
4. CHC13 5. r1-c5H18 
6. methyl cyclohexanone( ca3c6HgO 

7. n-amyl acetate( AmAc) 

8. n-C5H170H 

o.s o.s

, �::::.... ___ ___,_4_.,S,-------�-...,.. 

IV/' 
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SYNERGISTIC EXTRACTION OF ABB AND ABC TYPES EXTRACTION 

MECHANlSM OF URANIUM(VI) WITH TERNARY SYSTEM 

PMBP = TBP + q,2SO AND PMBP + TBP + q,,AsCI 

Wang Wenqing, Yi Min, Chen Dinfong, Mou Xiru 

Peking University 
Beijing, China 

The phenomeno.1 of .5ynergistic extraction has been broadly 

•pp�led ,;:I.nee Blake (I) discovered it. For the purpose o! finding 

and proving the regularity of synergistic extraction, we have studied 

t_he synergic extraction of Uranium (YI) by the binary system of A B  

species �omposed of HDBHP + +., so <2> and IIOEHP +DBBP (l), the synergic 
2 

extraction of uranium thiocyanate by AC species composed of PMBP + 

(#)4AsCl <4_) and the s_ynergic extraction of urani1111 nitrate by BB species 

COIJll)<.lsed of TBP +'2s0 <,5). 

The results of the stud!' of two ternary systems is discussed. 

The first system focused on the synergic extraction of uranyl nitrate 

with the binary system of I-phenyl-�methyl-4-benzoyl pyrazolone-5 (PMBP) 

and tributylphosphate(TBP) or diphenyl sulfoxide�2so) and the ternary 

system ef the ABB type consisting of PMBP+TBP+4'2so. The binary synergic 

equilibrium constants were determined to 3e log e12� �.58 (PMBP+TBP 

system) and log e13� 3.61 (PMBP+4>
2

so system) respectively as shown 

by the following equilibria: 

B 
uo:+ + 2HA + TBP ._:.:_ uo� 2' TBP + 2H+ 

log s12� log n12 + log Y +2 log(H+) - 2 log (HA)0 - log (TBP)0 

uo� + 2 HA + '/> 200 

Here Y is tbe coaplex formality of uranium (VI) with nitrate ion. 

As the coordination number of uranium (VI) is equal to eight, we 

assume that a coordinate water molecule is contained in the structural 

formula of UO:rA2,TBP and uo2A2·;2oo and it can be replac,e.d hy a neutral 

extractant to decrease the hydrophilic ability producing a ternary syner 

-gic effect of the ABB species. The views mentioned above were proved by 

the fact that the ternary synergic effect occurred during the 4xtracti·on 

of uranium CW) with the benzene solut1.on of PMBP + TBP + <J,
2
so. 

Tbe formation of a ternary extracted complex uo�2·j62so·reP was confirm 

-ed by the alope method. 

A new method :ls proposed in this work for the calculation of the 

equilibrium constant which was evaluated to be log e121-, 5. 58 a.5 ,3hown 

by the following reaction 

!�ere n1 ls tbe distribution ratio of U (VI) by PMBP. 

012 is the distribution ratio of binary synergic extraction by 

(PNBP + TBP) system. 

o1� i� the distribution ratio of binary synergic extraction by 

(PMBP +-4>2s0) system. 

n12? i,5 the dist,ribution ratio of ter·nary synergic extraction 

by .(�P + TBP +4'
2
SO) system. 

Secondly, we have studied the other ternary system of the ABC 

type consisting of PMBP + TBP +4'4AsCl. The binary synergistic equili 

-brium constants were determined to be log Bi:
2
,,.4 . 25 (PMBP+TBP system). 

logBh"5. 49 (PMBP+f4AsCl system) and l,,g s23-4. 94 (TBP+f4AsCl system) 

respectively. The purpose of this work was to investigate the ternary 

synergic extracting mechanism of chelate extracting system, ion n�socia 

-tioo system and neutral complex extractioc system. Owing to the unsatu 

-rated coordination number of uranyl ion in the binary synergistic 

complex1we presume a ternary synergic effect of ABC species may have 

existed. It was found that synerglc effect occurred during :he axtract 

-ion of uranyl thiocyanate with chloroform solution or PMBP+TBP+ct,4AsCl. 

The formation of a ternary extracted complex f4AsU02(NCS) A2·TBP wad 

confirmed by the usual slope method, The following reaction was found 

to describe the system. 

uo� +NCS- +x H.4 +Y TBP +ztAs+ 

D123 y (H+)x 

812'.i
"' 

-----------
(NCS-) ( HA): (TBP) ! <+

4
As+ J

z 

D • 
[zt.Asuo

2 
('tl':S)AxyTBP) 

0 
(JI+ )x 

121 2+ 
(uo2) Y 

""0total - D12 -DI3 - D21 

+ 
z.,t4AsU02(NCS)Ax•yTBP + x H 

We hav,e obtained the following values: -2. y•I, z-I. 

Using the same method
>

the equilibrium constant was evaluted to be 
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EFFECT OF NONELECTROLYTES ON THE SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

OF URANYL AND NITRIC ACID BY TBP 

J. Ortega and J. A. Suarez

Junta de Energia Nuclear 
Madrid, Spain 

This study has been realized as a result of the use of tarta
ric acid in uranium-plutonium partition, in the TSP-uranyl nitra� 
te-plutonium {IV) nitrate-nitric acid-water system. The presence 
of the tartaric acid in aqueous phase increases the distribution 
coefficient of the nitric acid and uranyl· nitrate, F�. In
other respects the tartaric acid has a low distributi�fici
ent, which decreasei in the presence of nitric acid and uranyl ni
trate,�-

The effect of the tartaric acid on the distribution coeffi ci
ent of the nitric acid may be adequately interpreted in the same 
manner as the hydration of electrolytes in relation to the sal
ting-out effect. The hydration of the tartaric acid decreases the 
number of moles of "free•• water molecules and therefore increases 
the nitric acid activity in the aqueous phase. 

A definite activity of nitric acid i"n the aqueous phase co
rresponds to a definite activity of nitric acid in the organic ph� 
se, so that 

(1) constant 

If we introduce a 11hydratable 11 nonelectrolyte in the aqueous 
phase, the "apparent'' nitric acid concentration in this phase must 
decrease in order that the nitric acid concentration in the orga
nic phase, N0• remains constant. For a constant nitric acid concen 
tration in tne organic phase, the nitric acid activity in the aqu� 
ous phase. in the presence and in the absence of the nonelectroly
te. must be the same. If we express the nitric acid activity in 
terms of molality, we obtain the following equation. 

( 2) 

nonelectrolyte concentration in aqueous phase, moles in 
one litre of solution. 

nitric acid concentration in aqueous phase. moles in o
ne litre of solution, in equilibrium with an organic, 
which contains N0 mol/1 of nitric acid. In the absence 
of nonelectrolyte. 

nitric acid 
ne litre of 
phase which 
presence of 

concentration in aqueous phase. moles in o
soluction, in equilibrium with an organic 

���!�!��r�YY���
/

1 
of nitric acid. In the 

NN and Nff are each one in equilibrium with the identical ni-
tric acid concentration in the organic phase, N0• 

density of the solution which contains N� mol/1 of ni
tric acid. 

density of the solution which contain NN mol/1 of ni
tric acid and Ns mol/1 of nonelectrolyte. 

Ms molecular weight of the nonelectrolyte in grams 

MN molecular weight of nitric acid in grams 

MW E molecular weight of the water in grams 

nh hydration number. molecular number of water which solv! 
tes one molecule of nonelectrolyte. 

According to the equation (2), the hydration number for a nE_ 
nelectrolyte can be given in the form 

( 3) 55,55 - NN (3,5 +o() Ms 

18 

o( represents the relation between the moles of water and nitric 
acid contained in one litre of solution, in absence of a nonelec
trolyte. 

If we express the nitric acid activity in molarity, instead 
of molality, we obtain the following equation, 

( 4) N� =----��
N

_N _____ _ 
1 - o,001[Ns Vs + nh.Ns v,;J 

v
$ 

and Vw are molar volumes of the nonelectrolyte and water resoec
t1vely in the hydrated compound. Both volu mes are given in c.c. 

From the equation (4) we can deduce the hydration number in 
the form 

( 5) 

1000 �- :� j
N 

According to the equation (5) the hydration number may be ob-

f:!
n

:i l: ��c�
n

;:r
t

:
e 

::l
u

;�e
0

:o,�r
a

::1��; :; �==
e

p:�:
0

:::ef:�t::i� 
te for Vs(l), as a w�rkinq hypothesis. 

4.- RESULTS DISCUSSION 

The experimental data indicate tartaric acid molecQles have 
no direct interaction with nitric acid and uranyl nitrat�, 
neither in the organic phase nor in the aqueous phase. If tarta 
ric acid would form in the organic phase some additional com- -
pound with uranyl nitrate or nitric acid, the presente of these 
substances would increase the tartaric acid solubility in this 
phase. Results obtained, Fig. 2, show an opposite effect, the 
tartaric acid solubility decreases in the presence of uranyl 
nitrate and nitric acid. Otherwise, if the tartaric acid would 
form some compound with these products in the aqueous phase, 
its presence in this phase would decrease their distribution 
coefficients. Fig. l shows on the contrary that the presence
of tartaric acid in the aqueous phase increases the distribu• 
tion coefficients of both products. 

In the organic phase nitric acid and uranyl nitrate are sol
vated by TBP and therefore the number of mol es of "free'' TBP mole
cules decreases and in consequence also decreases the tartaric acid 
solubility. In the aqueous phase the effects of tartaric acid can 
be interpreted by a similar way: the tartaric acid is solvated by 
water and therefore the number of moles of 11free" water molecules 
decreases and in consequence increases the distribution coeffi
cients of nitric acid and uranyl nitrate. 

We have prefered to use in our study the TSP-nitric acid-wa
ter system, because the TSP-uranyl nitrate-water system is very 
much more complicated. In the absence of nitric acid uranyl ni
trate may be hydrolized, tartaric acid dissociated and the tartra
te and bitartrate ions associated with uranyl ions. In the nitric 
acid medium there is practically no dissociation of tarta'ric acid 
and the tartaric acid-water interaction can be interpreted as the 
hydration of a nonelectrolyte. 

In order to determine the influence of the alcohol and cabo
xilic groups in the nonelectrolyte hydration, we have studied two 
acids with different numbers of carboxilic groups and two suqars 
with different number of alcohol qroups. 

From results obtained for citric acid, tartaric acid, sucro
se and glucose it can be observed: 

ll) Five levels of nitric acid concentrations have been used, 
between 0,1 and 0,5 Min the orqanic phase. Seven different 
concentrations of nitric acid and nonelectrolyte in equili
brium with each level of nitric acid concentration in the 
organic phase, have been used in aqueous phase. The none
lectrolyte concentrations ranges from zero to 2,5 M, except
in the case of the sucrose whose solubility presents pro
blems in the presence of nitric acid. At nitric acid con
cehtrations in the organic phase highe

r
1than 0,5 M, the ni

tric acid concentration in the aqueous phase is suoerior to 
5 Mand the hydration numbers are i"nsig�ificant. It is pos
sible that, at this high nitric acid concentr3tion, the no
nelectrolyte may be slighty hydrated and it would have some 
type �f interaction with nitric or its ions. 

( 2) The hydration number obtained, using both equations, ( 3) 
and (5), are in good agreement between themselves. This 
agreement shows that the 11working hypothesis 1' was correct: 
in aqueous solution these molecules have the same volume as 
in the pure state and the water molecules bonded to the no
nelectrolyte �ave the same volume as the "free'' water mole
cules. 

(3) The hydration number, at constant concentration of nitric 
acid and nonelectrolyte decreases in the order: citric 
acid, tartaric acid, sucrose, glucose. In fig. 3 we present
the hydration numbers of four nonelectrolytes as a function 
of the nitric acid concentration in the aqueous phase, for 
a nonelectrolyte concentration of 1.5 M, When the nitric 
acid concentration increases th,e· hydration number of the 
four nonelectrolytes decreases. At nitric acid concentra
tion higher than 1,5 M, the variation of the hydration num
Cers of the four nonelectrolytes shows a certain paralle-
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lism. However, at lower concen.i.ra."t·ions .of nitric acid, the 
hydration number of tartar.ic an� citric acid increases more 
rapidly than that of sucrose and glucose. 

Miller and Co. (2), by adiabatic compressibility method, showed 
that the number of water molecules hydrated to the sugars increased 
with an increasing number of OH- groups. These results are in good 
agreement with the hydration number -obtained for us. In the same 
work Miller showed that succinic acid has�, for infinite dilution, a 
positlv� value for the· partial molar adiabatic compressibility, Wh! 
le sugars have negative values. Negative values indicate that the· 
molecules are highy hydrated. 

The results obtained in the nitric acid extraction by TBP show 
that in the presence and in the absence of succinic acid, this nq

nelectrolyte has no influence on the distribution coefficient of 
nitric acid. Therefore succinic acid in a ·nitric acid medium is 
slightly hydrated., The low hydration of succinic acid may be the 
reason why its distribution coefficient is ten times superior to 
the corresponding ones of citric and tartario acid: 

Fig. 4 shows the ·density of aqueous nitiic acid solutions as a 
function of the citric acid concentration. The slope of these li
M!s 1s a constant, and is in accord with the theoretical equation 
for nonelectrolyte solutions: 

D 
""°'
o.a 

0.20 

O.I) 

[TNtTAIIIC ACID] w IIIOl/1 -+

G.I 1.0 I.I 2.0 2.5 

5 

4 

3 

"'1-1- Nitric cachl cand urcanyl- nitnate diatributlon; -fficients 
betw•n 20 °lot• in ul'CIMnc cand nitric cacid 1.0 M, u ca 
function of the tcartciric cacid concentrcatio11. 

11 

I) 

I 

1. CITRIC ACID 
2. TARTARIC. ACID 
3.SUCROSI! 
4.9LUCOSI 

�----
= 

2 , 

l'ig. I· Varication � tllD hydNtion number, "h , u • function 
Of the nitric ocid co11•11trot1• in the a1111coua ph-. 
Nenclc�rolY1C"cllllC8tlt1Stiot1."of 1.J M. 

( 6) 

dN density of solutions which contain only nitric acid 

d5 • density of pure nonetectrolyte 

Tartaric acid, glucose and sucrose densities present similar 
effects as citric acid, but each one with its corresponding slope. 
Densities obt�ined from experi�ental slopes, dp, have been compa
red with values collected from handbook. ds (1/. There Is a g9od 
agreement between d

P. 
for and ds for sucrose, glucose, tartaric 

acid and citric aciij, 

The value of dp sucrose is slightly hlgner than ds, while for 
another three nonelectrolytes dp is slightly lower than ds, These 
data are on good terms wilh the values of "h obtained from equa
tions (3) and (ti). 
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DISTRIBUTION OF U(IV}, U(VI}, Pu(III), Pu(IV), AND 

NITRIC ACID BETWEEN TRIBUTYL PHOSPHATE (TBP) IN 

DODECANE AND AQUEOUS NITRATE SOLUTIONS 

S. Tachimori and Z. Kolarik

Institute of Hot Chemistry 
Nuclear Research Centre 

Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany 

Know1edge of distribution ratios of acitinides and nitric a
cid in the extraction with TBP is of great importance for the mo
delling of extraction operations in the reprocessing -of nuclear 
fuel. Rather little is known about distribution equilibr.ia under 
the conditions of a ·reductive separation of uranium from plutoni
um, especially about the extraction behaviour of U(IV) a�d Pu(III) 
and their influence on the distribution of U(VI) and nitric acid. 
Neither the effect of temperature on the distribution of U(IV) 
and Pu(IV) has been studied in detail. In this work we studied 
the distribution of the title co�ponents between a 30 vol.% so
lutiQn of TBP in dodecane and aqueous sol�tions containing one or 
mar� actinide nitrates, nitric acid and, except in the presence 
of Pu(IV), hydrazine nitrate. The number of distribution ratios 
measured at 25° c was 394 for U(IV), 194 fo� �(VI), 22 for Pu(III), 
and 196 for nitric acid. 54 distribution ratios of each U(IV) and 
nitric acid a;d 105 distribution ratios of Pu(IV), 55 of them at 
�0.37M U(VI), were measured at 15 - 70° c. Equilibrium concentra
tions in the aqueous phase varied in the ranges O - 0.64M U(IV), 
0 - 0.76M U(VI), 0 - 0.15M Pu(III), 0.04 - 5.BM nitric acid and 
6xl0-4 - 2.lM hydrazine nitrate. At 25° c, the distribution ratios 
of U(IV), U(VI) and nitric acid were measured as functions of the 
concentra·tions of all above components except Pu(IV), while the 
concentration of hydrazine nitrate was negligibly changed in the 
measurement of the distribution ratio of Pu{II,I). Since measure
ments at only one concentration varied would have been time con
suming (due to the necessary preequilibration of the organic pha
se), we varied in a series of measurements the concentration of 
one component in a broad range and allowed the concentrations of 
other components to vary in narrow ranges. To assess the influen
ce of single variables on the distribution ratios. we smoothed 
the data in using empirical equations analogous to those given 
in ( 1). 

Each component can influence the distribution of itself and 
of other components in two counteracting ways: 

self-salting-out or salting-out, which inc·reases the distribu
tion ratios (henceforth salting action), and 

bonding a fraction of TBP in the organic phase, which lowers 
the free TBP concentration and, consequently, suppresses the dis
tribution ratios (henceforth replacement action). 
To evaluate the salting action, we extended the empirical equati
ons for terms expressing the apparent number of nitrate ions, nN, 
contributed by actinide or hydrazine nitrates to the total analy
tical concentration of nitrate ions and related to arbitrarilly 
one nitrate ion contributed by nitric acid, The terms are based 
on a conventional application of Harned coefficients, which are 
treated as empirical functions of the ionic strength. The nN va
lues can be understood as apparent thermodynamic activities of ac
tinide or hydrazine nitrates related to the thermodynamic activi
ty of nitric acid. 

Examples of dependences of distribution ratios on the concen
trations of some components are given in Figures 1 and 2. They il
lustrate the strong salting action of U(IV) nitrate and its rather 
weak rep!acement action. Contrary to U(IV) and U(VI), nitric acid 
is weakly salted-out by U(IV) nitrate. � demonstrates the 
apparent number of nitrate ions contributed by U(IV) nitrate to 
the total nitrate ion concentration in the extraction of U(IV) and 
U (VI). 

The replacement action of hydrazine nitrate is expectedly ne
gligible and the salting action of the mononitrate N2H5No3 is si-

milar to that of nitric acid. The dinitrate N2H6(N03)2, formed in 
the aqueous phase to a significant degree at >lM nitric acid, ex
hibits stronger salting-out properties. At high concentrations of 
hydrazine nitrate, the dependence of the distribution ratio of u·
(IV) on the nitric acid concentration has an unusual form with a 
minimum (Figure 4). The distribution ratio of Pu(III) ranges from 
0.01 to 0.03 at (0.024M U(IV), (0.12M U(VI) and 1 - 2M nitric acid 
in the equilibrium aqueous phase. 

The extractability of U(IV) tends to decrease with increasing 
temperature. At a low concentration of U(IV) and in the absence of 
U(VI), the plot of the logarithm of the distribution ratio of u-. 
(IV) vs. l/T is linear, but its slope decreases froni .1200 .H O.'lM 
nitric acid to zero at 3.0M nitric acid in the aqueous phase. Pu
(IV) becomes generally more extractable with increasing temperatu
re. The dependence of the logarithm of the distribution ratio of
Pu(IV) on 1/T is again linear and its slope ranges from -8 at O.BM 
nitric acid to -500 at 2.6M .nitric acid. The dependence retains 
its linear form, and its slope remains acid dependent at highe� 
Pu(IV) concentrations (Figure 5). As in the case of U(IV), the 
variability of the slope can be ascribed to heat effects connec
ted with the extraction of nitric acid and to a change of the tem
perature dependence of activity coefficients with the concentrati
on of nitric acid. In the presence of U(VI) the plot of the loga
rithm of the distribution ratio of Pu(IV) vs. l/T is curved, due 
to a weakening of the replacement action· of U(VI) with increasing 
temperature. 
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FIGURE 1. SMOOTHED LOGARITHMIC DEPENDENCE OF THE DISTRIBUTION 

RATIO OF U(VI) ON THE U(IV) CONCENTRATION AT DIFFERENT CONCEN

TRATIONS OF NITRIC ACID AND CONSTANT CONCENTRATIONS OF HYDRAZI

NE NITRATE AND U(VI) IN THE EQUILIBRIUM AQUEOUS PHASE AT 25°C 
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FIGURE 2. SMOOTHED LOGARITHMIC DEPENDENCE OF THE DISTRIBUTION 

RATIO OF U,(JV) ON THE CONCENTRATION OF NITRIC ACID AT DIFFERENT 

U(IV) CONCENTRATIONS AND A CONSTANT CONCENTRATION OF HYDRAZINE 

NITRATE IN THE EQUI'LIBRIUM AQUEOUS PHASE AT 25
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c 

FIGURE 3. THE APPARENT NUMBER OF NITRATE IONS CONTRIBU

TED BY A MOLECULE OF U(IV) NITRATE TO THE TOTAL CONCEN

TRATION OF NITRATE IONS, PLOTTED VS. THE FRACTION OF THE 

IONIC STRENGTH FORMED BY U(IV) NITRATE, AT DIFFERENT IO-

NIC STRENGTHS AND 25° c 
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FIGURE 4. LOGARITHMIC DEPENDENCE OF THE DISTRIBUTIO� RAJIO OF 
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FIGURE 5. THE LOGARITHM OF THE DISTRIBUTION RATIO OF Pu(IV) 

AS A FUNCTION OF THE REVERSED ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE AT DIFFE

RENT CONCENTRATIONS OF NITRIC ACID AND Pu(IV) IN THE EQUILIB-

RIUM AQUEOUS PHASE; NUMERALS ON T�E LINES ARE THE SLOPES 
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EXTRACTION OF CHROMIUM (VI) BY TRl-n-DODECILAMONIUM 

CHLORIDE AND TRl-n-DODECILAMONIUM HYDROGENSULPHATE 

DISSOLVED IN BENZENE 

A. Sastre, N. Miralles, M. Aguilar 

Catedra de Oulmica I, E.T.S.E.I.B. 
Universitat Politecnica de Barcelona 
Diagonal 647, Barcelona, 28 Spain 

It is known that chromium (VI) anions may be extracted fro •.. 

acidic aqueous phase with basic extractants like amines. 

The extraction of chrom.ium (VI} by various amines has been 

studied by different authors (1-4). 

and 

Deptula ( 3, 4) found cro
3

c1 in organic phase when extrac

ting chromium (VI) with TOA from concentrated hydrochloric acid and 

cr2o7
2- from other mineral acids. 

Rao and Sastri {l, 2) suggested a mixture of Cro3cl and 
cr2o7

2- or HCrO4 when extracting chromium (VI) from hydrochloric 
acid by TLA in chloroform and only cr2o7

2- from sulphuric or phos
phoric acid. 

In the present work the extraction of chromium {VI} with 
TLAHX (X = Cl-, HSO�) has been studied following the d.istxibutio 
ratio of the gietal as a function of pH and TLAHX concentration at 

two different ionic media. 

The experimental data, treated both graphically and numeri

cally by means of the program LETAGROP-DISTRB (5) have been inter

preted in terms of stoichiometry of the extracted species and 

the;r extraction constants (Table 1). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The distribution equilibria studies were carried out at 
25 °c, equilibrating equal volumes (15 ml) of. the organic phase and 

the aqueous phase. The composition of the organic phase was C mol 
dm-3 of TLAHX in benzene. The composition of the aqueous phase was 
B mol dm-3 of chromium (VI) and NaCl and Na2so4 were used as ionic 
medium. 

Chromium (VI) concentration was measured spectrophotometri
cally at 540 nm using 1,5-diphenilcarbazide. Chromium (VI) in or

ganic phase was determined by stripping the metal with NaOH (3). 

� 

The extraction of chromium (VI} by TLAHX can be written: 

(1) 
2-q Cro

4 P s' r TLAHX (org) (n-r) X 

and Bpqrn is the stoichiometric equilibrium constant 

(2) 

Since the total chromium (VI} concentration is lower than 
1.0 mol dm-3 no polynuclear complexes are assumed to be formed 

in organic phase and q = l in equation (1). 

Considering the distribution coeficient for chromium 

(3) D 

I Cr (VI) I (org) 

ICr(VI) I (aq) 

and substituting equation (2) in (3) 

(4) D 
lcr (VI) I (aq) 

For each ionic medium, two type of data were taken, log D 
- f (pH)TLAH', Cr(VI) and log D = f(TLAH')pH, Cr(VI) for each 

chromium (VI) concentration. 

M. Elizalde 

Departamento de Oul mica Analitica 
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a) Sulphate medium. Assuming that only one specie is extra_£ 

ted into the organic phase, equation (4) can be written: 

(5) log D � log.Bplrn log a 

+ (n-r) log 1Hso4
-I - (p-1) pH 

where a includes the concentration of chromium (VI) species pre-

sent in aqueous phase. •

Experimental data plotted as log D vs. pH and log D + pH vs. 
log ITLAH2so41 (org) are represented in Figure 1 and Figure 2. From 

these plots, values of p = 2 and r = 2 were determined. Since the 
extracted species must be neutral (6), n = 2 hence, the extracted 
specie may have stoichiometry CrO4H2(TLAH2so4)2. 

b) Chloride medium. A preliminar graphical treatment sho• 

that two species of type cro4H2TLAHC1 and cro4H2(TLAHC1)2 were 

formed in organic phase. 

In order to determine their extraction constants, the data 
plotted as log D + pH - log ITLAHCll (org) vs log ITLAHCll (org). 
were compared with the theoretical function log Y = log (l + u) f! 

�-

Refinement of this model was done by computer treatment. The 
results are shown in Table l 

TABLE 1. Equilibrium constants calculated by differen methods for 

the Cr(VI) - TLAHX system. 

Method of 
calculation 

Extraction with TLAHC3:_ 

GRAPHICAL 

LETAGROP-DISTRB 

GRAPHICAL 
LETAGROP-DISTRB 

REFERENCES 

log B2111 

11.64 

11. 94 0.30 

log 62122 

14.48 

14.53 

15.29 

0.15 

16.47 .± 0.10 

1. Rao, V.M., Sastri, M.N., Indian J. Chem., 14, 635 (1976) 
2. Rao, V.M., Sastri, M.N., J. Indian Chem. Soc., 53, 1006 (1976) 
3. Deptuia, C., J. Inorg. nucl. Chem., 30, 1309 {1968} 
4. Deptula, c., Racz. chem., 41, 3 (1967) 
5. Liem, D.H., Acta Chem. Scand., 25, 1521 (1971) 

6. Morrison, G.H., Freiser, H., Solvent Extraction in Comprehen
sive Analytical Series, Vol I, Elsevier Publishing Company, 
London, 1959. 
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ON THE AGGREGATION OF 5,8-DIETHYL-

7-H"(DROXYDODECAN-6-0XIME IN TOLUENE

M. Aguilar

Catedra de Qu1mica I, ETSIIB 
Universidad Politecnica de Barcelona 

Barcelona, $pain 

The study of the aggregation equilibria in organic solvents 

is essential in order to ascertain the stoichiometry of the extra£ 

ted metallic species and their corresponding distribution cons

tants in systems involving hydroxyoximes. It has been po�nted out 

(1,2) the importance·of the determination of the oxime monomer 

concentration in the organic phase to explain the disagreements 

on the extraction rate among different studies on extraction kin� 

tics. In spite of that, the majority of the works on aggregation 

of hydroxyoximes in organic solvents only reports data of mean 

aggregation numbers from which rough values of monomer concentra

tion have been estimated. 

In the present work the aggregation equilibria of the anti

isomer of the 5,8-diethyl-7-hydroxydodecan-6�oxime (DEHO), the a£ 

tive component of the commercial LIX 63, in toluene have been st� 

died by Vapour'Pressure Osmometry at 301 and 323 K. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The 5,8-diethyl-7-hydroxydodecan-6-oxime was synthesized fo

llow.i.ng the method of Swanson (3) as an oily yellow liquid. The 

anti-isomer was isolated by the preparation of its copper complex 

and the pure anti-isomer regenerated stripping the coppe_r with 
acid and removing the solvent to yield a white .waxy solid. The 

composition and functional groups of the anti-isomer obtained we

re confirmed by IR and NMR spectroscopy and elemental analysis. 

Benzil Merck p.a. was twice recrystallized from dried meth� 

nol and used as standard. All the other chemicals and solvents w� 

re of analytical reagent grade and used without further purifica

tion. The osmometric measurements were carried out using a Knauer 

model 1974 Vapour Pressure Osmometer. 

In Figure 1 the differences of resistence llR for both DEHO 

and the standard have been plotted against the total concentrati

on, B, at the two temperatures. The results show clearly a devia

tion from the monomeric behaviour for DEHO solutions which demon� 

trates the aggregation in the organic phase. 

The aggregation processes can be represented as follows: 

(1) n DEHO = (DEHO)n 

with the corresponding formation cons tan ts: 

(2) I (DEHO)nl b-n 

The mass balance for DEHO reagent will be: 

(3) B 

On the other hand, defining S as the sum of the concentra-

tions for all solute species, 

(4) 

From the experimental data (AR,B) and taking into account 

and M. P. Elizalde and J. M. Castresana

Departamento de Qui mica
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the respective calibration constants for each-temperature, the 

average aggregation number, n, can be obtained: 

n Sn bn B 

(5) fl 
n 

i: en bn s 
n 

Differentiating and rearranging equation (4) and taking into 

account equation (5) the following expression can be· obtained: 

(6) log b - log b0 .!. d log S 

b values were determined by graphical integration of the CUE 

ve 1/n against logs, being S0 so low a value that b0 = S0, i.e. 

association can be neglected. 

The stoichiometry of the species responsible of the aggrega

tion of DEHO in toluene as well as their forlilation constants were 

evaluated from the data (B,b) and (llR,B) using graphical and num� 

rical methods respectively. 

TREATMENT OF THE DATA 

Both linear and curve fitting analysis of the data were done 

for different models involving monomer-multimers equilibria. The 

results showed that the experimental data could be explained by 

the formation of dimer and trimer species _ in variable proportion 

depending on the temperature. The contribution of higher aggrega-_ 

tes turned to be negligible in the range of concentration and te� 

peratures studied. 

If the monomer-dimer-trimer model is responsible for the 

aggregation of DEHO in toluene, equation (3) can be rear�anged to: 

(7) 

(8) 

B - b 

Let us define the normalized variables: 

y 

B - b 1 

and X 

The plot of the experimental data log (B-b)b-2 as a function 

of log b will have the same shape that the theoretical curve 
log Y f ( log X ) if the proposed model i� valid. From the 

translations in both axes a position of fit was found and values 

of log 62 and log e
3 

were determined. The limits of error in 

both constants may be estimated by the permisible displacements 

from the position of best fit, taking into account the experi�en

tal uncertainty. 

From the superimposition of the functions £or both temperat� 

res showed in Figure 2 can be inferred that the contribution of 

the trimer is important at 301 K but only dimer species are res

ponsible for the aggregation of DEHO at 323 K. 

Finally, the data (llR,B) were numerically treated by means 

of the program LETAGROP-SUMPA (4) leading to the same results as 

far as the stoichiometry of the aggregates is concerned. 
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Table 1 summarizes the results of graphical and numeri�al 

treatments for the aggregation of DEHO in toluene at the two tem
peratut'es. 

In Figure 3 the distribution di_agrams for DEHO species in 
the organic solution have been represented as mole fraction vs 
CDEHO at 301 and 32 3 K, using the aggregation constant values 
obtained by the LETAGROP-SUMPA program. 

TABLE 1. VALUES OF DEHO AGGREGATION CONSTANTS OBmAINED BY THE 

GRAPHICAL AND NUMERICAL TREATMENTS. 

T (K) 

Graphical 
301 

LETAGROP-SUMPA 

Graphical 
323 

LETAGROP-SUMPA 

log 82 

0.38 

0.45 

0. 91 

0.89 

log 83 

1. 38 

0.19 1.31 0.05 

o. 05 

REFERENCES 

1. L. Hummelstedt, Proc. Int. Conf. Solvent Extraction Chem. 
(ISEC), p. 86, Toronto (1977). 

2. R. J. Wheweil, M. A. Hughes and c. Hanson, Proc. Int. Conf. 
Solvent Extraction Chem. (ISEC), p. 185, Toronto (1977). 

3. R. R. Swanson, U.S. Patent 3.224.873 (1965). 

4. &. Warnqvist, Chernica Scripta, 1, 49 (1971). 
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EXTRACTION OF Ni(II) BY 5,8-DIETHYL-7-HYDROXYDODECAN-6-0XIME 

IN MIXTURES WITH OTHER EXTRACTANTS AND TOLUENE 

M. Aguilar

Catedra de Oulmica I, ETSIIB 
Universidad Politecnica de Barcelona 

Barcelona, Spain 

In a previous work (1) the extraction equilibria of Ni(II) 

by 5, 8-diethyl-7-hydroxydodecan-6-oxime (DEHO), di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phosphoric acid (DEHPA) and di-n-octyl phosphinic acid (DOPA) di� 

solved in toluene have been studied. A great synergic effect in 

the extraction of N{(II) has been observed when different mixtu

res of DEHO, DEHPA and DOPA were used as extractants. Table 1 

shows the pH values for 50% extraction (pH0_5) for the different 

systems and their mixtures, as well as the synergic coefficients 

(S.C.) (2) obtained. The observed synergic effect has been inter

preted in terms of mixed species formation in the organic phase. 

Extraction constants for the different species are given. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The distribution equilibria studies were carried out by equi 

librating equ�l volumes (10 cm3 ) of the organic phases ( c 
-

-3 -3 HL 
mol.dm DEHO and CHR mol.dm DOPA or DEHPA in toluene) and the 

aqueous phases ( 0.5 mmol.dm-3 Ni{II) in 1.0 mol.dm-3 NaN03 ) for 

at least ten hours. Nickel concentration in both phases was meas� 

red by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy. Nickel in the organic pha

se was determined by stripping the metal with acidified aqueous 

solutions. 

� 

The extraction of Ni(II) by mixtures of oEHO and OOPA or 

DEHPA can be described by the following general equation: 

Ill j Ni2+ + p HL org + n NO; + r (HR)2 org --

+ (p+q-r) H
+ 

where HL represents the extractant DEHO and HR the organophospho

rous acids which behave as dimers in organic solutions (3,4). 

Being kjpnrq the stoichiometric equilibrium constant for 

this reaction the distribution coefficient for nickel can be ex

pressed as follows: 

(2) D 

IH
+

l
p

+
q-r 

where °Ni represents the side reaction coefficient taking into ac 

count the nitrate-complexes of Ni(II) in the aqueous phase (5). 

Equation (4) has been taken as starting point for the diffe

rent graphical analysis made in order to determine the stoichiom� 

tric coefficients and kjpnrq values. 

Ni(II)-NO; / DEBO-DOPA-TOLUENE SYSTEM 

The extraction of Ni (II) by mixtures of DEHO and DOPA has be 

en studied following the distribution of the metal as a function 

of the pH of the aqueous phase. Two series of data have been co

llected from which functions of the type log D = f ( log IHLl>c
HR and log Q = f ( log I (HR) 21 

I CHL 
were constructed. 

Experimental data have been represented in Figures 1 and 2. 

As it can be seen, the plot of log D against pH at several DOPA 

concentrations and constant CHL shows a slope equal to 2. 0 (Figu

re 1 )  but this function at constant CHR and variable CHR shows 

two different slope values: 2 .0 at high CHL values and 1.5 appr£ 

ximately at lower CHL (Figure 2 ) 

and M. P. Elizalde and J. M. Castresana
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The different graphical analysis used as· well as the numeri

cal treatment by means of the program LETAGROP-DISTR (6) lead to 

the formation in the organic phase of two metallic species accor

ding to: 

+ 2 HL org 
+ ½ (HR) 2 org 

with log k12011 = 1.46 ± 0.03 and log k22211 
= 4.21 ± 0.14 

Ni(II)-No; / DEHO-DEHPA-TOLUENE SYSTEM 

Experimental data have been represented in Figure 3 as log D 

vs pH at several DEHPA concentrations and constant CHL" Furt�er 

experiments confirmed that DEHO reagent extracts nitric acid from 

very acidic ( pH< 0.5 ) aqueous solutions. Graphical curve fit

ting analysis and numerical treatment by the LETAGROP-DISTR pro

gram showed that the experimental results could be explained by 

the following extraction reactions and equilibrium constants: 

+ HL org + _21 (HR) 2 org 
+ 

Ni2+ + HL org +NO;+ ½ (HR)2 org -- NiL(N03)HR org + H
+ 

with log k12011 = 2. 81 0.10 and log k11111 '." 2.41 ± 0.12 

In Figure 4 the distribution diagrams of Ni{II) as mole fra£ 

tion vs CHR at CHL constant have beeri plotted for both systems. 

�- VALUES OF pH0_5 AND S.C. FOR THE EXTRACTION OF Ni(II) 

IN THE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS. 

I 
EXTRACTANT pH0.5 

EXTRACTANT MIXTURE pH0.5 s.c. 
0.050 mol.dm-3 

CHL
=CHR

=0.050 mol.dm-J 

DEHO 4.78 

DOPA 6.08 DEHO + DOPA 1.13 7.30 

DEHPA 5.11 DEHO + DEHPA 0.20 9 .16 
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EXTRACTION OF Co(U) ·- AND Zn(II) - THIOCYANATE COMPLEXES BY 

TRILAURILAMMONIUM NITRATE DISSOLVED IN BENZENE 

J. M. Madariaga, R. M. Jimenez and M. D. Ruiz

Departamento de Qui mica 
Universidad del Pais Vasco 

Aptdo. 644 
Bilbao, Spain 

The ions co2+ and zn2+ form metal thiocyanate complexes 

which are readily extracted with organic solutions of long-chain 

amines. In nitrate medium the extraction of both metals with tri

laurylam.ine (TLA) seems to proceed via the formation of 2pecies of 

the type (TLAHSCN)p(M2+
)q(SCN-)n. In order to ascertain the compo

sition of the species and their formation constants, experimental 

data in the form log D = f(ITLAH+ ltot) have been treated both gra

phically and numerically by means of the program LETAGROP-DISTR (1) 

The resulls of this calculation (Table I) indicate that polymeriza

tion equilibria of the TLAHSCN must be taken .intci account to fit 

the data. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The extraction equilibria of Co(II) and Zn(II) at trace 

levels in the presence of SCN- by the trilaurylammonium nitrate dis 

solved in ben�ene from an aqueous (H
+

,Na+)No_; solution of constant

strength have been followed by measuring the distribution coeffi-
cient between two solutions 

S1 : !Metal I tot 

IHN031tot 

INaSCN I tot 

INaN03 I tot 

B 

0.010 

L 

= A 

s1 and s2 
of 

mol.dm-3 

mol.dm-3 

mol.dm-3 

mol. dm-3 

s2 
ITLAHNo31tot c mol.dm-3 

general composition: 

I =  A+B+L+0.010 mol.dm-3 

for Co(II), L= 0.050 mol.dm-3 and for Zn(II), L= 0.015 mol.dm-3 

Equal volume (10 cm-3) of both phases were mixed and all£ 

wed to come to equilibrium (5 minutes). After centrifugation, ali

quots from both phases were taken for .. metal concentration analysis. 

The metal in the organic phase was determined after stripping with 

H
2so4 2 ,0 mol.dm-3 (2). The Co(II) was analysed using UV spec�roph£ 

tometry and the Zn(II) by atomic absortion spectrometry. 

Preliminary experiments done in order to determine the in

fluence of pH in the extration process indicate that the total 

amount of metal extracted is independent of the aqueous acidity in 

the range 1.l<pH<3,5, so that a pH around 2 was selected. 

Log D was determined as- a function of the total ammonium 

salt concentration keeping constant the aqueous acidity and the to

tal concentration of metal, thiocyanate and nitrate ions. For each 

metal level, three ionic strengths 0.1; 1.0 and 3.0 mol.dm-3 were 

investigated. Experimental data are show in figures 1 and 2. 

DATA TREATMENT 

First of all, the competition between nitrate and thiocy� 

nate for the trilaurylammonium cation must be taken into account. 

From the formation constants of the amine with nitric (3) and thi2 

cyanic acid (4), the following reaction can be written: 

(1) TLAHNO 3 org 
+ SCN - TLAHSCN org + NO; log = 1.17 

The extraction of both metals can be expressed by 

(2) q M2+ + p TLAHSCN org + n SCN- .=:= (TLAHSCN)p(M2+)q(SCN-)n org 

'As the ionic strength is constant in the aqueous phase 

and the maximum concentration of ammonium salt in the organic phase 

is 25 mmol.dm-3 (5), concentrations can be used instead of activi� 

ties, so that the equilibrium constant for Equation (2) is 

(3) kpqn = I (TLAHSCN) (M2+
) (SCN-) I IM2+

1 -
q

lSCN_l-n
lTLAHSCNJ-p 

P· q n 

From the experimental res_ults (see Figures 1 and 2) no 

polynuclear species containing metal in the' organic phase can be 

and M. Aguilar
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concluded, so that q = 1. With this value and ·taken into account 

the electroneutrality condition for..the extracted species (2q=n), 

the stoichiometry index n = 2 is obtained. 

phases 

(4) 

(5) 

Using the mass balance equations for the metal in both 

2 
IMlorg = E kp121M2

+1 ISCN-1 ITLAHSCNI P 

IM1aq = JM2+
1 + rajlM2+

1 lsC!f_l
j 

where Bj is the formation constant for the reaction 

(6) 

the distribution 

M2+ 
+ j SCN- � M (SCN) rj 

coefficient takes the form 

(7) 

: . 2 p 
kp12 

I SCN-I I TLAHSCN I 

1 + EB . I SCN-I j 
J 

For each point a conditional distribution coefficient D' 

can be calculated so that 

(8) 

where c = ITLAHSCNI 

From Equation (8) a graphical treatment was done in which 

two-species model functions, constructed on the assumption of two

-species containing metal in the organic phase, _were compared with 

the experimental data. The results of this treatment seems to ind! 

cate the existence of a fixed species for which the ratio amine/rn� 

tal is 2 and a second species for which the index p=4 (with I=3.0 

rnol.dm-3) or 5 (with I=0.1 and 1.0 rnol.dm-3). 

In a secons step LETAGROP-DISTR treatment was performed. 

Models with one, two and three species were tried. In the models 

with three species, always one of them was sisternatically rejected 

(log k
pqn 

was set equal to zero). The numerical treatment confirmed 

the stoichiometries (2,1,2) and (5,1,2) for the I=0.1 and 1.0 

mol.dm-3 data and the stoichiornetries (2,1,2) __ and (4,1,2) for the 

1=3.0 rnol,dm-3 ones. The residuals in log D are shown in Figure 

3. As seen, no sisternatic deviations can be observed. 

The second species can be formulated as follows 
2+ -(TLAHSCN)

2
(M ) (SCN )

2
.ITLAHSCNjp_

2
. The difference in the number 

of TLAHSCN molecules solvated to the ion pair (2,1,2) as the ionic 

strength increases can be correlated with the decreasing in the 

formation of TLAHSCN (see Figure 4). 

In Table I the values of the formation constants obtained 

with the LETAGROP-DISTR program are summarized, 
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FIGURE 2 • Distribution coeff�cient for Zn (II) as a function of 

the total ammonium salt concentration. The lines have been cal

culated using the constants given in TABLE I. 
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TABLE I. log kpqn 
for metal�containing species in organic phase. 

� 

(2, 1,2) 
(4, 1, 2) 
(5 ,1,2 l 

(2, 1,2.l 
(4, 1, 2) 
(5, 1, 2) 

I= 0.1 

to. 23 ± 0.06 

21.16 0. 03 

12.08 0.19 

25.19 ± 0.08 

I= 1.0 

10. 46 0.08 

22. 82 ± 0.00. 

12.97 ± 0.25 

25.84max26.14 

I= 3.0 

11.11 ± O.H 

20.20 ± 0.05 

13. 62maxl3, 96 
24.80 0.06 

metal 

Co(II) 

Zn (II) 
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EXTRACTION OF CADIUM(II) - CHLORIDE BY TRl-n

DODECYLAMMONIUM CHLORIDE DISSOLVED IN BENZENE 

Introduction 

J. de Pablo and M. Aguilar

Catedra de Qui mica I, E.T.S.E.I.B 
Universitat Politecnica de Barcelona 

Diagonal 647 
Barcelona 28, Spain 

The extraction of Cd(II)-chloride by tri-n-dodecylammoniurn 

chloride dissolved in benzene has been studied at different ionic 

strength following the distribution of the metal as a function 
of the total TLAHCl concentration. 

The.results treated both graphically by means of model fun� 

tions as well by LETAGROP-OISTR. program, have been interpreted 

assuming the formation of different metal species in the organic 
phase. 

In table 1 composition of the different complexes and their 

extraction constants are given. 

The values of the extraction constants obtained at the di.f

ferent ionic strength have been correlated by using the specific 
ionic interaction theory. This treatment allows the determination 
of interaction coefficient 0£ aqueous ions from extraction data. 
The results have been discussed. 

Experimental 

Distribution coefficient defined by D= C� gi�! �� has been 

calculated after shaking equal volumes (15 cm5) of the organ.:i.c 

phase ( 20 to 100 10-3 mol dm-3 of TLAHCl dissolved in benzene) 
and the aqueous phase ( Cl-= 0.1,1.0,·3.0 mol drn-3; Cd(II) = 

0.007 to 0.012 mol dm-3). 

When equilibrium was attained Cd(II) concentration in both 
phases was determined by EDTA titration using NET as indicator. 
Experiments were carried out at pH=2, which remained constant du

ring the extraction process. 

The extraction equilibrium of Cd{II) can be described by: 

(1) q ca +2 + 2q c1 + p TLAHCl; (CdC12)q(TLAHCL)p 

Experiments at different Cd{II) concentration indicate the 

absence of polinuclear complexes in the organic phase, it means 
q=l. 

Hence, at each ionic strength the equilibrium constant can 

be represented by: 

(2) 

jcac1
2 

(TLAHCll j 

Taking into account the mass balance equation in both phases 
and the aqueous cadmium chloride complexesthe following distrib� 
tion coefficient can be written: 

I 3) 

Where K�1 is the conditional extraction conStant at each -
ionic strength. 

On the other hand, the TLAHCl equilibrium concentration can 
be calculated by using the equation: 

(4) jTLAHclJTot = jTLAHCll + jlTLAHCll2i + pjca(II)j Tot,org 

As,equation (3) indicate, p was determined comparing experi

mental log D = f( TLAHCl )C1- with model functions of the type 

log D = f(u). From the graphical analysis p = 2 and 3, log K�1 
were determined. ( See fig 1). 

LETAGROP-DISTR. program confirm these results which are c�l 
lected in table 1. 

and M. Valiente

Departamento de Qui mica Ana Ii tica 
Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona 

Bellaterra, Spain 

TABLE l 

Ionic strength Complex log K31 

0.1 mol dm -3 CdC12(TLAHC1)3 10.84±0.08 

CdC12 (TLAHCl) 2 

1.0 mol dm -3 CdC12 (TLAHCl) 3 11.28±0.17 

CdC12 (TLAHCl) 2 

3.0 mol dm-3 CdC1
2

(TLAHC1)3 11. 59±0. 24 

Cdcl2 (TLAHCl) 2 

log K21 

8.05 max 8.34 

9.41±0.08 

10.09±0.08 

Correlation of the conditional extraction constants 

The values given in table 1 for the different ionic strength 
have been correlated by using the specific ionic interaction 
theory. Two different extraction reactions have been considered 
in the treatment described below. 

1.- The following expression is used to correlate the values 

of the constant Kpl at the different ionic strength. 

( 5) 
I log Kpl + 6 A VI 

l+l. 5VI + bl 

where A=0.5109, I is the ionic strength in mol Kg-land b stands 
for the ionic interaction among the different ions in solution{!). 

In our case: 

(6) b + t E Na+ ,Cl-

where Eis the ionic interaction coefficient. 

Only Na+ and Cl rnolality are considered against the other 
ions. 

From log K�1 + 6R vs. I plot, b value for p = 2 and 3 
have been obtained. Using expression (6) the interaction coeffi
cient£ Cd+2,C1- has been determined. The£ Na+,c1- value has 

been taken from refence (3). The values obtained are collected in 
table 2. log Kg1 at zero ionic strength are also given. 

2.- Taking into account that long chain tertiary alkylamrnoniwn 
chlorides are anionic extractants. Equation {1) can be rewritten 
as follows: 

(7) 

( 8) 

CdC1�
2 + 3 1'LAHC1 ; 

CdCl-2 
4 

+ 2 TLAHCl 

CdCl 4 (TLAH) 2 TLAHCl + Cl 

CdC14 (TLAH) 2 + Cl 

taking into account the aqueous cadmium chloro comolexe constants 

ref. (2) and the activity coefficient of Cl and Cdc1; 2the follo
wing expression can be considered: 

(9) 

in this case: 
(10) 

log 84 + 2 R + bI 

b = £ CdC1�2,Na+ - 2 E Cl ,Na+ 

Figure 2 shows log K�1 - log 84 + 6R vs I plot. Using 
expres�ion (10� the interaction coef�icient £ CdCl-2,Na+ has been 
determined, this value and the log Kepl are colleciea in table 3. 

Discussion 

As it is reported in the literature for systems of the same 
ionic charge a correlation between the ionic radius and the E 
values is obtained. A comparation of the values for different sy� 
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terns included Cd
+2 ,c1 has been raade, the value reported here dif 

fer considerably. 

On the other hand the interaction coefficient between CdC1�
2 

and Na+ calculated seems to be more consistent related to the 

above mentioned ionic radius. 

Those considerations lead to a conclusion the known behav

iour of TLAHCl as anionic extractant which involves the extrac

tion reaction considered in equation (7) and (8). 

A similar extraction reaction is given by other authors(4,S) 

who explain the extraction of Cu(II) from chloride media by long 

chain tertiary alkylamrnoniwn chloride in the same way. 

TABLE 2 

Ionic strength log K;l + 6R log K�l b 0cd2+Cl-

0.10054 mol Kg-l 11. 80 

1.0319 mol Kg -1 12.51 11. 78 0.55 0.49 

3.3508 mol Kg -1 13.70 

Ionic strength log K�l + 6R log KO b 0cd+2Cl-21 

Q.10054 mol Kg -1 9.88 

1.0319 mol Kg -1 10.63 9.80 0.55 0.49 

3.3508 mol Kg -1 11. 94 

�
Ionic strength log K;1-log Bi.+2R log K�3l b 

0.10054 mol Kg -1 8.36 

1.0319 mol Kg -1 9.32 8.30 0.59 

3.3508 mol Kg -1 10.18 

� 
Ionic strength log ·I K21- log Bi. + 2R log K�2l b 

0.10054 mol Kg -1 5.86 

1.0319 mol Kg -1 7.08 5.79 0.59 

3.3508 mol Kg -1 8.45 
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CONCISE QUANTITATIVE DESCRIPTION AND PREDICTION OF 

LARGE FILES OF ANION-EXCHANGE EXTRACTION CONSTANTS FOR 

VARIOUS ANIONS BY MEANS OF LINEAR FREE ENERGY EQUATIONS 

V. S. Shmidt, E. A. Mezhov, K. A. Rybakov

Large files of anion-exchange extraction constants., Ki, are 

described· by means of equations lgK� = � ( tiG; - AG;), where 

6G* - hydration parameters of exchanging anions, and :;e is 

constant for each series of systems in which only the nature of 

exchanging anions is varying. AG* - parameters arc calculated on 

the .basis of treating large files of anion-exchange extraction 

constants for various systemn. The summary of 6G*-parameters is 

presented in table 1. The coefficient � = 0.055 when extractants 

are quaternary ammonium salts, and when diluent is a compound not 

posesaing a strong ability for specific salvation of an extract

ant (''BP 11-parwneter � -o.6). In case of diluent anions posessing 

a strong ability for specific salvation of anions '.le diminishes 

and
4

iS near to zero when alcohols are used as diluents. 

Table 

Hydration Parameters, �G*, Calculated from the 

Extraction Data 

Anion ...!fil._ Anion 
g-ion 

2 

OH- -377 BrOJ 
F -364 4-0H-bensenesulphonate 
CH3COO- -356 benzoate 

_ill_ 
g-ion 

2 

-314
-314 
-310 

HCOO 
HC03 
c3Hf00-

IO
J

-

Cl 
c4a9�oo 
HS04 
c5tt11coo 

4-nitrobenzoo.te 
p-c3a7o-benzoate 

c9H19coo-

p-C4H90-benzoate 
methylred-anion 
2-0H-benzoate 

I 

J-nitrophenolate 
SCN-

p-C5H110-benzoate 
4-nitrophenolate 
octanesulphate 
4-(2-PAR)* 

Tc04
-

p-C6tt130-benzoate 
3-nitrobenzeneaulphonate 
4-nitrobenzenesulphonate 

2 

-347 Br-

-347 c7tt15coo 
-339 C8H1fOO 
-335 N03

-

-331 J-nitrobenzoate 
-331 naphtoate 
-320 Cl03� 
-318 benzenesulphonate 
-280 goldanate 
-280 HgC13 
-272 naphtallinesulphonate 
-272 0104

-

-272 erdmannate 
-268 p-c7a150-benzoate 
-268 BiC14-
-264 Reo4

-

-260 p-C1H170-benzoate 
-260 methyl orange-anion 
-255 dinitrophenolate 
-252 butylorange-8nion 
-251 BiBr4 
-251 HgBr3 
-247 picrate 
-247 HgI3

-

-247 Auc14
-

AuBr4 
-

c2Hf00
- -347 c6H13coo - -305

*Anion of 4-(2-pyridyl-azo) rezorcinole. 
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-301 
-297 
-289 
-289 
-285 
-285 
-285 
-280 
-247 
-247 
-243 
-243 
-239· 
-239 
-239 
-239 
-230 
-230 
-226 
-226 
-205 
-201 
-188 
-134 
-130 
-100 
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PREDICTION OF DILUENT NATURE INFLUENCE ON 

PHYSICAL PARTITION BY MEANS OF BP*-PARAMETERS 

V. S. Shmidt, K. A. Rybakov

It is shown that it is possible to describe partition con

stants, P
0

, of extracted compounds on varying the solvent nature, 

by means of equations of the type �P0 = of. + j'> BP*. ( 1), where c,( 

and f - are constant coefficients within each extraction series 

of systems, varying only by the solvent nature, BP* - are para-

meters (abreviated Russian II Bmiurn:vie paa6a:a11TeJifl " - diluent 

influence), characteristic for each solvent. BP*-acale is develop

ed on the basis of treatment of large files ot experimentally 

measured partition constants for va1·ions systems. The summary of 

BP*-parameters is preSented in table 1. Table 2 tabulates the 

coefficients o< and p of equation ( 1) for the partition of va·ri

ous compO\llldS which are used as extractants: phosphynoxides, sul

phoxides, amine oxides, dialkylphoaphoric acids, r-diketones 

and some chelates, along whith correlation coefficients, r, and 

average deviations, 3. 

Table 1 

BP*-Parameters for Various Diluents 

Diluent BP* Diluent BP:,;: 

2 2 

n-hexadecane -1.1 butyl benzene 1 .J 
n-dodecane -1.0 isobutylbenzene 1 .4 
n-decane -1.0 trimethylbenzene 1.45 
n-octane -0.9 diethyl benzene 1 .6 
n-heptane -o.6 p-xylene 1.7 
n-hexane -0.4 m-xylene 1.8 

2 2 

CJ'."Clohexa:he 0,5 ethyl benzene 1 .8 
dibutyl ether 0,8 o-xylene 1.9 
triaethylbenzene 0.95 benzene 2,J 
tetrachloroethylene 1.1 chlorobenzene 2,4 
dodecane+6% octanol 2.J bromofonn 4.0 
Iodbenzene 2.5 methylefhloride 4.0 
bromobenzene 2.5 nitrotoluene 4. ·1 
methylisobutylketone 2.5 nitrobenzene 4.3 
1.2-dibromomethane 2.6 2-nitropropane 4 .• 3 
bromoethyl 2.7 chloroform 4.5 
o-dichlorobensene 2.8 
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 2.a toluene 1 .8 
anisole 2.9 tetrachloromethane 1.4 
octane+1% octanol 2.9 
1,2-dichloroethane J,5

�'able 2 

Coefficients of Equations of Type (1), Describing 

Partition of Various Compounds 

Compound 

tris-isoamylphosphine 
oxide 

tris-isooctylphosphine 
oxide 

triphenylphosphine oxide 
tributylphoaphine oxide 
diphenyloulphoxide 
diamylsulphoxide 
dihexylsulphoxide 
2-nonylpyridinEi'oxide 
trioctylamine�xide 
2-hexylchinoline oxide 
dibutylphosphoric acid 

diamylphosphoric acid 
dihexylphosphoric acid 
dioctylphosphoric acid 
acetylacetone 
benzoyl acetone 
uranyl acetylacetonate 
Zinc acetylacetonate 
Copper acetylacetonate 
beryllium acetyl.,..-acetonate 

2 

1.11 

2.19 
0.66 

-0.99 
1.11 
0.82 
2.22 
2. 18 
J.J4 
2.21 

-1.7J 

2 

-0.17 
-0.90 
4.19 

o. 12 
2.11
-1.06 
-1.1J 
-0.34 
0.80 

f, r B 

3 4 5 

0.70 > 0.99 0.05 

0,73 >0.99 0.12 
0.75 > 0.99 0.08 
0,87 > 0.99 0,11 
0.55 > 0.99 0.06 
0.60 0,99 o. 14 
0.58 >0,99 0.09 
0.58 >0.99 o._09 
0.45 >0-99 0.09 
0,52 >0.99 0.02 
0,49 0.99 0.16 

3 4 

0.42 >0.99 0.07 
0.45 0.95 0.24 
0.28 0.93 0.17 
0,27 >0-99 0,04 
O.JO 0.99 0.06 
0.61 >0-99 0.12 
0.49 >0.99 0.07 
0.64 >0,99 o.os 
0.61 0,99 0.13 
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THE THERMODYNAMICS OF THE EXTRACTION OF Eu( I I I )  

AND Am(I I I )  WITH SYNERGISTIC MIXTURES OF 

THENOYL TRIFLUOROACETONE AND A L INEAR POLYETHER* 

D .  D .  Ensor and  A.  H .  Shah 

Ten nessee Tech no log i ca l  U n ivers i ty 
Chemist ry Department 

Cookev i l le ,  Ten nessee 38505 U SA 

and T ransura n i u m  Research Laboratory 
Oak R i dge Nat i ona l  Laborato ry 

Oak R i dge,  Tennessee 37830 USA 

' R e�earch sponsored by 'the  D i v i s i on  of Chem ica l  Sc iences, Off ice of Bas i c  Energy Sciences, U .S .  Department  of Energy,  unde r  
contracts DE-AS05-79-ER1 0489 w i t h  TTU and W-7405-eng-26 w i t h  Un ion  Carbide Corp. 

The extractions o.f trivalent lanthan.ides  and act inides by synergistic
mixtures of thenoyltrifluoroacetone ( HTTA ) and a variety of neutral oxygen 
donors are ;.1ell documented ( l ) .  The large increase in the extent of extrac
t ion of the metal ion into the organ ic phase i s  believed to occur by one 
of three possible mechan i sms ( 2 ) .  The first involves the d irect replace
ment of  residual waters of hydration on the metal by the neutral d0nor . 
In the second proposed mechanism ,  the res idual waters remai:1 attached to 
the metal and the neutral oxygen donor hydrogen bond to the complex through 
the waters , The final mechanism assumes the complex is not hydrated and 
the addit ion of the neutral donor require s the metal to i n crease its  
coordination number . A recent review ( 3 )  of the synergi stic  effP.ct showed 
that the proper interpretat ion of  the mechanism requires the measurement. 
of llH and l!.S for the reaction . 

The synergistic capabilities of a line ar polyett:er , 1 ,  1 3-bis -- [ 8 -
quinolyl]- l , 4 ,  7 , 1 0 , 1 3-pentaoxotridecane ( K- 5 ) ,  i n  conbination w i t h  J-1.TTA t o
extract Am ( I I I ) and Eu( I I I )  have been  recently reported ( 4 ) .  The presence
of the K-5 in the organic  phase not only increased the extroc ; ion of the 
trivalent metal s ,  but a ] so showed a preference for Am { I I I )  over Eu ( I I I ) .  
This result was surprising s ince most neutr�l dor,ors do not alter the 
select ivity of HTTA . In an effort to better understand the synergistic 
mechanism of the K-S /HTTA system, the thermodynamic parameters have beeu
measured by  a te1nperature variat ion method . 

EXPERIMENTAL 

All reagents used in  the study were analyt ical reagent grade . The K - 5
( Krytofix 5 )  was supplied b y  PCR Resear-ch Chemicals Inc . a n d  t..sed ui thout 
furthe r  purif ication . The HTTA was recrystalized from cyc.lohex�ne (mp 4 3°C )
and s tored away from l ight under vacuum . All organ i c solu t ions Wt!re pre
pared. by dissolving weighted quantit ies of K- 5 and HTTA in chloroform . The 
aqueous phase contiined 0 . 5  M NaN03 an93o . Ol M acetate buffer . The pH was 
defined as -log [ H  ] u� ing a 1 . 00 x 10 ti: HCl + 0 . 5  M Na!'l'03 ( pH = 3 . 00 )  
solution a s  a standard . 

The radioisotopes used were 2141-Ar.:t( I I I )  and 1 52-E�( I I I ) .  The�e i sotopes 
were supplied by Oak R idge National Laboratory and the ir radioactive purity 
was checked by alpha or gamma spectro:ne try , The isotopes were assayed using
an automated Nal ( Tl )  well counter .  

The  dis tribut ion ,  D ,  of the meta l  ion  was  measured by placing equal 
volumes of aqueous and organ ic  phases in .:, culture tube , spiking with the
des ired isotope , and mix in§ on a rotating paddle for 8 -10  hours in a con 
stant temperature bath ( lO -35 °(: ) . After equilibration the phases were 
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metal act ivity in the aqueous 1,hase . The distribut ion values were repro
ducible to  <2% . 

DATA TREATMENT 

( i )  

( 2 ) 

( 3 )  

The extraction system can be,  represente d b y  the follm-i ing equat ior.s : 

3 KTTA Mt aq + X HTTA org � M ( TTA )x  org + X H+ aq 

+3 KSYN + M aq + X HTTA org + K- S org � M ( T'TA )x · K -5  + X H aq 

8oRG M ( TTA )x org + K-5 org � M ( TTA )x  · K- 5  

Th e experimentally measured distribution of the  metal ion  was  corrected for 
the presence of metal acetate complexes in the aqueous phase using equation
(4 ) .  

_ [ M  org) _ -D - [ M0I I ) aq] - DEXP ( l + 6acetate [ CH3COO ] ) 

The st-ability constants used were taken from reference ( 5 ) . 

The concentration quotients for KTTA and KSYN were defined by the fol
lowing equations : 

( 5 )  

( 6 )  

[ M ( TTA )x org) [ H+ aq]
x 

KTTA 
O 

[M ( I I I ) aq ) [HTTA org )
x 

1 [ M ( TTA ) x · K- 5 org ] [ H
+ 

aq]x 

KSYN [ M ( I II )aq][HTTA orgJX[ K- 5 org ) 

The organic phase stability quotient , BK-S  was expressed a s :  

( 7 )
[M ( TTA ) · K- 5  org)

B -
X 

K- 5  - [H( TTA )xorg) [K- 5 org] 

This treatment is consistent with the an"a.lysis  of synergistic  equilibrium 

by Sekine and Hasagowa ( 1 ) . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Previous studies Of K- 5 have shown it to have no extraction capabilities
under the present experimental conditions ; therefore , the synergistic factor 
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the 
effect is  much greater for Am( I I J ) than for Eu( I II ) .  

The concentration quotients for the equations 1 ,  2 ,  and 3 can be 

obtained by graphical evaluation of DSYN as a function of [ K-_5 ] .  Table
I contains the results  for both Am( I I I J  and Eu( I I I ) .  The magnitude of 

�;:e:f 5 is  greater for Am( I I I ) •,1hich accounts for the greater synergistic

The  temperature vaz•iation over the range 10-35°C for  reaction 2 has  
been  measured . The  llH and  llS for each of the re�ctions have  been  -calculated 
using plots of log K and log 8 - S  vs . 1 /T . figure 2 showE· t h� - temperature ·  
variation data for equation ( 3� .  Table 2 contains the thermodynamic para
meters for equations ( 1 )  and ( 3 ) . Values for the identical react ions with
the neutral donor trib:.itylph osphate ( TBP ) are included for comparison pur
poses . 

The values for the formation cf the Eu( TTA ) 3 chelate are in good
agreement with previous data ( 6) consi dering the differences in  ionic
strength and organic solven t . The large negati·.1e ti.H obs erved for the 
formation of M ( TTA ) 3 · K- 5  i s  also comparabl e  to the values observed for 
formation of s imilar complexes of TBP and TOPO . Th is supports the mechani sm 
for synergism in which the: coordination number of the metal is increased . 
A negative entropy change such as observed for r:u is cons istent with  thi s 
interpretat ion . The data for Am( I I I )  shows a negative b.H but a pos itive 6S . 
Th i s  observ:i.tion is not unexpected based on earlier data on complexation 
react ions of lanthanide s and actinides ( 5 )  in aqueous solution 
w iTh the magn itude of .6.S possi bly expla.i ned by additional dehydration of the 
actinide metal ion . 

TABLC I .  Concentration Quotients at 25°C 

Eu ( I I I )  

Am( I I I )  

TABLE 2 .  

Eu ( I I I )  

tim( I I I )  

Eu( I I I )  

Am( I I I )  

Lu ( I I I ) 

Log KTTA 

-7 , 63 ! . 0 2 

- 8 . 00 °! . 02 

Log KSYN 

-4 . 0.l 

- 3 . 88 

Thermodynamic Par•ameters at 2 s0c 

4 3 . 5  ! 0 . 1
4 1 . 4 7 

4 5 . 6  ! 0 . 1  

1-37 ! 3 
+40 . 3 

1" 24 ! 2 

M ( TTA ) 3 org + 3 H + aq 

- 20 ! 3 
- 4  

- 7 2  ! 10

M ( TTA ) 3 erg + S org � M ( TTA ) · S  org 

- 20 . 6  - 0 . 1  
S•K� 

-40 - 4 - 5 5  ! 1 0 

-23  . 4  0 . 1 -17 ! 2 +20  ! 

S•TBP 

-24 . 7 -24 + 3
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QUANTITATIVE TREATMENTS OF DISTRIBUTION EQUILIBRIA 

IN EXTRACTION METAL SAL TS BY ALCOHOL 

G. Yagodin, B. Sergievsky, 0. Kunelskaya

Mendeleev lnsitute of Chemical Technology 
A-47, Miusskaya sq., 9

Moscow, USSR

The alcohols are used in extraction ot inorganic salts from 

aqueous salutions. As a rule the extracted substances pass to 

the organic phase in the form of undissociated hydrated 

complexes. The distribution of the salts can be described by 

the equat_ion: 

( 1) 

where iii and m are the molal concentration of the salt in organic 

and· aqueous phases, Q =v:
+ 

vi- , � • �+ + ,J_ is the mole number of 

ions in one mole of electrolyte, K1,\1 and K1111 are the thermo-

dynamic and effective partition constants, r� is the mean acti

vity coefficient and r is the activity coefficient of undisso

ciated salt in the extract. Functional dependences of r on the 

salt concentration are not known and this fact complicates the 

cal_?ulation of K1,v values. That is why we shall use the following 

equation for the calculation of the activity coefficients of salts 

in the alcohol-water mixtures (1,2): 

(2) 

wherej0 
are the activity coefficients of salt in dry alcohol 

which are considered to be equal to one, h1,\) is the degree of 

salt hydration at aw• 1, and aw is the water activity. 

By introducing (2) in (1) we have 

Therefore the scope of ln K1," plots as function of a -1 w 
are h

1 i..1. This kind of functions is realized when one describes 

the available data (3-8) for the metal nitrates ext::-e.ction by 

alcohols. The parameters of the equation (3) and the correlation 

coefficients (r) for the systems of water-metal and nitrate-al

cohol are obtained by the least-square technique and they are 

presented in Table I. The adequancy of h
1,..; values obtained by 

the equation (3) to the composition of organic phase is verified 

with help of the unequality: 

where� is water solubility in the organic phase. The unequality 

(4) is realized in all cases for the systems under consideration. 

Thus, during the extraction of examined metal nitrates the undis

sociated nonstoichiometric hydratosolvates are formed. The h1 ,v 

values increase when molecular mass of the alcohole reduce, that 

corresponds with the data of water distribution. The partition 

constants increase when the degree of salt hydration grows and 

the radius of cation reduces. They linearly correlate with water 

solubilities in pure alcohols. 

It the salt is partially dissociated in-the extract the 

equation for the distribution isotherm is: 
- 1 - � 

( 
--1 ,J - ) 1/J 

<5) m��_m
_?

= � QQ K°J,vmr:exp[vh�1..,{a.,-1J]1 
where Q = 71!�-�-, � • 1+ + �- is the mole number of ions in one mo

le of dissociated electrolyte in the organic phase (it is suppou

sed that in the absence of dissociation � .. 1), K_�,v is the 

thennodynamic partition constant, h�,-J is the hydrat·ion degree of

ions, in� is the concentration of salt dissociated into� ions. 

According to equation ( 5) the_ plots. ot ln K �.v as a fun

ction of aw-I are nonlinear. The estimation of the parameters of 

equation (5) is realized by the computer taking into considera

tion the eq�tions of material balance and the unequality: 

(6) mw ".61-i"J,\)Q.,., m�
1 

The analysis of equation (5) and the resulte of mathematical 

modelling show that the distribution isotherms may have different 

forms. In particular under high values of h�,\1 and alterations 

of the water activity extremes may be found on the distribution 

isotherms (Figure I). Almost all types of the computed distri

bution isotherms have been obtained experimentally (9) for the 

sodium chlorid-aliphatic alcohol extrac·tion systems (Figure 2). 

The curves of ln K
1r'2 = f(aw) for these systems are similar 

(Figure 3) irrespective of the form of distribution isothenns. 

An adequate description of ·the equilibrium is obtained by using 

of the parameters of equation (5) given in Table 2. Therefore 

the "anomalous" fonns of the distribution isothe:rnis may be 

explained by tfie salt hydration decreasing due to the water acti

vity reducing and the ion association growth. 

Let us compare the data for the hydration of salts obtained 

by various methods: the hydration numbers of some electrolyte in 

iso-amyl alcohol (h), determined by Yates method (10,11), the 

hydration numbers of same electrolyte in aqueous solution(�) 

and the degree of hydration according to the equations (3,5). 

The values of h are smaller than of nw (Table 3). It is conclu

ded from these data (10), that during the extraction of lithium 

salts the substitution of 4-5 molecules ot water in the hydrate 

shell by the srune quantity of alcohol molecules takes place. In 

our opinion the values h1,J better reflect the salt hydration. in 

the extracts than h. The values h1,J are close to � and one may 

conclude that the salts of alkaline and alkaline-earth metals are 

extracted by isoamyl alcohol together with the hydrate shell and 

solvated by the alcohol molecules only in the secondary shell. 

The water molecules are replaced by the alcohol molecules on the 

decrease of the water activity. Thus the nonideality of the orga

nic phases during the extraction by alcohol is explained mainly 

by the nonstoichiometric hydration and the ion association. 
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TABLE 1 

P ARAMETE!l.S OBTAIKED FROAi EQUATIOll (J) FOR THE METAL 

NITRATE - ALCOHOL SYSTEMS 

SALT 
- en K

-1
,J h,,11 r 

n.butyl alcohol 

Cu(N03)2 0,62 16,4 0,994 

Co(N03)2 0,48 .20,2 0,994 

Zn(N0
3

)2 0,71 20, 1 0,990 
amyl alcohol 

Cu(N03)2 3,06 12,a 0,999 

Co(l103J2 3,90 13,0 0,998 

Zn(N03)2 3,61 15,4 0,994 

n.hexyl alcohol 

Mg(N03J2 
4,49 15,3 0,952 

Ca(N03)2 6,97 4,1 0,891 

Zn(No3J2 4,78 13,4 0,997 

Co(N03)2 4, 17 13,8 0,998 

Al(l-:03)2 -0,43 25,0 0,998 

n.octyl-alcohol 

Ca(lm3) 2 7,23 0 

Co(N0
3

)2 5,36 11,7 0,999 

Zn(N03)2 6,97 3,3 0,994 

• 

TABLE 2 

PARAi.illTEP.S OBTAINED FROM EQUATION (5) FOR THE NaCl -

ALCOHOL SYSTEMS 

ALCOHOL ln K2,2 h2,2 -ln K1,2 h1,1 
Average 
relative 
deviation 

n.propanol 1, 76 27,2 2,90 10,2 3,5 

isopropanol 11,75 55,4 0,41 17,6 3,6 

n. butanol -6,47 26,5 J,82 13,9 2,7 

isobutanol -7,72 27,4 3,69 15,8 J,6 

secbutanol -4,13 42,3 3,31 18,7 2,0 

tertbute.nol 3,14 50,5 2,00 20, 1 2,7 

TABLE 3 

!!YDilATION OF SOME SALTS IN ISOAlriYL ALCOHOL AND WATER 

SALT h h1 .� 

LiCl (10) 7,2 

LiBr 2 (10) 8,3 

Lil 5 (10) 10,5 

CaC12 5 (11) 14,9 

CaBr2 6 (11) 14,8 

CaI2 16 (11) 21,2 

m m 

m 

Figure 1. DISTRIBUTION ISOTHERMS OF SALTS 

BY EQUATIO!f (5) 
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Figure 2. DISTRIBUTIO!f ISOTHERMS OF NaCl IN n.BUTYL-(1), 

ISOPROPYL-(2), SEC.-BUTYL-(3), n-PROPYL-(4) AND 

TERT.-BUTYL-(5) ALCOHOL FROM REFERENCE (9) 

]<'igure 3. PLOTS OF Lli K1, 2 AS A FUNCTION OF aw - I Ilf THE

EXTRACTION OF lie.Cl BY ISOPROPYL-(1), n-PROPYL-(2), 

TERT-BUTYL-(J) AND n-BUTYL-(4) ALCOHOLS 
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EXTRACTIVE BIOCONVERSIONS 

Hydrolysis of starch in an aqueous two phase system 

Ronald Wennersten Folke Tjerneld Mats Larsson and 
Bo Mattiasson 

Dept. of Chemical 
Engineering 

Department of 
Biochemistry 

Dept. of Pure & 
Appl. Biochemistry 

Chemical Center, University of Lund 
P.O. Box 740 

S-220 07 Lund, Sweden

ENZYMATIC HYD!OLYSIS OF STARCH 'IO GllXn>E. 

The hydrolysis of starch-cr>ntaining material to fermentable sugars 

traditionally includes a exx>king step at 130 - 150°C. I':1 this highly 

energy intensive step the starch is gelatinized (dissolved) and partly 

hydrolyzed by a -amylase. The a -amylase is not stable at this 

temperature and therefore the solution is exx>led to 80-90°C and rrore 

a-amylase is added. lblding time in this step is 15-30 min. '!he result 

of this treat:llent is a mixture of dissolved dextrins, which are oligo

saccharides crn{X)Sed of glucose rroocmeres. In order to make a glucose 

syrup fran the dextrins the solution is �led to 55°C and a secorxl 

enzyme, glucoamylase, is added to lreak <bwn the dextrins <Xll{lletely to 

glucose. In this oonv,entional process the enzymes are rot reused. 

In the ronversion stooied here we used starch from waiq maize· ( 5). It 

is alss possible to use starch from wheat. The enzymes used for hydro

lysis were Termamyl and SAN 150, both generous gifts fran N'.lVO A/S, 

Bagsvaerd, Qenmark. Termamyl is a heat stable ry,-amylase produced by a 

strain of Bacillus licheniformis. SAN 150 is a glucoamylase prepared by 

cultivation of Aspergillus niger. As can be seen in Figure 2 a mixture 

of the ho enzymes is rrore efficient for oonverting starch polymers 

into glucose than either of the boK> enzymes separately. 

The biooonversion chosen for these experiments is ooe of the establish

ed enzyme reactions run oo a large scale i.rrlustrially; enzymatic oon

version of starch to glucose. 

Aqueous tl«>-phase systems are obtained when mixing cJ:JUeou5 rolutions of 

two different p:>lymers (e.g. poly(ethylene glyrol) and dextran). The 

two phases both have a high water oontent and are axrpatible with par

ticles and macratnlecules of biological origin. l\queous b,lo--phase 

systems are characterized by an extremely low interfacial tension. The 

partition of particles and ma=aiolecules in aJUeOUS two-phase systems 

can be strongly influenced by the [ii, the ionic c:x:nposition, the choice 

of polymers and the polymer ooncentrations (2.). Water-soluble low-m:>le

cular weight CXlllpOOl1ds are usually distributed rrore or less e-Jenly be

tween the. boK> piases whereas maCT'OITOlecules and particles are normally 

mainly partitioned to <;rte or the other of the boK> fhase_s and in 9:fllE! 

cases to the interface between them. 

J\queous two-i;tiase systems can be ronstructed ro that particles and 

macrarolecules are partitioned to the bottan i;tiase. In this wa<J it is 

possible to cx:rrt>ine biological conversion of a substrate by enzymes or 

microorganisns in the bottan i;tiase with the rest0val of the product to 

the tq> phase. Because of low interfacial tension very little agitation 

is needed to create a fine enulsion which facilitates mass transfer. On 

the other hand separation times will be longer. 

We have used the i;tiase system oonsisting of crude dextran (a generous 

gift from Sorigona AB, Staffanstorp, Sweden) and p:>ly(ethylene glyrol) 

(PEXi) with average nol.. wt. of 15000 - 20000 fran Union Carbioe, N.Y. 

USA. The experimental bin:xlial and tie lines of this system are shown 

in Figure 1. 

Biotechnological processes are in general run at low concentrations of 

reactants as <Xll{lared to what is normal in, for exanple, ocganic syn

thesis. This gives diluted proouct stream;. Laclc of efficient and cheap 

ways to increase product ooncentration . is one of the main problems in 

biotechnology today. It would be crlvantageous to enrich the products 

fr:an dilute product stream in a solvent extraction step and thus- the 

need for extractive processes is great. 

Furthermore, most biocatalysts are characterized by t-eing sensitive to 

product inhibition. The reaction may stop when only a small fraction of 

the substrate has 'been oonverted into proouct. In such cases there is a 

strong need for oontinuous extractive procedl,lres. The integration of 

biooonversion and extraction is called extractive biooonversion. 

In biotechnology, extraction with organic solvents is _useful only in a 

fe,; specific cases because in rrost situations such: a treatment is 

detrimental to the biaiolecules. When biological macronolecules are 

present they require very gentle extraction systems so that their 

native oonfoanation are not destroyed. The large differences in surface 

tension and dielectric oonstants l::etween water and organic solvents in

evitably cause biarolecules to unfold when they are exposed to the 

interface between the ho solvents. Thus, extraction systems for bio

technological applications must be much gentler. Aqueous b,lo--phase 

systems seem to fulfill rrost of the basic requirenents ( 1). 

A semi-rontinuous test was carried out in which starch was hydrolyzed 

a=ording to the experimental set-up slxMn in Figure 3. The phase 

system used oonsisted of 5% crude dextran, 3% poly(ethylene glyool) and 

0.02% azide (to prevent microbial grcMth) in 50rrM acetate buffer [ii 5.0 

containing 50 mg CaCl2 • 2H20 per liter. In this phase system the 

starch particles are oonpletely partitioned to the dextran-rich l:ottan 

phase. The enzymes, which are adsorbed to the starch particles(i.e. the 

substrate), are thus also partitioned to the l:ottan phase. Glurose pro

duced was partitioned equally between the PEG-rich tq> phase and the 

dextran-ric:h bottan i;tiase. The top phase was continuously remJVed and 

replaced with fresh top phase. In this system the enzymes can be used 

again and again in contrast to the ronventional ne� where the en

zyires can ooly be used once. Starch (not gelatinized) was added discon

tinuously to the bottan phase in a separate vessel which was held at 

so·c. The bottan phase was then ted using a peristaltic pump to a 

mixer-settler unit with a hold-up voll.Blle of 15 liters. The total volume 

of the system was 22 liters. In the mixer the bottan phase was mixed 

with tq> i;tiase using a flat blade turbine. The enulsion separated in 

the settler, ....tiic:h had an inclined bottan to avoid starch accumulation. 

Fran the settler both phases were recirculated to the mixer via 

external vessels. The ratio between the volurres of the two i;tiases was 

1: 1. The flow of the tq> i;tiase out of the system was O. 24 I/h and the 

flow rate of each recir:culated phase in the system was 2.1 L/h. The 

t�rature in the mixer-settler was held at 37°C. The initial 

intention was to add starch through a sere.. feeder whiqh was controlled 

by a spectrq:,hotaneter equipped with a flow-cell rreasuring the O.D. at 

600 rm. lbolever, the screw had a tendency to plug because of evapora

tion fran the vessel where the starch was added. 

'lwenty grams of each of the enzyme preparations and 3,0 kg of starch 

were added at the beginning of the experiment. 

The sugar ooncentratioo was allowed to in=ease in the top phase to 

approximately lSOg/liter. Then the tq> i;tiase was oontinuously withdrawn 

and replaced with fresh tq> phase (5% PEXi 20.000, 0.21 crude dextran 

and 0,05% azide in a 50 � acetate b.Jffer [ii 5.0) using a peristaltic 

pUIT(>. Starch was added and the ooncentration of reduced sugars was 

measured (using the OOS -method with glucose as a standard (3) 

(�) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSICN 

The e>eperiments discussed- here clearly denonstrate that enzymatic 

degradation can efficiently te run on ungelatinized starch even at the 

no:1erate temperature of 3rc. 'Ihe oontinuous extraction of the formed 

gluoose by the top ?lase,. which was rem::,ved fran the system, gives a 

net transfer of gluoose . fran· the site of production in the l:x>ttan 

phase. r\.trtherrcore, by recirculating the bot tan p-iase it was also 

possible to recirculate the enzymes efficiently, aoo only mioor 

decreases in the activity were cbserved over the 80 hrs the experiment 

was run (Fig. 4). 'Ihe starch o::oversion was approximately 90 % when the 

experin'ent was terminated. 

'1'le ooncentration of gluoose in the top [ilase was kept at a high level 

during the e,q,erinent and is sufficient for rmst purposes such as 

fermentation to alcohols. Furthernore, at ooncentrations above 150-200 

g/L it may be difficult to keep microorganisms actively gro.,i'ing. 

A problem that has often been discussed but tested very little 

experilrentally is that of separation of the pro1uct in the top plase 

hon the phase oonstituerits. In this case it can be d::me, either by 

fenrenting it .!!2 situ follc:Med by separation of the fermentation 

products, Or with ultrafiltration using a rrenbrane capable of_ retaining 

the high rrolecular weight PEX:r-m:>lecules b.lt allo,,ing the small glucose 

molecules to pass trough. W:::lrk en this line is in pc-ogress. 

If the prcxfoct is charged, an ion exchange chranat.o:9Taphic step rould 

be sufficient for isolation. Several rrethcrls to pr:-ecipitate the p:,lymer 

are also at ham. 

It �ould be p:,inted out that these [i,.ase systems are rather cheap. '1he 

phase ronstituent have been selected for technical applications in 

large scale and are thus not of the highest qualities. PEXi costs less 

than $2 per kg 1ll1d crude dextran approximately $6/kg. 

The price per liter of the fhase system is then crily 0.36$. 

Aqueoos two-phase systems have earlier been awlied in biotechnological 

processes (4,5) but only at a very sna.11 scale. 

This project was supported by the National Swedish Ebard for Technical 

Developnent. 
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Phase diagram of the system crude dextran - poly(ethylene glyool) (PEl'.i 
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Reducing sugars (ex.pres� as gluoose) in the ·cem:,ved top Plase versus 

ti.Ire. Additions of starch are indicated by arrows. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The increased interest fn fermentation ethanol as a liquid fuel extender 
has accelerated research activities in this field. The ioost energy intensive 
step in the ethanol fermentation process is the separation of e�hanol from 
water. I�roved distillation schemes, adsorbent drying, use of cation 
exchange resins, solvent extraction and membrane methods are a variety of 
possible separation r11ethods. Another problem deals with the ethanol produc
tivity. The conventional batch or continuous flow systems yield at maximum a 
fen1entation ethanol concentrat'ion of 10-12 wt-i. The alcohol decreases the 
viability of the cells and inhibits its own production. The cell viability 
begins to decrease at very low ethanol concentrations. However. the 
supression of ethanol production is not complete untfl the surrounding etha
nol concentration reaches 10-12 wt-'.t. At these high concentrations the viabi
lity of the cells start to decrease rapidly. 

Several continuou5 fermentation processes have been suggested in order to 

avoid high ethanol concentrations and to recirculate non-feniented substrate. 
To achieve high productivity (�xpressed as g produce4 ethanol / g solution), 
the process 111Jst fulfill the following basic requirements: 

• High cell concentration in the fermentor, 
• The ethanol concentration should be kept as low as possible 

(< 60 g/L), 
• The substrate concentration should be kept at a certain level. 

The last two requirements are needed to llilintain a high viability of the 
cells. High cell concentration {without loss of substrate needed for cell 
growth} and low ethanol concentration can be achieved by continuous with
drawal of ethanol and by recycling both the cell mass and the mash residue. 
Recycling of the cell mss can be achieved by centrifugation while ethanol 
withdrawal can be achieved by either vacuum or extractive fermentation. 

The vacuum fennentation approach (1-2) is based on the high volatility 
of ethanol and its re110val by distillation during fennentation. Minier and 
GOIDa (3) used a plug flow reactor and solvent extraction (dodecanol as sol
vent) to achieve continuously the extractive fermentation of ethanol. Both 
methods have to overcome many problems to effectuate an industrial break
through. For instance, extractive fenaentation has two major drawbacks; phase 
separation will be difficult to achieve and the hold-up of the organic phase 
in the fennentor will be so high that ft aay counterbalance the high ethanol 
productivity in the aqueous phase. 

One of the aain objectives of this work was to investigate the possibi
lity of using solvent extraction for the recovery of ethanol from aqueous 
fennentation liquors. The equflibriu• distribution coefficients in solvent
ethanol-water systems were experfaentally measured. Computer simulations were 
perfonaed to detennine stea• consu�tfon as function of inlet ethanol con
centration for the conventional distillation process and for two different 
sol vent extraction process configuratf ons; extraction with low-boi 1 i ng 
solvents and extraction with high-boiling solvents. It mst be emphasized 
that whatever separation 11ethod aay be chosen, it lllJSt end up wf th comparing 
the energy requirements in conventional distillation and the selected separa
tion method (capital costs are assumed to be nearly the same). 

DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS 

The equilibrium distribution coefficient for extraction of ethanol from 
water into different solvents was determined at a constant te�erature of 
25•c. Distribution coefficients are expressed in this work: in terms of weight 
fractions as Ko = y/x where y and x are the weight fractions of ethanol in 
the extract and raffinate phases, respectively, at equilibriuM as well as in 
terms of mole fractions. Ko*. 

A 25-nt. solution containing 5 wt-i ethanol was added to 25-nt. of solvent 
fn a separatory funnel. The funnel was agitated for enough time to ensure 
equilibrium and was then allowed to settle before sampling. Analyses of the 
raffinate phase were made by manually injecting samples by syringe into a 
Varian Model 200 gas chromatograph equipped with a flame-ionization detector 
and a Porapak Q-S column, 0.32 cm in diameter, 2.0 m long and packed with 
80/100 mesh chromosorb IOI. Calibration was done with success 1vely di luted 
standard (i-propanol) and a reproducibility within 5 i could be attained. 

Low-boiling solvents such as triethylamine, Di-iso-propyl ether and· 
ethyl acetate and high-boiling solvents such as hexanol, octanol, Trfbutyl 
phosphate (TBP), methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) and Versatic 10 were used in 
the experiments. The results are tabulated in Table I. Equilibrium distribu
tion coefficients were experimentally measuredrorriiore solvents and are re
ported in (4). 

SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

The first and most crucial step in the development of a solvent extrac
tion process is to select an optimal solvent. The major factors affecting the 
selection of solvents are outl'fned elsewhere (5) and will not be mentioned 
here. 

Extraction with low-boiHng solvents 

F__j_g_u_re__! shows a typical configuration for a recovery process using low
boiliiigso,vents. The flowsheet includes the usual three major steps: solvent 

extraction. solve�t recovery from the extract phase and solvent stripping 
from the aqueous raffinate phase. The necessity of the last column depends on 
the toxicity of the solvent with respect to the yeast cells since most of the 
water stream, obtained as bottoms, is usually recycled to the fermenter. In 
an industrial process. both steps for solvent regeneration would contribute 
to most of the capital investment cost and nearly all of the energy require
ments. The 1 ow-boiling so 1 vents have some advantages. The so 1 vent is taken 
overhead. The water content of the extract phase is a1 so taken overhead 
since, in most cases, water and solvent form a minimum-boiling heterogeneous 
azeotrope. Both distillation columns operate at relatively low temperatures, 
so boiler energy can be supplied by low-pressure steam or possibly by waste 
heat. · 

Some criteria lllJst be fulfilled in this class of solvents. High 
Ko-values and that the solvent does not form an azeotrope with ethanol are 
two major design factors, affecting both the overall process configuration 
and energy requirements. Other criteria are high relative volati1 ity of the 
so 1 vent to ethano 1 and high s tripping factor in the so 1 vent stripping i:o 1 umri. 

A rough estimate of minimum energy requirements for the configuration 
shown in Figure 1 can be made assuming constant molar heats of vaporization. 
Thus 

Smin = 0.39/(xF • Ko) kg steam/kg ethanol 

where Smin is the minimum steam consumption, x is t�e ethanol inlet con
centration (mole fraction) and K[i is the equil�briu11 distribution coef
ficient expressed in tenns of mole fractions. 

The above relationship was used to calculate KO-values which give the 
same energy consumption as in the conventional distillation process. For an 
inlet ethanol concentration of 4 and 8 wti (l.6 and 3.3 mole i resp.), the 
conventional distillation process requires 3.24 and 1.99 kg steam/kg ethanol 
respectively. This would require solvents with KO-values exceed_ing 7.5 and 
5.9 respectively. Neither the solvents investigated in this work nor litera
ture results on other low-boiling solvents can attain such high KO-values. 

Extraction with high-boiling solvents 

Two of the most important criteria for this class of solvents are good 
selectivity and that the solvent should not negatively affect the relative 
volatility of ethanol to water in the organic phase. The second criterium ca,, 
be explained by considering an aqueous solution containing, for instance, 45 
wt-'t ethanol. The relathe volatility a for this binary mixture is 3.6. After 
extraction with either octanol or dodecanol, the a-value in the organic phase 
will decrease to 0.52 or 0.40 respectively. These values were calculated 
using the UNIFAC-mode1 and assuming that the organic phase is saturated with 
water. Decreasing the a-value to such level will greatly affect the energy 
needed in the ethanol separation column. Other criteria are: a Ko-value 
around 1.0 and that the solvent does not form an azeotrope with ethanol. 

A computer program PRIMCALC was used to estimate the minitTIJm energy 
requirements for this class of solvents. The process configuration shown in 
Figure 2A was used for these simulations. PRIMCALC is a group of computer 
programs specially designed in order to simplify the calculations of energy 
requirements in combined extraction-distillation processes for the recovery 
of organic chemicals from diluted aqueous solutions. On executing the program 
on the ethanol system, the following assumptions were made: 

• Solvent extraction: Having specified the degree of solute recovery, a 
phase ratio of 1.5 times (V/Llmin is used. A constant Ko-value is 
assumed. a�d chosen as the lowest value in the concentration range con
sidered. The solute does not affect the IJlJtual s.olubi1ity between 
sol vent and water. 

• Solvent regeneration: The system in the solvent recovery column was 
assumed to be binary and consisting of water and solvent. Data for the 
heterogeneous azeotrope between water and solvent was used ·for the 
solvent stripping column. 

• Ethanol separation column: The feed is concentrated to a distillate con
taining 93.5 wt-i ethanol and bottoms consisting of pure water. The 
energy requirements for this column were calculated according to the 
method discussed below. . , 

The simulation results are displayed in ��gurr 3 where minimum steam 
consumption is plotted as function of inlet e ano concentration for hexa
nol. octanol and methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK). Steam consumption in the 
recovery process using distillation only is also plotted for ·comparison. The 
latter curve was computed using another computer program Cillled DESTLA (6). 
This program is based on a modular gener.aJ distillation plant and uses so
called unit cells together with a description of the plant flow sheet as a 
connection matrix. The following assumptions were made: 

ct.t11s tant l1'0 l ar heats of vaporisation 
• feed at its boi 1 i ng point 
• 30 theoretical plates 
• ethanol cone. in distillate "' 93.5 wt-'.t 
• ethanol losses in bottoms "' 0.2 ':t of inlet amount 
• negligible pressure drop in the column 
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DESTLA was also executed to investigate the reliability of the assump
tions made for PRIMCALC runs. For this purpos·e, the process configuration 
shown in. Ffguri 28 was conSfdered. The sirrulation was based on an inlet etha
nol concentrat on of 8 wt-S and octanol as the solvent. Furthermore, the 
above assumptions were used. Selectivity and Ko data give an extract phase 
containing 4 wt-i of both ethanol and water. VLE-data Were computed .us1ng the 
Wilson equation for calculating the activity coefficients. Necessary parame
ters were obtaf ned from 1 i terature ( 7} for the ethanol -water bi nary, applying 
the UNIFAC method for the octanol-water binary, while ideal behaviour was 
assumed for the ethanol -octanol bi nary. 

Feed plate and reflux ratio were varied until a distillate containing 
93.5 wt-S ethanol was obtained. This resulted in a reflux ratio (in· the total 
condenser) of 7 .5/1 and the optimal feed plate would be the 12th from the 
top. 

According to the rigorous calculations (DESTLA), 4.10 kg steam/kg etha
nol will be needed while the preliminary calculations (PRIMCALC) resulted in 
3.86 kg steam/kg ethanol. This would suggest that the assumptions made in 
executing PRIMCALC are acceptable regardin9 the large savings in computer 
time associated with that program. 

The high-boiling solvents were not able to generate favourable values 
for energy requirements compared to the conventional distillation process. 
Improved distillation schemes for ethanol recovery by distillation only were 
investigated by Z•cchi (8). It was found that rrulti-effect distillation would 
save 40't, while Mechanical vapor recompression of the overheads would save as 
high as 70S of the energy requirements. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Equi 1 i brium distribution coefficients were experimentally measured for 
extraction of ethanol from water into both low-boiling and high-boiling 
solvents. The more coll11l0n solvents give K.o-values less than. J.O. Minirrum 
steam consumption for two process configurations based on solvent extraction 
were co�uted and compared to steam consumption in the conventional distilla
tion process. For both classes of solvent

7 it was found that ethanol recovery 
by solvent extraction would consume more steam and thus economically unfeas
ible assuming that both alternatives have nearly the same capital cost. 
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�: EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION 
COE FF IC I EMTS FOR EXTRACT ION OF ETHANOL FROM WATER 
INTO DIFFERENT SOLVENTS (25° Cl 

FEED CONC., DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS 
SOLVENT WT-% ETHANOL Kn K; 

TRIETHYL AMINE 0.59 0.93 4,0 

DI-I SOPROPYL ETHER 0.88 0.22 1.2 

ETHYL ACETATE 0.69 0.54 2.2 

HEXANOL 0.39 0.63 

OCTANOL 4.10 0.54 

TBP 5.50 0.47 

MIBK 0. 76 0.41 

VERSATIC 10 o. 87 0.21 
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FIGURE 1:, EXTRACTION OF ETHANOL WITH LOW-BOILING SOLVENTS 
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FACTORS INFLUENCING SOLVENT SELECTION FOR 

EXTRACTION OF ETHANOL FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTION 
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Results are presented for Easurements of equilibriua distribution· 
coefficients (K0, expressed on a weight-fraction basis) and separation factors
(a, selectivity with respect to extraction of water) for extraction of ethanol 
from dilute aqueous solution by a number of different solvents and solvent mixtures. Results for solvent mixtures are shown in Figures l and 2, which 
show that certain mixtures of ketones and carboxylic acids, are synergistic for K0.. For arr:, class of solvents, there is a trade-off between Kn and a. 
This is displayed in �. which also shows that Lewis acids have aore
favorable combinations of Ko and a than do Lewis bases. For alcohol and 
carboxylic acid solvents, branching increases a substantially for a given 
solvent molecular weight �- The cone angle Y, defined in�. 
serves to rationalize the effect of branching in increasing a (Figure 6). 

Requirements for solvent selectivity can be ameliorated by the use of an extractive-distillation dewatering step, which rece_ves the extract as feed 
and utilizes the properties of the solvent for enhancing the relative 
volatility of water to ethanol (Figure 7). Other important solvent properties 
are its volatility in a distillative solvent-recovery step and the ease with 
which residual solvent may be removed fr0111 water by stripping or other means. 
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Figure 1. Distribution Coefficients for Extraction of Ethanol 
from Water by Solvent Mixtures. 
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Figure 2. Separation Factors with Solvent Mixtures 

Figure 3. Equilibrium Distribution Coefficients and Separation 
Factors for Extraction of Ethanol from Water. Data of 
Roddy (1981), Souias1 et al. (19§1) and tge present 
work for temperatures between 20 C and 30 c. 
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Figure 4. Equilibrium Distribution Coefficients and.Separation 
Factors for Extraction of Ethanol from Water into" 

Alcohols and Carboxylic Acids. 
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Figure 5. Equivalent Cone Angles of a Hydrogen Atom and of a 
Methyl Group Bonded to a Carbon Atom. 
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Figure 6. Separation Pactors for Alcohols as a Function· of 
Steric Cone Angle. 
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Figure 7. Use of a Solvent to Volatilize Water in a Subsequent 
Extractive Distilla.tion, Thereby Lessening Requirements 
for Solvent Selectivity in Extraction. Heat Exchangers 
are not shown. 
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EXTRACTION OF ETHANOL FROM WATER WITH LIQUID PROPYLENE 

John G. Victor 

Institute of Gas Technology 
Chicago, Illinois USA 

THERMOOYNAM!C BEHAVIOR OF tTHANOL AND WATER MIXTURES 

If ethanol and water formed an ideal mixture (such as that formed by 
pouring water into water), the entha 1 py change upon mixing would be zero and 
the Gibbs free energy change would be: 

oG =RT' xi ln(Xi) x1 = mole fraction of ethanol 
X2:: mole fraction of water 
R "' gas constant 
T = absolute temperature 

Table 1 shows that the actual change in free energy w.hen ethanol is mixed 

with water decreases less with increasing temperature t: han would occur with an 
ideal mixture. 

Table 1: Ideal, Excess, and Actual Gibbs Free Energy 
Change from Mixing Ethanol and Water to 0.05 Mole 

Fraction Ethanol at Various Temperatures (1) 

Temperature, 

303 
323 
343 
363 

-500.5 
-533.5 
-567 .1 
-599.6

167 .3 
200.4 
225.5 
243.9 

-333.2 
-333. 1 
-341.6 

-355. 7 

To separate ethanol from water by distillation requires 40 to 50 times 
this minimum Gibbs free energy of mixing, at least in conventional 
distillation units. Also, ethanol fonns an azeotrope with water, limiting the 
ability of distillation to concentrate ethanol much beyond 92 wt% ethanol. 
These considerations have prompted researc hers to investigate solvent 

extraction as an alternative separation technique. This extended summary 
describes the use of liquid propylene as solvent. 

DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT OF ETHANOL BETWEEN WATER AND SEVERAL SOLVENTS 

Hydrocarbon solvents of ethanol experience a temperature dependence of 
the free energy change of mixing with ethanol more nearly 1 ike that of an 
ideal mixture. Because the amount of ethanol which can transfer from water to 
hydrocarbon solvents is a function of the minimlJTI Gibbs free energy the system 
can attain, more ethanol should transfer to these solvents at higher 
temperatures; i.e., the distribution coefficient of ethanol should increase. 
Table 2 shows experimental measurements (2) of the distribution coefficients 
of ethanol between several hydrocarbon sol vents and water at 20"' C and 40°C, 
which all bear out this contention. 

Table 2: Values of Ethanol Distribution Coefficient 
(DEtOH) a for O.lM Ethanol in Several Solvents 

at 20° C and 40° C (2) 

Temperature, •c

Sol vent 20 �o 

Cyclohexane 4. 7 x 10-3 1.4 X 10-2 

Benzene 3_.9 )< 10-2 7 .1 X 10-2 

Toluene 3.2 X 10-2 5. 7 )< 10-2 

Xylene 2. 5 X 10-2 4. 7 X 10-2 

Di ethyl benzene 2.0 x 10-2 3.6 X 10-2 

a DEtoH = [EtOH] solventl[EtOH] ao• 
wflere [Et0H] is concentration, rr1olarity. 

PREDICTED OISTRISUT!ON COEFFICIENT OF ETHANOL BETWEEN LIQUID PROPYLENE ANO 
WATER 

The vapor pressure of liquid propylene at 25° ( is about 11 atm, 
absolute. The S?lub�li�y ?f propylene in �ater at temp�ratures and eressures 
where propylene 1s l1qu1d 1s about 1 )< 10- (mole fraction), a relatwely 
small value. Ethanol is miscible in all proportions with liquid propylene, as 
it is with water. Liquid propylene thus sat; s fies the minimum requirements to 
be considered as a solvent to separate ethanol from water. The UNIFAC 
"contribution-of-functional groups" model (3) predicts excess Gibbs free 

energy of mixing propylene and ethanol sufficiently negative as to result in a 
calculated distribution coefficient 0EtOH = 0.13 (weight fraction basis) at 
25°( for a weak aqueous ethanol concentration. However, the UNIFAC model is 
only theoretically valid to pressures of 4-5 atm, and extrapolating excess 
Gibbs free energy of mixing beyond this range may lead to calculating spurious 
values for DEtOH· 

MEASURED VALUES OF THE DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT 

An elevated pressure liquid-liquid contacting apparatus was used to 
determine the mutual solubility phase boundary of the system ethanol
propylene-water with results shown in�. If tie lines were shown on 
the figure, they would have slopes equ�. gw Because practical 
difficult 1 es arose in obtaining upper layer (P� pyl ene-rich) liquid samples 
for analysis, a formula derived from component mass 'balances was used to 

calculate DE:tOH from values of the weight fraction ethanol in the water layer • 
. the weight fraction ethanol initially introduced, and the weight fraction of 
water in the water layer and that initially introduced. The formula is: 

Xe = _weigtit fraction Et0H in lower layer 
Xw "" weight fraction H20 in lower layer 
l

e 
"" weight fraction Et0H initially present 

Zw = we ight fraction water initially present 

(0HOH is the distribution coefficient of water,_ assumed small} 
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propylene-rich upper layer was obtained and analyzed. Its ethanol content 
divided by the aqueous layer I s is the "measured " 0EtOH* 

The formula method to calculate DEtOH did not give consistent results 
when the initial compositon· of propylene was less than 0.4 (weight fraction), 
possibly due to a failure to achieve equilibrium. The other results tend to 
support the UNIFAC model's prediction of DEtOH• despite its application for a 
system at 11 atm. 

The separation factor (S = DEtoH/DHoH). although not measured, appears to 
be high for the ethanol-propylene-water system, because of the closeness of 
the mutual solubility phase boundary to the propylene-ethanol axis. 

Table 3: Distribution Coefficient Determined from 
liquid Layer Composition Measurements for Propylene, 

Ethanol, and Water at 75° F, 200 psig.-

lrieight Fraction Initially Present 
Propylene Etha no I Water 

0.400 0.200 0.400 
0.300 0.200 0.500 
0.499 0.200 0.301 
0.373 0.275 0.372 
0.300 0.200 0.500
0.500 0.200 0.300 
0.401 0.200 0.399 
0.400 o. 100 0.500 

DEtOHa Found 

0.14 
0.065 
o. 16 

-0.03 
-0.03 

o. 12 
0.25 
o. 12 0.19 

a DEtOH = wt fraction EtOH in upper layer/EtOH in lower layer. 

PROCESS APPL! CA TI ON 

Figure 2 is a process flow schematic for the solvent extraction of 
ethanoTrr"oiilwater with propylene. Aqueous ethanol. 7.1 wt %, such as is 
produced from fennentation, is heated to 60°C, pumped to about 26 atm 
absolute, and sent to the top of a liquid extraction column. The column is 
filled with plastic rings to promote good liquid-liquid contact. The heavier 
aqueous ethanol descends through the column and is extracted of nearly all the 
ethanol by 1 ;quid propylene entering at the bottom and rising through the 

column. Assuming DetOH at 60°C is 0.2, about 10 times (volume basis) as much 
propylene circulates through the column as aqueous ethanol feedstock. The 
weight fraction of near-absolute (assumed) ethanol fn the propylene leaving 
the top of the column is about 0.012. 

Real aqueous ethanol feedstocks to distilleries contain significant 
concentrations of "fusel oil," mostly longer-chain alcohols and aldehydes. 
These would lHely also be extracted by liquid propylene, and are assumed part 
of the ethanol product. 

The ethanol-rich propylene stream issuing fr0111 the top of the extraction 
column flows to a series of membrane separators. The first is a hydrophobic 
(e.g., polypropylene) membrane, assL1T1ed capable of purifying {reducing the 
ethanol content by a factor of over 200) most of the propylene solvent for 
returning to storage and makeup. The ethanol concentrates to about 10% by 
weight, and is pumped to a hydrophilic {e.g., cellulose acetate) membrane 
capable ·of concentrating the ethanol to about 6� by weight. This 
concentrated ethanol flows to a small distillation column. assumed capable of 
achieving nearly total propylene removal from the ethanol product. 

Water leaving the extraction tower has small amounts of ethanol and 
propylene, and is sent to a flash vaporizer to recover the solvent 
propylene. Ethanol leaving the vaporizer with the propylene is condensed and 
returned to the ethanol feed tank. Propylene is compressed and sent to the 
distillation tower. 

Propylene is lost mainly in the spent water. Propylene solubility in 
wann water is less than 100 ppm, and solvent makeup for a large (45,000 
gallons EtOH per day) plant would be about 50 gallons/day. Estimated actual 
energy requirements for a process plant, ;ncluding combustion inefficiencies 
for process heating and electric power production for liquid pllnping, amounts 
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to about 31 times the minimum Gibbs free energy of separation, with most of 
the energy going to heat the ethanol feed to 60°C. While this seems a modest 
improvement over conventional distillation's previously mentioned separation 
energy requirement, a preliminary cost estimate indicates a coi nci dental 
decrease in installed plant cost for separating ethanol from water using 
liquid propylene, instead of conventional distillation. Few advanced ethanol
water separation techniques offer both __ reduced energ,y requirements and reduced 
plant cost compare� with COf!Yentional .disll,il lation� 
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LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION: A PROCESS FOR RECOVERY OF 

ORGANONITROGEN COMPOUNDS AND POLLUTION CONTROL 

Teh C. Lo 

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. 
Nutley, New Jersey USA 

INTRODUCTION 

An organonitrogen compound was originally recovered from a 
process stream via a multi-stage crosscurrent batch extraction 
process. Aqueous raffinate from the last stage was directly 
sewered. Product loss in the raffinate was significant econom
ically and the loSs also created a wastewater pollution problem. 

In order to minimize pollution and to achieve maximum recov
ery, a continuous countercurrent extraction process was developed 
to reduce the organonitrogen compound concentration in the raf
finate to less than 10 mg./1. In the development of the process, 
distribution coefficients for the organonitrogen compound were 
measured. Pilot studies were carried out in a 3 11 x 36-stage 
Scheibel column. Performance data from the 3" Scheibe! col.umn 
were used for scale-up and design of a 28" diameter x 46-stage 
Scheibel column. Final design includes two stages of evapora
tion for solvent recovery and a raffinate solvent stripper. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Distribution Coefficients. Liquid-liquid equilibrium data 
were measured for the organon1trogen compound using a one-liter, 
jacketed and baffled separatory funnel provided with a glass 
teflon stirrer. The actual plant feed samples were extracted 
several times with fresh methylene chloride (MCI) to obtain 
measurement over a wide range of concentrations. �nalyses were 
done by an external standard gas chromatographic method. Effects 
of salt concentration and pH on the distribution coefficients were 
also determined. 

It was observed that the plant column will operate within a 
concentration range (1 g./100 ml.) in which the distribution 
coefficient is nearly constant at a value of 

D = 3.75 

D = 3.35 

wt./vol. of solute in MCI phase 

wt./vol. of solute in aqueous phase 

wt./wt. of solute in MCI 

wt./wt. of solute in aqueous phase 

PILOT STUDIES IN A 3 1
1 SCHEIBEL COLUMN 

A 3" x 36-stage Scheibel column (1) (glass shell, stainless 
steel internals, 1 11 stage height) was used to develop the process 
for the continuous extraction of the organonitrogen compound. 
Methylene chloride was used as an extracting solvent. A water 
backwash section was installed below the feed point to remove 
salt from the methylene chloride phase. A summary of the process 
conditions and performance data is given in Table 1. 

The data indicate that both throughput and agitation speed 
had a significant effect on the extraction efficiency. Runs lA, 
1B, and 3C {cf. Table 1) indicated that product concentrations 
below 10 mg./L in the raffinate could be achieved in a 3" column 
with throughputs as high as 150 gph/ft.2. At 200 gph/ft.2 ·(run 
28), the dispersion was noticeably poor, and the product concentra
tion in the raffinate was found to be 990 ppm. Runs 3A, B, and 
C indicated that the product concentrations in the raffinate 
steadily decreased with an increase in agitation. At 2 80 rpm, 
the concentration was 1,350 mg./1., whereas, at 430 rpm, the value 
fell below 10 mg./1. The column flooded at an agitation of 475 rpm. 

SCALE-UP AND DESIGN 

The process conditions for an optimizerl run (No. 3C) are given 
in Table 2. An extraction efficiency of 99.97%, which is equiva
lent to a product concentration of <10 mg./1. in the aqueous raffi
nate, was achieved by Using a solvent/feed (S/F) ratio of 1.2 3 w/w 
in the 3" x 36-stage column. There were 26 stages in the extrac
tion section and 10 stages in the wash section. The column was 
operated at a specific throughput of 150 gph/ft.2 with the inter
face at bottom. Data from the ]"-diameter column were used to 
scale up to a 28 11-diameter Scheihel column (1-3). Scale-up data 
for the Scheibe! column are summarized in Table 2. 

PERFORMANCE OF A COMMERCIAL EXTRACTION PLANT 

A sch�matic flow diatjram for the recovery of the organonitrogen 
compound using a continuous countercurrent extraction process is 
shown in Figure 1 and performance data are summarized in Table 2. 

The aqueous process solution containing 4.7 g./100 ml. of organo
nitrogen compound is fed into the 28" x 37-stage Scheibe! column. 
Methylene chloride and city water are introduced at the top and 
bottom of the column, respectively. 

Solvent is recovered via two stages of evaporation. It is 
necessary to reduce the product concentration in the methylene 
chloride overhead to less than 5 mg./1. since this recovered sol
vent is fed into the extractor in which the raffinate from the 
column is designed to contain less than 10 mg./1. VLE data show 
that some degree of fractionation is required to strip the product 
from the vapor of the first-stage evaporator. The aqueous raffi
nate, which contains .2 % methylene chloride, is steam-stripped to 
recover the solvent prior to discharge into the sewer. The 
stripped raffinate contains 20 mg./1., which is acceptable to 
the waste treatment plant. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The continuous countercurrent extraction process was success
fully started up in 1979 and has been running smoothly ever since. 

Following are conclusions and comments: 

A content as low as 5 mg. of organonitrogen compound per 
liter of raffinates has been achieved. This is equiva
lent to a recovery of 99.97%. Thus, contaminants of the 
organonitrogen compound in the wastewater have been elimi
nated. Also, additional product is recovered. 

The solvent in the raffinate is steam-stripped to less 
than 20 ppm prior to discharge into the sewer. 
The investment for the extraction plant was approxi
mately one million dollars. The value of the additional 
product recovered by this continuous extraction process 
is approximately $250,000/yr. The discounted rate of 
return on investment is 20%. 

The solvent extraction process described herein has the 
greatest potential applicability where the organic solute 
has a low solubility in water, partitions easily into a 
solvent of low water solubility and is valuable. It seems 
likely that solvent extraction may find wider future appli
cation in the treatment of water effluents (4, 5) containing 
tqxic organic compounds such as phenols and halogenated 
hydrocarbons, organonitrogen and organosulfur compounds, 
or valuable compounds for recovery. 
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Table l 

Summary of the or�anonitrosen Compound Extraction Runs in a 3'' Scheibel Column
1

'
2 

Flow Rate, ml./min. Specific Agitation 
Wash Throughput, Speed, 

Run No. Feed Mec12 Water GPH/Ft.2 RPM 

(A) 7 5. 7 84.5 14.0 56 530 

(8) 135. 2 151 25 100 450 

(A) 270.4 302 50 200 210 

(B) 270.4 302 50 200 280 

(A) 202.8 226.5 37.5 150 280 

(Bl 202. 8. 226.5 37.5 150 360 

(Cl 202.8 226.5 37.5 150 430 

202.8 226.5 37.5 150 380 

10 (A) 202.8 226.5 37.5 150 380 

10 (B) 202.8 226.5 37.5 150 400 

l, Aqueous phase is the continuous phase in all runs. 

2. Column consists of 36 actual stages: 25 stages above 

Summary of Data on Scale-up and Performance 

of a 28"-Diameter Scheibe! Extractor 

Column Diameter 

Column Overall Height 

Total Throughput, GPH/ft2 

Extraction Section 

No. of Actual Stages 

Height Per Stage 

Total Height Extraction Section 

Solvent Ratio (H/L, v/v) 

Stage Efficiency 

HETS 

No. of Theoretical Stages 

Product Lost in Raffinate 

Recovery Effic.iency, % 

Wash Section 

No. of Actual Stages 

Height Per Stage 

Total Height of Wash Section 

Stage Efficiency, % 

HETS 

No. of Theoretical Stages 

Drive, HP 

Total Throughput, GPH 

Volumetric Efficiency, Hr.-1 
(Extraction Section) 

Pilot Scale 

3" 

48 1/2" 

150 

26 

l" 

25" 

0.94 

24% 

4. 2" 

6. 2 

<10 ppm 

99.97 

10 

1" 

10" 

10 

1/4 

7.4 

57 

Plant 
Performance 

28" 

27 1 -6" 

213 

36 

5" 

14'-5" 

0.88 

20% 

25.4" 

6.9 

<10 ppm 

99.98 

11 

4.8" 

4 '-5" 

20 

24" 

2. 2 

3 

912 

13.5 

Organonitrogen Compound, 
GC Assay 

Feed, Aqueous Raff., 
9m./lOO ml. ml. /l. Recovery 

4.4 <10 99.97+ 

4.4 <10 99.97+ 

4.4 3,080 91.9 

4.4 990 97.4 

4.4 1,350 96.5 

4.4 88 99. 77 

4.4 <10 99.97+ 

5.5 10 99.98 

4.2 138 99.55 

4.2 102 99.67 

feed; 10 stages below feed. 
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THE APPLICATION OF DUAL-SOLVENT EXTRACTION TO 

THE REFINING OF A COMPLEX NATURAL SYSTEM 

J. J. Warner 

C.S.I.R.O., Division of Textile Industry
Belmont, Victoria, Australia 

The processing of raw wool for use as a textile includes washing "in hot 
detergent solution (scouring) to remove wool-grease, other metabolic by-products 
and mineral �irt. 

The grease is a mixture of numerous high molecular weight esters together 
with small amounts of polar material such as steroidal free alcohols, fatty 
acids and oxidized material which influences the colour. 

It is usual to recover a fraction of the grease, including some of the 
scouring detergent, by centrifuging the heated scouring so 1 ution. The main use 
of the recovered grease is for the production of phannaceutical grade lanolin 
which is of specified quality (1). 

In recent years more stringent envi ronmenta 1 protection l egi s 1 at ion has 
provided incentive for increased recovery of the raw grease from the aqueous 
scour effluent to reduce the cost of treatment before discharge. A less 
desirable consequence of increased grease recovery is that a greater propor
tion of undesirable polar. material and detergent is present in the recovered 
grease. These must be separated to produce lanolin of acceptable quality. 

Pre 1 iminary batch extracti ens and subsequent counter-current extraction in 
a Rotating-disc-contactor showed it was possible to remove the unwanted polar 
components from a solution of woo 1-grease in hexane by extraction with 60% v /v 
i sopropano 1 in water (IPA) ( 2). However t.io problems hindered further develop
ment: ( i) the lack of equilibrium data accounting for known component interact
ions; and (ii) the lack of a multi-component design procedure for Dual-Solvent 
Extraction ( DSE). 

Solutions to both problems are presented here. These were tested by 
comparing the predicted separati ens of characteristic woo 1-grease components 
with those detennined experimentally using a mixer-settler pilot plant. 

EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATION 

Specification of the equilibrium distribution of wool-grease components was 
complicated by: (i) the large number of esters formed from more than 180 
different a 1 coho ls and 75 different acids; and (ii) the high degree of compon
ent interaction found in the hexane/IPA system. 

In this appraoch wool-grease was separated into a series of fractions by 
counter-current sol vent extraction. The pri nci pal components of the fractions 
were identified by a range of qualitative analytical methods for lipids. 
Characteristic pure components were selected to create a managab 1 e multi
component model. As well as representing the distribution characteristics of 
the fractions, the model components must be amenable to accurate quantitative 
analysis in both the hexane-rich and IPA-rich phrases. Components sati sfyi n� 
these requirements were: (i) cholesteryl stearate; (ii) cholesterol; (iii) 
stearic acid; and (iv) a refined detergent. High-perfonnance-liquid-chromat
ography (HPLC) methods were developed for their analysis. 

The scouring detergents comnonly recovered with wool-grease are condensation 
products of nonyl-phenol and ethylene oxide, containing a broad distribution of 
ethoxy chainlengths. Distribution between the solvents and the interaction 
effect of the detergent were found to depend on chainlength. Because it was 
impossible to buy or synthesi>te a sufficient amount of representative single 
chainlength detergent, a refined detergent of narrow chainlength distribution 
was produced by multi-stage extraction of a conmercial product. 

The equi 1 i brium di stri but ion of the mode 1 components between pre-equ il i
brated hexane and IPA was investigated over a range of concentrations corres
pondingto those 1 ikely to be encountered in solvent-extraction refining. 
Factorial experiments indicated an empirical equation containing terms to 
account for binary interactions was satisfactory. Coefficients were fitted to 
the experimentally detennined phase-compositions by multi-variable least
squares regression (3). 

DESIGN OF MULTI-COMPONENT D.S.E. SYSTEMS 

The design procedure comprises two parts shown in Figure 1,: 

( i) The region of pennissible solvent flowrates, for which the design 
separation can be achieved. with a finite number of extraction stages, is deter
mined by an adaptation of Prochazka and Jiricnys' two solute approach (4). 

(ii) The number of stages required to achieve the design separation- at a 
suitable set of solvent flowrates selected from within the pennissible region is 
determined by systematically solving specified operating problems to converge on 
a configuration which satisfies the requirements. 

The operating problem solution uses an iterative matrix method which 
simultaneously solves the mass balance and equilibrium relationships describing 
the extraction system. The method is based on that of Napthali and Sandholm (5) 
for distillat.ion systems. 

TEST! NG OF METHOD 

A hexane solution of the model components was counter-currently extracted 
with aqueous IPA in a 12-stage mixer-settler pilot-plant. Hexane-rich solvent 
(L0) entered at stage 1, IPA-rich solvent (V) entered at stage 12 and the feed 
solution (LF) entered at stage 5. 

Two model grease compositions were used as feed. One had an excess of 
cholestrol, stearic acid and detergent compared to typical wool grease1 to test 

and I. J. Harris

Department of Chemical Engineering 
University of Melbourne 

Parkville, Victoria, Australia 

the system with high distribution interactions (Runs T, 2, 3). Runs 4 and 5 
used a feed with component concentrations simulating a typical grease. For all 
runs L0/LF = 0. 5. 

Once steady-state operation was achieved samples of both raffinate (hexane
rich) and extract (IPA-rich) were withdrawn frcm each settler and analysed by 
HPLC methods to determine the concentrations of the four model components. 
Solute flowrates were then calculated and material balances perfonned. 

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For all five runs the iterative matrix method converged rapidly and pre
dicted flowrates of the model wool-grease components that generally agreed we11 
with experimental values . Figure 2 shows the solute flowrates in the raffinate 
and extract leaving each extraction stage for a run with the feed containing the 
high proportions of po 1 ar components at the ratio V /Lf = 1. 5. Despite interact
ions for this feed being much higher than those typical of wool-grease, the only 
significant discrepancy was for cholesteryl stearate in the. raffinate. The 
proh l em was traced to the HPLC analysis. Because of the 1 ilrge· size and r,on� 
polar nature of the cholesteryl stearate molecule, it was separated by the HPLC 
column more on the basis of size than seiective adsorption. Consequently its 
retention time on the chromatographic column was almost as short as the elution 
solvent. At high concentrations of cholesteryl stearate the response peak due 
to cholesteryl stearate overlapped that of the solvent and was difficult to 
accurately measure. There was little overlap for the extract samples which were 
of lower cholesteryl stearate concentration. 

The overall extraction performance may be summarized by calculating the 
fraction of the input of each component in the feed removed by either the 
extract leaving stage l or the raffinate leaving stage 12. Table l ccmpares 
the predicted removals with those obtained experimentally. ---

The mass balance closures for cholestrol and detergent were generally good, 
while that for stearic acid was poor. The main discrepancies occurred between 
predicted and experimental removals of the acid in the extract phase.Run 4 in 
particular showed a large unaccounted acid loss. 

Since less than 1% of the input of cholesteryl stearate was in the extract, 
concentration in the raffinate could be reliably calculated by mass balance. 
This was used in preference to direct analysis. 

Overa 11 the results of the five runs showed that: 

(i) detergent was almost completely removed from the raffinate leaving 
stage 12 for both feeds was at the lowest extraction ratio (V/LF = 1.5); 

(ii) at similar extraction ratios less stearic acid was extracted for runs 
using the "high interaction" feed; 

(iii) cholesterol was not preferentially extracted even at the high 
extraction ratio (V/LF = 5); 

(iv) cholestryl stearate was recovered almost completely in the raffinate 
leaving stage 12. (viz. undesirable losses of valuable ester components are 
negligible). 

Subsequent extractions of real wool-greases of varying characteristics have 
confinned the applicability of the above to the natural grease. The combination 
of the equilibrium specification and multi-component design procedure should 
provide a valuable tool for the design of extraction systems to refine wool
grease. 

APPLICATION TO SYSTEMS OTHER THAN WOOL-GREASE 

Although the e�uilibrium specification was developed specificai'ly for wool
grease and the matrix method tested on the model wool-grease, the procedure 
developed have a wider applicability. Complex natural systems can be simulated 
by model components and meaningful extraction data collected. The mathematical 
fonn of the equilibrium specification should he tailored to suit the interact
ions observed for the selected model components. The o/ily modifications to the 
DSE design procedure will be to the subrountines used by the matrix method to 
evaluate the derivatives of the distribution coefficient. 
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TABLE I Comparison of Predicted (P) and °Experimentally measured (E) component 
remova 1. 

C(l,IPQNENT 

Run l 

EXTRACT 

RAFF I NATE 

Run 2 

EXTRACT 

RAFF I NATE 

Run 3 

EXTRACT 

RAFF I NATE 

Run 4 

EXTRACT 

RAFFINATE 

Run 5 

EXTRACT 

RAFF I NATE 

NOTE l. 

COMPONENTS: 

NOTE 2. 

% Removal of Component 

I 2 
p E p E p 

0.1 0.6 0 1.8 20.5 

99. 9 - JOO 99.2 79. 5 

0 0.2 0 0.1 4.5 
100 - 100 133 95S 

0 0.2 0 0.5 2 

100 - 100 107 98 

0.8 0 0.1 25. l 74.4 

99. 2 - 99. 9 66 .I 25.6 

0 0 0 0 16.0 

JOO - 100 88.l 83.9 

- CHOLESTERYL STEARATE 

- CHOLESTEROL 
3 - STEARIC ACID 

4 - DETERGENT 

3 
E 

0.5 

89.0 

1.6 

113 

0. 7 

98.9 

10.3 

35. 2 

0 

88. 7 

Solvent 
Ratio 

4 V Lo 

p E LF 4 

5.05 0.545 

100 103.6 

0 0 

2 .10 0.480 

JOO. 110 

0 1.4 

1.45 0.467 

JOO 97 .2 

0 0. 7 

5.78 0.439 

100 110 

0 0 

2.43 0.450 

100 116 

0 0 

Direct detennination of cholesteryl stearate in the raffinate phase was not 
feasible due to solvent interference. 
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STUDY ON EXTRACTION OF CITIRC ACID 

J ian Yu-M ing ,  L i  Dao-Chen a n d  S u  Yuan-Fu 

East Ch i na I nstitute of Chemical  Technology 
S hangha i ,  C h i na 

Cit ric acid ( 2 -hydroxy- 1 , 2  , 3 , -propanet ricarboxyl ic  a c i d )  ie now produced 
eo1ruu rc ially by fermentation method , 'J'he fermentat ion broth ii!! tiret fi� hre d .  
T h e  e. c i d  is t h e n  precipitated a e  calc iwr. e a l t  a n d  ie again l ihented by e.dding 
aul furie acid as h.irly pun compound ..,hich is further purified by ion exchange 
and decolori:.ed by actiYe carbon .  The fin11.l product ie obtained a:ter e..-apora
t ion and cryetallizat ion. 

The re�ated precipitatiorui , filtratione and 'Wa.Ehitig.s with hot  water  and 
the diepoeal of  unealeable calciWl sul fate become main dieadYB.!lhge& o f  t!'\e 
eonTenti onal procea.s . M an alte rnati ·u 11eane of ite recovery 1 liquid-liquid 
extraction has bHn tried by many vorkere. Strnral patente disdoeed the uee 
of uinee and amide u aolnnte ( 1 )  ( 2 ) .  Renald Wenner15hn (3) reported a num
ber of eolnnte and the i r  dietribut ion eoeffichnte and propoee d  to uoe d i ffe
rent h11peraturee for extraction and et rippi::ig. But he failed in onrcoeinp;
the e11uleion problem when the feroientation broth vu Ul'led in etu.d o f  pure 
citric  acid solution. Jt va., announced that a citric ac id  pl.11..nt by ·eolYent
extrac t ion would be erected { 4 ) ,  but the product  ie not to be ueed ih food
and phana.centical induetriee . 

'!'he preaent paper paye epecia.1 attent ion to the key proble11e for th• 
eucceeeful use o f  eolnn t ·  extrac t ion to obtain citriC acid for edible purpoee 
from t.nentation broth .. 

SEW::TION OF EcrRACTANT 

The filtered solut ion from fermentation broth containe about 100 g/1 
citric acid . A nWl!ber of pot ential eolnnt& vere teehd a.nd the pre l iminary 
renulte vere ehovn in TabJ e 1 .  

Table 1 Dietribution coefficient!; D(O/A ) of citric acid  
Temperature 25°c ,  aqueoua read  100 g/1 , 
phaee ratio 1 :  1 

. The e011poeition of TBP complex vaa reported ( 5 )_ to be Ct,Hse>:, 03T�P•2H20.,
In  the preeent etudy the folloving aethod.e vere used 'to identify the coaplexee 
formed by interaction betveen extraetante and citric aci d .  

( A )  Double lo,sarithm plote F,q .. 3 11ay be written in logarithmic fonn :  

( 4 ) log D ,. log K
9

x ... p log ( S )  

Fr01n the distribution · coefficiente D obtained b y  nrying concentrat .one of nP 
�d TR�O reepectinly the TaltiH of p haTe been foUJJd from the elopee of the 
straight linee on log-log plot � The equatione for T8P and TRPO are 

( 5 ) log D1 • 2
'.

58 log ( TBP )
0 

- o.48

log D2 = 1 .81 log ( TRP0) 0 

( i )  Continued Tariate method To maintain the eum of concentration.e: of 
the extracta.nt in Organic phue and citric acid in aqueou.5 pha.ee constant aiid 
e(iual to  3 M ( 0/A = 1 ) ,  the ratio of · H�A to .S in organic phue at · 4!quilibrilill 
changee continuoW5ly as ehovn in Fig. ,. The maxima of ttie curies gih the 
molecular ratio (TBP )/( H3A )  = 3 and ( TRPO)/( H3A ) • 2 reapectively. 

( C )  Water 11oleculaee in the cOmµlex !y w,t.ilg "Mobture Heter" , the 
combined vater in the complexes vae determined ( Tabl• 2 ) . 

Table 2 Dah. obtained from "Moisture Meter" 

Complex model 

H3A • 3TBP•2H20 

H3A •.2TRPO•Hz0 

H3A. ,  1101/l 

o.445 -

o.6o6 

HzO, :I\ 

1 .64 

1 . 1 5  

R20 ,  mol/1 

o.845 

0.576 

' i-amyl 

alcohol 
._ _____ c,_o�_bo_n_o_,-----!j ___ ,..,_i_nee 

( E )  IR -.nd NMR etu::!ie5 In 1'ige . 2 -.nd 3 the IR epectra of the extrae-
tant 6 and their complexes are ehown. I t  ie found that }'

p 
.. 0 of TRPO mens i Ex-tre :.:tant 

I Cyclohexanone Mt!K N5038 1 N235b ! Trio;tyla.mine '. 
f----------;----+----------t-----t----.;------,. 

o . }6 l 50.0 I ___ 1:5 .i.__ 
_ 
�!

tovard.s lov frequency from ·Y
p

-o  .. 1 1 50 c11-1 to 1 1 25 cm-1 ,. i . e  .. 4 j}
P

•O • 25 ca-1

{ Fig.  3 ) .  Sillila.ry, in .Fig., 4 °i'
p

-o ot T!P ao"H from 1269 cm-1  to 1240 cm-\ 
i . e .. � Y

p
..0 .. 29 c11-1 az:i.d that of j:)P-O-c moue from 1040 cm-1 to 1015 ca-1 

with '1 Pp.p-c ,. 25 cm-1 • 

D( O/A ) 0 . , 3  

Ext ratant 

D ( O/A )  

0.37 0.20 

i------�P�=_O_b�o�n�d�----'---�6�:0
�c"bond l 

7.61  

---; I sulfoxidee p277d 

J 
( C4H- )zSO ! -Petr�l -; 

1 --;;-_82 __ _ -
_-3-.-2,-, _-_-,L_ 1 .02- j �--------�---�---�---

( a )  Dibioa.r::,o�tyl ethylamide ( b )  Tert iary amine ( Ca-c1 0 ) 

( c )  Trialkyl phoephine oxide ( aTerage mol . wt . 312 ) 
( d )  Di alkyl phosphonate ( e )  cnra,;e 1101 . llt o 1 76 

From Table 1 ,  it iii appa.re.nt that ieo-uiyl alcohol and thoee e:olToents 
'if'it h  C=O bond giTe_ distribution coef!icientis much les,5 than other eolnnte and 
are coneidered ineff'ect :; n .  ""!'he &ninel!I he.Ye the higheet dbtribution coeffi
cients . But there are three drawbacks , firetly , the nry high coefficient vhic h  
is deeirable in extra.ct ion 11 e .l.llJ5  Y e ry  difficult f o r  t h e  a c i d  to b e  etripped wi th 
pure wate r ;  eecondly t the u.nknovn toxicity of uiinee will prevent their use in 
the T!!CO'!l'ery of the acid for edible purpoee ; and thirdly , a stable emuleion ie: 
formed ar.d caw,e15 great trouble in extraction ., 

Dibutyleulfoxide ( D!!SO) a.nd petroleum eulfoxide hau 11oderate distribu-

�!;:n�;�!!!�!�
e 

c::a��::
e 

t�=
m

=��b:�i �;
p 

of��6�� w!:e�
0

�!:��y "i!�g:
e

�;
al 

• mea.ne · of ite reconry from raffinate and et ripping solution 11uet be taken into
account ., 

The nolTente hadng P:0 bond a.ll eho-.i pro11ieing extraction abilitiee 
vhieh follow the Orde r :  TRPO > T:SP > R {  R0)2PO., TRPO and TiP were then selected
for further etudy. 

EXTRACTED Cc»!PLEX 

( 1 )  B3A + p6 + rH20 • H3'- • p6 • rH20 

In ideal cue , 

( 2 )  

0 )  

The proton NMR wa.e alee etudied and the reeulte are ehown i n  Fige .  4 and 
5 ., The difference of chemical shift of -CH2- of TRPO ie 4 O' -= 0.35 ppm ( from 
6 ., 3.20 ppm of pure TRPO to 2 .. 85 ppm of the complex ) •  Whereae the difference 
of chemical ehift o f  -CA2-0- of TBP ie 4 tr =  0 . 1 3  ppm ( from 8 -=  3.,90 ppm o f  TBP 
to 4 . 03 ppm of extracted complex.  

The  di fference in  the e i gn and  magnitude o f  chemical shi fte o f  the two 
extractante indicates that TRPO exerte etronger coordination force hence po
seeeeee higher extracting paver than TBP. 

In order to improve the phyeical properties and to fac il itate pha.ee 
eepa.rat ion,  diluent and modifier a.re usually added to the extractant ., In 
addition , t he use of diluent to adjuet the distribution coefficient to meet 
the requirements of both extraction from aqueou.5 broth and atripping into pure 
water ie important in the present case . A mixed solvent con.side rsd the most 
suitabl e .  

TEMPERATURE E!TIX:TS 

According to  the thermodynamic relat ionehip , the enthalpy change or the 
extrac tion procens may be vritten aa tollowe : 

( 6 ) 

Be caW5e t he dietribution coefficient D ie proportional to equilibriUII cowsta.nt 
K ,  then 

( 7 )  l n  D = l n  D
0 

+ ( -,! H/R ) r1 

In the te11perature range betveen 1 5° a.nd 800, D TaluH vere determined 
for tvo mixed eolvente and tbe . data ha"'l'e been plotted in :rig .. 6.  It  tollove 
that 

For 30% TRPO + ?� kerosene , 

log D • 0.083 x 1 0'-r-1 - 1 6 ,  .d B  • -3.8 Kcal/mol 

For Sc:>% TBP + 2°' keroeene , 

log D • 0. 1 1 6  x 1o'+T-1 + 3.78 ,  .d H  • .5. 1 Keal/mol 

&th extraction proceeeee are exothermic ,  eo the extractione are fanrably 
carried out at lower and etrippinge at highe r . te11peraturee . 

ProTided that a proper "'l'alue of distribution coefficient ie adjusted by 
adding inert diluent and extraction ie carried out at 200-3()0 and etrippinc 
at 8o0-90°C , the theore tical .etagee required to attain high percentage recoTery-
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aay be kept at reuonable numbers. 

CCl!POSITION OF �ROTH 

Preliainary test ehovs that both the .. gnitude o! •1etr1but1on eoe!!i
cient and the !ore of the extraction iaothere are a!!e�ted by the preeence of 
impurities in the broth. Hove•er, the aost serious proble11 encountered during 
the extraction ie: the fonu.tion of a etabl• ewleion vhen tvo phuee are aixed. 
The ingredients are liable to cauee Hru.lsitication and il'lpurities may be coex
tracted haTe been exuined and ehovn in Table 3. 

Table 3 Composition and extraction behaYior 

Substance Citric acid Reducing eugar Protein C& Mg Te 
g/1 % ,; ppm ppm PP"' 

Compoll!!li tion 1o8.4 0.80 0.40 8 14 15 
D(TRPO) 0.063 0.125 o.043 0.93 
,B(R,A/imp) 94. o 47.4 138 6.57 

PRO�LD1 OF EMULSIFICATION 

Prott!-:1.n in solution loverl!i the interficial tension appreciably (see Fig. 
6) and ie a�orbed on the surface of diepereed phaee droJ>lets to form l'table 
e11Ulsion vhich may stand !or months without phase separation. The 0/'w type 
emi.:l.8ion formed in the present cue is ehovn u f'ig. 7. 'when amine of long 
crulin is used ui an extractant, Htuleion will form e•en vith pure citric acid 
solution, since the long chain aliphatic uine itself ie a good surfactant. 
Using HLB ( Hydrophilic and LipOphiloc Ba.lance) method, emulsion type _,. be 
identified by computation, e.g. the HU Talue o! N235 ia betveen 2.25 to 5. The 
emulsion should be W/0 type vhieh is eonf'it-eed by 11icroseopic photog..-aph 
(Fig. 8). A high alcohol, vhieh is a stronger surfaetaut and t8nd to take the 
position occupied by u.ine but does not ton:i stable surface til.11. aay be added 
BO that the droplets may coalesce on collieion. 

IID10V AL OF THE PROTEIN 

Its removal 11ay be effected by adeorbing it 011 active carbon or by any 
chemical meane. The adsorption of protein on carbon tollove Freundlich i.eo
therm ( 65°c): 

(8) x/11 r kCo.592 

were x - -ount adsorbed• arbitra.r;r unit 
m - amount of carbon wutd 
c - &11.ount adsorbed at eq_uilibrinm in aqueoue phue 

The remoTa.l ot protein U eoru,idered u key atep to th• auccess of 
extraction operation. 

MJ the present innetigation is to produce the citric acid tor edible 
purpoee I the firet consideration is to &Toid the uee of extractant or high 
toxicity. The literature (6) ha..e reTea.led that amine vhich has no replaced 
bond ie poisonous. The LD50 Yaluee of utines &N auch eeal.ler' that those of 
neutral organophoe:phorue extracta.nts, e.g. LD50 Talue of M235 is 442 ag/kg, 
vhereaa tho�e o� TBP and TRPO are ,000 and 3370 11g/kg respeetinly. 

Although eultoxides are considered harmlese. the toxicity and unplea.e:ant 
odour o! alk;rleulfidea vhich may be present in eul!oxide ai, impurities are the 
reuon.s not being selected in thie in·..eetigation. 

Th• citric acid produced in kilograms by uaing TRPO ui u:tractant had 
been prond to accord rlth t.he demands ot British Pharmaceutical Codex (1977) 
and pa.eeee "AMES" teat. It ie al.J,o proTed then ie no organic phoephonis 
residue left in the Clj'Etale. 

PROPOSED RECOVERY PROCESS 

Fig. 9 ie a ·proposed r�ow diagram 'for the recovery of citric acid from 
fermentation broth. In eompa.rieon vith the conventional Ca-ealt proceee, the 
aolunt extraction replacee two precipitations and two tiltratione; the pro
poeed process does not need to use any chemicale hence no problem of diepoea.1 
o! calcium sulfate sludge. !eeidee t the only cha.nge is to treat the broth with 
actiTe carbon before extraction in stead of aftertreatment. 

(1) A.M. Baniel, R·. �lu11berg and K. Hajdu, Britisho Pat. 1,426,018 (1973). 

(2") J.E. liter and R. Blumb1re, i:J .. s. P.e.t. �,251, 671 (1981)., 
C:5) Ronald ��nne�ten, Proceedings lSEC 1 80, YOl. 2, 80-63. 
(4) The Neve, Fermentation and Industry (Japan) 39(3) (1981). 
(5) A.M. Loking (8ditor), Extraction ha.."'ldbook {USSR), ATE Company, 

Hoeeov (1976) .. 

{6) '&likutaeh&ku, "Pollution and Toxieity11 (Japan) HBC Press, Tokyo (1978). 
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PLANTS AND PROCESS ENGINEERING FOR HIGH-PRESSURE 

EXTRACTION OF NATURAL PRODUCTS 

E. Lack, G. Bunzenberger, R. Marr

lnstitut of Chemical Engineering 
Technical University Graz 

Graz, Austria 

INTRODUCTION 
'

The number of research activities in extraction of natural substan-
ces with the high-pressure technology using gases in it's liqui
fied or supercritical state still increased in the last few years 

(1,2,3). In difference to the conventional extraction processes 
this technology uses solvents which are gaseous under normal con
ditions. Therefore high pressures are applied to give these gases 
a densi,y and solvent power which are simmilar to usual solvents. 

For extraction of natural substances which oft,n are sensitive to 
heat or oxidation (4), carbon dioxide is a propper solvent in the 

extraction process. Out of a great number of small scale laboratory 
experiments, energetic optimation has to be done and the best ope
ration conditions for industrial scale have to be found. In accor
dance to the experiences obtained in conventional leaching pro
cesses, these experiences have to be checked wether they can be 
applied to the new high-pressure extraction technology. As a final 
result it should be possible to reduce the great number of pilot 
experiments for plant optimization, 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS 
Up to now all known industrial applications of HPE are batch pro

cessed (�) . First the raw material is filled into the extraction 
vessel (or in a cascade of extraction vessels). Compressed and pre
heated carbon di.oxide flows through the extractor and the leaching 

process starts and is contJnued until the demanded degree of ex

traction (yield) is reached. The charged solvent normally is 
stripped by pressure reduction or by change of temperature (isobar). 
In the case of pressure reduction, the cicle co2 is completely 
evaporated to minimize the solubility and to insure that now ex
tract phase is carried back with the solvent. The settled extract 

can easily be drained of. the separation vessel through a valve. The 
extract-free gaseous co2 is condensed and flows back into the 
storage vessel. The cycle of the solvent co2 is: 

- priming 
- compressing 
- solving of the substance 
- changing of pressure 
- separation of solutes and solvent 
- priming 

PLANT AND PROCESS ENGINEERING 
Because of the numerous different natural substances which can be 
isolated with HPE (5) each material demands it's own conce?tions 
and the design parameters must be evaluated separately. Some basic 
data have to be known 

- proposed quantity of extract 
concentration of the desired substance in the 
raw material 

- the preparation of the material before the ex
traction process (drying, milling, grinding, 
pelletizing etc.) 

- spezific volume of the prepared raw material 
- operating mode (continous, batch-processed) 

For the evaluation of the process parameters, laboratory scale and 
pilot plant experiments are necessary. For plant design, thermo
dynamic and energetic studies and the optimization of the mass
transfer must be combined. 
The experimental work starts with the determination of the thermo
dynamic conditions (6,7) given by pressure and temperature, where 
the highest solubility of the value agent is in the extraction 
step, the lowest solubility in the separation step. Temperatures 
are often limited by the thermal instability of natural compounds·. 
Pressures are strongly influenced by investment costs. In most 
cases where co2 is applied the extraction pressures are between 
50 and 300 bar. The temperatures vary from s0c to so0c. 
The third parameter wh�ch influences the values of pressure and 

temperature is the minimization of energy costs for the co2 cycle. 
After pressures and temperatures are estimated, the next step is 

the measurement and the optimization of mass-transfer itself. First 
of all, mass transfer is a function of the diffusion-coefficients, 

the particle size and the velocity with which the solvent (CO2) 

passes the particles. The mass transfer velocity is strongly influ
enced by the diffusion of the co2 through the cell membrane (the 
permeability of the cell membrane for co2) but can hardly be impro
ved. To keep the boundary layer on the particle surface as thin 
as possible and to avoid the formation of "solvent channels" through 
the extraction vessel, slight agitation of the contents (raw-mate
rial) can be applied. The CO2-throughput resulting from these con

siderations determines the extracti6n time. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE HPE-PROCESS IN THE TS-DIAGRAM 
Concluding, two examples should show how the HPE technology can be 
applied for two different kinds of raw material. The first one 
(�)has useful ingredientswhich could· be extracted easily at 
very low extraction pressures because the solubility in the co2 is 
very high. The second raw material {�) shows increasing solu

bility with increasing extraction pressure and at relative high 

temperatures. In the separation step there is no need to throttle 
into the two phase region of co2 because there is only a very little 
solubility at the estimated separation pressure which still is a 
little bit over the critical pressure of co2. 

REFERENCES 
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MASS TRANSFER FROM SOLID MATERIAL IN GAS EXTRACTION 

G. Brunner

Technical University of Hamburg-Harburg 
West Germany 

Extraction of substances from solid substrates by supercritical 

dense gases can be divided in two steps: 
1. transport of the substances to be extracted within the solid 

material to the interface solid-gas 

2. transition of the extracted substances into the gas and 
transportation with the bulk of the extracting gas. 

The first step can be modelled by unsteady depletion of 
the solid substrate of the extracted substances. Essential 
parameters are diffusion coefficients and length of the diffusion 
path for the extract3nts. In extraction processes from solids, 
solvents enhance the diffusion coefficients. Compressed gases 

which are dissolved in the condensed phases of the solid mate
rial act similarily since they diminish density and viscosity 
of those phases. 

During the second step of the extraction, the substances 
cross the interface and are taken away by the bulk of the gas. 
The solubility of the extracted substances in the supercritical 
gas is a physical limit for the capacity of the gas, which 
in real processes is never reached. For mass transport from 
the solid to the gas diffusion coefficients of the substances 
in the gas and throughput of the gas are decisive. 

A quantitative evaluation of these process steps should 
result in a fairly accurate value for the time needed for the 
extraction process. 
In this work the unsteady diffusion within the solid ma-

terial is calculated approximately by using the first term of 
the general solution of the problem, obtained by Fourier 
analysis. Thus extraction time is a function of the ratio 
between mass transfer coefficient to the gas and diffusion 
coefficient in the solid material and of the amount of extracted 
substances. 

t = L' 

4 • E (Bi) • D
5 

. ln 

B • L 
Bi - Biot riumber : Bi = -0-5

--

B - mass transfer coefficient 

L - characteristic length 
0s - diffusion coefficient in the solid 

material of substance (S) to be extracted 

E,Cq - numerical values of the approximate solution 
m - amount of extracted substance(s) at time t 
me - amount of substance(s) to be extracted 

The mass transfer coefficient can probably be calculated 
from correlations obtained for mass transfer at low gas 

velocities in fixed beds. In this work calculation of the mass 
transfer coefficient is achieved by making use of the principle 

of analogy to heat transfer,applying the following correlation: 

a 

This equation should be valid for laminar flow which 

is neither thermally nor hydroa;namically developed 

� - thermal conductivity of the.gas 

D - diffusion coefficient of the extracted 

substances in the gas 
Le - Lewis number 
� - density 

CP - specific heat at constant pressure 

Heat transfer coefficients are calculated for cross .flow 

on single particles - and adjusted to a fixed bed of 
particles by an empirical function dependent on JT1ean bulk porosl.ty 

Nub
= e( .) • Nu 

Nu=Nusselt number a.Ln 

� - empirical function 

� - mean bulk porosity 

By this procedure a function for B can be obtained, 
which reads: 

with: 

Pe _ Peclet number 

V - throughput of gas 

At - area of cross section of the extraction vessel 
v -viscosity 

Results of evaluating extraction time by this procedure are corrpared 

with experimentai results of gas extraction processes. 
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RESIDUUM OIL/PROPANE-PHASE EQUILIBRIUM 

UNDER SUPERCRITICAL CONDITIONS 

H. H. Oelert, U. Lutz 

Technical University of Clausthal 
West Germany 

In the past decades, several processes of supercritical 

extraction-including petroleum residues- have been 

developed. The objective of this paper is -proceeding of 

principial known extraction systems- to investigate the 

influence of entrainers. This components should improve 
the quality and yield of the upgraded product (SCP-extract). 

An apparatus for measuring phase equilibria -up to 300 bar 

and 3oo0c- was developed. Samples from the gas and liquid 

phase can be taken out of the 11 autoclave.The phase 

equilibrium is not disturbed by this operation. While the 

gas-content of the samples is measured by a gas burette, the 

liquid portion ie determind gravirnetrically. 

In the first part of this investigatins, quasi-binary 

equilibria were measured in 

a range from 50-300 °c and 
300 .------�- -�---� 

• 100 •c 

" ,so •c 
200 •c 
Joo •c 

--<=>PROPAN IGEW-•t.J 

a maximumm operation pressure 

of 250 bar (see pictures 1). 

As feedstock a long residue 

and a short residue were used, 

the supercritical component in 

this case was propane. 

The extract was analyzed and 

characterized by 1H-NMR, IR, 

mass spectroscopy, elementary 

analysis and average molecular 

weight. From this experiments 
the following results were 

obtained: 

- increasing pressure at constant temperature delivers 

products with a lower H/C ratio, that means the content 

of aromatics increases. 

the average molecular weight increases with increasing 

pressure (T = const.). 

- with increasing temperature at constant pressure the 

average molecular weight decreases. 

In the second part of the investigations a third component, 

which acts as an entrainer, was added in the range of 

10 - 20 wt% to the residue/propane-system. Applied have 

been e.g. benzene, i-propanol, cyclohexane etc. The fractions, 
which were obtained by this operations, were analyzed by the 

same methods as in part 1. Some of the results are listed below: 

- benzene, cyclohexane for example, increase extract-quantity. 

- toluene, chlorbenzene and ethyl-methyl-keton decrease the 

extract quantity. 

- in case of higLer extract-quantity, the average molecular 

weight increases, the H/C ratio tends toward 1, that means the 

content of aromatic increases. This result is confirmed by 
1tt-NMR spectroscopy. 
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SELECTIVE SOLUBILIZATION IN AQUEOUS MICELLAR SOLUTIONS 

E. Ruckenstein

Department of Chemical Engineering 
SUNY at Buffalo 

Amherst, New York 14260 USA 

Experimental data are presented demonstrating that aqueous 
micellar solutions can selectively solubilize organic molecules 
depending on their molecular volume and polarity. The origin of 
this selectivity has been interpreted in terms of thf competitive 
energetic changes accompanying solubilization. It is proposed 
that aqueous mice11ar so1utions may be used as extractants in 
extraction or purification processes involving polar organic 
molecules. 

INTRODUCTION 

Surfactant molecules self-assemble in aqueous solutions to 
form molecular clusters known as micelles (1). The micelles have 
an hydrocarbon like interior made up of the surfactant tails and 
a polar exterior made up of the dipolar or ionic surfactant head 
groups. Organic molecules which are sparingly soluble in water 
find a more compatible environment in the oil like interior of 
the micelles. Conseq�ently, the solubility of such organic 
molecules is enhanced very significantly in aqueous micellar 
solutions [2, 3). 

The enhancement of solubility in micellar solutions. is found 

and 

to depend upon the characteristics of the molecule being solubil
ized. In this paper, experimental data on the extent of solubil
ization are reported for a number of organic molecules. Data are 
also presented on the selectivity ratio for one component over 
another when binary organic mixtures are solubi1ized by the aqueous 
mtcellar solutions. Experimental results show that aqueous micellar 
solutions selectively solubilize organic molecules of smaller 
molecular volume and some polarity compared to highly nonpolar 
and larger organic molecules. These results are interpreted in 
terms of the energetic changes associated with solubilization, 
using a thermodynamic approach developed by us earlier (4, 5). 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

Determination of Molar Solubilization Ratio. The extent of 
solub1lization of a number of organic molecules have been measured 
In 0. 1 M cetyl pyridinium chloride (CPC) micellar solution at 25'C. 
The method involves contacting equal volumes of aqueous CPC solu
tion and the solubilizate phase over a period of 24 hr to achieve 
equilibration. The total amount of solubilizate extracted into 
the aqueous micellar solution is determined by a direct gas chroma
tographic analysis using a flame ionization detector. The extent 
of solubilization is quantitatively represented In terms of the 
molar solubilizatiori ratio, defined as the number of solubilizate 
�olecules per surfactant molecule in a micelle. 

(1) 

Moles of Total 
Molar �olubilizate �n 

Solubilization = M1cellar Solution 
Ratio ����a��a���� 

Micellar Solution 

Moles of Singly Dispersed 
Solubilizate in 

Micellar Solution 
Moles of Singly Dispersed 

Surfactant in 
Micellar Solution 

The concentration of singly dispersed surfactant corresponds to its 
critical micelle concentration. The concentration of singly dis
persed solubil izate corresponds to its solubility in pure water. 
Experimental molar solubilization ratios have been determined in a 
number of surfactant solutions other than CPC as well� and the 
detailed results will be presented elsewhere (6). 

Determination of Selectivity Ratio. When binary organic 
mixtures, say of components A and Bare solubilized, the molar 
solubilization ratios as defined above are determined for each or 
the solubilizates. Of course, the moles of singly dispersed 
solubilizates A and B in this case are influenced by the composi
tion of the organic mixture. Using the experimental molar solubil
ization ratios for both components, one can calculate the selectiv
ity ratio for component A over 8 as 

(2) Selectivity Ratio for A (XA/X8) in organic phase 

Here, XA and Xg refer to the mole fractions of components A and B. 
The selectivity ratios for benzene over hexane have been deter
mined as a function of the organic phase composition, in 0.1 M CPC, 
0.1 M sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 0.1 M dodecyl trimethyl 
ammonium chloride (DTAC) surfactant solutions. The selectivity 
ratios for a few other binary mixtures have also been measured and 
the results will be presented elsewhere (6). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Solubilization of Single Components. The molar solubiliza
tion ratios of a number of organic molecules in 0. l M CPC solutions 
are shown in� as a function of the molecular volume v of 
the solubilizates. The data are also plotted as a function of 
(ov 2 /3/kT) which accounts for the combined influence of the molec
ular volume v of the solubilizate and its polarity as measured by 
the solubilizate-water interfacial tension a. 
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The data show that a qualitative correlation exists between 
the molar solubilization ratio and the molecular volume of the 
solubilizates, the smaller molecules generally exhibiting larger 
molar solubilization ratios. However, this correlation is not 
sufficiently satfsfactory as can be seen from a comparison of 
the data for cyclohexane and toluene. Whereas both these molecules 
have comparable molecular volu�es, toluene exhibits a significantly 
higher molar solubilization ratio compared to cyclohexane. 

When the molar solubilization ratios are plotted against 
(ov 2 13/kT) of the solubilizate molecules, a significantly improved 
correlation is observed. The correlation shows that solubilizates 
of smaller molecular volume and some polarity exhibit higher 
molar solubilization ratios compared to highly nonpolar and larger 
solubilizate molecules. The larger molar solubilization ratio 
of toluene compared to cyclohexane is thus a consequence of the 
polarity of toluene arising from its aromaticity. 

Solubilization of Binary Organic Mixtures. The· moia·r 
solubilization ratios of benzene and hexane have been measured 
in different surfactant solutions by conta\ting them with binary 
mixtures of benzene and hexane. The experimental data are plotted 
in� in terms of the selectivity ratio for benzene over 
hex�e�- -��e selectivity ratio is shown as a ·function of the 
composition of the binary organic phase, in 0. l M CPC, 0. l M SDS 
and 0.1 M DTAC micellar solutions. In all the cases, the data 
show that benzene is selectively solubllized compared to hexane. 
The selectivity of micellar solutions for benzene is large 
especially when the organic phase is poorer in benzene, the ratio 
being as high as 8 in DTAC solutions. One may note that the 
molar solubilization ratio of benzene as a pure component is 
significantly larger than that cf hexane as a pure component. 

When binary mixtures of cyclohexane and hexane are solubilized, 
there is still selectivity exhibited by micellar solutions for 
cyc1ohex�ne compared ta hexane (6): However, the selectivity 
ratic for cyclohexane over hexane is smaller than that for benzene 
over hexane. It may be noted that the difference in the molar 
solubilization ratios of cyclohexane and hexane as single compo
nents is not as large as that between benzene and hexane. 

Thermodynamic Interpretation of Solubillzation Data. The 
larger molar solubilization ratios obtained for polar molecules 
of small molecular volume can be anticipated from a consideration 
of the energetic changes associated with solubillzatlon. Both 
micellization and solubilization processes are driven by the need 
for hydrophobic (surfactant tail and the solubilizate) molecules 
to decrease their contact with water. In this process, an hydro
phobic micellar core-water interface gets generated. Also, the 
polar head groups of the surfactant are brought in close proximity 
of one another at the micellar surface. Consequently, the positive 
free energy change associated with the creation of the micelle 
core-water interface and the steric and electrostatic repulsions 
�mong the polar head groups at the micellar surface determine the 
nature of micellization and solubilization. 

When solubilizate molecules are incorporated into micelles 
the surface area per amphiphile of the micelle increases. This 
increase in area causes an increase in the repulsive (positive) 
interfacial free energy of the micelle core-water interface. On 
the other hand, it decreases the steric and electrostatic repul
sions between surfactant head groups at the micelle surface. The 
extent of solubilization is thus principally determined by a 
balance between these two competing effects. An additional factor 
favoring solubilization is the increased entropy of mixing of the 
surfactant and solubilizate in the micelle. For a given increase 
in surface area per amphiphile, one can introduce a smaller number 
of large solubilizate molecules or a larger number of small solubi
llzate molecules into micelles. This explains why a correlation 
ex1sts between the molecular volume of the solubilizates and their 
molar solubilization ratios. 

However. the interfacial free energy of the micelle core
water interface is determined not only by the area of that inter
face but also by the interfacial tension at that interface. When 
highly nonpolar molecules are solubilized. their interfacial ten
sion is similar to the interfacial tension of the surfactant tails 
and hence the micelle core-water interfacial tension remains large 
(say 50 dyne/cm for saturated aliphatic molecules). In contrast, 
when polar aromatic molecules like benzene or toluene are solu
bllized, they are partially located at the interface (7) causing 
the interfacial tension to decrease somewhat (to values below 50 
dyne/cm}. As a result, the increase in the repulsive interfacial 
free energy associated with solubilization is smaller for polar 
solubilizates compared to highly nonpolar solubilizates. This 
explains why solubilization is selective for polar molecules. 
Also the origin of the better correlation demonstrated by 
(ov < /3/kT) which accounts for both molecular volume and the 
polarity of the solubilizate is thus elucidated. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental results are presented demonstrating that polar 
organic molecules of small molecular volume are selectively 
solubilized in aqueous micellar solutions. When binary organic 
mixtures are solubilized, the selectivity ratio for one component 
over another is large if the two pure components have widely 
differing molar solubilizatton ratios. Further, the selectivity 
ratio for the preferred component is large, especially when the 
organic phase has a low concentration of this preferred component. 
This selectivity is shown to arise from the competition between 
an increase in repulsive interfacial energy of the micelle core
water interface and a decrease in the repulsive head group inter
actions at micelle surface, both caused by the fncreasing surface 
area of the micelle triggered by so1ubilization. Since solubili
zation is quite selective, especially when the preferred component 
is present in small quantities in the organic phase, it may be 
oossible to use aqueous micellar solutions for extraction processes. 
Further. the method will be advantageous if the preferred component 
could be used in its solubilized form for end applications. 
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SIMULTANEOUS STRIPPING AND EXTRACTION FOR 

RECOVERY OF AMMONIA FROM SOUR WATER 

Patricia D. Mackenzie and C. Judson King 

Department of Chemical Engineering and 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 USA 

In many industrial applications, volatile weak aci<ls, such as CO2 and 
Hz S, and weak bases, such as NH3, are present in significant quantities in 
wastewaters. Condensate waters from c.oal-conversion processes contain all 

three of these components at a pH around 8 .5 to 9. Refinery sour waters 
typically contain NH3 and H2S at pH about 7 .5. Energy requirements for 
removing these contaminants by ordinary steam stripping can be large, requir
ing a boil-up of 10 to 20% of the feed water ( l). Isolating individual 
components in order to sell the ammonia and/or to send the H2s to a Claus 
plant is even more energy intensive. For example, the Phosam-W and the all -
distillation processes require a boil-up of about 25 to 30% of the feed water 

(2). These high steam requirements result from the interaction between the 
acidic and basic components, suppressing the volatilities. At the pH of these 
wastewaters, NH3, co2 and HzS are largely ionized. Only the unionized form is 
11olatile, so the presence of the base serves to decrrase the volatility of the 
acid and vice versa. 

Cahn et al .(3) have proposed combining two separation processes to remove 

ammonia and acid gases from wastewaters more effectively. They suggest using 

liquid-membrane extraction to remove ammonia and simultaneous steam stripping 

to remove the acid gase ·s--a combined process which they call ext ripping. This 
combination overcomes the self-limiting factors of either process alone. 
St ripping the acid gases from solution raises the pH, increasing the per me
ability of the ammonia through the liquid membrane. Removing the NH3 by per
meation lowers the pH, increasing the volatility of the acid gases. These com
bined effects can lower steam requirements. In addition, both this process and 
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extraction of NH3, there is no easy way to convert the salt back to NH3• 

In the present work, the possibility of combining sol vent extraction with 
simultaneous steam stripping is investigated, A primary goal is to define a 
suitable solvent for the process that [1] has a high capacity and selectivity 
for either the basic or the acidic components, [ 2] results in low solvent 
losses to the aqueous phase through solubility losses and/or incomplete phase 

separation, [ 3] is easily regenerable by stripping or distillation at a 
temperature above that of the original extraction, [ 4] has a reasonable 
vi scosity and density, and [ 5] is inexpensive and readily available , 

SOLVENT SELECTION 

No common solvents were found to be effective for extraction of either 
CO2 or H2S (_:0. Attempts to remove ammonia from an aqueous ammonium 
bicarbonate solution with neodecanoic acid (Exxon Chemical Co.), 2-ethyl
hexanoi c acid, octanol, 50% decanol in toluene, toluene or methyl isobutyl 
ketone ( MIBK) also met with failure. 

These results reveal the need to extract the ionic form of the desired 
species, rather than relying on the physical solubilities of the gases in an 
organic solve,nt. Therefore, liquid cation exchangers were tested as possible 
extractants for ammonia. These compounds exchange their hydrogen ions for 

ammonium ions at the aqueous/organic interface. The equilibrium becomes more 
favorable at higher pH, up until the point where competition from another ion 

used to raise the pH becomes important. The liquid cation exchangers tested 

-- dinonylnaphthalene sulfonic acid (DNNSA), octylphenyl phosphoric acid 
(OPAP), and di-2-ethylhexyl phosphoric acid (D2EHPA) -- all readily extract 
ammonia, typically exhibiting an equilibrium distribution coefficient ( weight-
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a stronger acid than D2EHPA and therefore a stronger extr.actant, could not be 

regenerated by stripping at elevated temperatures. No ammonia was stripped 
from the loaded solvent at temperatures less than 150° C, and above about that 
temperature a solid precipitated out of the sol vent. Analysis of the solid 
showed that it contained ni trogen in addition to carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and 

sulfur. This indicated that ammonia was incorporated into the thermal 
degradation product of DNNSA. In light of these results, D2E:HPA was the 
extractant chosen for further analysis. 

D2EHPA, commonly used in the hydrometallurgical industry, is a viscous 
liquid with ,a density of O .973 g/ml. Therefore, to achieve desirable physical 
properties, it is necessary to mix D2EHPA with a less viscous , lower-density 
diluent. In addition, several other difficulties can arise in the use of 
liqui d  ion exchangers such as D2EHPA. Since they are ionic, they tend to be 
surface active and significantly soluble in the aqueous phase, particularly in 
the salt form. This can result in poor phase separation and excessive 
extractant losses. The choice of organic diluent can greatly influence these 
properties, as well as the capacity of the extractant for ammonia and i ts 
regenerabili ty. 

CAPACITY FOR AMM'.>NIA AND EXTMCTANT LOSSES 

Capacity for ammonia and extractant losses were quantified as follows: A 
solution of O .2� D2EHPA in a given diluent was contacted with an aqueous 
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ammonium bicarbonate solution containing O .58M ammonia in a single batch
equilibrium contacting at an aqueous-to-organic-phase ratio of O .185. The pH 
of the feed aqueous solution was about 8. The ammonia concentrations in the 

feed and the raffinate were measured with a specific-ion electrode ( Orion 
Corp., llidel 951000). ·The concentration of phosphonis-containing compounds in 
the raffinate was measured by a standard decomposition and preciptation 
method(5). All D2EHPA used was first purified by the copper-salt-precip
itation-method (�. 

A diluent which associates preferentially with D2EHPA on a molecular lev
el will lower the activity of DZEHPA · and thus decrease its abili ty to extract 
ammonia. However, if the diluent interacts more strongly with the ammonia
D2EHPA complex than with the D2EHPA itself, a higher percent extracti on of 
ammonia results. Lowering the activity of either D2EHPA or its ammonium salt 
can also lead to lower extractant losses through aqueous solubility. 

The degree of ammonia extraction by D2EHPA is greater in the presence of 
an inert diluent, such as an aliphatic hydrocarbon, than in the presence of an 
aromatic, such as toluene. This is probably due to the interaction _<if the,r 

electrons o.f the aromatic with D2EHPA, which reduces the availability of 
D?.EHPA for extraction of ammonia. Under identical conditions, using Norpar 12 
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diluent is toluene. Likewise, replacing an aliphatic di luent with an aromatic 
reduces extractant losses by about 50%, because the aromatic can solvate the 

D2EHPA and its ammoni um salt better than the aliphatic can. 

Using a mixed diluent of· toluene plus a modifier with D2EHPA takes 
advantage of the chemical nature of a modifier which might be too viscous to 

be used alone. Several Lewis acids and bases added as modi f i ers to toluene in 
a mixed diluent were examined for their effects on the capacity of D2EHPA for 

ammonia and on extractant losses to the aqueous phase. Figures 1 and 2 
summarize the data. 

The bases tested , in order of decreasing ability to donate electrons, 
were Amberlite LA-2 (seconda ry amine, Rohm and rlaas), Adogen 364 (tertiary 
amine, Sherex Div. Ashland Chemicals), TOPO (trioctylphosphine oxide, American 
Cyanamid Corp.), isobutyl heptyl ketone (IBHI<), and n-hexyl ether. The 
strong est bases appear to interact to the greatest extent with D2EHPA and 

dramatically decrease both the deg ree of ammonia ext.-action and the aqueous 
extract ant loss (Figure 1). These effects lessen as base strength decreases. 
In fact, the two weakest bases tested have little effect on ammonia extract'
abili ty and actually increase extract ant losses. 1, 1,2 ,2-Tetrachloroethane, a 
Lewis acid, increases aqueous extractant losses to a still greater extent. On 
the other hand , the use of carboxylic acids, especially straight-chai n  ones 

such as 1-decanoic acid, as modifiers with D2EHPA and toluene greatly enhances 
the extraction of ammoni a (Figure 2), although these acids themselves do not 
have a high capacity ammonia. E:xtractant losses are significantly decreased 

by the addition of these acids • Sterically unhindered alcohols, such as n
decanol and n-octanol, and phenols, such as 2, 4-dimethyl phenol and nonyl 
phenol, behave similarly. llire hindered compounds, such as neodecanoic acid, 
2-ethyl-·l-hexanol and 4-sec-butyl-2(a-methylbenzyl) phenol, do not exhibit 
this same degree of enhancement. Apparently, only compounds with ava ilable 

-OH groups can solvate both IJ2EHPA and its ammonium salt to the extent 
necessary to reduce extractant losses yet maintain reasonable D2EHPA capaci ty 
for ammonia. 

To simulate ext ractant losses in an aqueous stream leaving a stripper, 
raffinates from a batch extraction were extracted a second time with fresh 
organic. For a 50% decanol-in-toluene (v /v) diluent, aqueous D2EHPA1 
losses were reduced to 84 ppm by the second extraction. At a D2�!PA cost of 
$5.95 per kg., this loss corresponds to $0,50 (U.S.) per m of water 
treated. For a 6 .5% decanol-in-toluene (v/v) solution as diluent, losse� 
after the second extracti on were 116 ppm, corresponding to $0.69 (U.S.) per m 
of water treated. 

PHASE SEPARATION 

Poor phase separati on in these systems manifests itself as a white 
emulsion at the interface. In order to improve the phase separation, attempts 
were made to reduce the surfactant nature of the syst�m. The ammonium salt of 
D2E:HPA is highly surface active, and so it was fol/-1*! that operating under 
conditions such that there was low conversion of the p2EHPA to the salt form 
improved the phase separation. M'.>dif iers that interact with the ammonium salt 
of D2EHPA can decrease its interfacial activity and thereby improve phase 
separation. Hence, the sterically unhindered carboxylic acid s, alcohols and 
phenols added as modifiers to toluene greatly improve phase separation, parti
cularly at high modifier concentrations. Li kewise the modifiers IBHI< and n
hexyl ether, which do not interact strongly with the ammonia-D2EHPA complex, 
have poor separation properties. Other factors which appear to result in poor 
phase separation are certain combinations of low raffinate concentrations, 
high initi al concentrations of D2EHPA in the organic phase, and low solvent
to-water ratios, which indicate a tendency to form oil-i n-water emulsions. 
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REGENERATION 

The above results lead to the choice of 50% decanol in either an aromatic 
or aliphatic as a suitable diluent for D2EHPA, Attempts to regenerate a 
solution containing 0.2M D2EHPA in a diluent composed of 50% isodecanol in 
Oievron Sol vent No. 25 (mixed alkylbenzenes, Chevron Chemical Co.), loaded to 
0.1� NH3, by stripping at 165° C for four hours, led to significant 
decomposition of the D2EH.PA (4). Regeneration of a similar solvent at 110° C 
for seven hours yielded no signs of thermal decomposition of the solvent, 
Decomposition of the solvent was qualitatively monitored through color change 
of the solvent and through a comparison of D2EHPA aqueous ex>.:ractant losses 
from the regenerated solvent and from fresh solvent in two successive batch 
extractions, as described above. 

Quantitative data for the partial pressure of ammonia above an organic 
solvent that is O .48M D2EHPA in 50% isodecanol/Norpar 12, originally loaded to 
0 ,47_!! NH3, indicate Chat NH3 has less than one-tenth the volatility needed for 
convenient regeneration by stripping at atmospheric pressure and 100° C , 
Further regeneration studies are needed, either at higher temperatures (but 
probably less than 165 ° C), or with an inhibitor that is effective against 
D2EHPA decomposition, or with a diluent that has a lower extraction efficiency 
for ammonia, corresponding to the ammonia being not as tightly held and 
therefore more readily liberated from the solvent. A trade-off may exist here 
between costs for extractant losses, through either aqueous solubility or 
therm.al decomposition, and steam requirements for regeneration. 

STRIPPING VS, EXTRIPPING 

� compares results for batch stripping and batch extr:ipping 
processes. In both experiments, SO mL of an aqueous solution containing 0.6H 
CO2 and 0.56_!!. NH3 were stripped with nitrogen at room temperciture . In the 
ext ripping experiment an organic solvent containing O .2M 02EHPA in Norpar 12 
was also present, at a solvent-to-water ratio of 5, A Comparison of the two 
experiments shows that the co2 volatility is greatly increased in the 
extripping case, as indicated by its UJJch more rapid removal from solution. 
Further, in the. extripping case 93% of the ammonia was extracted into the 

organic phase, \mile less than 0 .5% of it was stripped from solution. These 
are precisely the characteristics desired - an enhancement in CO2 volatility 
and an isolation of the NH3 from the CO2• 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Liquid cation exchangers extract ammonia effective ly from aqueous 
ammonium bicarbonate solutions. 

2, D2EHPA is an effective extractant for ammonia. 

3. Compounds with available - OH groups are desirable modifiers to add to 
the diluent for D2EHPA, subject to the need for sustaining sufficient 
NH3 volatility for regeneration. 

4. Simultaneous stripping and selective solvent extraction of an aqueous 
solution of NH3 and co2 does produce the desired results of enhanced 
co2 volatility and isolation of NH3 from CO2, 
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Figure 3, COMPARISON OF RATE OF REMOVAL OF CO2 BY STRIPPING WITH Til.AT BY 
EXTRIPPING. 
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(Stripping: Aqueous Feed - 50 ml of O .6 _!!. CO2, 0 .56 _!! Nll.3 • 
Extripping: Aqueous Feed • same; Organic Phase • 0.2 _!! D2EHPA in 
Norpar 12; Organic/ Aqueous Phase Ratio • 5/ 1, v/v), 
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Figure 1. EFFECTS Of VARIOUS LEWIS ACIDS AND BASES AS M)DIFIERS MIXED WITH 
TOLUENE AS OILUENTS FOR D2EHPA. 
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Figure 2. EHECTS OF VARIOUS ALCOHOLS, ACIDS AND PHENOLS AS M1DIFIERS MIXED 
Willi TOLUENE AS DILUENTS FOR D2EHPA. 
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EXTRACTION YIELDS AND EXTRACT QUALITIES 

OF TWO TURKISH LIGNITES 

Turker Gurkan and Sedat Gurer 

Department of Chemical Engineering 
Middle East Technical University 

Ankara, Turkey 

Various aspects of coal extraction have bP.en studied for the production 
of chemicals (1), and also for a better understanding of the nature and 
structure of coal (2). These studies have shown that upon atmospheric 
extraction, peat and low grade coals such as lignites and brown coals dissolYe 
to a significant extent in various organic solvents. The bitumen extracted 
from such coals with certain co1IW1on solvents are generally terme'd as montan 
wax and contain various proportions of waxes, resins and asphaltic matter, 
Atmospheric extraction of two of the Turkish lignitic coals, Mengen and Elbistan, 
were studied in this work. Four sets of extractions of the two Turkish 
lignites have been performed in soxh1et type extractors varying the time of 
extraction, particle size of the lignite, its moisture, and the solvent. 

EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE ON THE YIELDS: 
Different size fractions of the coals were extr< :ted with benzene in small 

soxhlet extractors (capacity 90 grams of coal). Moisture content of the coals 
were adjusted to about 10-12 percent by drying and humidification as necessary. 
Based on the results of some preliminary experiments Mengen lignite was 
extracted for 30 hours and Elbistan lignite for 24 hours. Benzene was separated 
from the extracts by simpl_e distillation and the last traces were removed by 
heating over a bath. Table 1 shows the yields obtained. Basing on these 
results, particles in the size range 20-60 Tyler mesh for Hengen and 10-60 Tyler 
mesh for Elbistan lignites were used in most of the subsequent experiments. 
The decrease in yield as the particle size is reduced below 60 mesh is 
attributed to particle swelling resulting in difficulties in the penetration 
of the solvent into the tightly packed coal mass, 

EFFECT OF EXTRACTION TIME ON THE YIELDS: 
Air dried samples (10-12 percent moisture) of both lignites in the si:�e 

range 20-60 Tyler mesh were extracted in soxhlet apparatus which has a capacity 
of 1-1.5 kg coal, for periods up to 72 hours. §_� shows the yields 
obtained. 

The change in yield becomes minor after 30 hours of extract ion of Hengen 
lignite. In the first five hours 68 percent of the total extractable matt.er 
is recovered from the Mengen lignite and 98 percent is recovered from the 
Elbistan lignite. Basing on these results, extraction times of 30 hours and 
24 hours have been chosen for the Mengen and Elbistan lignites respectively, 
for subsequent extractions. The more porous structure of the Elbistan lignite 
shortenes the time necessary to extract all soluble matter. Figure 1 reveals 
the fact that resistance in the solid phase controls the rate of mass transfer. 

Extraction periods were kept as short as possible to minimize the extent 
of reaction between the coal material and the solvent. Material balance 
computations indicate that such reactions do not take place to any s)_gnificant 
extent (3). 

EFFECT OF MOISTURE CONTENT OF THE LIGNITES ON THE YIELDS: 

Lignites with moisture contents of 0-30 percent were extracted with benzene 
in the small sized soxhlet extractors. Particle size ranges were 20-60 Tyler 
mesh for Hengen and 10-60 Tyler mesh for Elbistan lignites. Mengen lignite was 
extracte·d for 30 hours and Elbistan lignite for 24 hours. Figure 2 illustrates 
the variation of the yield with respect to the moisture content of the lignites. 
Low yields obtained with dried lignites might be explained in terms of the 
formation of some insoluble molecules through a polymerization process during 
drying (4), or in t_erms of the effect of water on the colloidal properties of 
the particles (5). 

EXTRACT YIELDS WITH VARIOUS SOLVENTS: 
Extractions with various solvents were carried out in the larger soxhlet 

extractors. Mengen lignite with 10-12 percent moisture and 20-60 Tyler mesh 
size was extracted with the selected solvents for 30 hours. Elbistan lignite 
with 20 percent moisture and 10-60 Tyler mesh size was extracted with the 
same solvents for 24 hours. Measured temperatures in the extraction cylinder 
were generally 15-25 K lower than the boiling points of the solvents. Yields 
obtained are shown in Table 2. 

High yields obtained with benzene-alcohol mixtures are in agreement with 
the suggestion that mixtures of one polar and one nonpolar solvent. affect 
the yields in a positive manner, High yields obtained with tetrahydrofuran 
and dimethylfonnamide are in agreement with the bituminous coal extraction 
model suggested by Marzec et al. (6) and quantitatively expressed in terms of 
ON and AN numbers. 

- -

PROPERTIES OF EXTRACTS: 
Crude wax obtained from both lignites are hard and brittle. Extracts of 

Hengen lignite differ from those of Elbistan lignite in that they are darker 
in color and are sensed to be more sticky on touch. 

Crude wax samples were subjected to various tests. Melting point, acid, 
saponification and ester values, ash content, resin, asphaltic matter and pure 
wax fractions were determined by standard procedures (1). Resin is the part 
of the crude wax which is soluble in hexane at 273-278 K. Asphaltic matter is 
the part which is insoluble in hot isopropyl alcohol. 

Infrared spectra of four cif the extracts were taken in a Perkin-Elmer 
model 137B Infracord Spectrometer. 

Melting points of Elbistan lignite extracts are between 338-359 K. 
Extracts of Mengen lignite obtained by using different solvents have melting 
points varying considerably from one another. Benzene extract of Hengen 
lignite melts at 329 K while tetrahydrofuran extract is still hard at 433 K. 
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Melting characteristics of the extracts are also diffeient in that the extracts 
of benzene-alcohol mixtures melt in a wider temperature interval than the 
benzene extracts, This means that when benzene-alcohol mixtures are used in 
place of benzene as the solvent more compounds in number are extracted from the 
lignite and the complex'ity of the extract increases. For both lignites melting 
points of the e.xtracts can only be determined as a range rather than by a 
single point, since crude montan wax is a complex mixture of a number of large 
hydrocarbon molecules, The main difference observed relating to the melting 
points of Hengen and Elbistan lignite extracts is that the latter has sharper 
melting points. This shows that Elbistan lignite extracts are more uniform 
in chemical structure. Highi?r melting points of Mengen lignite extracts are 
probably due to high percentages of asphaltic matter in these extracts. An 
interesting correlation is observed between the melting points· of Mengen lignite 
extracts and their resin and asphaltic matter contents: In general, as the 
resin content decreases and as the asphaltic matter content increases, 
melting point of the extract increases. This is in accordance with the 
information given in the literature (7), 

As can be seen in Table 3 rnontan waxes obtained from Mengen and Elbistan 
lignites are found to be richer in free acids and esters c6mpared with 
commercial montan waxes. Waxes obtained from other Turkish lignites show
similar characteristics (8-10). 

Infrared spectra results indicate a majority of aliphatic molecules and 
minor quantities of alcoholic or phenolic compounds. Acidic functional groups 
are clearly in abundance, 

Mengen lignite may be a promising raw material for industrial scale 
montan wax production. Yields varying betveen 10-14 percent on dry basis 
have been obtained from Hengen lignite with benzene-ethanol and benzene
methanol mixtures. Table 4 shows the yields of some well-known rnontan waxes 
for comparison. Mengen lignite is comparable in yield with other commercial 
wax sources, It yields about the same amount of extract as German lignites 
which are used for the production of Riebeck montan wax. However asphaltic 
matter content of Hengen lignite extracts are generally high and some 
purification of the wax seems to be necessary. 
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Table 3. Comparison with the Properties of Commercial Waxes 

Wax Acid Sapon if ica t ion Ester 

value value value 

Riebeck crude 

montan wax 27 95 68 

Alpco waxes 46-56 112-141 66-85 

Czechoslovakian 

montan wax 36 89 53 

American montan wax 38 105 67 

Montan wax from 

Hengen 1 ignite* 56 152 95 

Montan wax from 

Elbistan lignite* 65 163 98 

Figure 2. Variation of the Extract Yields with the Moisture. 
•Toe valuet:. are for benzene extracts o.f · these lignites. 

Content of Lignites 

Table 1. The Effect of Particle 

Extraction Yields 

Particle size range 

(Tyler mesh} 

3-5 

5-7 

7-10 

10-20 

20-32 

32-48 

48-60 

60-80 

80-100 

> 100 
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Size of the Lignite on the Table 4. Extraction Yields of Commercial Montan Waxes 

Wax or lignite 
Yield, % of dry coal 

Hengen 

2.0 

3.2 

3.2 

2. 7 

2.5 

2. 7 

2.5 

Elbistan 

Arkansas, 
0.6 Hot Spring, air-dried 
0.9 

1.3 

1.9 California, 

1.7 Amador, air-dried 

1.6 

1.5 Devon, English lignite 

1.4 Czechoslovakian lignite 
1.6 

1.5 Riebeck crude montan wax 

Table 2. Extraction Yields of Mengen and Elbistan Lignites 

with Several Solvents 

Solvent Yield, % of dry coal 

Mengen Elbistan 

Benzene 3. 7 1.6 

Benzene-Ethanol, 75v/25v 12.2 3.4 

Benzene-Ethanol, 50v/50v 14.3 • 

Benzene-Ethanol, 25v/75v 12.6 . 

Benzene-Methanol, 75v/25v 10.1 2.2 

Benzene-Hethanol ,SOv tsOv 14.2 • 

Benzene-He thano 1, 25v /7 Sv 9.8 • 

Tetrahydrofuran 12.5 3.5 

Methylethylk.etone 10.3 2.5 

Dimethylf�rmamide 9.3 2.1 

Toluene 5.1 2.4 

Chloroform 5.9 1.9 

Ethanol 0.9 1.3 

Methanol 0.6 0.6 

*Because of the low yields obtai�ed with benzene-alcohol 

(75v/25v) mixtures, other c�mpoeitions of these solventa 

were not t'ested with Elbistan lignite. 

Solvent Crude wax yield, 

% pf ,dry. lign�te 

Benzene 9.5-11.1 

Benzene-Ethanol 14.9-16.4 
(50v/50v) 

Benzene 6.6-14.2 

Benzene-Ethanol 

(50v/50v) 9.5-21.2 

Benzene 4.5 

Benzene 1-2.5 

Benzene 9-16 
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ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR POLYAMINE SALTS SYNTHESIS 
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INTRODUCTION 
A few years ago we investigated methods to prepare the ammonium salt of 

3,5-dlnitro-l,Z,4-triazole (ADNT). A patent was issued in 1980 for the proc
ess of producing AONT by solvent extraction with liquid anion exchangers {1}. 
Because of the versc:tility of the process, we studied the possibility for pre
paring other salts by the same method and found that many amine salts can be 
prepared by use of high-molecular-weight, water-insoluble amines 1 for example 
Alamine 304 (Trilauryl amine). 

OESCRIPtION OF REACTION MECHANISM ANO BASIC PROCEDURE 
The synthesis of amine salts is based mainly on two reactions. The 

first involves the extraction of acid anion {H
+

X_) from aqueous solution 
by the base extractr.nt (R_3ti; in organic diluent to form the water-insoluble 
amine salts as shown in Eq. 1. 

The production of the required amine salt is then completed by regenera
tion of the edractant to its free-base form with a basic stripping agent, 
Eq. 2. 

(2) (R3NH
+

x_) + Base --- BHX I + R3N org 

A 20 vol% ·solution of liquid anion exchanger (such as trilauryl amine) 
in a suitable organic diluent is prepared. The concentration of the acid 
anion in the reaction mixture is determined. The twO solutions are mixed with 
a 1: 1 mo le ratio in a separatory funnel and shaken we 11 to ensure complete 
equilibration of the two phases. After the mixture is allowed to stand for 
10 min, the organic phase, which contains the amine salt, is separated from 
the aqueous phase and is dried with anhydrous magnesium sulfate. After 
"'-�:�? .. 1:19, tr12 stirr�d sokti.on '1s cooled "in�:-, ice �c.th (oo�iona)) 2nd the 
c.JJ .. co·,.iete amount of base is added. The so-ii::s thus precipit.eted c.:--e co1-
le::ed t-y filtrc:t':on anC: are we.shed "''ith th': so�v'2nt to rc:;nov� excess e:::trc.c:-
C".t. The regenerc.:ed emine is wGshed ..;ith .... c.�er and dried with c dehydrati:-1 9 
a9e:r.t for future use. 

PREPARATION OF THE AMMONIUM SALT OF 5-NITROETRAZOLE (ANT) ANO THE ETHY"ENE
DJA�,lNE SALT OF 5-NITROTETRAZOLE (ENT) 

lhe organic acid, 5-nitrotetrazole (NT). is prepared by diazotization of 
5-aminctetrazole with nitrous acid in the presence of sodium nitrite and cop
per sulfc:te (2). lf the base is anhydrous ammonia (NH3), the product is ANT, 
Eq. 3. 
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(3) 

NT ANT 

if the base is ethylened\amine (EON), the product is ENT, EQ. 4. 

( 4) 

The solvent in both cases is dichloroethene (DCE). 

PREPARATION OF AMMONIUM AZJDE (NH4N3) 
A·. solution of sodium azide (N2.N3) �-s acidified with the aporopriate 

amount of acid to give hydrazoic acid (H NJ) as shown in Eq. 5. The base 
is anhydrous arwnonia (NH3). 

(5) 

PREPARATION OF POLYAMINE SALTS 
The acid anion is nitrate (H

+

N03)and the stripping base has the 
general formula: H2N(CH/H2NH),H. 

For X,,.. 1. the base is ethylenediamine and the corresponding product is 
ethylenediamine di nitrate (EDD). 

For� X = 2, the base is. diethylenetriamine and the corresponding salt is 
di ethyl enet r i ami netri nitrate ( OETN) 

For X "" 3, the base is triethylenetetramine and the corresponding s�lt 
is triethylenetetramine tetranitrate (TETN). 

CONCLUSIONS 
We have deroonstrated that many amine salts can be prepared in a more 

efficient, economical 1 and safe manner by using 1 i quid anion exchangers than 
through other procedures. 

Jr, addition to those compounds out 1 i ned, other compounds, such as tetra
methyl ethylenediamine dinitrate and the amine salts of 2,4,6-trinitro irrrnida
zole and trinitro methyl tetrazole can also be prepared. 

REFERENCES 
1. K. Y. Lee and D. G. Ott, U.S. Patent 4,236,014 (1980). 
2. K. Y. Lee and H. 0. Coburn, J. of Energetic Materials. In press. 
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THE SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF GOLD 

FROM AUROCYANIDE SOLUTIONS 

Michael B. Mooiman, Jan D. Miller and Maribel M. Mena 

Department of Metallurgy and Metallurgical Engineering 
University of Utah 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84112 USA 

I NTROOUCT ION 

The solvent extraction of gold from cyanide solutions has importance from 
several different perspectives. First. from an analytical viewpoint, quater
nary amines have long been used to concentrate Au(CN)2 from dilute solutions 
(1,2). However, quaternary amines are not very selective and·will extract most 
other anions from aqueous solution as well. Second, from a refining viewpoint, 
the lack of a selective extractant for Au(CN)Z from basic solution precludes 
the use of cyanidation as a processing alternative in refining operations. 
Finally, from a resource viewpoint, solvent extraction could provide an inte
resting alternative in the processing and recovery of gold from cyanide leach 
liquors or from plating shop solutions. An economic assessment of the poten
tial of solvent extraction for gold recovery from cyanide solution will be 
discussed in a paper to be presented at the SME Fall Meeting in Salt Lake City, 
October 1983 (3). 

The solvent extraction of gold was reviewed in both 1976 (2) and 1980 
(4). From these reviews it is apparent that, of the amines, only the tertiary 
and quaternary amines have received some study. Russian researchers showed 
that gold is extracted as HAu(CN)2 at low pH values by ethers, alcohols, 
ketones, and aldehydes (5). But; other than the quaternary amines, all the 
extractants require pH values of 8 or less. This is not desirable for solu
tions containing free cyanide ion. 

The development of an extractant that could selectively extract gold from 
cyanide solutions at a pH value compatible with free cyanide would be welcomed 
by both the analytical chemist and metallurgist. In this regard, research is 
in progress to investigate the details of gold solvent extraction from alkali 
cyanide solution. Results presented in this paper are limited to the analysis 
of the equilibrium dis tr i but ion of Au { CN) 2 between aqueous solutions and orga
nic solutions of various amines, TBP, and combinations thereof. The most sig
nificant aspect of these results has been the ability to control amine basicity 
so that amine extraction of gold need not be 1 i mited to pH valu�s less than 
8. The general significance of this finding will be discussed in the paper 
°ॶ�Control of Amine Basicity in Anionic Solvent Extraction Systems" to be pre
sented at the SME Fall Meeting, Salt Lake City, October 1983 (6). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The equilibrium distribution of Au(CN)2 between the organic and aqueous 
phases was determined by contacting the two phases by rapid stirring. The pH 
was adjusted by sma 11 add it i ans of concentrated H2so4 or NaOH and was cont i nu
ally monitored by a combination pH electrode. After phase disengagement, 
samples (2 ml) of the aqueous solution were removed for analysis by atomic 

absorption. Equal amounts of the organic phase were also removed to maintain a 
fixed phase ratio. 

Thi composition of al1 the aqueous solutions was, unless otherwise stated, 
1.0 gi- NaAu(CN)2 ( 5x10- M) in 0.5 M Na2so4• The sodium sulphate was added 
to maintain a constant ionic strength during the extraction. In all cases, the 
organic to aqueous phase ratio was 1:1. 

RESULTS AND D l SC USS ION 

The amines are the best known and most useful anion extractants and, 
therefore, were· the first reagents tested. Next, extraction by solvating 
extractants and especially TBP· is described. In the final section results are 
presented which demonstrate the the basicity of amines can be controlled to 
facilitate gold extraction at pH values exceeding pH 8. 

Amine Extractants. Percent extraction of Au(CN)2 is shown in Figure 1 as 
a funct10n of pH for typical primary, secondary, and tertiary amines. The 
order of increasing pH50: tertiary < primary < secondary follows the order of 
increasing basicity of alkyl amines in water (7). However in aprotic organic 
diluents the order of increasing basicity is primary < secondary < tertiary 
(8). These results will be discussed in detail in a later contribution, but, 
suffice it to say at this time, the amine basicity demonstrates a sensitivity 
to the type of anion present in the system. Variations in the nature of the 
amine al ky 1 chains, in terms of branching and/or 1 ength, does not have a marked 
effect on the relative position of the curves for each t_ype of amine. This is 
demonstrated by the pH50 values for different amines presented in Table 1. 

The value of the pH50 is largely dictated by the nature of the amine, 
whether primary, secondary, or tertiary. The secondary amines appeared to be 
the most attractive for further study as they extracted gold at the highest pH 
values. Therefore. many subsequent tests were performed with the secondary 
amines. 

The effect of diluent type on the pH50 values for amine extraction of gold 
was found to be insignificant in the case of the primary amines. The aliphatic 
diluent, hexane, reduced the pH50 values for secondary and tertiary amines by 
0.5 pH unit compared to the aromatic diluent, xylene. 

For both aliphatic and aromatic diluents, the pH50 value of the secondary 
amine, Adogen 283, increases as the amine concentration increases; i.e .• better 
loading at higher pH values is obtained as the extractant concentration in
creases. This, as expected, is due to the mass action effect, shifting the 
extraction equilibrium to the right: 

1<zll1! + H+ + Au(CN)z • �)2 

Table 1. pH5S 
Val�es for Gold Extraction from ·Aurocyanide Solutions 

(1. gl- ) by Various Amine Extractants (0.05 M in Xylene) 

AMINE 

Primary 
Pr imene 81-R 
Primene JM-T 

Secondary 
Ado9en 283 
LA-2 
Alamine 204 
Alamine 226 

Tertiary 
Adogen 364 
Adogen 364 
Alamine 308 
A 1 amine 310 
Alamine 336 

SUPPLIER 

Rohm & Haas 

Sherex 
Rohm & Haas 

Henke 1 

Sherex 

Henke 1 

STRUCTURE 

R-NH2 
R•C12-14 
R•C18-22 

R•C8-10 
R•C13 
R•iso-C8 
R•iso-c10 
R•C8-10 

pH50 

6.55 
6.05 

7 .15 
7. 15 
7 .15 

. 7 .Q.6 

5.55 
5.35 
5.45 
5.35 
5.66 

The effect of the background electrolyte, namely Na2so4• was investigated 
by performing percent extraction versus pH experiments with and without 0.5M 
Na2so4. There was little or no effect due to the inert electrolyte and it was 
concluded that ionic strength was not a significant parameter in determining 
the extent of gold extraction. 

Solvating Extractants. Several solvating extractants were evaluated. and 
the percent extraction versus pH behavior appears in Table 2. 

pH 

10 
13 

Table 2. Percent Extraction of Au(CN)z (1.0 91-1) 
versus pH for Selected Solvating Extractants. 

No Diluent Addition. 

% Extraction % Extrac t ion % Extraction 
by TSP by MISK by DSC 

100 54.35 42.21 
100 16.85 22.37 
100 18.15 19.48 

99.99 19.16 19.84 
99.01 15.52 16.23 

TSP Tributyl Phosphate, MIBK -- Methyl Isobutyl Ketone, 
DSC Oibutyl Diethylene Glycol 

The extraction behavior of MIBK and DBC, i.e .• good extraction at low pHs, is 
due to the formation of the neutral HAu(CN)2• This is in accord with the re
sults obtained previously for gold extract10n by alcohols. ketones etc (5). 
However. the excellent extraction by TBP over the whole pH range has not been 
reported, and these results were investigated in further detail. 

The extent of gold extraction by TBP is presented in Figure 2 as a func
tion of pH for various concentrations of TBP. 

The first and most important trend to notice is that the percent extrac
tion over the whole pH range increases as the fraction of TBP in the diluent 
increases. Complete, or almost complete. extraction of gold over the whole pH 
range is only obtained for 100% TBP. For the lower TSP concentrations. the 
percent extraction increases at pH values close to one. Again, this must be 
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metric Au(CN)7/TSP complex because even at 10% TBJ.. (0.3 M), the TSP concentra
tion far exce�ds the Au(CN)z concentration (5x10- M). 

The mechanism of extraction might then be of the ion pairing type, i.e., 

Na+(aq) + Au(CN)2(aq) • NaAu(CN)2 
In this regard, the effect of ionic strength on the extraction by 100% TBP was 
investigated. Ionic strength had a marked effect on the extraction of gold and 
ionic strengths exceeding 0.5 M were required to obtain 90% extraction. How
ever, even when only NaAu(CN)2 is present in solution (no indifferent electro
lyte). 30% extrac tion can be obtained. This is indicative of a relatively high 
ion association constant for the aurocyanide/cation ion pair. The effect of 
cation and anion type has also been investigated and the results indi cate no 
marked effect of either anion or cation type. 
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To summarize our findings on gold extractio� from cyanide s�lutions: !BP 
extraction requires extensive ionic strength adJustment. and amine extract:on 
is limited to pH values less than pH 8. For amine extraction of gold at high 
pH values (pH 9-11). of interest from a processing standpoint, it �e�ame appa
rent that another approach would ha11e to be found to alter the bas1c1ty of the 
amines since the alkyl chain length and structure have only a small effect on 
the basicity. In this regard, a significant, and previously unreported, effect 
that can be used to control amine basicity in solvent extraction systems was 
discovered. This control of amine basicity which is based on salvation consi
derations involves the synergistic action of amines and tributyl phosphate and 
is described in the following section. 

Controlled Basicity of Amines. The base strength of amines is far greater 
in water than ,n aprot,c organic diluents. For example, secondary amines have 
pKa values in water of about 11 (9), while in toluene the pKa values are in the 
range 5-7 (8). Further, weak base resins containing alkyl amine functional 
groups are strong bases as evidenced by their e)ltraction of gold in the 9 to 11 
pH range (10). Increase in base strength would seem to be related to the 
ability of water to solvate the amine and/or amine salt. Thus cne should be 
able to increase the basicity of the amine by increasing the water content, and 
thus salvation of the amine, in the organiC phase. Tributyl phosphate is known 
to extract water into the orgar:ic phase. In fact, undiluted TSP will extract 
water almost in a 1:1 TBP:water mole ratio (11). Following this thinking, TSP 
was added as a modifier to the amine extractants, and some of the results are 
presented in Figure

h
4 and Table 3. No Na2so4 was added to adjust the ionic 

strength owing to t e previously discussed extraction of gold by TBP at high 
ionic strengths. 

Table 3. The effect of TBP on the Extraction of Gold (l;O 91-1) 
by Amines (0.05 M) 

Amine no Tst':5cPd it ion 
pH50 50% TBP in xylene 

Primene JM-T 6.05 9.85 

Adogen 283 7. 15 10.05 

Ala.mine 336 5 .66 a.as 

There is a marked positive effect on the extracting ability of the amines by 
addition of TBP, as indicated by the dramatic shift of the extractioi1 curves to 
the high pH range. The ability to extract Au{CN}2 at higher pH values is indi
cative of an increase in base strength. However, at this stage, it cannot be 
unequivocally stated that the effect of TBP is due to increased water content 
(and thus amine salvation) in the organic phase or ·�hether TBP itself is sol
vating the amine. TBP and its derivatives are unique in this respect. Other 
well-established modifiers such as isodecano1 and MIBK actually reduce the 
amine basicity. The effect of the fraction of TBP in the xylene diluent is 
shown in� for the three types of amine at 0.05 M. The increase in pH50 is plotted agairist percent TSP in the diluent, xylene. 
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Jt is interesting to observe that the TSP has an increasing _effect in the 
order tertiary secondary primary amine. This appears to be in accord with 
the water-solvation/amine-basicity concept. It is thought that the primary 
amines have three waters of salvation. secondary two, and tertiary one. Thus 
the solvating effect and the increase in basicity should _be ?reater for prima�y 
amines than for secondary than for tertiary (12). This 1s exactly what 1s 
observed in our experiments. However, as mentioned prevfously, it could, in 
fact, be TBP which is solvating the amine. 

At the present time the selectivity of this extraction system is being 
investigated. In addition, our studies have been extended to the extraction of 
other metal anions as well as the use of other phosphorus derivatives to con
trol the basicity of amines. The mechanism of the effect is being studied in 
detail using spectroscopic techniques and wi 11 be reported on at a later date. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The extraction of gold from aqueous aurocyanide solutions by the primary, 
secondary, and tertiary amines as well as by tributyl phosphate has been re
ported. The alkyl amines are shown to be good extractants at pH values less 
than pH 7. Previously unreported, it has been shown that TBP acts as an excel
lent extractant for gold over the whole pH range. at ionic strengths exceeding 
0.5 M. Most significantly, it has been shown that gold can he extracted by 
amines at pH values as high as 10.5 by control of amine basicity. The base 
strength of the amine is controlled with TBP additions and can be increased by 
as much as four orders of magnitude. The results have been explained by in
creased water salvation of the amine in the organic phase. The higher basicity 
allows for gold extraction from alkaline solutions containing free cyanide. 
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RECUPERATION AND SEPARATION OF COPPER AND ZINC FROM 

CYANIDE ELECTROPLATING EFFLUENTS BY SOLVENT EXTRACTION 
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INTRODUCTION. 

Last decade, continuously growing research efforts are made looking for new 

techniques to eliminate toxic and polluating substances from i�dustrial efflu

ents at reasonable cost. Special attention should be paid to processes which 

combine elimination with recuperation and recycle into one of the process 

streams. Solvent extraction has already been proposed to treat metal finishing 

effluents " ( 1) ". Some aspects of the chemistry of the extraction of metalcyani

decomplexes with liquid anionexchangers was studied by Irving and co. "(2) ". 

Moore and co. described the elimination and recuperation of zinccyanide from 

galvanic effluents "(3) ". In this paper the recuperation and separation of cop

per and zinc from cyanide plating effluents has been investigated. 

CliEMISTRY OF THE PROCESS. 

Copper and zinc are simultaneously extracted from the effluent with a qua

ternary ammoniumchloride extractant solved in kerosene. Stripping of the zinc 

from the loaded solvent is done by contacting the extract with a sodiumhydroxy

de solution. In this way, zinccyanide complexes are converted to zinchydroxy

compounds which show less affinity to the extractant than free cyanide. Copper

cyanide complexes are not removed from the extractant by contact with this 

hydroxyde solution, but can be stripped from the solvent with a concentrated 

acqueousCN
-

solution. 

The chemical equilibria which have to be considered are 
2+ - 2-x Zn + xCN -+--+ Zn(CN) 
2+ - 2-x 

Zn + xOH +-+ Zn {OH) 
+ - l-x 

Cu + xCN +-+ Cu (CN) 

(Sn = log K0) 

with a
2

; 11,07 

with s2 = 11,19 

with s2 = 24 

8 = 3 
16,05 

83 
C 16, 31 

83 = 28,6 

84 19,62 

84 17, 1d 

84 30, 3 

Figure l shows the proportion of the different zinccyanide- and hydroxy-com

plexes as a function of pH and figure 2 those of the copper-cyanide complexes 

as a function of increasing CN- concentration. 

The extraction reaction can be written as fol lows : 

{Me.n+ (CN):(x-n) } a+ (x-n) {R4NCN}0 +-+ { (R4N)x-n·Me{CN)x}o + (x-n) {CN}a 

For cop�r x = 2, 3,4 for zinc x "' 3,4 

a denotes species in the aqueous phase and o species in the organic one. 

The strip reaction of zj nc with NaOH is formulated as : 

((R4N)x-nZn(CN)x}o + x{(OH-)}a-+-+ (x-n) {R4NCN} 0 + {Zn(OU): (x
-

2
)) a 

The stripreacti.on of copper with CN
-

can be written as : 

{CR4N)x-nCu(CNJ)0 + (x-n){CN-}a +-+ (x-n){R4NCN} 0 + {Cu(CN):
(x+l )}a 

CHEMICALS. 

The extractant used was ADOGEN ® 464 from Ashland, solved in kerosene 

(BP). 1-Decanol (Merck) was added to the solvent as modifier (2,5 vol.t). The 

separate extraction of both metals was studied in a series of batch experiment.s. 

Appropriate amounts of salts were solved in des tilled water. T"ne '.:eed in the 

continuous operated unit was an actual industrial effluent. 

EQUILIBRIUM TESTS. 

1) Extraction of zinc from cyanide solutions : 

The solvent which contained 20 g/1 of extractant (R4NC1) and 2,5 vol.% 1-deca

nol was contacted 10 times at a volume ratio of 1: 1 with a fresh aqueous solu

tion containing 51,5 mg/1 Zn, 100 mg/1 CN- and 0,05 M NaOH. The results are 

shown in table I. From these results it can be seen that subsequent contact of 

the solvent with cyanide bearing solutions increases the extraction of the zinc 

complex. 

TABLE I 

Number of contacts mg/1 Zn mg/1 Zn log D \ E 
aq.phase org .phase 

1 0,145 51,4 2,55 99, 7 

2 0,08 102,8 3, 11 99,9 

3 <0,03 154 >5 100 

4 -+ 10 - 515 100 

This can be explained by the fact that the extraction order o·f anions for this 

extractant is , CN- » Cl- > sea; > OH- > CO�- and the originally quaternary 

ammoniumchloride is converted to the cyanide salt, which shows to have greater 

affinity to the zinccyanide complexes than the chloride form. 

2) Determination of the loading capacity of th·e solvent. with coppe.i: and 'zinc. 

In this experiment 30 ml of solvent (46,8 mM quaternary ammoniUJ:1salt in 

kerosene) was contacted five subsequent times with 300 ml of aqueous solution. 

The composition of the aqueous solution was 100 mg/1 of metal (:::opper or zinc) 

and 118 m M CN
-

, 0,01 M NaOH and 0,5 M NaCl. 

Table II shows the results. 

TABLE II 

Number of contacts (Zn) mg/1 (Cu) mg/1 

in a.ph. in o.ph. in a.ph. in o.ph. 

1 0, 15 998,5 0, 11 998,4 

2 47 ,5 1525 87 1128 

3 � 5 100 1525 10G 1128 
·-

From the table it can be calculat�d that at the maximal lc.., , nq the ratio of 

R4N
+ 

to Zn is 2 and for copper 2,64. T"ne ratio of R4N
+ 

to Cu i,.; depending on

the concentration of free cyanide in the aqueous phase and balances between 

2 and 3. 

3) Stripping of zinc with NaOH and of copper with NaCN solution. 

� shows the strip-equilibrium of zinc for three different aqueous NaOH 

solutions : 2M, SM and 7M. From figure 3 it is obvious that strip efficiency 

increases with increasing NaOH concentration and decreasing organic zinc con

centration. 

Copper cannot be stripped by sodiumhydroxyde solutions. Among several possi

ble stripsolutions a sodiumcyanide solution was chosen "(5) ". Table III shows 

the stripefficiences obtained with this reagent. {vol. ratio : 1: 1) • 

TABLE III 

Aqueous NaCl'! concentration Loaded solvent (0,04 M Q.A.S. 
2,5\ decanoll 840 mg/1 Cu 

1 M 78, 9 \ 

2M 99,2\ 

SM 99,4\ 

CONTINUOUS EXTRACTION OF COPPER AND ZINC. 

T'ne industrial effluent treated, contained : 85 mg/1 copper, 4 mg/1 zinc 

and 150 mg/1 cyanide. The organic phase was a O ,04 M solution of AOOGEN 464 

with 2,5· vol.\ decanol in kerosene. '11le contact device used was a 5 stage 

Croda mixer-settler unit as described elsewhere "(6) ". The flowrate of the 

aqueous and organic feed was 2,5 1/h and 0,25 1/h respectively. One mixer

settler unit was sufficient to extract all the copper and zinc from the efflu

ent . Removal of remaining free cyanide and entrained organic material was 

done by passing the raffinate through an absorption column filled with "active 
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carbon". c.o.D. and CN concentration in this effluent was lower than SO mg/1 

and O, 1 mg/1 respectively. 

CONTINUOUS STRIPPING OF ZINC WITH Namr SOLUTION. 

The extract containing 40 ppm zinc and 840 ppm copper was fed into tbe 

next mixer-settler unit operating at a 1: 1 volume ratio of both phases. The 

strip solution was a 5 molai[ Na.OH solution. Stripping of zinc was complete in 

one unit. 

CONTINUOUS STRIPPING OF COPPER WITH NaOH SOLt.!l':!:ON. 

Stripping of copper was done using two stages of the mixer-settler unit. 

The stripsolution contained 2 M NaCN and 0, 75 M NaOH. These salt concentrations 

are often encountered in copper cyanide electroplating halts. The volume ratio 

between the organic phase and the stripsolution was 3. The strip efficiency of 

the unit was higher when the solvent was dispersed into the aqueous stripsolu

tion. To produce an aqueous continuous dispersion, it was necessary to recycle 

part of the aqueous phase ( 1, 7 1/h). Table IV shows some typical analysis of 

thi.s stripsectian. 

TABLE IV. 

(Cu+) mg/1 

org. phase aq. phase 

org. feed 840 

stage 2 75 2470 

stage l 19 170 

aq. feed 0 

CONCLUSIONS. 

Copper- and zinccyanides can be eliminated from an industrial cyanide 

plating effluent by solvent extraction. Both metals are removed from this ef

fluent in a single extraction stage. Zinc is removed from the extract. in one 

stripping stage, fed with a 5 M sodiumhydroxyde solution. 

The back extraction of copper is possible in a two stage unit using a strip

solution containing 2 M NaCN and O, 75 M NaOH. A f.lowsheet of the proposed pro

cess is shown in figure 4. The concentrated stripsolution containing copper or 

zinc can be recirculated to copper and zinc plating solutions. Plating baths 
containir,g recycled solutions have been te.;;ted without any difficulty. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For the processing of ammoniacal copper etch solutions the present techni
ques of solvent extraction employs the use of an extracting reagent, beta
diketone (trade name LIX 54 of Henkel Inc.) (1,2). In the patented process, 
the copper is reduced from a level of about 150 g Cu/L in the 1€:ach etch 
liquor, down to about 100 g Cu/L after solvent extraction. That is, 2/3 of 
the copper is recycled to the leach circuit in the alkaline NHt,Cl medium. 
The H2S04 strip liquor goes on to electrowinning. 

There is an obvious drawback to such a process , in that the copper' level 
is only reduced to 100 g/L in the extraction. This means that the leaching 
and solvent extraction circuits are going to be larger, and more expensive, 
than if the leach liquor could be reduced to a much lower copper level, so 
that the recycled etch solution is more favourable for the subsequent leach of 
the circuit boards upon recycle to the leaching stage. 

This paper describes the bench work and the contin�,ous testing in mixer 
settlers leading to th� development of an improved process for the treatment 
of copper etch solutions. Based on evaluating several selected extractants, a 
mixed extractant, to provide for synergism, was chosen. 

BENCH SCALE RESULTS 

EXTRACTION 

Sct"eening of Selected Extractan::.s 

Based on previous processes (1-10) on the extraction of copper from 
atllDloniacal solutions, selected extractants were evaluated by contacting with the 
feed liquor for 5 minutes in separatory funnels. The results of these screen
ing tests indicated that all the ex·tractants, by themself, are capable of 
reducing the feed copper concentration from 146 g/L to about 100 r,/L. The
Acorga PSlOO and Versatic 911 gave the best performance of the extractants 
evaluated. The 25% Acorga appeared to provide for the lowest raffinate whUe 
the 40% Versatic gave the highest loading of copper. Because of such results 
it was considered that a mixture of the two extractants might provide for a 
synergistic extraction system. 

Examination of Loading Properties of Solvents and Solvent Mixtures for NH3 

Tests were performed on the components of the solvent mixture, and compat"ed 
with the mixture, to determine whether NH3 was loading prefet"entially on one of 
the components. The results, indicated that the carboxylic acid, Versatic 911, 
is extracting more NH3 than is the Acorga P5100. (Therefore it might be 
considered to decrease the Versa tic 911 component.) The synthetic feed 
solution contained 134. 7 g Cu/L and 154 g NH3/L. 

Additional screening tests to determine the relative extraction of Cu and 
NH3 were performed on several solvents. The data in Table 1 indicates again 
that the Acorga P5100 has the greatest discrimination of Cu/NH3 of those 
solvents evaluated. The synthetic feed solution contained 120 g Cu/L, 
120 g NH3/L and the tests were performed at A/0 ratio of 1. 

Table 1 - Comparison of Solvents for Co-Extraction of Cu and NH3 

Loaded Solvent (g/L) Cu/NH3 Solvent Composition 
Cu NH3 

Ratio 

40% Vet"satic + 10% Acorga P5100 38.3 19.0 2 .01 

40% Versatic + 10% Acorga P5300 39 .o 18.0 2.17 

40% Versatic 911 36.6 16.0 2.29 

25% Acorga P 5100 17 .8 4.0 4 .45 

25% Acorga P5300 11.4 5.0 2.28 

Kinetics and Extraction of Cu and NH3 

A series of tests w as conducted over a contact time period of 5 seconds to 
300 seconds to determine whether a significant difference in extraction of 
either Cu or NH3 occurred with time. The results showed a constant extraction 
of Cu (representing saturation loading of about 40 g/L Cu) and NH3 over the 
time period investigated. The phase ratio was 1 in all tests. That is, the 
extraction is rapid -:i-nd constant for both Cu and NH3. 

SCRUBBING OF NH3 

Screening of Sct"ubbing Agents for NH3 Removal 

The continuous tests in the mixer settler circuit indicated that consider
able ammonia (up to 20%) could be extracted with the copper. If not scrubbed 
and recovered before copper stripping the ammonia would be lost to the strip 
electt"olyte. Therefore it would be preferable to selectively scrub and re
cover the ammonia without stripping the copper at the same time. The results 
of scrubbing tests indicated that of the solutions tested, a copper chloride 
solution at pH 0.5 resulted in the removal of 6.59 g NH3/L after one stage at 
A/0 1/1. The contact ti.me was for 3 minutes at room temperature and the 
loaded solvent contained 32 g Cu/L. 

Scrubbing with CuCl2 

A loaded solvent containing 26. 7 g Cu/L was scrubbed 5 successive times, 
A/0 1/1, with a CuCl2 solution at pH O. 70 containing 8.53 g Cu/L. The data 
in Table 2 indicates that ammonia, together with some copper. are removed 
by scrubbing. One to two scrub stages should be sufficient. 

Table 2 - Successive Scrubbing for NH3 Removal 
- 8.53 g Cu/L as CuClz at pH 0. 7 

Scrub Aqueous (g/L ) 

Contact 
Cu NH3 

3. 78 5.90 
2 12.4 1.68 
3 13.9 o. 78 
4 15.0 0. 31 
5 15. 3 0.09 

Effect of H2S04 Concentration on Stt"ipping of 40% Versatic + 10% Acorga 

Stripping tests were performed at varying concentrations of H2S04 to 
determine whether any selectivity over ammonia or chloride occurred. The data 
in Table 3 are for a loaded solvent (but not scrubbed) containing 30 g Cu/L · 
contacted in a single stage at an 0 /A of 3/1. The results indicate that as 
the strip acid concentration is increased from 135 to 180 g H2S04/L, the 
copper concentration is increased from 27 to 60 g/L in the strip, while the 

NH3 decreases slightly from 28.8 to 23.5 g/1. Chloride is stripped with in
creasing acidity. Also at the higher stt"ip acidity, there is less interface 
�·"··lsion. 

Table 3 - Effect of HzS04 Concentration on Stt"ipping 

Strip Feed 0/A Equil. Str:ip Solution (g/L) Remarks 
g H2S04/L Ratio pH Cu NH

3 
Cl 

135 3/1 3.42 27 .3 28.8 0.16 interface emulsion 

150 3/1 3.20 39. 7 27 .9 some emulsion. Aqueous 
phase cloudy 

180 3/1 2.85 59. 7 23.5 2.51 small emulsion. Some 
white crystals 

SCRUBBING OF SOLVENT FOR S04"" REMOVAL 

In the design of the circuit, following stripping of copper with H2S04, 
the stripped solvent would be t"eturned to the extraction circuit. Because of 
the possible presence of S04

"' anion on the solvent due to stripping, the S04
"" 

would require removal before contact with the armnonium chloride solu,tion con
taining copper. Otherwise a build-up of S04 = would occut" in the etch solution. 
Scrub tests using water (A/0 1/1) and 5% NH4Cl (A/0 3/1) at pH 7. 5 were per
formed on the solvent, using an A/0 ratio of 1. The results, in Table 4, of 
five successive contacts indicate the S04

"' is removed by scrubbing, and that 
NH4Cl is the moo:t effective scrub. 

Table 4 - Water Scrubbing fot" S04
"' Removal 

Scrub Solution (g S04/L) 
Contact Water 5% NH4Cl 

at pH 7.5 

1 0.23 3.08 
2 0.21 0.54 
3 0.17 0.23 
4 0.20 0.077 
5 0. 20 0.011 

CONTINUOUS TESTING 

Mixer Settler Data 

Based on the early bench data (before sct"ubbing and stripping were 
optimized) a con·tinuous circuit was evaluated on a Bell Engineering mixer 
settler unit. The object was to test the possible flowsheet whereby 5 stages 
of extraction (O/A 4/1), 3 stages of stt"ipping (O/A 1.3/1) with 150 g 
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in Shell 140 kerosene. The synthetic aqueous feed contained 115 g Cu/L, 
135 g NH3/L and 151.6 g Cl-/L. The run operated extremely well with no 
obvious chemical problems nor phase disengagement problems. An extt"action 
of 99.99% Cu was achieved and the stripping was 99.91% effective. 
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Degradation Tests on Recycled Solvent 

After recycling the solvent mixture through extraction, stripping and 
scrubbin·g, the equilibrium isotherms as compared to fresh solvent indicated 
very little change occurred, as a result of recycling. 

Electrowinning of Copper Strip Solutio1� 

A quantity of strip liquor from the continuous run was subjected to 
electrowinning. The feed solution contained 35 g Cu/L, 2.21 g NH3/L and 
2,27 g Cl-/L. Before electrowinning the strip solution was passed through a 
bed of activated carbon to remove any organic present. These preliminary 
electrowinning tests at about 20 amp/ft2 produced smooth, compact deposits 
and reduced the concentration to 15 g Cu/L, No additive was necessary. 

CONCEPTUAL FLOWSHEET 

The conceptual flowsheet is shown in Figure 1, 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has described a flowsheet for the treatment of copper etch 
solutions that would result from the NH4Cl leaching of printed circuit 
boards. The process, has the following features: 

1. Use of a mixed extractant system to provide for synergistic extraction and 
increased kinetics, to improve the extraction capabilities and provide 
for a low 1 g Cu/L raffinate. 

2. Use of a scrub stage, before stripping to improve the product quality if 
necessary. 

3. Smaller size circuit because of increased extraction effectiveness and 
therefore a reduction in costs. 

4. Possibility to recycle leachant. 

S. No apparant degradation of the solvent with recycle, 

6. Appears to produce good copper cathode. 

The tests to data have been conducted on bench scale and on a continuous 
scale in a mini pilot plant. Additional continuous testing would be required 
to optimize the operating parameters. 
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EXTRACTION OF CUPRIC CHLORIDE FROM 

IRON CHLORIDE LEACH LIQUORS 

T. Danielssen, G. H. B¢e, P. M. Finne

Elkem a/s, Norway 

B. Townson

ICI, England 

INTRODUCTION 

rerric/cupric ch1orfde leaching of complex sulfide concentrates, 
as well as leaching of chalcopyrfte concentrates, give a 
resulting pregnant leach solution with a wide variety cf elements 
dissolved as chlorides. To arrive at a high-purity Copper product 
by electrowinning copper directly from the leach solution has not 
been possible, and selective extractants for copper chloride has 
up till now not been available. 

The new extractant OS 5443 /1/, developed by Imperial Chemical 
Industries, has been tested out on real ferric chloride leach 
solutions obtained by leaching a complex zinc/copper/lead/silver 
concentrate. 

This extractant opens up th� route to high-quality copper without 
having to go via anode quality copper refining. The extractant is 
also discriminating aga1nst silver, and allow� separation of 
copper and silver in twL separate products. 

Tests with OS 5443 have been Performed in Elkem,s hydrome
tallurgical pilot plant, Kristiansand. The main objectives for 
the tests have been to: 

- Verify that OS 5443 offers the possibility of producing high
quality copper from a leach liquor obtained by leaching of a 
complex sulfide concentrate. 

- Demonstrate that the Elkem complex ore process /2/, /3/ (ELCO 
process), can be modified to suit the particular demands of the 
extractant DS 5443. 

- Give an overall feeling for the economics in a modified ELCO 
process with the extractant OS 5443. 

The chemistry and theoretical aspects of the new extractant OS 
5443 is dealt with in another paper at this conference /4/. The 
extractant functions by a chemical principle which is novel in 
the field of solvent extraction, viz.: 

2 L(org)+C�2+(aq)+2 c1-(aq) • L2CuC12(org) Neutral species of 
defined 
stoichiometry. 

The equilibrium is controlled by chloride ion concentration in 
the aquous phase, the extraction process taking place at high 
chloride ion concentrations, and the stripping at lower chloride 
ion concentrations. 

The basic operations for hydrometallurgical treatment or complex 
sulfides may be broadly described by the circuit shown in 
Figure !. 

Option No. 1 on Figure 1, shows the direct electrowinning of an 
impure copper product from· the leach solution. 

Option No. 2 comprises solvent extraction with OS 5443 followed 
by electrowinning of high-quality copper from the strip solution. 
The No. 2 option offers distinct advantages compared with the 
first option. The use of OS 5443 for solvent extraction at stage 
3 in the process has demonstrated very effectively its high 
selectivity for copper and its ability to produce an advanced 
electrolyte suitable for direct electrowinning. The produced 
copper is of high (wirebar) quality. 

The other steps shown in Figure 1 (PbCl2 crystallfzation 1 Zn 
Solvent Extraction and leach Regeneration) have been described in 
detail earlier /5/. A brief description is as follows: 

- PbClz cr-y_5tallization by cooling of pregnant leach liquor 

- Zinc solvent extraction by extraction of ZnCl2 by TBP and 
electrowinning of zinc and Clz. /6/ 

- leach liquor regeneration and iron precipitation with air at 
elevated temperatures/pressures. 

This paper will focus on the special leaching conditions the use 
of OS 5443 demands /7/, the impact on copper product quality 1 and 
the economic advantages it offers compared to direct 
electrowinning of copper _from pregnant leach solution. 
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PHASE EQUILIBRIA IN MULTICOMPONENT 

SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEMS 

J. E. Alter and R. Blumberg 
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Elkhart, Indiana USA 

A necessary criterion for equilibrium in multicomponent liquid-liquid 
systems is that the activity ai for each component must be the same in the 
two phases i.e. a 1i = a 11i i - l, 2--n components. In cases where one of 
the liquid phases is an aqueous phase, it ·is expedient to use this phase as 
the reference phase at equilibrium since there are various accepted modes 
of measuring activities in aqueous solution. 

In a liquid-liquid system where components distribute between the two 
phases, the distribution coefficient is the accepted manner of describing 
the relative concentrations of a component at equal activity. This distri
bution coefficient is the resultant of all the equilibrium constants which 
apply. In different systems, different equilibrium constants may be the 
limiting ones which determine the ultimate distribution. Thus e.g. solubility 
product in presence of a solid phase, or ionization constant i.2. pK will be 
determining for acid or base systems, or dissociation, or hydrolysis constant, 
etc. in relevant cases. 

-r11e conce�t of the "halt titration µH" as a Geasure of acid or base 
strength of essentially water i1soluble acids or bases is Fu11y accepted in 
liquid-liquid extraction.(l) Similarly, for separating cations by ion pair 
formation or ion exchanges with partlcular acids, a pH scale has been 
accepted as defining the system at equilibrium .(2) 

MA + HR :t HA + MR 

We have extended this approach to the separation of acids from a solvent 
phase by controlled neutralization as a function of pKs of the acids and 
using an ion exchange model, also for recovery of weak bases or acids from 
aqueous medium. 

The important point is that by this apprcach the required data base of 
distributions is greatly reduced since behavior can be predicted from a few 
limiting measurements which define the system. 

ACID SEPARATION 

Several simple examples that have recently been encountered may illustrate 
this approach. Suppose there are two acids that require separation, HA and HB. 
Each has an ionization constant, 

HAtH+
+ A- KA 

HB ! H + + B- KB 

and a distribution constant to an organic phase used for separation, 

HA +:;-:::me:;-

It is not uncollJllon in this situation to mix HA and HB together and determine 
their distributions to the solvent phase under various ratios, concentrations, 
and pHs. If different solvents are also included, this can become a very 
large analytical and experimental task. 

The above case can be greatly simplified, however, with the realization 
that the .distributions to the solvent phases are limiting and that under high 
solvent loading the case is really one of an anion exchange reaction 

HA + HB.S t HB + � 

{HA} and {HB} given at any pH by KA and K . Thus, a few measurements wi 11 
define the system well enough so tliat a d�cision can be made whether further 
experimental work is warranted. vlith these two acids it was found that at 
high acidity and because the materials were at widely differing concentrations, 
separation by normal extraction, stripping and recycle, were impossible within 
reasonable economic constraints. The recourse to a higher pH changed the 
situation and allowed adequate separation on the back extraction from the 
solvent phases. The number of stages was at first experimentally determined, 
but this was a tedious job involving a week's experimental time on each set 
because of the interactive nature of the system. Once it was realized that the 
system was a simple ion exchange with total hydrogen ion controlling, the 
system was easy to model and, as important, control in actual production. 

CATION EXCHANGE 

Another case in cation exchange also shows a similar circumstance. A 
fermentation broth had a very low concentration of an organic cation that it 
was desired to separate from the other normal fermentation impurities, each 
at much higher concentration. Ion exchange had been used previously, and it 
was thought that solvent extraction might be given a try. The analysis for 
the desired product was long and involved, and so minimum experimental work 
was necessary to demonstrate se_paration before a large program was started. 
Again, one approach would be to try separating the cation from the impurities 
over different conditions of pH, impurity level, and so on. This indeed was 
attempted, but it was soon realized that the approach 1�as impractical because 
of time limits. The appropriate equilibria can be used to define the experi
ments needed for feasibility. The organic cation's conjugate acid has an 
ionization constant, a distribution to the solvent phase and the cationic 
impurities have distributions as well. In addition, the cation exchange 

solvent ionizes. Thus 

ORG-H+ ! H+ + ORG KORG 
RH::: R"" + H+ 

KRH 
RH + ORG H+ � H+ + R-ORG+ K0 

Cationic Impurities 

A{ __ n + RH ! R-Al--n + H+ 

Most other impurities were not cations, and therefore their distributions 
would be expected to be quite lo,1. 

Some ?f the A; __ n were �nown, Le. K+, but most were n?t. However, this 
knowledge 1s not necessary since their only affect, collectively, is to 
control t�e pH by exchanging with solvent. They may be grouped tugether as 
i .' or,iy one ma�erial. With this know12dgP., two pi 0 .es of experimen'tal 
information are required: 

l. The .total amount of cation present. This may be easily determined 
by titrating the material to be purif ied with the solvent of choice. 
The total acid released is the tota·i cation present. The half 
titration pH may be also obtained. 

2. The distribution of the wanted ORG-H+ to the solvent phase in the 
absence of impurities at several concentrations. 

The above data can be used to calculate whether the separation was feasible. 
Experiments later confirmed this. 

One of the great advantages of l iquid-1 iquid extraction is the fact that 
the solvent may be varied at will to produce a separation media of slightly 
or strongly varying properties. On the other hand resins, membranes, along 
with other techniques of separation, are extremely difficult to vary in any 
systematic fashion without a great deal of effort. Given this fact, an 
important part of a l,iquid extraction study is solvent screening. The two 
examples show this task may be much simplified given a basic understanding 
and a simple modeling of the system. This is very often done after the 
experiments are finished, rather than before the experiments begin. This is 
not necessary, as even with a small amount of information and a model, the 
real needed experiments for project definitions may be very 1 imited. This 
situation also would apply to other techniques such as ion exchange. 
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PHASE EQUILIBRIA IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

THERMODYNAMIC DESCRIPTION 

Alexander Apelblat 
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INTRODUCTION 
----

A quantitative description of extraction equilibria is complicated because 
the aqueous and organic phases deviate considerably from ideal behaviour. However, 
there are many processes where substances to be separated are in micro quanti
ties and they are to be separated from one solute which is present in both phases 
in macro quantities. It is evident, in this case, that distribution of micro com
ponents is to a great extent influenced by the presence of this sol ut� and there
fore a detailed investigation of the fundamental ternary system which includes 
the solute, water and extractant (sol vent) is of considerable importance. 

In this paper a procedure is described which gives us the possibility to 
characterize the extraction equilibria in the fundamental ternary system in terms 
of thermodynamic parameters. The proposed procedure has been already applied to 
quite different systems which included neutral organophosphates and alcohols as 
solvents and strong mineral acids and several nitrates as solutes (1-6). The data 
of interest can be obtained by simple means without elaborate physical measure
ments. Only the composition of the aqueous and organic phases and their densities 
(in order to express the concentrations in molal units) are needed. 

Frequently, extractants are mixed with a suitable diluent, in order to redu
ce the price of solvent or prevent its losses in the process by reducing the solu
bility of it in the aqueous phase. In spite of the fact that di l uents are impor
tant from a practical point of view, their role in the extraction process is only 
secondary. The diluent effect is usually described in terms of physical solubi
lity rather· than specific interactions or complexing reactions and therefore is 
omitted here. 

The basic assumption used in the proposed approach is that the extraction 
equilibrium, expressed by the extraction isotherm, can be considered as a com
plex formation reaction, i.e., tha mass action law can be applied t'o the ternary 
system. Over a whole concentration range, several complexes may be formed, but 
it is supposed that only one principal complex exists at infinite dilution in 
the organic phase. Evidently in this description, a simultaneous formation of 
the complexes at finite concentrations influences the activity of components and 
more explicitly the v·alue of activity coefficients. 

EXTRACTION EQUILIBRIUM IN TERNARY SYSTEMS 

If an electrolyte A is distributed between the aqueous sobtion of A and the 
solvent S and the complex B=A(H2o)hSq is formed , then: 

( 1 ) A + q"S" + hH20 _=: 1l" 

where q and h are the salvation and hydration numbers of the complex B and the 

quantities in the organic phase are denoted with a bar. In principle, the com
plex may not only be hydrated but also dissociated in the organic phase. Intro
ducing activities of all species, the thermodynamic equilibrium constant of the 
complex formation reaction is 

( 2) K = aB 
aA (aw )h (as ) q 

In definition of chemical potentials, the unsymmetrical reference system is 
applied to the solute A in both phases and the symmetrical reference system for 
the solvent S. 

The procedure for evaluation of the activities in (2), the equilibrium con
stant K and the stoichiometric parameters of the complex B, q and h, from compo
sition and densities of both phases(which permits conversion from molar to molal 
units) is presented below. 

DETERMINATION OF THE ACTIVITIES aA AND aw 

Since in the extraction systems the solvent S is practically unsoluble in 
the aqueous phase, it can be considered that the aqueous phase is a binary sys
tem. In this case, for most of electrolytes the values of osmotic coefficients 
<I> and activity coefficients y± are known in the literature (7). The activity 
of water,aW' is given by: 

(3) aH =exp(-vmAq,/55.51) 

where v = v1+ v2 is the total number of ions (v1- cations and v
2 

-anions) coming 
from the dissociation of the solute A and mA denotes its molality in the aqueous 
phase. The activity of the solute A is 

(4) 

It is generally accepted, that the error caused by neglection of the solubility 
of S in the aqueous phase is very sma 11. 

DETERMINATION OF THE SOLVENT ACTIVITY as 

From the Gibbs-Duhem equation used for the organic phase and taking into 
account the eoua l i ty of chemical potentials of components in both phases ( the 
aqueous phase once again is supposed to be a binary system) one has: 

aA 
-W M 

� 
in mA (_5) .2.n(a5/a5 ) = ,--2 (� - mA )dwaA 1000 55.51 

where Ms is the molecular weight of solvent. The integral (5) includes only mea
surable quantities mA, mA and "mw• where the functional dependence aA=f(mA) has 
already been (liscussed. � is the activity of solvent saturated with water 
and its value is evaluated from the correlation between the activity and solubi
lity of water in solvent mW = f(aw). The variation of the water activity with 
water molality in the solvent is usually expressed by the Setchenov type equation: 

(6) tn(awf'IT\,) = ,\0+ ,\!mW+ ,\2(m�/ 

where determination of the constants ,\0,,\1 .and ,\2 is described in (8). The 

value of� is given by: 

( 7) .2.n� = - � n\J ( I + �w + j ,\2�) 

where n
\.J 

is evaluated from ( 6) for aw = 1. 

EVALUATION OF THE SOLVATION q AND HYDRATION h NUMBERS. 

The salvation number q is determined usually by so-called slope analysis 
(D -c [S] q where D =ii\/mA) in such way that mA » mA. The total concentration of 

solvent [SJ is changed by mixing it with a suitable diluent, assuming that the 
ratio of activity coefficients r

8
/(ys)q remains constant over a wide range of 

dilutions. However, often noninteger values of q are observed as a result of 
several overlapping equilibria or of nonequivalent di stri buti on of water. The 
water-diluent interactions are usually stronger then the solute-diluent inter
actions and therefore in order to reduce the water-diluent effect it is recom
mended not to use an "inert" diluent but rather such diluent which has some 
structure elements similar to those of the solvent S. 

The total amount of water in the organic phase inw is the sum of the water 
bonded to the complex B and dissolved in S. If it is assumed that these processes 
are independent, the hydration number is the limit of 
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(B) h =iim d[mw-ri\�J 
ffiA+O � 

where values of ITTw = f(aW) are given in (6) for corresponding values of mA = 

g(mA) tl,rough (3) 

EVALUATION OF THE COMPLEX ACTIVITY a
8 

AND THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT K. 

For the undissociated complex B in the organic phase, the equilibrium con
stant K is obtained from the extrapolation: 

(9) K=tim 
mA+O 

then from (2) 

( 1 o) a8 =mA-::;-A = Ka A (aw )
h(as )

q 

If in the extrapolation to zero as a function of mA, the right-hand side of
equation (9) has a hyperbolic form, the complex B is partially dissociated, then 
in this case: 

and 

A ,1eak concentration dependence of activity coefficients r
8 

or YB± 
over a wide concentrat"ion range can give an indication about the correct 
choice of the principal complex(i.e., values of q and h), taking also in consi
deration that the activities differ considerably from concentrations and they 
are more sensitive to experimental errors. 
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REVIEW OF THE THERMODYNAMICS OF SYNERGISM 
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INTRODUCTION 

Synergism in solvent extraction relates to the enhancement in metal ex
traction when two extractants are present compared to the sum of the extrac
tion by the individual extractants (I). Suc.h synergism is observed for many 
extractant combinations and is also dependent on the organic soLvent. Partic
ularly large synergistic extractions are obtained with B-diketonates and 
neutral adducts (e.g. organophosphorous compounds) in organic solvents of low 
water solubility. The synergic coefficient, s.c., has been defined (2) as: 

s.c. • log� o, + 02 
where D0 represents the distribution ratios of extractants 1,2 and I + 2. Many 
factors have been shown to affect the s.c. values such as the basicities of 
the 8-diketonate anions and of the neutral adducts, the coordination number of 
the metal, the sol vat ion of the extractants and the interaction between the 
two extractants. HowevCr, the primary cause of synergism is attributed gen
erally to an increase in the hydrophobic character of the extracted metal spe
cies upon addition of the adduct. 

The chelate rings of the 8-diketonate ligands may not coordinately satur
ate the metal. In this case, the extracted species may retain hydrate mole
cules which are replaced by the adduct. Alternately the extracted species in 
such a coordinately unsaturated case may be anhydrous and addition of adduct 
molecules results in expansion of the coordination sphere. It has been pro
posed that in cases of saturation of the metal coordination by the 8-diketonate 
chelate rings, addition of adduct occurs via ring openings. Usually the syner
gic reaction is defined by the equation: 

where X ,. S-diketonate, S = neutral adduct. From values of £ (or llG ) it 
n ,m n ,m 

would be difficult to define with confidence which of these mechanisms is 
operating in any particular system of H/X/S/solvent. Entropy, 6Sn m values, 
however, could be much more informative. Similarly, questions of Solvent inter
action, extractant basicities, etc. might be answered by l1H0 m data. There
fore, measurement of the thermodynamic parameters of synergi;m would be helpful 
in better understanding the factors involved (3). 

DILUENT EFFECTS 

The term diluent effects is to be interpreted as including salvation 
effects, particularly of the extractants, 1 igand-adduct interaction-and hydra
tion effects. Any or all of these effects may be influencing the extraction 
in any particular system, complicating any interpretation of the synergistic 
reaction (Eq. 1) from extraction data. Attempts to obtain t.H and 6S data for 
Eq. I from the temperature coefficient of the extraction coefficients would 
also be.of doubtful value in most systems. 

B�Oiketones can exist in keto, enol and ketohydrate forms in wet organic 
solvants. The encl form reacts with the metal as well as with the neutral 
adducts. Jacobs (4) reported a value of 40 ± 10 for the equilibrium constant 
in benzene for the.reaction of the enol form of HTTA with TOPO. The same 
reaction involving TSP has a value of 3 in benzene and 0.2 in CC14 (5). More
over, water interferes to form the ketohydrate with HTTA and the TBP·HzO 
hydrate. Extractant solvation is also poorly studied but values of 0.2, 0.9 
and 6.1 are reported for the interaction of TSP with C6H6, CCl4 and CHCl3 (5). 

Table I I ists the thermodynamic parameters for synergistic reaction of 
Nd+3 and Th+4 in different solvents. The data are consistent with the order 
of TSP-solvent interaction effects since the greater extent of TBP sol vat ion 
in CHC13 would make the 6H and t.S terms more positive than in C6H6. Using 
the solvent association constants given above, we can calculate values 
corrected for TBP salvation listed as -6G� m in Table 1. The agreement would 
indicate that other 11diluent effects" are fess important in the M/HTTA/TBP 
systems. This is unlikely to be the situation generally and much more data 
is needed to more fully evaluate these diluent effects ln a variety of systems. 

LI GANO-ADDUCT EFFECTS 

Some of the avai I able thermodynamic data for the synergistic reactions 
fonning HXnSm are listed in Table 2 (from ref. 3 unless noted otherwise). 

The large 6S value for Ca(TTA)z(TBP)z has been ascribed to the reaction: 

H(H2o):Ca(TTA);(o) 
+ 2TBP(o) • Ca(TTA)2(TBP)2(o) + H(aq) + 4H 20(aq) 

No expansion in coordination sphere for Ca+Z is involved. However, the nega
tive t.S for the formation of Zn(TTA)z·TBP is understood as reflecting an 
increase in the coordination number of zn+Z from 4 to 5. The uranyl data is 
consistent also wi!h addition of the adduct by expansion of the coordination 
number for the uoi from 4 to 5. 

The lanthanide data is interpreted as being due to the reaction 

Addition of a second adduct molecule would result in more negative values of 
6H and 6S, as observed for 2,2-dipyridyl and TBP. Apparently, the greater 
hydration of TOPO as well as its larger effect on the keto "" enol equilibrium 
of HTTA resu 1 ts in a reve rsa I of the expected trends in l1H and t.S. 

The Th(TTA) 4 ·TBP reaction should increase the coordination number for 
Th+4 from 8 to 9 (Th(TTA)4 is not hydrated). The negative values of 6H and l!.S 
are consistent with such a reaction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Calorimetric measurements of organic phase synergistic reactions in wet 
and in dry systems would be very helpful in providing a more complete under
standing of the various diluent effects and of the mechanism (C.N. expansion 
vs. hydrate rep Jacement) of adduct addition. Such experiments are underway at 
present. 

This research was supported by a contract with the U.S.0.0.E. Office of 
Basic Energy Sciences. 

Thermodynamic Values for the Reaction 
H(TTA) + S • H(TTA) • S 

n n 

Species Solvent -LIGj, I 
t -LIH3, I 

•

� 
-l!.Gc t 

Nd(TTA)3(dipy) CHCI 3 20.6 33. I 42 25. I 

Nd(TTA)3(dipy) C6H6 31. 8 41.9 34 27.8 

Th(TTA)4
(TBP) C6Hl2 34. 7 47.6 -43. 5 

Th(TTA\ (TBP) C6H6 26.5 43. 7 -58.2 22.5 

Th.(TTA) 4 (TBP) CHCI J 18.5 29. 5 -37. 2 23 .o 

tkJ·m-1 
. -I -I J·m ·K 

Thermodynamic Values for the Reactions 
a) H(TTA)n + S • H(TTA)n ·S 

b) H(TTA)n 
.5 + S • H(TTA)n -S2 

System -6Gt -6H t 

Ca/H TTA/2TBP 39.13 9.58 
Zn/HTTA/TBP 20. 46 28. 2 
Eu/HTTA/TBP 24. 73 24.D 
Eu/HTTA/2TBP 16. 49 36.o 
Eu/HTTA/TOPO 37 .8 28. 8 
Eu/HTTA/2TOPO(a) 30. 8 II. 2 

Nd/HTTA/2, 2 di py (b) 31. 8 41.9 
Nd/HTTA/2 (2 ,2di py) (c) 8.8 28.5 
UOz/HTTA/TBP(c) 10. 34 21.8 
U02/HTTA/TOPO (c) 27.6 15. 8 

tkJ ·m-1 
* 

J·m-1-K-I 

(a) ref. 8; (b) ref. 6b; (c) ref. 9 

. 

6S 

162 
-26 

3 
-65 

29 
66 

-34 
-67 
-38 

40 

Ref. 

6a 

6b 
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THERMODYNAMICS OF THE EXTRACTION OF 

Hf(IV) WITH ACETVLACETONE 

Robert F. D. Lundqvist 

Department of Nuclear Chemistry 
Chalmers University of Technology 

S-412 96 G6teborg, Sweden

The extraction mechanisms for some bivalent metalyl ions i.e. uo/+, Pao2+
, 

Hf02+ and vo2+ with �-diketones have previously been described (1). It was con
eluded that the extraction mechanism and type of r.,eta l complexes depend on both 
the metal and the J-igand. Hf(!V) is, for example, extracted by,benzoylacetone 
(HBA) and thenoyltrifluoroacetone (HTTA) as Hf(BA)4 and Hf(TTA)4 while a differ
ent mechanism was indicated with acetylacetone (HAA). Hence, in analogy with 
Pa(IV) it seemed that Hf(IV) was extracted as MO(AA)2 contrary to the composi
tion in solid state in which both Hf(AA)4 and Hf(AA)CL3 have been prepared. The 
aim of this work is to verify the extraction mechanism of Hf(IV) with HAA and 
to study it under various conditions like different solvents, ionic media and 
temperature. 

Earlier (2), partial processes for the partition of the neutral metal ace
tylacetonates have been p·roposed from thermodynamic data for Be, Cu, Zn, Ce, 
Hf, Th, U and Np. This work includes also the metal complexatior. of Hf. 

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE EXTRACTION MECHANISM 

The distribution of Hf(!V) between dilute solutions of HAA in benzene and 
1 M NaCl04 was studied. The distribution ratios_ D = [Hf(org)J It Hf(aq)J were 
determined by radiochemical measurements using 1'5• 181Hf at tracer level con
centrations of Hf. D-values were obtained at different constant HAA concentra
tions as a function of pH yielding a relation log D = f(pAA) shown in Figure 1. 

According to the general theory (3,4) for evaluation of the composite metal 

complex Mm(AA)n(OH)
P
HAA)r(org)s(H20)t in a liquid-liquid distribution system we 

conclude from the obtained relationship between log D and pAA that the only 
possible type of Hf(IV)-HAA complex is HfO(AA)

2 
since the limiting slope 

6]og D/6pAA = -2 and since all data coincide into one single curve. Hence, the 
distribution of Hf(IV) can be described by equation (1) 

(1) 

where ,
2 

= the distribution constant for HfO(AA)
2 

and 1\ are the formation con
stants. pAA = -log [AA-) was calculated as follows (equal phase volumes): 

( 2) 

where Ka is the dissociation constant for HAA and Kd its distribution constant 
[HAA)

0r/ [HAAl. The values of these constants were determined for every studied 
system (various solvents, temperatures and ionic strengths). Following the equa
tion (1) one finds that the only Hf complexes needed to describe the distribu
tion system between pH 1 and pH 8 are Hf02+

, HfOAA
+ 

and HfO(AA)2 of which the 
latter distribute between the two phases. At pH above 8 a decrease in the dis
tribution is observed which indicates hydrolysis of Hf02+ and/or formation of 
HfO(AA)3-. Any hydrolysis before pH 8 in our system is completely depressed by 
the stronger complexation �,ith HAA. Experiments were also performed with 1 M 
HCl04 and the relationship between log D and log [HAA]���t was determined. Even 
at such high acidity it seems that most of the Hf(IV) is extracted in the form 
of HfO(AA)2, but a possible coextraction of Hf(AA)4 cannot be excluded. 

INFLUENCE OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Organic solvent. The effect of the solvent on the distribution curves log D 
= f(pH) at constant total acetylacetone concentration �,as determined. Figure 2 

shows the elevation of the distribution curve with a substitution of the sol
vent in the following series n-hexane < n-heptane <toluene< carbon tetra
chloride < benzene < chloroform. This behaviour can be analyzed (5,6) with the 
theory of regular solutions and the following relation was found to fit our 
data: 

(3) log >-2,solvent = n log Kd,solvent + conSL 

The value of n was determined to be n<:<2.5 (1 M NaCl04, seven solvents). Further, 
a decrease in the• 2 values were observed upon increasing the HAA concentration 
from 1 M to 8 M in benzene, while the Kd was near constant (1 M NaCl04). 

Jonie strength. The influence of an increase in the ionic strength from O to 
1 Mon the relationship log D = f(pH) was slight for s0c, zs0c and 45°c which 
is also indicated by the small variation in the B n and ,2 values 1 isted in 
��- At higher ionic strength an increase in the distribution was observed. 
The distribution values of HfO(AA)

2 
was studied at 0-6 M NaCl04 and L iCl04 and 

with n-hexane, benzene and chloroform. The simultaneous behaviour of Kd �,as 
opposite to that of '2·

Temperature. The distribution of Hf(IV) increases appreciably even upon a 5 
degrees increase in temperature. Figure 3 shows the distribution curves log D 
= f(pH) at s0c, 13.8°c, 25°C and 45°C. t.H ,. and &:,

,. 
for the partition of the 

neutral HfO(AA)
2 

complex between benzene and. 0, 0.1 and 1 M NaCl04 were derived, 
Tab.le 1. 6 H, and ts\ decrease a little (about 10%°) when we increase the ionic 
strength from O to 1 M NaCl04. This pattern was also found (2) for other biva
lent metal acetylacetonates Be(AA)

2
, Cu(AA)2, and Zn(AA)

2
. The higher numerical 

values of t.H
,.

�nd t.s
,. 

for HfO(AA)2 than for the other metal acetylacetonates in
dicate a stronger hydration of HfO(AA)

2
. Because of the covariance with the 

thermodynamics of the dissociation and partition of HAA itself we will dis
cuss t.H and t. S for a1 and a

2 
elsewhere together with a presentation of the be

haviour of HAA. 

Stability constants. The constants B n and 1,z have been calculated using a 
modified specially designed least squares program for solvent extraction data 
(7) and the values for 0, 0.1, 1 and 4 M NaCl04 at s0c, 25°c and 45°c are col
lected in ��-

CON CL US IONS 

The thermodynamics of the distribution of Hf(IV) between aqueous NaCl04 and 
organic solutions containing acetylacetone (>O.l M HAA) proves that 
- Hf02+ is the dominating Hf(IV) species in 1 M NaCl04 (pH 1-3). 
- HfO(AA)

2 
is the only extractable Hf(IV) complex, pH 1-9. 

- HfO{AA)
2 

thermodynamically belongs to the class of bivalent metal acetyl-
acetonates, like Be(AA)2, Cu(AA)

2
, Zr{AA)

2 
and PaO(AA)

2
. 
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TABLE I. Sta bi 1 i ty and thennodynami c cons tan ts for the 

NaCl04 system. 

Ionic strength 

M NaC104 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 

log D 
2 

0 

-1 

-2

-3 

0 

t0 c 1 og B1 

8.06.':_0.25 
25 7.77+0.09 
45 7.74.':_0.13 

8.04.':_0.12 
25 7.52+0.38 
45 7 .65.':_0. 13 
5 8. 09±_0 .12 

25 7 .84.':_0.08 
45 7.73.':_0.09 

9 .11.':_0. 20 

,9-jr 
f ,, 
, // 
I 11 
I I 0 
I / I 

/' b: 
I I/ 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
o I 

I 
I 
I 

2 

log B2 log ,2 

15 .24.':_0.18 0.39.':_0.02 
14 .20+0.08 1.33+0,04 
13.80.':_0. 11 1.89+0.03 
14.94�_0.09 0.44.':_0.02 
14.15+0.30 1.34.':_0.06 
13.82.':_0.15 I. 96.':_0. 08 
14.88.':_0.10 0. 76.':_0. 02 
14. 31.':_0. 10 1.43.':_0.02 
13. 62.':_0. OB 2 .12�0.02 

16. 20+0. 18 1.45.':_0. 10 

3 4 5 6 

Hf (IV )-HAA( benzene)/ 

llHA 
kJmol-l 

64+7 

64+5 

58+3 

7 

llSA 
Jmol-l deg-! 

239.':_23 

8 

241.':_16 

221.':_9 

9 
pAA 

FIGURE 1. The distribution D of Hf(IV) between acetylacetone {HAA) in benzene 
and 1 M NaCl04 as a function of the ligand concentration (pM = -log[AA-1), 

2s0 c. The pH was varied between 1.2 and 9.6. Initial concentri'ltions of HAA are 
denoted as follows (L>) = 0.152 M; (e) = 0.330 M; (o) = 0.769 M; (�) = 
2.00 Mand {L>) = 2.50 M. 

log D 

2 

6 6 

1 

0 

-1

-2

-3

2 3 4 5 6 
pH 

FIGURE 2. The effect of different solvents on the distribution of Hf(lV) 
between acetylacetone (HAA) containing organic phases and 1 M NaC10

4 
as a 

function of pH at 2s0c. The initial HAA concentration in the organic phase was 
0.769 M. (e) = chloroform, (L>) = benzene, (•)= carbon tetrachloride, 
( O) = toluene, (.,.) = cyklohexane, ( D) = n-hexane. 

log D 

2 

0 

-1

-2

-3

2 3 4 5 6 

• 

7 
pH 

FIGURE 3. The influence of temperature on the relation log DHf = f(pH). Aqueous 
phase: 1 M NaC104, Organic phase: 0.769 M HAA (initial) in benzene. (a)= 5°c, 
(o) = 13.8°c, ("") = 25°c and (e) = 45°c. 
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PREDICTION OF TERNARY LIQUID-LIQUID EQUILIBRIA 

lreneo Kikic, Paolo Alessi, Romano Lapasin, Maurizio Fermeglia 

lstituto di Chimica Applicata e lndustriale 
Universita di Trieste 

Trieste, Italy 

For a rational design of a liquid-liquid extraction process, equilibrium 
thermodynamic data relative to the components involved are important and essen
tial even if these information are not sufficient:fluodynamic and mass transfer 

problems are normally encountered in the apparatus design. Since the correct de
sign will utilize all these information, it is desirable to solve the "equili
brium" problem with the minimum experimental effort .For this reason accurate 
predictive methods of the liquid-liquid equilibrium conditions should be very 
useful expecially in the preliminary steps of the development of the process. It 
is obvious that in the practical realization of the plant no one should reliab
ly base the project only on predicted data: experimental equilibrium data are 
needed in this case. 

From all these reasons it is worthwhile to note that the development and 
the test of predictive methods for the liquid-liquid equilibrium will lie within 
well defined limits; these methods have a meaning only in the step of the choi
ce of the solvent and of the ,t;iti-solvent, but not in the step of the project 
ex;,ecially if one does not_ know perfectly the limits of the method used. 

The results reported in this work derive from a research pr�gram having the 
fallowing scopes: 

- to define methods for the prediction of liquid-liquid equilibrium data; 

- to look,i.n particular, for "mixed" predictive methods,i.e. methods which use 
some minimum experimental information (however lower than the complete expe
rimental determination of the equilibrium data); 

- to establish well defined limits of the reliability of these methods in ord
er to help the possible user in their application; 

- to give some guidelines in the search of the essential thermodynamic data. 

PREDICTIVE METHODS 

Predictive mo,thods of liquid-liquid equilibria can be classified as follows: 

- completely predictive methods: they don't need any experimental data; 
- mixed predictive methods. 

To the first class of methods,we can refer to solubility parameter theory(l) 

and to the methods based on group contribution concept (2). 

The solubility parameter theory, namely the regular solution theo_ry, has been 

extensively used for solvent extraction systems. The principal defect of regular 

solution theory is the assumption that the entropy of mixing is ideal; this ap
proximation leads to significant errors for many extraction systems. The origi
nal theory has been further developed to take into account associated and hydro
gen bonded systems but still the method is not even qualitatively reliable for 

hydrogen bonded systems with a very high value of the infinite dilution activi
ty coefficient.For example the regular solution theory shows that n-decane is 

immiscible with both di.ethylene glycol and 1-butanol while it is experimentally 

evident that the binary system n-decane-1-butanol is perfectly miscible.Figure l 

shows how the ternary system di.ethylene glycol -1-butanol-n-decane can be pre
dicted by the regular solution theory and the significant error that one obtains 
in applying this theory, 

The group contribution methods are a very useful tool fot the prediction of 
the equilibrium and for the solvent screening.Ad hoc liquid-liquid equilibrium 
(LLE) parameters have been published for one of the most used method,namely the 
UNIFAC (3). These parameters are calculated from a rather big amount of LLE ter
nary data collected in a LLE data bank (4) .The main limit of the UNIFAC method 
is in the number of groups characterized;on the other hand the method is extre
mely powerful and gives very good prediction, certainly better that that obtain
ed with the regular solution theory,as it is shown in Figure 1. 

The mixed predictive methods are called in this way because they use a small 
amount of experimental information for the prediction of the equilibrium. In par
ticular in this work we have considered as possible information the following: 

- infinite dilution activity coefficients for both the components of binary sy-
stems; 

- mutual solubilities relative to partially miscible binary systems. 

In order to give a detached evaluation of this prediction method, a complete 
analysis on artificial systems was made and a comparison with the results obtai.!'_ 

ed on real systems was performed. 

ANALYSIS ON ARTIFICIAL SYSTEMS· 

From a theoretical point of view the analysis carried out on artificial sy
stems leads to results which are more reliable than those obtained from an ana
lysis of a high number of real systems. Moreover according to the procedure ba

sed on artificial systems, eventual and casual coincidences due to the concomi-

tance of the choice of the thermodynamic model and of· the particular system are 
left out of consideration. 

The technique employed in the generation of the artificial system is the 
following (Figure 2) : 

- Generation of a series of equilibrium data (or tie lines) opportunately spa
ced, through a calculation of a liquid-liquid flash by using a thermodynamic mo 
del (NRTL equation (5) ) and the numerical values of the parameters relative t; 
the three constituting binary systems. This set of perfect data is practically 
a number of tie lines as high as 50-100 for each ternary system. 

- Perturbation of the data sets. These perfect values of composition are pertur 
bated by adding errors randomly picked from a set of infinite errors wit.h a 

-

Gaussian distribution with mean zero and standard deviation a � .005 mole fra 
ction. The data sets satisfy the maximum likelihood ca-iterium

x
and the criteri; 

for the application of least_ squares since the errors are small, independen.t 
and normally distributed. The model is abl� to fit these new compositi·on values. 

- Comparison of the results obtained from t)le ·complete data set and subsets ca
sually chosen, of the same data. This comparison is justified by the fact· that, 
in the literature, 6-7 tie lines are normally reported for the ternary system 
investigated. From this comparison a standard deviation can be obtained and the 
average value of the root mean square will be the quantity used for evaluating 
the goodness of the prediction. 

Infinite dilution activity coefficients, which will be employed for the pre 
diction, are generated starting from NRTL parameters. To these numerical value; 
errors are added in a casual way; practically the errors introduced correspond 
to the average values of errors obtainable with the different experimental te
chniques used in infinite dilution activity coefficient determination. 

It is important to point out that the same model and the same interaction 
parameters have been used for the generation of thE. artificial liquid-liquid 
equilibrium and infinite dilution data.This statement is thermodynamically true: 

the reality is only one and all the different properties should be predicted by 
the same model.Unfortunately no one of the available thermodynamic models is 
perfect and their flexibility is generally not good enough for the prediction 
of properties and conditions far from the experimental data fitted. 

Calculated or extrapolated infinite dilution activity coefficients are so
metime far off t.he experimental values. For this reason an higher value for the 
standard deviation of the infinite dilution activity coefficient has been intro 
duced. An analysis on several different artificial systems shows that the stan: 
dard deviation on the paramet':rs obtained from vapor-liquid equilibrium data 
and infinite dilution data is of the same order of magnitude even if the para
meters might be very different (6). 

Once the artificial and consistent system is generated it is possible to 
evaluate the_goodness of the prediction starting with the different information. 
The model used in the prediction is the same model already used for the genera
tion of the artificial systems, namely the NRTL equation. 

Since six parameters are needed (two per binary) the following cases for 
the prediction of a Type 1 ternary system (component 3 is the solvent) are con
sidered: 

a) knowledge of six infinite dilution activity coefficients and the mutual so
lubilities of the binary 1-3 ( x

13 
and x

31
); 

b) knowledge of six infinite dilution activity coefficients; 
c) knowledge of the mutual solubilities of the binary 1-3 (x and x ) and 

four infinite dilution activity coefficients (for the sysHms 1-23lnd 2-3). 

For the prediction of a Type 2 ternary system (component 3 is the solvent), 
the following cases are considered: 

a) knowledge of six infinite dilution activity coefficients and four mutual so-
lubilities ( x and x for the system •2-3, x and x for the system 1-3); 

b) knowledge of f&Jr actiJity coefficients at infiJite dintion (for the binary 
systems 1-2 and the activity coefficients of component 1 and 2 in the sol
vent 3 ) ·and four mutual solubilities ; 

c) knowledge of four activity coefficients (as point b) and two mutual solubi
lities ( x

13 
and x

23
); 

d) knowledge of six infinite dilution activity coefficients ; 
e) knowledge of two activity coefficients at infinite dilution (for the system 

1-2) and four mutual solubilities (x
23 

and x
32 

for the system 2-3 and x
1 3 

and x
31 

for the system 1-3). 

In all the cases considered information about the system 1-2 can also be 
obtained from vapour-liquid equilibrium data (6). 

The analysis on artificial systems described above has been applied on ma
ny different ternary systems : binodal curves with different size and shape , 
and different tie line distributions have been considered as well as different 
values for the binary solubilities.Results are reported for both Type 1 and 
Type 2 ternary systems. 
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REAL SYSTEMS 

As mentioned above, values of infinite dilution activity coefficients and 
of mutual solubilities are the experimental information needed for the "mixed" 
predictive methods considered. One can generally assume that infinite dilution 
data for the system 1-2 ( referring to a typical ternary liquid-liquid extraction 
system ,where component 3 is the solvent and may be i1IaT1iscible \.lith one OT both 
the other components) are available or can be calculated from vapor-liquid equi
librium data relative to the same system. 

The problem is the availability of data for the systems 1-3 and 2-3. If the 
vapor pressure of one component (a) is much bigger than the vapor pressure of 
the other (b), infinite dilution activity coefficients of component a in compo
nent b are generally available (7) or may be experimentally determined by gas
liquid chromatographic method, Unfortunately for the same system activity coef
ficients of component b infitely diluted in component a are not available. Expe
rimental data for systems with approximately the sar.ie pure component vapor pres
sure are rather difficult to find in the open literature but they can be deter
mined by ebulliometric method: various authors (8-10) have lately measured infi
nite dilution activity coefficients with this method and the availability of 
such experU?lental data is inct'easing. 

When exper imental information on infinite dilution activity coefficients are 
missing one can use the already mentioned UNIFAC method to predict them. The pr� 
diction capability of the UNIFAC method is therefore tested on systems where the 
eJtperimental data are available. A comparison is presented also with the results 
obtained by utilizing experimental gaschromatographic infinite d,ilution activity 
coefficient values for the generation of UNIFAC parameters. 

Finally some: examples of prediction of ternary liquid-liquid equilibrium da
ta are reported; special attention is given to the separation of paraffinic -
aromatic hydrocarbons with polar solvents. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the early thirties Scatcharrl'
1

1nd Hildebrand'
2

�sed the mole
cular radial-distribution function and inter-molecular dispersion 
e nergy function to calculate the total cohesion energy of a system. 
With some assumptions they deduced the following equations to cal
culate the excess Gibbs energy of a mixing process and activity co
efficients for a binary liquid mixture: 

f:i. G
E

= ( n1 V, +n,; V-..,. ) ( Fn+Ez::i -2 £1 :J 1J 8� 
= (n, v. +n2 V;,.) (6,-S,t¢,.:P.,, 

·· · .. 

lnf, =v,.p:ct-�}/RT 
ln f� =V,.;,,'C::,,- e.;// RT 

(I) 
( 2) 

(]) 
( 4) 

where ti.GE is the excess Gibbs energy of mtxing process for a binary 
system, n, , TI ,< are ·moles fo-r components l and 2 respectively in a 
system, V, ,V;_ are volume fractions of components l and 2, 

¢, =n 1 Vr / (n,, V, +n, Vi ) 
¢i 

=n:. V� I (n, V, +n,. V:. ) 

h,, 0,. are s
6

1
��1!

C"
��)

� arameters of componen ts 1 and 2, 

�E" is the heat of vaporization of pure liquid component, f,, f.i are 
activity coefficient s of components 1 and 2 in liquid phase, usinr 
pure liquid component as rt!ference state, E,iare the interaction 
energy between molecules 1 and 2, T is the absolute tempcrture and 
R is the gas constant. Their assumptions are: 
(1) The interaction energy between two molecules ls only dependent 
on their distance and their oricntation,and is indepe11dent of the 
properties of the surrounding molecule s. 
(2) Tl1e molecules are distributed randomly. Their distribution is 
independen t of the position or orie11tat ion or other properties of 
the molecules. 
(J)LV'= 0 
(4) L;. S 1 

""· 0 

(5) The interaction energy between different molecules was assumed 
to be the geometric mean of two in teraction energies between the 
same molecules, 

�:i=(�,,E.,�)
'1. 

i. 

13ased on the fifth assumption , ( 61 -52 ) are always positive 
f, � 1, fJ. � 1, 

it means that the system is always of positive deviation. 

( 5) 
and 

1!•61 17·8) 
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the physical and chemical extraction processes with some succe ss. 
They find it is applicable to estimate the distribution coefficient 
for some organic and metal-solvent systems. But all their applica
tions .are restricted to the (1) binary systems, (2) solutes which 
are of micro-components and (3) solutions with positive deviation. 
It is obvious that the early Scatchard-llildebrand model can only be 
used to estimate the extraction distr.ibution data approximately for 
different diluents in binary systems (binary organic phase) and it 
cannot be used �o calculate or pre dict the equilibrium data accura
tely for multi-component chemical extraction system (such as the 
solve nt-metal system with macro-component metal-complex solutes an<l 
with strong polarity both in aqueous and organic phases). 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION 

The fifth assumption of Scatchard-Hildebrand model is corr e ct 
only when there is dispersion force betwet?n molecules. This res
tricts the wide application of this model, because besides the dis
persion force ,in polar mixtures there are dipole force, induced di
pole force and hydrogen-bond force betwe en molecules. So we suppose 
that the following relationship is reasonable: 

( 6) 

where 1,::. is a revis ed coefficie nt with regard to the polar inter
mole cular energy. It is also a binary parameter and its value may 
be positive or negat ive. Substituting Eq.(6) into Eq.(1), get 

the following revised equation : 

lnf, =V,¢/((� 1 -hJ )
1

+21.l6,t, )/RT=V,.J'./A .• /RT 
l n f� =V � ;f, / ( ( 6, - lli )' + 21, • .5, Ji ) /RT"" V:: ,r,,' A,�/ RT 

(7) 

where A_.,=(J,-lJ:/ +2l:_6,t 1 , A,,. is the te rminal constant of revised 
Sca t.chard-Hildebran d's model with regard to the intermolecular 
force be tween components 1 and 2. Thus A,1 may be positive (for non
ideal solution with positiwe de.viation (f > l)) or negative (for 
that with negative deviation ( f < 1)). 

For ternary system, the mathematic.1.l expressions of thls re
vised model are: 

lnf, = ", (�\f\.,�+-P;A._,+-P,¢, (A.,+A.,-1'.,_.))irtT 
lnf, =-Vz. (,f:'.\,,+.P;A01+,:·_� (A.,+A,,-A._))/RT 
lnf.-

"' V!. ( �,,•A,�+ 1\'A:,+ ,J,6,_ (,\.l+AH-i\,1))/RT 
( 8) 

For quaternary system, their expressions are: 

ln f, =V, (A"_{;: +A,l ¢J

1

+A,.,_,P..,,., + ( A,11. +A,3-Aii)¢;, ·/J! + ( A,1+A_.,.. -A,,.).:>., ./)A- + 
(A,,+A,.-A,.)�,f'. )/RT (9) 

The calculating equations of lnf_. , lnf,� and lnf.-. are analogous to 
Eq. (9). 

We tried to use the above revised Scatchard-Hilde brand model 
to treat the binary, ternary and quatern�ry systems for metal-sol
ve nt extraction process. 

EXAMINATION OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS 

(1) The binary system 

The extractant TBP (tributyl phosphate) with a serie s of hydr0-
carbon as diluent was tested. The activity coefficients. of dilue nts 
at 25 r c were determi n ed by gas-chromatography. ·o.Ur "e :::e.perti;n'enta l 
data indicate that the revised Scatchard-Hilde brand model fits 
these binary systems quite well. The terminal parameters A,i and the 
revised coe fficients 1,� were also determined (see Tabl e 1). 

TABLE l A.� and 1.: in TBP-n-C,. H; ... :.r. binary solutions 

6 
7 
8 

12· 

system 

TBP-nC.:, H,�
TBP-nC7 H,;. 
TllP-nC8 H,p 
TBP-nC,,H,.:. 

(2) The ternary system 

A,,(ex) 

15, 20 
l 7. 06 
I 7. 22 
19. 99 

-0.0827 
-0.0953 
-0.0981 
-0. 12 2 

The metal-solvent extraction system without diluent (TBP-UO�Cl� 
, TBP ::- U02 (N0 3 h) W�re .tested. The organic phases in these systems 
are composed of three compon ents: (1) wate r, :"2) cxtractant, (J) 
metallic complex. The method for calculating the nctivity coeffi-

��=�
t

:a;!{�t�h:
0

:::�=:�
s

s::�c�:;�-�����:::�d
i

:a::�
a

��t!
n

t��:e
e

�:�-
nary syste ms very well within the whole metal concentration in or
ganic phase (from very dilute to.saturated metallic complex in or
ganic solutions). The experimental regressed terminal parameters 
for these two systems are shown in Table 2. It can be seen from 
Table 2 that A,,.. and A,.� are .positive while A:.3 is negative. This 
means tha t the *evised Scatchard-Hilde brand model may be a�Plied 
to non-ideal solutions where both the positive and negativ e devia
tions exist and can fit the non-ideal solutions with negative de 
viations as well as to those with positive deviations. 

TABLE 2 The reg1 e ssed terminal parameters A0 of revise d Scat� 
chard-Hildebrand model in ternary systems 
l· .. H�O, 2-. TBP, 3. UO;Cl2 .2TBP or UOi (N0_1 )� .2TBP 

system A,, A,, A,, 

TBP-uo�cL 112. l -3.81 59.13 
TBP-UOl. (NO�)� 1114.7 -4.34 174.7 

(3) The quaternary system 

neut r��
e 

s;: �:; �
$

��;���� ��J, r
a

( � ��:)�
s

�� =�� � 7t�� l\! 
1 

��� � 1 � i:;; �! ;� 
g 

02EHPA (di-2-ethyl hexyl phosphoric acid)-CuCli'{ 1 chelate system: 
LIX64N (�-hydroxy-oxime)-CuCl�) were tested. All of these systems 
can be fitted by the re vised Scatchard-Hildebrand model. The compo
nents in organic phase in these extraction systems are: ( l) water, 
(2) diluent (o-C.;, H :;- (CH, )..i.. , n-C6 H,._, n-C7H,.cor CH�ClCHCl_. ), (3) extrac 
tan t and (4) metallic complex, the concentrations·of·.Qhich are all 
macro-components. The activity of each component can be dete rmined 
or calculated by the following thermodynamic method: 

1. The activity of water in organic phase is in equilibrium with 
the aqueous phase and can be calculated by Eq.(11): 

1 n a, = 1 n x, f, = - 0. 0 1 8 ¢'0: v-,, m,, ) (11) 

where subscript k de notes varlous electrolytes in aqueous solution , 
v is the number of ion s dissociated by an electrolyte in water,¢'is 
the practical osmotic coe fficient, which can be calculate d by using 
Pitzer' s mixed electrolyte solution theory'.'6•1<P 

2. The actf.vity of diluen ts (a.) is determined directly by gas-
�hromatography. 

3. The activi.ty of extractan ts (a�) can be calculated directly 
by a set of cq11ilibriu� data.with· �fie same original eztractant con
cen tration using Eq.(12), while in our earlier pape rS-�'.J complicatel: 
cross-in reg!"1•·i_,,, must be used with 3-5 set of differe nt origin al 
extract. an t con .,i� �rations. For LIX64N-CuCl,t, system,the calcalating 
equation is: 
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ln a}=ln xJ f:, =ln a!t oi-J(x, /(x,+2x4�)dlna, -j(x.; /(x� +2x.))�ln·1:.. 
+J(x .,./(x!+2x4.))dln(a1;,/a:�··) \ 12) 

where. a5 ,0idenotes the activity of extractant in organic phase with
out copper. The organic phase saturated with water but without Cu
complex is taken as the lower limit of integration. 

4. The activity of me tallic-complex (a-,.) can b e calculated Dy 
r.ibbs-Duhem equation: 

ln f.1 zln(a11_/x,,,.)=-j(x 1 /x 4 )dlnf, -J(x�/x+)dlnf.L -j(x!/x,,, )dlnf.� 
(1 ]) 

Table 3 giv es the comparison of calculated and experimental 
values of activity coefficients for one series of data with revise2 
Scatchard-Hildebrand model in chelate extractant organic phase. The 
mean relative deviation for calculated and experimental f; are less 
than 4%. 

TABLE 3 Comparison of calculated and experimental val,1es of 
activity coefficients for the H2. 0-n-C 7 H,rLIX64N-Cu(LIX64N) 
quaternary system with revised Scatchard-Hildebrand model 
(the ririginal cone. of LIX64N in organic phase. is O.SN) 

x, . 

0.0161 
0.0153 
0. 0 14 1 
0. 0 l 26 
0.0118 
0. 0 110 
0.0098 

<It 25 QC 
l.H. 2 0, 2.n-C7H,6, J.LIX64N, 4.Cu(LIX04N) 

f, (ex) f, {cal) x, f, (ex) f, (cal) x. 

6 I. 9 8 5 7. 77 0.069] 1. 522 I. 4 82 0. 001+6 

6 5. 0 7 67.94 0.0616 1.636 l. 698 0.0086 
70. 5 I 74. 20 0. 05 77 l.9]8 I. 908 0.0106 
78. 78 80.28 0.05]7 2. 19 3 2. 190 0. 0 128 
84.00 84. 78 0. 05 12 2. 3 35 2. 364 o. n 141 
89. 9 8 88.76 0.0487 2. S4 S 2. 55 i 0.0155 

100. 74 96.97 0. Qt,45 2. 9 I 2 2.884 o. 0 1 77 

f ..,. (ex) f j. (cal) 

0. 112 3 0. I 14 7 
0. I 185 0. 1146 
0. I 24 7 0. 12 21 

'0. l 32 2 0. l l l 7 
0. 140 1 0. l 399 
0. 14 75 0. l 4 66 
0. 15 2 1 0. 1568 

PRt:DTCTION OF THE COMPOS IT ION IN THI-.: EgUTLlBRATED ORGANIC PHASE 

During the extraction process design and development. t!1c corn
position of organic phase usually needs to be estimated from the 
kno\<:'n composition of equilibrated aqueous phase. Fat· chelate extrac.• 
cant syst;;m, the extraction reaction is as follows: 

2 HR + Cu .. ,. = CuR.t. + 2H' 

where HR represents the extractant LIX64N. After reaching the ex
traction equilibrium,four independent equations can be formulated: 

lnx, f
1 

'"'-O.Ol8+'(7,v,,m
11

) 

(x�+2x�)lx: = const. 

x 1 +x:+x, +x.1 = l 

( 14) 

(15) 

( 16) 

( I 7) 

AlJ the f; in these equations can be calcuL1te<l by revised Scat
chard-Hildebrand model. When the composition of r:he equilibr-,ted 
aqueous phase (m

1
,., m •. :.) is given, we can solve the set of simulta

neous non-linear e.quations fur x,, x�, xt. and x�. with a non·-linear. 
least-squares algorithm on a computer. 

This mathematical model has been verified with our own experi
mental data for. all the ternary and quaternary extraction systems 
mentioned above�·sburing the calculation, certain experime�cal point 
were used to regress the terminal parameters in the Scatchar.d-Hildc 
brand model and the remaining p�ints were used to check the results 
so calcula-ted. It has been found that either interpolated or extra
polated data can be well predicted. As an illustration, the compo
sitions prediCted for the n-C,H 6 -0.7N LIX64N-CuCl�-HCl-H2 0 system 
are compared with the experimental organic compositions in Table 4. 
The mean relative deviation for concentrations of compo11ents x; ( 
expressed as mole fraction) are less than 5%. 

TABLE 4 

aqueous 
mc ... H 

0.0368 
0. 05 85 
o. 12 12 
0. 146 7 
0. I 755 
0. 195 I 
0. 214 I 
0.2444 

Comparison of predicted and experimental composition in 
organic phase for O. 7N LIX64N -nC7 H,f-CuCli -HCl-Hi O sys
tem (at 25 �c) 

phase equilibrated organic phase 
m

,;
,. x, (ex) x 1 

(cal) x ! (ex) =< .:- (cal) x 3 (ex) x� (cal) 

0.0002 0.0251 o. 0261 0. IO 79 0. IO 79 0.0030 0.0029 
0. 00 14 0.0246 0.0249 0. 1046 0. 104 7 0.0048 0.0047 
0.0117 0.0222 0.0223 0.0961 0.0961 0.009] 0.009] 
o. 0 199 0.0209 0. 0209 0.0915 0. 09 I 7 0.0119 0.0119 
0.0]55 0.0194 0.0198 0.0870 0.0876 0. 0 14 3 0. 0 I 4 1 
0.050] 0. 0 I 84 0.01 90 0. 0836 0. 0 84 6 0.0161 0.015 7 
0.0669 0. 0 I 76 0. 0 I 82 0.0805 0. 08 l 5 0. 0 l 78 0. 0 l 71, 

0. 1022 0. 0 I 70 0.0169 0.0757 0. 0760 0.0204 0. 0204 

Note: * represents interpolated value and** is extrapolated value. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Using the relationship E,1 = (E,,E,�)(l-1,�) instead of E,.,=(E,,E., _.), 
our revised Schatchard-Hildebrand model c3n be applied not only to 
non-ideal solution with positive deviation, but also to that with 
negative deviation. 

(2) Our experimental results show that the revised Scatcharu-Hilde
brand model can be used to binary, ternary and qu�ternary systems 
with polar components. It seems reliable and flexible to calculate 
component activity coe fficients and to predict the composition in 
equilibrated organic phase in the neutral, acidic and chelate sol
vent-metal extraction systems. 

(3) Because the revised Scatchard-Hlldcbrand model is of a linear 
equation for its terminal parameters, ft is easy to solv e by using 
a linear least-square algorithm on a computer. For different ex
traction systems,it is convinient to use only by changing a set of 
Aij and V; with the same mathematical model. 

(4) Although the simultaneous equations for predicting the equili-

braced organic compositions are non-linear, an iterative solution 
converges also quickly and easily �ith a non-linear least-square 
algorithm. A new way has been found for calculating the metal-sol
vent extraction equilibrium data by applying the achievement in 
solution theory and thermodynamic method instead of the empirical 
formulas. 
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EXTRACTION OF TRIVALENT ACTINIDES WITH 1-PHENYL-3-METHYL-4-

(3:5-DINITROBENZOYL) PYRAZOLONE-5 AND ITS SYNERGISTIC 

MIXTURES WITH NEUTRAL DONORS 

P. K. Khopkar and J. N. Mathur 

Radiochemistry Division 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre 
Trombay, Bombay-400085, India 

'Dle enhancement in the extraction of trivalent actinide and lanthanide 
metal cholates b;y the additiori ot a neutral donor has been used 1n the 
analytical detel.1ni.na.tione u well a.a in the aepara.tim ot theae metal 1one. 
hnoyl trl.n�or0&oe tone (Hm) hae been freipently uaed u the chelating agent 
(1-6). Recently, another chelating 8.8"llt 1,i,enyl-3-metti;'l-4-i>enzoyl wra
zolone-5 (HFMBP) and ita varioua derivative• have been !ouDI to be of great 
uae 1n estiaation(7) or sepa.mt1on(8) ot trivalen t actinides. HH!BP with a 
pk of 4. 11 has been fou.nd to extract metal ions trom moJ:e acidic aolutiona 
ae coapa.red to Hm (pKa 6.23), >.not.Iler chelating agent o! the llFMBP group, 
Maly, 1-pheeyl-3-..et.eyl-4(315-dinitrobenzoyl) pyrazolone-5 (HDMPP) wit.b a 
pKa value nearly 2 units emaller tha.n HH,mP, should extmct metal iona in fl. 
muob better ·n::, as com.pa.red to HPMBP or H'ITA. In the preaent study the 
a.rnergiatic extraction o£ trivalent J.m, Cm, Bk and Cf las been carried out 
with a mixture ot IIDIIPP and tri-n-octyl phosit,ine oxide (TOPO) 1n CHCJ.3, Uao 
the extraotion of .1.m(III) and lilJ.(III) by miJrtures of one of the � -diketooes 
H?.lBP, HDIIPP, HTr.l or benzeyl tr1£luoroe.oetona (HB'.!'F.I.) and TOPO 1n CHCJ.3 has 
been studied. 

'1he radioactive tracer aolutiona were p:repa.red and aesayed u described 
earlie,(6). HP!@P (m.p. 92°c) and IIDIIPP (m,p, 225.5°c) ,rere prepared 1n this 
laboratory, H1'?4 (lilrok), !!BT!l. (�ninsula.r Qiea,research Inc.) and TOPO 
(Iaatman Kodak) were uaed as such. CHCJ.3 (B.D,H. 4naJ.ar) ,ras used as a 
diluent throughoa.t tb.11 work. All other chemical.a used were of A.R. grade. 
'lh• detail• ot the e.xperi.EntaJ. procedure used for liquid-liquid extraction 
nre aa gt-...n 1n Re�.(5,6). For the aboorption spectral studiee of Fe(III) 
•1th dU!erea.t � �iketonea the procedure recoamended by Khopkar and De(9) 
ha• been uaed. 

CALCUL.1.TION OF '!HE !l)lILIBRIOII CONST.I.NTS 
'.lhe equilibrium conatant value• ( p

1
, �2 and 1S!) for the organic phue 

addition reactions ot JU.3 w1 th TOPO, where A ta the anion of HTTA, HBTFI. and 

HD!,{PP, ne.y be represented by 
131 (1) ll(A)3 + TOPO 

� 
M(A)3.TOPO 

(2) M(A)3 + 2 TOPO � M(A\.2 TOPO 

� (3) M(A)3.TOPO + TOPO .,..-- M(.1.)3"2 TOPO 

wbereu the same with m,.mp aa the chelating agent (where the chelate is ex
tracted as a eelf-sdduct M(PMBP)3.HH.mP ) r,a.y be represented ao: 

�1 
(4) ll(H>mP)3.HFMBP + TOPO 

� M(™8P\.11lPO + HR.mp 

(5) M(?.!BP\oHR-!BP + 2 TOPO sr= M(P!.IBP\.·2 TOPO + Hl'I-IBP 
2 

(6.) !!(R.IBP\.'OOPO + TOPO � M(R!BP\ 0 2 TOPO 

'lhe details of the calculation of' the equilibrium constants of t.heae organic 
til,aee reactions have.been given in �f.(10,11). In the calculation of these 
equilibrium constants, which ref2r onl,y to the concentration quotients, it 
has been assumed tl'at the activity coefficients of the species involved do 
not change significantly under the experiamtal cooiitions employed. 

RESULTS .I.ND DISCUSSION 
'Ihe stoichiometry of the metal chel�tes ar¥l the synergistic species ex

tracted into the organic !JhaSe have been arrived. at by the slope analysis 
method where the distribution coefficient values, Dare plotted againet the 
relevant experimental variables. In tre ca.ae of tri V!Uent actinides Am, Cm, 
Bk and ct extracted by HD!M alone in CHCl.3. tffl chelate species extracted 
-.as obaerved to be M(DMPPh, as against the self-adduct species M(P..IBP)3,HIW!P 
ext:racted with HPMBP 1n Cl!Cl3 aa ,rell as 1n :i;.vl•ne(11). 1he fornation of a 
sel!-sdduct with lm!BP and not with HDMPP .-y probably be explained on the 
baaia or the plCa values of these two � -diketonea. HDMPP 1'i th lower pKa 
value (,-1 2 log uni ts) is more ionized under tffl experimental condi tiona 
and hence the availability of unionized HDI,ll'P is lees reaultirl,3" i..'l the forma
tion of only the chelate species M(D1'!PP)3 and not the self-adduct. However, 
it ahould be remembered that the oaicentrations of these chelating agents used 
in the preaent extraction studies were quite different (HDMPP 0.01 to ·o.015M; 
HHmP a.OB to·o.16M). 'Iha synergiatio species extracted in the systems tri
valent &ctinides/l!DMPP/TOPO are M(DMPP)3.n TOPO (libero n • 1, or 2). '.l)lO 
equilibrium conatanta tor the f'ormaUon of" these species in the oreantc plaae 
are gi wn in '.Cable 1 • It can be seen that there 1a no particular order:· 1n the 
�1 or f, 2 values of these trivalent actinides, which ia in �ement with the 

obaervatioM reported earlier for these trivalent acti?µdea 1n H"rr.l(5,6) and 
1.11 HPMBP(11) ayste•• However, Chm.itova et.al(12) haw reported that the 
aynergistic coett101ent increaoea 1n the order Ci"(III}<Bk(III)< Qn(III)-<'.. 
Aa(III) !or the HPMBP/TOPO ayata••• 

'.lhe equilibrium conatant values 01" t.bese trivalent actinides/HDIIPP/ 
TOPO/CHCJ.

3. 
ayatemo cannot be compared with our earlier data of these 

s.ctinides{HFKBP/TOPO ayatems, since the diluent used earlier n.a :-eylene(11 ). 
'.lhe only data available 1n the CHCJ.3 medium 1.a log � 1 (0,9) and log 

�2 (7,6) for Am/R?I-IBP/TOPO aystem reported by i!aoher and Keller(13), 
'.l!looo val�u are quite different than the preoent values ('ll>.ble 2) of .la/ 
IIDIIPP/'roPO aystea and even 01" the Aa/HPIIBP/TOPO ayatem in the """"' diluent 
CHCl_,. 'lheae authors(1�) have not reported the forme.tion o£ an,y sel.f'-adduct 
and, also, their high � 2 value lead• to the conclusion that Ky) Ki which 1• 
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TABLE 1 , EQIJILDlRIUII CONS'lll!ITS :!1:lR ll!E ORG.I.NIC · l'HASlil SYIIERGISTIC 
REACTIONS OF 'mIV.IUJ!T .I.CTlliIDES - HDMPP CHELATE WITH 
TOPO Ill Cl!CJ.3 

M(III) log P1 log �2 log ¾ log 5i,\ 
4,56 6.69 2.n -2,81 

4.03 __.:;.99 1.96 -2,20 
Bk 4.02 5,60 1,58 -1.82 
ct 5,14 6.56 1 .42 -2.70 

TABLE 2. EXJJil.IBRIUM OONSTANTS :!1:lR '!HE ORGAIIIC FHASB SYIIDIGISTIC 
RFJ.CTIONS OF Aai(III) A11D Bi(III) BY !ax'IIJRES OF � -DIKE'ro!IBS 
AND roPO Ill CHCJ.} 

M(III) 

2.12 
2,85 

HH!BP + TOPO 
4.42 
4,17 

log
,¾ 

1,70 -3.61
1 ,,2 -,.,i 

IIDIIPP + 'roPO 
----"'""'=-----· 4 • .,56,__ __ ..,6c.•::.69,._ ___ �"-'--2,13 -2,81 

n,. 4,46 
Hffl + TOPO 

::i,01 

___ .......,.1.m=-----�·2.1 ____ .]�L_ ____ _g,42 ____ ::§..ll__ 
Eu 11 -Sill__ 

!!BTFA + TOPO 
/vo 5.08 -9,65 

--- _ _a,=------'4'-'".!.77,__ ____________ __;-B:;:•.::;55�-

oui te unlikely in the nor.osJ. ccnli tions. C"=ing the /'> 1 and fl 2 values 
of Am/HR!BP/TOPO 1n CHCJ.3 (present work) a.rd tint 1n llo'l•ne(11) it 1a quite 
clear thl-t the values 1n :xylene a.re 2 to 4 l°'ij'. uni ta higher than thoae 1n 
CHCJ.3. 'lhi• follows the gener&l observat1on(14) that extrc.otion and 
synergistic extraction of trivalent metal ions a.re higher in benze.ne 
(or :i;.vlene) than tint 1n CHCJ.3• 

In the extroction of Jvo(III) and Eu(III) lrJ HPIIBP and TOPO the 1"1rst 
step (eqn. 4) is the replacement of one HP.,:ap molerule by TOPO from 1be 
self-sdduct apeciea M(R!BP)3,lll'MBP but t.be oecond step, 1,e, the attachmant 
ot one TOPO molerule to the M(BmPh. TOro species (eqn, 6) i• an addition 
reaction. In case of all the -otber �-d.iketones, irrespective of the number 
o! TOPO molecules attached (1 or 2), it 1• an addition reaotion (eqna, 1�). 
Considering the synergistic extm.otion of Am(III) "With HBmP or HVMPP and 
'roPO• naturally the formation of the first synergistic species ia not 
com�ble, but in the seccn:t step (addition in both cues) it 1• obaerved 
that K2 (HD!,!PP) > f¼(HH!BP). '1h18 ma,y be explained on the baei• t hat HFIIBP 
having higher pKa value ,rill g1ve DJ>tal chelate• of hl8her atabillty, which 
reeulta in tbs: lower stabili t,y of the synergietic adduct aa compared to that 
•1th IIDMPP. '.lhe equilibrium con.atsnt values of .l.m(III) with TOPO ueu,g H'.l'rl. 
or KB'm aa chelating agents are very mu.ch comparable to thoae With HDWPP 
and are about 2 log uni ts h18her than theae values when lm.tBP was \ded aa 
the chelating agent. Further, it has been observed that in all these ayatema 
the synergistic equilibrium constant values of :b(III) are very mob compa.ra.ble 
to those obtained for Am(II.I) under identical. experimental condi tiona. 

It can be further aeon from T&ble 1 tl>l-t tbe f>1 and fl2 values f<n: 
Bk(III)/l!Dh:PP/TOPO �stem a.re l0119at as compared to that with other trivalent 
actinide•, a result sl.mJ.lar to that reported earlisr ,rith Hm(5,6) ao1 
IIPMBP(11 ) aystema using t.beae trivalent actinides. It-.. sugguted(11) 
that Bk(IIJ) (III - IV redox potential - 1,54 v) could conoeivabl,r l.nwr-
act •1th p -dike tone a by a cha.rge-t:ra.nater type mechani111. An eD41.nation 
of the spectra o! Bk(III) extracted by the fl -diketoneo ,rou].d be 11,e direct 
proof, but due to lack of a-va.:Uability of Bk in la.rge enough qaant1t1••, the 
ea.me could not be studied. Since the charae-tranafer interaoticn between 
Pe(III) and � -diketoneo is ""ll-kno,rn, the spectra of Fe(III) extracted by 
foor p -diketones (HTr.l, !!B'.l'F.I., HBIBP and IIDMPP) Lo Cl!Cl3 as well aa 1n 
:i;.vlene {only 1be firat three /3-diketones) n.a e:mmined, '.!he separation 
factor is indicative of the special effect observed in the extraction ot 
1lk(III) by these � -diketones ao compared to tlB t of othsr trivalent 
actinides. 'lhe variation of extinction coefficient (E.) values with the 
oeparation factors of Bk and C! (DBl,/Dcr) 1n theae systems is •hown 1n 
�- An increaei..Dg trend in -the E values with increaaing aepara-
tion factor (I\:, Cl') in x;ylene medium is clearl.J obaerved. 'Du• could 
probably be taken as an indirect proof ot the char8'1-transfer type inter
action between Blc(III) and the f, -diketoo,s. .I. oimilsr trend ha• also 1,e., 
oboerved -n Cl!CJ.3 was used as a diluent (T&ble 3). 'lhis brings oat the 
il'Dportance of the efl'ect of atructural. changea of the p -diketonae on thsi 
extraction of these trivalent _actinides. 
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St:�AilATIO!I FAC11JRS (D,,,jDCf
) J.ND '.IllE !IJLAR EX!'INCTION 

COEFFICill!TS OF Fe(nii (at 460 nm) nr XYl.,."""fE 4ND CHC13 
\'/I'll! Dili'FER!NT � -DIU'IDN",:S 

� - Dilretono : ______ �_1,..
e
_
n

_• ___ __,1-,,...,:----CH-C_l-',3 _____ _ 
: S.F. S.F. 
: (DB/Der> E,' Fe(In) (�Der) l E-, Fo(III) 

H"rTA 14.7 3788 0,55 3159 
--------- --- ·- -------

HBT!'4 92,5 3996 1.6 27ff7 

HDMPP 7.5 6924 
HP!.!BP 772 4790 48 4500 
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COLUMN EXTRACTION CHROMATOGRAPHY: A USEFUL TOOL FOR 

THE SEPARATION AND DETERMINATION OF RADIONUCLIDE$ 

IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES 

Corrado Testa 

ENEA-CRE Casaccia 
00060 Rome. Italy 

In the field of nadiat..ion Pr-oteclion it often occurs that sorne radio
nuclides, · especially alpha and beta emitters, must be separated and determined 
in biological and environmental samples, such as ""ater, fall-out, sediments, 
foods, urines, feces, animal organs, etc. The separation metl'fod adopted depends 
on the type of sample and on the chemical behaviour of the radio!'uclide. Several 
chemical steps such as wet ashing, d1�y ashing, coprecipitation, fil':ration, 
solvent extraction, ion �>.:change, etc., are generally used to isolate the radio
nuclide of interest. Sometimes these methods are complicated and ':imeconsuning 
and usually they do not permit to reach the final result before one or two days. 

Reversed-phase Partition Chromatography { Extraction Chromatography) was 
applied to this purpose because it shows some real advantages compared to other 
techniques, as far as the simplicity, s�lectivity and sensitivity of the 
procedure is concerned. 

Extraction Chromatography is a type of chromatography in which the statio
nary phase consists of a non-polar extractant adsorbed on an inert support and 
the eluanl is a polar aqueous solution (1). Two different methods, column and 
batch extraction, have been used to isolate the radionucllde from the samples. 
The choice of either method depends on: a) the sample volume to be analyzed; 
b) the desired decontami:.ation factors; c) the possibility to separate and to 
determine more than one radionuclide in the same sample; d) the desired re
covery; e} the time spent on the analysis. 

INERT SUPPORTS 

Several synthetic polymeric materials have been tes·ted as inert supports 
on the basis of their ability to adsorb the stationary phase. 

Low density Kel-F{polytrifluorochlorcethylene 100 - 170 mesh) showed very 
good pro;>erties ofsupporting irreversibly a volume of the stationary phase up to 
a ratio 1: 1 ( vf,,;), but, because of its high cost, it was replaced by Microthene 
(microporous polyethylene), which is supplied at very low cost. The 50 - 100 
mesh powder of this polymer can support about the same volume as the Kel-F, 
although a ratio 5/4 {w/v) is preferred. ln Table 1 Kel-F is indicated as K 
and Microthene as M. 

STATIONARY PHASES 

The stationary phases have been chosen in order to obtain a selective 
isolation of the radionuclicies from the samples after the preliminary chemical 
treatment. To this purpose the existing analytical and extracting properties 
of some organic compounds were taken into account (2). The used stationary 
phases were the following: 
Tri-n-octylamine (TNOA) for plutonium in urine (3); 'i'ri-n-butylphosphate (TBP) 
for uranium tn urine (4� Di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP} for stront
ium-90 1yttrium-90) in urine (5), for iron-55 in air filters (6) and for 
americium-241 in urine (7), feces (8 and marine samples (9); Tri-n-octylphosphine 
oxide (TOPO) for natural thorium (10), enriched uranium (11), plutonium (12) 
and neptunium-237 (13) in urine and for plutonium jn sea 'Nater, sediments, 
marine organisms and animal organs (14); N,;,o tridecano hydroxamic acid (HX-70) 
for plutonium and neptunium in ur�ne (15). 

Other high molecular weight hydroxamic acids ( tri-butylacetohydroxamic 
acid; 2-ethyl, 2-butyl, nonyl hydroxamic acid, etc.) were recently prepared 
(16,17) and supported on Microthene to obtain interesting metal ion separat
ions and preconcentrations {18). 

All these compounds were dissolved in organic solvents (cyclohexane, 
toluene, etc.); their concentration ranged from 0.1 to 1. 5M and 1'/aS selected 
in order to obtain a sufficiently good extraction of the radionuclide and a 
prompt and selective elution from the column. 

PREPARATION OF THE SLURRY 

The preparation of the slurry to be used for Extraction Chromatography 
is very simple. The stationary phase is added, drop by drop and under a gentle 
stirring, to the inert support in the wanted ratio: the slurry is then stirred 
for about one hour with & sufficient volume of the conditioning solution in 
order to obtain a homogeneous product and to discard floating particles. Gene
rally 2 - 5 g of the support impregnated of 2 - 5 ml of the stationary phase 
are sufficient both for the batch extraction (B.E.) and the chromatographic 
column procedure (C .C . ) . The diametre of the beds ranges from 8 to 25 mm and 
the height from 30 to 150 mm; the flow-rate ranges between 0.5 and 5 ml/min. 

CHEMI CAL PRETREATMENT 

The samples to be analyzed are generally subjected to a simple ""et 
ashing treatment (\11.M.) with nitric acid, In some particular cases a dry 
mineralization {D.M.) is necessary. 

The final concentration of nitric acid must then be adjusted to an 
optimum value to obtain the quantitative extraction of the radionuclide. 
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COLUMN EXTRACTION CHROMATOGRAPHY (C.C.) 

This technique is usually preferred when san1ples having a final volume of 
10 + 200 ml have to be analyzed. The feeding solution 1s passed through the 
column; after a \I/ashing · with a minimum volume of the same soluticn, the radio
nuclide is eluted by means of a suitable eluting agent. In the case of human 
urine the large volumes to be analyzed (250 - 1000 ml) must be concentrated 
or the radionuclide coprecipi tated with Ca or Mg phosphate ( P. P.). This proce
dure is time-consuming anG complicated arid therefore it has been generally 
substituted with batch extraction which appears to be simpler and faster. 

BATCH EXTRACTION PROCESS (B.E.) 

The nitric acid aolution is adjusted at the desired concentration and 
stirred together -..ii th the slurry, which is then tra�ferr-ed to a 10 mm diameter 
chromatographic column for following washing and elution. This procedure is 
generally fast, but the extraction efficiency of a radionuclide depends on 
several pararneters such as: a) concentration of the extractant ii, the 
stationary phase; b) stirring time; c) g,·anulometry of the inert support; 
d) HNO concentration of the aqueous solution; e) presence of complexing 
age:,ts

3
in the aqueous solution. 

Generally the sol-Jent extraction data in the literature (2) give the 
first information about the possibility of ar:i almost quantitative extraction 
of radio!'luclides. This information is necessary as the procedure is not 
advisable when the extraction coefficients (E�) are too small. Since in batch 
extraction the element is not on the top of the column, but it is homogeneously 
distributed, a fraction could be lost from the lo...,er part of the bed if the 
distribution Coefficient is not so high. Sometimes the extraction conditions 
must be verified, in order to obtain a rapid extr-action and a successive eluticn 
elution of the radionuclide with a small volume of solution (<100 ml). 

. . . . .
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ELUTION 

The elution of a radionuclide from the column is obtained by an accurate 
choice of the eluant solution {Table 1). Sometimes a change of the HNO 
concentration is sufficient,following the liquid-liquid solvent extraciion 
curves. In some cases a coi:lplexing <:1gent is necessary. 1':hen possible, a redox 
reagent can be used to change the valence of the radionuclide: for instance 
plutonium is eluted by reduction to Pu( III) and neptunium by oxidation 
to Np(V). 

Sometimes the kinetics of the !"edox reaction is slow and must be 
accelerated by improving the temperature and granulometry conditions (13}. 

DECONTAMINATION FACTORS 

These methods give generally good decontamination factors (Table 2); 
this is due to the peculiar features of Extraction Ch::---:imatography which offers 
the following possibi!i ties: a) to support an organic extractant suitable 
for a quantitative a:1d selective isolation of an ion; b) to change the quantity 
and the concentration of the organic extractant in order to obtain the best 
conditions of extraction and elution; c) to select the eluant solution in 
order to improve the isolation of the radionuclide. 

TABLE 2 

Decontamination factors of Pu, Np and Am from some actinide elements by 
Extraction Chromatography 

Radionuclide 
Supported 
extractant 

Th Pa u Np Pu Am 

Plutonium T0P0 100 2000 600 300 4000 
Plutoniur:1 HX-70 1000 1000 500 2D0 

Neptunium TOPO 30 100 10000 
Neptunium HX-70 1000 1000 20 200 

Americium HDEHP 7D 60 80 100 100 

FINAL RECOVERY AND SENSITIVITY 

The final percent recoveries of the various methods range between 45 and 
about 100 %, as Table 1 sh0\1/S. A lo'N value of the final cecovery can be accepted 
if the methoc! assures a good reproduci bili t.y; the extrac;tion chromatography 
shows such a feature, as the standard deviations from the mean values of the 
final recovery a,re of the order of 5 %. When a low recovery and reproducibi
lity are met a radioactive internal st,rndard is added and an alpha spectra-
me try is performed ( 9, 14) . 

The sensitivity limit of a single radionuclide depends on the aciopted 
radiochemical method. Sometimes it is necessary to reach a very low sensiti
vity Jimit especially when some alpha emitters, such as plutonium or trans
plutonium elements, have to be detected in biological er environmental 
samples. In these cases very pure chemical reagents, electroplating procedures, 
and low-background alpha detectors must be used together with the chromaLogra
phic isolation technique in order to obtain such lo.,. scnsi ti vi ty limits 
(femtocuries o:rder). 

COLUMN REDOX EXTRACTION CHROMATOGRAPHY 

Redox Extraction Chromatography has been described as a technique for the 
separation of some actinide elements (19). 

The application of such a technique was suggested in the li ter"'-tur-e 
which described the possibility to carry out some redox reactions on columns 
supporting solid hydroquinones and to reduce selectively plutonium to Pu{lII) 
in organic solutions containing simultaneously 1-!DEHP and a di-tert-alkyl
hydroquinone ( 20) . 

A single cyclohexane solution of an ext:-actant lTOPO) and of a reducing 
compounds was used as the stationary phase and it 'Nas supported on Microthene
-710. 2,5-di-tert-pentylhydroquinone (OPHQ) showeJ the best features as fer 
as its stability on the column is concerned. Such a column ... as efficient 
especially with respect 't:O neptunium and plutonium which have several valence 
states in acid solution. As a matter of fact it was not possible to separate 
quantitatively plutonium with a TOPO column because of the simultaneous 
presence of different valence states (Pu(III), Pu(IV), Pu(VI), Np{IV), Np{V), 
Np(VI) of both elements in 6M HCl. However, a complete separation 'NUS obtain
ed with a TOPO - DPHQ column which reduces all plutonium to Pu(Ill) and all 
neptunium to Np(IV); Pu(III) is not retained on the column and it is found in 
the eluate whilst Np(IV) remains on the column and it is subsequently eluted 
with lM HF. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the experimental results the follo'Ning conclusions can be drown. 
Extraction Chromatography can be usefully employed for the isolation of radio
nuclides in biological and environmental samples, especially when quick and 
simple analyses have to be carried out. The recoveries, the standard 
deviations, the sensitivity 1 imi ts and the decontamination factors are 
sufficiently good. 

The advantages of th.ls kind of isolation procedure over the l.lquid
liquid extract.ion are the follo1,1ing: a) the possibility of using a greater 
volumes ratio: aqueous phase/organic phase; b) the elimination of the foams 
which form often when biological samples are shaken with an organic solution; 
c) the possibility of transforming the liquid-liqui extraction into a column 
chromatography and of separating t ... ·o or three radionuclides by using suitable 
eluting solution. 

The advantages of the Extraction Chromatography over the ion exchange 
resins are the following: a) the possibility of faster exchange rates; 
b) the possibi 1 i ty of supporting many different organic extractants having the 
suitable extraction features for a quantitative and selective isolation of an 
ion; c) the possibility of changing the quantity and the concentration of the 
organic extractant in order to obtain the best cond,ition of extraction and 
elution;d) the possibility of supporting a suitable redox organic compound 
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together 'Nith the extractant in order to fix a wanted va:ience state of the 
radionuclide. 
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Among derivatives of 4-pyridone, the title compound (PMHP) 
forms with metal ions stable chelate complexes extractable by 
chloroform (1,2). It was of interest to obtajn information about 
the extractability of plutonium(!V), which in its tetravalent 
state plays an important role in the nuclear chemistry. We stu
died the extraction of plutonium(!¥) by PMHP from the weakly com
plexing nitrate, perchlorate and chloride media. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

All experiments were performed at -23°C {room temperature) 
with chloroform as diluent. A mixture of plutonium isotopes 
( 239,240, 241 Pu) was purified from the 241Am daughter and from 
nonextractable forms of Pu(IV) and used at a trace concentration 
( I0-6M). The distribution ratio of plutonium(!¥), DPu' was de
termined by alpha scintillation counting in both phases, and con
centrations of other components were calculated from the known 
initial concentrations and from equi]ibrium constants of side 
reactions determined in this work. There was a good consistency 
between reasults obtained at shaking times of 5 to 60 min. The 
ionic strength was 1.0, adjusted in each system by the sodium 
salt of the respective mineral acid. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The distribution of the extractant. At acid concentrations 
h1gher than O.OOlM, the extractant (initially present in the or
ganic phase) is partially or predominantly transferred into the 
aqueous phase {�}- Tbo stoi,hiometry of. reactions respon
sible for the distribution behavtour of PMHP, as well as the cor
responding equilibrium constants, were determined from the depen
dency of the distribution ratio of PMHP on the concentration of 
hydrogen ions. The dependency (�) was measured at two 
different PMHP concentrations and the distribution reactions of 
PMHP can be characterized as follows (a bar above a formula de
notes species precent in the organic phase): 

HX.,,. HX KP 62 

HX + H+ ..., H2x• Kb 1730 

H2X+ + NO 3 o,;, Hx.H� Kex 
= 0.030 

The extractant exhibits no tendency toward dimerization in the or
ganic phase at concentrations of ,o.OIM. The equilibrium concen
tration of hydrogen ions in the aqueous phase and of the undisso
ciated extractant species HX in the organic phase can then be 
calculated by successive iterations from initial concentrations 
of the extractant and a mineral acid, CX,init and cH,init respec

tively. The equations used, as derived from the material balance, 
a re 

(!) 

( 2) 

[lix] 

[H+) 

cX,init(l + K�
l + KbK� l (l•Ke,) (H.])- 1 

cH,init(l + KbK�
l [HX))-1, 

The species HX.HN03, little contributing to the material balance 
in the nitrate system, was neglected in the systems involving 
perchlorates and chlorides. 

The distribution of plutonium(!V). There is a strong depen
dency of the distribution ratio of plutonium(!V), DPu' on the 
concentration of hydrogen ions: the variation of the OPu value 
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with the [H+) value ronges from the fourth power to the sixth po
wer in the extraction from the nitrate and perchlorate media res
pectively. This is due to a decrease of the concentration of the 
extractant species HX in the organic phase with increasing acid 
concentr!tion in the aqueous phase. To evaluate the log DPu = 
f(log [H )) dependency at a constant concentration of the extrac
tant in the organic phase, we preliminary determined the slope of 
the dependency of the log DPu value on the lQgarithm of the ini
tial extractant concentration at a constant initial acid concen
tration in the aqueous phase. Under such conditions the fraction 
of the extractant hn the organic phase is independent of its ini
tial concentration. The log DPu = f(log cX,init)-depend�ncies had 
the slopes n = 2, 2.5 and 3 in the extraction �f PLl(!V) from the 
nitrate, chloride and perchlorate media respectively. Then we 
plotted log DPu - n log [lix) vs. log [H•] and obtained straight 
lines with essentially the same slopes from the three different 
aqueous media (Figure 2). Thi_s indicates that the extractant is 
bound to the plutonium(!V) ion as the anion x- only and not as 
the undissociated species HX. The dependency log OPu • 
f(log CX,init) could not be measured at a strictly constant con" 
centration of hydrogen ions, due to the formation of the species 
H

2
x• in the aqueous phase. Thus we refined the dependency by plot

ting log DPu + n log [H+) vs. log [Hx') and obtained straight lines 

(figure 3) confirming the slopes given above. 

As seen, anions of the extractant only partially compensate 
the charge of the plutonium(!V) ion in the organic phase, It can 
be accepted that anions of the aqueous medium take part in the 
formation of tfie extracted complexes. Such conclusion is strongly 
supported by the significant influence of the aqueous medium on 
the extractability of plutonium(!V) by PMHP, which decreases in 
the sequence nitrate >perchlorate >chloride(�). The ex
traction reactions can be written, and their equilibrium con�tants 
will be denoted as follows: 

Pu4• 

Pu 4 • 

Pu4+ 

Pu4+ 

+ 2HX + 2N03 � PuX
2
(N03)2 + 2H+ 

+ 21ix + 2Cl- <=;: 

+ 3HX + Cl 
-

.,..

+ 3HX + c104..,.

--- + Pux2c12 + 2H 
--- + PuX3Cl + 3H 

PuX3(Cl04) + 3H+ 

( n

K2,2l 

(
C

K2,2) 

( CK3 '1) 

( P
K3,1) 

The dependencies of the logarithm of the distribution ratio of 
plutonium(IV), as presented in Figures 2 and 3, should be curved 
in the extraction from the chloride media, where two complexes 
coexist in the organic phase. However, the curvature is very 
slight in the concentration ranges studiad and the experimental 
points can well be fitted both to straight lines with intermedia
te slopes and to nonlinear theoretical curves. The latter fit was 
not done graphically in Figures 2 and 3, but was done numerically 
for the calculation of the corresponding equilibrium constants. 

The equilibrium constants of the extraction reactions are: 

log nK
2,2 

log PK3,l 

5. 5 7 t 0.05 

7.1 t 0.2 

log cK2,2 

log CK3,l 

2.1 t 0.1 

3. 6 ± 0 .1 

If extracted by O.OlM PMHP in chloroform from an aqueous so
lution containing O.lM nitric acid and 0.9M sodium nitrate, pluto
nium(!V) can be separated from americium(!!!) with a separation 
factor of approximately 3 x10 5 (DPu-240), 
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EXTRACTION COLORIMETRIC AND FLUORIMETRIC DETERMINATION 

OF ALKALI AND ALKALINE EARTH METAL IONS USING 

CROWN ETHER-BASED ORGANIC REAGENTS 

Makoto Takagi, Hiroshi Nakamura and Keihei Ueno 

Department of Organic Synthesis 
Faculty of Engineering 

Kyushu University, Hakozaki, Higashi-ku 
Fukuoka, 812 Japan 

We have studied previously the extraction of alkali and 

alkaline earth metal ions by chromogenic crown ethers, 1 {a, b, c) 

and 2 and reported that they are useful to the extraction photo

metric determination of calcium and some of the alkal� metal ions 

(1,2). They have phenolic side arms on the crown ether skeleton 

and the phenolate oxygen can make chelate-like interaction with 

the metal bound in the crown ether moiety. In the present work, 

other types of phenolic chromogenic groups, alizarine and 

4-methylumbelliferone were introduced to monoaza- and diaza-crown 

ethers via methylene linkage by Mannich reaction, to give 2 and± 

and 5. Alizaline, well-known reddish dye, has two phenolic 

groups, both of which may or may not be used for interaction with 

metals in the crown ether l· On the other hand, umbelliferone is 

a mono-phenolic dye which gives strong blue fluorescence on 

exposure to ultraviolet light, and there is a chance that± and 2 

can serve as fluorimetric reagents for alkali and alkaline earth 

metal determination. 

SYN1'HESIS OF REAGENTS 

Reagent 2 was readily synthesized from alizarine, 

formaldehyde and monoaza-15-crown-5 by Manni.ch reaction. 

Fluorescent reagents � and !e_ were similarly synthesized by 
commercially-available 4-methylumbelliferone. the structures were 

fully supported by elemental, ir, and 1H nmr analyses. 

.t:XTRACTION OF ALKALI AND ALKALINE EARTH METAL IONS 

The extraction of alakli and alkaline earth metal ions was 

carried out as follows. A ten-ml aqueous solution containing l -

l x 10-3 
M (M = mol dm-3) alkali or alkaline earth metal salt was 

buffered at various pH by 0.02 M tetramethyl ammonium salt of 

boric acid, Tricine, MES, or tartaric acid. The solution was 

shaken with a 10-ml 1,2-dichloroethane solution of 2, �. !e_ or 2, 

and centrifuged. Absorption or emission spectra of the organic 

phase was measured. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows the spectra of organic phase when Li+ was 

extracted with reagent land�- The absorption maximum of 2

shifted from 440 nm to 550 nm and that of� shifted from 326 nm 

to 373 nm as the complexes were formed. Figure 2 shows typical 

emission spectra of organic phase when Li
+ 

ion was extracted with 

reagent �. The maximum of exi tation spectrum for the intense 

fluorescence at 440 nm shifted from 32 6 nm to 380 nm in accord 

with the Li+ complex formation. The extraction constants were 

evaluated from these spectrometric data. 

The extraction reactions and extract ion constants are 

formulated in equation (1) and (2) for alkali metal ions, and in 

equation (3) and (4) for alkaline earth metal ions. 

K ex 

{ 1) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

( 4) 

Subscripts o and a denote organic and aqueous phases, 

respectively. Since the crown ether reagents and their complexes 

always remained in the organic phase, the extraction constants 

defined in equation (2) and (4) could be determined spectrophoto

metrically in a standard manner reported previously(l, 2). Tables 

1 and 2 summarize the extraction constants of 2, _!a and !e_ for 
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alkali metals, and of 2 for alkaline earth metals. 

TJ-, 15-crown-5 type reagents 2 and � both extract Li
+ most 

effectively, and the ease of extraction of alkali metal ions is in 

the order, Li+ >Na
+ >K+ >Rb+,Cs+. This order is the same as that of 

2 previously reported (2). A rather strong interaction between 

Li+ and the pendant phenolate ion seems to be contributing to the 

preferred extraction of Li
+ over Na+ . The 18-crown-6 type reagent 

!£ extracts K+ most effecti.vely. The extractability of alkali 

metal ions was in the order, K+ >Na+ >Li+. This order· is quite 

usual for 18-crown-6 type complexes (2,3). 

In comparison with the corresponding absorptionphotometric 

reagent I, the extraction constants of the umbelliferone type 

reagents� and !e_ are lowered by l log unit .. On the other 

hand, the extraction constants of alizarine type reagent l turn 

to be higher by 1 log unit. Since the extraction constant� 

defined in equation (2) and (4) implicitly contain the proton 

dissociation constants of the reagents in aqueous phase, this 

might be attributed to the lower aHd higher proton dissociation 
constants of± and 2,respectively than 2· 

Bifunctional fluorescent reagent 2 extracts alkaline earth 
metals, but scarcely ali<'ali metals. The order of extractabili ty 
is ca2+ >Sr2 -F>Ba2+ >>Mg2+ This order is the same as that of the 
corresponding p-substituted phenolic homologues compound l (1). 

however, the values are lower by 2 log unit than l!?_. This 

difference may be rationalized by recalliug the difference between 

2 and � mentioned above, noting that this time reagent 2 has two 

4-methylumbelliferone parts. 

With regard to the extraction of alkaline ear ·r.etals with 

bifunctional reagents l (H2L), the spectral data inatcated that 

barium was extracted by forming a Ba·L type complex. Calcium on 

the other hand, was extracted in the form of Ca·HL·X {X= NO3-, 

c1O4
-) only in the presence of added lipophilic anion such as NO3 

and Clo4-. An exact comparison of the extractability among the 

metals can not be straightforward because of such difference in 

the mode of extraction, but if follows approximately the order, 

Ba2+ >Mg2+ >Sr2+ >Ca2+ 

Reagent �' !e_ and 2 are useful as fluorimetric reagents. 

They have an excitation maximum around 326 _nm in a free reagent 

form, and around 380 nm in the complexed form with alkali 'and 

alkaline earth metals. The emission maxima are about 440 nm in 

both forms (Figure 2 ). If the excitation wave length is fixed at 

380 nm, only the complex fluoresces, and the intensity is 

proportional to the amount of the complex extracted. 

Figure 3 shows the pH dependence of fluorescence intensity 

when alkali metals were extracted with reagent �- Th<> results 

paralleled the absorbance change which was observed in the same 

extraction experiment. Similar results were also obtained with 

reagent. i!:?_ and 2 · By using 2. 5xl0-4 M 1, 2-dichloro.ethane solution 

of reagent� and 2, straight calibration lines were obtained for 

lithium and calcium, respectively. About 10 ppm of lithium and 1 

ppm of calcium could be determined by this method. 

CONCLUSION 

The crown ether-based fluorimetric reagents � and 2 have 

been introduced for determination of ppm-level lithium and 

calcium, respectively. However, rather basic conditions required 

pose some inconvenience in its application to general purposes. 

Extraction constants have to be improved by increasing the acid 

dissociation constants of the reagents; basic nitrogens have to be 

better eliminated from the crown ether skeleton (4). The unique 

metal extraction property of 2 urges further exploration of such 

alizarine-type crown ether reagents. 
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Fig. l Absorption spectra of reagent l (a) and� (bi in 1,2-

dichloroethane equilibrated with aqueous lithium chloride, 

[2J. [�} = 1.0 xl0-4 M, [LiCl] = 1.0 M. 
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Table 1 Extraction Constants of Alkali Metal Ions 

2 4a 4b 

Metal 
1 

' pKex 
1 

' pKex ' max' nm pKex max' nm max' 

H
+ 

440 326 326 

Li
+ 

8. 3 550 9.70 373 10. 30 373 

Na
+ 

8. 7 555 10.30 380 10.25 380 

K 
+ 9.6 558 11. 50 380 10. 00 380 

Water - 1,2-dichloroethane, 25 ° C. 

Table 2. Extraction Constants of Alkaline Earth Metal Ions 

Metal 

H 

Mg 
2+ 

Ca 2+ 

Sr 
2+ 

Ba 2+ 

Water -

5 

pKex 
2 

' max' nm 

330 

>17. 8 373 

14. 72 375 

16 .11 375 

17 .10 37 3 

1, 2-dichloroethane, 2s·c. 

500 

Wave length, nm 

nm 

Fig. 2 Emission spectra of � in 1, 2-dichloroethane equilibrated 

with aqueous lithium chloride. [�] = 1.0 x 10-4 M, [LiCl] = 
1.0 M 

8 9 10 

pH 

Fig. 3 Dependence of fluoresecence intensity on pH in the 

extration of alkali metal ions with 4a. [4a] = 1.0 x 10-4 M, 

[K
+

] = 0.4 M, [Na
+

] = 1.0 M, [Li
+

] =-;:-.0 M-
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SOME EXTRACTIONS AND SEPARATIONS WITH 

CARBON DIOXIDE AT NEAR-CRITICAL CONDITIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

T. R. Bott, M. B. King 

University of Birmingham 
P.O. Box 363 

Birmingham B15 2TT, UK 

In recent years, there has been considerable industrial interest in the 
use ?f compressed co

2 
as a solvent (1). It is not hard to find the reasons for 

the interest. co2 has a number of advantages (2,3) including:-

]. Low cost 

2. Non flammable properties 

3. Generally non toxic properties (at least in low concentrations 
likely to be encountered in the vicinity of process plant but of 
course, gross exposure in high concentration can result in 
asphyxiation). 

4. Low viscosity 

5. High di ffus i vi ty 

6. Many properties are well documented. 

In addition, it has advantages when applied to industrial separations (2) :-

7. High boiling components can be gasified at relatively low temper
atures and separati ans achieved which are not poss i b 1 e by other 
techniques. 

8. Recovery of the solute and solvent is relatively easy from solutions 
at near critical conditions. 

9. Heat sensitive materials may be safely processed. 

Extraction has been found effective around the critical point of co2 and 
Brogl e ( 3) has indicated the reg'ions on the pressure/temperature di a gram where 
extraction and separation are likely to be productive. A simplified version of 
the diagram is reproduced as Figure 1. Large scale plant has been described by 
Eggers (4). 

REPORTED EXTRACTIONS AND SEPARATIONS 

The applications of CO
2 

for extraction and separation have largely been 
concerned with relatively high va 1 ue products which can generally be c 1 ass i fi ed 
as natura 1 products such as essences, flavours or perfumes. Decaffeinati on of 
coffee and the extraction of hops represents the present large scale commercial 
application of CO

? 
treatment. There are other applications, but it ,10uld appear 

that these are not so far, of such great commercial interest. An extremely 
valuable source of data and processes contained in the review narJer (containina 
172 references) by Randa 11 ( 5) . 

Coffee Extraction Decaffeination . The extraction of , reen beans is 
accomp is e on a commerci a sea e using carbon dioxide in Ve presence of water, 
which appears to enhance the separation. Attempts at extraction of roasted beans 
has not been successful due to the loss of aroma. Little quantitati�e inform
ation is available, however, it is reported that extractors of 40 m are used 
in the process (6). 

Hop Extraction There has b.een considerable interest in the brewing 
industry ,n a process using compressed CO2 for extracting the bitter taste of 
hops attributed to the so called a acids and aroma (6,7,8). Liquid rather than 
supercritical �02 has been. the preferred technique, but super':ritical conditions 
have been appliea (6). Grimmett (6) reports that the extraction product is 
entirely satisfactory. Gardner (8) reports that 95% of the available a acids 
may be extracted with liquid co2. 

Tobacco Extraction (Nicotine and Tar Removal) Hubert and Vitzthum (1) 
report some data on co

2 
extraction of tobacco. The object is to remove nicotine 

and some of the condensab le materi a 1 thereby renderi nq the tobacco 1 es s harmful 
to health. As with the extraction of coffee, it would appear that the presence 
of moisture is required (up to 25% - the normal moisture content being 10-13%) 
to achieve meaningful extraction. However, it has to be emphasised that diff
erent tobaccos from different growing areas have different extraction properties. 
King and Bott (10) also noted different extraction results using different feed 
stocks. 

Other Extractions A wide range of applications for CO2 extraction has 
been discussed by de Filippi (11) including fats and oils ana the extraction of 
organics from aqueous solution. An extremely interesting possibility for the 
process is the removal of contaminants from transformer oils demonstrating how 
the process can be adapted for speciality applications. Other papers discuss 
applications in the flavour and perfumery industries (12), even for the extract
ion of wine (13). 

Separations Attention has been paid to the separation of glycerides in a 
"distillation" column (14,15) and Peter and Brunner (14) have attempted to 
asign costs to the process. There is considerable scope for the development of 
similar separations at near critical conditions. 

THEORETICAL AND DATA REQUIREMENTS 

Although there are a number of published papers dealing with the theory 
and provision of data on the use of CO2 at elevated pressure, for example 
Schneider (16), there is a great need to augment the. data. In a number of 
applications, it would appear that the presence of a third component (or 

and D. M. Kassim

Iraq Petroleum Company 
Baghdad, Iraq 

entrainer) is important, but its function requires an improved fundamenta 1 
understanding. 

WORK AT BIRMINGHAM 

Interest at Birmingham in extraction operations carried out with comp
ressed or liquefied gases 1,as stimulated by Professor S.R.M. Ellis about twenty 
years ago, and a number of papers describing the progress of this work have 
been published in the intervening years (15,17,18,19,20,21). In recent work, 
compressed carbon dioxide has increasingly been used as solvent. Mass transfer 
characteristics have been discussed in a recent paper (20) and another paper, 
(19) describes some vapour/liquid and vapour/solid equilibrium measurements 
which are of relevance for the development of extraction operations with near
critical solvents. Advantages and disadvantages in the use of carbon dioxide 
as so 1 vent are discussed in this paper. Equilibrium data for the systems carbon 
dioxide/n-butanol/n-octane (19) and carbgn dioxide/n-hexadecane/diphenylmethane 
{10, 19) have been measured at 4Q and 110 C and successfully correlated using the 
Redlich-Kwong equation of state. This equation was also successful in carrel� 
ating data for the solubilities of oleic acid, mono-olein, naphthalene.·and 
n-dotriacontane in carbon dioxide. Although it would appear that this equation 
may be of use for equilibrium data correlation for some of the simpler systems 
of interest in critical fluid extraction work, this would certainly not be true 
of the complex "natural product" types of system described earlier and below. 

In addition to the work on clearly defined systems, the solubilities in 
compressed carbon dioxide of the components in commerci a 1 mixtures of glyceri des 
and a'lso tobacco leaves, ra·pe seed, pinex wobd chips and crude palm oil have 
been investigated. 

As part of the work on glycerides, a complex granular mixture of glycer-
i des was contacted with compressed reci rcul ati ng carbon dioxide at 35°c and 
pressures up to 165 bar {these conditions fall between regions 2 and 3 on 
Figure l). A vapour loading of about 0.3 weight % was obtained at 160 bar. 
Saiii'ji7es"of the equilibrium vapour phase were isolated both at medium pressures 
(130 to 155 bat·) and "high pressure" (155 to 165 bar) and the amounts of the acid 
groups present in the extracts and feed material were determined by "FAME" 
analysis. The acid groups predominantly present in the feed sample were palmitic 
(C16:0) and stearic (C18:o), though small amounts of lower molecular weight 
groups down to c,

2 
(lauric) were also present. Traces of oleic (C18:1), 

linoleic (c18:2) nonadecanioc (c19:o), archidic (C20:D) and behenic (C22:0) acid 
groups were aetected in the feed mixture. Traces of the o lei c and 1 i no lei c acid 
groups were al so detected in the extracts, though there was no evidence of the 
extraction of groups higher than Cm. 

The results obtained (20) showed clear evidence of selective absorption 
and were consistent with the extraction of palmitic acid groups (c16) and groups 
of lower molecular weight at the expense of the stearic acid groups (Cis). The 
result of raising the pressure was to increase slightly the proportion of high 
molecular 1�eight groups in the extract, i.e. to reduce the selectivity. This is 
in accord with the genera 1 principles outlined by Brog le, namely that the 
result of increase of pressure is normally to increase loading and reduce 
selectivity (see Figure l). The loadings obtained in the work on the glyceride 
mixture are shownasa"l"unction of pressure in Figure 3a. 

Figures 3b and Jc show the gas loadings obtained when crude palm oil and 
wood chips respectively were contacted with recirculating carbon dioxide at 35 
and 6o0c and pressures up to about 200 bar. It is seen that in the ,:;ase of the 
crude palm oil the result of increasing the temperature was to decrease the 
amount of material dissolved in the gas phase over this pressure range, though 
this effect becomes less pronounced as the pressure increases. In the case of 
the wood chips, solubility decreased with increase in temperature at pressures 
up to about 190 bar : above this pressure, the result of increasing the temp
erature was to increase the solubility. Similar inversions in the effect of 
temperature on solubility have been noted by other workers on other systems 
(11,22). 

The equipment used for the above equilibrium loading detenni nations has 
been described in detail in reference 19: a schematic diagram is shown in 
£j_g_lJ�. A is a stainless steel cylinder, the bottom part of which contains 
eTiner a bed of solid material to be extracted or (when a liquid is to be 
extracted) a fluid contactor. CO2 at the required pressure is pumped round the 
closed circuit from the equilibrium cell to the sample bomb -and back until equi
librium has been sufficiently closely achieved. The sample bomb is then sealed 
off and the contents analysed. Having carried out the analysis, the sample 
bomb is recharged with fresh carbon dioxide. before opening up to the equil
ibrium cell and proceeding with the next test. The analysis is carried out by 
allowing the contents of the sample bomb to expand very gently via a set of 
glass receivers {placed directly beneath the sampling outlet) and thence into a 
previously evacuated expansion vessel of known volume and temperature. The 
amount of carbon dioxide in the sample is calculated from the pressure rise in. 
this vessel. The amount of material of low volatility in the sample is found 
by washing the condensate from the sample bomb and connecting tubing into the 
glass receiver using a suitable volatile solvent from the burette. The solvent 
is then evaporated off and the amount of heavy material is detenni ned by 
weighing, prior to subsequent analysis. The simple procedure outlined above 
suffers from the disadvantage that comparatively volatile components (including 
water) are lost from the extract: also, when used to study the extraction of 
liquids, it is inconvenient that continuous analysis of the liquid phase is not 
possible. Procedures appropriate for more volatile extracts and equipment in 
which both gas and liquid phases may be recirculated and analysed are given 
with results for a number of binary and ternary systems in ref.19. 
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The work on wood c h i ps  was carri ed out  i n  conj unct ion  wi th Hercul es I nc . •  
who ana lysed  the extract and  res i due s amp l e s . The se  tes ts h a ve not yet been 
repeate d ,  and  t h i s work is  regarded as prel i m i nary on l y .  The i n i t i a l  free 
moi s ture content of  the c h i p s  was  33 . 2% and  the re s i n  a c i d content was 1 3 . 3% .  
Duri n g  the equ i l i brium tests { F i gure 3 }  CO

;::i 
was reci rcu l ated through the ch i ps 

at a rate of 1 . 8 dm /hr  for 2 hours pri o r  to each sampl i n g .  Extract depos i ted 
dur i n g  expans i on o f  the cel l contents was washed i nto the g l as s  re ce i vers wi th 
benzene ( though acetone was a l s o  used  in a few of the tests  at  35°C ) . The  
benzene was then evaporated off in  a vacuum oven a t  3o0c and a press ure of 20  torr 
a process wh i ch u s ua l l y  took about  3 hours . 

Hav i ng carri ed  out  these tests , stagnant  l i qu i d  co2 at 1 9 . 50C  and  70 b a r  
was contacted wi th t h e  ch i ps f o r  24  hours : a very s l ow s treJm o f  l i q u i d CO2 a t  
the s ame condi t i ons was t h e n  a l l owed to e n t e r  t h e  equ i l i br i um ce l l  and thence t o  
p a s s  t o  a tmos phere th rough t h e  samp l e  bomb . After a few mi nutes , t h e  s amp l e  
bomb w a s  v a l ved o f f  a n d  t h e  contents ana l ysed as  above . T h e  l oa d i n g  at 1 9 . 5° c & 
70 bar  ivas found to be 0 . 1 7  wt . % .  Th i s  procedure was adopted to obta i n  as c l ose 
a n  appro x i ma t i on as  pos s i b l e  to equ i l i br i um cond i t i ons wi thout us i ng the rec i r-
c u l a t i on pump . I t  was i n conveni e nt  to use  at tempe ratures be l ow about 35°c 
because of s o l i d  depos i t i on on redu c i n g  the p re s s u re . 

F i n a l l y ,  about 9kg  of l i q u i d  CO2 at 2 1 °c and a p ress ure a l i tt l e  above 
the vapour press ure was passed  through  the c h i ps  w i thout  re ci rcul ati on and  thence 
v i a the s amp l e  bomb a n d  the g l a s s  rece i ve rs (where extract wc.s  col l ected cont
i nuous l y )  to a tmo sphere . The extract co l l ected in a l l th ree types o f  tes t was 
dark b rown i n  co l our and  resemb l e d  p i tch in consi s te ncy ; 90% of the e x tract was 
co l l ected duri ng the f i n a l  conti nuous  extracti on tes t .  The s amp l es were s tored 
under n i trogen to prevent oxi dat i on and  ana lysed . The res i due was a l s o  ana lysed . 
It was found that a red u c t i o n  of 26% had  occurred i n  the  we i gh t  of the c h i p s . 
The res i n  aci-d content h a d  fa l l en fror:1 1 3 . 3  to 6 . 5%- a nd , appa ren't l y , the " free 
mo i s ture"  content had fa l l e n  from 3 3 . 2% to 6 . 5% .  There a ppea rs to be s ome i n 
cons i s tency i n  these data s i nce the drop i n  11 free moi s ture " content ( 1 2 . 9g )  
exceeds t h e  drop i n  we i gh t  ( 1 1 . 9g )  of t h e  ch i ps . I t  i s  poss i b l e  that s ome of  
the free  mo i s ture m i g h t  have  become chemi ca l ly bound  due to a hyd ro l ys i s  re 
a c t i on , though i t  appears more l i ke l y  that  experi men t a l  d i ffi c u l t i es i n  measur
i ng " free mo i s ture"  i n  a non-homogenous natura l product  account  for  the d i s crep
a n cy .  ( A  more typ i c a l  i n i t i a l  mo i s ture conte nt  is about 23  wt . % ) . Des p i te th i s  
amb i g u i ty , i t  i s  cl e a r  that s ubstant i a l  dry i n g  o f  the res i due took p l ace . Th i s  
was a l s o observed i n  s ome extracti on tests o n  rape seed and i s  not s u rgri s i n g ,
s i nce i t  i s  known th3t  l i qu i d  C O z  equ i l i brated w i th wc:te r a t  22 . 6  C 
conta i n s  0 . 1  wt . %  wate r .  I f  equ i l i br i um was approached i n  the contactor d u r i n g  
the con t i n uous  extra c t i o n  tes t ,  about  9g  of  w a t e r  wou l d  h a ve b e e n  removed .  The 
th ree extracts ( at 35, 60 and  2 1 °C )  were s i mi l a r in h a v i n g  dehydroa b i e t i c and 
i so p i ma ri c  a c i ds  a s  the major  res i n  acids  presen t .  Ab i e t i c  and neaab i et i c ac i ds  
were present in  smal l e r  amounts . Typ i ca l l y ,  'i'JOod res i n  contai ns o n l y  about 1 0% 
dehydroa b i e t i c a c i d  and the presence of s u b s tan t i a l  amounts of dehydroa t i e t i c 
and  i s op imar i c a c i ds suggests  that  some degree of i s ome ri s a t i o n  and  a romat i z 
a t i o n  may have occurred . Th i s  conc l us i on s h o u l d be  v i ewed w i t h  ca ut i on , 
however . s i nee other workers have reported no such  changes ( 25 ) .  The 35oC 
extract  was a l  so  analysed for terpenes , and  the ma i n  componer:t found was para
cymene . The terpene content was q u i te l ow ,  probab l y  because these more vo 1 at i  le  
components were lost when the benzene was str i pped from the samp l e .  I n conc
l u s i o n .  it  is  e v i dent  from these few examp l e s  and much other  work that has 
appeared i n  the  l i terature that q u i te a w i de range o f  natura l l y  occu r r i n g  prod
ucts  may be extracted wi th near-cr i t i ca l  CO2 • I n  parti t: u l a r ,  it  has been c l a i m
- e d  { 25 )  that t h e  extra c t i o n  of  wood ch i ps i n  th i s  way shou l d be compe t i t i ve 
\>1i t h  other me thods . Before s uch processes  can be adequat� l y  costed , howeve r ,  
more i n fo rmati o n o n  ra tes of ma s s  trans- fe r  i s  requ i red ( 1 0 . 2 0 ) . 
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For Su?ercritical extraction the main characteristic feature 

is that the extracting solvent is supercritical. Si.nee in 

most cases supercritical extraction has been investigated 

between solvent a.Hu extractant. Like in liquid solvent extrac

tion or in extractive distillation similar compounds are more 

soluble and theref,;::,re e. g. polar gases dissolve pola_r substances 

more readily. Information on accompanying substances in the 
mixture are impoctant since these substances may accumulate 
during the process, initiate or hinder deterioration of the 

extracted material. 

for applications in a temperature range from ambient tempera
ture to about 100 ° C the choice of the supercritical 

extractant has been limited to relatively few gases (Fiq.1). 

By far the most investigated compound has been carbon dioxide 
necause of its favourable properties of handling. In the 

following it is tried to accumulate rules for the selection 

of the supercritical solvent, depending on the properties of 

the mixture to be separated. 

The self evident goal is that the intended separation can be 
achieved in a favourable way compared to more conventional 

methods. The points in favour for gas extraction may 
evolve from - easier regeneration of the solvent 

- lower operating temperatures 
- improved yield 

- improved product properties 
- combination of several proces·s steps. 

Since no discussion can be accomplished on individual mixtures, 
subsequently mixtures will be treated according to the 
volatility of their substances, or more precisely the solubility 
of their substances in the supercritical solvent. 

We can distinguish three cases: 

I. The substances to be extracted are the only ones 

soluble in all likely solvents. 

II. Between the soluble components exist essential differences 

in solubility.

III. The substances to be separated are similar soluble 

In general a more costly equipment operating at often in all -likely solvents at the operating conditions 

unfamiliar conditions has to be outweighed by these advantages. for supercritical extraction. 

From the mixture to be separated the following properties In case I solubility is solely determining the choice of 

should be known prior to selection of a supercritcal solvent: solvent a,1d operating conditions. The solvent· can be chosen 
according to the maximum solubility, provided availability, 

- state of the feed toxicity, security considerations or other limiting factors do 
- temperature limits not oppose .it. As appropriate examples the decaffeination of.coffee, 
- melting point (if applicable) the extraction of oil_from seeds and separation of finely 

- chemical nature of the components dispersed mineral matter may be considered. 

- accompanying substances An entrainer can considerably enhance solubility. 
- general information on the chemical proper- In case II again solubility is the determining parameter. 

ties and the behaviour of the components. Yet operating conditions cannot be chosen arbitrarily since 
according to phase behaviour and selectivity there are more 

The state of the feed homogeneous or heterogeneous and the degree of or less favourable conditions possible which can be discussed 
dispersion in a liquid or solid substrate - is important since it may using the example of deacidifying natural oils. 
determine the mode of operation. So far no continuously opera- In case III selectivity is more decisive than solubilftY 
ted feeding system for solids into a pressurized system has been for effectively being able to achieve the goal of the process. 
proven technically feasible at a pressure level necessary An example may be the separation of mono and diglycerides, 
for gas extract.ion. The highest temperature to which the but mixtures of sterols or of model components having the 
mixture can be exposed limits the choice of the supercritical same vapour pressure are more suitable for representing 
solvent to a critical temperature well below the maximum th.is case which so f ar has been least taken into consideration 
operating temperature. The melting point of a mixture may be for practical applications. In this case an entrainer, both 
of interest, since in its neighbourhood with respect to tern- to enhance selectivity and solubility, may be effectful. 
perature a complicated phase behaviour in combination with 
the supercritical solvent may occur which can cause operation of 

the equipment to be difficult. The chemical nature of the component 

to be extracted is .important since it determines the interactions 

Having such gathered information on the mixture to be 

separated, one can choose the solvent from a relatively 

limited list of substances, the most favoured of which 

are: ethylene (9.9° C), carbon dioxide (31 ° C), eth�ne (32.2° C), 

nitrous oxide i36.5 ° C), propane (96.8 ° C) and the higher 

alcanes up to hexane (234.2 ° C), methanol (240° C), 

benzene (288.9 ° C), toluene (320.8° C) and water (374.1 ° CJ. 

With the higher critical temperatures, esp. with water the 

limit of pure physical solubility is crossed and during 

solubilization cracking of the material simultaneously 

takes place. 
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The solubility in the supercritical solvent so far has been 
found to be decisive for the process. Information on 

this can be gathered from phase equilibria, especially from 

binary phase equilibria of supercritical components with 

substances to be extracted. On such binary phase equilibria 

vast information has been compiled in recent years. 

Knowing the behaviour of the binary systems in most cases 

reliable conclusions can be drawn on the behaviour of ternary and 

more complex systems. 

Solubility of low volatile substances in supercritical 

components mainley depends on density. Since at moderate 

pressures the density of the gas is highest in the neighbourhood 

of the critical temperature and can be changed easily by pressure 

or temperature variation the solvent is chosen to have a 

reduced temperature of Tr = 1.05 to 1.3 at the operating tem

perature. 

If the difference between operating temperature and critical 
temperature of the solvent is significantly greater, solubility 

is essentially lower. But even gases with about the same 

critical temperature dissolve substances in different 

amounts. Natural and mineral oils are for better dissolved 

by ethane than by carbon dioxide. 

For a certain gas and at constant temperature solubility increases 

with pressure. If volatilities of the components to be separated 

at least differ essentially it may be useful to apply a 

pressure which is high enough so that one binary system is 

supercritical and the low volatile component of this binary can 

be dissolved in nearly all quantities. In general this is 

possible if supercritical solvent and nonvolatile substance 

are chemical similar as e. g. is the case for ethane-hexadecane. 

The other extreme case mostly occours with water as 

one of the subcritical components. N0npolar and slightly 

polar gases at temperatures up to about 150
° C dissolve water 

only in small amounts and nearly independently of pressure. 

Therefore if water is present in the mixture, its gas phase 

concentration is determined mainly by temperature. 

A certain gas dissolves substances which are chemically similar 

according to the molecular weight. 'fhi.s is also valid for 

chemically dissimilar substances if differences in molecular 

weight are considerable. Substances of equal volatility 

but different functional groups, are dissolved 

(at given conditions of temperature and pressure) in different 

amounts by gases having the same critical temperature. 

As a general rule selectivity decreases with 

increasiny solubility. Selecting a gas with a high solvent 

power results in a low separation factor. 

Economy is main_ly determined by the ratio of product 

quantity to circulated gas. For a given mixture to be separated 
this 1:atio is directly proportional to the co1ocentration of 

nonvolatile substances in the gas, provided the concentration 

in the feed gas stream is the same. The capacity of the gas 

can be enhanced by enhancing solubility1that is by higher 

pressure or by a lower concentration of extracted substances in 

�he-recirculated feed 1 wn1ch may be achieved by a greater 

pressure drop or a greater temperature change between extraction 

and regeneration. Since these measures raise investment and 

operating cast, application of an entrainer may be favourable. 

An entrainer is a substance of medium volatility. Its critical 

temperature is well above the operating temperature of gas 

extraction. In most cases normal organic solvents may be taken 

into consideration for an entrainer, preferably substances 

which are present in the mixture. 

The modifying effect of an entrainer can be summarized: 

- enhancing solubility, 

- enhancing temperature and pressure 

dependence of solubility 

- enhancing of the separation factor. 

Rules for applying entrniners: 

The critical temperature of the entrainer must be higher 

than the process temperature. To make properly use of 

the enhanced solubility, the behaviour of the binary entrainer -

supercritical gas is decisive. Operating pressure and 

temperature should be chosen in such a way that the binary 

system entrainer - supercritical gas is just supercritical. 

It should have a two phase region which does extend to very 

high pressures. 'rhe entrainer can be chosen in the same way as an 

ordinary liquid solvent. 

An example may illustrate this. 

For processing heavy oil residues by gas extraction propane 

can be used as supercritical component. The residue may have 
a lower boiling end point of 350 ° C. Propane has a critical 

temperature of 96.8 ° C. A first choice for an operating 

temperature may be 100 to 200 ° C. As entrainer any hydrocarbon 

compound or a mixture thereof can be used, if its boiling 

temperature is from 50 to 300 ° C, preferably from 80 to 150 ° C, 

e. g. heptane. As a f.i.rst guess for the operating pressure 

the two - to threefold of the critical pressure of most 

hydrocarbons (40-50 bar), i. e. 100 - 150 bar can be 

chosen. This pressure is high enough to ensure that the 

binary system entrainer-gas is supercritical, provided the 

temperature is-not too high. At 150° c (and 150 bar) th� 
solllbility increas�s continuously with concentratio� of the entrainer. 

At 200 ° C and low concentrations of the entrainer the 

solubility decreases wit� increasing amount of entrainer. 

At higher concentration of the entrainer solubility again 

increases with increasing amount of entrainer. 

Therefore 150 ° C will be an appropriate operating tem-

perature. In systems with hydrocarbon compounds the 

operating temperature should be in the neighbourhood of 

the critical temperature of the gas, possibly not higher 

than about TR = 1.2. 
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